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PREFACE~ 

THIS is the thirty-third issue of the Official Year Book, which from 
the first issue in 1886 to 1904 was known as the" Wealth and 

Progress of New South Wales." 

In order to render as prompt service as possible, the contents of the 
volume have been published already in fifteen parts, as they became 
available from the printer at dates between April and November, 1926. 
Each part contains the latest information available at the time it was 
sent to press. Much of the text, therefore, relates to the year 1926. 

Every care has been taken to keep the work free from errors, but 
if any be noticed by readers, notification regarding them would be 
appreciated. 

A diagram map of New South Wales is published with the volume 
to show the railways, the land and statistical divisions, and the wheat 
belt. The boundaries of the statistical divisions coincide with those 
of Shires instead of Counties as in issues prior to 1923, because it is 
thought desirable that statistics generally should be compiled with the 
local governing area as the geographical unit. 

Most of the graphs and diagrams introduced into the previous issue 
have been retained, but in some cases ratio graphs have been substituted 
for those formerly published. 

The" Statistical Register of New South Wales," published annually 
from this Bureau, will prove serviceable to those who wish to obtain 
more detailed information regarding the matters treated generally in 
this Year Book. The" Statistical Bulletin," issued quarterly, contains 
a summary of the latest available statistics of the State. 

My thanks are tendered to the responsible officers of the various 
State and Commonwealth Departments, and to others who have 
kindly supplied information, often at considerable trouble. 

Finally, I wish to express my appreciation of the services rendered 
by those officers of the Bureau who have been associated with me in the 
preparation of this volume. . 

Bureau of Statistics, 
Sydney, 19th November, 1926. 
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T. WAITES, 
Government Statistician. 
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GEOGRAPIIY. 

N EW sourH W ALEIS is situated entirely in the temperate zone of the 
Southern Hemisphere, and is on the opposite side of the world from 

the seat of the British Empire, of which it forms a part. Tt is distant from 
London 11,200 miles by the Suez Canal-the shortest shipping route. 

The name" New South Wales" vms given to the eastern part of Australia 
{then known as New Holland) on its discovery by Captain Cook in 1770, 
and for fifty-seven years all Australian territory east of longitude 135° 
€ast was known by that name, Tn 1825, shortly after the separation of 
Tasmania (Van Diemen's Land), the western boundary vvas moved to longi
tude 129 0

• The steps by which the territory of the State assumed its present 
boundaries and dimensions are sho,vn below:-

I 

I PoJpnlation 
I Area of of Territory 

I. Area. ! New South known as 

I 

! Hl;rol\'cd In I 'Vales after Ne\y South 
I adJustment. ,adj'-1stment I Wales at {'nd 

Date. Nature of Tu"ritorial Adjustnlent. 

I I ~ I of year. 
~--~-----------

1788 11' New South \Vales defined as whole of AuJ 
tralasia east of longitude 1350 east." I 

1825 I Tasmania pract,ically separated from New 

I 

;';ollth \Vales. 
1825 , ''''estern houndary of Kew South vValesl 

mo\'ed to longitnde 12!)0 east. I 
1836 [ South Australia founded as a separate! 

colony. 
1841 New Ze"aJand proclaimed a separate colony ... 

IS51 j Victoriet proclaimed a separate colony 

1R59 ! 
1861-3

1 

1911 I 
1915 

Queensland j)roclaimed a separate colony ... , 
Northern 'l'erritory ani! territory betweenj 

longitude 1290 "ni! l;j2° east sepn,rated. 
Federal Capital Territory ceded to Common-I 

wealth. I 
Territory at Jervis Bay coded to CommonJi 

wealth. i 

I 

sq. miles.1 Sq.' miles. ! 
." I 1,584,:389, 1,024 

" l26th.Jan.). 
26,2lf. 11,558,174 } 

33,500t 
518,134 2,076,308 

309,850 1,766,458 78,929 

103,862 1,662,596 145,303 

87,834 1,574,712 197,265 

554,300 1,020,412 :027,459 
710,040 310,372 377,712 

912 309,460 1,701,736 

2S 309,432 1,895,603 

---.-.-~- ._-

:1: Literally intel'pret.ed the boundaries defined inclurled Fiji, Samoa, and some nehrhhourlng- islands. 
t Approximate. § Exclusive of area of Pacinc Js]ands, except New Zealand. 

The area of New South Wales in the years 1788 to 1841, as shown above, 
is approximate only. 

BOUNDAIUES AND DnIENSIONS. 

The present boundaries of New South vYales are as follow:-On thE east, 
the coastline from Point Danger to Cape Howe; on the west, the 141st 
meridian of cast longitude; on the north, the 29th ,parallel of south latitude, 
proceeding cast to the Banvon River, and thereafter along the lfacintyre 
and Dumaresq Rivers to the junction with Tenterfield Creek; thence alon~ 
the crest of a spur of the great Div'iding 'Range, the crest of that range 
north to the J\facpherson Range, and along the crest of the :NIacpherson 
Range east to the sea; on the south, the southern bank of the Murray River 
to its source at the head of the river Tlldi, aI'd thence by a direct marked: 
line to Cape Rowe. 
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From Point Danger, along a diagonal line, to the sout,h-west corner of the 
State--a distance of 850 miles-the greatest dimension of the State is found. 
The length of coast, measured direct from Point Danger to 'Oape Howe, is 
683 miles, the actual length of seaboard being 907 miles. The greatest 
,breadth, measured along the 29th parallel of latitude, is 756 miles. The 
shortest dimension, along the western boundary, is about 340 miles. 

AREA. 

The total area of New South Wales, including Lord Howe Island, but 
excluding the Federal Territory, is 309,432 square miles, or 198,036,480 acres, 
being rather more than one-tenth of the area of Australia.' About 4,639 
square miles, or 2,969,080 acres, of the total surface is covered by water, 
iiie1uding 176 square miles, or 112,750 acres, by the principal harbours. The 
area of Lord Howe Island is 5 square miles. 

'The area of New South Wales in relation to the total area of Australia 
is shown in the following sta:tement:-

State or Territory. Area. Per cent. of 
total Area. 

New South Wales 
1-sq:-m11es~~--------

...... \ 309,432 10·40 
Victoria 
Queensland ... 
South Australia 
Western Australia 
Tasmania 
Northern Territory ... 

87,884 2·96 
670,500 22·54 
380,070 12·78 
975,920 32·81 

26,215 ·88 
523,620 17·60 

912 ·03 
28 ·Ou 

Federal Capital Territory I 
Federal Territory at Jervis Bay::: 

1------1------------
... 1 Commonwealth 2,974,581 100·00 

New South Wales is approximately thrce and a half times as large as 
Victoria, nearly twelve times as large as Tasmania, and somewhat smaller 
than South Australia. Queensland is about twice and Western Australia. 
three times as large as New South Wales. 

The following table shows the extent of the State of New South Wales 
and of the Oommonwealth of Australia in comparison with the total area 
of ,all countries of the world, the British Empire, and certain individual 
countries :-

1 

R~tio of Area I Ratio of Area to Area of Country. Area. New South . to Area of 
Wales. Australia. 

sq, miles. 
New South 'Vc.les 

···1 
309,432 1·000 ·104 

Commonwealth ... .. , 2,974,581 9'613 1·000 
United Kingdom 121,633 ·393 ·041 
Canada ... .. ,[ 3,729,665 12·053 1·254 
Argentina ... 1,153,119 3'729 ·388 
United States ... 3,026,789 9·782 1·018 
'British Empire .. 'j 13,257,584 42·845 4·456 
The World ···i 52,055,879 168·231 17·500 

I 

LORD HOWE ISLAND. 

Lord Howe Island is a dependency of New SOl1th\Vales, and is included 
in the electorate of Sydney; it is situated about 300 miles east of Port 
Macquarie, and 436 miles north-east of Sydney. The island was discovered 
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in 1788; it is of volcanic origin, and Mount Go\YCT, the highest point, reaches 
.an altitude of 2,840 feet. The climate and soil are favourable to the growth 
of SUbtropical products, but on account of the rocky formation of the greater 
part of the surface of 3,220 acres, only about 300 acres are arable. The 
land has not been alienated, and is occupied rent free on sufferance, baing 
.utilised niainly for the production of Kentia ·palm seed. A Board of Oontrol 
.at. Sydney manages the affairs of the island and supervises the palm seed 
industry. .At the Census of 1921 the population numbered 111 persons. 

PHYSICAL FEATURES. 

Coastline. 
'The coastline of New South 'Wales is remark:llly regular, trending almost 

uniformly from north-north-east to south-south-west and displaying few 
striking topographical features. It consists of rugged cliffs, alternating' 
with sandy beaches and numerous inlets, with here and there a river estuary. 

The operations of important physiographical factors have prevented the 
<coast from acquiring features such as projecting deltas and wide river 
valleys and estuaries, which so commonly give natural access to the interior 
'Of other countries. These factors are the close proximity of the watershed 
to the coast, the consequent shortness of the rivers, and the presence of a 
'Constant though slow-moving southerly ocean current, which sweeps along 
the coast and prevents the formation of deltas beyond the line of protection 
afforded by headlands. In a number of instances the volume of the coastal 
rivers is not great enough to carry their silt far to 'sea, with the result 
that, where they meet the dead water of the coast at their mouths, matter is 
deposited, forming a ground·work for" sand-bars," which constitute impedi
ments to navigation even by coastal vessels. 

The central portion of the coast, however, is well furnished with spacious 
inlets, distinguished by winding fore shores and ample roadsteads, so that 
within a space of about 150 miles there are foul' large natural harbours. 
Some of them rank among the finest in the world, and only await economic 
.development. Port Stephens, the most northerly, lies a little to the north 
.of the central point of the coast; it possesses a great expanse of water 
€xceeding 30 feet in depth. Broken Bay is a submerged river valley, with 
three arms and spacious anchorage, at the mouth of the Hawkesbury. Port 
Jackson (Sydney Harbour), perhaps the finest harbour in the world, is 
the commercial centre of the State, and an important shipping port with 
'a large volume of trade. .T ervis Bay possesses deep water throughout its 
great extent, and is a naval base destined to be the port of the Federal 
'Capital at Canberra, with which it will be connected by rail. Further south, 
Twofold Bay, neal' the southern boundary, is a potential harbour, with a 
convenient entrance. 

The coastal formation of Port !Cembla and the estuary of the Hunter 
River (Port Hunter) have been converted into harbours serviceable to 
growing manufacturing centres. At frequent intervals along the coast 
llumerous inlets provide shelter and facilities for coastal shipping. 

Further particulars regarding the harbours and anchorages are shown ;,a 
the chapter relating to shipping. 

Strewn along the coast at intervals there are eight lakes, partly marine 
and partly estuarine, connected with the sea by narrow channels. It is 

believed that they were formerly coastal mlleys at a highee.' level than thl'y 
occupy at present, and that they became "drowned" by the sea when the 
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,subsidence oecuned which formed the exiating harbours and the 4J1rcs.ell.t 
t.lJa!ltaI1evels. Their clltrances inmost cases' are narrow ,andshaHow, and 
are usually blocked by. the aetion of the sea and wind upon the sand. 

:Most of .these lakes are surrounded by pieturesque scenery. They attract 
ivurists and holiday-makers, and provide extel1Rive fishing grounds. The 
!::l'gest, Lake ~facquarie, 8 miles south of N eweastle, is 4'1 square miles in 
,,"'ea. A chain of beautiful lakes, of which the lJrincipal are the :1fyall and 
'Wallis Lakes, lies between Port Stephens and Oape Hawke. 

l'heBur/ace. 
The story, as told by geologists, of the manner in which the surface of 

New South Wales assumed its 'present shape is very interesting. 

In past ages a great part of the interior of Australia was occupied by a 
v.:;st mediterranean sea, bounded by it line of highlands, which probably 
extended considerably to the cast of the present coastline. Their slope was 
towards the west, and rivers flowed down from them into the inland sea. 
carryjl~!5 thither the sand and silt which now seals down the artesian basin. 
In a later age a gradual uplift took plnce in th:; northern part of Austl':llia, 
aocompanied by a depression in the southern portion; and streams which 
fermerly flowed north-west and entercd the sea by separate mouths became 
diverted to the south and conjoined with the Darling River. 

The southern depression allo,ved the sea to encroach inlaIld from the 
south and to spread over the region now known as the Riverina, but a 
subsequent uplift pushed the southern sea back to its present boundary and 
caused a combination of the western riYel's into the one great system of 
AilBtralia-the ~Iurray-Darling. 

During the upward movement in the interior a marked elevation took 
place in the coastal portion, the uplift being greater towards the coast, and 
an elevated plateau with a short steep slope to the eastern seaboard was 
produced. Rivers which then commenced to :flow down this G,lope eYidently 
possessed great erosive power, and, by a gradual process of denudation, 
'worked their way inland, extending the coastal district into what 'were 
fGl'merly the eastern portions of the GreRt Dividing Hange. 

Subsequently 'a submergence of the coast took place and the valleys of 
ths cO:lstal riYers were converted into harbours, such as Port Jackson, 
B"'okcn Bay, and Port Stephens. 

The surface of New South \Vales bears signs of having passed through 
lengthy periods of erosion. It possesses less diversity than any of the 
continents, and there are no lofty mountain ranges, few ,peaks of importance, 
and no large lakes of permanent fresh water. N earJy t'he whole of the State 
consists of extensive plains and hilly patches at varyiIig levels. The surface 
:Is divided naturally into four main divisions-the Ooast District, the 
Tablelands. the \Vestern Slopes, and the extensive Plains. The tablelands 
form the Great Dividin.g Range, which traverses the State from north to 
south, and marks the division between the coast district and the plains. 

The coastal strip is undulating and well watered. The average width is 
about 50 miles in the north and 20 miles in the south. At Olifton the table
land abuts on the ocean, while the widest part (150 miles) is in the valley 
of the Hunter River, where the Telatively soft Tocks of the coal basin have 
offered least obstruction to river erosion. 

The coastal region is bounded on the west by steep, often inaccessible, 
escarpmentiS, where the highlands rise suddenly from the lower levels of 
the coast; the declivities aTe furrowed by deep and Tugged ,alleys sloping 
toward the sea, and here and there a mountain spur projects eastward. 
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These natural'cfeatures have made access to the tablelands from the coast 
a matter of formidable difficulty in many districts, so that the .highlands 
are crossed only at three points by the railway and at fewmoroby roads. 

The coast line is fringedwith.a narrow and fe1'tile .plain cxtenruing :from 
north to south and broken Dnly at Clifton. This plain juts along the Hunter 
Valley for a distance of 60 miles. A con.siderable strip north and south of 
the Clarence R,iver is 30 to 40 miles :wide, thence south to Port ·Stephens it 
·isl0 to 15 miles in width; thereafter ·it .gradually broadens to a wid·th of 
35 miles, until it is broken at Olifton. The South Ooast continuation of 
theph·in IS nowhere wider. than 15 mi·les, the average width being about 
lO:miles. 

There are two tablelands-the northern and southern-comprising an 
extensive plateau region, divided near the middle by the Oa,silis or Hunter 
Gap. GeneraHy they present OIl the eastern side a steep descent towardB 
the ocean, while on the- west they slope gradually towards tho plains. They 
vary in width from 30 to 100 miles. The northern tablel:md commences 
in Queensland and terminates on the northern side of the Peel River 
Valley; its average height is 2,DOO feet. The southern tableland extends 
from the Victorian border, and slopes gradually to the Oudgegong and 
0010 Rivers; its average height is slightly loss .than the northern tableland, 
although t.he Kosciusko Plateau, the most elevated portion of the State, is 
within its limits. 

At various levels gently undulating upland plains occur thmnglJOut the 
tableland division, such as the Dorrigo, which forms the elevated hinterland 
of the coastal tract arolmd Ooff's Harbour; and the Bathurst, Goulburll, 
Yass, and JliIonaro Plains on the central and southern ta blelands. Notable 
features of the southern tabloland are the limestone belt, in which the 
famons J enol an and other limestone caves occur. and the grandeur 'Of the 
scenery in the nUlllerous sunken valleys, such as' those of the Blue :Moun
tains, the Burragorang Valley, through which the Wollondilly River flows, 
the Eangaroo Vaney, between 1.foss Vale and the Shoalhaven River, and 
the Araluen Valley furth~r south. 

The Great Plain distriot covers nearly two-thirds of the area of New 
South "Vales. It stretches from the base of the slopes of the tablelands 
to the western boundary of the State, and thence north, south, ,1l1d west as 
the Great Oentral Plain of Aust.ralia. The plains are not quite level, but 
rise very gently from the bed of the Darling eastward towards the Great' 
Dividing Range and ·westward towards the South Australian border. Only 
a few trifling elevations occur, but in th~ centre the Oobar plain, 150 miles 
wide, stretches for 300 miles in a north-westerly direction towards the 
Darling River, its altitude ranging from 500 feet to 1,000 feet above sea 
level. Owing to scanty rainfall the plains are devoid of forests. 

The plains aTe watered by the rivers of the Murray-Darling system; the 
Darling and its tributaries are hable to considerable shrinkage in periods of 
dry weather; but, on the other hand,in wet seasons, these streams overflow 
their banks and flood the surrounding country for miles, producing a 
luxuriant growth of grasses. 

The surface of the plains consists of fertile red and black soils, the .foTlller 
being particularly rich in plant food. The black soil formations represent 
the silted-up channels of old rivers which, when flooded, spread a fertile 
silt over the surrounding district. The black soil plains occupy large areas 
along the middle courses of the J\lIacquarie, Oastlereagh, N amoi, and Gwydir 
Rivers. 
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Several portions of the plains are di,stinguished by special names, such 
as the Liverpool Plains, between the Peel and Liverpool Ranges; the 
Riverina, stretching northward from the Murray and intersected by a net
)vork of streams; the Bulloo Plain, betwecn the Paroo River and the Grey 
and Barrier Ranges; the Bland, between Gootamundra and Lake Oowal; 
and the Pilliga Scrub, between N arrabri and Ooonabarabran. The name 
Western Plains is applied generally to the Western Division a!l shown on 
the map in the frontispiece, while the plaincountQ of the Central Land 
Division is referred to as the Oentral Plwins, the southern portion receiving 
the special name Riverma. 

Particulars relating tc the economic condition and settlement of the 
various divisions of the State are published m tne chapter" Rural Settle
ment" of this Year Book 

Mountains. 

The mountains of New South Wales may be classified in two maiD. g-ro:;,ps 
-the Great Dividing Range with its coa~tal spurs, and the ranges ~f the 
interior. 

The Great DIviding Range is ,the name given toa continuous cIlain of 
highlands stretching along the whole ea:stern portion of Australia. In a 
strict acceptance of the term the portion within New South 'Wales is not a 
range of mountains, but a succession of extensive plateaux. Except for a 
westerly bend skirting the valley of the Hunter River, it runs for the most 
Part parallel to the coast-line, and a number of lateral spurs branch from 
either side. 

Pro0eeding from north to 'south, the names distinguishing ithe various 
porti<ons of the Great Dividing Range in New South Wales are:-Mac
pherson, New Eng'land, I,iverpool, :Main or Blue Mountain, Oullarin, 
Gouroek, ]\ionaro, and the JIIlulliong Ranges. 

The Northern Tableland, ,eompl'isingprineipally the highlands known 
as the New England Range, is the largest positive physical feature of the 
State. It has a considerable area at a greater altitude than 4,000 feet, and 
its highest point, Ben Lomond, is 5,000 feet above sea level. The highest 
parts.of the Great Dividing Bango are sitllated in tihe extreme south of 
the State, and are known as the Muniong Range. Several peaks attain an 
.altitude of about 7,000 feet, the highest being 1Ylount Kosciuslm, 7,328 
feet. 

The other mountains of the State, represcnti:lg the remnants of anCIent 
ranges, possess little importance. 

The vV'Urrumbungle Range is practically a continuation 'of the Liverpool. 
extending in a north-westerly direction for a distance of nearly 100 miles. 
These mountains represent the denuded stump.s of a series of volcanoes, 
which burst into activity near the sihores .of the old inland sea before it 
hecmlle silted up. The sand8tone beds of the \Varrumbungle Range form 
part of the int,ake beds of the great artesian basin. 

Two ranges-the Barrier and Grey-of an average elevation of about 
1,500 feet, and rising 800 feot 'above the surrounding plains, lie near the 
extreme west and north-west of the State. They form the western boundary 
of the vast depression through which the Darling" River and its tributaries 
'flow. The Barrier Range contains ri·oh silyor-lead deposits, and some of 
its rocks are possibly the oldest in A;1strali'a, if not in the world. 
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Hivers. 

New South Wales does not possess any great rivers, and for this there are 
three mains causes, viz., the position of the watel'Shed; ,the absence of lofty 
peaks, whose snowy caps in melting might feed large streams; and the 
spasmodic, and unreliable nature of ethe rainfall in the western interior. 

The Great Dividing Range, which constitutes the main watershed, has 
formed an absolute boundary between two river groups-the easter:p. or 
coastal, and the western-which are entirely dis,tinct and possess dissimilar 
characteristics. 

The coastal rivers flow east into the Pacific OC8ill1, and, on account of 
the proximity ,of the mountains to <the ocean, the majorilty are short, rapid, 
independent streams; the Hunter (340 miles) and the Hawkesbury (335 
miles) by reason of their winding courses are the longest. Generally, the 
rivers south of Sydney, where the coastal strip narrows considerably, are 
of less importance than those of the north. 

The physical aspects of all the eastern rivers are similar. Their upper 
courses 'are amidst broken and mountainous country, and the lower basins 
consist usually of undulating hmd with rich alluvial flats. Where uncul
tiva,ted, the land is densely timbered. 

There are eight. principal coastal l',ivers and numerous minor streams. 
Some are navigable fo'r various distances; thus ocean-going vessels may 
proceed along the Richmond for 65 miles, the Olarence 45 miles, the 
Macleay and Manning 30 miles, r.nd the Hunter 35 miles. Ocean-going 
vessels may penetrate the Hawkesbury for 70 miles, but the Shoalhaven is 
navigable for only 5 miles from its mouth. 

The rivers of the western slope belmlg tJ the }Iurray-Darling system. 
The Gwydir, N amoi, Oastlereagh, 1Iacquarie, and Bog'an discharge their 
waters into the Darling, which in turn carries them to the Murray, which 
receives also the waters of the I~achlan and :Murrumbidgee. They drain 
'an immense area, including the whole of the western portion of New South 
Wales, and large portions of Queensland and Victoria, and they discharge 
into the sea through a single month. In consequellce of the gr'adual 
slOiP'8 of the plain country, these rivers, unlike the coastal, are long, mean
dering, and slow in discharge. They wind for the most part through loose, 
absorbent soils. In many places they have cut deep channels, which at 
times are full of heavily-charged, fast-moving water, emptied from their 
upper basins after heavy rains. On SJUch occasions these streams are impres
sive rivers. Normally they have not a great volume of flow, being sluggish, 
clear, shallow ,gtreams flowing at the bottom of channels, as much as 30 feet 
below the ground level. ,sometimes, in dry seasons, the flow ceases and 
there remains nothing but a chain of water-holes. These curious variations 
in the condition of the western streams are due to the variableness of the 
rainfall at their sources, the scanty rainfall in their lower basins, the 
absence of large feeding streams, the great evaporation, and the absorbent 
nature of the soils, particularly over the artesian basin. 

·T.he most important river is the Murray, which fDrms part of the southern 
boundary of the ,state. It has a total length of 1,600 miles, of which 1,200 
are within New ISouth Wales, and along this course a more or less regular 
stream flows, fed by the snows; of tlhe southern highlands. For about seven 
months of the year the river is navigable a6 far as \Ventworth for lnrgo 
riverboats, and for smaller craft as far as Albury. The Murrumbidgee, 980 
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miles in length, ranks next to the Murray in regularity and volume of flow. 
In its low.er~course it receives tihe La:chlan, 922' miles in' length. The longest 
river in Australia is the Darling, ,which. measures 1,70.2 miles, the total 
lcngth from its source to the mouth 01£ the 11urray being 2,260 miles. The 
DD,l'liug' flows across ~western New South vVales from north-east to south
'Ncst to join the },lurray 150 miles from the South Australian border. It 
recei,;es a number of rivers fl'om South Queensland when their volume is 
sufficiently great, and in New ,southW ales receives successively the follow
im:;~ :~:ivers whose, lengths are as shown :-J'}wydir, 350 miles; N amoi, 5213 
m iks; J'vf acquarie, 590 miles; Oastlereagh, 340 miles; and Bogan, 370 miles. 
Particulars of the water storage schemes in connection with these rivers 
are published in chapter "\Vater Oonservation and Irrigation" of this 
Year Book. 

The relative magnitude of rivers as shown by the average annual volume 
of vrater which they carry may be ascertained in respect of some of the more 
imp::>rtant streams from the records of river gaugings extending in some 
caS83 back to 1885. 

The folkrwing comparison is based on the Tecords of the period 1905-
1924:-

~~---- ---------~---~--

I 
Gauging Station. I ~(:~~;c:f I DrA~~~~e 

I 
Average Annual 

Run-off River. 

" -----------~~----------

lVlurm,y ... 
MUl'ru:nhidgco 
Darling 
Maeq:1arie 
Lacl{tJJll ... 
Namo; 

TOCUln"V;:al 

Wagga 
:Menindie 
Narrominc 

I 

Condobolin 
::: Narrabri 

lUyer. of Water. 

----[-- --- ~- -. -----

I miles. sq. miles. acre-feet. 
' •• 1 435 10,160 5,072,618 

I 396 10,700 2.850,856 
:::1 1,383 221,700 1,620,194 
... :318 10,090 623,180 

380 10,420 411,875 
... j 302 9,820 408,387 

-----------------------.-~.-------

h~ making the above comparison gauging stations have been selected with 
ol'31nagc areas of approximately equal extent, except in the case of the 
Darling. The Tange of choice has been limited by the number of stations 
with available recoTds. In the case of the I,achlan River the average run-off 
at Forbes, 126 miles above Oondobolin, is 584,582 acre-feet per annum. 
Similar particulars are not available in respect of coastal rivers, except the 
Hunter, which at Singleton has a draining area. of 6,580 square miles and an 
nVCnI;!!,e annual run-off of 609,636 acre-feet of water. An acre-foot of water 
i,: ">Deh a quantity as would coyer an acre of land to a unif01'm depth of 1 
fo::>t. 

La7~es. 

The lakes of N'cw South \Vales are unimpOTtant, but may be classified in 
five gToups,-the coastal lakes or lagoons, those of the tablelands; and of 
the Westel'n Plains, the lakes and tarns of the Kosciusko Plateau, and the 
great nrtiilcial lake at Burrinjuck .used f01: irrigation pm'poses. 

The coastal lakes have been described already. 
The lukes of the tablelands owe their origin to volcanic and oeber geologi

eai disturbances of former ages, and nearly all are situated in the southern 
t:lblelund. Lake George, sometimes. termed the largest freshwater lake in 
New South Wales, occupies a depression in the Oullarin Range; it is fed 
'by several srr:all streams, but has no visible outlet. Except after.a. succes
sion of wert seasons, the lake is shallow, its ,waters being lost by evaporation 
and by soakage through the .slate formation of its bed. If full, Lake George 
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would cover an area of 60 square miles, but in average seasons a large 
prvportion of its bed is dry and is utilised for grazing stock. Lake Bathurst 
lies in a circular depres,sion about 7 square miles in area, 10. miles east of 
Lake George. Both lakes are situated more than 2,000 feet above sea-leveL 

The lakes of the Western Plains occur usually along the courses of tho 
western rivers. They aro mostly natural shallow depressions of considerable 
extent, which are filled during floods by the overflow of the rivers. Like 
the western rivers, these lakes vary with the seasons, presenting an appear
ance of great size in wet seasons, and dwindling to a succession of ponds 
and mud basins in continued dry weather, but they serve a useful purpose 
in dry seasons Iby maintaining: the flow of the rivers below the lakes for 
some months after the upper courses become dry. 

Along the Darling River the largest lake beds on the right bank :1re:
N arran, above Brewarrina; Oawndilla, Menindie, and Tandon, near ]l.l[enin
die; and, on the left bank, Gunyulka in the Wilcannia district. 

,Within the Lachlan basin the. most important are Lake Oowal, which 
is situated about 40 miles from Forbes, receiving the drainage of.the Bland 
Plain and the overflow of floodwaters from the Lachlan River, and Lake 
Oudgellico, which also receives the floodwaters of the Lachlan in wet 
seasons. 

Lake Victoria, on the right bank of the Jl.furray River, in the south
western corner of New South ~Vales, is connected with the Murray by 
Frenchman's Oreek. It covers an area of 26,000 acres, and holds 17,000,000. 
cubic feet of water when fulL It has neenconverted into a ressrvoir in 
connection with the River Murray Irrigation Scheme. 

The Kosciusko Lakes are due to the formation of barriers of moraine 
material left behind by glaciers. They are situated about 6,000 feet above
sea-level. The princj,pal are the Blue Lake, Lake Albina, Oootapatamba 
andOlub Lakes, and Hedley Tarn. 

The Burrinjuck Dam, near the head of the Murrumbidgee River, is a 
large lake covering 12,740 acres, with a capacity of 33,612,000,000 cubic 
feet of water impounded by a retaining wall 240 feotin height. Its outlet 
is by the .Murrumbidgee River, whose flow is regulated thereby to meet the 
needs of an extensive irrigation area on its bank 240 miles below the dam.* 

Mineral Spnngs. 

Mineral springs of varied composition are found 111 many parts of the· 
State; in some cases the waters have been marketed as table-waters, and 
some are of medicinal value. Such springs occur at J\lIittagong, Ballimore, 
Rock Flat, Bungonia, J arvisville, and Yarrangobil1y. 

TI(ARSPORT AND 001HIUNICATION. 

The problem of establishing an efficient system of transport in K ev,' South 
Wales is rendered difficult by several causes, viz., the existence of a belt of 
rugged highlands comparatively near the coast readily passable at only 
a few points; the consequent difficulty in connecting the coast with the 
interior; the absence of navigable rivers and waterways; and the scattCl'ed 
nature of the settlement. 

Tho rugged approaches to the Great Dividing Range defied the efforts of 
explorers until 1813, when an eA-pedition succeeded in crossing the moun
tains, and the first road over the range was opened in 1815. ,shor~ly after--

--------------~--------. ----
·See Chap~er ,. 'Vater 9on8erva.tion andlrrigatio~1.," 
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wards a way was discovered across the mountains in the vicinity of I.ake 
George, near the spot where Goulburn now stands. These routes remained 
the easiest lines of communication with the interior to the west and south, 
and when railways were built they followed the roads. Strangely enough, 
the only real gap in the mountains, situated opposite Newcastle, and dis
covered by Ounningham in 1825, has not yet been utilised for traffic. The 
Great Northern Railway traversed the mountains by way of a higher gap 
at Murrurundi. The interior is connected with the sea by rail at only two 
points-Sydney and Newcastle. 

The early policy of government made Sydney the centre of the whole 
settlement commercially as well as politically. 'With its advantageous 
situat,ion on an unrivalled natural harbour, it became from ,the earliest 
,times the 'point frem 'which the roads radiated, and to which trade and 
'.commerce were drawn, despite the facts that its immediate district was not 
-well adapted for agricultm'e and that access to the fertile interior was 
impeded by difficult moullT:tins. In point of situation Port Stephens and 

,Jervis Bay, excellent natural harbours situated respectively 85 miles 
north and 82 miles south of Sydney, arc both qualified to constitute com
mercial outlets for the interior, and this remark applies with especial force 
'to Port Stephens, which is the most central port of the State and has the 
.advantage of large coal supplies in closo proximity. The development of 
this port is urged strongly as part of a deeentI'alisation scheme, and it if; 
probable that Jervis Bay also will become a shipping centre when it is 
opened up in eonncction with the establishment of the Federal capital at 
Canberra, There is not a good harbour north of Port IStcphens; and 
Twofold Bay, on the far South Coast, is probably too difficult of access 
from the interior to develop into an m'ersea shipping port. 

Railway, shipping, postal, cable and telegraphic services all have their 
'centre in Sydney, which 'With its environs contains more than 1,000,000 
inhai:itants, nearly ons-half of the population of the 'State, 

Localities such as thc southern Riverina, the Broken Hill distI'ict (which 
are not yet connected by rail with the metropolis), and the far North Ooast, 
find their outlet in other States, but the railway system of New South Waled 
'is gradually extending into these districts, 

In view of its vast open spaces, Now .south IN alcs is specially adapted 
for aviation; air routes between Sydney and the capital cities of other 
States have ,been prepared and other 'work in connection with the OI'ganisa

":Gion of air serv,ices is in progress, 

Particulars regarding roads, railways, etc" in ~ ew South \V,ales are given 
in the chapters of this volume, entitled Local Government, and Transport 
and Oommunication. 

GEOLOGY, FAUNA,FiLORA. 

A description of the geologica 1 formation of New South Wales, the fauna 
find the fiora, w"s published in the 1921 issue of this Y car Book. 
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CLIMATE. 

NEW South Wales is situated entirely in the temperate zone, and its 
cli:rna"t€ is generally mild and equable, and free from extremes of heat 

and cold. Abundant sunshine is experienced in all its seasons, and this factor 
exercises a strong-influence on the lives and character of the people. On an 

-average the capital city is without sunshine on only twenty-three days per 
year, and the average range of temperature between the hottest and coldest 
months is only about 17° Fah. In the hinterland there is even more sun
shine, and the range of temperature is greater, but observations with th6 
wet bulb thermometer show that the temperature is not maintained at so 
high a level as to be detrimental to the health and physique of persons 
engaged in outdoor labour in any part of the State. 

Practically the whole of New S OThth Wales is subj ect to the bracing 
influence of frosts during' five or more months of the year, but although 
snow has been known to fall over nearly two-thirds of the State, iw 
occurrence is comparatively rare except in the tableland districts. Peren
nial snow is found only on the highest peaks of the southern tableland. 

The seasons arc not so well defined in the western interior as on the coast, 
but are generally' as follow:-Spring during September, October, and 
November; summer during December. J'anuary, and February; autumn 
during March, April, and May; winter during J une,J uly, and August. 

'j[ eteorological Observations. 

Meteorological observations in :'few South Wales are directed from 
Sydney as the centre of :a subdivision of; Australia, which includes the 
greater part of New South Wales. A special climatological station is main
tained also at Dubbo, and there are many reporting stations throughout the 
State. Bulletins and weather charts are issued daily from the Meteoro
logical Bureau, and rain maps and isobaric charts arc prepared. 

Particulars of meteorological observations at various 8tationg in New 
South Wales are published annually in the Statistical Register of New 
South iVVales. In some cases ra;infall records from the year 18:60 are given. 

Signals are displayed in Sydney to give warnings of storms and to indi
cate fair weather, rain, and cold or heat waves; forecasts are telegra,phed 
daily to tovms in courrtrJ" districts, and the city forecasts are published in 
the early editions of the press. Special forecasts regarding cyclonic con
ditions are issued to the press and to the Oommonwealth and State Depart
ments of Navigation; this arr,angement enables precautions to be taken in 
regard to shipping. Flood warnings also are given in urgent cases. 

Winds. 
The weather in New South Wales is determined chiefly by anticyclones, 

or :areas of high barometric pressure, with their attendant tropical and 
Antarctic depressions,in "which the winds blow spirally outward from the 
centre or maximllm. These anticyclones pass almost continuously across 
the face of the continent of Australia from west to east, and the explanp.
tion of the existence of such high-pressure belts lies proba:bly in the fact 
that this area is within the zone in which polar and equatorial ctirrems 
meet and circulate for some time before flowing north and south. The 
easterly movement depends on the revolution of the earth. 

A general surging movement oecasionally takes place in the atmosphere, 
sometimes towards, and sometimes from, the equator. The moverileni; 
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causes sudden changes in thc weather-heat when the surge is to the south, 
and very cold weather when it moves towards the equator. Probably these 
sudden displaeements of the air systmns. are due to thermal action, resulting 
in expansion or contraction in the atmospheTic belts to the n01'th and south 
of Australia. 

New South Wales is peculiarly fwe from eyelonic dIsturbances, although 
occasionally a cyclone may result f!'Dm monsoonal disturbances, or may 
reach the State from the north-east tropics 01' from the AntaTctic low
pressure belt which lies te the south of Australia. 

In the- summer months the prevailing winds on the coast of New South , 
'Wales blow from the north, with an easterly tendency which extends to, and 
irrparts beyond, the highlands;· iwthe western districts the winds aTe usually 
from ·the west. Southerly winds, ,yhich are characteTlstic of the summer 
weather on the coast, occur most frequently during the months from Sep
tember to FebruaTY, and between 7 p.m. and midnight. These winds, which 
blow from the higher southern latitudes, cause a rapid fall in temperature, 
.and aTe sometimes accompanied by thunderstorms. 

During winter, the prevailing direction of the wind is westerly. In the 
southern areas of the State the winds are ,almost due west, but proceeding 
northwards there is a southerly tendency:, while on reaehing latitudes 
north of Sydney the direction is almost due south. When they reach the 
north-eastern parts oJ the State, these winds are, deflected in a westerly 
direction, and ar.e merged in the south-east trade winds north of latitude 
30°. During the eold. months of the year, Australia lies directly in the 
great high-pressure stream referred to previously, and the high pressure 
when passing over the continent tenus to break up into individual anti-

,cyclonic circulations. 

Rainfall. 
New South Wales is dominated by two rain bE'lts-the tropic and the 

Antarctic. Tbe amount of rainfall varies very greatly over the wide expanse 
of territory, the average decreasing from more than. 80 inehes per annum, 
in the north-casteTn comer to less than. 7 inches in the north-western· 
corner.. This vital factoT plays a very powerful part in deteTmining the 

,character of settlement. 
Generally, the wet season extends over the £Tst six months of the year; 

although occasionally the most servIceable rains occur in the s.pring. The 
caastal districts receive the heaviest falls, ranging from 30 inches in the 
south to' 80. inches in the north. Despite their proximity to the sea, the 
mountain chains are not of sufficient elevation to cause any great condensa
tion; So that, with slight irregularities, the average rainfall gmdual1y 
diminishes towards the north·westem limits of the State. 

An .a'pproximate classification of areas in New South "Vales (including 
·theFederal Territory) in accordance with the average annual rainfall shows 
the following distribution;-

I I Propor· II I Area. I Propor. Annual , ___ Area. _____ ~ ~~~nt. p~~' Annual tionper" 
H.ainlall. Rainfall. c~nt. of 

: Sq. Mi1e~. [ Acres. ,total areaol i Sq. Miles.J Acres. total area. 

I 

6681 427,520 I 
inches. I inches. 
Oller 70 I '2 20 to 30 77,202 49,409,2\!(f' 24'3 
60 to 70 I 1.765 : 1.129.600 ' '6 15 to 20 57,639 36.,8S8,960 18'6 
50 to 00 

I 
4,329 I 2,770,560 1'4 10 to 15 77,268 40,451,520 24'9 

40 to 50 15,R04 \ 10,114,560 5'1 Under 10 44,997 28,7!J8,080 15'0 
30 to 40 I 30,.7.00 19,648,000 9'9 -------- ---_. 

\ 
Total .... 310;372 198,638, Os(}' 100'0 

I I 
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It is apparent that only 42 per cent. of the area of the State receives 
rains exceeding on the average 20 inchcs per year. Over the greater part 
of the State the annual rainfall varies on the average between 20 per cent. 
and 30 per cent. from the average, and protracted periods of dry weather 
in one part or another are not uncommon. . 

Three clearly defined seasonal rain-belts cut diagonally across the State 
from west to east with a southerly incline. A winter rain region, which 
includes the southern portion of the 'vVestern Plains and dout two-thirds 
of the Riverina, is bounded on the north by a direct line from Broken Hill 
to 'vVagga with a curve around Albury. A summm' rain region, including 
the whole of the northern subdivisions, is bounded on the south by a line 
which waves regularly, first south and then north of a direct line from the 
north-western corner of the State to Newcastle. Between these, where 
the two dominating rain-belts merge, there extends a region, including the 
c.entral and south-eastern portions of the State, where the rains afe non
seasonal. A narrow coastal strip between Nowra and Broken Bn;') receive~ 
its heaviest rains in the antumn. 

The chief agencies causing rainfall are Antarctic depressions, monsoonal 
depressions, and anticyclonic systems. Antarctic depressions are the mair> 
cause of the good winter rains in the Riverina and on the South--ivestern 
Slope. A seasonal prevalence of this type of weather would cause a low 
rainfall on the coast and tablelands, and over that portion of the inland 
district north of the I,achlan River. A monsoonal prevalence CDS'.1Tes a 
good season inland north of the Lachlan, but not necessarily in east,ern and 
southern areas. An anticyclonic prevalence results in good rains OVC1' 

coastal and tableland districts, but causes dryness west of the mountains. 

The distribution of rainfall is dependent on three factors-(l) the energy 
present in the atmospheric systems, (2) the rate of movement of the atm(.'
spheric stream, and (3) the pl'evailing latitudes in which the anticyclonc~ 
are moving. 

A map published in the chapter "Rural Settlement" of the 1924 edition 
of this Year Book shows diagrammatically the distribution of rainf.all in 
New South \Vales. 

Floods of 1925. 

In consequence o{heavy falls of rain on the Southern Highlands between 
25th and 27th May and of widespread heavy rains between 18th and 2J3rd 
June, 1925, extensive floods affected practicaHy the whole of the rivers of 
the central and southern districts of the State, bnt more especially the 
Murrumbidgee and Hawkesbury. 

The immediate cause of the flood in the :Murrumbidgee River ,was the 
torrential downpour in its basin ·from Cooma northwards to Queanbeyan 
on 27th 1vfay. The day's registrations in this district ranged from 4 to 8 
inches, and, following upon the heavy rains of the preceding two days, 
caused the upper tributaries of the Murrumbidgee to rise suddenly to 
unprecedented heights. Reports indicate that at. Queanbeyan the wate:r 
rose 5 feet higher than during any previous flood, and many residences were 
inundated and severely damaged; By reason of the high level of the Burrin
juck Dam, where the outflow had been restricted while works were being 
constructed, the flood could be checked but little, and the houses on the low
lying lands in the towns of Gundagai and Wagga were ,severely damaged, 
wihile at Gun:di'lgan also extensive crops of ripening maize w€re destroyed. 
The river rose to a maximum height of 37 feet at Gundagai on 28th :May, 
and to 33 feet :at Waggaon 29th M'aY; In ,both cases dloolk1eveLwasex<leeded 
by' 13'1r feet; and·thewate.r roochet1, the ·highestlB'veLsince,lSl}:r. 
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IY.:EAN MONTHLY TEMPERATURE. 
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MONTHLY RAINFALL. 
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Inquiries among the Police, Local Government and Public vYorks officers, 
and the stock inspectors indicate that the total amount of damage to public 
and private property was about £250,000. On the other hand, it was reported 
from many centres that the flood did a large amount of good by filling 
watercourses and stimulating the growth of fodder on flooded land. 

Owing to the fact that timely warning was given of the approach of the 
flood, the losses of live stock and of movable property in the southern dis
tricts were comparatively light, amounting only to 50 horses, 250 cattle, 
3,000 sheep and 400 pigs; valued in all at about £9,000'. The principal 
damage was to fencing, and it amounted to £77,000. In addition, local 
government property suffered damage to the extent of £45,000, and a large 
national work-the Taemas Bridge over the :I\1:urrumbidgee River. near Yass 
-was swept away, the damage being estimated at £50,000. The most serious 
aspect of the floods, however, was the loss of human life, six persons being 
drowned in flood waters. 

The floods on the rivers of the central interior were less severe and the 
damage was inextensive. Jlowever, on the Bogan River heavy rains rendered 
part of the country impassable for slleep, and the flood waters overtook and 
drowned approximately 8,000 sheep, valued at £15,000. 

Although a considerable number of persons in the flooded districts had 
to leave their homes temporarily for places of safety, comparatively few 
homes were completely destroyed and the distress was not extensive. 

Evaporation. 

Investigations are being made in order to gauge the amollnt of evapora
tion in New South 'Vales, and it has been found that the amount of 
evaporation is so great as to make it a climatic element only second in 
importance to rainfall in its influence upon the State. Results so far obtained 
show that the rate of evaporation (measured by the loss from exposed water) 
increases from 40 inches per annum on the coast to nearly 100 inches in 
the north-western corner of the State, that is, the amount of evaporation 
is inversdy related to the rainfall of the respective districts. Indeed, only 
on a small coastal patch in the north-eastern corner does the rainfall exceed 
the evaporation measured as above. This fact sheds lig-ht on the special 
needs of New South Wales in conserving surface water and soil moisture 
nat only for successful agricnlture, but also in connection with pastoral 
pursuits. 

OLUIATIC DIVISIONS. 

The territory of New South Wales may be divided into four climatic 
divisions, which correspond with the terrain-the Ooast, the Tablelands, 
the Western Slopes of the Dividing- Range, and the ·Western Plains. 

The northern parts of the S<tate are generally warmer than the southern, 
the difference between the average temperature£' of the extreme north and 
south being- about 7° on the coast, 5° on the tablelands, and 6° on the slopes 
and plains. It should be noted, however, that the length of the State 
decreases from nearly 700 miles on the coast to about 340 miles on the 
western boundary. From east to west the average mean annual tempera
tures vary little except where altitudes are different, 'but usually the summer 
is hotter and the winter colder in the interior than on the coast. Thug 
at Sydney the average temperatures range from 71° in summer to 54° 
in winter, as compared with 76° in summer and 51 ° in winter at 'Yentworth 
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in the same latitude ill the western interior. Similar variations are found 
in the north. The-mean daily range at any station is seldom more than 30° 
or less than 13°. 

Coastal Division. 

In the Ooastal Division, which lies between the Pacific Ocean and the 
Great Dividing Range, the average rainfall is comparatively high .and 
regular, and the climate, though more humid, is generally milder than in 
the interior. 

The following tableshow,s the meteorological conditions ,of the principal 
stations in the Ooastal Division, arranged in the order of their latitude. 
These stations arc representative of the whole division, and the figures are 
the average 0'f a large number 0'f years:-

Station, 

\ :emperature (in Shade), 

I !] I ! J \ !! I !~j I i I 
-------------~----~--~c---~-- ---~.-~----

! 0 I o· I 0 I 
!'forth Coast-

Lismore 
Grafton 

Hunter and Mannin(!-
Singleton '" ." 
West MaItland ". 
Newcastlt .,. 

Sydney, .. 

South Coast-
W ollongong '" 
Nowra - .. , 
Moruva Heads 
Bega .... . .. 

miles, feet, 

13 52 
22 40 

I 

40 135 
18 40 

1 34 

5 146 

o 
6 

~ \ 

54 
30 
50 
50 

64'1 
64'4 
64'6 

63'0 
62'S 
61'0 
60'0 

75'0 
76'2 

76'1 
74'7 
72'2 

71'0 

70'2 
71'1 
67'9 
69'0 

56'7 
57'6 

52'1 
53'2 
55'5 

54'1 

54'S 
54'0 
53'0 
49'9 

22'4 
24'7 

20'3 
21'4 
14'9 

15'S 

17'0 
19'9 
IS'3 
26'5 

113'0 II 

114'0 I 

11391 
114'0 I 
110'5 

108,1 

106'0 
llO'O 
114'S 
109'0 

22'0 
2S'O 
31'0 

35'9 

33'6 
32'6 
22'6 
20'0 

linches. 

25'91 
33'16 
42'20 

43'45 

47'19 
37'73 
32'46 
34'lS 

'Taking the C0'ast as a wh0'le, the difference between the mean summer 
and mean winter temperature is about 19° only. 

The North Ooast districts are favoured with a warm, m0'ist climate, the 
rainfall being fr0'm 40 t0' 80 inches annually. The mean tempel'wture f0'r 
.the year is fr0'm 66° to 69°, the summer mean being 75° to 77", and the 
winter mean 56° to 59°. On the South O0'ast the rainfall varies from 30 
t0' 60 inches, and the mean temperature ranges between -60° and 63°, the 
summer mean being from 66° at the foot 0'f the ranges t0' 70° 0'n the .sea 
coast, and the winter fr0'm 48 ° t0' 55 ° over the same area. 

Ooastal rains come from the sea with bOl1;h south~east and north-east winds, 
being further augmented in the latter part 0'f the year by thunderst0'rms 
from the north-west. 
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Sydney is situated on the coast half-way between the extreme northern 
and southern limits of the ,State. Its mean annual t'emperature is 63" 
Fahrenheit. The mean seasonal range is only 17°, calculated over a period 
of sixty-six years, the mean summer temperature being about 71°, and the 
mean winter temperature 540

• 

The following table shows the avera.ge meteorological conditions of 
Sydney, based on the experience of the sixty-six years ended 1924:-

January .. , 

February .. 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October .. , 

November 

December 

Annual .. , 

':'1 29'799 71'7 78'4, 34'9 

29'8:4 71'2 77'6 i 64'9 

30'007 69'3 75'7 [ 62'9 

30'O~4 6.j.'6 /1'2 I 58'1 

,,,130'152 58'8 65-:, I 52'2 

'''I 30'122 54'S 6U'9 II 4S'3 

4'33 

15'26 0'42 

IS'fi6 

18'70 ! 0'42 

24'49 0'06 

0'18 

16'30 

14'1 

13'4 

14'9 

12'5 

I 30'231 52'6 59'4 45'9 ,.. i 
"'II 30'091 5;;-0 62'5 ( 47,5 3'02 14'S9 0'04 11'4 

"', 29'fli5 5.9'2 66'9 I 51';} 2'90 14'05 O-OS 12'0 

12'6 4'97 13'21 0'12 

.. .II 29'860 63'5 ~l,'~ I 55'S 2'91 11'14 0'21 I 12'5 

,.. 29'902 67'1 74;) I 59'6 2'S2 I 9'89 0'07 I 12'3 

.. ,1 29 '915 I 70'1 77'4162'9 2'S2 15'S2 0'23 I 12'9 

1-1-----1-------
"I! 29'994

1 63'2 I 70'1 I 56'2/47'38 I 82'76 2::>'01 

J j J 

157'2 

Tablelands, 

On the Northern Tableland the rainfall IS consistent, ranging from 30 
inches in the western parts to 40 inches in the eastern, The temperatura 
is cool and bracing, the average for the year being between 56° and 60 0 ; 

the mean summer temperature lies between 67° and 72°, and the mean 
winter between 44 ° and 47,0, The Southern Tableland is the coldest part of 
the ,state, the mean annual temperature being about 56°, In summer tha 
mean ranges from 56° to 70°, and in w-inter from 33° to 44°. At Kiandra, 
the elevation of which is 4,640 feet, the mean annual temperature is 44,4°. 
Neal' the southern extremity of the tableland, on the Snowy and Jl.1:uniong 
Ranges, the sno,v is usually present throughout the year, 
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The statement below shows, for the Tableland, similar particulars to 
those already given for. the Ooastal Division:-

- II]"; " " . Temperature (in Shade), " .; oJ " '" ~§8, "'" 

I I 

I~=~ Station, :§ 
;~ 

.: 

\ 

=~ I "~~I 1£ 1£ I'~~~ :~~ "'" " :a "8 ,,~ ~.; ~ '" " g ~ "" ~g "" bo ~ ~~~ ;a~ ::.~ ~A~ S 0 ::. ...:I 00 ...:I 

Northern Tableland-1 miles, I feet, 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 inches. 
Tenterfield ,,' '" 80 2,827 :;8·6 68'7 41\'9 24'2 101'0 18'0 29'63 
Inverell ' .. '" 124 1,980 59'6 jl'2 47'0 29'6 105'5 14'0 30'Oi~ 
Glen Innes '" 90 3,518 56'2 66'8 44'3 24'5 101'4 16'0 30'75 

C entral Tableland-
Cassilis (Dalkeith) '" 120 1,500 60'1 ·72'0 47'5 24'4 109'5 19'0 21'26 
Mudgee .. , ' .. 121 1,635 60'0 72'4 47'0 28'5 108'0 15'0 24'77 
Bathurst .. , '" 96 2,200 57'2 69'7 44'3 27'9 112'9 13'0 23'31 
Katoomba '" 58 3,349 53'8 63'2 43'2 15':~ 98'0 26'5 50'97 

s olltheJ'n Ta.bleland-
Crookwell .. , '" 81 2,000 52'8 63'9 41'3 22'1 100'0 20'0 33'14 
Goulburn .. , ' .. 54 2,129 56'1 67'8 44'1 23'1) 111'0 13'0 23'10· 
Yass .. , ... 92 1,657 57'2 

I 

70'2 44'9 24'4 108'0 21'0 23'37 
Kiandra .. , '" 88 1 4,640 44'4 55'7 32'6 20'S 91'0 4 below 64'82 

zero 

Bombala .. , .. , 37 1 :1,000 52'9 63'1 42'0 24'2 100'5 17'0 23'63 

Western Slopes, 
On. the \Vestern Slopes the rainfall is distributed uniformly, varying from 

an annual average of 20 inches in the western parts to 30 inches in the 
eastern; the most fertile part of the wheat-growing area of the :State is 
situated on the southern part of these slopes, where the average rainfall is 
about '25 inches per annum, The mean annual temperature ranges from 
(iSc' in the north to 59° in the south; in the summer from 81° to 73°, and 
ill the winter from 53° to 46°, 

North of the Lachlan River, good rains are expected from the monsoonal 
disturbances during F'ebruary and :March, although they may corne as late 
as May, and at times during tihe remainder of the year, These monsoonal 
or seasonal rains are caused by radiat~on in the interior of Australia during 
the summer months, when the heat suspends the moisture accumulated 
chiefly from thl? Southern Ocean, 

In the Riverina district, south of the Murrumbidgee generally, and on 
the .south-western Slopes, fairly reliable rains, lig1ht but frequent, are ex
perienced during the winter and spring months, 

The next statement gives, for the principal stations on the Western 
Slopes, information similar to that shown for Ooast and Tablelands:-

Station, 

NrJrth Weslern
Moree 
Bingara 
Quiriudi 

Central Wesiern
Dubbo 

South Western
Young .. , 
WaggaWagga 
Drana,., 
Albury 

J~~ ] [II-I 
~.;:<w -;;: ~g 
~,,~:< Q.l~ 
~ ~~ 

177 

feet, 
680 

1,200 
1,278 

863 

140 1,416 
158 615 
213 400 
175 531 

67'5 
64'2 
61,8 

63'6 

59'4 
62'0 
63'2 
60'8 

._---._. 

Tomperature (in Shade), 

I 
I =~~ I I ,,~ ~~ tl 

<l) 
I g 5 ,,~ I g,-,::: '" "''::: 
I - 8 ;>J~ ::'Ap! cO 
'''''" ~ en 

0 0 0 0 

80'2 53'4 29'0 117'0 
77'l 50'4 28'7 112'5 
74'0 48'4 30'1 107'6 

77'4 49'5 27'9 115'4 

72'9 46'2 25'3 109'0 
75'7 48'S 25'3 116'8 
76'6 49'4 26'6 113'0 
7 4'3 4~'8 2 '1 7 11-'3 

I 
~ 
'" 0 

...:I 

0 

24'0 
16'0 
13'0 

16'9 

21'9 
22'0 
27'0 
I 99 

J~"" ..... ~~ e-I 

",:::'" 'r:3<1 0; s::g 
~"'" "' .... ::. 

inches 
23'1 
30'9 
27'1 

20'9 

23'9 
20'9 
17'5 

7 
7 
o 

8 

6 
3 
7 

2722 
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Western Plains, 

The Vvestern District consists of a vast plain" its continuity being 
broken only by the Grey and Barrier Ranges, Owing to ,the absence of 
mountains in the interior, the annual rainfall over a great part of this 
division, which lies in the zone of perpetual high pressure, does not exceed 
10 inches, It increases from 7 inches on the ,vestern boundary to' 10 and 15 
inches ,along the Darling River, and 20 inchee on the eastern limits, The 
mean annual temperature ranges from 69° in the north to 62° in the south; 
in. the ,gummer from 84° to 75°, and in the winter from 54° to 49°, 

The summer readings of 1Jhe thermometer in this district are from 
10° to 20° higher than those on the coast, Excessive heat is experienced 
occasionally, and with many summers ,intervening, its' occurrence in all 
probability being due to a temporary g,tagnation in the easterly atmospheric 
drift, Under normal conditions, air ente.ring 'Western Australia with a 
temperature of 70° or 80° would accumulate only 20° to 25° by contact 
with the radiation from the soil during itls passage across the continent, 

The winter, with an average temperature over 49°, accompanied :by clear 
skies and an absence of snow, leaves little to be desired from the standpoint 
of hea1t!h; while, owing chiefly to the dryness of the climate, these inland 
regions produce merino wool of the highest quality, 

The meteorological conditions of the 'N estern Plains and the Riverina 
division 'will be seen from the following statement, correspono.ing to those 
given ,already for the other divisions of the State:-

Station. 

Brewarrina 

Bourke ", 

Wilcannia 

Broken Hill 

Condobolin 

Wentworth 

HaY" 

Deniliq~in 

4'73 246 

555 1,000' 

227 

478 

,.,! 309 

".1 28:7 

70O' 

144 

291 

268: 

Temperature (in Shade). 

I 
::: >..v i 
~~ g,ol 
):1A~1 

! 

I 
1 

120'0 I 
127'0 

66'5 80'2 52'3 26'2 120'8 

65'2 78'9 51'2 26'9 115'0 

63'S 76'5 51'6 24'5 117'0 

63'1 76'0 

62'0· 74'7 

50'3 

49'6 

26;8 . 

25'1 

117'3 

116'51 

OBSERVATORY. 

I 
I ... -. 

l
ig;;; 
'a~~ 

l:g~~ 
i ~-~~ 
! ~ 
i 

linChes. 

28'0 I 13'96 

21";'0 II v 11'57 

21'81 9'38 

28'5 I 10'35 

20'0 I 16'56 

21'0 [I 12"46 

22'9 14'32 

22'0 116'°6 

Sydney Observatory, lat, 33° 51' 41·1" south, long. 151° 12' 23·1" east, 
es1lablished in the year 1856; isa Staterinstitution, The work of the Observa
tory is· astronomical and. the principal instruments are the transit circle, 
astrograph, equatorial, and seismograph, Owing: to the unsuitableness of 
the atmosphere in Sydney the· astrograph has been removed to Pennant 
Hilla. The principat scientific work isthedaterminationof the position, 
distribution, . and: movement: of stars in:: the region allotted to Sydney (viz" 
52° to' 65~ south deelination~ in the great in'Wrnat;iunal scl1eme: In 
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addition, occasional observations, such as those of comets, are made with 
the equatorial, and systematic records of earth tremors are sent to the 
Earthquake Oommittee of the British Association for the Advancement of 
Science. Practical work embraces the determination and notification of the 
standard time of the State; correspondence of un educational nature on 
astronomical matters, and day and eveDling reception of visitors interested 
in astronomy. 

The Government has decided to close the Observatory as a State insti-
tution on 30th June, 1926. 

STANDARD TIME. 

The mean time of the 150th merid:ian of east longitude, or 10 hours east 
of Greenvyich, has been adopted as the standard time in New South \Vales. 
In the district of Broken Hill, South Australian standard time is .generally 
observed, viz.,. 142~0 of east longitude, or 9 hours 30 minutes east of 
Greenwich. In the States of Queensland, Victoria, and Tasmania; the 
standard time is the same as in New South \Vales. In Western Australia 
the standard time is the 120° of east longitude, or 8 hours east .of Green
wich. 

TIDES. 

A self-recording tide-gauge has been in operation at Fort Denison, in 
Port Jaeksol1, since 1867. The tidal datum adopted is Low Water, Ordinary 
Spring Tide. Taking this as zero, the mean sea-level is 2·52 feet; ordinary 
low water, 0·78 feet; ordinary high water, 4·20 feet; and the mean daily 
range is 3 feElt 5 inches. The lowest tide was rewrded on 16th July, 1916, 
when the gauge fell 1 foot 3 inches below datum. The highest tide was 
recorded on 26th May, 1880, viz., 7 feet 6~ inches; in 1876 the gauge 
recorded 7 feet H linches. on 22nd June, land 7 feet 3 inches on 21st July. 
On 3rd August, 1921, the gauge registered 7 feet 2 inches, and on that 
day occurred the greatest tidal range on record- 6 feet 9! inches. 

At Port Hunter the average rise and fall of ordinary tides is 3 feet 3 
inches, and of spring tides 5 feet 4:l; inches; the greatest range being 6 
feet 5 inches. The highest tide registered was 7 feet 4 inehes in May, 
1898. 

On the coast the average rise of spring tides lis 5 feet 6 inches 
approximately. 
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HISTORY. 

THE name" New South 'Vales" was given to the whole of the eastern 
part of Australia in 1770 probably by Oaptain Oook, and for a short 

period (1814 to 1840) the distant islands of New Zealand were among the 
dependencies of the colony founded at Port Jackson in 1788. 

The early history of New South 'Yales tra<les its transition from a Orown 
Colony, used as a penal settlement, to a self-governing dominion through 
a period of sixty-eight years. This period was marked by a process' of 
division of its huge area, nearly half the size of Europe, into six smaller 
political units and by a slow development of settlement carried out, often 
in defiance of the Government, by the few hardy pioneers who crossed the 
world to make their homes in this new land of the antipodes. Row slow was 
this development can be appreciated best by contrast with the phenomenal 
expansion of the United Statcs of America, which already, by 1856, had :l 

population as great as that of the United Kingdom and 100 times greater 
than that of New .south Wales. 

New ISouth Wales inherited current British traditions of government and. 
public institutions, and in 185G received a flexible frame of government on 
the English model. The democratic spirit natural in a new land moulded 
the political constitution and the form of society on modern principles of 
equality without any bitter struggle for freedom. This fact, combined with 
the absence of virile native races and of foreign aggression, has rendered 
the history of the Suate unusually placid, so that its development, at all 
events until the European \Var (1914-18), was moulded almost entirely by 
economic factors.* 

The following statement indicates chronologically the main events in the 
development of the State up to the introduction of responsible government 
in 1,856:-

1770. Captain Oook disc,C)Yered the eastern coast of Australia. 
1788. First settlement founded. 
1791. First grant of land to settlers. 
1793. Free immigrants arrived. 
1794. Settlement estJabli8hed on the Hawkesbury River. 
1795. First plough intruduced. 

1797. Merino sheep imported. Coal discovered at Coal Cliff aI!.9- :Port 
Hunter. 

lS01. ,Hunter River coal mines worked. 
1803. First newspaper published (Sydney Gazette). 
1805. MacArthur began sheep farming at Oamden. 
1807. !fercharrtable wool first exported (245 1b:). 
1813. Blue Mountains crossed. 
1814. Civil Law Oourts created. New Zealand proclaimed a dependency 

of New .south Wales. 
1815. Settlement founded on Bathurst Plains. 
1817. Exploration of interior begun. 
1821. Settlement at Port Macquarie. 

* A brief review of the expansion of population, and of rlIral settlement, will be found in later chaptere 
of this Year Book, and of the early forms of Government in the Year Book for 1921. 
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1823. FirstOonstitution. 'Trial by jury instituted. 
1824. Oensorship of press abolished. 
1825. First land regulations issued. Tasmania practically separated 

from New South Wales. Boundary of New South Wales 
moved westward. 

1827. Colony became sclf-supp'orting. 
1828. Second Oonstitution. All English laws applicable to New South 

Wales brought into force. Assisted immigration introduced. 
Richmond River discovered. 

1831. First land sales. 
1834. Settlement estahlished at Twofold Bay. 
1836. Religious equality established. South Australia founded as a 

separate colony. 
1838. Al'!signment of convicts ceased. 
1840. Transportation of convicts to New South 'Wales abolished. New 

Zealand separated from New South'W ales. 
1842. Third Oonstitution-Representative Government. Settlement at 

Moreton Bay proclaimed. 
1843. Financial crisis. 
1851. Gold discovered. Victoria separated from New South Wales. 
1852. First trade union formed. Sydney University openeq. 
185'5. First railway built. 
1856. Fourth Oonstitution-Responsible Government. 

1856-1872. 

The 'Oonstitution Act of 1856 conferred a system of government, closely 
modelled on that of the United Kingdom, upon a community of one-quarter 
ofa million people in a territory (omitting Queensland) two and a half 
times as large as the United Kingdom. Of this community one~third had 
newly arrived in the gold rushes; of the l'emainder few had been born in 
the country, and a considerable proportion had unenviable antecedents. 
With the continuance of gold finds, a very rapid proportional growth of 
population set in, and in the next fifteen yea,rs the number of inhabitants 
doubled. It is not surprising, therefore, that in these circumstances and in 
the lack of an intimate knowJedge of the workings of the machinery of 
parliamentary government tIl') new administration was at first unstable and 
the times were somewhat lawless. Ih the first nve years no less than seven 
Ministries held office and four Parliaments sat. But gradually the work
ings of the new constitution became smoother. Manhood suffrage and 
election by secret ballot were i~ltroduced in 1858, and at the first constitu
tional crisis in 1861, involving the fate of the I,and Bills, the will of the 
electorates gained the recognised supremacy which it has since held. 

'The lawless instincts of certain elements of the population were excited 
in some measure by the turbulence of the gold rushes, and found e~ression 
in the anti·Chinese riots on too gold-fields of Lambing Flat in 1861; ina 
l'€vival of bushranging from 1861 to 1867 after thirty years' quiescence; and 
in the wild scramble for land under the loosely enacted laws 'of 1861, which 
created bitter conflicts between free selectors and squatters, and left wide 
scope for malpractices such as "dummying" and blackmail. 

But when the gold fever began to subside in the seventies many new
cornel'S settled down as landholders, and sheep-raising rapidly became the 
staple industry of the State. The industrial depression of the sixt,ies 
passed away, the new Government took firm control, and an era of pros
perity and rapid progress began. 'With the separation of Queensland in 1859 
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the territory of New South Wal-es became confined within its present limit.;. 
Religious equality was consummated in 1862 by the abolition of State aid 
to religion, and in 1866 all schools receiving State aid were placed under 
Government control. The construction and working of railways was made 
;Umost exclusively a Government function, and lines were opened from 
Newcastle to Maitland (1857), from Sydney to Penrith (1862), and to 
Goulburn (1869). Telegraphic communication was established between 
Sydney, 1IelhDurne, and Adelaide in 1858 and Brisbane in 1861, while the 
cable service to England was opened for business in 1872. 

1873-1893. 

Rapid as had been the disorderl5' progress since the discovery of gold, the 
country now settled down to orderly ways, and yet more rapid headway 
was made in the next twenty years. Although the activity in gold mining 
subsided, immigrants continued to arrive freely; but after reaching half a 
million in 1871, the papulatian only attained the first millian in 1887. 
Flacks grew, and New South Wales ,saan gained importance as 'One 'Of the 
main saurces 'Of the warld's supply of w'Oal. Indeed, in 1891 the number 'Of 

sheep in New Sauth Wales reached its highest levcl. The tin-mining fields 
were 'Opened in 1872, the richest silver-lead fields of the world were disc 'Overed 
at Braken Hill in 1883, and caal mining steadily increased in importance. 
This rapid expansian 'Of the primary industries produced rapid expansion 
thrOUgh'Out the country. A vig'Oraus palicy of public works was initiated by 
the Government in 1872 and continued until 1885; during the peri ad of 
twenty years under review nea,rly £50,000,000 was borrowed by the Govern
ment and expended upon develapmental works, principally railways. Rail 
communicatian was established with Orange by 1877, and lines were ex
tended ta the southern border by 1883, and the .northern by 1889. The first 
telephanic services were established in Sydney in 1880. 

Some natianal ideals began ta take definite shape, and settled policy in 
many provinces 'Of government became the result. The duratian of Parlia
ment was limited finally to three years in 1874; the education question was 
decided in 1880, when a natianal system 'Of secular and campulsory educa
tion far all children between the ages of 6 and 14 years was introduced; in 
1888 the further influx of Asiatics was checked effectively, and the principle 
'Of "White Australia" firmly established. At the same time the seriaus 
difficulties of the community began ta assume farmidable propartians in the 
land and labaur problems. Although the bitter struggle for the passessian 
of Land subsided as years lP'assed, i,t was faund that the poricy 'Of disposing of 
Crown lands by the free and easy methods of earlier years produced a pra
nounced shortage orland for settlement. Parliament was engaged frequently 
with the task 'Of pramating genuine and closer settlement, and of recon
ciling the canflicting rights and interests 'Of landholdel's and land seekers. 
The practice 'Of :securing passessian 'Of land by " dummying" was prahibited 
in 1875, and in 1884 stability 'Of tenure was granted ta pastoral lessees. In 
1885 the present system of land administratian by local land boards in land 
baard districts and territorial divisians was intr'Oduced, placing the disposal 
of this most important national asset on an orderly basis, althaugh the 
prablem of pramoting claser settlement remained unsolved. 

The question 'Of fiscal palicy was a praminent issue at Parliamentary 
electians during this periad, and a change of Gavernment sametimes 
involved a reversal of existing tariff arrangements. Thus in 1874 custams 
taxes were abolished, except far a few specific duties an liquor and narcatics. 
A Protectianist twriff, introduced .in 1886, was repealed in the fal10wing 
year, but was re-impased in 1892, ta be .revoked faur years later after a 
Free-trade Party had gained office. 
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Immigration from Europe to New South "Vales was at no period nearly 
so great as to the United States, and during the period 1877-1886-the 
most active decade of immigration ever experiencei in New ISouth Wales
the net gain of popuhtion by migration was only 200,000. Yet, despite the 
vast territory of the .State, people s-ettled in the towns and city rather than 
in rural districts, with the consequence that the population steadily became 
urban rather than rural in character, and the ,predominant interests in
dustrial in the nal'l'OW sensc. This development largely ,determined the 
course of politics, and progress in the country, and its influence became 
clearly apparent in a growing industrial agitation. These years were 
affected by frequent strikes, and in the late eighties the effects of industrial 
ferment apparent in other countries were maTked by the spread of socialistic 
doctrines, the visit of propagandists advocating a new social order and the 
strong undercurrent of sympathy evinced in the cause of strikes abroad. 
In 1881 a Trade Union Act was passed removing all existing legal restric
tions Oll combinations of workmen forindustl'ial purposes. These events 
produced a vcry rapid growth in trade unionism, which bt."Came a most. 
important factor in the economic life of the community, and had its counter
part among organisations of employers. 

,Yhile these developments were pl"OCee~Ellg the commercial pa:-osperity 
began to show signs of weakening, and after 1885 the volume of trade con
tracted, the programme of public wm-ks ,vas curtailed, and unemplDyment 
became rife. These circumstances further embittered industrial relation
ships, and in the prevailing discontent the effol,ts of the new unions to 
improyo conditions D: employment culminated in the maritime strike of 
1890--one of the most momentous industrial events in the history of the 
State. The strike 'failed, and 1.11lionism began to turn its attention to 
parliamenta;ry action to further its industrial aims. Recourse top.olitical 
activity led to the development of a typically Australian form of unionism, 
and to the rise of the LaboUTParty as a power in Parliament; it induced 
a pronounced tY'pe of party government, characterised by pledges and 
" caucuses," and a llew cleavage ·of political interests was formed. 

These impmtant events were accompanied by the worst financial crisis 
experienced in the State. The industrial depression gradually beca:me more 
severe after 1885, and a. series of world financial upheavals, signalised by the 
Baring crisis of 1890 in England,served to aggravate local conditions. In 
1893 the business failures and alarms or two years' duration culminated in 
the suspension of payments by thirteen out of twenty-five local banks, with 
cOIlEequent disastel' to the commerce and industr;r of the State. This severe 
experience was productive of much good. ':;Y101"8 discipline was inb'odueed 
into the financial system, socurities ,vere more carefully scrutinised bef'Ore 
acceptance, certain bogus institutions ceasE)d to exist, the banks associated 
more closely, and an office was opened for da.ily cleara:nces between banks. 

:,1oreove1', the withdrawal of English capital from local investments 
eneourage::l local sa"ing and spontaneous internal devel'Opment. 

1894-1900. 

After the financial crisis industrial depression became more acute; it was 
intensified by the continuance of low prices for wool, the withdrawal 'Of 
British capital from local investments, a succession of bad seasons, and the 
diminution of Government expenditure from loans. Immigration practically 
ceased in 1893 and did not revive until 1905, unemployment became preva
lent, conditions 'Of ernploymEmt ceased to improve, and some emigration was 
eV'ident. At first a number of strikes occurred, with disa.ster to the 8trikers~ 
trade unionism lost power and many unions decayed; but although the 
numerica1 strength 'Of the Labour Party in Parliament decreased, it. was 
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sufficient t.o influence t.he passage of some most important industrial legisla
tion and to effect a change of Government in 1899. This movement was 
consummated in 1901 by the enactment of provision for a system of com
pulsory industrial atrbitration, which has had a; most important iniluence 
on the subsequent eeonomic development of the ,state. 'These matters and 
the important questions of federation and fiscal policy dominated politics. 
The decision in 1899 'of the six Australian States to federate ultimately 
brought about a reversion from the virtual "free-trade," adoptei by the 
State Government in 1896, to "protection," introduced by the Oommon
wealth Government in 1901. A policy ·of non-political control of appoint
ments and promotion in the civil service was adopted in 1895. 

Most imPDrtant changes had gradua;lly come about in the primary in
dustries. \Vheat-grow,ing expanded steadily, .and an export trade wa;; 
established in 1898; refrigeration was applied to sea cargoes, and an im
portantoversea trade in butter and frozen meat grew up. The prices 
realised for wool improved gradually after 1896, and as buyers continued 
to seek wool at its source, growers benefited by the speedy returns from 
Sydney wool sales. With these developments the industrial outlook bright
ened, and a period of remarkable prosperity opened. 

1901-1910. 

In these happy circumstances the Oommonwealth of Australia came into 
being. The new Government was clotheel with a wide range of powers, 
concurrent with tho·se of the State Government, and in a number of 
important Federal matters, viz., customs, excise, defence, coinage, currency, 
bounties on pToduction and export, naturalisation, extradition, post and 
telegraphs, lighthouses, quarantine, and certain minor matters it was given 
exclusive authority. Henceforward the activities of the Commonwealth 
were important factors in determining the course of ,state development. 
A policy of encouraging local manufactures was adopted in 1901, when, in 
October, uniform customs ,duties were imposed; a Federal High Oourt was 
established with a general appellate jurisdiction-in ,s'Ome cases final; in 
1904 a Oommonwealth Oourt of OonciEatrion and Arbitratian was established 
with jurisdiction in interstate industrial matters. 

With the intraduction of a system of industrial arbitration, there set in 
more intense development in the ,political and indust.rial .systems of the 
State, and an era of sectional cambination to secure common objects. Trttde 
unionism spread rapidly as workers combined to obtain the assistance of 
the Oourt of Arbitration in improving their working conditions. Employers 
orgaIl!ised in order to meet the situation unitedly, and an Employers' Federa
tion was founded in 1903. In Parliament a new significance attached to 
party organisation, so that with the continued advocacy of solidarity, the 
pledge, party platform, 'party meetings and caucuses, the system sometimes 
called" machine politics" developed peculiarly local characteristics. These 
developments in the industrial and PDlitical spheres had their counterpart 
in the commercial world in the rapid growth of joint stock companies to 
handle business an a large scale, and in the f.ormation of tru;;tsand com
bines for the more effective prosecution of business. From time to time 
restrictive legislation was introduced. 

Although the conflict of party intere3ts beca:me more strenuous, a new 
political and social consciousness seemed to awaken and marked progress 
was made. ,State assistance by pensions for indigent aged 'persons was 
provided in 1900 and for invalids in 1907; payment of compensatian to 
workmen in cases of industrial accident was prescribed in 1910, and 
effective measures were taken in 1908 to abolish and prevent a system of 
ltweating female and juvenile workers. An instalment of the principle of 
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paying wages according to needs was introduced in 1905, and the first official 
estimate ·of the living wage was made in 1907. An Act to protect the pro
perty of married women (1897) was followed in 1902 by the introduction of 
the women's fr.anchise. Education 'again became a topic of vital interest 
in the <X>IDmunity, and, after a strong agitation, a series of far-reaching 
reforms were begun in 1904, including the introduction of free primary 
education in 1'906 and of reforms in the syllabus, the training of teachers, 
~nd, after 1910, the enlargement of the system of secondary and University 
education. 

This period was characterised by unsurpassed economic development, 
based upon the expansion of the rural industries and the improvement of 
foreign markets for primary products. Immigration revived in 1905, 
new tenures of land were introduced, a system of .state finance was estab
lished to ·assist settlers, the' 1>furrumbidgee Irrigation .scheme Was <x>m
menced, and the tenure of land in the 'Western Division was pYaced on a 
liberal basis. Moreover, Local Government, which after the adverse ex
periences of the premature system of the forties had been confined to a small 
number of towns, was extended in 1906 to include hitherto unincorporated 
districts as "shires" covering three-fifths of the area of the .state. 

1911-1914. 

The period of prosperity, during which the State had regained its 
~nOIDic stability and the Federal Governinent had developed strength, was 
followed by a new movement towards assuming the responsibilities of nation
hood. Much attention was devoted to schemes of local defence under the 
1egis of the 'Oommonwealth Government. The nucleus of an Australian 
fleet was established, and a system of compulsory military training 'was 
inaugurated for home defence. A system of local coinage was introduced: 
the F'ederal Government took charge of the issue of bank notes; and the 
Co=onwealth Bank of Australia was established. In 19U wireless tele
graphy was introduced, and the first aeroplane flight was' made successfully. 

Social progress continued, and the most important reforms in the primary 
syBtem of education were followed by a wide extension of facilities for 
secondary and University education, .state aid in the form 'Of bursaries 
being provided in cases 'Of financial disability. At the same time, the scope 
'Of the University was extended and provision made for an elective body of 
c6ntrol; technical education received more attention, continuation schools 
and rural schools were established, 'and greater provision was made for 
medical attention to school ·children. The Government assumed greater 
responsibility in regard to housing by providing and carrying out schemes 
for garden suburbs, and by making advances to persons building homes. 
Baby ,clinics were opened, and maternity bonuses were instituted by the 
Federal Government to provide financial assistance at childbirth. 

Each election 'after 1901 saw a greater proportion of pledged labour 
Tepresentatives returned to Parliament, particularly in the Federal Houses. 
Finally in 1910 the new party assumed office, both Federal and State, and 
since then has been either in charge of the Government or in direct 
'Opposition. Industrial problems constantly occupied the Legislature; much 
attention was given to matters of arbitration and to the problem of avoiding 
strikes and lockouts, which were ,constantly dislocating the course of in
dustry. The principle of the" living wage" was established firmly and pro
vision made for its regular determination. Prices, employment, and IDono
polies in restraint of trade were all matters of live interest, and were made 
subjects 'Of close inquiry both State and Federal. The rise in the cost of 
living, which had been steady during the previous decade, proceeded more 
rapidly, and with it came the need for frequent re-adjustment of wages, 
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which, coupled with. questions of . hours, union principles, .andwollking con
·ditions, led to,continu.al agitation among the mew working-men's organisa
tions,which were of greater relative extent in New .south Wales than.jn 
any other part of . the wOTld. . 

,T.he land problem received further attention. A graduated land tax 'wall 
imposed upon large estates by the Federal Government to induce .closer 
Bettlement through their subdivision; additional tenures on a leasehold basis 
were created to stay the process of alienation; the Murrumbidgee Irrigation 
Scheme was advanced sufficiently to receive settlers, and an .ft:fiditional 
scheme on the.Murray River was agreed upon. 

1914-1920. 

The outbreak of the European \Var in 1)114 intruded a dominating ex
ternal influence into a local situation fraught with great possibilities of 
economic and social progress. Although the ,principle of "business as 
usual" was at first widely urged, it was soon found that the dislocation of 
trade and the necessary mobilisation of the national resources to meet the 
demands of the times produced a readjustment of economic conditions and 
of political parties and policies which diverted the normal trend of 
development. 

The successful prosecution of the war became the dominant issue, and the 
High Court decided early that the Commonwealth Government could do 
legally anything which might conduce to the successful prosecution of the 
war (s11'bject, of .course, to Imperial control). As a result wider powers 
were assumed ,in the :Federal sphere than were exercised ordinarily in timl' 
of peace. A War Precautions Act placed power Of issuing regulations in 
many important matters in the hands of the Federal Executive Government. 
A censorshi.p of the press was established; trade and commerce wei'e regu
lated closely to prevent trade with enemy countries and to secure adequate 
supplies of raw materials for the Imperial Government; investment and the 
import of luxuries were restricted in the interests of finance; unpreeertented 
!.oans for war purposes were floated and subscribert on the lncal markets; 
prices were regulated, and comprehensive schemes of government c0ntrol 
andmal'keting of primary products were initiated. Great numbers of men 
in the prime of life enli:::ted for war service, and large military encampments 
were maintailled. Consequently production languished, but the phenomenal 
1·i8e of prices due to ,val' conditions and to the immense expenditure '0£ 
money for war- senices. and supplies created an air of artificial prosperity, 
which endured until the close of 1920. 

Domestic politics were disrupted in 1916 on the issue of conscription for 
service abroad, which was submitted as a referendum to the people. The 
Labour Party, which held office in both State and Federal Governments, 
became sharply divided, and with the resultant expulsion frornthe Labour 
movement of (:onscriptionist members of Parliament, including the Premier 
and lYlost members of the Cabinet, a new party distribution was effected 
and Labour lost office. The industrial ferment of previous years con
tinued, and was increased by these events and by the failure of wages to 
rise as fast as the cost of living, although in many cases wartime pro·fits 
were large. The discontent in certain sections was intensified by the 
imprisonment of a number of members of a c.'eIl-known revolutionary body 
in connection ,,,ith the outbreak of a series of disastrous fires in Sydney. 
The preYailing discontent finally burst ont in 1917 into the most wide
spread strike in the history of the State. The strikers were, however, 
defeated by the introduction of loyalist workers fTOm the country districts 
and from Victoria, and by the unyielding attitude of the Government, and 
much bitterness was engendered by the conflict. 
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Thisevellt led in the following year to renewed attempts to secure indus
trial peace. cA . Board 'Of Trade was appointed, with .power to promote 
amicable relationshlp.8 tJetween employers .alld employees and to declare 
:regularly a living wage. This power was exercised in 1919 to review the 
whole problem .of tile cost of living, and a substantial increase in rates of 
wages resulted illmediatdy. 

But the close of th~ war and the sudden world-wide rise of prices to un
precedented heights led to yet .greater eeonomic disorder and to a rec1'u
deBcence of industrial disputes. Amid the prevailing discontent an election 
was held in 1920, under the system of proportional representation. The 
Labour Party was returned with a bare majority ('vel' the Nationalist and 
Progressive Parties on a policy of more effective price control, profiteering 
prev.ention, land legislation, and adjustment 01 finance. 

Social and industrial 11l:ogress continued. Further improvements were 
made in the system of education by providing for compulsory regular 
attendance of children of school age, by close supervision of private schools, 
the establishment of a Conservatorium of Music and a State Orchestra. All 
legal disabilities preventing ,vomen from holding public office or enteTing 
the learned professions were removed, the benefits of ,vorkmen's compensa
tion were extended to all classes of workers, faci11ties for legal aid to poor 
litigants were provided, the State Housing Scheme was extended, a Fair 
H.ents Gourt was constitnted, and through private subscr:iption large funds 
were established for the care of soldiers and their dependents. 

1921-

The remarkable boom in trade and commerce which followed closely upon 
the termination of tIle war showed sigI~s of collapsing in New South vVale.;; 
some months after the fall of prices had set in oversea. The resultant 
reversal of economic fortunes dominated all issues, and industrial and 
political problems centred around the readjustments necessary to meet the 
altered conditions. These problems were complicated by the stagnation of 
trade and industry, with its attendant unemployment. But although the 
problem of the workless became so acute that frequent demonstrations were 
made and extensive relief was. given, at no period ,vas unemployment so 
widespread as in older countl'ies. Several industrial cOllference~ were .held. 
Some proved abortive through conflict on fundamental pl'inciples of the 
conferring parties, while others suggested the usual remedy of opening Gov
ernment relief ,Yorks, but this course was prevented by financial stringency. 

Du.ring· the early part of the depression, movements, beg1LTl in more pros
perous times, were continued to main bin and e\'en to improve working con
ditions. During 1921 the working week in many trades vms reduced to 
forty-four hours after exhaustive inquiries, and in October, 1921, the living 
wage, which a year earlier' had been declared at £4 58., was reduced to 
£4 2s., but the Government refused to put the reduetion into operation, and 
considerable controversy was aroused. 

In De('en~ber, 1921, a constitutional crisis was precipitated by the resigna
tion of the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, a'1.d as an outcome the 
Labour Goyernment was defeated after holding offiee for two years. A 
general election was held in 1faJ'ch, 1922, ag'ain under the system of pro
portional representation. Large nllmbers of candidates presented them
selves, and a new political f!'roup appeared~the Country Party-which 
gained a number of seats. This pariy had appeared already in the eleetions 
of 1920 as Progressives and in the Pederal elections of 1919. It had aflSO

eiated itself with movements for formint\" separate politieal units in the 
northern and southern parts of the State, and had conducted mnch 
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propaganda on behalf of country interests. None of the three parties gained 
Hn absolute majority, but, upon the resignation of the Labour lVIinistry, a 
Nationalist Government was formed. 

With the reversal of the state of parties at the elections, extensive changes 
of Dolicy ,,'ere made. Economy in administration, enforcement of the 
reduced living wage, reversion to a forty-eight hour week, modification of 
industrial arbitration, and the abolition of restrictions on trade and industry 
became features in the policy of the Government. The problem of land 
settlement was subjected to Mnsiderable investigation, and activity in 
immigration was revived. 

Steps 'were now taken to introduce a measure of law reform whereby 
effete laws were removed from tbe Statute Book. In addition, the extent of 
arbitration rights rwas restricted, so that rural workers and civil servants 
were remo~'ed from the jurisdiction of the Arbitration Courts. The educa
tiron system was modified by remodelling the examination system and im
posing fees upon admission to certain secondary schools. The number of 
applicants for secondary education ceased to increase and the continua
tion courses of a commercial and technical character became more popular. 
Rural schools, providing elementary agricultural training, were o)prened in a 
number of country centres. The problem of providing adequate accommoda
tion for children in primary schools had become acute, and was vigorOlisly 
attacked, a sum of £1,000,000 being made available from loan funds for 
buildinrg purposes during the years 1!J22-23 and 1923-24. The demand for 
musical education' continually expanded, and the Conservatorium of 1Yfusic 
found difficulty in accommodating all applicants. lIoweve~, the State 
Orchestra, which had operated actively for over two years, was disbanded 
in -September, 1922, through financial failure. 

As the year 1922 progressed signs of a revival of trade had become more 
evident. The market for wool recovered from its temporary depression, and 
very favourable prices were realised. The seasons had improved, large 
quanti tires of wheat and butter were exported at remunerative prices, 
industry at home and abroad began to -resume, its normal course, and unem
ployment decreased, although a number of large manufaeturing establish
ments rema-ined closed. 

Iiowever, agricultural and dairying operations failed to provide a steady 
basis for the trade of the State on account of adverse market and seasona~ 
conditions in 1923. Pastoral conditions, were not seriously affected by the 
former cause, and the record prices obtained for wool provided excellent 
retu.'ms to the St.ate. Gradually economic eonditions improved, and in 
1923 a new stability was attained. The volume of employment increased 
steadily, certain large works were re-opened, new operations \\'ere com-' 
menced, and the need for charitable aid diminished. Those remaining out 
of work were principally unskilled labourers, and in some trades, notably 
building, there was .a shortage of artisans, particularly in Sydney, where 
very great building activity was manifested. However; the disturbed state 
of international trade and the prevalence of drought conditions over the 
northern part of the State reaeted adversely upon the genera:l prosperity. 
Sevreral Sta:te industrial undertakings which had been operating at a 
financial loss were closed down and the assets disposed of. 

In 192B a comprehensive scheme of rural development was propounded, 
partly as an outcome of the investigations of the Select Oommittee on 
Agriculture in 1920 and 1!J21. A very important migration agreement was 
made between the State, Commonwealth, aild Imperial Governments, with 
the object of placing 6,000 oversea settlers on land in New South 'Vales 
within a period of five years. At the same time a measure was drafted to 
provide a eomplete basis for co-operative enterprise for rural and urban 
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development and credit, to provide new facilities for self-help, and to bring 
the benefits being reaped from co-operation in other lands within reach of· 
producers and consumers in New South Wales. In response to a lengthy 
agitation it was decided towards the close of the year to refer the question 
of estwblishing new States within New South Wales to a Royal Commission 
of inquiry. 

In the early part of the year an agreement was made permitting the Vic
torian Government to extend three lines of railway across the border in the 
south-west Riverina, and in December the North Coast railway was opened 
fOT' traffic as far as Murwillumbah. Under the auspices of the British 
Cotton-growing Association much propaganda was conducted in favour of 
cotton-growing, and, although the area actually cropped was comparatively 
small, experiments were undertaken by f9_rme1'8 over a wide area. A ("otton 
ginnery was opened at Newcastle and a spinning mill at IN entworthville. 

The virtual stability which had been reached in values during. 192B con
tinued during 192"1 and provided a sound basis for busineEs. The cost of 
living also remained steady with a slight downward tendC'llcy, but the 
movement was not sufficient to require adj llstment in the ba~ic wage. 

However, the improvement which had appeared in jndul~trial conditions 
towards the end of 1928 was not long maintained, and in the latter part of 
1924 unemployment began to increase and conditions in some spheres 
changed for the worse. There was, unfortunately, an appreciable slackening 
in the building trade notwithstanding that a shortage of houses still existed. 

These circumstances were attributed generally to the financial stringency 
which arose out of the accumulation of largo balances abroad which could 
not be transferred to meet local requirements owing to the embargo on the 
movement of gold. This condition was reflected in the rates of exehangc. 
Rates on I"ondon had remained "tcadilv in fayour of Anstralia during 
1923, but at the beginning of 192-1, co~menced to rise rapidly, and by 
November had attained an unprecedented position indicating the; existence 
of growing balances favourable to Australia. 

As this caused many financial disabilities, not the least of which was 'a 
high impost on the cost of collecting the realisations of sales of A·ustralian 
produce abroad, many remedies were suggested. As an outcome partly of 
this condition and partly of the extension of the scope of the Common
wealth Bank, the associated banks agreed to put into operation a scheme for 
pooling exchange. In addition, a considerable new issue of Commonwealth 
Bank notes was authorised, if required, to finance the incoming large wool 
clip and abundant ~heat harvest, ,v:11ich were expected to realise high 
prices. Beyond these ameliorative mcasures, the various Goyernments of 
the Federation agreed to refrain from borrowing abroad, and in November 
a local loan of £10,BOO,000 was raised jointly through the agency of the 
Commonwealth. 

Although these events caused some dislocation in the normal course of 
industry there was considerable activity on important public works. Opera
tions in connection with t11e city Tailway and the Hume reservoil' on the 
:Murray River proceeded steadily. In :Marcb, 1924, a tender was accepted 
for the erection of the !North Shore bridge, the work to be completed hy 
1930. Construction proceeded on the railways being erected by the Vic
torian Government across the southern border, and an agreement was made 
between the Governments of the Commonwealth, Queensland and New 
SouthW:ales for the construction of a line from Kyogle to Brisbane, thus 
providing a new and shorter route between the eapitals of the t"liO States. 
In addition, the whole milway system of the State WflH subjected to close 
inquiry hy two English experts, who made a number (If recommendatioll5 
for impro~/ing the scheme of finance, control, etc. 
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Immigration proceeded'steadily during the year, but was confined prin
cipally to nDminated immigrants, domestic workers End boys for agricul
tural work under the auspices Df variOlls institutions. The land settlement 
policy wascDntinued in operatiDn and facilities were provided through the 
Rural Bank for the Bubdivision of large estates. 

During the year great extension occurred in the use of wireless telegl'aphy 
and very many installations came into existence for rereiving' news and 
musical programmes broadcasted from bureaux conducted by private 
companies under the general supervision of the Government. 

In February His Excellency Admiral Sir Dudley R. S. de Ohair arrived 
to :fill the position of Governor of the State in succession to Sir 'IValter 
Davidson, who had died in office during the previous year. 

A special service squadrDn of the British Fleet visited the State in April, 
and during its visit the ;battle-'C~ruiser A ustraZia~tJhe flagship of the :first 
Australian navy~was sunk at sea as part Df the scheme of disarmament 
agreed upDn at the ,Vashington Oonference in 1923. 

The year 1925 was marked by a number of events of unusual signifi
cance. At the beginning of the year, by reason of the favourable position 
of the exchanges, gDld 'had icommenced to flDw freely intD the State, 'and 
within four months nearly £6,000,000 worth was received. At the end of 
~>\,pril the embargo, which had been placed on the export of gDld in the 
early years of the 'war, was removed simultaneously with similar action in 
Great Britain. Although gold became obtainable upon demand at the 
banks, it did nDt reappear in ,general circulation. 

The restoration of the gold standard of exchange proved very ,bencncial 
to the primary industries, for, by reason of the accumulation of large 
balances of Australian funds oversea, exchange rates had risen to a point 
at which they placed a considerable tax~for a time exceeding 5 per cent.~ 
upon the prices received for expDrts, \V,hile at the same time placing a 
corresponding bounty on imports. 'With the return of gold, exchange 
rates reverted virtually to parity, and the transfer of Australian funds 
proceeded ~lmoDthly. Such a development was very fortunate for the 
primary industries, because the bountiful seaSDn of 1924-25 ,had resulted 
in unusually high yields of the principal rural products, and this, com
Lined with the high prices for wool and wheat, led to a sudden expansion 
in the yalue Df exports oversea. These circumstances augmented the 
national income and produced cDnditions farvourable to economic expansion. 

The general level of prices, however, remained comparatively Rtable, but 
in accordance with a: small rise in the cost of living, the basic wage was 
increased by 2s. per week in August, 19,25. Although unemployment had 
increased appreciably toward the middle of the year, there was a steady 
improvement in the third quarter, particularly in country districts, where 
the number Df unemployed was considerably smaner than it had been for 
more than three years previously. On the whole, industrial ,conditions 
continued favourable except for some dislocations in the mining ,industry 
llnd a strike of Australian seamen in June and July, whicll was followed 
by a more serious strike of the crews Df British oversea vesse1s in Australia 
that lasted throughout September, October and November. 

Important political developments also occurred during the year. In 
April the Royal Oommission of Inquiry reported that the creatiDn of new 
States in either the northern, Riverina, Dr :Monaro districts was neither 
practica'ble nor desirable, but that it WELS desirable to extend the system of 
local government and to. further decentralise administration. Upon the 
expiry of the 'State !Parliament by effiuxion of time a general election was 
held at the end of May, at which a Labour Government was returned to 
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l)(Jwer .• ~A..t this election ,vomencandidates contested six seats and one 
was elected as the first woman representative in the Legislative Assembly. 

Following thednange of Government, the forty-four hour week was 
brought into operation again, provision was made for the payment of 
pensions to widows with dependent ohildren, high school fees we:::e aga:in 
abolished, the Fair Rent's Act was amended and extended to include certain 
shop prem~ses, and legislation was passed to remove any doubt as to the 
eligIbility of women for appointment to the Legislative Council. Other 
important measures fore.shadowed in the Governor's speech at the opcning 
of the new Parliament were the amendment of the industrial arhitration 
and work'men's compensation laws, reversion to single-seat electoral areas 
for Parliamentary elections, and the introductioill of adult suffrage in 
respect to Local Government elections. 

A matter having important bearing on the powers and duties of the 
Governor arose out of the rejection by t,he Legislative Oouncil of .a number 
of ibills introduced :by the Government. In order to obtain adequate sup
port in the Upper House the :Ministers advised the Governor to appoint 
twenty-five new members, submitting that the appointment of members 
and the number of Oouncillors were matters of ministerial responsibility. 
The Governor referred the matter for advice to the Dominions Office in 
IJondon, as :he was of the opinion that, in the custom hitherto observed, 
the Upper Ohamber, which then numbered seventy-four, should be numeri
cally smaller than the Lower House. The Secretary of State for Dominion 
Affairs declined to intervene, and finally the Governor agreed to act upon 
the advice of the Ministry. ' 

,subsequent to the ,appointment of the new members, the 'Government 
introduced a bill to abolish the Upper House, but leave to proceed witih 
this measure was refused by vote of the Ll:':gishtive C'ou,ncil on 231'<1 Feb
ruary, 1926. 

In November, 1925, a Federal election was held, and the State of New 
South 'Vales returned a majority of Nationalist representatives to both 
the Senate and the House of R.epresentatives. 

In April, 1925, the foundation-stone of Sydney Harbour [bridge was laid! 
and the work of construction proceeded actively. The construction of the 
underground railway also continued, and additional lines were laid to 
caTTY the increased volume of traffic on the suburban lines which were being 
electrified. 

As a ,comequence of the 'bountiful rainfall in the Southern and Central 
~listricts of the State, heavy floods occurred, particularly on the Murrum
I:>idgee and 'Hawkesbury Rivers in May and JUlle. Damage estimated at 
approximately £250,000 was done to property, but in many districts reports 
indicated that the benefits received from the flood-waters, which refilled 
watercourses and natural storages and stimulated the growth of fodder, 
far outweighed the damage done. 

Toward the end: of July, 192'5, an extended visit was received from a 
large squadron of American battleships manamvring in the Pacific' Ocean. 
They were warmly welcomed by the public, and the interchange of friendly 
~ourtesies still further promoted the cordial relationships subsisting between 
America and Australia. A large delegation of representatives of the 
Empire Pres~ Union also visited the State in the latter half of 1925. 

·93149-B 
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CONSTITUTION AND GOVERNl\1ENT . . 

T HERE are in New South Wales three administrations, viz., the Federal, 
which meets in }Ielbourne (Victoria), and controls matters affecting 

the interests of Australia as a whole; the State, which meets in Sydney and 
deals with the more important questions of State and local interest; and the 
Local Government bodies, whlWOe headquarters are at convenient oentres 
within their areas, in which they >control matters of purely local concern
these areas extend over nearly two-thirds of the State. 

The 'state Go~ernment is the oldest, dating in its present form from 
1856. Its constitution was modified in 1901, when the Federal Gove:rnment 
was established, and in 1906, when Local Government was extended over it.> 
present area. 

Early Forms of Government. 
A brief account of the early forms of government in New South Walea 

and of the introduction of the existing system was published in the Year 
Book for 1921, at page 25. An account of the Oommonwealth Government 
may be found in the same edition at page 38. 

PRESENT SYSTEM OF STATE GOVERNUENT. 

The Oonstitution of New South Wales is not framed completely in the 
Oonstitution Act of 1902, and is not entirely written. It is drawn from 
seven diverse sources, viz., certain Imperial statutes, such as the 
Oolonial Laws Validity Act (1865) and the Oommonwealth of Australia 
Oonstitution Act (1900); the Letters Patent and the Instructions to the 
Governor; an element of inherited English law; some Federal statutes; 
sundry State statutes; numel'OUS legal decisions; and a large element of 
English and local convention. 

The Imperial Parliament is legally omnipotent in local as well as in 
Imperial affairs, and it may exercise effective control over the affairs of the 
State ,by direct legisla:tion and some indiroot control through the Secretary 
of State for the Oolonies, by whom the Governor is directed in the exercise 
of his powers. Imperial legislation forms the basis of the existing Oonstitu
tion, and the Imperial Parliament regulates all matters of Imperial concern 
in addition to controlling the extensive powers which remain vested in the 
Orown by virtue of its 'prerogative. These include such important matters as 
:foreign relations in peace and war, and control of the forces. In local affairs 
the prerogatives of the Orown are generally exercised by the Governor on 
the advice of the Executive Oouncil, but where Imperial interests are 
involved the prerogative powers are exercised through the medium of the 
Privy Oouncil,. the Secretary of State for the Oolonies, and the Governor. 

The Governor. 
In New South Wales the position of the Governor is primarily that of 

local representative of the Orown, and through him the powers of the Orown 
in matters of local concern are exercised. In addition he is titular head 
of the Government of New South Wales; he possesses powers similar to 
those of a constitutional sovereign, and he performs the formal and 
ceremonial functions which attach to the Orown in its august capacity. 

His constitutional functions are defined and regulated partly by various 
statutes, which from time to time cast new duties upon him, partly by the 
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Letters Patent constituting his office, and partly by the Instructions to the 
Governor. The Letters Pa,tont and Instructions were given under tho H.oyul 
Sign Manual in 1900, and amended in 1!J09. These functions cover a wide 
range of important duties, but it is directed that" in the execution of the 
powers and authorities vested in him the Governor shall be guided by the 
advice of the Executive Council." He may, if he sees sufficient eause, 
dissent from t,he .opinion of the Council 'ami report the matter to the Imperial 
authorities through the Secretary of State for the Colonies. The extent of 
the Governor's discretionary powers, however, tends to contract, though he 
still possesses important spheres of independent action, such as in granting 
d,issolution of Parliament. He is, moreover, entitled to full information on 
all matters to which his assent is sought, and in this way he may oxer~ise a 
general supervision ovor his offioers, and use his personal influenee for the 
good of the IState. 'The general nature of his position is such that he is 
guardian of the Constitution aoo bound to see that the great powers with 
which he is entrusted are not used otherwise than in the public interest. 
In extreme eases his discretion constitutes a safeguard against malpractice. 
His more important constitutional duties are to appoint the Executive 
Council and to pTeside over its deliberations; to summon, prorogue, and 
dissolve the Legislature; to assent, to refuse to assent, or to rcsel'Ve bills 
passed by t'he Legislature; to appoint members of the Legisla.ti ve Council; 
to keep and use the Public Seal of the State; to appoint all ministers and 
officers of 'state; and, in ,proper cases, to remove and suspend officers of 
State. He exercises the King's prerogative of mercy, but only on the 
advice of the Executivc Council, in capital cases, and of a l\1inistcr of the 
Crown in other cases. 

With respect to responsibility for his actions the Governor does not 
occupy the same position as the King. He is amenable to the law; and, 
although the State acc€.pts responsibility for his official acts, he is per
sonally liable for hi.s unofficial actions, civil and criminal. Politically he 
is indirectly responsible to the Imperial Parliament through the Secretary 
of State for the Colonies, but in State politics his :Ministers take the 
responsibility for their advice, on which he acts. However, in an extreme 
case if good reason existed the local Legislature might bc justified in 
asking for his removal. 

The Governor's normal term of office is fivc years, at a salary of £5,000 
per annum, with certain allowances for his staff, provided by the Con
stitution Act out of the revenues of the State. 

The periods for which the Governor may absent hilnself from the State 
are limited by the Instructions. W~hen he is absent the Lieutenant
Governor acts in his stead in all matters of State. For that purpose the 
Chief Justice is usually appointed. In the event of the Lieutenant
Governor not .being available to fill the Governor's position, an Admini
strator assumes office under a dormant Commission appointing the Senior 
Judge of the .State as Adminis,trator. 

'The present Governor is Admiral iSir Dudley IR. S. de Ohair, T{.O.B., 
lLV.O. He was sworn in on 28th February, 1924. 

The Executit'e. 

All important acts of State are performed or sanctioned by the Governor'
in-Council, and, except in the limited spheres where the Governor, pos~ 
sosses discretionary powers, he is required, in matters of local concern, to 
act on the advice of the Executive Councilor of a Minister of the Crown. 

The Council is established by virtue of the Letters Patent constituting 
the office of Governor, and it is composed of such persons as the Governor 
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is pleased to appoint. - Its members are invariably members of the Ministry 
formed by the leader of the dominant party in the Legislative Assembly. 
'''l1en a member resigns from the J\iIinistry he resigns also from the 
Executive Oouncil, otherwise he may be dismissed by the Governor. 

The Executive Oouncil meebs only when summoned by the Governor, who 
is required by his Instructions to preside over its deliberations unless absent 
for" some necessary or reasonable cause." In his absence the Vice-President 
presid88. 

The 111inistry or Oabinet. 

In New South 'Vales the terms "Ministry " and " Oabinet" are synony
mous, since both bodies by custom consist of those members of Parliament 
chosen to administer departments 'of State, and to perform other executive 
functions. The J\iIinistry is answerable to Parliament for its administration, 
and it continues in office only so long 'as it commands the confidence of the 
Legislative Assembly, from which nearly all its members are chosen. An 
adverse yote- in the Legislative Oouncil does not affect the life of the 
Ministry. The constitutional practices ,of the Imperial Parliament with 
respect to the appointment and resignation of Ministers have been adopted 
tacitly with some minor modifications. Cabinet acts in a similar way to 
the English Oabinet under direction of the Premier, who supervises the 
general legislative and administrative policy and makes all communications 
to the Governor. 

Frequent meetings of Oabinet are held to deliberate upon the general 
policy of the administration, the more important business matters of the 
State, and the legislative measures to be introduced to Parliament, and to 
manage the financial business of the State. Its decisions are carried into 
effect by tihe Executive Oouncil or -by individual JliIinisters as each case 
requires. 

Administrative matters of minor importance are determined by mml5l
terial heads of departments without reference to the Executive Oouncil, and 
.every Minister possesses 00nsidera bIE' discretionary powers in the ordinary 
affairs of his department. 

The members of the present Ministry, which assl,rned office on ,17th June, 
J 925, are as follow:-

'j 

Premier and Colonial Treasurer-The Han. J. T. Lang, M.L.A. 

Secretary for Lands and :Minister for Forests-The Hon. P. F. 
Loughlin, M.L.A. 

Secretary for l.Iines and Minister for Labour and Industry-The Han. 
J. }'L Baddeley, !LL.A. 

Attorney-General-The Hon. E. A. McTiernan, B.A., LL.B., M.L.A. 

Minister for Agriculture-O'aptain the Hon. W. F. Dunn, JVLL.A. 

Minister of Justice and Assistant Oolonial Treasurer-The' Hon. 
W. J. McKell, M.L.A. 

Minister for Education-The Hon. T. D. Mutch, M.L.A. 

Colonial Secretary-The Hon. O. O. Lazzarini, M.L.A. 

:M:inister for Public Health and Local Government-The Han. G. Oann, 
M.L.A. 

Secretary for Pwblic Works and Minister for Railways-The Hon. 
M. ,~f. :Flannery, 'JVLIL.A. 
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Assistant Minister for Pl~blic Health and Local Government-The Hon. 
J. J. Fitzgerald, M.I,.A. 

Vice-President of the Executive Council-The Hon. A. C. Willis, 
M.L.C. 

Honorary :Minister-The Hon. J. F. Coates, 1LL.O. 
The ·salaries payable annually to members of the Oabinet as from 1st July. 

1925, were fixed as follows 'by the Parliamentary Allowances and Salaries 
Act, 1925:-

The Premier 
The Attorney~General 
The Vice-President of the :Exeeutive Council (and leader 

of the Gorvernment in the Legislative Oouncil) 
Nine other Ministers of the Orown, £1,945 each 

£ 
2,445 
2,095 

1,375 
17,505 

Total .. 23,420 

These amoulJlts include the annual allOWa!lCeS paid to Ministers as members. 
of the Legislative Assembly. 

The salaries of Ministers were fixed as from Jst January, 1908" at the· 
following rates :-Premier, £1,'870; Attorney-General, £1,520; five other 
Ministers, £1,370 each; Vice-President of the Executive Council, £80(L 
These salaries were increased in 1920 upon the recommendation of ajudge of' 
the Arbitration Oourt to the rates shown above, but, between 1st July, 1922, 
and 1st July, 1925, they were on the following scale :-Premier, £2,000; 
Attorney-General, £1,600; nine other Ministers, £1,500 each; Vice-Presi--_ 
dent of the Executive Council, £900. 

THE STATE LEGISLATURE. 

The State Legislature consists of the Orown and two Houses of Parlia
ment, and all State laws are enacted "by the King's Most Excellent 
Majesty, ihy and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Oouncil and. 
the Legislative Assembly lin Parliament -assembled." It exercises a general' 
power of legislation, and possesses plenary and not delegated authority. The 
Oonstitution Act of 1902 provides that" the Legislature shall, subject to the· 
provisions of the Oommonwealth of Australia Oonstitution Act, have power' 
to make laws for the peace, welfare, and good governmem of New South· 
.Wales in all case" whatsoever." It is a constituent -body; it can delegate its 
powers, and within its territory its actions are restricted only by legislatioTh 
of the Imperial Parliament intended to apply to New ,south Wiales, and by 
valid Federal enactments. 

The two Houses of Parliament are the Legislative Oouncil (or Upper
House), and the Legislative Assembly (or Lower House). Their powers are 
nominally co-ordinate, but it is prov,ided that bills appropriating money or 
imposing taxation and bills affecting itself must originate in the Legislative 
Assembly, which is the elective Ohamber, and which, it is recognised, m1l!St 
control taxation and expenditure. However, bills involving money matters 
may be introduced only 'by a Minister on the recommendation of the 
Governor, and in .this way the responsibility of the Ministry for financial 
measures is secured. 

Every member of Parliament must take an oath or make an affirmation 
of allegiance. 

i • 
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J3,Y virtue of the Const'itut~oJl Act it is a function of the Governor to 
SUlllmon, pr'Orogue, and dissolve both Houses of Parliament, but.it is pro
vided tha t both Houses shall meet at least once in every year, so that a 
period of twclye months shall not elapse between sessions. The continuity of 
Parliament is ensured by the Parliamentary Electorates and Elections Act, 
1912 (as amended in 1(18), whi,ch provides that writs for the election of new 
members must be issued within four days after the dissolution of the Legis-
1ati1'e Assembly, that they must be returned within sixty days after issue 
(unless otherwise directed by the Governor), and that Parliament shall 
meet within seven days of the return of writs. The duration of Parliament 
was limited to three years in 1874. 

It is agreed tacitly that t:he procedure in each House shall be c,onducted 
according to its prototype in the Imperial Parliament, but comprehensive 
Standing Orders regulating the business of each House have been drawn 
up. vVhen a disagreement arises between the two Houses each appoints 
"mal1agers" to confer upon the matters in dispute. There is no provision 
to meet a deadlock other than by dissolution of the Legis1ative Assembly, 
which may be granted by tme Governor. The new Legislative Assembly is 
regarded as representing the will of the people; and the overwhelming 
opinion is that the Legisla:tive Council should recognise it. 

:Much interest and some controversy centres around the powers of the 
Governor ill granting a dissolution of Parliament. Strictly speaking only 
the Legislative Assembly is dissolved, but Parliament is ended thereby, 
because both Houses are necessary to 'constitute a Parliament. There are 
two n1llin cases in which a dissolution may be granted in addition to that 
mentioned above; they arise when, on a question of policy, the :Ministry 
8ustailis an adverse vote in the Legislative Assembly, and when the 
Legislati1'e Assembly becomesfacti'0l1s, or will not form a stable adminis
tration. 

The Legislative Oouncil. 

The Legislative Council is a nominee Chamber consisting of a variable 
number of memibers appointed for lilfe wit.hout remuneration. The Governor, 
with the advice of the Executive Council, may summon to the Legislative 
Council any person w'ho is 'Of the full age of 2J years, and is a natural-born 
subject of his Ma,iesty _or naturalised in Great Brita'in or in New South 
'Wales. An Act to authorise the appointment of women as members of the 
Council received Royal Assent in February, 1926. 

In making appointments the Governor acts ordinarily on the advice of 
the Executive Council, and no special instructions have been issued to him 
respecting the acceptance 01' rejection of such advice. In November, 1925, 
the Governor referred for the advice of the Secretary of State for Dominion 
Affairs. a -proposal to increase the membership of :bhe Le!glislative Council. 
The Imperial Minister in reply expressed the opinion that "established 
constitutional principles require that the question should be settled between 
the Governor and Ministers." Subsequently the Governor appointed the 
additional members, as advised by the Ministers. Not more than one-fifth 
of the member,s summoned to thB Council may be p8l",sons holding oflice of 
emolument under the Crown. The seats of rnember.s become vacant by 
death, resignation, absence, accepting foreign allegiance, bankrU'ptcy, accept
ing public contracts, or by criminal conviction. The presence of one-fourth 
of the members, exclusive of the President, is neeessary to form a quorum 
for the despatch of business. 
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The lowest number of membOTs dLn'ing the past twenty years was fifty-one 
in 1911. In 1917 there were seventy-one members of the Council, and this 
number was not exceeded until 1921, when sixteen new appointments were 
made. The total membership on 31st December, 1925, was ninety-eight. 

The Oouncil is presided over by a President appointed from among the 
lnembers by the Governor. He receives an annual salary of £1,200. There' 
is also a Ohairman of Committees, who receives a salary of £700 per annum. 
As a matter of privilege all members of the Legislative Oouncil and of the 
Legislative Assembly are allowed to travel free on State railways and 
tramways. 

A bill for the abolition of the Council was introduced into Parliament in 
January, 1926, but leave to proc:eed with the measure \V~s refused by the 
Council on 23rd February, 192H. 

The LegisZati've Assembly. 

The Legislative Assembly is the elective or popular House of Parliament, 
and i.s the most important factor in the government· of the country. By itil 
power over supply it ultimately controls the Executive. It consists of ninety 
members elected on a system of universal adult suffrage for a maximum 
period of three years. Any person who is enrolled as un elector of the State 
is eligible to be elected to the Legislative Assembly, except persons who are 
members of the Federal Legislature or of the Legislative Council, Or who 
hold non-political offices of profit under the Orown, other than in the army 
or navy. It was provided in 191H that any officer of the public service of 
New South Wales may be elected to the Legislative Assembly on condition 
that he forthwith resign his position in the service. At the close of 1918 
all legal impediments to the election of women to the I"egislative Assembly 
were removed. Several women have since contested seats at the elections, 
and one has been elected. The seat of a member becomes vacant in similar 
cases to those stated above for Legislative Councillors. 

The House is presided over by a Speaker, whose election is the first 
business of thc House when it meets after election. He presides over debate, 
maintains order, represents the Houee officially, communicates its wisheta 
and resolutions, defends its privileges when necessary, and determines its 
procedure. There is also a Ohairman of Committees elected by the Houso 
at the beginning of each session; he !pTesides over the deliberations of the 
House in Committee of the Whole, and acts at Deputy-Speaker. 

Payment of members of the Legislative Assembly was introduced as from 
21st September, 1889. The amount fixed originally was £300 per annum, 
but it was increased to £500 by an Act assented to on 17th ,september, 1912, 
further increased to £875 as from 1st November, 1920, after inquiry ann 
report <by a Judge of the Oourt of Industrial Arbitration, reduced to £600 
as from 1st July, 19221, and restored to £875 as from 1st .July, 1925. An 
aggreg-at<:l amount of £2,700 is provided for postage, each member receiving' 
nn order monthly for .one-twelfth of his annual allowance. 'The salary of 
the ,speaker is £1,675, of the Chairman of Committees £1,115 per annum, 
and, since 1912, the leader of the Opposition has received an Rnnual allow
tlnce of £250 in addition to his allowance as member. 

,STATE PARLIA).tENTARY CO~IMlTTEES. 

A number of committees consisting of members of Parliament are ap
pointed to deal with special matters connectei with the business of the 
country and of either House; from time to time select committees are chosen 
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to inquire into and report on specific matters for' the information of 
Parliament and the public. Each House elects a committee to deal with 
its Standing Orders and with printing, and a joint committee to supervise 
the library. In addition there are the more important committees described 
helow. 

Committees of Supply and of Ways and },feans. 

These committees consist by custom of the whole of the members of the 
Legislative Assembly, and they deal with all money matters. The Committee 
of Supply debates and determines the nature and amount of the expenditure,. 
Ilnd the Committee of "\Vays and Means debates and authorises the issue of 
the sums from the Consolidated Revenue Fund and frames the resolutions 
on which taxing proposals are based. 

Parlicl1nenfary Standing Committee on P1lb7ic Works. 

A joint committee of members of the Legislative Council and Legislative 
Assembly, ealled the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works. 
is appointed by ballot as soon as practicable after the commencement of the 
first session of every Parliament. The committee consists of three members 
of the Legislative Council and four members of the Legislative Assembly, 
and it has power, under the Public V,Torks Act, to prosecute inquiries, to 
summon witnesses, and to compel the production of books, etc. 

The Ohairman receives as remuneration £3 3s. for each sitting of the
committee, and the other members £2 2s. each. 

Proposals for public works of an estimated cost exceeding £25,000 must 
be submitted and explained by a:Minister in the Legislative Assembly, and 
then referred to the Pnblic Works Oommittea for report. 

Public Accounts Committee. 
For the better supervision of the financial businel>s of tIle State a Public 

Accounts Committee is appointed every sesBion under provisions of the
Audit Aet, 1902, from among the members of the Legislative Assembly. It 
consists of £ive members, and is clothed with full powers of inquiry into any 
question arising in connection with the public accounts and npon any expen
diture by a :Minister of the Crown made without Parliamentary sanction. 
It roports on such matters to the Legislative Assembly. 

Committee of Elections and Qualifications. 

Within seven days of his election the Speaker is required by the Parlia
mentary Electorates and Elections Act, 1912, to select nine members of the 
Legislative Assembly to aet as the Oommittee of Elections and Qualifica
tions. His choice is snbject to the approval of the House. The Committee 
is clothed with judicial powers, and each member is required to take tm 
oath of impartiality: Its business is to inquire into and determine matters 
connected with election petitions and qnestions referred to it by th,· 
Legislative Assembly concerning the validity of any election or the return 
of any member, and qnestions involving the qualifications of members. 

Its decisions are final, but it must report to the House. 

Commissions and Trusts. 
In addition to the }finisterial Departments, various public services al"Q 

administered by Oommissions, Boards, and Trusts; the more important 
.ure:-

Railway Commissioners for New South Wales. 
:Metropolitan Water, Sewerage, and Drainage Board. 
Hunter District Water Supply and ISewerage Board. 
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Sydney Harbour Trust Commissioners. 
\Vater Conservation and Irrigation Commission. 
Oommissioners of the Government 'Savings Bank of New South Wales. 
Board of Fire Commissioners of New South Wales. 
Metropolitan Meat Industry Board. 
Forestry Commission. 
Western Land Board. 
M.ain Roads Board. 
Prickly-pear Commission. 

In each case the authority controls a specific service, and administers the 
statute law in relation to it, subject to a limited degTee of supervision by 
a :Minister. 

A uditor- General. 

The office of Auditor-General is the real security that public moneys will 
be collected and expended in accordance with the wishes of Parliament. 

The Auditor-Genel'al is appointei by the Governor, and holds office 
turing good behav10ur. In certa'incases he ma;y: be suspended by the 
GDvernor, but he is removable from office only on an address from both 
Houses 'Of Parliament. He is required to take an oath that he will faith
fully perform his duties, and he is debarred from entering political life. 
He is end'Owed with wide powers of supervision, inspection, and audit 
in regurdto the collection and expenditure of ,public moneys and the 
manner in which the publie .accounts are kept. He exercises control over 
the issue of public m'Oneys, and all warrants must be countersigned by him. 
Matters connected with the public accounts are Eubjcct to special or annuel 
report to Parliament by him, and he may refer any matter to the Public 
Accounts Committee. 

STA'fE ELECTORAL SYSTEM. 

The first Legislative Assembly consisted cf fifty-four members elected in 
thirty-t'\VQ districts. As settlement extended and population increased, 
provision was made for increased representation, until in 1894 the elec
torates numbered seventy-four and the members 141. Under the Parlia
mentary Electorates and Elections Act of 1893,- the State was divided into 
125 electoral districts, each returning one member . 

.After the federation of the Australian States the question of a further 
reducti'On in the membership was submitted to the electors by referendum, 
and as fI result the number of districts and of representatives was reduced 
to 90 in 1904. 

Propo1·tional Representation. 

In 1918 an Act was passed to introduce a system of proportional repre
sentation in relippct of the State Parliamentary elections. Under this 
system the number of members remained at ninety, and twenty-four elec
toral di'ltricts were constituted; eight constituencies in the metropolitan 
area, and the City ofN ewcastle, are represented by five members each, and 
13ftcen districts return three members each. Oasual vacancies are filled by 
the unsuccessful candidate of the same constituency who represented the 
same party interest as the late member 'and whose count of primary pre
ference votes was next highest at the last general election. Where such a 
candidate is not available, the leader of the party concerned nominates a 
successor. 
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The proportion of first preference votes cast for candidates of each party 
and the number of representatives elected at each of the three elections 
conducted under proportional representation are shown in the following 
table:-

, 

I i 
1920. 1922. 1925. 

I 

""'''-1 I Member) Candi-

PMty. Valid Valid Valid Vot,es. l\.fembers. Votes. Votes. Member Ratio Elected. dates. Ratio I Illected.! date •. Uatio Elected to 90. to 90. to 90. 

Nationalist-Coalition ···1 26·9 23 96 I 39·2 I 42 87 34·1 32 

f:~~:~al.i~.t Ind~.~ende~~1 381:'~61 4~ 8~ I 3!:~ 3~ 9~ 41:~ 4~ 
Labour Independent ... 2 10 2·7 1 29 2·6 1 
Progressive or Country 13·9 15 45 8·7 9 35 8·2 9 
Democratic ... ... 21·.~ I' ••• 4 I .1 ... 5 1 ... ... . .. 
Soldiers and Citizens ... u ••• ••• ••••••••• • •• 

Socialist... ... ... .3 I ••• ••• I ... ... I ... . .. 
Communist ... ... ... I ... ... I ... ... 6 ·1 ... 
Independ3nt Ca,ndidates __ ::~i __ 1_ ~_I~ _~ __ 28 _,_",:~ 1 

Total... 90 I 90 303 I 90 90 I 280 I 90 I----go-
The party designations employed above are those used at the respective 

elections, and the candidates are allocated to parties on the authority of 
current newspaper reports. The Independent Labour group consists of candi
dates so described in addition to representatives of the Protestant Labour, 
Majority Labour and Young Australia Parties. Before the elections of 
192,2, a portion of the Progressive Party coalesced with the Nationalist 
Party, resulting in a transfer of representatives to the Nationalist-Ooalition. 

It wilil be observed that appreciable disparities exist between the pro
portion of first preference votes cast for the various parties and the number 
of eandidates elected. This is, of course, due to the distribution of the 
preferences of the large number of unsuccessful Independent candidates. 
Thus in 1925 six-ninetieths of all the votes polled contained first preferences 
f-or 65 candidates outside of the three principal parties, and the polling 
was such that only three of these candidates were elected. Again there 
was a wide range between quotas required by successful candidates in the 
respectiYe electorates. Thus, in Ryde electorate, the possible maximum 
quota if every vote was lXlllied was 15,933, but, a.s only 70 per cent. of 
electon voted, this was reduced to 10,908 which was the highest quota in 
any electorate. The lowest quota was 4,423 in the electorate -of Sturt, repre
senting 60 per cent. of the possible maximum of 7,723 if every vote had 
been polled. The proportion of electors who voted varied widely between 
divisions, the highest being 75·5 per cent. in the electorate of Newcastle, 
and the lowest 58 per cent. in ,Sydney. 

Two women candidates contested the elections of 192,2, receiving between 
them 4,400 first preference votes. In 1'912'5 there were six women candidates, 
who received in all 15,322 first preference votes, one :being elected. 

Distribution of Electorates. 
The electoral law provides that electorates are to be redistributed when

ever directed by the Governor. In the event of there being no direction 
by the Governor, a distribution must take place on the expiration of nine 
years from the date of the last redistribution. The redistribution is made 
by a l?Pooial commission of three persons appointed by the Governor from 
the Public Service of New South Wales. 
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The following table shows at the various dates on which the membership 
of the Assembly or the franchise was altered, and at election years since 1901 
(n) the size of the elective Chamber, (b) the average number of persons 
per member, and (c) the proportion of the population who possessed the 
right to vote. 

Number of Proportion of 
Year of Members of Population persons enrolled 

Election. Legislative per Member. to Total Popula· 
Assembly, tion. 

1856 
per cent. 

54 5,200 15'8 
1858 72 4,500 22'3 
1880 108 6,900 25'2 
1885 122 7,800 24'5 
1891 141 8,100 26'7 
189! 125 9,800 2!'3 
I!lOl 125 ]0,900 25'3 
1904 90 15,900 48'3 
1907 90 ]7,000 48'8 
1910 90 18,200 53'3 
1913 90 20,500 55'1 
]917 ['0 21,000 58'5 
1920 90 22,800 56'1 
1922 90 23,800 58'5 
19:25 90 25,300 58'8 

The number of distinct electors cannot be ascertained for any period 
prior to the year 1894, as the franchise was based on the ownership of pro
peTty, and electors were allowed to vote in each electorate in which they 
possessed the necessary qualification. The proportion of the population 
entitled to vote in those years, as shown above, has been calculated on the 
total number of votes to which the electors on the roll were entitled; they 
are, therefore, somewhat in excess of the actual proportions. When women 
were enfranchised in 1904 practically the whole of the adult population 
became qualified electors. 

After a revision of the electoral rolls the total enrolment in October, 
1924, was 1,230,503, which bore a ratio of 55'2 per cent. to the total popula
tion at 30th June, 19'24-. At the election of 30th May, 192'5, there were 
1,39i,785 names on the 1'011, of whom 60,705 were not qualified to vote, 
leaving 1,339,080 electors enrolled and qualified to vote. This latter number 
represented 58'8 percent. of the popu]:ation. 

The elections of members of the Legislative Assenlbly are conducted by 
secret ballot. Adult British subjects, men and women, are qualified for 
enrolment as electors when they have resided in the Commonwealth for 
a period of six months, in the State for three months, 'and in the electoral 
district for one month prior to the issue of the writs for the election. 
Persons are disqualified from voting who are of unsound mind, a charge on 
public charity, criminals, disorderly persons, or defaulters from justice. 
Each elector is entitled to one vote only. The electoral lists are compiled 
annually under provisions for compulsory enrohnent and revised before a 
special court under the presidency of a stipendiary or police magistrate. 

Electors a:bsent from their districts have been permitted since 1913 to 
record their votes at any polling-place in the State, and 36,054vO'tes were so 
recorded in 1925 as compared with 38,752 in 1922. Postal voting in the 
case of persons precluded from attendance at any polling-place by reason 
of illness or infirmity, distanc.e over 15 miles, 0'1' travelling was introduced 
in 1920, when 21,773 votes were so recorded. In 1922 th<e number rose to 
5,019, but fell to 4,495 in 1925. 
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'Where any qualified elector is ,blind or otherwise incapacitated from vot
ing or is unable to write, he may require the deputy returning-officer to 
mark his ballot-paper according to his instructions. In 192,5 there were 
13,49'0 such" open votes." -

At general elections polling is conducted on the same day in all elec
torates. Polling-day is a public holiday from noon, and dUring the hours 
of polling (8 a.m. to 8 p.m.) the hotels are closed, 

The following table shows the voting at the elections held in New South 
:\Vales since the general election in 1894, when a system based on single 
electorates and the principle of "one man one vote" was introduced, The 
number of electors as stated for elections in the years 1894 to 1917, inclusive, 
represents the gross number enrolled, and the figures for the later elections 
indicate the number qualified to vote:-

Electors, I ConteRted Electorates, 
----'"-----~-------

Year of Election, -----I--~! ! Votes Recorded, I Informal Votes, 
Enrolled Per Electors. . I 

1 . Member.j _ !i Number.! Percentage. Number. jPcrcentage. 

1894-Males I 298,817 2,390 254,105 204,246 1 80'38 3,310 I 1'62 
1895-Males 267,458 2,139 238,233 153,034 64'24 1,354 '8!l 
1898-Males 324,339 2,595 294,481 178,717 60'69 1,638 '92 
1901-Males 346,184 2.,769 270,861 195,359 72'13 1,534 '79 
. ~'bl~ 363,062 204,396 226,057 74'26 

1904 Females 326,428 262,433 174,538 66'51 
----- ----. -------

Total 689,490 7,661 566.8"1'00 .. ,,, "'67 3,973 '99 

~Males 392,845 370,715 267,301! 72'10 
1907 Females 353,055 336,680 204,650 60'78 

---- ----- --------
Total 745,900 8,288 707,395 471,951 66'72 13,543 2'87 

~ Males 458,626 444,242 322,199 72'53 
1910 Females 409,069 400,139 262,154 65'52 

----- -------------
Total 867,695 9,641 844,381 584,353 69'20 10,393 1'78 

) Males 553,633 534,379 385,838 72'20 
1913 Females 484,366 468,437 302,389 64'55 

----- -------------
114,439 Total 1,037,999 1l,533 1,002,816 688,227 68'03 2'10 f Males 574,308 525,681 328,030 62'40 I .. 

1917 Females 535,522 487,585 295,354 ~~~I ---- --------
Total 1,109,830 12,331 1,013,266 623,384 61'52 I 5,844 '94 

~Males 593,244 593,24i 363, 1I5 61'21 1 
1920 Feme.!es 561,193 561,193 285,594 50'89 

----
Total "'1 1,154,437 12,716 11,154,437 648,709 56'H) 62,900 9'70 

~ Males ... 636,662 i 636,662 466,919 73'34 
1922 Females 614,361 614,361 408,515 66'4ll 

---- ----- -----
\ Total ". 1,251,023 13,900 1,251,023 875,464 69'98 ' 31,771 3'63 

~ Males '''! 678.749 
678,749 489,126 72'06 

19"25 Females ,.. 660,331 660,331 435,853 66'00 

Total , .. 1,339,080 14,879 1,339,080 I !)24,979 6907 30,155 3'28 

The analysis shown above indicates that the proportion of electors who 
:fail to record their votes is large, even if due allowance is made for obstacles 
to voting, especially in sparsely-settled districts, The highest proportion 
of votes to enrolment, 80·4 per cent" was recorded in 1894, when there was 
a strenuous contest on the que~tion of fiscal refo~m; and the lowest propor-
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tion, 56·2 per cent. was recorded in 1920. The elections in the latter year 
were the first under the system of proportional representation, and the 
method of voting was somewhat complex, the electors being required to sign 
a statutory declaration before obtaining a ballot-paper and to record a 
preference for every name on the ballot-paper. Under these conditions an 
unusually large number of electors refrained from voting. 

Before the elections in 1922 the method was simplified, the statutory de
claration was abolished, and the recording of preferences was required only 
to the extent of the number of candidates to be elected. The proportion of 
voters to enrolment was greater at the elections of 1922 and 1!J25 than it had 
·been at most elections under the system of single-member electorates. It is 
probable that provision for compulsory enrolment and the simplification of 
the method of voting contributed to this result, though there is little doubt 
that the main factor which influences the size of the polling is the intensity 
of interest in party issues. 

The number of women exercising their right to vote has always been 
less, relatively and absolutely, than the number of men. At the first elec
tions after enfranchisement 66 per cent. of the women enrolled recorded 
votes, then the proportion declined. In 1910, when a IJabour Government 
was placed in office for the fiTst time in the State Parliament, 'and in 1913, 
the proportion of women who voted was about 65 per cont.; in 1920 it was 
less than 51 per cent. In 1922 it was practically the same als in 1904, but 
in 1925 it fell slightly lower. 

It is noteworthy that, whereas at the elections of 1910 and previous years 
a greater proportion of electors enrolled recorded their votes at State than 
at Federal elections, the proportion has, since 1913, been greater at Federal 
than at State elections, viz. :-1913, 'Federal 69·28 per cent., State 68·63 per 
cent.; 1917, Federal 71·17 per cent., State 61'52 per cent.; 1919, Federal 
66·97 pel' cent., State (1920) 56·19 per cent. The change was due doubtless 
to the dominance of war issues, for the proportion of votes cast at the State 
elections of 1922 rose to 69·98 per cent. as against a decline to 56·16 at the 
Federal elections of that year. At the Federal elections of 1925 compulsory 
voting was introduced for the first time and approximately 90'4 per cent. 
of electors voted, the preliminary figures being 1,144,768 votes cast out of 
1,266,122 electors enrolled. 

A list of the Padiaments since 1889, when payment of members was 
instituted, is shown below:-

<6-1..,3 

1 Date of Dissolution. 

cgai o~ "'", ... " lis Return of Writs. Date of Opening. Duration. "0 ,c.-
g~ S~ 

I " Q) z:i ztn 
"" 

1889 ... 127 Feb. 
I I yrs. mths. dys. 

14 22 :Feb., 1889 ... 1 6 June 1891... 2 3 15 4 
15 11 July, 1891... 14 July 1891...1 25 June 1894... 2 II 14 4 
16 3 Aug., 1894..'1 7 Aug. 1894'''1 5 July 1895"'1 0 II 2 1 
17 10 Aug., 1895... 13 Aug. 1895... 8 July 1898 ... 2 10 28 4 
18 13 Aug., 1898... 16 Aug. 1898... 11 June 1901. .. 2 9 29 5 
19 17 July, 1901... 23 July 1901... 16 July 1904t 3 0 0 4 
20 20 Aug., 1904 ... 23 Aug. 1904 ... 20 Aug., ]90it 3 0 0 4 
21 26 Sept., ]907 ... 2 Oct. 1907 ... 14 Sept. 1910 ... 2 11 19 5 
22 31 Uct. and 

10 Nov., 191O! 15 Nov. 1910 ... 6 Nov. 1913"'1 2 11 26 5 
23 23 and 29 Dec., 

1913 ... 121 Feb. 1913t ... 23 Dec. 1917"'1 3 1 29 5 
24 10, 16, and 23 

I April, 1917::: ... 17 April J917 ... 18 Feb. ]920 ... ] 2 10 8 4 
25 21 April, l!l20 ... 2i April 1920 ... 117 Feb: ]922 ... 1 ]0 25 " ., 
26 119 April, 1922 ... 26 April 1922 ... IS Apn\ 19:25t 3 0 0 5 
27 . 20 June, 1925 ... 24 June, 1925 ... 1 Sitting* 

*31st December; 1925. tExpired by effluxion of time. tUnder system of second ballots. 
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The normal duration of Parliament is three years. Unless previously 
dissolved Parliament e:xJpires by effiuxion of time three years after the day 
prior to the original! date of the return of the wrItS. 

On account of war condit.ions and the disturbed state of public affairs it 
was deemed advisable to extend the 23rd Parliament to a period exceeding 
the three years fixed by the Oonstitution Act, and the Legislative Assembly 
Continuance Act, 1916, was passed to provide for an extension from three 
years to four years. The Parliament, however, terminated after 3 years 
and 60 days. 

The various Ministries which have held office since 1894, together with the 
duration in office of each, are shown below. The life of a }VLinistry is not 
co-terminous with the life of a Parliament. In sixty-nine years under the 
present system there have been forty-seven Ministries, but only twenty-seven 
Parliaments. Up to 3rd August, 1894, twenty-seven Ministries had held 
office. 

Ministry. In Office. 

Number. I Duration. 
Name. To-From-

. 
yrs. mths. days. 

28 Reid 3 Aug. 1894 13 Sept. 1899 5 1 11 

29 Lyne 14 Sept. 1899 27 Mar. 1901 6 14 

30 See '''1 28 ~far. 1901 14 June 1904 3 2 18 

31 Waddell 

I 

15 June 1904 29 Aug. 1904 o 2 15 

32 Carruthers 30 Aug. 1904 1 Oct. 1907 3 1 2 

33 Wade ... 2 Oct. 1907 20 Oct. 1910 3 0 19 

34 McGowen .. 21 Oct. 1910 29 June 1913 2 8 9 

35 Holman 30 June 1913 15 Nov. 1916 3 4 16 

36 Holman (National) 16 Nov. 1916 12 April 1920 3 4 28 

37 Storey 13 April 1920 10 Oct. 1921 5 27 

38 Dooley 10 Oct. 1921 20 Dec. 1921 o 2 11 

39 Fuller ... ... 20 Dec. 1921 20 Dec. 1921 About 7 hours. 

40 Dooley 20 Dec. 192] 13 April 1922 0 3 24 

I 
41 Fuller (Coalition) 13 April 19Z2 17 June 1925 3 2 4 

42 Lang ... "'117 June 1925 In office* 

• 31st December, 1925. 
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COST OF STATE PARLIAMENTARY GOVERNMENT. 

The following statement shows the cost of State Parliamentary Governc 
ment in New South 'vYales during recent years. Expenses of Federal and 
Local Governments are not included:-

Head of Expenditure. 1915-16. 1922-23. 1923-24. 1924-25. 

£ £ £ £ 
Governor

Salary 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 
Salaries, e c., of Staff ... 
Other expenses 

... 3 549 3 869 3 923 \ 3 601 
.,. 1;54 7 1;436 7;159 1;927 

Executive Council
Salaries of Officers 
Other expenses 

\_~"1O,~ ~-.!0'30~ll-=~~0821 10,528 

...... 458 481 532 

... ... 439 186 254 
-----

Ministry- _~~~ ____ ~~I ___ 66~ __ ~ 786 

Salaries of Ministers ... ... ... 11,040 18,000 I 18,000 18,000 
Conferences, Special Reports, etc. . .. \ 5,244 7,332 3,519 822 

Parliament- \=--.!6'~4 - 25,~~1_!~~~1 __ 18,~~ 
Legislative Council- \ 

Salaries of President and Chair-
man of Committees ... 1,220 1,425 1,425 1,425 

Railway passes for Members ... 6,070 14,687 15,262 13,716 
Postage for Members ... ... ... 70 60 72 

Legislative Assembly-
Salaries of Speaker and Chairman 

of Committees ... . .. 
Allowances to Members* .. . 
Railway passes for Members .. . 
Postage for Members ... . .. 

Both Houses-Joint expenditure-
Standing Committee on PubliC) 

Works-
Remunerati'on of Members .. _ 
Salaries of Staff and contin-

1,740 
40,335 
10,387 
1,770 

3,599 

gencies ... . .. ... 2,626 
Salaries of Reporting Staff 
Library-Salaries of Staff 

Contingencies .. . 
Other Salaries of Staff .. . 
Printing-Hansard .. . 

Other .. . 
Other Expenses ... . .. 

... ~ included 

... " other" 

... below. 

... 6,689 

... 14,967 

... 24,490 

113,893 

2,240 
47,020 
17,055 
2,583 

3,287 I 
2,038 
8,777 
2,341 

834 
20,691 

7,355 
16,972 

7,314 

154,689 

2,240 
47,062 
17,312 

2,650 

5,026 

2,185 I 
8,383 
2,911 
1,708 

21,058 
4,750 
8,852 
5,512 

146,396 

2,088 
47,311 
17,416 

2,693 

4,785 

2,087 
8,561 
2,486 

884 
22,249 

8,010 
11,175 

6,253 

15l,211 
E lectoral- --------1------1-----------

Salaries ... ... ... . .. . .. 
Contingencies ... . -. ... . .. 

R oyal Commissions and Select Committees 

Grand Total ... ... £ 

Per head of population .. , ... 

1,123 
56,491t 

57,614 
-~-

4,114 

202,001 

28.2d . 

1,826 
16,642 

18,468 

2,365 

212,056 

Is. lld. 
I 

I 

1,979 
14,157 

16,136 

4,017 

204,817 

Is.lOd. 

2,808 
57,175 

59,983 

47,001 

288,331 

28.7d. 

• Excluding salaries of Ministers, Speaker, and Chairman of Committees. t Includes £30,244 Liquor 
Referendum. 
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The above table has been revised since the last issue of the Official Year 
Book, with a view to showing more clearly the nature of individual items 
and ,additional information, which was not avaiila'ble formerly, has been 
included. In considering such a table as the above it is necessary to re
member that there is no clear line of demarcation between costs incurred in 
respect of parliamentary government and the costs of ordinary administra
tion. This arises particularly in regard to ministers of the Crown who fill 
dual roles, namely, administrative heads and parliamentary representatives. 
Similar difficulties' arise in regard to Royall Commissions, 'which are, in 
many ,cases, partly administrative inquiries. In the, absence of any means 
of dissecting the expenditure under these headings the whole of it has been 
treated as incidental to the system of parliamentary government. On the 
other hand such factors as the costs of mInisterial motor cars and the 
salaries of ministers' private ~ecretaries are omitted frCim account as apper
taining mainly to administration. 

The cost of Parliamentary Government in 1924-25 was swollen consider
ably by the occurrence of the triemiial elections and by the cost of 'two 
important Royal Commissions of Inquiry. However, it represented less 
than 1 ,percent. of the Governmental expenditure during that year, that is, 
the total expenditure from Consolidated Revenue less expenditure on busi
ness undertakings. 

The foregoing statement does not, however, represent the total cost of 
Parliamentary Government because it excludes the expense of Federal gov
ernment. F'or the year 1923-24 this amounted to £367,479 for the whol" 
Commonwealth, equivalent to ls. 3d. per head of population. 

THE COMMONWEALTH. 

A detailed Iflcoount of the inauguration of Federation and the nature 
and functions of the Federal Parliament in their relation to the State Wilf; 

published in the Year Book for 1921 at pages 38-40 and 625. 

The federation of the six Australian States was inauguooted formally OIl 

1st January, 1901, for their mutual benefit in matters upon which it was 
agreed joint action was desirable. The broad. principles of federation 
were:-The transfer of limited and defined powers of legislation to a 
Federal Parliament consisting of a ,Senate and a House of Representatives, 
the former being a revisory Chamber wherein the States are equally repre
sented, and the latter, the principal Chamber, consisting of members elected 
from the Svates in proportion to their population; complete freedom of 
action for the 'State Parliaments ,in their own sphere; a Higll Court to 
determine the validity of legislation; and an effective method of amending 
the Constitution. 

The numbers of rE1preselltatives elected from the various States to the 
House ·of Representatives are as follow:-New South 'Wales, 28; Victoria, 
20; Queensland, 10; South Australia, 7; vVeStem Australia, 5; Tasmania, 
5. In addition, one representative of the Northern Territory is elected to 
attend and participate in debates without having the right to vote. 

FEDERAL ELECTORAL SYSTE:\I. 

For the purpose of electing representatives to the Senate of the Federal 
Parliament, New South Wales is treated as one constituency, returning six 
members, each for six years, three of whom retire triennially. Its twenty
eight members of the House of Representatives are elected for three years 
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from single-member constituencies under a system of preferential voting. 
Otherwise the electoral system is similar to that of the State, In 1924 the 
Commonwealth Electoral Act was amended to make provision for com
pulsory voting. 

An analysis of the voting at Senate elections in New South 'IVales up to' 
1919 was published in the 1921 edition of this Year Book at page 40; the 
voting at elections of members of the House of Representatives from New 
South Wales has been as follows:-
--------,--,----------- ---- ---c-----

I 
Electors Enrolled Percentage of Votes Re-I 

t~~~~ (Contested Divisions Votes Recorded. corded t.o Electors Informal Votel"l. 
only), Enrolled, 

--;::-I-M-en-,-I~w-o-m-,e-n,- Men \ Women. ~~·e~-I(~~~~:.I-T-ot-al.l-N--U-m-b-e-r,-;-lp-r-o-po-r-t\-on 
; 1 per cell .. 

~gg~ 1- :~~:~~~ - 274,763 -1~~~:~g~-::381 II'~:~~- 43'0: ~5~2:~6~7-11 ~:~~~ ~:~i 
1906 363,723 314,777 216,150 141,227 59'43 44'87 11,705 3'28 
1910 431,702 379,927 294,049 207,868,68'11 54'71 61'84 8,002 1'59 
1913 554,028 482,159 405,152 312,703' 73'13 64'85 69'28 22,262 3'10 
1914 491,086 429,906 351;172 257,581 71'51 59'92 66'10 14,816 2'43 
1917 481,854 447,437 370,618 292,925 76'44 65'47 71'17 19,874 2'98 
1919 527,779 508,129 I 385,614 308,183 73'06 60'65 66'97 I 26,517 3'82 
1922 ! ~2,388 -y-_498,2~91 ~,362 --,-_239,~0 ~3'85 :~2~~~ 125.823 4'53 

1925* I, 1,266,122 I 1,141,768 i 90'4 73,513 [ 6'42 

* Preliminary. 

The percentage of voters increased steadily at tha elections during the 
period 1903-1913; the improvement was not continued in 1914, when the 
electoral contest was modified in consequence of the outbreak of war in 
Europe, but in 1917, when consider,able political feeling was excited by the 
question of compulsory military service, the percentage was the highest at 
any Federal elections before the law of .cormpulsory voting was hrought into 
operation, 

F ImERAL REFERENDA, 

Analycses of the voting on Federal questions submitted to referenda were 
shown in the 1,921 edition of this Year Book at page 42, 

SEAT OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, 

It is provided il'. tbe Oommonwealth of Australia Oonstitution Act that 
the seat of Federal Government shall be within the ,State of New South 
Wales at a distance of not less than 100 miles fl'O'ffi the Oity of Sydney, but 
that Parliament shall meet at Melbourne until such time as it meet at the 
Seat of Government. A site containing 912 sq'uare miles was chosen near 
Queanbeyan in 1905, and -ceded to the Oommonwealth in December, 1910, 
In 1915 an additional area of 28 square miles at Jervis Bay was ceded for 
use as the seaDort of the capital. 

The administration of the Oapital Territory is conducted in accordance
with the -Seat of Government (Admin-istration) Act, 1910-1924-, Until the 
Federal Parliament makes other provision, the Governor-General may issue
ordinances having the force of law in the Territory unless disallowed by 
resolution of either House of Parliament, Laws hitherto in foree in the
Territory were retained except those relating to indURtrial arbitration, 
local government, water supply and sewerage, and those imposing rates and, 

• 93149-0 
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taxes other than duties on estates of deceased persons; they are admini
stered by the State authorities. All revenue accrues to the Oommonwealth, 
which repays the State for service such as education, police, etc. New 
licensEs to retail intoxicating liquors are not granted, and existing licenses 
may be renewed for the same premises only. Orown lands in the Territory 
may not be sold or converted into freehold. 

The Seat of Government (Administration) Act of 1924 provided for the 
~stablishment of a Federal Oapital Commission of three members to be 
.appointed by the Governor-General. The powers of the .connnission include 
the general municipal government of the Territory, the control and manage
ment of Orown lands, the levying and collection of rates upon lands 
.alienated or leased from the .crown, the construction and maintenance of 
tramways, roads, etc., and of public utility services, the construction of 
works and buildings for the Oommission, and, subject to the approval of the 
Minister for Home and Territories, the construction of works amd buildings 
required by the Oommonwealth in the Territory. The Oommission was 
.appointed in October, 1924. 

In 1913 the name" Oanberra" was chosen for the Federal Oapital Oity, 
.and the work of construction was inaugurated. Slow progress has been 
made, but in 19'21 a Federal Oapital Advioo.ry Oommittee was appointed 
with a view to providing a scheme of works which would enable the early 
transfer of the Fedeml Parliament llJld Oentral Government offices to the 
{}hosen site. The scheme of works drawn up by the Oommittee provided a 
progrannne of works costing £1;799,000, which would enable the transfer of 
the Government to Oanberra in three years. The general principles of the 
scheme were approved by Cabinet, but subsequently the programme was 
modified considerably. During the year ended 30th June, 1925, the expen
·diture in respect of the Federal Oapital Territory was £790,260, as compared 
with £562,997 in the previous year. 
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DEFENCE. 

U PON the inauguration of the Oommonwealth the duty of providing for 
the defence of Australia devolved upon the Federal Government, and 

the Parliament of the Oommonwealth has paramount power, subject to 
Imperial approval, to legislate for the naval and military defence of Aus
tralia, and for the control of the forces to execute and maintain tihe federal 
laws. The Oonstitution provides that the States may not raise nor maintain 
forces, but enjoins the Oommonwealth to protect every State against in
vasion, and, on the application of the Executive Government of the State, 
against domestic violence. It is provided in the Defence Act that the 
.citizen Forces may not be called out nor utilised in connection with an 
industrial dispute. 

In terms of the Defence Act male citizens between the ages of 18 and 60 
years are liable for service in the citizen forces for home defence in time of 
war. Male citizens are liable also to undergo military or naval trainin~ 
between the ages of 12 and 26 years. 

The system of compulsory training was brought into operation on let 
January, 1911. The duration of the training in each year is prescribed 
by the Act, the trainees being liable for service in the following age 
groups :-J unior cadets, 12 to 14 years of age; senior cadets, 14 to 18 years; 
citizen forces, 18 to 26 years. 

The duration of the training was curtailed during the war period, also in 
1921 and in 1922 owing to the resolutions passed ,at the Washington Oon
ference on limitation of armaments. At present, training is commenced 
by senior cadets in the year in which they reach the ,age of 17 years, one 
year rater they are transferred to the citizen forces to undergo courses 
during a further period of three years. The training of boys under 16 
years as part of the defence system was suspended in 1922, though they 
were still required to register during the months of January and February 
of the year in which they reached the age of 14 years. 

Junior cadet training consists almost entirely of a course of physical 
drill on modern lines. Legally it is universal and compulsory, but, in 
practice, it is connned to the larger schools. All boys of the prescribed 
ages are trained unless physically incapacitated. The system is carried 
out by schoo~ teachers advised by the officers of the Department of Defence. 
Such teachers formerly received instruction at special schools but, latterly, 
an instructor has been added to the staff of the Teachers' Training .college. 

MILITARY DEFENCE. 

The Oommonwealth is organised for defence purposes into six military 
,districts, corresponding as far as practir.able with the political divisions into 
States. The second military district represents the State of New South 
Wales, excepting the far North Ooast district, the Barrier d~strict, which are 
attached to Queensland and South Australia respectively, and the Denili
«Juin, Moama, and Gorowa districts attached to Victoria. 

A militaTY college is maintained at Duntroon in the Federal Oapitat 
Territory for the training of officers. 
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The following table s'hows the strength of the military forcel!! of the
Oommonwealth on 1st February, 1925:-

Military District. 

I
i perma·1 

nent. I 
Engineerl Officers. I 'I 

Citizen R:i~ay --- Cl;tapM 
Forces. Staff Reserve. ]:yns. 

Corps. 

Total. 

Headquarters 
1. Queensland ... 

130 5 135 
150 4,1l3 10 1,344 58 5,726-

2. New South Wales 637 14,783 9 4,313 72 19,962 
3. Victoria 496 II,351 10 3,9S6 142 If1,184 
4. South Australia 91 3,681 6 1,088 I 41 4,936 
5. Western Australia 
6. Tasmania I 

129 2,076 8 888 32 3,149 
... 64 1,188 4 366 21 1,669 
i-- --- -----------

Tot,,1 ... \1,697 37.192 52 11,985 366 51,76l 
I 

NAVAL DEFENOE. 

The naval defence of Australia was undertaken by thc Imperial Navy 
under agreement between the Imperial Government and the Governments, 
of Australi,a and New Zealand until 1913, when the Imperial squadron was. 
replaced by AustJ'alian war vessels. 

The fleet of the Australian Navy consists of 4 light cruisers, 11 destroyers, 
1 flotilla leader, 1 dep&t ship, 4 sIoops, 2 fleet auxiliaries and a boys' training 
ship. 

The seagoing force consists of 406 officers and 4,219 ratings on active 
service in the Royal Australian Navy in JI.![ay, 1925; about 84 per cent. of' 
the officers and 90 per cent. of the men were Australians, the remainder 
being on loan from the Royal Navy. 

Reserves of officers and men for the Royal Australian Navy are provided' 
from four services, viz:-Ca) Ratings who have completed periods of ser
vice; (b) officers permanently employed in the mercantile marine; (c)' 
compulsory trainees of citizen forces; (d) volunteers enrolled for service in 
any capacity in time of war or emergency. The personnel of the Reserve 
in May, 1925, comprised 206 officers and 5,966 men. 

Junior officers are trained at the Naval Oollege, Jervis Bay, which con
tained 49 cadet midshipmen undergoing training in May, 1925. Junior 
seamen ratings are trained on the H.M.A.S. "Tingira" at Sydney, there· 
being 266 trainees in May, 1925. The general depot of the Navy is at West
ernport, Victoria, where the more advanced training of officers and men is: 
conducted. 

AIR DEFENOE. 

An Australian Air Force for defence purposes was established in 1921 
by proclamation under the Defence Act. It formed part of the military 
forces until the Air Force Act was passed in September, 1923, to provide for 
its administration as a separate branch of the defence system. The present 
approved establishment of the Permanent Air Force is 71 officers and 453 
airmen. 
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CUM MERC E. 
POWEl( to make laws with respect to trade and commerce with other countries 
and between the States vests in the Commonwealth Parliament, and in the 
year 1901 control of the Oustoms and Excise Department was transferred to 
the Oommonwealth. Until the year 1910, particulars relating to interstate 
trade were recorded by the Federal Government, but it was decided to 
discontinue the records as from 13th September, 1910, therefore the 
figures in this chapter relate to oversea trade only-that is, to the trade of 
New South Wales with countries beyond Australia. 

The first Oommonwealth Act relating to Oustoms came into operation by 
proclamation on 4th October, 19{}-1. It provided administrative machine1'1 
in relation to Oustoms, and prescribed the manner in which duties were to 
be computed and paid. Prior to the establishment of the Oommonwealth a 
different taniff was in operation in each State, and interstate trade was 
subject to the same dutic,s as: oversea trade. On 8th October, 1901, when 
the O'ustoms Tariff Act of 1902 was intro-cluced in the Fedoral Parliament, to 
uniform tariff for all the States was imposed, trade and commerce between 
the- States became free, and the power of the Oommonwealth to impose 
duties of customs and excise became exclusive, except that the State of 
'OWestern Australia was given the right to levy duty on interstate imports 
for a period of five years. 

In the administration of matters relating to trade and customs, the 
Department of Trade andOustoms, under the direction of a Minister of the 
Crown, is assisted by the Tariff Board appointed under an Act which com
menced in 1'1a1'ch, 192,2. The Board consisted originally of three mem'bers, 
including an administrative officer of the Department of Trade and Oustoms 
as chairman. An additional member was appointed in 1923. The Minister 
refers to the Board for investigation such matters as the classification of 
goods; the determination of the value of goods for duty; the necessity for 
new or increased or reduced duties, or for bounties; proposals for applying 
preferential tariffs to anycolmtry; and complaints that a manufacturer is 
taking undue advantage of the protection afforded by the tariff to charge 
unneeessarilyhigh prices. The "1finistermay request the Board to report as! 

to the effect of the customs and excise tariffs and of the customs laws on the 
industries of the <commonwealth, and other matters affecting the encom:ag.e
ment of industry in relation to the tariff. 

In 1024 it was provided by an amending Act that certain inquiries con
ducted by the Tariff lBoard must be held in public, e.g., those relating to 
revision of the tariff, to proposals for bounties, or to complaints that a 
manufacturer is taking undue, advantage of the protection afforded by the 
tariff. 

In 1925 the Department of Markets and "1figration was established to take 
over the functions of the Department of Trade and O'ustoms relating to the 
oversea marketing of Australian produce and to immigration, also the 
administration of Ithe Commonwealth Board of Trade. The functions of 
the Board of Trade include the collection and dissemination of commercial 
and industrial intelligence, the control of Trade Oommissioners abroad, and 
the investigation of matters affecting trade, commerce, and industry. The 
Board, undeI' the presidency of the Prime Mirrister, includes in its member
ship representatives of the Oustoms Department, the Ohambers of -Commerce, 
the Chamber of Manufactures, and: of other kindred organisations. A sec· 
tion of the Board has been established in each State of the Oommonwealth. 

*93131-.'1. 
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Regulations under the Commerce (Trade Descri.ptions) Act, 1905, pro
hibit the importation ani exportation of the following classes of goods if 
they do not ,bear a prescribed. trade description, Tiz., articles used for food 
or drink by man, or used in the manufacture or preparation thereof; medi
cines; manures; apparel (including boots and shoeE') and the material from 
which it is manufactured; jewellery; seeds and plantl3. 

Oustoms officers are authorised to inspect imports and exports, and ex
porters may be required to give notice of intention to export. Special care 
is exercised in regard to the supervision and inspection of meat, and standard 
requirements are prescribed for abattoirs and premises where it is prepared 
for shipment. Goods approved for export are marked with an official stamp; 
butter and cheese are graded, and frozen meat, rab-bits, etc., are classified. 

With the object of assisting local industrics and promoting oversea trade 
the Federal Government has made provision for the control of the cxport 
and marketing of Australian dairy produce and dried frui.ts. Particular3 
regarding the organisation of the boards of control and their activities are 
published in the chapters of this volume which relate to primary production. 
The Government has made provision also for the payment of bounties on 
the export of live cattle, canned fruits, and fortifiE'd wines. 

In terms of the Export GuarantE'e Act, 1924, the Federal GovernnlE'nt may 
guarantee bank advances made to boards constituted to control the export 
of Australian products, the maximum guarantee being 80 per cent. of the 
market value of the produce. The Act also author~se8 the Government to 
grant assistance, upon the recommendation of the Commonw€alth :Board 
of Trade, in respect. of the export of Australian primary products, the total 
liability which may be incurred in this manner being limited to £500,()()(). 

OVERSEA TR~\J)E. 

The value of the goods imported and exported as shown in the follo~ing 
tables represents the official value as recorded by the Department of Trade 
and (:ustoms. The value of ,goods exported is the value in the principal 
markets of New South Wales. 

The value of goods imported represents the amount on which duty i~ 
payable or would. be payable if the duty were ad valorem. In accordance 
with a provision of the Customs Act of 1901-1925 the value of goods subject 
to ad 'valorem duty is the sum of the following:-(a) The actual price 
paid by the Australifin importer plus any discount or other special deduction, 
<1r the current domestic value in the country of export at the date of 
exportation, whichever is the higher; (b) all charges for placing' the good~ 
free on board at the port of export; and (c) 10 per cent. of the amounts 
(a) and (b). For the purpose of this provision, special deduction means 
any discount or other deduction allowed to the Australian importer which 
would not ordinarily have been allowed to any and every purchaser. In thGl 
ease of goods consigned for sale in Australia the value is the amount which 
would be the value if the goods ,,,ere sold at the date of exportation to an 
Australian importer. 

In reference to the vaLue of goods importl'd fro·m foreign (,ountries, thl' 
Customs Act of 1901 provideB that where an invoice shows the yalne of 
goods in any currency other than British, the equivalent value in British 
<::urrency is to be ascertained" according to a fair rate of exchange." U ntH 
Deeember, 1920, it was the practice of the Oustoms authorities to assess. Ithe 
value as in the country of export at the time of shipment, and to conveJ"lt, 
foreign values on the b:}sis of the mint par rate of exchange, ,i.e., th@ 
standard value of the coin of the exporting country as compared with the 
pound sterling in gold coin. 
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This practice caused to be overrated the goods from countries with a 
depreciated exchange, with the contrary effect 'where the pound sterling was 
at a discount, and on 8th December, 1920, the method of converting foreign 
currencies was changed, in consequence of a decision of the High ,Court of 
Al1stralia. Since that date the values for statistical purposes, as well as for 
duty, have been based on the commercial rates of exchange at the date of 
('xportation. 

The total value of oversea imports and exports, as recorded by the Customs 
Department, during the year before the war and in each of the last five 
years is shown m the following table, with the yalue rer head of popula
t-ion:-

I Exports. 
"--'-~-~-r 

Year endedj Imports. 
.---~ Total Trade 

~Oth June. I O,rertSea.. 

I Australb,n Other Total. Pr0ducts. Products. 
I 

£ £ £ £ £ 
1913* 32,350,663 31,135,169 1,704,620 32,839,789 65,190,452 

1921 72,466,388 48,302,717 4-,29!l,OS9 52,601,806 125,068,194 

192'2 43,221,478 44,728,907 3,253,948 48,012,855 !l1,334,333 

1923 55,010,083 40,175,208 2,406,714 42,581,!l22 97,592,005 

1924 58,225,040 40,506,465 2,640,681 4:1,147,146 101,::;72,186 

1(125 66,321,7t7 5'3,212,750 2,364,455 60,577,205 126,898,952 

.----.. -~--~ ---

Per head of Population. 

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ ~. <1. £ s. <1. 
1913~ 17 15 6 17 2 1 o 18 9 18 ° 10 35 16 4 

1921 34 13 4 23 2 2 2 25 3 3 59 16 7 

1922 2() ... :I 21 0 5 I 10 10 22 11 3 4:2 18 5 I 

1923 25 6 3 18 9 9 2 2 19 II 11 44 18 2 

1924 26 6Il 13 6 6 1 311 19 10 5 45 17 ;l 

1925 29 8 8 25 10 !l 1 0 26 17 9 56 6 5 

------------~------~ 

* Year ended 31st December. 

These figures ,do not include the value of exports III the form of ships' 
stores. 

Reference to a table of index numbers in chapter" Food and Prices" of 
this Year Book indicates that the increase in the aggregate value of trade as 
shown above is due, in a large measure, to enhanced prices. 

During 1920-21 the value of imports was abnormally high, owing to 
extraordinary condition;:; affecting AustraJian trade. Under war conditions 
there had been considerable delay in the delivery in Australia of goods 
from llJbroad, and in many cases a curtailment of the quantities ordered. 
Anticipating the continuance of these conditions, Australian importers 
placed large orders during the period of trade expansion which immediately 
followed the cessation of hostilities. Then a period of depression caused a 
Jiminution in demand and the cancellation of contracts in oversea countries, 
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OVERSEA TRAD:B, 1895 TO 1924-25. 
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I I II I' I I 

Iii I J- j-, 

!895 1900 1905 1310 ,915-1G 1S1()-11 1924-25 

Tbe nUlU,be1'S at the side of tbe gra.ph repTesent ,£1,00.0,000 of imp.orts. a.cd of cx.ports,. .and £1 of imp(jtt~ 
per head of popu1ation, and £L of C-.."(ports pet head 'of population. 
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so that the Australian orders 'Were de1iverei promptly and in fun quantity, 
with the result that the value of imports expanded rapidly. The prompt 
<i€livery caused difficulty in financing drafts for payment a,broad, and the 
local banks took .action to restrict the issue of £;resh credit, so that in the 
following year the value of imports dropped again. 

In 1922-23, trade haying been stimulated by the good returns from wool, 
wheat, etc., of the previous seasons, there was another large increase, and 
though the value did not reach the high figure of 1920-21, it 'Was 27 per cent. 
above the value in the preceding year. Under the influence of large ,public 
borrowings abroad and of the payment of remittances on account of 'Wool 
purchased by the Imperial Government during the War, the expansion of 
imports continued during 1923-24, though the rate of increase slackened. 

In the following year there 'Was an increase of over £8,000,000, but the • 
imports included, gold to the value of £6,000,000. 

The value of the exports during the years 1920-23 does not reflect the 
seasonal conditions, as in normal times, hecause the figures include 
important items of export, e.g.) 'Wool, meat, wheat, etc., which were purchased 
by t..'-le Imperial Government during the war period and stored in Australia 
pending shipment. The last cansignment was not despatched until May, 
1923. 'The value of exports exceeded £55,000,000 in 1919-20, and the subse
quent decline was due largely to falling prices. In 1923~24 the) high prices 
obtained for the wool clip caused the v;alue of export,s <to rise above that of 
the preceding year, notwithstanding a decline in such important items as 
hid€sand skins, fl'ozen meat and butter. 

In 1924-25 the value of exports rose above all former records. Owing to u 
faYOlUableseason large quantities of wool and wheat were available for 
export, and prices for such commoditties in oversea markets were at a high 
level. 

A comparison of the annual values of imports with those of exportsshom 
that there was an excess of exports amounting to £4,691,000 in the year 
ended June, 192,2. The excess of imports was nearly £20,000;000 in 1920.21, 
£12,428;000 in 1922-2,3, and £15,078,000 and £5,745,000 in the succeeding 
years. 

The forego.jng figures relating to imports and exports include bunion and 
specie, gold being an item of domestic produce in Australia. In 1924-25 a 
Iaxgequantity of gold was imported, its value being greater than the excess 
of the tatal impDrts over exports. It must be noted, however, that consign
ments of specie and !bullion which tare received at or despatched from New 
South Wales are to be regarded as affecting the trade of the whole Com
monwealth rather tllCtll that of New South Wales. 

----, 

Exports of 'Bullion and Specie. 

¥oo".,nded Ir41ort. of 

1!Oth June. Bullion=d 

I I 
Specie. Australian other TDtal. Produce. Pro<luce. 

£ £ I .£ 
£ 

1913 1;209,700 3,371,H8 1,'665,933 4,437,051 

1921. 29,392 3,770,195 15,275 3,785,470 

1922 6S,31j9 2,027,004, 1,550 2,028,554 

1923 48,023 41,239 600 41,839 

19.24 tH,.6-81 526,617 526,617 

1925 6,O07~9l57 133,001 3,300 136,301 
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\ DIRECTIOl'< OF TRADE. 

The direction of the oversea trade of New Southl,vales is indicated in the 
following statement, ~which shows the value of imPDrts to, and of exports 
from the principal countries during the year 1924-25 in comparison with 
similar information for the years 1913 and 1922-23. Particulars regarding 
the imports according to country of shipment are not available for recent 
years, and the figures shown below relate to the country of origin. 

Imports (Country at Origin). Export!!!, 

~Country. 

I 19~2-23. 1913. 1924·25. 1913. 1924-25. 1922·23. 
____ ._____ _ __ I 

i ' I 1 ' 

r £ I £ I £ I £ I £ £ 
Ullited Kingdom ... !15.3~7,428!2~,65l, 7l8!27;43~,475ill ,904,4~4114,78?,08! 20,f05,1I3 
Canada ... ... ...1 ~,,9,022' 2,0]),073

1

1,331,106, 145,815

1 

232,881 270,308 
South Af;ican customs'l I i ~ 1 

. Union ,'" '" !9~,~06, 486,il0t1, 566,9221339,207 l4'~,381 331,11315 
I~llha and the East ... ! l'I~~,":2~, 2,40.1,1:81 3,737,47,', ),4!3,('9H .., 893,6114 904,~~ 
New Zealand... 1,4",,33;) 892,4101 934,087[ 1,3~1,D891 ~,608,236 3,320,311 
~outh Sea Islands . 4'l~,'(2D: 1,022,4811 925,.(i81 511,523, 1,262,:;22 1,3119,494 
Other British Pos~essiom'l 82,790 l 224,577'1 2]3,7]&: 29,114.71 309,837 5311,067 

'-----·--·-1-··-'----·--------
Total, Briti3h "'119,6~~, 736i33,6~~,253 ;35,1~~,2601_1.5,666.058:20,2~~,44.l :!~?,697 

Eelgium ... ...[ 456,50~i ~0.I,t9151 325,8321
1 

2'769,66111,386,8~2 2,4?9,444 
];"ranee ... '''1 () 8?4,1~6, 1,~;;,-:~3'1 1,~()~,930! 4,6~9,4Z4 5,2~4,21~ 8'~2~'~07~ 
Germany... ... ~,83~,0.38i 2~_,6031 85_,214 3,6;)9,616

1 

2,02<1,17 I 3,816,442 

IN' teatl'JYlerlancls .. 2-13,134' 450,7801 522,092: 510,433
1

' 1,661,932 3,104.8]2 
~ "'j 14ll,599 234,138 1 288,0861

1 99,261 396,045 9\)5,725 
Norway... '''1 ~54,0ID 545,4~:1 ~88,:961 3~1 97~1 2,348 
Sweflen ... ...1 .H4,832 672,4;);), tl6,.o091 4,82<>1 22,5001 304,740 
Switzerland ... ...1 469,858 896,5831 984,525 ::1,190 11,743'1 2,56<1 
Other European... , .·.1 276,239 379,302[ 454,9571 432,567 1,9981 358,086 

United States & HawaiiI5,32!,03~ill ,468, 179!1\l,6~8, 1?5, 1,949,389; 5, 31.2,21:l1 4,7~6,384 
,Japan... ... ... 46. ,6661 2,013,632'1 2,015,8;;21 1,113, 9151 4,863,43817,124,862 
China an.l the East "1 632,2491 2,419,025

1 
2,966,87n 711,40SI 901,362 961,162 

South Sea Islands ... 184,0181 78,3281 112,8201 605,8831 325,465i 342,428 
Other Foreign... . .11 __ 1~?'52:31.~2.~~,614[ ~,~~ 664,~~I--l~?,4721~~~,438 

Total, Foreign ... 12,607,927121 ,:116,83013J, 168,487 17,173,731

1

2'2,343,481
1
83,406,508 

Total, all countriesI32,350,663i,55,Olo-:0s3I66,32l:7471132,839~8!l42,5S1:922160,5i7,W; 

The oversea trade of New South Wales is conducted principally with the 
United Kingdom. In 1924-25 imports valued at £27,438,475 were the pro
duct of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and exports shipped thereto 
were valued at £20,405,11:,\. The increases since 1'913, viz., imports £1'2,0.00,000 
and exports £8,:501,000, have not 'been suificicnt to maintain the relative 
position of the United Kingdom in regard to the oversea trade of New 

.South IValcs, as the proportion of imports has decliued from 47' 5 pel' 
cent. to 41'4 per cent. and of exports from 36'3 to 33'7' per cent. The figul'eg 
shown in respect of trade with the United Kingdom in 1924;-25 are exclusive 
of imports from and exports to ,the Irish Free State, valued at £7,409 and 
£357,893 respectively. 

iEuropean countries, other than Great Britain 'and Ireland, were the source 
of imports valued at £6,233,541, or 9'4 per cent. of the total in 1924-25, 
and the outlet for exports valued at £19,422,234 or 32'1 per cent. The value 
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of imports tAJ the Oontinent has increased slightly, 'anil the exports have 
increased by £7,300,000 since 1913, when the relative proportions were 
imports 18-3 per cent. and exports 36-6 per cent. A noticeable feature of 
the trade with Europe in recent years has ,been the increase in the direct 
exports to France which were of greater value In 1924-25 than the exports to 
any other foreign country. 

Imports from Oanada and the United States (including Alaska and 
Hawaii) were value at £20,945,000, or nearly 31 per cent., in 1924-25 and 
exports at £4,997,000, or 8 per cent. Imports from those ·countries repre
sented only 17'6 per cent. in 1913 and exports 6 per cent. Trade with North 
America developed rapidly -during the war period, but the exports thereto 
have declined 'Since 1922-5'3. The value of imports from the United States 
in 1924-25 was ,augmented by reason of the importation of gold to the value 
of £5,588,000. 

Imports from Japan increased in value from £467,66,6 or 1-4 per cent. in 
1913 to £2,075,852 or 3 per cent. in 1924-25, and exports from £1,113,915 or 
3-4 per cent. to £7,124,862 or 11-8 per cent. Trade with other Eastern 
countries has not shown similar expansion. The imports increased from 
£2,337,77;) or 7-2 per cent. to f6,7{)4,353 or 1 {) 1 per ecnt .. while expor>ts 
declined from £2,124,501 to £1,865,565, or from 6-5 percent. to 3-1 per cent. 

Trade between New Zealand and ,New South Wales fluctuates according 
to sC'asonal conditions, as trade in primary products usually increases if 
local supplies become deficient as a result of an unfavourable season in either 
country. The imports and exports in 1924-25 showed proportions of 
J -4 per cent. and 5-5 per cent. respectively. Imports from the :South Sea 
Islands represent about 1-6 per ccnt. of the total imports, and exports 
2'9 per cent. of the total exports. 

The statistics of the import trade of New South Wales in 1913 and in 
each of the last five years are summarised in the following table in order to 
shoyr the value of British and .foreign goods imported:-

British Empire. 
Year endedj------------c------
SCth June. j United i Other British 

]913" 
]921 
1922 
1923 
1924 , 
1925 I 

1913* 
1921 
Ul22 
IQ23 
1924 
1925 

King-dom. I Countries. 

£ 
15,367,428 
32,960,437 
19,9611,7:26 
26,651,718 
24,639,057 
27,438,475 

£ 
4,285,308 
8,279,706 
5,492,389 
7,041,535 
8,114,939 
7,714,785 

Total. 

£ 
19,652,736 
41,240,143 
21),462,115 
33,593,253 
;{2, 753, 99t1 I 

35,153,260 

PER CEN1.'. OF TOTAL IMPORT~. 

47'5 13-2 60-7 
45'5 ll-i 51)'!~ 
46-1 127 58-8 
48-4 12-8 61-2 
42-3 14-0 56-3 
41'4 11'5 5~-0 

-----
* YQQr ended fIst DoccmbQr. 

:rOl'~ign 
Countries. 

£ 
12,697,927 
31,226,245 
17,859,363 
21,316,83(} 
25,471,044 
31,158,487 

39-3 
43'1 
41-2 
38·8 
43', 
4i'0 

Total 
Imports, 

£ 
32,350,663 
72,466,388 
43,;,21,478 
55,010,083-
58,225,049" 
66,321,747 

HlO 
100 
100 
100 
luO 
100 
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The percentage of imports of British origin which had declined during the 
war period rose-in each sulbsequent year until ill 1923 it exceeded the pre
war proportion; In the following years it declined iby nearly 13 per cent. 
owing to a diminution in imports from the United Kingdom. As stated 
above, the figmes relating to tl'ade with the United Kingdom in 1924·25 do 
not include the trade with the Irish Free State. 

The value of the oversea exports from New South vVales to British and 
foreign countries in 1913, and in each of the last :five years, is shown 
below:-

------ ----~-~ 

I British Empit°e. 

Yea.r ended ! Foreign Total 
30th June. 

I 
United Other Britbh Countries. Exports. 

Total. Kingdom. Countries. 
I -----1 ----------.-~---. 

£ £ £ £ £ 

1913" I 
I 

11,904;424 3,761,63! 15,666,058 17,173,731 32,839,789 

1921 20,630,150 11,235,612 31,865,76z 20,736,'0,1:4 52,601,806 

1922 18,805,323 7,026,533 25,831,856 22,180,999 48,012,855 

1923 14,787,684 5, 4_jl, 357 20,23'8,441 22;343,MH 42;5£tl,922 

1924 13,399,065 5,593,386 18,995,451 2!,151,695 43,147,146 

1925 26,405,113 6,765,5S4 27,176,697 33,4'06,508 60,577,205 

.fER CEXT. OF TOTAL EXPORTS_ 

1913* 36-2 U-5 47-7 52-3 100 

1921 39-2 21-4 60'6 39-4 100 

1922 39-2 14-6 53-8 46-2 1(6 

1923 34-7 12-8 47'5 52'5 1'00 

1924 31-'0 n,'O 44-6 56-6 lOG 

1925 33'7 1l'2 44'"9 55'1 100 

* Year ended 31st December 

In the proportionate distribution of the export trade between British and 
foreign countries the British trade increased materially during -the war, but 
declined subsequently. The United Kingdom receives more exports than 
any other country, but large quantities of the merchandise consigned to 
ports in Great Britain are re-exported. Exportation to other British coune 
tries has been variable_ The increase in the exports to foreign countries 
since 1921 is due in a measure to the fact that direct communication has 
been established between New South "IV ales and foreign countries to which 
exports were transhipped previously at British ports_ 
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AUTICLES OF I~fPoRT. 

A classification of the goods imported into New South Wales during the 
three years ended June, 1925, is shown in the following table. The items 
have been grouped in accordance with a statistical classification of imports 
adopted by the Department of Trade and Oustoms in 1922 :-

Foodstuffs of Animal Origin ... ... . .. 1 
Foodstuffs of Vegetable Origin, Beverages (non-
. alcoholic), etc. ... .-. ... '" ... 1 

Spirituous and Alcoholic Liquors , .. I 
Tobacco.and Preparations thweof "', 
Liv;e Animals"'1 
Ammal Substances not Foodstuffs... ,." 
Vegetable Substances and Unmanufactured, 

Fibres ... "'1 

Apparel .. ,' 
'Textiles ... ."' ' 
Yarns and Mauufactured Fibres... I 

Oils, Fats, and 'Vaxes ,. 'I 
Paints and Varnishes ... .., 

7~'0141 
2,838,870 

918;319 
1,471,117 

76,465 
391,083 

1,837,986 
3,227,3'85 

12,285,389 
2,041,921 
2,377,892 

219,226 
Stones and Minerals (including Ores and Con-I 

centrates) I 157,969 
:Machines and Machinery... ::: 4,170,004 
Metals a.nd Metal Manufmctnres other than 

£ 
1,005,348 

3,267,4iO 
1,076,635 
2,115,740 

65,660 
514,405 

1,786,325 
2,576,350 

10,666,995 
1,584,619 
2,837,313 

265,472 

291,334 
5,523,ll9 

£ 
802;417 

3,286,686 
1,123,238 
1,605,,897 

12] ,983 
397,979 

1,937,961 
2,77i,818 

11,314,650 
2,151,246 
2,984,276 

296,680 

283,304 
6,263,112 

Machinery 8,774;648' 10,998,365 11,18'7,674 
Rubber and Rubber Manufactures 949,551 1,324,117 1,217,063 
Leather and Leather Manufactures 242,558 245,583 200,432 
Wood and 'Yicker... 1,960,827 2,610,406 2,243,132 
E,\rthenware, China, Glass, etc,... 901,595 1,002,430 1,073,541 
Paper ... ... ... .. 1,800,911 1,65.3,7~ 1,943,242 
9tationeTY and Paper M·anufactures ... \ 1,038,887 1,072,738 1,09Q.,489 
Jewellery, Timepieces, and Fancy Goods .. 1 1,149,931 1,143,164 1,2H,468 
0, ptical, Surgical, and '8cientific Instruments "'[ 803,:310 975,041 1,031,05'2 
Drugs, Chemicals, and Fertilisers ... 1,398,407 1,3-20,366 1,368,123 
:Miscellaneous ... 3,192,765 2,243,432 2,339,476 
Gold and Sih~er and Bronze Specie "'1~023 __ 55,860 ~,005,808 

Total Imports ... 1 55,010,083 58,225,040 66,321,747 

The bulk of the imports consists of manuf.actured articles. Minerals, 
metal manufactures, and machineTy,the most important group in respect of 
value in 1924"25, represented 26'7 per cent. of the total value of imports; 
next in order was the textile group, i.e., apparel, textiles, yarns, and manu
factured fibres, 24'5 per cent. Articles of food and drink and tobacco 
constituted an important class of imports, the value in 1924-25 being 10'3 
per cent. of the total, and specie represented 9 '1 per cent. The two groups" 
oils and fats and waxes, paper and stationery each represented between 
4 and 5 per cent. 

There were some notable increases in the imports of 1924-5 as compared 
with those ~f the year 19'13; For instance, in the textile group the value of 
piece goods rose from £3,888,140 in 1913 to £9,057,666, and yarns from 
£80,008 to £698,730. Of the vegetable substances, the quantity and value 
of copra rose from 107,144 cwt., valued at £117,873, to 588,921 cwt., £705,196; 
and linseed from 72,535 centals, valued at £43,049, to 293,846 centals, 
£313,678. In some cases the increased value was due to higher pri~es as 
well as to larger quantities, thus 16,463,466 lb. of tea imported in 1913 were 
valued at £600,097, and 25,814,906 lb. in 1924-25 at £2,140,583; the figures for 
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unmanufacturcd tobacco in the respective years were 8,656,932 lb., valued 
at £423,902, as compared with 12,5,319,0,89 ]11)., £1,425,365. The value of 
imports of vehicles and parts rose from £953,10,8 in 1913 to £5,344,523 in 
1924-25, the chief item being motor vehicles; and in regard to petroleum 
spirits, benzine, etc., there was an increase from 3,845,682 ganons, valued at 
£194,420" to 31,40,7,627 gallons, valued at £1,784,737. The value of printing 
paper imported in 1913 was £450,,167 as compared with £1,20,1,0,29 in 1924-25. 

The chief items of the various classes of imports in 1924-25, are shown 
below:-

I "alue of I Valu., of Article. ' Article. 
. __ .~ __ ~ __ . I import. _l_lll_p_or_t_ .. 

Apparel, Textiles and Manufactur:~I----;' 'II [FOOd, Beverages, and Tobacco- I 
Flbre.~- Tobacco, Cigars, etc. .. .. 

Piece Goods-Cotton and Linon .. 4,100,773 II Tea.. .. .... I 
S\HOko"Jlleldn Vel ret. . . '.1 2,283.957 I Whisky.. .. .. 
'. 1,226,694 I Fish, in tins .. . . .. .. 

Lace, etc. . '11 
232,747 'II y t bJe S bst ees and Unmanuf"c.l Canvas alld Duck .. 353747 I ege a ,. U an 

lIessian(l'l, etc. 403' 964 I tured ~ Ibres- I 
Other 455:784 'I: C?pro .. .... "I Rags and Sacks .. " 1,~65,31l I LInseea.. .. .. 

Sewing Cottons, etc. .. 468,528 I Kapok .. .. 
Socks and Stockings . . 664,668 Pnpcr and Statioll€'ry-
Trimmings and Ornaments .. 389,990 I Printing Paper .. 
Floor Coyerings.. 0" 1,184,155 Ii Bco1n; (printed) o. 

Yarns, '\Voollen .. 3"29,652 I 'Vriting Paper ". 
Hats and Caps .. 241,884 'I Oils, Fats, Waxes-

lIac:hines anu Manuf:lctures of Mebl- Petroleum Spirits 
Electrical Macl~inery and APPliancesl 3 155 461 Ke~o~enl;" .. " ." "". 
Other Motive Power Machinery .. '614;439 ,I LubrICatmg (Mmeral) Otl 

:£ 
1,605,897 
2,140,583 
S46,~51 
422,957 

705,196 
313,678 
185,114 

1,201,029 
530,575 
217,78G 

1,784,737 
260,472 
347,532 

Prin.ting Mac!tinery . 0 •• "1 309,991 Ii Other Classes-
Selvmg Machmes .. .0 •• 191,329 I: Timber 
°IrtohneranMd'Cshteire'Je.::· .. .. "1 1,991,809 1'1 VesseJs .. 

1 

Rubber Tyres .. .. .. .. 
Bar, Rods, etc. o. 2!J8,191 Glass and Glassware .. ., "1 
PJ"te and Sheet .. .. 1,422,753 II MusicaJ Instruments and Parts "1 

Hetal Pipes and Tubes, etc. .. [,58,2;4 I Jewellery and Precious Stones .. 
Tools of Trade .. " .. ! 433,796 Ii Crockpry and other Household'Varel 

.. 1,994,631 
4"4388 
897;591 
47e,154 
068,196 
4S0,5?l 
314,OOi 
192,303 
309,627 
436,0~1 

Vchic:les and p{\rts .• . '1" 5,344,523 I[ I-ilrns for Kinematogra}Jhs •. i

l 
Plated ware and Cutlery .. 364,781 I Timepieces .. .. 
Lampi and Lampware." .. 207,160 -Ii Gramophones, etc., and Records .01 

I Ii 

The United Kingdom is the main source of supply of nearly all the 
manufactured articles imported into New South Wales. The principal 
products of other European countries areas follow:-France, silk piece 
goods, lace and embroideries, trimmings and ornaments, motor chassis, and 
toilet preparations; Switzerland, silk piece goods, lace and embroideries, 
trimmings and ornaments, timepieces, gramophones and talking machines; 
Belgium, glass; Netherlands, electrical appliances and gin; Norway, fish, 
paper, timber; Sweden, paper, cream separators, timber, matches, 'and 
wood pulp; Italy, motor chassis, silk piece goods, hats; Germany, pianos, 
<gloves, toys. The items of Eastern origin include the following :'--From 
.J' apan, piece goods of silk and of cotton, crockery, timber; from India, bags 
and sacks, raw cotton, hessian and other jute goods, goatskins, tea, rice, 
linseed; from Oeylon, tea; from Bl1itish :Malaya, rubber; from Ohina, tea, 
rice, and vegetable paint oils; from Netherlands East Indies, kapok, petro
leum oils, tea, sugar. 

The products of the United States, which are imported in large quantities, 
include machines and machinery of various kinds, tools, iron and steel, 
motor vehicles and parts, metal manufactures, oils, tobacco, fillllJ3 for 
kinematographs, timber, rubber tyres, musical instruments, gramophones 
and talking machines and records, cotton piece goods, ,and socks and stock
ings. The principal imports of Oanadian origin are paper, tinned fish, 
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motor yehicles and parts, machinery, rubber tyres, and timber. Undressed 
timber is the principal item of import from New Zealand. Copra is 
imported from various South Sea Islands, rock phosphates from Nauru and 
Ocean Island, precious stones from South Africa, tinned :fish from Alaska, 
dates from Mesopotamia, and sodium nitrate from Chile. 

~'lRTICLES m' EXPORT. 

The exports of Australian produce consist mainly of raw materials. Par" 
ticulars of the principal commodities exported during 1924-25 are sho,wn 
below in comparison with the annual average during the five years ended 
30th June, 1924. In regard to such commodities as wool, wheat, etc., for 
which there is constant demand, the quantity available for export depends 
mainly on local seasonal conditions, but the exportation of industrial metals 
is influenced to a greater extent by market prices, and a movement up or 
down reacts promptly on the productive actiV'ity. The value of the trade in 
practically all the commodities enumerated in the table depends on the 
prices prevailing in the oversea markets:-

Commodity. 

II=~-~u.nt~~:=\ Value. :~[afV.~iu~~ 
, ~;~~~;~, I 1924_25. I fv~~~;~, \ 1924··25. ii' 1920-24. \ 1924-25. 
I L20-24. 1 1920-24. 

------.--~. 

'Yool~greasy _ .. lb, 209,94',873 1"9,,,,,,, '75 14, 73~'G46I"'5G:' 7251 "'S 40" 

lb. 33,331,~59 i 15,469,990 [,3,150,Oll \ 2,395,5~31 7'0 4-1 sconred __ , 

tops Ib_ 4,642,::>18 i 3,492,004 1,403,360 991,4::>2 3-1 1-7 

--"_--:--__ :=119,28!,017i26,953,680 1- 4?,.9 1-~46-3 

-~~ __ --!--__ ~ I 3,38:,4S51 4,146,85R I--;-:~T~ Skins and hides, _, 
'I 1 [ 

Meats--frozen~ • 1 ' 

Mutton and lamb lb_ 38,739,265 16,331,310 979,109 506,715\ 2-2 

Other 584,125 507,927 I 1-3 

Tinned, etc_ ___ 527,212 175,2~21 1-2 

Leather _.. _"I' .610,056 367,547 1-4 

Tallow cwt_ 309,604 299,892 713,986 608,801 I 1-6 

Butter 1b_iI8,648,851 44,243,504 1,799,419 2,935,658

1 

4-0 

'Yheat cntl.l

l 
7,639,649 19,095,330 4,377,109 11,106,233 9-7 

:l!'lour cntl. 1,982,364 2,626,474 1,337,667 1,(124,422' 3-0 

Copper-Ingots and 
matte _., cwt_ 

Lead-Pig and matte 

Tin-Ingots 

Coal 

cwt_, 

cwt_1 

tons' 

255,763 65,954 

1,271,424 1,857,535 

29,934 30,975 

1,310,271 974,704 

1,182,430 220,263 2'3 

1,857,661 3,280,026 4-1 

~!3,186 386,255 '8 

1,340,702 1,073,5&0 3-0 

'9' 

'4 

5-6 

'7 
l-S 

Timber, undressed 
sup_ ft_ 19,903,867 37,020,818 339,491 610,824 '8 I-I 

Bullion and specie 1,655,889 133,001 3-7 '2 

All other 

Total 

4,611,055 3,275,758 10-2 I 5-6 

44,927,549 58,212,750 [-100-0 1- 100-0 
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The value of the exports of domestic products depends mainly on the 
wool tl;ade, which supplied 46 '3 per cent. of the total value in 1924-25. In 
quantity, the exports of ,vool in that year were somewhat below the annual 
average of the previous five years, but the value was greater. The value of 
the wool sent to the United Kingdom in 1924-25 was nearly7i millions 
sterling, and the direct exports to Continental ports in the aggregate reached 
over 12 millions sterling, including France £5,631,000, Germany £3,067,000, 
Belgium £1,957,000, and Italy £1,413,000. Japan purchased wool to the value 
of £4,809,000, and the United States £2,110,000. 

Skins and hides represented 7 per cent. of t·he exports of Australian pro
duce in 1924-25. The United States received the largest portion, viz., 
£2,028,826, the United Kingdom £944,150, and sheepskins to the value of 
£591,885 were sent to France. 

The exports of butter and of meat were equivalent to 5 per cent. and 2 
per cent. respectively. The United Kingdom received the bulk of these 
products, viz., butter £2,643,426 and meat £837,188. :M'eat valued at £107,588 
and butter at £121,061 were sent to Eastern countries. The quantity of 
butter available for export in 1924-25 was the largest yet recorded. 

Leather and tallow are important items of the export trade. The leather 
exported to the United Kingdom in 1924-25 was valued at £95,826, to New 
Zealand at £46,520, and to Eastern ports at £204,047. The principal coun
tries to which tallow was consigned were Japan £233,156, United Kingdom 
£174,953, Italy £71,436, and India £49,698. 

Wheat and flour represented 22·4 per cent. of the value of Australian 
products exported in 1924-25. The value of the wheat sent to Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland was £3,333,510, the Irish Free State £357,513, France 
£1,813,335, Japan £1,754,571, Italy £1,373,978, Netherlands £759,054, and 
to Germany £305,773. The principal markets for flour were-United 
Kingdom £427,282, Egypt £603,801, British Malaya £212,584, Netherlands 
East Indies £237,154, and Philippine Islands £141,814. 

Among the industrial metals, copper, lead, and tin showed a proportion 
of 6'7 per cent. of the exports in 1924-25, as compared with '7'5 per cent. 
during the previous quinquennium. The bulk of the trade was with the 
United Kingdom, yiz., copper ingots £19i2,56'6, pig lead £2,914,7GO, and tin 
£171,533; Germany, J apan,and New Zealand received pig lead to the value 
of £121,500, £98,647, and £81,316 respectively, and tin valued at £132,167 was 
consigned to the United ,states. The figures for New South Wales, how
ever, do not include the products of the Broken Hill mines which ,are 
dispatched oversea from South Australian ports. 

The value of the coal exported represented 1 '8 per cent. in 1924-25. The 
over·sea trade in this product has increased since the removal of war-time 
restrictions, but a valuable trade with South American countries, upon which 
an embargo was placed early in the war period, has not been regained. 
The e)""Port of coal to those countries in 1924-25 was only 51,613 tons 
as compared with 750,937 tons in 1913. New Zealand, which usually. 
provides the main outlet for coal, received 579,087 tons, valued at £645,402, 
and the exports to Eastern ports amounted to 236,070 tons, valued at 
£257,886. Undressed timber, 33,684,846 super. feet, valued at £543,025, was 
exported to New Zealand. 

There has been a marked decrease in the export trade in a number of 
food commodities such as tinned meat, condensed milk, jams, biscuits, etc., 
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which were exported in large quantities during the war period. The readiness 
with which production was increased then to meet the extraordinary demand 
is evidence of the fact that there is ample scope for development, and the 
subsequent decline in trade points to the necessity of securing new markets. 

There is a fairly large re-export trade in provisions and manufactured 
articles with New Zealand, New Caledonia, Fiji, and other South Sea 
islands, but the principal item is copra, which is transhipped at Sydney to 
European ports. During the year ended June, 1926, copra to the value of 
£620,062 was re-exported, direct shipments to France being valued at 
£236,689; to the United Kingdom at £120,907; and to the Netherlands at 
£91,128. The re-exports in 1924-26 included also six vessels transferred 
abroad, the value being £66,750. Other important items of foreign produce 
re-exported during the year were piece goods, £147,863; tea, £223,509; 
machinery, £127,548; metals and metal manufactures, £226,104; apparel and 
attire, £39,732; rice, £100,753; oils, £75,016; sugar, £71,043; spirits,. £73,082; 
tobacco, cigars, and cigarettes, £86,482. 

Exports-Ships' Stores. 

The figures relating to the exports, as shown in the foregoing1 tables, do 
not include exports in the form of ships' stores. This is an important 
branch of the trade of the State, as will be seen from the following state
ment of the value of ships' stores e)qJOrted in each year since 1921:-

Year ended 
Ships' Stores EXp0rted. 

80th June. Australian I Other Produce. \ PrOd\lce. Total. 

-----

I £ £ £ 
1921 2,028,728 300,Y69 2,329,697 
1922 1,915,084 160,268 Z,075,352 
1923 2,018,821 118,703 2,137,524 
1924 1,859,243 147,861 2,007,104 
1925 1,595,305 2:26,861 1,822,166 

The most important items of Australian produce exported as ships' stores 
in 1924-25 were bunker coal, 953,246 tons, valued at £1,159,523; meat, fresh, 
5,008,434 lb., £108,058; other meats, £44,620; fish, fresh or frozen, 470,954 lb., 
£19,056; butter, 483,572 lb., £32,8'67; flour, 19,973 centals, £14,645; ale 
and beer, 80,165 gallons, £20,410. The chief item of foreigR produce was 
oil, 7,327,528 gallons, valued at £130,524. 

O'USTOMS AND EXCISE TARIFFS. 

The Customs. tariff is contained in the Customs Tariff Act, 1921-1924. 
A number of alterations were made in September, 1925, when a new 
tariff schedule was introduced into the Federal Parliament. In view 
of an impending dissolution, a validating Act was ,passed to give effect to 
the proposals for the period of one year, so that they may be considered by 
the new Parliament. 

The Customs Tariff Act, 1921-24, provides for three tari:ffs, viz., (1) British 
preferential, (2) intermediate, (3) general. The British preferential tariff 
applies to products of the United Kingdom, and by proelamation it may be 
applied, wholly or in part, to any part of the British Dominions, if the Tariff 
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Board, in view of reciprocal arrangements, has reported upon the question 
and the Federal Parliament has agreed. Under similar conditions the inter
mediate tariff may be applied in respect of goods from any part of the 
British Dominions or from a foreign country. The general tariff is imposed 
on all goods to which the other tariffs do not apply. In 1925 an amending 
Custom Act made material alterations in the conditions under which the 
British preferential tariff is applied. 

The tariff list inch1des a nnmber of duties which may Ibe deferred upon 
the recommendation of the Tariff Board until the date when, in the opinion 
of the Board, the goods will be produced locally in reasonable quantities and 
of satisfactory quality. The items include iron and steel sheets, plain, cor
Tl1gated, and galvanised; hoop~iron and other items of metal manufac
tures; aeroplanes ; ships ; soda, citric and tartaric acid, and cream of 
tartar; writing paper; woollen yarns. 

Preferential tariffs have been arranged with South Africa, New Zealand. 
and Oanada. The South African preference applies to certain goods speci
fied in an Act passed in 1906. 

Reciprocity with N elv Zealand was introduced in 1922. The British pre
ferential tariff has been applied generally to goods produced in New Zealand, 
and special rates haye been fixed in relation to certain commodities. A 
further measure of reciprocity was authorised in 1924 by the New Zealand 
Re-exports Act. It provides that when foreign goods are re-ezported to. 
Australia from New Zealand the value for duty shall be the sum of the 
following:-(a) The current domestic value in the ,country of origin, (b) 
charges for placing goods f.o.,b. at port of export to New Zealand, (c) 10, 
per<cent. of the sum of (a) + (b), (d) 10 per cent. of the sum of the fore
going amounts. The Act will come into force on a date to be proclaimed 
after reciprocal provisions have been made by the Government of New 
Zealand. 

The preferential tariff treaty with Oanada was brought into operation on 
1st October, 1925. 

The Department of Trade and Oustoms issues an official guide to the: 
tariff which shows in detail a classification, for purposes of duty, of all 
articles of import, and the rates of tax. 

The Customs Tariff (Industries Preservation) Act, 1921-22, provides fOJ: 
the imposition of special customs duties to prevent the dumping of foreign 
goods in Australia to the detriment of local industries and to safeguard the 
preference accorded to the United Kingdom under the tariff. These duties~ 
which are additional to those payable under the tariff, may be imposed on 
the recommendation of the Tariff Bo~rd. 

The excise tariff is contained in the Excise Tariff Act, 1921-1924. The 
dutiable goods are beer, spirits, saccharin, starch made from imported rice, 
tobacco, cigars, cigarettes, and snuff. 

Customs and Excise Revenue. -, 
The following statement shows the net amount of customs and excise 

Tevenue collected in New South W!ales under each division of the tariff 
during 1922-23 and 1924-25, in comparison with the figures for 1913. 
Sydney is an important distributing centre for the whole of Australia, 
consequently the co!Iections in New South Wales in5Jlude receipts for goods 
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'which, in thc course of trade, were transferred to and consumed in other 
States. On the other hand, they do not include receipts for goods trans
ferred from other parts on: Australia for consumption in New South 

Wales'-

Customs-
l. Stimulants, Ale, Beer, etc. 
2. Narcotics 
3. Sugar 
4. Agricultural Products and Groceries 
5. Apparel and Te"tiles 
6. Metals and Machinery 
7. Oils, Paints, ~nd Varnishes 
8. Earthenware, etc .... 
9. Drugs and Chemicals 

10. Wood, 'Vicker, etc. 
11. Jewellery and :Fancy Goods 
12. Leather and Rubber 
.13. Paper and Stationery 
14. Vehicles 
15. Musical Instruments 
'l6. Miscellaneous 

Other Receipts ... 

Total, Customs Duties 

Excise
l~eer 
Spirits 
Starch 
Sugar 
'robacco ... 
Cigars ... 
Cigarettes 

Licenses-·-Tobacco .. , 
Other 

Total, Excise Duties ... 

Total, Customs and Excise Duties 

II Net Collections __ 

I 

\ £ £ £ 
... [ 1,240,524 1,1:23,733 1,412,432 

577,828 1,109,487 1,271,286 
61,592 4,629 3,790 

394,048 498,565 462,547 
9:>1,949 ~,352,531 2,173,485 
700,277 1,36:3,246 1,821,675 

::.\ 120,442 225,230 312,4H 
.. , 182,239 223,466 1 278,839 
. .. 1 54,741 219,856 \' :213,185 
••• 1 222,475 :-\92,908 478,044-

\ 123,696 397,769 477 ,59! 
:::\ 168,874 554,725 \ 768,837 
... 103,552 348,283 3;'4,529 

106,106 621,966 1,021,890 
.. \ 69,120 121,189 208,213 
::: 131,3(;2 322,069 362,165 
... \ 13,852 25,791 25,036 

...1 £5,222,677 £9,905,i13\£1l ,645,99'2 \---'--
... \ 2S2,3fl7 2,074,181 
... 188,281 656,100 

2,074,487 
692,8J3 

10 
... ! 300,877 
.. \ 204,805 628,757 717,115 
.. : 1,083 17,910 21,566 
.... 383,989 1,517,181 1,676,750 

...... 1\} __ 2~227 {3,159 ~,314 ,_ 1,566 1,418 

... \£1,363,629 £4,898,854 \ £5,187,473 

".1-£-6,-58-6-,306 £ 14, 804, ;;-\~;;,~ 
---------------------~--------~----

The customs revenue increased by 123 per cent. during the period under 
review, and the excise revenue by 280 per cent. The excise duties now 
{?ontribute 31 percent. of the customs and excise revenue as compared with 
21 per cent. in 1913. Nearly 47 per cent. of the customs and excise revenue 
in 1924-25 was obtained from duties on stimulants, etc., and narcotics, viz., 
£7,866,449, the figures for 1913 being £2,878,877 or 44 per cent. These 
amounts were equivalent to £3 9s. 10d., and £1 118. 8d., per head of popula
tion in the respective years. 

Notwithstanding marked increases i.n the r'ates of duty, the customs 
collections in respect of stimulants, etc., increased by only 14 per cent. 
between 1913 and 1924-25. The excise on beer and spirfs rose from 
£470,648 to £2,767,300. The excise revenue :from tobacco rind cigarettes 
also has increased in a remarkable degree. The duties in respect of the 
group apparel and textiles ;yielded the largest amount of the customs 
revenue in 1924-25, next in order being metals and machi.nery, stimulants, 

• 
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'and narcotics. The revenue from Oustoms duties {)n vehicles shows the 
greatest relative increase, -viz., from £106,106 in 1913, to £1,021,890 in 
1924-25. 

The following table shows the net collections of Oustoms and Excise 
revenue in New South Wales during five ;years ended June, 1925:-

Collections. Year ended 30th Jnnc. 

1921. 192.0. 
'~- --------I---~ 

192~~~1_~23. j 1924. 

Customs Duties.. 9i79t98217'84~'620 I 9,9o.t44S/10'9st30.'l! 1l,64t992 

ExciseDuties .. .. 5,023,018, 5,002,809 4,894,129, 5,105,,913 1 5,182,741 

Licenses.. 4,479 i 4,88[, I 4,i25! 4;998 i&,732 

Total £ ~~~1~5~ ;;4~;;11~,099'2141~~~ 
I I I £ s. d.! 

Per head of popUlation ~~. 1~' ~ r ~'I ~ 1~' ~'I 7 5 8 I ~ ~. ~. 

TRADE REPRESENTATION IN OVERSEA OOUNTRIES. 

The future of the oversea trade of Australia depends to a large extent 
upon the opening of new outlets for staple exports, and the development of 
market,s in oversea countries, therefore the question of pro,viding official 
trade representation abroad has received special attention in recent years. 
While the bulk of the direct trade was with the LJnited Kingdom, trade 
representation in other countries was left for the most part to private 
initiative, and the only official representation was in London. IBut the 
steady development of trade with other countries has rendered it advisable 
to extend the sphere of trade representation. In t,he ,East especially a rapid 
industrial expansion has created an enormous demand for raw materials, 
and New South IVales and the other Australian States, by reason of natural 
conditions and geographical position, should become most important 
sources of supply. 

New South IVaJes is represented in London by the Agent-General, 
appointed by the State Government, and by the High Commissioner for 
Australia, who is the official representative of the Oommonwealth. These 
officers undertake important administrative duties {)n OOha1£.of the respec
tive authorities, e.g., the negotiation of loans and the supervision of 
assisted immigration. Attention is given also to trade matters; commercial 
officers ooIlect and supply trade intelligence and oonduct investigati{)ns in 
reg'ard to ~ontinental markets. A trade representative attached to the High 
Oommissioner's office is stationed in Paris. 

Since 1918 the Oommonwealth Government has been represented in the 
United States by a Trade Commissioner whose headquarters are in New 
York. 

A Trad? Commissioner, appointed by the British &ard {)f Trade, is 
stationed i~} Sydney, and furnishes the Board with commercial information 
and advice with regard to {)penings for Imperial trade. A Trade Commis
sioner for France resides in Sydney, also .a reprflSentative of the Bureau 
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce of the United States of America. 
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CHAMBERS OF CO)1:MERCE. 

Chambers of Commerce have been established by persons engaged in com
mercial pursuits in Sydney and in other trading centres throughout New 
South ,Wales, with the object of promoting the internal' and external trade 
and commerce and the industries of the State. The Chambers consider 
questions connected with these matters, collect and circulate commercial 
and industrial information, undertake arbitration in trade disputes, and 
advance measures for the extension of commercial and industrial enter
prise. In addition to individual members, the membershi.p includes repre
sentatives of mercantile firms and societies and other organised bodies. 

Chambers of Commerce numbering forty-two in the following subur)H 
and country towns are affiliated with the Sydney Chamber, viz. :-Newcastle, 
Albury, Auburn, Ballina, Bankstown, Bathurst, Bexley, Bombala, Burwood, 
Byron Bay, Campsie, Canterbury, Casino, Copmanhurst, Cowra, Cronulla, 
Forbes, Goulburn, Grafton, Granville, Grenfell, Hornsby,Hurstville, 
Katoomba, Kempsey, South Kensington, Kogarah, Kyogle, Lismore, Liver
pool, M,aitland, Manilla, Molong, Mudgee, Orange, Parkes, Parramatta, 
Punchbowl, Rockdale, Tamworth, W ollongong, Yass. 
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SHIPPING. 
OWING to the geographic position of New South \Vales, the progress of the 
national industries is dependent to an unusual degree upon shipping 
filcilities, and efficient transport services are essential to maintain regular 
and speedy communication and to plaee the staple products upon distant 
markets in a satisfactory condition without unduly increasing the cost. 
Improvement in the methods of carrying perishable products has promoted 
the growth of a permanent export trade in such commodities as frozen meat 
and butter; and in the 'construction of modern ships special provision is 
~ade fOl· refrigerattd car-goes. 

OONTROL OF SIIIPPING. 

Prior to the inauguration of the Oommonwealth in 1901, the shipping of 
New South :Wales was regulated partliy by an Imperial enactment, the 
Mercbant Shipping Act, 1894, and partly by the laws of the PaTIliament of 
New South ,Wales. Und'er the Oommonwealth Oonstitution the Federal 
Parliament is empowered to make laws with respect to trade and commerce 
with other countries and among the States, including navigation and 
shipping, and in relation to such matters as lighthouses, lightships, beacons 
and buoys, and quarantine. 

Special legislation relating to navigation and shipping is contained in the 
Federal Navigation Act, 1912-20. It is drafted on the lines of the 
Merchant ,shipping Act and of the Navigation Acts of New South Wa]es 
and embodies the rule'S of an international convention for Safety of Life at 
Sea signed in London in 1914. The commencement of the Act was delayed 
on ac€ount of the war, and it was brought into operation in sections, as it 
contains provisions involving great changes in conditions, which jf pro
c\aimed sim1lltaneously 'would ('ause difficulty in a'dministnltion and would 
disorganise the shipping services. 

The provisions of the Act apply to ships registered in Australia, also to 
other British ships on round voyages to or from Australia. The Governor
General may suspend its application to barges, fishing boata, pleasure 
yachts, missionary ships, or other vessels not carrying passengers or goods 
for hire; and the High Court of Australia has decided that clauses relating 
to manning, accommodation, and licensing do not 'apply to vessels engaged 
in purely intra-state trade. 

The portion of the Act relating to the coasting trade was proclaimed on 
1st July, 1921. A ship may not engage in the coasting trade of Australia. 
unless licensed to do so, and a license may not be granted tou ship in 
receipt of a foreign subsidy. Licensees, during the time their ships are so 
engaged, are obliged to pay to the seamen wages at current rates r,uling in: 
~t\.ustralia, [mel, in the case of foreign vcsselR, to c<.lmply with the saune con
ditions as to manning and accommodation for the crew as are imposed on 
British ships. Power is reserved to the Minister for Trade and Oustoms to 
grant permits, under certain conditions, to unlicensed British ships to 
engage in the coasting trade if a licensed British ship is not available for 
the service, or if the service by licensed shipping is inadeluate. A permit 
may be continuing, or for a single voyage. 

An amending Act passed in 1925 empowers the Governor-General to sus
pend by proclamation the operation of the foregoing provisions, also in 
cases of national emergency to dispense with any ·specific requirement of the 
Act. . : __ ; .,' 
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The manning scale of officers and seamen which must be provided is set 
forth in schedules of the Act, and the employment of aliens on 'British ships 
is restricted. The accommodation, remuneration, and other Donditions,as 
prescribed for licensed vessels in the coasting trade, are far in advance of 
the legal provisions for the well-being of the mercantile marine in any 
other country. Consequently the N avigat,ion Act has the practical effect 
of excluding from trade between Australian ports all except Australian 
vessels, though it does not prohibit specifically the licensing of ships of 
other nationalities, unless in receipt of foreign ilubsidy. 

A section of the Act prescribes that vessels engaged in inter,state and 
oversea trade, of at least 1,600 tons (gross), or carrying more than twelve 
passengers, must carry an approved wireless installation nnd one or more 
certificated operator,s and watchers according to the clas's of ship and the 
nature of the trade inwhich it is engaged. 

On 1st March, 1922, sections of the Act relating to the empllOyment of 
seamen became operative. Stringent provisions were made for regulating 
the enga,gcment and discharge of eeamen, and to guard against malpractices, 
such as "crimping," to protect the rights of persons engaged in seafaring 
occupations, and to ensure efficiency in regard to rating. 

Ships engaged in interstate and oversea trade carrying at least 100 persons 
on voyages where the distance between consecutive ports of call exceeds {)50 
miles are required to carry a duly qualified medical practitioner, or if 
carrying ten and less than 100 persons, a per'son· qualified to render "iirst 
aid." 

During 1923 sections of the Act were proclaimed in relation to the issue 
of certificates of competency to officers, the seaworthy condition of ships, 
provision for safety of life at sea, wrecks and salvage,Courts of Marine 
Inquiry, the supervision of the health of seamen, the protection of their 
property, and the relief of distress amongst seamen and their families. 
Practically the only important part of the Navigation Act which has not 
yetbeis:1l brought into operation is: that relating to pilotage, which is 
regulated under the State Navigation Act of 19m. 

The State Department of Navigation exercises control over the ports of 
New South ,Vales, and administers the Harlboul' an:d Tonnage Rates Act, 
1920, which authorises the collection of shipping rates and port dues;, except 
in Sydney Harbour, which is subject to the control of the Sydney Harbour 
Trust. 

Matters relating to seabo,ard quarantine are administered by the Com
monwealth in terms of the Quarantine Act, 1908-24, and arrangements may 
be made with the State Government to aid in carry,ing out the law. The 
'Act defines the ves'sels, persons, animals, plJants, and goods which are 
subject to quarantine, and provides for examination, detention, and segre
gation in order to prevent the introduction or spread of disease or pests. 
Imported animals or plants may not be landed without a permit granted by 
a quarantine officer. The mastCl:, owner, and agent of a vessel ordered into 
quarantine areseveMlly responsible for the expenses, but the Common
wealth Government may undertake to bear the cost in respect of vessels 
trading exclusively between Australasian ports. Quarantine expenses in 
the case of animals and .go.odsare defrayed by the importer or owner. 

IV essels arriving from oversea ports are examined by quarantine officers 
only at the first port of call in Australia unless they have travelled along 
the northern trade route, when they are inspected again at the last port of 
call. The quarantine station of New South Walles is situated in Sydney 
Harbour, near the entrance to the port. 
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The liability of shipowners, charterers, etc., in regard to the transportation 
of goods is defined by the Sea Oarriage Acts passed by the State and the 
Oommonwealth Parliaments. The State Act passed in 1921 applies to the 
intra-state trade. It nullifies clauses in bills of lading or similar documents 
which purport torelJieve the shipowner or charterer from liability for loss or 
damage to goods arising from the improper condition of any part of the 
ship in which cargo is carried, or arising from negligence in the handling 
or care of the goods; or to lessen the obligations of the shipowner or 
charterer to exercise due diligence, to man and equip the ship, to keep it 
seaworthy, and to keep in a fit state t,he hold, refrigerating chambers, and 
other parts in which cargo is carried; or to lessen the obligations of the 
master, agent, or servants of a ship, to handle the goods carefully, and to 
deliver them properly. 

The Sea-carriage of Goods Act, passed by the Parliament of the Com
'I110nwealth, applies to the interstate and the outward oversea trade of 
Australia. It embodies general rules relating to bills of lading, recom
mended by aU international conference on maritime law in 19Z2 and 
adopted in Great Britain and in other parts of the British Empire. The 
Act provides also that a bill of lading issued in Australia to a place outside 
is subject to Australian law, and that any stipulation in a bill of lading 
from a country outside Australia purporting to lessen the jurisdiction of 
Australian Courts is void. Another important provision of the Act pre
scribes that a bill of lading issued in accordance with the ruoos, iwhen the 
carrier or his agent receives goods for shipment,· shall be capable of negoti
ation as if it were a bill issued after shipment. 

OVERSEA AND INTERSTATE SHIPPING. 

The figures in this chapter relating to shipping are exclusive of particularg 
concerning ships of war, cable-laying vessels, and yachts, which are not 
included in the official shipping records. Where tonnage is quoted it is net 
tonnage. 

Vessels Entered arnd Cleared. 
In compiling the records of ove~sea and interstate shipping, a vessel is 

treated as an entry once and as a clearance once for each voyage to and 
from New South Wales, being entered at the first port of call, and cleared 
at the port from which it departs. The repeated voyages of every vessel are 
included. 

The aggregate number and tonnage of interstate 'and oversea vessels which 
arrived in and departed from pocts of New South 'Vales in various years 
since 1901, with the average net to=age per vessel, are shown in the fol
lowing statement:-

Year ended I Entries. Clearances. Aver,,!!,e 
TonD,,!!,e 

rroth June. '1- per 
I 

I Veasels. Net Tonnage. I Vessels. Net Tonnage: Vessel. 
I 

1901" 2,760 4,133,200 2,853 4,274,101 1,498 
1906- 2,893 5,283,719 2,883 5,275,031 1,828 
1911· 3,127 6,822,135 3,146 6,833,782 2,177 
1916 3,045 6,552,235 3,062 6,574,582 2,149 
1921 3,019 7,123,331 3,023 7,122,209 2,358 
1922 2,891 7,182,341 2,883 7,065,996 2,468 
1923 3,Oln 8,326,182 3,012 8,260,309 2,745 
1924 3,313 8,908,077 3,320 8,985,707 2,698 
1921) 3,189 9,089,861 3,155 9,Oa,810 2,854 
~. 

• Year ended 31st December. 
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The shipping trade of New South Wales increased rapidly during the 
three years before the war, and the tonnage entered in 1913 was greater by 
4,000,000, or by 96 per cent., than in 1901. During the war period, abnormal 
conditions caused the tonnage to decline in each year, until in 1917-18 it 
was only 274,000 tons greater than in 1901. Trade commenced to improve 
in 1919, and the improvement has continued, so that in 1924-25, although the 
entries were 204 less than in .1913, the net tonnage was greater by 970,000 
tons. 

The .average size of the vessels engaged in trade with New South Walles 
rose from 1,500 tons in 1901 to 2,400 tons in 1913, then declined to 1,900 
tons during the war period, when scarcity of shipping caused smaller 
vessels to be commissioned for oversea voyages. The average has since 
risen above the pre-war figure, and in 1924-25 was '2,854 tons . 
. A noticeable feature of the shipping records of New South Wales is the 

large proportion of tonnage entering in ballast and the small proportion 
which clears without cargo. The majority of empty ships come frOID ports 
of the neighbouring States or New Zealand, where, in some cases, they 
have delivered a general cargo and have cleared for Newcastle, in this State, 
to load coal. In 1924-25 the tonnage entered in balilast amounted to 
1,535,049 tons, or 16·9 per cent. of the total entries, and 509,168 tons, or 
5,6 per cent., were cleared without cargo. 

Sailing vessels are not engaged extensivelY in the trade of New South 
Wales. They represented less than 1 per cent. of the total tonnage in 
1924-25 when the entries included 20 sailers with an aggregate tonnage of 
20,659 tons, and the clearances 33 vessels, 29,739 tons. 

A comparison of the shipping of the Australian States shows that the 
tonnage trading to and from N ewSouth iWales is far in excesls of the 
figures of any other State. The following statement shows the entries and 
clearances during the year ended 30th June, 1925, excluding the coasta! 
trade:-

--------~--
------~ 

Oversea and Inter.tate. 

I 
State. Entries. I Clearance2" 

Vessels. I Net Tonnage. I Vessels. I Net Tonnage. 

I 
New South Wales ··'1 3,189 9,089,861 3,155 9,014,810 

Victoria ... [ 2,577 6,807,3IS7 2,605 6,876,355 
I 

Queensland ..• ···1 918 2,863,193 913 2,834,728 

South Australia ···1 1,280 4,573,822 1,286 4,632,309 

'Nest ern Australia ..• ... \ 807 3,666,226 805 3,657,529 
J 

Tasmania 1,144 1,288,636 1,149 1,273,857 

Northern Territory 56 124,715 52 124,564 

NATIONALITY OF VESSELS. 

The trade of the State of New So"Uth ,Wales, to a very great extent, is 
carried unde1- the British flag; the deep-sea trade with the mother country 
and British possessions being controlled chiefly by shipowners of the United 
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Kingdom, and the interstatc trade by Australian shipping companies. The 
table below distinguishes British and foreign shipping at intervals since 
1901. 
~~.~----.----- ---_. __ ._-------

.{; § I Net Tonnage Entered and Cleared. Percentage. 

~; j-A-u-s-tralian, 1 B~itt~:~. I Foreign. I Total. ~ -A-u-st-r'::T B~m:f,. Geign~ 
-1901~r3,348,502'~ 3.'714,217 \ 1,344,582 8,407,301 39'8 44'2 1

1'16-0--
1906·1 3,899,230 'I 4,9:20,850 . 1,738,670 10,558,750 369 46'6 16'5 
1911* 4,645,195 i 6,594,649 1 2,416,073 13,655,917 34'0 48'3 17'7 
1916 5,503,40e I 6,079,371 II' 1,5H,OiO 13,126,817 41'9 46'3 U'8 
1921 4,739,555 , 6,739,914 2,766,071 14,245,540 33'3 47'3 19'4 
1922 5,659,061 1 6,823,443 11,765,833 14,248,337 39'7 47'9 12'4 
1923 5,824,69! ,I 8,348,022 I 2,41:3,775 16,586,491 35'1 50·3 14'6 
1924 6,739,951 8,512,086 I' 2,6H,747 17,893,784 37'7 47'6 14'7 
1925 6,119,983 I 8,921,552 ,3,063,136 18,104,671 33'8 49'3 16'9 
-------------~----~-----~.------

• Year ended 31st December. 

The decline in the percentage of Australian tonnage between 1916 and 1921 
was mainly the result of an arrangement by which the interstate steamers 
were requisitioned by the Oommonwealth Government in April, 1918, and 
.were run as one fleet, The steamers were released from Government control 
two years later, but the owners who are associated as the Australian Steam
ship Owners' Federation continue to run them as one fleet. During the 
four years 1921-24 there was a marked increase in the Australian tonnage 
and in the year ended June, 1924, it was larger by over 1,000,000 tons than 
in 1913. In the following year the activities of the Australian shipping 
were hampered by industrial unrest, and there was a reduction of 620,000 
tons. 

The" Other British" tonnage is increasing slowly, and the volume of 
foreign shipping shows a tendency to rise. 
. Particulars relating to the nationality of vessels engaged in trade with 
New South Wales in 1913, 1922-23 and 1924-25, are shown in greater detaiI 
in the following statement·-

Nationality 
of Shipping, 

Entries and Clearances. 

1913. • 1922-23, 1924-25, 

Net Tonnage
Percentage of each 

Nationali~y. 

IVeSS"ls,) To~~!ge, Vessels, I To~~!ge, Vessels,j To~~!ge, 1913'·11922~23·11924-25. 
B~l'i-t-iS-h----~1 I i I . ! 

Australian.. "1 3,231 5,711,398 3,080 5,824,694 3,222 I 6,119,983 35'31 35'1 I 33"8 
New Zealand ., 771 11,359,138 284 248,641 402 794,533 8'4 1'5\ 4'4 
Cnited Kingdvlll . '11'589 6,081,117 1,682 7,548,841 I,M7 I 7,799,733 37'5 45'5 43'1 
Other British " ---==-I~ ~ ~,~ '-':::'9_1-':27,286 __ '2_ ~ .~. 

Total.. .. 5,613 .13,182,112 5,248 U,I72,716 5,400 115,041,535 81'4 i 85'4 83'1 
1--1

-----------,---_!_---
FO~~~::.~k " " 2 I 768 18 62,317 24 i 79,200 '0 I '4 .~ 

France .. .. 150 1 313,252 110 230,629 113\ 216,146 1'9

1 

1'4 1'2 
Germany.. .. 487 1,533,728 30 81,127 68 219,838 9'5 '5 1'2 
Italy .. .. 29 47,770 28 101,364 59 226,362 '3 '6 I' 3 
Netherlands " 52 128,870 111 397,3'i2 118 444,36l '8 2,4 2'5 

~~~J:X :: :: 1~~ 3~~:~:~ ~~ i~~:~~ 1~~ i r~~:~~i 2:~ n 2:~ 
Japan .. ..I 103 I 332,471 186 616,898 228 I 795,147 2'0 3'7 4'4 
Cnited 8t~te$ Qf I 1 I 

America .. 76 148,853 143 473,728 127 475,855 '9 2'9 2'6 
other Nationalities 50 89,292 17 35,598 20 54,~73 '6 '2 '3 

Total.. .. 1,155 3,006,490 -795 2,413,775 944 \3,063,136 _ 18-6 14'; _16-9. 

Grand Total " ~, 768 16,188,602 6,043 10,586,491 6,344 118,104,671 100'0 100'0 l00'(r 

• Year ended 31st December, 
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The proportion of Australian tonnage in 1924-2;3 was lower than in 1913. 
The tonnage owned in the United Kingdom was higher, absolutely and 
relatively, than before the war, though the proportion was lower than in 
the year 1922-23. There was a decided decrease in New Zealand tonnage 
between 1913 and 1923, and it is still more than 40 per cent. lower than 
before the war, notwithstanding a marked improvement during the last 
two years. The shipping classified as other British has increased since 1913 
mainly as a result of the inauguration of services by Oanadian lines, of 
which the tonnage was 183,003 tons in 1924-25. 

In 1913 the largest proportion of foreign tonnage was German, amounting 
to 9'5 per cent. of the total shipping. German ships were excluded in 1914, 
and did not re-enter the trade until 1922. Their tonnage represented 1'2 
per cent. of the total tonnage in 1924-25. During the war period, Japanese 
and American tonnage began to take an important part in the oversea trade 
of New South Wa1es, 'and between 1913 and 1920-21 the Japanese tonnage 
rose from 2 per cent. to S'l 1W1" cent., and the United States from 0'9 per 
cent. to 4'2 per cent. In the succeeding years a decrease occurred, but ship
ping belonging to these two nations represented41 per cent. of the foreign 
ilhipping in 1924-25. 

French tonnage declined during the war and has not yet regained its 
former position in the trade of the State. Italian and: Dutch lines have 
established regular services, and are absorbing an increasing proportion of 
the oversea trade. 

The foreign tonnage in 1924-25 was 16'9 per ("ent. of the total, as com
pared with 14'6 per cent. in 192'2-23, and 18'6 in 1913. There are indications 
that foreign shipowners are endeavouring to increase the direct trade 
between Australia and their respective countries. 

In 1924-25, of the Australian tonnage, 5,361,766 tons, or 88 per cent., 
represented entries and clearances in interstate tmde, and 758,217 tons in 
oversea trade, the tonnage to and from Great Britain :bcing' 337,695 tons, 
and New Zealand 218,826 tons. Of the other British tonnage, including 
ships owned in the United Kingdom, 2,826,464 tons were entered from and 
cleared for interstate ports, and 2,630,21& tons plied between Australia and 
the United Kingdom. The tonnage belonging to other nations was em
ployed chiefly in the foreign trade. 

DIRECTION OF SHIPPING TRADE. 

The shipping records do not disclose the full extent of communication 
between New South Wales and other countries, as they relate onlY' to 
te=inal ports and are exclusive of the trade with intermediate ports, of 
which some are visited regularly by many vessels on both outward and 
inward journeys. But the following statement of the tonnage entered from 
and cleared for interstate ports and oversea countries, grouped according to 
geographical position, indicates, as far as practicable, the growth or decline 
of shipping- along the main trade routes since 1913 :-:-

'jountry. 

l\.ustralian States -- -
New Zealand 
:Europe .,. 
Africa ,. 
Asia and Pacific Islands 
N olth and Central America 
.south America 

! 
1913. II 1922-23. 1'1 1924-25. 

I Net [I I Net I ,- I I Net 
Vessels. Tonna~e. ;1 YesSels" Tonnage. I' esse s'l Tonnage. 

., 3,931 18,08~,8H~ II 3,7~? I 8,78?,249II ::I,7!Jl /' 9,190,619 
649 1,45.),21;) ,I 403 "I ., 9~~,~71 I ~39 1,4~3,~2; 
803 3,440,944 II 663 I ;),51;), /34 120 I 3,901,12. 

69 II 149,(7411 50: 124,470 'I' 31, 103,71R 
734 I 1,561>,431 /' :51 I 1,'i(l~,r34 II 7~911,S~~,~?7 
281, 818,301 I .AI 11,301,,60, 3b5 1,401,,,,,4 

I~I 672,736 !1---=-:'1_~273 ii 29
1 

__ S1,024 

Total .. ,1 r.,7!l8 16,ISH,fiO:> i 6.043 16,586.4!ll ,i 6,344 :\R.107.671 
--~--~~--~--~~~~~~~~~ 
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Shipping to and from the other Australian States in 1924-25 was greater 
by 410,000 tons than in 1922-23, .and there was a similar increase in respect 
of the New Zealand trade. The tonnage engaged in trade with North and 
Oentral America was much higher than in 1913, but the South American 
trade, which was mainly for the export of coal, has lost its former im
portance. 

The interstate and oversea tradeo! Xew South ,Vales is confined practi
cally to three centres, viz., Sydney, :x el,castle and Port Kembla, and the 
distribution amongst the ports of the inward trade in 1913, and in the 
last five years, is shown in the fQllowing table. On each voyage a vessel 
is counted as an entry only at the iirst port of call in New South Wales and 
intra-,.gtate trade is excluded, therefore the figures do not indicate the total 
tonnage entered at each port. 

Port Jackson Port Hunter I Pori Other Port.; Year (Sydney). (Newcastle). Kembla. 
ended -. 
30th 

I Vessels. \ 

, 

June. Yessels [ Net Net I \ Net I ! Net 
. Tonnage. TonImge. VeHe.. Tonnage. Vesse s. ITonnage 

I • 

InS" 2,;l75 I 6,174,321 900 1.771,032 67 87,488 ! U5 I 
I I 1

84
,660 

1921 1,869 I 4,776,182 1,082 2,255,040 42 S5,5a 
I 

26 6,595 

1922 1,811 4,984,876 985 2,060,868 53 116,593 I 42 11',004 

I 
, 

1923 2,057 6,104,733 I 854 2,017,720 76 1116,120 44 i 7,&00 

1924 2,163 6,371,362 
I 

1,013 2,325,187 88 193,6;2 
I 

54 117,856 
1925 2,062 6,522,773 

I 
1,004 2,368,129 74 11Sl,g30 ! 49 17,029 

I 

* Year ended ·31st December. 

Many vessels, including steamers engaged regularly in the trade of New 
South "Vales, discharge cargo at Sydney, then proceed to Newcastle for 
coal. Such vessels are counted as entries at Sydney only, therefore the 
inward shipping of Newcastle is greatly in excess of the tonnage stated in 
the table. The trade of Port Rembla increased as a result of the estab
lishment of important industries in the locality. The decline in the 
inward trade of other ports, as compared with the year 1913, is due mainly 
to the omission of Twofold Bay as a port of call for interstate vessels. 

HARBOURS AND ANCHORAGES. 

Along the coast of New South Wales, there are numerous ports, estuaries, 
and roadsteads, which provide shelter to shipping and afford facilities for 
trade. 

There are four natural harbours where vessels of deep draught may enter, 
viz., Port 'stephens,Broken Bay, Port Jackson (Sydney Harbour) and 
Jervis Bay. Port J ack:son ranks first by reason of extent, natural facilities, 
and vollUme of trade. Artificial harbours have been constructed at Ooff's 
Harbour, W ollongong, Port Kembla, SheHhal-bour, Kiama, and Ulladulla. 
With the exception of Port Rembla, they are useful only for small vessels. 
There are a number of estuarine harbours, but the entrances are usually 
blocked to some extent by sandbars, formed by the combined action of ocean 
currents and waves 'and wind. There are also numerous roadsteads or 
anchorages which afford shelter to vessels of moderate draught during 
southerly or south-easterly weather. Breakwaters and training-walls have 
been constructed to control the sand movement at the majority of the bar 
harbours, so that the navigating channels may be maintained with little 
difficulty. . 
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Sydney Harbour. 

Port Jackson (Sydney Harbour) is the principal port of New South 
vYales. It has ,a safe entrance and deep waters,and its steep foreshore8 
provide good ,shelter for vessels at anchor. It is almost landlocked, re
sembling a lake rather than a seaport. The entrance, which is throo
quarters of a mile wide, lies 'between bluff headlands, and faces eastward, 
so that it is protected from southeI'ly gales, which expend their violence on 
North Head instead of sweeping' directly into the harbour, 

At the Heads the depth of water is no,t less than 80 feet at low water, 
ordinary spring tide. N'eftrtheentrance the fairway divides into two 
channels about half a mile long and over 700 ·feet wide. The depth is 
40 feet, and it could be increased if required, as the bottom is sand and the 
channels do not silt up when deepened. Very little allowance need be made 
for scend, because the ·channels are protected by the headlands. They are 
well lighted and, by night as well as by day, ,they are navigable by the 
largest vessels afloat. 

The total area of Port Jackson is 14,284 acres, or about 22 square miles. 
The coastline, being irregular, is over 188 miles in length, and gives facili
ties for extensive wharfage. The area which may Ibe designated the harbour 
proper, embraced by 7'5 miles of for08hore3, i,e., below ,the Iron Oove, Parra
matta River, and Lane Oovc ibridges, and the Spit, Middle Harbour, covers 
8,980 acres, About three thousand acre,s have a depth ranging fro"m 35 to 
160 feet at low water, ordina1'Y spring tide, and excluding the fairway and 
the bays in which most of the shipping is accommodated at present, there 
are over 1,000 acres suitable for anchoring deep-sea vessels. The 1'ise and 
fall of the tide in the harbour is from about 3 feet to 6 feet. 

The control of the Port was vested in the Sydney Harbour Trust in the 
year 1901. Previously the wharves, with few exceptions, were under private 
control. The wharfage had .been. constructed and the foresho1'es· laid out, 
without system or co-ordinatron, to meet individual requirements, and the 
condition of the waterside had become so insanitary as to constitute a 
serious menace to the health of the Oity. Therefore, the Government 
resumed all the wharves and adjoining properties and constituted the Trust. 
It consists of three Oommissioners appointed for a term of seven years, 
with control over the port and shipping, lllU'oour lights, buoys and wharvefl, 
and authority to undertake ,yorks for the preservation and imj'lro'iZcment 
of the port,. to ,appropriate wharves, stores, etc., to special uses, and to levy 
rates and. charges in respect of vessels and goods and for the usc of property. 

The Trust was debited with the value of the resumed property and 
improvements, amounting to £4,700,000, and, Iby reason. of extensive 
improvement'S effected under a comprehensive scheme of l·econstruction,. the 
capital debt, as at 30th ,June, 1925, w,as £10,644,468. The shipping 
accommodation has been largely remodelled, old wharves> ,being replaced 
and new wharves and jetties and sheds ,constructed to keep pace with 
a rapidly increasing trade, The depth of water has been increased in 
various parts of the harbour, a sea-wall has been built, and the approaches 
have been improved. A roadway, 100 feet wide, has been constructed along 
the water-front from Oircular Quay to Er,skine-street, via Walsh Bay, and 
it is to be continued to Pyrmont along the frontage of an area which is 
being reclaimed at the head' of Darling Harbour. The Pyrmont Bridge, 
which is a swing bridge across Darling Harbour, will then be remoyed. 
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Amongst the property under the administration of the Harbour Trust is 
a considerable area adjoining the water-front, embl'acing dwellings, shops, 
and stores. The area has been improved greatly by the demolition of old 
buildings to permit the widening of the streets and the erection of modorn 
dwellings and of business premises and stores. 

The principal wharves are situated in close proximity to the IbusincBs 
centre of the city, about 4 or 5 miles from the Heads. Excluding ferry 
wharves and jetties used for private purposes, there are 60,573 feet of 
wharfage under the control of the Trust. The principal wharves .are leased 
to the various shipping companies whose vessels engage regularly in the 
trade of the port, and other wharves are reserved for vessels which visit the 
port occasionally~ The location of the wharves and the -berthing accom
modation as at 30th June, 1925, are shown below. The figures are exclu
siye of twenty-four ferry wharves with an aggregate berthing accommoda
tion of 3,437 feet. 

Locality, 

". oolloomooloo Bay ... 
Circlllar Quay ... 
Walsh Bay 
Darling Harbonr to Johnston's Bay 
Blackwattle Bay 
Rozelle Bay ... 
Glebe Island and White Bay 

Total 

'''i 

Number of 
Berths. 

Length of 
Hl-rths. 

ft. 
13 5,788 
8 3,677 

II 7,5:!4 
OJ 33,!-I96 
25 4,138 
10 1,315 
12 4,235 

i-------
... 1 171 ! 60,573 

The berths in vVoolloomooloo Bay are used in connection with a general 
oversea trade, and the largest vessels visiting the port are accommodated. 
there. Commodious sheds have been erected on the wharves and elec
tric conveyors installed. The southern portion of Circuhr Quay is used 
for ferry traffic, but eight berths are available on the eastern and western 
sides for oversea steamers. In Walsh Bay the waters are deep, and 
advantag'e was taken of the steep shore to increase the capacity of the jetties 
by erectin:..~ sheds of two storeys, the upper floors having access by means 
of bridges to streets on a hi.gher level. Darling Harbour contains 56 berths 
of an aggrflgate length of 20,367 feet, and some of them are directly 
connected with the railway system. 

On a spit of land, known as Glebe Island, lying between Rozelle Bay and 
.White Bay, works have been constructed to facilitate the shipment of wheat 
in 'bulk. Grain brought by rail from the country districts may be un
loaded from the trucks, at the rate of 80,000 bu.shels per hour, into ,a large 
terminal elevator having a capacity of 6,500,000 bushels, and it may be 
delivered from the elevator into the holds of vessels at the rate of 60,000 
bushels per hour, four vessels being loaded simultaneously. With the object 
of concentrating the shipment of wheat at Glebe Island, sheds and appli
ances are being provided there for receiving and loading wheat in bags, 
which at present is handled at Pyrmont. 

New wharfage with rail connection is being constructed at Rozelle Bay 
for the timber trade which must be removed from Pyrmont on account ~f the 
reclamation of the head of Darling Harbour. 

Special facilities are available along the waterside for other important 
classes of trade, such a.s wool stores fitted with appliances to expedite the 
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handling of the staple product, and accommodation is reserved for the 
storage of hazardous goods. By private enterprise, a plant has been installed 
at Ball's Head, where bunkers may be replenished rapidly with coal or oil. 

The wharves ,are situated on the ,southern shore of the port, and the 
northern is used mainly for residential sites. The ferry steamers on which 
traffic is carried across the harbour arc certificated as to seaworthiness by 
the Department .of N avi,gati.on and licensed by the Sydney Harbour Tru3t. 
During 1924-25 certificates were issued tD 60 ferry steamers with an 
aggregate tonnage of 8,619 tons ,and capacity to carry 46,072 passengers. 
The recDrds of the Sydney Harbour Trust indicate that 42,731,000 passengers 
were carried during the year. 

In 1922 the Sydney HarbDur Bridge Act was passed, and in accordance 
with its provisions tenders were invited fDr the construction of a bridge 
to span the harbour from Dawes' Point to 1Iilwn's PDint. A tender for 
the constructiDn .of an arch bridge was accepted, the cDntraet price being 
£4,217,721. The bridge will provide for pedestrian, vehicular and railway 
traffic, and is expected to be ,completed in 1930. It is estima,ted that the 
apprDaches to the bridge will cost a further sum of £1,275,000, and land 
resumptions £250,000. 

There are nine islands in Port Jackson. Four are reserved as public 
pleasure resorts. Garden Island is used as a depot by the Australian Navy, 
and Goat Island by the Harbour Trust, ,three fire floats, with an aggregate 
capacity .of 9,500 gallDns per minute, being stationed there. Large graving 
docks are situated on CockatDo Island and at W oDlwich. Spectacle Island 
IS used for the stDrage .of explDsives. FDrt DenisDn, used fDrmerly for 
defence purposes, is now a lighthouse and fog signal station. 

An aCCDunt of the dDck accDmmodation provided in Sydney HarbDur is 
shown on a later page. 

The number and tonnage of vessels which entered Sydney Harbour during 
the last five years, as recorded by the Hal!oour Trust, are .shown below. The 
figures d~:ffer from those in the table on page 7G, as they include vessel::; 
engaged in the coastal trade of the State, also vessels which do !lot report 
to the Customs authorities on return [rDm a jDurney to Newcastle fot' 
bunker coal:-

Year ended 
30th June. 

Number. 

Coastal 
(State). Overs{a and Interstate. Tobl Trade. 

___ ~ - 1 ______ ------_.-, 
Number. : Net Tonnage. 

I 
I· 

Net Tonnage. Number. I Net Tonnage. I 
-------~--------~---------~------

1,634,4931 2,205 I 5,601,760 I 1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

6,493 
6,240 
5,874 
5,925 
5,610 

1,532,243 2,242 I 6,009,118 1 

1,611,531 I 2.503 I 7,201,901 i 
1,65i,749 I 2;593 7,364,288 ! 
1,605,920 I' 2,482 I 7,525,755 i 

I ' 

8,698 
8,482 
8,377 
8,518 
8,092 

7,236,253 
7,541,361 
8,813,432 
9,022,037 
9,131,675 

-_.--_.-------------------

In 1920-21 the number and aggregate tonnage of the vessels which entered 
Sydney Harbour were greater than in any year since 1914. In the following 
years the tonnage increased, though the number of vessels declined. The net 
tonnage in 1924-25 was greater by 109,638 tons than in the previous year. 
The average net tonnage of the oversea and interstate steamers in 1924-25 
was 3,052 tons, as compared with 2,476 in 1913. 

The proportion of sailing vessels is decreasing rapidly, and the number 
which entered in 1924-25 was only 48, with a tonnage of 15,4&'4, as compared 
with 242 vessels and a tonnage .of 124,328 in 1920-21. 
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The following statement shows the latest tonnage figures, including 
coastwise, for the principal ports of Australasia and the United Kingdom. 
The figures include tonnage which arrived at the respective ports, although 
not recorded as entered by the Customs Department:-

Port. 

Australia
Sydney 
.Melbourne .. . 
Newcastle .. . 
Port Adelaide 
Brisb"'ne •.. 
Frem::mtle ... 
Townsville 
Hobart 
Albany 
Port Kambla 

New Zealand

Wellington 
Auckland 
Lyttelton ... 

i 

·"1 
i 

I 
Arrivals inc!. jl 

Coastwise- i 
Net Tonnage. : 

Port. I 
Arrivals incl. 

CO:tstwise
Net Tonnage. 

9,131,675 
6,940,179 
5,120,541 
4;,935,155 
3,245,938 
3,032,S45 
1,033,706 

England- I 
L:mdon 20,691,043 
.Liverpool (i~~ludi~g 

737,633 
648,585 
630,429 

2,985,743 
2,35.5,124 
1,867,824 

Birkenhead) 
Cardiff 
Newcasth and Shields 
Southhampton 
Hull 
Plvmouth 

i Sco;Zand
Glasgow 
Leith 

IrcZand
Belfast 
Co~k ... 
Dublin "'j ... 

15,25.8,303 
11,142,874 
11,240,469 
9,881,577 
6,867,423 
5,OCO,800 

6,005,337 
2,267,717 

3,864,3i5 
3,454,861 
3,280,684 

----------------

The revenue and expenditure by the Sydney Had301lT Trust during each 
of the last five years are shown in the following statement, also the capital 
debt at the end of each year:-

Year ended 
30th June. 

1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

Capital 
Debt. 

I 

1 £ 
I 

9,4.49,213

1 

9,868,165 
11O,129,1l3 
iI O,417,859 j 

110,644,468, 

------ . -

Expenditure. 

l{e\'enue~ 
---

I ! Total Ex-
Surplus. 

I ,y l' )" I Ren ewals I 
i or n!1b and Re· I Interest. 

: penditure. i : Expenses. : placements.! 
I I 

797~211 I 

I 

£ £ 

£ I 
£ £ 

224,67G 20088 ' 1:138,210 682.,974 114,237 
827,122 I 236,058 25:062

1 
488,552 749;642 77,450 

852,242 , 229,849 2:~, 766 514,756 ! 768,371 83,871 
897,357 I 24-7,007 . 29,877 i 1i28,743 . 805,627 91,730 
970,402 i 247,842 I 35,198 • 526,944 I 809,984 lCO,418 

I I ! 

During the year 1924-25, the revenue rep-resented 9'2 per cent. of the 
capital debt, and the ratio of working expenses to the revenue was 25'5 per 
cent. After deducting interest charges and the expenditure from the Puhlic 
Works -Fund 011 renewals and replacements, there was a surplus on the 
year's transactions of £160;418. 

The principali sources of revenue in 1924-25 were wharfage rates, (which 
amounted to £587,157, and rents for wharves, jetties, and stores, £193,274. 

Newcastle II a-rbo.v.r. 

Newcastle Harbour (Port Hunter).is the second port of New South Wales 
and the third port of Australia in regard to the volume of its shipping trade. 
The harbour lies in the course of the Hunter River, and its limits are -not 
defined, but an area of about 990 acres is enclosed by about 8 miles <of coast
line, ex:tending on the western side as far aSP'0rt Waratah, omitting 
Throsby <Jreek, and on the-eastern side to .a .point due east of the southern 
end of Moscheto Island. The area used by shipping is about 570 acres, 
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excluding the entrance to the harbour and the inner basin, which together 
cover an area of 162 acres. The width at the entrance is 19 chains, and the 
navigable channel is 350 feet wide. The minimum depth is 23 feet 6 inches 
at low water ordinary spring tide, but vessels which draw 27 feet can enter 
at high water. It is proposed to increase the depth at the entrance to 
32 feet. 

The harbour is landlocked sufficiently to render it safe for vcsse1s in all 
kinds of weather, and breakwaters have been erected to improve the entrance 
and to prevent the ingress of sand from the ocean beaches. 

Newcastle is primarily a coal loading port, and the proximity of the coal
fields has led to the establishment of important industries, including iron 
and steel wOl'ks, in the district, so that trade in other commodities is likely 
to. develop steadily. Arrangements have been made for the shipment of 
butter produced in tl,e northern dairying districts. Frozen meat also may 
be dispatched, and a wharf is availabhe for timber. 

Wharfage accOlmnodation to the cxtent of 23,063 feet is provided; 10,138 
feet are used for thc shipment of coal, 7,360 feet for general cargo, 2,428 
feet for Government purposes, and 3,137 feet are leased. The accommoda
tion is being increased by 300 feet of ·wharfage under construction. There 
are 96 mooring dolphins and jetties for vessel,s awaiting cargo. The general 
cargo wharves are connected with the main railway system. The railway 
extends along the coal wharves ;:(lso. 

Other Ports. 

The 81:tipping trade of the ports of New South Wales, other than Sydney 
and Newcastle, is relatively small, and only a ·brief account of these harbours 
and anchorages is given hereunder, in the order in which they occur along 
the coast. Particulars regarding the depth of water at the entrances and 
the wharfage accommodation were published in the 1921 issue of the" Year 
:Book," at pa:ge 283. 

The ~nost northerly port is the estuary -of the Tweed River. Its entrance 
is formed by breakwaters, but the channel is almost blocked by a sandy bar, 
where the average depth at low water is about 6~ feet. ByronB.ay provides 
fair shelter during off.,worewinds, the depth of water at the ocean jetty 
being 19 feet. The estuaries of the Richmond and Clarence Rivers are bar 
harbours. On the Richmond River bar the average depth 'at low water is 
12 ieet, and the river is navigable by small vessels as far as Lismore, 65 
miles, from the sea. The entrance to the Clarence River is somewhat 
deeper, and vessels ·of 14 feet draught may navigate the river as far 
as Gnfton (48mi1es). Woolgoolga gives protection to small vessels in 
southerly weatller. At Ooff's Harbour breakwaters are under construction 
to forma harbour for the rich Dorrigo district by connecting small islands 
in the vicinity with the mainland. ,When complete, a harbour of 222 acres 
will be available, and 97 acres wilL give. a minimum depth of 24 feet. 

The bar .hatbour.s which rorm the estuarresoithe Bellinger and Nambucca 
Rivers are ased only by vessels of light drallght. Trial Bay generall'y 
affords safe anchorage and sheltoc for coastal vessels. The .Madeay. River, 
which discharges into Trial Bay, is navigable by small vessels for 40 miles. 
Port Macquarie, at the mouth of the Hastings River, is ;a,.har harbour for 
coastal'vessels, but the entrance is rendered somewhat dangeTo% hy shifting 
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banks of sand. Between Port Macquarie and Port Stephens smhU vessels 
are afforded shelter :at Camden Haven,Crawdy Bay, Harringtan Inlet (at 
the mauth of the Manning HiYer), Cape Hav;'ke Harbaur (Paint Forster), 
and Sugarlaaf Bay. 

Port Stephens is 21 nautical miles north af Newcastle. At the entrance 
the depth is 30 feet and the width between the headlands is about 60 chains, 
the navigable width being 20 chains. The port extends westward for about 
11 miles and is from 1 to 3 miles braad. Excluding the Kal'uah and Myall 
Rivers, whi,ch discharge into Port Stephens, the al'ea enclased by 'a c:oastline 
af 92 miles is frbout 32,{)00 [teres. The eastern partian i3 samewhat db
structed by sandbanks, but there are channels between them giving access 
to secure landlacked ancharage. Salamander Bay, 5 miles from th>3 
entrance, is a spaciaus, well-sheltered an char age, with a depth ranging 
fram 36 to 54 feet. .outside Part Step'hens there is an ancharage knawn as 
Fly Road, where vessels can obtain excellent shelter in exceptianally heavy 
southerly weather, if they experience difficulty in entering the part. On 
Rccaunt af its natural advantages, its praximity to the Maitland coal-fields, 
and its favourable positian for connection with trunk railways, Port 
Stephens could be transformed into an important shipping centre. 

Broken Bay, at the mouth of the Hawkesbury River, is a good natural 
harbour, but an ac,count af its proximity toSydncy ,Har,bour it has nat been 
developed. Broken Bay has three large branches, Brisbane Water, Hawkes
bury Mauth ,and Pittwater. The area below the bridge where the main 
Northern railway crasses the Hawkesbury River, excluding Oowan, Mullet 
and Cackle Creeks, and Brisbane "Yater, extends over 14,500 acres and has 
a coastline af 62 miles. The entrance to Broken Bay is 2} TIliles wide, with 
deep water. The Hawkesbury Eiver is navigable for 70 miles. Vessels of 
9 feet draught may enter Brisbane Water. Pittwater is deep, but the 
entrance is blocked by a bar with a fairway depth af 9 feet. 

To the south of Sydney lies Botany Bay, used mainly as a fishing ground 
and tourist resart. At the roadsteads Bulli and Bellambi, ocean jetties have 
been constructed for the shipment of coal. Wollongong has a small 
artificial shipping basin connected :byrail with the Il1awarra coal mines. A 
few mih~s further south a harbour for deep-sea vessels has been 'built at 
Port Kembla. The shipping area with a minimum depth af 24 feet is 
256 acres, and there are 166 acres with 36 feet of water. Shellharbour is fit 
for small vesscls only. At Kiama a small harbour is available far coastal 
steamers. At Orookhaven good ancharage may be obtained in 6 iathams of 
water. Jervis Bay is 82 miles south of Sydney. Its area is 48' square 
miles and the entrance is o,er 2 miles widc. About 38 'Square miles carry 
a depth over 24 feet, but only a small praportion of the area is suitalble 
for anchorage in all weather, on accaunt of the almost aval form of the bay 
and the few indentations in the coastline, which is only 31 miles in length. 
Darling Road and Montague Road are parts of the bay which afford shelter 
at all times. At Darling Road an area of land has been ceded to the 
Commanwealth Government as a port far Canberra, the Federal Capital. 

Between Jervis and Twofald Bays there are a number of shipping places 
where small coastal steamers load dairy produce for the Sydney market, 
viz., Ulladulla, a small artificial harbour, Bateman Bay, Maruya River, 
Naroama (W,agonga Inlet), Bermagui, Tathra (the port of Bega), and 
Merimbula. 'Twofold Bay is near the southern extremity of the State. It 
affords good anchorage for fairly large vessels, but on account of the great 
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width at the entrance, viz., 3 miles, and the comparatively small area of the 
bay, 7,580 acres, it would require extensive improvement to convert it into 
an efficient harbour. 

RIVER TRAFFIC. 

New South vVales has few inland waterways and although there is some 
river traffic its extent is not recorded. The coast,al rivers especially in the 
northern districts are navig'able for ,some di!stance by sea-going vessels and 
trade is carried further inland by means of small steamers and launches. 

The use of the inland rivers for navigation ,depends mainly on seasonal 
conditions and, normally, the I1furray River maybe used by :flat~bottomed 
barges and other small craft. Traffic on the Darling is intermittent. At 
certain times in seasons when the rainfall is sufficient to maintain a fair 
volume of water, Ibarges carry wool and other products for a considerable 
distance. A scheme is in progress for the construction of storage dams, 
weirs and 10eks on the Murray, Murrumbidgee and Darling Rivers. T'lle 
works are being constru'ctcd under ,an agreement ,between the Governments 
of the Oommonwealthand of the States of New South \Vales, Victoria, and 
South Australia. The scheme has been undertaken with the primary object 
of supplying ,vater for the purpose of irrigation, but the agreement pro
vides that except in times of unusual drought, sufficient water must be main
tained in the weir.s arid locks to provide for navigation by vessels drawing 
5 feet of water. 

HARBOUR FERRY SERVICES. 

In the ports of Sydney and Newcastle, ferry services have been established 
by private companies to transport passengers, vehicles, etc., across the 
harbours, the conditions under which the services are conducted being 
regulated by license. At 30th June, 1925, seventy-one boats licensed to carry 
47,656 passengeTs were in service, and 1,151 persons were employed. During 
the year 1924-25 the passengers nl\lmbered 44,072,000; ,and in accidents 
3 passengers were killed, and 17 passengers and 85 employees were injured; 
the total revenue amounted to £721,500 and the expenditure to £661,200. 

These ferries are distinct from those to which reference is made in the 
chapter entitled Local Government, which are maintained by the Oentral 
Governmeftt or by municipalities or shires for the free transport of traffie 
acrO'S8 rivers where bridges have not been erected. 

RATES OF FREIGHT. 

Freight charges represent an important factor in the cost of marketing in 
oversea countries the products of the industries of New South iW" ales. 
Generally the rates charged by British lines of steamships are determined by 
organisations of shipowners. 

During the war period, rates of freight rose to an extraordinary level. 
The maximum for most coru,,'lloditi,cs was reached in 1919, then the over
supply of shipping led to a general decline and the movement 'became 
steadily downward. The decrease is especially noticeable in regard to 
classes of cargo carried by tramp steamers, e.g., wheat, for which freight 
was charged at £7 lOs. per ton in 1920, and in the following year space was 
obtained at the rate of £2 68. 8d. per ton. The decline continued until 192:3, 
then it slackened and the rates during the last two years have been fairly 
steady. 
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T'he following statement shows the range of rates for the carriage of 
various commodities by steamer from Sydney to London in the last four 
years, as compared with the rates in 1913-14.-

Article. 1913-14. 1921-22. 1922-23. 1923-24. 1924-25. 
------------------7'--------~1--------~------~--------~-------
Bu:ter 

Copra 

Hides 
Leather .. 
Mutton-Frozen .. 

Rabbits- Preserved 

Tallow 
Wheat 

, ' I 
box 56 lb. i 25. to 2s. Cd. I 6s. to 5s. I 5s. 

.. ton: 42s.6d. i 1208. to 80s. : 80s. to 6ls, 3d.' 

.. lb. I 508. to 608.i·l· Id. to 'Ad. ! ~d. to ~d. 

. . ton i t;(Ja. ~4-ls. to 200s. 200s. to 153s. 
lb. I T'.d. to Hd'l Hd. to lid. I l~d. to lid. , 

I i 
. . ton! 55s. I05s. to 85s. I 85s. to 7Ds. I 

,,1 47s. Cd. liOs. to 130s, I 1208.to 78s.9d. 
" ; 25s. to 37s. od: 4Gs. 8d. to 35s.' 358. to 30s.~ i 

. I ' 

Wool-Gl'eftsy " .. lb. F Jd. I l~d. to l~d.t 1~(1. to ltd. t 

5s. to 4s. 6d. 4s. M. 

61s. 3d. 61s.3d. 

~d. i rl • 
1538. 1538. 

lid. to l~d ltd. 

70s. 70 •• 

788.9d. 7'89.9dt 
Ws. to 253. 5GB.tO 30B: 

lid·: ltd.: 
70s; 70s. 
118. lIs. 

Measuronent G()(')ds-40 cub. ft.! 408. to 4581 I 1{)58. to ;)58. 958. to 70s. 
Timber .. 100 sup. ft. i 68. gd. i 228 .. to 15s. I J.5s. to lIs. 

~------~-------t Per ton. t Plus 5% ptima.ge, less 10% rebate. 

A su'hstantial decline occurred during the year ended June, 1923, but at the 
end of last season the rates were still much higher than in 1914 .. 'Vool was 
carried direct to Continental ports in Europe at the same r.ates as to London 
in 1924-25, but for cargo transhipped at I"ondon the rates were much higher. 
The rate for wool from Sydney to J ap,m was Hd. per lb., less 10 per cent. 
rebate. 

PORT CHARGES. 

The port charges payable in respect of shippi.ng and ships' cargoes in 
New South 'Vales ,are imposed by the Commonwealth Government in terms 
()f the Lighthouses Act and the Federal X avigation Act, and by the. State 
authorities under the Navigation Act of New 'South Wales, the Harbour 
and Tonnage Rates Act, and the Sydney Hal'oour Trust Acts. The various 
charges are shown in detail in the Statlstical Register of New South Wales 
1924-25, and only 'a brief reference to the rates collected 'by each authority is 
made in this volume. 

The gross collections by the State authorities, i.e., the Department of 
Navigation of New South '\Vales and the Sydney Harbour 'rrust, during 
the last three years, were as follow:-

Chargee. 

Pilotage 
Harbour Hemovld "Fees .... 
HarboUT and Light Hates 
Navigation Depar!7ment Fees 
Harbour and Tonnage HateR 
Sydney Harbour Trllst-

Wharfage anrlTonnage :Rates 
Rents of Wharves, ,Jetties, etc 
Rents of other premiseR 
MiscellaneouR 

TotaJ 

Year ended 30th June • 
_._--------_.,-

1923. 192'4. 

£ £ 
76,919 75,604 

7,399 7,473 
54,136 54,079' 

3,667 2;6'74, 
172;398 181,463 

559,520 602,7:24 
175,373 181,588 

···1 77,836 82,654 

'''i~-
41,188 33,722 

------~-

••• ! 1,168,436 1,221,981 I 
! 1 

• 
1025. 

£ 
78,.330 

7,054 
55,589 

2;083 
188.966 

650,347 
191,770 
84,600 
48,'826 

1,304,645 

The light-houses and light dues collected in. Australi-a by· the Common
wealth G()vernment during the year ended 30th ,June, 1925, amounted to 
£205,170, and receipts under the Federal Navigation Act to £15,505. 
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Oharges levied on Ships. 

The principal charges imposed under Federal legislation are light dues
and fees for the survey of ships, the adjustment of compasses, etc. 

The Commonwealth light dues must be paid in respect of every ship 
entering a port in Australia. The rate, payable quarterly, is 9d. per ton 
(net), and payment at one port covers all Australian ports which the vessel 
may enter during the ensuing period of three months. Vesselsealling at 
only one port in Australia en r01tte to an oversea destination are charged at 
the rate of 5d. per ton (net). If a vessel is laid up for a period of at least 
one month, a proportionate remission of the light dues may be made. 

The Federat Navigation A:ct prescribes that sea"going vessels must be 
8urveyedat least onee in. every twelve months, and. a vessel may not go t'1 
sea ,vithout a certificate of· surveyor equipment issued by. the Federal 
Department of Navigation, er other approved certificate. The fees for 
survey and for compass adjustment are collected, by the Department of 
Navigation and paid to licensed'marine surveyors and compass adjusters. 
The prescribed"survey fees for a twelve-months' certificate in respect of 
steamers, motor ships, and sailing ships with auxiliary engines range from 
£4·where the gross registered tonnage does not exceed 100 tons to £13 lOs. if 
the gross tonnage is between 2,100, and 2,400 tons; and a charge is made for 
each additional 300 tons at the rate of 30s. for passenger ships and £1 for 
cargo ships. For 'ships under 1,800 tons propelled by sails only the fee ranges 
from £3 to £6 with 15s. for-each additional 300 tons. The survey fees for 
dry docking certificates range from £1 to £4, and double rates are charged 
for vessels without certificates of survey. The fees for the adjustment of 
a ship's compasses range from £2 2s. to £7 78. 

The certification of ships trading, exclusively within the limits of the 
State of NewcSollth Walesh a function of the State Department of Navi:
gation. The fees.payableto marine surveyors for surveys in respect of a 
twelve months~ certificate range from £2 to £t;' where the tonnage does 
not exceed 600 tons, with £2 for each additional 300 tons up to a maximum 
of £20. 

Pilotage rates are charged by the Navigation Department of New South 
Wales in respect of every .ship entering or clearing a port in the State. 
Vessels engaged in. the whaling. trade and vessels in the charge of a master 
possessing a pilotage eertificate'are exempt unless a pilot is actually employed. 
FDr ships (a) in ballast, (b) arriving solely for refitting or docking, (c) 
resorting to .portsolely on pleasure or for orders, repairs, provisions or coal, 
or through stress of weather or otherwise in distress, the rate is l!d.per ton 
(net) on arrival and on departure; for other ships the rate on arrival 
and on departure is 21d .. per ton,· The m~ximum rate is £25 and the 
minimum is £3atSYdney:or .. Newcastle; and £1 lOs. at other ports. 

Vessels being removed, from, one place to another in a port where there 
is a pilot establishment aFe charged. harbour removal dues unless the master 
possesses a pilotage certificate. The rate for a removal varies from £1 to 
£4 lOs. according to the- size olthe vessel; half rates arc charged after the 
third removal. 

The harbour and lightrateimpqsed by the .State GDvernment is payable 
half-yearly at the rate of 4d. per ton (net). The exemptions are vessels 
engaged. in the whaling trade; vessels entering port for refitting or dock
ing, f();r pleasure, orders, repairs, provisions or eoal, Dr in distress, and 
those in respect of which. the rate has been paid at any port in the, State 
dUring the precedingsix.months. ... 

°93131-B 
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Tonnage rates are payable in respect of vessels of 240 tons and over while 
berthed at a whlLrf-the charge is l'trd. per ton (gross) fol' each period of 
six hours. Vessels under '240 tons are liable for berthing charges, the daily 
rate in Sydney Har:bour being £1 for vessels engaged in vehicular traffic,. 
1s. to lOs., according to passenger capacity. for vessels engaged in picnic. 
excursion or passenger traffic, and 2s. 6d. to lOs. for other vesselS. Berthing 
charges in other ports are calculated at the rate of 2s. 6d. for each period of 
six hours. Where wharves are leased to shipping companies the tonnage 
rates and berthing charges in respect to their vessels are not charged a!l. 
they accrue, but are accounted for in rent. 

Moorings may be laid down in Sydney Harbour with the approval of the 
Harbour Trust 'Commissioners. An annual license fee of £5 is charged for 
moorings owned and used by shipping companies; a'lld from 2s. 6d. to lOs. 
for those used in connection with docking premises or for small vessels. 
In other ports vessels are allowed to occupy Government mooring buoys for 
a period of two clear days free of charge, thereafter :buoyage rates ranging 
from £1 to £3 per day are> imposed. Exemption from buoyage rates may be 
granted by the officer in charge of a port if a vessel is detained through 
stress of weather or when an unforesee>n circumstance renders it desirabl0 
that the vessel should occupy a Government buoy. 

Tugs, ferry boats, hulks, ancllaunches plying for hire in Sydney Harbour 
must obtain a license, for which the charge is £1 per annum. For water 
boats supplying water to shipping in the port the annual license fee is £5; 
for lighters, 2s. per ton up to 200 tons aNd 1s. for each additional ton, t}w 
minimum fee being £2; and for watermen 5s. In other ports the annua[ 
license fee~ for 'ballast lighter~ and for watermen are £1 and lOs. resper;
tively. The charge for water supplied to a vessel by the Sydney Harbour 
Trust is '28. per 1",000 gallons if the water is taken through hoses supplied 
by the Commissioners; in other cases the rate is 1s. 6d. per 1,000 gallons. 

Harbour and Wharfage Rates. 

In addition to the foregoing charges levied on the vessels and payable by 
their owners, harbour or wharfage rates paya'ble by the owners of the goods 
are imposed on the cargoes landed or shipped in the ports. Goods tran
shipped are subject to transhipment rates' and not to inward or outward 
wharfage or harbour rates. Passengers' luggage is exempt. The schedules 
of rates for the port of Sydney are contained in the Sydney Harbour Trust 
regulations and for other ports they are proclaimed under the Harbour 
and Tonnll.ge Rates Act. 

In Sydney Harbour all classes of goods are subject to inward or to tran
shipment rates. Unless it is otherwise ·.specified in the schedule, the inward 
rate is 4s. per ton assessed by weight or by measurement (40 cubic feet) at 
the option of the Commissioners. There are a number of speeial inward 
rates-some apply only to Australian products arriving from another port 
in the Commonwealth, e.g., 2s.6d. per ton of dairy produce, fresh fish. 
poultry, iron or steel, fencing wire, copper or stone; 28. 6d. per 630 super
ficial feet of rough or sawn timber. The inward rate on coal is 1s. per 
ton, Rnd on liquid fuel 2·s. per ton,but only the transhipment rate--6d. per 
ton--is levied when these commodities are shipped in Sydney for consump
tion RS 'bunker fuel 'by the loading vessel. KeroEcne in the case is charged 
at the rate of2kd. per case; green fruit-Australian Hd. and other2d. per 
package; vegetables, Hd. per CRse; timber (other than Australian), 3s. 6d. 
per 630 super feet; copra, 38. per ton; guano, ls. 3d. per ton; sugar for 
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refining, 2s. per ton; wool, 9d. per bale. The general rate on transhipments 
is 6d. per ton, but there are a number of special rates ranging down to ~d. 
por ton, which is payable on firewood. 

The schedule of outward rates in operation in Sydney Harbour in June, 
1925, contained thirty-two items, including the principal primary pro
ducts, and all other goods are free. The rate in respect of coal is 6d. per 
ton; wheat and coke 9d. per ton; wool 9d. per bale; ore 41d. per ton; other 
commodities subject to outward rate, inCluding pastoral and dairy products, 
:flour and mill offals, cement, copper, tin and fertiliBers, 1s. 6d. per ton. 
Outward rates are not chargeaJble on consignments under 2 tons. 

In Sydney the same rates ,are applied to coastal and to interstate trade, 
but in othcr ports there are separate schedules for coastwise goods. The 
general inward rate for coastwise goods arrivirng at these ports is 2s. per ton, 
and special rates include coal and firewood 6el:. per ton; coke ,and fertilisers 
ls. per ton; green fruit 2d. per package; vegetables 1d. per case ; ore Hd. per 
ton; ore products 9d. per ton; inflammable liquids 2d. per case; maize and 
oats 2d. pcr bag. T,he outward rate on coastwise goods is 1s. per ton, unless 
-otherwise specified ; coal and firewood are rated at 3d. per ton; coke 4d. per 
ton; ore and ore products 4H. per ton; timber-sawn Or rough-1s. 3d. per 
630 supcr fect. Transhipment rates are half the inward rates. 

The general rate imposed in respect of interstate andovorsea goods 
:arriving at ports outside Sydney is3s. 4d. per ton by weight or measurement. 
In most cases the speeial rates are t.he same as those levied in Sydney, some 
of the exceptions being coal 6d. per ton, kerosene 2d. per case, liquid fuel 
3s. per ton, ore Hd. per ton, ore products 9d. per ton, wool 6d. per hale. The 
schedule of outward rates on interstate and oversea goods contains 2,4 items 
including coal and firewood 3d. per ton, coke 4d. per 'ton,rough or sawn 
timiber 1s. per 630 super feet, and wool 6d. per bale. 1'ho rate is 1s. per ton 
l)y weight or by mea,surcment on goods for which a special rate is not fixed. 
The transhipment rates on interstate and oversea goods are in most cases 
similar to those imposed in Sydney. 

Storage Charges. 

In order to avoid congestion on the wharves in Sydney Harb~ur, storag'3 
'Charges ,are imposed on imported goods landed on a wharf if they are not 
removed within six days after the final discharge of the vessel, and on goods 
placed ona wharf for export which are not removed within 48 hours. The 
charges are at a daily rate of 4d. during the first week, 5d. during the 
second, 6d. during the third week and 7'd. thereafter. 

In other ports stomge charges are payable on goods left on a wharf for 
more than 48 hours at a daily rate of 2d., 3d., and 4d. for the first, second, 
,and third week respectively, and 6d. 'thereafter. 

Storage charges are imposed on timber after the first 48 hours at t.he daily 
rate of 1d. per ton for the first foul' days, 'and thereafter at 3d. per ton in 
Sydney Harbour, and at 2d. per ton in other ports. 

In computing storage charges in Sydney Harbour, Sundays and holidays 
are not included. 

SHIPPING REGISTERS. 

Shipping in New South 'Wales is registered in accordance with the 
:Merchant Shipping Act of the Imperial Parliament, under sectionlS whi.ch 
.apply to the United Kingdom and to all British dominions. The Act pre
scribes that all British vessels engaged in trade must be registered, except 
those under 15 tons burthen employed in the coasting 'trade of the part of 
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the British Empire in which the owners reside. Ships not legally registered 
are not entitled to recognition as British ships and are not permiHed to 
proceed to sea. Although the registration of vessels under 15 tons is not 
compulsory, many small yessels are registered at the request of the owners, 
as registration facilitates the transaction of business for the purpose of sale 
or mortgage. The flag for merchant ships registered in Australia is the red' 
ensign usually flown by British merchant vessels, defaced with the seven 
pointed star of the Commonwealth and the :five smaller white stars repre
senting the Southern Cross. 

The ports in New South \Yales at which shipping registers are kept are 
Sydney and Newcastle. The following statement shows particulars re
garding the shipping on the registers, as at 30th June, 1925:-

Tonnage Class. 
steo111' __ 1 Motor. I saiilin~~ __ J __ T_O~ 

No. j Tonnage. I Xo. ITonnoge'l Xo. -!TOlinage·1 No. I Tonnage. 
_________ --'--__ '---__ --'--___ _---'-'__ I , 

, : I I 
.. 255' 5,879: 206 2,233 204 2,811 1 665 1 10,923 

207 33,:2i'i I 2 Itrj 73 II ,410 I 282 I 44,851 
. Q:3 16,156 s, 6,4131 31 I 22,569 

.. 28 I 4G,9~8 ...... 4 4,7;6
1 

32 51,774 
.. :!O I 67.310... .. I '" 1 ..., 20 67,310 

... :-5:33 J16D,6l7'208 i 2,400-;289 ~O Il,03O J 197,427 

Under 50 tons 
50 and under 500 

500 " 1,000 
1,000" " 2,000 
2,000 and over 

Total 
---------------

Changes in respect of the registration in consequence of sales show that 
51 vessels, with an aggregate tonnage of 13,714 tOns (net), were sold during 
the year 1924-25. Forty-eight of a net tonnage of 8",884 tons being sold to 
British subjects, the transactions did not necessarily involve removal from 
the registers, as in tho case of throe vessels of 4,830 tons sold to 
foreigners. Excluding yachts, launches and boats, ten vessels were imported, 
all from the United Kingdom, their aggregate value being £423,240. Nine 
vessels, of a total value of £90,350, were exported, including three built in 
Australia, two of which were sent to Now Zealand and one to Papua. Of 
the six vessels built elsevvhere, one was exported to each of the following 
countries, ~viz. :-The United Kingdom, New Zealand, Fiji, Solomon Islands, 
China, and Greece. 

SHIPBUILDING ANDR.EPAIRING. 

Accommodation for ;building,fitting, and repairing 'ships, has been pro
vided by State and private enterprise .at Sydney ·am.d'Newcastle, and at four 
other ports in New South ·Wales. 

In Sydney Harbour there are four large gravin"g docks,:five:lloating docks, 
and seven patent slips. Two graving docks, the .Fitzroyandthe Sutherland, 
situated on Cockatoo Island, were under the control'of the Government ·of 
New South W ales until February, 1913, whim they' were traus£erred to the 
Oommonwealth. They are controlled :rI(1.W :by theAuiltralianOommon
wealth Shipping Board. The Sutherland Dock is 633 feetl~ng,and Ciln 
.accommodate a vessel with a .breadth of 84 feet,and;a draught of 30 feet. 
The Fitzroy Dock has an effective length of 490 feet, and its 'breadth is 
45 feet. It can take vessels drawing 18 feet 3 inches. At Cockatoo Island 
there are also two patent slips, where vessels drawing 9 feet and 4 feet 
respectively may iJJe slipped. The vessels docked at the Cockatoo Island 
docks during the year ended 3Ot.hJune,1925, 'numbered 132, including 
3D warships; their . gross tonnage was '401,047 t<m.s. The vessels slipped 
numbered 47 with a gross tonnage of 1,410 tons. In addition to warships a 
large nUmbEr of mercantile vessels have been constructed at Cockatoo 
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Dockyard, including the largest ~'lU:stralian-built steamers, viz., the Fords
dale, 9,700 gross tonnage, completed in 1924, and a sister ship, the FeJ.:ndale, 
launched during the same year. 

A private company, Mort's Dock and Engineering Company, Limited, 
owns two graving docks in Sydney Harbour, four floating docks and four 
patent slips. The Woolwich Dock is 850 feet long, and at high tide can take 
vessels drawing 23 feet; Mort's Dock is 640 feet long, and vessels drawing 
l6i feet may be floated into it. The largest of the slips is 270 feet long; 
it can take a vessel weighing 1,600 tons gross, drawing 11 feet forward.and 
16 feet aft. The 'Works of the ~fort's Dock and Engineering Company are 
equipped with plant for shipbuilding, as well as for all classes of repairs. 

There is a smaller dock, under private ownership, with a lifting'power 
of 300 tons, and the State Gov-ernment maintains a slip with a lifting, 
capacity of 100 tons. ' 

At Newcastle there are two patent slips attached to the-State Government 
Dockyard at Walsh Island, and three which are privately owned. ,Of the 
latter, the largest is 200 feet long and 40 feet wide; it can take vessels 
which weigh 800 tons, and draw 8 feet forward and 12 feet ,aft. 

The works at Walsh Island were established on a site which -was origina,lly 
a sandspit, and had been built up by dredging from the bed of thelHunter 
River. In 1913, after the Cockatoo Dockyard had !been fransferred to the 
Federal Government, workshops were erected .at Walsh Island. for the Can
I!truction .and repair of Government dredges and other vessels. Subsequently 
the establishment was extended, and provision was made for the construction 
of merchant ships .and ferry steamers, and for other classes of engineering 
and iron work. Tlle. patent slips are 292 feet in .length; one ha:sa lifting 
power of 900 ,tons and the other 400 tons. During the year ended 30th June, 
1925, sixty vessels, with a gross tonnage of 13,249 tons, W€l'e slipped atW a1sh 
Island. 

Graving docks under the control of the State Government are maintained 
at the ports Of the Tweed, Richmond, Clarence, and Manning Rivers to meet 
the requirements of vessels enga'ged·in the coastal trade. The largest, at 
:Richmond River, is 214 feet long and 45 f-eet wide; it can accommodate a 
vessel with a dr,aught of 10 feet. Thirty-three vessels with ,a gross tonnage 
of 2,608 tons were docked at these ports during the yea:t 1924"25. 

The number and tonnage of steam and sailing ves€els built in New, South 
'Wales since 1916 are· shown in the following statement. 

Steam. 'Iotal. 

Year. 

, -------

ves.eJ~ITonnage'l·vess'ls'I' TOnnage.! vesscls.ITonnage.[ vessels·l·TOnnage; 

I 1916 2 184 8 [ 355 6 146 16 . 685· 
1917 I 4 365 5 8,032 8 104 17 8,501 I 1917-18 I 2 300 6 4,132 5 380 13 4,812' 

1918-19 I 1 256 9 4,085 4 226 14 4,567 
I 

HIl9,.,fJO i 2 
I 248 22 31,105 14 487 38 31,840 

1920,-21 1 
I 

7 8 808 6' 84 15 899 
1921~22 4 37 10 6,619 lO 82 24 !l.738 
1922~i3 5 I 1,433 30 

I 

27,831 6 243 41 29;507 
1923-"24 3 I ,2,850 .20 33,615 5 69 28 36,534 I 

19~25 ... I . .. 4 6.400 7 ,69 11 6,469 
I 

'Three steamers built in 1924-25 were made of steel, and the other vessels 
were of wood. 
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OmDIOKWEALTII OOYERNJlfENT SHIPPING AND SHIPBUILDING. 

For the purpose of transporting to oversea markets the Australian produce 
which had accumulated as a result of the disorganisation of shipping due to 
the war, the Common,Yealth Government I,ine af Steamers was inaugurated 
in July, 1916, by the purchase of a fleet of 15 cargo steamers with a carrying 
capacity of about 106,000 tons, tho price being £2,052,654. Three sailing 
vessels were bought for a sum of £81,494, and 18 ex-enemy ships were placed 
under the management of the line. ~~rrangements were made also for the 
construction of a number of vessels in Australia. 

In addition to the Heet of cargo carriers, 5 steamers of the Government 
Line were built in Great Britain for a passenger and cargo service !between 
Austr,alia and the United Kingdom. Insulated space is provided, and the 
passenger accommodation is designed to meet the requirements of tho 
assisted immigration scheme. The steamers bear ,the names of Australian 
bays, and are known as the" Bay" steamers. They have a displacement 
of 25,900 tons, and a tonnage of 13,850 gross, or 8,447 net. Provision i~ 
made for over 700 third-class passengers. The service was commenced in 
December, 1921, and the vessds sail at monthly intervals from Sydney, 
via Suez, making the voyage to London in 37 days. 

In each of the 'first five years of its existence considerable profit was 
gained by the Oommonwealth Government Line and the accumulated profits 
as at 30th June, 1921, amounted to £2,'304,442. During the subsequent 
period of unusual depression in the shipping trade the financial results 
became unfavourable. There was a loss of £1,171,569 in 1921-22, of 
.£1,789,651 in the following year, and of £487,140 in the period dating from 
1st July to 8th December, 1923. The aggregate net losses as at the last
mentioned date amounted to £1,143,918. 

In view of the unfavourable results of the undertaking a Board was 
appointed in August, 1923, to take over the management of the line and 
to control the Government dock at Oockatoo Island. The number of vessels 
vested in the Board when it commenced operations in December, 1923, was 
54, with an aggregate net tonnage of 170,744, including 4 vessels, 15,442 
ions, under construction. The transfer was effected upon the basis of the 
market value of the vesse~s, viz., £4,718,150, which is considerably below 
their cost. A further loss of £245,474, after providing £101,990 for interest 
and depreciation, was incurred in respect of the steamers during the period 
from 1st September, 1923, to 31st March, 1924, and during the year ended 
31st }!Iarch, 1925, there was a loss of £593,879, including £384,515 for interest 
and depreciation. The Board has sold 38 cargo vessels which were not suit
able for the class of trade undertaken by the line, the amount realised being 
£1,072,8'80. Prior to the establishment of the Board 3 vessels were sold for 
£300,450. 

SEAMEN. 

Matters relating to the employment of seamen are subject to control by 
the Oommonwealth Government in terms of the Federal Navigation Act. 
Provision is made for the regulation of the methods of engagement and 
discharge, the form of agreement, rating, the ship's complement, discipline, 
hygiene, and accommodation. Mercantile Marine offices were established in 
March, 1922, to undertake functions performed hitherto by State shipping 
Dffices at Sydney and Newcastle, where engagements and discharges are 
l'p.gistDred. 
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The following statement shows the number of transactions at the offices 
during the last five years:-

e;d~d I Eng~~:rCgi~:~e~- --I--~iSCharg~S-r~~~:t~r:~~--1 Licenses to ship. 

;~~~~. I S d . I New- ITt 1-----1 -New- I ----1----1,--' -N-e-w--'---
.... ___ ~e~. i C":~i 0 al. 1 Sydney. I castle. Total. I Sydney. ! castl~. Total. 

I -. ---+--~~ 

1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

24,684 
23,855 
24.32!J 
24,0315 
24,148 

4,917 
4,912 
3,248 
2,936 
3.581 

29,601 
28,767 
27,577 
26,972 
27,729 

24,212 1 

23,896 i 

24,885 i 
240,316 I 

25,140 I 

4,410 
3,556 I 
3,108 : 
2,916 
3,445 • 

I 

28,622 . 
27,452 i 
27,993 i 
27,232 I 
28.585 i 

1,344 
925 

1,006 
1,024 

964 

439 i 
152 I 
234 I 

361 I 
305 I 

1,783 
1,077 
1,240 
1,385 
1,269 

The rates of wages, hours of labour, and conditions under which crews 
work on vessels engaged in the interstate and coastal trade of Australia >,-erE' 
fixed by awards and agreements under the Commonwealth Conciliation and 
Arbitration Act. The rates for seamen were assesged Oil a labourer's basic 
wage* and an additional sum of £2 per month for skill. The registration 
of the Seamen's enion under the Act was cancellcd in June, 1925, in 
consequence of industrial strife, but the rates of wages embodied in the 
award are still in operation. 

The monthly rates payable to officers and engineers vary according to the 
size of the vessels on which they are engaged. The rates ruling in Decem
ber, 1925, were as follows:-

~-~-- -------- ----- --------.---~-- ----~--------

Occupation. Rates of Wages per month. 

1 

.. ·1 £ s. d. £ B. d. 
Officers-Chief :l1 18 0 to 32 18 0 

Recond 
'''1 

19 18 0 29 18 0 ... 1 

" Third ···1 20 18 o " 26 18 0 
Junior '''1 £19 18s. Od. 

Engineers-Chief 30 15 o to 51 5 0 
Second :::1 25 5 o ,~ 33 5 0 
Third •• ,1 22 15 o " 27 15 0 
Fourth i 19 15 o .. 24 15 0 

Firemen £18 5s. Od. 
Trimmers £1658.0d. 
Seamen-Steamers i £1658.0d . ••. ! 
Cooks '''1 41 6 o to 22 16 0' 
Stewards ... 14 7 6 

" 
16 17 () 

Stewardesses I 9 13 () " 10 16 6 

--.-------_._---- -------- ----
Except where provided specifically in the awards and agreements, the

ordinary hour~ of work for seamen are eight per day, and overtime must be 
paid for time worked in excess of eight hours. J\ianning conditions are' 
regulated by committees representing the shipowners and the unions. 

Compensation to· seamen is provided by the Seamen's Compensation Act, 
1911, which applies to ships in the service of the Commonwealth (exclusive 
of naval and military service), and to ships trading with Australia, or 
engaged in any occupation in Australian waters, or in trade and commerce 
,with other countries or among the States. The schedules of the Act 
indicate the amount of compensation payable, in case of death or total or 
partial incapacity resulting from personal injury by accident to seamen in 
the course of their employment. Methods of procedure for the recov-ery 
of compensation are prescribed by regulations under the Act. 

• See Section relating to Wages in Part Employment of Production. 

1..-___________________ . 
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SAFETY OF LIFE A1.1 SEA. 

The navigation laws contain stringent provisions designed to prevent 
unseaworthy ships from proceeding to sea, and to ensure that all vessels are 
manned by competent crews, that life-saving appliances are carried, and 
that special arrangements are made to safeguard dangerous cargoes. Regula
tions haye been framed for the prevention of collisions, also rules regarding 
the lights and signals to be used. 

On account of the regularity of the coast of New South 'Vales and the 
!lbsence of islands, navigation in the seaboard waters is usually safe. Along 
a coastline less than 700 miles in length there are 29 light-houses, and in 
the ports of Sydney, Newcastle, Port Kembla, and in many other shipping 
places, lighted beacons, leading lights, and other guides have been placed for 
the safety of harbour navigation. 

The lights on the sea coast are under the control. of the Commonwealth, 
and a description of the more important light-'houses ,vas published in the 
1921 issue of this Year Book at page 274. 

Pilotage is a State service as the sections of the Navigation Act which 
authorise its transfer to Federal authority have not been brought into 
operation. A pilot must be engaged for every vessel entering or leaving a 
port of New South vVales unless the master holds a certificate of exemption. 
Such certificates may be granted to Eritish subjects only; £Ol' use in respect 
of~:Eritish ships registered in Australia or New Zealand and' employed in 
the trade between ports in Australasia and the South Sea Islands, or 
{·ngaged in whaling. 

'Wrecks and shipping casualties which occur to British merchant shipping 
on 01' near the coast of New South 'Vales are iuYestigated by Oourts of 
:Marine Inquiry.* The majol'ity o"f wrecks reported are small coasters under 
200 tons. The following statement shows the wrecks reported in each of 
the last five years. The figures do not include vessels which left the ports 
of New .south vVales and were recorded as missing:~ 

--~-~~ 

Year I British Yessels. 
Total I Ctewsand i 

ended I" PaJO;sen- jLi'i"es Lost. 
30th Junr~~_~ gteam. I MO~~~, Sailing.] Total. Tonuage. 

gers. I 

I 
I 

I I 

1921 6 1 
I 7 1,475 133 

I 
36 

1;)22 

i 

1 1 I 2 200 16 
l..2:~ 6 

I 

7 3,862 193 
! 

46 
1924 7 7 747 69 2 
HI~5 3 4 10,413 154 2 

Lifeboat stations are maintained at Sydney and at Newcastle; and life
saving appliances are kept at certain places along the coast. The pilot 
vessels are fitted for rescue work, and steam tugs are subsidised for assisting 
vessels in distress. 

The Royal Shipwreck Relief and Humane Society of New South Wales 
affords relief to distressed seamen and their dependents. and to the crews 
and necessitous passengers wrecked in :N' e17 South Wales waters. It is 
maintained by public subscription, without subsidy from the St·ate; The 
relief given during the year 1924 amounted to £1,421. 

• ~eQ thaptcr relating to L'lW Courls. 
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RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS. 
THE first tw.o pr.ojects for the constructi.on .of railways in New South Wales 
were .originated by private companies, but it was s.oon rec.ognised that the 
undertakings were beYDnd their financial res.ources, and the wDrks were 
transferred tD the GDvernment. Since then it has becDme an established 
policy that all railways shall be under Government c.ontrol, althDugha few 
private lines have been cDnstructed purely for local purposes. One result of 
this policy is tD be seen in the magnitude .of the rolliual receipts and expendi
ture .of the State, and in the grDwth .of the public debt. More than 50 per 
cent . .of the expenditure in 1924-25 was in cDnnectiDn with railways and 
tramways, and 55 per cent. of the lDan moneys expended up to June, 1~5, 
has been fDr their cDnstruction and equipment. 

The management of the railways and tramways is entrusted: tD Railway 
CDmmissiDners apPDinted by the GovernDr. The railway and tramw,ay 
prDperty is vested in them as a bDdycorporate; they conduct the services 
.on exiflting lines and constnlct the new lines authDrised by the Legislature. 
The Commissioners pay all receipts into C'onsolidaterl Revenue, and expendi
ture on services and .on cDnstructiDn is limited tD the moneys appropriated 
annually by Parliament. . 

A RDyal CDmmissiDn apPDinted in 1924 to report on the railways and 
tramways .of New SDuth Wales recDmmended that the Railway Commis
sioners be given fullcDntrol over their funds, with responsibility fDr the 
renewal of loans and the raising u£ futme capital; a]so that they be rec.ouped! 
by the' State ITreasury for lasses incurred upon developmental lines, J,or a 
period of ten years after they have been open for traffic. The Royal~CJllIl
missi.on made other important recommendati.ons in regard to organisati.on 
and administration, of which a summary was puiblished .on page 250 d the 
previ.ous issue of the Year Book. . 

There are three Railway ,commissiDners, viz., the Chief Commissi.oner 
and two assistant ,commissioners, appointed for a peri.od of seven years, in 
terms of the Government Railways (Amendment) Act .of 1924. The Act 
provides also for .the appointment by the Ohief ,c.ommissioner of f.our Area 
Commissi.oners, to supervise operations within areas allotted to them. Their 
headquarters are in Sydney, Newcastle, Orange, and Goulburn r~8pectively. 

The following statement shows the mileage and cost of the railways and 
tramways administered by the Railway CDmmissioners of New.southWaJes, 
also the results of working during the last two years:-

1923-24. 1924-25. 

Particulars. I j I j 
Railways. Tramways. Total. Railways. I Tramways. Total. 

--------------------.----~. 

Lines open for Traffic 30n Miles. I Miles. Miles. Miles. 'I Miles. Miles. 
June-

Mileage .. .. 5,523 227 5,750 5,656 228 5,884 
Cost of Construction and;£ £ ;£ £ £ ;£ 

Equipment .. 93,355,167110,758,958 104,114,125 99623216 11131,454 110,754,670' 
Year ended 30th J une-

E~rnings .. .. .. 15,616,5771 3.633,916 19,250,493 16,769,452 3,619,272 20,388,724 
Working Expenses.. .. lO,917,~~091,53~ 14,009,022 I 11,939,686 3,174,862. 15,114,648 

Dalance after PaYing-work/ I 1 
in,,, Expenses. .. .: 4,699,086 542,385 5,241,471 4,829,766 444,410 5,274,176 

Interest on CapItal.. .. 4,693,417 'I 532,187 5,225,604 4,796,829. 546,489 I 5,343,318 

SIIl'plus .. .. . '1'-- 5,6e9 -10:198 -l5,867 --a2,ii37 HlO2,079IT-l69,l42 
(-) Denotes deficiency, 
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The capital cost of the raHways and tramways open for traffic as at 1'30th 
June, 1925, amounted to £110,750,000. On the railways nearly £100,000,000 
had 'been spent, and in 1924-25 they yielded a ,surplus of about £33,000 over 
working expenses and 'interest, while operations on the tramways showed 
a deficiency of £102,000. 

RAILWAYS. 
The particulars relating to State railways in New South Wales, as 

stated in this chapter, are exclusive of the following lines, built for the 
special purposes of Government departments :-The Goondah-Burrinjuck 
line, 26 miles, is a two-feet gauge railway running from the main Southern 
line to Burrinjuck Dam. It is maintained by the Water Oonservation and 
Irrigation Oommission and used for general traffic. A light line, 10 mile9 
long, also connecting with the main Southern line, is used to convey 
materia]:s to the Oordeaux Dam, which is under construction by the Depart
ment of Publie Works. Another line runs from Liverpool to the military 
area at Holdsworthy, and is operated by the Railway Oommissioners of 
New South Wales. Information relating to the Victorian Government 
line hetween D,;uiliq11in and lVloama is ShOlVIl on page 'lOS. 

On 26th :September, lR5.'S, the first railway line, 14 miles in length, was 
opened for traffic between Sydney and Parramatta, and communkation was 
established between K" eweastle and East Maitland on 11th April, 18,57. 
The subsequent growth of the State railways may be traced in the table 
given below. The Oampbelltown to Oamden, Westmead to Oastle Hill, 
ilnd Yass tramways are includel in the figures relating to mileage as they 
are worked ~with the railways. 

Period. I Opened during I Total opened all' 
) the period. end of period. j Year ende(l June. i Opened during jTotal opene<l at 

i the period. end of pe~'~ 

miles. I miles. miles. miles. 
1855-64 143 I H3 1920 190 0,015 
1865-74 260 403 1921 23 5,043 
1875-84 1,215 l,fI8 1922 73 5.116 
1885-9t 883 2,501 1923 202 5;318 
1895-1904 780 3,281 1924 205 5,523 
1905-14 686 3,967 1925 133 5,656 
1915-19 8.')8 4,825 

The total. length of lines open at 30th June, 1925, was 5,656 miles, dis
tributed as. follows :-Southern system, 1,953 miles; '\Vestern, 2,074 miles; 
and :Korthern, 1,629 miles; and in addition there 'vere 1,118 miles of siding3 
-Rnd crossovers. 

The progress can be gauged fairly by eomparing the population and area 
of territory to each mile of line open for traffic at different periods. In 
1900 the average population per mile of line was 482, and in 1925 it was 402, 
while the area of territory has decreased from 4,434 square miles in 1860 
to 55 square miles in 1925. The following statement shows the extension 
since 1860. 

Year. 
Population to each I A t~ h M'l [I IrOPlllation to eachl A t h M'l 

Mile of Line I rea? eae '1 e' Year. Mile of Line rca .0 eae 1 e 
open. of Lme open. : open. I of Lme open. 

-----.---- ~---------'. -------.-----------i'c------

1860 
1865 
1870 
]875 
1880 
1885 
18~1O 

No. 
4,979 
2,861 
1,471 
1,360 

881 
5i8 
523 

sq. miles. 
4,43! 
2,170 

916 
710 
366 
179 
142 

1895 
1900 
1905 
1910 
1915 
1920 
1925 

No. 
501 
482 
443 
443 
455 
406 
402 

sq. miles. 
123 
llO 
95 
85 
75 
62 
55 
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In addition to increasing the facili,ties 'by the construction of new lines, 
provision for the rapidly extending traffic is being made by the duplication 
of existing main lines. 

There are duplicate lines on the main western li,ne as !aras Orange; 
the ,southern line is duplicated as far 'as Oootamundra, the northern line 
as :£ar as Branxton, and the South Ooast Ene to W ollongong, except certain 
tunnels. ,,,,, , 1 

The following statement shows the length of line laid with one or more 
tracks at intervals since 30th June) 1900:-

". 

At 30th June. Single, I Double. Triple. I Quadruple. Total. 

miles. miles'. miles. miles. miles. 
1900 2,644 158~ 8~ 2,811l 
1905 3,0791 193 8~ 3,280f 
1910 3,393 2411 8~ 3,643 
1915 3,6921 4061 8 21£* 4,134:1-
1920 4,405 567 7t 35k* 5,015 
1925 4,997 608f 9~ 40~* 5,6551 

--~~. 

• Includes 1 mile 9 chains with fi ve tracks. 

OOST OF RAILWAY iOONSTRUCTION. 

The average eost per mile open for ,traffic of the Government Railway 
lines, exeluding expenditure for rolling stock, machinery, furniture, and 
workshops and stores, is £13,742-an amount which is hy no means high, 
considering the physical charaeter of some parts of the country through 
which the lines have been carried, and the cost of labour and materials. 

The standard rails are 100 lb. in the metropoli,tan 'area, 90 lb. on the main 
trunk ilines, and 80 lb. on branch lines. Sleepel's of Austr,alian hardwood, 
measuring 8 ft. x 9 in. x 4~ in., are laid at the rate of eighteen per 40 feet 
of 'rail along the permanent-way. 

The 'amount expended on rolling ,stock, etc., to 30th June, 1925, was. 
£21,903,052, viz. :-Rolling stock, £17,094,193; machinery, £1,77'1,349; work
shops, £1,464,474; furniture, £10,036; and .stores advance aecount, £1,563,000. 

The total capital expenditure amounted to £99,623,216, an average of 
£17,615 'per mile. The growth of the capital expenditure may be seen in the 
following table:-

Period. ' apl 3' expe;>ded expended to end Ie ·t I I Total capital If 
durmg perlOd. i of period. I Period. Capltd exp~.nded expended to end,' I' \ Total capital 

durmg perIod. of period. 

£ £ £ £ 
1855-9 1,278,416 1,278,416 1905-9 5,324,149 47,612,666 
1860-4 1,353,374 2,63~,790 1910·4 13,652,203 61,264,869 
1865-9 2,049,539 4,681,329 1915-9 15,336,722 76,601,591 
1870-4 2,163,217 6,844,546 1920 2,717,326 79,318,917 
1875-9 3,561,949 10,406,495 1921 2,985,277 82,304,194. 
1880-4 9,673,643 20,080,138 1922 3,248,677 85,552,87) 
1885-9 9,759,029 29,839,167 1923 3,724,000 89,276,871 
1890·4 6,016,104 35,855,271 1924 4,078,296 93,355,167-
1895-9 2,137,005 37,992,276 1925 6,268,049 99,623,2Hl; 
1900-4 4,296,241 42,288,517 

Of £9;9;623,216 expended to 30th June, 1925, an amount of £6:59,930 
was provided from Oon.solidated Revenue, leaving a balance of £98,963,286 
raiood !by debentures and stock. ,The net revenue for the year ended 
30th June, 192:5, after ;paying working expe!lses, was £4,829,7i66, OJ: 
5 '01 pet: cent. Up0l! the capital invested. 
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EARXlRGS AND EXPENSES. 

As the carriage of goods and live stock constitutes the principal source of 
railway revenue, the earnings in each year a:r;e affected by the seasons 
experien,ced: in the agricultural and pastoral districts. In unfavoul1able 
seasons'the carriage of fodder and the ,transfer of live stock at reduced 
ra.tes cause a diminution in the earnings, and at the same time an increase 
in the working expenses. The extension of the lines into sparsely settled 
districts also causes an increase in the proportion of working expenses to 
rotaI earnings, as several of these lines earn little more than cost of 
maintenance. 

The following table shows the gross earnings, working expenses; and the 
pruportion of the expenditure to receipts, in various years from 1890 to 
1925:-

Year 
ended 30th 

June-. 

1890 

1895 

1900 

1905 

1910 

1915 

Gross 
EarniDg'S. 

£ I 
2,633,086 'II 

2,878,204 

3,163,572-1 

3,684,016 ( 
5,485,715 

7,616,511 I 

, 
--~--

Working Expenses, Working· Expenses, 

I 
Pro- Year i Gross J I Pro 

portion to ended 30th i Earningf'. portio~ to 
Total. I gross I .June. i \,1 Total. eagrrnol'Sn~s, 

i earnings. I '-' 

£ percent 11 I £ 1 £ Ipercent 

1,G65,835 63'3 1920: 13,OS3,847! 9,570,984 73'2 
: I 

1,642,589 57'1 1921 114;261,205111,032,678 77'3 

1,S44,520 58'3 1922 I 15,213,019 \ 11,116,302 73'1 

2,216,442 60'2 1923! 15,221,333 110,649-,974 70'0 

3,276,409 59'7 1924,15,616,577 : 10,917,491 I 69'9 

5,'311,1621 69'7 1925 116'769'452111,939,6~~_~ 

The working expenses during the ;year ended 30th June, 1925, represented 
71'2 per cent, of the grO$S earnings, In 1907 the proportion was 53 per cent" 
the lowest since the control of the railways was vested in Oommissioners, 
'hp.t the .percentage has risen steadily since that year. The increase is due 
mainly to advances in the salaries and ',\-ages of the staff, in the prices of 
coal and other necessary materials, and additional ,payments for rates on 
railway properties under the I,ocal Government Act, 1919. 

The :following table shows-the gross earnings, working expenses, and net 
earnings per train mile and per average mile open at' five yearly intervals 
:from 1900 onwards:-

----.-~---.----
Pertrain mile. Per average-mile open. 

Year 
ended 30th Gross Working Net Gross Working Net June, Earnings, Expenses; Earnings, Earnings. Expenses. Earnings. 

f d. d, d. £ £ £ 
1900 

I 
85'36 49'77 35'59 1,139 664 475 

1905 

I 

84'46 50'82 33'64- 1,123 676 447 

UHO 85'12 50'84 34'28 1,513 904 609 

1915 89'52 62'42 27'10 1,877 1,309 568 

1920 
I 

137'51 100'59 36'92 2,635 1,927 7PS 
1921 

I 
150'23 116'17 34'06 2,848 2,198 645· 

192-'2 

I 
166'82 121'89; 44'93 2,996 2,189 807 

1923 168'39 117'82 50'57, 2,929- 2,049 880 
1IJ24 

j 
173'66 121'40 52'26 2,860 1,g9!) 861 

1925 172'70 122'96 49'74 3,010 2,143 867 

l 
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NET EARNINGS AND INTEREST ON CAPITAL. 

The net revenue from railways ;for the year ended 30th June, 1925, wa;l 

£40,829,'766, while the capital expended on lines open for traffic to that da,te 
was £99,623,216, including £659,930 paid from consolidated revenue. The 
amount available to meet the interest charges on the interest bearing capital 
invested represents a return of 5 '01 per cent. The following table shows the 
net earnings and the interest returned on the capital expended on railways, 
including the cost of construction and. equipment, for the year 1890 and 
subsequent periods :-

I I Interest I':, d I I Interest re. 
Year ended i Net Earnings. ret rned on ~ I 1: eaf'GU ed I Net Earnings. itul'ned on Capi~ 30th June. I \capi~1 invested I ! 30th June. ! J ts.l invested. ! 

J " , 

£ per cent. £ per cent. 

1590 967,251 3'17 1920 3,512,86:3 4'48 

1895 1,235,6i5 3'31 1921 3,234,527 4'01 

IlIOO 1,319,052 3'43 1922 4,096,717 4'88 

1905 1,467,574 3'40 1923 4,571,359 5'22 

1910 2,209,306 4'58 1924 4,699,086 5'13 

1915 2,305,349 3'60 1925 4,829,766 5'01 

The next table shows the rate of interest returned on the capital expen
diture for each of the years since 1916, with the amount by which such 
return falls short of or exceeds the actual rate of interest payable on the 
cost of construotion. The rate of return on capital represents the inter.est 
on the gross cost of the lines open for traffic:-

Ye~r I Interest I Aetualrateof II Gain (+)1\ Year 1\ Interest Ii Actuul rate of !IGain<+) 
ended returned on Interest or 1 ended returned on Interest or 

30th June. I Oapital. 'I,' payable. I Loss (-).130t11 June. . Oapital. payable. I, Loss (-). 
~ ________ ~J ______ ~I ______ ~I ______ ~. __________ ~I ____ __ 

per cent. per cent:11 per cent. per cent. \Jper cent. 

3'78 (-lO'33111921 4·01 4'42 {-)o·n 

4'09 {-iO'59]i 1922 4'88 4'60 j{+)0'28 

(-lO,0711 1923 5'22 4'65 1{+lO'57 

(-) 0'07]1 19240 5'13 4'74 (+) 0'39 

(+) 0'18 ii 1925 5'01 4'88. I{ +) 0'13 
II I 

per cent. 

1916 3'45 

1917 3'50 

1918 4'10 

1919 4'03 

1920 4'48 

4'10 

4.~30 

State railways are regarded as a developmental agency in the settlement of 
the country rather than as a revenue producing enterprise. Therefore 
;freights and fares are reduced when the net earnings are much in excess 
of the interest ,requirements. To meet ri,sing costs of :maintenance passenger 
fares and goods rates were increased considerably between August, 1917, and 
November, 1920. Various reductions have been made since May, 1922. 

NON-PAYIKQLU\Es. 

M"flllY of- the railways of New South Wales have been constructed with 
the view. of promoting settlement and developing the natural 1'e80Ur008 of 
the State rather than of meeting requirements already existing, and traffic 
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over a number of lines is conducted at a loss. Even on portions of the main 
lines the earnings do not cover working expenses and interest on the capital 
cost, but most of the unprofitable lines ,are 'branch lines of comparatively; 
recent construction. 

Of the main lines, only the southern line returns a profit over its whole 
length; the western line from N yngan to Bourke, the northern line from 
T,amworth to'\Vallangarra, the North Coast lines, and the South Coast 
line from Kiama to Nowra are all worked at ,a loss. 

The Royal Commission of Inquiry in 1924 recommended that the railway 
finances be relieved of the losses incurred on developmental lines during thE!' 
first ten years after they have heen opened for traffic. 

Particulars relating to non-paying lines are shown below, mainly for the 
year ended 31st December, 192'1:-

Line. Length. Capital 
Cost. 

i I I ILoss afteF 
r I providing 
I Itt J \Vorking Earnings fO.r work-
I n eres "I Expenses" I' . 'IP;~fe:~~d 

'
I mlerest. 

________________ ~_----~I----~----~~----~ 
Northern- m. c. I £ £, I £, II £, }; 

illain Line-Tamworth to Wallan- I I 
garra .. 211 27t I 3,282,316 169,387 3S9,298 I 423,348 135,337 

Branch lines.. ---,:~_4_,~213,~ ~020 ~882 195,635 ~267 

Total Northern .. ., 747 31~ 1 6,495,721 333,407 I 579,180 I 618,983 1 293,604 

.. 1-522 67'1 I 8,57; ,799 405,779 1 559,91~[_ 573,763 1 391,932 North Coost 

Southern~Branch lines .' 1,140 22~ I 8,240,183 424,000 I 495,912 1 523,094 1 396,818 
---i--------------------

South Coast-Kiama to Nmua ., --= 591 1_ 428, 764 22,~ _22298 --.!~558 ~~ 

W.stern·- I' 

JlIain Line-NYl1gan to Bourke.. 1~6 4S! 730,950 37,721 52,473 53,961 30,23g 
Branch Lines 1,021 77 I 7,486,284 385,859 600,230 636,881 349,208 

Total We.tern .. '1,148 40t I 8,217,~34 423.580 ~52,703 690,842 385,:41 

Suburban-Branch Lines ., __ 4_S9!!_~~ ~905 ·\~724 ~.:~.:J~348 
Total specified Jines .' 3,:;8e 201 I 32,015,994 1,611,;93 2,328,733 2,435,521 11,505,010 

The non-paying lines, representing approximately 63 per cent. of the total 
mileage, were 'responsible for a loss of £1,505,000 in 1924, and as the total 
surplus on railway operations was £33,000, it follows that the paying lines, 
which constitute only 37 per cent. of the whole, returned a profit of about 
£1,538,000. This is shown in the following summary, which has 'been com
piled from the above figures and from the reports of the Railway :Cbmlllis
sioners. The particulars of the non-paying lines relate in most cases to the 
calendar year 1924, and :the total figures to the year ended June, 1925, 
therefore the results as stated are approximate only. 

Linfs. Interest on 
Cost. 

Earnings. I Deficiency (-) 
Working Total. Surplus (+) 

Expenses. 

Expendi ture. 

--~--------~---------

1£ £ I £ £ £ 
Non-paying lines ... 1 1,611,798 :?,32H,733! 3,940,531 2,435,521 (-)1,505,010 
Paying lines .. , ~185,031 _~.o,9~1~795,984 ~333,931_1(_+_)1_,_53_7._,_9,.._,4 

Total 4,796,829 11,939,6861 16,736,515 16,769,452 (+) 32,937 
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DlSTmBt;TIO~ OF EXPE~sES AND EARNINGS. 

A statement of the various items of working expenses and earnings of the 
l'ailways during the year ended 30th June, 1925, is shown below:-

Working Expense3. 

£ 
Maintenance of \Vav and \Y orks 2,1'i6,-l85 
Rolling Stock- • 

Locomotive Power ... 2,771,181 
General Superintendence 156,509 
Maintenance of Rolling Stock 2,779,139 
Examination and Lubrication 

of Vehicles ... 
Transportation and Traffic 
C}eneml Charges ... 
Refreshment·rooms 
Gratuities, etc. 
Fire Insurance Fund 

65,801 
... 3,121,001 

309,995 
532,219 

40() 
27,000 

11,939,6S6 

Earnings. 

Passengers 
Mails, Parcels, Horses, etc. 

Total Coaching ... 

Refreshment· rooms 

Goods
Merchandise 
Live Stock 
Wool 
Minerals 

Total Goods 

Rents 
.Balance, Net Earnings ... ... 4,82G,766 Miscellaneou£ 

Total ... £ 16,769,452 Total 

£ 
6, 1~6,368 

755,725 

.. , 6,942,093 

595,606 

5,482,686 
6:27,13& 

1,155,272 
1,745,833 

.. , 9,010,929 

138,152 
82,6,2 

... £16,769,452 

The expenditure on locomotive power amounted to 23 per cent. of the 
total; maintenance of rolling stock to 23 per cent.; transportation and tmffic 
to 26 per cent.; 'and maintenance of way and works to 18 pel' cent. Of the 
earnings, 37 per cent. was derived from the ,carriage of passengers, 5 per cent. 
from mails, parcels, ctc., nearl;y 4 per cent. from refreshment-rooms, and 
54 per cent. from the conveyance of goods. 

COACHING AND GOODS TRAFFIC. 

For the first ten years after the opening of the railw.ays in New South 
1Yales the langeI' part of the earnings was O'btained from the passenger traffic, 
no doubt owing to the fact that the originai hIles were entirely subul"oon. 
It was not until the line crossed the mountains and opened up the interior 
that the proportions changed, and the goods traffic became the principal 
SOlll'Ce of reyenue. 

The following table gives ,the proportion of earning,~ from the coaching 
and goods traffic at intervals since 1890. The percentages shown include 
earnings from refreshment rooms, and from miscellaneous sources and rents, 
the greater part being classed 'with e.arnings from coaching traffic:, 

During recent years the proportion of earnings from coaching has shown 
n tendency to increase, ihut in 1924,-25, as a result of a bounteous season, an 
increase occurred in the proportion earned by the transport of goods. 
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Coaching 'Traffic. 

The following table shows the number of passenger journeys and the 
receipts from coaching traffic since 1890 :-

Year ended 
80th June. 

1890 
1895 
1900 
1905 
1910 
1915 
J920 
192,1 
1925 

Passenger 
Journeys. 

No. 
17,071,945 
19,725,418 
26,486,873 
35,158,150 
53,644,2il 
&8,774,451 

114,654,660 
128,101,184 
128,532,038 

Gross Earnings 
from Coaching 

Traffic. 

£ 
1,041,607 
1,00l,107 
1,195,496 
1,428,190 
2,124,292 
3,315,294 
5,714,131 
6,797,888 
6,942,093 

Per head of' popnlation. 

Passenger I Gross Earning. ftom 
Journeys. Coaching'Tratl><J. 

J 

No. s. d. 

15'8 19 3 
15'9 16 2 
19'7 17 6 
24'4 19 10 
33'6 26 7 
47'1 25 2 
56'3 56 1 
58'0 61 6 
57'\) 61 7 

Particulars are shown below regarding the passenger traffic during the 
years ended June, 1920 and 1925 on suburban lines, i.e., those within 34 miles 
of Sydney and Newcastle. Full details are not available for a similar com
parison regarding country lines, owing to a recent alteration in the method 
of estimating the mileage travelled by season ticket-holders. 

------,-----
Year ended 30th June, 1920. II Year ended 30th June, 1925. 

First I S-econd -~-- i'l 'First Second -'I-----;:~ 
Class. I IJlass. I a . I Class. Class. 

Description. 

: I II I ' SUBURBAN LINES., I "i 
Ordinary Passengers ... 6,814,174 35,680,397, 42,494,571 I,!I 4,849,21_5 39,796,101 I 44,645,316 
Season Ticket Holders'l I 1 I 

Journeys .. , "'110,347,120 22,822,294, 33,169,414 I, 8,901,09J 24,698,290. 33,599,385 
Workmen's Journeys .. , ... 28,648,006 I 28,648,006 I ... 39,366,288 I 39,366,288 

~ot"1 passengerJourneYSI17'161'2~4 87,150,697 1104,311,991 i 13,7;;0,310 103,860,679 :117,610,989 

:l.nles Trayelled... ...,125,334,016 631,992,718 ]757,326,794 '"lno,007,073 785606943 "895614 016 
AYerage llileage per Pas-'I I ' , I ' , 

senger... .., "'1 7'30 7'25 7'26 'I' 8'00 " 7'56 1 7'62 
AmOUnt Received from I I, i 

Passengers... £ 372,618 1,318,003 I 1,690,621 1'1 344,469 1 1,901,332, 2,245,801 
Average Receipts fer Pas- I 

senger per mile d. 0'71 0'50 I 0'54 I 0'75 0'58 0'60 
, I 

COUNTRY LINES. 
Passengers ... 
Miles travelled .. , ... 
Average Mileage per Pas-

senger... .., 
Amount Received from 

,Passengers .. , , £ 
Average Receipt per Pas-

senger'per Mile d . 

2,762,246 7,580,4231 10,342,669 !I 2,622,549 8,298,500 10.921,049 
• • , • ':1257,755,226 484,nll,293 741,766,519 

.. • • ! 98'28 58'32 67'92 

1,75~,125 1,692,501 3,446,626 ,I 1,723;623 2,216,944 3,940,567 

il 1'60 1'27 

*Data. on comparable basis not available. 

On the suburban lines in 1924-25 first-class passengers travelled, on an 
average, 8 miles at the rate of !td. per mile and second-class passengers 
7t miles at :~ d. per mile. On country lines the average journey by first-class 
passengers was 98i miles and by second-class 58i'r miles, the rates per mile 
being siightly over Hd. and Id. respectively. 

Information relating to passenger mileage from 1915 onwards is conta:ined 
'in the following table. The figures in respect of mileage in 1924-25 are not 
strictly comparable with those of earlier years owing to the alteration in the 
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basis of estimating' t,he journeys of season ticket-holders, towbieh reference 
is made above:-

-"1- ---I ------111 ,- I'--~'I-'--'--' '11~~%b~~IIIA~ler~fe,IAvera,geIAavreerager- DensiL), of 

Year I Passenger \ Passenger s T~tar_ p~s ,Amount rc- ' of pas-l~h ea~e IReCeIpt I'F pe Traffic per 
e~~~~ IT:;~~ ~~8 JO(~Ys. eno(Oo~111es. i ceived from \ seng.ers ,~~rn~::- ,per Pas- s~::~r Avc!age 
Junc. omitted.) \ omitted.) omitted.) 1 Passengers. i earned I Jour- 1 se~ger Jour- - Mde 

\ 

I, per .M lie. ! Worked. 

____________ .. _____ . ___ . ____ 1_. __ .1 Train.] ney. I 1 n~~ ____ . __ 

[ 
'19151 'lO,tl99 

1920 \' 11,1'36 

1921 11,301 

1922111,379 

1923 \ 11,822 

1924 1l,808 

1925\12,616 

88',774 

114,655 

I £ 
1;230,901 1'2,910,684 

r,632,627 5,131,247 

120,735 1,620,8"57 5,736,256 

121,299 1,610,619 15,934,616 

123,715 1,679,903 6,004,702 

128,101 1,721,161 6,0,6,988 

128,532 \ 1,637,380* 6,196,368 

d, 
0'57 I 

d. 
7'87 303,402 

I 
122113'87 

147 ,14'24 0'76 10'75 328,761 

143 113'42 0'85 11'40 322,944 

142113'28 0'88 \ 11'74 1317,238 

142 \ 13'58 0'86 ll'65: 323,264 
I 

146113,.44 0'85 ll'39 \ 315;217 

130 ,12'74*0'91 * 11'57:293,907* 

--- ._---------~-_.-.- _. -_ .. __ ._--_ .. --_._----------
*Not stricLly comparable with figures for preceding years. 

Goods Traffic. 

The Jollowing figures show how greatly the goods traffic has expanded, 
especially in recent years:-

-------------- --_. ---_.---- - --- ------_. 

Goods and Live Stock Traffic, Per head of Population, 

Year ended 
80th June, 

I I Tonnage. Gross Earnings. Tonnage. Gross Earnings, 

£ £ s. d, 

1890 3,788,950 1,569,356 3'5 1 9 0 

1895 4,-075,093 1,855,187 3'3 1 911 

1900 5,531,511 1,936,217 4'1 1 8 5 

1905 6,724,215 2,213,105 4'7 1 10 9 

1910 8,393,038 3,290,640 5'3 2 1 3 

1915 11,920,881 4,206,234, 6':3 2 4 8 

1920 13,293,528 6,807,792 6'5 3 610 

1921 15,563,ml 7,270,856 7'4 3 9'7 

1922 14;532,Sl1 7,953,\-)09 6'8 3 14 9 

1923 13;801,310 7,868,769 6'4 3 12 5 

1924 15,.693,127 8,096,275 7'1 3 13 3 

1925 16,208,476 9,010,929 7"2 4 0 ° 
The tonnage carried in 1924-25 was the largest on record, being 515,349 

tons above the figure for the previous year, The gross earnings were higher 
by £914,654, The increases in tonnage were due mainly to the larger 
volume of traffic in respect of· grain, flour, etc" and minerals, other than 
coal and coke. Increased earnings were received for the transport of those 
articles, also for the transport of ,general merchandise. though the tonnage 
of the last-mentioned group was lower than in 1923-24. 
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The next statement shows the dasses of goods carried on the railways in 
various years since 1900. 

General MerchanJise. ~----- --~--r. I Minerals. 
Yea.r 

Grain, Flour,] ended Wool. I Live StOCk'j Coal. Coke, r Total Goods. 30th June. etc. Other. Other. (UpJoumey).i and Shale. 1 

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. 
I Tons. Tons. Tons. 

1900 361,052 1;151,564 84,6i8 188,595 
1 3,406,769 338,853 5,531,511 

1905 522,755 1,398,443 90,572 174,424 [4,169,076 368,945 6,724,215 
1910 608,405 2,100,203 138,779 463,609 1 4,553,965 523,017 8,393,038 
1915 

I 
482,876 2,849,908 132,895 849,604 i 6,649,704 955,894 ll,920,SSI 

117, IiI 900,933 
! 1920 ' 764,457 i 3,685,983 i 6,732,859 1,092,125 13,293,528 

11,216,834 
! 

3,375,443 93,760 732,804 1 8,881,796 1921 1,262,494 15,563,131 
1922 11,651,99! 3,350,796 128,085 60:3,067 1 7,491,001 1,307,868 14.532,811 I , 

I 1923 I 827,775 3,572,401 124,033 736,895 
I 7,154,346 1,385,860 13,801,310 

1924 1 1,175,533 I 3,633,1l1 111,597 
742,OIl I 8,501,944 J,508,331 15,693,127 

I 

1 3,502,935 143,175 651,599 1925 1 2,065,247 8,181,176 1,664,344 16,208,476 
I 

The following table contains information relating to ton mileage in 1915, 
and later years. "Ton-mileagu" is the product of the load in tons and the 
distance in miles over which the load is carried. The average distance in 
1924-25 was 102i miles and the average earnings per ton mile 1 ·3d., the 
density of traffic being greater than in any other year for which the details 
are stated;-

-e;,~;11 Good~r:r-To~:~~~n_:'i1~s~le~;::~~;~s~fl t~~~~~=verage -1~arningJJ.;~~~-
30th Mllea~e. I Carried. (OOOomittecl.)1 hanlage,.1 Load IIIIIes per. Ton-I per a, ~r-

June. I(OOOollllttedJ (OOOomitt~d' I tonnage [carried er p{lr Ton. mIlo. age mIle 
I ')1 dues, etc. i Trait I worked. 

~9" 110,,,1 n,",o OIG,023 ~'''~'6131 T::~ ""61 -:,;, -2::;;0 
1920 I 1l,698 13,010 1,394,09916,106,56:3j 119'17 107'15 105 280,129 

1921 i 1l,491 15,262 1,418,386 6,501,914i 123'43 92'94 1'10 282,603 

1922 

1923 

1>124 i 

1925/ 

10,508 14,197 1,36:>,961 

9,871 13,567 1,166,238 

9,775 15,516 1,392,390 

10,689 16,027 1,647,448 

7,851,887i 
I 

7,761, 788 1 

i,976,Oii/ 

8.872 2021 J' , I 

130-00 

llS'15 

142'44 

96'21 

85'96 

89'74 

154'l3 102'80 

1-38 

1'60 

1'37 

1'29 

* Ex<:lusiye of co~I, etc., on which shunting ('har,.res ~mls were collected. 

269,049 

224,417 

255,005 

295,718 

The expansion which has taken place in the eal'nings and in the volume 
of traffic on the railways of Kev, South IVales will be seen from the follow
ing comparison. The E'al'llings dlll'ing the quinquennium 1921-25, show an 
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increase of £28,704,523, 0'1' 59 per cent., as compared with the previous nve 
years. The number of passengers increased by only 25 per cent. as com
pared with an increase O'f 61 per cent; in the earninglS frO'm cO' aching trafIic, 
and the vO'lume of gO'O'ds traffic increased by 24 per cent., while the revenue 
iherefrom increased by 55 per cent. 

Increase. 

Particulars. 

Fiyc years 
ended 

30th June, 
1920. 

Five Years 
ended 

30th June, 
1925. Total. I Per cent. 

£1 20,836,967 1 33,454,894112,617,927 61 
Earnings-

Coaching Traffic 
Goods and Live Stock 
Coal, Coke, and Shale ... 
Refreshment Rooms, Rents, etc. 

Total earnings 

Passengers 

£]' 22,136,506 I 33,837,175111,700,669 53 
£ 3,779,971 I 6,363,563 2,583,592 68 
£l' _1_,6_29_,6_1_9 ,_:1_,4_3_1,_9_54_, __ 1,_80 __ 2_,3_3_5_

1 

__ 1_1_1_ 

£ 48,383'~1 77,087,5861 28,704,523 59 

No.]497,08S,628 622,381,862]125,293,234]_2_5_ 

'" Tonsl :10,052,719 35,614,243 5,561,52! I 19 Goods and Live Stock 
Coal, Coke, and Shale .... ... T@ns 30,896,245 40,184,612 9,2S8,367 31 

Total Tonnage ... ... ...\ 60,948,964 75,798,855 14,849,891]-2-4-

:FARES AND FREIGHT CHARGES. 

Passenger traffic is greatest within the Sydney and Newcastle suburban 
areas, and the fares charged within a 34 miles radius O'f either O'f the cities 
are lO'wer than thO'se for equal distances outside those areas. The following 
table shows the fares charged fO'r O'rdinary single journeys at quinquennial 
intervals since 1911, O'ver stated distances from either Sydney 0'1' NewcastI,e. 
Cheaper fares are available fO'r jO'urneys to' tO'urist districts and hO'liday 
resO'rts. 

Single Ticlcets. 

30th June, 1911. 30th June, 1916. 30th June, 1921. 30th June, 1925. 
Distance. 

First Second First Second First I Second First Second 
Class. Class. Class. Class. Class. Class. Class. Class. 

Miles. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d~r s. d. s. d. s. d. 
1 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 3~ , 0 2 0 3 0 2 
5 0 5 0 4 0 5 0 4 0 8 

I 

0 6 0 8 0 6 
10 0 9 0 6 0 9 0 6 1 3 o 1O! 1 2 o 10~ 
20 1 6 011 1 6 011 2 5 1 6 2 0 1 6 
30 2 2 1 5 2 2 1 5 3 7 2 4 2 10 2 1~ 
34 ~ 6 1 7 2 6 ] 7 4 1 

IIi 7! 3 2 2 4~ 
50 4 6 211 I 4 

7 3 0 7 7 0 6 8 4 9 
100 10 9 7 1 II 2 7 4 18 7 2 17 7 12 0 
200 23 3 14 . 9 24 3 15 5 40 7 I 25 7 37 7 25 

'" 300 35 9 22 1 ]37 5 23 1 62 2 38 3 56 5 37 11 
400 48 3 28 8 

1

50 6 30 0 83 7 \ 49 10 73 8 49 5 
500 58 0 33 4 60 9 35 1 lOO 8 57 10 86 4 57 10 

I 

Between July, 1917, and June, 1921, railway fares were increased by 66 
per cent. During 1923-24 secO'nd-class fares were lO'wereg. slightly and nrst-
class fares were Ye<luced to an appreciable extent. 

~ 
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The cost of monthly periodical tickets at the dates mentioned for journeys 
'over the same distances were as follow:-

Periodical Tickets. 

Distance. ! 
30th June, 1911. 30th June, 1916. 30th June, 1921. 30th June, 1925. 

First j Seconcl First 

I 
Second First Second Flrst 

I 
Second 

Class. Class. Class. Cla8~. Class. Class. Class. Class. 

Miles. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. ~. d. s. d. s. d. 

I 'i G 5 0 9 0 6 0 14 6 9 9 12 11 9 8 
5 IG 0 10 9 19 3 13 0 30 9 20 6 2']' 4 20 6 

10 22. 9 15 0 27 3 18 0 44 0 29 0 38 3 28 8 
20 30 3 20 3 36 3 24 3 58 0 39 3 52 3 39 2 
30 34 ~ 22 9 41 0 27 3 66 6 44 9 58 0 43 6 
34 35 9 23 6 43 0 28 3 69 3 46 0 59 9. 4410 
50 41 0 26 3 49 3 31 6 79 9 51 0 77 0 51 3 

100 57 9 34 6 69 3 41 6 ll2 6 66 9 I 100 3 66 9 
200 83 0 49 0 99 6 58 9 156 3 92 6 I 138 9 92 6 
300 100 6 61 6 120 6 73 9 181 9 112 6 I 168 0 112 0 
400 ll8 0 74 0 141 6 88 9 207 0 131 3 ' 197 0 131 3 
500 135 6 86 6 162 6 103 9 231 (j 150 6 

1

225 9 150 6 

'1 

The above rates represent the maximum charges, but liberal concessions 
are made to schooll pupils, youths, and women. Periodical tickets for short , 
distances within the suburbah area cast nearly 60 per cent. more than in 
1916, but for longer journeys the proportionate increase is less. During 
11122 there were slight reductions in respect of second-class periodical 
tickets, and charges for first-class tickets over long distances were sub
stantially reduced. Further reductions were made in 1924, 111 Tates for 
distances up to 34 miles. 

Workmen's weekly tickets are issued in the suburban areas to enable 
persons to travel to and from their work. They are available for one 
journey each way on every week day, the forwflrd journey being by certain 
trains only. The rates have been as follows:-

Di.tance. 

I 
5 

10 
20 
30 
34 

June, 1911. 

s. d. 
o 6 
1 6 
2 2 
3 0 
3 10 
4 2 

Workmen's Weekly Tickets-Second Class. 

June 1916. 

s. d. 
o 9 
I 9 
2 6 
3 4 
4 2 
4 6 

Freight Oharges. 

June, 1921. 

s. d. 
I 3 
211 
4 I 
5 5 
6Il 
7 5 

June, 1925. 

s, d. 
I 3 
211 
4 I 
5 5 
611 
7 5 

The system adopted ill fixing freights on merchandise and live stock is to 
charge the lowest scale of freight on commodities of low values and on those 
which are used to assist production. The charge per ton mile decreases as 
the distance hauled increases. 
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The following table gives the charges per ton for haulage of the {iiiIerent 
classes of freight over distances of 100 and 500 miles at various dates since 
IT une, 1911:-

Class of Freight. 

• < ! [ ['\ 1 I 
OrdmaryGoods(perton)-1 s. d. I S. d. \ s. d. s. d. s. d.1 2. d. s. d.l s. d. 

Highest Class Freight ... i 44 11 9 I 49 5 :137 4 75 0193 3 76 81197 6 

Lowest " " ... 1 3 7 11 11 t 3 7[11 11 6 6 15 ('0 6 9
1 

12 4 

Agricultural Produce ... \ 7 6 12 0 I 7 6 1 12 0 11 51 Ii 21 11 51 19 0 

Butter ... . .. [18 10 56 4 I 20 9 I 62 0 31 7 94 0 24 rol 77 '1 

Beef, Mlltton, Veal, etc.l II I 71 -/2 11 II 
(frozen) .,,1 9 2 45 10 9 2\4510 14 ,~ 1811 43 11 

.. "'·ool-Greasy ... . .. 125 0 68. 9

1

' 25 0 I' 68 9 37 11[104 4 41 81ro9 5 

,,-Scoured ".'129 2 75 0 29 2 75 0 44 3i1l3 10 4510115 8 

Minerals-Crude Ore-- I 'I' I 
Not exceeding £20 per'l: I' I 

ton in value ." 4 2 15 8· 4 2 I 15 8.. 6 5

1

22 6 6 5122 5~ 

I ! I Notex,cooding£lOper
l 

I \ 
tonHLv[11ue '''1 I·..·" I'" 6 5 17 ro~ 

, I I 91299 9 Live Stock (pertruck)- \ 63 41173 9 I 69 8 191 2 5i303 4)109 I 

The highest c1a;ss freight includes expensive, bulky, or fragile articles, 
such as boots, drapery, drugs; groceries, furniture, liquors, crockery, glass
ware, cutlery, ironmongery, confectionery, and carpets; the lowest class 
includes fertilisers, coal, coke, shale, firewood, limestone, stone, slates, bricks, 
rabbit-proof netting, timber in logs, posts and rails, etc. 

The freight charges for a distance of 100 miles are from 50 to 100 per 
cent. higher than in 1916. For a distance of 500 miles the increases have 
not boon. so great proportionately, and the charges for frozen meat have 
been reduced. 

GRADIENTS. 

In many cases the railways of New South Wales pass through moun
tainous country over the Great Dividing Range which separates the. narrow 
coaBtnl plain from the interior. Oonsequently steep gradients and sharp 
curves are features of many sections, including .parts of the trunk lines 
where the traffic is heavy. 

In the southern system, the line at Ros1~, near Orookwell, reaches an 
altitude of 3,225 feet rubove sea level; and at Nimmitalbel, on the Goulburn 
to Bombala railway, the height is 3,503 feet. In the western system, at . 
N ewnesJ unction, on the Blue :Mountains, a height of 3,503 feet is attained; 
and on the northern line the highest point, 4,473 feet, is reached at Ben 
Lomond. 

Numerous deviations have been made during recent years in order to 
secure easier grades and curves, with the result that considerable economy 
in working and expedition in traffic have been effected. . 
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The following statement shows the number of miles on different gradients 
in June, 1925:-

--~~~;i~n-:'-~~:;y~::~-::=-system·l;:iberll System. I Total. 

1 in 
18 to 30 
31 " 40 
41" 50 
51" 60 
61" 70 
71" 80 
81" 90 
91 " 100 

101 " 150 
151 " 200 
201 " 250 
251 " 300 
301 " level 

Total 

I 
·i~· 

miles. miles. miles. 
61 3 2lt 

I· 60 54~ 179!t 
53~ 871 215~ 

miles. 
12i 
65! 
74~ 
61 
55 

17Q 
44 

I SO! 62011 2041 
69' 401 164~ 

I 
H2f 178 492~ 
58i 47! 149~ 

117! 179! 92! 389! 
222!t 243~ 157! 624 
1~,~1. II llO 91 327 
II~. 66i 43;l 173 
90~ I 101t 67! 2591 

849 862! 703~ 2,415 _____ 1 

1, 952i I 5,615! 
---1-----

I 2,033i 1,628;l 
-------'---------------------._------

The above table is exclusive of the Government line from :Sroken Hill 
to Tarrawingee, measuring 39 miles 41 chains, and that at 'Vollongong of 
1 mile 8 chains. 

SIGNALLING AND SAFETY ApPLIANCES. 

In: the matter of signalling and safety appliances the railways of New 
South Wales have progressed with modern invention. The points are inter
locked on all the lines with the exception of a few in remote country distr}cts 
where the tra;ffic is light. An: automatic signalling system is in operation on 
the suburban lines and is being installed in country districts. 

Particulars regarding the variou~ systems employed for the safe working 
of the lines in 1924 and 1925 are shown below:-

Sin "Ie Line. 

By automatic or track block system 
electric train tablet ... . .. 
electric train staff ..• 
train staff and ticket with line clear reports 
train staff and ticket without line clear reports. 
train staff and one engine only 

Double Line. 
By automatic or track block system 

absolute manual block system 
permissive manual block system ... 
telephone 

19U. 
MIs. Cbs. 
309 67 

2,339 7 
],405 25 

735 66 
76 15 

4,866 20 

300 8 
388 50 

4 60 
o 33 

693 71 

1925. 
lIII.. Cbs. 

80 65 
309 67 

2,389 25 
1,405 20 

725 2 
76 15 

4,986 34 

3]6 67 
376 25 

4 60 
o 33 

69S 25 

All passenger and freight vehicles in use on the railways are fitted with 
automatic brakes. . 

.j 

,. f SYDNEY AND SUBURBAN PASSENGER SERVICE. -! 

The passenger traffic between Sydney and suburbs is conducted by 
suburban railways and tramways maintained by the State, and by ferry and' 
motor omnibus services conducted by private enterprise. 

The railway suburban traffic is principally on the main trunk line, which 
runs in a westerly directio~ from Sydney to Granville, where the main 
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southern and western railway systems separate; the northern system 
branches off at Strathfield (8 miles from Sydney). The South Ooast rail
way, which has a branch from Sydenham (3 miles) to Bankstown (11 miles), 
brings passengers from the suburbs situated south of Sydney on the western 
shore of Botany Bay. The passengers travelling by these lines, however, are 
served by trams running through the city streets from the Oentral Station 
to Oircular Quay. 

The populous suburbs of the north, western, central, and eastern divisions 
of the metropolitan area are served by the tramways. On the north shore 
of Port Jackson there is a railway to connect the ferry service at Milson's 
Point with Hornsby on the main northern line, and at various points along 
the shores of the harbour the tramways connect with the ferry services to the 
Oircular Quay. 

,On account of the expansion of the commeI'cial interests of New South 
Wales, and t'he consequent growth of population in and around Sydney, 
where the tr.ade of the State is centralised, the tramway sys,tem has been 
extended stea,dily, but the requirements of suburban traffic are gradually 
outgrowing the capacity of the main city thoroughfares, which were not 
originally designed for this dass of traffic. Thus the extension of the tram
way system, combined with the increase in the mercantile vehicular traffic, 
has resulted in a state of congestion in some of the city streets that demands 
remedy. Therefore it has Ibecome urgently necessary to provide a. more 
effective method of transporting the ra,pidly increasing traffic than is 
possible with .any system of SUr:bace tramways. 

OITY AND SUBURBAN ELECTRIC RAILWAYS. 

A complete sYBtem of electric railways has been designed for the transport 
of su'lmrban traffic in Sydney. The existing suburban lines operated by 
steam are 'being converted to the electric ,system and the ci,ty electric rail
way, which is undm' Iccmstruction, will extend the existing lines through the 
city to Oircular Quay. The scheme includes also the construction of a 
branch from the city railw.ay to Bondi for the eastern suburbs, 'and a branch 
from the main suburban line tD Balmain to serve the western suburbs. The 
completion of the Sydney Harbour bridge with four lines of railway, as well 
as madways ·and footways, will place the northern suburbs in direct com
munication with the city. 

The construction of the city railway was commenced in 1916, ,but the work 
was suspEmded after the cancellation of the Norton-Griffiths contract in 
1917. It was resumed in February, 1922, under authority to complete only 
a portion of the railway-sufficient to accommodate the traffic from only one 
of the existing suburban systems. This part provides for tracks through the 
eastern part of the city from the existing lines at Redfern to an under
ground station at St. James, Queern's Square, and for eastern suburbs tracks 
from St. James' Station to a cross-over near Parl;:-street. Six tracks are 
being constructed into the city over a stone-faced viaduct and hridges 
extending from Edc1y-m-enue to Oampbell-street, and two of the tracks are 
being carried along the eflstern side of the city to St. James', which win !be 
a temporary terminal station. It is anticipated that this- eastern part of 
the railway will he opened for traffic during 1926. \Vork on t11e western 
section Wfl3 commenced in November, 1925. 

As the eastern section of the city railway will be the first to 'be opened 
for tl'affic, it foHowed that the work of electrifying the suburban services had 
to be commenced on the most easterly system, viz., the Illawarra lines. The 
conversion is nf'arly completed on the section between Sydney and National 
Park, where a quadrupled track has been laid. 
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RAIL MOTORSERHCES. 

Rail motors have been provided ina number of country districts where 
the population is not sufficient to w-arrant the provision of ordinary services. 
The first rail motOr ,,'as put into operation in 1919 on the line between 
Grafton and Lismore, a distance of 87 miles. Second-class accommodation 
was provided for passengers, also a trailer for the transport of cream. The 
experiment proved s_uccessful, -and the use of rail motors on country 'branch 
lines is being extended. In June, 1925, they were in operation on eleven 
sections of country railways. 

VlCTOHIAN GOVERN~IEXT RAILWAYS IN NEW SOL"TH WALES. 

An .agreement has been ratified by the Parliaments of New South "'Vales 
and Victoria under which the Government of Victoria is authorised to 
construct and maintain certain railways and other works in New South 
Wales. 

One of the proposed railways will cross the Murray at or near Golgol, 
New South Wales, and extend into New South Wales for a distance not 
exceeding 20 miles; a second line will extend from the north side of the 
bridge at Gonn Orossing to a point at or near Stony Orossing on the \Vakool 
River; a third will be constructed either from a point oh the north side of 
the bridge crossing the Murray River at .Moama or from a point on the 
Deniliquin-Moama line between Moamaand a point 1 mile north of the 
Mathoura Railway ,station, and extend westerly or north-westerly to Moula
mein, thence continuing north-westerIy to a point within n miles of the 
Murrumbidgee River, near Balrana1d; and a fourth will extend from Euston 
to a point 30 miles north-easterly therefrom, so as to best serve en route the 
Benanee Settlement Area. 

The rai~ways will be on the 5 ft. 3 in. gauge, but all the works within 
New South Wales are to be constructed suitably for conversion to the 
standard gauge, viz., 4 ft. 8! in. They will be operated by the Victorian 
Railway Oommissioners, but the fares and rates for the carriage of passen-
gel'S, goods, and live stock thereon shall not be less than the rates charged 
for similar mileage on the Victorian Railways. In the construction and. 
working of the lines the same conditions and rates of wages as prevail in 
:Victoria will be observed. 

Of the lines authorised under the agreement two are under construction, 
viz., from Moama to Balranald 120 mifus and from Gonn Orossing to Stony 
Orossing 38 miles. 

The Victorian Government has purchased the railway between Deniliquin 
and :Moama, which was constructed by a private company and opened for 
traffic in 1876. The line is now part of the Victorian railway system. It is 
44 miles 33 chains long and the gauge is 5 ft. 3 in. The capital expended 
to 30th June, 1925, was £189,057. During the year 1924-25 the receipts 
amounted to £30,155, working expenses to £23,240 and interest to £9,168. 
The number of passengers was 20,678, the goods traffic amounted to 59,321 
tons and the live stook {larried numbered 418,646. Of a train mileage of 
56,780 miles, 30,852 were by steam traction and 25,928 by rail motor. 

PRIVATE RAILWAY .LINES. 

The established policy in New South Wales has been to keep the railways 
under State control, and at the present time there are only 11271 miles of 
private lines in operation, with the exception of short lines connecting coal 
and other mines with the main railways, on some of which provision has 
been made for the carriage of passengers and goods. 
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In 1874 Parliament granted permisaion to a company to construct a line 
from Denilliquin to }Ioama, where it meets the railway system of Victoria. 
The line was purchased by the Government of Victoria in 1923 and par
ticulars n:·lating to its operations are shown on page 108. D>uring the 
year 1888 a line of 3 it. 6 in. gauge, and 35 miles 48 chains .in length,.was 
laid down from Silverton and Broken Hill to the South Australian border. 
A short line connects the Government railway at Liverpool with the War
wick Farm Racecourse. During the year· 1924 the racecourse was not used 
as it was being remodelled and only one train was run on the line. 

The Seaham Coal Company's line connects the 'Vest 'Vallsend and Sea
ham Collieries with Oockle Oreek. The South J\1'aitland system supplies the 
mining districts of East Greta, Stanford-J\;ferthyr, and Oessnock. The 
Hexham-Minmi line runs between 1he collieries in the townships men
tioned~ The line of the Commonwealth Oil Corporation extends from 
N ewnes Junction, on the Western line; to the \Volgan Valley. The follow
ing table shows the operations of the private rai1way lines open to the 
public for general traffic during the year 1924. 
------~----~----c---------

i 
, Deben-'I 

Name of 
Pri't'ate Railway, 

Line. 
_____ ., To~al Reserve i tures Passen- 1 

I 
1 

CapItal. Fund. i Out, I g-e~8 'I 

Lemrth. Gauge" Expended. I s~nd,;, I carrled. I 

o I ,~ ..... _~J mg. I 

Goorls 
carried. 

I

I 

Live 
Stock I 

I carried. i 
, I 

Train 
1I1iles 
run. 

, m. ch i,ft. in .. 1 £ £ I' £ No. I tons. , No. I No. 
Silyerton'" "'133 48i;{ 6 i 524,717 42,0001 42,95h1 896,784; 72,155 1

1

122;828 
Warwick Farm 0 66

j
4 8~i 5,700 1 91' ... i 6 It 

::::::I~:::::~"i 5 3T 8~1 16,000 I 19;3~11' __ 9'054t ___ ~I' 9,010 

East Greta, Stan-I' , ~~ , 
ford Merthyr, I! tons-. I and Cesstlock ... 1 HI 35,! 8~! 628,G15f 1996 j 47J[ 170;4L3 !503,984 

Hexham-:\linmi 6 0j4 8f I ' i" i 300 J 3,OUO 

Commonwealth Oil 33 O'! 81" 19-11;000 1373/>77: 28jl~---I13-9-- 6,432 
Corporation. 1 i -I ' I \ .. 

New Red Head "·i 12, 0i! 8~1 102,0001 i '§ i § § § 

* Year ended 30th June, 1925. § Not a,oailable. 

The Silverton Company has 2'0 locomotives, 66G goods vehiclea-, and 1 
passenger carriage; and additional passenger carriages are hired from the 
South Australian Government railways as required. On the \Varwick Farm 
line Government rolling-stock is used~ The Seaham Colliery has2.1ooomo
tives and 4 passenger carriages, and Government rolling stock is hired" On 
the South Maitland system there are 25 locomotives, 27 passenger carriages, 
and 45 goods carriages. The' Hexham-J\;Iinmi Oompany has 1 locomotive 
and 1 passenger carriage; and the Commonwealth Oil Oorporation ,has 4 
locomotives, 3 ,passenger carriages,. and 61 goods carriages ·and vans; 

In addition to the private, railway lines shown in the previous table; ,there 
are several branches, connected .principally with coal and .otherm~nes, .with 
a btal length of 153 i- miles, a summary of which is given" bdow :-

District. ~~J,: g.a"f.~-

Connected with Korthern. Line - 1GI-;}5 4 81. 
2 

" 
'Veirtern 28~8,· 4. 8~ 

South Coa st \ 3--40\ 3 6 , ... I 19-:;7 4', 8~ 
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RAILWAY GAUGES OF AUSTRALIA. 

A classification according to gauge of Government Railways in each 
State as at 30th June, 1925, and private railways open for geheral traffic as 
at 31st December, 1924, is given below. The Commonwealth lines have 
been included with the systems of the States in which they are llocated. 
Particulars of priYate lines used exclusively £01' special traffic are not in
cluded in the figures:-

-~----~-,--- -----------~----'---~ 

State. 
1 ___ lIile.~ at each :~~ open ~~affic. I Total 

'I I I ! I I I Milc~. 2ft. 2ft. 6in. 3ft. ! 3ft. 6in. 14ft. Sjin. Sft. 3in. 
,_~ __ , •• _~.__ J I :' ___ .'.l __ ~ 

i
l I I 

New South Wliles ... 
Victoria 
Queensland... ... 
SO:J.th Australia (inc.! 

N. Territory} .. .. 
Western Aust .. aIia ... i 

36 i 1"2'2 76 i 5,704 44 
... I 11..., 4,379 
1 f8 I 7 I 6,205 I 

I ' 
.. , I 1,972 i 597! 1,191 II 

... , 4,01l i 454 I ... 

5,860 
4,512 
6,400 

Tasmania ... Ui ~7 I 
I I I, 

3,760 
4,465 

8M 
'·-----~-~-,'--------I---

... : 263 i, 129:
1 

11 i 13,091 i 6,755 ,5,614 'I 25,865 
I , ! j i 

'-----'---

Total 

In consequence of the diversity of gauge, interstate railway communica
tion is seriously hampered, and in a journey from Queensland to Western 
Australia breaks of gauge occur at \Vallangarra, where the ,systems of 
Queensland and New South "Vales meet; at Albury, on the border of New 
South Wales and Victoria; at Terowie and at Port Augusta in ,South 
Australia; at Klllgool'lie, where the Commonwealth and 'Western Australian 
lines connect. 

The necessity of a uniform gauge to connect the State capitals has been 
a subject of discussion at conferences between the Prime Minister of the 
Commonwealth and Premiers of the States. 

Moreover, the question of the gauge to be used, 'the scheme which would 
best meet requirements, and the estimated cost, have been investigated by 
a Royal Commission including two expert engineers from overseas. 

The Commission recommended the adoption of ,the 4ft. 8~ in. gauge, sub
mitted estimates of the cost of converting all lines to this gauge, and made 
proposals regarding the order in which the work should be carried out, and 
the methods by which it should be execurted and controlled. 

The report was considered by the Prime Minister in conference with the 
Premiers in November, 1921, when it ,was resolved that the adoption of a 
uniform gauge was essential to the development and safety of the Common
wealth; also that the gauge should be 4 ft. 82 in. The Commonwealth 
prepared a draft agreement to carry into effect the recommendations of the 
Commission, but its terms were not accepted by the States. InJ une, 1923, 
the Prime Minister Bubm~tted to a conference of :Ministers an alternative 
proposal to construct 4 ft. 8~ in. gauge lines between Port Augusta (South 
'Australia) and Hay (Kew South Wales), and between Kyogle (New South 
.Wales) and Brisbane (Queensland), but again the States were unable to 
come to an agreement. 

I.-ater an agreement was arranged between the Federal Government and 
the Governments of ~ew South Wales and Queensland for the construdion 
of the Kyogle to South Brisbane Railway. The cost was estimated at 
£3,500,000, of which New South IVales a.g·reed to pay £1',137,000, Queensland 
£400,000, and the Commonwealth £1,9'63,000. A Commissi.on consisting of 
the Chief Railway Commissioners of New South 'Wales and Queensland 
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and the Commonwealth Commissioner was appointed to control the con
struction of the line, and the first sod of the Queensland section was turned 
on l'rth January, 1925. Sll'bsequently it became apparent that the C03t 

would be greatly in excess of the estimate and the progress of the work 
ha~ delayed pending further negot~ations regarding the payment of the 
additional cost. In February, 1926, a settlement was arranged. 

RAILWAYS OJ<' NEvVSOUTH "VALES _t:\D OTHER COLNTRIES. 

In order to illustrate the relative progress during the last thirty-five years 
the position of the railways, including Government and private lines, as at 
the end of the years 1890 and 1925, in New South "Vales and in other im
portant countries of the world, is shown in the following table. The figures 
for the Australian States include the Federal Government lines opened in 
June, 1925, and the private lines available for general traffic and those for 
special traffic only in 1924. 

It is necessary however, to remember that there are vital circumstances 
which invalidate any effective comparison; for instance, differences in popu
lation and in the assistance received or competition encountered from river 
or sea carriage. In cases where the figures for 1925 could not be obtained 
those for the latest year available have been inserted. 

-----------~~~~~-----li 
1925. 

------~-----

Length of 
Railways. 

New South Wales ... 
miles. 

2,263 I 

2,471 
2,142 

Victoria "', 
Queensland ... . .. ; 
South Australia and Northern 

Territory ... 
Western Australia 
Tasmania 
New Zealand ... 
Great Britain and 

heland. 
Irish Free State 
France ... 
Switzerland ... 
Canada ... 

1,774 
505 

... 1 399 I 
... ... 1,956' 
Northern,} 

; 19,943 
... . .. ' 

••• 1 21,899 
... 1,869 

United States of America 
Argentina 

12,628 
154,276 

3,6~5 
534 Japan ... 

Italy ... 
India "", ... I 

Pel" Mile of Lin" 1; 
Open. 

Popu
lation. 

No. 
496 
457 
180 

183 
96 

362 
320 

1,986 

1,745 
1,569 

402 
398 
825 

74,171 

9 
8 

270 
19 

319 
276 

Union of South Africa 
Mexico ... 
Brazil ... :::; ~Not available 
Russia (E'oviet) 
Germany 
Austria ..• 
Hungary 

""'J 
••. 1 

···1 
•• ,1 

Length of 
Railways. 

mile~. 
5,985 
4,546 
7,416 

3,776 
5,013 

908 
3,204 

[ 21,079 

L 3,032 
33,688 
3,618 

40,094 
261,1)84 

22,228 
,S,E03 
12,885 
313,008 
11,558 
16,406 
18,'i03 
45,014 
34,317 
4,116 
5,326 

Per ~1ile of IJlne 
Open. 

No. 
3S1 
368 
115 

145 
73 

233 
431 

2,125 

1,043 
1,164 
1,078 

230 
420 
430 

6,903 
3,008 
8,400 

619 
870 

1,680 
2,996 
1,777 
1,588 
1,518 

sq. mls. 
52 
19 
90 

239 
195 
29 
32 

4 

9 
6 
4 

93 
12 
52 
17 
9 

47 
41 
47 

176 
179 

5 
8 
7 

Information relating to the yoor 1890 is not avail:able for the last nine 
countries mentioned in the table, but the latest figures haveheen inserted, 
in order that comparisons for 1925 may be complete. 
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TRAMWAYS. 

'With the exception of 2i/; miles privately owned, the tramways of New 
South vvales are the property of the State Government. The standard 
gauge of 4 ft. 82 in. has been adopted for all lines. The electric system. 
was introduced into Sydney at the close of 1899, and is used now for nearly 
all tramways in the. metropolitan district. The work of converting the 
Newcastle lines from the steam to the ellectric system is in progress, and a 
portion has been operated by electricity since December, 1923.. The length 
of line open for traffic at 3'Oth June, 1925, was 228i! miles, viz., 1614 miles 
under the electric system and 6n miles ,yorked by steam. 

Line. 

Electric-
City and Suburban 
North Sydney .. . . .. ." 
Ashfield to Mortlake and Cabarita 
Rockdale to Brighton.le-Sands 
Manly to The Spit and Manly to Narrabeen 

Steam-
Arncliffe to Bexley 
Kogarah to Sans Sonci ... 
Parramatta to N orthmead 
Sutherland to CronuIIa ... . .. 
Newcastle City and Suburban * 
East to vVest Maitland ... 
Broken Hill 

Total 
Sidings, loops, and Cross-overs ." 

.. ,' 

1 

Length of 
Line. 

Length of 
Single Track. 

-I .mls. ch:---n;Is. Cll:--
.. 117 51 214 55 

"'1· 23 12 40 79 ... 8 28 15 9 
... 1 20 1 20 
... 10 58 I 15 38 

1~~li--=,~:~ 
2 50 2 50 
5 45 6 79 
2 10 2 10 
7 32 7 32 

35 32 51 76 
4 5 4 5 

10 4 11 35 

I 67 18 86 47 

::: 1 __ 22_8_3_7_1 __ 3-;;C~~;;--71:;;-

* Includin~ portion 'under electrio system. 

The length of tramway opened for traffic during the year ended 30th June, 
1925, was 86 chains, viz., 25 chains of single track and 61 of double track. 

The capital cost of the State 'tramways to 30th June, 1925, amounted to 
£11';131,4.')4, or £48,723 per mile open. The <cost of construction was 
£5,577,236, or £2'4,412 per mile, and the expenditure on rolling-stock, work
shops, machinery, etc., amounted to £5,554;218. 

During recent years there has been little extension of the tmmway 
system, in view of the impending electrifica:tion of the suburban railWays 
and the competition arisin.g from motor transport. A reduction in the 
length of tramway lines in 1923 'Was caused by tile conversion of a section 
of the Parramatta tramway into a railway. 

In the following table me given: particulars of the miles open, cost of 
construction, nd the financial results of the State tramways since 188'0. 

~~a;d-r~~~~l:--I-~~:~:::J ~:l--G~:s:-r~o~~:- ---N-=-TJ~:~~~!~ 
30t~ June.! L~;es. t~~Tr~~~~ I Revenue. I Expenses. Earnings. I Ca~itaI. 

1880 --;~h3'~ger - 60~18 1-~:'980 I It444 l536pe~~:;t. 
1890 • 933,614 268,962 224,073 4(889 4'81 
1900 71% 1,924,720 409,724 341,127 68,597 3'5() 
1910 165i 4,668,797 1,185,568 983,£87 201,981 4'33 
1915 219't 7,970,293 1,986,060 1,611,286 374,774 4'70 
1920 225:( 8,768,548 2,881,797 2,486,121 395,676 4'56 
1922 229* 9,005,327 3,610,135 3,015,616 594,519 0'41 
1923 225 9,975;031 3,598,114 3,092,,306 505,808 5'19 
1924 227!t 10,758,958 3;683,916 3,091,531 542,385 5·gg 
1925 228! 11,131,454 3,619;272 3,174,862 444,410 4'06 
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During the year ended 30th June, 1925, the percentage of working 
expenses to t'hc total receipts was 87-72, as compared \\~ith 85-07 in the 
previous year. The net earnings amounted to £444,410, or 4-06 per cent. on 
cost -of construction and equipment, as compared with 4 '88 per ,cent., the 
actual interest payable on the State loan liabilities at the same date. The 
net ,return per .average mile open was £1,947, as compared with £2,399 in 
the previous year. 

Until recently the tram'ways :usually yielded a substantial smplus over 
:working eX!penses and interest. In 1921-22 for instance, the surpius 
amounted to £127,191, and in each of the ,two succeeding yeal1S _ there was 
a small surplus. During 1924-25, 'however, interest eharges, amounting to 
£546,489, exceeded net ea,rnings by £102,079. One of the miaincauses of 
the unfavourable financial results now being obtained is the growing com
petition of motor trarrs'port. The annual registrations of _motor omnibuses 
in the Metropolitan tmffic district numbered 180 in t921, and 600 in the 
year ended June, 1925. Tramway- tmffic is affected also by the more general 
use of private motor vehicles. 

W orlcing of Tramways. 
-The following statement shows the results of working in respect of 

the various sections 'Of tramways during the year ended 30th June, 1925;-

1

- (Jost of I l----I-~~I ~xCeSSr----P fit(+) 
C?n~truc- Passengers: Grogg 1 'Vorking Re-;cuue I Interest I L~~S (-) 
'tlOn and i . fiE ( T ) or < on , II -

Equip- ! cftYrIed. i Revenue. I xpenses' l Expenses I Capital. _I a. owmg 
ment.. I i 1.. i (_). !formterest. 

Line. 
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rose to 2s. 5~d. in 1922. During the last three years it declined again to 
28. Hd. T'he working cost per tram mile dropped to 10d:. in 1905, but 
increa~ed steadily to 28. Oid. in 1922, tlhen declined to 1s. 10Jd. 

Year ended 
30th June. I Length of line I Passeng-ers I Tram I Earnings per i Working cost 

open. carried. lllileage. I tram ulile. I per tram ile. 

--1-9-0-0--'---m-~11-e;-_.- ! -~6-;,t~,3;4-T---~~3~~~241--r-~'T--r~r-
1905 1251 I 139,669,459 I 16,413,762! 1 0 I ° 10 
1910 1651 i 201,151,021 20,579,386 i 1 11 0 ll! 
1915 219! 289.282,845 26,842,974 I 1 51 1 2~ 
1920 225i 324;884,651 26,889,077 I 2 Ii 1 101 
1921 227* 337,689,873 28,654,172 I 2 5 2 0i 
1922 229! 330,938,567 29,318,532, 2 5b 2 01 
1923 225 331,001,822 30,071,022 i 2 41 2 O! 
1924 227t 340,957,725 32, 1l0,054! 2 3 1 11 

__ I~~~ __ -,--_~228i ____ 3_3_9,576, 776 _.~-,76_1_,-_,9 _6 I _2 _~~ _______ 1 __ 10_~ __ 

During 1924-25 the tram mileage was increased by 1,1351,742 miles, but the 
number of passengers was 1,380,949 less than In the preceding year. 

The following comparison shows the traffic on the city and suburban 
lines and. the North Sydney lines; also the profit and loss after al1mving 
for working e~penses ,and interest. All lines which communicate directly 
with the city of Sydney are included in the category "City and Suburban." 
T!he Ashfield, K'Ogarah, Arncliffe, mld Rockdale lines, ,,'hich act as feeders 
to the railways, and ,the Manly lines haye not been included:-

Year 1 
ended 

30th Iune, 

1910 
1915 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
192,1 
1925 

I 

Cltyand Suburban. North Sydney. 

I :----,--------11- I ! 
Length I Passengers; Tram I Profit. after :, Length I' passengers'r Tram I Profit .after 
of Une. carried. i mileage. I I~ym~ Ij of line. carried. I mileage. I' fn~~~~:t. 

! i i n eres. j! 1 i I 
~---.-'-----

miles. I 000. I ~~;~): Ir--£--r
l 

mTfes·------OOO:--1 ~b~).· £ 

94t' 173,897 1 17,744 57,927 j 161 13,677 1,651 4-,616 
1101 240,545 i 22,242 ]~9,~40! 19t! 2?,7~~ 2,376 (--) 7,148 
113 269,256 I 21,812 I ISl,<>74 I 22 20,l.m 2,706 159 
1I4! 277,687 i 23,272 I 205,258 I 21~ 26,539 2,859 3,575 
1I5! 271,385 I 23,785 1 284,085 I 23 26,753 2,979 (-)22,770 
Il5!! 272,939 I 24,261 207,200 I' 23 27,659 3,246 (--)10,040 
116i I 280,:313

1 
25,769 J8",472 231, 27,]351 3,345 (-)15,874 

1171 275,800 26,1)25 128,418 II 23t' 25,196 3,310 (-)53,734 

(-) Denotes I,o~. 

The city and suburban linEls yielded a substantial profit in each of the 
yeaTS for which particulars are shown above. It amounted to £2S-4,085 in 
1922-23, but has since declined steadily. The 1lUmber of passengers' was 

'highest in 1923-2-4,and in the following year there was a r('ouc:tion of 
4! millions, though the tram mJileage was greater by 756,000 miles. F'or 
a number of years tne receipts of tihe North ,Sydney lines :have not been 
sufficient to cover working e~pentses and interest, and the loss Ihas increased 
:from £10,040 to £53,73-4 during the last three yeans. The service provided 
was sli~htly reduced in 1924-25, and the passenger traffic declined by 
2 millions. 

Tram Fares. 

'The tramways are dhnided into sections of Ian ayer1\-ge length of nearly 
2 miles. iThe fare on the 1Ietro,politan tramways was 1d. [leI' section from 
December, 1899, until 1st April, ] ~14. :From t,he latter date an adidition of 
1d. per journey of ifive sections or less 'Was charged on Sunday's, and the 
fare on week days for the second section waa r,aised to Hd., the charge for 
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two or mOie sections being' unaltered. On 8:th August, 1917, the faTe all 
week-days per all :single sections was increased to nd. The fares for 
journeys of more than one section remained unchanged until 1st November, 
l'~n8" when the fare for two sections was increased to 2~d. It was increased 
again to 3d. on 1st J anllary, 1920, and the fare for three sections was 
rtlised to ,3i!:d. On 1st November, 1920, the fares on week-days were fixed 
at the following rates, which are still in operation, viz., 2d. for one section 
and Id. for each additional section up to 6d. for a journey of five or six 
sections. The rates on .sundays were higher by Id. per journey between 
1st November, 1920, and 11th February, 1923, when the extra charge was 
withdrawn, making the rates uniform for all days. 

PmYATE TRA"\IWAY~. 

'There is' on1y one tramway under private control within, the State, viz.> 
a steam linc, which passes through the town of Parramatta, commencing 
at the Park and continuing as far as the Ncwington ;\Vharf at Duck River, 
a distance of 2 miles 66 chains, whore it connccts with the Parramatta 
River "Steamers conveying passengers and goods to and from Sydney. The 
line has been constructed to tho standard gauge of 4 feet 8~ inches, and 
was opened in 1883. 

RAILWAY A~D TRA:NIWAYS.--RoLLI~G STOCK. 

A classification of the rolling stock of the State railways 'and tramways is 
shown in the following table:-

Classification. 

RailwaJs:
Locorr:otives 
Coaching-

Special and Sleeping 
:First Class ... 
Second Class ... 
Composite 
Dining ... 
Motor Passenger 
Brake Vans 
Horse Boxes, Mail Vans, etc. 

Total 
Goods--

Open Waggons 
LivestockWaggons 
Louvrcrl Vans ... 
Refrigerator Vans 
Brake Yans 
Other ... 

Total 
Departmental--

Loco. Coal, Ballast \Vaggons, etc. 
TramwavR'

Steam ::vrotors 
Steam Cars 
Electric Cars 
Service and other Vehicles 

Total 

June, 1924. I June, 1925. 

Capacity. --11-'0-.- capa:i~~\ No. 

~--~------
TractivE' I 
power. 

lb. 
I 1,375 33,924,000 I 1,403 

.... '.\ Passengers. , 
102 2350 I 103 

'" 467 25:8831 474 
• .. 1 083 50,602 095 

i 221 ll,796 i 220 
:::! 1 381 1 
"'1 6 290 ]2 

Tractive 
power. 

lb. 
34,933,000 

Passengers. 
2,350 

26,612 
60,489 
11,742 

38 
602 

78 ... 140 78 I 142 I 
•.. j 274 ... i 273 .. t 2,104 !-----wo,037 I 2,220 !~~10-1-,0-1-J 

I : to~s. I I tons. ""1 ]6,029 i 2i6,6~7 I 17,027 I 278,755 
... 2.057, 18,3,0 i 3,156 i 10,564 '''1 1,027 I 13,572 I' 992 14,072 
... 241 i 3,494 237 3,43(} 

I 1143 i I 642 :::1 131 i '1:175 I 87 I 823 
... i 21,928 i 313,298 i 22,141 1--:n-6-.6-5-4 

1--
0

-1 II-~-li 
. .. ) 1,048 1 1,617 

I !"--I 1

1

--

:::1 ~~ I I 26 

· .. 1 },495 I 11"7~61i~5' II .. : ll3 I I_~~ ____ _ 

"'I~-I I I 
~~--'"~~~-
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The average tractive power of the railway locomotives, as at 30th June, 
1925, was 24,898 lb.; the average capacity of the coaching stock wag 46 
passengers, and of the goods stock 15 tons. Additions to railway rolling 
stock during 19'24-25 included 28 locomotives, 22 suburban passenger car. 
designed for use on the electric railways, and 6 rail motors for cO'J.ntry 
lIer-vices. 

W ormsHOPS AND ELECTRICITY WORKS. 

A large number of workshops have been established to meet .the require
ments of the various branches of the railways and tramways. TIie principal 
~ocomotive and carriage shops are situated at Eveleigh, where modern appli
ances are provided for the building, renewal, and repair of locomotives and 
other vehicles. Engine repairs are undertaken ,also at Honeysuckle Point 
(Newcastle) and at a number of smaller wOl'kshops in country. localities. 
There were five large workshops-at White Bay (Sydney), IJidcombe, New
castle, Goulburn, and Bathurst-to supply the needs of the permanent-way 
branch by the preparation of structural steelwork, fish-plates, tools, imple
ments,and other articles. New works including locomotive workshops, 
signalling branch depot, and electric car shops are in course of constrtlCtion 
at Ohullora. The principal tramway workshops are situated at Randwick, in 
Sydney, and there is a smaller establishment at Newcastle. 

Particul!ars regarding the railway and tramway workshops are published 
in the chapter of this volume entitled M.anuTacturing Industry. 

For the supply 'and distribution of electric current there are tluee main 
generating stations, viz., Ultimo and White Bay, in Sydney, and one in 
Newcastle. A number of substations are in operation throughout the 
suburban areas. The capacity of t!he station at White Bay is being increased 
to meet the requirements of the electric railways. Electric current is 
supplied in bulk from the power houses to a number of public bodies. During 
1924·25 the electric energy generated at ULtimo was 82,759,000 kilowatt 
hours, at White Bay 91,393,000 kilowatt hours, and at N ewcastle35,825,OOO 
kilowatt hours. 

The rolling stock used Dn .. the main railway lines is lighted by elect~'icity, 
the current being generated by ax~e-driven motors. Wvrk is in progress to 
convert all gas-lighted carriage to electric lighting. 

E1IPLOiYMENT AKD WAGES. 

The average number of persons .employed on existing lines of rail"ways and 
tramways is shown in the following statement, also the amount of salaries 
and wages paid during the last tvvo years:-

I I 
I 1923-24. 

! 
1924-25. 

Particulars. 

I 'RailWays. 

~-I Tram,,",,)"s··1 Total. I Railways. I TtatnWays.-\ Tot.l. 
, I 

I 

i Persons p,mployed- I 
On working 

9,0021 expe~ses ... j 30,998 40,060 32,041 9,;'13 41,554 
On capItal... . .. : 6,755 971 I 7,726 i 6,984 1,195 8,179 

, I 

Total ••• ! 37,753 10,053 I <17,786! - 39,025110,708 49,733 
I 

£;9,397,574 
-------.-,----~-

Salaries and iVages 2,527,D25 ill,.!l24,599 119,884,596 12,689,473 12,574,'()69 

The number of perlIDns employed in the various br.anches on existing 
lines of the State railways and tramways in June, 1925, wa,s 50,888, andi thu 
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staff of the construction branch consisted of 2,747 persons. The rates of 
salary and wages and other working conditions are based to a large extent 
on awards of the State or Federal induBtrial tribunals. 

A superannuation fund for officers was established in 1910; particulars are 
published in the chapter of the Year Book entitled Social Condition. 

COAL SUPPLIES FOR RAILWAYS AXD TRAMWAYS. 

Coal for use in connection with the railways and tramways is an important 
item of working expenses. In the report of the recent Roywl Oommission 
of Inquiry the opinion was expressed that the consumption of coal by rail
way locomotives was too high in re1ation to t'he tractive effort required, and 
it w'as recommended that steps be taken to economise it. 

During the year ended 30th June, 1925, the quantity of coal used 
amounted to 1,563,417 tons. The quantity used for locomotive purposes 
was 1,263,176 tons, for gas-making 8,661 tons, for power houses 24::1,385 tons, 
and: for other purpOS89 48,195 tons. 

A coal-mine at Lithgow, on the main Western line, is 'being developed 
by the Railway Commissioners to supplyooal for the railways. The output 
during 11924-25 amounted to 263,538 tons. 

RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY ACCIDENTS. 

All accidents are reported which occur in the working of the railways 
and tramways, or on railway or tramway premises, to persons other than 
servants of the Department, however .slight the injuries may be. In the 
case of employees of the Department all accidents must be reported which 
cause the employee to be absent for at least one whole day from his ordinary 
work. 

The railway and tramway accidents during each year of the quinquen
nium ended 30th June, 1925, are shown in the following table:-

Tear ended 
l'ltssengel'O. Employees. Othe ... Total. 

30th June. 
Killed. I lnjured. Killed. I [ Injured. Killed. " Injured. Injured. Killed. 

Railway Accidents. 

1921 19 273 21 5,756 36 179 76 6,208 
1922 4 281 30 5,908 43 171 77 6,360 
1923 10 258 16, 5,737 30 210 56 6,205 
1924 II 24.6 24 5,768 57 211 90 6,225 
1925 5 279 34 5,382 35 213 74. 5,814, 

Tramway Accidents. 
1921 8 633 3 1,056 20 279 31 1,968 
1922 10 459 3 1,145 21 281 34 1,885 
1923 7 527 1 1,156 19 315 27 1,998 
1924 3 405 3 1,204 17 345 23 1,954 
1925 11 451 3 1,084 23 338 37 1,873 

The deaths of three railway employees, of two other persons killed in 
railway acc1dents, and of one tramway passenger included in the figures 
for the year 19Z4~25 were results of a(lcidents not connected with the move
ment of the railway or tramway vehicles. The majority of injUries to 
employees occurred ,in similar accidents, the lllUlllber so injured in 1924-25 
being 5,022 in the railway sel'viceand 874 tramway employe89. 

·93131--0 
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T'he number of passengers carried on the railways during the year ended 
June, 19'~5, was 128,532,038, and on the tramways 339,5'1'6,7'76. The acci
dent rates per million passengers were a.s follows:-

Particulars. 

Accidents connected with the movement of t,he 
vehicles ... 

Accidents not connected with the movement of 
vehicles ... 

Total 

I Railway Passengers. 
I-----c 

I Killed. i Injured. 

0·04 1·33 

0·84 

[ I Tramway Passengers. 

I Killed. ! Injured. 

0·03 I 1·00 

0·00 0·03 
I 

0.04---1-2-'-17-11--0-'0-3- -1-'0-3-

The amount of compensation paid by the Railway Oommissioners during 
1924-25 was £56,451, viz., £11,592 for accidents to passengers and £10;989 
for damage to goods on the railways; and £33,81J0 in respect of tramway 
accidents. 



AVIATION. 
Oivil aviation in Australia is subject to the Air Navigation Act, 1920, 

which authorises the Governor-General of the Oommonwealth to make 
regulations to control air navigation, applying the principles of the Oon
vention for the Regulation of Aerial Navigation signed in Paris on 13th 
October, 1919. 

The Federal Government has surveyed routes and established landing 
places in various parts of Australia, and subsidises private aerial services 
at the rate of 4&. per mile. In New South Wales aerial mails are carried 
under a contract for a service between Oootamundra and Adelaide via 
Mildura in Victoria and Narrandera in New South Wales, with branch 
servi:ces between Hay and Melbo1;lrne via Deniliquin and IEchuea, and 
between Broken Hi1l and Mildura. 

Particulars relating to aircraft in New South Wales in each of the three 
years ended June, 1925, are shown below:-

Particulars. 

Companies or persons owning aircraft 
Aeroplaneg 
Staff employed-Pilots '" 

Others 
Flights-Number 

Hours ... 
1Irfileage (approximate\ 

Passengers carried 
Goods carned 

Year ended 30th June. 

1923, 

12 
19 
5 
5 

927 
286 

18,(l06 
1,456 

156 lb. 

192'. 

I) 

9 
4 
1 

930 
314 

20,131 
1,403 

5251b 

MOTOR AND OTHER LICENSED VEHICLES. 

1926. 

4 
5 
3 
3 

721 
277 

19,915 
1,073 

In New South Wales ,all motor vehicles and drivers thereof must be 
registered. Public vehicles, whether motor or horse-drawn, and the per
sons driving them must be licensed if they ply or stand in a public street 
for hire. 

The police issue licenses for motor vehicles and drivers, control the 
motor traffic, and collect the motor taxes in all parts of the State. In 
the Metropolitan traffic area they regulate all street traffic, vehicular and 
pedestrian, and supervise the registration of public vehicles. In muni
cipalities and shires outside the Metropolitan traffic district, the local 
councils are authorised by the Local Government Act to control public 
vehicles and to enact by-laws for the regulation of street traffic. In other 
areas, i.e., in the unincorporated portion of the western division of New 
South Wales vehicles used to convey passengers for hire must be licensed 
under the StageOarriages Aet. The police havp, general authority, under 
the Police Offences Act, to take action against dangerQus (')1' disorderly 
traffic in any part of thE2 S~~t~. " . 

~..J 
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Public vehicles plying within the Metropolitan traffic district only, and 
the drivers thereof, are registered under the Metropolitan Traffic Act, 
the annual fees being as follows :-Omnibus, £2; cab, van, dray, wagon, £1; 
driver or conductor of a horsecdrawn vehicle, 58., or of a motor vehicle, lOs. 

Motor vehicles, e:xcept those registered under the Metropolitan Traffic Act, 
must be regi8tered under the Motor Traffic Act. The annual fee payable 
for a motor cycle is 28. 6d.; other motor vehicle, £1; driver, lOs.; motor 
cycle rider, 58. For a learner's permit to drive 5s. is charged and a 
similar fee when the registration of a motor vehicle is transferred. 

The maximum fee which may be charged by local counQils in respect 
of the license of a public vehicle is £1 per annum, and for a driver's 
license 58. per annum. 

The licenses issued for vehicles and drivers under the Metropolitan 
Traffic Act and the Motor Traffic Act during the years 1923 to 1925, are 
shown in the following table. Information is not available regarding 
licenses i8sued by local councils. As noted above the licenses under the 
former Act apply only to public vehicles plying within the Metropolitan 
districts. In registrations under the Motor Traffic Act a distinction is 
not made in regard to private and public vehicles :-

License. 

Metropolitan Traffic 
Horse draWll-

Cab 
Van 
Omnibus 

Motor-
Cab 
Van 
Omnibus '" 

Drlver-H~ 
Cab 
Van .. . 
Omnibus .. . 

I 1923. I 1924. I 1925. II License. I 1923. f 1U24. 1 1920. 

Act (Public vehicleSl-! Metropolitan Traffic Act (Public Vehlcles)-contin'llod. 

[ 

, Driver-Motor- I 
517 4471 362 Cab ... ...1 624 661 899 

1,260 987 738 I Van ... ... i 1,686 2,182 2,0'0 
o I 1 ... I Omnibus ... ..., 1,142 1,679 2,086 

Motor Omnibus Con· I' 
416 I 445 I 603 I ductors... ... 903 1,308 1,4711 

1,{lOO 1,461 1,519 Motor Traffic Act-
410 568 I -682

1 

Car ... '''j 46,427 62,471 82,17.11 
Lorry ... 7,626 11,970 16,2.7$ 

676 494 i 405 Cycle ... 14,345 18,112 22,5$11 
1,610 1,107 818 Driver ... ... 84,466 115,294 14.7,632 

6 1·... Cycle Rider '''1 20,3192.4,969 28,888 
, Learner'. permit ... lH,S81 48,109 49,lhlll 

The figures in the table show that there has. been a remarkJ)hle development 
in motor transport in recent years. The number of public motor vehicles, 
i.e., cabs, vans, omnibuses, registered for use within the Metropolitan 
area rose from 1,91'6 in 1!¥.23 to 2,004 in 1925, and the lorries, rpulblic tmd 
private, r~istered under the Motor Traffic Act, increased more than 
twofold, motor car registrations by 77 per cent. and motor cycle regis
trations by 57 per cent. The expansion of motor omnibus services within 
the Metropolitan district is illustrated by the increase in registrations 
from 41\l to 582. The number of motor omnibluses. which ply out
side or beyond the Metropolitan area is not available as they are regis
tered as motor cars under the Motor Traffic Act, 

A tax is levied on every motor vehicle and it must ibe paid annually, by 
the person in whose name the vehicle is registered, when the certificate 
of registration is issued or renewed. Until 1st January, 1925, the rates 
of tax were fixed in relation to horse-power, but since that date they 
have been based upon the weight of the vehicle and the type of tyre used. 
Under the Motor Vehicles (Taxation) Act, 1924, the rates per t cwt. 
imposed on vehicles with solid tyres are as follows :-Oar, 3s. 3d., lorry, 
3s. 6d., omnibus, 58. 6d. If the t,'lTes are pneumatic, semi-pneumatic 
rubber, or super-resilient, the rate fo " a car or lorry is 2s. 9d. per i cwt., 
and for an omnibus, 4s. 3d. per t ""I't. The tax on a motor cycle is 
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22'S. fJd., or if a side car is attached £2. Trailers and Dther motor vehicles 
are taxable at the rate of 3s. 6d. per i cwt. Motor vehicles used solely 
for work on a farm are exempted, and a farmer's vehicles used on the 
road solely for transporting his own produce are taxable at half rates. A 
reduction of 6d. per i cwt. is allowed on vehicles of British manufacture. 
The following are exempt from taxation, viz. :-Ambulance motor vehicles; 
those used by manufacturers or dealers for trial purposes; and so much 
of the weight of a motor vehicle used solely for mining purposes in the 
Western Division of the State as exceeds 5 tons. 

The net proceeds of taxes, fees, and penalties under the Motor Vehicles 
(Taxation) Act, the Metropolitan Traffic Act, and the Motor Traffic Act, 
as from 30th June, 1924, are payable into the funds of the Main Roads 
Board for the maintenance and construction of roads. The total receipts 
under these Acts during the last three years, as recorded by the Police 
Department, are shown below:-

Act. 1923. 1924. 1925. 
1 

···1 
£ £ £ 

Motor Traffic 85,874 117,993 199,784 
Motor Vehiclf's Taxation 219,952 300,248 656,519 
Metropolitan Traffic I 6,017 6,659 8,268 

"'1 Total ... 311,843 424,900 864,571 
I 

The revenue received in respect of the taxation and registration of 
vehicles increased by 177 per cent. since 1923. 

Traffic Accidents. 

The following table shows particulars of accidents which occurred in 
public streets within the Metropolitan Traffic District and were reported 
by the police during recent years:-

Persons Killed or Injured by-

Accidents 
Year. In which no Tram •. Motor Vehicles. All Vehicles. 

persons were 
injured. 

Killed. Injured. Killed. Injured. Killed. Injured. 

1914 951 19 515 16 330 48 1,265 
1921. I,BI9 10 318 36 792 62 1,616 
1922 1,878 12 556 48 1,071. 76 1,972 
1923 2,7111 7 294 58 1,443 89. 2,368 
1924 4,396 9 318 63 2,128 88 3,130 
1925 6,054 20 289 89 2,510 U8 3.317 

The table shows that there has been a marked increase in the number of 
!ltreet accidents since 1914, particularly during the last four years. In 
the case of trams the number of accidents fluctuate, and there· appears to be 
a tendency to decline, though the numlber of fatalities in 19,25 was above the 
avemge. Accidents due to motor vehicles are inl?rcasing rapidly. 

During the year 19'25, the motor accidents repo.rted iby the police outside 
the M.etropolitan Traffic DiJs.t'rict numbered 795, and they resulted in tihe 
deaths of 50 persons, ,and injuries to 600. 

______________________________ ---I 
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POSTS AND TELEGRAPHS. 
The postal, telegraph, and telephone serv~ces of New South Wales have 

been administered :by the Commonwealth Government since 1st J\Iarch, 
1901. Previously the services in each State of the Oommonwealth were 
organised separately under the various State Governments, and a variety of 
rates, charges, and other conditions were in operation. Since the amfllga
m~tion a large measure of uniformity has been introduced. The services 
are administered by a Minister of the Orown, with a permanent salaried 
officer in charge of the central executive office, and a deputy in each State. 

Postal Services. 
Post offices have been established throughout the State, even in localities 

where there are few residents. If the volume of business does not warrant 
the establishment of a full service, receiving offices are opened for the 
collection of mail matter for conveyance to and from the nearest post 
office. The transport of mails in outlying districts has been expedited 
considerably in recent years by reason of an extended use of motor vehicles, 
and a few aerial services are beirur established. The number of inland mail 
services in operation in New So;th Wlales in 1924-25 was 2,069. The cost 
of road services amounted to £285,685, and of railway services to £139,220. 

Ocean mail services are conducted in accordance with arrangements 
made between the Oommonwealth Government and the steamship owners. 
Some of the services between Australia and the Pacinc Islands are sub
sidised by the Oommonwealth, and the Orient Steamship Oompany receives 
£130,000 per annum for a four-weekly service with Europe. Mails aTe 
conveyed along other routes at poundage rates. They are despatched at 
least once a fortnight to Europe, via Suez, and there is regular communi
cation with America and with Eastern ports. 

The number of post offices and the volume of postal business in New 
South Wales in various years since 1901 are shown below. Inland postal 
articles aTe counted once only:-

I 
1>ost I Receiving 

Postal Articles carried (000 omitted). 
Postal 

Year. 

j 
Letters, post'l I I Articles 

Offices. I Offices. 
R~~l:;t:::'~ Newspapers. Packet.. Parcels. I Per Head of 

Population. 

I Articles. I 
---

1,684 [ 1901 524 82,783 52,318 14,480 736 109·9 
1911 1,948 I 542 189,656 71,619 36,283 1,749 179·7 

1915-16 2,074 566 219,526 72,067 33,343 2,538 172·9 
1920-21 2,031 578 262,026 63,261 20,932 3,607 167·4 
1921-22 2,032 556 240,088

1 

66,381 I 21,043 3,908 155·7 
1922-23 2,040 559 254,196 

66,
647

1 

30,296 4,273 163'6 
1923·24 2,059 i 584 270,315 , 71,800 47,240 4,495 178'2 
1924-25 2,063 I 601 296,399 ! 72,711 51,198 5,102 188'8 

DUring the year 19'24-25 the average number of postal articles per head 
of population !was as follows :-Letters, etc., 132; newspapers, 32; and 
packets and parcels, 25. The mai,l matter carried in 1924-25 included the 
following articles despatched to or received from countries outside Aus
tralia, viz., letters, postcards, and registered articles, 33,201,000; news
papers, 8,591,000; packets, 3,639,000; and parcels, 260,000. The total num
ber of registered articles was 2,667,000, of which 374,000 were to or from 
other countries. 

The postage rates were reduced as from 1st October, 1923, and there 
has since been a marked increase in the number of letters, etc. 

Mainly for the convenience of people who reside at a distance from the 
trading centres, a system of value-payable parcel post has been established. 
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The Department accepts for transmission within the Oommonwealth Pilr
cels or letters sent in execution of orders, and collects from the addressees 
on behalf of the senders the charges due thereon. The system applies also 
to registered articles transmitted to or from Papua. During the year 
ended ,30th June, 1925, the number of such parcels posted in New South 
vVales was 209,265, and the valueco~lected was £347,902, the revenue, in
cluding postage, commis8'ion on value, registration, and money-order com
mission being £31,324. 

Telegraphs and Gables. 

The telegraph system embraces the whole Oommonwealth. It has been 
extended steadily since January, 1858, when the system was opened to the 
public in New South Wales, and modern equipment has 'been installed in 
the chief centres to expedite the transmission of messages. 

Cable communication with Europe and other countries is supplied hy 
four main routes. One cable lands in Fremantle (Western Aootralia) and 
in Durban (South Africa); and two land in Banjoewangie (Java), viz., one 
from Roebuck Bay (Western Australia) and the other, which is duplicated, 
from Darwin (Northern Territory). The fourth route is 'by the Pacific 
Cable from Southport (Queensland), via Norfolk Island, FUi, and Fanning 
Island to Barnfield (Oanada). A branch carble runs from Norfolk Island 
to New Zealand, and there are two direct cables to New Zealand, which 
land near Sydney, one at La Perouse, and the other at Bondi. Lines have 
been laid also between the Australian mainland and Tasmani,a and New 
Oaledonia. The Pacific cffbles are maintained bv the Governments of the 
United Kingdom, Oanada, New Zealand, and Au~tralia. 

For cable messages to Great Britain, the ordinary rate is 28. od. per word. 
Deferred cablegrams written in plain language and subject to a delay not 
exceeding twenty-four hours maybe exchfrnged lat half the ordinary rates 
with Great Britain and with a number of other British and foreign countries. 
IVeek-end cable letters may be transmitted between Australlia and the United 
Kingdom and Brutish N'orth America, the r'ate to and from Great Britain 
being 12s. 6d. for twenty words and nd. for each additional word. Daily 
letter telegrams with normal delivery after 48 hours may be exchanged 
with a number of countries at rates which are much 'below the ordinary 
rates, the minimum 'charge between Australia and the United Kingdom 
being 15s. for twenty words and 9d. for efrch ,additional word. :fipecial 
conditions, with ,cheap rates, have been arranged for the transmission of 
press messages iby telegraph or cable. 

The following truble g'ives particulars relating to the telegraph business 
transacted in New South Wales since 1901:-

Telegrams (including Cablegrams). 

Year. Telegraph Transmitted Revenue 
Stations. and delivered In Received. 

(Inland Transit. Total. 
counted once). 

£ 
1901 978 3,275,197 174,118 3,449,315 186,135 
1911 1,406 5,505,935 413,777 5,919,712 253,398 

1915-16 2,107 6,402,092 624,992 7.027,084 331,924 
1920-21 2,252 7,851,429 734,406 8,585,835 489,805 
1921-22 2,324 7,381,205 734,377 8,115,582 500,116 
1922-23 2,411 7,384,616 754,285 8,138,901 513,954 
1923-24 2,51l8 7,790,284 816,742 8,607.026 512,382 
1924-25 2,792 8,044,572 857,264 8,901,836 530,726 
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Excluding the messages in transit, the telegrams in 19,24-25 represented 
3'6 per head of population. The number of inland telegrams was 4,484,933, 
tha interstate messages received and despatchedi numbered 2,92S,4!!6, and 
the cablegrams 631,143. Messages to and from Tasmania 'are classifiod as 
interstate telegrams 'and not as cablegrams. _ 

Further particulars regarding the cable business transacted in New South 
Wales during the last five years are shown below. Messages in transit are 
not included:-

Y."r. 

. Cable Me88ages'I __ A_I_u_ount Collected. 

South Wales. South Wales. Total. Commonwealth 
Government. 

Sent from New I. Received in NeWj' I Portion due to 

-------------------'-

1920-21 
19~1-22 
1922-23 
1923 24 
1924-25 

£ 

249,705 263,482 697,892 
252,815 269,188 697,063 
272,989 282,953 687,834 
275,847 277,803 675,953 
320,600 310,543 680,312 

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY. 

£ 

62,461 
62,248 
65,2;-0 
63,918 
67,121 

A chain of stations has been erected around the coast of A~tralia and in 
the Pacific Islands under the control of the Oommonwealth to give wireless 
communication with shipping. Three of the stations, including the Sydney 
station, are capable of long distance communioation. In May, 1~22~ the 
commercial radio stations were transferred, under an agreement with the 
Federal Government, to the Amalgamated Wireless (Australas1a), Limited, 
in which the Oommonwealth has a controlling interest. The company 
undertook to erect in Australia a high-power station capruble of direct com
munication with Great Britain, to arrange for suitable oorr&:lponding 
stations in Great Britain and Oanada, and to provide ·a system of feeder 
stations for communication between the main high-power stations lind the 
ca.pital cities of Australia and shipping round the coast. Subsequ~mtly it 
was found necessary to modify the agreement, as the British Government 
refused to allow a commercial wirele~s station to be erected in the UUited 
Kingdom. Under an amended agreement, ratified by the Wireless Ag~e(l
ment Act of 1924, the >company has been relieved of ita obl~ations in 
respect of the high-power stations and has undertaken to erect in Auatralia 
a station to be operated under the beam system for communioationwith 
similar stations in Great Britain and IOanada. The British Government hae 
undertaken to erect a station in England and a station is being erected in 
Oanada. 

For wireless telegrams between telegraph offices in New South Wales and 
an Australian ship the charge is 6d. per word, and other ships 11d. par word. 
Messages are transmitted hetween Australian radio stations at the rate of 
28. Sd. for sixteen words and 2d. per additional word. . 

Private installations for wireless communication and for hroadcasting 
may be ope~ated under license, but they are not permitted to engage in 
commercial traffic unless authorised to do so. Tho wireless licenses issued 
in New South WiaIes dUl'ing ,the year ended 30th .June, 1925, included the 
following: Ooast 1, ship 33, broadcasting 7, broadcast listeners 33,785, experi
mental 61'1, dealers' listening S13. There has been a marked expansion in 
regard to wireless telegraphy, the number of licenses in New South Wales 
having increased from 4,089 since 30th June, 1924. 

". -.0.' .. 
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TELEPHONES. 

The telephone system was established in Sydney in 1880. Exchanges have 
since been pro,nided in many other centres, and the system has been installed 
ill a large number of country districts. In the JVIetropolitan district a 
number of automatic exchanges are in operation. Trunk lines servo .a 
wide area of the State, and a line between Sydney and Melbourne was 
brought ,into use in 1907, and between Sydney and Brisbane in 1924, 

The following table "hows the growth of the telephone service in New 
South Wales since 1901:-

1 Number of Telephone 
Public 

I Exchanges: I Year. Lines Telephones. Instru"TIents 
Oonnected. connected . 

~------~-
. __ " __ " ___ l ___ ~_" 

1901 48 9,864 72 13,778 

1911 268 34,551 722 43,032 

1915~16 705 5],905 1,317 fl6,532 

1920~21 921 74,490 1,69:~ . 96,710 

1921~22 960 80,042 ],787 ]04,108 

1922-23 1,026 87,352 1,815 113,645 

1923-24 1,085 97,:nO 1,945 ]25,995 

1924-25 ] ,201 ]07,497 2,165 139,557 

~~~-----

The annual ground rent for an exclusive telephone service ranges from 
£3 in respect of exchanges, where the number of suhscrihers' lines does not 
exceed 300, to £5 where there are over 4,000 lines. For each effective 
outward call a charge of lid. is made unless the number of lines connected 
with the exchange does not exceed 600, when the charge is 1d. per call. 

The telephone traffic during the year 1924-25 included 7,843,000 trunk 
line calls and 107,245,000 effective local calls. The latter consisted of 
97,243,000 calls by subscribers, 4,647,000 by means of public telephones, and 
5,355,000 by Oommonwealth and State Government departments. 

FINANCIAL RESULTS OF POSTAL SERVICES. 

Particulars regarding the financial results of operations in the various 
branches of the post office in New South Wales during the year ended 30th 
.Inne, 1925, are shown below:-

I £ £ I 
Postal ... "'11,<)29,<)70 1,772,825 
'felegraph ... ... 564,169 556,443 I 

Telephone ... ... . .. 1,411,341 1,216,284 i_ 

I I Working I Intere.t Net ___ --=::_'. _____ ~J_ Ear:::~J Expenses. s"_rp_h_1S_' -,-_c_a_~_I_ta_I.-,-__ p_r_ofi_t_._ 

£ I £ £ 
157,145 47,429 109,716 

7,7261 53,638 (-)45,912 
195,057 '301,320 (-)106,213 

359,928 1402,387 -I (-)42,459 
, I 

Total, All Branches ... i 3,905,480 3,545,5521 

(--)-d-en-ot-es~l-o,-•• ~~~-~~~~~~~~-

The postal services earned a substantial surplus over expenses in the 
whole Oommonwealth, as well as in New South !Wales, during each of 
the four years ended June, 1924. In the succeeding year the net earnings 
were not sufficient to pay interest on the capital cost. The eal'nings were 

*93131-D 
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affected by reductions made in postal charges in October, 1923, Rnd expendi
ture increased owing to expansion of business, higher wages, and additional 
costs of maintenance. 

A comparative statement of the financial results for the whole Oommon
wealth is shown in the following statement:-

Year. Working Interest 
Earnings. Surplus. on Net Profit. anded 30th June. I Expense •. Capital. 

I 

I 

I 

£ £ £ £ I £ 

1921 8,511,494 1 6,724,543 1,786,951 I 1,143,768 643,183 i 

2,244,120 I I 1922 9,347,656 1 7,103,536 703,039 i 1,54-1,081 

7,651,864 i 2,246,294 I I 
1,4-66,059 1923 9,898,158 780,235 i 

I I 
1924 9,724,801 8,448,777 i 1,276,024- 911,672 1 364,352 

1925 10,074,854 
I 

844,224 1,086,5461 (-)242,322 9,230,630 I 
i 

(-) denotes loos. 

The accounts are exclusive of the figures relating to wireless telegraphy. 
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POPULATION. 

EARLY ENUMERATIONS. 

trl",HE g~()wth of the population of New South Wales between 1788 and 
...L 1856 is traced on page 223 of the Official Year Book for 1922, and the 

;area and population at each territorial readjustment are shown on page 1 
'<Of this issue. 

With the exception of the territory ceded to the Commonwealth Govern
ment in 1911, New South Wales has occupied its present boundaries since 
181)9, and census pa!"ticulars are available at regular decennial intervals 
,tI'ince 1861. These particulars furnish a cO;1nected al~d accurate summary 
.{)f the development of popu,lationsince that date, and a survey of the growth 
·.of the total population of New South Wales, includ.i:!,}g Lord Howe Island, is 
.shown in the following table ;--

--------

I i IIlcrea~c in Population since 

Year. PQPulatio]J. Number 
I 

Index 

of I 

1861t 
1871+ 
1881 t 
18!11+ 
lOOlt 
1911 + 
1921t 
1922± 
19231 
1924t 

350,860 
503,981 
751,468 

1,132,234 
1,359,133 
1,648,746 
2,101,968 
2,.l74.553 
2,211,106 
2,.256,090 

. Populati on. 

100 
144 
214 
323 
387 
470 
599 
619 
630 
643 

I 

I 
i 

I 

I 
I 

-'-'---

Numerical. 

172.192* 
153,121 
247,487 
:~80,766 
226,899-
289,613 
453.222 
72,585 

109.138 
154,124 

previollS CellSU8~ 

I I Average Proportlonal.iAnnual Rate. 
I . 

per cent .. per cent. 
91-00 6·98 
43·64 3·69 
41H1 4·08 
50·67 4·19 
20·04 1·84 
21·31 1·95 
27'49 2'46 
3'45. 1'96 
5'19 1'86 
7'33 1'90 

Number of 
Persons per 

Square 
Mile 

I 
! 1·12 
i 1·61 

2·41 
3·64 
4·38 

i 0·32 
I 6·79 

7'03 
7'15 
7'30 

• Sinee185L t Census held at end of March or beginning of April . r 31st December. 

The annual rate of growth during 1923 was 1·68 per cent. and during 1924 
:2'03 per cent. 

Aborigines are not included in the population shown above for 1861; the 
numbers included in the totals of subsequent y~ars are 983 in 1871; 1,643 in 
1881; 8,280 in 1891; 4,287 in 1901; 2,012 in 1911; 1,597 in 1921. The 
:population of the Federal Capital Territory is excluded in 1911 and subsequent 
vears . 
.; From this table it is apparent that a steady growth of popUlation proceeded 
until 1891. This growth was especially marked between 1851 and 1861, 
'When the gold discoveries were attracting eager fOl'tune-hunters from other 
parts of the world, many of whom remained as settlers. After the gold 
lrushes had ceased, the growth of papulation proceeded at a slower rate, 
but, though neither the average annual rate of increase nor the proportionate 
'lncrease of that period was again attained, the actual numerical expansion 
in later periods has been greater. Indeed, the lull which occurred in the 
-growth of population during the SIxties developed gradually into a period 
-()f increasingly rapid expansion after 1871, and the next twenty years were, 
from a relative point of view, a time of unexcelled development. 

It is significant that this speedy development proceeded during a period 
.()£ remarkably flourishing trade,dt:nd came to an e:nd when the trade 1:oom 
ended in the commercial crisis of the early nineties. 

°940H-A 
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The next twenty years were a period of little progress in the development 
of population, the reasons being the commerciai and industrial stagnation 
which followed the crisis of 1893, the migratory and other losses due to the 
war in :South Africa, and a more potent though, perhaps, subsidiary cause-
the heavv decline in the birth-rate which lowered the rate of natural increase. 

A ne~ period of prosperity began early in the twentieth century, and 
the full weight of the trade revive.! was felt in the period 1911 to 1921, when the 
tide of population turned more definitely in favoDr of the growth of the 
State. Despite the serious effects of the war in diminishing the birth-rate, 
in temporarily stopping immigration, and in causing an exodus of men of 
reproductive ages, many of whom did not return, and despite the smaller 
losses occasioned by the influenza epidemic of 1919, the period showed a 
greater relative expansion than either of its predecessors, and by far the 
greatest numerical increase on record. From 1921 to 1923 the volume of 
immigration was very. restricted, and the increase in population depended 
mainly upon natural causes. Immigration increased, however, in 1924. 

The estimated population at the end of the year and the mean population 
of New South Wales, including aborigines, for the last ten years, were as 
follow;-

Estimated Population at End of Year. 
Year. 

Males. Females. Total. 

1915 974,264 921,339 1,895,603 
1916 947,287 939,605 1,886,892 
1917 961,288 960,200 1,921,488 
1&18 985,662 977,683 1,963,345 
1919 1,042,959 996,76~( 2,039,723 
]920 1,068,568 1,024,421 2,092,989 
1921 1,085,275 1,044,2:,0 2,129,5{}5 
1\122 1,108,582 1,065,971 2,174,553 
192:{ 1,128,089 I,08~,017 \!,211,106 
HJ:!4 1,151,639 1,104,451 2,25fl,090 

-"----~---

Populatl:0n Of Austral'ian States. 

Mean 
Population. 

1,891,191 
1,893,479 
1,905,194 
1,943,:356 
2,000,573 
2,068,58f) 
2,108,369 
2,150,862 
2,192,146 
2,230,166 

The following table shows the population of each State of the Commonwealth 
at the last two censuses, and at 31st December, 1924, also the proportion 
of populat,ion in each State. Aborigines of full blood are excluded from 
account. 
~------- ---- -~-------"-"----

Population, Population, EstImated 
Proportion in each State 

or Territory. 

---~~~-"-I---rl---~ 
State or Territory. Census Census Population, 

1911. 1921. 31st Dec., I I 
---------~---

i i 1924. 1911. I 1921. 1924. 

'I per cent·lper cent. per cent. 
New Routh ",Yales 1,646,734 2,100,371 I 2,254,450 36'96 [38.m 38'38 
Victoria 1,315,551 1,531,280, 1,657,095 29·53 28'19 28'21 
Queensland 605,813 755,972 i 834,894 13'60 13'92 14'22 
South Australia 408,558 495,160 I 538,506 9'17 I 9'13 9'17 
Western Australia 282,114 332,732 I 364,124 6'3:{' 6'06 6'20 
Tasmania 191,211 213,780 217,839 4'29 3'91 3'71 
Northern Territorv 3,310 3,8671 3,597 I 0'08 0'07 '06 
Federal Capital Terr. 1,714 2,572 2,998' 0'04 0'05 '05 

Commonwealth ... 4,455~005 5,435,734 ~73,5031~IWoi;otIOo.oo 
-~~-----

During the inter-censal period the population of New South Wales increased 
at an average annual rate of 2·46 per cent., which was faster than that of any 
other State of the Commonwealth. The next highest rate was in Queensland, 

• 
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;:·24 per cent.; South Austr?Jia, 1·94 per cent. ; Western Australia, 1'66 per 
cent.; Victoria, 1·53 per cent.; and Tasmania, 1·12 per cent. The [werage 
for the whole of Australia was 2'00 per cent. 

Growth oj Po-pulation of New S01Jth Wales. 
The extent to which each source-natural increase and net immigration

has contributed to the growth of the populatioD of New South Wales during 
each ceDSUS period since 1861 was shown on page 226 of the Official Year 
Book for 1922. In calculating the incree.se from 1901 to 1921 the population 
of the Federal Capital Territory has been omitted, but the aboriginal 
inhabitants have been taken into consideration throughout. 

Natural increase has been by far the greater cause of growth in the 
population, and, as would be expected, has provided steadily-increasing 
additions. The rate of natural increase fluctuated with a falling tendency 
throughout the period, but a very sudden fall occurred after 1890 owing to 
the rapid decline in the birth-rate. Immigration has always been a subor· 
dinate cause of growth, but has' intermittently provided considerable 
additions to the population. During the sixty years 1861-1921 the !let 
immigration amounted to only 500,277, or about two-sevenths of the total 
increase. Of these immigrants, approximately 300,000, or 60 per cent., 
were males, and about 140,000 were assisted to immigrate. Immigration 
proceeded rapidly until 1886, when it declined heavily, and did not revive 
until the State reintroduced its policy of affording assistance to immigrants 
in 1905. Between the years 1892 and 1904 the State actually lost more than 
10,000 inhabitants by net emigration. The rate of increase due to llet 
immigration, measured in relation to IJJ[Julation, has been very variable, 
and although considerable improvement is evident in the past thirty yeats the 
rate is still much below that of former years. 

It is probable that the last decennial period would have shown a very 
considerable improvement in all respects had it not been for the unusual 
influences brought to bear by the war and the epidemic of influenza in 1919 

The actual growth of population in New Sout.h Wales during each of the 
las-t ten years wa" as follow" :--

Year ended 11 ______ In!cr(>aRe during_l"~ar~ ___ .. _.I. Increase per cent. during Year. 

December- I ! I I 
'Xatural Xet . I T tal '" t r"l Net 'rotal. ~ . I ImmlgratlOn. i o. ...,a u «,. IImmjgration. 

j I --_._._._- ... ~.--.,. 

1915 33,275 1:-) 20,110 13,165 1·77 ·70 
1916 32,221 !(-) 40,932 (-) 8,711 1·70 -) '41, 
1917 34,498 

i 
98 34,596 1·83 J ·8:l 

1918 31,860 9,997 41,857 1·66 .. ~~ :!-IS 
1!H9 22,143 i 54.235 76,378 1·13 2·76 :l'8!1 
1920 33,013 

! 
20,253 53,266 1·62 ·99 2·6l 

1921 34,600 1,916 36,516 1·65 ·09 \·74 
1922 36,036 9,012 45,048 L69 '43 2·12 
1923 33,061 3,492 36,553 1'52 ·W J'118 
1924 32,849 12,135 44.984 1-48 -1i5 203 

-------
(-) Decrease. 

This table reflects very clearly the effects of the war upon the grO' ..... th of 
population. During the four years 1910 to 1913 natural and migratory 
causes had combined to produce a growth which, in point of magnitud(~. WM 

unprecedented and, in point of rate, was nearlv as rapid as that of any 
similar period in the previous fifty years. In' those fom years the net 
immigration was nearly 126,000. 'R~t the advent of war iT; un 4 caused 
a practical cessation of immigration in the latter part of the year, while at 
the same time the despatch of forces oversea caused a he:J.vy drain 01 
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emigration, which increased during 1915 and i916 so much as to cause a. 
large excess of departures over arrivals. From 1917 to 1919 the returili 
of troops caused an im~reasing flow of arrivals, and restored a temporarily 
absent element of population. In 1920 the last detachments of soldiers 
returned, and there was considerable immigratio:l from other States. During 
1921 migration returned to its ordinary channels, ann. the net immigration 
of the year was inconsiderable. In 1922 a pronounced increase was apparent, 
but this was not maintained in 1923. The increase during 1924, though 
greater than in 1922, does not compare favourably with that for the years 
prior to 1914. After 1914 the annual number of births diminished until 
1919 and the natural increase showed a considerable falling off, especially in 
1919, when the epidemic of influenza caused heavy mortality. In 1920 and 
1921 the number both of births and deaths increased, but the increase of 
births was the greater. The natural increase in 1922 was numerically the
greatest on record, but proportiona'ly was considerably below that of former 
years. A slight decline both in numbers and population occurred in 1923. 
and 1924. 

l\IrGRATION. 

A very large movement of population takes place each year into and out 
of New South Wales, but is due more to the movement of tourists, business. 
men, and persons following itinerant callings, than to immigration or
emigration properly so-called. During the war period and the years imme
diately following there were very considerable movements of troops. These 
are included in the figures shown below. 

The net immigration to New South ~Wales is the excess of arrivals in over 
departures from the State, and is the result principally of intercourse with 
oversea countries. In recent years until 1920 the greater part of the immi
grants to New South Wales came from or through other Australian States; 
but, in 1921, the direction of interstate migration changed and the number of 
departures to other States has since exceeded the number of arrivals therefrom. 

The interstate and oversea nwvement of people to and from New South. 
Wales in each of the past ten years is shown in the following table :-
--.". I ~---------~~ -----.---~-- ~-.~--~--~--~-~~-~--

I Arrivals in Xew South 'Vales. I D t f N S th W I i. Excess of Arrivals oyer epar ures _rom ew Oll a es. < Depar~~l:es. 

Year. j'From 1 ,---i----;:--II--· -I-----I-~~::~-
Interstate. co~~t~ies. Total.! InterstatE'°1 Co~~~:[es Total. : Interstate. I Countries~ 

~_~ I I "1 I I 

1915 I 315,590 1 45,939 I ;6:,~2~1-;~~,~~~,2S5 381,6391--12'2361~)32'3~~' 
1916 322,174 49,3541371,528 11318,738. 93,722 412,460 I 3,436 (-)44,368 

1917 274,768 35,063 1 309,831 260,616 49,117 309,733

1

' 14,152 (-)14,054 

1918 299,735 38,744
1

338,479' 288,732 39,750 328,482 1l,003 (- )1,006 

1919 240,263 93,276' 333;539 235,887 43,417 279,304 I 4,376 49.859: 
I 

1920 311,068 60,108 363,330 i 7,846 12,407 72,515 383,583 303,222 

1921 

1922 

1923 

1924 

284,927 

277,938 

283,014 

300,816 

57,190 

53,326 

48,084 

55,06£ 

342,117 288,084 , 
I 

331,264 283,432 

331,008 290,691 

355,882 304,{)'95 

52,1l7 

38,820 

36,915 

39,652 

! 

340,201 i( - ~" 157 

3-22,252 l( - )5,494 

327,606 i( - }7,677 

343,747 I( - )3,279 
) 

~----------~ 

(- ) Denotes exC<lSS of departures. 

5,073' 

14,506= 

11,169-

15,4141 
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Of the total movement of population, more than 80 per cent. is to and. 
from other Australian States. and one-third of thf' movement to and from 
countries outside Australia is ~ith New Zealand. 

~ The movement since 1922 has been such as to suggest that acoJ.
siderable number of persons (other than assisted immigrants) arrive in 
New South Wales by sea from other co"ntries and pass thence to other States, 
either remaining there or departing from other port~ of the Commonwel1ith. 
This is probably due in part to the fact that Sydney is a terminal portIor a 
number of oversea shipping route]. 

Passports. 

Under the Passports Act, 1920 (Federal), no person who is or appears 
to be more than 16 years of age may embark at any place in the Common
wealth for a journey to any place beyond the Commonwealth unless he IS 
the holder of a passport or other document authorising his departure, properly 
endorsed for the journey or unless he is the subject of any special or statutory 
exemption in that regard. The fee for issuing a passport is 1 O~., and it is 
valid for a period of five years unless specially limited to a shorter period. 

The statutory exemptions extend to members of the naval or military 
forces of any British Dominion on duty, members of the crew of a departing 
vessel who were members on its arrival or are by occupation seafaring men, 
any natural born British subject proceeding to New Zealand, any other 
person proceeding to New Zealand under permit, any officer of the Adminis
tration, or any bonafide resident or tourist with a return ticket pro()eeding 
to Papua or Norfolk Island, any person holding a certificate exempting 
him from the dictation test, and any aboriginal native of Asia or >if any 
island of the East Indies or of the Indian or Pacific oceans. 

Immigration. 
At Common Law aliens have no legal right of admission to any British 

country, and immigration to and emigration from New South 'Vales are 
regulated principally by statutes of the Federal Parliament, e.g., the Immigra
tion Act (l901-24) and the Contract Immigrants Act, 1905. 

Any person may be refused a.dmission to Australia who fails to write from 
dictation by an officer not less than fifty words in any prescribed European 
language; or any person who has not the prescribed certificate of health; 
any feeble-minded person ; any person suffering from serious transmissible 
disease or defect, tubercnlosis or certain other serious diseases; any person 
convicted of crime in certain circumstances; any prostitute or person living 
by prostitution; any advocate of revolution,' assassination, or the unlawful 
destruction of :property; any Turk of Ottoman race; or any person 16 years 
of age or over not possessed of a passport as prescribed. Should such 
persons gain admission, they may be deported. Usually persons formerly 
domiciled in the State cannot be excluded from return after temporary 
absence. For a period of five years from 2nd December, 1920, persons of 
German, Austro-German, Bulgarian or Hungarian parentage and nationality 
were excluded, but upon the expiration of that period no further restrictions 
were imposed. Ex-enemy subjects repatriated during the late war are required 
to obtain approval of their readmission. 

In the matter of e:x:clllding undesirablr immigrants, New South Wales 
is· protected by the Federal authority. The number of persons refused 
admission to the Commonwealth in 1924. was 50, of whom 18 were Chineso, 
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7 British, 6 Hindoos, 3 Cingalese, 9 German, 1 Greek, 2 Pacifie Islanders, 
1 West Indian, 1 Arab, 1 Bulgarian, and 1 North American. No persons 
passed the dictation test during the year. The number of recorded departures 
of coloured persons from the Commonwealth during the year was 3,321, 
including 1,898 Chinese, 366 Japanese, and 149 Hindoos. The number of 
coloured persons admitted without test was 3,504, of whom 1,917 were 
Chinese and 240 were Japanese. Of these, 1,891 were admitted on the 
ground of former domicile, 827 as pearlers, 176 on passports, and 610 on 
other grounds. 

Assisted ImmigratIOn. 

In the early years of the colony's existence the Governors frequently 
discouraged free Immigration, but In 1832 there was inaugurated a policy 
1)f State-asRisted immigra.tion, which was maintained until 1885. During 
"the economic depression of the next twenty years no cncouragement was 
given to immigrants, and assistance to migrate was not afforded again 
until 1905. In 1911 the Federal Government assumed the function of 
-advertising the resources of Australia with a view to promoting voluntary 
immigration from the United Kingdom, Europe, and the United States 
of America, but the State continued to assist desirable immigrants. Activities 
were practically suspended during the war period and not revived until 1919. 
In view of the industrial position, however, assistance was at first restricted 
-to nominees and domestic workers, but the Imperial Government also 
arranged to grant free passages to ex-service men and women and their 

,dependents who could produce evidence that tbey would be acceptable to 
any dominion, and that provision had been made for them. This scheme 
operated until the end of 1922. 

With the advent of more stable industrial conditions, the system of assisted 
immigration was reorganised by agreement as from 1st }Uarcb, 192], when 
the Federal Government undertook cont,rol of the entire oversea organisation 
for the encouragement anrI selection of immigrants, and for the provision of 
passages to Australia. Under this agreement the State arranged to indicate, 
from time to time, how rnany settlers it could absorb. A new agreement 
was made as from 1st May, 1923, when the Government of New Soutb 
Wales extended the nomination system to include persons under 50 years 
of age of approved occupations for whom nominators are in a position to 
provide maintenance or employment for a period of at least one year. 
Nominations by church or other community organisations were a180 allov .. ed. 

A small numb~r of persons (usually rural or domestic workers) is selected 
from among applicants for assisted passages annually by the authoriti'es in 
London. These are, ntroduced on the responsibility vi the State. The >lge 
limit for women applicants for assisted passages as domestic workers is 40 
years. 

UIlder the existing system of immigration, "nominated" immigrants 
preponderate, and the obligations of the State ill receiving immigrants are 
not considerable. In certain cases immigrants receive instruction in rural 
work on the Government Agricultural Farm at Scheyville (neal' Windsor), and 
suitable employment is obtained in co-operation with the State Labour 
Exchanges. . 

Any immigrant who settles upon the land as owner, lessee, or labourer, 
within a reasonable time of his arrival, may be granted concessions in regard 
to railway fares and freight when travelling to the district in which he 
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settles. These concessions may be granted also to nominated immigrants 
proceeding to the homes of their nominators, or travelling to take up iarm 
work or domestic service. 

POPULATION AND ANNUAL INCREASE, 1860-1924. 

22r----~---+~--~--4---~----~--~---4----t____ I 
: I 1 

o I 
1870 , I 1924 

Thp. nurn ben< at the side of the graph represent 100,000 of population and, 10,000 ill crease. In 1915 
and 1916 there W'1.8 a Jarg-,e excl'Iss of emigoration owing to the departure of "reops, and the line 
indicatin;,r migration incr~aMe fell below the limits of the diagram. . 

The following statement shows the expenditure on immigration by State 
grants since 1832, and the total number of assisted immigrants who arrived 
in New South Wdcs under various schemes, inclusiTG 0f Victoria and 
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Qaccnsli}nd before their separation. After 1905 the number of immigrants 
nominated by residents of the State and the number selected abroad by the 
Immigration Office are shown separately. 

I Immigranttl Assisted. 

Year I Expenditure, : ---'--, 
----~-.. ---~----------

ended ex'Jlu-:;lye of i I 

Tob!. 

30th Junc. Administration. I N omin::tted~ ! Seleded, 

I I ! 
~Iales. Females. Total. 

----- ------, 
;£ I 

183:2-1901 3,676,013 104,106 107,866 I 211,972 
IDO:;-1909 44,925 6,144 2,713 * * 

[ 

8,857 
Hl10-1914 221,601 32,406 12,444 23,81R 21,034 44,850 
1915-1919 44,189 4,123 1,322 2,067 :~,:l78 , 5,445 

1920 3,0'25 87:{ 214 527 560 I 1,087 
19:21 n,8-I7 4,0:!6 560 2,220 2,366 I 4,586 
1922 1,640 5,G79 665 3,:i96 2,948 

I 
6,344 

1923 2,294 5,058 9:33 :{,362 2,629 5,991 
19:24 :3,526 4,2ti:{ 939 2.584 2,618 5,202 
1925 4,859 4.992 2,177 3;948 3,221 I 7,169 

1832,1925 4,ODS,919 67,564t 21,96if 146,026t 146,620t -r~1,50; 
_ .. _--------- --- -- --------- -___ ,_~I_-

* Inform,ltion not availab~e. t EXCluding immigrants 1905·1909. t 190;; to 1926. 

Although there has been a revival in immigration in the past five years, 
the number of assisted immigrants has been only 29,292 as compared with 
44,850 in the quinquennium which preceded the war. 

The selected immigrants in the past six years have consisted very largely 
<>f boys under the Dreadnought and Barnardo Homes schemes. 

Since 1861 the number of assiated immigrants has been approximately 
28 per cent. of the net number of immigrants to the State, and between the 
censuses of 1911 and 1921 the net immigration was 134,692 persoIls, of whom 
approximately one-third were ase,isted. 

The figures for the last six years include ex-service immigrants to whom 
the Imperial Government granted free passages, viz., 663 in 1919-20, 3,394 in 
1920-21, 4,260 in 1921-22, 2,407 in 1922-23, 192 in 1923-24, and 25 in 
1924-25. Of these, 10,083 were nominated by residents of New South Wales, 
and 858 (including 628 domestic servants) were selected. Up to the end of 
.Tune, 1925, the total number of free-passage immigrants who arrived under 
the Imperial ex-service scheme wa~ 10,941. Activity under the scheme was 
discontinued at the end of ] 922, but passages are provided for the wives 
and dependent children of ex-service men already received provided applica
tions were made within two' years of departure. 

The following statement shows the diBtribution of selected immigrants in 
their respective occupational classes in each of the last ten years :--, 

I I I I 'I 
' I 1 •• 

Year ended ' Rural Domestic i- l:b'amilicsl! Year ended Rural I Domestic IFamllIes 
30th Jane. 'I Workers. Servants, Ocher.! of fore, 'I 30th Juno. Workers, Servants,1 Other. off.ore-I I gomg. I I gomg. 

, . I: I ' 

! 'I I I 
126 I 

I, 
1916 8 18 'I 1921 94

1 

398 i 6 62 
i 

61
1

, 

I 
1917 3 51 

I 
1922 354! 247 

[ 

15 49 

1918 , I! 1!!23 740 UJl 2 

1919 I 
I; 1924 604 335 

I 
1920 86 102 [ 25 II 1925 1,fi32 386 259 

I I, I 
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In selecting immigrants choice luts been restricted latterly almost exclusively 
to rural work(,TS al1d dome!!t,ic servants. Practically all the assisted immi
grants in the last ten years have come from the' Ullited Kingdom; the 
relatively small number from other countriBs is shown in t~lC following 
statement :--;-

Assisted Ilnuligrants from-
~~~ ---~ -~ -~~~~-

Year ' '0th B 't' 'r ended : lJnited King'dem. I er!l ~s 1 
SOthJunel ! _ POSSeS13lOfls. 

I Nomin~ l--~I Nomi~-rl-~--~ 
I ated. Selected. i ated. Selected. 

---, 

I i I 
I I 

I ! ! 
1916 869 i 145 I 7 I ... 
1917 {515 ! 60 ; 2 I 

I I ... 
1918 189 I 1 ! ... .., I 

1919 ll8 I "~141 1 ... 
868 I 1920 3 ... 

I 
1921 4,010 i 560 ; 16 ... 

5,645
1 

I 
1922 665 I 27 ... 
1923 933 I 14 5,014 I I 

... 
1924 4,190 939 I 17 ... 
1925 4,885 2,177 i 19 

I 

\ 

... 

1 

Forei~ Countries. 

Total 
Assisted Immigrants. 

Komin, I Selected. I Nom;n, !I Selected. II Total. 
ated. - I at,ed. 

I 

12 7 I 
888 I 152 1,04,0 

!l ... 521l I GO 586 
2 ... 191 ! 1 HB 

I ... ... 119 : . .. 119 
I 

2 ... 873 I 214 ],087 
I 

... ... 4,026 I 560 4,586 

7 ... 5,679 665 6,344 

30 ... 5,058 933 5,991 

56 ... 

I 

4,263 939 5,202 

88 4,
992

1 2,
177 l 7,169 . .. 

I 

Adolescent lrl igrants. 

There are two private organisations which assist the immigration of boys 
and youths, viz., the Dreadnought Funq. Tru/:lt and the DT. Barnardo, 
Homes. The latter organisation now assists girl migrants also. 

The Dreadnought Fund was established in 1909 by pubiie su1)scription to 
defray the cost of building for the Imperial Navy a war vessel cf the Dread
nought type. On the institution of the Australian Navy it WiiS decided to 
use part of the funds to assist the immigration -of lads from 17 to 20 years of 
age, for the purpose of following rural pursuits. Up to 30th April, 1925, 
when a new agreement was made as to paymBnt of passage money of all 
assisted immigrants the trustees paid part of the passage money, and, 
if necessary, the Commonwealth and Imperial Governments advanced, a 
sum sufficient to defray the balance of the cost of bringing the lads to New 
South Wales. The trustees assist the boys during a course of training at 
one of the State farms. Upon completion of the course the lads are placed 
in employment through the agency of the State Labour Exchanges, and. 
they repay in instalments any advances made. Operations under this, 
scheme were suspended during the war period, but were resumed recently,. 
63 boys being brought to New South Wales in 1921,637 in 1922,472 in 1923" 
620 in 1924, and 736 between January and October, 1925. 

The organisation known as Dr. Barnardo Homes works in conjunction with 
an English instituti,on of that name, which arranges passages and pays the 
passage money to Australia of boys trained in their homes and on farms in 
England. The local organisation places the boys with farmers, where the 
home conditions are found to be satisfactory. A hostel is maintained at 
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Ashfield, Sydney, to accommodate them until they go to the country. The 
organisation keeps constantly in touch with them,and banks part of their 
wages till they reach the age of 21 years. From October, 1921, when the 
first of these boys were landed in Sydney, to December, 1922, 97 Barnardo 
boys had arrived in New South Wales. During 1923 a further. 123 arrived, 
51 in 1924, and 48 during the first half of 1925. In 1923 the State also 
rcceived 32 Barnardo girls, a further 101 in 1924, and 42 in August, 1925. 

During 1923 an additional 8ch8me was inaugurat8d under whieh 251 
British boys between the ages of 15 and 18 years were rceeived upon assisted 
passages and provided with rural employment in New South Wales, ::whilst 
48 arrived in 1924. In 1923 the Juvenile Migrants Apprentieeship Act waS 
passed to provide for the supervision and eare of the persons and property 
of juvenile migrants until they reach the age of 21 years, and to empower 
the Minister for Labour to bind them by indenture to any trade or calling. 
During 1924 the number of arrivals under this selle me was 609, including 
305 Dreadnought boys, whilst during 1925 the number was 540, including 
283 Dreadnought boys. 

The number of pprsons assisted to immigrate in each of the pa8t ten 
calendar years is shown on rage 27 of the Statistical Register of New South 
Wales for 1924-25. . 

Passage Money. 

Prior to the war several steamship companies conveyed immigrant pas
sengers from the United Kingdom at the rate of £14 per adult, and t.he State 
Government contributeu from £4 to £8 toward the fares of assisted immigrants. 
Since tho waT the CO~lt por berth has been much greater, and in January, 1925, 
was £33 per person over 12 years of age, and half that amOlmt for children 
between the ages of 3 and 12 years. Children under 3 years of age are carried 
free. Since 1st May, 1925, under the Imperial scheme, contributions have 
been made in equal proportions. by the Federal and Imperial Governments 
toward the cost of assisted passages for approved persons from the United 
Kingdom. Contributions are on the following seale:-

Children over 3 and under 12 years 

.Juveniles over 12 and under 17 years 

17 19 

Domestics 

Married couples, including husbands and wives, widows 
and widowers, if aecompanied by one or more 
children under 19 yeaTS, each 

'Other approved immigrants 

£ s. d. 

16 10 0 

27 10 0 
22 0 0 
22 O. 0 

22 0 0 
16 10 0 

The remainder is paid by the immigrant or his nominator, and ranges 
from nothing in the ease of ehildren under 12 years of age to £5 lOs. in the 
case of juveniles between 12 and 17 years of age, £11 for juveniles aged 17 to 
19 years, domestics and married persons aceompanied by one or more children 
under 19 years of age, and to £16 lOs. for other approved migrants. 

In the case of persons nominated for assisted passages by relatives or 
friends in the StHte, nominators are Tequired to guarantee that employ
ment awaits nominees, 01' thHt adequate provision will be made for their 
maintenance. 
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The following statJment shows, in respect of New South Wales, the number 
of nominations and of nominees, since the inauguration of the present scheme 
of Commonwealth aid in March, 1921. Persons granted free passages under 
the Imperial ex-service scheme are excluded from account :-

Year. 

I Accepted. Amount ofPassage~{oney. 

I KOminatiOns.j :NOminccs~. paya~~J~~~~itCd. 

£ £ 

1021 * 237 527 12,375 5,054 

1921-22 883 1,923 44,769 18,440 

1922-23 1,594 3,508 67,228 28,150 

1923-2'1 2,168 5,732 98,978 24,870 

1024·25 2,935 7,871 117,225 30,142 

* ~Iarch to J·une. 

Contract Immigrants. 
Tho (1(in,is[,ion. of immigrants under contract to perform manual labour is' 

regubted by the Contract Immigrants Act, 1905. Such contracts must be 
made by or on behalf of l:H1 Australian resident or. the one part. In every 
ease they are subject to Ministerial approval whioh may be withheld if the 
inlfihnent of the contract is likely to prejudice the public welfare as affecting. 
an industrial dispute or the condition.s or standards prevailing in local 
industry. Except in tho cases of contract ilmnigrants who are British 
~ubjGcts horn in tho United Kin.gdom or descended fr.om a British subject 
there born, it nmst be shown that then, is difficulty in obtaining workers 
of equal skill and ability within the COlmrollwealth. The Act, however, 
doe~ not apply to domestic servants :md personal attendants aocompanying 
their employers. The number of persons g,dmitted under the Act in 1923 
was 6, of whom none were for New South Wales. 

Distribution oj Immigrants. 

A table published on page 91 of this Year Book for 1924 showed how persons 
born outside Australia and resident in New South Wales at the census of 
1921 were distributed in respect of the metropolitrtil, urban and rural 
localities of the State. The tendency of migrants to remain in the capital 
city was shown by tbe fact that, whereas 97,344 males and 81,145 females 
born outside Australia were resident in the metropolis, the numbers in other 
parts of the State were 83,150 males and 53,091 females. The unequal 
distribution was further shown by the fact that, whereas 22·5 per cent. of 
all males and 17·5 per cent. of all females resident in the metropolis were 
born outside Australia, the corresponding proportions in rural districts were 
11·8 per cent. of males and 8·2 per cent. of females. 

A further analysis is made in the following table relating to persons resident 
in New South Wales at the date of the census who were born outside 
Australia and had been resident therein for less than ten years. Distinction 
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is made between persons resident less than five years and those resident 
between five and ten years~ Train and other travellers and crews of ships 
are omitted from account:-

Diyision. 

Heside!lt less than 5 years. Re"ident over 5 years and less than 
10 yeats. 

,-------;w;,~·--l-- --Females-. - i Males. I Females. 
I~-, 1------- 1------- --.-----------
'I ""umber·IPe! cent. I Number.!Per cent,. I ",umber.llper cenLI Xumber.! Pcr cent. 

________ -'----_-----'1,_ I J I 

I i 
Metrorolitan 8,843 61 iU,727 62 26,037 57 121,097 59 

Urban, Provincial ... 2,826 I 19 3,710 19 9,848 21 I 7,812 22 
! 

10,058 [ ! Rural ..................... 2,928 ! 20 i 3,527 19 22 6,567 19 
'I 

---:---,------------'------
I 

Total ............ 14,597 100 ! 18,9641100 45,943: 100 i 35,476[100 
I ! 

i : 

Approximately 60 per cent. of all persons resident in Australia less than 
ten years were living in the metropolis at the date of the census. At the 
same date approximately 43 per cent. of the population of the State were 
in the metropolis. 

New Settlers' League. 

Tho New Settlers' Leagl:e is a voluI':tary organisation with divisions in 
each of tho four eastcrn Stz,tes of thc Commonwealth. It was iI'.aEgurated 
in New Sodh Wales in March, 1921. It consists ofrepresentatives of churches 
and pablic bodies intercsted in migration and hmd settlement. 

Altho~,gh originally operating under the auspices of the COlnmonwealth 
Government it is now sub:;idised jQintly by the Commonwealth m:d State 
Govcrnments to tho extont of £1,500 per annum. 

The object:J of the league are, broadly, to stimulateir.tercst in njgration 
and to co-ordinate the efforts of thc various bodies of tho State in that 

,direction. In ::'cddition it welcomes migrants on their arrival and assists 
thC)m to bocome establif'hed by affording advice ane. guidance. This work 
is earried out through a head office in Sydney near the water front and about 
200 country branches. These branches extend a welcome to migrants arriving 
in th,:,ir dist-lict and afford them g"lidance. They also Dcssist lads placed on 
farms and visit them to seo whether they ~ne content and how they are 
progressing. The social welfare of women migrants is also promoted by the 
league. 

While assisted immigr:1nt~ do not generally need the guidance of the 
leaguo its facilities are available for them gnd it endcavolUB to fill the place 
of nominators who aro not able to be preser.t to welcome i,h~,ir nominees. 
The work of placing new arrivals in employment is done by the Department 
of Labour, the league advising the Department of all positions vacant. 
During 192/1-25, 217 inquiries were made for farm boys, 195 for farm labourers 
and 55 for married couples. 

DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION. 

The population of New South Wales is distributed in a rather remarkable 
manner. At thl) end of Thcember, 192/l, including Ghipping, the city of Sydney 
contained 109,180 pnr,o.ons in a small area surrounded by an extensive group 
of rmburbs with 902,890 inhabitants, making a total of 1,012,070 dwellers in 
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:the metropolis. Outside tlie boundaries of the metropolis in 'what is usually 
termocl the metropolitan area there are seven municipalities and three shires, 
<containing 'in all 119,690 inhabitants. Then scattered throughout the 
,State are 134 of the larger towns incorporated as municipalities with a 
total population of 472,380; of thetle, 11 in the County of Cumberland, 
contained 43,460 persons, for the most part dependent on Sydney for their 
ll.ivelihood, and 14, including the large mining centres of. Newcastle, Broken 
Hill, Lithgow, and Wollongong, contained ] 38,780 inhabitants, leaving 
290,140 in 109 of the larger rural towns. Distributed over the remaindEr 
of the State, 99 per cent. of itG arpa, are 651,837 pprsons, of whom a small 
number live in the large unincorporated towns, and only 14,807 in the 
unincorporated porj;ion of the Western Division, which covers 40·5 per cent. 
<of the area of the State. 

The distribution of population at the end of Jl-l24, together with the 
,proportion in each division and the average population per square mile, are 
tlhown in the following table :-

Division. 

-------~-----------------------------

i Areat i 
I (including I 

'I Rivers and 1 
Lal<.€s). 

I 

Population at 31st Decemper, 1924, 
inC:luding shipping and ahorigifles. 

Total. Proportion in each lJi vision. 

:Sydney,., 5 109,180 4'9 21,836'0 
sq. miles. I per cent. per sq, mile 

"'Suburbs of Sydney 180 !l02,890 40'0 1i,0W'1 

Metropolis '..... 11\5 1,012.070 'I 44'9 5,470'6 
Extra Metropolitan Municipalities and, -- ---- -- .. 

Shlres ,., .,. ,., .. \ 5151119,6110 5'3 I 2324 
Metropolitan Area as defined in Local ----- -- -----1 

GovernmentAct .. , ... ,., 700 1,131,760 I 50'2 1,616'8 
.Country Municipalities ,.. . .. ~i371-472;380 ~u-9 -----ygg:s-
Country Shires .,. .,. 180,820::: 637,030 28'2 3'5 
'\Vcstern Division (Part unincor· II I 

porated) 125,294. 14,807 0'7 0'1 
Lord Howe Island 5 I, '1I3 'I 0'0 22'6 

Total, New South Wales 309.25bj:! 2,:156,09u 100'0 ----7~ 

* Including Ku-ring~gai Shire, area H6 sq. miles, population 22.680. 
tExcludes 176 sq, miles being water area of principal horbours, tExcludes ~'ederal Territory. 940 sq. miles. 

The population of the metropolitan area as defined in the Local Govern
ment Act represents one-half of the total population; one-fifth of the people 
reside in the country municipalities, and less than one-third in the remaining 
:rural districts. 

The density of population diminishes rapidly from city, suburban, country 
urban to rural districts. The average :lensity of population in New South 
Wales is greater than that of any other State of the Commonwealth except 
Victoria and Tasmania. 
TQ~ lowness of the average in New South Wales--7·3 per square mile

is due largely to the inclusion of the extensive and practically unpeopled 
Western Division, much of which must remain sparsely settled until means 
are found to overcome its natural disability of a low 1tverage rainfall. The 
average density of population in the Eastern and Centl"JJ Divisions of the 
t5tate is 12·2 persons per square mile. 

}Ylttnicipal and Shire pl)p~tlation. 

Slightly more than tw-o-thirc',!l of the population of New South Wales 
live within municipalities and practically the whole of the remainder within 
shires. Although the area unincorporated is more than two-fifths of the total 
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it contains less than 15,000 inhabitants. The number of inhabitants of 
mnnicipalities, shires, and unincorporated districts of each division of New 
South Wales at 31st December, 1924, is shown below:-· . 

Diyision. 

Metropolis 
Balance-Oumberland 
North Ooast ... 
Hunter and :Manning 
South Coast ... '" 
Northern Tableland 
Oentral Tableland ... 
!::outhern Tableland 
N orth-VI estern Slope 
Centml~ Western Slope 
Sonth- Western Slope 
North-Oentral1:'l::tin 
Central Plain 
Rivorina 
WestErn D:vision

In',orporated 
Dr, incorporated 

Lord Howe 1.land ... 

New South Wales ... 

I MuniciPaliiies.j Shires. J~,-._ 
989,390 22.680 11,012,070 
124,010 55;000 179,010 

33,990 89,420 123,410 
126,240 139,220 265,460 
M.720 44,840 89,560 
19,64.0 31,010 50,650 
56,350 73,000 129,350 
19,890 26,180 46,070 
18,OlO 34,240 52,250 
17,680 36,000 53,680 
39,040 59,360 98,400 

6,560 17,350 23,910 
5,890 13,360 19,250 

:::1 12,420 57,190 69,610 

... 2~. 490 I 28,490 

. I ... . .. I .. . .. . I 14, e07 ..1_ .... _ .. 1-"'-'" _1~ 

.. 1,542,320 I 698,850 I 2,256,090 

Particulars of the area, population and number of dwellings in each 
municipality and shire of the census of 1921 are shown at pages 6 to 17 of 
the Statistical Register for 1924-25 and the estimated mean populations for 
the same areas for 1924 appear on pages 37 to 43 of the same publication. 

Urban and Rural Population. 
The popub,tion of N~w South V'-ales, in common with that of most othE'r 

co;}ntries of the world, tends morE' and more to congregate in metropolitan 
and urban cer.trres. A comparison of the number and proportion of inhabitants 
in metropolitan, urban and mral divisions was pubJi.Qh~d on page 235 of the 
Official Year Book for 1922. 

The outstanding features cf the population at the present time are the 
dominance of the metropolitan element and the diminishing relative import
ance of the country towns, incorporated and unincorporated, and of the rural 
d;strict3. 

Internal Migmt7·on. 
Tables published on page 236 of the Official Year Book for 1922 showed 

th!tt therc was considerable migration from the countl-y districts to the 
city during the laBt three inter-cemal periods. 

Throughout the period the flow of Fopulation was continuous from 
the South Coast, from the whole of the Tableland Divisions, and from 
the Western Division. During the past ten years emigration from country 
divisions was more pronounced than ever before, and occurred from every 
rural district of the State considered in a general way, except where special 
settlement was brought about by the Murmmbidgee Irrigation project. 

The PopUlation oj the Metropolis. 
The Metropolis includes the City of Sydney, forty municipalities surrounding 

it, the Ku-ring-gai Shire, and the islands of Port Jackson. It embraces an 
area of 185 square miles. The boundaries may be described as follow:
On the east, the seacoast; on the south, the waters of Botany Bay and 
George's River; on the west, the western boundaries of Hurstville, Canterbury, 
Enfield, Strathfield, Homebush, Concord, Ryde, and Eastwood municipalities 
and the western boundary of Ku-ring-gai Shire; on the north, the eastern 
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boundary of Ku-ring-gai Shire, the north-eastern boundary of Willoughby, 
and the northern boundary of Manly mun:cipalities. The habitations within 
thesp limits are fairly continuoull. 

The following st~tement shows the population of each municipality of 
the lll.3tropolis, and of Ku-ring-gai Shire, at the censuses of 1911 and 1921, 
and at :3lBt D.'cem bp~, 1924, inchiding ahorigines and shipping :-~-

i Yopulation. i Popula.tion 

M •• '",,,,,o,. i 0:::;'·1 C;;!'~'I ~~;. I •• """.;;;, 1-;;;;;'· I ~;:;;r~C 
City of Sydney ... 1\119,774

1
111,059:109,180;1 Manly... 10,465 1 18,507 22,590 

Alexandria ... 1O,123! 9,793i 9,9801: Marrickville :~0,653 I 42,2-!O 44,520 
Annandale .. 1 ~1,2411 12,64~_i ~2,7401! Mascot ... 5,836 I 10,929 11,6;)0 
Ashfield ... , ~0,431. 33,63/ B6,960il Mosman... 18,248 i 20,06;~ 22240 
Balmain ... . .. ;)2,0881 32,122 8Z,41Oi, Newtown ... 1 26,498!28,169 2S;;340 
Bexley 6,5171 14,746 Hi,~lUll North Sydney... :34,648 48,446 51,660 
Botany... 4,409 10,214 6,660i Paddington 24,817 26,364 26,590 
Burwood ... 9,38~1 15,711 17,MOII Petersham 21,712 26,2:36 26,980 
Oanterbury 11,8351 :n,6391 51,210 11 Randwick H),475 1 50,849 61,080 
Concord ." 4,076i H,ru3 16'440.:1 Redfern ... 24,427 I 23,978 24,060 
Darlington 3,816, 8,651 1 :3,6501 Rockdale 14,095 25,190 29,800 
Drummoyne 8,678i 18.764 22,960; B.yd~ ... 5,281 I 14,855 19,030 
EastwQod 968 2,183 2,500,1 St. Peter's 8,410 I 12,700 13,llQ 
Enfield .. ~,444i 8,5:~? 1~'~~Oi! STtrathfield 4,046 I 7,;"594 10,120 
Erskineville / ,299, 7,503 j ,0;)0, \i aucluse l,m8 1 ;l,nO 5,1:10 
Glebe 2J,9441 22,772!22,880: Waterloo 10,m:! ,11,199 1l,5jjO 
Homebush 676, 1,622 2,460' Waverley 19,8:12 I ;36,797 4:1,740 
Hunter's Hill n,OHll 7,3:H 8,51°11 Willoughby 13,0:>7 ! 2S,0;-! 35,620 

Kogarah ... .. 6,?54 1~,22? 2~,a60 I Ku.ring-gai Shirel 9,459 i 1!l,213 i 2:l,680 
Hurstville ... 6,533\' ];.;,:194

1

. 16,450! \Yoollahra. ... 1 16,992 25,461: 29,440 

Lane Cove "1 3,H06 1,592, 12,02(,,, 1'-~-'---~i---
~_eichhar~ 2~,254 29,3561 30,05011 Total ... , 636,3881906,10:) i 1,012,070 

Some of the suburbs nearest the city have attained their maximum 
development as residential districts and some are even losing population 
as industrial and commercial establishments extend. The rate of growth 
of population is now greatest in the more remote municipalities such as 
Bexley, Canterbury, Hurstville, Kogarah, Randwick, and Ryde. 

In addition to the suburbs enumerated above there are, in close proximity 
to the city, a number of important centres of population of a more or less 
suburban character, since large proportions of their inhabitants gain their 
livelihood in the city. An extended definition of the metropolitan area. 
was given in the Local Government Act of 1919 (Schedule Four), and included 
the following additional localities, whose populations, includingaborigilials 
and shipping, are shown :-

lIunicipalities. 

1_ Population. 

1 

Census 1 Censu! I 31st , 'Drc 
,1911. 1921. 1924'. 

Shires. 

Auburn 1 5,559 13,563\ 16,070\1 Hornsby 
Bankstown ... 2,030 10,670'1 14,560;1 Sutherland 
Dundas 1,136 :;,523 4,510', Warringah 
Ermington and 1 I' 

1 

Census, [ 
1911. 

I I , 
8,9071 
2,896: 
2,823: 

Population. 

Census, I 
1921. 

15,291[ 
7,707 
9,644 

---,----

31,t 
Dec., 
1~24. 

17,620 
8,710 

12,810 

Granville 7,2:311 13,328 15,4:10 i Shires 14,626,'1· 82,642 39,gO 
Rydalmere ... 1,716 1,9811' 1,9701: Extra.Metropolitan 

Lidcombe 5,419 10,524 12,:320:1 Population of Met· 
Parramatta ... 112,476' 14,595 15,6901: ropolis as shown 1 : 

I---i.---:--~--III.' above ... .. .. ' 636,388[ 906,103il,012,070 
Extra-l\{etro- 1 I ' i 1---,----\' 

politan Muni- I I i Metropolitan Areal i 
cipaiities ... ! 35,576'1 68,1811 80,550I'i as defined in Local I "~ i 

1 I Government Act. i 680,09011,006,921l1,131,760 
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The population of the metropolis, including aboriginals and. shipping, at:, 
census periods and at the end of D~cembeT, 1'924, is shown in the folhnvin~
table, together with the proportion ,yhich the metropolitan populat;ior 
bears to that of the whole State :-

._-->--_ .. _----

Population at Census. Increa.se, Proportion of 
Year. ~-------~--- ----- Males Population 

I Females. 
I 

Numerical. I 
per cent. of State in 

Males. Toial. Per cent. lIfetropolis, 
I 

i per cent., 
IS61 47,77S 49,28::1 97,001 4::1,137 SO'OO 49'21 27'7 
IS71 68,266 70,91:3 139,r79 4-2,l1S 43'39 49'05 27'6· 
1881 114,936 , llZ,Z:30 I 227,1'66 8'7,987 6S'22 -50'60 30'?' 
1891 I~7,550 I 189,8S4 387,434 )'60,268 70'55 .50'99 34,'2' 
Jool 241,700 246,232 I 487;!l32! 100,498 25'94 I 49'54 35'9· 
1911 312,074 '324,279 I 636,3531141<,42,1 30'-i'2 ! 49'04 a8·5. 
1921 439,691 466,412! 9oo,1031 269,750 42'34 

i 
4S'54 43'], 

192;{ 478,SOO 502,600 I !l81,400 I 25,WCl f2 '6.7 'I'S'79 44'4' 
1924 495,1"80 ! 516,890 I,Dl2,OiO 30,670 ,3'0"3 

I 
48'93 44'9 

iii 

The proportion of the population of the State resident in the metropolis; 
has increased rapidly in the past half-century and (lspeciaUy in the last ten. 
years. Since 1891 the proportion of females in the metropolis has increased" 
so that at the census of 1921 there was an ·excessof three females in every:" 
hund,ed of the population. 

The populations of the capital cities (including suburbs) of th~ States o£( 
the Commonwealth are shown below :-

I 

. I 
31st December, 1924, t Proportion to" 

Metropolis. Census, Census, Population 01" 
1911.' 1921:* I Females. I Whole St..te, 

lIfales, Tot"l. li~l4, 

i 
I per cent. 

Sydney ... "'\ 629,503 899;0'59 495,180 516,890 1,012,070 44:86 

Melbourne "'\ 588,971 
I 

766,465 1418,580 . 467,120 885;700 53'45· ... 

I Adelaide ... .. ·1 189;646 25'5,375 1:19,071 \150,843 289,914 53'84' 
I 

Brisbane 1 139,480 209,946 117,000 128,015 245,015 29':15· ... ... 
1 

Perth i 106,792 154,873 87,524 88,943 ' 176,467 48'46· ... 
"'1 

Hobart. ... · .. 1 39,937 52,361 
[ 

27,840 31,1l0 58,950 27'0& 

I 
, 

" Excludinci' Shipping, t Including Shipping. 

THE TOWNS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. 

As might be expected from the nature of the industries of the State there 
are in New South Wales comparatively few large towns. Outside the 
metropolitan area, the only towns of outstanding importance are Newcastle 
and Broken Hill, and the existence of both is due to the rich mineral 
deposits in their neighbourhood. Lithgow, the third largest town outside 
County Cumberland, is also dependent on mining for its existence. Apart. 
from tlleseand the centres in the County of Cumberland closely dependent: 
uT?on the city, there are only three (;ountry centres with it population exceeding 
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J.o,.ooo; eleven, including two uninCOrpOl'litx>d, 'between 5;.0.0.0 and 10,00.0; 
and twenty, including two unincorporated, 'between 3,.0.0.0 and 5,000. 

The following table affords a compariflon of the poplllationfl at the last 
four ceniuses and at 'the end of 1 <J24 of tile t;(}wns, which at the census of 
1921 had more than 3,.00.0 inhabitantG, inc1nding aboriginalsand shipping, 
the Inetropolitan and dosely-dependent municipalities being shown 
first :-

Muuic1pality. 

Sydney and Suburbst ... 
Auburn-t 
Parramattat 
Granvillet 
Bankstown"t 
Lidcombe: 
Dundast 

Newcastle and Suburbs 
Broken Hill 
Lithgew 
Maitland ... 
Goulburn 
Katoomba 
Bathurst 
Lismore 
Albury ... 
Cessnock§ ... 
Wagga Wagga ... 
Wollongong '" 
Tamworth 
Orange ." 
Kurri Kurt·j§ 
Armidale. 
Dubbo 
HOl'llsbyt§ 
Glen Innes 
Grafton 
Forbes 
Inl'erell 
Cowra 
Windsort 
Parkes 
Penritht ... 
Wellington 
Cootamundra 
Junee 
Casino 
Kempsey 
Young 
M-,,:1gee ... 
Singleton 
'Moree 
Temora .. , 
Narrandera 

Towns in County Cumberland 
Newcastle and Suburbs ... 
Other Country Towns ... 

Total population in towns of 
~OO inhahitqnts ... 

• N~t incorporated 1891. 

I PlJpulation. 

II Oensuo -I Ce1i~us C.·osus I Oensus I 31st Dec., 
, 1891. . HHH. 1911. 1921. 1924. 

"'138j,·.~1 1487,900 li6~,3~81 906,103 11,012,070 
... 2,.0:'61 2,948 ,o,5a9 1 .13,56:~ 16,070 
"'j 1l,~7. 7 12,560 I' 1;,476 , 14,Mt5 15,690 
.. , 4._48

1 

5,094 /,231! ]3,328 15,430 
." I 108 1,246 1 2,039' 10,670 14,560 
... 1 2,0>;4 4,496 5,419 10,524 12,320 
"'1 . 881, 1,087 1,136 3,523 4,510 

... i"50,662' 54,991 55,380 -86,267 -95:070 . '''1 19,78~ 27,500 30,974 26,~~S 23,140 

... 3,86a 5,268 8,196 13,~15 l2,990 
"'1 10,214 10,073 11,318 12.009 12,600 
.,,[ 10,916 10,612 10,023 12,934 )2,150 
... , 1,592 2,270 4,924 9,057 10,010 
... 1 9,162 9,223 8,578 9,441 9;400 

I 2,925 4,464 7,382 8,712 9,040 
5,~47 5;82! ~,3?9 7,7521' 8,310 

203 16n ,{,9a7 7,343 8,?50 
4,596 5,108 6,419 7,6798,130 
3,058 3,554 4,673 6,708 I 7,580 
4,602 5,7997,147 7,264 I 7,130 
5,064 6,:m 6,722 7,398 I 7,000 

4,154 5,542 I 6,001} 
3,826 4,249 4,739 5.486 i 5,480 
3,5513,41:19 4,455 5,032 5,040 

423 1,818 2,21.3 4,096 4,780 
2,532 2,918 4,089 4,974 4,740 
3,618 4,173 4,685 4,609 4,710 
3,Oil 4,294 4,436 4,ls7(i 4,600 
2,534 3,293 4,649 4,369 4,450 
1,546 1,811 3,292 3,n2 4,170 
2,033 2,039 3,466 '[ 3,808 I 4,100 
2,449 3, 181 2,~35 , 3,~4: I 4,~~0 
3,099

1 

3,539 3,683 I a,60a I 3,110 
1,545 2,984 3,958 I 3,924 . 3,700 
2,026 2,4242,967 1 .3,531 3,650 
1,682 I 2,190 2.53\ ! :{,560 3,630 
1,4861 1,926 3;4291 3,461 3,5~0 
2,1941 2,329 2,947 i 3,613 3,320 
2, 746 1 2,755 3,14? i 3,2~4 i 3,~20 
2,410 2,789 2,942 I 3,1/0 3,2W 
2,595 2,872 2,999! 3,275 [ 3,270 
1,14? I 2,298 2,~37 I ?,028 : 3,260 

".1 91n I 1,6031 3,184'1 3,O~9 I 3,190 
'''I_l'~J~255~3j4 ,_. ~012_:_~190_ 
",413,9101522,727[679,61O! 98:1,81.5 II,1O:~,300 "'1 50,662 I 5-l,991 I 55,380 [ 86,267, 9;;,070 
... 125,057[149,941 , 187,964 i~~8i8 1~6,:l6U 

overt 1 I I I ... i'iS9.629 1 727,659 92Z,054 1,284,960 1,414,730 

t Towns in Connty Cumberland. 

§ J.ocalltJ', not incorporate<1, Ab~rig\nes excluded. 
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The total population of these ,larger towns has grown at a fairly uniform 
ratel:uring the whole of the period covered, and the towns of County Cum ber
land have shown :ill especially rapid increase in the last thirteen years. 
Newcastle, after twenty years of slow progress, made rapid headway between 
1911 and 1921,1arge1y on account oithe growth of itsmanufaeturing industries. 
The other rural towns, on the whole, have maintained a steady growth 
throughout, but the decline of the silver-lead mining industry-due largely 
to derangement of the markets of the world-has arrested the growth of 
Broken Hill, which has actually lost population since the year 1911. Lithgow, 
a coal-mining and partly manufacturing town, has continued to grow rapidly. 
Goulburn has developed,after twenty years of stagnation, into the leading 
town of the interior not dependent on mining; and Katoomba,a residential 
town, 60 miles from Sydney, has also grown rapidly. 

A list of the mining settlements ot the State, together with the number 0 f 
their popdation at each of the last foul' censuses, was published on pages 155 
and 156 of the Offici8J Year Book for 1923. 

SEX DISTRIBUTION. 

As is the case in most of the younger countries, the population of New 
South Wales contains a surplus of males o~er females, although in, older 
countries females are usually the more numerous. 

The disparity in New South Wales is brought about by the operation of 
several ractors. The development of the colony was first stimulated actively 
by the "gold rushes" and later depeEded on the pastoral and mining 
industries. This, combir.ed ,yith its remotcEess from the Old World, led to 
far greater immigration of men than of women. In recent years the pre
dominance of males among immigrants has tended to increase the disparity 
bet.ween the sexes. . 

On the other hand, despite the excess of male over female births, the 
higher ra te of mortality among males renders the natural increase of females 
the greater. Thus; during the ten years, 1910 to 1919, th'e natural increase 
consisted of 147,64.0 males and 166,544 females. As a consequence the 
excess of males diminished, and the dimil:.ution was hastened by the war. 
During the past five years the natural increase of females was 8,591 greater 
than that of males, but the increase of males by migration was 9,584 greater 
than the increase of females from the same cause. 

The distribution of the sexes at each census from 1861 to 1921, and at 
the end of each of the last three yeare was as follows ; _ 

Year. 

1861 
1871 
1881 
1891 
19U1 
HIll 
1921 
IH:?2 
192;) 
19:!4 

_ . ----------------------

I Distribution of Population in s,.xes (including aborigi:
l1IB

)._ I 

I-~-~--I'---" I' Proportion of I Proportion of [' 

I ~Iales. [' Females. '1 I I L' I i " a es. ~ ema es. ! 

[I 

per cent. 1 per cent. 
198,488 152,372 56'57 43'43 
275,551 228,430 54'67 45'33 
411,149 340,319 54 '86 45'14 

I 612,562 519,672 54'14 45'86 

I 712,456 646,677 52'42 47'58 
858.850 789,896 52'09 47'91 

I 1,072.424 1,029,544 51'02 48'98 

i
1,10S.582 1.065,971 50'98 49'02 

, 
1.1:28,()~9 1,083,017 .5102 48'98 
1,151,(j;'9 1,104,451 51'05 48'95 

Males per 
100 

Females. 

No. 
130 
121 
121 
118 
llO 
109 
104 
104 
104 
104 

--~-------- ._-- -------------_._-- ----------------_._-----------
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From ~n analys~s of the excess of males at each age~group at the census 
of 1921, It was concluded* that, although the tendency of the natural increase 
to maintain the predominance of males was greater between 1911 and 1921 
than in the previous decade, it is clear, from the tact that the greatest 
surpluses of males are now at ages 50 to 65, that as time passes the proportion 
of females will increase. 

AGES OF THE POPFLATION. 

A sumlIlary of the number of persons in quinquennial age-groups at the 
censuses of 1911 and 1921, and of the proportions in the same groups at 
successive censuses since 1861, was published on page 244 of the Official 
Year Book, 1922. 

BIRTHPLACES OF THE POPULATIO:-<. 

Broadly speaking, nationality is determined in New South Wales by the 
common law principle of locality of birth, although it is also provided t.hat, 
irrespective of place of birth, any child whose father was a British subject, 
or a child born on a British vessel, shall be deemed a British subject. The 
localities of birth of the inhabitants of New South Wales (exclusive of 
aboriginals of full blood), as stated 'at the Census of 1921, were as follow :-

BirthpJace. 

British. l£mplI'e~ 
Australasia

Australia '" 
New Zealand 
Other 

British Isles ... 
British India 
Union of South Africa 
Canada 
Polynesia 
Other ... 

Total 

1 
... \ 
... , 

···1 

1921. BirthpJace. 

II Other Couutries-
1,772,61.4 il ~u~'ope 

19,:W6 I ASia ... 
, 2:11! Africa 

260,42611 America 
2,469 i Polynesia 
2,191 Ii At Sea ... 
1,519 1'1 Unspecified 

910 ,i 
.., ___ 1_,881 Ii 

Grand total 
2,061.507 Ii 

1921. 

19,27Q 
8,08!] 

1!5 
3,471 

741 
1,283 
5,903 

2,100,371 

The proportion of the population born in Australia was 84·4 per cent. 
The table demonstrates the fact that the population is distinctly Australian 

by birth, still more distinctly British, and that, among the immigrant element, 
that from the British Isles is overwhelmmgly preponderant. 

When considert;ltion is given to the period of residence of persons born 
outside of the Cilmmonwealth some very interesting facts as to immigration 
are revealed. Thus, in 1921 there were in New South Wales 37,916 persons 
who had entered Australia between 1916 and 1921, a large proportion being 
travellers and others than permanent settlers, a.nd 81,736, who entered in 
the previous five years, making a total of 119,652 for the ten years against a 
total increase of non-aboriginals by migration of 135,117, indicating that the 
Ilet number of migrants received in New South Wales from other States during 
the period was 15,165, excluding from account migrants who died in the 
period. . 

POPULATION ACCORDING TO RACE. 

The only outstandi.ng racial dement in the porulation is the European, 
which at the census of 1921 was shown to embrace no less than 99·1 per cent. 
ot the total population as against 98·9 per cent. in 1911. The largest decrease 
has occurred among ehinose, who constitute by far the greatest non-European 
element. The total l1umJ:wr of persons recorded at the census of 1921 was 
2,100,371, and of these 2,082,.1-18 were of the European mce, 1l,087 were 

• Ofllcial Year Book, IP22, po;.:e '!43. 
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non-Europeans, and 6,866 were half-caste. In the period 1911 to 1921 the 
number of Europeans increased by 27·8 per cent, that of half-castes increl)sed 
by 10·5 per cent., while that of non-Europeans decreased by 3·6 per cent. 
The numbers of lm,les and females of the European and various non-European 
races at the censuses of 1911 and 1921 are shown below, the figures having 
been revised to accord with the final 5tatement of the census :-

Race. 

European 

Non - European 
blood)*

Afghan t 

Chinese 

Cingalese 

Hindu 

Japanese 

Malay .. . 

Negro .. . 

Polynesian 

Syrian 

Other 

3rd April, 1911. 4th April, 1921. II 
f I -I~--I---~---'---11_~raleB. I.Fem"le~. L Tot.al. j, 10(&1.0. I Females. I Total . 

. ..1, 844,0141 785,068.11,629,082111,058,1961,024,105112,082.301 

(full I 

... 1 50 ! 2 52 I 44 3 i 47 

:1 7.,: I ': .~: , .. ; 379' 

I 
8
127 i[1 

... 1,119 63 1,182 1 1,076 

119 7 126 i, 200 19 

28 

134 23 

29 

157 

18 

53 

"'1
1 

301 42 343 273 

:1 1 

74 25 99 II 159/ 

3 

7 

59 

743 

41 

7,282 

62 

1,163 

309 

21 

60 

332 

1,605 

200 
~.·.·.I' 654 540 1,194 Ii 862 

----1-----1-----1,----',-----'-----
Total Non-Europaan* 10,507 1,000 11,507 i 9,728 1,3531 11,081 

Half-caste 3,177 2,968 6,145 ! 3,577 3,412 I 6,989 

1-8-57-,-69-8-1:. -7-8-9,-0-36-
1
-1-,6-'4-6-,7-34-:,1,071,501 1

111
,028,870 ,2,100,371 

II I 

Grand·Total· 

• Excluding Aboriginals of Full Blood. t Including Baluchls. 

N on-European Races. 

Thg distribution of the non-European elements of the population according 
to age groups at the census of 1921 as shown below is very illuminating :-

1\ ~l~i~y~~a.:n II! 

Ii 
Males. Females. I: 

'-----

Age last birthday. Aboriginal. Other than Ahorigln .. l. 

Male •. Male<!. Female •• Females. 

Year8. I II 
0-14 620 544 'I' 482 513 1,069 997 

15-14 3,330 640 568 570 832 956 
45-64 i 4,857 138, 137 97 183 264 
65 and over I 623 16 I 14 7 52 65 
Not stated I' 298 15 ,_. ___ 9_: ___ 4_, ___ 8_f'_) _ 85 - i-----

Total ... 1 9,728 1,353 1,210 1,191 2,221 I 2,367 

• Excluling 1,59 i Anoriginals. 
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Approximately 52 per cent. of the non-Europeans of full blood have 
passed the age of 45 years, while scarcely more than 20 per cent. of the rest 
of the popl'.lation have attained that age. As the further entry of persons 
of this class is very closely rcstricted, it is apparent that the proportion of 
non-Europeans in the population will diminish steadily from natural causes 
with ~he effiuxion of time. A further significant factor is the s-mallness of the 
nu.mber of women of.reprodt:.ctive ages. However, the proportion of non
European children under thc age of 10 yep.Is to the number of non~European 
women of reproductive ages waS approximately twice as great as the corre
sponding proportion among Europeans. 

NATIO::'l"ALITY OF THE POPULATIO::'l". 

The nationality of the population of New South Wales is preponderantly 
British, no less than 2,082,272 persons, or 99·1 per cent. of the inhabitants, 
having been of British allegiance at the census of 1921. The number of 
persons of foreign a.llcgiance at the same date was 16,915. 

The following table, revised in accordance with the final figures available 
from the census of 1921, shows the number of persons of each nationality 
in New Sotl.th Wales at that date, exclusive of aborigines of full blood:-

I' 
4th April, 1921. 4th April, 1921. '[' 

Nationality. --~~-----~ , Nationality. 

__ .__ Males. 1 Females. i Total. Ii Males. I Females. 1 Total. 

B.itish- I I I Ii Russian... "'1' 585 191 I 776 
Australian born "I .880,892 891,722 11,772,614 II Swedish... ... 512 24 536 
Born elsewhere.. 172,~82' 132,070 ' ~05,052 '1 Danish... ···1 351 89 440 
Birth"lace notl I' I I Dutch ". ".1 313 99 I 412 

sbted ". 2,597 2,009 4,606 I Norwegian ... 1 359 251 384 
---,--~-'--~I Japanese 1 272 17 289 

Total... .,,;.1,056,471 11,02.,801 ]2,082,2721., Pdiw ... ::: 1731 71 244 
i'orelgn:- ' . ' ,SWiSS... 179 69 948 

Chinese... "'1 5,982 I 76! 6,058! Finnish... :::1 243 19 1 121~21 
united States all .1' J Other "'1 840 311 I ' U 

America .... 1,217 412 1,629 I' ----1-------
Gree~... "'1 1,133 1~8 I 1,2?1' T_otal, Foreign "i 14,3~~ 2,6!O I 16,915 
Fre~ch... '''1 603 5~~ I 1,1"~ I' Not stated... 7_.-. I 409 1,184 
ItalIan... "'1 851 266 1 1.11,. 1-------------
German "'1 692 247 939 i Grand Total "'11,071,501 11,028,870 12,100,871 

ABOP.IGINES. 

The nu.mber of aborigines in New South Wales for many years after the 
date of settlement is not accurately kr..own, b-d it is certain that they have 
never been numerous. 

The first careful enum0ration was made in 1891, when it was found that 
only 8,280 aborigines of full blood were in existence. Since that date the 
numbers recorded at successive cenSllses have declined rapidly to 4,287 in 
1901, 2,012 in 1911, and ],597 in 1921. 

Certain particulars relating to aborigines are collected annually by the 
Aborigines' Protection Board through the agency of the police, but, owing 
-to the difficulty of tracing individuals, it is not considered that a complete 
,"numeration is obtained by this means. The number of aborigines of {un 
blood recorded at 1 st June, 1925, was 1,081, of whom 628 ,.-ere males and, 
453 were females. There 'were included only 325 under 21 years of age 
and of these 173 were males and 152 females. The number recorded bv 
the same means at the date of the census in 1921 was 1,281 or 316 less than 
the total actually enumerated at the census. 
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Of the aborigines of full blood enumerated in 192'0, 397 were receiving aid 
from the State and inclusive of some of these 435 were living on reserves. 

The numbers of half-castes enumerated at successive censuses were as 
follow:-In 1891, 3,183; in 1901, 3,147; in 1911, 4,512; and in 1921, 4,560, 
gf whom 2,349 were males and 2,211 females. The number recorded at the 
annual collection of 1st June, 1925, was 6,027, comprising 3,195 males and 
2,832 females. However, it is considered probable that this number is 
considerably overstated through the inclusion of full-bloods, for various 
reasons, and possibly through the inclusion of quadroons and persons of 
lesser caste. 

Of the half-castes enumerated in 1925, 1,370 (including 931 under the age 
of 21 years) were receiving aid from the State and including many of these 
1,986 were living on reserves. In addition 159 quadroons and 30 octoroons 
were receiving aid and including these 252 quadroons and 70 ootoroons were 
living on reserves. 

NATURALISATION. 

Under certain conditions a person of foreIgn allegiance may be granted a 
certificate of naturalisation, which entitles him to all the political and other 
rights, powers, and privileges, and subjects him to all obligations to which 
natural-born British subjects are entitled, or subject in the .Commonwealth 
of Australia, except insofar as special distinction is ma,de by law between 
the prerogatives of natural born and naturalised BritIsh subjects. 

The issue of these certificates is now exc.lusivelv a function of the Common
wealth, and they may be granted only by the Governor-General in Council. 
Aborigirutl natives of Asia, Africa, or the islands of the Pacific (except, New 
Zealand) are not eligible for naturalisation. 

Any person seeking naturalisation must-

(a) Declare his intention of sett,ling in the British Empire. 

(b) Have resided within the Commonwealth continuously for at least 
one year, and within the British Empire during four of the eight 
years immediately preceding the date of application. 

(c) Must abjure former allegiance and take an oath of allegiance to the 
reigning sovereign and his successors. 

He must, furthermore, advertise his intention to seek naturalisation, produce 
certificates of good character, declare certain personal particulars, and 
satisfy the responsible Minister of the Crown thab he can' read and write 
English. Certificates of naturalisation may be retused wlth or without 
assigning reasons. Letters or certificates of naturalisation issued in the 
United Kingdom are aceepted in Australia on proof of identity and genuine
ness. 

The privileges of naturalisation have not been widely sought in New South 
""Vales on account of the smallness of the non-British element in the population. 
There were 280 persons naturalised during 1924. Between 1849 and 1924 
the total number of persons naturalised was 18,195, of whom 6,657 were of: 
German origin; 1,733 were Swedes; 1,202 Russians; 1,189 Danes; 1,060 
Italians; and 827 French. There were also 1,147 Asiatics, of whom 910 
were Chinese and 229 Syrians. Certificates of naturalisation issued under 
'former State laws remain in fmce under the present Federal statute 
(Nationality Act, 1920). Records of the occupations of naturalised persons 
show that, in the past ten years, 410 were labourers, 20 were seamen, 81 
miners, 97 cooks, 129 fruiterers, 65 tailors, 65 carpenters, and 42 engineers. 
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REGISTRATIO.'! 0"' Bmnrs, DEATHS, AND 1LmHUm;S. 

CIVIL registration of births, deaths, and marria.g€s was inaugurated in 
New South 'Yales in 1£arch, 18:36, when a general registry was estab

lished, and a I{egistrar-General appointed by the Governor. The laws re
lating to registration we:'e consolidated by the Registration 01' Births, 
Deaths, and }Iarriages Act, 1899, and the Acts relating t~ marriage by the 
Marriage Act, 1899, ::\ ew South 'v'-ales is divided into 217 registry 
districts, in each of which a District Registrar has been appDinted. 

The births of all children born aliye are required to be registered within 
sixty days of the birth, ,md a child is considered to have been born alive if 
it has breathed and has been wholly born into the world whether it has had 
an independent circulation or not, After the expiration of a period of 
sixty days no birth may be registered unless, within six months, a declara
tion is furnished by the parent, or by some person present. at the bil'th. 
Usually, however, births are regIstered promptly in order to 'obtain the 
benefit of the maternity bonus, 'Yithin six months of the arrival in New 
South 'Yales of a child under the age of 18 months, bOi'!l outside the State, 
the birth may be registered upOn declaration by the parent, if the parents 
intend to reside in New South ~W ales, Still-births are not registered. 

Before interment, notice of the death of any person must be supplied to 
the District Registrar by a Telation of the deceased, or by the householder 
or tenant of the 'house or place in which the death occurs, Such notice 
must be accompanied by a proper certificate as to the cause of death. \Yhen 
a dead body is found, the death is registered by the Coroner or by the 
nearest Justice of the Peace. 

1Iarriages may be celebrated only by District Registrars or by ministers 
of religion registered for~ that purpose by the Registrar-General, In the 
former case, the parties to be married must sign,' before the Registrar of 
the district in which the intended wife ordinarily resides, a declarat.ion that 
they conscientiously object to be married by a minister of religion, or that 
there is no minister available for the purpose of performing the marriage. 
Approximately 4 pel' cent of the marriages of the past ten years have been 
performed under these conditions. The propDrtion increased steadily from 
2'8 per cent. in 1915 to 5 '2 per cent, in 1924, 1Iarriage of minors is per
missible only with the written consent of parents or guardians. 

At the beginning of 1925 there were registered 2,008 persons as ministers 
of religion for the celebration of marriages in New South ,Wales, Of the5C 
583 belonged to the Church of England, 542 were Roman Catholic, 28H 
Methodist, 282 Presbyterian, 76 Congregational, 74 Baptist, 51 belonged~to 
the Salvation Army, :>1, ~wcre Seventh Day Adventists, 25 belonged to the 
Ohurch of Christ, and 1:l te, the Latter Day Saints, There were 25' other 
religious bodies represented, 

CONJUGAL CONDlTIO~ OF THE POPULATION. 

The proportion of married persons living in New South \Yales at the 
census of 1921 was considerably more than one-third of the population, 
being 37-31 per cent" which represents an increase from 33~50 per cent. 
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at the previous census. The actuai numbers and proportions of the popu
lation (exclusive of aboriginals), arranged in groups according t.o conjugal 
condition, at the census of 1921 were as follow:-_ .. _-----_._---------------_.----.-._._-... _-------

i " 
Total. .\IaleB. Females. Total. 

! Xumber. ProportIOn per cent. 
Conjugal conuition. 

I 
------.. ---------- ,'00-' -----c----------

)Iales .. 1 Females. 

Never rnarried- I 
Under age 15 ... 1 :H3,979 II 334,385 678.,R6.1 II 32'10 32'50 32'30 

________ I _______ ~_-----~---~-----

Age 15 and o,'er

j
l 302,574237,693

1 
540,26711 28'24 23'10 25'72 

~~rried ... 39!,844 3~1,~86 7.83,7'!? 36:57 38'09 I 37'31 
\\.ldowed·....·

1 

21,1<51 60,.,01, 88,5;.2 I: !.59 5'00 i 4,'2"2 
I!lvorced... ...~,2H . 2,,'3~J.5 I 4,009 !I ?1 :23 I '~2 
Not stated .,. ·"I._3,Q39 , __ I'~l __ 4_,849 I~ ___ ==-- __ . _~I __ '~ 

Total... . .. 1,071,1;0) 1,028,870 2,)00,:ril II 100'00 lUO'OO I 100'00 

The persons never married constitute 58 per cent. of the total popula
tion, but of these 678,3-64 001' ~2·30 per cent. of the population) were under 
the age of 15 years. The numher of males ov-er the ag-e of 15 years who 
haV{~ never been married was 302,574, and of females 237,693. The higher 
marriage rate of the decade 1911-1921 asc0mpared with the preceding 
decade, coupled with the increasing proportion of persons of marriageable 
age, has had the effect of considerably raising the proportion of married 
persons in the population. The proportion of marri~d to the number of 
persons over the age of 15 years rose from 49·2 percent. in 1911 to 
55'1 pBr cent. in 1921. The number of males never married is considerably 
greater than the number of females never miilrried, because of the facts 
that women generally marry at earlier ages than men, and that there is 
an excess of males over females in the population. The number of 
widowers is much less than the number of widows, due to the greater 
mortality of males rather than to any greater tendency of widowers to re
marry. 

The following tabl~ affords a comparison of the proportions of each of the 
principal groups to the total population at each of the last seven censuses:-

! ~Iales. ---1--"- .. -".-~ Fem~-es---- .---' 

I Neyer I 1 ! I~-'----- i \ 
m~rried. j }larried. I '\Vidowed. I Dh-orced.) n~al riee~l. i Married. I \Yidowed. j Divorced .. 

CenlJUs. 

-------~. 

IS61 69'34 28'23 2'4:'l * 61'09 :'l5'14 3'77 .. 
18il 69'96 2i'59 ~'45 '" 62'89 32'82 4'29 '" 1881 70'64 26'94 2'42 '" 63',')2 31'75 4'73 '" 1891 69'78 27'41 2'78 '03 6287 32'11 5'00 '02 
}901 68'46 28'69 2'75 '10 62'4~ 3200 5'46 'Il 
1911 65'00 32'J8 2'67 'Hi 59'30 35'0.'3 5'''''' U~ ·15 
1921 60'51 36'68 2'60 '21 51'1'70 :3S'16 ,,'91 '2)) 

---------
• Divorce proceedings were first permitted under Matrimoni'al Oauses Act, 1873 • 

There has been a steady decline since 1881 in the proportions of both sexes 
never married, and a corresponding increase in the proportions married. 
This is the result partly of the higher marriag-e rate since 1901, whieh in 
turn has been due in a large measm'e to the altered age-constitution of the 
population consequent on the declining hirth-rate. The proportion of 
widowers has shown no appreciable increase during the pe!'iod, although 
the proportion of widows has constantly increased, attaining the high pro
portion of nearly 6 per cent. of the total female population in 1921. The 
increase in the proportion of divorced persons of both sexes has been rela
tively very rapid. The numbers 2nd proportions of widowed and divorC€G 
persons shown are exclusive of those who had remarried. 
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MARRIAGES, 

The number of marriages celebrated in New South 'Wales during 19.24 
was 18,077, corresponding to a rate of 8,11 per 1,000 of the population, 
These figures show a discontinuance of the decrease which had been experi
~nced during the previous four years. llates for the first three quarters of 
1925 show a further slight increase, 

The following table shows the average annual number of marriages and 
the rates per 1,000 of the population during each quinquennium since 
1880:-

I Avera~e I Rate per 
t Avera~e I Rate per 

Period, Annual ~u~lber of I 1,000 of Period. .. Annual Nunlher of 1,000 of 
.Marnag~s. i Population . ~Iarriag:e-s. ·Population. 

1880-84 6,738 8'39 1915-19 15,345 7'97 
1885-89 7,679 7'67 19:20 20,183 9'76 
1890-94 7,954 6'80 1921 1",518 8'79 
1895-99 8,700 6'74 1922 ]7,583 8']7 
1900-04 10,240 7'37 Hll:l 17,507 7'99 
1905-09, 12,080 7'97 1924 18,077 8'll 
1910-14 15,078 9'17 

----~-- --------.. - .--------------------------

A review of the marriage rates during the last forty years shows that, 
except for five or six years subsequent to 181'10, the rates declined steadily. 
In 1894 they reached the lowest point, being only 6,25 per 1',000 of popu
lation, After that year an improvement, remarkable for its regularity, 
was experienced, until in 1912 the rate (9·55 per 1,DOO) was the highest 
then recorded, In 1915 the rate was slightly higher, probably due, in part, 
to marriages contracted by soldiers prior to their departure for the war, 
Owing to the absence of many marriageable men the rates for the next 
three years showed a decline, Ooincident with the return of men from 
active se:-vice the rate exhibited an upward tendency in 1919, and this was 
more strongly marked j;l 1920, In 1921 the rate fell to a level below the 
average for the quinquennium preceding the war, and. the decline continued 
in 1922 and 1923, The improvement in 1924 and 1925 was coincident with 
an improvement in economic conditions through the occurrence of more 
favourable seasonal and market conditions, 

This survey of marriag'es, considered in conjunction with the industrial 
history of the State, shows that in the past fifty years, except for the war 
period, the marriage rate has risen and fallen with the condition of trade, 
indicating that it is normally a reliable reflex of the comparative prosperity 
of the State, 

The follow~ng statement SllOWS the marriage rate per 1,000 of the popu
lation in each State, the Oommomvealth of Australia, and in New Zealand in 
1924, compared with the rates of the previous four years:-

State, 1~20, 1921. 1922, IV23. 1924, 

New South W(tle.s· .. 1 976 879 8'17 7',99 8'11 
Victoria , .. I 9'85 8'llO 8'27 8'16 S'lO 
Kew Zealand 10'32 8'69 ,'Gil ,',10 ,'90 
Commonwealth !l'6~ 8'59 8'O:~ 'i'S3 ,'90 
South Australia 10 '0:3 8'31 S'19 ,'92 7'7H 
Qlleenslan<l 8'9~ 7-80 7-51 ';'24 7'55 
\Yestern Australia 8'90 i ,'97 7'21 6'R2 7'22 
Tasmania '" 9'50 7'82 ,'79 /'39 7'12 
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Mark Signatures in Marriage Registers. 
In 1870 the proportion of signatures made in the marriage mgister with 

marks was as high as 188·8 per 1,000 of the whole, but in 1924 the number 
of persons who signed in this way was onlySG, equal to 4'S per 1,000 persons 
married. This significant decrease in illiteracy is emphatic evidence of the 
efficiency of the State system of public instruction. 

Marriages according to Denomination. 
Of every 100 marriages performed in New South Wales, about 95 are 

celebrated by ministers of reli.gion licensed under .the authority of the 
Registra~-General. The number of marriages at which clergymen officiated 
during the year 1924 was 17,129, and the number contracted before District 
Registrar;; 948, or a proportion respectively of 94'8 and 5'2 per cent. 

As compared with the preceding" quinquennial period, tho pwportion of 
marriages solemnised by the Roma.n CDtholic, Oongn~):Eatiollal, and sm!dler 
churches decreased in the year 1924. The following table gives the number 
alIld proportion pel' eont. of marriag'es registered hy the Se"; end denominations 
during 1924 in .comparison with the preceding quinquennium:-

Denomination. Marriages, 
1924. 

i 

Proportion 
per cent. 

MarriflJ,!-€!'l, 
1~19-192;l. 

Proportion 
pcr cent. 

C~'h~l~II~'c-Il-,-,t-J<j-llL-'l;;;-d-.-.. -._. ----7~,S~'~15~--~-~4~3-·~3 3!J,::!97 43'86 

Roman Catholi" 3,630 20'OS 17,683 19'7:l 
Preshyteriitn... 2,426 13'42 ll,DIS 13';lO 
Methodist 2,HJ4 12'14 lJ,070 12'35 
Congregational 416 2'30 2,0:16 2'27 
Bapt.ist Q4'2 1 '34 1,329 1'41l 
Hebrew ... 4;, I 0'24 224, 0'2..,) 
All Other Sects ... "'1 36r!, 2'01 I, 1,760 I 1'97 

Distrkt Registrars ... "'I--~=~i---- 5'2~4_11_~~ 4,2fl2 -i---~ 
Tntal :VTarriR.ges ... 1 18,0.7 : 100'00 I Rfl,fl09 i 100'00 

The proportiou per cent. of the number of adherents of the principal 
denominations at t.he census of 1921 to the total population was-Church 
of England, 49'60; Roman Oatholic, 24'27; Presbyterian, 10162; and 
Methodist, 8 '79. 

Thus the proportion of marriages, according to the rites of the two 
principal elmrches, 'was considerably below the proportional Humber of their 
adherent~, while in the ease of the Presbyterian, t:lld more espeeially the 
:Methodist churches, the position was the reverse. 

Oondition beforc Marr'iage~ 
D,uing the year 1924, of the males married, 1G,G40 were bachelors, 1,095 

were widowers, and 342 were divorced. Of the females, IG,G5G were spin
"tel's, 1,001 were widows, and 420 were divorced. The proportion of males 
l'e-married was 7 '95 pel' cent., and of females 7 "S6 per cent. 

The following table shows at quinquennial intervals since 1891" the pro
portion of first marriages and of re-marriages pel' 10,000 married:-

'I Maks. II Females. 

-B~ac~h~e~lo~r~s'-IC--W~id~o~,,~'e~rs~a~n-d i I' --s-p-in-st-el~.-I-.-\\~'id~O~"-'8,-al-'d-
DIvorced Men. i : DIYOrced "'omen. 

I , 

-l89l-'7"-~9,-;;27C29;C--7---C7""7071---c--9~2T6----7s4-~-

Period. 

1896 9,184 816 9,172 828 
1'901 9,270 730 9,268 7::1:< 
1906 9,262 738 9,352 648 
1911 9,40; 593 9,456 5H 
1916 9,377 623 9,362. 638 
1921 9,246 754 9,214 . I 786 
1924 9,205 791> 9,214 I ~S5 
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The numbers of widows and divorced women who re-married in the years 
1916 and 1921 WEire g1reater thall in the ease of widowers and diYoreea 
men, whereas the reyerse has usually been the case; the variation is probably 
due to the loss of life among married men at the war. Of the contracting 
p'arties per 1,000 marriages in 1924, 920 males and 921. females had never 
been married before. Generally speaking, the tendency to re-marry is no 
greater among males than among females. 

Age at J.riarriage. 

The following statement shows the average age at marriage both of bride
grooms and of brides for each of the last ten years. The ages are as stated 
at marriage by the contracting parties, without verification. The difference 
between the ages at marriage of males and females IS now on the average 
about 3! years, the males being the older. 

f . 11 

\

1 Average Ag-e 01·- I Average Age 01- ,I 

Year. --~------i . 'I 
All Bride· I I,', I, 
~roo I Bachelors. ,All Bndf'S.\SPlDsters.11 
l"t lllS., i 

___ J ' 

I 
! years. 

1913 I 28'8 
]914 I 28'S 
1915 I 2S'j 
1916 I 29'1 
1917 i 29'7 
1918 1 30'0 

years. 
'2i'S 
27'9 
28'0 
23'4 
28·5 

years. 
25'5 
25'0 

2G-l 
260 
20'1 

years. 
:H'7 
25'0 
25'0 
25'2 
25'0 
25'1 

Year. 

HlHl 
1!l20 
1921 
1922 
1!l23 
1924 

I AYerage Age of- I Average Age of-
I-.·-----~---I~---. -----
I All Bl'ide·iBachelor;, !All Brides,! Spinst.ers. 
I grooms. I j i 

·years;. year~. year •. years. 
2!l-, 28'7 26'2 25'3 
2!l'1) '18-5 :26'1 25'2 
297 28'5 26'2 25'2 
2!l'4 28'4 26'0 25'0 
29'5 28'2 26'0 25'0 
29'4 28'1 25'9 24 'S 

The average age at marriage of both bridegrooms and brides, which iii 
stated as that at lRst 'birthday, Las inerl;ased by nearly tweh'e months 
during the last twenty years and."by three and a ha'1£ :years' in the P'lst forty 
years, This change has probably contributed to the decline of the birthrate. 

Particulars of the ages of persons married are published in the Statistical 
Register of K ew South VVales. 

M ar-riagcs of 111 inors, 

The number of minors married at each individual age is shown annually 
in the Statistical Hegister. The number of brides at each age under 21 in 
1924 were 1 at 11, 7 at 14, ;)0 at 15, 21[1 at HI, Gl7 at 17, 1,02,1 at 18, 
1,261 at 19, 2nd 1,210 at 20. The 'corresponding numbers of bridegrooms 
were 5 at 16, 45 at 17, 167 at 18, 352 at 1[1, and 575 at 20, 

The total number of minors married during 1924 was 5,533, or 15 ·ao per 
cent. of the total. The following are the numbers and proportions of brides 
md bridegrooms married under the age of 21 years:-

Minors. Percentage of-

Year. Bride· Bride· Brides Brides. 
grooms. grooms. 

18S1 149 1,660 2'37 26'42 
Ib9! Ii7 2,085 2'09 24'65 
19(H 351 2,546 :{':{3 24'11) 
Hlll 70] :l,499 4',,9 22'!l2 
11)21 R3:{ 3,8;() 

I 
4',0 :20'7\1 

H122 ~21 :{,SH [,'24 21'S:S 
]92:{ 950 :~,9i7 

I 
fi"4;; 21'~jn 

19:2 .. 1,1440 4,:l89 0'3:3 24'27 
I 

-------- ---_._-----_.--_._--
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Compared with the early years the proportion of minors increased among 
bridegrooms up to the year 1912, when it gradually decreased for five years, 
the proportion in 1916 being 3·32 per cent. During the next three Yf\ars the 
rates were 4 '04, 5 '19, and 4 '68 respectively; and although a slight decline 
occurred during the years 1920 and 1921 the proportion in 1923 was higher 
than any previously recorded, that for 1924, howevcr, was still higher. 
Among brides the proportion of minors has always been mllch larg8r than 
among bridegrcoms, but it decreased continuously, with irregular fluc
tuations until 1921, since when there has been anappreciabk increase. 

RATES OF BIRTHS, DEATHS, MARRIAGES, AND OF NATURAL INCREASE. 1 

1860-1924. 

I ! !' ! I , [' 
Ie LL I 

--j- .iL! 1.L 

L _L JL! LL I d" ! L ; .l·}\i i 1 

s' ! i 

:-'i-"t ,"l I ! 

! : I! : I I: i J !!: ! II ! ! iii ; i! 

iii I II ,Hi 'T±~r j [i c -!] ITf L 

+t~i iii I 

o ,I I! I ' j 

1860 IB70 IB&) 1830 190il 19!0 1320 1524 

Tl1tt numbers at the side of the graph repl'esent nltes per 1,000 of me..1il population. 

BIRTHS. 

The birth-rate appears to have moved more or less closely in sympathy 
with the maniage rate. It fell sharply after 1888, and declined continuously 
until 1903, but after that year there was an improvement, and the rate in 
1912 was the highest since 1895. During the war years, coincident with the 
decline in the marriage rate, thet'e was a falling-off in the birth-rate which 
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reached its lowest pDint in 1919, perhaps partly in consequence of an 
epidemic of influenza, However, despite a slight revival in the marria.ge 
rate, the birth rate remained low and fell still further in the ~'ears suc
ceeding the war, 

The number of births registered during 1924 was 53,670, equal to a rate 
of 24 '07 per 1,000 of the population, which is 5'0 per cent, below the average 
for the previous five years, and is the lowest rate 011 record, 

The following table shows the average annual number of births and the 
birth-rate per 1,000 of the total population In quinquennial periods since 
1880:-

Period. 
Average 

Number of 
Births, 

Period. 
Average 

Number of 
Births. 

Birth·rate 
per 1,000 of 
Population, I 

Birth-rate· : I 
per 1,000 of I' 
Population, II 

-~-----'c--------'---------'---

1880-84 

1885-89 

1890-94 

1895-99 

1900--04 

1905-09 

1910-14 

30,417 

36,877 

39,550 

37,042 

37,498 

41,788 

50,190 

37'89 

36'85 

33,80 

28-68 

26'99 

27'56 

28'79 

1915-19 

1920 

1921 

1922 

1923 

1924 

51,331 

53,974 

54,634 

55,214 

54,1l2 

53,670 

25,91 

25'67 

24'68 

24'07 

The rates shown above are calculated by the usual crude and unsatisfac
tory method of relating the births to the total population, A preferable 
method for purposes of strict anal;ysis is to relate the number of mothers 
at various ages to the total number of women at corresponding ages, or to 
relate the number of births to the number of women of child-bearing ages, 

Unfortunatelv these methods can be rollowed with exactitude only at 
census dates, since at any other time it is very difficult to make a reliable 
estimate of the number living at various ages, on account of migration and 
other influences, 

The birth-rate per 1,000 women living at vario.us groups of reproductive 
ages, from 15 to 45 yelHs, have been calculated for the last four censUS 
years, and are shown in the following- table:-

'A-~~e-s(-of~o)~h-er-sl ~- "18--9·-l.---,---- ~~~~.~ ---19-:-~-~" 192:'-1

1 

c~~~~~s~!t:~~ 
years. I 1891 to 1921. 

~--~--~~------~----

15-19 

20-24 

25-29 

30-;;4 

35-39 

40-44 

15-44 

I 
35'30 

170'90 134'65 

30'87 3375 

141'45 

32'72 

146'57 

24j'48 17,'95 169'99 'I 31'3 

238'81 168'42 161-20 140'18 I 41-3 

196'15 I 136'60 122'27 101'71 1 48'1 

I 00'61 I 70'79 54'51 43',8 I 54'7 

1~~;--i~i~;---1-:8~;- ~~~l--;;-l---
I . I I 

----------------~ 
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The cmde birth-rate for New South '\Vales was 9'5 p€r cent, lower in 1921 
than in 1911_ The rate, calculated on the basis of the number of women 
of reIJroductive age, was only 7-3 per cent. lower. 

From the above ta:ble it will be seen that the decline since 1891 has been 
general at all age-groups, although it is more marked at the later than at 
the earlier stages_ The rate in age group 20-24 has shown a persistent 
recovery since 1901. 

The birth-rates p€r 1,000 of the population of each State of the Co=on
wealth and of New Zealand are given for the last five years in t}le following 
table:-

State_ 1920_ 1921. 1922_ [ 1923_ 1924_ 

I 

I I Tasmania -.. I 27-28 26-97 27-07 26-27 25-07 "-I 
I I 

Ntw South Wales _ .. I 26-09 ZS-9l '~S-671 24-68 24-07 

Queensland _"_ 
.. -I 27'10 26-59 25-53 24-89 23-88 

Commonwealth I 25-45 24-95 24-69 I 23-j7 23-24 
\Yestern Australia ___ -::1 24-73 23'43 23-96 I 22-55 23-09 

Yictoria 
---I 

23-95 23-15 23-10 I 22-31 22'01 

South Australia I 24-71 24-07 23-71 i 22-60 21 -88 
--I I New Zealand --- 25-36 23-34 23-17 I 21-94 21'57 

I 

Birth-Rates-~ly[ etropolis and Remainder of the State. 
During the year 1924 the births recorded in the metropolitan district of 

Sew South Vii ales numbered 22,058, and in the remainder of the State 
31,612, or 22-18 and 2'558 per 1,000 of the population respectively. Prior 
to the year 1893 the metropolitan crude birth-rate was the higher, but since 
then, with the exception of the year 1913, the country has consistently 
shown a higher crude rate_ The crude rate for the metropoli;; is declining 
faster than that of the remainder of the State. 

Number of Births. Births per 1,000 of Population_ 
Period. 

- II Rnl'lainder New South Met oU I Remainder [I New South 
l\IetroPoh""_~O_f ~~:_e, ___ "Wale._ " __ "_"~_"--I of Stat_e ___ Wales __ _ 

1880-84 

1885-89 

1990-94 

1895-9lJ 

1900-04 

1905-09 

1910-14 

1915-19 

1920 

1921 
1922 

1923 

1924 

49,058 

65,866 

68,754 
61,224 

63,694 

72,409 

95,529 

100,216 

22,352 

22,418 

22,090 

21,990 

2"2,058 

103,026 

118,517 

128,998 

123,986 

123,795 

136,529 

155,423 

156,439 

;~i.6:?2 

:{2,216 

33,124 

:,,:2.122 

:,1,612 

152,084 

184,383 

197,752 

185,210 

187,489 

208,938 

250,952 

256,655 

53,974 

54,634 

55,214 

54,112 

53,670 

40-16 

41-50 

34-11 

26-73 

25'16 

25-50 

27-66 

25-02 

25-26 

24-54 

23-47 

22-70 

22-18 

36-90 

34-69 

:~3'63 

29-75 

28-05 

28'80 

29'53 

27'SI 

26-7a 

26-98 

26-55 

26-25 

25'58 

37-89 

36-85 

33-S0 

28'68 

26-99 

27'56 

28'79 

26'64 

26'09 

25'91 

25-67 

24-69 

24-07 
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The age and sex constitution of the metropolitan population is consider
albly different from that of the remainder of the State, and comparisons by 
crudebirth-l,ates are, the1'EITore, to pe taken 'With resen'e, They illdicate 
the direction of the general trend, !but do not provide an accurate measure 
of the extent of movement, 

The Sexes of Children, 
Of the 53,670 children born during the year (exclusive of those still-born), 

27,293 were males and 26,377 were females, the proportion being 103 males 
to 100 females, In no year, as far as obserVl'.tion extends, have the female 
births exceeded in number those of males, although the difference has somc
times been very small. 

The excess of males over femdes born during the past sixty-two years has 
ranged from 2 per cent, in 1873, 1876, and 1901, to about 8'7 per cent, in 
1864, the average being' 5 per cent, The proportion of males born during the 
war years was very little differe!lt from that in the pre-war years, 

It is noteworthy that in the c~,se of illegitimate births, the births of malClS 
have always maintained the ascendency, save in the quinquennial period 
1885-89 and in the year 1915, when the birth[j of females predominated 
slightly, . 

The table below shows the m,mber of IILlles 'born to every lOG females 
born, both in legitimatl' and illegitimate .hirth'" during the last forty-five 
years:-

Years -T Legitim~t~llllegitim~~;-1 A-I'I- E- th -i.I-Y--··-li--;:'~;;iti~l~m;~ili;:;;~;rAll. Birtl _ ... 
. \ Births. . Births. _. If_ ~. II ear~. Births. ; Births. \ lS. 

1880-84-'104'9 -~~-------10~'~-II~~;i-lDI-105'3 -I-~-~I-~~-,;-

1885-89 98'8 

1890-94 105'7 

1895-99 105'0 105'4 

1900-04 104'3 102'8 

1905-09 105'0 104'9 

1910-14 105'2 105'1 

II I I 

1051 III 1920 . 105'4 I 1l0'3 

105'7 It, 1921 Hit'!) 108'0 

105'1 1922 104'6 106'1 

li:

1 

104'2 1923 

105'0 II 1924 

105'2 II 

105-1 105'0 

103'3 

105'0 

10.1'6 

105'1 

103'5 

,.~- ---- ---- ---- -""-~---- ------- -_ .. _-_ .. 
Plural Births, 

During the year 1924 there were 552 eases of plurall births of which one 
or more was registered, The live children thus born numbered 1,097 
(exclusive of twelve still-births) and included 547 cases of twins (537 males 
and 546 females), and 5 cases of trijJlets (8 nmles and 6 females), Of 
these 552 cases, 16 were classified as illegitimate, 

The number of children born at plural births WIaS 204 per cent, of the 
total births, 

The following table shows the number of cases of twins and triplets born 
in .N ew South IW'ales during the last ten years, excluding' those cases in 
which all were still-born, and distinguishling legitimate and illegitimate:-

Case~ of- I 

Twins , .. I 
Triplets ... ! 

Le:;itimate. 

5,4:38 

43 

Illegitirrate. 

21.6 

3 

Total. 

5,684 

46 

------- - --- - ---------- ----

The lsst instance of quadruplets was in 1913, 
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The total number of confinements recorded during the ten years was 
522,547; hence the rates per million confinements were 10,877 cases of 
twins and 88 of triplets; otherwise &tated, there were 11 plural births in 
every 1,000 confinements. 

ILLEGITIMACY. 

The number of illegitimate 'births in 1924 w,as 2,580, equal to 4-81 per 
cent. of the total births and to 1·16 001' 1,000 of population. A statement 
of the illegitimate births in N ew S~uth Wales at intervals sinc_e 1900 is 
given below. 

Year. 

1900 
1905 
19JO 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 

I! Number of I 
\ 

Illegitimate I 
Births. 

J 

2,605 
2,912 
2,900 
2,681 
2,501 
2.533 
2,654 

Ratio per 
cent. to 

Total 
Birth •. 

7·01 
7·37 
6·37 
5"07 
4·80 
4·83 
5·23 

I Crude Ii 
I Rate per I 
I 1,000 of 

Population. ! I 

1·9-2 
2·00 
1·~9 
1·42 
1·32 
1·33 
1"::!6 

Year. 

1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
i !l'23 
J924 

I INllu~tber °t' I Rc'etI~~_l)!r \- R~~~~~r 
I e£:l una e Total ItOOO of 
I i>lrths. Births. Population. 

--~~~~;-l 1.27 

2,635 4·88 1·27 
2,673 4·89 1·27 
2,';00 4'89 1·26 
2,698 4·99 1·23 
2,580 4·81 1'16 

Over the whole State the proportion of illegitimate to total births has 
declined markedly since 1905. It rose gradually from 4-35 per cent. in 
1880 to 7-37 per cent. in 1905, -after -which a rapid decline occurred to '1-80 
per cent. in 1916. The rise and fall of this proportion has followed in a 
general way the same course as thQ illegitimate birth-rate per 1,000 inhabi
tants, which rose between 1884 ar:d 1894 from 1-57 to 2-09 per 1,000 of 
population. It remained nQar that level until 1905, since when a con
tinuous decline has occurred to 1-16 per 1,00e of population in 1924. 

The most accurate test of the extent of illegitimacy is obtained by relat
ing the total number of illegitimate births 'recorded to the number of un
married women of child-bearing age. This test indicates that illegitimacy, 
which was increasing up_ to about 1890, has declined very markedly in the 
past thirty years, the p'l'oportion of illegitimate children burn per 1,000 un
married women, aged 15 to 45, having fal1en from 18-41 in 1891 to 16-10 in 
1901, 14-1E' in 1911, and 1249 in 1921, a decrease of 32 per cent. since 1891. 

The Legitimation Act, 1902. 
In 1902 an Act was passed to legitimise children .born before the marriage 

Df their parents, provided that no legal impediment to the marriage 
existed at the time of birth. On registration in accordance with the pro
visions of the Legitimation Act, any child who comes within the scope of 
its intentions, born before or after the passing thereof, is deemed to be 
legitimised from birth by the post-natal union of its parents, and entitled 
to the status of offspring born in wedlock. Since the passing of the Act 
there have been 7,367 registrations. Tlw number in each of the last ten 
years is shown in the following table:-

Year. Registrations. !j Year. Registrations. 

'----'--, 

1915 416 II 1920 455 
HH6 420 1921 444 
1!J17 390 

II 

1922 371 
1918 447 1923 397 
1919 398 1924 396 

-------
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NATURAT. L'ICREASE. 

The .excess of births over deaths, or "natural increase," during 1924 was 
:32,849, equal to 1473 per 1,000 of population. 

The following table shows the natural increase of population Bince 1&"90 
in. the Metropolis, in the remainder of the State, and in the whole of New 
.south Wales;-

I . N at~ral Increase. Annual Rate 
--~~-- "--~~---

Year. I I R 'd I Whole State. 
of Jncrease 

Metropolis. ema~n er of per 1,000 of 
! State. Males. t Females. Total. PopnJation. 

1890-94 38,859 82,787 57,233 64,413 121,646 20'79 
1895-99 :1:1,0;36 74,575 49,885 57,746 107,631 16'67 
1900'-04 34.470 73,377 49,695 58,152 107,847 15'52 
1905-09 42,Ii13 88,132 61,652 68,993 130,645 17'23 
1910-14 58,969 10L,218 75,648 84,539 160,181 18-38 
11915-]9 56,584 97,413 71,992 82,005 153,997 15'98 

1920 12,923 20,090 15,603 17,410 33,013 15'95 
1921 13,725 20,875 15.489' 18,III 34.,600 16'40 
1922 13,665 22,371 17,215 18,821 ;36,036 16-75 
1923 12,600 2H,461 15,751 17,310 33,061 15il8 
1924 12,824 :W,025 15,426 17,423 32,849 14'73 

On account of the decrease in death-rates, the rate of natural in
-crease prior to the war period had been improving slightly for about sixteen 
:years. The increase per 1,000 of population for the five years, 1915-19, 
however, was 13 per cent, lower than that for the previous quinquennium; 
that for 1922 shows a slight improvement as compared with the years 
immediately preceding it, but 1923 and 1924 show heavy declines. 

Although male births are more numerous than those of females, the in
,crease of population from the excess of births over deaths is greatly in 
favour of the latter, The male pOjJulation certainly exceeds the female, but 
'there is a disproportionately large number of deaths among males, There 
is also a greater mortality among male than among female children, a cause 
from which alone the natural excess of male births is almost neutralised. 
:During the ten years ,v11.ic11 closed with 1924, the number of females added 
to the population by excess of births over deaths exceeded the males by 
18,604, or 12·2 per cent, 

Analyses of the natural and migratory increases in the population of the 
State since 1861 and of the various divisions of the State since 1891 are 
,shown on pages 226 and 236 of the Year Book for 1922. 

During the year 1924 the birth-rates in most. of the Australian State.'l 
decreased slightly more than the death"rates, consequently there was a 
further decline from the pre-war rates of natural increase, as will be seen 
from the table below. The rates are per 1,000 of population, 

-Tasmania 
Queensland 

State, 

New South Wales 
·'Vest.ern Australia 
Commonwealth ,. 
New Zealand ... 

:Sout,hAnstralia 
VictoriA .. , 

,lJiOll-B 

I 1920, 

:: I 17'61 
16'47 
15'95 
14'45 
14'95 
15·09 
14'27 

"I 12'82 

1921: 

-
16'67 
17·25 
lfN,O 
J2'99 
15'04 
14'61 
14'05 

I 
12'63 

1922, 1923, 192!, 

I 
17'78 16'35 J5'18 
16'39 J5'06 ]4'99 
16'75 15·08 14'73 
14'63 14'14 14'01 
15'48 13'88 13'77 
14'40 12'91 13'28 
14'61 13'01 12'S!J 
1345 H'60 11'9(J 
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DEATHS. 

Tr.e deaths during 192:4 numbered 20,821, eqnal to a rate of 934 per 
1,000 of the population, or 8 '7 pel' cent, lelow the average for the previous 
five years, Of the total, 11,8'G7 were males and 8,954 females, the rate for 
the former being 1044 and for the latter 819 per l,f)VJ living of each of 
the sexes, The average annual number of deaths from 1880, with the rate 
per 1,000 of population, in (JuinquennalIJeriods, ,\'as as follows:-

Period. 

1880-84 
IS85-S() 
1890-94 
1895-99 
1900-0i 
1905-09 
1910-14 
1915-19 

1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 

7,286 
8,461 
8,877 
9,002 
9,195 
9,076 

10,598 
11,919 
12,120 
11,496 
11,017 
II,978 
II ,867 

5,124 
6,043 
6,344 
6,514 
6,733 
6,58:3 
7,555 
8,613 
8,841 
8,538 
8,161 
9,073 
8,954 

12,410 
14,504 
15,221 
15,516 
15,928 
15,659 
18,153 
20,532 
20,961 
20,034 
J9,178 
21,051 
20,821 

Death-rate per 1,000 of 
Population. 

Males. 

16'55 
15'43 
14'06 
13'11 
12'65 
11'52 
11'59 
12'20 
11'46 
10'70 
10'05 
10'72 
10'4'1 

Females. 

14'14 
13'36 
ll'n 
10'77 
10'17 
9'04 
9'll 
9'07 
8'74 
8'26 
7'74 
8'45 
8'19 

Total. 

i 15'46 
14'49 
13'01 
12'01 
11'47 
10'33 
10'41 
10'66 
10'13 
9'50 
8'92 
9'60 
9'34 

I 
Proportion 
per cent. 

!
.Of Male to 

}I~emale 

I Hate. 

II7 
115 
119 
122 
124 
127 
128 
137 
131 
130 
130 
127 
127 

The death-rate has fallen continuously for both sexes, but faster for 
females than for males. As shown above, the rate for the five years 1880-84 
was over 65 per cent, higher than that experienced during 1924, :1£any 
causes 111'0 rospons~ble for this ~mprovement, such as the enforcement of 
Health Acts, the advance of science, and the better education of the people, 
Tho remarkable effect of these factors on the death-rates of the population in 
the early years of life is dealt with later in connection with deaths of 
children under 1 year and undcr 5 years, 

A tahle of the death-rates per 1,000 of general population in each of the 
Australian States and in New Zealand from 19'1O to 192:3 provides an 
instructi ve comparison:-

State, 

ew Zealand N 
Q 

... 
ueensland .. , 
T estern Australia " s outh Australia 
ew Smtth Wale8 N, 

C 
T 
V 

ommonwealth", 
asmania ... 
ictoria .. , ... 

, .. 
.. , 
.. , 
.. , 
," .. , 
.. , 
.. ' 

1920, 1921. 1922, 1923, 1924. 

.., 10'27 S'73 8'77 9'Oa 8'29 

... 10'6a 9'34 9'14 9'S:{ S.88 

... 10'28 ]0'44 9'a3 8·41 9'OS 

.. , 10'44 10'02 9'10 9'59 9'19 

.. , 10'11, 9'51 8'92 9'60 9'34-

.. , 10'50 9'91 9'21 9'89 9'47 

. .. 9'67 10'30 9'29 9'92 9'S9 

... n'13 10'52 9'65 10'71 10'05 
i 

'IJeath-rates-Age and Sex, 
The remarks already made regarding the limitations in the use of crude 

birth-rates apply also to the conclusions to be drawn from crude death
rates published above, The ,age and sex distribution of a population are 
most important factors to be considered in comparing death-rates, In New 
South Wales during 1924 half the deaths were of persons over 53 years of 
age, the rates below and above that age being 5·2'6 and 37·76 per 1,000 
respectively, It followlS that any variation in the proportion of persons 
in: the various age groups will have a considerable bearing on the death
rate of the whole populattion. 
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Again, as shown above, the death-rate of males during the Silme period 
was 27 per cent. more than that of femala9. Oonsequently an increase in 
the proportion of females will ibe reflected in a corresponding decrease in 
the general rate. 

In the following table death-rate!! are given for each sex in the principal 
age-groups during the four decennial periods from 1881 to 1920,:-

----------~---------------------~----

DeaLh. per I,COO Livlng-All caus •• , I Reductlon 
Age-Group, 

Years. 
per cent., 

I
' 1881-90 

1881-90, 18ijl-1900_ I 1901-10_ i 19l1-20_ I to 1901-10, 

----------~------~ 

0--4 
5-9 

]0-14 
15-19 
20-24 
25-34 
:35-44 
45-54 
55-64 
65-74 
~5 and over 

Total.., 

Males, 

I 
44-57 37-65 27-00 23'28 37 

::: 3'62 28S 2'07 j-V5 43 
'''I 2 '44 2 'OS 1-78 1'52 27 

i 3'U 3-13 2-85 2'58 2,1 
:::11 5-~3 4'3~ 3'67 3-83 37 

7'72 588 4'51 5'16 41 
_ .. I 10'92 9'13 7'46 7'07 :{2 
"'! 17'65 14 '69 12'S7 12'6,'5 28 
"I au 46 ~9'05 24-9;<; 23'9l 17 ",I 63'67 56'58 58'77 5239 8 
.. , 149,3; 148-98 142'43 147-36 4-

"'1l5ii21~3 ll'n I--u.-S-l-I- 24--

--------------------------------------

0-4 
5-9 

10-14 
15-19 
20-24 
25-34 
35-44 
45-54 
55-64 
65-74 
75 and oYer 

Total 

0-4 
5-9 

10-14 
15-19 
20-21 
25-34 
:35-4.4 
45-54 
55-64 
65-74 
75 and over 

Total.., 

Females, 

Total. 
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Because of the incidence of the .epidemic of inflnenza in Hi19, com
parison is made between the. rates of the periods 1881-1890 and 1901-1910. 

The death-rates for females were reduced 30 per cent., as against 24 per 
cent. in the case of those for males. As regards age. the improvement was· 
fairly constant under 55. Above that age improved conditions naturally 
had less effcct. The ages at which death-rates are most favourable are
between 10 and 14 years_ But betweBn the ages of 5 and 45 years they are
generally considerably below the average. 

Deaths-l.1 etropolis and Remainder of the Staie. 

It is not possible to show the exact difference -between urban and rural 
mortality in New South Wales, but an approximate idea may be obtained 
from a comparison of the experience of the metropolis with that of the 
remainder of the State, which is, of course, not absolutely rural, as a few 
large towns are contained therein. During the year 1924 the number of 
deaths recorded in the metropolis was 9,234, and in the remainder of the 
State 11,587, equivalent respectiTely to rates of 9 '29 and 9 '38 per 1,000 of 
the living. The average annual number of deaths and the rate per 1,00(} 
in each of these divisions since 1880, in nve-year periods, are given in the
following table:-

Period. 

1880-84 

1885-89 

1890-94 

1895-99 

1900-04 

1905-09 

]910-14 

1915-19 

1920 

1921 

1922 

]923 

HJZ4 

I Rem"inder of the Stat.. 1 __ N_ew_so_u_th_"_'''_le_s. __ 

-N-!-~~-'~b-r:-f-~-f -,----p-~-l-t:g-OO-11 N~~:~:f~~---::~~~go--
l{etropolis. 

Death.. Living. Death.. Living. 

5,033 20-60 7,377 13'21 

6,181 - 19-47 8,323 12-18 

5,979 14'83 9,242 12'05 

5,634 12-30 9,882 11-86 

5,8.45 11'54 10,083 1l'42 

5,979 1O-53 9,680 10'21 

7,312 10'59 10,84.1 10-30 

8,727 10'89 11,805 10-49 

9,429 10'f)6 11,532 9'j5 

8,693 9'52 1l,341 9'50 

8,425 8'95 10.753 !l'89 

9,390 9'69 11,661 9:53 

9,'234 9-29 n,587 9'38 

Average 
Number of 

Deaths. 

12,410 

14,504 

15,221 

15,516 

15,92& 

15,659 

18,153 

20,532 

20,961 

20,034 

19,178 

21,051 

20,821 

Ratio 
per 1,000 

Li.ving. 

15'46 

14'49 

13-01, 

12-01' 

U'47-

10'33: 

10-41 

10 '66-

10'14 

9'51 

8-92 

9'60-

9'34 

The death-rute has improved steadily both in the metropolis and in the· 
remainder of the State, but notably so in the former, where it is now verY' 
little higher than in the latter, whereas thirty years ago it was about 50 per
cent. greater. The improvement dates from the 9-uinquennium beginning 
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with the year 1890, and is coincidE'nt "ivith the installation of the modern 
system of sewerage and the enforcement of the provisions of the Dairies 
Supervision Act of 1886. The markeddeclir,e in the crude rates for each 
division and for tho Statc as a whole is evident from the fact that the met
ropolitan crude rate for" the period 1880-84 was 20 -6 per 1,000, and for the 
year 1924 it was 9 -3, or an improvement of over 50 per cent.; for the same 
periods the crude rates for the remainder of the State were respectively 13'2 
and 9 '4, or a difference of nearly 30 per cent., and for the whole State, 15-5 
and 9 '3, or' an improvement of about 40 per cent. Orude rates of death, 
however, must be takon rather as an indication of the general trend than of 
the exact extent ·of the movement. 

THE MORTALITY OF INFANTS. 

A further .and more sensitil"e comparison of the rates of mortality in the 
metropolis and in the remainder of the State may be obtained by consider
ing the dSt1th-rates of infants. 

INFANTILE MORTALITY, 1860-i924. 

140 n-l'TTTrrn-rTTrrrl-rr,-,-rr<--rr-r-rrTT-rr-rrrrr-rr .. rr-T'TT,.,-rr-r-rr-,-,rrr-n-.,-rM , ! ! , I· 11! II , ! ! I. III I I II I! I I! ! I i ' ' ill 
Iii 'I illil ! I III I II 'II 1:!rT'TT' i I () 

130~4+~~-~~H4++~HH4*~H4++~H4++~H4++~H4++~~4+~Y 

I~ 

I I J I ! I I i I I II I I A ~ i I I II iii I 
1 II I j i ) I j 1 II I I '! I':\! ! j I I,! I L I ~ I ii, ! I 

120 'II ilil 1111,:lt~ltlll! U 1 il I I I I 

110 li: Ii! r I i 1· v, it !'TI T r, i 11 .. III I I I i I: I' 

.J. . Ii: I I I, i ! II ! ~ll! i IXi I '! Vi N ! Ii' I I \ iii 
100 J Ill' r! I II i ITTTT i"[' I i Ill! I rl' I j, ti, Ii" ! 

" • 1\-\..11\ ! I I! I 11 Ii II!! I I : i I II Ii!! : I I 
~o 'I i' r-J, Ii! I 1· i I Iii I I 1 I I I !, 

++-;J \ I ]! ' U' 'II iii i i. I • I! I I ' I i I 
Iii I I I I i I I-j I I I I :, I· II i' 'I' I I' I i 

80~~~~~~H44,+~~++~-HH++~H4~~H4~~H4++~H4++~~ 
: : iii i l ,; iii II Iii! 'i I I I; I f\: I i Ai iii: ! ! 
,Iii' I ! 1,1" " I:! I :I! I I. ilil'l ,\,IT 

70 i i II i I _ i' iii II i II i II! I II ~! if I 
I I! ,II II 11111 I!,,! III I T,11 

po Ii I .:h- III i, I I I! III i I 1111 III iii 1Y11 
! I! I! i I' ! ! I I I I I !! I I I. i I I I • t+IM!, ,+lhYH 

40 'II I, I.,. Ill/; \ " ii, 1\ il'l \',[/.!; Ill\., \ i I \1 I' !-+i~++ ...... 
I I I I I I '" n'i I r I I !!: I I I I I I , I).\/ I }.) I ~ ! I I j 'I' Ii ! 

30 :' I I I i I III i I ! iii I ! i I I I i I I I I\.I! r I U++I HI l+ij_H++-l" 
F ii'" , I , . i , I! Ill' 1- [....,rf\;.l I I 

20m U Deaths under I year per 1000 births . I j LII TTl I I, \l. 
t1!Oeothsunder5yearsperI!}OOof) _._-. ___ rTT'.nr I 1,1 fl. 

10 IT! population under 5 lJIULll I I I i I 

o rt-r:1TnTITTTITll' i I II ! II 1111 rm~iTITTTni r] j IT i I tl-HI '-Hj+H-l+++l 
11360 1[\70 1880 1390 1910 1~2{) 1924 

Deaths of Children under 1 Year. 

During the year 1924 the children who died before completing the first 
year of life numbered 3,191, equivalent to a rate of 59'5 per 1,000 births. 
This rate is 7 per cent. less than the average for the previous five years. 

To the total in 19241:ho metropolis contributed 1,262 deaths, or 57'2 per 
1,000 births, and the remainder of the State 1,929, or 61'0 per 1,000 births. 
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The following table shows the average annual number of death3 of chil
dren under 1 year of age in t:he metropolis and in the remainder of tllC 
State, and the proportion per 1,000 births, m quinquennial periods since 
the year 1880:--

Period, 

1880-84 

1885-89 

1890-94 

1895-99 

1900-01 

1905-09 

1910-14 

1915-19 

1920 

1921 

1922 

1223 

1924 

Metropolis. 

Deaths I Rate per i 
under 1. 11,000 Births. i 

1,707 

2,168 

1,908 

],646 

1,416 

],255 

1,437 

1,373 

1,658 

1,411 

1,279 

1,403 

1,262 

174'0 

164:6 

]38'8 

1:34"4 

111'2 

75·2 

68'5 

63'1 

5i'9 

63'9 

Remainder of State. New South Wales. 
I-~-- ;-----, 

Deaths i Rate per , DeaOls I Rate per 
under 1. 11,000_Birth~'J under =-__ 1,000 Births. 

1,956 

2,25G 

2,471 

2,572 I 

2,399 i 

2,035 

2,211 

1,959 

2,112 

2,022 

1,701 

1,897 

1,929 

96'9 

iI'l 

62'6 

66'8 

628 

51'4 

591 

3,663 

4,424 

4,379 

4,218 

3,815 

3,290 

3,6,18 

3,332 

3,770 

3,436 

2,980 

3,302 

:1,191 

120'4 

120'0 

110'7 

113'9 

101'7 

54'0 

61'0 

59'5 

-~----------------------------------~~-------

The remarkable improvement which has taken place in the infantile mor
tality rate is due in a large degree to the measures adopted to combat pre
ventable diseases by more rigid health laws and by education. The first 
important step was taken in lR81, when the Infectious Disease Supervision 
Act became law. In 1890 the Public Health Act was passed, and in 1902 all 
Acts relating to Public Health were consolidated in the Public Health Act. 
About this time a world-wide movement drew attention to the benefit of 
breast-feeding and the dangers attending the methods of artificial feeding 
then in vogue. A scheme for the preservation of infant health was formu
lated by the Sydney Municipal Council in 1903, and instructional pamphlets 
were circulated for the guidance of mothers in the care and feeding of 
young children, In the following year trained women inspectors were 
appointed to visit mothers in the populous parts of the city and in the sur
rounding suburbs. 

During the year 1904 infantile mortality showed a marked improvement 
on the rates experienced for about thirty years, A reference to the principal 
causes of death during the years immediately prior to and after the year in 
question will show that in all causes in whieh care and' knowledge could have 
effoct, a decrease was experienced. Thus the mortality from diarrhola and 
enteritis dropped from 36·90 per 1,000 births in 1903 to 21·31 in 1904; tuber
cular diseases from 3·06 to 1·58; and congenital debility from 15·54 to 12·98. 

Further efforts to reduce the rate of infantile mortality have been made 
since 1914 through the establishment in Sydney and other large centrE'S of 
baby clinics. lmd through the subsequent formation of such public bodies as 
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the Royal Society for the Welfare of "Mothers and Babies" Particulars of 
these institutions will be found in Part" Social Oondition" of this Year 
Book. 

The decline in infantile mortality has persisted, especially in diarrhooal 
diseases, as will be seen from tihe following" table, which gives the mortality 
rate per 1,000 births in each year since 1 D03 from diarrhooal diseases, and 
from all caUises less tbose diseases:-

Year. 

1903 
Hl04 
Ul05 
1900 
1907 
1905 
lfJOD 
InlO 
[nil 
J9l2 
1913 

Deaths uncer 1 year of af~:e 
per 1,000 Births. 

! Viarrhceal I, All other 'I 

Disea"es. I[ Diseases. ,'\11 c[\,uses, 
! 

3690 
21-:-l1 
IS-76 
21-39 
21-23 
21-S0 
21"1<6 
205i 
16-82 
22-37 
2:1"27 

7N5 
6\ -II 
GI-i9 
53'14 I 

67"41 
0:3-90 
52-42 
54-07 
52"1:;7 
4S-9S 
55-07 

llO-35 II 
82"42 I111I 

80-5;") 
74-G3 il 
88-64. II' 
7c"i-79 I, 

74-28 ,1

111 74-61 
69"-10 II 
71-30 ",

1

1

1' 7S-31 
:1 

Year. 

Deaths under 1 year of age 
per l/JOO Birthl'l. 

Diarrhceal! All o~her I All causes_ 
Diseases. Dlsc",ses. 1 

-------- -·~--·l------

J91-1. 
l!'li"i 
1916 
1917 
lOIS 
1910 
192Q 
1921 
J922 
192:3 
19:24 

19-88 
17"28 
15-02 
10-79 
9-25 

17 -45 
17"4'2 
14-02 
10"27 
J5-00 
12-19 

49"84 
5O-S5 
52-82 
46-69 
49-02 
54-82 
52-4:{ 
4>;-S7 
43-70 
46-01 
47-27 

69-72 
68-13 
67-84 
57"48 
59-17 
72"27 
69-85 
62-S9 
53-97 
61"02 
59'40 

In 1923 diarrhr.cal diseases cnused 20 -5 per cent_ of the deaths of infants 
uudCl' 1 year of age, whereas in 1903 the IJroportion ViaS 33-4 per cent" 

It is worthy of note that the experience of all the other States of the 
Commonwealth was similar to that of Now South \Vales, inasmuch as the 
reduction in infantile mortality rates which oceurred in 1904 has been main
tained through a large falling-off in the number of deaths from diarrhooal 
disefllSes_ 

The death-rate is higher for male infants than for females, the rates in 
1924 being 65"1 and 53"6 per 1,000 births resp2ctively_ The rates for each 
sex are shown in the following table in quinquennial periods since 1880;-

i\L:tlcs. i 

, 1 

i IJeaths-l-Rne ~I Denth" I Rate per 
, under 1. 11,000 Births.! under 1. 1,000 Birt.hs. 

i I 

Period. 

Female~. 

--___________ 0 _________ "_"_ •• ______ _ 

1880-84 1,992 127"9 1,671 112-5 

ISS5-89 2,405 127-2 2,019 112"3 

1890-94 2,413 118"7 1,966 102"3 

1895-99 2,304 121-4 1,914 105-9 

1900-04 2,077 108-5 1,738 94"6 

1905-09 1,832 85-6 1,458 n"5 
1910-14 2,037 79"2 1,611 65-S 

1915-19 1,892 71-9 1,4,10 57-6 

1920 2,153 77-7 1,617 61-6 

1921 1,942 69"4 1,494 56-1 

1922 1,749 62"0 1,231 45-6 

1921 1,881 67-8 1,421 53"9 

1924 1,776 65-1 1,415 53-6 
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The death-rate of female infants has improved relatively though. not abso
lutely more than the male rate, having declined from 112·5 per 1,000 births 
in 1880-84 to 53·6 in 1924, or by 52·1 per cent., while the male rate has 
decreased from 127 ·9 per 1,000 births to 65 ·1, or by 49 ·1 per cent. 

During the period reviewed, the excess· of the male infantile death-rates 
per 1,000 births fluctuated from 16·4 in the quinquennium 1890-94 to a 
minimum of 11·5 in 1924. While the excess in 1924 was the minimum 
experienced, that in 1922 was equal to the maximum of 16 ·4. 

Of the total number of deaths of infants under 1 year of age, about 40 
per cent. occur within a week of birth; within the first month the proportion 
is about one-half, and within three months, two-thirds. The following 
statement shows for 1924 the number of deaths and the proportion .per 
1,000 births during each of the first four weeks after birth, and then 
for each successive month. The experience in the metropolis is distin
guished from that of the State, and the sexes are taken together. A similar 
table relating to the five years, 1919-23, was published in the Year Book 
for 1924 at page 120. 

-------------------- ----~----

Age at Death. 

Metropolis. 

Annual 
Deaths. I 

Deaths per 
1,00G 
Births. 

I 

Annual 
Deaths. 

State. 

I 

i Deaths per 
I 1,000 
1 Births. 

Under 1 week .. -1 524 23·8 1,245 Ii 23·2 
1 week 1 S! 3·S 196 3·7 
2 weeks :J 43 1·9 114 2·1 
3 "... ... ···1 35 1·6 I 85 I _~ 

Total under 1 month 1---686-1--3lTI-l~WI- :;0·6 

1 month ... . .. 1 97 4·4! 2.54 4"7 
2 months .. _ 91 I 4·1' 20:{ 3·8 
:3 .. I 66 3 ·0 171 3 ·2 
4 64 2 9 156 2·9 
5 50 2·3 1:23 2·3 
6 36 1·6 Il7 2·2 
7 41 1·9 112 2·1 
S .. '1 36 1·6 10i 2·0 
9 29 1'3 10! l·n 

10 " .. ,1 36 1·6, 9S I I·S 
11 .. , i 30 1 ·4! lU6 I 2·0 i ____ 1 ___ 1 ____ 1 ___ _ 

Total under 1 ye&r i 1,262 I 5i·2 I 3,191 i 59'5 

In the second month the rate of mortality falls rapidly, and thereafter 
gradually. The rate of infuntilemortality is generally higher in the metro
polis than in the remainder of the State. In 1924, Ihowever, the rate per 
1,O()0 births was 57·2 in the metmpolis, and 59 -5 in the remainder of the 
State. During the previous quinquennial period the metropolitan rate was 
67 ·3, as against 61 ·4 for the remainder of the State. 

A further dissection of the experience in regard to infantile mortality 
discloses the fact that, despite the mmked decline in infantile mortality, the 
proportion of deaths of children under 1 week old had actually increased in 
the past twenty yelus, while at all other ages under one year there has boon 
a sustained improvement. 
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This may be illustrated strikingly by the statement that, whereas the rate 
of mortality among children within one week of birth was 20 '5 per 1,000 
births in 1901 and 23 '2 per 1,000 births in 1924, the corresponding rates 
among children over one week and under twelve months old were 83'2 per 
1,000 in 1901, and 36 '3 per 1,000 in 1924; a decline of 56 '4 per cent, It is 
shown on a later page that the principal causes of death among children in 
their first week of life were premature birth; congenital debility, malfor
mation and injury at birth, which alone were responsible for 19 '57 deaths 
per 1,000 births out of the total rate of 23 '20 deaths in the first week of life. 
These are causes generally unconnected with post-natal care of children, and 
they tend, when considered as an integral part of the rate of mortality, to 
obscure the remarkwble improvement which has been effected by the dissemi
nation of knowledge and . .the promotion of health measures for the care of 
infants, Although more skilful attention after birth may be able to save 
a number of infants who die from pre-natal causes, the indications are that 
any general improvement in. the rate of mortality among infants in the first 
week of life must be attained, if ilt is to be attained at all, through increased 
pre-natal care, 

The following table shows the rates of mortality among infants in age 
groups during the first year of life for each year since 1901 :-

Rate of Mortality per 1,000 Births among Children aged-

Year. 11 w.",kand 11 month and II Total 

II 
3 months 

I 
6 months 

II 
Total Under under 3 and and under 1 1 week, under 1 undet 3 I 

month. months.! months. under 6. under 12, year. 
I 

1901 20'5 12'2 22'1 54'S 
II 

22'4 26'5 I 103'7 
1902 21'3 12'3 22'2 55'S 24'8 29'1 ! 109'7 
1903 21'2 IHI 19'5 52'0 II 26'3 32'1 1l0'4 
1904 21'S 9'7 ]4'9 46'4 

II 

15'8 20'2 82'4 
1905 24'3 10'9 13'0 48'2 15'9 16'5 

, 80'6 , I 
1906 I ~U'8 9'0 n'8 42'6 14'3 17'6 I 74"5 
1907 

I 
23'1 ll'3 17'8 52'2 

Ii 
15'8 20'6 ! 88'6 

1908 21'5 9'5 ll'9 42·9 15'9 17'0 
I 

75'8 
1909 21'3 9'8 ll'6 I 42'7 14'9 16'7 74'3 
1910 21'1 9'2 13'4 43'7 

, 
14'3 16'6 

II 
74'6 

19l1 22'3 9'9 ll'9 I 4.1'1 I ll'7 13'7 69'5 
1912 21'5 8'4 10'6 40'5 

I 
13'1 17'7 71'3 

1913 22'9 9'5 11'8 <104:2 14'7 19'4 i 78'3 
1914 2;1'5 8'8 10'1 42'4 

I 
ll'6 15'7 I 69'7 

1915 25'1 7'6 9'4 42'1 9'a 16'7 68'1 
1916 23'5 8'3 10'3 42'1 10'0 15'7 6i'S 
1917 22'9 7"4 8'5 38'S 7'6 ll'l 57'5 
1918 25'1 7'8 8'0 40'9 7'9 10'4 59'2 
1919 26'2 9'0 9'6 44'8 H'5 16'0 72'3 
1920 23'9 8'4 10'8 43'1 11'5 15'2 

I 
69'S 

1921 23'4 7'4 10'2 41'0 9'6 12'3 62'9 
1922 22'2, 7'6 7'5 

I 

37'3 6'7 10'0 

I 
540 

1923 22'8 7'5 7'7 38'0 9>21 13'8 61'0 
1924 23'2 7'4 8'5 391 I 8'4 12'0 59'5 I 

i 

Allowing for the operation of pre-nata,l causes upon the mortality in the' 
first week of life, it is evident that pronounced improvements took place 
in the rates of infantile mortality imme:.liately after the adoption of special 
eduootive measures in :1904 and 1914, and that, although special factors 
have operated to increase .infantile mortality in certain;years there ,has 
been a steady and sustained improvement, It is partiCUlarly noteworthy 
that the improvement is greatest among children aged one month and: over, 
Up to that lage the operation of pre-natal causes produces the majority of 
deaths, 
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The following statement furnishes a comparison of the rates of infantile 
mortality in the Australian States, in New Zealand, and in various other 
countries. The rates indicate the deaths under 1 year per 1,(){){) births, 

State. Year. 

New Zealand 1924 

Western Australia 

Queensland 

South Australia 
" 

Tasmania 

Commonwealth 

New South WQles 
" 

Victoria 

Rate. 

40'2 

4!l'9 

51'3 

55'0 

57'1 

Country, 

Netherlands 

Norway 

Sweden 

Switzerland 

Irish Free State 
i 
l'United States 

South Africa .. , 

United Kingdom 

Canada 

Denmark 

France 

Italy ... 

Finland 

Belgium 

Germany 

Prussia 

Spain ... 

Auslria 

Japan ... 

Jamaica 

* Rej{lstral1uI! Area. 

Year. 

1924 

1922 

1924 

1922 

1924 

1922 

1924 

1923 

1923 

1923 

HJ24 

1923 

1924 

1921 

1923 

1922 

Rate. 

51 

55 

60 

70 

71 

72 

74 

78 

71.l 

85 

85 

88 

92 

100 

108 

132 

142 

155 

163 

177 

Of the rates shown in the foregoing table, that for New Zeahll1d is the 
lowest; but the rates for Australasia generally are greatly superior to those 
prevailing in most other countries for which comparable records are avail
able. Wide differences between climatological and economic conditions 
should be alloweJ for in considering the relationship between the rates 
8ho,vn for the various countrie.s. 

Causes of Infantile lvI oddity. 

A table publisbed on ;page 10+ of the Statistical Register for 1924-25 
shows the rates of infantile m01'tality for each of the principal mmses in 
each year since 1896. This indicates that there has been a lheavy decline 
in the mortality from diarrhoea, enteritis, and other digestive diseases, con
genital debility, nervous di~eases, tubercular dise:ases, and bronchitis. A' 
smaller declinE: has oceuTl'ecl in deaths from minor causes, such as menil1giti~, 
diseases of the stomach, accident, and general diseases. On the other hand, 
dea't.h.s fmm rnali0l'mation, premature birth, and diseases of early infancy 
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have become proport,ionately larger. The mortality from epidemic diseases 
fluctuates considerably but it appears to have declined slightly. 

The following table shows the incidence of mortality caused by the prin
cipal diseases among infants at variouA peri.ods during the first year of life 
in 1924, showing the experience in the metropolis in comparison with that 
in the whole State:-

Deaths of Children under One year'"of aw' per 1,000 Birt,hs (1924). 

Metropolis. [ State. 

Cause of Death. ________ --- --- - ___ I ____ -----~---

and and Under i and and Total, 'I "Cnder 
i 1 week. 

I 

1 week 11 month II 11 week \ 1 month 

under under Total. 1 week. i under under 

1 month. I 1 yo.ar. ___ 1_1 month·I~_ar_.__'__--~ 
I 
i Epidemic Di~ea£e" "'1 

Tuberculosis... ...1 
Syphilis 

1:ieningitig 

C'mvulsions 

Bronchitis ... 1 

I 
Pneumonia '·'1 
DiarrhooR, and Enter-I 

itis ... ... ".1 

Malformation ... 1 

Crmgenital Delility ... i 

... 1 II 2:0
3

: 2.041 
_ .321 ! 

·04 

·23 

·27 

·O! 

1·82 

1·95 

[ 
:23 ·27 

·04 II ·86 ·90 
·09 ·27 ·59 

.23 1 ·50 

·86 I /5-l7 
1 
I 

·32 9·79 

1·13 1·59 

·91 2·81 

·73 

6·30 

10·15 

4·54 

5·67 

·06 ·17 

'02\ 

:: I 

·02 

·04 

·17 

·22 

·74 

·33 

2·53 

·17 

·15 

·76 

·32 
1·01 

4·70 

11·74 

2·76 

·17 

.·19 

·80 

·81 

1·23 

5·66 

12·18 

4·47 

5·83 
2·20 I ·95 I[ 1·32 

2·53 I 1-14 2·16 

Premature Birth ... j' 13·83 2·58 I ·1'1 I 17·32 12·86 I 2·37 I[ 108 16·31 

In iury at Birth ...I 2·13 ·14 II I 2·27 1·98 I '19, -02 2·19 

Other Disea'cs of earlYi [\ \ 
Infancv ... ...1 2·36 I ·32 I ,13, ?,·81 \ 2·42 ·39 ·18 2·99 

All Othe; Causes ... : 1·09 I ·72 I 1·49 I 3·30 ·48 I '63, 2·76, 3·87 

,--I-~I--l----I--!--I--
23.761 7'341 26·11 I 57·21 \ 23·20 \ 7.36\ 28·90 I 59·46 Total 

On the whole there is little difference between the rates of mortality in the· 
nletropolis and those for the whole State, but it is noteworthy that deaths 
from premature death are rather more numerous and deaths from diarrhoea 
and enteritis rather less numerous in the metropolis than in the whole State. 
These two causes combined accounted for 48 per cent. of the deaths of 
infants during ,the year. 

Approximately 84 per cent. of thc deaths during the first week after birth 
and 49 per cent. of the deaths occUlTing during the first year after birth 
were due to exclusively pre-natal causes or accident, viz., premature birth, 
congenital debility, malformation, injury at birth, or syphilis. Deaths from 
these causes during the first year of life accounted for 2'9 per cent. of tho 
births during the year. The incidence of diarrhoea and enteritis was com-· 
paratively light among children under the age of one month. 

Infantile Mortality in Divisions. 

The following' table shows the number of denths of infants under 1 yo"r 
of age from principal diseases per 1,000 births in the principal divisions 
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of the State, based on the experience of the ten years, 1915-24. The variation 
shown in the mortalit'Y-rate is from 49'7 in the Northern 'l\iblelancL to 
103 '4 in the WestBl'll Division. 

• ~ I 1 -~ ~ 'I ~ T~ i E T~ E 1"2 I .: I '~~'.; 
.~ ~ I -g ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i

l 
~ :.~ ,~ I ~ i ~ I ·s.:: i 

Cause of Death. - o"C _0 i ~;:: 8 E ' E .:.. ' ~ K "" ~ ~ ~ g 00. 
8. c.J:; , ;... '2 Q "1';3 . aJ-! "'7" ~! ~ <!) ,,05 ;:,)...: i ....... 1.2 E (.) d} 

j Iji, ~ Ij~ 1jPlj~ 1~1!~1~~ ]~I~~i j ~ i ~ ~ 
Rpidemic Diseases , ,13'5 1

3'812'3 3'1 1 2'714'21' 4'2 5'2 I 3'21 3'4 3'1 3'2/2'4 I 3'2 ! 6'8 I 3'4 3'5 
Tubercular, Di'eases " '41 '~, '3 '31'3 '3,'1 '2 '5 '2 '3 '3 '3 '6 I ,sl'3 '4 
Venereal Dlseases .. '0 ," I '3 '3 '1 '21 '2 '1 '1 2 -1 '1 '2 '2 '6 '3 "( 
Mcningltis " , I '5' '2 "5 '7,'4 ':l '7 '6 '0 1'5 '7 1'0 I '7 I '4"5 '6 ,6 
COll\ulsions " , 1'0 I 2'0 , ~ 0 l'S: 2'1 1'7' 2'1 • l'S 2'! I 2'4 1'9 'g. 2'6 1l'1 I 3'1 12'0 1'6 

Pneumonia and Pleunsy 5'7 4'" 46 4'0 I 5'1 4'0 I 5'6 4'41 n 3'0 4'1 4'l 5'7 5'6! 4'5 4'7 5'1 
Bronchitis , 11'1 11'2 I '911'9 19 2'5 12'''12.6 2'1 12'2 1'4 2'Y 1'6 13· 1'9 1'8 1'5 

Hernia .. " "i 5 '3 I "5 '4 '7 '4 I '5 'S i 1'1 "u '4 "3 "9 I '6 10 1 '5 '5 
Gastl'ltis and Dlurhoo" 16'4 '10'6 I 7'S 16'1 , 98 g'O 113'9114'1 10'9 12'7 10'4 13'5 ;2'1 '10'5135'0 ,13'0 14':l 

Congenital Malf'rmat'llsl 4'4 i 37 39, 33 i 3'0 4'0 I 44 28 I' 4·1 26 3'7 2·5 2'412'6 I 4'5 3'5 3'9 
COllgenita.l Debility and, I I I I I ' 

Prematunty " , ,124 5 20'6 ,19'5 %.~ 122'2 25':; !B'8 250 i33 208 2n 2a 0 117'7 32'0 23'2 2S'7 
otlJcr De\'elopmelltal! I I I 'I I I 

Diseases " ,,4'4 I 3'7 I 56 46 I 61 'I 4 9 49 I 63 46 46 46 5'5 ;; 21 ,,'7 40 4'9 4'7 
Acoldent ....'0 1'8 '6 '7, 7 '3 "I'S 4 1'1 '7\1'2 15 II 1'5 '8 '6 
All other Diseases .. 2·3 i 1'81 2.4 2'1 [27

1

2'5 26 2'9117 3'1 25 16

1

3'1 27 2'7 2" 2'3 

Total .. 65'3'153'6 15J:2IG5.7 157'81;3'61680 169'4161-4/607154'7 11612
j
l677 1,3'31 99'8161'4[63'1 

, 1 I I I I I ' I 
A further disS€ction of the proportion of deaths in 1924 from principal 

causes in geographical and industl1ial divisions gives some interesting, 
results, 

Deaths 01 Children under 1 yeai' of Age per 1,000 Births (1924), 

Di~ns. 
1 

AlI'lther All 
DiBe ... .,..,' Dlses""s. 

. 1 

J" II I D' h I C )1 p i loPI· 'R Ian rea r i on~ lema· 
I demic I ~0.n- Pne~l- and Mal~o -I genital ture 
;Di:~eage3, ChltlS. I mODla. Enteritis, mat.IoL.B1DObil1ty Birth, 

, I i I 

Metropolis... .., 2,04 ,72 2'6311 10,15 4,53 5,67 I 17,32 14015 57,21 
Countrv Muniei- II 

p>tlities '.. .., 3'77 1,34 1,53 14,71 4,63 5,92, 15·72 15·24 62,86 
Country Shires .. ' 2,25 2'06 2,15 I 11,43 4,03 5,99 15,36 14,14 57.41 

---'---1----------.,---:---------
New South Wale3 .. , 2,76 I 1,23 2'11 12'19 I 4,47 5,83 I 16,30 14,57 I 59-46 

Industrial ", ~1W8~ 12'52 14.4l5.961J:7.66 14-57 161.43 
Non Industrial... 2,91 1 1,28 1,67 11,82 4'53 5,70 i 14,84 14,57 57,32 

I j I 

Contrary Ito usual experience the mortality in the metropolis in 1924 was 
lower than in the remainder of the State. Despite this fact, the rate of 
mortality from all industrial localities was higher than that of the :non
industrial, due more esp€cially to the heavier number of deaths from pre
mature birth, pneumonia, diarrhooa and enteritis in industrial parts. 

~fedical opinion is that a favourable summer rainfall reduces the liability 
to infantile diarrhooa, that 'premature birth and congenital debility are 
more prevalent in industrial diiltricts than elsewhere, and that rural dis
tricts are most favourable to the rearing of children. 
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These opinions are borne out in a g~neral way by the expenence ill New 
"South Wales, although the wide range of geographical conditions and the 
'V,u.iableness of the seasons intrude irregular. factor.safiecting infantile mOI
tality. The highest rate is that of the Western Division, the greater part 
. .of 'whose population lives in the mining district of Broken Hill, while the 
remainder is scattered over extensive plains which receive a low rainfall. 
'The most favourable rates ar,e those.of the. North Coast, Riverina, Northern 
Tablelands and South-western Slopes, where the population is engaged 
largely in rural pursuits. On the North Ooast and Northern Tableland the 
rainfall is copious, especially during the summer. The rates of infantile 
mortality in the North Ooast division. present a striking contrast with 
those of the other coastal divisions, where large'industrial and mining centres 
<;xist, and the rainfall is less favourable in the summer. The low rate for 
balance of Oumberland is probably due in a small measure to the· removal 
'of sick children to hospital or other accommodation in the metropolis, where 
an appreciable number die. 

It is difficult to explain the high average rate of mortality in the Southern 
Tableland, Which is due ma,inly to deaths from congenital debility, prema
turity and other developmental diseases, ,gastritis and diarI'hcea. Perhaps 
some part of the mortality may be attributable to the greater cold experienced 
in winter, the (xnnparative lowness of the summer rainfall and the presence 
of aconsidera'hle proportion of the population in urban centres. 

Deaths of Illegil~imate Children under 1 year.. 

During the first year of life the death rate of illegitimate children is nearly 
twice as great as that for legitimates, partly owing to premature birth, 
infantile debility and inherited, diseases, but to an equally. gr.eat extent to 
'Causes arising from neglect. 

How these combined causes operate to produce a comparativHy high 
death rate among illegitimate children' is shown in the following tables which 
relate to the year 1924 ;-

Are at Death. 

Under 1 week ... 
1 week ... 
2 weeks ... 
3 

" 

Total uuder 1 month 

1 month 
2 months 
3 

4 " 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
II 

" 

I 

Deaths per 1,000 Birth •. 

,
~---;--

JIIegitimate. 

I Legitimate. \ Per cent of 
I Rate. Legitimate 
i I ltate • 

TolA!. 

.. [ 22'S-
I 

31·S 
3·5 1)06 

2'l I a·l 
1·5 2'3 

I 

1:\9 23'2 
J89 a·7 
148 2·1 
153 1'6 

.
..... 1 __ 2

4

9:

6

9 __ 4_3_.8_+1 __ 1_4_6_1 __ 30_._6_ 

7·S 170 4·7 
3 4 11 ·2 329 3·S 
2·8 9·7 346 3·2 
2·8 5'4 19a 2·.9 
2·2 4·3 195 2·3 
2·1 3·9 IS6 2·2 
2·0 4·3 215 2'1 
1·0 2·7 142 2·0 
11) 2'7 142 1·9 
I·S 1·5 S3 I'S 
2·0 1·9 95 20 

Total under 1 year ... i-5-j'-4-1-g;.2\-i:3--I59-5 
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The largest proportional excess of deaths of illegitimate children oyer 
those of legitimBite children is not immediately. after birth, but three months 
later. Taking the experience of 1r!24 as a guide, the mortality of illegiti
mate children exceeds that of legitimates by 39 per ceDit. during the first 
week of life. In the first month the excess is 46 per cent., in the second 70 
IJ€r cent., in the third 229 per cent., and in the fourth 246 per cent., while an 
average of the rates experienced after the fourth month shows the excess 
to have dropped to 60 per cent. 

The following table shows the causes of death of illegitimate as compared 
with those of legitimate children. The figures represent the number of 
deaths of children under 1 year of age per 1,000 births in New South Wales 
during the year 1924, and are confined to causes resulting in five or more 
deaths in each case. 

I Deaths of Children under 1 year of age 
per 1,000 Births. 

Cause of Death. 

i Legitimate.] Illegitimate. \ Total. 

~-----"" 

I 

Infectious Diseases 3·19 504 
I 

3·28 

Broncho-pneumonia 3·50 4·65 3·56 

Pneumonia. 2·11 1·94 2·10 

Dianhooa and Enteriti.s .. , 11·24 31·01 12·19 

Congenital Malformations 4·56 2·71 4·47 

Debility 5·54 11-63 5·83 

Premature Birth ... 15·84 25·58 16·30 

Injury at Birth ... 2·19 1·93 2·18 

Other Developmental Diseases ... 2·90 5·04 3·00 

Violence ... 0·74 3·49 0·88 

All other Causf's 5·64 6·20 5·67 

Total 57·45 99·22 59·46 

These figures may be considered as reflecting approximately the difference 
-first in the care exercised by the parents and then in their respective con
dition. Thus the rate of mortalitY' from infectious diseases, respiratory 
diseases, diarrhroa and enteritis, and violence was 120 per cent. higher for 
illegitimate children than: for legitimate, while from congenital causes the 
eXCe3S was 50 per cent. 

Deaths of Children under 5 years. 

The improyementin rates of mortality has not been confined to children 
under 1 year of age, as there has been a general improvement in the death
rate of all groups of children under 5 years of age. "" ". ,_, 
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The following table shows the mortality in each division, in periods of 
five years since 1890, of children under 5 years of age:-

I I ' 
I lIetropolis. II Hemainder of State. I New South 'Vales. 
I I ' 

I Average -1 Rate pcr-I-Avera~:--:te per II-~~erng;t\- Rate~e: 
I 

ADnnt'hlal 11,000 Living. I DAnUtUhal 1

11
,000 Living. DAnntUhasl 1,000 Living. 

ea s. \ \ ea s. I ea., 

Period. 

I 32'1 \ I 
:::: I 310

1 I ::: I :: 
3,210 29'6 5,036 :ll'4 

~4 I 

1890-94 

1895-99 

1900-04 

1905-09 

2,674 48'5 

4,335 

2,206 40'8 

1,846 

1,612 2,723 

21'5 I 4,881 

178 . I 4,676 

198 Iii 5,322 

IS'5 4,676 

1910-14 

1915-19 

1920 

Hl21 

19'1 

23'1 1,895 26'1 2,986 

1,905 2,771 

2,981 2,341 

1,886 2,790 

:~:~ III ::::: 

16'5 4,'254 

1922 

1923 

1924 

16-0 

1,668 

1,609 17'6 2,286 

20'2 2,514 1,930 

168 2,585 

'At every period shown in the table the metropolitan rate was hi.gher than 
that of the remainder of the State, being in some cases over 50, and never 
below 7 per cent. in excess until 1917, when the excess was only 1'5 per cent. 
The excess for 1924 was 2 per cent. But the improvement in the metropolis 
has been greater than in the remainder or the Sta,te, the rate having de
creased since 1890 by 65 per cent. in the former, and in the latter by 49 per 
cent. Outside the metropolis the rate did not vary until 1904, when there 
was a marked decline, 'which has b€en continuous. The rate of mortality in 
1924, compared with that of a quarter of a century ago, represents a saving 
of 32 lives in every 1,000 children under 5 years of age in the metropolis, 
and of 16 in the remainder of the State. 

Ohildren are more susceptible to the attacks of disease in the earliest years 
of life than later, and the death rate steadily decreases until the age of 10 
years is reached. Since the rate for preventable diseases is high, there is 
no douht that many children succumb through parental ignorance of the 
proper food or treatment required. 

In the folJo\ving statement t.he J:)rlncipal causes of ucath ulnong children, 
and the rates .uuder 1 year of age per 1,000 births l!llcl uncleI' 5 years of ab'"B 
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per 1,000 living, are shown for the five years 1919"1923, in the metropolis: 
und in the State:-

Deaths 01 children under 
1 year of age. 

Deaths of cbildren aged 1 year and 
under 5. 

-------:--------\1-------,-----'-
State. 

il !, Metropolis. 

il 
Metropolis, State, Causes of Death, 

I---~-~ [:---:-1 --- 1 

'Average I 'Per Average I Per 'If ATerage I Per Average ': Per 
Annual 1,000 Anllual 1,000 ,Annual I 1,000 ~nnual i 1,000 

I Number. Birt~s. Number. Bir~hs. jl Number. J Li,-ing. Number.! LIvmg .. 

::1 .. 6 .. '3 I .~3 I .. '2 I 2: -:4-0~--'---4-:----'---:~-:-, Mea.les 
Scarlet Fever, , 

Whooping-cough .. 43 2'0 110 I 2'1 1 34 '48 71 '37' 

Diphtheria and Croup .. 10 '5 20 i '4 II 

ntluenza .. .. .. 13 "6 31! '6 

Epidemic Cereb.o-Spinal 2 '1 3 I '1, 
Meningitis.! I 

Tuberculosis-Menin\:<,_ .. 1 5 '2 10 '2 I 18 

" AbdOminal.'l" .. 2}'1 II ~ 
.. Other Organ. '2 '1 1 ~ I :~ II ~ 

56 

24 

2 

'79 

'26 

'03 

-HI 

'01 

'76 

~§:, '. '.1
' l1 j :: 1'1 :: 1,1 l~ 

6roncho-pneumonia 84 3'9 r 189 3'5 53 

~7:~;::~nd'~nter;;iS :: 3:~ 1~:; 7~: I 1~:: II J~ j l:~! 
Congenital Malformations.. 100 4'6 2011 i 3'9!' '\ I 

I ~ 102' 1'45 
Premature Birth ,. " 394 18'3 917 ]7'2 Ii I \ 

147 

51 

6 

6 

12 

2 

28 
24 . 

116 
82 

2S1 

'27 

'IS', 

'02 

'11 

1'47 
Infantile Debility ,. .. 123 5'7 337 \1 6'3 ,II I f 

All Others .. . _ .. 181 8'4 486 9'1 1/ I 
Total.. .' ., 1,448 - - 67'3 - 3,399 -'1-;;11-013 I--;;;-I~~I--;;:~ I II I ----------------

The high mortality of infants, especially in the first week of life, is
largely due to the deaths of children who, ,either from immaturity or' 
inherited debility, are born unfit for the struggle for existence. Of children 
under 1 year of lage, the deaths from these cau€es were equal to 2'7'4 per 
1,000, or 43 per cent. of the total deaths of children under 1. A table, 
already given shows that the mortality during the first month of life is 
about half the ,total mortality during the whole of the first year, about 'io' 
per cent. of this half proportion of the total mortality of the year is due to, 
deaths from congenital causes. 

Among children under 1 year, diarrhcea and enteritis were responsible' 
for 14'8 deaths per 1,000 births, and infectious diseases for 3'4, of which 
whooping-cough caused 2'1. Respiratory diseases are especially fatal t() 
infants; among children under 1 year of age bronchitis caused 1',3, broncho
pneumonia 3 -5, and :pneumonia 1'6 deaths per 1;000 births. The death-rate, 
from convulsions in the Burne grcmp was 1 ·3, from tuberculous diseases 0 '4, 
und meningitis (not tuberculous), {)'7 per 1,DOO births. 

The rate of mortality among c11ildren between 1 and 5 years of age is 
only about one-tenth of the rate among children under one year of age, but 
ill both cases the lal'tgest individual cause of death among post-natal causes 
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1'8.diarrhrea and enteritis. Among the older. group of childmn the next lllflst 
prominent causes of death are epidemic diseases, notably diphtheria, croup, 
whooping-cough, .influenza and measles, while ,diseases of the respiratory 
8ystem, such as 'pneumonia.and bronchitis, cause rather more than one-sixth 
of the deaths. 

OAUSES OF DEATH. 

The system of classification adopted in this most important section of 
vital statistics is in accordance with the International List of Oauses of 
Death, based on the third decennial revision by the International Oom
mission at Paris in 1920. 

The complete list of causes of death grouped as arran§,"ed by the Inter
national Oommission is published in the Statistical RegiBterof New South 
Wales, which shows the number of deaths from each cause according to age~ 
sex, and month of oeeurrence. 

The table published below affords a summary of :the principal individual 
causes of death in 1924 compared with the average annual number in the 
period 1919-1923, arranged in order of numerical importance, and distin
guishing diseases whose incidence is exclusively or almost exclusively upon 
'children under age 5 from those of general incidence. 

Causes of Death. 
Num
ber, 
1924. 

1919-23. I Num-
Average, \1 I Average, 

1911l--23. 

Nuin-/-propo;-II Causes of Death. 1~~. 
ber. t:on. I' i 

~ _____ ._~ __ ~-----7---'--- I I 

Per 'Ii I [ 

Nnm- IPr.opor
ber. I tlOn. 

General Causes-
Diseases of the Heart ... 
Cancer ... 
Pneull!onia 
Senility ... 
Tuberculosis, Resl'ira-

tory System... ." 
Bright's Disease (Acute 

and Chronic) ... 
Accident .... "'1 
Cerebral Hremorrhage 
Bronchitis .. , ... 
Diseases ofthe Arteries'1 

Atheroma, etc. ... 
Diarrhroa and Enteritis' 
Influenza , .. 
Puerperal Diaeases 
Diabetes 
SuicJde ... 
Diphtheria ... 
Hernia. Intestinal Ob-

struction 
Leucremia, A~romi~: 

Chlorosis 
Appendicitis 
Insanity... . .. 
Diseases of the Stomach 
Meningitis 
Typhoid Fever 
Uil'rhosis of the Liver ... 
,\ute.rculo~ Mening.'1itiS"1 
ErY"pelas ... ... 
Epidemic Cerebro-spinal 

)reniilgit~s ... . .. 

2.756 
2,078 
1,511 
1,054 

1,165 

674 
184 
261 
291 
263 
255 
225 

218 

204 
156 
118 
170 
161 

97 
102 

39 
32 

38 

2.60J 
1,914 
1,539 
1,241 

1,199 

493 
364 

t1,649 
305 
200 
240 
231 

210 

2C9 
179 

ml 143 
123 
118 

66 
33 
27 

* Deaths of persons over 2 years of age, 

cent. ,~General CaUSes cordd.-
11'42/1 Lethargic Encephalitis. 22 

8·39 I scarlet Fever... "'1 29 I 
6'70 I Plagae .. , ... "'1 ... 
0'44 iiI>isease8 of Childlwod- I 

21 
15 

2 

Per 
cent~ 

'O\? 
'07 
'01 

II Diarrhcpa and Enterltl;1 
5·26 Ii (under 2 years) "'1 

I, PrematurIty ". ... 
4·46 II Congenital Debility .. ·1 
4,40 ! i Other Developmental 
3'09 1'1 Diseases 
2·40 I Malfor,!,atlons ... 

, Whoopmg Cough .. . 
2·16 III Convulsions ofInfants .. . 
1'60'1 Measles ... 
7·23 I Infantile Paralysis 
l'34Ii~nnor Diseases of the 
1'14 I Nervous System ... 
1·05 , :,Minor General Diseases . "\ 
1'01 [,Min?r Genito-Urinary 

I
I D1Ecases ... . .. 

'92 :lIinor Diseases of the 
I i Digestive syst-em ... 

·92 ,IMinor Diseases of the Res
·78 11 piratory System ... 
'75 ,~nnor Diseases of the Cir
'67 II culatory Syste:n .. , 
'03 'Minor Tuberculous Dis
',[i5 1 I eases ... ... . .. 
-52 I '}finor Epidemic Diseases 
'29 I !Al\ other Causes of Death 
'14 11 

'
12

1/ 
Grand Total 

854 
875 
313 
278 
256 
83 
56 
36 
6 

1,089 
Q72 
357 

283 
239 
199 
100 

83 
11 

575 550 

4·77 
4'2~ 
1'56 

4621 440 

395 349 1'53 

286 I 288 1·26 

288 1 285 1·2:> 

126 I 147 '6! 

~~ \ ~~ :~~ 
473 I 495, 2·17 

~j~1100'OO 
t Excluding the year 191~), the annual R'\ ('rage was 348. 

Generally 'Speaking, the m()rtality from tuberculosis of the respiratory 
system, bronchitis, ,diarrh(Ba and enteritis, diphtheria and typhoid fever is 
decreasing, while that from di.seases of the heart, cancer, influenza and 
diabetes i'8 increasing. The mortality from Bright's disea:se wa,s 10l"Ill8rly 
increasing steadily, but, since 1918, ,there appear'S to have been a slight 
decline. Similarly in the case 01 cerebral h02=norhage a steady increase 
prior to 1909-13 has,illrecent years, c11anged to a decline. 
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The figures in the above table cannot be compared as absolute numbers 
of the same relative importance because at the limitations of a system of 
classification depending upon a large number of independent observers 
with varying degrGe3 of diagnostic equipment, and again because the age 
incidence is markedly different for the several disease". Some, like diseases 
of the heart and diseases of the arteries, &c., fall mainly on persons of 
advanced years, and from the standpoint of rruto of natural increase are of 
les3 relative importance than are diseases like tuberculosis and pneumonia, 
which cause heavy mortality between ages 20 and 65. Some causes of death, 
such as pneumonia and senility, are not clearly defined. It is believed that, 
while pneumonia! is the real cause of death in many cases, ~t is in some 
instances wholly or partly a consequence of some other disease which 

DEATH RATES--PRINCIPAL DISEASES, 1875-1924. 
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initiated the train of events leading to death, and which therefore is the 
true cause. The heading senility is unsatisfactory, as n embraces mainly 
the deaths of aged persons in respect of whom the cause of death is not 
definitely stated in the returns. },{any deaths of aged persons formerly 
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attributed to senility are now ascribed to some form of heart failure, with 
the result that deaths from senility, so described, have shown a considerable 
decrease. 

Interesting features of the table are the 14'6 per cent. of all deaths in 
the quinquennium 1919-23 were due to diseases whose incidence is entirely 
or almost entirely limit cd to earLy childhood. Of the remaining deaths, 
more than half are due to a limited number of major causes, of which 
cancer, pneumonia, tuberculosis, and Bright's disease are most prominent. 

In the pages which follow the experience in respect of a number of in
dividual diseases is traced. Where the period covered is of considerable 
length, due allowance must be made for the effect of improvements in 
methods of diagnosis and classification and the general advance of medical 
knowledge. In some cases these factors have exercised a considerable 
influence upon the trend of the figures. 

No reliable statistics are available to show ,the number of cases of the 
various diseases occurring annually, but statistics have been collected of 
the occurrence of communicable diseases among school children since 
1913. These show that epidemics of such diseases as measles, whooping
cough, scarlet fever, and diphtheria are of periodical recurrence, and, from 
time to time, assume large proportions. Although approximately 80 per 
cent. of the deaths from these diseases are among children under school 
age, it is observed that the rate of mortality from these diseases rises and 
fans with the recurrence of epidemics among school children: Statistics 
of the occurrence of infectious diseases among school children are now 
collected quarterly, with the object of facilitating steps towards preventive 
and remedial measures. 

Typhoid Fever. 

Typhoid fever is essentially a preventable disease, and does not obtain a 
foothold where a proper system of sanita:tion has been installed and 
ordinary health precautions have been taken; a great improvement has been 
attained in these respects during the past four decades, and the mortality 
from typhoid which was formerly heav-y has now been reduced to very 
small proportions. A steady improvement is still apparent, 

The number of deaths from typhoid fever, and the equivalent annual 
rates of mortality per 10,000 of population since 1884, 'are stated below. 

Males, Females. I Total. 

Period. 

I~--"--Deaths, Rate per Deaths. Rate per Deaths I Rate per 
10,000, 10,000. . 10,000, 

188i-88 1,356 5'12 1,115 5'13 2,471 5'13 
1889-93 959 3'll 714 2'74 1,673 2'94 
1894-98 1,107 3'27 731 2'46 1,838 2'89 

1899-1903 ],054 2'93 733 2'25 ],787 2'61 
1904-08 748 1·93 507 1'42 1,255 1'69 
1909-13 773 1'75 4tH 1'15 1,237 1'47 
1914-18 569 1'17 330 0'/1 899 O·g,) 
1919-23 353 0'66 241 0"47 594 0,55 

1919 76 0'75 53 0'54 129 0'64 
1920 81 0'77 51 0'50 l:i2 0'64 
1921 76 O'7l 53 0'51 129 0'61 
1922 63 0'58 37 0"35 100 0'47 
1923 57 0'51 47 0'44 lOt 0'47 
1924 57 057 40 032 97 0'43 

-''-~--- ~---------------
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The rate of mortality from typhoid fever in 1924 represents -only 43 per
sons per million IhTingl The corresponding rate five years previously was 
B4, being nearly 50 per cent. higher, 

The decrease in the numoorand proportion of deaths due to this disease 
after 1888 was very marked, -and may be traced to the operation of the 
Dairies Supervision Act, which became law in 1889, The rates show a 
further marked improvement as from 1903; and have dropped regularly, 
until that for 1924 was only-S '4 percent, of the rate for the period 1884-88, 
The rate is oonsiderably higher than that experienced in England and 

_ Wales, where during 1923 only 12pe.rsonwdied per miHionJiving_ 

Owing to a superior system of sewage,_ .and. to the greater attention given 
to sanitary inspection [md garbage disposal, the rate of mortality from 
typhoid fever in the metropolis has almost invariably been very much lower 
than that of the remainder of the State, though it was higher during 1919, 
and only slightly lower in 1922, The following table provides a comparison 
of the experience in the metropolis and remainder of the State since 1894, 
Owing to the incidence of mild epidemics the rates of mortality fluctuate 
from year to year, and though both are improving the improvement is more 
marked outSide the metropolis. 

Motropoll., RemrJnder of state, 

Period. 

Deaths. Rate per Death., Rate per 
10,000. w,ooo. 

1894-98 507 2'26 1,331 3'24 

1899-1903 426 1'72 1,361 3'12 

1904-08 334 1'21 921 1"97 

1909-13 363 1'10 874 1'70 

1914-18 319 0'81 680 l'O! 

1919-23 233 0'51 361 0'61 

1919 61 0'72 68 0'59 

1920 48 0'54 84 0'71 

1921 49 0-54 80 0'67 

1922 43 0'46 57 0'47 

1923 32 0'33 72 

I 
059 

1924 22 0'22 75 0'61 
I . 

Most deaths from typhoid fever occur during -the summer and autumn. 
In 1924 there were 41 deaths during the summer months of December, 
January, and February, and 36 during the autumn months of March, April, 
and May; making a total of 77 out of 9'/ in the whole year, 

Smallpox, 
During the last ten years there have been only 4: deaths from smallpox in 

New Sou th Wales, the last being in the year 1915. 

Vaccination is not compulsory in this State, and the precaution is rarely 
adoptei unless an epidemic threatens. 

During the year 1913 about 425.000 :persons voluntarily submitted them
.. elves to vaccination, 
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, Mea:Les. 

Although measles is a verYCDmmon complaint the resultant mortalit;y is 
comparatively very small. The following statement shows the deaths from 
this cause, and the rate per 10,000 living, for each sex, arrange-ci in quin-
quennial periDds since 1884:,-

Male •. Females. Total. 

Period. 

I j Death •. Rate per Deaths. Rltt. per Death •• ]it&t" per 
10,000. 10,OGO; 10,000. 

i 
I 

1884-88 
I 

166 0'63 165 0'76 331 0'69 

1889-93 393 1'28 369 1'41 762 1'34 

1894-98 

r 
338 1'00 324 1'09 662 1'04 

1899-1903 160 0'44 219 0'67 379 0'55 

190i-08 82 0'21 107 O'SO 189 0'25 

1909-13 309 0'70 267 O'6tl 5i6 0'68 

1914-18 301) 0:62 221 0'48 522 0·.i5 

1919-'13 207 0'39 183: 0-j5 300 0'37' 

1919 4 0'04 4 0'04 S 004 

1920 95 0'90 94 0'93 189 O!ll 

1921 21 0'20 18 0'17 3Q 0'19 

1922 6 0'05 10 0'09 16 0'07 

1923 81 0'72 57 0'/)3 138 0'63 

1924 19 0'17 Ii 0'16 36 0'16 

The rate in 1924 shows a deerease of 57 per 'cent. as compared with that 
of the preceding quinquennium. The high rates dming the second 'and 
third quinquennial periods_ were due tll severe outbreaka in 1893 and 1898. 

Measles is a disease chiefly affecting ~hildren, and is periodically epidemic. 
It was epidemic in 1898-9, when 719 deaths were recorded ~ in 1912, when 
there were 371 fatal cases; and in 1915, when there were .324. .of >the 
number first cited, 233 were deaths of children_ under 5 years of age, and. 54 
were those of children under 1 year of age. Dut:ing. the yeat:1924 deaths 
from measles among children under 1 Year of age numbered 8, and among 
<?hildren under 5 years of age 26. 

According to returns obtained by the Department of Education, there 
were extensive epidemics of measles among school children in 1918, 1920, and 
192'3, and although these epidemics (particularly that of 1923) were more 
widespread than the outbreak of 1915, the mortality recorded was very much 
less. 

Scarlet Fever. 

In 1924 the number of deaths from this disease was 29, equivalent to a 
rate of 0'13 per 1,000 of the population. The number of deaths in the 
metropolis was 13, and in the remainder of the State 16-showing rates of 
0'13 per 10,OCO{) for each division. The ;rate for 1924 of deaths from this 
cause was 93 per cent. above the rate for the preceding quinq1.'ennium, 
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which ,v"as a period of very favourable experience, Since 1884 the deaths 
from scarlet fever and the rates for each sex have been as follow'-

I 
Male •. Females. I Tob!' 

I'etiod, 
R~te per Rate per 

--.-.~I-R.:t-;; p~~-
Death •. 10,000. De"th •. 10,000. ,Deaths, 10,000. 

1884-88 1~28;OI 1'08 342 1'57 629 1'30 
1889-93 185 0'60 236 0'90 421 0'74 
1894-98 162 . 0'48 218 0'73 380 0'60 

1893-1903 I 84 0'23 114 0'35 198 0-29 
190-1-08 88 023 91 0'26 179 0-24 
1909-13 

\ 

41 0'09 57 0'14 98 0-12 
1914-18 112 0'23 161 0-35 273 0-29 
1919-23 3-' 0'06 38 0'07 72 0'07 

1919 I 7 007 10 0'10 17 0'08 
. 1920 I 14 0'13 10 0-10 2-1 0'12 

1921 3 0'03 5 0'05 8 0'04 
1922 5 005 5 0-05 10 0'0'> 
192:, 5 0'04 8 O'Oi 13 0'06 
1924 11 0'10 18 0'16 29 0'13 

Like measles, scarlet fever is an epidemic disease which mainly affects 
children, the rate generally being somewhat higher for females than for 
males_ During 1924, 22 of the 29 deaths were of children under 10 years of 
age, and of these 9 were males and 13 females. Though not nearly so' fatal 
as formerly, its sporadic recrudescence demands oonstant vigilance on the 
:part of the authorities responsible for the health of the ,State_ The death
rate from this cause of mortality has fluctuated since the year 1884, when 
it was very heavy, the rate per 10,000 inhabitants having ranged from 2 ··59 
in that year to 0'04 in 1921. 

Scarlet fever was epidemic among school'children in 1915 and 1916, in 
which years 205 deaths were recorded in the State from this disease. Rather 
morc extensive outbreaks occurred among school children in 1923 and 1924, 
but the total number of deaths from scarlet fever in these two years was 
only 42. 

Whooping-cough. 
Whooping-cough is another disease which mainly affects children, and to 

which, like scarlet fever, females are more susceptible than males. During 
thc year 1924 the deaths from this cause numbered 83. The deaths included 
42 males and 41 females. Of the total number, 54 were infants under 1 
year, and of the rema,inder all but 3 were under 5 years of age. The rate 
was 0 '37 pel' 10,000 living, or 58 pel' cent_ below the average of the preceding 
quinquennium. The deaths and rateR for each sex since 1884, are shown be1c w. 

Males. Female._ Total. 
Period. 

Death •. Rate per Deatb •. nate per Deaths. Rate per 
10,000. 10,000. 10,000. 

1884-81; 327 1-24 472 2-17 799 1-66 
1889-93 495 1'61 666 2'55 1,161 2'04 
1894-98 343 1'01 502 1-69 845 1-33 

1899-1903 573 1'59 726 2'23 1,299 1'90 
1904-08 369 0-95 445 1-25 814 1'10 
1909-13 377 0'86 436 1-09 813 097 
19l-!-18 335 0'69 382 0'82 717 0'75 
1919-23 4tO 0'82 497 0-96 937 0-89 

1919 60 0'59 73 0'74 133 ;)'66 
1920 167 1'58 202 2'00 369 1'78 
1921 ]26 1-17 131 1'27 257 1'22 
lS22 43 0'39 49 0-46 92 0'43 
1923 44 0'39 42 0-39 86 0'39 
1924 42 0'37 41 0'38 83 , 0'37 
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\\'hoopillg-cough may justly be regarded as a permanent menace and a 
constantly recurring ailment of infancy and childhood, for the table shows 
that periods of decline have generally been followed by increases in the 
death-rate, which is maintained by epidemic outbreaks, one Bueh occurring 
in 1907, when 594 cases pro,ed fatal, and the death-rate was the highest 
since 1878. An examins,tion of the table on a later page showing the 
seasonal prevalence of diseases indicates that whooping-cough is most fatal 
during the foui months October to January. 

Epidemics of whooping-cough among school children are only second in 
magnitude to those of measles. The records show that, during the past 
twelve years, this disease has affected large numbers of school children every 
year and that ,irulent epidemics occurred in 1913, 1920, and 1921. The 
total numbers of deaths fDom whooping-cough in these years was 344, 369, 
and 257 respectively. 

Diphtheria and Croup. 
As causes of death these diseases decreased markedly in importance 

between 1884 and 1904. During the next ten years there· was a slight 
increase in mortality, but the ten years which have since elapsed have shown 
an appreciable decline. 

Diphtheria and croup, under which heading membrano1Js laryngitis is 
included, caused 225 deaths in 1924. The rate was 1'01 pe~ 10,000 Jiving, or 
3 per cent. below the rate for the preceding quinquennium. Deaths from 
these diseases in the metropolitan area numbcred Sg, and those in the 
remainder of the State 142, the respective COrTcsIJoncling ratEs per 10,000 
living for each div}sion being 0 ·S3 and 1 ·15. The following table shows the 
number of deaths and the rates in quinquennial periods since 1884:-

I 
I Total. !rIales. Females. I 

l)eriod. 
I 

Hate per Rate per I Deaths. 
Eate pe, De::lth3. Deaths. 

! 10,000. lO,COO. ! lO,OC O. 

\ 2,049 4·25 1884-88 1,069 4·04 980 4·51 
1889-9a 1,43:{ 4·65 1,399 5'36 2,S::;~ 4'!J~ 

1891-98· 712 2·10 710 2'39 1,422 2·24 

1899-1903 310 0·86 299 0·92 609 0·89 

1904-08 367 0·95 338 0'95 705 0·95 

190!l-J3 C04 1·37 640 1·59 1,24.J. 1·48 

1914-18 659 1·36 682 1·4.7 1,341 1··11 

1919-23 583 1'09 509 0·f,9 1,092 1·04, 

1919 66 0·65 69 070 135 0·67 
1920 138 1·31 126 1·25 264 1'28 

1!l21 157 1'46 149 1·44 3C6 J ·45 

1!l22 III I·Ot 100 o g5 2Jl 0'98 

1923 1I1 0·99 65 0·61 176 0'80 

1924 101 0·89 I\!4 1·13 225 1·01 

Mortalit.y fTOm diphtheria was heaviest during two lengthy periods, viz., 
from 1881 to 1898, and omitting' the year 1919, from 1909 to 1921, although 
the rate was much lower in the latter neriod than in the former. During 
the past twelve years dipllthcria was m·~st prevalent among school children 
in 1913 and 1921, but considerable numbers of cases were recorded in other 
years, the numbers flucturuting from year to year in close sympathy with 
those of whooping-cough. 

The experience of the deeennial period 1915-1924 shows the disease to be 
most fatal during the five months of March to July. Ninety-two per cent. 
of the persons who died from dipththeria during 1924 were under 10 years 
of age, and about 75 per cent. were un~er 5 years of age. 
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During the year 1923. the Department of Public Health inveSltigated the 
Schick test for determining susceptibility to, ;diphtheria, and found that at 
2 years of age 70 per cent. of children are liable to corutract the·disea'8e. It 
is claimed that lasting immunity can be achieved by a simple and inexpen
sive inooulation, and that prop.2r}y enforced application of this provision 
would practically wipe out diphtheria in the State, Although, as noted 
above, a conaiderable improvement in the rate of mortality from diphtheria 
and croup has been effected sin(;e 1898, it stiIll'emains high, and this, coupled 
with 1he knowledge that such a large proportion of children are susceptible 
to the disease,commends the wisdom of adopting preventive 'measures. 

Influenza. 

During 1924 there were 261 deaths due to influenza. Prior to 1891 the 
average annual number of deaths was 44, but during that year 988 deaths 
occurred from this cause. From 1892 to 1917 the average number of deaths 
was 198, but in HIl8 a mild outbreak resulted in 372 dearths. This was 
completely overshadowed by the disas'l:rous epidemic of 1919, when 6,387 
persons died from the disease. An examination of the experience of that 
year will be found in the 1920 issue of this Year Book. 

In the following table the deaths at each outbreak are shown torether 
with thOle in the intervening perio.da:-

Dea~th~·'_,--____ I' Annual Rat. 
-~Ma-Ie~. -'---Fem"le. \ 'Tot"'!. perlO;OOO. 

~1~8=i5~-~1~8~90~~---3~·?~,8~~--~322 710 ~~O~'~53~----

Period, 

1891 649 439 988 8'S5 
1892-1917 2,799 2,397 6, Hl6 1'Z7 

1918 218 Iii! 37:l 1'91 
1919 3,851 2,536 6,387 31'93 
1920 132 127 259 1'251, 
1921 2{l4 195 399 1'89 I 
1922 124 98 222 I \'03 ~ 1'54 
1923 :2fi8 243 511 2'3;1 I 
1924 ___ 1_3_6 ____ 125 261 1'17 J 

Prio.r to 1919 influenza was essentially a disease fatal to young children 
and aged persons, but in the severe world-wide epidemic of that year the 
disease was most fatal to. persons in the prime of life (25 to 44 years). 
Ccmparing the deaths since 1921 with those of 1918 and 1919 in age groups 
representing approximately the different stages of life, it will be seen that 
the character of the disease is reverhng to the type experienced prior t61919. 

Death. per cont, 01 Tot.L 
Age Group, 

1919, I 1921, I 1923. I 19U. 1~J8, 
~-,-~~--------~--~-~~ 
Under 10 13 5 11 II 10 10 
10-248 12 6 8 5 
25-H 15 53 27 17 18 
45-64 17 2:l 27 29 25 
65 aed over 47 7 29 116 12 

Tot~l 100--1-100-100--100-1-100-
-------------------~---~-

T1(berculous Diseases. 

Of the total deaths in New South Wales dur.ing 1924 the number ascribed 
to the eeve:ral classified forms of 'tuberculous diseases was 1,256, or 6 '03 per 
cent. of the actual mor,tality for the State,' and equal' to 5·133 per 10,000 
livil1g~a n,te 8 per cent. below the average for the preceding quinquennium. 
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A comparison of death-rates from tubereulous diBeas8s in the Australian 
States and New Zealand for the last five years is given below. The rates 
are stated per 1,000 of the total population, and do not take 'account of either 
age or sex, which have a, material influence on the rates, 

Death-r .. t~ from. tubareulou. di .... se. per 1,000 01 Total PopulAtion, 
state, 

uno_ 
I 

1921. 1022, 1923_ 1924. 

Queensland (J'51 I O-'{S 0'42 0-46 0'42 
Sew South Wales 0'63 , 0'59 056 0-56 0'56 
New Zealand O-n 0'65 064 0'62 0'57 
Commonwealth 068 0'88 0'61 062 061 
Western Australia 0'84- 0'85 0'83 O'6l} 0'68 
Victoria ",I 0'77 O'EO 0'68 0'74 0'70 
South Australia I 0'79 0'79 0'74 0'71 0'72 
Tasmania '''I 0'62 ()'i2 0'68 0'75 0'76 ""I 

I 

! 
Mortality from tuberculous diseases is usually lower in New South Wales 

than in any other Australian State except Queonsland. 

Tubere1llosis of the R-gspi.r:atory System. 

Tuberculosis of the respiratory system, or phthisis, was the cause of 1,165 
deaths, or 92'8 percent. of the number due to tuberculosis during the year 
1924, being third in the order of the fatal diseases of the State. The 
mortality rate per 10,000 living was 5 '22, the male rate being 6,17 and the 
female rate 4.24. 

The following table shows the number of deaths from tuberculosis of the 
respiratory. system and the rates for each sex since 1884. This cause of 
death was formerly designated tuberculosis of the hmgs :-

MaJes. Femc.les. Total. 
Period, 

\ 

Ra.te per Rate per Rat. per Death., 
10,000, Death., 10,COO. Death •. 10,000, 

1884-88 3,132 r 11'83 2,022 9'30 5,154 10'69 
1889-93 3,269 

I 
10'61 1,925 7'38 5,194 9'13 

1894-98 3,191 9'43 1,983 6'68 5,174 8'15 
1899-1903 3,322 I 9'24 2,304 7'08 5,626 8'21 

1904--08 2,985 I 7-72 2;184 6-13 5,169 6'96 
1909-13 3,220 I 7'31 2,2'36 5'09 5,C06 6'54 
1914-18 3,373 6'93 2,194 472 5,567 5'86 
1919-23 3,484 6'50 2.173 4'21 5,657 5'38 

1919 744 7'33 472 4'79 1,2J5 6'08 
1920 700 6'62 418 4'13 J,118 5'40 
1921 703 6'54 428 4'12 1,129 5'35 
1922 678 (3'19 402 381 1,080 5'02 
1921 6:l9 1)'9O 45l 4'24- J,I14 5'08 
1924 702 6'17 4u3 4'24 1,l65 5'22 

The general rate has decreased by 51 percent. in the period. under review, 
thm for males by 48 per cent., and for females by 54 pel' cent. The female 
rate ranges from 62 per cent. of the male rate in the year 1922.to 79 per cent. 
during the periods 1904-08 and 1884-88. 

The improvement in the death-rate is due to many factors, such as the 
regulation o.f immigration, conditiolls of employment, etc., and the enforce
ment of the various Health Acts, but principally to the adoption of improved 
methods of medical treatment. 
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The following table shows the deaths and the mortality"rates of tuber
culosis of the respiratory system or phthisis in the metropolis and the 
remainder of the State. In the quinquennial period 1894-98 the rate for the 
formm' was 47 per cont. higher than that for the latter division; since that 
period the extra-metropolitan rate fluctuated but little until 1920, when the 
rate dropped about 13 per cent. The higher ralte for the remainder of the 
State during recent years is due largely to the transfer of phthisis patients 
from the met.ropolis to institutions situated in the country. 

i ___ ~et~~olia_. __ it 
Remuinder of State. 

Period. 
~-~--

1 D at h 1 Rat. per 1 Deaths. Rate per 
e ~ B. I 10,000. 1 10,000. 

, I 

1 

1894-98 2,302 1 10'26 2,872 e·so 
B99-19C 3 2,490 

1 

10'03 3,136 7'18 
1904-08 2,184 7'89 2,985 6'40 
1909-13 2,171 6'60 3,335 6'49 
1914-18 2,006 511 3,56l 6'38 
19J9-23 2,229 4'89 3,428 5'75 

1924 486 4'S9 679 5'49 

Pulmona'ry tuberculosis is a notifiable disease within the metropolis, in 
the area controlled by the Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage 
Board, and in the Katoomba Municipality and Blue Mountains Shire. 

The table below show3 the death-rates from tuberculosis of the respiratory 
system or phthisis according to age and sex in decennial periods since 1891. 

i 
Deaths per JO,OOO liYing-Phthisis, 

Age Group. j Ma,les. i Females. I PeriiiOOE'. 

Yea,.., I I-----,-~ ~ 
,lli91--~1190~\-1911-~ 11891-11901- 11911-

1
1 J891-11901-/1911-

0-4 .. 
5-9 .. 

10-14 ,. 
1[,-19 
20-24 , 
2,;-34 , 

1 1900. 1910. 1930, 1 l~(fJ, 1910. i 1920, I 1900, i 1910, 1020, 

.. I 100 \ 1'17 I '68! '97 [ il7/ 62 1'01 I 1'07 'M 
'34 1 '31 I '18' '57 I '39 '25 '45 '35 '21 " 'NI fil ~ 1~ lW ~ ~ ~ ~ 

g'57 2'86 1 2'"4 4'71 I I> 30 3'25 414 1 407 275 
10'B9 I 797 I 667 g'64 8'94 1 6'S8 1017 1 345 67g 
,5'63 11 35 985 13'75 I n'16 ~ 61 14'81 111'28 923 

0;,44 ,. 18'28 14 7~ 112'08 13'39 U'90 7'70 16'22 I 1348 10'00 
·'-S·{ .. 19'0{ 16'56 J4 "41 lC'84 1 Q 78 0'94 Hi 67 I 13'63 I 1097 
55 C, ,2198 I 17 H 1475 II 17 1015 0'71 1760 11423 11 21 
. "·74. '11709 \ 1702 I I~'OO 7.6~ g'07 6'S5 1297 135q 110'21 
75 nnJ o\~er . ~' 745 I 619 2441 4'64 401 373 619 S 16 

Ail "ges 9 63-1 8'08-1~{)-I- 6';7-1~- "81' 8'30-" 7':l1-1~-
~__ ,I i I 

The decrease shown in female rates is slightly greate,l' than that in male 
rates. The rates according to age, however, show a 'remarkable difference 
when the sexes are compared. For males the rates increase steadily until 
age 60 is approached, after which a rapid decrease is shown. 

For females the rates reach their highest point in the~ age group 95-84, 
but do not decline in after life in any marked degree. 

The resultant rates for the whole population, while negligible under the 
age of 15 years, increase from that age to 25 years, and then remain prac
tically constant until 75 is reached, after which age the rate drops quickly. 

Other TuberculoW! Diseases. 

Of the 1,256 deaths during 1924 from tuberculosis, only [)1 were from 
tuberculosis of organs other than the lungs. Of the latter, 33, equivalent to 
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36 per cent., were of children under 5 years of age. Taking the age group 
0-4 years, and all ages, the following table shows the distinct improvement 
in the death-rates since the decennium 1891-1900:-

Deaths per lO,OOO--Tuberculosis other than Phthisis. 

Period. Ages 0 to 4 Years. All Ages. 

MaleB. Female!. Total Male •. Females. Total. 
~~~ 

1891-1000 15.93 13'41 14'69 2'76 2'62 2'69 
1901-1910 7'11 5'9S 6'55 J '70 1'51 1'61 
1911-1920 3'13 2'96 3'06 1'00 '86 '93 

19'11 2'29 1'96 2')6 '83 '5S '71 
1922 1'36 2'39 1'87 '72 '57 '65 
1923 In 129 1';)1 '67 '51 '59 
1924 1'62 095 hW '39 '43 '41 

Cancer. 
In 1924 the deaths from 'cancer numbered 2,078, equal to a rate of 9 '32 

per 10,000 living, which is the highest on record, and 9 ··6 per cent. above the 
average of the quinquennial period preceding. The total included 1,087 
males and 991 females, the rates being 9 '56 and 9 '07 per 10,000 living of 
each sex respectiv"ly. 

Classified according to the parts of the body affected and arranged in order 
of fatality, cancer oansed thc following deaths ;-Stomac.h and liver, 731; 
peritoneum, intestines, and rectum, 329; female genital organs, 213; breast, 
157; buccal cavity, 141; skin, 56, and other organs, 451. 

The following table shows the deaths and rates per 10,000 living of each 
sex since 1884;-

.~-----~-.~~~~-

Total. I }[alf's. I Females. 

Period. I'-Deaths. -r:rR~5~ooo. I ··Deaths. I perR~~~ooo. Deaths. I per R~~~OO. 

I~rll-~~ "HI · ·-!-:i-;l-::!--':....c...-l-!-I~-'----t-l-H~-'----l-.-~-
1909-13 3,362 7'63 2,860 7'12 6,222 7'39 
1914-18 8,886 8'00 3,458 7'44 7,344 7'73 
]919-23 4,738 8'8e! 4,29'2 8'32 9,030 8'58 

1919 9:;6 9'22 798 8'10 1,734 8'67 
1920 922 8'72 807 7'98 1,729 8'36 
1921 \139 8'H 878 8'50 1,817 8'62 
]922 962 S'7S !l09 862 1,871 8',0 
1923 979 8 '76 900 R '3S ] ,879 8'57 
19210 ],087 g'56 991 9'Ji 2,078 9'32 

In New South IN ales the crude male rate is usually the higher, which is 
contrary to the experience of England and vYales, where the crude female 
rate is usually the higher. In the period 1911·1914 the standardised female 
rate in England ,yas nearly 9 per cent. higher than th3 standardised male 
rate, but in 1922 and 1923 the standardised rates for both sexes were practi· 
cally equal. This change is attributed by the Registr.ar·Gener.81 in his 
Annual Review to the operation of two factors which probably exercise some 
jnfluence in New South vVales, viz.-(i) The success of operations upon the 
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relatiyely more ,a~cessible cancers of females, and (ii) the better diagnosis 
of the less accessible cancers of .females as a consequence of improved 
medical appliances and knowledge. In England and ,Yales, also, the com-, 
bined crude rate is usually much higher, and is increasing more rapidly 
than in New South \\'ales. However, the standardised rate in England 
has shown only a slight increase since pre-war years. 

The ages of the 2,078 persons who died fTom cancer in X e,y South ,Vales 
during 1924 ranged from 1 ,to 96 years, but the disease is essentially one of 
adyanced age, 96 percent. of the persons who died from cancer in 1924 
being 35 years and oyer. 

In the following table are shown the death-ll'ates fl"Omcancer for each sex 
in age groups above 25 years, in decennial periods since 1891;-

I 
Death, per 10,000 L_h_'i)_'g_-_-C_'a~n-c-er-,------

Years. Males. I Females. Persons. ~~~. I 
1'1891-11901- i 1911- : 18g1~'I-;:;;;=-11911- 1891-11001-11911-

2:;-34 'I' 18~:~ I' 1m,::;! 1191~:9 ] 1:0:~ : 1:1:~ : 1:2:~ I 1:0:711:H:~ i 1:~:~ 
35-H 363 3'93 3'02 1 !,'i9 I 7'16 I 6'341 4'96' 5'391 486 
45-54 12'13 12':;~ I 13'55 1 17'93 I 1~'21 I 17'35 ]4'52 I 15'41 , 15-28 
55-6J I 30':361 34'D6 i 30'4;) I 3:;'20 ' :36'5413:<';;0 I 21'52' 35'65 : 3H9 
65-74 I 01'32 7200 I 69'19 I 43-00 I 62-06 59'07 I 4718 ! B7'71 1 64'60 

i5 andover "! 63-78_: 8636_,105'94_: 62'95_: 7\)9SJ 9355_I~J 83'491100'08_ 

All Ages , .. , i 4'99 I 6'90 I 8'06' 4'77 I U'62 I 7'37 I 488 I 6'77 I 7'72 
___ ~_ ~I ~_I_ ~~ __ ~! I ,I 

Prior to the 1911-20 decennium the female rates were consistently higher 
than the male up to and including the age group 55-64 years, after which 
the position was reversed. After lno the female rate was lower than the 
male in age groups 55-G,L 

Cancer is probably the most feared of all diseases, inasmuch as no specific 
remedy is known, and in all countries for which records are kept the death
rate is increasing'. 

In the following table 'the rates of mortality from cancer are given for 
the Australian States and New Zealand. The comparison is upon the crude 
basis of total ]XJpulation and is uncorrected for Rge incidence. 

State. 
Cancer Death-rate per 1,000 01 Tot,1 Population. 

! 
1020, HEn. --I lil22, 1923, 1924. 

----~-- -.----------,-~~~-~~---

Queensland I 0'80 1 0'79 I 0'86 

~~;~i~:,~:u:::;~:a J H~ ~O;~&~~7'~ !'III H~ 
Commonwealth .. ,I 0'&) 0'91 
South Australia ... 1 0'93 0'920'9" 

, New Zealand... "'1 0'87 0'&5 0'&5 
Victoria '''1 0'&6 0-95 1 00 

0'83 0'79 
0'76 0'9.1 
0'77 092 
0'S6 0'93 
0'89 0'93 
0'9;; 0'94 
0'88 0'96 
1-02 1'00 

Diabetes. 
The proportion of deaths due to diabetes has been gro,ving steadily during 

the past twenty years and it now ranks fourteenth in the list of individual 
causes arranged in order of number of de8)ths caused. Although the disease 
is responsible for little more than 1 per cent. of the annual number of deaths 
the ayerage rate of mortality from diabetes has increased by approximately 
50 per ccnt. in the past two decennial periods. 
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The deaths due to diabetes in 1924 numbered 263~ equal to a rate of 1 '18 
per 10,000 living, which is 1 per cent. above the average for the preceding 
quinquennium. The rate fer males was 1 '08 and for females 1 ·22 per 10,000 
living of each sex. :Most of the deaths occurred after middle life, 214 being 
those of persons over 45 years of age. 

]1 eningitis. 
Th-e diseases included under the above heading-encephalitis, simple 

meningitis, and non-epidemic cerebro-spinal meningitis-caused 162 deaths 
during 1924, the ce,rresponding ra.te being 0 ·73 per 10,000 living. Of this 
number 98 were males and 64 females, equivalent to rates per 10,000 living 
of each sex of 0'8{land 0'59 respectively. The deaths in the metropolis and 
country were 87 and 75, with corresponding ratesJler 10,000 living of 0 'S, 
and 0 '61. The rate for 1924 was 13 peT cent. higher than that of the 
previous five years. 

Of those who died during 1924, 78, or 48 pm:" cent., were under 5 years of 
age. 

HC81nOTThaae of the BTain. 

:Mortality from this cause showed a slow but sustained increase for 
twenty years prior to the quinquennium 19-09-13. Since then, however, there 
has been an appreciable decline. 

The number of deaths due to cerebral hremorrhage and -apoplexy, during 
the year 1924, was 671, of which 332 were those of males and 339 those of 
females. The rate was 3 '01 per 10,000 living, or 2 '92 for males and 3 '10 
for females. 

The following table' shows the number of deaths and the rates for both 
sexes from cerebral hremorrhage and apoplexy in quinquennial periods since 
1884:-

Period. 
--~l:~ll~~-:ate --1- -Fen;F:a:l D-th Totla~_. Rate--

Deaths. I per 10,000, Deaths. I, peT 10,000,:, ea s, ,per 10,000. 
---------~ 

1884-88 

1889-93 

1894 ... 98 

1899...:1903 

1904-08 

1900...:13 

HH4--'lS 

I!H9-23 

192-! 

778 

796 

943 

1;050 

1,303 

1,627 

1,693 

1,735 

3~2 

2'97' I' 
2'58 

2'79 I 

2'.92 I 

467 

618 

710 

788 

:~: I[ ~:::: 
3'49 1,431 

1,587 

2.92 339 

2'37 

2'39 

2'42 

2'91 

3'59 

308 

3'08 

3'10 

Convulsions of Children. 

1,245 2'58 

1,414 

1,653 

1,838 

2,342 3·15 

3,066 

3,124 

:;,32'2 

en 3'01 

Convulsions of children (under 5 years of age) caused 50 deaths duri.ng 
1924, or 0 '25 per 10;000 living at all ages, which is 44 per cent. below the 
rate for the previous quinquennium. 
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The following table shows the number of deaths and the rates for both 
sexes for every fifth year since 1875 in comparison with the two preceding 
years:-

)Iales. I FemaJes. 
-i- Total, 

-.~------ --------1 
~{ear. ' I Hate I Rate I Rate Deaths. 

: per 10,000. Deaths. ! per 10,000. Deaths. 
per 10,000, 

1875 297 9'34 205 7'69 502 8'59 
1880 388 9'75 297 8'93 685 9'40 
J8S5 428 8'3S 392 9'41 820 I 8'84 I 
1890 328 5'47 274 5'45 602 

I 
5'45 

1895 280 4'19 243 4'17 523 4'18 
1900 203 2'84 16S 2'63 3il 

I 
2'74 

1905 119 1'57 92 1'32 211 1'45 
1910 103 1'23 71 0'91 174 

I 
1'03 I 

I 
1915 91 0'93 67 0'74 158 I 0'84 I 

I 192C 57 0'47 39 O';{3 96 
I 

0'40 
1922 41 0'37 34 0'32 75 0'35 
1923 39 0'35 39 0'36 78 I 0'36 I 

1924 35 0'31 21 0'19 56 I 0'25 I-
I 

Being limited to children under [) years of age, the rates are better stated 
proportionately to that age-period. On this basis the death-rate in 1924 was 
2 '19, as compared with ,3 '87 of the previous quinquennium, Of the total 
deaths during 1924, 43 occurred during the first year of life, the equivalent 
rate being O'S per 1,000 birth~. The deaths of males were more numerous 
than of females, the numb"ers during the first year of life being 30 and 13 
respectively, for allchildrr"n under:; years of age, 35 males and 21 feinales. 
The rates for the metropolis was 8pproximately three-fifths of that for the 
remainder of the State. The continuous decline shown in this cause of 
infantile mortality is more apparent than real, being due largely to in
creasing skill in diagnosing the diseases of children. Numerous deaths 
having convulsions as their immcdiate cause are now ascribed to some other 
cause which led to convulsions. 

Insanity. 
Olassed as a distinct disease of the nervous system, insanity causes death 

from general paralysis of the insane and from other forms of mental 
alienation. Practically all the persons in K ew South "\;V ales coming within 
this classification are under treatment in the various mental hospitals, On 
the 30th ,J une, 1924~, there were 8,112 per60ns under official control and 
receiving treatment-a proportion of 3J)4 per 1,000 of the population, or 
about 2 per cent. less than the average for the preceding quinquennium. 

The number of deaths from this cause was 118 in the year 1924. The 
death-rate pel' 10,000 living was 0 '6:5 for males and 0 '40 for females. 

In England and "\;V ales the corresponding figures for 1923 were 0 '01 and 
0'41. 

In the year 1923-24 therc were 572 deaths in mental hospitals, equivalenl 
to 76'7 per 1,000 of the avel'age number of patients in residence. This ratu 
of mortality, however, is not comparable with that of the general population, 
because the proportion of mental patients under the age of 20 years is very 
small, due, doubtless, to the facts that many children mentally afllicted are 
cared for in their homes and that mental alienation frequently does not 
become manifest until middle or adyanced age is reached, 
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The following statement provides a comparison of the mortality of the 
adult patients in mental hospitals with that of the general population in 
age groups:-

20-2(J 
:l0-39 
40-49 
50-59 
60-69 

Age Group_ 
Years. 

70 and over 

20 and over 

1___ __ _ Dca~11~ per 1,OJO~periO~1l-192(), ___ . _____ _ 

I Patients in 1Iental Hospitals. II Gener.ll Pop:lhtion. 

I---·-~---:-----il ~---
I Males, .I.. Females, L. Tot~~_J~ales, __ J Females, Total. 

,.,1 39'4 38'3 [38'9 4'4 4'0 4'2 
'''I 57'0 41'7 J 50'8 I 5'7 4'8, 5'2 
'''1 71'9 5:~ 0 I 63'8 I 9'5 6'5 IS'] 
", 93'0' 67'3 I 8:2'5' 17'2 U'3 114'5 
",I 134'1 ll7'2' 128'5 ,i 30'2 : 22'9 I 28'3 
.. I :312'(J 261'4 I 29:3'1 I: lll'l I 88'7 lC}O 3 

I 908-- ------;;0.6'1 827 ·!Il4.3-il-105-1~-
I, ' 

---_ .. _--- ----.--- .. -----------------------~--- - --------~---

The rates shown above are rendered somewhat abnormal by the inclusion 
of deaths due to influenza during the epidemic of 1919, but at all ages the 
rate of mortality among mental patients is very much higher than among 
the general population, In the earlier years the ratio of the disparity is 
nea:rly' 10 to 1, but it diminsh€"B as ag'e increases, ar.d at1ter age 70 is pa:;sed 
it is about 3 to I, 

Diseases of the Heart, 

Diseases or t,he heart wore the canse of 2,756 deaths during 1924, showing 
a rate of :L2,36p-e1' 10,000 living, or 6 pel' ccnt, above Lf-te avemge for the 
vreceding five years, Of the total deaths, 1,49S wore of males and 1,258 of 
females, the conE'spoilding Tates per 10,000 living of each sex being 1317 
!md 11 '51. In the metroIlolis the rate was 13 per cent, higher than in the 
remainder of the State, 

The ages of persons who died from diseases of the heart during 1924 
ranged between 1 and ~.Ol years, and 8G per cent, of tho,e who succumbed 
were 45 years of age and oyer, 

The deaths and the death-rntes of each sex since 1884 are shown below:-

Males, • reumles. I Total. 

Period. 
------- _____ I ______ ----~-.-

Deaths, Rate l'eaths. I Rate I Deaths. I Rate 
per 10,000. i per 10,000, I I per 10,000, 

------- ._---------

1S84·88 2,149 8'12 1,390 6'39 3,539 7 '34 

1889-93 2,250 7'30 1,357 5'20 3,607 6'34 

1894--98 2,434 7'19 1,478 4'98 3,912 6'16 
1899-1903 2,917 8'Il 1,932 5'(J! 4,849 7'08 
I 90-!-1 90S 3,791 9'S1 2,727 7'65 6,518 8'77 
1909-1913 5,054 11"47 3,633 9'04 8,687 10'31 
1914-1918 5,950 12'26 4,168 8'97 10,IlS 10'66 
1919-23 6,901 12'87 5)ISt lO'H 12,285 11'68 

192·1 1,49S 1::1'17 1,26S II 61 2,756 12'36 

The classified causes of the total number of deaths include pericarditis, 
endocarditis and acute myocarditis, angina pectoris and other diseases 01' 
the heart, The apparent increase in mortality due to diseases of the heart 
is probably the result n:ore of specialised biological knowledge, and of the 
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greater attention given to pathological diagnoses, than to any real cause. 
Many deaths formerly recorded as being .caused. by senile decay would now 
doubtless be assigned to some cardiac trouble. 

In the following table are shown the death-rates for each sex in the 
principal age groups in decennial periods since 1891. 

Deaths per 10,000 living-Diseases of the Heart. 

~ I ' 
Age Groups. II )ora.les. I :f.~emaJes. I Persons. 

Ye" .. s. I I----,-----c-~ 
1 

! I . j I ' I I ,1891-11901- 1911- I 18!H- 1901- 1911-11891- 1901- 1911-
11900. ! 1910. 1920. 11900. 1910. 1920, 1 1900. " 1910. I 1920, 

c-! " 1 HI 1'13 '35 1 'sill '971 '49)1'02 r 1'05 1' '42 
5-9 .. '99 1'10 '94, '981 1'16! '95 '99 H3 '94 

]()...14 " 1'2'; I 1'49 1'131' 1311 1'84.' 1'49 1'30 1'661 1'30 
15-19" 1'4°1' 1'92 1'78 H6, l'9S1 l'70! 1'53, 1'951 1'76 
20-24.. 1'42 1'55 2'18,' 1'8:;' l'J4' 2'021 1'6211'-41 2'09 I . ;:"~ I I 2;;-3. .. 2'66 2'15 2'881 9'53 2 .,., I 2'70 2'm 234 2'79 
35-44 .. 5'81 5'46 5'67 5'631 6'13! 5'00 5'71 577 5'35 
45-5~.. 13'36 13'7" lii'01I 11'20 i ll'SfJ i 11'90 1:1'471 12 93113'59 
55-64.. 36'56 35'37 38'5Z1 25'2B' 28'72 I 28')7 31'961' 32'48 34'09 
65-74 .. ' .. 69'40 9\'8i 9g'07, 54'6S', '.S'67, 81'"18 6237 86'15 91'21 

75 and o\'er .. 104!":~~~ 23J!~i-=~~i lc!l!~:--=-~L_!~ ~~~i~~1220!1 
All ageg "I 7'31 9'60 1 12 '03 1 5'20 i ,/'.,1 i 0'00 6'~31 8'60 1 10 '60 

Although the apparent rate for all ages has nearly doubled during the 
period reviewed, the increase is practically confined to ages 65 and over, 
due, as explained in the previous paragraph,to more correct diagnosis in 
assigning the caUSe of death. 

Under the age of 45 there is very little difference between the rates of 
males and of females, but thereafter the male rate is distinctly higher, the 
result, no doubt, of the more strenuous life of maletl than of females. 

Bronchitis. 
Bronchitis caused 414 deaths during 1024, equal to a r,ate of 1'85 per 

100,00000 living. Of the total, 228 were males and 186 females, the cor,respond
ing rates per 10,000000 of each sex being 201 and 1'70. The rate for the State 
was 24 per cent. lower than that experienced during the previous five years. 
Deaths in the metropolis numbered 163, while 2f51 succumbed in the 
remainder of the 8t[Jtc, The corrC'sponding rates were 1 '(j4 and 2 ·03 per 
10,000 living, Of the total deaths, 153 were caused by acute bronchitis, the 
remainder being due to the disease in its chronic form, Of those persons 
who died of acutc bronchitis, 52 pc. cent. were under 5 years of age, while 
lJO per cent. of those who succumbed to chronic bronchitis were 55 years of 
age and over, Experience shows the disease to be most prev[Jlcnt during 
the months of June, July. August, and September. 

Pne'umonia. 
Pneumonia, including broncho-pneumonia, was the cause of 1,511 deaths 

during 1924, the equivalent ratc per 10,000 living being 6 '78, which was 2 
pel' cent. below theavCl'agc for the preceding quinquennium. Of the total 
892 were males ancl 619 females, The male and female rates per 10,000 
living were 7 '84 and 5 '66 respectively. The deaths in the metropolis num
bered 694, and those in the remainder of the State, 81'7. The rate in the 
remainder of the State was slightly lower than that in the metropolis, An 
analysis of the deatlls according to age shows that pncumcmia is most de
structiye in its attacks on children under 5 yeUJrs of .age and adults who have 
passed the age of 55, The rate of mort.ality from pneumonia is lowest 
among children between 10 and 14 years of age, but from then on it increases 
with advancing age. 
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Of the persons who died from pneumonia during 1924, 33 per cent. were 
under 5 years of age and 41 per cent. 50 years of age and over. The follow
ing table gives deaths and rates, according to sex, since the year 1884:-

Males, Females. Total. 

Period, 

I Rate Rate I Rate 
_______ +-_D_e_at_h_s,--' per 10'~~c, __ D_ea_t_hs_, __ per 10,000, Deaths, 1~"." 10,000~ 

1884-88 
1889-93 
1894-98 

1899-1903 
1904-1908 
1909-1913 
1914-1918 

1919-23 
1924 

2,032 
2,158 
2,514 
3,191 
2,816 
2,983 
3,779 
4,217 

892 

7'68 
7'00 
7'43 
8'87 
7'28 
6'77 
7'78 
7'87 
7'84 

1,301 
1,373 
1,528 
2,000 
1,824 
1,931 
2,402 
3,042 

619 

I 5'98 
5'26 
5'15 
6'15 
5'll! 
4'81 
1;'17 
5'~0 
5'66 

3,333 
3,531 
4,042 
5,191 
4,640 
4,914 
6,181 
7,259 
1,511 

6'91 
6'21 
6'37 
7'58 
6'24 
5'83 
6'50 
6'90 
6'78 

The greatest mortality from pneumonia occurs in the cold weather, and in 
1924 there were from this cause 729 deaths, or 48 lper cent, of the total 
number in the four months ranging from June to September, 

The following table shows the death-rates for each sex in the principal age 
groups, in ,decennial periods since 1891 :-

D&aths per 10,000 living-Pneumonia. 

Age Group. Males, I Females, Persons. 

Years. 1~~1-1190111911- I 1891-11901-11911~ 1891-1 1901-[1911-
1900, 1910, 1920, I 1900, 1910, 1920 1900, 1910, 1£20, 

- I _ 

0-4 .. .. 21'08 21'19 1 20'80 17'!6 17'70 18-00 19'15 1 

19'48
1 

19'43 
5-9 .. 1';:9 1'31 1'48 1'20 1'27 1'41 1'25 1'29 1'45 

10-14 .. .. '55 '(15 '64 '93 1'10 '76 '74 1'02 '70 
15-19 .. .. 2'01 2'29 1'69 1-26 1"49 '88; 1'64 1'90 I 1-28 
20-24 _, .. 3'08 3'00 2'90 1'90 1'54 1'44 n~ r~~! 2'13 
25-34, , .. S'91 3'67 3'55 2'60 2'30 2'09 2'R2 
35-44 " .. 6'69 6'06 5'01 3'97 3'92 2'72 5'55 5-091 3'92 
45-54, , .. 9'61 9'47 8'76 5'33 4'78 4'19 7'85 7'45 6'68 
55-64 " .. 16'06 16'15 12'58 10'78 10'19 8'131 13'92 13'56 10'62 
65-74 " 28'21 28'47 23-99 18'66 22'98 19'19 23'89 26'10 I 21'81 
75 and over .. 42'40 46'04 55'5({ 35'38 50'32 52'19 39'42 48'24 I 53'97 

--- ------, --------_______ i __ -

All ages .. 7"46 7'68 7'49 5'221 5'50 5'29 6'42 6'64 1 6'42 

As in most diseases affecting adults. the death-rates are higher for males 
than for females, About 25 per cent. of deruths occur between the ages of 
5 and 45 years. In the age group 0-4 years a slight increase is shown, 
but between the ages of 20 and 74 the rates have been slowly but steadily 
decreasing. The increase shown in the age group 75 and over is due 
probably to more complete information being now available as to cause of 
death. 

DMBases of the Dig.estive System. 
Diseases of the digestive system accounted for the deaths of 1,070 males 

and 895 females during 1924, the respective rates per 10,000 living being 
9 '41 and 8 '19. The rate corresponding to the total deaths from these dis· 
eases in the State was 8 '81 per 10,000 living, ,and was 18 per cent. below 
that experienced during the previous five years. Deaths resulting from 
diseases of the digestive system were caused in the main by diarrhrea and 
enteritis, with hernia and intestinal obstruction, appendicitis, and cirrhosis 
of the liver next in order of fatality. 

Diarrhma and Enteritis. 
The incidence of these diseases is mainly upon young children. In 1924 

there were 1,038 deaths from these causes, equivalent to a rate of 4 '65 per 
• 94011-0 
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10,000 of the general population, ,the rates for males being 4 '91 and for 
females 4 '39. The combined rate was 29 per cent. below the average for 
the preceding quinquennium. The following table shows the number of 
deaths and the rates since 1884, distinguishing between the sexes. 

Males, Females. I Total. 

Period, D th [I Rate D th I Rate . Deaths, I Rate ea s, per 10,000, ea s, per 10,000, , per 10,000, 

~-----------------------------------~----- --~-~-I ----,----
1884-88 3,412 12'89 3,048 14'02 6,460 I 13'40 
1889-93 3,451 11'20 2,851 10,92 I 6,302 11'07 
1894-98 4,042 11'94 3,638 12'26 I 7,680, 12'09 

1899-1903 4,422 12'29 3,901 ll'99! 8,323 [I 12'15 
1904-1908 3,714 9'61 3,000 8'41 6,714 9'03 
1909-1913 4,257 9'ti6 3,471 8'64 7,728 9'18 
1914-1918 3,622 7'46 2,957 6'36 6,579 6'92 
1919-1923 3,813 7'll 3,039 5'89 6,8526'51 

1919 871 8'58 717 7'28 1,588 7'94 
1920 919 8'69 795 N!6 1,714 8'29 
1921 779 7'25 571 5'52 1,350 6'40 
1922 553 5'05 ;{98 3'77 951 4'42 
Hl23 691 6'18 558 5'19 1,249 5'70 
1924 558 4.91 480 4'39 1,038 4'65 

There was a considerable drop in the rate after 1888, due probably to the 
beneficial operations of the Dairies Supervision Act. During the next 
fifteen years there was a gradual increase, followed by a marked improve
ment in 1'904, an improvement which waf> maintained consistently until 
the years 1919 and 1920, when an upward tendency was manifested. 

Of the total deaths from diarrhU'a and enteritis, 592, or 57 per cent., 
occurred in the three summer months ofJ anuary, February, and December; 
and 75, or 7 per cent., in the months of July, August and September. As a 
rule, about 50 per cent, of the deaths occur in the summer. 

Deaths from these diseases are classified into two groups, one including 
children under 2 years of age, and the other all persons 2 years of age 
and over, In the first group there were 854, or 82 per cent. of 1lhe total, 
and in the second 184. 

Since such a large proportion of the deaths are contained in this first 
group, it is interesting to consider the improvement in the rate shown by 
the following table, in which the deaths of ehildren under 2 years from 
diarrhU'a and enteritis are related to the total number of children in that 
age group. 

Year, No. I Rate !\ Year. No. Rate 
per 1,000. \ per 1,000. 

IS81 733 33'50 I' 1911 963 ll'21 
1891 985 ]4'76 

II 
1921 988 10'08 

1901 1,165 18'10 1924 854 8'16 

Although the rate of mortality from these causes IS still comparatively 
heavy, there has been a very mar'ked improvement. The proportion of 
deaths in 1924 was less than one-quarter of that for 1881-

Appendic·itis. 
To this cause 156 deaths were ascribed in 1924, the rate being 0'70 per 

10,000 living, which is 13 per cent. below the aver.age of the preceding 
quinquennium, Appendicitis is more fatal to males than to females, the rate 
for the former in 1924 Ibeing 0 -85, and for the latter 0'54 per 10,000 livip.g. 
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Oirrhosis of the Liver. 
In 1924 the deaths from cirrhosis of the liver, which are of interest in 

connection with alcoholism, numbered 102, the rate heing 0 '46 per 10,000 
living-14 per cent. below the average for the previous quinquennial period. 
This disease is more prevalent among males than females-the rate for the 
former in 1924 'being 0 '66, and for the latter 01'25 per 10,000 living in each 
sex. 

Bright's Disease or Nephritis. 
Bright's disease or nephritis has grown in the past forty years from a 

relatively infrequent cause of death to a prominent position among the 
major causes, and it now ranks sixth in order of importance amongst those 
causes of death whose incidence faUs upon the general population. From 
1884 to 1913 the number of deaths due to the disease glradually increased, 
and the rate of mortality caused by it more than doubled. A definite 
retardation in the increase then set in, and the annual average rate of 
mortality in 1914-18 was 501 per million of population, as against 497 in 
the preceding quinquennium. This Gheck upon the increase in mortality 
from the disease was followed after 1918 by an appreciably lower rate of 
mortality, and the average annual rate for the next five years fell to 41516 
per million inhabitants. 

During 1924 there were 1,498 deaths due to diseases of the genito-urinary 
system, of which number 1,103 were caused by Bright's disease, acute and 
chronic. The rate was 4 '95 per 10,000 living; and for males and females 
6 ·01 and 3 '84 respectively, the general rate being 8 per cent. above that 
experienced during the previous quinquennium. The deaths due to' thes dis
eases in the metropolis were 595, and in the rest of the State 508, the corres
ponding rates per 10,000 living being 5 '98 and 4 '11. Experience shows that 
the fatality of these diseases increases slightly during the winter months. 

The number of deaths and the rates of mortality due to Bright's disease 
are shown below. 

~.-"---~-.~---~ ~, ----"~-.--~.--~- --------~~--' 

Males. Females. \ Total. 
I 
I 

Period. I Rate \ \ Rate Deaths. I Rate I Deaths. Deaths. 
per 10,000. I per 10,000. 1 

per 10,000. 

1884-88 626 2'37 386 1'78 1,012 2'10 

1889-93 907 2'94 570 2'18 1,477 2'60 

1894-98 1,'291 3'81 821 2'77 2,112 3'33 

1899-1903 1,659 4'61 996 3'06 2,655 3'88 

1904-1908 2,056 5'32 1,199 3'36 3,255 4'38 

1909-1913 2,649 6'01 1,539 3'83 4,188 4'97 

1914-1918 3,080 6'34 1,682 3'62 4,762 5'01 

1919-1923 2,914 5'44 1,886 3"66 4,800 4'56 

1924 683 6'01 420 3'84 1,103 4'95 

During the whole period covered by the foregoing table the rate of mor
tality both for males and for females has more than doubled. The rate for 
males is about half as high again as that for females. Oomparatively few 
persons under 35 years of age die from nephritis, the proportion for 1924 
being 10 per cent. of th(l total. 
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The following table shows the death-rates for each sex in the principal 
age groups in decennial periods since 1891 :-

-------------- ------
Deaths per 10,000 living-~Rrjght's Disease. 

";!~" :~ I ~;';Ii'£~ \~i;;;;·r::~r:;~:;M-
-O~~----:~-;---;:;--~2------:s7--1~44 'I 1'23 '81 ;'37 1'381 '84 

5-9 " '44 '48 '33 '44 'fiO '27 '44 '41l I '30 

~~:~~ :~~ :i~ :~~ :~~ I :~~ :~g :~~ :~! :~~ 
20-24 .. 1'01 1'04 1'33 1'26: 1'07 1'29 1'13 1'0511'31 
25-34 .. 1'80 1'85 1'88 2'38: 1'74 1'73 2'06 1'80 1'81 
35-44 4'48 4'~6 3'541 4'52! 4'12 3'32 I 4'50 4'25 3'43 
45-54 , 840 9'92 10'73 6'65 I 7'98 6'65 7'68 9'08 I 8'87 
55-64 ,,15'39 20'17 22'91 10'47 12'83 12'92 13'39 16'98118'51 
65-74 .. ' 26'47 40'87 45'24 15'77 I 25'06 28'12 21'71 34'05 37'46 
75 and OVer.. 29'29 59'12 75'56, 16'59 I 29'65141'64 23'90 45'89 59'53 ----- - _____ ---1-_,- _______________ ,_ 

All ages .. I 3'62 5'16 i 6'12 I 2'63 I 3'33 3'67~ __ 4'29_1 _~: 

Although the total rates show a decided increase during the period 
reviewEid, those for males under 45 and for females under 55 have decreased. 
The male rate at practically eve~y age is higher than the female. For each 
sex the rate depends entirely upon the age; a slow increase is noted till 
the age of 45 is reached, after which the increase is rapid. 

Deaths in Childbilrth. 
The incidence of deaths from puerperal causes falling only upon women 

of child-bearing ages, and mainly upon m8Jrried women of these ages, the 
rates of mortality 'are not quoted as a proportion of general population, but 
are genel1ally stated at per 1,000 births, Such rates show a persistent 
though fluctuating decline during the past three decades. For the period 
1895-1904 the annual average number of deaths of mothers in childbirth 
was 268, equal to 7'1 deaths per 1,000 births. The corresponding number 
for the period 1905-1914 was 284, and the rate 6'2, compared with 289 and 
5'2 respectively for the period 1915-1924. The decreased proportion of 
unmarried mothers has contributed slightly to this decline; but the rates 
quoted represent very closely the improvement that has occurred in mor
tality in childbirth among married mothers. 

During 1924 the number of deaths of women resulting from v8Jrious 
diseases and casualties incident to childbirth was 291, equivalent to a rate 
of 5 '4 per 1,000 births, or 1 death in every 185 births. Puerperal septicremia 
caused 75 deaths, puerperal hremorrhage 33, accidents of pregnancy 33, 
albuminaria and eclampsia 61, phlegmasia alba dolens, embolus, sudden 
death 22, and other casualties of childbirth 67. The experience of the five 
ye8Jl"S 1920-24 shows that the :average number of fatal cases per 1,000 births 
for married and for single women, are 5'2 and 9,6 respectively. Plural 
births are reckoned as single confinements. 
-----~----- -- ---- - --- - - ------~---

I ' Proportion per cent. 
'[ Deaths. II due to each Cause. 

j~~~~;~I~I~1 Married. Single. 

Cause of Death. 

--~-~---~-~---~----~ 

"'11 1481 9 157/ 11'1 7.1 Accidents of Pregnancy 
IU"'gal Operations '", 
Puerperal H31morrhage 
Puerperal Septic31mia 
Albuminuria and Eclampsia 
Phlegmasia Alba Dolens, 

Sudden Death. 
Other Casualties of Childbirth 

Total 

... 105 52 l!i7 7 :8 ~0'9 

::: !g~ [I 2~ g~ I ~~:~ 2g:~ 
268 27 295 I 20'0 21'3 

Embolus, 92 2 94 1/ 6'9 1'6 

149 I 7 156 1 ll'I 5'5 

1,338-,127 1,465-1-100'0 IOo.O-
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Of the 1,338 married women, 726 or 54 per cent. gave birth to still-born 
children, and of the 127 single women, 89 or 70 per cent. 

lllegal operations caused over 40 per cent. of the puerperal deaths of 
single women. 

More than any other cause 0:1' death during childbirth, puerperal septi
cremia can be classed as a preventable disease, Thirty per cent, of the 
deaths are due to this cause, but the proportion has declined appreciably in 
recent years, During the last ten years the annual rates of mortality of 
mothers in childbirith per 1,000 births were as follow:-

Deaths ;o';'--puerp~~l-Septic"'mia -r TotnlDeath; of Mothers in Child. 
___ per 1,000 Births,. \ birth per 1,000 Births, 

M --:- -r Remaind~\ .. -- \ I' I Remainder St t 
___ --+_"_e_tr_o_po_h_S' I of State, State, \ Mett:po 18, . of State, a e, 

Year. 

1915 2'21'8 2'0 5'0 5'2 5'1 
1916 2'9 1'7 2'2 6'7 5'1 5'7 
1917 1'6 2'1 1'9 6'4 6'1 6'2 
1918 2'6 1'4 1'8 6'5 .4'5 5'3 
1919 2'4 '9 1'4 6'6 4'7 5'4 
1920 2'7 1'5 2'0 7'6 I'd 6'1 
1921 1'9 }'4 1'6 5'8 4'7 5'1 
1922 1'6 1'6 1'6 5'9 4'6 5'1 
1923 1'6 h~ 1'4 6'7 4'2 5'2 

_·1_9_2_4--'-__ I--"7_-"-_I'2 ______ J_'4 ____ ~_4 ____ 4:_'_7 ___ 5_'4_ 

These rates are higher than those experienced in England and Wales, 
where 3 '8 deaths per 1,000 births occurred in 1923, of which 1'3 per 1,000 
were due to puerperal septicremia, 

The above table shows that the incidence of deaths of mothers in child
birth is considerably heavier in the metropolis !than elsewhere in the State, 
despite the better hospital, medical and nursing facilities available in the 
c-ity, The explanation of thia apparenJtanomaly is suggested by the follow
ing truble, which shOWiS the incidence of deaths from childbirth on an indus
triail and geographical basis during the period 1915-24:-

D.aths from PDAr"er .. l Total Deaths of Mothers in 
Septicremia perl,OOO Births, Childbirth per 1,000 Births. 

Division. 

I 
r 

Married. Single, Married, J Single, 

.. ---,.--

Metropolis .. , 20()3 3'32 5'96 11'63 
Country Municipalities 1'74 2'2fi 5'411 7'66 
Shires '95 1'32 ;~'55 6,08 

---.~ 

New South Wales .. , 1'68 2'71 5'25 9,62 

Industrial Centres .. , I 2'02 3'26 5'91 11'16 ••• 1 

Non-Industrial Centres 1':J5 1'77 4'61 6'98 

The metropolis includes la very 1arge proporlion of the industrial popula
tion, and embraces practircally the whole of rt;hat proportiolIl of the populwtion 
living under the conditions of modern city life, Here the matemal 
mJortality in childbirth is considembly higher than in any other part of 
the Stwte, The country municipalities include only one lrurge town
N eWC3Jsrtle-but they embr;a,ce (~nsiderahle minipg poprula,1lioIllS in rt4ie 
northern, southern, and western coal-fields and the srilver-lead mines of 
Broken Hill, Although the sih~res emhrlace a few miming towns, such as 
OesSIIlock, their population consists for the most pllirt of ,the dwellers in 
small towns and on falrms and, ,among these, dea.ths of mothers in child
birth ar,e far less extensive than in industrial and urban districts. 
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Deaths from Violence. 

This category ~n:cludes deaths from accident, Isuicide, homicide, amd other 
deaths not classified in respect of which "open verdicts" were recorded 
at coroners' inquests. Owing to the decline in the proportion of deaths due 
to accident, the rate of mortality due to violence has diminished slightly 
during the past thirty years. The ,annlilll number of suic~des has increased, 
but their proportion to the population has not shown any marked variation. 
Deaths from homicide and those classed as "open verdicts" have remained 
fai,rly constant in number, and their proportion to the population hrus, 
therefore, decreased. 

Deaths from violence in 1924 numbered 1,446, or 6·9 per cent. of the total 
deaths O'f the Jlear. 'This number includes 255 suicides', 1,072 accidents, 50 
homieides 'and 6·9 classified as open verdicts. Tlhe rate, 6 ·48 per 10,000 
living, was 5 per cent. higher than the rate for the preceding quinquennium, 
which was 6 ·15. In the year 1924 the male8 thus dy~ng numbered 1,124, 
or 9 ·89 per 10,000 -Eving, and the females 322 or 2 ·95 per 10,000, very little 
above la quaJJter of the male ~ate. 

Deaths from Suicide. 

The numiber of pemons who took their own lives in 1924 was 255, or a 
rate of 1.14 per 10,000 living, amd ahourt ,6 per cent. above the average fO'r 
the preced'ing quinquennium. The number of mrule Is~uiclides was 205, O'r a 
ralte of 1. ·80 per 10,000 living, and of female 50, or a rate of 0.46 per 10,000 
living--the male ~1ate thus being nearly four times that of the female. 

The number of deaths from suicide and the rates per 10,000 living since 
1884 are shown in the following table:-

Period. 

1884-88 
lS89-93 
1894-98 

1899-1903 
11104-1908 
1909-1913 
1914--1918 
1919-1923 

1!t24 

___ J.f_a~le_s. ___ ._11 ~~._F_en_'a.:e_s. __ -' 

I Rate· I Rate I Deaths. per 10,000. Deaths. per 10,000. 

428 
519 
679 
651 
719 
857 
888 
887 
205 

1·62 
1·68 
2·01 
1·81 
1·86 
1·95 
1·83 
1·65 
1·80 

96 
110 
169 
142 
160 
238 
223 
24~ 

50 

0·44 
0·42 
0·57 
0·44 
0·49 
0·59 
0·48 
0·47 
0·46 

Total. 

Deaths. I Rate per 10,000. 

524 
629 
848 
793 
879 

1,095 
1,111 
1,131 

255 

1·09 
1·11 
1·34 
1·16 
1·18 
1·30 
1·17 
1·08 
1·1~ 

The means usually adopted for self-destruction by men are either shooting, 
poisoning, cutting, or hanging. Women, as a general rule, avoid weapons, 
and resort mostly to poison. Of every 100 cases of suicide, 23 were 'by the 
agency-of poison, 23 bycUItting, 22 by shooting, 16 by hanging, and 6 by 
drowning. During the last three years suicides Iby shooting were 18 per 
cent. of the total, as against 28 per. cent. during the previO'us five years. 
The decrease is, no doubt, the ,result of the introduction in 1921 of regulru
tionsregarding tfhe possesssion of :fiJl~earms,. 

Experience shows that the suicidal tendency is perhaps influenced 'by the 
seasons. During the Iast ten yearrs the proportion of male Isu,icides per 
1,000 was approximately as follows :~-In spring 260, summer 275, autumn 
23,5, and winter 230. The number of suicides is ,greater in January than in 
any other month. 
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Female suicides, being numerically small, give variab1e results as regards 
seasonal influence, and, contrary to the experience of males, no particular 
month showed any preponderance. 

Deaths from Accident. 

During the year 1924 the number of fatal accidents W!lJS 1,072, viz., 833 of 
males and 239 of females, or equal to rates of 7 ·33 and 2 '19 per 10,000 
liv1ng of each sex, and the general rrute was 4'81 per 10,000 living. Acci
dental deaths have always been numerically greater in the ,extra-metro
politan area. Of those registered ducring 1924, deaths from accident illl the 
metropolis numbered 398, and in the remainder of the State 674. As a 
general rule, about two-thirds of the accidents occur in the latter division, 
which contains about 55 per cent. of the total pouIation. 

The number of deaths from accident and the rates per 10,000 since 1884 
are shown in the table below, 

Males. I Females. I Total. 
Period. I Rate I, !tate I Rate Deaths. per 10,000, I Deaths. I per 10,000, Deaths, I per 10,000, ----

1884-88 3,550 13'41 944 4'34 4,494 9'32 

1889-93 3,666 11'90 966 3'70 4,632 8'14 

1894-98 3,498 10'33 1,095 3'69 4,593 5'23 

1899-1903 3,432 9'54 1,103 3'39 4,535 6'62 

1904-1908 3,143 I 8'13 1,055 2'96 4,198 5'65 

1909-1913 3,891 8'83 1,114 2'77 5,005 5'94 

1914-1918 3,814 7'86 1,075 2'31 4,889 5'14 

1919-1923 3,656 6'82 1,080 2'09 4,736 4,'50 

1924 8:33 7'33 239 2'19 1,072 4'81 

A lthough the death-rate from accidents is still high compared with that 
of !liore settled countries, it has decreased, the decline for males 'being more 
rapid than for females. For the years prior to 1894 the rates were really 
slightly lower than those shown in the table, because certain causes formerly 
classed as accidents now fall into different categories, 

The experience of the past quinquennium shows that out of every 1,000 
accidents 2:28 are due to vehicles and horses, 142 to drowning, 140 to falls, 
120 to burns or scalds, 95 to milway:s and tramwfrYs, 34 to mines and 
quarries, and 24 to weather agencies, i.e., excessive cold or heat, and 
lightning. Among males the greatest number of deaths are due to vehicles 
and horses, and among females to burns and scalds. 

Out of 301 deaths caused by Itccidents with vehicles and horses, motor 
vehicles figured in 127. S1ixty-three deaths occurred in the metropolisl and 
64 in the !l"emainder of the 8tate. This clruss of aocident is inCll'easing 
annually. I'll 1922 there were 84, and in 1923, 111 deaths from motor 
oocidents. 

THE SEASONAL PREVALENCE OF DISEASES. 

The following table shows for each month of the year the proportion of 
deaths per 1,000 due to each of nine principal causes. The figures are based 
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on the s-'q)erience of the five years 1920-1924, and in order to make the 
results of the computation comparable, adjUistments hruve been made to 
correct the inequality of the number' of days :m ea(Jh month. 

Month. I Typhoid I In· I Rtri".; I w~oOP'l .• I Fever. . tlnenza. and . mg· PhthIsIs. 
_____ , ___ -' ____ --'-C:::.r:.::o~np. Cough. 

January... 151 22[ 81-~1-;: 
February.. 144 22 91 71 
March .. . 117 22 I 107 40 
April 120 23 133 37 

I I 
Diarrhooa'i 

Pneu- Bron- Enteritis, Bright's 
monia. chitis. and I Disease. 

Dysentery 
------

81 
541 44 200 75 

71 49 47 136 69 
78 47 42 110 66 

i 73 53 56 92 75 
May 90 38 130 38 88 75 86 75 84 
June 82 104 105 54. 85 112 126 42 90 
July 31 226 89 40 91 124 164 29 91 
August 30 244 71 53 96 143 140 25 96 
September. 43 142 49 74 
October .. , 42 82 I 49 UI7 
November. 66 41, 46 15i 
December.. 84 341 49 167 

1.000-iOOOl-l,OOO l,OOOI 

94 117 109 24 98 
I 88 95 85 31 88 
I 82 76 55 84 93 

I 73 55 46 152 75 
,---------------._--

1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 

The chief features of the above table are exhibited in the contrast between 
the figures relating to typhoid fever, diarrhma, and enteritis on the one 
hand, :and to influEm21a, pneumonia, and bronchitis on the other. In the 
first group the influence of the hot weJather is the controlling :factor; in 
the second, the cold. The warmest months in the year are Ja1Il.UJllJry, Febru
ary, and December; the coldest, June, July, and August. The mo~bidity 
from phthisis varies little throughout the year, but the rates show that 
it is more fatal in the colder months. Bright's disease shows likewise a 
higher mortality during the cold weather. 
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CURREXCY. 

THE currency of New South \Vales is under the supervision '0£ the Common
wealth Government. Matters relating to the metallic currency are ad
ministered in terms of the Ooinage Act, 1909, and the paper currency is 
controlled by the Oommonwealth Bank Act, 1911-25, and the Bank Notes 
Tax Act passed in 1910. 

During the war period restrictions were placed upon the use of gold. 
The banks and the Mint ceased to issue gold coins to the public, and paper 
money came into general use. The removal of restrictions on the export 
of guld re-esta'blished <the gold standard in April, 192,5, but it is not in
tended to replace Wlith gold the notes which are used for internal currency. 

An ostimate of the face value of the currency of New South Wales at 
nve-year intervals between 1901 and 1921 was published in the 1921 issue 
'of this Year Book in the chapter relating to Valuation of Wealth, details 
,being given regarding the sources of data and the method used in formu
lating tho estimate. The following is a sum1nary of the results:-

'Gold 
:Silver 
Bronze 

Currency. 

Tot<Ll Metallic 
Bank Notes. 
Australian Notes 

Total Paper 
Total Curren-;y ... 

1901. 1906. 1911. 1916. 1921. 

I £000 £000 £000 £000 I £(00) 
.. 1 8,007 !},7!}5 14,4!}6 11,006 I 8,637 

I 

729 831 1,302 1,513 2,150 
::: _~4,,",,4_1_-=~5:o-3 _ _ -;-;;--;0:;8"",1_ 9!} I 131 
"'1 8,780 10,679 15,87.9 I 12,{:H8 _I 10,1)18 

...... I! -l~ 1,462 401 85· .0 
3,866 I 18,991 I 21,668 

.. i 1,500 1,462 4,267 I 19,076 I 21,738 

... 1 10,280 12,141 20.146 1 :H,694 1~32,656-

The amount of metallic currency rose considerably between 1901 and 
1911, and throughout the following decade the silver and bronze coinage 
continued to expand, while in the latter half the gold currency was with
·drawn gradually from active circulation owing to war conditions. Bank 
notes were replaced by Australian notes after the enactment of Federal 
legislation in 1910, and the amount of paper currency increased fivefold 
between 1911 and 1921 . 
. The distribution of the currency between the banks and the puhlic Ie 
·shown below. The amount of bank notes current and of the Australia ... 
notes held by banks were estimated from the statutory returns of the banks, 
and the vaiue of Australian notoo in the hands of the public was assulDt'd 
to have been 40 per cent. of the amount so held in the Commonwealth. 

Held by- looL 1006. 1911. 191(1. 1921. -
anks- £000 £O()O £000 £000 £000 
Gold . ,. . .. ... . .. 6,040 7,724 12,202 11,006 8,637 
Bilver ... ... . .. . .. 345 407 450 497 599 
Bronze ... . .. ... . .. 10 12 15 17 26 
Australian Notes ... 

! 
... ... 2,124 13,661 12,001 

Total ... fi,395 8.143 ·l4,791 25,181 21,300 
Public-

Gold ... .. ... 1,967 2,071 2,294 ... . .. 
Silver ... ... ... ••• 1 384 424 852 1,016 ],551 
Bronze ... ... . .. . .. 1 :H 41 66 82 105 
Bank-notes ... ... • •. 1 1,500 1,462 4111 85 70 
Australian Notes ... ...1 ... . .. 1,742 5,330 9,570 

Total ... 
···1 

3,885 3,998 5,355 6,513 I1,ZOO 
Total Currency ... ... 10,280 12,141 20,146 31~004 t 32,658 

'9001l-A 
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The amount of metallic currency rose considerably between 1901 and 
1911, and expanded by 70 'Per cent. during i!he succeeding five years; then 
showed a tendetlCY to decline. After 1911 the increase was in the amount 
of Australian notes, and the quantity of gold decreased considerably. 
Shortly after the commencement of the war an arrangement was made by 
which the banks placed gold at the disposal of the Government and accepted 
in exchange Australian notes redeemable at the end of the war. The banks 
do not now require to hold gold against the issue of bank notes. 

The money in the hands of the public increased slowly between 1901 and 
1916, then expanded rapidly during the succeeding quinquennium as prices 
and wages rose to an abnormal level. The increase in relation to the 
population is shown in the following table:-

Gold 
Silver 
Bronze 

Currency. 

Total Metallic 

Paper 

Total Currency ... 

[

I MOlley in active circulation per head of Population. 

--~~o~~~ 1-~~~~.--1--~1~1~1~-

£ s. d. ;£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
1 8 7 1 7 7 1 7 6 
0 5 7 0 5 8 010 4 010 9 o 14 9 
0 0 6 0 0 7 0 0 9 0 o 10 0 1 0 

----
I 14 8 1 13 10 1 18 7 OIl 7 o 15 9 

------ --- ----- -----
1 1 9 o 19 6 I 5 9 2 17 3 411 5 

---- -------- --------
2 16 5 2 13 4 3 4 4 3 810 5 7 2 

The average amount of money in actual circulation per head of population 
in 1921 was twice the amount in 1906, and was 56 per cent. higher than in 
1916. 

COINAGE. 

;British or Australian gold coins are legal tender in New South \Vales 
for the payment of any amount, silver coins up to forty shillings, and bronze 
up to oneshilling. • 

A branch of the Royal Mint, London, was opened in Sydney on 14th May, 
1855, for minting gold. Other branches were opened subsequently in Mel
bourne (Victoria) and in Perth (Western Australia). The Commonwealth 
Coinage Act, 1909, empowers the Federal Treasurer to make and issue 
silver and bronze coins of specified denominations. A nickel coinage also 
was authorised, but it has not been issued. 

For gold coins the standard fineness i~ i-i fine gold, -12 alloy; for silver 
coins f-i- fine silver, 4%- alloy; bronze coins are of mixed metal-copper, tin, 
and z~nc. Thus, standard or sovereign gold has a fineness of 22 carats, 
and the gold contained in deposits sent to the ,sydney Mint for melting, 
assaying, and coining is accounted for at the rate of £3 17s. 10~d., or 3 '8937 
sovereigns per oz. 

The nominal value of one ounce of silver coined into sixpences is 5s. 6d., 
and of one pound (avo'irdupois) of bronze coined into pence 4s., and into 
haH pence 3s. 4<1. 

The denominations of Australian coins are similar to those of the Im
perial coinage, the principal variations being the elimination of the ha1£
crown. Until 1919 gold coins only were struck at the Sydney Mint, the 
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silver and! bronze coins issued lbeing minted elsewhere. As the gold pro
duction decreased and gold coins were withdrawn from circulation, arrange
ments were made for minting other coins, viz., bronze in May, 1919, and 
silver in January, 1921. 

Coin and bullion are distributed from the Sydney Mint under the order 
of tlhe Federal Trerusurer. The issues during the year 1925 included SOVB

reigns to the value of £5,632,'0'00, ",ilver coins to the value of £245,475, and 
bronze £7,280. Gold bullion is issued in tho form of bars for Ibanks, also 
small quantities of pure gold for industrial use, the quantity in 1925 being 
2,400 oz., valued at £9,347. The amount of gold issued during 1925 was 
unusually lrurge in consequence of importa,tions by banks and other in
stitutions. "11he gold being in the form of bars was converted into sove~ 
reigns at the Sydney Mint before being deposited in the vaults of the banks. 

The' value of gold coin }andi bullion issued by the .sydney Mint from the 
date of its establ~shment in 1855 to the end of 1925 was £155,401,669, viz., 
coin £148,185,50.0, 'and bullion £7,216,169. 'Dhe value of Australian token 
coinage issued from 1910. to 1925 WIaS £2,188,584, including silver £2,044,375, 
and bronze £144,2'09. Worn goM coins are received for re-coinage, the 
nominal value of thO'se withdrawn from cif1culation to mhe end of 1925 ibeing 
£1,091,547. British silver coins, worn and re-issuable, are withdrawn 
through the agency of the Mint, the aggregate value of the withdrawals to 
the end of 19'25 being £1,236;172. No Australian coins have yet been with
drawn from circulation. 

The coinage value of an ounce of silver being 5s. 6d., a substantial profit 
is usually made on the coinage,after the minting and other expenses have 
been deducted .. Under normal conditions, the price of silver is determined 
by transactions in the London market, and the average of the prices ruling 
there in each year since 1916 is shown below;-

Year. Price of Silver 

If 
Year. Price of Silver 

per standard oz. per standard oz. 

s. d. )! B. d. 
1016 2 7·3 

II 
1921 3 0'9 

1917 3 4.·9 1922 2 10·4 

1918 3 11-6 I 1923 2 7'9 

1919 4 (J.l 
\ 

1924 2 9·9 

1920 5 1·6 
___ lL 

1925 2 8'1 

------- ---------_._-------- ---------------- --------~--

In 1918 the price of silver in London was subject to regulation by the 
Imperial Government. It was decontrolled in May, 1919, and in the latter 
part of the year it commenced to rise rapidly until it exceeded the coinage 
value. The maximum was realised in February, 1920, when the average 
price for the month was 7s. 6d. per oz. T'hereafter it declined rapidly, and 
jn June of the same year the price was 3s. 4d. per oz. The annual average 
fen steadily between 1921 and 1923, in the following year a rise of 2d. 
per oz. was recorded, and in 1925 a decrease of Hd. 

Though the Sydney Mint is a branch of the Imperial institution and the 
coinage is under the control of the Commonwealth, the cost of maintenance 
is borne by the State Government and the receipts are paid into the 
Consolidated Revenue of New South Wales in accordance with arrange
ments subsisting at the inauguration of the' Commonwealth. A statutory 
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endowment of £10,000 is set apart annually, and additional appropriations 
are made when necessary. The profit in respect of the issue of Australian 
sih'er and bronze ,coinage accrues to the Federal Government. 

The receipts of the Sydney Mint consist of charges for coining, fees for 
assaying, etc., and profits on the sale of silver. The Mint retains the silver 
contained in the deposits treated, but payment is made for the quantity in 
excess of a certain proportion, which varies from 5 per cent. to 8 per cent. 
in accordance with the gross weight. The rate of payment is determined by 
the Deputy Master. The price since 1st January, 1923, has been 2s. per oz. 

The disbursements by the State Government in respect of the Sydney 
Mint during 1925 amounted to £20,966, and the receipts to £10,440, the net 

, loss >being £10,526. The corresponding figures for 19'24 were expenditure 
£18,467, receipts £11,185, and net loss £7,282. The expenditure by the State 
Government in connection with the Mint has exceeded the receipts paid into 
Oonsolidated Revenue in each year since 1907, except in 1918, when the 
]\'[int charges yielded a greater amount than usual as the result of the treat
ment of large consignments of gold from oversea. The net loss to the 
'State from the date of opening-14th 1fay, 1855-to the end of 1925 was 
£18,277. It has been decided to close the Sydney Mint during the year 
1926. 

PAPER OURRENCY. 

Bu'nk ]Votes. 

Prior to 1910 the right to issue paper currency in New South Wales was 
vested in private banking institutions which had acquired the right by Royal 
charter or by special Act of Parliament, the bank notes being subject to a 
tax of 2 per cent. per annum imposed by the State. In 1910 the Federal 
Parliament, having authorised the issue of Australian notes, imposeJ a tax 
of 10 per cent. on the notes of the tr&ding banks, with the object of forcing 
them out of circulation. Oonsequently the value of the bank notes current 
dropped from £2,213,128 in December quarter, 1910, to £400,784 in the· 
following year. In June quarter, 1925, the amount was £65,724. 

Australian Notes. 

The Australian Notes Act, 1910, passed by the Oommonwealth Parlia
ment, prohibited the circulation of notes by any of the States and authorised 
the Federal Treasurer to issue Australian notes, in denominations of lOs.,. 
£1, £5, £10, and multiples of £10, to be legal tendeI' throughout the Oom
monwealth, and to be payable on demand at the seat of Federal Government. 
Five-shilling notes were authorised, bnt have not been issued. The gold 
reserve in respect of the notes was fixed at an amount not less than one
fourth of the notes issued np to £7,000,000, and £ for £ in excess of that 
amount, but in the following year the Act was amended and the reserve WaS' 

fixed at one-fourth of the issue. 
In December, 1920, control of the Australian note issue was transferred' 

to the Oommonwealth Bank, in which a Note Issue department was estab
lished. Since the transfer the notes have been issued by the Oommonwealt.~ 
Bank and are payable at the head office of the Bank. Under the Act of 
1920, the management of the note issue was entrusted to a Board, consisting. 
of the Governor of the Bank as chairman, and three other rurector& 
appointed by the (]-overnor-General, one being an officer of the Common
wealth Treasury. Under the provisions of the Commonwealth Bank 
(Amendment) Act of 1924 tJ!e Iiote issue was placed under the control of 
the Board of Directors of the Bank, but a decision affecting the issue is 
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not effective unless six of the eight directors vote for it at a meeting at 
which all the directors are present, or five vote for it when any of the 
directors is absent. 

The Act of 1924 authorises the Board to issue Australian notes to banks 
in Australia in exchange for money or securities lodged with the London 
branch of the Commonwealth Bank. This provision was made to dbviate 
monetary difficulties arising from market fluctuatlions in rates of exchange 
between Australia and London. 

Of the net profits {)f the note issue, after paying working expenses ancl! 
commission to the Commonwealth Banle for the purpose of its general 
business, 25 per cent. is to be paid into the Rural Oredits Department of the 
Bank in terms of an amending Act passed in 1925-until the amount so 
paid reaches a total of £2.000,000. The balance of the net profits is paid to 
the Treasury of the Commonwealth. The money derived from the issue, 
apart from the gold reserve, may be investeAi on deposit w·iuh any bank; in 
securities of the United Kingdom, of the Commonwealth, or of a State; or 
in trade bills with a currency of not more than 120 days. 

The total value of the Australian notes in circulation in New South 
Wales and elsewhere, and the gold reserve, in each year since 1914, are 
shown below;-

Gold ResOO"ve. 

On 30th June. Notes In 
) Proportion of Clrculati on. 

Tota.!. Note 
Clrcui.1tion. 

£ £ Per cent. 
1914 9,573,738 4,106.767 42-90 
1915 32.128,302 11,034,703 34'34 
1916 44,609,546 16,lJ 2,943 36'12 
1917 47,201,564 15,244,592 32·29 
1918 52,535,959 17,659,754 33·61 
1919 55,567,423 24,273,622 43·68 
1920 56,949,030 23,658,092 41·54 
1921 58,225,787 23,478,128 40·32 
1922 53,556,6.98 23,534,181 43'94 
1923 52,102.025 24,443,980 469l 
1924 56,890,225 24,441277 42'96 
1925 53,890,226 25,841,027 47'95 

Of the notes current in .June, 19615, the banks held £31,02'5,802, ana 
£22,864,424 were in the hands of the public. In comparison with the figures 
for the previous year there was a decrease of £3,493,000 in the banks' 
holdings, and an increase of £493,000 in the notcs in active circulation. 
The amount of notes in ci:rculation was' incr€ased in 192"4, when notes to the 
value of £4,200,000 were issued to the banks to disdharge certain liabilities 
incurred by 1he Government .un c'Onnection with war financial transactions, 
to which further reference is made on page 210. Arrangements were made 
in October, 1924, by whidladditional notes up to £15,000,000 were to be 
made ayailable :to the bank,'s, if required, to finance the export trade in 
wool and wheat. There was no increase in the note issue subsequent to the 
agreement, and et the en il 'Of May, 1925, notes to the v{tlue of £3,000,000 
,yere cancelled. 
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The value of the gold reserve is far above the proportion, 25 per cent., 
required by law, the excess in June, 1925, being £12,368,470. 

Money Orders and Postal Notes. 

Exchange by means of money orders and postal notes is conducted by the 
Post Office. The maximum amount which may be transmitted by a single 
money order is £20, if the place of payment is within the Commonwealth; 
to places outside the Oommonwealth the maximum is £10, £20, or £40, as 
fixed by arrangement wi,th the country concerned. The following table 
gives particula,r's. of the money oJ'lders issued and pa'id! in New .south Wales 
during the last five years:-

I Money Orders issued in New South 'Vales for Money Orders issued elsewhere, paid 
payment in-

Year I in New South \Vales. 

ended i .-~----

30thJune.j New South I Other I Other I In other Beyond the \ I Wales. ! Australian Countrie5l. Total. Australian C~~naTI~~· I 
Tot,l. 

States. States. 

£ £ £ I £ £ £ £ 
1 

1921 4,80a,29J 605,471 414,997 15,829,758 806,808 2H,479 1,101,287 
! 

1922 ;j,( 93,806 683,111 352,591 1 6,132,508 779,264 251,534 1,030,798 

1923 .. 5,200, 'lU3 655,472 361,706 6,218,071 822,959 261,112 1,084,071 

i924 5,2i'4,a73 679,On 368,0 l2 6,321,488 904,943 291,373 1,196.316 

1925 5, 5~2, 731 726,857 367,403 I 6,616,991 953,194 315,29* 1,268,488 
1 

The amouni:! of the money orders issued in other Australian States for 
payment in New South Wales exceeds the amount sent from this State, but 
in the international money orders the balance is against New South Wales. 

The maximum amount for which a single postal note is issued is £1, and 
particulars regarding them are shown below:-

New South 'Vales Postal Notes paid in- Postal Note. 
Year ended of other Aus-

i tralian States 30th June. i XeW South IOther Australian I vaid in New 

I 
Wales. States. Total. South Walee. 

I I 

I 
£ £ I £ £ 

1921 I 1,210,980 35:?,24! 1,563,2:24 138,142 '''1 
! 

1922 ... , 1,296,463 I 3J8,809 1,645,272 150,578 
I 

19:23 I 1,3:31,512 370,307 1,701,819 177,18~{ "'1 

1924 i 
1,3S:~,017 403,289 1,791,306 163,216 

'''1 1925 ". 1,476,859 458,494 1,935,353 1 76,:3:29 

The amount of mon!'y sent by postal notes to the other States is more 
than twice the aggregate value of the interstate postal notes paid in New 
South 'Vales. This method of transmitting small sums is used extensively 
:for the purchase of shares in lotteries conducted in other States, the sale 
in New South Wales being prohibited. 
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The number of New South Wales postal notes paid in the State during 
the year ended ,June, 1925, was 3,878,661, and 1,566,435 were paid in other 
Australian States. The postal notes issued in other State-sand paid in 
New South Wales W:ales numbered 485,708. 

BANKS. 

Institutions which transact banking business are required under the 
Banks and Bank Holidays Act to furnish to the Ohief Secretary quarterly 
statements of their assets and liabilities; also, when required, to furnish 
special statistical returns under the State Oensus Act of 1901. From th8Sc 
returns, and from the periodical balance-sheets issued by the banking com
panies, the information contained in the following tables has been p~
pared. Under the Oommonwealth Bank Act of 1924 the banks are 
required to supply periodical statements to the Oommonwealth Bank. 

The banking institutions which transact ordinary business in New South 
Wales are seventeen in number. The head offices of six are in New South 
vVales, of three in Victoria, of one in Queensland, of one in South AUIll

tralia, and of one in New Zealand. Three banks have head offices in London, 
and there are two foreign 'banks with headquarters in FranC{) and IJ apan 
respective);),. 

The Commonwealth Bank of A1tst1'lllia. 

The Oommonwealth Rank of Au,;tralia was established under an Act 
passed by the Federal Government in 1911, and amended in 1914, 1920, 1924, 
and HJ25. 

The Oommonwealth is responsible for the payment of all moneys due by 
the bank, and debts due to the hank by other banks have the same priority 
as dcbts due to the Commonwealth. The affairs of the bank are subject to 
inspection and audit by th(~ Auditor-General of the Commonwealth. The 
bank is authorised to conduct general banking business, to exercise the 
functions of an ordinary bank of issue, to transact savings bank, business, 
and, with the approval of the Treasurer of the Oommonwealth, it may take 
over the business of banking corpOTations and of State savings banks. 
Since 1920 the control of the Australian note issue has been one of the 
functions or a separate department of the Commonwealth Bank, under 
conditions which are stated on page 202. 

The scope of the bank's operations is being enlarged as a result of the 
Amending Act of 1924, with the object of making it a central bank. An 
importallt amendment lies ill the change of managelnent, entrusted pre
viously to a governor. Under the new arrangement, the institution is con
trolled by a Board of Directors, composed of the Governor of tIle Bank, the 
Secretary of the Oommonvvealth Trcasury, and six other directors with 
experience in agriculture, commerce, finance, or industry. The last-men
tioned are appointed by the Governor-General for terms ranging, in the 
case of the first appointments, from two ,to seven years, so that one will 
retire in each year, but will be eligible for reappointment. Subsequent 
appointments will be ror seven years. The Governor of the Bank is its chief 
executive officer and is appointed for a term of seven years, with el'igibility 
for reappointment. A Board of Advice in London, consisting of three 
members selected by the Board of Directors, exercises such powers as the 
latter delegates to it. A director or officer of any other bank may not be 
appointed as a director of the bank nor as a member of the London 
Board. 

The Board of DirectOTs may be authQrised by proclamation to fix and 
]Jublish the rate at which it will discount and rediscount bilh of exchange. 
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The settlement of c.alances between the banks trading in Australia is 
conduct€,d by means of cheques drawn on the Commonwealth Bllnk. and 
for this purpose the other banks keep funds with the Commonwealth Bank. 

Under the Act of 1911 the capital of the Bank was fixed at £1,000,000, to 
be raised by the issue ,and sale of debentures, and the amount was increased 
by the Act of 1914 to £10,000,000. The Act of 1924 leaves with the Bank 
the authority to issue debentures, though none have been issued. It pro
vides also for the capitalisation of £4,000,000 of accumulated profits, and 
authorises the Federal Tr,"asurer to raise, by the issue of Treasury bills. 
sums not exceeding £6,000,000 to grant to the Bank as additional capital. 
The Bank will pay the interest on any loan raised for this purpose. 

Of tihe net profits of the Bank-exc('pt those of the Note I,s8ue and the 
Rural Credits Departments-half are payable to the Bank reserve fund and 
half ,to the National Debt Sinking Fund. 

The establishment of a Hural Credits Department for the purp'lse of 
assisting the marketi.ng of products of tine rural industries w,as authorised 
by an amending Am passed in September, 1925. This department may 
make a:1vances upon the security of primary produce, viz., wool, grain, 
butter, cheese, fruits, 110ps, cotton, sugar, and any other produce as may be 
prescribed. T:he advance may be for a period of more than one year. The 
advances may be made upon the security of primary produce to the general 
banking section of the 'CommonweaIt;h Bank, to other banks, to co-operative 
associations, and to such other bodies as may be specified by proclamation. 
In lieu of making advances the department may discount bills seoured. 
upon primary produce on !behalf of any of these 'institutions. 

Funds for the new ,department may be provided by loans from the 
Federal Government up to a limit of £3,000,000, and it will receive 25 per 
cent. of the net profits of the Note Issue Department until such pa;yments 
amount to £2,000,000. 'T'he Oommonwealth Bank may raise fUirther funds 
for the depaxtment by issuing debentures up to an amount not exooedingl 
the greater of the following, viz., (a) advances on primary produce out~ 
standing at the date of the issue of the debentures; or (b) four times the 
sum of (1) outstanding loans from the Federal Government, (2) moneys 
relceived from the profits of the note issue, (3) the or edit balance of the 
Rural Oredits Department Reserve Fund. The dates for the redemption 
of the debentures are t0' coincide, as nearly as practicable, with the dates 
for the repayment of the advances made. In addition, the general banking 
department of the Commonwealth Bank may mruke advances to the Rural 
Gredins Department of such amounts and subject to such terlll8 and condi
tions as the Board of Directors determines. The assets of the Rural Credits 
Depa.rtment ,rul'e aV1ailable, firstly, for meeting liabilities other than loans 
from the Federal Government and interest thereon; and secondly, for 
repaying such loans with interest. One half of the net profits 'are payable 
to the reserve fund of the Department, and one half to a fund to be used, at 
the dio:cretion of the Board of Directors, for the prolll{l\)ion of primary 
production. 

The Commonwealth Bank commenced operations on 15th July, 1912, by 
the opening of a savings bank dBpartment, but ordinary banking business 
was not commenced until 20th J nnuary, 1913. The head office is in: Sydney, 
and branches have been established in the principal cities and towns o:f 
Australia, in London, and in the territory af New Guinea. Savings bank 
business is transacted at all the branches and at numerous post offices and 
ageneies throughout Australia, Papua, New Guinea, the Solomon and other 
Pacific Islands. 
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The following statement shows the liabilities and assets of the Oommon
wealth Bank in New South Wales in the June quarter of each of the last 
five ;years;-
---------------------.----~---_c------. 

Ijj2~. 1 1924. Particulars. 1921. 1922. 1925. 

---. --------- ----- --c--~--

£ £ Liabilit,ics- £ £ £ 1 

Deposits at interest- ' 
Savings Department 6,308,826 6,879,637 I 7,354,932 i 7,693,1)65 8,123,194 
Qnlinary 7,477,994 4,466,546 I 5,536,524 1,825,675 1,227,876 

Deposits not bearing interest 7,957,402 8,056,57316,983,964: 8,790,6:23_1 __ 9_,2_2_4_'~_17_5~ 

Total deposits ... 2l,744,222 119,402,756 19,875,420 118,309,863 18,575,845 

Other liabilities ... 1 176,645 i

l 

34,216! 45,5581 67,936 1,846,455 

Total Liabilities ... ...121,920,867 19.436,972111\1,920,978 11118,367,7G9 20,422,3CO 

.!Mets-- I 
Coin and Bullion ." 559;052 898,53!) I 877,8031 [90,035 1,954,445 
Australian Notes "'1 1,618,772 1,652,075 1 1,173,372 1 4,105,571 4,486,248 
Advauces "'1'21,855,.509 20,754,495 iI9,678.334 19,067,l1i7 17,339,728 
Landed Property... 335,054 310,461 I 333,715 315,910 312,000 
Other Assets ... ! 1,646,467 1,790,806 1,286,224 2,307),24 2,101,<J48 

_ --,!,otal Assets ... 126,014,854 125,406,376 -!23,349,448 ?1>,:\<i5,897 J~469 

The total liabilities and assets of the bank in N 6',v South Wales and else
where at 30th June, 1913, amounted to £5,055,382', mrd at 30th June, 1925, 
they had increased to £87,893,418, excluding those of the note issue depart
ment. The aggregate net profit earned up to the latter date was £4,981),230, 
of v/nich £4,098,392 were credited to the general oonk and £890,838 to the 
savings bank department. 

Capital and Profits of Trading Ba,nks. 
The particulars relating to the capital and profits of the banks, as shown. 

in the following ta:ble, are exclusive of fi.,,"1lres relating to the :French bank 
and the Japanese bank, as their transactions in 1;r ew South Wales represent, 
only a very small proportion of their total business. In the y<)ars prior to 
1924 the CommDnwealth Bank also was excluded as it had no capital, the 
Federal Government being responsible for its liabilities. 

\Vith these exceptions the following table shows the amount of the paid
up c1apital of the inFtitutions doing business in tl1c St,ate, also the 
resene funds, llet profits, and dividends, at intervals since 1895. The paid
up capital represents the total amount contributed, irrespective of the 
countries in which it was subscribed. The particulars relating to dividends 
are exclusive of the Rural Bank, which is an adjunct Df the Government 
Savings Bank of New ,south Wales, and of the Oomonwealth Hank. 

.~-,-------,----------------

I Number! I Reserve fun <l and I Dividends. 
------

Year. of 1 Capital paid up. I baIRnce of Profit Net profite. 1 Percentage to Banks. and Loss. Total. paid-up capital. 

I 
£ £ £ £ I 

1895 13 

I 

19, 70t,9.~7 4.338,861 7!10,7£)5 1140,409 2'74 
1900 13 16,807,O(l9 4,74'2,025 1,'2I17,40:l 689,g69 4'10 
]910 14 16,193,550 9,292,715 2,08..~,DOt 1,'1!l7,8S5 8'01 
1920 14 22,9t4,3tJ9 18,217,':WS 3,442,1)82 2,o!!l9,3i9 1002 
1921 13 27,040,770 17,057,16::\ 4,359,1,,7 2,'735,923 10'11 
19:22 12 28,714,942 21,720,280 4,:H2,508 2, 887,(j<12 HHj6 
1923 ]2 &1),20(),746 2:~, 169,699 4,571,475 :I. !66,:ltlO IO'4~ 

1924 14 3',806.:l~2 25,808,0~17 r.,396,3:iii 3,400,75(\ JO'23 
192;; i 15 46.696, 9ll I 29,:171.289 5,731,142 3,'i3~,747 I JO'14 
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During the first decade of the period under review the capital of some of 
the banks w'as written down. Between 1905 and 1910, the capital of the 
existing ban'ks wus increased by caUs on the shareholders, and two new 
institutiions ,commenced operations in N e,y South Wales. The increase has 
continued, and the paid-up capital has been doubled. since 1920, an additional 
sum of £23,752,622 having been added during the last five years. The 
increase since 1924 includes the capital of the !Oommonwealth Bank, 
£4,000,000, created by the capitalisation of accumulated profits in terms of 
the Commonwealth Bank Amendment Act of 1924, which is described on 
page 205. The reserve funds have been built up steadily in recent years, 
and have;been augmented by more than £11,000,000 since 1920. The reduc
tion in the number of banks between 1920 and 1922 was due to amalgama
tions. 

In 1895 the banks had not recovered from the effects of the financial 
crisis of 1893; some .id not pay a dividend and others paid on preferential 
shares only, consequently the average rat~ was very low. Fifteen years 
later ,conditions had improved greatly, and the banks were able to allocate 
a substantial sum to reserves, and to distribute a large portion of their 
profits, the average rate of dividend being nearly three times as great as in 
1895. The financial position showed further improvement during the next 
decade; the total reserve funds were almost -doubled during the period and 
the average rate of dividend increased by 25 per cent. Since 1920 there 
have been further additions to the reserve funds amounting to more than 
60 POl' cent., and the rate of dividend has been over 10 per cent. in each 
year, not\vithstanding hea 17 increases in costs and expenses of management. 

Liabilities within New South TV ales. 
The following statement shows the average liabilities of all the banks 

within New ,South Wales, exclusive of those to shareholders. Up to 1900 
the figures are for December quarter, and from 1910 onwal1d they are for 
June quarter. Since 1920 the interest-bearing deposits include savings 
bank deposits in the Commonwealth Bank of Australia which amounted to 
£8,123,194 inJ une qual'ter, 1925:-

Ye.r. 

1895 

1900 

1910 

1920 

1921 

1922 

1923 

Bank 
Notes. 

£ 
1,223,864 

1,447,641 

1,801,807 

73,266 

71,654 

68,953 

67,556 

I 

Deposits. I 
-------,-----,.------ Other 

Without I Total I, Liabilities. 

I Total 
i Liabilities 

At Interest. 

£ I 
20,406,822 I 

:O,OO~O~~ I 
~6,64~,gl<~ I 

~0,4g5, 1~4 II 

04,631,4;)1 

54,OS6,2H7 

62,163,H19 

Interesb. I Deposits. 

£ I £ I 
10,222,4371 30,629,259 1 

12,224,510 I 32,233,591 

23,512,712 I 50,155,585 

52,878,1261103,373,260 

53,044,965 107,676,416 

52,276,6781106,362,975 

34,005,932 116,169,851 

£ 
183,929 

288,499 

471,233 

I within N.S.W. 

i 

£ 
32,037,052 

33,969,731 

52,428,625 

2,562,273 106,008,7!l9 

3,661,412 111,409,482 

2,511,109 

2,OHi,534 

108,943,037 

118,334,941 

1924 66,580 58,164,886 53,655,365 111,820,251 2,4:31,736 114,318,567 

1925 65,724 65,139,919 55,:771,102 120,911,021, 4,162,8021125,139,547 
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The decline in the value of bank notes in circulation is ti.8'!'eSult of their 
replacement by lAustralian notes. There was a remarkable growth of 

.deposits between 1910 and 1920 in consequence of the large war ex;pendi
ture and increases in prices. In the following years the amount rose and 
fell alternately. An increase of nearly £10,000,000 in 1923 was followed 'by 
a decline of £4,350,000 in 1924, when the banking position was affected by 
a disorganisation of the process of exchange which delayed the transfer 
from London of the proceeds of the export trade. With a favourahle 'season 
and advantageous market conditions, deposits rose in 1925 to a level which 
was £4,741,000 over the amount in June quarter 1923. The deposits include 
Government deposits which in June, 1925, consisted of £9,392,786 at interest 
and £7,041,399 on current account. 

Assets within New South Wales. 

The following table shows the average assets within New South Wales of 
all banks operating in the State. In order to institute a comparison between 
the figures of the various banks, necessary adjustments have been made by 
excluding from the assets the ,balances due from branches and agencies 
outside New South 'Vales:-

~--j -Coin and Australian Landed Other I Total 

~Ye:;r~ __ ~~o._n~. _:--_N_o_t_es_. _-,;--_A_d_v_an_c:~ ___ p_ro_p_ert_Y_'---, __ A_ss_e_t_s'_--i-W~l_th_1_~s_~_~~~,_w_ 

1895 

1900 

1910 

1920 

1921 

1922 

£ 

7,516,278 

6,126,126 

12,980,593 

10,452;526 

1(\ 151,949 

10,617,998 

£ 

35,707,153 
II 

1 34,385,388 

I 37,482,907 

13,032,1951 89,063,144 

11,812,417 1104,709,314 

10,176,664 i 98,335,071 

£ 

1,919,017 

1,874,099 

1,824,349 

2,477,601 

2,573,628 

2,620,237 

£ 

479,881 

650,814 

1,014,456 

4,2!6,969 

3,186,625 

3,625,b7 

£ 

45,622,329 

43,036,427 

53,302,305 

119,272,435 

132,433,933 

125,375,157 

1923 10,279,648 10,055,02i 113,053,795 2,780,285 3,713,762 139,882,517 

1924 

1925 

II,711,112 

16,677,630 

12,lll,578 llZ,873,479 

13,409,01O*j1l1,475,369 

2,960,035 

3,026,701 

5,004,7.>;5 144,660,959 

4,363,365 148,954,078 . 

------------------
• Includes cash deposited with the Commonwealth Bank by other banks. 

The adV1ancesincreased rapidly afterW14, owing to inflation of the 
currency and rising pric:es, as many produoers and traders required a 
larger amount of help in proportion to the vo~ume of business. Another 
Teamn for the increase lies in the fa{,t that ,the 'banks undertook various 
forms of advances to meet special emergencies arising from war conditions, 
C.g., assistanc.e to ena'ble customers to invest in 'I'mI' loans, and advances 
in c:ollnection with the marketing of staple produc:ts. 

During the period of trade activity and excessive impol'tations in 1920-21, 
advances rose rapidly, the aggregate being more than twice the amount in 
1915. In the following year advanCeS in respect of war loans and wheat 
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declined, traders were forced to reduce their overdrafts, and the import 
trade diminished, consequently the total amount of advances dflclinedby 
£6,364,000. 
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NOTE (i). The numhers at, the side of the graph represent £1,000,000. 
(ii). In 1910 ana subsequent years the amount of coin and bullion included 

Australian notes held by the banks. 
(iii). Savings bank deposits in Commonwealth Bank arc not included. 

'Thf'o di 19ram is a ratio graph, and, the vertIcal scale being logarithmic, the rise or fall of 
each curve represents the percentage of change. Equal dh;tances on the scale represent 
the same percentage of change, and when the cur' es run p!ll'.tllel, they indicate an 
increase or decrease in equal proportiol\, Irrespective of absolute numbers. Actual 
valu .. are shown also by means of the numbers at the side of the g'mph. 

In 1923 and 1924 the advances were over eight millions higher than in 
1921. The increase reflects a larger volume of importatiollB, while adverse 
weather conditions in some parts of the State in 1923 caused the wool and 
wheat growers to seek temporary assistance from the banks. Other reasons 
for t4e growth of the advances were the great activity in the building trade 
and industrial enterprise, and investment in real property. Owing to the 
good returns received ,for staple products in 1924-25 business enterprises 
required less financial assistance from the banks and advances decreased 
by £1,400,000. 

The reserves of the banks, i.e., coin and bullion and Australian notes, 
have increased by 132 per cent. since 1910. The amount of coin and bullion 
held! ,in that year was nearly £13,000,000, and it was increased to 
£15,500,000 in 1914. During the war period the banks transferred a large 
amount of gold to the Fed€,ral Treasury and rendered assistance to the 
Governmcllt ill ot,!terwuy·s in conneetion with war loans, etc., receiving in 
exchange Australian not,es or the right ,to obtain notes on demand. Under 
these cireumstunces the gold reserve of the banks in New ,south Wales 
declined by over £5,000,000, and the amount of Australian notes, which 
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before the war had not e~ceeded £2,000,000, increased very rapldly. At ,the 
end of the year 1924 the 'banks began to import gold in large quantities 
and in this manner raised their gold reserve above the pre-war level. The 
amount of Australian notes declined from £13,03;2,000 in 1920 to £10,055,000 
in 1923, then rose to £13,409,000 in 1925. The last-mentioned amount 
includes notes and cash deposited with the Commonwealth Bank by the 
other banks, mainly for the purpose of settling inter~bank clearances. 

The proportion of reserves which banking institutions should keep con
stantly on hand is not fixed by any enactment, and consequently it varies 
considerably. The ratios of coin, bullion, and Australian notes for various 
periods from 1895 are shown below:-

Proportion of _Coin, Bullion, and I Proportion of Coin. Bullion, and 
Austl'alian Notes- Australian Notes-

Year. Yeal', 

To Total To Deposits To Total To Deposits 

Liabilities. at Call and Liabilities. at Calland 
Banknotes. Banknotes. 

per cent. per cent. PElf' cent. per cent. 
1895 16'5 340'7 192~ 19-1 39'7 

1900 18'0 44'S 1923 17'2 37'6 

1910 24'8 51'3 1924 2O'S 4"3 

1920 19'7 44" 1925 240 .53'9 

1921 19'7 41-3 

-----,~--, 

The ratio of reserves to total liabilities and to deposits rose steadily from 
16'5 per cent. in 1895 to 28'6 per cent. in 1915; then, as the banks were 
called upon to meet a heavy demand for accommodation, hurt could not 
readily increase ifueir reserves of cash, the ratio to liabilities fell below 
20 per cent. During the last two years the reserves were strengthened, aJld 
the rabios rose apprecia:bly. 

In making ,comparisons on the Ibasis of reserves held by the banks, it is 
~necessary to take ,into 'Considemtion arr:angements made from time to time 
between the ,authOTitycontroUing the Australian note issue and the banks, 
by which the latter were_ given the riglht to obtain a -certalin amount of 
Australian notes on demand, so that the cash resouroes aValilable to them 
have been reany greater than the amount of cash actually held. At 30th 
June, 1923, the hanks in Australia had the right to obtain notes up to 
about £8,000,000. During the following year the Notes Board terminated 
some of the rights by issuing to the ballks notes valued at '£4,200,000, and 
in June, 19'24, the existing rights were limited to about £3,119,000. 

In October, 1924, the directors of the Oommonwealth Bank agreed to 
issue additional currency up to £15,000,00.0, if required, to meet seasonal 
requirements in respect of the export of wool and wheat. 

Deposits and Advances. 

Under the head of advances are included notes and bills discounted, and 
all other debts due to the banks. The bulk of the advances are secured by 
the mortgage of real estate, or by the deposit of deeds over which the 
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lending institutions acquire a lien, but the extent to which trade bilIs are 
discounted is not disclosed. The following table shows the ratio of advances 
to deposits, and to total assets, at various dates from 1895:-

I I Ratio of Advances. I Amount of 
Year. Deposits. Advances. Advances ptll'. 

To Deposits. jTo Total Assets. head ~f Popu· 
.. _~ _____________ I__ lahon. 

£ £ per cent. per cent. £ 8. d. 

1895 30,629,258 35,707,153 116·6 78·3 28 5 I} 

1900 32,233,591 34,385,388 101·2 79·9 25 4 0 

1910 50,155,585 37,482,907 74·7 70·3 23 4 6 

]920 103,373,260 89,063,144 86·2 74·7 43 011 

1921 107,6;6,416 104,709,314 97'2 79'1 49 15 0 

1922 106,332,975 98,335,071 92'4 78'4 45 14 11 

1923 116,lG9,851 113,053,795 97·3 80·9 51 12 0 

1921 111,820,251 112,873,479 100·9 78'0 50 13 I 

1925 120,911,021 111,475,369 92'2 74'8 49 0 8 

During the prosperous years which preceded the war, advances increased 
considerably, but not to the same extent as deposits. During the war' 
period banking t:'ansactions expanded to a. remarkable degree, ·but, despite. 
the heavy 'Strain upon the financial resources of the community, the margin 
of deposits did not fall .below 25 per cent. until 1918. Then the demand 
for financial assistance became more insistent, as the Go·vernment was: 
negotiating war loans locally, and tihe primary producers were in need of 
""sistance to combat the ravages of drought. Under these conditions the 
ratio of advances to deposits rose steadily. 

The inrush of imports in 1[)20·21 placed a further strain UpOll the hanks, 
and the ratio of advances rose to 97 pel' cent. ,before the effect of restrictive 
measurE'S became evident. In 192'2 the relation between advances and 
deposits Ehov.ted a marked improvement, hut the r.atio rose to 97'3 per cent. 
in the followir:(~' ye.ar, notwithstanding' an increase of nearly 10 per: cent. 
in the amount cf deposits. In June quarter, 1924, advances actually 
excc:ded the deposits, but this condition, being due to exceptional circum
stances, ,b.stei for .a short period only. The demand for financial accom
modation \Vas Vel'y ,active in view of the favour,able outlook for wool and 
whc.at, activi·ty in the building industry, and tihe requirements of a heavY" 
import trade. On the othm hand, the unfavourable rate of exdhange ham
IJered the transfer to Australia of the proceeds of the export trade, causing 
them. to &c.c1.1!lmlaJie in London instead of becoming avcailable for local 
11SC. T.he 6'0~d standard was restored in the following year and, as returns 
from t'12 wcol clip and a bountiful wheat harvest became avai:Jable, deposits 
5110wed a rna,'kcl increase, ,,,hiIe advances were reduced, so that the ratio 
drOPiJE'd tow:::rcl" the normal level. 

A classification of accounts according to the amount o·f deposit at or 
about 30 tl, June, 1925, is. shown belew, the figures being exclusive of par-
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ticulars of the Oommonwealth Bank, which are not available. The absence 
of these particulars probably does not affect the table seriously, as the bulk. 
.of the accounts in the Oommonwealth Bank, rupart from savings bank 
accounts, consists .of large amounts deposited by the Governments of the 
Commonwealth and of three of the States. 

I Current Accounts. \ Fixed Deposit Accounts. Curreut and Fixed 
Deposit Accounts. 

ClaSllification. 

\ Number. I Amount I Number. I Amonnt 
Number. I Amonnt 

at at at 
Credit • Cwdit. Credit. 

... \ 172,260 
£ £ £ 

£200 and under 7,754,893 27,250 3,129,198 199,510 10,884,09] 
£201- £500 '''1 22,558 7,060,498 19,267 7,082,571 41,825 14,143,069 
£501- £1,000 ... 8,839 6,nO,I57 1l,233 8,822,696 20,072 14,932,853 

£1,001- £2,000 4,153 5,728,612 4,640 6,995,952 8,793 12,724,564 
£2,001- £3,000 1,228 2,980,330 1,205 3,098,240 2,433 6,078,570 
£3,001- £4,000 530 1,846,356 462 1,671,179 992 3,517,535 
£4,001- £5,000 342 1,550,841 462 2,242,089 804 3,792,930 
£5,001-£10,000 472 3, 195,ll9 552 4,355,488 1,024 7,550,607 

£10,001-£15,000 123 1,514,153 99 1,247,653 222 2,761,806 
£15,001-£20,000 ... \ 59 1,057,748 57 1,083,968 ll6 2,141,716 
Over £20,000 ... 88 9,192,753 153 14,282,300 241 23,475,053 

65,380 I 54,01l,334 
---- -

Total '''1210,652 \ 47,991,460 276,032 102,002,794 

Eighty-seven per cent. of the accounts and 25 per cent. of the deposits 
were held in respect of those with balances not exceeding £500. Accounts of 
£2,000 and under represented 98 per cent. of the total accounts and 52 per 
cent. of the deposits, 48 per cent. of the aggregate amount of the deposits 
being held in 2 per cent. of the accounts. Small dcposits were more 
numerous in current accounts, as persons wishing to place small sums of 
money at interest generally avail themselves of the facilities offered by the 
savings banks. The number of accounts does not represent the number of 
persons who have money in the banks. 

The Pl'OPOrtion of accounts and of deposits in each group ,are shown 
below:-

\ 

Proportion of Accounts 1:~~Ch _I Proportion of Deposits In ~ach 
Group. Group. 

Classification. 

\ 

curre~: \ Flxe~ - \ _ I Currcnt \ Fixed \ 
Accounts. DepOSIt Total. Ii Accounts. Deposit Total. 

Accounts. i: Accounts. 
-----------:------~----- , 

per cent. \ per cent. I per cent. per cent. \ per ccnt. 
£200 and under 
£201- £500 
£501- £1,000 

£1,001- £2,000 
£2,001- £3,000 
£3,001- £4,000 
£4,001- £5,000 
£5,001-£10,000 

£10,001-£15,000 
£15,001-£20,000 
Over £20,000 

Total 

per cent. 
81'S 
10'7 
4'2 
2'0 

·6 

41·7' 72-3 16·2 5'8 10'7 
29·5 15·1 1 14·7 13·1 I 13'9 
17·2 7·3 12·7 16·3 14'6 
7-l 3·2 11'9 13·0 1 12'5 
1·8 ·9 6·2 5'7 j 6-D 

·2 ·7 ·3 3'8 3'1 \ 3'4 
·1 7 I 3 I 3'2 4'2 j 3'7 
·2 :8 :4 6'7 8'1 i 7'4; 

:::\}.1 ·2 I} ·1 { I ~:; ~:g I ~'i 
'1 I { ·3 I '1 i 19'2 26'4 23-0 

:::11--10-0 -1--I-00-1--io-o -11--1-00- --10-0 -I--IC-O .-

-----~-----------'--------
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Banks' Exchange Settlement. 

The Bunks' Ex-change Settlement O:ffiC€ was established in Sydney on the 
18th January, 1894, and excmnges were effected daily between the banks. 
The results of the operations were notified to the secretary of the Banks" 
Exchange Settlement, who notified each institution daily of the amount of 
its balanC€ with the" pool," and it was not permissible for the balance of any 
bank to remain below 25 per cent. of the fixed contribution. In the event 
of it reaching this margin, the bank was required to make up the deficiency 
with gold or Australian notes. It is provided by the Oommonwealth Bank 
r.Act of 1924 that .after a date to be proclaimed the exchange balances 
between the banks must ,be settled by cheques drawn on and paid into the 
Commonwealth Bank. Pending the issue of the proclamation, the banks 
inangurated the system volunta.rily as from 27th April, 1925, and for this 
purpose esbblished current aooounts with the Oommonwealth Bank. The 
dairly dearanees are made through the Settlement 'Office as formerly. In 
:regard to iD'l:erbank transactions in ,country centres the net debits or 
credits only D-re included in the business of the Settlement Office in Sydney, 
and the clearances are usually made less frequently 1Jhan in the city. 

'The following table shO'Ws the g'rowth in the volume of eXiooanges made 
through fhe Settlement Office. The :figures represent the aggregate of 1lhfr 
intwbank clearances in the metropolis and the net balances as to country 
exchan.,o-eB :-

Year4 Amount of 

II Year. Amount of 
Exchange •. Exchange •. 

£ 
I! £ 

1895 108,509,860 
II 

19Z1 709,734,554 
1900 144,080,314 1922 726,582,809 
]005 189,826,381 'I 1923 805,032,221 
19]{) 274,343,666 

I 

1924 845,854,661 
]915 357,803,425 1925 909,1l4,483 
1920 764,546,357 

The transactions have grown rapidly, and, in 1920, when prices were at 
the highest level, the amount of exchanges was more than twice the sum in 
1915. A decline in the following year was d'ollowed by a rapid rise. The 
increase in 1923 waS due partly to a rise in price levels, ibut the volume of 
·business also expanded, the increase in the amount of exchanges being 11 
per cent. over the figure in the previous year,as compared with a rise of 
'[ percent. in wholesale prices. In 192&, when prices fell by 3~ per cent., 
there was an increase of 5 per cent. in the bank clearings. In 1925 the 
amount of exchanges advanced to the highest level yet attained, viz., 
£900,114,483, being £63;200,000 or 'li ,per cent. over the amount rin the 
previous year. The general level of wholesale prices showed little altera
tion and the increase in the exchanges reflects a larger turnover resulting 
from the sale of primary products and from transactions in connection with 
the conversion or redemption of a Federal! loan. Part of the .increase is 
attributable to the change in the method of adjusting the clearances which 
for eight months of the year were settled by means .of cheques drawn OIl 

the lQ\)mmonwealth Bank, the amount of these cheques being included in 
the clearances. 

:,: Interest, Discount, and Exchange Rates. 
The interest on fixed deposits during 1925 was 4 per cent. for sume de

posited for six months;· for twelve months' deposits the rate was 4~ per 
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cent., and fOT two years 5 peT cent. Under normal conditions the rate ot 
interest paid on fixed deposit is uniform for all banks, and discount and 
overdraft rates fluctuate with the interest paid to depositors. 

The bank exchange rate on London, at sixty days' sight, is usually on the 
average -about 1 per cent., Ibut it is subject to some variations. 

The interest rates allowed on deposits for twelve months, and charged on 
overdrafts, also the discount and exchange rates at intervals from 1890 to 
1925, were as follow:-

I 
I I Exchange Rate on Lond on 

I 
Bank Rates of Interest. Bank Discount Rates. _ at 60 Days' Sight. 

Year. I Allowed on I Deposits for Cha~ed on Bills at I Bills over l Buying. Selling. 
_ Twelve Months. Over rafts. Three Months. Three Months. 

I 
I per cent. per cent. per cent. per cent. per cent. per cent. 

1890 I 4~ 9 7 8 99~ to 100 100~ to lOll' 
1900 I :I 6 to 7 5 to 5~ 5~ to 61 98£ " 99~ 1001" 100i 
1910 . 3 6 " 7i 5 " 6 6 " 7 1

98£ " 99 99~ " 99;t 
1920 4 to 41 6 " 8 5 " 6 6 " 7 198 " 99k 99ft" l00~ 
1921 4~ 6 " 8 5 " (3 6 " 7 198~" 99~ lOOg" 100. 
1922 4! 6 " 8 5 " 6 6 " 7 97~" 99 I 99~" 1009 
1923 4! 6 " 8 5 " 6 6 " 7 97ft I 99k 1924 4! 6 " 8 5! " 7 5! " 7 \95! to lm 961 to 991 
1925 4~ 6 " 8 5! " 7 6 " 7 95t " 98i 90t " 9Si 

The Commonwealth Bank increased its rate for general overdrafts from 
6~ per cent. to 7 per cent. as from 1st January, 1925, and reduced it to 6t 
per cent. six months later. 

The financing of the export trade, consisting mainly of products of rural 
industries, is an important function of the banking institutions in New 
South Wales. Exchange rates on London are liable to fluctuate with the 
value of exports and of imports, and by the extent to which money from 
abroad is 'being invested in Australian industries or public loans. Varia
tions in the relative values of Australian and other currencies ·are liable 
also to cause fluctuations. 

Early in the year 1924 the exchange rates on London, which had remained 
constant throughout the preceding year, began to advance rapidly. The 
discount on sixty days' sight drafts (buying) rose from 47s.6d. in J.anuary. 
1924, to 928. 6d. in October, when lligh prices were being realLsed for staple 
products. Restrictions upon the movement of gold and the relative position 
of the exchanges of other countries prevented the inflow of gold! into Aus
tralia which otherwise would have been a natuml sequence when the 
exchange rates between Australia and London became so favourable for 
such importation. Early in the following year, however, it oocoame prac
ticable to import gold, and several large shipments were received from the 
United States, from ,south IAfrica, and from London. 

On 29th April, 1925, the Commonwealth GoV'ernment withdrew the 
embargo on the export of gold, thus resuming the gold standard concur
rently with Great Britain, and on 6th :May the exchange rates quot.ed by 
the Australian banks were revised, the discount on sixty days' sight drafts 
(buying) being reduced to 50s. per cent. On 10th June, 1925, the rates 
were reduced again, the discount in the case of the rate mentioned being 
quoted at 37s. 6d. per cent. There was not another change until 4th 
December when the discount was increased :fly 2-s.6d. per cent. in the case 
of buying rates except for telegraphic transfers. The selling rates remained 
unchanged at the quotations made in June. 
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The successi,'e changes during 1925 are iLlustrated in the following state
ment, which shows the rates quoted by the banks during each month of the 
year:-

Exchange Rate on London at 
60 Days' Sight. 

Exchange Rate on I.Jondon at 
60 Days' Sight, 

Month 

Buying. 

per cent. 
January .. ') 
February ... l 95" 
:March ... r If 

April ... j 
May ... 95! to 97! 
.June 9n " 98! 

Selling. 

per cent. 

96£ 

96! to 98i-
9Ss " 98i 

Duying. 

per cent. 
July .. , ... 1 

I 
August .. , I 
September... ~ 9S~ 

I October .. , I 
II November .. , j 
I December ... 98! 110 98 

1V ool and Wheat Excha,nge Pool. 

Selling. 

per cent. 

98i-

In Octo'ber, 1924, when it seemed probable that the high CDst of trans
ferring funds from London ,yould have an unfavourable effect upon the 
export trade in 'wool and wheat, arrangements were made for the organisa
tion of the exchange business in respect of those .st.aple products. The 
Commonwealth Bank, as the authority controlling the Australian note 
issue, undertook to make available to the banks additional currency, up to 
£15,000,000, for seasonal requir.ements. The banks ·agreed to lodge securi
ties in Australia or in London a.gainst any no-tes issued to them, to pay 
interest at Bank of England discount rate, which was then 4 per cent., and 

'to repay the notes b€fore the end of August, 1925. Thc banks agreed als.:> 
to pool the 'wool and wheat exchange upon a basis which allowed for the 
varying incidence of the business of the several banks, each bank, including 
the Oommonwealth Bank, taking up a certain quota. 

The po.ol is operated through the medium of the Commonwealth Bank, 
which may iJJuy London securities from any bank which has hought wool or 
wheat bills in excess of its quota, and sell London securitie.s to a bank 
which does not reach its quota. Adjustments me made fortnightly. 

The pool was designed primarily to obviate difficulties in respeot of 
exchange which disappeared 'with the restoration of the gold standard. The 
banks have decided, however, to continue its operation during the season 
1925-26. 

SAVIXGS BAxKs. 

Savings bank business in K ew South 'Vales is conducted by the Govern
ment Savings Bank and by the CommolHyealth Bank, and extensive use is 
made of the facilitiGs offered for tho acculIlulationof small sums on which 
interest is paid, the deposits being used by the banks to promote the progret!" 
and development of the State. 

The Government Savings Bank of New South Wales. 

This institution was established in 1871 asa post office sayings bank 
under the administration of the Postmaster-General. When the post offic~ 
was transferred to the Commonwealth in 1901 the control of the bank was 
yested in the State Treasure-r, but the me of the post office for savings bank 
business was continued until 1912 under agreement with the Federal 
Government. Lpon the esiablisl1ment of the Commonwealth Bank, the 
State institution had to 'withdraw its agencies from the post offices and to 
establish separate branches al~d agencies. 
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In January, 1907, a change was made in administration, and the bank, 
being detached from the direct control of the Treasurer, was placed under 
the management of three Commissioners, who were authorised to conduct 
the savings bank and to take over the! State business in connection with 
loans to landholders transacted previously by the Advances to Settlers 
Board. Each class of business was confined to a separate department, and 
new departments were created subsequently, viz., the Closer Settlement 
Promotion Department, in terms of an Act passed in 1910, which authorised 
the bank to finance intending settlers out of the proceeds of debenture.:; 
issued under the Government guarantee by the AdV1ance D~partment; lin 
1914, departments to lend money on the mortgage of irl,igation farm leases, 
and ,to make ,advances to enable persons to acqu!ire homes; and in 19,25 
the Government Housing Department to take over 'Cel"tain functions in 
respect of the State housing schemes. The work of the Closer Settlement 
Department was tr.ansferred to the Department of Lands as from 1st July, 
1919. 

The importance of the Savings Bank Department was increased in 1914 
by reason of the absorption of the Savings Bank of New South Wales, a 
smaller institution which had been established in 1832, and was controlled 
by trustees nominated by the Government. 

In 1921 the scope of the bank was enlarged in terms of an amending Act 
passed in the previous year. The departments dealing with advances to 
settlers and irrigation farmers were reorganised as the Rural Bank Depart
ment, and the Ibusiness of the institution was. divilded into three separate 
departments, viz., the Savings Bank, the Rural Bank,and the Advances for 
Homes. 

In the Savings Bank Department the Commissioners may receive 
deposits and Ipay interest thereon at rates fixed by regulation, and they must 
hold 20 per cent. of the funds at call or short notice. In the Rural Bank 
the Commissioners are authorised to conduct the business of a rural bank 
and, with the approval of the Governor, they may extend the operations to 
include general banking business. The main purpose of the Rural Bank: 
being to afford financial assistance to rural settlement and development,the 
Commissioners may grant advances on approved security to persons engaged 
in primary industries. 

'Dhe Government. Housing Department of tlhe bank was created in terms 
of the Housing (Amendment) Act of 1924, which provided for the aboli
tion of t.he Housing Board, whose operations are described in the 0hUJpter 
of this volume entitled Social Condition, and for tile transfer to the Com
missioners of the ,savings Bank of properties sU'bject to 'agreement for 
~ale and securities for advances under the Housing Act. The lands and 
securities are being transferred by proclamation. On 1st April,' 1925, 
aecounts numibering 436 were transferre:'/I, the .amount owing lin respect of 
the securities being £265,244. 

The following statement shows the loans current in each department of 
the bank at the end of the last five years :-
---- Rural Bank. 1',- -----·---------,-T-o-ta-I-L-oa-n-. 

Savin~s Advances Government by Govern-
80th June. Bank. 1 for HUllsing ment Savings 

& i~~~ll~~n Overdrafts. Homes. Department. Bank. 

~i~--£----CI'----£-- I 
1921 2,219,908 3,4-23,871 \ 
1922 2,177,973 4-,525,374-
1923 2,244,896 4,953,314-
1924 2,198,824 fi,526,744 i 
1925 2,179,456 5,721,678 i 

£ 

'728,084-
1,38],113 
2,144-,l!33 
2,830,915 

£ 
3,173,751 
4-,223,505 
5,085,882 
6,042,697 
7,145,187 

£ 

262,916 

£ 
8,817,530 

1l,655,43() 
13,665,205 
15,912,593 
18,140,152 

~------------------------
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Figures relating to the ordinary banking business transacted by the Rural 
Bank are inoluded in the tables relating to trading banks in this chapter, 
nnd further particulars relating to loans to farmers, etc., and to the 
advances for homes are published in the chapters of this volume relating to 
agriculture and to social condition respectively. 

On 30th June, 1925, there were 170 branches and 540 agencies of the 
Government Savings Bank. Under reciprocal arrangements, ,transfers 
may be made on behalf of depositors between the bank and similar institu
tions in other States of the Commonwealth and the Post Office Savings 
Banks of the United Kingdom and New Zealand. 

SAVINGS BANKS, 1872 to 1925. 

'872 '675 IIlllO 1885 16~0 18S5 lsao 1~5 I~'O ISIS 1320 

The numbers at the side of the graph represent 10,000 depositors, £l,COO,OOO of deposits, 
£1 of :,wcrage amount per deposit, and £1 of a"-erage deposit pCI' head of population. 

The"diagram i~ a ratio g'raph, and, the vertical wale being logarithmic, the rise or faU of 
-ea.ch curve repre"ents the percentagr=: of change. Equal Gistances on the sea-Ie represent 
t.he salne percentage of change, and when the ('un'es run parallel, they indicate an 
increase or decrea.se in equa.l proportion, irrespective of ab30lute numbers. Actual 
values are shown also by means of the numbers at the side of the graph. 

1~25 

T'he liabilities of the Savings Bank Department, as at 30th June, 1925, 
amounted to £62,02'5,656; this sum included deposits, £60,546,786; reserve 
fund, £950,000; balance of profit and loss account, £33,716; and other liabili
ties, £4-95,154. The inV'Elstments on Ibehdf of the bank included Govern
ment securities and municipal loans £32,36~,307, inscribed stock of the 
other departments of the ballk £10,485,021, fixed deposits in banks ,and in 
the Treasury £9,932,316, loans on mortgages and contracts of sale £2,179,456, 
an::l secu,rities of other banks £102,279. The cash in hand ,and bank and 
Treasury deposits at call and short notice ,amounted to £6,152,241; bank 
premises, £795,OO{); other assets, £14,036. The expenses of management 
during the year 1924-25 amounted to £369,671, or 128. 2'd. per £100 of 
average funds, as compared -with l1s. lld. c.uring the preceding year. 
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Dep(){Jits in Savings Banks, 

During the year ended 30th June, 1925, 1he rate of interest paid by the 
Government Savings Bank on deposits was 4 per cent. on balances up to 
£500, and 3! per cent. on any excess UI) to £1,000. On accounts ,of friendly 
societies, trade unions, and other associations not conducted for profit or 
trade, interest was allowed at 4 per cent. up to £1,000, and 3! per cent. 
on any excess. The amount of deposits received during the year was 
£56,951,475, and a sum of £2,124,796 wasa,dJded as interest. The with
drawalsamoumed to £56,521,nl.}, and the balance at credit at the end of 
the year was £60,546,78<6 held in 1,093,684 uooounts. An amount of 
£11,596,8<22 or 19'1 per cent. of the total deposits, was held in 927,771 
amounts not exceeding £100; £30,687,964, or 50·7 per cent., in 139,731 
accounts between £100 and £500; and £18,262,000, or 30'2 per cent .. in 
26,182aooounts over £500. 

The Oommonwealth Bank in its saving bank department accepts deposits 
3iJld pays interest !,lt the rate of 3~ per cent. up to £1,000 and 3 per cent. on 
any additional balance up to £300. The number of accounts in New South 
Wales at 30th June, 19125, w:as 281,292, the amount at credit of the deposi
tors being £8,602,647. 

The following statement shows the number of accounts and the amount 
of deposits in the savings banks of New South iW ales at the end of each 
financial year since 1916:-

At 30th I 
I 

Deposits. 

June. Accounts. Per h.&d of Total. Per Account. Popula.tion. i 

No. £ £ s. d. £ s. d. 
1916 806,882 37,363,272 46 6 1 19 14 10 

1917 872,351 40,836,747 46 16 3 21 8 8 

1918 920,337 43,039,012 46 15 3 22 3 

1919 984,951 47,0,0,342 47 15 9 2311 3 

1920 1,053,893 49,933,535 47 7 9 24 2 8 

1921 1,126,157 57,39!,441 50 19 4 27 5 8 

1922 1,186,948 61,791,273 52 1 2 28 14 11 

1923 1,246,191 64,324,669 51 12 4 29 7 2 

1924 1,306,948 66,162,054 50 12 5 29 13 10 

1925 1,3,4,976 69,149,433 50 5 10 30 8 4 

The number of accounts does not represent individual depositors, as a 
certain amount of duplication is caused by persons having deposits in both 
banks, and by the inclusion of accounts of societies, of trusts, etc., whose 
members have personal accounts also. It is apparent, nevertheless, that a 
very large proportion of the people practise thrift through the medium of 
the savings banks. T,he a.ggregate amount of deposits has increased by 85 
per cent. ,since 1916. Notwithstanding tnt) inflation of the currency, the 
average amount per deposit did not vary greatly until 1921, when an upward 
tendency became evident. During the last three years it 1ms declined. The 
average amount per head of population rose steadily throughout the de
cennium. 
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The number of accounts and the amount of deposits in savings banks in 
each State of Australia are shown in the following table:-

I 
Deposits. 

State. Account •• Per head of Total. Por Account. Population • 

. ..1 
No. £ £ s. d. £ s. d. 

New South 'Vales 1,374,976 69,149,433 50 5 10 30 8 4 

Victoria ... 

"'f 
1,337,093 59,551,895 4410 9 35 12 10 

Queensland 397,710 21,339,901 53 13 2 24 19 1 

South Australia ... I 470,599 19,403,347 41 4 7 35 H 6 
'''1 Western Australia ... 278,071 8,120,671 29 4 22 I 4 

Tasmania ... ... 1 132,841 4,505,479 i 33 18 4 21 5 3 

Northern Territory 
J 

36 3 7 8 Hi 0 

Total ... 
... 911 32,960 I 
... ~2,201 I 182,103-:686 45 12 4 30 14 3 

The amount on deposit in the savings bank,s in New South Wales was far 
in excess of that in any other State, but the average per account was 
exceeded in Queensland, and the amount per head of population in South 
Australia and in V,ictoria. In comparison with the figures for the preyious 
year there was an increase of £5,234,000 in the savings hank deposits in 
A'Ilstralia, the increase in New South Wales being £2,987,000. 

Deposits in all Banks. 
In ;rune, 19,25, the total amount of deposits in the -savings and the 

trading banks in New South \Vales was £181,937,260, or £80 Os. 'M. per 
head of population. A comparative statement of each class of deposits is 
shown below. The amounts of interest-bearing deposits in the trading 
banks differ from the figur€fl in preceding tables, which include the savings 
deposits in the Oommonwealth Bank. The figures for the savings banks 
represent the deposits on 30th ;rune in each year, and those for the trading 
banks are the averages of the ;rune quarter. 

June 

U1l6 
1917 
H1l8 
1919 
19:'>0 
1921 
1922 
Ul23 
H124 
192;3 

----------,---- ,--' 

Deposits bearing Interest. 

--Sa-Y-in-gs- 'I--;rading Total. 
Banks. Banks. 

£ I 

37,363,272 i 
40,836,747 I 
43,0:)9,012 ! 

47,070,342 i 
49,93:3,535 
57,394,441 
61,791,273 
64,324,669 
66, H12,054 
69,149,433 

£ 
33,884,082 
33,915,476 
36, 126,22S 
43,510,166 
45,198,528 
48,222,625 
47,206,660 
54,1"08,987 
50,471,322 
57,016,725 

i 

£ I 
71,247, 354 1 
74,.52,223 
79,165,240 
90,580,508 i 
95,132,063 : 

105,717,066 
108,997,9~3 
119,133,656 
116,63:3,:n6 
126,166,158 

Deposits 
not bearillg' 

Inter~st. 

£ 
43,610,878 
46,599,978 
46,125,775 
45,215,r>78 
52,878,126 
53,044,965 
52,276,678 
54,005,932 
53,655,365 
55,771,102 

All Deposits. 

Total. 

£ 
1I4,858,23'2 
121,352,201 
125,291,015 
135,796,086 
148,010,189 
158,762,031 
161,274,611 
173,139,588 
170,288,741 
181,937,260 

I Per head of 
Population. 

£ p. d. 
60 14 0 
63 13 II 
649 11 
67 19 8 
71 10 9 
75 9 ;; 
75 0 6-
79 0 6 
76 8 Ii 
80 0 6 

-,----------.----,--------,-,------,----------~-~---

The total amount of deposits increased by 58 per cent. hetween 1916 and 
1925, and the amount per head by 32 per cent. The most rapid gro,yth 
occurred in the savings banks deposits, nainely, 85 pel' cent. The deposits at 
call in the trading banks were higher by 28 per cent., 'and the interest
bearing deposits in the trading bank~ by 68 pel' cent. 
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INCORPORATED COMPANIES. 

T:B.e legislation relating to incorporated companies in New South vVales 
is contained principally in the Companies Act, 1899, the amending Acts of 
1900, 1906, and 1907, the Companies (Death Duties) Act, 1901, and the 
Companies (Registration of Securities) Act, 1918. Th€i3e enactments follow 
the general provisions of Imperial Acts relating to companies, with devia
tions embodying the results of local experience. 

The formation of a company, association, or partnership of more than 
ten persons in a banking business, or of twenty in any ,other business trad
ing for profit, is prohibited, unless it is registered under the Companies Act, 
or incorporated under some other enactment by royal charter, or by letters 
patent, or as a no-liability company. • 

The liability of members of a company may be limited by shares or by 
guarantee, or it may be unlimited. Under certain conditions associations 
formed for the purpose of promoting commerce, art, science, religion, 
charity, or other useful object, may be registered with limited liability. 
Special provision is made to regulate the formation of no-liability, mining 
companies, and the liability of members for calls and for contributions to 
meet debts and liabilities in the event of winding-up ,ceases upon registra
tion, shares upon which calls are unpaid being forfeited. 

An important amendment of the company law was made in 1918, wh0n 
tIle Companies (Registration of Securities) Act w.aiS passed to provide for 
the registration of debentures issued by companies. 

Particulars relating to the registration of new companies and of increases 
of capital are shown below, the figures for the quinquennial periods repre
senting the annual average:-

Limited Companies. 1-:o·Liability Mining Companie •• 

Period. New Companies. Increases of Capital. New Companies. Increases of 
Capital. 

No. j 
Nominal No. I Nominal No. I Nominal N I Nominal 
Capital. I Amount. Capital. o. Amount. 

... 1 I 
£ £ £ 

~I 
£ 

*190]-05 113 3,104,766 13 483,990 25
1 

30],766 24,175 
-1905-10 ... j :;31 5,184,658 23 1,010,710 45 430,112 29,634 
#1911-15 ···1 383 10,263,455 58 3,468,139 20 I 308,017 31,395 

1916 .. , 
. :::1 

156 4,187,075 19 757,500 7 I 125,000 ... '" 
1917 ... 159 5,918,267 19 494,500 8 77,500 2 15,000 
1918 .. '" 221 6,428,907 60 1,950,190 11; 238,500 2 20,000 
1919 ... 267 9,137,360 78 3,071,100 12 118,255 2 4,000 
1920 ... "·1 801 61,654,857 291 1l,848,073 26 862,100 1 18,000 
1921 .,. 462 20,255,150 93 5,454,507 10 234,625 6 50,950 
J922 '''1 44;1 10,897,919 81 4,8G8,H57 21 442,500 1 1,eOO ... 

"'1 1923 .. , 
"'1 56H I IS,G25,061 105 6,4;'2,000 20 276,875 1 5,000 

1924 ... , .. 561 15,301,727 91 5,080,283 15 170,750 5 18,0(;0 
1925 ... "'j 598 19,644,314 99 6,074,786 13 242,000 1 I 8,500 

I 
* Average per annum. 

Between 1901 and 1915 there was a steady increase in the promotion of 
limited companies, principally joint-stock companies, and a large amount of 
capital was invested in the expansion of existing enterprises, especially in 
the years immediately preceding the m<tbreak of the war. In 1915 and 
1916 there was a noticeable slackeniw" "nd l'egulations under the War 
Precautions A.ct prohibited the issue orsuGsicl'iption of fresh capital unless 
under permit, the o'bject being to encourage the flow of capital into loans 
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for war purpose3. After 1917 the number of registrations began to rise 
again, as industrial and oonUJ}ercial enterprises pr03pered in consequence 
of war expenditure. 

In 1920 there was a remarkable expansion of company promotion, and the 
registrations of limited compani€l3 numbered 801, and the nominal capital 
amounted to £61,654,857. The figures are inflated by reaWl1 of the recon
struction of many companies to meet altered conditions of industry and 
rises in prices and wages, but the Registrar-General has estimated that 648 
entirely new companies were registered during the year, with a nominal 
capital of £38,700,000. 

In 1921 and 1922 the registrations declined in a marked degree, but they 
have increased since, and in 192<5 the number (including reconstructions) 
was 598, with a nominal capital of £19,644,314, as compared with an annual 
average of 383 registrations during the quinquennium 1911-15, the nominal 
capital being. £10,263,000. 

:Foreign companies, i.e., those formed or incorporated in any place outside 
R ew South Wales, are required to be registered before commencing to carry 
on business in the State. During the period 1911 to 1919 the number of 
such registrations was, on an average, about 52 per annum. In 1920 there 
were 100 registrations, and 72 were effected during 1921, which was the first 
year in which the nominal capital was recorded, the aggregate amount being 
£31,121,396. During 1922 the number of foreign companieG registered was 
58, and the nominal capital £29,143,313; in the following year 69 com
panies with nominal capital amounting to £34,971,400; and 83 companies in 
1924, with nominal capital £14,131,711. The foreign compani'e3 registered 
during 1925 numbered 78, with an aggregate nominal capital of £95,833,857. 
Of this sum over £75,000,000 represented the capital of one company, viz .• 
theOanadian Pacific Railway Oompany Limited. 

CO-OPERATIVE TRADIlm SOCIETIES. 

Prior to the enactment of new legislation at the end of the year 102'3, 
co-operative trading and investment societies were registered under the 
Building and Co-operative Societies Act, 1901. Liability was limited, and a 
member was not permitted to hold an interest exceeding £200 in any society, 
though a limit was not placed on the amount of interest which a society 
might hold in any other registered co-operative society. 

In view of the extent of industrial organisation in the State, it is remark
able that co-operation, which in other eountri€l3 is supported largely by 
industrial workers, has not made greater progress in New South" "Yales. ~\t 
30th June, 1925, there were only 84 societies, excluding those which were in 
liquidation or in a moribund condition. Returns for the year 1924-25 were 
received from 63 societies with an aggregate menibership of 47,799. 

Oo-operativeeffort for production is a prominent feature of the dairying 
industry, most of the butter factories being organised on a co-operative 
basis, Ibut societies of this class and other organisations of producers have 
been registered usually under the Oompanies Act. Only 23 manufacturing 
and trading societies (as distinct from consumers societies) supplied returns 
for the year ended 30th June, 1925. 

The law relating to co-operation as contained in the Building and 
Co-operative Societies Act of 1901 proved highly defective in regard to the 
encouragement of co-operative enterprise and the safeguarding of co-opera
tive interests. It has been replaced by the Oo-operation, Community Settle
ment, and Oredit Act, 1923, which came into operation on 31st December, 
1923, and was amended in the following year. 
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The new Act is a comprehensive measure, affording ample scope for co
operative development. It authorises oo-operative societies to engage in all 
forms of economic activity except banking and insurance, though certain 
societies may receive deposits. 

Societies may be of various kinds, viz.: (a) rural sociEties to assist pro
ducers in conducting their operations and in marketing products; (b) 
trading societies to coury on business, trade, or industry; (c) community 
settlement societies to acquire land and settle or retain persons thereon 
and to provide any common service or benefits; (d) community advance
ment societies to provid9 any common service, e.g., water, gas, electricity, 
transport; (e) building societies-terminating or permanent-to rutsist 
members to acquire homes or oth61' property; (f) rural credit societies to 
make or arrange loans to members for the purpose of assisting rural pro
duction; (g) urban credit societies to assist members to acquire plo.nt, 
furniture, etc., or to commence business or trade; (h) investment societies 
to enable mE<mbers to combine to secure shares in a company or business or 
to invest in securities. Societies of the same kind may combine into 
co-operative associations, and such associations of all kinds may form 
unions. 

New co-operative societies may be formed only in accordance with the 
Act. In regard to existing societies, seven permanent building societiea 
specified in a schedule continue under the old Act, unless at their own 
option they obtain registration under the new law, Other existing societies 
were deemed to have applied for registration undEir the new Act, but except 
in regard to certain specified matters they were bound by the Act of 1901 
until registered under the new Act. If such a society diid not alter it..'! rules 
to conform with the new Act and submit them for registration before 31st 
TIecember, '1924, it became riable to be wound up. 

Co-operati"e companies registered as limited -companies under the Com
panies Act, 1899, may transfer their ,registr.ation to the Oo-oper'ation, 
Community Settlement and Credit Act, wiithout winding up or loss of 
identity. If they do not tramfer sucih registration they must discontinue 
the use of the word "eo-operative" as part of their title, unless its 
use is permitted by the Governor. The use of the word "co-operative" 
by any person or firm as part of a trade or business name is prohibited, and 
they may not in any manner hold out that their trade or business is co
operative. 

Adequate provision is made to safeguard the funds and fina:nciaI interests 
of the societies, the issue of shares and the disposition of the funds are 
regulated, the power to raise loans and to receive deposits is limited, reserve 
funds must be established, and the accounts of the societies are subject to 
inspection and audit. Liability is limited except in the case of rurflJ credit 
societies,- which may be formed either with limited or unlimited liability. 
A member may not hold more than one-fifth of the shares nor an interest 
exceeding £1,000. No dividend may be paid in respEct of shares in a rural 
credit ,society with unlimited liability, aud in other cases the maximum 
dividend is 8 per cent per annum per share. Powers of supervision are 
vested in the Registrar, who registers the societies and their rules, adjudi
cates upon matters in dispute and may inspect accounts if necessary. , . 

An Advisory Council has been appointed. to submit recommendations to 
the 1¥Iinister with respect to regulations and model rules of co-operative 
societies, the appointment of committees, and other action for promoting 
eo-operation. The Oouncil consists of the Registrar and representatives of 
different forms of co-operation appointed by the Governor. 
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:Representatives of producers' and consumers' co-operative societies met 
in conference in April, 1925, with the object of improving the relations be
tween the two claS!les of co-operation. Papers were read by representatives 
of different organisations, and resolutions were passed affirming the desir
ability of bringing producers' and consumers' societies into closer touch, and 
the necessity for co-operative organisation to bring about a recoonciliation 
between the producers' and consumers' interests. The conference a'greed to 
leave the matter in the hands of the Advisory Council to decide the question 
of further conference:! and the formation of committees to promote these 
objects. The Government also is giViing consideration to the matter. 

Further details regarding the eo-operative movement are set forth in the 
chapters of this book relating to agriculture, the dairying industry, and 
rural settlement. 

The transactions of co-operative societies during the last five years ar~ 
given in the following table:-

Particulars. 1920-21. I 1921-22. 1922-23. 1923-24. I 1924-25. 

621 791 89~-1----84 

Mi ~I ~ fil u , 
I I I "'! 48,:313! 49,670 I 48,738 50,418 47,799 

Liabilities- 1-£-1 ~-£-I--£-, -[ £ 1-£-
Share Capital ... ] 429,230 I 5Hl,436! 543,725 'I M3,16~ I 680,48,~ 
Resen'es and Net Profits .. 1 262,831 I 253,709 i 236,070 283, i3~ I 390,095 

Other Liabilities ... 1 262,258 1 299,271 I 303,457 279,490 I 308,706 

Total Liabilities £ 954,319 1

11
,072,416 111,103,252' 1, 126,384 !,-i~379,286_ 

Assets-

Freehold, Plant, etc. "'1 25R,301 II 314,480 I 3:t4,624 344,121 I 465,913 

Stock ... ... 450,817 I 471,824 i 465,880 452,936 1 483,2'22 

Other Assets ... ...1 245,201 I 286,112 I 312,748 329,327 I 430,151 

Total Assets... £1 954,319
1
, l,fJ72.ill

l
" 1, 103,252

1

1, 126,~R4-i 1,379,286 

Value of Stocks at beginning ofi----I---~,-~--- ------:----

year... 373,732 474,514 I 461,530 I 470,007 1 460,254 

Purchases 2,697,926 2,969,52212,923,763 1 2,727,;81 13,380,612 
I i 

Expenses, Interest, etc. .. 413,866 500,924 i 508,612 383,321 i 602,711 
Balance of Profit on trade of I 1 

year... ... 256,485 247, :3661 ,294,966 380,734- I 373,639 

Total .. 3,742,00914,192,326 1-4,188,871 ' 3,961,84:{ '14,817,216 

Sales, etc. 3,256,981 ! 3,679.50713,676,571 3,468,870 14,269,193 

Discounts, etc. ... 34,211! 40,9951 46,420 40,037 64,801 
1 ' 

Value of Stocks at end of year ~0,8171~1,8241 465,880_ ~2,936 !~3,222 
Total... ... 3.742,009 : 4,192,326 14,188,871 3,961,84314,817,216 

1 j , 

Returns 

Number of Societies 

Number of ::\'fembers 
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As previously stated, the majority of the societies are consumers' dis
trihutive societies organised on the Hochdale plan of "dividend upon 
purchase," conducting retail stores, and they >buy their supplies through the 
agen<,y of a w'holesale society with which they are affiliated. 'Dhe societies 
have met with success in the Newcastle and other mining districts, and in 
the parts of the metropolitan area where large numbers of industrial 
workers reside. 

The number of co-operative societies on the register, which had remained 
fairly constant for over ten years, began to increase in 1919, when people 
Wffe seeking means to combat a rapid advance in prices. The registrations 
include some societies which lapsed after making preliminary arrange
ments, and did not actually engage in business but evidence of a marked 
growth in regard to co-operation may be gain~ from the records of the 
financial transactions, the amount of sales having increased by £1,012,212, or 
by 31 per cent. in the last five years. 

In 1924-25, the expenses, including interest and depreciation, amounted to 
£602,711, or 14·1 'per cent. on the amount of sales, and the result of the 
year's trade was a net .profit of £373,639, which is equal to a rate of 8'8 per 
cent. on the sales. A sum of £31,827 was paid as dividend on shares, and 
£303,927 as rebates on purchases. 

Benefit Building and Investment Societies. 

The aggregate liabilities and assets of permanent building societies for 
the last five years are shown in the following statement:-

Particulars. 1920. 

Number of Societies ... 8 

ie8- £ 
sits ... . .. . .. 496,298 

Capital .,. 3:27,322 

Liabilit 
D"po 
Share 
Reser 
Other 

yes and net profits 226,545 
48,939 Liabilities 

Total 

Assets
Arlya 
Other 

nees 
A~Rets 

Total 

.. , 

... 

... 
... 

... 
-----

... 1,099,104 
-----

... 885,102 

... 214,002 
-----

... 1,099,104 

1921. ·1 192~. 1923. I 1924--25. 

I 
8 8 

I 
7 7 

i 
I 

£ 
£ I 

£ £ 
506,603 509,763 522,329 550,116 
338,644 347,603 364,440 401,277 
236,982 251,299 263,325

1 

269,57l 
52,116 56,788 51,403 19,069 

._---------1---
1,134,345 1,165,453 1,201,49; 1,240,033 
-------- ---- -----

931,593 978,452 1,040,85.1 1,080,494 
202,752 187,001 160,643 159,539 
-------1------1,134,345 1,165,453 1,201,49i 1,240,033 

There are only seven permanent building societies. The income during 
the year 1924-25 amounted to £113,280, of which the largest item was interest, 
£101,795, and the expenditure, which amounted to £104,891; included £74,425, 
paid as dividend on shares and interest on deposits and as bonuses. 

Starr-Bowkett building- societiES are terminating societies, in which the 
rights of members to appropriation are determined by ballot or by sale. 
The member pays a subscription, usually 6d. per share per week for 15 years, 
or in some cases until the last appropriation is made, and is entitled to a 
loan of £50 in respect of each share held by him. Loans are repayable by in
stalments spread over 10 to 12:\- years without interest. It is' usually over 20 
years before the last loan is made, and after that stage the society com
mences to wind up, and share capital is repaid as instalments in respect of 
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loans accumulate. The usual lifetime of a society of this type is about 
28 years. Particulars relating- to their operations durling the last :five years 
are shown below:-

Particmlrtrs, 1020. 1921. 102:'1. 1924-25. 

N um her of Societies ... ! 123 I. 128 136 I 139 \' 15? 

Liabilities----£--:--£-- --£--'1--£- --£-
Members' Subscriptions 1,480,120: 1,599,564 1,751,'296, 1,824,5661 2,125,37!l 
Other Liabilities ... 1 4Ul65i 50,122

1 

84,2001 70,6WI 26,974 
Balance of Profit ... 188,5631 209,010 225,054 244,02~ 268,617 

Total ... 1, l'71~'354:_~'85~'6961 2,(l6~'550: 2, 13!,2071 2,42~,97() 
A.sets- I ,I 

Advances 1,5.j3,.~.A,ill,6S6,93111,SIl7,666j. l,!l58,0!:l12,027,175 
Other Assets 156,9071 171,';65 Hl2,884 181,1841 393,795 

---1-------:---',---
Total .•. 1,710,35411,'558,69612,060,65°1 2, I 39,20ii 2,420,970 

The subscriptions received from shareholders in 1924-25 amounted to 
£299,352, and the withdrawals to £106,606; the advances on mortgage 
amounted to £475,403, and repayments to £332,905, and the sum due on 
account of advances at the end of the year was £2,027,175. The income 
during the year amounted to £64,210, and the expenses to £35,616. 

Besides the Starr-Bowkett Building Societies there are other terminating 
building societies which are conducted on quite a different principle. 
These societies w~rk principally on a bank overdraft, and loans are made 
available to members practically as soon as they require them; the ballo~ 
is very rarely resorted to. A member receiving a loan is not under an 
obligation to repay the actual amount borrowed, nor does he receive a 
refund of his contributions upon the termination of the society. He is 
simply required to pay an increased rate of contribution for the remainder 
of the life of the society, ,consequently a halance-sheetin the usual sense 
of the term cannot be prepare:r. Although a maximum period of twelve 
years is fixed as thc life of the society, it is usual to wind up before the 
expiration of the theoretical time. 

There are eight such societies in existence, of which seven furnished re
turns, and their transactions during the last three years were as follows:-

P-.. rticulars. 

Subscriptions from ~lembers 
Fines and other Cbarges 
Interest receh'ed from borrowers 
Advances 00 members 
Withdrawals of share capital 
Interest paid by society ... 
Management Expenses .. 
Number of Shares beginning of year 
Sha.res issued during year 
Withdrawals during year 
Number of shares at elld of year 

1922. 

£1 23,743 
£1 23l 
£' *1,427 
£! 4!,944 
££'1 2,351 

·2,098 
£1 1,!1O 

No.1 7,816 
No. H10 
No.1 247 

~:l ___ 7,~~9 

10211. 

27,257 
273 

*2,750 
50,399 

t42,561 
2,R2a 
1,297 
8,791 

1'29 
84:1 

8,077 

• One sodety only. t l\Iemhers'·subscriptions refunded at close -of society . 

1924-25. 

31,182 
],281 
2,080 

47,945 
4,126 
6,029 
1,328 
9,027 

261 
527 

8,761 
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There are also two investment societies which were formed during 1923 
amongst employees! of the Australian Gas Light O::>mpany. The object of 
these societies is to purchase shares in the company by means of weekly 
subscriptions from the members. These shares are transferred to the names 
of individual shareholders when the contributions to their credit amount 
to the market value of such shares. 

Up to 30th June, 1925, three commuhit,Y, advancement societies and one 
community settlement society had been registered under the Co-opel'ation~ 
Oommunity Settlement, and Credit Act of 1923. 

FEIENDL Y SOCIETIES. 

The affairs of the friendly societies in New South ·Wales are conducted 
in accordance with the Friendly Societies Act of 1912 and its amendments. 
The societies are compelled to register, and are required to furnish periodi
cal returns, giving details relating to membership, sickness, mortality, 
benefits, and finances. In this chapter finances only are discussed, and the 
figures in the following tables relate to the societies which provide benefits. 
such as medical attendance, sick pay, and funeral donations, and are ex
clusive of the particulars of miscellaneous societies registered under the 
Friendly Societies Act, such as dispensaries, medical institutes, and 
accident societies. Other matters relating to friendly societies are dis
cussed in the chapter entitled "Social Condition." 

Early legislation did not make adequate provision for maintaining the 
solvency of the friendly societies, but in 1899 an Act was passed to bring 
their affairs ullder State 'Supervision and to make provision for the actuarial 
certification of tables of contributions, for valuations at least once within 
five years, the investigation of accounts, and other measures for safeguard
ing the funds. The Act and its amendments were consolidated in 1912. 
Amending Acts passed in 1913, 19"16, and 1920 render less rigid a clause 
which requires the moneys received or paid on account of a particul~r 
benefit to be kept in a separate account and to be used only for the specific 
purpose. ·Where the sickness and funeral funds of a society are adminis
tered by one central body for the whole society they may be treated now 
as one fund, and on valuation being made the Registrar may authorise 
surplus moneys belonging to a fund to be used in any manner for the 
purposes of any other fund. 

Actuarial Val'lUttions. 
In the quinquennial valuations between· 1'904 and 1919 <ill the societies 

were valued as at the same date, and particulars of the results were pub
lished in earlier issues of this Year Book. Under more r.ecent arrange
ments a gronp of societies is to be valued ,in successive years. Nine affiliated 
and fifteen single sooieties were valued as at 31st December, 1922, and two 
afiHiated societies ,as at 31st December, 1923, ,and valuations of the remainder 
as at 31st December, 1924, are proceeding. 

Of eleven affiliated societies which have been valued, six showed surpluses 
of assets amounting to £108,474. The total }iabilities amounted to £~,003,634. 
as compared with accumulated funds £852,108', and future contributions 
valued at £1,259,700. Five affiliated societies showed deficiencies amounting 
in the aggregate to £35,349, t.he liabilities being £1,191,356, and assets 
£1,15G,007, including accumulated funds £312,495. In the Icase of e]-even 
single sociemes the assets £58,528 (including funds £35,274) exceeded the 
liabilities by £11,615; and four single societies with accumulated funds 
amounting to £4,397 ,showed dencierrcies amounting to £580 in respe--"t of 
liabilities valued at £9,2'41. 
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Awu:1nulated Funds. 

The following statement illustrates the growth .of the funds of the 
Friendly Societies since 1914:-
--------- --------,------c--

Sickness Medical and All Funds. 

At I and Management Ot'lOr Funds. JIst December. Funeral Funds. Fund. Total. Per Member. 

£ £ £ £ £ 
1914 1,641,704 88,256 54,971 1,784,931 9'79 
1915 1,734,858 89,421 52,548 1,876,827 10'50 
1916 1,820,708 101,092 43,471 1,970,271 11'02 
1917 1,916,846 122,759 55,067 2,094,672 11"79 
1918 1,954,085 190,995 63,102 2,208,182 12'21 
1919 1,953,336 199,115 65,345 2,217,796 12'04 
1921* 2,134,339 194,358 83,065 2,411,762 12'08 
1922· 2,268,665 204,304 105,978 2,578,937 12'61 
1923* 2,410,208 208,397 109,386 2,727,991 12'71 
1924* 2,548,517 214,248 108,803 2,871,568 13'U 
1923* 2,707,763 221,919 112,372 3,042,054 13'43 

• At 30th June, 

During the twelve mDnths ended 30th June, 1925, the total funds .of the 
sDcieties increased by £170,486, the increase being fairly general in all the 
societies. 

Receipts and Expenditure. 

The receipts and expenditure of the friendly societies since 1914 are 
shown in the following statement. The figures quoted for 1920-21 relate to 
the period of eighteen months ended 30th June, 1921, as the Friendly 
SDcieties Act of 1920 prescribed that the returns must be furnished in each 
year for the period ended 30th June and not for the calendar year as 
formerly:-

Reccipts, Expenditure. 

Year. 

Total. 

The figures afford conyincing evidence of the steadily increasing import
ance of the friendly societies. The total amount di.sbursed in benefits in the 
year ended June, 1925, was £601,673, as compared with £330,000 in 1911 
and £551,000 in 1919. The CDSt .of sick pay and funeral dO$ti.oIIB 
during the last three years was much lower than in 1919, when an epidemic 
.of influenza caused a greater financial lOBS to the sDcieties than the war. 
The cost .of medical attendance and medicine was higher, as additional 

.. 
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charges were made by medical practitioners and pharmacists, and the 
average cost per adult member rose from 20s. 5d. in 1914 to 21s. 10d. in 
1919, and to 28s. in 1924-25. 

The large amounts grouped under the headings of " other receipts" and 
"other expenditure" in 1918 were due to transfers from the surplus sick 
and funeral funds of one society to the management fund. Absolutely and 
relatively, there has been a marked increase in the cost of management. In 
the year 1924-25 the total expenses, £145,634, were equal to 13s. Id. per 
head of mean membership as compared with 9s. 5d. per head in 1914, and 
11s. 'i'd. in 1919. In proportion to contr;ibutions and to total income, 
expenses in 1924-25 represented 19'9 per cent. and 15·4 per cent. res.pec
tively, as com par cd with 17-6 per cent. and 14'3 per cent. in 1914. 

INSURANCE. 

Insurance in New South \Vales, apart ,from Government pension funds, 
is mainly the province of private organisations. The question of national 
insurance is !being investigated by a Royal Gommis'sion appointed! by the 
Government of the Commonwealth in September, 1923. The subjects re
ferred to the Commis'sion for report were (a) national insurance as a means 
for making provision for casual sickness, permanent invalidity, old age, 
and unemplo;yment; (b) the operation of the maternity allowance system, 
with a view to the incorporation with national insurance of a scheme for 
securing effecti"e pre-natal and other assistance to mothers; (c) the question 
of amending the Invalid and Old-age Pensions Act so as to provide for 
destitute allowances. In the first progress report issued in March, 1925, 
the Committee recommended that a national insurance ,fund be instituted 
to provide for the payment of sickness, invalidity, maternity, and SUptlr
annuation benefits to insured members. 

Legislation. 

In New South Wales there is no legislation diealing specincally with the 
conduct of insurance business, the insurance companies being subject to 
the Companies Acts. The Life, Fire and 1vfarine Insurance Acts of 1902 
and 1917 were enacted in the State Parliament to provide for the protection 
of life insurance policies and annuities against creditors, and for the 
issue of special policies in substitution for those lost or destroyed. The 
section of the 1902 Act relating to marine insurance was superseded by the 
Commonwealth Marine Insurance Act of 1909, which defines the limit of 
marine insurance and regulates the terms of the contracts, the liability of 
the insurers etc. A Commonwealth Act passed in 1905 limits the amount 
of assuranc~ payable on the death of children. The maximum amount 
ranges from £5 in respect of children under 1 year to £45 in the case of 
children between the ages of 9 and 10 years, the sums being payable only to 
parents or their personal representatives. The provisions of the Act do not 
apply, however, ·to any insurance effected by persons having an insurable 
interest in the lives insured or to insurances, e.g., industrial assurances, 
effected by parents, in which the amount payable on the death of a child 
does not exceed the total amount of premiums actually paid, plus interest 
up to 4 per cent. per annum. 

I,IFE ASSURANCE. 

,There were thirty~five institutions transacting life assurance business in 
the State durIng 1924-25; twenty-three were local, six had their head offices 
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in Victoria, two in Queensland, one in K ew Zealand, one in England, and 
two in the United Stat.es of America. The English company has oeas'ed to 
transact new life assurance business in New .south Wales. 

Nine of t.he institutions are mut.ual, and the others are partly proprietary 
eompanies, whose policy-holders, however, participa~e to some extent in the 
profits. Several companies, with' head offices outilide the Oommonwealth, 
unite life and other classes of insurance, and have local1ronches or agencies, 
but their transactions in life risks in this Stste are unimportant. 

Particulars relating t,o life assurance are obtained from the report~' pub
lished ,by the companies and from official returns coHected under the Oensus 
Act of 1901. 

Life assurance business in New South ,Vales is conducted generally on 
the principle of premiums whicll remain constant throughout the term for 
which they are payable. The rates quoted by the companies transacting 
new business in the State vary considerably, being affected by the con
ditions relating to bonuses and the age of the institutions. 

New [) Guth TV ales Business-Ordinary Branch. 

The following tables relate only to assurances effected in New South 
,Vales, and the ext€nt of the 'business in force in the ordinary branch, ex
dusive of annuities, during the year 1924-25 is 'shov;n below:-

--~----------

I Policies f Amount Assurrd Annual Institutions with Head in Force, exclusiye of Bonus 
Office In- exclusIve of I Bonuses and Additions. Tot,,!, I Premlurr.s 

Annuities. ! lte-assnrances. Payable. 

No. £ i £ £ I £ 
New South Wales 189,435 58,390,439 I 9,543,648 67,934,087 1,875,696 

I I 
Other Australian ! 

StatE's 59,804 15,714,531 ! t424,433 16,138,964 , 592,686 

I 
New Zealand 859 97,725 4 97.729 4.171 

United Kingdom 102 32361 * 32.361 

I 

970 

United States 2,766 1,716,449 t88,419 1,804,868 49,999 

Total 252,966 75,951,505 
I 

jl0,056,504 I 86,008,009 2,523,522 
J 

* Not available. t Bonus additions of one company included In previous column. 

Of the amount assured nearly 98 per cent. is with Australasian societies, 
77 per cent. being with institutions with head! .offices in New South Wales, 
and approximately 21 per cent. with other Australian institutions; 2 per 
cent. is with American companies. The amount held hy the British society 
is comparatively small. The average amount ,of frssurance,exclusive of 
bonuses and re-assurances, per policy held in Australasian societies is £297, 
in the British £317, and in the American £621. 

The business (exclusive of annuities) may be classified broadly in three 
~ategories-(l), whole-life assurance payable at death only; (2), endow
ment assurance payable at the end of a specified period or at death prior 
to the Gxpiration of the period; (3), pure endowment payable only in case 
of survival for a specified period. 
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Particulars regarding each class of assurance in the ordinary branch, 
exclusive of annuities, in force in 1923~24 and in 1924-25 are <shown below:-

-~--~.--

! 1923-24. I 1924-25. 

I Amount 

ual I Policies Assured 
exclusive of 

iums I In 
Classlfi- I . 11:~~~J 
cation. I poi~Jes leXclUSive of Bonus P-:-e~ Bonus Annual 

dditlons. Premiums Bonuses A able. Force. andRe-
assura.nces. 

. 

Force. ~~~~~~ Additions. Pay 

assurances 

-----~----~ -~'-----'---

Payable. 

£ I No. £ 
I I ~ -,476. 107,051 49,560,037 

,586/129,091 24,143,247 
" Assurance... 1Of.~27145'4il'934 6,54;'741 11,370 

Endowment I ;£ I ;£ 145,294 1,495,036 

2, 

,9571 16,8241 2,248,221 

,U19 I 252,966 I 75,951,505 

Assurance 128,623 23,735,620 2;659,667, 917 

hrn I I Endowment _1~~ 2,129,614 42,786 89 

Total. .. 247,042 I 71,287,168 9,252.194 i2;;;S;--

867,251 937,446 

43,959' 91,040 

_~_~~ 056,_5~~12,52~5_~ ! ~I ~ _~ ____ . __ ..J._ .. _ .. __ ._·_l _____ .~_. 
10, 

The majority of the poli.cies, viz., 51 per cent., represents endowment 
assurances; whole-life policies were 42 per cent., and endowments 7 per 
cent. of the total number. The amount a;ssured under the whole-life policies 
represents 65 per cent. of the total (excLusive of ibonus additions), the 
average per policy being £463, endowment assurance policies, with an aver
age of £187 per policy, cover 32 per cent. of the total amount assured; and 
endowment policies, with an average of £134. per policy, 3 percent. 

Industrial Assurance. 

A large business in industrial assurance has developed in New South 
"\Vales during recent years. The policies in this class are for small amounts, 
and the premiums in most cases are payable weekly or monthly. Industrial 
business in the State is transacted by the Austrabsian companies only, viz., 
fourteen with head offices in New South Wales, two of the Victorian oom~ 
panies, and the New Zealand company. 

The following table shows the industrial business in force in New South 
Wales in 1924-25 :-

Policies in 
Amount As- I Annual Institutions with Head Force, ex- sured, inclusive Premiums Office in- elusive of 

Annuities. of Bonuses. Payable. 

I 

No. £ 
I £ 

New South Wales 303,051 11,912,499 i 695,245 
Other Australian I 

States 142,029 5.028,162 I 357,734 
I . I 

New Zealand ... ... ! 12,796 I 416,559 23,403 

1--· 
Totitl ... 1 457,876 I 17,357,220 1,076,382 

In the industria;l branch 77 per cent. of the number of policies and 82 
per cent. of the amount, including bonllses, were held in the tform of endow
ment assurance. Whole-life policies represented 18 per cent. of the number 
and 13 percent .. of the amount assured. The average amount per policy WI!.'! 

£38, viz., assurance £27, endowment assurance £40, and endowment £38. 
96071~B 

____ J 
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A classification of the industrial business in force in New South Wales 
is shown below:-

1923-24. 1924-25. 

C1assi1lcation. Amount r 
I Amount 

Policies Assured Annnal I Pollc les Assured AnImal 
in 'Hrehrslve of i Premiums' In inclusive of Prem1\lms 

Force. 1I0nus I Payable. Fore e. Bonus Payable. 
Additiohs. I Additions. 

No. £ i £ No £ £ 

Assurance ... 80,722 I I 121,617 82, 258 2,200,957 127,472 
Endowment Assur-

2,145,238 I 
ance 318,631 12,371,791 \ 774,611 352, 298 14,267,078 888,666 

, 

PUl'e Endowment ... 19,847 
I 

701,342 I 48,01l 23, 320 8S9,IS5 60,244 

i I 
!----I ----

Total 
I I 

419,250 15,218,371 944,239 457, 876 17,357,220 1,076,382 
) 

Transacti;ns in annuities are not numerous, the 'business in force in Ne,v 
South Wales in 1924-25 being 587 policies for an aggregate amount of 
£40,543 per annum in the ordinary branch, and five policies representing 
£362 per annum in the, industrIal department. 

New Business. 

The new lifc assurance business, ordinary llnd industrial, effected in New 
South Wales during the last ten years, is compared in the following table:-
-----------,---------------------------------------------------

Year. 

1915-16 
1916-17 
1917 18 
1918-19 
1919-20 
1920-21 
1921-22 
1922-23 
1923,-24 
1924-25 

OrJinr.ry Branch. 

--------;------------ -------
I I 

Policies. A~~~~~~. Premiums 
Kumbel' of I A t Annual 

I Payable. 

15,976 
16,372 
18,010 
21,643 
21,543 
28,837 
27,705 
25,441 
26,557 
28,318 

I

i £ 

3,784,103 

I 

4,100,923 
4,914,896 

I 5,972,028 

I 
6,483,990 

, 7,973,324 

I 8,693,745 
·8,544,638 

i 9,474,386 
i 10,677,767 

£ 
147,554 
166,301 
192,308 
252,052 
236,541 
281,379 
306,867 
301,447 
322,676 
370,667 

Industrial Branch. 

Nu-mb-e;-o-r -1- A1l1o:: r p~e~l~~~;~ 
Policies I Assured. 1 Payable. 

~----------~------

45,188 
50,649 
53,491 
62,279 
64,199 
70,305 
79,318 
88,316 
94,633 

111,211 

£ 
1,258,683 
1,516,518 
1,720,790 
2,138,259 
2,437,850 
2;986,482 
3,819,905 
4,302,371 
4,736,141 
5,549,595 

£ 
86,959 

102,668 
115,738 
145,630 
160,699 
187/)60 
225,134 
266,166: 
292,765 
;{53,937 

The amount allilured under neVY polioies in the ordinary branch rose in 
every year of the period under review, except 1922-23. The increase was 
most marked in the years 1917-19, when arrangements were made by some 
of the societies for combining life assurance with war loan subscriptions, 
and in 1920-21 when expansion was evid~nt 'in all classes of !business 
aetivities. In the industrial branch new business has expanded in a remmk-

. able degree, and during the decnde the annual rate ·of increase in the 
amount assured ranged from 28 percent. in 1921-22 to 10 per cent. in 
1923-24. 
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In 1924-25 the amount of new assurances increased by £1,203,381, or 12·7 
per cent. in the ordinary branch, and by £813,454, or 17'2 per cent. in the 
industrial branch. The average amount per new policy in the ordinary 
branch increased from £237 in 1915-16 to £377 in 1924-25. 

LIFE ASSURANCE-ORDINARY BUSINESS, 1906 to 1924. 
80 
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The numbers at the side o( the gr.1ph represent 10,000 policies, £1,000,000 of Assurance3, 
£100,000 of Premiutll:3, and £1 of AS.ilurances pel' head of popuhtion. 

The diagrJ.lU is a ratio graph, andj the ycrtical scale being logarithmic, the rise or fan of 
each curve repr&;o;ents the percent:1g-e of change. Equal uistance~ on the scale represent 
the same peroentage of change, and when the curves run parallel, they indicate an 
increase or decrease in equal proportion, irrespective of absolute numbers. Actual 
values are shown also by metH1S of the numbers at the side (If the graph. 

A comparative statement of the amount of ordinary and industrial 
business,excluc1ing bonuses and annuities, in force in New South Wales 
during each of the last ten years IS shown below'-

Ordinary Branch. 

Year. 
Policies. Additions. lexcl~ri~r~~ntlsl 

--------~------~, 

\ 43,52~,335 IIHIi-16 
]916-17 
1917-18 
1915-19 
1919-20 
11)20-21 
1921-22 
1922-23 
1~23-24 
1924-25 

No. 
181,671 
187,514 
192,962 
201.559 
207.906 
222,166 
236,973 
244,074 
247,D42 
252,966 

45,460,333 
I 47,636,307 

I 
50,812,701 
5:J,953,HH 
58,510,165 

1

64.017,662 
67,736;939 
71,287,168 
75,951,505 

Annual 
Premiums 
Payable. 

£ 
1,465,347 
1,550,311 
1,644,692 
1,741,249 
1.828,'780 
1,973,847 
2;154,782 
2,263,0'97 
2;3S:J.,o.l9 
2,523,522 

I Industrial Branch. 

I Mo" 

No. 
211,881 
229,723 
248,037 
273,716 
.2G4,573 
323,386 
358,493 
389,662 
!H9,250 
.457,876 

, I 

I Amount 'I 

I 
Assured, 

excluding Bonusl 
Additions. 

£ 
5,009,021 
5,599,819 
6,298,106 
7,301,713 
8,275,956 
9,742,791 

11,710,567 
13,374,191 

'15,156,155 
17,327,951 

Annnal 
Premiullls

Payable. 

£ 
318,306 
358,126 
404,836 
472,448 
5a5,6.66 
621,908 
730,56] 
838,215 
944;239 

;1;07J:/.3$2 
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The amount assured in the ordinary branch has increased by nearly 32il
millions, or Iby 75 per cent., smce 1915, and In the indust6al hranch by 
nearly 12~ millions, or by 246 "per cent. The development of life assurance 
in relation to the population is shown in the following statement, whieh 
illustrates also the increase in the average amollnt per policy and III the 
premium payable. 

'j' 'I A Average Amount I Average Annual Policies per 1,000 of , mount Assured per Assured ! Premium p.yable 
Year. I Population. [Head of POPulatiOn.! Per Policy. l __ por P=~~ 
iii ~ I I I 
i OrdlnoTY· iIndustria!.i OIdi l~l·y. I Industria!.; Ordinary. iIndustrial Ordinary.! Industrial. 

1915-16 N~O I Nl~--~~ If~' i ~ 1;' r-~~--II ~: I~ ~. d4B l~' ~ 
1916-17 99 122 24 1 lO ! 2 19 4 I 242 24 18 5 41 1 11 2 
1917-18 100 I 12!J U 15 10 i 3 i5 7! 2,17 25! 8 10 6

1 

1 12 8 
1918-19 103 I 139 2517 7,311 5 252 27 !812 9,114 0 
1919-21) 102 144 26 9 2 4 1 2 Z60 28 18 15 III 1 16 <! 
1920-21 I 106 'I 154 I 27 19 1 4 13 1 260 30 I S 17 S I 1 18 6 
1921-22 III 16830135100 270, 33:9 1JO:2 0 9 
1922-23/ 112 179 I 31 3 0 6 ;j 0 II 277 34 19 5 5 i 2 3 0 
1923-24 I 112 I 190 I 32 4, 10 6 17 1 289: 36! 9 12 11! 2 6 I 
1924-25 112 20:3 3313 4 713 i! 300 38 ,919 6 2 7 0 

In 1924-25 Ol1e III every nine persons III the State held a policy III the 
ordinary branch, and one III every five an industrial policy, the amounts 
RSlsured per hcac,l of population being £33 138. id. in the ordinary branch 
and £7 13s. 7 d. in the industrial. 

A ustralasian Assurance' S ocieiies-~ Total Business. 
The life assurances undcftakcn III New South \Valm by foreigr;, com

panies represent only a small proportion of their tobll husiness, and par
ticulars relating to their transactions l1<'l'e becH O~11itted from the follow
ing statements, which relate mainly to the fillallCC3 of the institutions. 

A summary of the total business---orclinary and industrial-of the 
Australasian societies, and of the amount of receipts, expenditurc, and 
accumulated funds, at intervals since 1895, IS shown below. 

I
ii I Interest and 
I I ~~. 

I, Accumulated ~~-- ----
Year. III Societies. Policies in Receipts.' Expendi- Funds, in- Average 

J<'orce. I tum. eluding Paid Amount Rate 

I 
up Capital.' Received. ~:~¥::~ 

lrunds. 
---

No. 
1895-96 10 
1900-01 11 
1905-06 14 
1910-11 11 
1915-16 14 
1920-21 14 
1921-22 22 
1922-23 24 
1923-24 28 
1924-25 32 

£ 000 I 
"--

No. £ 000 £ 000 1 £ 000 per cent. 
268,242 3,392 2,334 i 20,438* I 1,037 5·21 
331,868 4,093 2,648 ! 26,491 * , 1,162 4·51 
756,585 5,437 3,834 34,916 I 1,528 4·48 

1,056,173 7,131 4,619 45,668 1,963 4·46 
1,424,196 9,474 6,085 61,1i72 2,836 4·74 
1,944,845 14,079 7,944 83,029 4,116 5·16 
2,095,728 

I 

15,388 8,950 90,'208 4,571 5'28 
2,245,338 16,661 9,994 97,408 5,012 535 
2,379,784 19,115 11,281 100,007 5,507 5'41 
2,531,3flfl 19,849 I 11,794 114.490 6,039 5'48 

-
=II Exclusive of capital and reSErve fu'nds, etc. 

"The annual additions to the funds have shown a considerable increase 
SInce 1910, and there has been a gradual increase in earnmg power sinee 
that year, when 4"46 per cent. was realised, and the most recent rate, 5.48 
per ,cent., IS fhe highest return dU!l"ing the period under revlOW. A com
parison with the bank rate of interest on fixed deposits, published on page 
215, shows that the interest earned by the insurance companies has held a 
correlation to the general tendency. 
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The following table shows details of the receipts and disbursements of 
the Australasian institutions during 1924-25 for both classes of business:-

Receipts
}iremiums

New ... 

P<1rtieulars. 

I-tenewal ,.. . .. 
Consideration for Annuities 

Interest 
Hents . ., 
Other Receipts 

Total. 

1 

£ £ I £ 
1,515,670 15161 * II 1,;330,831 "'1 8,744,923 3,217:643 11,962,566 

::: [,,2~!:~~~ 626,9:H! 5,8&t~~g 
... 1 129,107 18,771'1 147,878 

! o· 5416 'F' ')4~ 2'] "6" ... : ... l~, .... V,..." I -r ,u ;Y 1---------
Total Receipts "'1 15,()44,3DO 3,904,7[,6 II 19,849. ,146 

Expenditure- , ______ . ------ ------
Claims ... .,,1 5,438,6:26 699,832 1 6,138,458 
Surrenders ... 1 1,093,292. 81,448! 1,174,740 
Annuities .. , ... ... .., ... 1 124,325 I 295' 124,620 
Cash Bonuses anclDiyidencls ... ..,[ 470,780 I' 69,851 540,631 
Expenses, including conl111issiol1, brokerage" 

taxes... ... ... ... ... I 2,128,253 11,:341,655 :3,469,908 
A mount written off to Deprec,,,tion, 1'e·1 : 

serves, Transfers, etc. ...... ...1 298,072 48,023 I 346,005 

Total Expenditure .. , 
1---1-----1----

... j 9,55:l,?4S I 2,:Hl,101 I 11,794,452 
-------_. 

* ly~ some c:ases premiullls fOJ:lle;, policies al e included \vitll-reIH.:-\\·-als, 

The reeeipts of the societies consist mainly of premiurns on policies anci: 
of interestaflising from in\'estments. Thcforme.r (58 per cent. 
of tlhe receipts in 1924-25 and the latt(',r 30 per cent. Payments on 'account 
of death daims, po1iciies nl:ltnred and Sl~.jTGndered, and cash bonllses and 
dividends amounted in 1924-25 to £7,127,0'2,], 01' 7;:; per cent. of the total 
expenditure in the ordinary branch, and £851/b26, or 38 per cent:, in the 
indush'ial brnnch. Expenses of management constItuted 22 pCI' cent. of the 
expenditure in the ordinary branch, and 60 per cent. in the industrial. 

Expenses of JJ[anagement. 
The ratio between management expenses and premium income must 

necessarily vary with the volume of new business transacted, and with the 
age of the society, quite apart from the competition for new business. The 
following figures show in respect of tho ordinary and industrial depart
ments of the Australasian soeieties the eost of management, including 
commission and taxes, and its proportion to premium income and gross 
receipts. 

Year. 

1895-96 
1900-01 
1905-06 
1910-11 
191.3-16 
1920-21 
1921-22 
1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 

• 

£ 
438,524 
565,380 
858,741 

1,016,153 
1,25:l,43S 
2,222,'~1 R 
2,643,403 
2,872,387 
3,156,872 
3,469,908 

Premiml1 
Income. 

£ 
2,380,167 
2,799,512 
3,500,448 
5,074,2M 
6,591,572 
9,870,814 

10,649,745 
11,453,770 
13,380,582 
13,561:1,047 

.------c--- -------
I Management Expenses. 

:Oross Roceipt~ 

£ 
3,392,423 
4,093,376 
5,437,589 
7,131,250 
9,474,126 

14,079,302 
) 5,:187,948 
16,661,049 
19,115,434 
) 9,849, 146 

I-pe~.-~nt.;~-=--~ 
Premium I GroRs 
Income. I Receipts. 

18'42 
20'19 
2't'53 
20'03 
19'00 
22'51 
24'82 
25'08 
23'59 
25'57 

12'93 
13'81 
15'79 
14'25 
13'22 
15'78 
1,'18 
17'29 
16'51 
17'48 
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The expenses of management of the ordinary business in 1924-25 repre. 
sen ted in the aggregate 13"3 per cent. of the total recrupts, and 20'7 per cent. 
of the premium income; and of the industrial branch, 34'4 and 41'6 per 
cent. respectively . 

. The expenses of the industrial branch are necessarily very high in prop or· 
tlOn to the receipts, on account of the house-to-house method of collection, 
which is an essential feature of the system. 

Particulars regarding' the management expenses of the ordinary and 
indust.rial branches' are stated separately in the following table for each 
year Sll1ce 1916-16. 

I 
~---

1-
Ordinary Branch. Industria.l Branch. 

I Proportion of Management Expenses to-Year. I 

I Premium Total 

II 
Premium Total 

Income. Receipts. Income. Receipts. 

per cent. per cent. 
I! 

per cent, per cent. 
1915--16 15'39 10'32 88'86 :~4"l2 
1916 17 15'45 10'28 !I 3882 33'82 
1917-18 16"34 10'SB 

Ii 
38'23 33'21 

1918-19 16'65 ll'OS 88'06 32'80 
1919-20 18'06 1HH II 3S'38 32'90 
1920-21 IS'60 12'48 

I 
38'40 32'SO 

J 921-22 20'88 13'80 89'70 33"40 
1922-23 21'02 13'75 39'32 33'00 
1923-24 18'62 12'49 )1 

. 41'58 34'53 
1924-25 :;>0'70 13'3a 41'57 :14'41 

In the ordinary branch the IOIc,cst proportion of management expenses 
to premiulll income shown by any company in 192;1-25 was 13·7 per cent. and 
to total receipts 9'06 per cent. In the industrial branch the lowest propor
tions were 31·13 per cent. and 24'48 per cent. respectively. 

The proportions were highest in the case of companies established re
cently, whose disbursements exceeded premium income, owing to initial 
expenses, such as the cost of :foundation, organisation, brokerage, and other 
items which will not be incurrcd again. 

Linbilities and Assets. 
The following ta,ble gives a summary of the liabilities and assets of the 

Australasian societies in the year 1924-25 :-

Liabilities. '----~-r-'~-- Assets. 

Assurance :FUllds- £ II 
Participating in Profits ... 105,223,202 i 
Not participating in Profits 9:~9,719 i 
Claims Inyestment Fund ... 59,957 : 
Other Assurance Funds .. , 4,()93,H47! 

Total 
-~--: 

111,216,225 I: 
Other FUl:ds-

Guarantee and Contingency 
Funds ... 

InY€stment Fluctuaticn 
Fund 

Paid-up Capital 
Reserve Funds 

54,106 

707,463 
2086 124 

, 431;632 

'rotal Funds 
Other Liabilities-

114,495,550 

Claims admitted but not 
paid .. 

Outstanding Accounts 
Miscellaneous ... 

Total Liabilities ••• 

1,UI3,768 
~02,3fii5 

4,747,461 

£120,639,137 

! 

Loans- £ 
On Morti!age ... 24,657,078 
"Municipal and Other 

Local Rates ... 16,411,513 
" Reversionary, Life, and 

Other Interests 
Policies ... 

" Personal Security 

569,991 
'" 12,I'H3,4915 

34,292 
281,810 " Government Securities .. 

" Other Debentures ILnd 
Bonds ... 

" Miscellaneous Loans 

Total 

Government Securities 
Real Estate 
Other Assets 

Total Assets ... 

1,310,735 
149,186 

... 56,028,101 

... 52,623,326 

... 4,547,141 

... 7,440,6111 

£120,639,137 
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In some o£t1eStates companiesal'e obliged by law to deposit certain sums 
'With the Treasury as a guarantee of good faith, and these amounts are 
included in their balance-sh€€ts under the 'head of Government securities 
Dr of deposits. 

In former years insurance companies sought only such forms of invest
ment as loans on mortgage, municipal securities, policies of members, etc., 
but recently attention has been given to Government securities and invest
ments in shares, and since 1915 large sums have been subscribed to war 
loans. Oonsiderable SLUllS are deposited also with banks, or ,invested in 
-freehold and leasehold property. Investments on personal security are 
unusual, and are generally combined with life policies, the total amount 
under this heading in the year 1924-25 being only £34,292. 

The following comparison relating to liabilities and assets illustrates the 
rapid growth of the funds, etc., of the assurance societies :-

m I Liabilities. Ii Assets. 

"Mr. ~ I Paid-up ,I Loans on I s ·t· 'I '"~ .:0: I Capital and Other II Mortgages, ecun leS, 
g ACcUlllulated Liabilities. Total. llolicies, I Freehold I Total. 

1 ifl i Funds. I '[ etc. Property, etc. \ 

----
I No. £ [£ £ [[ £ I £ ! £ 

1895-96 1 10 21,497,059*\ 21,497,059 II 15,600,229 I 5,896,831) 1 21 ,497,059 
1900-01 i 11 27,471,223*1 27,471,223 \1 19,013,579' 8,457,644 1

27 ,471,223 
1905-061 11 34,fl15,842 951,520 35,867,3(;2: 22,072,061 113,795,301 13.),S67,362 
1910 11[ 11 45,668,204 I 775,785 46,443,989 Ii 30,625,778 \ 15,818,211 46,443,989 
1915-16

1

< 14 6l,572,3091 ],619,028 g3,1?1,33~ II: 45,53.5,992 17,655,345 63,J91,3:17 
1920-21 14 83,028,80N 16,9!J2,H7, vO,020,05i) i 41),127,817 \49,893,138 90,020,955 
1921-22' 22 i 90,207.fi3!l 6,5~;i,031 I 95,740,684 'I' 42,0';3,5l3 54,567,171 196,740,684 
1922-23\24 I 97,40n.397I' 4,920,478 102,328,875': 45,518,207 [56,810,668 1 102,328,875 
1923-24 28 1\05,007,373 ii,361,675 'lll1,3(;f),048 Ii 50,158,033 I 61,211,015\ 111,369,048 
1924-25

1 
32 1114,495,550 6,J43,587 120,639,137!1 56,028,101 i64,611,036 120,639,137 

.... I~· eludes other liabilities. 

The aggregate amount of paid-up capital and a~cumulated funds has 
increased by 150 per eent. since 1910. The ratio of loans on mortgages, etc., to 
total assets, which was between 60 and 70 per cent. up to the year 1915-16, 
has been reduced since to 46 per cent., and Government securities which, in 
1915-1G, represented on1y 17 per cent. of the assets, showed a ratio of 44 per 
.cent. in 1924-25. 

FIRE, 1L'<RIKE, Aii'D GENERAL L,SURAXCB. 

The companies transacting fire, marine, and general insurance (as dis
-tinct from life assmance) business in New South \Vales elUTing 1924-25 
numbered ll7, and twenty of the life companies were transacting accident, 
wo,rkmen's compensation, and other classes of insurance. 

The aggregate liabilities in New South .Wales and elsewhere of 98 com
panies which were transacting business in the State in 1923-24 amounted 
to £340;297,942, of which £34,904,213 represented paid-up capita1; reserve 
funds amounted to £27,45l,048; reserve for unearned premiums, £56,301,505; 
insurance and other funds, £l35,134,485; and outstanding losses and other 
1iabilities, ·£86,506,69l. The assets comprised the ·following items :-110rt
gages and other loans, £l4,245,982; Government securities and other inyest
ments, £2,33,245,148; land and house property, £25,144,938; cash on deposit, 
current account, and in hand, £2l,624,2'30; and other assets, £46,037,694. 

The nature of the localinsuranees effected during the year 1924-25 iii 
shown in the following table. The p?-rticulal's relate to New South 
Wales risks only; that is, to all business written by the companies 
in their New ,South Wales books. Premiums exc1uQe rc-insurances and 
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returns; and treaty arrangements are not taken into consideration. In the 
case of losses, amounts recovered from Australasian re-insuring offices are 
excluded also. Interest receipts cannot be distributed among the various 
classes of insurance and are included in one item:-

I I Rxpellditure. 
! ---,-----------,----, --'----:--
I Premi Jms/ I Expenses of i i ProportIOn of Pre-unum 
I less l~e- Management. i' !i Income. 

I'insurances , Losses, ---1---' i ---,-' '----
and 11ess Rc- i Com- ! T t J! ' com-I Other 

/' Agents' i I Agents' Expen-

Nature of Insurance. 

I 

Returns. ; insur-I mission I ,loa.! mission Manage-
r ances. and Other. I II Losses. and rnent 

I Charges ! : Oharges j Bes. 

'------~I--£-" I £ I £ I £ i '£ 'lpercent.ipercent'lp~rcellt. 
Fire.. "/' 2,145,6"4/' 920,585/340,652 516,871 1.787,1(,81 43'32 15'88 24'09 
lIIarine .. 516,777 239,7;0 41,337 114,631 I 3)\ 7117 46'40 8'01 22'18 
Accident " " "I 131,968 52,118 33,514

1
1 3),201 ! 116,883 I 39'49 25'40 I 20']7 Employers' Liability and / i 

Workmen's Compensation" 645,991 391,789 59,7821124,568 i 576,139 I 60'65 9'25 i 
Public Riek, Third Party 39,36!.1' 14,80

q
l 5,£71 8,190 , 28,?~2 / 37'60 12'88 I 

Plate'glass ., .... 52,440 17,4.,0 9,,094 11,440 I 38,21]4 33'24 17'91 I 21'~L 
Motor Car and Motor Cycle 580,108 363,337 88,384 111,985 i 564,206 62 72 15'~4' 19':10 
Hailstone " 10,,81'3/121,203 32,930 I 36,223 i 190,P56 79'31 21'551 23'70 
Boiler EXPlosion", '/ 9,582 :3,168 787 7,13i I 11,089 I 33'06 8'21 74'45 
Lh'o Stock.. 22,608 12,4(;84,031 5,511, 22,010 I'i 55'10 17'83 2438 
Burglary " "I 44,380 /19,703 O,GO: / 10,012 I 36,376 I 44'40 15'01 22'50 
t.lu",rantee " "I' 26,304 5,973 3,499 5,518 I 14,P90 I 22'71 13'30 2098 
I.oss of Profits '"1 59)5013 12,713 7,197 11),827 I 30,737 21'36 12'09 18 g) 
Eleyator .. ..I ;'47 6 134 60' 200 1'10 24'50 10'97 
Sprinkler .. ..I 1,OS7 242 184 175 i 601 1 14'34 10 n 1037 

other "1' ___ 3'~~ 745 345 5,051 I 6,141 I 24'1; 11']9 163'88 

Total Premiums .. ,,4,432,787 "' .. .. I" ., .. I .. 
'L'otal Interest, etc .. , .. 198,477 .. .. " , I" " " 

Total .. 14,631,264-:~~ 633,%21999,397 13,SlR,90D J 49':10 IM'so 22'55 

The total premiums amounted tiD £4,432,787, and the losses to £2,185,560., 
the latter being 49"3 per cent, of the premiums. The expenses for com
mission and agents' charges were £633,9:52, and for general management 
£999,391, making a 'total of £1,633,349, or 36'9 per cent. of the premium 
income and 35'3 of the gross revenue. 

IThe principal classes of insurance, according to the amount of net ,pre
miums in 1924-25, were fire, employers' liability and workmen's compensa
tion, mow I' vehicles, marine, and hailstone. The premium receipts in re
spect of fire insurance increased largely in 1921, as insurers increased the 
amount of their policies in view of the increases in the value of pl'operty. 
Another marked increase has taken place during the last two years, 

Insurance relating to the liability of employers has grown rapidly as wages 
have risen, and legislation in 1920. extended the application of the W ork
tnen~s Compensation A'ct to more highly-paid employees. Tlhe net premium 
receipts rose from £251,989 in 1919-20 to £545,962 in 192'2-23, when rate of 
wages were nsmg. They declined to £512,201 in the following year, but a 
marked expansion took place in 1924-25 when the net premiums amounted 
to £645,991. The losses represent nearly 61 per cent. and expenses 28~ per 
cent. of the premiulllS. 

The insurance of motor cars is another class of business which has de
Ydoped rapidly, its growth being due to the increased use of the vehicles. 
The premiUms l'eceived in 1923-24, viz., £253,231, were more than four times 
the amount in 19,18-19, and there was a further increase to £580.,10.8 in 

1924-25. The premiums for accident insurance have almost doubled during 
the last six years. Marine insurance business increa:sed steadily from ,1918 
to 1921, then the premium receipts declined as a result of the decreased 
activity in the shipping trade. During the last two years there has been a 
steady improvement. 
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In proportion to premium income the losses and expenses vary greatly irn 
the different classes of insurance. The ratio of losses was highest in 1924-26 
in regard to the following, in the order named-hailstone, motor vehicles, 
employer's liability, live-stock, and marine. The commission and agents' 
charges wero highest in proportion to premiums in accident insurance. The 
proportion of other manag'ement expenses depends to a great extent on the 
volume of business transacted by the individual companies. 

A summary of the revenue and e:x;penditure in respect of general in· 
surance transactions in New South vVales in each of the last five years is 
shown below:-

Particulars. 

Revenue-
Net Premiums 
Interest, etc ... 

Total 

I 1020-21. I 1921-22. 1922--23. 1923-24. I 1924-25. 

I _:£ ! £ _I £ 1 £..1 £" 
... ' 3,;:,6;:,,989 .1

1 

3,497,39;:, I. 3,.466.60313,779,037 4,432,187 
... 1 108,018 1 148,993 I 165,920 175,671. 198,477 

. .. ' 3,674,007 1
1
-3,640,388 i- :3,032,5233,9,,4.708 4,631,264 

----1------
Expenditure-

Losse!! ... .. 1,753,415 2,085,557 12,073,43'1 2,436,946 12,185,560 
Management- I 

Commission and Agents' 
Charges ... ... 471,187 471,090 483,306 M6,80G 633,952 

Other Expenses ... 795,370 I 860,853.. 842,342 . 885,941 I 999,397 

Total ... 13,019,97'213,417,500 3,399,082 _ 3,86~693 , 3,818,909 

Proportion of Premium In-I per cent. per cent. I per cent. per cent. per cent. 
come-

Losses... "', 49'17 59'63 II 59'81 C4'48 49'30 
Expenses--- 1 

Commission, etc. ... 13'21 13'47 13'94 14'47 14'30 
Other ... 1 22'30 24-61 I' 24'30 2:)'46 22'55 

Fire business constitutes nearly half of the general insurances. In 
1920-21 the net premiums for firo r,isks were £1,876,755. The expcnditure 
was £1,721,194, including losses £998,280, leaving an apparent surplus of 
£155,561. In 1921-22 the net premiums were slightly higher, but losses 
showed a marked increase, and there was an apparent deficit of £104,100. 
In the foHowing year the premiums declined, but losses increased and the 
apparent deficit amounted to £195,718. In 1923-24 the premiums amounted 
to £1,963,5.81 and the expenditure to £2,172,237 including Josses £1,366,425; 
the apparent defioit was £208,656. In 1924-25 losses declined by 32 per cent, 
and receipts increased, so as to exceed the expenditure ,by £358,516. 

Fire policies are generally for a period of twelve months, and the majority 
of the insurance companies set aside annually a reserve for unexpired risks 
-usually an amount equal to 40 per cent. of the net premium income. By 
reviewing the figures to calculate a reserve on that basis, it is found that fire 
businesH in New 'South Wales showed a marked improvement during 
1924-25, the results being in contrast with those of the preceding four years. 
In 1920-21 there was a net underwriting loss of £43,109 and the deficit 
increased during the next three years to £107,207, £186,7'39, and £249,263. 
In 1924-25 there was a -surplus of £285,698. The fm .. egoing figures relating 
to nre business are exclusive of interest earnings. 

The total 'amount of the fire insurance written was £448,034,000 in 1922. 
£475,391,000 in 1923, £501,380,478 in 1924, and £520,473,844 in 1925. The 
measures taken for the prevention of fire are described in the chapter 
''Local Government." -
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BANKRliPTCY. 

Statistics relating to the sequestration of estates by persons who are 
unable to pay their debts, afford in a general wayan indication of the 
iinancial condition of the community. Petitions for sequestration orders 
may be made to the Supreme Court of New South vVales by the debtor, or 
by a creditor. The offect of an order is to vest the property of the bankrupt 
in an official assignee for division amongst the creditors, the bankrupt 
being required to lodge with the Registrar in Bankruptcy a statement of his 
affairs. Creditors may accept proposals for 11 composition in ,satisfaction of 
the debts due to them, or for a scheme of arrangement of the bankrupts' 
affairs, which becomes binding if approved by the Court and by a majority 
of creditors representing three-fourths of the proved claims. 

A Bankrnptcy Act was passed by the Federal Parliament in October, 
1924, and it will come into operation on a date to be proclaimed. It will 
supersede the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Acts of the States, with the 
€xception of any provisions relating to matters not dealt with in the 
Federal Act. 

Particulars of petitions in bankruptcy during each year since 1915 are 
shown in the following table:-

I Petitions in Bankruptcy. il'etition&i Sequestrations. 

Year. __ , ~Vit_h. \ 
I I R~t;-;;-~fAssels orawe! 

IVoluntary,[ Corn. I Tot 1 Refu8ed, Orders I Liabilities. 

I 
Assets, ]J8l' £ of i pulsory. I a~. \ etc. Granteu. Liabilities. 

I : 

I 
I £ i £ s, d. 

1915 :101 147 418 43 405 428,700 166,';'43 7 10 
1916 24d 145 393 I "1:3 350 33:3,448 303,893 1:"5 10 
1917 178 123 301 i 3l 267 2:27,6[,3 208,093 18 3 
HllS Jin 11:3 297 .)':} 

.}t) 261 221,rl28 115,776 10 5 
1919 J ~J;3 123 3IG :34- 282 323,222 189,920 11 9 
J920 210 134 344 55 ZE9 201,51:)4 139,550 J :~ S 
H121 208 J86 394 70 324 3ll ,900 166,457 10 8 
]922 247 234 481 78 403 4~0,85G 251,185 11 ,i 
1923 360 308 668 93 570 659,:114 282,fj57 8 7 
1924 421 397 818 150 668 742,079 3D3,:n5 8 2 

The combined effects of war and drought caused financial embarrassment 
in 1911 and 1915, and the numb8r of petitions was above the average. A 

-marked improvement commenced in 1916 and continued for three years, 
then the numbers began to increase. Between 1921 and'1924 the number 
increa,sed twofold. The average amount of liability in 1924 was £1,111 per 
sequestration, as compared with £1,157 in 1923. 1J sually it is less than 
£1,000. The ratio of assets to li.abilities varies considerably, but the amounts 
stated in the table are taken :from the bankrupts' ,schedule, and differ widely 
from the values established after investigation by the Court. 

!A bankrupt may apply to the Court, three months after the date of 
sequestration, for a certificate of discharge to release him from his debts. 
Estates may be freed from sequestration also if the creditors accept a 
composition or a scheme of arrangement, or if they are paid in full or give 
a legal quittance of the debts due to them. His remarkable, however, that 
a comparatively small proportion of the Estates are freed, though the pro
perty of an uncertificated bankrupt, even if acquired after sequestration, is 
liable to seizure on behalf of unsatisfied creditors. The number of seques
tration during the ten years ended 1924 was 3,822, and only 87~ eiitates 
were freed by certificates of discharge or release. 

TRAXSACTIOXS IN REAl, ESTATE; 

The procedure in regard to land tl'flnsfersis l'cgulat.ed under the Real 
Property Act, which was passed in 1862 and, with its amendments, consoli-
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dated in 1900. The title conferred by this l\:ct lis known as " Torrens" title, 
and the main features of the system are transfer of real property by registra. 
t,ion of ctitle instead of by deeds, ahsolute indefeas,ibility of the title when 
registered, and protection afforded to owners against possessory claims, as 
the title under the Act stands good n0twithstanding any length of adverse 
possession. I,ands may be placed under the Real Property Act only when 
the titles are unexceptional. All lands alienated by the Crown since the 
commencement 0·£ the Act are subject to the provisions of the Real Property 
Act, but transactions in respect of earlier grants are governed by the Regis
tration of Deeds Act unless the land has been brought under the operation 
of the R8al Property Act. 

The area of Crown grants registered under the Real Property Act and 
the total consideration expressed in the grants in each year ,since 1921 are 
shown below, also the area and value of private lands brought under the 
Act:-

Year. 
I Value. 

TO~/ Cro"n Lands. I Priva·~t-.-L-an-d-s-j-~ 
1 

1 .. ~c-ro-w~"~L-a-n~d~s·-lp--n-.,,~at-e-L-a~nd~s-c.1 
, I 

Area. 

acres. I acres. acres. I £ £! £ 
1921 624,089 44,613 668,702 640,499 1,838,rl7l I 2,479,470 
1922 1,012,;374 [ 65,287 ],077,651 1\ 960,425 2,322,420 I 3,282,845 
1923 865,2381 45,08.5 910,:123 800,065 2,889,081 I 3,695,147 
1924 719,704 I 35,3<11 785,105 I 708,131/ 1,919,658 2,G27,788 
192.5~~_~6~~_3,,_6_5_2_.,--~3~S, __ .5~6~2_,_ 722, 214oj~_ (i22,S9L~3,257 L2, 596, ~4 

During the whole period since the Act came into operation 42,239,381 
acres of Crown lands have been conveyed nnder its provisions, the total 
{;onsideration expressed in the grants being £L!cl,665,707. Of the private 
lands granted before 18'63, a tot:ll area of £2,658,325 acres, valued at 
£57,832,236, has been brought under the Real Property Act, the deeds under 
earlier legislation being cancelled. 

Transactions in respect of transfers and conveyances of private lands 
usually reflect the general condition of business throughout the State, but 
the published records, showing the amount of consideration paid on salC6, 
do not indicate the actual volume of the transactions, as the figures are 
swollen in some years by reason of inflation of values or the prevalency of 
speculation, and the consideration shown is not always the real CO.<1-

sideration. 

The followillg b1le shows for each year of the past decade the amount 
paid as money cOJlsideration on sales of private lands, estates sold 011 long 
terms being excluded. 

COllyeyances or Transfers. II 
Ii 

Year. 
Under I Under \ II 

Registration 1 Real Property Total. !I of Deeds Act. (Torrells) Act. II 

]916: 
£000 

\ 
£000 I £000 r 3,:170 12,189 I 1.5,559 I 

1917 3,979 I 11,619 115.598 
1918 3,995 

I 
]6,835 20;830 II 

1919

1 

4,859 

I· 
2],Oi0 

I 25,{)29/1 
1920 9,705 45,271 154,97.6 

Yea.r. 

]921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

Couyeyances or Transfers. 

Under I Bnrler ( 
Registration Real Property ( Total. 
of Deeds Act. (Torrens) Act. 

£000 £000 I £000 
9,298 33,966 4.5,264 

10,710 31,622 42,332 
9.632 44,204. 53,836 
9;417 38,554 47,971 
8,874 39,311 48,185 

'The values of land sales rose from £15,598,000 in 1917 to £25,929,000 in: 
1919, or by 66 per cent. In the follDwing yen theTe was an inGre~)o:£ 
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112" per cent., vvlhich reflects a condition of unusual activity noted in reg-arc! 
to other pha'ses of the financial affairs of the State. A decline of £9,700,000, 
or 18 per cent., in 1921 and a further decline of nearly £3,000,000 in the 
following year were succeeded by a rapid rise in 1923, when the value, 
£53,836,000, was only £1,140,000 less than in 1920. In the two succeeding 
years the figures were 11 per cent. lower than in 1923. 

As already mentioned, the Real Property Act provides that on the issue 
of a certificate the title of the person Hamed in the certificate is indefeasible. 
If a transfer has been made in error, the holder of a certificate cannot be 
dispossessed :of the property concerned unless he has acted fraudulently, and 
therefore provision has been made to enable the Government to compensate 
persons erroneously deprived of property. An assurance fund was created 
by means of a contribution of one halfpenny in the pound on the declared 
capital value of property when first brought under the Act and upon trans
mission of titles of estates of deceased persons. In 1907 the fnud, amount
ing to £255,059, was amalgamated with the Oloser Settlement Fund, to 
whieh subseqnent contributions have been paid. 

REGISTRATIOX OF J\fOXEY-LExDlms. 

Under the :Thfoncy-lenders and Infants I~oans Act, 1905, 1I1Oney-lem1el's 
mnst be registered at the Registrar-General's Office, and they mnet conduct 
their business only under their own or their firms' names, and at their regis
tered offices. The term" money-lender" includes every perSOll or company 
transacting tIle business of money-lending, but it excludes licensed pawn
brokers, registered friendly societies, institutions incorpol'llted by- specirt1 

Act of Parliament to lend money, and banking and insurance companies. 
The number of registrations and renewals during the year 192G ',va£ 101. 

J\fOUTGAGES OF REALTY AND PERSONALTY. 

Mortgages, except those regulated hy the Merchant Shipping Act, mgT 
be registered at the Registrar-General's Office, but there is a large numbc]' 
of unregistered mortgages of which reeords are not obtrrinable. 

The amount of consideration for which a mortgage stands as secnrity is 
not always stated in the deeds, the words" valuable consideration" or " cash 
credit" being inscrted in cases where the advances arc liable to fluctuation. 
As this occurs frequently when the property mortgage-d is of great value, 
an exact statement of the total advances against registered mortgages can
not be made. 

Mortgages of land are registered under the Registration of Deeds Act or 
the Real Property Act, according to the title of the property at the date of 
mortgage. The consideration given generally :represents the 'Principal 
owing, but in some cases it stands for the limit within which clients of 
banks and of other loan institutions are entitled to draw. 

Liens on wool, mortgages on live stock, and liens on growing Cro11S are 
registered under a special Act. Mortgages on live stock are current till 
discharge, and liens on wool mature at the end of each season, terminating 
without formal discharge. The duration of liens on agricultural and hor
ticultural produce may not exceed one year. Such advances do not usually 
reach large sums, as there is an element of uncertainty in the security 
offered. 

Mortgages on personalty other than ships and shipping appliances, wool, 
live stock, and growing crops are registered at the office of the Registrar
General in terms of the Transfer of Records Act, 1923: which was pro
claimed on 18t.h October, 1925. Previously they had been fil~d at the Supreme 
Court. A bill of sale comprising household furniture actually in use by 
husband and wife living together is ineffective unless the consent of the 
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wife 01' the husband of the maker or the giver of the bill is endorsed thereon. 
The law requires that eachdocllment must be filed within thirty days after 
it is made or given, otherwise the transaction is void as against execution 
creditors and against the official assignee or the trustee of a bankrupt 
estate. The'registration must be renewed every twelve months, and in order 
to prevent fraud and imposition the records are o-pen to the inspection of the 
public, Information is not readily available to show the total. amount of 
advances made annually on bills of sale. 

Mortgages of registered British vessels are arranged under the Imperial 
lli81'chant Shipping Act of 1894. Transactions of this nature are divided 
into two classes, one in which. the vessel is the sole security, and the other 
in which the advances are made on the security of the" account current," 
which may consist of ships, land, and other properties. 

Particulars of the mortgages of land, crops, wool and live stock, and of 
ships efl'ected during' each of the last five years, ~re shown below. The 
figures relating to ships refer to the period of twelve months ended in June 
of the year stated :-

Year. 
\

' ~Iortgages of Land. I }Iortg3.g'8s OIl Crops, ,\Yool, and Live Stock. Ii Mortgages of Ships. 
-------------------1------------------- -------

i : Number_ I : \ 
\ 

N b i Oonsidera-iii Oonsidera- I Num- Oonsider;-
urn er. 'I tion, 'I O' I '" I Live I tio!], I- bel', tiOll_ 

, lOpi;. j 'r 00. Stock. 

-U-)2-l--;{-7 ~511 :l3,87~,_654 I 2,89-1 - 742 L,_ -2-,2-6-8-c-2-,-G6-~7":,6-5-i--l()---'---:28~491 
19:'2 41,573 33,930,821 II 3,057 1,177 4,387 2,585,435 22 49,113 
1923 4fl,876 42,031,3[0 6,ll7 1,5171 1,446 3,001,316 16 8,450 
19:H 43,698 i2,935,204 6,692 1,855 <1,783 4,484,137 :,0 427,192 
1925 48.208142.768,753 4,842 1,904 I 4,109 4,495,119 J8 5!,365 

The amounts shown under the heading "Consideration" include only 
the cases in which a specific amount is stated in the deedl3, whether the 
amount was actually advanced or not. In view of the number of mortgages 
in which the amount is omitted, it is probable that the totals are under
stated. Complete records of discharges and foreclosures are not available_ 

PRlYATE "TEALTU. 

Estimates of the wealth of New South "Wales at intervals since 1891 were 
reviewed in detail in the 1921 issue of the Year Book, Rnd the following 
statement supplies a brief summary of the estimates relating to private 
wealth at ten-year intervals since 1901, the total value of the main classes 
of property being shown, and the value per head:-

Estimated Value. 

Item. 

--------1---------
TotaL Per Head of Population_ 

1901. I 1911. 1921- I 19J1. 1911. 1921. 

I 
£000 £000 I £000 

Land (unimproved value) ... 112,895 169,232 263,363 
£ 

82-6 
£ 

101'7 
£ 

124'9 
Houses, etc" and other permanent I 

_improvements.. ,.. ... 15l,7?~1213,057 392,073 1ll-1 128'0 1860 
LIve Stock .. , ,.. '.. 8l,9.jl I 41,999 51,8!7 23'4 25'2 24-4 
Coin and Rulliou 8,780 I 15,879 10,91S 6'4 9'5 5'2 
Merchandise 27,190 47.268 105,297 19-9 28'4 50'0 
Private Railways 584 958 J,5 J 0 '4 '6 '7 
Mines and Mining Plant 6,960 10,120 18,500 5'1 6-1 6'4 
Machinery and Implements 10,448 19,777 43,107 7'6 11-9 20-4 
Shipping 2,528 2,910 5,332 1-8 1'8 2'5 
Household effects, Vehicles, etc. 11,845 26,450 48,416 8'7 ]5-9 23'0 
Person~.l effects ... 8,603 6,166 13,067 2'6 3'7, 6'2 

Total Private Property ... 368,568 553,8161947,930 269'6 I 332'8 1'--«9-7 
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-The composItion of the private wealth changed little between 1901 and 
and 1921. In point of value, land has become a le5s important item of 
wealth, and permanent improvements to land have become the most valuable 
class of property. The proportions of the private wealth represented by 
trading stocks and machinery, respectively, increased considerably, and the 
relative values of livestock, metallic currency, and mining .properties de~ 
clined. The large increase in the value of household and personal effect-s 
illustrates the growth of domestic and personal comfort. 

Particulars of the distribution of wealth amongst the citizens of New 
South 'Yaloo may be obtruined from the rooult of a census taken by the 
Oommonwealth Government in 1915, when all persons agod 18 years and 
ovcr were reqaired to furnish returns if they possessed property or held 
property, or were in receipt of bcome. ' 

The results, which were published in detail in the 1918 and 1921 i88ues of 
the Year Book, indicate that 792,556 persons in N eYi South 'Yalee who 
furnished returns owned assets amounting in the aggregate to £468,994,322; 
17"1 per cent. did not possess any assets; 809 per cent. had assets worth less 
than £5,000, constituting 48'3 per cent. of the aggregate value; and 2 per 
cent. owned 517 per cent. of the wealth. The figures are exclusive of the 
va1ue of interest in trust estates, assurance policies and annuities, and 
prospective benefits from friendly societies, but they include assets located 
outside R ew South Wales owned by residents of the State. 

Esta:tes of Deceased Persons. 
Further information relating to the distribution of wealth may be gleaned 

from returns relating to the estates of deceased persons which are valued for 
the purpose of uSGessing death duties. In accordance with the provisions 
of the Stamp Duties Act of 1920 the estates are deemed to include all the 
property of the deceased persons which is situated in New South \Vales, 
including property which, within three ;yea1's prior to deatlJ, was trcmsferred 
as a gift, or vested in a private company or trust in considcmtion of shares 
or other interest, and moneys payable under life assurance policies, etc. 

The following table shows the number of estates and tho valuo as assessed 
fJr probate duty during tho ten years ended 30tl~ June, 1925, 'including 
~ntestate and other estates admi.nistered by the Public Trustee:-

Year ended Estate;. Amount. il 
Year endeJ Estates. Amount. 30th June. 80th June. 

No. £ II No. £ 
1916 5,107 ]0,783,406 

II 
1921 5,7:)1 12,199,419 

1917 5,310 11,554,726 1922 5,458 13,883,674 
1918 6,476 11,8fi9,375 ],923 5,631 15,441,378 
1910 6,873 Il,SlS,2'!2 

II 
1924 6.281 16,429,860 

1920 7,172 17,106,8:6 1925 6:410 17,970,385 
,-----~----~------- ----_._---_. 

Of the estates valued during the year ended June, 1925, the number 
belonging to fema1e testators was 2,147, or 3,3'5 per cent. of the total, the 
value being £4,248,749, or 23'6 per ·cent. of the aggregate. The correspond
ing proportions in the previous year were 33'6 per cent. of the number 
and 23 per cent. of the value. 

A rough test of the diffusion of wealth may be made by relating the 
number of people who died possessed of property to the total number of 
deaths, as in the following statement. The figures in this and in the suc
ceeding table are exclusive of estates administered by the Curator of In
testate Estates for the years prior to 1911, and the figures for 1919 and 
subsequent years indicate .the 'relll:tionsbetween the_number of d-eaths in the 
calendar year 'stated and the number of estates on which probate was granted 
in the twelve months ended six months larer. The particulars showing 
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estates in calendar years are not· available since 1918, and probate is not. 
granted usually until several months after the death of a testator:-

Period. 

lSSO-84 
lS85-89 
1S90-94 
1S95-99 
1900-04 
1905-09 
HJlO-14 

I 
Proportion of DeceMed i I 

Persons wi·th EStates ! 
per 100 Deaths. : 

. . ". . ...... 1· 
U'O I 

U'6 
13'2 
1,1'9 
17'0 
19'1 
22'9 

Period. 

1915-19 
19:?0 
HJ2l 
1922 
1923 
1924 

\ 

Ptoportion of Deeea~ed 
Persons with Estates 

'per 100 Deaths. 

30'1 
27'3 
27'2 
29'6 
29'8 
30'8 

The figures indicate a wide diffusion of property, but the deaths include 
those of a large number of minors at ages when the proportion of property 
owners is small. 'The next table shO'ws the proportion of estates pel' 100' 
deaths of adult males, an::l as a 1m'ge number of women are possessors of 
property in their own rig:ht, tIle ratio of estates to the deaths of adults of 
both sexes. 

Period. 
i Ratio 'o~ Es:atcs I R,tio of Estates!i 
I per 100 Deaths of per ~OO Deaths of II' Period. 
I Adul' Males. AJu.t ~Iales and I 

I 
I 

• f E ttl R.tio of Estates 
RatIO 0 s a es l::er 100 Deaths of 
per 100 Deaths of I·AdUlt Males Itnd 

I AdulL ~1ales. J Fernal.s. 
1 ' I Females. )'1 

1880-S4 
1SSG-S9 
1S90-9,1 
1895-99 
1900-04 
1905-09 
1910-14 

~-'---~ 

34'6 
37'5 
41'2 
42'7 
116'0 
48'8 
56'6 

22'3 i'I\' 1915-19 23'S . HI:20 
25'S 19:21 
26'2 il\' 1922 
27'S 192:1 
29'2 .1,'\ 1921 
34·0.~---,-,~ __ ~,-"-

7l';{ 
67'6 
663 
69'5 
71'0 
71'7 

42'1 
39'5 
3S'4 
:i9'9 
40'5 
41'3 

During the five years ended JUne, 1925, the proportion o£ estates of 
male testators to deaths of ,adult males was 46-6 per cent.; and tihe pro
portion of estates of female testators to deaths of adult females was 30'!} 
pel' cent. 

The foregoing figures include the estates of persons WllO died abroad. 
but usually the number is not sufficient to caUse an appreciable degree 
of error. The proportions during the war period, however, were increased 
considerably by reason of the inclusion of a large number of estates left 
by members of the naval and military forces, and the deaths whieh oceurred 
abroad were not included in the number on which the ratios shown in the 
table are based. }'hking due allowance for the deaths of absentees, the 
apparent tendency is that the proportion of property-owners in the State is. 
increasing. 

An indication of the proportionate distribution of wealth may be gained: 
from an analysis of the value of the estates of deceased persons, and in the 
following statement the estates on which probate was granted during the 
ten years e~ded 30th June, 1925,.have bee.ng~aded according to value:-

I Number of I '\talue,~if l1r~p()rtI0n In each 
Deceased Estates of Group. 

Yalue of Estate. Persons leaving! Deceased 
I Property. I l'ersons. NllIIiber. Value. 

< ., --,- - '=:to- , 

£ Per cent. 1>cr cent. 
Under £t,ooo 41,270 I U,367,596 68·21 9·62 
£1,000 to £5,000 13,958 I 30,609,355 23'09 22·01 
£5,000 to t12;500 3,237 I 24,865,231 5'35 17-88 I 
£12;WGto t25;OOO ... 1,233 I 20,745,666 2'04 14·92: 
£25,000 to £50,000 ._. 509 I 17,254,279 ·84 12'41 
£56,000'lmd -over 282 32;205,194 ·47 2.1-16 

L 
Total 60,4(19 ! 1.39,(}4 7.a 21 JOO 100 ... 1 - --, -~~ 
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T'lle average value per estate during the period was £2,298, but of the 
property-owners who died 68 .per cent. did not possess £1,00.0., the total value 
of their property being less than 10. per cent. of the aggregate. On the 
other hand, more than half the property devised was contained in 3'4 per 
cent. of the estates. These figures support the evidence of the War Oensus 
of 1915 concerning the unequal distribution of wealth in New South Wales. 

INCOMES. 

Formerly the narrow soope of the State income-tax and latterly the 
absence of any statistical data relating to the incomes assessed for purposes 
of State income-tax rendered it impossible to formulate estimateAl of the 
national income, and, for various reasons, tho information pub1i.shed .by 
the Oommissioner of Federal Taxation could not be turned to account. 
However, satisfaotory results hilve been obtained for the year IH20-21 by 
llsing the returns of occupations and breadwinners obtained at the census 
of 3rd April, 1921, in conjunction with statistics relating to income derived 
during the year ended 30th .Tune, 1921, obtained by the Oommissioner of 
Taxation from returns supplied for purposes of Federal income-ta,x. An 
estimate based on these data was set forth in detail in the 1924 issue of 
this Year Book and a brief summary is sho'wn hereunder. 

Numbet· of Incomes, 1920-21. 

The total number of breadwinners in New South vVales recorded at the 
census of 4th April, 1921, was 884,10.4, including 11,320 persons assisting 
others in their work but not rec8iving wages or salary, leaving 872,784 
persons who may be considered to have been in receipt of incomes. It is 
probable, however, that a considerable number of partly: dependant persons, 
including most invalid pensioners and femaJe old-age pensioners, as wen as 

some war pensioners, were returned at the census a,s dependants. Adding 
29,60D as the number of such pensioners, it :is estimated that the total 
number oJ resident persons in receipt of incomes at the census was approxi
mately 902,400. Th,)re were in addition 485 males and 513,313 females 
engaged in domestic duties for which monetary remuneration was not paid. 
No allowance was made for the value of the serv'i0eB rendered by persons 
who were vvorking ,but not directly receiving monetary income. 

Of the 872,784 breadwinners receiving incomes, it would appear that 
approximately 74 per cent. or 648,430, were wage and salary earners, 121,&63 
were working on their own account, 4'7,931 were employers, and the remain
der, 54,560, derived income from property, from pensions, or from other 
sources. 

Amount of Income, 1920-21'. 

The amount of income derived in New South Wales m 1920-21 IS 
estimated to have been as follows:-

Incomes of resident individuals 
'Oompanies' undistri,buted income 
Income dilrived :by absentees 

Total 

£ 
187',80.0.,0.00 
10.,300,000 
10.,100,000 

£20.8,200,000 

The total amount of income received by resident individuals in ;New 
South Wales in 192o.~21 may be stated at approximately £1'87,800,0.0.0, inclu
sive of approximately £8,10.0.,000 distributed a~ dividends by companies. 
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This represcnts all average of nearly £90 per head of population, £20S per 
person in receipt of income, and £218 PCI' breadwinner other than oId··age 
and invalid penslioners. 

The total amount of net income received by companies., assurance 
societies, and kindred profit-making bodies, other· than partnerships, was 
£19,900,000, consisting of £9,400,000 not distributed to shareholders, 
£8,100,000 dividends distributed to local shaleholders, £1,500,000 to foreign 
shareholders, and £900,00'0 non-taxable interest. This total represented 9·6 
pel' cent. of the total income derived in the State. 

Oombining the incomes derived by rcsidelltindividuals and by companies, 
the total amount of private incomes of residents was estimated to be 
£198,10'0,000, of which £10,300,ODO was not distributed to individuals during 
the year. 

The total amount of income accruing to absentees from New South Wales 
in 1920-21 may be set down at £10',10'0,000, viz., £6,700,000 as interest on 
Government loans, and £3,400,000 from private investments and other 
operations. 

Approximate Di8tribution of Income, 1920-21. 

Data are not available regarding the distribution of the whule of the 
income in detail, but from the report of the Federal Oommissiuner for 
TaxatioI\ considerable information may ,be deduced in respect of the dis
tdbution of incomes of individual taxpayers who embrace all those possessed 
of ineom~s in the Ihigbtr grades·. By combining these with an estimate of 
tho incomes of non-taxpayers, it has been possi:ble to compile the following 
table to show the approximate distri'bution of income derived by individuals 
in New South Wales in 1920-21. The figures do not include non-taxable 
interest on war loans which is included in the statement on page 240. 

Grade of Net 
Income.* 

Under £700 ... 
£701-£1,000 
£1,001-£2,000 
£2,001-£3,000 
£3,001-£5,000 
Over £5,000 

Total 

Where whole income is 
derived in N.S.W. 

Where part of total income is 
derived in other States. 

---------- -------------
Number of II Persons. Income. * 

I £ 
881,731 1158,250,000 

6,930 6,028,000 
5,634 8,016,000 
1,312 3,275,000 

690 2,663,000 

Number of 
Person •. t 

2,800 
800 

1,080 
420 
350 
a50 

[

I Income deriv ad 
- inN.S.W.'" 

£ 
55'1,000 
3aO,OOO 
750,000 
530,000 
670,000 

1,895,000 ' •• 1 351, 3,128,000 

... ! 896,~llsl,360,000 1--5-,8-0-0 - -4-,-7'2-5-,000 --
i ' 

* Omitting non .taxable interest on war loans. t According to grade of total income derived 
in Australia. 

The principal feature of this table is the overwhelming preponderance of 
incomes under £700 per year. No less than 98 per cent. of the incomes, 
embracing nearly 72 per cent. of the total income, falls Into this group. 
There were comparatively few individuals with incomes over £5,000, and 
no individual deriving the whole of his income in the State had an income 
exceeding £50,000, excluding from a,ccount interest derived from non-taxable 
war loans. ' 

Oomparative Statement-Incomes 189,2 to 1921. 

The estimate of the income derived in New South Wales duriug 1920-21 
is shown below in comparison with an estimate based on the war ccnsus of 

*98071-C 
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income derived in the year ended 30th June, 1915, and with results obtained 
for the years 1892, 1898, and 1901, by employing cenSLlS data in conjunc
tion with State income-tax returns. 

I 1 1 Income a.ccruing' to absentees,.. I 
Net Iucome of ,CndistribLlted In- Tok-tl Income de~ 

Year. I Resident Indi- I' COllle of Local 1- . ~-i -~------:----. - 1 rived in New 
'd 1 C . t From Pnntte ,From llWCtitlllcnt ::::.; tth 'Vales 

I

I VI ua s. ompanws, C c, I Iuyesbncnts and: ill GOYCr1ll11tnt I 01, • 

Property. I Loans. t 1 -:--1-- *£ ~--·-I *£ --~ 3'0~'1l:-1- J'8~'00-0-7---6-8-'2-f-o,-00-0 
1898 57,649,000 2,250,000 2,530,000 i 1,975,000 64,404,000 

19~~~~5 102,1~O,00(j I: 2,8:2,000 . kib~:ggg l~~:~~~:~gg 
19~0-21 187,800,000 1 10,300,000 3,400,000 6,700,000 208,200,000 

--'------ .--'-----'-----'--._._-... _ ... - ... _---, ------
• Not available. t Common wealth and State. 

1"he estimate of lS!l:2 relates to a year in wh~cb the financial boom had 
reached its highest point and the income of that year consequently appears 
unduly inflated. In 1898 and 1901 the State was slowly recovering from 
an industri.al depression consequent on the financial crisis of 1893 and a 
~ueccs~iol1 uf ncln'l'se 'seasonS The income of the year 1914-15 was affected 
by the di.slocation caused by the outbreak of war and by the occurrence 
of a very bad season. 

The deerease in the nllLOUllt of income derived in the years 1898 and 1901 
as eompared with 18!l2 may be readily understood. The subsequent increase 
hus been oecasiol1ed mainly Ly the cleprceiation in the purchasing power 
of money, and is, consequently, more nominal than real, but the increase 
in population, and the growing prosperity of the commun~ty have had a 
favourubleinfiuence. 

The following table shows the nuniber of persons deriving income, their 
proportion to the total population of the State, and the average amount 
of income derived per inhabitant and per person deriving income:-

Year. 

1892 
1898 
1901 

1914-15t 
1920-21 

\ .. . '[ Proportion ?f !Average amOU~;'iAyerage a:l:::;-propor~::-:;----
I Resident .P.er~ ,P,ersons reCelV-\ of Income 'p~r ! of JllCOlne per I Total Income 
'I sons recClvlllg I mg Income to person recelvllIgl Inh8.bitant. ; received. by 

Income. Total. Popula· Income.! t I Ab e Iteos 
1 I tlOn. I t j ,S I • 

No. 

446,190 
534,315 

" 788,600 
902,400 

Per cent. I £ £ I Per cent 

.. 
41·7 
42·9 

139·8 
llZ·1 

138·2 
219·5 

53·8 
45·6 
45·4 
57·3 
94·8 

72 .. 
----'--------'-------'--'------'-----~----.-.-

• Not available. tExcluding absentees and their inc~l11e. t The fif,(ures for 1914-15 
relatE: to tho incomes of persons re~ident in, and companies with head offices in, New South Wales. 

With the growth of population the number of persons receiving income 
has shown a very pronounced increase and its proportion to the total 
population has risen steadily. This is probably due, in part, to the 
increase in the employment of women in commercial and industrial occupa
tions, but it is also a consequence, in part, of the increase in the proportion 
01 adults in the population. 
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PUBLIC FINANCE. 
THE collection and expenditure of public moneys in New South Wales are 
controlled by four authorities, viz., the State and Commonwealth Govern
ments, local governing bodies, such as Municipal and Shire Councils, and 
Boards, such as the Metropolitan and the Hunter District Water Supply 
and Sewerage Boards and the Sydney Harbour Trust, appointed by the 
State Government, with statutory authority to administer public services. 

Prior to Federation about two-thirds of the revenue of the State Govern
ment from taxation consisted of Customs and Excise duties, but power to 
impose these duties now lies exclusively with the Commonwealth Govern
ment. All other realms of taxation, however, are open to both Governments. 
Each imposes on the people of the State an income tax, a land tax (which, 
however, in the case of the State tax in New South Wales is very limited 
in its application) and probate duties; in addition the State imposes lStamp 
duties, motor, betting, totalisator and racecourse admission taxes, also fees for 
certain licenses, while the Commonwealth levies a tax upon entertainments. 

The expenditure of the State Government, other than loan expenditure, 
may be classed conveniently under two heads, (a) Government expenditure, 
which incllld'eS interest and charges on debt, expenditure in connection 
with the Parliament, elections, administration of local I"Overnment, 
education, health, (including hospitals), charities, justice, police, prisons, 
lands (including closer settlement), mines, agriculture, forests, fisheries, 
water conservation and irrigation, navigation (par~),and public works, 
including industrial undertakings; and (b) expenditure of the business 
underrtakings, viz., Railways and Tramways, :Metlropolitan Wiater, Sewerage, 
and Drainage Board, Hunter District Water Supply and [Sewerage Board, 
and the ISydney Harbour Trust. 

The Commonwealth bears the expenditure upon trade and customs, naval 
and military defence, lighthouses, navigation (part), quarantine, patents, 
etc., meteorological observations, Federal elections, old age and invalid 
pensions, and of the Post and Telegraph Department, which is in the nature 
of a business undertaking. 

Local governing bodies are required to levy a general rate of not less than 
one penny in the pound (unless by special permission of the Governor) on 
the unimproved capital value of land, and have power also to levy certain 
otller rates on either the unimproved or the improved value. The e."tent 
of their rating powers is described in that por,tion of this Year Book which 
treats of local government, and their general expenditure is confined to 
administration, health, roads and other public services. 

The Water and Sewerage Boards are authorised to levy rates to meet the 
cost, including interest on capital, of the services rendered, and in like 
manner the Sydney Harbour Trust has power to demand and collect 
wharfage and tonnage rates in respect of vessels berthed at any wharf, etc., 
vested in the Commissioners of the Trust, or of their cargoes. 

Each Government has power to raise such loan money as it requires for 
its own 'purpose, but it was arranged in 1924 that the Oommonwealth 
should ra;ise ,wll the new money required by 1Jhe tStates from 1924-25 on
wards. After participat~ng in one jo~nt lotan, to the extent of £2,912,200 
net, New Sou1Jh ,Wales subsequently withdrew from this awangement and 
now operates independently of the Commonwealth in the loan market. 
Loans raised by the State have been devoted dhiefly to developmental and 
reproductive works, land 'all the loaIJIs,raised hy the Commonwealth prior 
t() the war were similal1ly applied, but those raised during the years 1915 
to 1~21, amountling to £250,000,000, were mised for war purposes or, for the 
payment of gratuities to, ilna the repatriation of Australian soldiers. 

• [<3129-A 
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Munioipalities and Shires have power under oerl;a,in conditions to raise 
loana. In the case of a municipality the total amount of loans must not 
exceed 20 per cent. of the unimproved value of the ratable land in its area, 
and, in the case of It ,shire, thrioe its annual income, and all such loans Itre 
guaranteed by the State Government. 

Of the boards mentioned, tine Metropolitan W,ater, !Sewerage ,and Draina,ge 
Board alone has power to raise lo'ans. 

TAXATION. 

The total amount of taxes collected from the people of New South Wales 
by the several authortities during the year 19124-25 amounted to £39,880,143. 
The various forms of State ,ta)Qation yielded la revenue of £8,589,794; the 
Oommonwealth GOWlrnment eollected taxes amounting to £23',932,22,6, and 
receipts by local hocliies from rates and charges were £7,358,123. 

The following statement shows in detail the taxation collected in New 
South Wales by the State and Oommonwealth Governments, and the rates 
and charges received by local bodies, etc., during the five years ended the 
30th June, 1925. 

Head of Taxation, or Charge. 

STATE. 
Land Tax ... 
Income Tax 
Stamp and Probate Dntie 

" 
" 
s. 

'·1 Stamps ... . 
Bank·note Composition 
Betting Tickets .. 
Probate ... . 
Settlement and Compa 

nies' Death Dnties . 
Total, Stamp Dnties 

Motor Tax ... 

" "I 
"I 
£' 

.. 

.. Betting Taxes 
Totalizator Tax ... . 
Racecourse Admission Ta 

" 
X 

Licenses " 
Total, State Taxation £ 

1 
COllIMONWEALTII. 

Customs Duties 
Excise 
Estate 
Land Tax* ... 
Income Tax" .. , 
War-time Profits Tax" 
Entertainment Tax 

"I " 

" ·'1 
'" 

.[ 
Total, Commonwealth 

1921. 

£ I 
2,717 I 

4,399,360 I 

1,316,671 1 

1,461 

96, 336 1 727,716 

6,636 
~148,820, 

123,590 
108,911 
274,171 
117,820 
212,744 

-7;388,133 

9,797,982 
5,027,497 

409,317 
1,144,174 
5,280,977 

844,425 
272,631 

Taxation ... £ ., 22,777,0(13 

LOCAL. 
Wharfage and Tonnag e 

Rates 
f Fees for Registration 0 

Dogs 
tMunicipal Rates-

City of Sydney ... .. 
Suburban and Country 

Municipalities " 
tShire Rates " 

s '" ater and Sewerage Rate 
-(Metropolitan, Hunter , 
and Grafton) 

Total, Local Rate s 
and Charges £ 

Grand Total £ 

551,377 

19,137 

623,766 

1,630,626 
868,809 

1,623,892 

5,317,607 
35 4R2 743 

1922. 1923. 1924. 1925. 

£ I £ £ £ 
2,490j 2,1\70 2,657 ; 2,569 

4,077,897 4,l96,228 4,373,519 I 4,661,892 
, 

1,235,911 1,349,512 1,428,881 i 1,357,913 
],412 1,374 1,355 I 1,335 

106,066 lO9,550 108,688 I 119,144 
906,289 1,175,444 , 

J 965,200 1,248,336 
1,018 1.152 

2,250,696 2,637,032 2,504,124' : 2,726,728 
-I 

141,772 185,694 255,261 1 345,343 
110,120 111,079 10R,730 I 112,944 
281,819 275,fl44 266,893 ! 248,283 
155,638 150,587 143,01~l I 139,499 
228,585 239.984 333,934 i 352.536 

-
7,249.017 7,799,118 7,988,131 ! 8,589,794 

i 
7,847,620 9,905,443

1 

10,988,303 111,645,992 
5,057,694 4,898,854 5,110,916 5,187,473 

373,821 489,686 490,400 795,008 
1,268,338 1,111,588 1,155,lOO I 1,534,802 
5,613,053 4,301,506 4,445,100 I 4,494,160 

516,198 113,269 tit 
277 ,541

i 
208,632 249,UlO [ 274,791 

20,954,265 21,028,978 22,438,829 '23,932,226 

687,119 734,7:15 776,461 830,493 

20,370 19,629 21,116 21,209 

747,654 729,096 §788,072 I §744,386 

1,855,557 1 1,992,423 §2,205,061 1§2,417,340 
1,034,147 1,110,403 §1,174,484 §1,264,022 

1,765,826 1,831,790 2,063,189 2,080,673 

1,418,076 I 7,028,383 1 7,358.123 6,110,673 
34313 95& 35 246 1 "2 3 4 34 ' , , 7, 55, 3 .39,880,143 

• Partly estimated. t Year ended 31st Decemher preceding. t Rtolund. oxceeded receipts. 
S Includes Harbour Bridg;e Rate. 
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Taxation per Head of Population. 

The previous quotations, stated in their equivalent rates per head of 
populat.ion, are shown in the following table:-

Head of Taxation, or Charge. 

STATE. 

Land Tax ... 
Income Tax 

Stamp and Probate Duties-
Stamps ... 
Betting Tickets 
Probate 
Settlement and Compani 

Dea,th Duties 

Total, Stamp Duties 

Motor Tax 
Betting Taxes 
Totalizator Tax ... 
Racecourse Admission Tax 
Licenses ... 

Total, State Taxation 

COMMONWEALTH. 

Customs Duties 
Excise 
Estate " 
Land Tax * 
Income Tax· .. . 
War-time Profits Tax* .. . 
Entertainment Tax 

1921. 1922. 1923. 1924. 1925. 

I 
£ ~. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d 

... . .. ... ... . . .. 

... 2 2 1 1 18 4 1 18 7 1 19 7 2 1 5 
--------------------

... o 12 7 011 8 o 12 6 o 12 11 o 12 1 

... 0 011 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 

... 0 7 0 0 8 6 o 10 10 

to es' 8 9 011 1 
.. , 0 0 1 ... ... 
£ 1 0 7 1 1 2 1 4 4 1 2 8 1 4 3 
------_ . ---

... 0120140I80i4031 

... 0110100101010010 

... 028028027025022 

... 0 I 2 0 1 6 0 1 5 0 1 4 I 0 10 3 

... 1 0 2 0 0 2 '2 0 2 2 0 3 0 I () 3 1 
0 _____ - _________ 1 __ 

£ 3 10 9 3 8 2 3 11 9 3 12 4 3 16 3 
----_.[----------------

... 'I' 8
1 

'I' 8 "1 2 '19' , , , 
... 282277 251 ~6:1260 
... 0311 03(1 046 045071 
... 0 10 11 0 11 11 0 10 3 0 10 6 0 13 7 
... 2 10 7 2 12 9 I 19 7 2 0 3 1 19 11 
... 0 8 1 0 4 10 0 1 0 + "i" 

... 0 2 7 0 2 7 0 1 11 1 0"'2 31 0 2 5 

Total, Commonwealth ---- -----1---· 
Taxation ... £ 10 17~~~~_.!..!~_6_~_1_1~: 4 

i 
LOCAL. 'I 

Wharfage and Tonnage Rates... 0 5 3 0 6 (j 0 6 9 0 7 0 0 7 6 
Fees for Registration of Dogs ... 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 I 0 0 2 
+Municipal Rates- I 

067 

115 

City of Sydney 
Suburban and Country Muni· 

cipalities ... . .. 
tShire Rates ... 
Water and Sewerage Rates

(Metropolitan and Hunter) ... 

o 5 11 

o 15 ·7 
084 

o 15 6 

070 

o 17 5 
099 

o 16 7 

069 072 

o IS 4 o 19 11 
o 10 2 o 10 8 o 11 3 

o 16 10 o 18 8 o 18 4 
-------1-------1-------1-------,---

i Total, LO(lal Rates and 
Charges £ 2 10 9 2 17 5 2 19 0 337353 

Grand Total £ 16 19 5 16 2 5 16 4 3 16 19 0 17 13 10 

• Partly estimated. t Year ended 31st December preceding. t Refunds exceoded receipts. 

Particulars of revenue from taxation in the other States, and in the 
Commonweal1Jh, for the year ended 30th June, 1925, will be found on page 
~87. 
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State Land Tax. 
The State land tax is now levied only on the unincorporated portion of 

the Western Division, and is at the raie of ld. ,in the £ on the unimproved 
value of hnd. A sum of £240 is allowed by way of exemption, and 
where the unimproved value is in excess of that sum, a reduction equal 
to the exemption is made; but where several blocks of land within the 
State are held by a person or company, only one amount of £240 may 
be deducted from the aggregr.te unimproved vahe. 

State Income Tax. 
Income tax is payable by all persons in receipt of more than £300 pel' 

annum, derived from all sources within New ,south Wales. Oa;pital devolv
ing under will OIr by intestacy of a ,deceased per,son, or under a marI'iage 
\Settlement is not taxable income. A taxpayer is envitled to a deduction o-E 
the sum of £300, and of £50 in respect of each chiLd under 18 years of age 
wholly ma;intained Iby him. Premiums paid for Iife insurance, or annuity 
or fideEty guarantee, up to £50 are exempt, also payments for, superannua
tion. If the taxpayer's taxable income does not exceed £600 deductions 
are allowed in respect of sums paid by the taxpayer to doctors, nurses, 
ciliemists, and hospital~ on account of the illness of ,his wife or of any of 
his chiLdren under the ,age of 21 years, and sums up to £20 paid to an 
undertaker for funeral and burial expenses arisi~ out of the dealth of the 
taxpayer's wife or of any of his children under the age of 21 years. 
There is noexetmption in the case of companies, and the total net receipts 
are taxable, the mte being 2s. 61d. in the £ on the taxable income of tfue 
company without deduction. The rates per £, for persons other than com
panies are as follows :.-

On so much of the ta,xable income as does not exceed £250 .. , .. , Os. 9d. 

" 
exceeds £250 and do~s not exceed £500 ... Os. 10d. 

" " 
£500 £750 ... Os. lld. 

" " 
£750 " £1,000 ... Is. Od. 

£1,000 £1,500 ... Is. Id. 
£1,500 £2,000 ... Is.2d. 
£2,000 " £2,500 ... Is. 3d. 

" 
£2,500 £3,000 ... Is. 4d. 

" 
£3,000 " £3,500 ... Is. 5d. 
£3,500 £4,000 ... Is. 7d. 
£4,000 £5,000 ... Is. 9d. 

" 
£5,000 £7,000 ... ls. lld. 
£7,000 ... 2s. Od. 

In each case an addition of one-third of the tax is made on so much of 
the income as is derived from the produce of property. In computing the 
tax payable, income from personal exertion is first taken into account. 

In respect of income derived from agricultural, dairying, or pastoral pur
suits conducted by a taxpayer, although the tax is payable upon the taxable 
income derived during the year of assessment, the rate of tax is determined 
upon the~ average taxable income so derived during a period of not more 
than five years immediately preceding. The year beginning .lst .r uly, 1920, 
is the first to be taken into account in determining the average. 

The exemptions from income-tax are as follow:
Municipal corporations and other local authorities. 
Mutual life assurance societies, and other companies or societies not 

carrying on business for purposes of profit or gain, except interest 
on moneys secured by the mortgag'e of land in the State. 
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The profits of the Government Savings Bank. 

Societies registered under the Friendly Societies Act, or under· any .Act 
relating to Trade Unions. 

E,cclesiastical, Oharitable, and Educational Institutions of a public 
character, whether supported wholly or partly by grants from the 
Oonsolidated Revenue Fund or not. 

Income arising or accruing to any person from Government debentures; 
inscribt1d stock, and Treasury bills, or from debentures or inscribed 
stock issued by the Oommissioners of the Government Savings 
Bank of New South Wales. 

Dividends derived from shares in a company . 

.societies registered under the Co-operation, Community ·Settlement, 
and Credit Act, 1923-(a) undistributed profits; (be) bonuses or 
rebates paid to a member based on business done by him with the 
society where 90 per cent. of its business is done with its members. 

These exemptions do not extend to the salaries and wages of persons 
employed by any such corporation, company, society, or institution, whether 
paid wholly or in part from the revenues thereof. 

No statistics relating to incomes are available. In addition to the income 
tax levied by the State a tax on incomes is imoosed by the Commonwealth, 
particulars of which are given on page 256. 

State Stamp and Probate Duties. 

In the year 1920 add~tional Stamp and Probate Duties were imposed, and 
the rates payable since 1st January, 1921, on estates of deceased personll 
have been as follow:-

Over £1,000 and under £5,000-2 per cent. 

£5,000 £10,000-2! to 4~ per cent. 

" £10,000 

" £20,000 

" £140,000 " 

£20,000-5 to 7 

£140,000-n to 19 

£150,000-19~ 

Exceeding £150,000-20 per cent. 

" 

Increase=l per cent. per £1,000, 

Increase=! " £2,000, 

Increase=~ " 
£5,000. 

The duties are charged upon the whole value of the estate, but estates 
valued at not more than £1,000 are exempt, !i.nd half rates are allowed on 
estates under £5,000 when the property passes to widows, or to legitimate 
children under 21 years of age. 

Particulars of the estate duties imposed by the Oommonwealth arc given 
on 'page 257. 

}.fany legal documents are subject to stamp duty, and a stamp duty of 2d. 
is imposed upon all cheques and upon receipts for amounts of £2 or more. 
Certain receipts are exEJrnpt from stamp duty, e.g., receipts for salary, wages, 
pension, etc., and cash sale dockets. 

State Motor Tax. 

Until the Motor Vehicles Taxation Bill, 192'4, was passed, motor vehicles 
were taxed according to the horse-power of the engine, but now the rates 
of taxation· are based upon the weight of the vehicle and the type of tyre 
used. . . 
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The schedule of rates is as follows:-

Motor Ca.r .. . 
Motor Lorry .. . 
Motor Omnibus 

Pneumatic, semi~pneumatic, rubber, or I 
super-resilient t'yres~ 

Non-pneumatic, or solid tyres. 

28. 9d. per ~-cwt. of its weight. 3s. 3d. per i-cwt. of its weight. 
2s. 9d. do do :3s. 6d. do do 
4s. 3d. do do 58. 6d. do do 

On motor cycles the tax is £1 2s. 6d., or £2: with side-car; trailers and all 
other motor vehicles are taxed at the rate of 3s. 6d. per i cwt. of their 
weight. 

Motor lorries and trailers owned by a farmer, and used solely for carting 
his own produce, are subject to half rates. 

Any motor vehicle manufactured wholly within the British Empire il'l 
charged according to the sca:le quoted, less a reduction of 6d. per i ewt . 
.of its wei.ght. 

The taxes are payable at the time of issue of the certificate of registrati.on 
or license, and at each annual renewal thereof. 

In addition drivers (including learners) and conductors are charged 
amounts ranging; from 5's. to lOs. for licenses, and for annual renewals 
thereof, under the 'Motor Vehicles (Taxation) Managamei:J.t Act, 1924. 

Ambulance motor vehicles are exempt from taxation. The total number 
of motor vehicles licensed, including motor cycles, was 107,939, and the 
revenue benefited iby the tax during 1924-25 t.o the extent of £345,343, while 
£129,300 were received for licenses. Receipts from these two sources were 
formerly credited t.o the C.onsolidated Revenue, hut are now paid to the 
Main Roads iAcClOunt, Country Main Roads Fund and County Otf Oumber
Land Main Roads Fund to finance t·he constructional work undertaken by the 
.Main Roads Board. 

State Betting Taxes. 

The Finance (Taxation) Act, 1915, and amending Acts, imposed taxes on 
"facing clubs and associations, on bookmakers, and on betting tickets. 

With regard to the clubs, the taxes are levied on licenses and fees received 
from bookmakers. The existing rates range from 50 per cent. on racecourses 
within 40 miles of the General Post Office, Sydney, Dr 20 miles from the 
Post Office, Newcastle, to 20 per cent. on courses outside the limits men
-tioned. 

The taxes payable by bookmakers are regulated according to the particular 
·courses and enclosures where operations are carried on, and vary consider
ably. 'The amount received during the year ended 30th June, 1925, from 
~lubs and 'bookmakers, was £112,944. 

The Act of 1915 further provided for the imposition of a stamp duty on all 
betting tickets issued by bookmakers, the amount being one penny in the 
saddling paddock, and one half-penny for the other parts of the racecourse. 
During 1917 these rates were doubled, and in 1920 the amount on the 
paddock tickets was increased to threepence, but the other rates were not 
altered. In addition to these amounts, bookmakers are required to furnisn. 
a monthly statement showing the number of credit bets made, the duty on 
which is the same as if tickets had been issued. The revenue derived frOID 
_thiR sonrce during the year ended 30th June, 1925, was £119,144. 
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State Totalizator Tax. 
The Totalizator Act (No. 75, 1916) was passed on the 20th December, 

1916, and was amended by Acts No. 29, 1919, and No. 16, 1920. The revenue 
derived from this source during the year 1924-5 amounted! to £248,283. 

All registered racing clubs and associations must establish an approved 
totalizator. The commission to. be deducted from the total amount inv6&ted. 
is 12~ per cent., with an additional 1 per cent. for the sinking fund to meet 
the cost of machines. The contributio.n which must be paid to the State 
Treasurer by clubs racing for pro£t is 9 per cent. of the total payments into 
the machine and by other clubs 5i per cent. 

State Racecourse Admission Tax. 
An Act enabling the Government to. levy a tax on persons entering race

courses, came into. operatio.n on the 1st October, 1920, and an amending 
Act was passed on the 31st December, 1920. The Acts apply to all race
courses within 40 miles of the General Post Office, Sydney, and a similar 
distance from the Newcastle Post Office. The amounts leviable are;
Twopence on the admission charge through the outside gate or into the :flat, 
10d. into the Leger Reserve, while into the Saddling Paddock the rate is 3s. 
for males, 2d. additional being charged at Randwick, and 1s. 7d. for females. 
1£ no charge is made at the outside gate the tax for the Leger and Paddock 
enclosures is 2d. higilier. Members and season ticket-holders 'are required to 
pay a tax equal to 40 per cent. on the amount 'of their annual subscriptions. 

In order to carry out the pro.visions of this Act, racing clubs are com
pelled to furnish returns of the number of persons who paid for admission 
aua the number of members and season ticket holders. The amount received 
on account of this tax for the year ended 30th June, 1925, was £139,499. 

This amount, added to the receipts from betting and totalisato.r taxes, 
brings the total revenue from racing taxation during 1924-25 to £619,870. 

The following table shows the total amo.unt of taxation in <.:9'.1nection 
with horse-racing since 1916, which was the £rst year of collection ;--

!,;t:dl 
30th 

June. 

I 
1916 I 
1917 I 
1918 ! 
1919 r 

1920 i 
1921 ' 
1922 ! 
1923 I 

1924 
1925 

and Bookmakers. Ticket; Totalisator Admi~8ion Racing Clubs I I Bettin" Racecourse I' 
Associations. Stamp Duty. Tax. Tax. 

Total. 

lO,~02 21,~28 III. 27,~36 £ £ 58,~66 
22,881 24,655 40,849 6,346 94,731 
31,815 27,541 57,391 82,802 199,552 
43,969 28,321 I 54,841 132,403 259,534 
60,951 32,775 87,504 222,970 404,200 
60,970 41,941 96,336 274,171 117,820 597,238 
65,707 44,422 106,066 281,818 155,830 653,6(3 
67,476 43,603 1109,550 275,944 150,587 647,160 
67,941 40,789 lO8,6R8 266,893 143,01~ 627,324 
69,579 43,365 119,144 248,283 139,499 619,870 

--------1----·---------------
Total i 507,391 348,643 I 808,005 1,791,630 706,549 4,162,218 

Commonwealth Land Tax. 
The £rst direct taxatio.n by the Federal Government was impo.sed in 1910, 

when the Land Tax was passed, which levies a graduated tax on the un
improved value of the lands of the Commonwealth. In the case of owners 
who are not absentees, an amount of £5,000 is exempt, and the rate of tax 
is 1 Tshod. for the £rst £1 of value in excess of that amo.unt, and increases 
uniformly to 5d. in the £ on a taxable balance of £75,000, with 9d. in the 
£ for every £ in excess of that amount. Absentee owners are required to 
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pay ld. in the £ up to £5,000, with a uniform progression from 2 T8~ 50d. to 
6d. for the next £75;000. On every £ in excess of £80,000, the rate payable 
is 10d. 

Lands exempt fl'om taxation are those owned by a State, municipality, or 
other public authority, by savings banks, friendly societies, or trade unions, 
and those used for religious, charitable, or educational purposes. 

The latest available statement issued by the Commonwealth Commissioner 
of Taxation shows that the land tax payable for New South Wales property 
by residents was £1,096,5,69, by absentees £13,828; total, £1,110,397. For 
the whole CDmmonwealth the corresponding figures were :--Residents, 
£2,118,647; absentees, £29,214; total, £2,147,861. . 

Oommonwealth Incom,e Tax. 
In addition to the taxation of incomes imposed by the State, the Common

wealth levies a tax which is payable by residents and absentees in respect 
of income derived from sources within Australia (which includes Papua). 

The exemptions from taxation include the revenues and funds of local 
governing bodies or public authorities; friendly societies; trade unions and 
kindred associations; religious, scientific, charitable, or public educational 
institutions; interest on certain Commonwealth war loan securities; the 
income of provident, benefit or superannuation funds established for the 
benefit of the employees in any business, and of funds established by any will 
or instrument for public charitable purposes; salaries of Governor-General, 
State Governors, foreign consuls, and trade commissioners of any part of 
the British Dominions; agricultural, pastoral and horticultural, viticultural, 
stock-raising, manufacturing and other industrial societies not carried or, 
for profit or gain; musical, art, scientific, and literary societies; remunera
tion paid by the Commonwealth or a State Government to non-residents 
for expert advice; war pensions paid under the Australian Soldiers' Re
llatriation Act, 1920-21; the income derived by a person from a mining 
property in Australia, worked for the purpose of obtaining gold, Or gold 
IiInd copper', if ,gold represents at least 40 per cent. of the total output; so 
much of the a'ssessable income of co-operative companies as is distributed 
:among tiheir ,shareholders as interest or dividends on shares. A rebate or 
bonus made to a customer by a CO-opel"ative company may ibe treated as a 
charge on profits. 

Under the Taxation of Loans Act, 1923, the interest on any loan raised 
in Australia after 31st December, 1923, by the Commonwealth or a State 
or any other authority is subject to Commonwealth Income Tax. 

Resident taxpayers are allowed an exemption of £300 less £1 for every £3 
by which the income exceeds £300. Absentees are assessed on their total 
incomes from all sources in Australia. 

Special deductions include £50 :for every child under 16 years of age 
maintained by a resident taxpayer; payments up to £100 for friendly society 
benefits, superannuation, etc., if the taxpayer is a salary or wage-earner, or 
has a taxable income not exceeding £800; premiums up to £50 for life as
surance and fidelity guarantee; gifts over £5 each to public charitable institu
tions or contrrbutions to the Department of Repatriation; donations to any 
public authority for research in respect of diseases of human beings, animals, 
and plants. Where the taxable income is less than £900 the deduction is 
allowed of the fees paid to medical practitioner, hospital nurse, or chemist 
in respect of the illness of the taxpayer, his wife or children under 21 years 
of age, and the sum up to £20 paid to an undertaker for :funeral expenses. 

Persons €ingaged in agricultural or rural pursuits.in a district subject to 
the ravageEi, of animal pests are entitled to a deduction of money expended 
in the purchase of wire-netting. 
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The rate of taxation upon incomes derived from personal exertion is 
3,,~od. for the first pound of taxable income, increasing uniformly by ll--*ud. 
with each increase of one pound sterling of the taxable income, until the 
taxa:ble income reaches £7,600, where the rate is 2s. nd. in the . pound. 
Over £7,600 the rate per pound sterling is 5s. 

The rate of taxation upon incomes up to £546 derived from property is 
stated by the following fo=ula;-

R = (3 + 181~058) pence, 

R being the average rate of tax in pelliCe 'per pound sterling, and I the 
taxable income in pounds sterling. 

Over the sum of £546, and up to £2,000, the tax increases continuously 
with the ,increa,se of the taxable income till it reaches 33·6 pence per pound 
sterling on £2,000 lOs., thence up to a rate of 5s. for every pound sterling 
in excess of £6,500. 

To the ta:x: payable in an cases is added a further tax equal to 20 per cent., 
and the minimum tax is £1. 

Oompanies pay a flat :rate of ls. in the £ on the taxable income. 
In assessments for the year which began on 1st July, 1922, and subsequent 

years, the rate to be applied to the taxable income is to be calculated as if 
tlle taxable income were the average of the taxable incomes derived in a 
period of at least two and not more than five years immediately preceding. 

A tax of 12n per cent. on prizes in lotteries was abolished in ,December, 
192'4. 

During 1923 an agreement was made between the Oommonwealth and 
State Governments for the collection by the State Oommissioner of Taxa
tion of the income tax payable in the State under Oommonwealth law, thus 
obviating the necessity for separate returns. 

Commonwealth Estate Duties. 
The Estates Assessment Act (No. 22 of 1914) provided for the imposition 

of a duty on properties of persons who died after the commencement of the 
Act. The rates are 1 per cent. where the total value exceeds £1,000 but 
does not exceed' £2,000, and an additional one-fifth per cent. for every 
thousand pounds, or part thereod', in excess of two thousand pounds, the 
maximum being 15 per cent. 

A reduction to two-thirds of the above rates is allowed if the estate is left 
to the widow, children, or grandchildren of the testator. 

Estates of persons who died on active service in the War, or as the result of 
injuries or diseases contracted while on active service, are exempt. 

Commonwealth Entertainments Tax. 
The Entertainments Tax is levied on payments -for admission to almost 

every dass of amusement at the rate of twopence halfpenny when the pay
ment for a;dmission is two sbiillingsand sixpence, and, if it exceeds ilhat 
amount, one halfpenny for every sixpence or part of sixpence in excess 
thereof. The amount of tax collected in New South W,ales during 19'2'4-25 
was £274,791. Details will be found in the dhapter of this book entitled 
" Social Oondition." 

THE STA'fE ACCOUNTS. 

The State Accounts are kept on a cash basis, and to ascertain the 
financial position from the annual statement· prepared by the Treasurer, 
consideration must be given to the ·Oonsolidated Revenue Account, Oloser 
Settlement Account, Public Works Account, Loans Account, the various 
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE, 1395-96 to 1924-25. 
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The numbers at the side of the graph represent £1,000,000 of rennue, an.} n per head 
of population. 

The diagra.ln is a ratio graph, and, the vertical scale being logarithmic, the rise or fall of 
'each CUfre represents the percentage of change. Equal distances on the scale represent 
the same percentage of chang~, and when the cunes run parallel, they indicate an increaie 
Dr decrease in equal proportion, irrespective of absolute numbers. Actual values are 
.iihown by means of the numbers at the side of the graph. 
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Trust Accounts shown on page 270, and the accounts of the industrial 
undertakings shown on page 266, which do not form part of the Consolidated 
Revenue Account. Due regard must be taken also of such items as refunds, 
advances, cancellation8, and cross entries. 

All expenditure from loan moneys must be authorised under an .Appro
priation Act, in the same manner as the ordinary expenditure chargeable to 
the general revenue. There is a restriction on the expenditure, whether 
from loans or from revenue, in the provisions of the Public Works Act. 
Under that Act the question of constructing all works estimated to cOit 
more than £20,000, except those connected with the maintenance of railwaYIil, 
is referred by resolution of the Legislative Assembly to the Parliamentary 
Standing Oommittee elected by the members of eacn parliament. The Oom
mittee investigates and reports to Parliament, and the Assembly decides 
whether it iii expedient to carry out the proposed work; if the decision be 
favourable, a bill based thereon must be passed before the authorisation is 
absolute. 

THE OONSOLIDATED REVENUE ACCOUNT. 

The Oonsolidated Revenue Account for each year shows the whole of thcr 
receipts and ~penditure, inclusive of those in connection with business 
undertakings, but exclusive of transactions under the Loans Account and 
the other accounts previously mentioned. All revenue is paid into the Oon
solidated Revenue Account, but the whole cannot be used for general pur
poses, as, under section 13 of the Forestry Act, 1916, one-half of the gross 
proceeds received by the Forestry Oommission must be carried to a special 
account ,and set apart for aiIorest!ation; under the Public Works and 
Oloser Settlement Funds Act, 1906, two-thirds of the net proceeds of the 
sale of Orown lands, exclusive of interest, less 20 per cent., must be paid to 
1he Public ViTorks Fund; also under the Main Roads Act, 19:240, the amount 
rcccinld as taxation under the Motor Vehicle Tax and tIw amounts paId 
as licenses under the 1fetropolitan Traffic 'Act, 1900, and the Motor Traffic, 
A('t, 1909, are now paid into the Special Deposits Account, to be expended 
it1 eonnection with the operations of the }l.fain I{.,ac1s Boal'd. These arc 
the only eases in whic1h revenue is earmarked for specific purposes. 

The receipts during tlhe year ended 30th June, 1925, amounted to 
£88,822,5,sS, and the expendit.ure to £39,579,038, so that on the operat,ions or: 
the year there was a deficiency of £756,450, which increased the accumulated 
deficiency to £3',430,815. Similar details for each of the last ten· years are 
shown in the following table, also the revenue and expenditure per head of 
population :-

Vear I--------------,---------------,------------------

I 

Receipts. Expenditure. Surplus (+ ) or deficiency (-), 
ended I 
30th Per Per On operations I Accumulated at 

June. ! Total. inhabitant. Total. inhabitant. of year. end of year. 

£ £ s. d'l £ [ £ s. d. £ I £ 
1916 19,703,518 10 8 0 19,553,927 10 6 5 (+) 149,591 I( - ) 214,339 
1917 20,522,097 10 16 8 20,790,895 i 10 19 6 (-) 268,79S i( -) 483,137 
1918 21,543,742 11 4 0 21,519,91S 11 3 8 (+) 23,S24 I( -) 459,313 
1919 '?3,44S,lG6 11 18 6 23,233,39S 11 16 3 ( +) 214,768 I( -) 244,545 
19'20 28,650,496 14 1 ] 30,210,013 14 16 4 (-) 1,1'59,517 II( - )1,804,062 
1921 34,031,396 16 5 7 34,476,892 16 910 (-) 445,496 I( - )2,249,558" 
1922 35,6:n,820 16 14 II 36,966,525 17 7 5 (-) 1,328,705 I( - )3,578,263 
1923 36,145,944 16 12 8 35,342,436 lfi 5 3 (+) 803,508 1(-)2,774,755 
1924 37,351,809 16 18 0 37,251,419 16 17 1 i( +) 100,390 I( - )2,674,365 
1925 38,822,588 17 4 7 39,579,038 I 17 11 4 (-) 756,450 ,( -)3,430,815 

The increases in revenue and expenditure,· although constant, were gradual 
up to 1918-19. Since that year the expenditure has . been considerably 
aiIected by the movement of the basicwage~ which.was increasedfrom.£3 ·to 
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£3 17s. per week in Omober, 1919, and from £3 17s. to £4 5s. in October, 
1920. The eiIElcts of the subsequent reductions to £4 2s. in October, 1921, 
and to £3 18s. in May, 1922, and the increase to £4 2s. again in September, 
1923, are apparent in the expenditure in those years. In August, 1925, the 
basic w,age was again increased to £4 5s. 

Heads of Revenue and Expenditure. 
The following table shows the details of revenue and expenditure during 

the last five financial years. The revenue in 1924-2,5 was the largest recorded 
for ilie State, being £1,471,000 grea1er than in 1923-24, but the expenditure 
increased by. £2,328,000. 

REVENUE, 

Governmental. 
Revenne Returned by Commonwealth 

Sta ~e Taxation 

l .... l1nd Revenue-

1924.~_ 
----~----7_--~----

1921. 1922. 1923. 

£ £ £ £ £ 
2,533,234 2,632,036 2,690,198 2,738,725 2,796,928 

7,388,133 7,249,017 7,799,118 7,988,131 8,115,151 

A1.ienation .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Occupation and Miscellaneous, mcludilllr Forestry 

1,235,951 1,130,777 1,025,29~ 1,016,545 1,M1,412 
915,514 878,043 888,939 918,168 984,756 

Total Land Revenne 

Services Rendered .. 
Q~neral Miscellaneous 
Industrial Undertakings 
AdYances Repaid .. 

Total Governmental 

Business Undertakings. 
Railwa.ys and Tramways .. 
Sydney Harbour Trust .. 
'Water Supply and Sewerage 

Total Business Undertakings 

Grand Total 

EXPENDITURE.· 

Governmental. 
Interest on Public Debt and Special Deposits 
Reduction of Public Debt . . .. .. 
'Transfer to Public Works Fund .. 
Departments-

Premier .. .. 
Chief Secretary 

£ 2,151,465 2,008,820 1,914,233 1,929,703 2,04~,168 

748,291 
695,324 

12,005 
40,083 

923,915 
~88,058 
11,050 
92,596 

984,403 1,068,886 1,247,549 
932,981 1,080,532 1,059.794 
10,362 7,655 7,792 
52,845 70,IM 42,946 

£, ~113,905,492 H,384,HO 14,88il,898~ 

.. 18,04;,389119,]45,082 19,083,502 19,508,4M 10,624,793 

.. 797,211 827,123 852,242 897,367 970,402 

.. 1,618,261 1,760,123 1,826,260 2,057,068 1,911,065 

£ 20,462,861 21,73i,328 21,761,804 22,462,911 113,W6,260 

£ 34,031,396 35,637,820 36,145.941 37,351,809 38,~22,588 

1,637,58611,604,687 1,827,102. 2,239,395 3,338,368 
2,566 

451,561[ 406,708 347,961 351,927 MS,628 

119,480i 70,779 65,196 84,733 84,596 

Public Health .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Treasurer (excluding Business Undertakings 

and Interest on Deposits, etc,l .. .. .. 

1,258,910 1,215,622 -, , . "u,' 1,359,375

1

1 
l,474,054}. 548 423 2 726 86' 2 735 871 

Attorney·General and Justice 1,158,869, 1,054,192 948,370 1,050,21~ 1,152,633 
Lands.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Public Works (excluding Business Undertakings) 
Public Instruction (exclnding Endowments) .. 
Labour and Indnstry .. 
Mines ., 

576,2241 651,191 646,419 639,301 e7~,S32 

6
583°5',9142981 630,704 575,932 569,296 560,862 

658,080 637,282 718,095 708,025 
3,702,7211 4,085,177 3,941,2901 4,000,32' 4,212,158 

102,287 99,882 99,998 107,831 111,574 
Agriculture .. 
Local Government-

Administration . . .. 
Endowments and Grants 

All Other Services .. . . 
Grants to Public Works Fnnd 
Ad,'ances made 

Total Governmental 

Business Undertakings (Working Expenses 
and Interest). 

Railways and Tramways .. 
Sydney Harbour Trust •. 
Water Supply and Sewerage 

Total Bus;ness Undertakings 

Grand Tota' 

72,0591' 94,593 78,154 91,107 94,206 
450,788 473,871 461,739 497,967 562,221 

37,641 45,255 43,941 42,538 44,690 
347,869, 371,366 302,080 306,5a 286,851 

.. 1,072,6941 1,146,980 765,666 1,182,067 1,694,322 
200,0001 200,000 200,000 200,000 200,000 
247,745 1,010,102 594,118 408,384 ~82,407 

;£ 14 014,452, 15,293,243 ~' 15,216,56117,509,144 , I ! 

18,295,085 19,275,198! 18,787,004 19,435,742::: 
.. 645,801 706,7951 726,089 757,233 756,799 

1,521,554 1,691,2891 1,145,672 1,841,883 1,469,8~1 

£ ~0,462'4401 21,673,282121,258,765 22,03i,858i~,069,894 
£ 34,476,892136,966,525135,342,436137,251,419139,579,038 
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From the foregoing figures the following ratea per head of population 
h.Jve been determined;-

1921. 1922. 1923. I 1924. I 1925. 

Governmental. 1 £ s. d. £, s. d. I £ s. d., £, s. d., £ s. d. 
REVENUE. 1-

00 

1 0 1

0 

I 
Revenue Returned by Commonwealth.. .. i 1 4 3 1 4 9 '\ 1 4 9: 1 4 9 I 1 4 10 

$tate Taxation .. .. .. .. .. . '11 
3 10 91 3 8 2, 3 11 9 [I 3 12 4 1 3 1:1 0 

L'\nd Revenue- J I 

Alienation .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 11 10 I 0 10 7 0 9 51 0 9 2 [ 0 9 5 
OC0upationand Miscellaneous, including Forestry,~~ ~ ~ ~!~ 

Total ........ o£l~I~~~I~ 
Services Rendered.. I 0 7 2 0 b 8 0 9 1 0 9 8 I 0 11 1 
Generall\:liscellaneous : : I 0 6 8 I 0 9 4 0 8 7 0 9 9 I 0 9 5 
Industrial Undertakings .. I 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
AdvancesRepaid .. ::~~~~!~_ 

Total Governmental £1 6 9 10 6 10 8 6 12 5 6 14 9 iII 0 

Business Undertakings. I~~~- -~-- ~--- ----II---~ 
Railways and Tramways .. 8 12 8 ~ 19 11 8 15 8 8 16 6 9 3 1 
Sydney Harbour Trust .. ", 0 7 7 0 7 9 0 7 10 0 8 2 0 8 7 
Water Supply and Sewerage ::'I~~~~~ 

Total Business Undertakings £ 9 15 9 10 4 3 10 0 3 10 3 3 10 8 7 

Grand Total £1' 16 5 7 16 ~4 11 16 12 8 16 18 0 17 4 7 

EXPENDITUR1I1. 

Governmental. 
merest On Public Debt and Special Deposits 

Reduction o! Public Debt .. 
'Transfer to Public Work. Fund .. 
Departments-

Premier.. .. 
Chief Secretary 

: : I 0 15 8 0 15 1 0 16 10 o 9 

044 0 3 10 0 3 033 

0 1 2 0 0 8 0 0 009 
o 13 0 o 13 10 

Public Health .. 0 •• • • • • • • o 12 1 011 5 }1 3 

o 3 

009 
4 8 

Treasurer (excluding Business Undertakings 
011 1 911 096 

o 5 ~ 
052 
o 6 6 
116 3 

o 10 3 
060 
050 
063 
1 17 5 
010 

and Interest on Deposits, etc.) .. 0 0 8 9 
Attorney·General and Justice 0 5 6 0 6 2 0 511 
Lands .. .. .. .. .. 
Public Works (excluding Business Undertakings) 
Public Instruction (excluding Endowments) .. 
Labour and Industry .. 

0 5 
0 6 
1 15 
0 1 

7 
1 
4 
0 

0 6 0 0 5 4 
0 6 2 0 5 10 
1 18 4 1 16 3 
0 011 0 011 o 1 0 

Mines .. 
Agriculture .. 
Local Government-

Adlninistration .. 
Endowments and Grants 

All Other Services ., . . . . 
Grants to Public Wurks Fund .. 
Advances ma.de 

Total Governmeulial 

Business Undertakings. (Working Expenses 
, and Interest). 

Railways and Tramways .. 
Sydney Harbour Trust .. 
Water Supply and Sewerage 

Total Business Undertakings 

Grand Total 

0 0 8 0 
0 4 4 0 

011 o 0 
4 5 0 4 

9 
3 

o 010 
046 

o 010 
o 5 0 

004005005004005 
· '11 

0 3 4 0 3 6 0 2 9 0 2 9 0 2 7 

: : g 1~ Ii I g lLi g L~ g 1~ 1~ g 1~ 3 
"I~I~I~~~ 
£! 6 14 1 I 7 3 91 6 9 7 6 17 8 7 15 5 

1--01--)------
· 'Ii 8 15 0, 9 1 2 8 12 11 8 15 11 8 16 2 
· . 0 6 2! 0 6 8 0 6 9 0 6 10 1 0 6 9 
• • ! 0 14 7! 0 15 10 0 16 0 0 16 8 0 13 0 
!-~I-----~~

£1 fJ 15 9 110 3 81 9 15 8 9 19 5; 9 15 11 

£i~l~ ~~I~;-~ 

Land Revenue of the State. 
Under the Act instituting the Public Works Fund, two-thirds to the net 

proceeds of the sale of ,Crown land's, lee6 20 per cent., equivalent to a clear 
53! per cent., are paid into the fund. 

The balance of the receipts from the sale and occupation OIf Crown lands 
is treated as public income. A1though the proceeds from occupation, being 
rent, can be reasona'bly regarded as an item of revenue, the inclusion of the 
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proceeds of auction, conditional purchase, and: other classes of sale as 
ordinary revenue is open to serious objection. It has been urged in justifi
cation of this oourse that the !sums so obtained have enabled the Govern
ment to construct works which enhance the value of the remaining publio 
land's and facilitate ,settlement. 

EXPENDITURE FROM CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND, 1895-96 to 1924-215. 

15 " 

i 
III 
J 

, 

I 

The nnmbers at the side of the graph represent £1,000,000 01 expenditure, and £1 per 
head of population. 

The diagram is a ratio graph, and, the vertical scale being logarithmic, the rise or fan of 
each curve represents the percentftge of change. Equal distances on the scale represent 
the same percentage of change, and when the curves run parallel, they indicate an inC1'2aSe 
or decrease in equal proportion, irrespective of absolute numbers. Actual values are 
shown by means of the numbers at the side of the g-raph. 

The revenue from lands may be grouped under three main heads-(a) 
auction sales and other forms of unconditional sale; (b) conditional salea 
under the system of deferred payments; (c) rents from pastoral, mining, 
and other classes of occupation. The net receipts from each source in 
1924-25 were £90,714, £970,699, and £736,826, respectively, while miscel
laneous receipts and forestry receipts (excluding those paid to the- Public 
Works Fund) amounted to £247,929, making a total of £2,046,168. 

The land policy of the State, though largely connected with public finance, 
is discussed in that part of this volume which treats of Land Settlement. 

Receipts for Services Rendered. 

I 

The net amount collected for services rendered by the State, other than 
for trading concerns, during the year ended 30th .Tune, 1925, was £1,247,549. 
The principal sources of revenue were pilotage harbour and :ight rates, 
etc., £330,520, and registration fees, £19,2,357. 

L_~ 
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General Miscellaneous Receipts. 

All items which cannot be placed under the headings already mentioned 
are included herein; in 1924-25 they amounted to £1,059,794. 

The balance of the revenue for the year ended 30th June, 1925, consisted 
of the amount returned by the Oommonwealth, £2;796,928, ,andi interest and 
eontributions from Industrial Undertakings (Act No. 22, 1912), £7,792. 

Expenses of General Government and of B1J'8iness Undertakings. 

The following statement shows the expenditure classified under two 
headings-the ordinary expenditure of General Government, including 
interest on the capital liability of the services connected therewith, and the 
expenditure on services practically outside the administration of General 
Government, including interest on their capital liability. The expenditure 
of the industrial undertakings ,shown on page 266, and of the Murrumbidgee 
Irrigation Area are not included. The figures for the ten years ended the 
30th J u~e, 1925, and the rates per inhabitant, were a,s follow:-

Governmental. \ 
Business 'C"ndertakings. Grand Tot .. l 

Year Expendi· 
<Jnded I Interest I [. I I d I ture 
aoth General and 

I RaIlways Water Sy ney (Including 
Jnne. Total. , and Supply and Harbour Total. 

Services. Re~emp- l Tramways. 1 Sewerage. Trust. 
Adn,nces). 

twns. 
------

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ 

1916 7,120,558 1,064,273 8,1'14,831 10,107,149 841,278 420,669 11,369,096 19,553,927 

1917 7,535,774 1,011,06U 8,546,834 10,794,693 984,803 464,565 12,244,061 20,790,895 

1918 7,888,877 1,096,548 8,985,425 10,969,924 1,065,413 499,156 12,534,493 21,519,918 

1919 8,237,1151 982,184\9,219,29912,370,545 1,132,769 510,785\14,014,099 23,233,398 

1920 11,018,1301,081,872 12,100,00216,158,569 1,368,197 583,24518,110,011 30,210,013 

1921 12,374,300,1,640,15~ 114,014,45218,295,085 1,521,554 645,801 20,462,440 34,476,89£ 

1922113,688,55611,604,687 15,293,24319,275,198 1,691,289 706,795\21,673,282 36,966,525 

1923 12,256,569[1,827,102 14,083,671 18,787,004 1,745,672 726,08921,258,765 35,342,435 

1924 12,977, lfi6l2,239,395 15,216,561 19,435,742 1,841,883 757,233\22,034,85837,251,419 
1925 14,170,7763,338,368 17,509,144 19,843,234 1,469,861 756,79922,069,89438,579,038 

I 

Expenditure per Head of Population . . 
Goyernmental. I Business Undertakings. \ Grand Total 

Year Expendi-
ended 

\ Interest [ \ Railw~ys I Water II Sydney \ 
ture 

! (Including 3Jth 
June. 

1916 \ 
1917 \ 1918 
1919 
1920 I 
1921 1 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

General and 
Services. Re::demp- \ 

Total. and Supply and Harbour l Tramways. I Sewerage. i Trust. 
Total. I Advances). 

tlOUS. I 

£ s. d. I £ s. d. \ £ £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
3 15 2 011 3 4 6 5 568"08110 
3 19 7 010 8 4 10 3 5 13 11 I 0 10 5[ 0 
4 2 0 011 5 4 13 5 5 14 0 I 0 11 0 0 
4 3 10 010 0 4 13 10 16 5 9 0 11 5 0 
5 8 1 I 0 10 7 5 18 8 7 18 6 I 0 13 I) 0 
5 18 5 . 0 15 8 6 14 1 8 15 0, 0 14 7 0 
6 8 8 I 0 15 1 7 3 9 I 9 1 2 o 15 10 0 
5 12 9 I 0 16 10 6 9 7 8 12 11 016 0 0 
5 17 5 1 0 3 6 17 8 8 15 11 o 16 8 0 
6 5 10 i 1 9 7 7 15 5 8 16 2 o 13 1 0 

I 
i 

B. d. £ s. d. 
4 5 6 0 0 
411 6 9 3 
5 3 6 10 3 
5 3 7 2 ~\ 5 9\8 17 
6 2 9 15 9 
6 810 3 8 
6 9 9 15 8 

£ s. d. 
10 6 5 
10 19 6 
11 3 8 
11 16 
14 16 
16 9 1 

3 
4 
o 

17 7 5 
16 5 3 

610 9 19 5 I 16 17 1 
6 8 9 15 11 117 II 4 

I 

General services include public health, education, police, and all other 
<livil and legal expenditure, also the cost of public works paid out of revenue. 
transfers to Public Works Fund, ,advances, etc. 
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OLOSER SETTLE:~IENT ACCOUNT. 

The Closer Settlement Account was established under Act No.1 of 1906. 
It is not included in the operations of the Oonsolidated Revenue Fund, 
although grants from that fund have formed a considerable portion of its 
receipts. As its name implies, the moneys of the fund are devoted to the 
promotion of closer settlement. 

The following statement shows the net receipts and expenditure during 
the financial year ended the 30th June, 1925:-

---------------------,-----
Receipts. I Amount. Ji Expenditure. i Amount. 

-------- --~-------------~----

Assurance Fees-Real Property Act .. 2f,641 I 
Repayments by Settlers .. . . .. 638,833, 

Debit Balance, 30th June, 1924 .. 
£ 

849,685 

on account of Improvement I 
Leases 13,580 'I 

---II 
674,054 II 

---I, 
.. 816,787 II /---i l 
. '1 1,490,841 ii 

Debit balance, 30th June, 1925 .. 

Under Real Property Act.. .. .. 1,513 
Purchase of Estates, including Contin-

gent Expenses .. .. 80,163 
Interest on Loans (Recoup) .. .. 337,433 

" Oloser Settlement De belltures 165,022 
" Purchase l\loney . . . . 411 

Redemption of Debentures ., .. 55,700 
Redemption of Ministerial Cortificates. '1 __ 914 

Total . . . . .. .. 1,490,841 Total 

During the period of nineteen years ended 30th ,June, 1925, 1,730 estates, 
representing 6,223 farms, were purchased for closer settlement, inclusive of 
improvement leases, etc., acquired under Oloser Settlement Acts, the total 
area being 3,50fi,256 aeres. The expenditure was !s fo11ows :-Purehase 
money, £13,074,517, contingent expenses, £141,368; total, £13,215,885. 

Receipts. Amount. Iii 

TWG·thirds of Net Proceeds of Sale ofl £1 1'/ 

on Purchase Money-less 20 per Crown Lands, exclushre of Interest [ II:,. 

cent. (Act No.9, 1906) .. "1 3eS,528 I' 
Net Proceeds of Sale of Land, under. I 

Soction 4, Public Instruction Act[1 I. 

ofl880 . . . . .. .. . '] 869/ i I 
Transfers from Consolidated Revenue I 

Account-Amount in aid.. ··1 200,000 Ii 
1 Ii 

Ne~ Repayments on account of pre'l II: 
VIOUS yea.rs 28,858 Ii 

Balance, 30th June, 1924, 
brought forward 

GIani Total 

--II 
I 
II 

"~'U811 
£ 836,383 I 

Expenditure. Amount. 

Business u~~erta~ings- /:10 
Railways and Tramways .. . . 25,369 
Metropolitan 'Vater and Sewerag'e .. , 16,647 
Hunter District Water and Se'f'treragel 1,178 
Sydney Harbour Trust ... . ./ __ 34,999 

Observatory Hill Resumed area 

'Vater and Drainage Trusts .. 
Country Towns Water Supply 

Se,verage .. .. 
\Ventworth Irrig-ation Area, etc. 
Public Buildings and Sites 
Roads, Bridges, Punts, etc. .. 
Harbours and Rivers Navigation 
Hospitals, etc. .. . . .. 
Municipalities and Shires, Aid 
Other 

Total Expenditure 

Balance, 30th June, 1Q25 

Grand Total 

78,193 
----

.. 1 4,046 

1"---2,849--

a~dl 
::1 
··1 

2,223 
4,586 

346,035 
28,802 
13,319 
25,411 
30,137 
4D,833 

576,434 

836,383 
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GENERAL AOOOUNT. 

Summarising the foregoing accounts, and adding the transactions on 
account of loans, the receipts by the State during the year ended 30th June, 
1925, amounted to £,68,648,506, and the expenditure to £76,4t3,160. 

The aggregate receipts and expenditure during each of the last six years, 
after necessary adjustments, were as fQllow;-

RECEIPTS. 

Account. I 1919-20. j 1920-21. I 1921-22. : 1922-23. I 1923-24. I 1924-25. 

£ , 1£ £ £ I £ I £ ! 
Consolidated I 

Revenue ... . .. 28,650,496 34,031,H96 35,637,82°

1

36,145,944 37,351,809 38,822,588 

Closer Settlement." 1,225,183 3,096,608 1,993,742 737,320 466,597 674,054 

Public Works 

Railways Loan 

General Loan 

Total 

I I 
652,970 607,862 575,8531 578,460 593,255 

259,1162 1,350 

604,082 

1,559,656 

... W, 623, 164 (2'36~ooa 18,961,362 19,75,,921 27 ,266, 13' ' 28,558,609 

... 52,1;62,581

1

50,147,027 57,200,786 57476,700 65,664,353 68,648,506 

EXPENDITURE. 

Consolidated I I 
Revenne ... '''1:{0,21O,0l3 34,476,892 i36,966,525 35,342,436 37,251,419 39,579,038 

Closer Settlement ... il,224,985 2,419,869,)i 2,419,460 675,777 

Public Works ... 1 572,265 719,289 638,807 673,005 

575,379 585,595 

491,317 576,434 

Railways Loan 44,042 

General Loan 

... I ." 
8,761,223 14,734,389 (10,463,284 9,841,610 9,338,472 10,170,042 

I Repayment of LoansI16,799,068 1,175,120110,442,989 10,609,182 18,101,086 25,502,051 

I I I 
To",1 . "i" ,OIl ,596 1",525,559 1",,931.065 :,,142,010 65, '57,~ 76,m, 160 

The results shown above are exclusive of the transactions of the Special 
Deposits and Suspense Accounts; including these, the total receipts of all 
funds controlled by the Treasurer during 1924025 were £100,107,634, and the 
expenditure £102,756,323. 

The Audit Act provides that the Treasurer may arrange with any bank 
for the transaction of the general banking business of the State. The 
accounts are kept under the several headings which follow, and all amounts 
paid into any of the accounts mentioned are deemed to be " 'Public moneys," 
and for interest purposes the several accounts lire treated as one. The 
special accounts, which consist of " Supreme Court Moneys," are not con
trolled by the Audit Act, as they are operated on directly by the officers in 
charge of the Departments concerned. 
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The position of the General Account on the 30th June, 1925, is shown 
below. 

Hea.d of Account 

Credit Bahnces-
Special Deposits Account- I 

Government Savings Bank Deposits Account " .. 1 

" "Advances Deposit Accountl 
St.ate Debt Commissioners' Trust Accounts .. . _I 

" " Deposit Account .. . . 
CompenSu.tioll-Liquor Amendment Act 
Sydney Mumcipal Council Sinking Funds 
Inriustrial Undertakings and Housing Fund 
Commonwealth Government Advances-

Returned Soldiers 
Wheat Storage '. . . . . . 

Ledger Balances on 30t,h June, 1925. 

Inyested in Cash Total. Securities. Balances. 

£, £ £ 
4,203,305 4,203,305 

500,000 500,000 
207,307 207,307 
255,716 255,716 
734,491 734,491 
31;457 31,457 

476,118 476,118 

9,805,986 9,805,986 

Broken Hill Water Supply Administration 
Treasurv Fire Insurance Fund . 
Treasury Guarantee Fund .. 

250,000 250,000 
.• ! 55,528 55,5f!8 
, .j 58,000 270,782 328,782 
"1 :l0,600 5,976 26,416 
. '1' 115,583 115,533 
. . 132,850 132,850 

56,110 745,064 801,174 

Railway SkJres Advance Account .. 
Treasury Workmen's Compensation Fund 
Sundry Depo .. its Account .. .. .. 
Main Roads Fund-Country .. .. 
Main Roads Fund-County Cumberland 
Fixed Deposits Account . . .. . . 
State Superannuation Board Account .. 
Other 

:: I 490,497 490,497 
"I 293,308 293,308 
::: 2.000,000 2,~g~:m 4,?g~:m 
..1 166,094 99~,413 t,162,507 

1 ________ , ______ _ 

Total Special Deposits Account,. 

Public Works Account 
Special Accounts--

Colonial Treasurer's Supreme Court Moneys 
Miners' ACCIdent Relief Account 

Cr . . ~I 2,300,704 22':~~::;: 25,:~:::;: 

London Remittance Account 

Total C'·. £, 

Less Debit Balances- £, 
Consolidated Revenue Account.. .. .. 3,430,815 
General Loan Account " .. .. ., 17,296,090} 
Loans Expenditure Suspense Account .. 1,622,579 
Public Works Expenditure Suspense Account 42,346 
Closer Settlement Account .. .. .. 816,787 
Coal Purchase Suspense Account . . . . 50.093 
Grain Elevators Freight Suspense Account .. 11,624 
Metropolitan Water, Sewerage and Drainage 

Board-Advance Account 412,000 

Net Credit Balance .. .. .. Cr. 
Deduct-Amounts not transferred to Public Accouuts .. Dr. 

Net Credit Balance in 'Sydney 
Deduct--London Account .. .. .. 

Net Balance 

Cr. D,.. 
c,.. 

77,000 
788,663 788,663 

2,377,704 

2,377,704 

2,377,704 

4,706,014 

28,666,371 

23,682,334 I 

4,984,037 
599,122 

4,384,915 
4,706,013 

2,377,704 (-) 321,098 

77,000 
4,706,014 

31,044,075 

23,682,334 

7,361.741 
599,122 

6,762,619 
4,706,013 

2,056,606 

The c3Jsh balance on the 30th June, 1925, was distributed as follows:

£ 
Sydney-Net Credit 

London-Net Debit 

Total Debit 

INDUSTRIAL UNDERTAKINGS OF THE STATE. 

4,384,915 

4,706,013 

£321,098 

In addition to. the business undertakings, viz., Railways, Tramways, 
Harbour Trust, Water Supply and Sewerage, and the national undertaking, 
the Murrumbidgee Irrigation Scheme, the State controls various industrial 
undertakings, the revenue and expenditure of which do not form part of 
the Oonsolidated Revenue Fund, but are included principally under the 
Special Deposits Fund. 
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The following table shows the transactions of these undertakings during 
the year ended 30th June, 1925, and the total capital expenditure at that 
date. 

Service. 

Total Capital I Expenditure. 
ExpeD di ture I 
from Loans, Working i 1 

Public "rorks Reyenue.,ExpenSBS, I I~ter.est, I' 

Fund, and j including' Smkmg Total. 
Consolidated Rates andl ~~nd, I 

Revenue. Taxes. i c. j 

INDUSTRIAL UNDERTAKINGS- 1 ;£ I ;£ I ;£ I[ ;£ i 
Blue Metal Quarries-Kiama· andl 1 : 

Port Kembla .. .. .. 150,334 231,842 I 213,340 14,845 1 

Brickworks-Homebush Bay.. 147,842 i 162,768 [ 132,618

1 

12,146 i 
Building Construction .. .. 35,227 [ 283,085 I! 267,888 10,358 I 278,216 

Monier Pipe Wo~ks 51,288 I 112,937 92,693 i 15,1181 107,811 

I 
228,185 [ 

144,764 

£ 

Net 
Reyenue. 

£ 

3,657 

18,004 

4,839 

5,12& 

Power Station-Uhr's Pointt 32,5051 I I 
Sawmills-Craven and Gloucestertl 10751,'7964°5' I .. [I .. II" .. .. 
Timber Yard, etc. -Uhr's Pointt 

Trawlerst 153,342 I I 

Total, Industrial Undertakings ~ 748,248! 790,632_ 706,539\ 52,4671 7~9,~6 31,626 

OTHER SERVICES- 1 I 1 

Housing Board 461,296 I 73,467 16,067 I 42,169 I 58,236 15,231 

Metropolitan Meat Indmtry . '1' 1,966,636 1' 411,177 355,783 II 60,159 1 415,942 (-) 4,765 

Observatory Hill Resumed Area 1,378,180 91,094 25,522 68,2961 93,818 (-) 2,724 

Total, Other Services.. . '1--;,806,112 [ 575,738' 397,372! 170,6241567,996 ---7,m 
Grand Total.. £ -:4.554,360 11,366,370 1,103,9111 223,091 1,327,002 -----;),368' 

I I 

t Undertaking closed. (--) Denotes net expenditure. 

Some of the undertakings have consistently returned a profit while others 
have been conducted at a loss. The meat industry, brickworks, metal 
quarries, Monier pipeworks, and building construction branch have been 
the principal profit producing concerns, while large losses have been sus· 
tained in connection with the trawling, timber, saw-milling, power station, 
and bakery industries, which have been closed, and the assets sold. The 
motor garage ceased to be an industrial undertaking in November, 1923, 
'\lith regard to the trawling industry which ceased, on 28th February, 1923, 
to operate as a trading concern, the loss on the undertaking has now 
been computed at £316,873, including £74,547 inter'est due to the Colonial 
Treasurer on capital and overdraft, and £43,588 due to the Government 
Dockyard, Newcastle, for repairs and maintenance of the vessels. 

The operations of the building construction branch, which now includes 
the :M:aroubra quarry, were very successful in 19'24-25, showing a net proilt 
of £4,839. The total receipts, including value of works completed and in 
progress, were £283,.085, and the expenditure, including interest and sinking 
fund, etc., amounted to £278,246. The trading profit was £15,197, or 43'1 
percent. of capital-a very satisfactory result. 

Brickworks also were carried on very profitably, notwithstanding that the 
product,s were sold at 17s. per thousand lower than those of private makers. 
The favourable price at the Government yards secured a continuation of 
extensive public patronage, no less than 3.0,598,9.00 bricks, or 65 per cent. 
of the output being sold to private persons. The total sales were 2,500,00.0 
in excess of those of the previous year. The trading profit for the year 
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1924-5 was £30,150 (equal to 254 per cent. on capital employed), out of 
which a sum of £9,646 was paid as a bonus to employees, and £2,500 to 
general plant reserve, leaving a balance of £18,004 to be carried forward. 
The whole of the loan capital has now been repaid to ,the Treasury. 

In 1924-25 the operations of the Housing Board in the Observatory Hill 
area showed a loss of £2,724, but it should not be overlooked that this project 
was undertaken mainly with a view to the improvement of the city, and its 
benefits cannot be measured in money alone. 

The following table shows the capital invested in eaoh of the existing 
undert,akings, and the net profit or loss which resulted from its operations, 
in 1916-17, and in the last two years. 

1916-17. 19i3-24 .!..924-25 .• 

Establishment. 

I Capital I Capital ) Net, I Capital Net Net 
Invested. Profit.- Invested. Profit.' Invested. J Profit.' 

Indust"ial Undertakin!!8- I 
£, £, £ £, £ I 

£, Bakery 16,474 1,958 ~ t t + + 
! Brickworks-Homebush .. 88,853 3,672 1!5,684 15,407 147,842 ! IB,004 

Building Construction 31,02~ 9,229 35,032 6,382 't"~ I 4,839 

Clothing Factory .. 13,170 I 1,791 t t t 
Metal Quarries 86,531 8,700 169,998 16,850 150,334 3,657 

l'Ionier Pipe Works·· "1 18,922 6,225 46,875 4,390 51,218 

~Iotor Garage t 

5,126 

t "1 7,534 920 ~,224 155 [ 

Power Station-Uhr'sPoint .. 32,610 (-) 2,752 12,505 (-) 8,739 32,505 t 

Sawmills .. ) 15,141 819 55,86~ (-) 31,181 I .71,945 t 

Timber Yard .. .. 163,309 (-) 10,857 179,6ga (-) 42,112 II' 1U5,765, :t 

Trawlers .. I 127,631 (-) 12,866 189,375 t I 153,3421 t 

Total Industrial Undertaking. 'I 6(JI,:201 _ 6~839 824~2781(-) 38~S48 i 7:8~2481_~1~626 
~~~ I I 

Honsing Board .. .. •. 150,961 1,189 915,922 ' 31,71~ 461,296/' 15,231 

Metropolitan ~IeatBoard·· .. 1,262956 46,924 1,932,03/ 9,57811,966,636 (_) 4,765 

Observatory Hill Resumed Area .. ~~6,595 (-) 6,067 1,407~~ (-) .!~~[ 1,378,:180 1(-) 2~724 

Total Other Services "I 2,750,512 42,046 4,255,548 36,873 5,806,112 I 7,742 
1------------ ---_1 ____ ' __ _ 

Grand Total "I 3,351,713 48,885 5,079,796[(-) 1,975 I 4,554,360 J 39,368 

• After payment of interest on capital. 
t Transferred to other Departments. 

(-) Denotes loss. 
t Not in operation. 

Other Departments. 

During 1924-5 Ifour industrial undertakings were in operation, and each 
showed a profit, amounting in the aggregate to £31,626. In the previous 
year eight undertakings 'Operated, of which five showed a total net return 
'Of £4:1,184, whi,le the other five lost between them £82,032, so that the net 
loss was £38,848. For the three years ended 30th June, 1923, the trans
actions resulted in an aggregate loss 'Of £146,794, after paying working 
expenses, interest, contributions to sinking funds, etc. The large losses 
which had been incurred led to the decision of the Government to close 
some of the undertakings and to dispose of the assets. Others have been 
closed at intervals since 1923. 
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The foNowing table shows the transactions of all State industrial under
takings during the years 1916-25, e.xduding the business undertakings 
(Railways, etc.) and the Murrumbidgee Irrigation area. 

Year 
ended 

<loth June. 

1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

i 1 Expenditure. iproportion of 
I Net II Net Revenue Capital Ex· ; 

ponditure. I 
I 

Revenue. \ I Interpst, I Revenue. to C"lital 
V\T orking I Sinkiug ]'und, I 

Expenses. Depreciation, Total. IExpcn iture. 
and Reserves. 

£ I £ 1£ £ £ £ I 
2,905,98511,049,212 902,663 143,479 1,046,142 3,0701 
3,421,6871 1,266,398 1,085,776 138,678 1,224,454 41,941\ 
3,731,6391 1,430,425 \ 1,259,738 159,232 1,418,970 11,45"5 
3,518,0251 1,475,526 1,310,025 185.,143 1,495,168 (-) 19,642 (-) 
4,240,607, 2,414,448 2,1~3,868 II" 226,885 2,410,753 '\ 3,6915 

per cent, 
0'10 
1'22 
0'31 
0'56 
0'09 
0'63 
1'97 
0'48 
0'04 
0'86 

4,821,237 2,194,471 [ 1,910,682 192,99512,163,677 30,794 
5,06'4,10212,394,091 2,282,743 210,947 2,493,690 (-) 99,599 (-) 
5,061,5301 2,194,073) 1,935,276 234,256 2,169,532\ 24,541 
4,890,421\1,502,859 1,255,743 249,091 \ 1,504,834 (-) 1,975 (-) 
<1,554,360 1,366,370 1,103,911 223,091 1,327,002 39,368 

(-) Denotes net expenditure. 

The Murrumbidgee Irrigation area is of a national character, and has 
therefore boon treated separately. The following table shows the admini-
strative transactions for the past ten years. . 

! Year 
ended Capital Ex· j 

OthJune. penditure. 

, £ 
1916 I 3,487,812 
1917 !3,855,503 
1918 4,116,941 
1919 4,336,3ii9 
1920 ' 5,290,692 
1921 6196554 
1922 [6:923:063\' 
1923 17,832,738 
1924 8,306,599 
1925 . 8,726,783 \ 

Revenue. 

£ 
21 361 I 
37;151 \ 38,496 
42,333 
68,525 
92512 

133:907! 
199,775

1 

219,435 
239,036 

Expenditure. 

Working 

I Expenses. 

£ 
29,144 
77,428 
74,073 
711,406 

131,845 
296622 I 

102;644 
101,560 
1:12,700 
111,343 

Interest, 
Sinking 

Fund. 
£ 

129,616 
154,061 
173,721 
176,795 
221,247 
26 289 7, 
330,780 
385,426 
407,485 
412,952 

I Tot~l. 

£ 
158,760 
231,489 
247,794 
256,201 
353,092 
56 911 3, 
433,424

1

1 

486,986 
540,185 
524,295 

Net 
Deilcieney. 

£ 
137,399 
194,338 
209,298 
213,868 
284,567 
4 1399 7 , 
299,517 
287,211 
320,750 
285,259 

Proportion 
of net 

Dellciency 
to Catta! 

Expan itur •• 

per cent. 
4'02 
5'04 
5'08 
4'93 
5'a8 
7'61 
4'3~ 
3'67 
3'86 
3'27 

The revenue and working expenses shown are the gross amounts. For 
the year 1925 there was a net trading prout of £127,693, which, deducted 
from the interest and sinking fund liability, £41'2,952, gives a total loss for 
the year -of £285,259. iSeveral trading undertaking1s are conducted in con
nection with the area, agalinst which interest amounting to £34,539 was 
charged during the year, in addition to the item of £41,952 shown in the 
above table. Some of the undertakings show a prout and others a loss, the 
net result being a prdfit of £2,00.0 which has been included' as income in the 
table. It might be noted that the canning factory shows a prout on the 
year of £185, but the stocks in hand at 30th .June, 1925, were valued at 
£220,495, which was more than two and a half times the proceeds of sales 
.and bounty during the year. 

SPECIAL DEPOSITS AND" SPECIAL ACCOUNTS. 

ThE! Special ,Deposits and Special Accounts form a very ~ imporlant 
-divis'ion of the public finances, not only from the nature and volume of the 
transactions, but also by reason of the manner in which they are used in 
connection with the general unances of the State. These Funds are of great 
assistance in the banking operations of the Government, and they form a 
-strong reserve on which the Treasurer may draw in time of need. Although 
the Audit Act provides that the hods cannot be used except for the spedfic 
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purpose for which they were deposited, it has been the custom for many 
years to draw on the balances for overdrafts of the Oonsolidated Revenue 
Fund and Loan Accounts if required. The great bulk of the funds bear 
interest, whether inveBted or not, and the power to use them enables the 
Government to effect a large saving in the interest which might otherwise 
be charged for accommodation from the banks. 11he following table shows 
the amount of these funds at 30th June in each year of the last decade:-

As at j 
30th 'I June. 

I 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 

£ 
5,601,471 
5,619,703 
5,957,608 
6,222,291 

il 
il 1920 
I[ 1921 

,! 1922 
1923 

II 
As at I 30th 
June. 

Amount. Amount. 

£ £ 
9,848,520 1924 19,666,636 

13,097,856 1925 26,001,112 
17,491,833 
18,527,873 

The funds arc divided into two classes, viz. :-Special Deposits Account 
and Special Accounts. The total of all moneys under these headings on 
the 30th June, 19t35, was £26,001,112, viz., the Special Deposits Aecount, 
£25,2112,449, and the Special Accounts, £788,663. The amount at the credit 
of each account is shown in the following table:-
Government Savings Bank of £ Public Trustee - Unclaimed 

New South ·Wales Deposit Balances ." 
Account ... 4,203,305 Commonwealth Advances-

Government Savings Bank of Settlement of Soldiers 
New South Wales Advances Wheat Storage Act ... ... 
Deposit Account 500,000 Metropolitan "rater Sewerage 

State Debt Commissioners' and Drainage Board 
Deposit Acconnt 255,716 Hnnter District Water and Sew-

State Debt Trust Accounts 207,306 erage Board ... 
Pnblic vYorks, Railways, and State Snperannuation Board ... 

Sydnev Harbour Trnst Stores Compensation Fund (Liqnor 
Advance Accounts, etc. 292,419 Amendment Act) 

Industrial Undertakings 429,479 Sydney Harbour Bridge (Act 28 
Sundry Deposits Account 801,171 of 1922), Municipal and Shire 
Municipal Council of Sydney, Rates Account 

';'5,672 

9,805,986 
21)0,000 

8,036 

17,787 
707,248 

734,491 

83,431 
Sinking Funds 31,457 Relief to Necessitous Farmers 

Housing Fund...... 46,639 and Grazier~ ... 111,187 
Revenue Suspeuse Account 6,175 Main and Development Roads-
Broken Hill Water Supply Commonwealth-cum-State ... 

Account .. 55,528 Com'th Immigration Account ... 
Forestry (Act No. 55 ofl916)... 129,174 Main Roads, Funds, &c. 
Treasury Guarantee Fund 26,476 Prickly Pear Destruction Fund 
Treasury Fire Insurance Fund 328,782 Prison Industries 
Treasury Workmen's Compen- Resumed Properties, State 

sation Fund 132,850 Clothing, Drug Depot-"Vork-
·Water and Drainage LoanRe- ing Accounts·... ... 

demption Fund 1] 1,268 Govt. Printer, 'Working Capi-
Elder's Trnstee and Executor tal Account 

Company, Limited ... ... 20,000 "Yild Dog DestFuction Fund 
Union Trustee Company of Aus- Fixed Deposit Account ... 

tralia, Limited 20,000 Other Accounts ... 
Government Dock, Newcastle

Store Advance Account 
Unclaimed Salaries and vVages 

63,318 

153,750 
24,244. 

851,130 
14,581 
13,861 

32,545 

56,592 
25,547 

4,634,116 
45,714 

Account 5,468 Total ... £25,21:"<,449 

Master·in-Equity Account 
Master-in-Lunacy Account 
Public Trustee Account 

Special Accounts. 
£ 

14I,9Il Prothonotary Acconnt ... 
33,476 Registrar of Probates' Account 

591,075 
Total 

Grand Total, Special Deposits and Special Accounts, £26,001,112. 

£ 
4,239 

17,962 

788,663 
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Of the total ·sum of £26,001,112 at the credit of the aocounts on the 30th 
June, 1925, £300,704 was invested! in securities; £22;673,034 was uninvested, 
but uS€d in advances and on public account at interest, the rates allowed 
l'anging from 1 to n per cent.; the remainder, £3,027,374, was similal.'ly 
used, but without any interest allowance. In cases where interest was 
being paid by tilre Treasurer on the 30th June, 1925, the rate wlas 3 per 
cent., with the following exceptions:-

Crown Leases Security Deposit Account 
Goverument Savings Bank of N.S. W. Deposit Account 

" " Advances Deposit Account 
State Debt Commissioners' Trust Accounts, Municipal 

Council of Sydney Sinking Fund (50 Vic., No. 13) .. . 
Commonwealth Advance re Settlement of Returned Soldiers .. . 
Commonwealth Advance, Wheat Storage Act, 1917 
Liquor Amendment Act, Compensation Fund 
Master-in-Equity Account 
Master-in-Lunacy Account 
Metropolitan \Vater, Sewerage, and Drainage Board 
Mnnicipal Council of Sydney Sinking Funds ... 
Fixed Deposits Account '" 

5~per cent. 
[5 

" 
4~ " 
4 

l.ii to It " £67s. 
" 5 

2~ " 
" 

5~ " 5 
2~ to 4i 

The average rate 5 '013 was al10wed on Industrial Undertakings ACJCount 
and on Sydney Harbour Briidge Municipal and Shire Rate .Account. 

On the 30th June, 1925, the funds in the custody of the State Treasurer 
were held as folloWlS':-

In Banks-
Special Deposits Account 
Special Accounts ... 

New South: Wales Funded Stock 
Commonwealth Inscribed Stock 
Deposits on Tenders ... 
Fixed Deposit3 ... 
Miscellaneous Securities 

Total 

LoAN AOCOUNTS. 

£ 
22,911,745 

788,663 
112,500 

6,000 
56,110 

2,000,000 
126,094 

... £26,001,1l2 

The following statement shows the amount of loans raised from the com
mencement of the LORn Account, in 1853, to the 30th June, 1925, and the 
proceeds available for expenditure, including the moneys credited to the 
Railways Loan Account:- . 

Treasury Bills, Debentures, Inscribed and Funded Stock sold 
to the 30th June, 1925 ... £358,337,960 

Discount, Interest, Bonus, and Charges 15,221,642 

Net amount raised ... £343,1115,318 

Lees Amount of Proceeds included in Public Debt, but not 
credited to Loan Accounts 46,551,05 

Net amount available for Public \Yorks, etc. ... £296,565,261 

On the 30th June, 1925, an amount of £156,635,633 had boon redeemed., 
of which £9,755,977 was a charge On the Consolidated Revenue, leaving 
£201,702,327 outstanding at the dose of the last £nancial year .. This amount 
is exclusive of the liahilities on account of the Closer Settlement Fund 
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debenture~, ref,"rence to which is made on a subsequent page. The aggregate 
amount of interest actually paid by the State on loans to the 30th June, 
1925, was £154,934,501, the amount paid during 19214-25 bering £9,288,954. 

The sel'vices to which the availanle sum of £2'9'6,565,261 was applied are 
shown in the following table. The redemptions are included in the total, as 
although they are not items of expenditure on works and services, their 
inclusion is necessary to account fully for the total expenditure. 

Reproductive 'iVorks:- £ £ 
Railways (inclnding those under construetion) 103,223,693 
Tramways do do do 11,623,133 
Water Supply... 19,747,434 

Sewerage... 10,922,379 
Sydney Harbour Trust 10,285,397 
Darling Harbour Resumptions 
Induetrial Undertakings 
Housing Boad ... 

Partly Productive 'iVorks:-
0onservation of 'iVater, Artesian Boring, etc. 
Harbours and Rivers-Navigation 
Roads, Bridges, and Punts ... 

Public Buildings and Sites, etc. 
Immigration 

Public \Vorks in Queensland prior to separation 
Services transferred to Commonwealth-

Construction of Telegraph and Telephone Lines 
Post and Telegraph Offices 

Fortifications and Defence Works 
Lighthouses 

Customs Buildiugs 
Quarantine Buildings 

Government Dockyard-Cockatoo Island 
Naval Victualling Stores-Darling Harbour 

Redemptions :-

Loans repaid under various Acts 

Treasury Bills for Loan Services 

Less Debit Balance, General Loan Account 

Total 

1,321,818 
565,634 

978,000 

11,115,702 

7,143,951 
3,346,522 

23,414,297 

721,388 
49,855 

1,297,582 
464,263 

1,457,536 
144,288 
54,481 
18,099 

502,988 
26,450 

158,667,488 

21,606) 175 

24,185,540 

3,965,687 

£:208,424,890 
... 103,444,597 

1,991,864 
---- 105,436,461 

£313,861,351 

n,290,090 

... £296,565,261 

The sum actually expended from loans on public works and services was 
£208,424,890, and an ,ana,lysis shows that the proportional allocaHon of this 
amount was as follows :-Reproductive works, 76 per cent.; partly pro
ductive works, 10 per cent.; other, 12 percent.; Oommonwealth services, 2 
per cent. 

It will thus be seen that the proceeds of loans have been used judiciously, 
as most of the works are self-supporting, and have assisted materially in 
developing thE! State's resources. 
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The loan expenditure on account of various services during each of the 
last five years ended 30th J tine is shown below:-

Head of Service. 1921. 1922. 1923. 1924. I 1925. 

£ £ I £ 1£ £ 
Railways ,.. ..13,598,351 4,399,7251.4,177,27312,914,722114,246,963 
Tramways.. .., .. , ... 426,687 389,792 492,012 738,092 427,129 
Water Supply... ... ...\ 1,404,709 1,232,467! 1,:~66,256 1,543,916 1,612,912 
Sewerage ... ... ... ... 3l7,890 463,611! 479,879 567,346 436,562 
'\Yater Conservation and Irriga- i 

tion ... ... ... '''11,131,896 1,048,613
1

1,004,504

1 

844,121 519,069 
Harbours, Rivers, iYharves, and 

DOCks... ... ... "., 663,842 676,6421 451,279 400,114 448,539 
Public Works, Buildings, etc·-I i' 

Public Abattoirs, Homebush] 171,190 1l,3751 . 3,000 
Other... .., ... ... 33,312 123,9241 310,437 496,264'1 606,391 

Roads and Bridges 1'3,55i.> 320,827 231,271 185,578 750,907 
Pastures Protection Boards, for I 

,\Yire-netting .. , ... ... 43,568 6,307
1 

39,514 62,179 \ 53,643 
Grain Elevator and Bulk Wheat 

Handling 815,[;56 548,629[ 778,2841 154,694 94,208 
Industrial Undertakings, includ- 1 1 ' 

ing Housing Fund ... ... 320,878 80,8231
1 

18,:237 'I 

Returned Soldiers' Settlement, 
etc. 1,438,456 710,4371 38,2841 

Closer Settlement 2,758,000 1,500,000 300,0001 1 _ 
Immigration ...... ," j .. , 1 .... 1 151,407 
Advances to Settlers for financial I I 

aid ... 1,659,078... . 1 94,334 'I 42,508 
All Other Services 6,702 9,8721 112,180 13,380 17,065 

Gross Expenditure... ...14,803,670 1l,523,04419.799,410\S,017,740 \ 9,407,353 
Less Repayments to Oredit of ' 

Votes 102,642 1,080,312 5,3911 282,260. 231,667 

Net Expenditure on Publici I \~----'----
Works, etc.. £'14,701,028 10,442,732 9,794,019 7,735,480' 9,175,686 

Loans repaid by New Loans (in.! I 

eluding Treasury Bills) ... 1 995,820, 1O,311,829ilO,195,119

t

I7,42!',786 25,445,437 
Total £~15,696,848 I 20,754,561119,989,13825,162,266 '34,621,123 

The loan expenditure, exclusive of redemptions, conversions, and re
newals, is shown herewith for the period of thirty-nine years, 1842-1880, in 
decennial periods from 1881 to 1920, and for the five years ended 1925 :-

fears. 

1842-1880 
1881-1890 
1891-1900 
.1901-1910 
1911-1920 

*1921-1025 . 

During Each Period.. \ Total at end of Pel·iud. 

Amount. 1 Per Inhabitant.! Amount. I Per lnhabitant~, 

£ 
16,316,530 
27,6.39,022 
20,515,704 
26,876,468 
65,228,221 
51,848,945 

£ s. d. 
41 12 2 
29 8 8 
16 6 8 
18 0 4 
35 5 8 
23 16 10 

£ 
16,316,530 i 
43,955,552 ; 
64,471,256 -Ii 

91,347,724 

£ s. d. 
21 9 II 
39 3 7 
47 12 1 
56 11 11 
78 6 5 
91 13 6 

156,575,945 [ 
208,424,889 

-------------------------~------------------~----
* Five years only. 

In explanation of the great increase in'loan expenditure during the period 
1911~20 it may be mentioned that 1,372 miles of railway were opened as 
against 832 in the preceding ten years, while there was enormous expendi
ture also in connection with the Murrumbidgee Irrigation scheme, Sydney 
Harbour Trust, the rapid extension of water and sewerage services, the 
erection of silos and terminal elevator for handling wheat in bulk, meat 
abattoirs (Homebush), and Returned Soldiers and Closer Settlement 
schemes. 
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The public debt is now less than tlhe total expenditure from loans on 
WOJ'ks and services by £6;722,562. The difference between the actual loan 
expenditure and the public debt is <'tue to the fact that the outstandiing 
debt represents the gross amount sold, whereas the expenditUJre is the net 
amount after deducting discount and expenses of flotation and allowing for 
debit ibaIance of loan a{lCount. As a general ru~e, loans are renewed on 
maturity, and while the total of actual loan expenditure increases each 
year, the outstanding debt may be increased or reduced according to the 
operations necessa:cy to the flotation of new loans or the redemption of 
matured loans. 

PUBLIC DEBT. 

The first loans raised by New South Wales were for the promotion of 
immigration. From 1831 to 1841 the expenses attached to immigration were 
met by the Land Fund, into which were paid the proceeds of land sales, but 
these proved insufficient for the purpose in 1841, and it became necessary to' 
obtain additional funds. 

It was, therefore, decided by the Governor to borrow on the security of the 
Territorial or Land Revenue, and a debenture loan of £49,000 was offered 
locally on the 28th December, 1841. The loan was issued during 1842 in two 
instalments, the nominal rates of interest being 5!d. and 4d. per cent., 
respectively, per diem. This was the first loan floated in Australia, as well 
as the first raised by p,n Australian Government. It was not until 1854 that 
a loan was pla~ed on the London market. _ 

Between 1842 alid 1855 ten loans, amounting in all to £705,200, were raised 
for immigration purposes. Debentures representing £329,700 were redeemed 
from the Territorial Revenue, and the balance, £375,500, was taken over as 
Il public liability upon the institution of Responsible Government. 

The Public Debt in November, 1855, when Responsible Government was 
proclaimed, was £1,000,800, distributed under the following heads:-

Raised on th" Security of Territorial Revenue- £ 
Immigration ......... 423,000 
Sydney Railway Company's Loan ... 217,500 

Raised on the Security of General Rev@nue
Amount for Sydney Sewerage 

" 

" Sydney Water Supply 
,. Railways ... 
" Public Works 

5<1,900 
28,000 

256,400 
21,000 

Total £1,000,800 

The following table shows the amount of Public Debt outstanding at the 
end of each quinquennial period. The growth of the debt was not rapid 
until after the year 1880, but during the next five years twenty millions and 
a half were added to the total, and in the next quinquennium approximately 
thirteen millions. The greatest absolute addition in any of the quinquennial 
periods shown was made in the five years from 1910 to 1915, when over 
thirty-five millions were added to the total, and the greatest expenditure 
relative to population in the five years 1880-85. 

Year. [ Amount. II Year. I Amount. II Year. Amount. 

1842 
1845 
1850 
1855 
1860 
1865 
1870 
1875 

£ , 
49,500 ! 

97,900 I 

132,500 I 

1,000,800 I 
3,830,230 
5,749,630 I 

9,681,130 I' 
11,470,637 i 

II 

1880 
1885 
1890 
1895 
1900 
1905 
1910 
1915 

£ 
14,903,919 
35,564,259 
48,383,333 
58.220,933 
65,332,993 
82,321,998 
92,525,095 

127,735,405 

• See table on page 276. 

1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

£ 
152,776,082 
164,336,492 
176,674,387 
183,571,556 
210,493,974* 
201,702,327 
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PUBL1C DEBT AND INTEREST PAYABLE, 1895-96 to 1924-25. 
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* The dotted sections of the Public Debt line indicate the increase in the Debt in 
1917-18 and in 1923-24, exclnding amounts raised in those years for the lademption or 
renewal of loans which fell dne in the following year, (Sec oJoo explanation in text). 

The numbers at the side of the graph represent in the Case of the Public Debt 
£10,000,000 of debt, and £10 per head of population; in relation to interest-they represem 
£1,000,01)0 of interest, and £1 per head of populat.ion. 

The diagram is a ratio graph, and, the vertical scale being logarithmic, the rise or fall of 
each curve represents the percentage of change. Equal distaooes on the scale represent 
-the same percentage-of change, and when the curves run parallel, they indicate an increase 
or decrease in equal proportion, irrespeetive of absolute numbers. Actual ""lues are 
shown by means of the numbers on the side of the graph. 
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The amount of deht quoted above consists of debentures, inscribed and 
funcled stock~, and Treasury bills. The amounts outstanding, and. the 
annual interest payable on the 30th June, 1925, were as follow:-

Description of Stock. 

Debentures-
Matured ... .. 
Still bearing Interest ... 

Inscribed· and Funded Stock
Matured ... 
Still bearing Interest ... 

Treasury Bills
Matured ... 
Still bearing Interest ... 

Total, Public Debt 

Amount Outstanding. 

£ 
33,750 

9,539,430 

67,768 
184,660,379 

1,000 
... 7,400,000 
£201,702,327 

Annnal Interest 
Payable. 

£ 

507,390 

8,979,130 

349,342 
£9,835,862 

To arrive at the aggregate debt at 30th June, 1925, there should be 
added to the £201,702,3~7 amounts of £3,568,000 Oloser Settlement Deben
hues, £4,800 Ministerial Oertificates issued under Oloser Settlement Acts, 
and £13,3150,831 made up of debit balances on General Loan Account, 
£17,296,090, on Closer Settlement .Nccount £816,787, and on Loans 
Expenditure Suspense Account, £1,622,57'9, totalling £Ht,735,456, less 
£6,384,625, the approximate proceeds of a £6,500,000 loa.n nego:tiated in 
London during ~fay and June, 1925, but not credited to iJhe General Loan 
Account up to the 30th June, 1925, as London transactions after 30th April 
are not included in the T'reasurer's accounts. The total public debt thus 
becomes £218,625,958, against which there is a partial offset in the Special 
Deposits Account of an amount of £9,805,986 to the credit of the Oomrnon
wealth Government AdV'an:ces to the 'State in connection wlith the Settle
ment of Returned Soldiers. Outstanding accounts, £599,122, and net debit. 
balances on other revenue accounts, £3,609,928, bring the total indebtedness 
to £22·2,03·5,008. 

The following taible shows the position of the public debt as at 30th 
June, 19116, andannuaJlly thereafter. The .amount at 30th ~une, 1918, 
includes £10,076,000 floated in February, 1918, being part of a loan of 
£12,648,477 for redemptions due 1st September, 1918, which will explain 
the difference in the amount per head for the years 1917 to 1919. 

The apparently large increase in 1924 was due to the fact that loans 
amounting to £16,419,003 were raised for the renewal of loans amounting! to 
£16,600,000, which fell due in October, 1924, and both amounts are included. 
The amount of the debt wa&, therefore, actually £194,074,971. 

As at 
30th 
June. 

1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

Debentures, 
Stock and 

Treasury Bills 
Sold. 

£ 
191,244,436 
200,340,248 
214,797,361 
222,340,928 
244,715,885 
257,272,115 
279,939,742 
297,291,(\93 
341,684,170 
358,~:n,960 

Redeomed. 

F:~Wa~~:r I From General I 
Revenue Lo!'nAcc.ount, 

and Sinking mcllldlng 
Funn.. Renewals. 

£ £ i 

9,519,705 51,210,713 i 
9,524,105 52,677,796 
9,524,105 52,688,563 
9,664,105 65,502,287 
9,696,211 82,243,592 
9,696,211 83,239,412 
9,696,211 93,569,144 
9,714,054 ! 104,006,083 
9,755,977 i 121,434,219 
9,755,9;7 1146,879,656 

Public Debt. 

Total. Total. Per 
Head. 

£ £. £ s. d. 
60,730,418 130,514,018 68 19 5 
62,201,901 138,138,347 72 10 2 
62,212,668 152,584,693. 78 11 0 
75,166,392 147,174,536 73 13 8 
91,939,803 152,776,082. 73 16 11 
92,935,623 164,336,492 78 2 5 

103,265,355 176,674,387 i 82 3 ~ 
113,720,137 183,571,556 i 83 15 8 
131,190,196 ,"210,493,974 I 94 9 3 
156,635,633 I 201,702,327 I 88 14 4, 

• ActualamOllnt, £194,074,971. 
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In considering the figures relating to redemptions, only the loans paid 
off from revenue or from sinking fund can be said to beabsolutel;y 
redeemed, as when an old loan is repaid from the proceeds of subsequent 
flotations there is merely a change in the form of liability. Up to the 
time of the war this was accompanied frequently by some reduction of the 
interest charge, but recent renewals have had to be effected at a considerable 
increase in the rate of interest. 

Prior to 1900 the State Government depended largely upon the London 
money market for the flotation of its loans, but during the last twenty-five 
years the requirements have been met to a much greater extent locally, AS 

will be seen from the following statement, which shows the public debt on 
each register at quinquennia,l intervals from 1900 10 1925. ,stocks may be 
transferred at any time from London to Sydney, and :iJt should be noted 
that the amount registered in .sydney .in 19210 and in 1925 includes 
£7,400,000 ,advanced by the Oommonwealth Government, which was re
payable not later than 19125, and bore interest at 4! per cent. approximately. 

1 

Registered in London. Registered in Sydney. 
As at I -~--.-- Total. 30th June. 

Amount. Proportion to Alnount. Proportion to 

I 
Total Debt. Total Debt. 

£ per cent. £ per cent. £ 
1900 55,060,650 84'28 10,272,343 15'72 65,332,993 

.1905 64,007,550 77'75 18,314,448 22'25 82,321,998 
1910 67,154,805 72'58 25,370,290 27'42 92,525,095 
1915 86,167,288 67'46 41,568,117 32'54 127,735,405 
1920 101,977,445 66'75 50,71)8,637 33'25 152,776,082 
1925 136,064,505 67'46 65,637,822 32'54 201,702,327 

From the above table it will be noted that the amount of securities held 
locally at the close of the financial year 1924-5 amounted to 32'54 per cent. 
of the total indebtedness as against 30'04 per cent. at the 30th June, 1924. 

The annual payments under each head for interest and for expenses of 
the public debt since 1914 are shown below:-

I Expenses Commission I Interest and charges connected );laid to: Year 
with paid. 

ended Re- FInancial 
30th Interest. demptione. management Agents in 

June. of England and I Per Inscribed New South Total. Inhabitant. 
Stock. Wales. 

£ £ £ £ £ £ s. d. 
1914 3,881,On 5,632 21,171 1,039 3,908,853 2 2 4 
1915 4,125,600 5,68fl 21,394 1,492 4,154,174 2 4 1 
1916 4,552,765 6,504 21,705 2,117 4,583,091 2 8 5 
1917 4,914,211 6,868 22,297 1,991 4,945,367 2 12 3 
1918 5,188,754 6,819 22,746 1,988 5,220,307 2 14 3 
19H) 5,462,991 6,833 20,861 2,382 5,493,067 2 15 10 
1920 6,030,721 6,976 20,213 4,169 6,062,079 2 19 5 
1921 6,601,894 2,566 21,102 5,506 6,631,068 3 3 5 
1922 7,081,938 23,366 2,395 7,107,699 3 6 10 
1923 7,672,590 26,862 2,001 7,701,453 31010 
1924 8,423,496 26,678 2,361 8,452,535 3 16 6 
1925 9,288,294. 25,4.76 2,426 9,316,856 4 2 8 

The interest paid duriI1g each year shown above is exclusive of payments 
on account 'Of trust funds and special deposits held by the Government, and 
on closer settlement debentures. 
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The following table shows the total debt outstanding on 30th June, 1925, 
at each rate of interest, and the annual amount payable thereon. 

Rate per cent. Amount of Stock Annual Interest 
and Bills. payable. 

£ s. d. £ £ 
610 ° ... 6,500,000 422,500 
6 ° ° ... 17,369,981 1,042,199 
5 15 ° ... 25,9l4,452 1,490,081 
510 ° ... 30,677,711 1,687,275 
5 6 11 ... 250,000 13,365 
5 5 ° ... 4,141,199 217,412 
5 ° ° ... 39,503,385 1,075,169 
4 14 5 ... 7,400,000 :149,342 
410 ° ... 16,981,384 764,162 
4 0 ° ... 20,716,489 828,660 
3 15 ° ... 1,500,000 56,250 
310 ° ... 14,018,456 490,646 
3 ° ° ... 16,626,752 498,802 
Matured ... 102,518 

----- ----
Total £201,702,327 £9,835,863 

The whole of the loans on which the interest rate is higher than 4 per 
cent. have been floated since 1914; those at the highest rates are the most 
recent. 

Dates of Maturity. 
The dates of repayme-nt of the pubhc debt extend! to 1966, and the sums 

falling due for redemption each year vary considerably, as will be seen 
from the following table, which shows the due dates and the amount re
payable in London and in Sydney:-

Re~istered in-
Due Date. 

London. 

i £ 
Matured ... "'1 10,050 Minimum date expired .. . 
1925-26 ... ... .. . 
1926-27 ... "'1 5,996,800 
1927-28 ... ... 4,999,300 
1928-29 ... "'1 .. . 
1929-30 ... ...1 .. . 
1930-:n ... ..t· ... 
1931-32 ... . i ... 
1932-33 ... "'j 12,992,904 
1933-34 ... .. '112,635,845 
1934-35 ... ... 4,981,163 
1935-36 ... 12,425,113 
1940-41 ... . 16,064,055 
1942-43 ... ::.1 3,998,550 

1943-44 .. , "'1 ... 1945-46 ... ... 10,999,700 
1950-51 ... 12,067,428 
1955-56 ... 22,000,000 

Sydney. 

£ 
92,468 

7,395,208 
7,400,000 

12,91)1,067 
1,310,911 

448,050 
3,338,576 
3,268,170 
4,288,242 
5,177,415 
3,464,802 

14,168,467 
74,887 

435,945 
501,450 
500,000 

300 
182,572 

107,004 
1965-66 ... ... 6,500,000 
1962-63 ... .../10,392,396 

Permanent ... 1,200 1,500 

Total. 

£ 
102,518 

7,395,208 
7,400,000 

18,947,867 
6,310,211 

448,050 
3,338,576 
3,268,170 
4,288,242 

18,170,319 
16,100,647 
19,149,630 
12,500,000 
16,500,000 
4,506,000 

500,000 
11,000,000 
12,250,000 

, 22,000,000 
10,500,000 
6,500,000 

2,70u 
530,189 Interminable ... "'1'" 530,189 

Total... £ -1-3-6,'-0-64-,-5"'--04-1'-6-5-,6-3-7-,8-2-8- -2-0-1-,7-02-,32-7-

I I 
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The latest due diode has been given, but in several cases the loans may 
lk redeemed earlier, subject to the Government giving- notice to that 
effect, at periods ranging from three to twelve months. 

The following statement shows the loans to be renewed during the next 
five years in London and Sydney, at each original rate of interest:-

Date of Maturity. Rate of Interest _____ --;-__ ~ ___ ;__----

1 
I Amounts repayable in-

per cent. I London. Sydney. Total. 

------------~-
1 r 

I 

£ s. d. £! £ I £ 

... 4 14 5 I--.-.. - J ~400,000 1~'000 1------1

1 ' 

.. ·1 4 10 0 I ... I 977,384 I 977,384 

I 5 0 0 I 3,821,242 I' 3,821,242 

I 5 10 0 5,996,800 1,338,200 7,335,000 

.1 __ 5_~~ - -5,-99-6,800- -1-:-::-::~-:;-'-1:-::-::-::-:-;-

1925-6 ... 

1926-7 ... 

Total 
I 

1927-8 ... 

Total 

: 1~ ~ 4,999,300 36,~~~ I 5,0~~:~~~ 
5 6 11 I .. I 250,000 I 250,000 

5 15 0 I ... I 1,024,211 I 1,024,211 

--1-4,999,30-;i~,911 I~~ 
1 • 

I 

1928-9 ... 410 0 I 4;000 4,000 

5 0 0 I 32,200 32,200 

510 0 I 28,300 28,300 

6 0 0 "'-\ 383,550 383,550 

------. ---------
Total I 448,050 448,050 

1929-30 ... 

Total 

I 
... 1 5 0 0 

I 6 0 0 I 

---I 

I 
165,0<10 I 165,040 

3,173,536 I 3,173,536 

-------------
3,338,576 3,338,576 

Total for 5 year~ 

/------1------- --------------

I 10,996,100 

I 
25,448,604 36,444,704 

Total Indebtedness of the State. 

The amounts shown in preceding tables do not represent the total liabilities 
of the State Government, as -:theyare e~lusive of Debentures and Minis
terialOertificates issued for the purchase of estates under Closer Settlement 
Acts, Advances by the Oommonwealth Government, Trust Funds and Special 
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Deposits used by the Treasurer, and payments on Bank Accounts still to be 
transferred. Details of these items are shown below, and the cOl'responding 
figures for 1924 are included for purposes of comparison. 

Liabilities. 
As at 30th June,lAsat 30tl,"J~ne, 

192!. 192 •. 

~~-~ ---~.------------ -~-£~- £ 

Public Debt 00.210,493,974 201,702,327 
Less amonnt raised to redeem loans 

maturing 1st October, 1924 .. 16,419,003 

1

194,074,971 
Closer Settlement Debentures... ... 3,619,200 
Ministerial Certificates.. ... ... 10,286 
Net Overdraft on Public Accounts, 

exclnsive of Special Deposits "'114,397,141 
Amoun ts not transferred to Public 

Accounts 00. 00. 00' ... 564,199 

201,702,327 
3,568,000 

4,800 

23,345,384 

599,122 

Less loan not credited * 
212,665,797 229,219,633* 

6,384,625 

Total Indebtedness ... 212,665,797 222,835,008 

Per Head of Population 00' _~-,---_£_9D_-~8~9_---,----,--,£-,-9::...8-..:0~3 

* See p~ge 276, second paragraph. 

On the 30th June, 192,5, the liabilities of the State, {liS sho\vn above, were 
£222,835;008, but this amount should be decreased by advances to be repaid 
under the headings shown below:-

Country Towns 'Water Supply '00 
Oountry Towns Sewerage and Drainage 
\Vater and Drainage Trusts 
Other Services 

Total 00. 

£ 
1,735,746 

634,457 
120,089 
181,189 

... £2,671,481 

There is also the property transferred to the Federal Government, valued 
at £3,96;5,687, on which interest is paid at 3~ per cent. per annum, and the 
amount at credit of the Sinking Fund, £466,916, so that the net liability is 
reduced to £215,730,924, and there is a further set-off in the balance repay
able by settlers under Oloser Settlement Acts, which amounts to approxi
mately £11,500,000. 

Cost of Raising Loans. 
The charges incidental to the issue of loans in London are hea'Vy. Opera

tions are conducted by the Bank of England and by the London and West
minster Bank, and the former charges t per cent. per £100 of stock on all 
loan issues, and £350 per million annually for the inscription and manage
ment of stock, including the payment of the half-yearly dividends; while the 
latter charges :l: per cent. and £150 per million respectively for similar ser
vices. Stock to the value of £2'2,0,62,460 only is now held !by the Bank of 
England, while thle London and Westminster Bank hold~ £107,338,094. In 
Sydney the Bank of New South Wales and the Commercial Banking 
Oompany of Sydney (Limited) 'transact ull Government banking business. 
The former acts as the fina.ncial agent for the State in Victoria, and 
undert,akes the payment of the half-yearly dividends on 10Clal debentures 
and funded stock. The Treasury directly conduct!! the operation!! connected 
with the issue of New South Wales Funded Stock and Treasury Bills, and 
no local loan has been underwritten. 
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Commission paid to Banks for management expenses in connection with 
the public debt is a charge on the Consolidated Revenue Fund; expenses 
incurred in the negotiation of loans, such as brokerage, underwriting, print
ing, etc., are charged against the proceeds of the loans. 

The following statement shows the charges for the negotiation of loans 
floated during the period 1914 to 1925, inclusive of the accrued interest 
and bonuses allowed to investors. Local Debentures and Treasury Bills have 
not been included, as those disposed of in Sydney are usually sold at par, 
and little expenditure, if any, is incurred, while the securities under these 
headings negotiated in London are generally for short periods pending the 
flotation of long-dated loans. 

---------------------~------~-----

Year 
when 

Floated. 

i 
, Amount 01 I Gross 

Principal. I Pro ceeds. 

I 
~~- __ ~~_Chnrges, etc. ___ ~~----

'I 'Paid to Stamp I Investors- Broker-

Postage, COJpmls- Bonus and Under- Total. 

Expenses 
per £10001 

Gross 
Proceeds. 

Duty, BanI<; I Interest age and 

i and otherl SlOn. Discount I" riting. I Expenses. Bonus. I 

-l---';;~-- -.;;--- ---£------~£~~--'--~£~-'----£,---:'--£-s-. -<1-.-
£, 

1914 

1915 

1917 

1918 

1919 

1919--20 

1920-21 

Issued in London. 
7,500,000 I 7,312,500 r 46,875 18,750 55,473 

7,000,000 6,965,000! 23,310 17,500 9,015 

2,500,000 2,500,000 i 3,095 

19,076,000 19,001,000 42,135 

3,000,000 

5,000,000 

6,500,000 

3,000,000 

7,000,000 

5,000,000 

4,000,000 

4,295 

6,918 

73,198 

9,735 

4,519 

16,703 

6,250 

47,690 

7,500 

12,500 

16,250 

7,500 

17,500 

12,500 

14,389 

41,219 

7,881 

11,240 

21~,486 

3~527 

2,516 

2,595 

{ 

6,000,000 
102il-24 

22,000,000 

2,985,000 

4,910,000 

6,500,000 

2,865,000 

6,790,000 

4,750,000 i 

3,900,000 I 
6,000,000 I 

22,000,000 j 
6,402,000 

2,933 15,000 4,508 

* 
1914-25 

1914 

1917 

1918 

1~19 

1019-20 

1920-21 

1921-22 

1922-23 

1923-24 

1924-25 

6,500,000 

532,056 

1,770,154 

979,313 

1,492,367 

14,778,156 

5,309,000 

8,817,927 

7,193,551 

16,194,377 

7,153,790 

Issued jn Sydney. 
532,056 1\ 

1,770,154 ' I 
979,313 

I 1,492,367 

14,778,186 /- Nil 

5,309,000 i I 
8,817,927 I 

7,193,551 I 
16,194,377 ) 

7,063,257 4,476 I 2,943 I .. 
, 

* Not available, 

r 
Ii 

1 
I 
~ 

I 

115,270 236,368 

106,553 156,378 

38,650 62,384 

22R,027 354,071 

44,386 

68,995 

112,544 

51,851 

103,262 

74,827 

88,344 

* 

1,300 

2,110 

Nil. 

" 
20,000 

12,000 

10,4(0 

18,750 

17,050 

21,278 

64,062 

99,653 

224,478 

72,613 

127,797 

106,625 

* 
110,785 

1,300 

2,110 

Nil. 

" 
20,000 

12,000 

10,400 

18,750 

17,050 

28,697 

:i 3 1 

411 

2 9 11 

1 17 3 

2 2 11 

o 7 

9 1 

210 

1 )7 

2 4 11 

1 16 11 

0 411 

0 4 8 

Nil. 

" 
0 2 8 

0 4 6 

0 2 4 

0 5 3 

0 2 1 

0 8 8 

The Sydney sales take place at the Treasury on the basis of £100 cash 
for every £100 of stock, and a commission of ~ per cent. is allowed when a 
broker is engaged. The cost of negotiation for issues ,n Sydney during the 
past ten years was about 2s. 10d. per £100 of gross proceeds, whilst the 
average charges for London loans, including underwriting, were £2 5s. 9d. 

; 93129-B 
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STOCK QUOTATIONS. 

The average market prices of stock in London and in Sydney are shown 
in the following table for each month for the year 1924-25, the London 
figures being taken from the Economist, and the Sydney quotations from 
the Sydney Stock and Share List. 

I 
London. \ ~~~~_~_S_Yd_ .. _eJ_·.~_ 

Date. Stock bearing interest at--

5! ) 5Jper 
)cr cent. 'i cent. I 5! per 

cent. 
51 per 
cent. 

5 per I 3! per I 3 per 
cent. cent. cent. 

1924- £ £ £ 
100 July 101 lOO 

August 101~ 

September 10Z 

October 102 

November JOO~ 

Decem bel' 100 
1925-

January JOOi 

February... 101 

March 101 

April 99~ 

May 99f 

June ... , 100 
j 

99~ 

99:l: 

99:l: 

99:l: 

99:l: 

991 I 
991 

991 

991 

99! 

99£ 

99;\' lOOk 

99! JOI:l: 

lOO! 102i 
I 

£ 
98~ 

98~ 

96~ 

96 

* 
* 
98! 

* 
99~ 

102 

• No quotation. 

£ 
97~ 

97 

9il 

97 

98 

98 

98 

* 

* 
100~ 

68~ 

69! 

69£ 

£ 
58 

58:l: 

58~ 

58~ 

58~ 

58~ 

58! 

60 

61 

No London prices are available other than those of the 5£ per cent. stock. 

REDEMPTIONS AND SINKING FUNDS. 

Under the provisions of the State Debt and Sinking Fund Act, 1904, the 
State Debt Oommissioners' Board was constituted, the members being the 
Treasurer, the Ohief Justice, the Speaker of the. Legislative Assembly, and 
the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade; and the Board controls certain 
trust funds and special accounts. The original Act provided for a general 
sinking fund, and a sum of £350,000 was paid each year to the credit of the 
fund, while under the Treasury Bills Deficiency Act, 1905, an additional 
£50,000 was required to be transferred to the fund whenever a sufficiently 
large surplus enabled this to be done. The Oommissioners apply the credit 
balance in purchasing or paying-off stock, debentures, or Treasury bills; and 
they are empowered to invest the moneys in approved securities. The State 
Dl3bt and Sinking Fund (Amendment) Act, 1914, provided that where at 
the close of a year there is a deficiency on the Oonsolidated Revenue Account 
.the Oommissioners shaH repay any amount, not being greater than such 
deficiency, which had been issued from the fund to the Oommissioners during 
the year. Since the last-mentioned Act was passed the amount of £350,000 
has :JJeen paid to the Oommissioners each year, but has been returned to the 
Treasury, so that in effect the rSinking 'Fund has not benefited for many 
years by any transfer from revenue. 

1 

I 
I 

~ 

J 
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The transactions under the Act for the financial year ended the 30th 
iT une, 1925, were as follow:-

R~;CEIP'l'S. 

Balance brought forward from 1!123-24 ... .., ." 
Annual Contribution from Consolidated Revenue Fund .. ; 
Repayments-Country Towns~ 

Water Supply '" ... 
Sewerage ... 

Interest--Funded Stock ... ... .. . 
Deposit with Colonial Treasurer .. . 

~Ictropolitan Water, Sewerage, and Drainage Account ... 

Total 

EXPE~DlTt:]{E. 

Annual contribution from Consolidated Revenue Fuud .. 
Balauce carried forward to 19n-24-

Invested in N.S. W. Funded Stock 
On Deposit with Colonial Treasurer 
On Current Account 

Total 

:£ £ 
429,212 
350,000 

12,641) 
2,721 

15,:166 
';' ,539 
6,643 

14,182 
8,156 

£816,916 

£ 
350,000 

£ 
211,1;~6 

255,716 
64 

466,916 

£816,916 

:FINAKClAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE STATES AKD THE COMMONWEALTH. 

One of the most difficult problems to be solved in formulating a consti
tution for the Commonwealth of Australia was the determination of thQ 
relative s1tares of the Commonwealth and States respectively in the proceeds 
of taxation from Customs and Excise. Each of the two governing powers 
was invested with authority to levy direct taxation, consequently no difficulty 
arose in this respect; but the power to impose tariffs through Customs and 
Excise duties, formerly exercised by the State, was at Federation vested 
in the Commonwealth Parliament. Hence it became necessary to decide 
some proportion of the revenue derivable from these sources of indirect 
taxation which should constitute by legal right the share of the States fi.ua 
States in these imposts. 

From the time when the Federal Constitution was under discussion to :,he 
time when the Surplus Revenue Act was passed in 1910, it was univer!!ally 
admitted that in any arrangement between the Commonwealth and the 
States the proportion of Customs and Excise Revenue to be retained by the 
one, and the proportion to be handed back to the other, should be based on 
the respective needs of each. Practicaliy the only difference of opinion was 
whether expenditure on such services as it has been the public policy of the 
States or Commonwealth to undertake, and which are called "Business 
Undertakings" in New South Wales, shouJd be included in the "needs," 
or whether it should be premised that they should be <self supporting. 

In recogni<tion of iJhese needs it was provided by section 1:,7 of iJhe 
Commonwealth Constitution Act, populil:dy known as the "Braddon" 
clause, that during the first ten years of the existence of the newly-created 
Australian Commonwealth there shouid be returned not less than three
fourth!!! of the net revenue from Customs and Excise to the State in which 
it was received; abo, that such proportion should contitlue to be returnable 
after the ten-year period until the Commonwealth Parliament should decidf> 
what other disposition of these revenues should be made. 

During the early years of the experience of the Commonwealth the ques
tion of the policy to be pursued at the expiry of the period of ten years 

'93129-0 
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named in the Braddon clause was not immediately pressing, because (1) the 
needs of the Federation had not become sufficiently urgent to cause a neces
~ity for appropriating the full one-fourtlh allocated for Oommonwealth re
quiremcnts until 1st July, 1905, and (2) the fact that a tcrm of years had yet 
to ensue before a fre8h arrangement could be made under the Oonstitution, 
tended to the postponement of the determination of a question which was 
fully recognised to be intricate and difficult of solution. 

Towards the close of the ten-year period, however, it became evident that 
more revenue would be required to enable the Federal Government to fulfil 
it~ assigned functions. A number of conferencos were held, but 11 definite 
agreement was not l'eached untLI the year 1909. In that year it was agreed 
that the amount to be returned should be 25s. per head of population, and 
the original proposal was that the Oonstitution should be altered to provide 
that payment. At a referendum, however, the proposal was defeated by a 
EmaU majority, and the Surplus Revenue Act of 1910 was passed by the 
Oommonwealth Parliament. The Act provides that fa,,: ten years, from 1st 
July, 1910, and thereafter, until Parliament provides otherwise, the OQm
monwealth shall pay to each State by monthly instalments an annual sum 
amonnting to 25s. per head of its population. 

This measure wa~ a temporary expedient, and the matter has been dis
cussed at length by representatives of the Government of the Oommon
wealth and of the States many times without reaching finality. A con
ference of Premiers was held in :May, 1920, and continued in July, and 
other meetings were subsequently held, but although the parties arrived at 
satisfactory agreements npon several important matters, some involving 
heavy expenditure, they were unable to agree upon the two most important 
questions of finance, namely, the co-ordination of borrowing, and ,the per 
capita payment to the States. 

At a conference between Ministers of the Oommonwealth and the States, 
which was held at Melbourne in ]\fay-June, 1923, the Oommonwealth 
Government proposed that, for a period of five years, and thereafter until 
the Parliament otherwise provided, it should relinquish portion of its field 
of direct taxation by ceasing to collect tax from all individuals whose 
incomes were £2,000 a year or less, and by granting an exemption of £2,000 
to other individuals; in consideration 6f this action the States were asked 
to agree to the cessation of the per capita payments and to forego the 
interest now heing paid by the Oommonwealth on transferred properties. 

The States proposed that-

(1) The Oommonwealth should retire from the field of income taxation. 

(2) Oontingent on this being done, the States would relinquish claim 
to any share in Oustoms and Exeise Revenue, and, if necessary, 
recoup the Commonwealth, on an equitwble basis, for ioss of revenUe 
to the Commonwealth under these proposals, the amount payable 
in each year by the several States to be determined in conference 
with the Prime Minister. 

(3) This arrangement to be embodied in a ten years' agreement 
between the.Oommonwealth and the States. 

After discussion the Oommonwea~th amended its proposal and offered to 
abolish entirely taxation of individual incomes, and to operate only in the 
field of Oompany Taxation, undertaking not to collect more than the 
equivalent of 2s. 6d. in the £ on the total profits of companies. I,ater 
the Oonference discussed the matter informally in committee, when the 
Prime Minister outlined the following proposals, which, upon resumption of 
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the Oonference, were accepted in principle by four States-Victoria, Queens
land, South Australia, and Western Australia. New South Wales dissented 
and Tasmania was not represented. The proposals were:-

For the period of five years from the 1st July, 1923: 
1. The Oommonwealth was not to levy any income tax on any 

incomes excc:pt those of companies. 
2. The income tax levied by the Oommonwealth on the income of 

companics ,vas not to exceed 2s. 6d. an the £. 
iI. No interest was to be paid by the Oommonwealth to the State on 

properties transferred to the Oommonwealth under section 84 
of the Oonstitution. 

4. No payment was to be made by ,the Oommonwe<alth to the States 
under the Surplus Revenue Act, 1910. 

5. The Oommonwealth was to make payments to the States upon the 
following basis calculated with regard to each State:-

(a) 1. The amount of the payments made to the States 
under the Surplus Revenue Act, 1910. 

ii. The intere,st on properties transferred from the 
States. 

iii. The amount of tax on the incomes of companies 
collected by the States. 

(b) i. The amount of tax on the incomes of companies 
collected by the States in excess of an ave.rage of 
Is. 3d. in the £. 

11. The amount of Oommonwealth income tax collec
tions in the State, other than taxes on thc incomes 
of Gompanies. 

Whcre, in regard to any State, the total of the amount calculated 
under paragraph (b) did not exceed the total of the amounts 
calculated under paragraph (a) by £100,000 the Oommonwealth was 
to pay to the States the sum necessary to produce an excess of 
£100,000. . 

The proposals have not 'been brought into operation in any of the States, 
but agreements have been made between the Commonwealth and each 
State, excepting Western Australia, for the collection in the State of the 
Oommonwealth and State taxes by one authority, namely, the State Oom
missioner of Taxation, thus effecting a great saving and obviating the 
necessity for separate returns. Under a somewhat similar agreement the 
Oommonwealth has collected the taxes in Western Australia since 1921. 

With reference to the co-ordination of bor:rowing, the Oommonwealth 
Government proposed that there should be a Loan Oounc~l, consisting of the 
Treasurer of the Commonwealth and the Treasurer of each State. Itg 
functions would be to determine the order in which the Oommonwealth, the 
States, and thc various public bodies created by the State Legislatures 
should come upon the market within Australia, and to advise each Treasurer 
as to the rate of interest and the other terms upon which local loans should 
be floated. The ,states supported the proposal for the estab1ishment of I! 

Loan .council, but with power to act in an advisory capacity only, and this 
proposal was adopted. It was considered desirable by the States and agreed 
to by the .commonwealth that a Sinkcing Fund, or Redemption Fund, of 
not less than one-half per cent. should be established in connection with 
all new loans. 

It was resolved also that, providing all the States and the Oommonwealth 
have passed the necessary validating Jpgislation, interest on all loans issued 
after the 31st December, 1923, be subject to taxation. The Oommonwealtl1 
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Parliament almost immf.!d~ately passed an Act making the interest on all 
loans rais8d in Australia after 31st December, 1923, subject to Oommon
wealth income tax. 

It was arranged in July, 1924, that the Australian .Loan Oouncil should 
raise all the new loan money required in Australia by the States. Each 
State except New South Wales, which now acts independently of the 
Connelil, continues to arrange its own loans ,in London, but to a limited 
extent, and makes arrangements for conversion after consultation with the 
Oouncil. 

It is interesting to consider the followin.g table, which shows, taking the 
combined expenditure of the Oommonwcalth and States on administrative 
or governmental functions, that is, exclusive of business undertakings, the 
proportion of the total expenditure which was incurred by the States and 
by the Oommonwealth in 1901-2, the first year of the Oommonwealth, in 
1909-10, the year before the commencement of the Surplus Revenue Act, in 
1913-14, the year before the W,ar, and in 1924-25, the latest year. T'l16 
expenditure by the Oommonwealth on war service in 1924-25 has not been 
included, as there was no similar expenditure in the earlier years. The 
table shows also the proportion of Oust oms and Excise revenue retained by 
the Oommonwealth in each of those years :-

Ye .. r. 

Proportion of Total I Proportion of Expenditure (exclusive of Cu.toms and Business Undertakings). Excise retai~ed 
By Common· I by By Stat ••. wealth. Oommonwealth. 

1901-02 

1909-10 

1913-14 

per cent. 
85 

79 

73 

per cent. per cent. 
15 15 

21 25 

27 56 

1924-25 68 32 83 

--~-"---------------

The following statement shows the extent to which the States' revenues 
are dependent on the per capita payments from the Oommonwealth. It 
givt's the proportion per cent. of the revenue (excluding business under
takings) of each State from the- principal sources' in 1924-25, and it is 
ohvio118 that if _ the Commonwealth payments were reduced materially tho 
States could balance their accounts only by severe economy or by heavy 
increases in taxation, The receipts of business undertakings have been 
excluded on thcllssumption that the charges for those services should be 
fixed to meet the expenditure. 

Stste. 

New SQuth \-Vales 
Victoria 
Queensland .. 
South Australia 
Western Australia 
Tazmania 

All States 

Proportion of Revenue obtained from-

Common \\~ealth -I Taxation. 
Payments. Land, All Other 

Svurcea. Total. 

per cent. ner cent. 1 per cent. per cent. per cent. 
18'3 • 53'0 iii 1:1':1 15'4 100 
21'5 51'8 3'6 23'1 100 
1:1'2 49'9 18'7 18'2 100 
14'7 50'!) I ti'2 28'6 100 
14'4 :11'3 12-\) [i 41'4 100 

,.. 18'3 67'3 I 3'9 ,10'5 100 
---- --------1-----1---

17'3 50'6 [ 10'9 i 21'2 I 100 
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The next statement shows the principal items of revenue and expenditur6J 
of the States ando£ the ,commonwealth for the year 1924-25, and is included 
to show the relation of the various States to each other, and of all the States 
to the Oommonwealth. 

Heading. I 
New 

South 
Wales. 

I 
Victoria'i 

Queens· South Western 1 • 

I I I land. Australia. Australia'jTaSmama. 
All 

States. [
common. 

wealth. 

Reven'ue. 

GOVERNloIENTAL- £ I £ I £ , £ 

Payments by Common- 1 I I· 

wealth 2,796,928\2,055,834
1

1,034,933 668,084 

-----1-----·----1----- -------------- ----
561,744 t355,257 7,472,780 

.. I" .. I .. 
4,661,892 2,076,656 2,509,91311,267,974 716,109 781,~94 12,013,738 11,136,34' 

Taxation-
Customs and Excise 

Income Tax 

37,192,781' 

1,24::::: II :~~::: i .;:~:::~: ::::::: 1:::::: 1:::~~: I :::~~::;~ :::~:::~~ 
Land Tax 

Probate Duties .. 

Other 2,209,804, 1,646,7421 200,427 [ 610,177 325,939 1 312,648 i 5,305,737 605,803 

Total Taxation ... 08,115,lJ 4,947,3931~14,161 !~~0,755 ~24,030 I 1,306,360 21,797,: 52,835,690 
I 

Land .. 2,046,168 343,703 1,468,741 i 279,836 50'2,224 76,427 4,717,099 

Other Revenn. 2,358,081 2,20g,480 1,427,111 11,296,717 1,619,795 204,346 9,115,530 5,691,236 
____________ 1 _________________ ----

GOVERXMENTAL
Administrative and De-

partmental .. .. 14,170,776 
Interest, excluding Busi-

ness Undertakings 3,338,368 
Sinking ~'und and Re· 

demptions 

Defence .. 
War Services, including 

Pensions and Interest .. 

Expenditure. 

I r 
7,045,614 4,882,909 3,212,562, 2,837,5171 916,098 32,565,476 1~,475,969 
1,914,425 1,624,807 1,128,088 1,366,648 i 517,409 9,889,745 

497,523 239,074 193,000 112,870 I 117,893 1,160,360 

.. i 2::::::~:: 

976,657 

62,176 

__________ ,-- _____ ---1--_--________ _ 

Total Governmental 17,5~ 9,45~662 6,H6,.790 ~I 3,817,035 i 1,551,40043,615,581 49,418,739 

BUSINESS UNDERTAKIXGS-- I 
Working Expenses .. 15,317,626 10,571,822 5,511,772 3,297,222 3,005,763 670,088 38,374,293 9,750,899 
Interest and Sinking I 

Fun,\ 06,752,268 3,987,524 2,621,726 1,849,165_ 1,617,0461 454,130 17,281,859 I 1,287,588 

Total Business ., _ 
Undertakings .. _2,069,894 14,559,346 8,133,498 5,146,381 4,622,809 I 1,124,218 55,656,152 11,038,487 

New Works .. --.. -- .--.-. - --.-. - --.-. - --.. -1--.-.-- ---.. -- -:,916 

Payments to States.. I 7,535,291 

Total Expenditure 39,579,038 24,016,908 14,880,2~8 9'680'0~718'439'~4412'675,618 ~~ 68,336,43& 
__ --'-' - I 

* Includes other Stamp Duties-not .hown separately. t Includes £85.000, special grant. 
* Exclusive of ~lotor Tax, £345,342, ani! Traffic Li.enses, £129,800, tranSferred to Special Depo.its Account, 

Main Roads Account, ,. 
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II 
The amounts shown as expended at; interest on capital expenditure of 

business undertakings were known absolutely in some of the States, but 
were ~stimated for the other States, where the information was not known 
definitely, on the assumption that the average rate of interest on the whole 
publJic debt was the rate on the loan expenditure of these undertakings. 

The administrative and departmental services of the State comprise such 
important matters aB education, hospitals and charities, police and law. 
local government, lands, mines, agriculture, forestry, and navigation (part); 
and of the Oommonwealth, invalid and old-age pensions, maternity allow
ances, defence, naviglatron (part), and trade andcusooms. 

Relatively to population, the heads of revenue and expenditure of each 
State separately, of all the States combined, and of the Oommonwealth, in 
1924-25 areas follow:-

Heading. 

GOVEltXMENTAL-
Payments by Common_ 

wealth 
Taxation-

Customs and Excise 
Tncome Tax 

I -N~~-:'---' __ ~p_er_h_e_a_d,_o~f,P_OP_u_I_at_io_n,' ______ -. ____ ~ __ _ 

Qu~en" I South I Western i an n·1 ' .. All I Common·· 

I S?uth i Victoria. land. Australia, I Australia. !,' T, S 1a la.!, States. wealth. 
Wales, i __ '--__ _ 

Reven'lw. 
£ s. d. £, s. d. I £, s. d. £, s. d. £, s. d"1 £ s. -d. £ s. I!. £ s. <1. 

4 10 4 10 I i 4 10 1 4 10 1 10 10 1 12· -7 5 & 

Ii.. 6 6 8 
2 1 4 1" 5' 1 1 3 0 1 2 7 1 1 19 4: 3 11 9 2 1 1 17 11 

J~and Tax .. 
Probate Dnties .. 
Other 

. . . . I 0 5 1 0 10 10 0 6 11 0 6 3' 0 11 5 0 4 0 8 7 
o 11 0 I 0 9 R! 0 18 0 0 8 5, 0 3 9 0 8 1 0 10 10 0 4 8 

.. 019 8 i 0 19 10 I 0 4 10, 1 2 8 I 017 11 i 1 8 8 0 18 1 0 2 1 
----i---;----!---;---'------ ---

Total Taxation 3 12 0 1 2 19 8 i 4 13 9 I' 4 5 1. 3 7 3! 5 19'H 3 14 4 8 19 11 
Land.. .. .. .. 0 18 2 I 0 4 2 I 1 15 2 0 10 15 i 1 7 7 1 0 7 1 0 16 1 .... 
Other Revenue ., ., 1 0 11, 1 6 8 i 1 14 2! 2 8 2' 4 9 o· 0 18 9 1 11 1 0 19 5 ---,-__ , ___ ' __ ,_._-------------

Total Governmental 6 15 11 5 15 41 9 7 11 I a 8 6 110 14 8 1 8 18 4 7 6 11 9 19 4 
Bnsiness Undertakings .. 1088 -8-71-8 811T'9130,1259!-3 1539"71-1 152 

Total Revenue .. 174714251
1 

17 16101l8i61 23 '05 12 13-. -7 1'16 14-0- 11 146' 
, ! I 

Expenditure. 
GOVER.NMENTAL- 1 1 

Administrative and De·r 1 1 

partmental .. .. 6 9 4 5 16 11 5 19 4 I 
Interest, excluding Busi· I I 

6 

5 11 0 2 16 4 

1 13 o 3 4 ness Undertaking-s . 'I 9 81 3 11811' ~ 110 i 315 
Sinking Fund alHI lte, 'I 'I 

demptions .. ., 0 6 0 0 5 9 . 0 7 ~ 0 6 2, 0 10]0 0 3 11 0 0 3 
Defence . . .. . , .. , . 1 . , , ,I: 0 11 8 
,"V ~r Services, including : i 

Pensions and Interest .. --"-'-1 __ '_"_' ___ ,,_,_. _,._:_,,_. _I __ ·_ .. :.....-I __ .. _·:.....- __ .. _ .. _-.!..~~ 
Total Governmental 7 15 5 i 5 14 2 8 1 7[ 8 8 4110 9 8 I 7 2 5 7 8 8 8 8 8 

BUSTXESS UNDERTAKIXGS- '1---.------,---"I----T------- ---
Working Expenses . . 6 16 0 6 7 7 6 12 0 I 6 2 6: 8 51! 3 1 6 6 10 10 I 1 13 2 
Interest and Sinking Fund i 2 19 11 I 2 8 2 3 2 10 3 8 8 I 4 8 10 1 2 1 9 2 18 11 1 0 4 5 

TOJ:!ta.Bk~~~Sess U~,-1~5 -:-~~-: ~-:-:I-~--;Ii-:-::-:-I~--:-~-9 ,~;-'~ 
NewWorks.. .. ..I-~~-T-~-"-' ---.-.. -. ---.. :-. ---.-.. -. -'1-'~-:--'-":-0l-2 
paymen~o:::g:::::~~itllr~·I~~i li~~ ~~l ~~I~~i~~ ~~ ~~ 

The payments by the 'Commonwealth to all the .states in 1924-25 repre
sented 25s. 5d. per head of population, the, excess of 5d. per h,ead over the 
25s. mentioned above ,being due to a special payment of £110,000 to "Vest ern 
,Australia, and payments to Tasmania of £85,000 as special grant and 
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PUBLIC FiNANOE. 

£61,656 income tax received by the Oommonwealth in respect of prizes won 
on lotteries. Under the Surplus Hevenul! Act of 1910 a moiety of the 
special payment to Western Australia is deducted from the amounts paya'ble 
at the rate of 25s. pcr head to thc States, so that the ,sum actually paid to 
New South Wales in 1924-25 represented only 248. 10d. per head. 

The Oommonwealth.Oonstitution Act of 1901 empowered the Oommon
wealth to take over from the States their public dents as existing at the 
establishment of the Oommonwealth. In 1910 a proposed law to alter the 
Oonstitution so as to authorise the transfer of all the debts incurred by the 
States was ratified by means of a referendum, but no further action has 
been taken. 

The public debt of the States as at 30th JUne, 1925, amounted to 
£590,743,123, and of the Oommonwealth to £430,947,592, of which 
£34'7,07'2,311 was incurred on account of the war. The following table 
shows the public debt of each State' and of the Oommonwealth, also the 
total amount of interest payable. In the statement on page 28'7, relating to 
the finances of the States and Commonwealth, the interest payable appears 
partly under Governmental Services and partly under Business Under
takings. 

State. 

New South Wales ... 

Victoria 

Queensland ... 

South Australia 

'Western Australia 

Tasmania ... 

All States 

Commonwealth

War Debt 

Pu blic Debt. t Interest Payabl •. 
----

Total. Per Head of Total. Per Head of 
Population. PopUlation. 

£ £ s . d. £ £ s. d. 

... ·201,702,327 88 14 4 ~9,835,863 4 6 6 

, 131,169,565 78 10 1 6,319,870 3 15 8 

... 1 97,001,712 113 8 7 4,601,280 5 7 7 

72,481,942 133 9 3,623,776 6 13 5 

... 1 64,493,161 1175 4 lO 2,860,332 7 15 5 

23,894,4161112 15 2 1,171,180 5 10 '6 

.--____ 1-_-- - ________ _ 
i 590,743, 123 1 99 15 5 28,412,301 4 16 0 

i 
I 

... : 347,072,~1l 58 10 9 18,803,485 335 

Other ... -.:,875,281 ~_2 ~1!~:353 _:~ 

Total Commonwealth ... i 430,947,592 72 13 8 I 22,950,838 3 17 5 
I I 

... 11,021,690,715 ~~-6 -3-1 51,363,139 -~-3-Grand Total 

• Exclusive of Closer Settlement Debentures. t Gross amount-Sinking Funds not deducted. 

The grand total is duplicated to the ecXtent of £39,809,402, of which 
£10,858,093 represents the value of properties transferred to the Oommon
wealth, and £28,951,309 loans raised by the Oommonwealth for the States, 
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which was apportioned as follows:-N ew South Wales, £2,981,85,0; Victoria:, 
£4,360,582; Queensland, £8,14,0,249; South Australia, £6,22'6,9,02; Western 
Australia, £5,9129,646; and Tasmania, £1,3,06,,08,0. Each State received 
advances from the Australian Notes Fund. These advances are not included 
in the Public Debt of the States. 

T'he Public Debt of the States as shown above appears large, but no less 
than 73 per cent. of the total amount, ranging from 58 per cent. in Western 
Australia to 86 per cent. in New ,south Wales, has been spent on works of a 
reproductive character, such as railways, tramways, water supply, sewerage, 
harbours, and rivers. The balance of the debt has been expended on other 
necessary works or services, namely, roads, bridges, industrial undertakings, 
promotion of agriculture, assistance to returned soldiers, aid to farmers, and 
other matters, which, although not returning direct revenue, have assisted 
in the development of the States. 

In 1'10 far as a comparison between the yarious States is concerned, the 
Victorian Public Debt, to be on the same basis as that of the other States, 
should be increased 'by £18,495,511, representing loans raised by the :M:el
bourne Metropolitan Board of Works, the Melbourne Harbour Trust, and the 
Geelong Harbour Trust, to construct necessary works. Corresponding 
amounts are included in the quotations shown above for the other States, 
and if the sums referred to were added as stated, the Victorian Public 
Debt would be £149,'665,,076, or £89 lis. 6d. per head, and the annual interest 
thereon would be £7,243,288, or £4 6s. 8d. per head. 
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EDUCATION .. 
IN New South 'Vales the State has established a Rystnll ,)i nationaleduca
tiOll which embraces all branche~ of primary, secondary, and technical 
education, and it contributes considera:ble sums toward;; the maintenance of 
the University or Sydney. In addition to the State schools, there are 
numerous private educational institutions ilub,iect to State inspection, of 
which the majority laoe conducted under the auspices' of the. religious 
denomimttions. 

Development. of the present School 8}/stem; 
The first school in New South 'Valps was established in 1792 by the 

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, and education 
remained in the province. of primte initiative, being cONducted mainly by the 
religious denominations, until 1848, although financial assistance was given 
by the Government after 1810. As late as 1845, a committee of inquiry 
reported that more than one-half of the children 01' New S0uth 'Vales 
(then including Victoria and Queensland) were not receiving any education. 

In 1848 nn undenominational scheme of ed[;,cation, or tb.. national 
system, as it was called, was introduced and conducted side by sido with 
the denominational schools, each group of schools bfling placed under a 
separate board. The existence of thesfl two boards continued until 1867, 
when the Public Schools Act provided for the continuance of the two classes 
of schools, bul placed all schools receiving aid from the State nnder the 
control of the Council of Education, a.boRl'd appointed by the GOI'ernmE'llt. 
In practice the public schools were administered entii"ely by this board, and 
the denominational school;; were go\'erned partly by the Council and partly 
by the various religious bodies by wbir,h they were founded. From this dual 
control, transition was made to the present centralised system by the Public 
Instrul~tion Act, 1880, which abolished all State aid, to denominational 
education. State supervision of private fchools ceased in 18'82, when 
financial.aid was discontinued. The Acto£lS80, as a,mended by tllf'l Free 
Education Act, 1906, the Bursary Enrlowment Act, 1912, ,bUd the Public 
Instruction (AmE'ndment) Act of 1916 and 1917, is the statutory basis of 
the present education system of New Soutli Wales. 

Denominational and other private schools continue' in existence without 
endowment, but by virtue of the compulsory educat,ion principles of the Act 
of 1916, and of the conditions attaching to bursary awarrls for "econdary 
and tertiary education, all primary scbools and most secondary schools 
have become su~ject to a measUl'C of inspection by officers of the State, and 
are required to ,conform to the standards prescribed by the Government. In 
December quarter, 1924, approximately 8'2 per cent. of the children betwBen 
7 and 14 years of age attended State schoojp, and 18 per cmt. attended 
private schools. 

PRESENT SCHoor. S'STKM. 

The p.rinciples of the p.resent State. or Public School c;ystem were 
originated by the Education Act; 1880, whi~h is still in force, bu.t since 
1899 the growth of new edueational ideals ha~ led to extensive chauges 
through cndeavours "to construct a flexiblE', coherent, and comprehensive 
nationai system which should correspemd with the economic and political 
ideals of the. people." Corresponding changes have been wrought in the 
nature of school work, and in the Prill1arySyllabus. of 1922 tbeaim of the 
system was thus stated: "The function of' a school is to supply the 
circumstances and condition~ most favoumble to a child's growth." No 
particular method of teaching is imposed, and emphasis is laid upon the 
acquisitionof'pers€mal culture and the del'elopment oFintclligence as well as 
on the assimilation of useful knowledge; 

·213l-A. 
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This sy'>tem aims at making education secular, free and compulsory, each of 
the~e principles being enjoined by statute. The Act of 1880 provides that" the 
teaching shall be strictly non-sectarian, but the words 'secular instruction' 
shall be held to include general religiouK teaching as distinguished from 
dogmatical or polemical theology"; general religious instruction is given 
by teachers, and for limited periods, with the consent of parent~, by 
ministers of religion. The Free Education Act, 1£)06, provided that an 
education ill Btate primary schools must be free. Fees in secondary schools 
wcre abolished by regulation at the beginning of 1911, but were reimposed 
fl'om 1st January, HlZ3, to ::lOth June, 1925. The Act of 1880 provided 
that attendance of children at school be compulsory between the ages of (3 and 
1 It years. The Amending Act of 1916 raist'd the compulsory age at beginning 
tJ 7 years and made provision for more stringent enforcement of attendance. 

The State School system is subject to central guidanc8 and control, being 
administered by a responsible MinIster of the Crown, through a permanent 
Director of Education, who is Under-Secretary of the Department of 
Education. Practically tho whole of the expenditure on State education is 
provided by appropriation from the Consolidated Hevenue :Fund, but part 
of the expenditure on buildings, additions, a~1d renowal" is defrayed 
from the Puhlic \V01'].::8 Fund. From time to time also special votes arc 
made available from loan funds for constructing sehool buildings. 

The complete scheme of "ducation, as established, insures co-ordination 
hetween both public and private schools, and provides a direct avenue from 
Kindergarten to University. The various stages are marked by examination!'; 
designed to test the fitness of candiclates for higher education. Assistance 
to obtain secondary and tertiary education is accorded by the State through 
t.l:e bursary sy~tell1 to promising students who lack financial means. 

Census Results. 
Particulars of the numbel's of persons receiving education and of the extent 

to which the rudiments of education-reading and writing-hail been 
ncquired at the censuses of 1901, 1911 and 1921 are shown in the Year Book 
for 1922 at pnges 148-150. 

SCHOOLS AND TEACHING STAFFS. 

The following table shows the total number of public and private schools 
in operation at the end of 1901, 1911, and of each of the past five years, and 
the aggregate teaching stAff in eaeh group. The figures in this table, a,nd in 
the subsequent tables relating to public <1nd pl'ivate schools include secondary 
schools, but are exclusive of evening continuation schools, rrechnical College8 
and Trade Schools, Free Kindergarten and schools maiiltained by charitable 
organisations, shorthand and busine2s coJleges, de. 

I SC'hOOI~. ------T-- Teaching Staffs. 

Year. I " I ! In Public Schools.' In Private Schools. 

1901 
1911 
1920 
1921 
1DZ2 
1"23 
H)24 

Public. [Pl'imte.j Total. I ~-I 
I * II! }Ien. i,vomen.1 TotaL }Ien. \Vomen. "I 

, .~~_!~~~~~~~i ____ .~' ____ ~ 
I 2,741 I 890 I ;{,6:H 2,829 I 2,31S I 5,147 ;337 2,:30;{ I 
I 3,107 7571 ~,864 I! 3,165 3,034 I 6,190 365 2,262 i 

I 3,122 679 3,801 ,[ :3,432 4,948 I 8,380 431 2,360 [I 

I 3,170 [' 677 3,847 I 3,5[;4 5,IlS I' 8,672 465 2,463 
i 3,W6 6781 3,81~ I 3,695 1i.310 9,006 461 2,485 
: 3.1!l4 681 3,87" Ii 3,843 5,381 0,224 476 2,562 
• 3,207 69:3 I 3,900 I, ;{,959 . 5,550 9,509 469 2.5014 I 

* Including- subsidised schoo!s. 

Total. 

2,640 
2,628 
2,7Dl 
2,928 
2,946 
3,038 
3,013 

Grand 
'IvtaL 

7,787 
8,827 

1l,171 
ll,600 
11,952 
12.262 
12,;;22 

The number of teachers shown above excludes, in the case of public 
schools, dudents ill tmining, who numbered 891 in 1924, and in the case of 
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pri\-ate ~chools, visiting 01' part-time teachers, \yho numbered :)22 males and 
;';G,) females, S0me of whom doubtless attended more than one school and 
almear in more than one return. 
"In the State schoob the men employed as teachers outnumbered the 

WO],len until 1912, but the proportion of men in 19:2± was on1y 4~ pel' cent. 
of the tot,d. In the private schools the proportion of men teachers has been 
nnall always, but it shows a tendency to increase. Mon constituted only 16 
pel' cent. of the full-time teaching staff of pri vate ,~chools in 1924. 

SCHOOL PUPILS. 

A cO;llpar!1tive review of the enrolment of children at public and private 
fidlOOls is re8trided to th<) last quarter in oach yoar, as the figures formerly 
ccHected in regard to private SChOO:8 relate only to tlHtt period. The following 
.~tatemellt shows the recorded enrolment during the December quarter at 
u11 schools and colleges in the State, primnl'y and s('condary, oth0r than 
eYelling continuation, charitable, and free kindr;rgarten Bchools and technical, 
tra~l~_and _bll-,~itle~s schools l1nd c~ppges* :- __________ _ 

Public S~hools·t Private Schools. Total Scholars Em'oll~d. I 
Proportion 0 

_1_' e_Ol_-_ -'---_B_,,_yS_, __ \ Girls, _. Total. I~~~-l-_~_~_~~-_S~_-'cr_--_;;_~:_-~-_l~~_--_ic-_~_~er_,~i: ___ :_CU_h~_'~_iYsc--_I_~_:_:~_~'t_~l~. 
! I I I I i per cent. 1 per cerit. 

}9:)1 
Hl!1 
Hi 20 
Hl21 
1922 
1923 
H)S4 

110,071 03,617 210,iiS81 27,163 : 33,674 60,R37! 271,42?) 77'6 I 22'4 
1H:,317 ]Oii,4931221,SIOj26,9C2 :31,588 61,5.,0 j2S,Q,360 ,8-;{ 21'7 
1<.'56,066! 1-1:3,625

1

, :.199,(;91. " 34,25.4. 40,0/l5 7.'1,389: :n4,O::lO 80'] I 19'9 
16:~,699 1151,529 :315,228135,90:3 '12,:357 7cl,4GJ 139:~,G88 80'1! 10'9 
167,503 154,028 321,531,36,.525 i 43,722 80,2-17 ! ~Oi,778 i SO'1 I Hl'i) 
17061O 157,f5;l2 i 328;248 i 3G,():32· 44,001 80,7:2:-3 i ,108,07 [ I 80'3 I' 10'7 
173,Ot3, lGO,02G i :333,074,37,532 i '1;3,013 82,51;"; I 4!5,G10 I 8u'l JO-Q 

I I I I , 
t IncJuding Subsidised SchooLs. 

Since 1901 the enrolment in public schools has increased by 58 per cent. 
w}lile in the private schools it 'has risen by only 36 per cent., so that the 
Vfoport.ion of children in pubLc schools ha~ adnmced from 7'~'6 per cent. to 
",0'1 per cent. In the public schocls there are more boys than gil'lR, the 
proportions Leing bop 52 per cent., and gids ~18 per ceut. In the private 
schools girls are in the nmjority, representing 55 per cent. of the 
enl'oLnent. 

Cunsidering only children for whom education is compulsory, the following 
table shows the numbers and proportions taught in puhlic and privato 
schools, basc~d on the enrolment in DeceInber quarter, omitting private 
institutional schools and free kindergartens. The figures for 1911 and 1916 
relate to children between 6 and 14 years of age, auel those for latel' years to 
children between 7 and 14 years :-

Proportion per cent. 
Yeu\,. PU:Jlic School;. Private Schools. Total. : ------- --------

I, PulJlic Printte 
Schools. Sehools. 

Hlll 192,740 46,3~G 239,()~6 80'6 19'4 
)D16 232,408 52,568 284,fJ76 81'0 1"'-1 
1917 218,995 45,6:28 264,623 82'7 17'3 
]92l 246,J36 53,664 299,H)0 82'1 17fJ 
1922 2f,3,073 55,361 30B.4~4 82'1 1 j fJ 
1923 258,84(i 55,EGO ;-<1(706 8:!'3 17'7 
1924 ~63,442 57,405 320,847 8_3"1 17'9 

----------- ---------
* The numhers of pupils so excluded were as follows in 192:1: : --Eycning continuation, about 4,0011: 

Schools for deaf mutes, etc., 21G; private charitable, 1,209; free kinderg-arten, B76; technical collegea 
and trade schools, 11,386; husiness colleges and shorthand schools, 6,9:2:4. 
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Apparently the proportion of child,'en of statutory ages attending private 
schools decreased between 1911 and the introduction of provision for 
enforcing compulsory attendance in 19113, and increased slightly thereafter. 
Since 1921 the proportion has been almost shtionary. 

JI,ovement of School Population. 
A very conside;'able movement of pupils from one school to another occurs 

during the year, and this is occttsionecl only to a small extent by transfers 
from primary to secondary schools, whieh occur usually at the beginning of 
the year. The total number of dual enrolments effected in 1923 was 74,809, 
of which 54,290 were due to pupils transferring from one public school to 
another; 7,917 from one private school to another; about 7,500 from private 
to public 8('hools, and 5,] 02 from public to private schools. The total move
ment of school population during the yeal' was 17 per cent. of the individual 
enrolments. 

CHILDHEN RECEI\'r~G EDUC.UION. 

The total number of individual pupils who receiwd instruction in schools 
in New South "Vales at any time during 1923 was .Jc39,70iJ, and of these 
357,041 were last emolled at public schools and 82,6Gl a,t private schools. 

From the approximate results of tests made it is rrpp;rent that a consider
able number of children between the age~ of 7 and 13 years, whEm education 
is compulsory, a~e not enrolled in schools fur the whole of those years, 
although they may be attending sohool for most of the btatutory period. 
The children not enrolled in schools include these receiving instruction at 
home (numbering 13,181 at the Censns of 1921), those exempt from'further 
attendance for special reasons on attaining the age '.)f 13 yeal's, and those who 
are inaccessible to schools or who arc mentally or physically deficient. The 
institution of a system of teaching isolated pupilS by correspondence, the 
provision of conveyance facilities, and of wbsidies for priyate teachers of 
small rural schools are now doing much to reduce the number of children 
not reached by the education system. In ,this connection it is interesting to 
note that of the persons married in Nmv tlonth 'Vales in 1924, le83 than two 
per 1,000 could not sign t heir names. ' 

An interesting test of the efficacy of tho compulsory attendance provisions 
in securing the enrolment of children of school age during the last five years 
i~ provided in the following table, which indicn,!es the proportion of the 
effecti\'e enrolment in each yoor to the estimated number of children" requir· 
ing education" :-

Year-

Estimated 
NUJnber I 

of Children of i 
School Age ill 

December. 

Children I 
of ~~~~rl:~r3 1 

Estimated 
Number 

of Children 
requiring 

Education. 
i 

Proportional 
Effective 

Enrolment. (Decf'l11bcl' I i Quarter), 

I Ayerag'e I 
IWeeklY'Enrolmentl 
j dunng-';l)ecember I 

, Quuter. I 
--------~~~------~c~ 

r I r per cent. 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1'924 

301,300 
:UI,800 
320,900 
32S,500 
33'6,400 

I 87,027 38:<,:~27 352,719 I 90'S 

93,314 414,244 I iJ75,930 90'S 
94,265 422,76;5 I 384,064 90'S 

. 94,772 431,172 i 3!J2,735 91'9 1

'93,888 405,658 371,9,52 I 91'7 

I i 
---------------------------~--~----.--------~-------

These figures indieate that the effective enrolment in schook; is approximately 
\)1 per cent. of the number oLchildren"requiring eduGa,tion." The COill

parison, however, is vitiated by the fad that the "number of children of 
other ages" included in it is a gross enrolment, and therefore i~ in excess 
of the number of children of those ages requiring C'ducation. This circum
stance 'makes the proportional effective enrolment 6f the year approximately. 
one and.a-hll,lfper' etut. lower than ,it would otherwise a;ppear. 
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A less comprehensive, though more satisfactory, test of the provisions for 
compulsory attendance is oblained by considering the aserage number of 
pupils present e:1ch day in relation to the average number enrolled each 
week, pupils being omitted from the 1'oll:1s they leave school. The 
following comparison ma.de on this principle shows the degree of regularity 
of attendanoo among children enrolled :1t school, secondary schools being 
included :-

Public Schools 

Year. AYerag,'e Averafye! Rati0 of At- A\'Bl'agc 

Priva.te Schools. 

Ratio of 
Attendance to 

Enrolment 
,'Veekly D:;t,ilY I tendallce to 'Veckly 

Enrolme'-1t. il At.tendance. Enrolment. Enl'olml\nt. 

-'--~, -'--'-I-~-"'~I " ---.---- .. -.----'----.~-~-+------
.1 I 'I pe:,::.e

O
l1t. per cent. 

HJlI . 203,335 160,776" ." 52.122 '" 
1916 .246,572 200,1);)5 81 '3 .. 56;81':0 ,. 
1919 261;778 .212,873 I 81'3 64,851 53,937 
1920 279,044 23<1,657 83'8 72,10() 59,495 
1921 292,264 2tS,605 85'1 ';'4,206 64,172 
1922 300,827254,382 84-576,328 66,340 
1,923 304,287 2:54,683 83'7 /6.414 66,450 
1924 812,352 265,481 85'0 77,8S9 67,724 

* Not [walla.ble. 

83'2 
82'3 
86'4 
86'4 
fI(j·g 
87'0 

Th~ marked improvement in attendallcc in p'.l bEe schools since 1916 is 
due to the opcraLioll 01' the amended law relating to school attendance . 
. The proporticn of attendance to enrolment signifies tillit on the ayerage 
children attend less. than JOl\r and a hali days in a scho01week of five days. 
The proportionate attendance has, however, impr.oved slightly during the 
past three years. 

The attendance of children at school is affected adversely by infectious 
and .contagious diseases, and--particularly in country districts where trans
port facilities .al'elacking-by inclement weaLher. Tho attendance of boys 
is slightly more regular than that of girl~. 

Age Distribution of P~~pils. 
The following table shows the age distribution of pupils enrolled at schools 

during the last five years. The figures represent the gross enrolment ~uring 
December quarter at primary and fecondary schools omitting those 
enumerated at the fuot,of.page 293. 

Pu \ilic Schook 
'~-I-

I Private S"hools. 

------~------~------~-----:¥$>l'. ~_ '--17-:~:~~r~-!-'~-1 --~ I Under I 7 years [14 years Under and 14 years Total. Total. 7 years. under 14. I· lind over. I I 7 years. 
I 

1JItl::'~ 14. and over. 

elmo \:3'9,319 2lT5,6.11 r .'l1,7B1 i ,29~,691 I 12i137 I 51,392 10,810 74,,339 
.1921 14~~93:3 'li6,136 27,154 I 315,22S i 12,622 i 53,664 1'2,174 78;460 
1922 I '41,572 25:3,'07:3 26,'886 j'321,5:H I 13,09:3 I 55,:~61 11,794 80;'247 I 1923 42'723 i258~S4,) 26;674 : 3:l8,'24S I 13;rni6 i '55:860 I1,i97 80;'123 
1924 i 41;.sS7 263;'442 27,745 I 33:1,074 i 13,07.2 I 57,405 12,068 82,545 

ThenumoollsuT'pupi1s following super,primary courses ofinstruc.tion in 
19~4 'WIWD 40A41 in ,public schools andll,554 in private schools. Mest of 
theee'were abovethe<statutorya.ge. 

In'H124 there were enrolled 54,959 children below the statutory school 
a;ge~27~639hoysand ::7,320 gids ;llnd 39,813 pupils were over 14 years €If 
&ge-19,936 boys and 19,877 girls. 

:More information as to the <l,ges of children attending public primary 
schools may be obtained from a table published annually in the report 
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of the ~Iini~ter for Education. That table shows also the ages of ehiluren in the 
various 8ehool elasses, and, considered in eonjunetion with the primary and 
secondary school syllabuses, affords an excellent means of gauging the 
educational progre~s of school children as a whole. 

HELIGIOXS, 

Particulars of the religion of eaell child attending a public school are 
obtained upon enrolment, but such information IS not a\'ailiLble regarding 
pnpils of private schools, Any analysis of the religions of schcol pupib is 
restricted, therefore, to a comparison of the number of children of eaeh 
dellomination enrolled at public 8c110018, and the number of ebildren 
(il'l'('specti ve of religion) attending schools conduded undor the auspices of 
th" various religious denominations, 

Such a eomparative reVIe\Y of the aggregate em'olment III primary ar:cl 
sccollcary schools (omitting tbo e ennmer,ltr d at tIle foot of page 29:3) during 
till" December quarter of yarious years is given b81ow, Thengures, being 
on the same plane of comparison for each year, illustrate the progress of 
eaeh main type of denominational school during the period :-

DCllomination of Children I:nrolled. i 
IJl'i'\'ate 80hoo]8-

Denomination of Schools. 

I 
Public 80hools--

Yoar. -c-----,----------

1 

Cl~lrch of I R~~~~n I Presby- I . i, i ~Chlll'ch I
j 
Romr~n :'1 L{Jdenom-', Othe~>~ 

England. Catholic, terian Methodlst'j Other, I. of . Cathoiie ;11.tio-1"1 i 

1901 j 109,87°1 31,054 1 23,~~ 2:'on ~~'-;;~IE:~~a~l:ll' 4'1'4;,'r~~'5:6" 'I' ~1,-~~ 
] 911 118,79i 31,044, ::6,3i7 30,595, 1;),030 3,297 40,097 I 1O,141! 2,015 
1920 lOO,iS3

r

' 34,.500 I 35,491 42,776 ,.[1 20,191 I 4:749 60,190' 7,541 ,! 1,853 
1921 176,998 35,532, :37,407 41,2]0 20,091 I 5,'205 03,OGO 8,1:11 2,004 
1922 I 180,888 i 33,458133,829 45,10-1 21,2.-;'-.,.> I 5,288 04,003 8,2i'i5 I. 2,Oll 
19231 183,140 '1 35,540 39,828 45,816 21,915 5,128 65,222 8,3il, 2,002 
19Z41188,532 I 35,287 40,708 46,3621 22,183 I 5;23:3 66,789 8,401 I 2,122 

Proportion Per Cent. of'i'otal N1t1nbe', of Pupils Enroll,d, 
-.------~-

I 

I i 
1001 40'5 

! 
11'4 8'7 02 7'S 1'5 15'3 5'0 I 0'6 

lOll 41'9 10'9 9'3 10'S 5'3 1'2 16'3 36 i 0'7 I 
H)20 44'6 9'2 9'5 11'4 5'4 1'3 16'1 2'0 I O'f; 
1921 45'0 9'0 9'5 11'2 5'3 1'4 

i 
16'0 2'1 

I 

0'3 
1922 43'0 8'8 9-7 11'2 5'3 1'3 16'1 21 0'5 
1923 45'3 87 0'7 11'2 5'4 l'a 

j 
15'9 20 0'[, 

19M 45'4 85 0'8 112 5'3 1-2 16'1 I 2'0 1 0'5 
! ! ---.. -~-----~~~- -.-------~ ------._-- .--~- ----~-~~--~ 

J n 1924 the number of children enrolled a schools of " other" religious 
denominations as shown in the last column, \pre as follow:---Presbyterian 
977, Methodist 7;35, Seventh Day Achentist 3' <1, Lutheran 86, 

The r-ur-ils attending Roman Catholic schopls constitute approximately 
81 per cent. of the pupils attending private sc lOols and 16 per cent, of the 
tDtal pupils at all schools, The proportion of c~ild]'en of eaeh denomination, 
except Homan Catholie, attending publio schocls has tended to increase or 
has remained constant, Although the propodicn per cent. of Roman Catholic 
children enrolled in State sehools declined from 10'9 to 90 per eent. between 
1911 and 19:21, the proportion of children elll'ollecl in Roman Catholic schools 
also declined from 16,3 to 16'0 pel' cent.. of the tot[,l. This deeline is 
eoineident with a decrease In the proportion of persons of the Roman 
Catholic faith in the population. TI:e inerease in the proportion of children 
belonging to the Church of I~nglal1d is coinei lent with an increase ill the 
proportion of persOl:S of that faith. 

The enrolment at undenominational 8ehoo18 has diminished considerably 
since 1901. 
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Religious Instructwn in State School8. 
'L'he Public Instruction Act, 1880, provides that religious hwr,ruction may 

be given in State schools by visiting ministers and teachers of reiigious bodies 
for a maximum period of one hour in each school day, and the fDllowing table 
indicates the number of lessons in special religious instruction given in 
primary schools during the past five yean by representatives of the val'ious 
denominaiionR :-

i 
1--

Number of Lessons. 
Denomination. ___________ J 1920. 

1821. 

Church of l<~llgland .,,1 31,353 40,530 
Roman Catholic '''1 1,477 1,696 
Presbyterian ." I 9,~03. 12,684 
Methodist .. 1 13,094 I 17,314 
Other Denomin,.tiolls '" '''I~~_ i_",8---=-'",60",5cc-

Total .. ,! ti5,957 I 80,829 
_~ __ " ___ ""_" ___ .. ____ ._~~_.L" 

1922. 

40,517 
2,O;~4 

]2,769 
17,834 
10.341 
iS3,495 

1923. 

41,910 
2,163 

14,291 
19,70l 
9,870 

87,935 

1924. 

4<1,449 
2,427 

15,024-
20859 
11;448 
95,llJ7 

'For some years prior to 1 !)20 the number of 1 eligions lessons given was 
stationary at about 65,000 per allnum in normal years. The above table 
shows that there has been n I'npid incrense during the past four years. 

STATE SCHOOLS, 
The following table affords n comparison between the numbers Gf the 

various types of State schools in operation at the end of 1881, the first 
full year in which the Department of Education 'was under ministerial 
contt-oJ, imd the numbers open at later periods. 

Type of School. 1 ___________ ~~ao!s a.t--"~~f yca--"'-______ _ 

I 1881. 1891. 1901. 

Secomlary 8chools- [ 
High... .,1 
Intermediate High... .. I 
District' '''1 

5 4, 

1911. 

8 

1921. 

27 
25 
13 

192:,. 

28 
29 
14 

ID24. 

28 
~)2 

12 

Commerci"l... .. I I 15 16 i 16 
Continuation Schools·- I' I 

Junior Technical.. .. 'I I.. I ! 26 24:1: : 23t 
Domestic ... '"1''' I ... I '" 1 .'. I 46 46 I 50 
Eveni>lO ... ... '''11

... ..,'" 1 18 46 49 52 
Rural Scli"ools ... ... ... ...' ... I ... I .. , i .. · 12 I 12 
-Composite ... .., .. , 58 I ';8 113 14.3 I 57 :~28 I 409 

Total-Secondary and con-I---I--- ---1--- ---1---'---
tinnationSchools "'~I~~I~'~I~I 6:14_ 

Primary 8chool8- 1 I ' 
Public ... ... .. '1,007 11,6R6 1,874 ,1,m5 2,020 112,000 1,g90 
Provisional ".1 227 1 320 398' 475 477 526 531 
Half-time ... , 83.1. I 280 414 271 90 92 92 
House-to-house and Travel-I , 

ling ... [ 83 17 6 3 3 1 
Correspondence ... i 4 I 1 
Subsidised ... . .. i ... I I... 414, 546 541 'I 560 
Evening... .. I 33 13 \1 34 I 16 i .. · ... ... 

Industrial and Reformatory 1 __ 2_1~ __ 4 ___ 2_1 __ 3_1 __ 3 __ ~_~ 
Total-Primary... ...\1,352 1'2,385 12,741 113,L99 J3,H3 ,3,165

1

3,178 

Number of Schopls per 1,0001 
\ I I 

of population- 1 
Primary... ... .. I 1'73 1 2'03 1'99 I 1'82 I 1'48 1'43, 1·4? 
Seeondary and Continuation!' '07 I 'OJ '09 I '10 1 '12 I '25 l -28 

• Superior Public Schools. t Including Third Tin)c Schools . 
rrechnical School. 

~ InclQding one Central Junior 
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With the exception of·the High Schools, to of the Intermediate High 
Sohools, Evening Continuation. Schools, and one Junior Techn:i:cal School, 
all of the secondary schools are' conducted in conjullcticlll. with primary 
schoolB. The'number of individual schools at the close of 1924 was, there
fove, ,3/26·1 ,in comparison with 3,243 individu 1 schools open at the end of 
1923:· During 19:!4 a system of providing e lication for one year beyond 
the primary stage was introduced for small sc ools where a minimum of two 
pupils were found desirous of proceeding with their education in this way, 
and tLe scheme was extended to 509 seh ds which formerly provided 
instruction only in primary subjects. ThEse s hools are not included in the 
number of' ;.econdary and continuation 8chool8 shown above. 

The number of schools is not or itself an accurate indication of the 
effective pi'ovision of educational facilities, even when considered in relation 
to population. Population hag tended increasingly to congregate in cities 
and other urban centres, where schools have grown in size, rather than 
in numbers, while, with the decline of the birth-rate, the proportion of 
children in the population has diminished. For these reasons the relative 
number of public schools reql1il'ed has decreased, but on the other hand 
the proportionate number of private schools.al80 has decreased heavily. 

The small number of secondary schools provided prior to 1912. is shown. in 
the table, which indicates also the great expansion which occurred thereafter, 
the increase being from eight in 1911 to sixty-five in 1921, largely due to the 
provision. of High and District Schools in country towns. In 1921 tIre post
primary courses, fonnerly given in Superior Public So11001s, were reviverl, and 
these were extended still further in 11124. 

A notable feature is the changes among scbools provided in rUnLl districts 
where population is scanty. Provisional Echools have increased in numbers, 
but part-time schools (H';'lf~time, Home to House, and Travelling), have in 
many cases been supplantcd by smaller fuJI-time schools, subsidised by the 
Government, and by correspondence schools. 

Evening schools have ne\'e1' operated extensively, but recentimprovGlllcnt8 
have increasfld their popu'larity. 

PRIMARY SCHOOLS; 

Primary work in its various stages is undertaken in schools classified 
brol<t'lly into three groups,-(a) Primary and superior schools in more or le~s 
populous centres; (b) schools in isolated and spai'sely -settled di.stricl El, viz., 
provisional, half-time, and subsidised schools; and (2:) correspondence 
schools, instructing children S0 isoln,ted as to be unable to attend school. 

The schools are classified according to tho average attendance into six 
classes. The number in each group, at 31~t December, 1925, if! shown in 
the following statement; each pail' of half-time schools is counted as two 
schools :--

Class of 
School. 

I. 
II. 

III. 
IV. 
V. 

VI. 
Provisional 
Haif·tilT.e 

Averao'e 
A ttend:nce. 

Over 1;000 
751-1,000 

541_750 
201-540 

41-200 
40 anel under , 

10 at least I 

10 at lEast iO'

1 

two groups. 

53* 
33 
47 

Hil 
524 

1,136 
5+7 

8'6 

Travelling ... / 
Correspnndence .. '1' 
Centr.al Junior Tech. 

ni<l1l.... ." j 
Infants... ... ...1 
Subsidised ... "'1 
Rei1'H'matory ,.. . .. 
ErveIfiugo.Continuation .[ 

I 
\': Including -3 Practice Schools,wtth'ieefhthan ] ,000 pupils. 

Sclwokin 
Operation. 

1 
1 

2 
17 

531 
3 

54. 
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A Pudic School may he established inany locality where the attendance 
of twenty·childl'en i13a13sured. In most schools boys and'girls .are.taught 
together, but llchools,withan average attendance of 360 pupils are.di.vided 
into two departments, and those with an attendanye exceeding tWO into 
three departments, viz., hoys,..:girls, .and infants. 

The infants' course .extendsover a.period of two years. The primary course 
for older children, completed generally ,between the ages of 13 and 14 years, 
inoludesEnglish,mathematics,ge.ography, elementary soience, nature know
ledge, civics and.moraJs (history, Scripture, moral duties and citizenship), 
art and manual work,music,'and physi.cal.education as prescribed in the 
syllabus is'med by;the D.epartment.of.Education. 

Schools in 8pars1ly Settled .Districts. 
Provisional schools.a;remaintained .where. there is an attendance Drat 

least ten pupils,.lllnd where .doubt exists as to the permanence .of the settle
ment. At theend.of 1924 there were 531 such schools in opemtionwith 
an enrolment of. 10,202 pupils, representing 3 per cent. of all pupils enrolled 
in December quarter. Half-time schools are established where.a number of 
children sufficient to maintain a minimum attendance of ten pupils can be 
collected in two groups, not more than 10 miles apart. One teacher divides 
his time 'between the two .gronps,so tarranging .that home-work. and 

.. preparatory ;study shall occupy the time oLeachpupil in his absence from 
either school. T;he number·of half-time schools at the end of 1924 was 86, 
and the number of pupilse~rolled was 802 or less than 3 per thousand of 
all pupils enrolled. at schools in New South Wales in December quarter. The 
course ofinstructionjnprovisional and .half-time schools follows the COl!ll'se 
of full-time schools. 

Small schools are. not established where it is convenient to arroange.lordhe 
daily conveyance to a .central school of the pupils from the Burr-ounding 
neighbourhood, In such.cases local committees consisting of parents, the 
teacher of the centraLscllOol,.and other persons of repute, are required to 
assume responsibility for.arranging andsuperyising the carriage of the chil
dren, but the cost of conveyance is defrayed by the Department according to 
fixed rates. At the beginning of 1926 11,200 pupils were conveyed to 1,252 
central schools, principally at daily rates. The amount expended on con
veyance and boarding subsidies in 1924~25 was.£40,350. 

'fravelling school" were established to 'visit localities where families are 
so isolated that two cannot combine readily for the education of the 
children. The teacher is provided with .a vehicle to carry school requisites,. 
and a tent for use as.a schoolroom, in which to teach for a week at. a time at 
each centre in his circuit. Coincident with the development of the corres
pondence school, there has been a, reduction in the number of travelling 
schools, and only one, with .an enrolment of 16 pupils, was in operation 
during 1924. 

Another type of school for the benefit of families in remote districts is the 
subsidised school, which may be formed where two or more families combine 
to engage a teacher. The teacher, if approved by the Department of 
Education, is paid an annual subsidy at Ii rate hlllsed on the average attend
ance, ·viz., in the eastern portion of the 8tate £5 per pupil up to a maximum 
of £70, and in the western division £6 per pupil up to £80. The course 
is as far as practicable the same as in primary schools, and the subsidised 
schools are subject to inspection by the State schoolins.pectors. A subsidised 
school may he established by a single family with at least four children of 
school age. As an .alternative .to subsidising a teacher, payments may be 
made. under certain conditions as an aid towards boarding children in a. 
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township for the purpose of attending a public school. The number of sub
sidised schools in operation at the close of 1924 was 560, and their enrolment 
was 4,226 or 1'8 per cent. of all pupib enrolled at primary schools in 
December quarter. 

Correspondence School. 
At the beginning of 1916, further efforts were made, by means of teaching 

by correspondence, to extend educational fllc:ilities to children in remote 
localities. The experiment was commenced with three pupils, and met with 
such success that operations have been extended considerably. The course 
of instruction covers the ordinary primary course up to the standard of the 
Qualifying Certificate examination, and some of the pupils have passed this 
test with credit. A pupil is not admitted before the age of 7 yea,r8, and the 
young children are taught by kindergarten teachers, illustratif}ll being 
employed largely with satisfactory results. There were four correspondenee 

. schools in operation at the beginning of 1924, but in June theso schools 
were consolidated and placed uuder the supervision of one headmaster. The 
enrolment at the end of 19:23 was 1,976, but by the end of 1924 it had 
grown to 2,294. 

Education of Delinquent and Dpfective Children. 

Special provision for delinquent children has been made at State reforma
tories and similar establishments, and at a truancy school. At three 
institutions schools are maintained and in other plaees the childrfm attend 
public schools. Statistics of such pupils are included in those relating to 
State schools, as shown in this chapter, and other details regarding the 
treatment of delinquent and defeetive children are given in the part" Social 
Cundition " of this Year Book. 

The State has not yet established an institution for tlw education of 
feeble-minded children, but work on the erection of homes has been com
menced. The education of blind, deaf, and dumb children also is left 
practically to private organisations, one institution being subsidised by the 
Slate.. Statistics as to rEtardation of pupils attending public primary 
schools are collected by the Department of Education. 

SECONDARY EDUCATION IN STATE SCHOOLS. 

Prior to the year 1912 the facilities provided by the State for secondMY 
f>ducaLion were limited to Superior Schools and eight High Schools at 
which students were required to pay fees. On 1st J anna!'y, 1911, the pay
ment of High School fees was abolished, and in 1912 a compreh~ensive 
f>ystem of secondary education W<J,~ instituted. 'rhe number of bursaries and 
scholarships was greatly increased, and, later 011, text books were provided 

. free to all students. The provision of facilities on these liberal terms 
.eneouraged a strong demand for secondary education, and, within the next 
ten years the number of students attending high and distrid schoQls 
trebled, the number of sbdents enrolled during 1922 being more than 
15,500. Fees were reimposed in High Schools on 1st January, 1923, and 
continued until 30th June, 1925. The amounts of such fees collected were 
£11,633 from 1st J,tnuary to 30th June, 1D23, £26,3RO in 1923-24, and 
£25,931 in 1924-25. 

Admission to High Schools i8 gained by competitive examination, t1nd 
{lnly properly qualified pupih are allowed to enter. The courses of imtruc
tion cover five years, leading to the I,eaving Certificate Examination, at 
Jwhich candidates IlIay matriculate, while the courses of instruction at 
I ntermediate High and District Schools cover the first three y(~ar" of that 
course, barling to the Intermediate Certificate Exa·mination. The courses 
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m'e for the most part educn,tion"l only, but tht1 Intermedi"te "nd Leaving 
Certificates are generally accepted as proof of sufficient educ"tional qualifi
(,,,tion for admission to the Publi·~ Service, the teaching profession, banks, 
and kindred bodies. 

Secondary courses with a more directly Yoc"tional bias are provided also 
in Superior or Continuation Schools, some of which have been convelted 
into Intermediate High Schools providing commercial courses, while the 
technical schools have been definitely linked with the Technical Colleges. 

At the end of 1921 there were nine High Schools in the metropolitan 
area (including a 'rechnim.l High School) and nineteen in the country 
districts providing a full course of instruction. At all of these fees to Ute 
amount of £:l 28. per term, subject to exemptions in certain cases by the 
Minister, were charged until 30th June, 1925. There were thirty-two 
Intermediate High School~, twenty being in the country, and twelve District 
SchoolR, at which no fees were imposed, although a deposit of £1 was 
required in certain cases as a guarant,ee of attendance for at least one year. 

Certain large primary' schools in the country districts, wllCre secondary 
schools are not readily accessible, commenced in 1921 to provide composite 
courses of study lel.ding to the Intermediate Certificate, the Commercial 
Superior Public School Certificate, and the Publie Service Entrance Examin
ations. In H)24 special lesson sheets were provided for the smaller country 
schools to enable continuative education to be given for a period of one year 
in English, geography, arithmetic, mensuration, and farm book-keeping 
to pupils who had completed the primary course. The number of pupils 
benefited by this scheme in 1924 was 1,757 at 513 schools. 

The following statement shows the number of pupils receiving secondary 
education at Stnte schools in 192-t, in compari~on with the number in 1913 
the first yenI' for which particulars are available :-

1013. I 1924. 

--~ --I----~~-I ~A~era~e I I I AHra;e~ 
N~ul1ber Gross Dai1§' Number I Gross I Daily 

of Schools'l Enrolment. Attendance. of Schools. I Enrolment. 'Attendance. 

Schools. 

~ __ ' I, , 
High .'md Dist;ict .. ~--I 42 I 6,392 I 4,712 I 72 I 16,S80 I 13,597 
Superior Pubhc (Day Con- -----~--I-------------------

tinuation) -- I I I I 
COll:met'cial. ... ... :{2 I 1,724 S'l3 16 2,092 1,301 
Jl1DlOr Techmcal ... .. 20 S04 416 24 6,631 4,401 
Domestic ... ... 52 1,601 I 7i8 I 50 10,018 6,312 

Total, Supcrior... . .. I---w!-i 4,129-i- 2,0i7 ---oo-r 18,744-12,014 

Rural... ...'-.-.. -I--~.-. -1--~.-.-I---·1211,008---~42 

Comlf~~~t S~~ondary a~d __ "_'_I~_~':_I __ ~'_' _1 __ 4~ ~~09t I~:~ __ _ 
Super Primary ... 146 i 10,521 ! 6,789 I 583 I 40,441 I 29,501 

• Secondary pupils. t Net enrolment . 

"rhe avemge daily attendance of secondary pupils has increased more than 
four-fold during the last eleven years, the increase being greatest in con
tilluntioll ~chools. The above table omits from account 1,757 pupils J 

receiving continufLtive education in 192<1, from lesson sheets provided for 
smaller schools as already described. 

Growth of lIigh Schools. 
The following particulars relate to High Schools and Intermediate High 

Schools maintained by the State. In addition to the holders of bursaries 
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as shown in the table thm'c were 250 holders of scholarships ill 1911 and 
1,189 in 1916. In later years scholarsllips were not awarded, all pupils being 
supplied with text-books free of cost. 

Year. 
High 

Schools. 

Inter
mediate 

High 
Schools. 

Pupils. 
Te:tchers. 

Enrolment. \ AveraU'e 

i~~:F'~ Tob!. Tw::~~~1 A~~~~~' 
Bur· 

saries. 

~1-00-1~·- 4- ------1.-1-6 -~I -1-1--~7 --6-7~ 1 526 489 i .t 

1911 8 59 I 38 97 2,293 1,864 1,786 I 201 
1916 19 3 I' 31PJ'05 i 146 341 5,888 5,123 4,780: 748 
1920 27 23 i 274 584 12,636 9,575 8,80511,064 
1921 27 2.5 I 349 I 299 648 14;247 12,199 11,253 I 1,005 
1922 28 26 371' 318 689 15,5371 13, l51 12,106! 923 
1923 28 20 '396 307 I 703 15,099 12,88:1 11,882 i 830 

_~.924~ __ 2_8~~~'l2 _~ 417 3IS 1735 15,696 I 13,692 12,633 I 780 

~ Including hUildings. t Not available. 

The rapid expansion ill secondary schools affords eyidence of a widespread 
desire for education among the people, and the anxiety to take advantage of 
.he improved facilities has imposed on the Department the necessity of 
excluding by means of competitive examination for admission thoHe less 
qualified to benefit by a course of secondary education. A corresponding 
growth in the number of University undergraduates is evident after 1916, 
in which year students educated entirely undcr the new system introdueed 
in 1911 had reached the matriculation standard. 

Day Contimtation Schools. 

In 1912 numerous 8'uperior Public Schools which hltd formerly provided 
continuativeeduca,tion beyond the primary stage to the standard of the public 
examinations were converted into Superior Public Day Continuation Schools 
on a, vocational basis. The schools so established were of three kinds, viz.
Junior Technical (for boys), Domestic (for girls), and Commercial (for boys and 
girls). At the beginning of 1923 a fourth type of ~ehool, namely, the Rural 
School was Established to provide super-primary education, and in the same 
year primary schools with the requisite attendance of pupils were authorised 
to provide (,ontinuative education. Recently commercial education for girls 
has been provided in Domestic Continuation Schools and the commercial con
tinuation schools are now exclusively for boys. 

The following. table provides a cOInparison of the number of continuation 
schools and the gross enrolment thereat in each of the last fi ve years ;-

Day Continuation Schools. 

r 
Year. Commercial. Junior Technical. Domestic Type. 

1 
Rural. 

No •. I Gross 
No·1 

Gross 
[ 

I I Gross No. Gross 1 No. Enrolment. Enrolment. En rollnent. Enrolment. 

I 
I 

1920, , 17 1,58!J I 24" 2;865 47 4,920 >1<. >I< 

1921 

I 
15 1,162 

I 
26 3,853 46 603Ft >I< * 

1922 16 1,213 25 4,544 48 7,041 * * 
1923 

I 
16 1,6H 21 5,311 46 8,3,3 12 

r 

584 
1924- 16 2,092 I .24 6,634t 50 10,018 12 1,008 

"'ffitral seliool"we1'l' establIshed m1923. t'Inclndes thIrd year pupIls attendmg}l.'echmcal Colleges. 
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The records show that Comrr.ercial Continuation Schools expanded 
steadily from their inception until 1 C) 19. In tlu1t year there were 25 Com
mercial Continuation Schools with a gross enrolment of 2,708 pupils but 
though these numbers were diminished by the conversion of a number of such 
schools into intermediate high schools in 1920 and 19:J1 the enrolment of 
pupils in the remaindei' increased by approximately 80 per cent. between 
1921 and 1924. The growth in the Junior Technical and Domestic COll
tinuation Schcols was also steady until 1919, but since that year as a result 
of improvel1lGIlts in the curricula there has been a rapid and snstained increase 
in the number of pupils although the number of schools has shown little or 
no increase. 

Evening Oontinuation Schools. 
Evening Continuation Schools were established by the State in 1912 for 

the benefit of pupils who leave school at the termination of the primary course 
to engage in occupations. They are organised on the same lines as the Day 
Continuation Schools. The courses, which extend over a period of two years, 
are similar, though they are necessarily modified for pupils who work during 
the day, and attend the classes for only a few hours per week. An Evening 
Continuation Scbool may be established in any c:entn) where the number of 
students who will guarantee to attend for two years is sufficient. A fee of 
6d. per week is charged, but it is refunded at the end of each year to the 
students whose conduct and attendance have been mtisfactory. '1'he average 
age of the pupils attending the Evening Continuation Schools is 18 years. 

The following is the record of the Evening Oontinuation Schools for tho 
years 192:3 and 192~:-- . 

I 
1923. ]924. 

Classification. 

Schools. Elll'olment. Attendanee. Schools. Enrolment. 

~umberl Averag-e I' .A.v aye Number I A::~rage--I--AVerage 
\ 

of WeekI v "or b . of \Veekly Attendance. 

------------------~----~--------

Junior Technical (BOYS) ... I 18 1,508 1,184 18 1,428 I 1,127 
9,ommeJ;cial.(Boys) "'1 18 1,691 1,32~ 20 1,690 I 1,330 
.:...omestlC (GIrlS) ... . .. ~ ___ I,Gi9 ___ 6~ 14 __ 9~1 __ 664 

Total ... "'1?9 4,248 3,208 52 4,102 3,121 
I 

In 1920 the average weekly enrolment was 2,544, and the average daily 
attendance 1,9151. The large increase which has occurred has been due 
partly to the opening of new schools, but also to reorganisation of the 
curricula and the addition of social attractions for pupils. 

Included in the average we~kly enrolment shown above for 1924 are 860 
pupils attending preparabry schools, distributed as follows :-Commercial 
413, Junior Technical 391, and Domestic 56. 

PRIVATE' SCHOOLS. 
The position of private schools in the education system of the State is 

oiscussed on a previous page. 

By virtue of the Public Instruction (Amendment) Act of 1916, children 
between the ages of 7 and 14 years must be provided with efficient education, 
and a school is not recognised as efficient unless it is certified by the Minister 
of Education, who takes into account the standard of instruction, the 
qualifications of the teachers, the suitableness of the school premises, and 
the' general conduct of the schl)o1. This provi'!ion applies to both primary 
and secondary schools where children of statutory ages arft educated. The 
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conditions upon which benefits under the Bursary Endowment Act are 
extended to pl'ivate seconcbry Rcho(,ls invoh'o a similar inspectil'n and certifi
cation, and nearly all of tl:em bave heen regi,tel'ed by the Department of 
Education. The stnndards of instruction required of pri ,·ate scbools under 
b)th Acts are the same as those of public s~ho)ls or ~imilar gra,je and situ.3.
ti on. Public exnminations are based UDon the curricula of State schools, and 
t.lis tends to establish still grenter unif~rmity in the standards of instruction. 

The total number of p-il'ate schools cei,tified by the Minister for Educa
tion in 19M, was 730. Of these, 57-1 were cerbified under the Public 
Instruetion (Amendment) Act of 1916, including 65 which ,rero certified for 
the instruction of children up to a specified age only; ~'1 secondary schools 
were registered undet' the Bursary Endowment as efficient to provide the 
full secondary CJurse; and 65 were recogniRed oflicially as qualified for the 
ecinc:tti(;n of pupils to the Intermediate Certificate stage of the secondary 
course. 

State aid to pri\'ate schools was discontinued in 1882, but between 1883 
and. 1899 private scbools grew faster than State schaob, and the preportion 
of pupils in private schools to the total increased from 16·9 to 22·6 per cent. 
In the next ten years there was a decline in the number of pupils attending 
private schools, anrl the proportion fell to 21 per cent. Subsequently there 
was an increase in enrolment, but it was slower than the numerical increase 
in State school pupils, and the proportion deelineu further to 19·7 per cent. 

The following ta ble affords a comparison of schools of eftch denomination 
~)\'er an interval of eleven years :--

I 1913. I, 1924. 

I IT h IEnrolment( A,"erag-e Ii 'T' :J;:nrolmen1i Average 
JSchools. e~.~ -I' Dec~mber! Daily At- Ischools.1 e~cIl- December'! D.dly At-
i e. Quarter. I tendance., i eIS. Quarter. I tenclance. 

Classification. 

Unde~~~;il;ational~~I~ 2G;-r672-- 9,910 I' 8,276 II Iril I 481~~m 7,-2~O-
Homan Catholic ... 1 407 Il,()4H 49,:iSO i 41,605, 46i 2,113 66,789 53,905 
Church of l~llgland ... 1 531 :206 3,533 I 2,974 I 58 309 ~ 5,233 4,711 
Presbyt~rian ... ..1 4 23 364 'I 345 I 6 62 i fJj7 824 
Methodist ... .. 2 17 3:i3 316 I :2 32 ! 735 6Si 
Lutheran ... ... I J 31 30 2 2 1 86 79 
~'e ,'enth Day Ad "entist! :3 1:{ I 26:: 'I 224! 71 I4! 3~4 238 
Hebrew ... 1 5 577 535 I ••• ••• 'I ••• .., 

, _____ ~--- ~ __ ~I __ ~.--.---.---
7:{:~ '2,586 I 64.591

' 
5~,~0.~! 693 13,013 : 82.545 I 67,724 Total 

"----~ 

Between 1913 and 19~4 the number of private schools has decreased from 
733 to 693, but the enrolment lias increased by 17,954. Undencminational 
s~,hools h'tve declined in number and in enrolment, but all groupil of 
dellominatiol1ftl schools except Hebrew have expanded. Homan Catholic 
~ehcol~, w bieh comtitute the great maj')rity of the printte establiBhments, 
inerea,ed in number 1)y 15 per cent., and in enrolment by nearly 35 per cent. 

The number of teachers, as RholYll in the table, does not include those 
,,·h') visit schools to gh'e tuition in sppcial subjects only. The total nnmbeJ' 
of yisitil1g 1cachers shown in the school returns was 1,007 in 1913, and 
1,187 in 1924. It is not possible to ascertain the number of individuals 
represented by these figures, becftuse the Hum bel' of teachers who give ins true
t;on in more than one school is not recorded. 

Fees are usually charged at private schools, bnt they vary considprably 
if! amount. In certain denominational schools the payment of fees is t() 

fume extent voluntary, and a number of scholarships and bursaries have been 
pt'ovided by pri vate subscriptions for the assistanee of desening students. 

Some of the private schools are residential, and in 1924 there where 75,001 
(]<\y scholars .aud 7,554 boaders. 
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Prior to 1912, when the State system was extended, secondary education 
was left largely in the hands of private institutions, bUL particulars of 
'lccondary pupils in prin,te scbools were not obtained until 1922. The 
f,)llowing statement ~hows the number of such pupils enrolled during the 
December quarter' in each of the last two years. 

Prh"ate Schools with 
Secondary Pupils. 

i-tegistered for-
Full Course " 
Intermediate Course .. 

Other Private 'Schools 

Total 

1923. 
r 

1924. 

Secondary Pupi13 I I Secondary Pupils 
Enrolled. 1 I Enrolled. Schools. Schools. ' 

____ ~o)"~.1 Girls.J Total. ____ I_Bo~.s.1 Girls. I Total. 

i-I I il \ r 
·1 83 13,8<"1 4,315 8,182 R9 14,103, 4,482 8,58' 

• 1 97 \ 507 673 1,180: ~)3 562 i 728 1,290 
.' 61 575 977 1,5521 66 69:2 i 977 1,669 

.i-w.-[4,949 ' 5,965 to,9i4t "248 -/5,35716,ls7- 11,544-

In addition about 120 boys were enrolled at Hawkesbury Agricultural 
College, which is registered as a full course secondary school under the 
Bursary Endowment Act. There were also approximately 145 students in 
re8idence at agricultural experiment farms. 

The above particulars were first obtained in 1922, and the results for that 
year were published in previous issues of this Year Book. Returns sub
sequently obtained have shown tha,t the partieular,~ supplied by a number of 
schools in 1922 included S0111e primary pupils under the heading of secondary, 
and the returns were overstated in consequence, unfortunately it is not 
pORsible now to obtain correct figures for 1922 and the data formerly 
published for that year have been omitted from this issue of the Year Book. 

The number of secondary pupils in private secondary schools showed a 
.considerable increase in 1924. The pupils '>0 enumerated are defined as .those 
who follow a course of instruction similar to that laid down in the syllabus 
for secondary schools by t.he Department of Education. There are, however, 
in private schools a considerable number of pupils over 14 years of age not 
recorded as secondary pupils in the returns supplied. Some of these attend 
business colleges for commercial education while others, 1110re especially in 
Roman Catholic schools, follow super-primary courses embracing (in the 
Archdiocese) English, book-keeping, shorthand, and typewriting. Candidates 
undu 17 years of age from Roman Catholic Schools in the Archdiocese of 
Sydrey may sit for the Diocesan Commereial Examination in these subjects. 
In 1 ~)25 there we:e :D 1 such candidates from 4l schools. 

PRIVATE CHARITABLE SCHOOLS. 

In addition t,o the private Echools to which the foregoing tables relate, 
there are schools connected with charitable in"titutions 01' organisations, 
which are certified under the Public 1nstruction (Amendment) Act of 1916 
for the education of children of statutory school age. There were 17 such 
schools in 1924. Nine were under the auspices of thfl 110man Catholic Church, 
3 Church of England, 1 Salv.ation Army, and 4 were conducted as ragged 
~chools. The gross enrolment at the institutional schools during 1924 was 
1,328, and at the ragged schools 180. The Kindergarten 1.7nion maintains 
in the city and suburbs thirteen £rep. kindergarten schools and playground~ 
for children under statutory scht'ol age. In 1924 there were enrolled 1,294-
individual scholars, l1nd the average daily attendance was 709. The 
organisation receives a State subsidy of £1,000 per a~num. 

The education of deaf and dumb and blind children is undertaken at two 
schools in connection with the Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and the 
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Blind, which is endowed by the State. In 1924 there were 112 deaf and 
dumb children, 28 blind children, and one deaf and blind child in the 
institution. Deaf mutes are trained also at two Roman Oatholic institutions 
one atWaratah for girls, with 50 inmates at the end.of 1924, and the other, 
established at Castle Hill, where 25 boys are enrolled. 

The total number of private charitable school~ in 1924 was 34, and there 
were 139 teachers. The gross enrolment during the year was 3,028 and the 
average daily attendance 1,999. In December quarter there were 2,301 
scholars on the roll, of 'Yhom 1,083. were under 7 years of age, 1,093 
between 7 and 14 years, and 125 over 14. 

SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS. 

Formerly, public exanUuations were conducted by the Universityfor the 
purpose of testing tJ1e educational fitness of intending students and of 
candidates for matriculation.. The standards of these examinati0ns became 
generally aecepted by public bodies. With the reorganisation of the whole 
scheme of secondary education in 1911, which brought about a co-ordination 
of curricula between public and private schools and established secondary 
schools as a connecting link between primary school and University, it 
became necessary to establish a syst')m of examinations with a wider purpose. 
A new scheme was formulated by the Derartment of Education with 
the concurrence of the University authorities, who agreed to.accept as 
evidence of satisfactory educational qualification appropriate certificates 
issued by the Department, and, in H1l6, the University discontinued holding 
further public examinations, with the exception of an annual special matricu
lation examination, on the results of which a number of University sch61a,r
ships and prizes are awarded. 

The regulations of the Department provide for the issue of certificates 
which mark definite stages in the progress of school pupils. The Qualifying 
Certificate indicates that the holder has completed the primary eourse 
satisfactorily, and is fitted to enter upon a secondary course of instruction. 
Prior to 1922, every pupil was required to pass a written examination in 
order to obtain a Qualifying Oertificate. Since that year the certificates are 
awarded to pupils of the sixth class who, in the judgment of the local 
inspector, have attained satisfactory results at school tests applied at 
intervals during each year by the principal of the school. The written test 
is now applied only to pupil'> who desire to compete for. admission to High 
Schools or for bursaries tenable at Secondary Schools. 

The Superior Public School Certificate is issued to successful candidates at 
a written examination terminating the continuation course of instruction of 
either two or three years, the certificate for the three year course being the 
equivalent of the Intermediate Certificate. 

The Intermediate Certificate marks the satisfactory completion of the first 
three years of the secondary course. The Leaving Certificate is obtainable 
on graduation from· the full five-years' secondary course, and is accepted & .. 

indicativeo£ adequate preparation for the University, if it shows a pass in 
matriculation subjects. • 

The Board of Examiners in connection with the Intermediate and Leaving 
Certificates consists of the Director of Education, the Chief Inspector, 
the Principal of the Teachers' College, the Inspector of Secondary School .. 
and four delegates appointed by the UniverHity. These examinations have 
been adopted as standards for the admission of persons to the various 
branches of the public service of the State, and are accepted widely in· 
commercial circles. 
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Certificates of proficiency are awarded to pupils of Evening Continuation 
Scoools 'whose attendance and wQrkhavebeen satisfactory througboutthe 
course. 

The number of candidates and of passes at each of the examinations 
during 1~23 and 1924 are shown below::-

1923. 1924. 

'I Examjnations. Passes. I Passes. 
Candidates. 

NWllller·1 
ICandidates·I----' --

Per 
I Number I Pe~ cent. cen . 

High School Entrancean"dBursary i 10,336 
I ... 8,429 5,869 69'6 5;860 156'7 

Evening Continuati::m ... ... ... '460 325 70'6 452 32271'2 
Su per.ior Junior Technical :(2ndyear) ... 788 ~ <80'0 l,llO ~43'3 

" 
Domestic (2nd year) .. , ~ ... 1,135 1,023 90'0 1,756 1,560 I 88'8 

" 
Commerciai (boys,3r.dyear) ... 39l 257 65.'7 367 -m[74'3 

" " (girls 3rd year) ... 423 327 77"3 486 381 78'4 

" 
Jnr. Technical (boys3rdyearl ... ... ... 246 116 47'1 

Intermediate Certifitlate ... ... 4,695 3;302 70'3 4,748 3,385 !~ 
Leaving Certificate (5th year) ... ... 1;337 1,048 ~ 1,335 993 I 74'3 

---_. __ . 
Particulars regarding the examinations held in earlier years are published 

in previous issues of the Year Book. 

SCHOLAI<SHIPS AND BURsARfEs. 

I t is the policy of the State to assist promising.students to obtain secondary 
and tertiary education by granting scholarships and bursaries to meritorious 
pupils whose parents have small means. 

Scholarships tenable at State secondary schools were discontinued in 
1915, when arrangements were made for the free supply of school material. 
A few 8cholarships-six in 19M-are provided to enable boys to attend the 
Sydney Grammar School, which is subsidised by the State. 

At the Intermediate Certificate examination candidates may gain scholar
ships entitling them to technical instruction for throe years at Lower Trades 
Courses or vYomen's Industries Courses of the Technical College. Students 
of the Hurlstone and Yanco Agricultural High Schools may gain scholar
ships tenable for two years at the Hawkesbury Agricultural. College. Such 
scholars receive free board and residence and a monetary allowance for text
books. In addition holders of bursaries in secondary schools may, after 
obtaining the intermediate certificate, proceed to Hawkesbury Agricultural 
College to follow the three year course leading to the Diploma. Such 
bursars r'lceive an allowance of £50 pel' annum besides text-books, but they 
are required to pay all fees and other charges imposed by the College. 
TheHe amount to £33 per annum· with certain extra~. 

Boys who intend to become teachf'rs may gain at thc Intermediate Certifi
cate examination twocyear scholarships tenable at District or High Schools. 
Text-books are supplied, and an allowance is granted. 

Soholarships, admitting to courses of technical instruction, are provided 
to assist students to pa.'3s' from the Day and Evening Junior Technical 
Scliool~ to the Trades and Domestic Science School~, from Lower to Higher 
Tradcs Courses, and from Trades to Diploma Courses at the Technical 
College. Students holding Leaying Certificates may obtain entrance by 
scholarship to the (Technical) Diploma Courses; and those who have gained 
the Intermediate Certificate at the Technical High School may obtain scholar
ships enabling them to enter the Higher Trades Courses at the Technical 
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College. These technical scholarships carry a grant of text books and 
~tppliances and exemption from fees, and holders must be engaged in the 
trade or professilln for which the conrse has been. established. Students 
who pass through the Diploma Course with sufficient distinction are enabled 
to continue their education at the University by means of scholarships 
awarded annually and valued at £100 per annum. During 192,1 the Third 
Year Cour;;e for boys at Junior Technical Schools was merged into the 
general scheme of technical education, and the pupils were transferred 
whenever possible to Teehnical Colleges for instruction. 

At the Superior Public School Certificate Examination in 1924,231 girls 
gained scholarships tenable at a Trades School. At the Intermediate 
Certificate examination 52 scholarships for Lower Trades Courses were 
awarded, viz., 27 to boys and 25 t.o girls, and 10 Hawkesbury Agricultural 
Scholarships. At the Leaving Certificate Examination 21 boys and 1 girl 
were awarded scholarships for diploma courses at Technical Colleges; in 
addition, 200 exhibitions were provided exempting the holders from the 
payment of fees to the University, viz., 122 pupils of State schools, and 78 
pupils of rpgistered secondary schools. In the same year 15 students at 
evening continuation schools won scholarships for free education and a supply 
of text books valued at £1 lOs. per annum, tenable at day courses. 

Bursary Endowment. 

In 1912 the Bursary Endowment Act was passed by Parliament, providing 
public moneys ror bmsaries, tenable in public or private secondary schools 
and in the University of Sydney. This fund is administered by a specially 
constituted board, consisting of two representatives each of the University 
of Sydn~y, of the Department of Education, and of the private secondary 
schools registered under the Act. 

Schools desiring to educate bursl1.rs or competitors for bursaries must 
register with the Bursary Endowment Board. Such registration, which is 
effective for two years, is conditional upon the suitableness of school premises, 
the organisation and equipment of the school, .the method and mnge of 
instruction, efficiency of the teaching staff, and the general conduct of the 
school. 

In December, 1925, in addition to 28 public high schools, 32 intermediate 
high schools, and13 district schools, there were 92 non· State schools registered 
under the Bursary Endowment Act as competent to educate students to 
the Leaving Certificate standard, and 66 other non-State schools whose 
standard was recognised to the Intermediate Certificate stage of the secondary 
course. 

A number of bursaries tenable at secondary schools is made available for 
pupils between the ages of 12 and 14 years: whose parents' income is less 
than £260 per annum, or not m01·e than a quota of £60 per annum for each 
member of the family, exclusive of children earning 15s. or more weekly. 
Two-thirds of the bursaries are available for pupils of country schools, ari'd 
special provision is made for pupils of small country schools. 

Each bursary comprises a grant or text-books not exceeding in value 
£,] lOs. per annum, and an annual allowance of £40 for the first three 
years, and £50 for the rourth and fifth years, to holders who live' away 
from home in order to attend school, the allowanee in the case ot those 
who reside at home being £12 per annum to the intermediate standard, 
increasing to £18 and £24 respectively ill the last two years. The bursaries 
awarded in 1 ~24 numbered 253, viz, 158 to boys and 95 to girls. Of these 
198 were tenable at Public High Schools and 55 at non State ~chools. 
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BursarieH, tenable for two or three years, are awarded upon the results 
of the Intermediate Certificate Examin>ttion. They are of the value of 
fourth and fifth year bursaries. Nine were awardeJ to girls and 5 to 
boys in 1924. 

Bur8arie3 tenable at the U niversiby of Sydney mety be awarded to 
candidates at the Leaving Certificate examinltion who are under 19 years of 
age and whlse parents'means ar;) uneqllal to the expense or a University 
education. A full bursary entit,les the holder to a grant for text-books not 
exceeding £5 per annum, and to free education. An allowance not exceeding 
£25 per annum is made to those who need not board away from home, in 
order to attend the University, 'l11i not exceeling £65 per annum to those 
who must d,) so. The number of such bursaries awarded annually ranges 
from 25 to 40; 22 were awarded to boys anrl 8 to girls in 19:!4. 

At 30th June, 1925, excluding 5.33 holders of war bursaries, there were 
1, 155 pupil~ holding bursaries under the Bursary Endowment Act; 1,01,6 
were ~1ttending courses of secondary instruction, and lO!) were attending 
University lectures. The annual monetary allowances paid in 1924-25 were 
as follow:-

Allowances. liursars. 
If 

Allowanczs. Bursars. 

£ II £ 

12 368 I' 40 304 
II 

18 116 II 50 165 

24 97 II 65 3S 

25 67 

II 
Total 1,155 

In addition to the bursaries mad.e available by the Bursary Endowment 
Board, three bursaries, tenable for three yeM's at the Hawkesbury Agri
eultural College, are awarded by the Department .of Agriculture on the 
results of the College entr<tllce examination. These bursaries exempt their 
holders from payment of the education and ITmlntmmnce fee of £30 pel' 
annum. There are also three scholarships, tenable for two years, at the 
farm schools at Bathurst and 'YYagga Experiment Farms; and one, tenahle 
for one year, at the apprentice sehvol at \Yollongbar Experiment Farm is 
also granted. 

Edlwation of Children of Fallen and Incapacitatc(l Soldie1·s. 

\Var bursaries are provided by the Bursary Endowment) Board for 
ehildren of incapacitated and fallen soldiers .. They were formcrlyawarded 
to assist holders during primary, secondary, or Universit.y course~, or in 
technical, trade, or agricultural instruction, or to augment the wages of 
apprentices, hut, at the prpsEmt time, the awards are limited to children 
between the ages of 10 and 13 yeals and are usually held by children 
ludergoin~ courses of primary imtrnction. The number in operation at 
T)bh June, 1925, was 533, one holder was receiving £50 per annum and the 
others £10. The total number awarded since they were initiated_in 191G 
was 1,4G5. 

In 1921 the Repatriation Commission reviewed the position of children of 
d ,ceased and totally and permltr.antly incapacitate 1 soldiers and decided to 
augme:1t the provisions made for their educatiol. The Commission's scheme. 
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which formally benefited children between the ages of 16 and 18 years 
receiving. secondary education and, in a smaller degree, younger children, 
was extended to afford means whereby all children over the age of 13 years 
could be assisted to obtain higher education and training for skilled trades, 
technical 01' professional careers. 

Uncle' this scheme a Soldiers' Children Education Board was created in 
the State to make necessary arrangements and deal with applications. From 
the date benefit" became available early in 1921 to 31st June, 1922, the 
numbel' of applications approved in New South Wales was 7215. Approval 
was given to 307 new applications in 1922-23 and to 3,tl in 1923-24. Of 
the ·1,373 applicants npproved,201 had completed their course and 52 had 
withdrawn. Of the balance, 544 aged 13to 16 years and 97 aged 16 to I::) 
years were attending various schools, 30 were undergoing professional 
training and 30 agriculturnl training, 399 were in various str.ges of appren
ticeship and 20 wefe attending evening courses. 

The aggregate expenditure under this scheme in New South 'Yales from 
February, 1921, to SCth June, 1921, was £77,558 which was provided mainly 
by the Commonwcalth Government but also in part by private gifts and 
bequests. Practically the whole of this sum was disbursed as living 
allowances. 

In addition to the above schemes assistance is given for the education of 
children of fallen sailors and soldiers through the Anzac Memoria'! Fund. 
This fund was created in 1919 by public subscription to provide a suitable 
memorial for fallen: soldiers who had enlisted from New South 'Yales. The 
total amount raised by the appeal was £12,500 and a sum of £7,325 was set 
aside to provide bursaries tPllable at secondary schools by children of such 
soldiers and sailors. 

The Anzac Memorial Bursary Fund was thereupon created and vested in 
the Bursary Endowment Board of New South Wales. Bursaries awarded 
from this fund are tenable at secondary schools or the University. To 30th 
June, 19:25, the number of such bursaries awarded was 55, of which eight at 
the rate of £25 per annum WAre awarded in 1924-25. Bursaries bear the 
name of their founders except when provided from the general fund. 

KINDERGARTEN. 

Kindergarten methods under the :MontessorI system have been adopted as 
fa.: as practicable in the infant schools under the Department of Education, 
and in various large sohools throughout the State, Kindergarten classes are 
conducted for the purpose of bringing young children under refining 
influences. 

During the year 1924 classes were in operation in 199 public sc~ools ; 
seventeen were separate infant. schools, and the remainder were prImary 
schools with Kindergarten departments attached. The number of pupils 
enrolled for Kindergarten instruction in State schools was 10,356, the average 
attendance being 9,072. 

In Victoria Park, Sydney, a Kindergarten playground is maintained under 
the 8up€l'vision of a State teacher. 

Free Kindergarten schools and playgrounds are conducted also by the 
Kindergarten Union of New South Wales, which is assisted by an annual 
grant from the Governmp,nt, amounting to £1,000. 

In 1924 there were 13 Free Kindergarten schools and playgrounds 
with 64 teachers; during the December quarter there were 876 scholars 
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enrolled, all under 7 years of age. The a ,'crage daily attendance was 709, and 
the individual enrolment for the year 1,29,1. Sume of the ordinary private 
schools also have departments for Kindergarten work. 

In the playgrounds set apart for their exclusive use the children are 
engaged in organised games, under trained Kindergarten supervisors. Special 
attention is directed to Dhvsical welfare, and to the cultivation of hygienic 
habits. • • • 

A private institution supplies training for teachers in :Froebelian methods, 
a,nd the free Kindergartens provide observation and practice schools. 

OOMMERCIAL EDUCATION. 

Preparatory education for commercial life has been provided in the State 
primary and continuation schools, where the course of instruction, especially 
in the Oommercial Oontinuation Schools, includes elementary trairjng in 
many commercial subjects. Economics, shorthand, and business principles 
and practice are included in the curriculum of the High Schools. A 
number of private schools and colle!\es also afford facilities for commercial 
training, both by day and evening classes; book-keeping, business methods, 
shorthand, and type-writing are the main subjects taught. 

A complete return of the number of pupils taught in these special subjects 
is not available, but statistics ot the State Oommercial Oontinuation Schools 
are supplied on a previous page. Particulars obtained from Business and 
Shorthand Schools under private management show that 22 were in operation 
in 1924 with 148 teachers, and a total enrolmentoi 1,813 boys and 5,111 
girls. The average attpndance at the Busine~s and Shorthand Schools 
during the year was 3,331, and the amount of fees received £46,953. 

Advanced preparation for commercial life has been provided in some 
measure by the University course in Economics and Oommerce. The 
course which was instituted as a diploma course in 11W7 was converted in 
1913 into a degree course. 

A special grant is paid from the public revenue of the Oommon wealth 
to the University to assist in the teaching of languages serviceable to the 
development of commercial relations between Australia and other countries. 
By this means a lectureship in Japanese langua!\e has been established. 

DOMESTIC TRAINING. 

In the reorganisation of Superior Public Schools provlsIOn was made 
for the establishment of Domestic Superior Public Schools for girls. The 
syllabus, which first came into operation in. 1913, provides for a course 
commencing at the end of. the primary school stage and extends over three 
years, the third year having beenaddedin 1921. The'course covered during 
the first two years is of a domestic and general educational character 
embracing English, arithmlltic, history, civics and morals, art and home 
decoration, botany and practical gardening, needlework, cookery, laundry, 
home management, hygiene, care of infants and care. of: the sick. '[he third 
ye»r course is of a commerciaf character and r>l"avides for further studies in 
English and arithmetic to wHich is added elementary training in business 
principles, shorthand and typewriting. THis course has gained the recognition 
(;)t commercial houses. 

Oandidates successful in the annual domestic science examination may enter 
uponthwhomeeconomics course im,titutedat-titeTi'relinical Uollege in 1924. 

Since 1920 there has been a rapid growth in the attendance at superior 
schools of the domestic type. In that year forty-seven such schools were in 
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operation with a gross enrolment of 4,920 super-primary pupils on an average 
attendance of 2,829. In 1924 the corresponding numbers were fifty schools, 
gross enrolment 10,018, and average daily attendance 6,312. 

During 19-:]5 there were in operation eighty-two schools of practical cookery, 
with a total enrolment of ii,f.38 girls. In addition demonstrations in 
cookery were given to 4,000 primari school pupils over the age of ) 2 years. 

The courses of study provided at secondary schools include needlework, 
art, music and cookery. 

A School of Domestic Science was established recently at the Sydney 
University. The course for the degree of Bachelor of Rcience in Domestic 
Ecienc(~ covers a period of three years, and includes Physics, Chemistry, 
Physiology, and Botany or Zoology, Public Health, and the Home Economics 
course at the Sydney '1'echnical College. 

AGRICULTURAL AND RUHAL TR,AINING. 

Education in subjects pertaining to rural industries is now recmvmg 
increasing attention in New South ",Vales and a Supervisor of Agricultural 
Education in 8ch001s, appointed in 1921, is steadily developing the system. 
Training commences in the primary schools with the teaching of the 
elementary principles of agriculture, both practical and theoretical. School 
gardens and experiment plots are adjuncts to many State 8chools, and grants 
are made of farm, vegetable, and flower seeds. 

III 1921 twelve Rural Schools were conductcd in conjunction with the 
primary schools in country centres. At each of these schools super-primary 
courses are provided extending over a period of three years in elementary 
agriculture, agricultural nature study, applied farm mechanic~, rural 
economics and horticulture. In 192<1 there was an enrolment of 1,008, and 
an average attendance of 642 pupils. 

In the counky high schools at Albury, Orange, and Wagga, and in the 
Ca,sino District School, courses in agriculture are provided. Special Agricul
tural High Schools are situated nt Glenfield (Hurlstone), near Liverpool, 
and at Yanco, on the Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area. The former was 
originally established at Hurlstone Park, but was rE'moved to Glenfield at the 
close of 1925, while the latter was established in 1922. The grounds at 
IIurlstone cover 100 acres, and those at Yanco 629 acrE's. These are used 
for teaching practical operations and for experimental work in the growth of 
crops, action of fertilisers, etc. The course extends over three years, and 
covers a general English education in addition to science with laboratory 
practice, and agriculture with field work. '1'he training at the agricultural 
high schools forms a preparatory course to the more advanced work at 
Hawkesbury Agricultural College .. During 1924 there were 176 and 73 
students respectively at Hurlstone and Yanco. For resident studE'nts 
the fee is £8 8s. per quarter; for day students no fees are charged. 

In the 1Turrumbidgee Irrigation Area a special teacher of agriculture 
visits the local schools for the purpose of supervising a special course in 
practical experimental agriculture. Instruction in general farm work is a 
feature of the treatment of delinquent and neglected children at the Farm 
::)c11001s at Gosford and Mittagong. 

Advanced training in all branches of agriculture is provided for farmers 
aJ]d students at the Hawkesbury Agricultural College and the Experiment 
Farms where 290 students were in attendance in 1924. Further particulars 
ofthese institutions are published in the chapter relating to agriculture. 
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'fhe Diploma course at the Hawkesbury Agricultural College covers 
three years' work, but certificates may be obtained f(lr shorter courses. 
Students holding the Diploma of the College may, upon procecding to the 
lJ ni versity, be permitted to complete the course for the degree of Bachelor 
of Science in Agriculture at the University in three years instead of four. 

The final stages of agricultural educationalld training are reached .at 
the University, where, in 1910, a degree course in Agriculture was instituted. 
A four-years' course leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Agricul 
ture, and, in providing a higher training ground for teachers and experts, 
completes the whole system of prcparation for rural industries. The Experi
ment Farms of the State are available for the practical and experimental 
work in connection with the degree course. 

I n Veterinary Science a c')urse extending over a period of four years 
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Yeterinary Science is provided at 
the University. 

INDUSTRIAL TR.HNING. 

Industrial training is connected intimately with the question of 
apprenticeship, and from time to time attempts haye been made to relate 
school training and apprenticeQhip. Useful courses have been provided for 
boys who finish the primM'Y COUl'se of education at the age of 14 years and 
cannot enter apprenticeship before the age of 16 years. Technical instruction 
in the form of manual training is a feature of the primary school syllabus, 
and a preparatory course leading to the trade courses under the Technical 
I~ducation System is given in the Junior Technical Continuation Schools. 

The course in the Continuation Schools, formerly covered two years, but 
was cxtended to three years in 19%. Tho course is planned with the oqject 
of supplying a uscful introduction to industrial occupations for boys. The 
suhjects of instruction which were chosen with the intention of meeting the 
needs of the future artisan are essentially of a practical nature, viz.:-practical 
drawing and workshop practice, English, practical mathematics, history and 
ciyics, industries and elementary science. The courses in English, mathe
matic8, and history are now on the Eame standards as those set for high 
schools, while practical instruction in the first and second years is given at 
Tradei'! Schools. Third ye~tr students now receive fUll-time instruction in all 
subjects of their curriculum at the Sydney, Newcastle, and Broken Hill 
Technical Colleges. 

This reorganisation has made the schools more attractive than 
forrr:erly, and in 1924 there was a gross enrolment vf 6,634 supcr primary 
pupils at twenty-four junior technical schools. 

With a view to placing in suitable employment boys who have 
sd.tisfactorily completed the coursc, an Employment Bureau was established 
by the Department of Education in 192,1. Details are kept of each pupil's 
mental and physical capacity, character and educational proficiency, as well 
as of the nature of employment he desires. E'1deavour is being made to 
establish co-operation between employers and the schools. 

Higher courses of instruction are given in thc institutions under the 
Technical Education system hereinafter deacri1:>ed. Consideration has been 
gi ven to the question of extending the period of compulsory ('ducation 
b'.lyond the present limits as defined by the Public Instruction Act. For 
·apprentices in a number of trades a measure of compulsion is supplied already 
by means of awards and agreements under the Industrial Arbihation 
system and of regulations prescribed by the Board of Trade. Tn some 
instances, they contain clauses which make attendance at a technical course 

,obligatory on the part 'of the apprentices, and the employers pay the fees. 
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In other eases theapprentiees,al'e requiTed to obtain certificates of attendance 
before admission to the trade 'as journeymtm. J n some tracles in which 
attendance is optional,the employers I'Ilustpay the fees of the apprentices 
who attend the technical schools, and in others higher rates of wages are 
prescribed for apprentices who pass the technical examinations. 

In a few instances provision has been made either by award or by the 
voluntary action of the employers for attendance of apprentices at day 
classes, but generally the apprentice is regarded as a full-time wage-earner 
and attendance is in addition to the day's lawu!' in the workshop. 

Technical education for employees in the Railway Department is provided 
in courses of instruction at the Railway and Tramway Institute. 

,SCHOOL SAVINGS BAN.KS. 

A system of school savings banks in connection with the State schools 
was initiated in the year 1887, and by this means £1,01l,916 have been 
received in deposits, and £187,208 transferred to the Government Savings 
Bank as children's individual accounts. The object of these banks is to 
inculcate principles of thrift during the impressionable ages. 

In 1924 these banks numbered 885; the deposits amounted to £62,182, 
and withdrawals to £66,696; £8,497, representing individual sums of £1 and 
upwards, were transferred to the Government Savings Bank, leaving £12,063 
as credit balances in the school banks. 

At the beginning of 1925, arrangemeuts were made whereby the am0unts 
deposited in school banks should be taken over by the local branch of the 
Government Savings Bank which arranged to open individual accounts for 
each school depositor and to pay interest thereon. In all, 20,773 accounts 
with a total credit balance of £11,434 were transferred in this way. By the 
end of June, 1925, there were 46,158 such accounts at 723 schools with a 
total credit balance of £35,307. 

MEDICAL INSPECTION OF CHILDREN. 

Since 1913 the Medical Branch of the Department of Education has 
undertaken the medical inspection of ohildren attending State a,nd private 
schools, and parents are informed of any remediable defect which might 
retard the educational or physical progress of their children. In the 
Metropolitan area practically evary school is visited each year and all 
children in the first 1,nd last years of attendance are examined. Medical 
supervision is maintained in respect of certain defective children noted at the 
examination of entrants, and the eye-sight of all children is tested every year. 
Outside the Metropolitan area a triennial inspection is made at every school 
so that each child is examined at least twice during the ages of compulsory 
school attend&nce, viz., seven to thirteen years inclusive. Engaged in this 
work are nineteen medical officers, of whom ten operate in country districts, 
two oculists, and eight trained nurses. The last-named assist at medical 
examinations and 'Visit the homes of defective children in the metropolis with 
a view to ensming that the children receive treatment. 

A travelling school hospital in charge of an oculist, and eleven travelling 
dental clinics have been provided for the treatment of physically defective 
children in cOlin try districts; there is al~o ~ metropoli.tan dental clinic. 
Details regarding the medical inspection of school children and the school 
clinics are published in the part of this Year Book relating to Social Condition. 

The work of the medical officers of the Department of Education includes 
the investigation of epidemics of infectious diseases affecting school children; 
the inspection of school buildings; courses of lectures at the Teachers' 
College; lectures to senior girls in metropolitan scnools on the care of babies, 
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personal cleanliness, home hygiene, sieCk-nursing, etc. ; aud lectures. to parentr;. 
Special investigations are carried out into pro:hlems affecting the welfare of 
children, such as tuberculosis, goitre; crippling andmenl;aJ.deliciency. 

The expenditure on the Medical Officer's· Byanch in 1924-25, exclusive of 
administration was £31,727. 

TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

The first dass for technical education in New Son th Wales was established 
by the Sydney Mechanics' School of Arts in 1865, and in 1873' the Sc1001 of 
Arts inaugurated the Technical or Working. Mtms' Oollege. The scheme 
passed under Government control in 1883, and the Sydney Technical Oollege 
was opened in 1892. 

Technical education is under the direct cemetrol of the Department of 
Education, and· is administered by a Superintendent; with fina.ncial and 
general. IJI:ocedure independent of other branches. of the education system. 
The courses of instruction are co-orciinated, howe\ el', with those of the 
ordinary schoo18, viz., technical classes in Public Primary Sch0013, the Junior 
Technical Oontinuation Schools, the Tioades' Schools, and the T::;chnical High 
School. 

The system of technical education is administered from the. Of'ntral 
Technical Oollege, Sydney. Branch_ colleges have been established at East 
Sydney, Newcastle nnd Broken Hill and 10we1' technical comses are"p1'ovided 
at twelve trade schools in {he countrv and seven suburban centres. In 
addition, elementary instruction is pro;"ided ill' special subjects at ii'fty-one 
country centres where there is a demand for it and correspondence- courses 
are' pFovi!1led· in seventeen su b,iectB. Several large deplwtments of- technical 
education have been transfE'rrcd from the OentTal Techniea:l Collf'gB to the 
branch at East Sydney (Darling hurst) \vhercby allowance has been ILade for 
the growth and extension of higher technical ednc[lotion: 

Specialised instruction in the practice of a wide range of calling'l is 
provided for the apfJrentice, improver, and journeyman, while higher courses, 
embracing the technology of the various trades and technical professions, 
may be followed by more advanced students. 

The lower Trade Oourses cover a period of three years in the Trade Schools, 
but sometimes they are extended to fi,'e years. Oomprehensive courses 
covering five years and Highel Oourses of two years' durat.ion are given in 
the Technical Oolleges. The subjects are grouppd to form trade classes, 
instruction 1eing given in all branches of mechanical and electrical 
engineering, building, sanitation, applied art, domestic science, commercial 
subjects, agticulture, sheep nnd. wool classing and_ in manufacturing trades. 

So;ne ot the. higher courses of eveningc instrnction are co-ordinated with 
first-year courses at the U niversit.v; aJ.ci .. the satifofaet.ory completion of. any 
course of instruction is marked by the awnrd of certificates, viz.,- the 
Oertificate of Trade Competency in trade conrseB and the Oollege Diploma 
in thebigher. courses. TheEe certificates are recognised by employers. 

The fees payable for instruction are very low, being:. usually at the rate of 
4s. per term of. thirteen weeks for juniors, and8s .. for seniorB. 

Intending students are required:, to furnish evidence that they possess 
sufficient prepamtory kn<>wledge to take pFofitable advantage of the training, 
and a student i~: not ndmitted to a course- unless actually engaged: ill, the 
specific trade to which the course relates, SpeciaJ: provision is made for the 
admis.sion of journeymen, ,,,ithmrt:preliminaryt eEt, to any part or the courses 
relating to thf'ir tracles.- Young students are admitted, if they furni~h a 
guarantee to become lLpprenticea. before reaehing, the limit of_ the age of 
apprenticeship. 
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A noteworthy feature of the system is the existence of advisory committees 
in connection with each course of instruction. These committees are 
composed of representatives of employers and employees, who visit the 
classes regularly and discuss with the Superintendent and heads of 
departments matters relating to the maintenance of standards of efficiency 
in eq~ipment and teaching, and by this means the courses are made to meet 
practICal needs. 

The following table shows the number of classes and teachers and the 
enrolments at the Technical College and Trades Schools during the last five 
years, together with the amount of fees received and of money expended. 

I 
Number I Lect'lrers I Total ! Individual I Fees [' Net 
Cl~:ses. I T ar~ i EnrOlments .... 1 Students. Reeeh·ed. .Expenditure. 

_----cc-__ --';-_eac ers. i ~I __ ~"=-_ 
Year. 

19~0 

19~1 

1922 
1923 
1224 

638 

636 
()46 

664 
674 i 

. 406 ~"~;-1----;'-2~;-I"'12~01 115,195 

447 18,974 I 9,696 12,641 129,851 

470 21,328 I 9,806 \ 13,627 127,638 
478 23,496 i 10,234 14,880 142,169 
499 2.5,4()2 ll,386 I l(i,644 159,723 

------
t After deducting' fees receh"ed. * Students be~ng counted in each class joined. 

The net expcnditure shown al)oYe includes interest at 3l pH cent. on 
capital value of land, buildings, and equipment. The sum so included in 
1924, was £10,524. The average net cost per student in 1924 waR 
£14 Os. 7d. 

The ages amI sexes of the individual students attending technical classes, 
whether day or eyening in 1924 were as follow :-

Age last Birthday. I Males. Females. Total. 
I 

-~'~];" ....... ~ 'II~ ~~~ :~~ 1,g~g 
16 < 1,308 544 1,852 
17 1,292 428 1,720 
18 1,009 310 1,349 
I 9 698 223 921 

21 a,:g over I 2,~~! I l,~~~ ; 3,~~~ 
--~l::'.--.-.r7;42--I--3~644-- iU,3s6--

Diploma courses were followed by 415 males and 8 females, trade courses 
by 4,943 males and 5 females, dressmaking, art and domestic science by 
200 males and 11,231 females, and miscellaneous courses by 2, 18~ malr,s and 
400 females. 

Technical Education Examinations. 

1he following are particulars of examinations ('onducted in the Technical 
Education Branch during the last five years :-

Parti0ulars. 1920. 

Number Examinecl 
i 9,26b ... 1 

Number of Passes "'i 7,747 
Percenta.ge of Pa.sses '''1 83'5 
Number Obtaining Hononrs ••• 1 1,154 

1921. 1922. 

12,075 13,2611 
9,907 11,046 

82'0 < 83'2 
1,537 1,766 

192ir. 

15,543 
12,018 

77'3 
1,582 

192i. 

15,352 
12,785 

83'2 
1,6g4, 

These figures afford evidence of a very encouraging growth in this 
important bH',nch of education, but a wider ex pam ion i'l desirable. 
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Railway and l','amway Institute. 
Classes for the technical, commercial and general education of railway 

'employees are conducted by the Railway and Tramway Institute, which was 
inaugurated as a quasi-departmental institution in 1891, and was re
organised as a branch of the Railway Department in 1919, under the 
control of a director and advisory councjJ. 

The headquarters of the institute are in spacious buildings in Sydney, and 
there are 40 country branches. The total membership is 26,000, or 
practically one halt of the railway employees. Of these, in 1926, 6,300 
were undergoing voluntary educational courses, ranging from elementary 
rail way principks to the university matriculation standard. Correspondence 
courses are provided in most of the subjects in the syllabus of the institute. 

A scholarship of the value of £150 per annum, tenable for four years, in 
engineering at Sydney t; niyersity i~ awarded annually to the most proficient 
student in the EngineerIng Matriculation Class. 

UNIVEHSITY OF SYDSEY. 

The University of Sydney was incorporated by Act of raxliall1ent assented 
to on 1sb October, 1850, its scope being then limited to promoting study in 
Arts, Law, and Medicine. It was granted a .Royal Charter on 27th 
February, 1858, wben its graduates were accorded'the same status in the 
British J~mpire as tba,t of graduates of the Universities ot the United 
Kingdom. Since 1884 women ba"e been eligible for all University privileges. 

Subsequent legislation extended the scope of the University from time to 
time, and the yarious Acts wpre consolidated by the "University and 
Univer8ity Colleges Act, 1900," which as amended in 1902, 1912, and 1H16, 
constitutes the present statutory basis of the University of Sydney. The 
'C' niversity is incorporated as a body politic, consisting of a Spnate cOlllprising 
twenty-six fellow~, of whom one is a life member, four are appointed by the 
Governor, twc are elected by rarliament (one by each House), five represent 
the teaching st'l>tT of the University, ten are elected by the gradlmtPs, three 
are eleded by tlie ,tforesaid fellows, and one is the Vice-Chancellor appointed 
by the Senate. The Senate h~s cOIl1plete powers of management in the 
~tfi:airs of the University, and it may proyide such instruction and grant liueh 
(legrees as it thinks fit, excppt in Theology and Divinity, from which it is 
precluded by statute. As from 1st January, 192!1, a new post was created, 
namely, that of Vice-Chancellor, in lieu of that of "Varden. The Vice
Chaneellor is the chief administrative oHicer, and an ex·officio member of 
every board, faculty and committee of the University. He exercises a 
general supervision over the dlccipline of the U ni rersity, and is Ohairman 
of the Proctorial Board. 

vVithin the University there are now ten faculties, viz., Arts, Law, 
Medicine, Science, Engineering, Dentistry, Veterinary Science, Agricul ture, 
Architecture, and Economics, besides a School of Domestic Science. Degrees 
are awarded in each of these faculties in addition to diplomas in Oommerce, 
Education, rublic Health, Teopical :M.edicine and Psychiatry. There ill also 
a course of study for pharmacy htudents proceeding to the final examination 
of the Pharmacy Board of New South 'Wales. In 19:~6 a course leading to 
the diploma in journalism was provisionally established. 

U ni versity lectures (except lectures in Law and the courses of lectures 
delivered in country centres in 1925) are delivered in buildings within the 
University grounds, and all buildings (excepting the Law School) are in close 
proximity to the main administrative block containing the Great Hall, 
offices, the schools of Arts and Economics, and the :Fisher Library, border
ing the quadrangle. Separate buildings are provided for the other facultieR, 
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and in conyenient po~itionson the 126 acres of land vested in the Senate 
are situated the Macleay Museum, separate club houses for men and women, 
the fi.ve Affiliated Colleges, the Teacher'l' College, Royal Prince Alfred 
Ho£pitaJ, and the Sports OV<1l. 

In 1854 an Act was passed to provide for the establishment within the 
U niYersity grounds of r8sidential colleges in connection with the religious 
denominations. These colleges are the Church of England (St. Paul's) 1854, 
Roman Catholic (St. John's) l857, Pre,.,byterian (St. Andrew'R) 1867, 
~lethodist (Weoley) 1910. There is,abo the Women's College, (1889), which 
is conducted on an undenominational basis. The dates indicate the year in 
which each college was incorporated by Act of Parliament. The Teachers' 
Cullegf', which.is non-residential and is Hot affiliated with the UniYersity, 
is maintained by tllR State for thetmining of teachers, and is situated in 
the University grounds. At the beginning of 1926, n new building
Santa Sophia Hall- erected in the grounds of St. J ohn'sCollege was 
opened for the accommodation of thirty women undergraduates. By-laws 
h,we been promulgated enjoining the residence of all University students in 
approyed lodgings but they are not enforced. 

Many benefactions have been bestowed on the University by private 
per~ons. These endowments include the Chn11i8 Fund, of which the original 
amount was £276,856 now increased by investment to £332,368 j the P. ·N. 
Russell Funds, £100;000 j and the Fisher Estate, £30,000. In addition, 
the U ni versity receives a large annual revenue from the tru.stees of the 
McCaughey bequest, 'the <>'TIount so receivedin19:"?4 being £21,+14. 
Excluding the principal of the McCaughey bequest, the credit b1l.1arrees of 
the primte foundations amounted to :£668,737 on the 31st December, 19:J4. 

University Finances. 
The University is supported chiefly by Government ai(l andthe'£ees paid 

by student~, but itbenetits also to a conslderable extent from incom~ 
derived from the .privnte foundt.tions. Tho income of the University from 

,all the principal sources increased by 53 ,pel' cent. between 1\)20 and] 924. 
'l'hoioHowing statement shows ·the nmounts derived by the University 

from each of the principal Hourccs of revenue, and the total expenditure, 
during e1tch of the last 'fh'e years. Under the items are included' sum9 
received for special expenditure illcluding cnpital expenditure on buildings, 
etc., and amounts from benefactors to establieh new benefactions :_ 

Year 
Ended 

31st 
Dec. 

1920 
19'21 
1922 
11123 
1924 

I 
Government. : 

Aid. I 
I I 

! 

I i £ 
I S:li478 

I 
I130;,11~ 

I ,U8;870 
! Il9,370 ! 

I 
125,753 I 

Reeeipt •. 

Fees. 

I 
'Print. I 

Founda.tions. 

£ £ 
33,324 48,371 
,41.731 S9;a43 
43,330 59,:J50 
44,563 63,86!J 
41,631 '83,92£ 

other 
Sources. 

£ 
1,M7 
.~,1l3 
6,854 
4,3"63 
4,576 

Total. 

I 
I 

£ 

I 
167,1130 
,233,499 , 
22R,404 ! 

i 232,165 

i 
255,888 

I 
I 
! 

I 

Disburse~ 
ments. 

'£ 
160~203 

,211,051 
1119,074 
229;228 
277,167 

: ,Priv .. te 
!-En~~';d~ent 

Credit 
Balance .at 

, end'of Yeo ... 
• 

I 

'£ 
600; . 3S9 

:l8() 0622.: , 
'632,3 90 

67 639,8 
737 ~8, . 

.. 
• Include. RetIrIng Alrowalro •• 'F.und, lbu~,e"clude" the capltai'ilIMc@augl".y oequest WhICh 

produced an income of £21,4Hjn 1924. 

The amount ofGovernment1iid as statedirrcludes 8pet,Wilappr{jpriat.ions 
paid helm theOonsolidated 'Revenue'Fund.w,the 'Senate Mihe TIniversity 
,to'be expended' in the erection (if buildings '\for or in ,'Connection with ,the 
University UNder the University (Briilding)'Aet,'T9I1l, The amO'unts 'SO' 
included are £25,000 in 1920, and,:£5D;OOO in ea:ch subs~uent year .. The 
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t0tal amount of the appropriation is £300,000 and it is being paid in six 
annual inRtalment5 of £50,000 each, the last, being payable in 1925-26. 

Salaries comprise principal item of disbursements in each year. The total 
expenditure inclusive of ca;pital expenditure in the last three years was 
distributed as 'follows :-

EDL-C.nrON. 

I 
·Amount. Percentage of Total. 

Clas.ification. ------~--
1922. 1 1923. I 1924. 1922. 1023. 197.4. 

-------------'1---£--'-1 £ £ iper ~et~-~: per cent.i~~;~~. 
Salaries... ... ... .. 119,9Hl 120,£36 128,\l69 i 60'3 52'7 i ,46'3 
Main~enance, Apparatus, etc. r 34,707 30,736 36,5491 17"4 13"4! ~3'1 
Blllldll1gs and Grounds .. \ 36,470, 63,976 105,909 18'3 27'9 [.,8'2 
Scholarships and Bursaries... g.~6f'113'074 5,9~6 2:6 5:7 I 2:2 
.other... ... ... ....~, 113 606 4.4 14 \ 3 02 

____ -.-'l~tal ... 1199,0741 229,:i8i 277,1~-1O~'0- ~oo.oj 100'0 

The heavy expenditure on buildings and gounds in 1924 was nwt p'lrtly 
from the special grant received in that year but also in large part frOl~~ the 
balance of the special grants of previous years 

The lctbove statements of receipts and expenditure are complicated by the 
inclusion of items from capital account, and they ;]0 not show how the 
ordinary operatiOfHI of the Uni\-el'sityare finlctnced. No general statement 
of this sort has hitherto been published, but it is possible to give an 
approximate account of consolidated revenue and expenditure by ~oll1bining 
items from the general.account with those of the Ohallis Fund, McCaughey 
Fund 8nd certain items of the Private Foundatiom Account. The l'e3ulting 
account appears in summarised form below. It shows approximately how 
the revenue and expenditure for the general purposes of theUniversit.ywere 
distributed in 19:24, omitting the Building Fund and privatefounda:tions set 
aside for scbolarships, prizes and other specific purposes and not available for 
maintenance of the University .orar!yp.art .Diits a.ctivities :-

-Revenue. Experidjture. £ 

Genera! Fnnd- 1 General- Fund·--
statutory 'Endowment _ ":J2,'Ooa <SMariel>;andWages., .. ..' 
Special Parlbmentary Grants .. 37,920: .Hetiring Allo,""ances and snper-I 

99,965 

Additional,. " ,1924. '4,633! anlluation...... 2,466 
Other Special Gra'1ts.. .. ~,200 I! ~1-aintt,.nn.nce of Departlnents .. _15,723 

Total, Government Grants 

'Students' Leoiure Fees .. 
'-Examination and other Fees 
Law'Note~Sale (part) 
Micfo.CI>pe."Fees(part) .. 00 

"Transfer"of "Accumulatel ,Credits .. 
. Ii'ines, "biterest, -ate. .. 

Total GeneMI Renmue .. 

Challis Fund, net receipts 
McCaughey :F'uud, ,net r.eeeipts .. 
P. N. RuS8el'~'und t 

. ,'isher Fund t .. .. 

---- , ,·Examina.tions.. .. .. . .1 2,867 
.~5,753! a ... nts by,Senate .. 1 280 

-----. I ,Other'Expenditure "'f'_':8,3~ 
31;804 . _ 
.11;697 'Total "1 139,,676 

.144 '1'---'.500 I ChltllisF_il--
650 r 'Salaries.. .. .. .. .. 10,050 

.':[55 I AlmUit.ies and Annuity Premiums .. 1 4',204 
_____ . I other ... .. .. 00 00: .,502 

(~3;OOO 1 I 1-----11 'Total .. - 1<,166' 
.:20;8~9 ,------
'22,58~ :'·MeC.iughey'Fnnd*- I 
. 5,469 '[ ,SaI3,ries. . . . '. '. I 7,899 
Z;90l Annuity Premium~ 476 

,590 i 
-454 Total.... 00 .. I 8,378 

EstateofJln.te ()5wald Watq .. 
Macleay·and Archibald Flmds t ... 
Dixon'Trusb't . . . . . . 
HOllelLLeaturesbjp t 

. l';1W6 I', elther . 3 

.. 200 i I, 

----I P.:'N. Russel ]j'und ·-Salaries .. 4,914 
•• 1 '55\152 ! "Fi.her'l<'und-

I I ~ies ........ 

Annuity.. .: •. .. 

I 
Books 00 .. .. .. 

'MaclMy t,""Tatorehip~"I""y .. 
i {J-A,rcnibald eancer ).Re!e-atrch Fund 

fuoand TotM ., 'l'I<l;~5' j Gmnd:l'alal 

.1,171 
"i 
001 :: Ii", 1,3~ ., . 290 
00 300 

•. m),805 

* Excluding amcunts transferred to Gellft'al FuRd. t llart,a\'"ilable for maintenaneeof University 
or"departmeM,,~ereof. 
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A sum of .£3,315 was transferred in 1924 from the accumulated credit of 
the McCallj:("hey :Fund to make good the deficiency on General Account for 
1923. In 1924 the .deficiency OIl tbe General Account was £9,493 after 
having been decreased durillg the year flom £20,023 by the transfer of 
£10,528 froen val'ious foundations as follow:-:;}:!cCaughey Fund, £G,OOO; 
estate of hte Oswald \Vatt, £1,996; Challi~ Fund, £833; P. N. Husse1 
Fund, £345; Fishel' estate, £300; Dixon Trust, £4ii4 ; and Hovell Lecture
ship £200. 

The table shows that £75,753 or approximately 43 pel' cent. of the total 
revenue was provided by tho Government. Of this amount £600 W.lS pro
vided by the Commonwealth Government, £000 by the In~pectol'-General 
Df the 1n'ane and the balance by the State from Consolidated Hel·enuc. 
Revenue deri I'ed from lecture fees, degree fees and minor sources amounted 
t~ £·13,900 or 2?l pel' cent. of the total, while the amount fLvailable from 
private foundations was about £55,152 or 32 per cent. or tbc tobll'evenue. 

Lectures, Staff, and Students. 
Before ac1mis8iOll to courses of study leading to degrees, studen'cs must 

afford proof of prescribed educational qualifications by matriculaticn. 
Non-matriculated "tudents I1re admitted to lectures and to laborai,ol'y prac
tice, but are not eligible for degrees. On the satisfactory completion or any 
<'ourse, however, they may be awarded a certificate to that effect. Lecture:,; 
are deli.'ered during the daytime in all subjects necessary ror degrees and 
diplomas, and evening lectures are provided in the .Faculties of Arts and 
Economics, in certain Science subjects, and in Japanese. Students are 
r,"C}llired to nttencl at le~st ninety per cent. of the lectures i!l each COlUWl 

or study leading to a degree. 

Lectures are deli "ered during three terms of ten weeks in each year. Tho 
period of study and total cost of graduation in each faculty are as rollow:
Arts, 3 yoars, £81; Economics, ,j years, £102; L:LW, 4 years, £10:3; 
Medicine, 6 years, £235; Dentistry, 4 :rellrs, £208; Agriculture, 4 years, 
£ 125 ; Veterinary Science, 4 years, £ 120; Science, :3 years, £ 1 05; Engineer~ng, 
4 year,3-Ci vil, £16T ; Mechanical and Electrica.l, £167 j Mining and nletal
lurgy, £181 ; and Architec:ture, 4 years, £181. 

The scale or rees was increased by approximat.ely fifty per cent. ill 1921, but 
it does not apply generally, because 200 public exhibitions or exemptions from 
the payment of fees are granted annually on the results of the Leaving 
Certificate examination to students entering the UniverHity, and fees are not 
required of teacbers or students in training for the teaching profe~8ion attend
ing University lectures. More than forty scholarships are awarded from 
privl1te foundations to meritorious students, and twenty bursari6s may be 
awarded by the Senate to impecunious students of sut1icient merit. In 19240 
fees were remitted in respect of 687 exhibitioner!' (including the State and 
University bursars), 524 teaehel's and students in training as toaehers, 14 
agricultural and veterinary cadets, and 7 other stud,:nts. Thus University 
ec1ucntion was provided free to 1,232 students, or 46 per cpnt. of the tobl 
l1umber in attendance at lectures. At the beginning of 1926 a general 
services fee of lOs. per term was imposed upon all students in attendance at 
lectures, including students exempt from payment of ordinary fpes. 

The number of degrees conferred by the University from the fonndation 
to the end of 1924 was 8,489, made up as follows :-M.A., 561; B.A., 
2;889; B.Ec., 1.26; LL.D., 29; LL.B., 399; M.D., 72; M.B.,1,716; Ch.M., 
1,356; B.D.S., 135; L.D.S., 30 j D.~e., 30 j D.Sc. (Eng.), 1; R.iSe., 517; 
1\1.Sc, 2; M.E., 11 ; B.E., 529 j B.V.Sc., 32; B.Sc. (Agr.), 31; B.Arch., 23 • 
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In 1924 the teaching staff of the University included 32 professors, 6 
associate professors, 5 assistant professors, and 160 lecturers and demon
strators. Professors and mos/; of the lecturers afe paid fixed salaries, and 
the remainder recei ve fees. Provision is made for a pension scheme for 
professors appointed since 1898, the benefit to accrue after twenty years> 
service, and after attaining the age of 50 years. 

The University has not the power to confer honorary degrees, but may ndmit 
ad eundem gradum graduates of approved Universities, viz., Oxford, Cambridge, 
London. Durham, Victoria, St. Andrew's, Edinburgh, Gb~gow, Aberdeen, 
Dublin, Queen's of Ireland, Royal of Ireland, Melbourne, New Zealand, 
Adelaide, and of such other U ni versities as the Senate may determine. 

Between 1!J14 and 1920 there was an increase of 100 per cont. in tho number 
of students attending lectures, principally owing to the increa'led vogue of 
secondary education and to the improved facilities for entering the University; 
but the figures for 1920 were augmented by reason of the return or students 
from active service abroad. The decline of 668 students between 1920 nnd 1 \)24 
may be nttributed partly to the completion of courses delayed by the war 
nnd partly to an increase in fees in 1921. The decrease in the number of 
paying students was 199 and of non-paying students 4.69. The number of 
student.s admitted to matriculation was 729 in 1920,575 in 1921,464 in 
1922,447 in 19~3, and 454 in 1924. The following statement shows the 
number attending each course at different periods since 1914:-

Course. 
I, I :1 1D24. 

1D14. 1 1920. 1921. 1922. 19,3.'1 

I I II-Men. F~n,e~'i Total. 

De!r:e {a~~i~:~~~l cou-::~-.-1-3-1--Col 5501 626\-.:2] 493\ 229 ~~:--;:~ 
• r s }<~vening I 2231 2361 230 2061 1991 102 91' 193 
Law ... lOS: 280 1 328 313

1

' :l5G, 33i 121 349 
Medicine :::, 525' 991! 985 870, 7431 560 66 626 
Science ... 1 721 2331 220 242! 210 I 107, 881 195 
Engineering "'11 103[ 229[ 224 193i 175 1

1 

135' '135 
lli~~~ ni u ~ ~i W u 3 U 
Vcterina:ry Science "', 141 17 16 251 19. 15 Ii 16 
Agriculture ... ! IO! 261 28 3]! 27 i ~3 33 
Architectme ... . .. 1 ... 1 4St 55 59 1

1 

45 i 37 i'a' 50 
Economics ... 1 301 }fiO: 13~ 124 113! 78, 34 112 
Japauese .. "'1. 29!1 12' II! 9i 51 7: 12 

Diploma Conrses- 1 I ' 
Commerce" 1351 2il61 148 118\ 95 78 20, 98 
Phs,rmacy Students... 50 191'1 204 197, 217, 264 1 2!J[ 293 

~~~~!:;~ ~~~,'d~~~ts "'I~ _~i_~~ _~I_ ~ 1 _____ !l _~ 
1,696 3,3971 3,3171 3,005: 2,785 1

1 

2,052 661 i 2,713 

Le8~ Students enrolled twice ... --=I_~I~ ~~l-~~'- ~~ , __ ~5 __ ._ .. [_ 25 

Total, Indiyidual Stndents 1,6741 3,3D6 B,2/0 2,965! 2,7;)0 I 2,027
1 

661 1 2,688 
I i J 

* Economics and Commerce prior to 1924. t Inc1udfs 46 for diploma of education. 

Forty-eight post-graduate students and research 8cholnrs are included 
above, there being 26 in the Faculty of Art3, 9 in 1\'l.edieiJ;e, 9 in Science, 
2 in Engineering, 1 in Veterinary Science, and 1 in Agriculture. 

As a result of the expansion of seeond1,ryeducation in 1911, students in 
increasing numbers became qualified to enter the University in 1915 and 
subsequent years. The above table shows the extent of the consequent 
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expansion at the University. As between 1914 and 1924, the greatest 
growth is shown in the faculties of. Law, Science, and Economics, while thc 
number of Pharmacy students ha;;· increased nearly six-fBld. Considerable 
growth has occurred in the faculties (If Arts, Medicine, and Economics. 
Since 1921 there has been a pronounced decrease in the number of medical 
and engineering students. On the other hand the number of students of law 
and pharmacy has increased substantially. 

University, Clinics. 
The Royal Prince Alfred Hospital is a General Hospital and Medical 

School for the instruction of U nivernity students and for the training of 
nurses. Students must pass through the hospital curriculum of study and 
practice in order to obtain the certificate of hospital practice necessary to 
qualify for admission to the final degree examination in medicine and surgery. 
All appointments to the medical and surgical staff of the hospital are 
made conjointly by the Senate of the University and the directors of the 
Hospital. 

Two other metropolitan hospitals, viz., Sydney and St. Yinccnt's, provide 
clinical schools for students in Medicine. At Sydney Hospital, founded 
in 1811, the clinical scheel is under the direction of a Board ef Medical 
Studie~, and all appointmpnts of clinicallecturf'rs and tutors are subject to 
the approval of the Senate. St. Vincent's Hospital is conducted by the 
Sisters of Charity, and appointrnE'nts to. the staff. are made on th.e recom
mendation of an Advisory Boad, consisting of members of the Senate and 
of the te·tehing staff in the Fa('ulty of )!Iedicine. 

Other hospitals recognised as places where studies may be undertaken 
in connection with the Faculty of Medicine are :--The Royal Hospital for 
Women, Royal Alexandra Hospital for Children, the Gladesville and 
Callan Park Mental HospitaJs, the 'Women's Hospital, the Renwick 
Hospital for Infants, and the South Sydney Hospital for Women. 

In connection with the Department of Dental Studies, the United Dental 
Hospital of Syaney was el'itablished in 1901, and provides facilities for the 
instructiun of students. It was amalgamated with the Dental Hospital of 
Sydney in 1905. The University lecturers in surgical and mechanical 
dentistry are, ex officio, honomry dental surgeons of the hospital. 

Student Adviser and Appointments Board. 
In 1922 the Senate appointed a student adviser to acquaint himf'elf with 

every phase of University life and. to hold his knowledge at the disposal of 
individual students and of students' clubs and societies. This officer is also 
secretary of the Appointments Board created for the purp,)se cJ assisting 
undergraduates and recent graduates in obtaining positions. To this end the 
Board endeavours to supply employer<; with accurate reports concerning 
gr8.duate~, who are required to regidter· with the Board during their under
graduate careers. 

EXtension Lectures. 
University Extension Lectures-were inaugllrated in 1886, and have been 

conducted since that date under the direction of a University Extension 
Board of from twelve to eighteen members appoir.ted annually by the 
senate. Courses> of-lectures uregiven upon application in various centres at 
a charge of £2 per' lecture upon topics of ' literary, historica;I, and scientific 
interest. At th'e{)onclusion ofatsystpmatic courne, consisting often lectures, 
an examination may be held andcertifica;tes a warded to successful candidates. 
In: 192.4 the Boa,rd provided eighteen courses of. lectures, including: a.post
graduatecolU'se in medicine an(l:auother in.enginooring. Sixcourdei! were-in 
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country centres. 'rhe total number of lectU1'c~ delivered was] .l9, besides a 
week'l:i pOl:it-gmdunte COnl'Be in medicine. The amount expeuded OIl exteUl:>iOll 
lectures in 1924 was £170. 

Tut01'ial Classes. 
Tn aceordancp with the provisions of the University Amendment Aet of 

l!:ll2, the SenatG has establrshed regular evening TutOl;ial Classes, and the 
Government contributes annually a sum of £6,370 for the mctilltenance of 
Tutorial Olasses and Extension Lectures. Tutorial Classes are open to 
unmatriculated as well as to matriculated students, and diplomas are 
issued to p6rsons who have studied in these classes for at least one year in 
anyone subject. Tutorial Classes, which may be established in pnrticular 
branches of study upon specific requisition by intending students, have been 
formed in conjunction with the \Vorkers' Educational Assocmtion in 
suburban and countl"y centres as well 'as at the University. A resident 
tutor is stationed at Newcastle. Particulars of the classes are shown on ;l, 

later page with other information relating to the' \V orkers' Edltcntional 
~ssociation. The cost of Tutorial Olasse~ to the University in 1924 was 
£5,992. 

TRAINING OF SCHOOL TEACHERS. 

~I'eachers entering the service of the State are required to be trained for 
their work, and must have a preliminary education to the Intnrmediate or 
Leaving Oertificate standard. Teachers for private schools also nmy he 
trained by the Stttte on certain condit,ions, but this provision is availed of but 
little, 

'1'he ordinary course at the Teachers' College extends over a period of two 
years and prepnres teachers for the various classes of primary and infant 
schools. Owing to the urgent demand, teachers of small rural schools are 
required to undnrgo an abhreviatec;l course of one year, but the course for 
teachers of secondary schools extends over four years. Special courses are 
arranged with reference to departmental requirements and to the capabilities 
of individual students. 

Teachers' Oolle,qe. 
The training of the students enrolled at the Teachers' College is conducted 

at the University, where the college building is partly completed, itt BlacK
friars, and at Hereford House (Glebe), Students are usually grallted liviug 
allowances during their period of training. A hostel for the accommodation 
of women Htudents has been establi.shed in connection with the Teachers' 
Training College. 

There Wel'/l 891 students enrolled at the Teacher,,' Oollege in 192,t, as 
Hhown in thA following 8tatemellt :-

Iltudcuts. .Men, WOllle1}. ToUt!' 

~~~~;ie;L;':-~--- '-~---~~ .. ;-.:.III· -lg -"'il-~~~ -------~~--
Third yel1r .. , 27 42 69 
Fourth and JifLh ... 1 13 28 41 
Graduate ···1 4 I 3 7 
Short Comse (oue year) i 108 155 263 
Cookery ::.1 16 16 

Total ... 
!-----1--------

···r 351 I 540 891 

Of these ~tu(lents, 1184 were ill receipt of living allowances, 1 wa~ exempt 
fro111 the'payment of fees, and .6 were pitying feee 

*2131-D 
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The staff of the College consists of a Principal, Vice-Principal, 48 lecturers, 
7 visiting lecturers, a warden of women students, and 9 clerical and library 
assistants. Members of the teaching staff are afforded opportunities to study 
abroad, and leave of absence, on full pay, may be granted for this purpose. 

The library in connection with the College contains 23,396 volumes. 

Classification of State Teachers. 

l'e~tChf'rs in the service of the State are expected to obtain classification 
either on leaving the Training College or within two years thereafter, and 
then they may advance by acquiring additional attainments as prescribed. 

A comparative statement of the classification of the teaching staff of tho 
Stltte schools at the end of the year.s 191;3 and 1924 is shown below; tho~f.! 
ill the Technical Education Branch are not included. 

Teachers. 
1913. II 1924 . 

• 1 ,--.. ·-·-,1-·--·-·------------
. 'I' I I .....l~~n~ __ w:men:~a~_~Men. ,women. i Total. 

------ , I, 

I, II Teaehel's and Assistallts
:First Class 
Second Class ... 
Third Class 
Unclassified 
Awaiting Classification 

Cookery Teachers 
Sewing Mistresses 
~Iallual Training Teachers 
Visiting Teachers 
High School Teachers 
Temporary Teachers 

'rotal 
Stllllents III Training 
Sllb~i,lised Sehool 'I'm,ehul's 

(: nmd 'rutal 

:::I ~~~ :ig~ I 1,~g~ I,ll' 
1,309 793: 2,102 

427 704 1,131 
.... 282 524 806:j 

46:3 
1,264 
1,076 

170 i 
350 

153 
1,012 
1,649 

483 
587 

89 60 60 il 
105 i 105 II 

"I' 1 ll8 

... 1 129 72! 

:::13'~~4 -2,~~6 1--
".! 156 276, 

. 6:3 466 
---1-

:~,55B 3,708· 

204 
". ... 
." I 24 I 85 
201 i 417 318 
... 1 42 445 

6,300 13,924"15,025 
.32 351 I 540 
529 i 35 

r 
525 

----- I ---; 
7,2(j] 4,:nO , 6,090 

616 
2,276 
2,725 

653 
937 
89 

204 
1I8 
109 
735 
487 

8,949 
891 
560 

10,400 

Thcre has 1ee11 a geneml advanee ill the' Rtandanl (If etlucational attain
ment" uI teacherl> ill New Suuth \vnles during the past ten year~. The pro
portion uf uncla8sified teaclier;; to the total has decreased from 18'4 per cent, 
to 7'3 per cent., and a larg: increltse ha;; OCCUlTed among teachers holding 
fir~t and second claSR certIficates. At the end of 1924 there were 931 
U niversiLy graduates in the teaching service, viz., ,185 men and 446 women. 

rreaehen; awaitillg classifieatioll consist almost exelusively of ex-students of 
the Training Oollege ineligible for ela8sificatioll until the completion of two 
yearl'l' teaching experience. Most of them already possess the requisite edu
cational attainments fo1' second 01' third class eertifieates. 

Teachers of 1mbsidised schools are not required t? .be trained, but they arB 
l'eqUlred to be of good character and to have sufbClellt educational attain .. 
wents tu teach the cU1'riculum of primary school:>. 'l'he average number o[ 
p.upils en.rolled ill 8u.b8i~ised schools is seven pel' te<Jcher, the schools being 
sltuated 111 relIlote dIstrIctS. . 

Particulars as to the conditiorm of service, classificatioll, and salaries paid 
to teachers in public scllOols were published in the Year Book for 1921. 
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EDUCATIONAL AND SCIEN'l'IFlC SOCIE'rIES. 

:\Jally ol'gani8atiom; are ill existence in New South Vvales which lutve for 
their objective the encouragement of professional interests, and the advance
ment of Science, Art, and Literature. The Commonwealth Government 
has afforded a measure of recognition to the efforts of Australian men of 
letters by establishing in 1908 a Oommonwealth Literary Fund to provide 
pensions and allowances to literary men and their families. 

As far back as the year 1821 a scientific society, under the title of the 
Philosophical Society of Australasia, was founded in Sydney, and after 
many vicissitJldes of fortune was merged, in 1866, into the B,oyal Society 
of New South 'Wales. Its objects are the advancement of science in 
Australia, and the encouragement of original research in all subjects of 
scientific, artistic, and philosophic interest, which may further the develop
ment of the resources of Australia, draw attention to its productions, or 
illustrate its natural history. 

'['he study of the botany and natural history of Australia has attracted 
manyenthusiatic students, and the Linmean Society of New South Wales 
was established for the speeial purpose of promoting the advancement of these 
particular sciences. The Society h3,s been richly endowed, and possesses a 
oOlllmodious building at Elizabeth Bay, Sydney, to which are attached a 
library and museum. The proceedings are published at regular intervals, and 
contain many valuable papers, with excellent illustrations of natural history. 

Other important scientific societies are the Boyal Zoological Society of 
New South Wales, inaugurated in 1879; a branch of the British Medical 
Association, founded in 1881; a branch of the British Astronomical Associa
tion; the Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science; the 
Royal Geographical Society; the University Science Society; Australian 
Historical Society; the Naturalists' Society of New South Wales, and a 
branch of the Economic Society of Australia and New Zealand formed 111 

1925. 

All the learned professions at'e repre.~ented by aS80ciatioll~ or societies. 

The Royal Art, Society holds an anllual exhibition of lLrtists' work at 
Sydney; and of'the many musical societies, mention may be made of the 
Royal Sydney Apollo Society; and the Hoyal Sydney Philharmonic Soeiety. 

\VORKERS' EDUCA'rIONAL ASSOCIATION. 

The \V orken;' Educatioual Association of New South Wales was founded at 
a conference ealled by the LaLour Oounell of New South We tIes in ,June, 191;), 
and sinee that date the new movement has grown eom;iderably. JtR main 
purpo-;;e iK "to bring the mellowing influence of educ",tioll into the Labour 
Movement, "and it~ appeal is to worker~ of tell degrees. In this enderLvour it 
works in eOlljunetion with other cductetional aSRocitLtions (particularly the 
Tutorial Clas~es at the University) and with working-chtss organizations. 
It publishes a ,monthly magazine and a series of books on matters of local 
and general ecollomic importance. In 1 \)24, the mem bership of the iL~soci11tion 

. in New South \Vnles conHistecl of 670 individual melllher~, and 121 organiza
tions, including 39 tl'ade unions, were afRliated with it. 

In Ul24, classetl were held at 58 centres. The classes held 1,266 meetingR, 
and 1,733 students were enrolled, the effective enrolment being 1,470; a large 
number of visitortl also attended many of the meetings. The association 
received an endowment of £400 from the State, and its subscription fees 
amounted to £54,1. Its surplus on the sale of litel'ature amounted to £118 
in 1924, and its surplus on all operations for the year £89, 
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CONSERVA'I'OmUlII OP MUSIC. 

The State COllsel'vatol'ium of :Thfusie, whieh wall e~tablished iu 1915, 
pruvides tuition in every branch of music, from the elementttry to the 
advanced stages. The studies arc divided into two sections; the Music 
~chool Section consiNts of three course~, viz., elemental'Y, intermediate, and 
ttdvaneed-the last-mentioned extending over two yrars. A certificate is 
granted on the satisfactol'Y conclusion of each cour~e. The advanced grade 
certificate of the Music School Section entitles the holders to admission to 
the Diploma Section, in which a course of two years' tuition, leading to the 
Professional Diploma, is given under the personal direction of the Director 
of the Conservatorinm. A preparatory Gourse in all subjects is available' 
for juveniles who have not previously received musical tuition. 

During the year 192-t there were 1,611 student'! enrolled in the various 
courses of study at the Conservatorium. The financial operations have shown 
a marked improvement., and the net cost to the State of maintaining the 
institution wa,s reduced from £7,208 in 1921~22, to £619 in 1923-2cL 
In 1924-25, however, the net cost was £3,028. The receipts in 192.1-215 
consisted of fees and deposits amounting to £26,811 ; l'evenue from hire of 
hall, concerts, etc., £1,547; and the expenditure~payments to teaching 
staff and other salaries, £27,161 ; and contingencies, £4,225. 

MUSEUMS, LIBRARIES, AND ART GALLERIES. 

Recognising that Museums, Libraries, and Art Galleries are powedul 
factors in promoting the intellectual wellbeing of the people, the Govern
lllent of New South ",Vales has been active in founding and maintaining such 
(~3tablishments. The expenditure by the State on buildings for Mu~eumsJ 
Libraries, and Art Galleries to 30th June, 1925, amounted to £423,167. 

Museum., 
'rhe Australian Museum) the oldest institution of its kind in Australia, 

was founded in Sydney in 1836 as a Museum of Natural Histol'Y. In 1853 
the Museum, till theu managed by a committee, was incorporated under 
control of trustees, with a State endowment, which is now supplemented by 
Itnnual Parliamentary appropriations. It contains fine speeimens of the 
principal objects of natural history, and a valuable collection of zoological 
and ethnological specimens of distinctly Australianc11aracter. A library 
containing many valuable publicatioml, is attached to the ins.titution. 
Lectures and gallery demonstrations are given in the Museum, and are open 
to the public. During the year 1924, visitor~ to the Museum numbered 
261,762, as compared with 209,710 in 1923. The institution is supported by 
a statutory endowment of £1,000 per year and by all annual parliamenta.ry 
appropriation, amounting in 1925 to £17,527. The expenditure during the 
year was £21,167. 

A rrechnological Museum was instituted in Sydney at the close of 1879, 
under the administration of a committee of management appointed by the 
trustees of the Australian Museum. '['he whole original collection of 
some 9,000 specimens wa& destroyed in 1882 by fire. Efforts were at 
once made to replace tlw lost collection, and in Decmber, 1883, the 
Museum was opened again to tIle public. In 1890 it was transferred to the 
Department of Education, as 'tn adjunct to the 'l'echnical College, and now 
contains a va.luable series of specimens illustrative of various stages of 
1l11L11ufacturing, and au excellent collection of natural products aoquired 
by purchase, gift, loan, or exclmnge. 'rechuological Museums are esta.b
lished also at GouIbul'n, Bathurst, \Yest Maitland, N ewcastJe, and Albury. 
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Re~eal'ch work is conducted by the scientific Rtaff of the Technological 
Museum in connection with t,he development of the natural vegetablo 
resources of AustraliR" pnrticularly in respect of the pines and eucalypts. 

The functions of the Mining and Geological Museum include the prepara
tion nnd collection 11 of rninel'Rh to be used as teaching aids in schools and in 
other institutionR. 

The Agricultuml nne! Forestry Museum iR an adjunct of the Department 
of Agriculture. 

The public have access to the" Nicholson" Museum of Antiquities, the 
"Macleay" Museum of Natural History, the Museum of Normal and Morbid 
Anatomy, attached to the Sydney University, and the Nfttional Herbarium 
and Botanienl Museum at the Botnnic Gardens. Housed in the Macleay 
Museum is the Aldridge collection of Broken Hill minerals. 

Public Library of New South Wales. 
The Public Library of New South 'Vales was establiHhed, under the 

designation of the F{'ee Public Library, on 1st October, 1869, when the 
building and hooks of the Australian Subscription Library, founded in 1826, 
were purchased by the Government. 'rhe books thus a.cquired formed the 
nucleus of the present Library. In 1890 the Library was incorporated with 
a: statutory endowment of £2,000 per annum for the purchase of boo,ks. 

The scope of the Public Library, which is essentially a reference institution, 
is extended by a loan system, under which books are forwarded to individual 
students in the country, and to institutions, such as libraries, schools of arts, 
progress associations, lighthouses, associlOl,tions of primary producers, branches 
of the Public School 'reachers' Associations and of the Agricultural Bureau 
and schools. 

In .T une, 1925, the Reference Department of the Public Library (exclusive 
of the Mitchell Library) contained 266,2l6 volumes, including 44,529 
volumes for country libraries under the lending system. The attendance of 
visitors during 1924 numbered 211,059. 

Attention has been repeatedly drawn to the inadequate accommodation at 
the Public Library, and in 1924 the .National Library Act authorised the 
erection of new buildings at an estimated cost of £495,500. 

In 1899 Mr. David Scott Mitchell donated to the trusteeb of the Public 
Library a collection of 10,024 volumes, together with 50 valuable pictures, 
and at his death, in 1907, bequeathed to the State the balance of a unique 
collection, principally of books and manuscripts relating to Australasia 
and containing over 60,000 volumes, and 300 framed paintings of local 
historic interest, valued at £100,000. He endowed the Librarywith an 
amount of £70,000, from which the income, amounting to about £2,750 
per annum, is expended on books and manuscripts. In 1924 there were 
114,115 volumEs in the Mitchell Library, which is located in a separate 
building, opened in March, 1910. There were 19,110 visitors during the year. 

The total cost to the State of the Public Library buildings was £28,957, 
and of the Mitchell Library £43,118. The expenditure on maintaining the 
Public Library (including the Mitchell Library) during 1924-25 was 
£2'l,810. 

Sydney Municipal Library. 
The Sydney Municipal Library was formed by the transfer to the City Council 

in 1908 of thfl lending branch of the Public Library; it contained 45,034 
volumes in 1924. 

Maintenance costs during 1924 amounted to £12,508, made np as 
follows :-Salaries, etc., £6,457; books, periodicals, binding, and electric 
lighting, £61°51. . 
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Other Libra,·ieH. 
Local libraries established in ahout 400 centres throughout the State, 

may be classed broadly under two heads-Schools of Arts, receiving 
an annual subvention in proportion to the nmount of monetary support 
accorded by the public j and Free Libra]'i{'~ csbblislwd in connection with 
munieipalities. Und{'[' tj,{, lJl'ovisiom of the Local GO\()l'nrncnt Ad any 
shire or municipalit,y may estahliNh a public lilmwy, art g"llery, 01' mUfleum. 

The amount paid on behalf of thn huilding ,wd maintenance elaims of 
Schools of Arts in 1924 was £5,523. 

The library of the Australian Museum, though intended primarily as a 
scientific library for staff use, is accessible to Rtndents, and about 24,000 
volumes may be found on the shelves. 

The library in connection with tlw Technological M:u5leum, at the Centra.! 
'fpclinical Collegp, contain" approximately 11,000 tpxt-books. 

The Parliamentary Libral'Y contains ovnl' 52,000 hooks, and large numbers 
of volumes are in the iibl'al'ieR of tho Law Court" an(1 C}overnmRnt Offices. 

NATIONAL AnT GALLRny 0]0' NEW SOPTJ[\VALRS. 

The National Art Gallerv contains a good colloetio!l of paintings and 
statuary,. including some ,;orks of prominent modern artistp, and some 
valuable gifts from privatI' persoTlf,; there iH also a fine collection of wat!)r 
colours. 

The present value of the contents of the Gallery iR £170,000, and the 
!Oust of the building to 30th .J une, H)25, was £94,437. 

The numbell of paintings, etc., in the Oa,llery at end of year 1924 was 
2,772, and the total amount expended in pUl'chasing works of art during 
that year was £!i,888, distributed as shown below :.-

Oil Paintings 
Water Colours 

Classifioation. 

Black and White Works 
Statuary, Casts, and Bronzes 
Various Art Works in Metals, Ivory, Ceramics, Glass" 

Mosaic, etc. ' 

Total ... 

, Paintings, etc., ouring year 1

-.----------

1 

-"~xpendTtlire 

1 in Galler),. 1924. 

No. £ 
533 6m 
422 220 
R:H 224 
179 R20 

807 Hi 
---_.--,-----

2,772 1,882 

'fhe attendance at the National Art Gallery during 192;1 was 149,042 
on week days and 78,813 on Sunday;;;. 

The total disbursements in c'mnection with the National Art Gallery durLtg 
the year 1924 werA £6,044. 

Art students, under certain regulations, may copy any of the various workg, 
and enjoy the benefit of a collection of books of reference on art suhjectll. In 
1894 a Rystem of loan exchanges between Sydney, 2Vlelbourne, and Adelaide 
waf! introduced, by which pictures are sent. from Sydney 1;0 IvIelbourne and 
Adelaide and reciprocally, with results most beneficial to the interests of art. 
Since 1895 the distribution of loan collections of pictures to the principal 
country towns has been permitted for temporal'y exhibition, and 300 
pictureR were so distributed among nineteen country towns during 1924. 

The Gallery has receivpcl but small support from private endowments, and 
consequent upon its limited funds, i~ restricted mainly to the collection of 
specimens of contemporary art. 
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The Wynne Art Prize was instituted in 1897, and consists of the interest 
on approximately ,£1,000, which is awarded annually to the Australian artist 
or sculptor producing the best landscape painting of Australian scenery in 
oils or water colours, or the best production of figure sculpture. 

The Archibald Prize was instituted in 1922. It is a bequest in the estate 
of the late J. F. Archibald for the hest portrait, "preferably of some man or 
woman distinguished in art, letters, ~cience, or politics painted by any artist 
resident in Australasia." The amount available for the prize in eaeh year is 
approximately .£400. 

STATE EXPENDITURE ON EDUCATION. 

State Schools. 

Although the expenditure on the State schools rose steadily between 
1901 and 1911, the recent expansion of the system has caused a very rapid 
increase in expenditure since that year, but more especially since 1919 on 
account of the substantial increases in salaries paid to teachers. Part of 
this additional expenditure has been occasioned by the increase in the number 
of scholars, but the cost of education per pupil has more than doubled since 
1911. 1'he total expenditure on primary and secondary schools during 1924 
was £4,114,355. 

The following statement provides 
on schools at intervals since 1891 ;-

a comparison of the State expenditure 

Maintenance 
Per Pupil-Mean Quarterly Enrolment. 

Year. and i School Total 
Maintcnanee ; I Premises. ExpenditUl'e. Arlministration·1 School Total 

I and I Premises. Expenditure. 
-~.-_. ______ J Administration. 

£ £ £. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 

1891 578,191 19},374 769,56.5 3 7 10 2 6 4 10 4 

1901 703,974 57,663 761,637 3 6 2 0 5 5 311 7 

1911 1,048,583 193,993 1,242,576 4 13 10 o 17 4 511 2 

1919 1,971,211 299,038 2,270,249 6,16 5 0 9 717 2 

1920 2,668,059 410,847 3,078,906 8 15 4 7 0 10 2 4 

1921 3,227,245 329,795 3,557,040 10 4 2 1 011 11 5 1 

1922 3,234,549 499,283 3,733,832 9 18 3 1 10 7 11 8 10 

1923 
I 3,185,086 653,625 3,83S,711 911 5 1 19 7 1111 ° 

1924 I 3,296,669 817,686 4,114,355 9 13 0 2 8 3 12 1 3 I 

~". __ I ____ -
----~-~-----------------~~-

'fhe fees in High Schools were reimposed in 1923, and amounted in that 
year to £215,395; the amount received in 1924 was £28,259; these amounts 
have been excluded from cost of maintenance per pupil in above table. 

'fhe capital expenditure on the schools in recent years has not been 
sufficient to provide adequate accommodation for the children requiring 
education, and in 1921 the Minister for Education estimated that" fully 
£] ,500,00.0" was needed to perforlYl essential and urgent wqrk to relieve 
overcrowding in schools, . 
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The following statement shows the distribution or expenditure both 
capital and annual in connection with pl'imnryand secondary schools (hut 
omitting expenditure on Tt1ehnicn,l Educntion) in tlltJ four calf;nrlar years 1921 
to 1924;- . ' 

Sites, BuildiugR, Additions*-

Primary Schoolst 

High Schools 

Teachers' College 

Rates (municipal and shire)"!" 

Rent, ]'urniture awl Repairs 

£ 

173,781 

26,703 

£ I 
3I2,OSH I 

46,37S 

3,816 8,482 

£ 

451,888 

9,051 

45,000 

1924. 

£ 

581,031 

14,844 

27,319 

36,376 35,268 25,034 51,667 

89,120 97,072 122,652 142,825 

Salaries an,) Allowances-

Primary Sohools:1: 
I. I I 

... 2,446,G382,446,22tl 12,438,2i8 2,563,447 

High Schools ... 

E\-cning Continuation Schools 

Other Maintenance Expenditure

Primary Schools:1: 

High Schools 

Evening Continuation School~ 

Bursaries an,l Scholarships 

Boarding and COl1ycyance Allowances 

TraiHing of Teachers 

School Medical Inspections 

School Inspection ... 

Administration and other Expenses 

Total.. . 

200,028 205,606 i 194,290 199,638 

I2,HlO 

188,975 

27,314 

1,541 

58,28;"", 

36,149 

98,537 

2~,197 

13,738 i 14,45;) 14,587 

I 
189,2321176,099 185,486 

32,104 26,892 28,463 

1,775 I 1,4:36 1,667 

50, 766 1 47,590 33,518 

39,866, 36,715 39,549 

87,:331 II 80,031 77,256 

23,506 29,067 31,319 
I 

47,971 45,927 II 46,4M 46,586 

." 87,419 98,472 93,799 75,153 

+'55~040 I;';;;~~ I~~~ z;~ 
• In ·lude. State Insurance 011 School Buildings. t Expended by Resumed Properties Depart_ 

ment on behalf of Department of Education. t Includes expeuditure on super-primary 
oducaticm in intermediate high, district, continuation and rural schools. 

The expenditure shown in the foregoing tables is exclusive of interest paid 
on loan money used for the erection of schools. In a,ddition alRO vested 
residences, of an estimated a,nnual value of £42,980 in 1924, were granted 
to teachers, as a deduction from salary. 

To estimate the total cost of maintaining State schools in anyone year 
wouldneeessitate an investigation of the capital vaJue of buildings and 
equipment and the allowance of It rate of depreciation, etc. At present the 
necessary data are not available, but the insured value of all school 
properties of the Department of Education in May, 1922, was a,pproximately 
£4,000,000. This value is based on valuations of buildings existing in 
1912 and on the cost of buildings subsequently erected. It is, therefore 
subject to a very large allowance for appreciation of values. Between 
1st .July, 1922, and 30th June, 1925, a further WIn of £1,3~2)5fl0 was 
expended on new buildings and additions to school premises. 
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Capital Expendittwe on School Builiings. 
In view of the attention turned in recent years upon the inadequacy of 

school accommodation, considerable intere8t attaches to the fact that the 
capital expenditure on school buildings and sites during the five years ended 
i::iOth June, 1925, was nearly £2,000,000. This sum consisted of the 
following amounts distributed as shown between the Loan Fund, which is 
bOl'rowed money, and the Public Works Fund, which represents money 
derived from the sale of Crown lands lJ.nd from taxation. There was no 
capital expenditure on schools from the Consolidated Revenue Fund during 
the period. 

Year. 

19202] 
1921-22 
1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 

1920-21 
1921-22 
1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 

rotal 

I New BUildings,1 Additions. I Sites. Total. 
\ 

Loan Fund. 
£ £ £ £ 

Nil. Nil. Nil. Nil. 
56,285 4,300 20,631 81,216 

316,789 36,962 27,650 381,401 
296;368 ]39,323 43,181 478,872 
314,268 127,811 70,706 512,785 

Public Works Fund. 

126,438 41,077 16,,160 183,975 
106,045 35,005 15,711 156,761 

8,727 43, '266 112 52,105 
561l ,:39,010 101 39,680 

1,178 'I 57,879' 21 59,078 
------------,---- ------

£. 1,226,667 i 524,63:3 i 11l4,573 1,945,873 
: I ! 

------------------------
'1'he above figure~ are slightly in excess of the actual expenditure as they 

include re-cr·edits. They do not represent the total capital outlay on 
education because they omit expenditure from the Loan and Public Works 
Funds on equipment, on technical education, and educational institutions 
other than schools. 

The amount of expenditure from the Public 'Yorks Fund was £491,599 
and from Loan Pund £1,454,27'1. '1'he former sum, however, excludes and 
the latter sum includes £175,000 orignally expended from loan funds but 
recouped thereto ill terms of various Appropriation Acts from the Public 
Works Fund. A further sum of £575,000 expended from loan funds during 
the period still remains to be recouped by annual instalments of £75,000 
from the Pub:ic W Ol'ks Fund. Thus it was provided that out of a total loan 
expediture of £1,368,000 authorised on school buildings in the five years 
ended 30th ;June, 1925, a HUm of £750,000 should be recoupf](l thereto from 
the Public "Vorks :Fund. On 24th December; 1925, a further expenditure 
uf £700,000 from loan funds was authorised, £100,000 of this amount having 
already been provided from the Loan Expenditure Suspense Account. 

'l'he practice of constructing schools from loan funds has only been adopted 
all an extensive scale to meet the acute shortage of accommodation experienced 
in recent years. In the ten years preceding 1922 only £500,000 was 
expended on schoolsfrolll loltn funds, viz., £250,000 appropriated in 1912 Itnd 
;>ubsequelltly recouped from the Public 'Vork" Fund, ttud £250,000 appro
priated in ]91 ,1 and not so recouped 

1'olal E~penditw'e on Public Inst1'uction. 
'The expenditure by the State on education includes grants and sub~idiel'l 

to educational and scientific organisations, cost of maintenance of indu&trial 
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schools and reformatoriefl, as well as the expenditure on the State schools. 
'l'he following statement shows the total expenditure at intervals since] 910. 
The expenditure on buildings, equipment, sites, etc., representing capital 
expenditure, is distinguished as far as practicable from expenditure for 
maintenance, including grants and subsidies which may be regarded as 
annual cOSt8 :-

Year I 
ended l-~ 

30th June_I Capita\. 

£; 
1910 159,890 
1915 258,044 
1920 268,529 
1923 555,765 
1924 591,019 
l!.J25 655,136 

I 

i 

Expenditure. 

Annual. Total. 

£ £ 
1,147,397 1,:107,287 
1,672,781 1,930,825 
2,401,Of56 2,669,595 
3,651,840 4,207,605 
3,702,442 4,293,461 
3, 896,8:jO 4,551,966 

I reI' head of 
L P'1pulation. 

£ s. d. 
o 16 5 
1 0 6 
1 6 2 
1 18 9 
1 IS 10 
2 0 3 

rrhese figures are exclusive of aillounts spent by the State on the agri
cultural college experiment farms and societies for the promotion of 
agriculture I.md allied interests, of which particulars are shown in the chapter 
relating to the agricultural industry. 'l'hey also exclude the interest paid on 
loan money invested in works used for public instruction. 
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT. 

(lnOWTJ'I £IF fd}CAJ, ,HcrVERNl'fENT. 

TftEn.l'St step towards 1.ocalGovermHcut in New South Wa1csu:"y be san 
to 'have ":been tak~n in l'S!{), ",,,hen the PUTish Road" Act w:;ts pasEed, 
authorising proprietors of lands udjacCIJt to or wifhin3 m"ilcs of parish 
ro~ to :elect trnstees, who 'Were empo~v0red t'O levy rates, "establish lolls, 
and hoTl'oW money fDr making 01' repai6ng "Sueh roads .and the hridges 
thereon. Full parti(~uh'tTs of the "Subsequent developloont 'will :be found in 
the Year Book fo:' 1922. 

Looal Governmcl1i :i'll New SouthW'l'lles is COO1~cted un<k"T the pl'o'Vis'ions 
of the Local Oo~'crnrnant Act (l)f 1'919 and its 'limcndments, exeept hI the 
CiiY<'>I 'Sydney, wlhere it is l'cgulated by the Sydney Corporation ;leis. The 
system extends over the Eastern and Central Land Divisions of 'the State, 
hut the sparsciy-popu;ia'ted Western Div1sion is unil1corpol'ated, ·with the 
excepticm of the portions embraced 'by the ml'ln~cipaIities 0:1' Bourke, Bre
wanina, Brolten Ifill,Ccilmr, l;Yentw0Tth,ulld Wileamna, fcndpart of tbe 
m1llTi~1pality of Bahllnnld,\;hic11 lies within its boundaries. 

Local go~-erning areas are of two kin(ls, viz., 1l1UlTlcipaIities (mol snires. 
At the end of 1924 ther;) were 181 rnunicipalities,incluilin:g the City of 
Sydney, and t,heir aggregate area ~vas 1,688,3:.14 acres. During the year three 
muni()ipalities-Ilillgrove 2,240 acres, Gundagai 2.;080 acres, and Cudgegong 
122,880 acres-were amalgamated with shires. The smallest municipality 
is Darlington, a suburb of SydneY, with 44 acres, .and the largest is Central 
Illawarra, 75,776 acres. Th€1'e are 136. sldres, e~tending over an area of 
about 181,;}OO square miles. The smallest, Ku-ring-~ai, 36 squiue miles, 
is in the metropolitan district, and thelargeBt is Lachlan, with heaAcruarters 
at Comlo:bol1n, 5,73fl square miles. 

In this chapter tlle particulars Telating to IDTmieipal1ties a.llr1 shires are 
shown conjointly in a summari sed form und separately in gre-Ilter detail. 
In making'a distinction betwe'eTl thernetl'opolitanandeouHtry uiC'iriets, the 
metropo1itan district, unless otherwise8peeined, is the areu defined by 
Schedule IV of the I.oeal G0vernment Act of 191'9. It embraces the muni
cipalities of Auburn, Banks:town, Dundas, Ermingtol1 and Ryd'almcrc, Gran
ville, Lideombe,andPurramatta, and the shires of Hornst\)y, Sutherland, 
and Warringah, in addition to the area usually designated the metropo1is, 
viz., the City ,of Sydney, forty subUl'ban lTInnicipaJi-ties and tJ.{; 811ire of 
K u-ring-gai. 

Bydney Corporation lids. 

In termsoi the Syaney 'COl'pOratioll Act of 1902 and lts a:mendm:mts, the 
local government of the City of Rydney is V'ested in the City Oomicil, which 
is ccamposed of twenty-siKaldermml, who .are elected .ev,ery thin} year, two 
for eacn of the thirteen wards. The Lord M!1,,Yol' is elected lll1TI.ua'llyby the 
aldermen from their own number. or failing an election the Goyernor-in
Oouncil iIIlay appoint one of the aldermen to tile positio'll. 

[The rignt to 'be enrolled as a Yoierat electiuns of the Oity Council 
extends to adult British suhjeets by reason of (a) the o'W-nership or (b) the 
occupation of lJ1'CJperty. The qualification "of owrceTshi:p is held by persons 
who own a freehold interest in possession of property of a yetrrly value of 
£5 and upwards in any ward, or a leasehold interest in property of a yearly 
value 0{ £25 and upwards. A person with this qualification may 10 placed 

'27ii7-A 
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()n the roll for every ward in which he is so qualified, but may not then be 
enrolled in an; ward by virtue of any other qualification. The qualifica
tion by reason of occupation is held by those who have occupied con
tinuously for a period of six months ·a house, shop, or other building, or 
lodgings, of a yearly value of £10. .Any such person may be placed on the 
roll for one ward only, and if he has more than one such qualification he 
may choose the roll on which his name shall be placed. Any person qualified 
to vote is eligible for election as an alderman unless disqualidied under the 
provisions of the Sydney Corporation Act of 1'902. 

The maintE'nance of the s-treets and other public ways of tihe city is vested 
in the Council, though the traffic is regulated by the police. The Oouncil 
is empowered to levy general, special, and street watering rates; to establish 
publi,c markets; to regulate street selling, the erection of hoardings, matters 
relating to public health and sanitation, and the inspection of food; to 
resume land for the purpose of remodelling or improving areai; and for 
widening streets, etc.; to erect and let dwellings; to maintain free lending 
li,braries; to control parks; and generally to make by-laws for the good 

. government. of the city. Under the provisions of the Municipal Oouncil 
of Sydney Electric Lighting Acts of 1896 and 1920 the Council is authorised 
to generate and supply electricity for public and private purposes. The 
City Oouncil elects two members of the Board which administers the Metro
politan water supply and sewerage services, one being eleClted in every BeClOnd 
year for a period of four years. At the triennial elections of members of the 
Board of Fire Commissioners of New South Wales the Oity Oouncilhas the 
right to vote at the election of one member, who represents the councils 
of the Oity of Sydney and of the suburban municipalities. 

Local Government Acts. 
The Local Government Act of 1919 and its amendments are administered 

by the Minister for Local Government, who is in charge of 'a State Depart
ment.Each municipality or shire is governed by a eouncil, which is ele<,ted 
for {l term of three years. A municipal council must consist of not less than 
six nor more than fifteen aldermen. and a shire council of not less than six 
nor more than nine councillors, each riding being represented by an equal 
number of 'eouncillors. Each municipal coun'Cil elects a mayor annually 
from amongst its members, and each shire council a president. A council 
may pay to its members reasonable out-oi-pocket expenses for travelling, 
and may pay an allowance to its mayor or pres,ident. Every adult natural
born or naturalised British subject of either sex is qualified to be an elector, 
provided he or she is either a landowner, a rate-paying lessee, or has been 
continuously for the ,three months preceding the day prescribed for enrol
ment an oecupier of ratable land of the yearly value of £5 or upwards, or 
of land by virtue of a miner's right or business license, or is in occupation 
of Orown land and pays rents, or is a returned soldier or sailor. Unless 
disqualified by the Act, every elector is qualified for a civic office. The 
powers of the councils are extensive; they were stated in detail in the 1.922 
issue of the Year Book at page 332. 

A m~nicipality may be proclaimed as a city if it is an independent 
centre of populwtion with an average population of at least 20,000 people and 
an average income of at lea.,t £20,000. 

In the shires, urban areas may be established upon proclamation by the 
Governor if the majority of the electors in the locality favour the project. 
In such cases the council of the shire exercises within each urban area the 
powers of the couneil of a municipality. Except in the shires of Hornsby, 

• 
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Sutherland, Ku-ring-gai. and Warringah, urban committees may be ap
pointed to exercise within the urban areas certain powers ,of the council, 
and to expend money raised Iby a local rate levied by the council upon thQ 
request of the urban committee. . 

Provision is made for joint action by local governing bodies in regard to 
undertakings of magnitude or those which benefit more than one area. 
}'or such purPoses county councils may be constituted in terms of the 
Local Government Act, or joint committees may !be arranged under iho 
ordinances. Legislation was passed in 1924 to facilitate the formation of 
county councils by a large number of local areas. In some cases boards 
or trusts have been constituted under special Acts to conduct operations 
which are- regarded usually as belonging to the sphere of local government. 
A brief description of their activities is given later. 

Any grQup of local areas Or of parts thereof may be constituted by pro
clamation as a county district, in which a county .council, consisting of 
delegates from the Greas concerned, exercises such powers as may be dele
gated to it. Where powers relating to the destruction of aquatic pests have 
been delegated, the county oouncilmay :be assisted by subsidies from CO:1-
solidated Revenue, if the funds be voted by Parliament. The subsidies are 
payable in six half-yearly instalments, viz., for the first and second half
years, £1 for every £1 of revenue collected for the destruction of aquatic 
pests; for the third and fourth half-years respectively, 15s.; for the fifth and 
sixth, lOs. 

At the end of June, 1925, four county districts had bcen establishcd. 
'Dhe St. George county district embraces the municipalities of Bexley, 
Hurstvi1le, Kogarah, and Rockdale. It was formed for the purpoae of 
establishing an electric lighting service. 

The Richmond R,iver county district consists of the muni~ipalities of 
:Ballin a; CasillO, COl'll!ki, and Lismore, and the shires of Byron, Copman
hurst (part only), Gundurimba, Kyogle, Terania, Tintenbar, 'Iomki, and 
\I[oodbul'll. It was established for the eradication of the water hyacinth 
pest. 

The Clarence River county district was inc\()J:porated ber the muni
cipalities of Grafton, South Grafton, and Ulmarra, and the shires of 
Copmanhurst (part only), N ymboida, and Orara. It was constituted 
principally for the purpose of carrying out the Nymboida hydro-electric 
schcme. 

The Southern Riverina county district was formed by the municipalities 
of 'I[ agga and Corowa and the shires of Coreen and Cllicairn to establish a 
quarry at Culcairn for the supply of metal for roadmaking. The district 
was proclaimed on 13th February, 1~25. 

;Local Services within 11'rigltl/lon Areas. 

The Irrigation Areas are excluded from the operation of the Local 
Government Acts,and the local services therein are maintained by the 
Water Conservation and Irrigation Commission. It is provided, however, 
by the Irrigation Holdings (Free-lrold) Act, 1924, that the Governor may 
proc1aimany irrigation area or portion thereof as a municipality or shire, 
or may add the whole or a }XJrtion of an irrig-ation are:1 to any adjoini~ 
municipality or shire... Thereupon the Irrigation C'omm;ssion may trp'lsfcr 
to thecqntrol of the council by mutual agreement any works which arE" 
ordinarily loeal-government works, and in default of agrcement may carry
on such works and perform the related services pending the decision hy 
arbitration under the Arbitration Act, 1902. 
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Pending the constitution of an irrigation area or' portion thereof as a: 
nluiiicipality or shire the Commission may make and levy general, special, 
or loeal rates on land within the area, and may impose cilargesa:s ,pre.. 
scriibed for other local senices. In connection with the levying of rates 
and charges, provision is made for the constitution of an e:xecutive board. 
consisting of seven members, four elected by the occupiers of the holdings 
and three nominated by the Commission. An executive board may advise 
the Commission in respect of questions affecting ari area arid may be 
entrusted with the administration of the local services. 

A Commission of Inquiry was appointed in May, 1925, t.o report as to 
whether the irrigation areas or any portion of them should be ,proclaimed 
as shires or municipalities. This Commission recommended that the portion 
of the ~Iurrumbidgee Area known as the Yanco Irrigation Area be pro
claimed as a shire. It embraces 311 square miles, and Leeton is the prin
cipal centre. In regard to the portion known as the Minool Irrigation 
Area, 243 square miles with Griffith as the principal town, it was recom
mended that a proclamation be not issued until the end of the year 1928, 
and that meanwhile the 'Vater Conservation and Irrigation Commission 
exercise its authority to administer local senices with the assistance of an 
executive board. 

Extent cf Local Government. 
Prior to llJ06, when the shires were constituted, the extent of the 10001 

governing areas was only 2,830 square miles.. At the end of 1924 the incor
porated area was about 18:3,950 square miles, or nearly CO per cent. of the 
total area of the State (309,432 square miles). The population in munioi
palities and shires al1d the Irrigat.ion Areas as at 31st December, 1924t 
was 2,241,170, or 99 per cent. of the total population. The area, popl!lla
tion, and unimproyod capital yalue of ratable prop-erty in the incorporated 
areas are stated below, the particulars for the metropolitan and cOUntrj 
districts b8ing' shown separatDly. The figures include- the area, "bout 360,000 
acres) and th-2, population, 12,8{)O persons, of the };IulITumhidgee Irrigati1(JI1 
Area, though it is not within the jurisdiction of any local goYerning body, 
and the capital yalue is not included in the values sh;:Hvn'in the table. The 
area of the country shires, as stated in the table, includes also 28 square 
miles of Federal territory at Jervis Bay. 

LOCfll A rea". 

~frtan Area-- "'------
City 6f Sydney '. . , " " 
Suburbs (il1c~uding' Ku-ring-gai Sltire) 

Total, ~Ietl'Opoli ~ 

Extra .. )IetropolHan .. 

TotR1 J Mbtropo1itan il.- •• 

Countrv
Ahm'idpa.litic~,' .. 
~hires' -

To~::tl, Country .. 

Grand Total 

,-------- '1-----

I !Unimproved 
Area. : Popu~ation. Capital 

I ! ValU6~ 

acres. -~-~:---I--~ 
3.327 1m,180 4&,593,929 

.. ,, __ 114,9'2i~~2,890 I 68,861,453 

"I 118,299 i 1,012.070 1114,435,382 

", ;;2g,878 '1119,090 111,563,970 

":- 448-,17711,J;n~760, 126,019,lI52 

1----]----[----
.. i ~,-?5~,39i 1 ~72,38f}~ 3P,896,.2:5 
. ,11b,H2,720 I tJ:l7,03l). 135,016,4111 
1-,---'--,-::-:1'-

. '1 117,297,1l7 I 1.109,410 1165,912',685 

..1ll7,745,294!2:W,m'!""2W;'32,037 
• Schedule IV, Local GO\"'ernment Act, 1919. 

The improved capital value of ratable property in the City of Sydney, as 
at 31st December, 1924, was £141;6-2'9,260, and; the assessed lll'HlUal value 
£6,373,317. In'the other municipalities. included in the metropolitan area; 
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as defiued by Schedule IV 6f the Local Government Act, the' improved 
capital value was £206,379,651, and the assessed animal value £15,471,281. 
In the country municipalities the improved value was £91,904,999, and 
anp.ual value £6,9.8tl,94(}. SimihtrpariJiculw:s are not uvailable for the 
shires. 

'The financial position' of the municipalities and shires m 1924. was as 
follows:-

Local Aoo,&, ---.. T·--- - Expendi· Total TotAl 
Total· RM'enue, Total I i

l Rates~ i Oth .TotaL ture. Liabilit,ies. A.ssets • . ___ . ____ ... ...J .. LeYiocl. I er, 
.--~-----~-------~---~------~-----

:M.tro~olitan Area- ~ £ ,. £. £, I "" £ . J! 
City of Sydney .. . , 1051,338 2,20l,105 2,855,443 2,W16:616 17,779,157 18,479,9U 
SNburbs (mclnding Ku~rll],O"-gai I 

Shire) .", 1,492~~1~~ _1,959.:,689 ~!2,239 2,537,696 1,674-,e'8 

Total, ",Ietropolis ., ,,' 2.144,165 2,670,90 4'815'~ 4.,83S,Efr5 2O,3lJl,S~3 20,1,,4.,589 

Extm-,!etropolitan .. ; 2sDj25IWs~296 ----;;;:321, -3;:513 ~1,201, ----ru:300 
TDtal, Metropolitan' .\ 2.,375,:t.<l0 I 2. 774,=:: , 5,14<-},453,..:',176,368 20,76&,060 20,572.:,~ 

Country- I I I 
Municipalities I 863/49 n78,063 1,842,012' 1,693,878 3,618,25~ 5,131,231 
Shires.. , J,093,56l I UOO,754 J,694;315 \ I,H7,180 766,3(:7 1,162,318 

Total, Country :1:957,;;]"01 1,578:8i7 -3,5~6:S27 3,4l1:iJ:5sT4,:iS4,m 6;293,549 

Graml ToLd.. ! 4;332:700 i ~3:0eO I s, 685:780 1 8,5S7~426 IZ5,15Z:68s1W,866-:ill ----------
• Sehedule IV; Local GCYC1~mcnt Act. lrn9. t E~~clasiye of Hai:bGul' Dridg:e rate, £~3,04S. 

Similax pal'ticulars. of tho operations of individual councils a:ce published 
annually in the ,statistical Regi.'ster of New :South Wales. 

VALLtT!o-' OF PROPERTY IN LOOAL AREAS. 

The revenue of local governing bod·ies is d.erived mainly from the ta~atioD 
of land and improvements thereon, ancl: as. the rates of taxation are levied 
On the unimproved, improved, or annual value" it is necessary that pel'iodric 
valuations be made o[ aU l'atahh?pmperty:; The valuations are made at inter
vals not exceeding three· years, and plioI' to the en.actment of the Valuation 
of Land Act in: 1916 they were made by valuers appointed, by the councils. 
This system was in. operation for many years without any centralised 
contmi to secu;re uniformity; but the· Act of 1916 made provision for the 
vallIatiDll of the: lands of the' State hy one' authority:, and a VaIner-General 
was. appointed.. 't'ne A.et prescribes iJhat rares- and tal'Ces based on land 
values must be leviecil on the values determined: by the Valuer·General, ana 
the power of a coullcil to assess values ceases when he has delivered a valua
tion l~st. A council may, howevel'" ask the Valuer-General w reV:lllue any 
land which. it. considers has not been valued, eonrectly, and pen.ding action 
by the Valuer-General the valuatiDns axe made by local assessors as 
formerly. 

An importantalteratlonlwas made hy tIle Local Government Act, 1924, 
to p:covicle. that tihe council of IT shive, other than the Blue Mountains 
Shire, and any shil~ewholly or partly within the Oounty of -Cumberland; may 
decide whether the valuation is to, be made by the VaIner-General U'n®r 
the) Valuation. of Land Act,. 19'1:6, or by a valuer appointed by the council; 

In municipalities the valuation is compulsory il't respect of the unim
prove1 capital value; the improved capital value, and the: assessed annual 
value of ratable property. In the sIlirefl the law requires the yaluation of 
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the unimproved capital nIne only, the coll-2ction of the improved capital 
value find of the aBEessed annual value being optional, e~cept in urban 
areas, in which the assessed annual value must be determined. 

The unimproved capital value is defined as the amount for which the 
fee-simple estate in land could be sold under such reasonable conditions 811 a 
bona-fide seller would require, assuming that the actual improvements had 
not been made. 

The unimproved capital value of Crown lands occupied as pastoral or 
ngricultural holdings may be assessed, for the purp,)se of levying a rate, 
at twenty times the rent ,payable to the Crown during the preceding year, 
if the leases carry no right of conversion into a freehold tenure. In tho 
case of convertible leases, the value is assessable at twenty times the annual 
rent during the first ten years of the lease, and thereafter at thirty timEH 
the rent. 

The unimproved capital value of mines may be ascertained at the direc
tion of the council, upon the basis of the output, as follows:-

(1) Coal and Shale Mines.-A sum equal to 38. per ton of large coal 
and shale, and 18. 6d. per ton of small coal, on the average annual 
output during the preceding three years. 

(2) Other Mines.-A sum equal to 20 per cent. of average annual valnlt 
of ore or mineral won during the preceding three years. 

In the case of idle or undeveloped mines the unimproved capital value is 
calculated QY multiplying the annual rental, if any, by twenty. 

The improved capital value is the amount for which the fee-simple estate 
of the land, weith -all improvements and buildings thereon, could be sold. 

In areas subject to the Local Goyernment Act, ,the assessed annual vaille 
is nine-tenths of the fair average rental of land, with improvements thereon, 
but must not be less than 5 per cent. of the improved capital value. In the 
city of Sydney ,the annual value determined on this basis is the average 
ilnnual value, and in making assessments a deduction not exceeding 10 per 
Cent. thereof is made for outgoings. 

In tIle city of Sydney Crown lands are ratable whether built upon or 
Jl0t, and the following properties are exempt, viz., lands vested in and 
used for the University or any of its colleges; lands veste.d in the 
HailwayCoUlmi3;;ioners or III the 1Jetropolit.an ;\Vater, Sewerage 
and Drainage Board; the Sydney Harbour Trust lands unless lease.d for 
private purposes; lands vested in trustees for purposes of public recreation, 
}walth, or enjoyment; hospitals, benevolent asylums, or other buildings used 
,olely for charit.ahle purposes; bu ilding'S used solely for publie worship; 
State sehools and certified schools under the Public Instruction Act,and 
playgrounds in connection therewith. 

In municipalities and shires under the I,oeal Government Act all lands, 
including areas vested in the Railway Commissioners and the Sydney 
Harbour Trust, are ratable, except the following :-Lands yested in -the 
Crown or public body or trustees and used for public cemeteries, commons, 
leserves, or free.1ibraries; lands used solely for public hospitals, benevolent 
institutions, or eharities, or for the r nivI'l'sity of Sydney or a college 
thereof; Crown lands which are not occupied or are occupied only by public 
works in course of constrncti,on; land oi'c'upied by churches or other 
buildings used solely for public wor.ship; and public roads, streets, wharve~, 
dc. 

In the following table are shown, in Eimilar groups to those on page 336, 
tlJe aggregate valuations of ratable property in local governing areas in 
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the yea!" 1924, together with a comparison of the unimproved values and the 
,'alue of improvements. To complete the information for the whole State 
estimates are given regarding the unincorporated lands in the Western 
Division, and in the :Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area;-
------~-----

Unimproyed Value of Land. Value of Improvements. 

i ~ .: 
A yerage : ~ So. 'i : Average 
l~er Acre. Total.: ,~~ ~ I Per Acr~. 

------_._-- -~-.) <'--~-----

I 
1----1 ~ -t l 

I 
Total. I: ~ ~ ~ i 

~p..,:ri 
------.. ---- .. ---------------~---- ' 

Division. 

i, £ \ £ £ s. d.1 £ I £ I £ 8. d. 
Sydney-City... "'1 45,594,0001 418 13,705 4 4 , 96,0:la,000 I S80 ,28,865 6 11 

Suburbs· .. ,:~,8(H,0~~,_2 598 18 ~J32,(i~~000 _~l 1,153 ~ 

Metropolis .. ,j 1 14,455,000 ' 113 967 IO 2 i228,703,OOO 2:2611,933 5 :3 
Extra-Metropolitan 'lll,561,0~~~_~~ltI5,69~000 _~I~~ 

Total, ~letropolitan 126,OH),OOO III 2S1 3 8 '1:244,394,000 216 I 5456 2 , ____________________ : ___ l~ ___ _ 

8ountry-M~mjripalitiesl, 3~,8!lG,OOO 65 19 I? ~ I 61,009,000! 129 I 39? ~ 
Shues , .. ,,3.:J,017,OOO 21G 1 .3 n tl35,017,OOO i 216 I. 1 .~ n 

Total Incorporat(dl----- --- 1-----'1---
1

----

Areas ... 1291,93:2,000 131 2 9 9 IHO,4:0,OOO 198 i3 15 0 

Western Division (partl---- -1
1

-- j------I---[-----
unincorporated)::: i 16,100,COO '1\,081 0 4 0 I 9,000,000 I 608 ! 0 2 3 

Murrumbidgee Irriga i--o.-- --- -----1-----:---:------
tion Areat '''1 2,OOO,OOOllG6 5 11 1 I' 3,500,000 I 290 I 9 14 5 _____________ -1--.----

Total, whole Statci;no,( 32,000 13i 1 11 4 iMi2,920,OOO [ 201 [ ~ 5 9 
, I , 

.. Including Ku·rin~ ~ai Shire. t Partly Estimated. i Estimated. Sef! text below. 

The unimproved capital value of the llllincorporated portion of the 
'Yestern Division, as stated in the foregoing table, represents the value 
estimated on a freehold basis. This area contains abOut SO,200,000 acres, C)f 
which 76,000,000 acres are pastoral or agricultural lands held under lease 
from the Crown at annual rentals, which amounted to £114,400 as at 30th 
J nne, 19:2'5. If the existing provisions of the Local Government Act were 
applied to the division, the unimproved capital value of the leaseholds would 
be assessed for rating purposes at twenty times the annual rent. payable to 
the Crown. On this basis the unimproved value of the ratable rproperty
Crown and alienated land--in the area at present unincorporated would 
not exceed £3,500,000. 

In regard to the :M:urrumbidgee Inigation Area, the unimproved capital 
value, £2,000,000, is an approximation which was made by a Royal (Jom
mission in June, 1925, when inquiring as to whether the irrigation areas 
should be proclaimed as shires. The estimate was made independently on 
the rental basis. The estimate of the' value of improvements is based on 
approximate figures supplied by the 'Yater Conservation and Irrigation 
Commission relating to the valne of privately owned improvements, and the 
amount owmg to the Commission in respect thereof. 

Value of Ratable P1"opel'ty in lif unicipalilies. 

A comparative summary of the unimproved and improved capital values 
and the assessed annual value of ratable property in municipalities, all in 
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,1914 and 1924, is $hown in the f0Howhlg statemea.lt. Theexc1usion of the 
ilhilesCIHl£€ji, t,htl,:6gu»es fortht\ metropolitan aroa.s to difIer iI'om those 

,~I1,fl;W-~,i~, ;the l?r~eding table'l' 

I l'9H; 11)24. 
I, 

Municipalities I Unimproved I .Impro\'en i Assessed U,l~impro\-ed II Improyed Assessed 
I' Qa»ital 1 Capital ''\'''l1u .. 1 !Capital Capital Annual 
, Value. ,i Value. VAlue. Value. I Yalue. I Value. 

--------~~----. '''1' £, ,£ ' ' , £' II,' £ I £ , £ 
CitY·QfSydni;i.;.,27,395,826 ifi,786,586: 3,271T02: 45,593,9291141,62!','260: 6,373,317 
Suburbs... ,:':1 '31,tli9,353 82,978,1l3: 6,148;2431 65,559,2i2\J91,~21,2.w114,500,875 

E~t:;:~p, 0, Ii;; ,""1159"'3,75.,'179',1'58;76i'~03,,I,-!l'419'345 1,' 1l1,15a,201i333, '550'~,OO,r 20,874,192 

Me~'W'Olit~fi' 1 :2~:21Hi;763 i";455,506! 3S2,571 i 5,172,15ZiI4,,458,411[ 976,~06 
Total, Metro.: '-,-, ---,1-------"-- --'l~-, ---- '1-----:-----

politan ',' ;;'1', 6,1'636,,' 94;211~4,22l),19D " D,SOI, ~16 '1 116;32;3,353348,008,91]:, 21,844,598 
Count~.... ,20,291::::t()8,_50;~26,;357 • 3,Gil6, 219 '.I~~''89~'27~19] ;9(l4,{)99

i 
6,986,946 

Tot-a'l Munlbi': ' " ,j i • I I 
_.-Ealities ,~~S~,9'£l..$52..~~4i6,7')6 ~3-,i.:'l8,1!35~.1p.,.22..! .. n28~,:JfJ2!3 910:~8,831,544 

The ratio of assessed annual value to improved capital value wall 
(l'S per cent. in 1914, and 66 per cent, in 132,1,; and as the assessed annual 
value is nin~'tenths ,of ,the actual' annual value, the proportions per cent. or 
annual yaluc to improved yalne were 7 percent. in 1913, and 7':3 per cent. 
in 1924. 

'Dhe relative Increases during the years from 1914 to 1924 'were as 
iollows:-

~itr of Sydney 
vllbllrbs ... 

Met:,'opolis ... 
Extra":M.etropolitan 

'J'obl Mctropol:itau 
D(}U1ttl'Y 

Total Muni.cipalities 

I 
Iner'ease peio cent. i , 

l:n-improy.ed I-ImprDved 1 -fAss@$sed 

I 
C~pital Uapital J Annual 
"alae. V-a]ae, ValUE. 

The valne of improvements in the;years 1914. and 1924, ascertained by 
deducting the Unimproved from t1Je improved yalues is sho'wn in tne foHo",
iIlg statement, and it will be seen that very great increases 'haV'e occurred in 
a11 divisions,-

~lunicipaliti.es. 

Ssdn:ey
City 
'Suburbs 

I 
Value of lmproyem-ent_s_. ___ _ 

1914, 1024. Increase . 

£ 
48,31)0,7;)4 

,50,'9!}8,760 

.£ - I ,per 'cent. 

126,361,9D8 147'8 
Q6,035,3:H I' !}g'5 

'Metropolill ..99,:')"9,514 222,8;)7,299 ~:8--
Extra .. M"tropolitan "'1_3,173,743, _9_,~8_6,_2_59_I_I_9':·_6 __ _ 

Total, Metropolitan 102,56:,,257 2:31,683,558 i 125'9 
Country... ... ..,j 29,9::4;649 61,008,724 [ 103'S 

Total JIiI unic;palitiesi 13i, 497,905 -29:-2,692-,-28-2- j-120il--
--------------------~-,------' ----~~I------~-



The proportionate increase in tllo,U;Ul11l{Il'oved capital value was highest 
ilJ.the extra metropolitan are.a, and. lowest in the country, The same 
areaS show also the highest and the lowest l'atios in respect of the hnproved 
capital value and assessed annual value respectively. 

The ratio of the assessed annU!J.l value to th& impl'oved clJ.pital value in 
thesllburban and hl the country muniejpalities. was 7-6 per cent. The 
higlwst proportion to the unimproved clltpitcll value occurred in the country 
municipaliti~s; viz., 22'6 per cent. The. corresponding rates for the city of 
Sydney were, only 4·5 per cent. and 14'0: per cent., the averagc for all the 
mu.tl\():vpalittes being 6'6 pel; cent. a:fid 1f).·6 per cent. respectively~ 

.~ ."'-, r 
--;::...---~'~'~' ~-----~~-------~~'"--__c_-_--~c·~" <---, -- -~--~.--... -----.-----

City of Sydney 
Suburbs 

Metronolill 
Extl'a-J\iJ;etr@politan 

Assessed 
Ratio of Assessed Annual 

Value to-
I Annua·] Yatne. 

, L ___ ",, ___ ~~ __ ~ ___ .__ Improved I Unin1Pl'OV.€d. 
I I . Capital ,'uluo. Capita,! V a1u~. 
1 . 19N. , l!)o2~. 
I . 1914. r 1924. 19i.i.Tl924. 

·····--~·I- -'-'-1--' per , per I per I per 
£ £ cent. , cent. I cent. cent. 

'" 3,271,102' 6,373.317 43, 4'5, 11'9 14'0. 
6,148,243 1 14,5O'O,~75 7 4 I 7'6 19'2, 22'1 

... ~ 9,419,3451' 20,874,192 ~'1~1~15'911~18'8 
Total, Metropolit<!<n, 

382,5fl 9;'0.,400 70.. 6'7 "116'8 115'8 

9,S()i~9-lliT21~84~ 6'0 i~ ~15'91l'8-8 
... 3'63~2}91·· 6,98£,946 _7'21 7'6117'!)_22~6 Country 

Total Municipalities 13,438,135 i 28,831,5H I 6'3 !6'6116'4 19'6' 

During the period shown :above, the rate of assessed,aunual value to the 
unimproved capital value increased in all the divisions. Oompared with 
the improved c;apital value, the rate increaSEd slightly in all tne-grOllfJ'>' 
except the extJ.·a,metropolitall area. 

Value of RatableProperlyinJ.Stbir,es: 
It is not possible to give the improved capital value, 01' the assessedmin}.lal 

value of land inshirCil, as the shire councils are not compelled to make those 
valuations, and ;only a few record them~ 

The unimproved capital va1ue of ratable property m. shires in cac:h yenr 
from 11J14 to 1924 is shown below. 

-q nim.proved. Oapit~l. 
Value. i 

______ ....... L __ ... ___ .. _. 

1914 
19Ui 
1916 
H1L7 
1918 
1919 

! 
£ 

1o.1,451,OGO 
10'4,746,(\00 
105, fifl8., 00) 
Hl7,695,()QO 
109,133,COO 
llO,8111,OW 

Hl20 ... 
192J .. , 
1922 ... 
1923 ... 
19240.. 

Year. 

--~-' .. ~---.-.' 

'l'"nimprm'ed Capital 
Value. 

£ 
120',872,000 
130,834,0.00 
135,381,000' 
l40,393,OO'O: .. 
144', 710; 000 

:netiVE\en lfJ14 and 1!l2·i the1fnirtlproYed c'apital "ulue cf ratablepropzrty c 

in the. shires increased by £41;259,000', 01' by3!)'j} 'per .. cent. Aslh€ ah:i:t 
e:ilibi'aced remained practicallY ullchanged, this repl'CSel1ts ul)proximatelyth'o 
fJ,Sse!!sed increment of rural lm'lclvalues in lncperiod. 
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Valttatio1!s by the Valuer-General. 

IJp to the end of the year 1925 valuati')ns had been completed by the 
Yaluer-General in seventy-eight municipalities and in fourteen shires. All 
the districts in the metropolitan area had been valued except the city of 
Sydney and the municipality of "\Vaterloo. A summary of the results of 
the latest valuations is s·hown helow:-

lfunicipaliti.s. Sltiro.. 

Di.tric*. 

-----_._----_ .. _---- ----------,---
al \ .", I I al I 
o~ . , 'i-;;. :?Ci· I . 1 6:i' "g_ i"d-a' 
~i~ \ ~~ ~ ffi g ~ I; ~·a~ ~~~.! i ~ ~ 
.§~;: ~8~ ~~~ .c

z
§ .§~~ ~'a.~ i, =~~ 5 - ~ _0»< 

-------------------~~--~-~----

'I' £000 I £.000 1 .£000. .£000 I .£000 'I .£000 
lletropolitan ., 
Country 

Total to 31st December, 1925 

.. 46 80,807123.,664117,820 4 11,4631 24,833 1,533 

.. ---==--1 17,66.-; 48,;04· 3,494 ~ 14,616 il~465 _ 1,'58. 

.. 78 i 98,H21284,3681 21,319 14 I 26,008: 55,298 I 3,183 

TAXATION BY LOCAL GOYERNING BODIES. 

The total revenul' collected in 1fJ24 by all the local governing bodies from 
rates and charges amounted to £6,509,303, equal to £2 18s. 5d. per head of 
the population residing in the tax:able districts. This amount includes rates 
collected by the municipalities, £3,161,726; rates collected by shires, 
£1,264,022, and rates and charges collected by the various Water and 
Sewerage Boardsl'eferred to later, £2,083,5G5. The distribution of the 
total amount is as follows:-

Local Bodie.. 'I Genetal Sp.cilt} and Tot .. !. lor ~~~~:'i1cn 
Rates. I Loan RateIJ. nhng in 

:, Ii,' I local "rea.. 

M-l~-n-ic""iP-a"";~;"it-ie-S-(-iI-ldUUin~ CitY-Oi S;~neY)I~:53:,l ~;I·" 628,~91 -13, 16~ 7261 :~ ~. 
ShIres ... ... ... ... "'11,1I5,96/5 148,056 1,264,022 I 1 16 10 
Metropolitan water and sewerage charges 1,860,3()6 ... I' 1,860,B06. 1 8 8 
Htmter District water and sewerage II 216,752 ... 216,70)21 1 7 7 

charges. I 
Grafton and South Grafton Water Board: 6,497 ... 6,4(17 I 1 1 I 

Total... ... ... £15,732,656 776,647 16,509,303 I 2 IS-5-
, .~I ___ --

The .corresponding total amounts per head of population in 1911 'and 1921 
were £1 68. and £2 11s. 2d., respectively. 

A comparative statement of the local government rates and charges col
lected in each of the last five years will be found on pages 250 and 261 of this 
Y p,ar Boo'k, where they are considered in relltion to the total taxation im
l'osed in the State. 

City of Sydney Rating$. 
Under the provisions of the Sydney Oorporation Act of 1902 the asse88-

ment of property in the city for the purpose of levying rates was according 
to a fail' average annual rental, with a deductionIol' outgoings not exceeding 
10 PCI' cent., the average annual value of unoecn'pied land being 'a ,Slum 

not exceeding 6 per cent. of its capital value.' The council was em
powered to levy a city 'rate not exceeding 2s. in the £ to cover general 
expenditul'e; exclusive of lighting. The Act provided for special local rates 
not exceediilg 6d. in the £ of annual value fOl' any work for the benefit of a 
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particular locality, but only if two-thirds of the ratepayers of the locality 
petitioned for such work. Authority was given also for a rate payable by: 
tenants or owners of buildings in any streets to cover the cost of watering. 

In 1908 provision was made for levying a general rate of not less than 1d. 
in the £ on the unimproved capital value of ratable property on the condi
tion that when the rate was imposed the Land tax ~evied by the State 
Government would ,be suspended. This rate was additional to those under 
Ute Act of 1902 and it was prescribed that the total amount leviable under 
both Acts should not exceed the amount which would be yielded by a rate 
of 3d. in the £ on the unimproved capital value 'and 2s. in the £ on the 
assessed annual value. 

In 1916 the law was amended to enable the City Council to adopt the 
principle, embodied in the Local Government Act of 1906, of levying rates 
for general expenditure upon the unimproved value. The maximum rate 
was fixed at 6d. in the £. The exemption from rating was removed from 
Crown lands, and the council was authorised to collect rents in respect of 
gas and hydraulic mains, etc., in the streets, which cannot be assessed on 
ilie basis of unimproved value. 

The fonowing table shows the rates struck and the total amounts levied 
in the last nine years. Information for earlier periods was given in the 
1922 issue of this Year Book at page 341. 

Year. 

City Fund. 
------,------'! 

Rate .truck I :: 
in the £. Total ~mount ; I 
on u.e.v. Lened. ii 

Year. 

City Fund. 

Rate struck 
in the £. 
on u.e.v. 

Total Amount 
Levied. 

------~-----~-----

1921 
19'22 
1923 
1924 

pence. 
5 

:£ 
747,656 
,29,096 
713,018 
651,338 

In 1923 and 1924 at rate of !,cd. in thl! £ on the unimproved capital value 
was levied in respect of the Sydney Harbour Bridge. The amounts, viz., 
£75,054 in 1923, and £93,048 in 1924, are payable into a special account in 
the State TrE"asury and are not included in the figures shown above. 

Suburban and Oountry Ratings. 

Suburban and country municipalities may levy rates of four kinds, viz., 
general, special, local, and loan rates. A general rate of not less than 1d. 
in the £ must be levied on the unimproved capital value, but if this minimum 
rate is more than sufficient to meet requirements the Governor may allow 
the council to levy a lower rate. The maximum amount leviable in _ a 
municipality is limited as follows :-(a) :1"or the general rate alone-the 
amount yielded by a rate of 2d. in the £ on the unimproved capital value 
and 18. 6d. on the assessed annual value taken together; (b) the total of all 
rates (except watH' local, and seWE"rage local rates) the yields of 2'd. on the 
unimproved capital value and 2s. on the assessed annual value; (c) water 
local rate alone or sewerage local rate alone, the yield of 2s. in the £ on 
assessed aimual value. A general rate exceeding 3d. in the £ on unim
proved capital value may not be levied upon a mine worked for minerals 
other than coal or shale. In "'pecial e:1se;; where the rate as ,fltated above 
,,"ouM yi('ld less t,han the amount l'equ~red for the purpose of the rate, the 
Covernvl' n1ny n1terthe limit ·by pl·oclamation. 
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In 1924 the general rates le;vied b the wetro11oiitan municipalities l'ilIlged 
froou 3d. to 6d., ,mild in the country from :Ld.to 12d. 

Of tililes,ublQ1!"ban cO'llillcils, ni:letGen ]c\·ied general ;rates bet·ween4d. IllJ;1d 

5ci., sixteen between 5d. ,anel Gel. III thecf\untry tile highest proportien 
levn.ed 4d.,to 5el., the next in order being Gd. 'to 7d. The councils which 
levied overGd. iN the £ during 1924 were Coonamhle, -Cootamunelra,Malli1la. 
}.Iolong, R arromine, '\Vallsenel, 'W ellin~ton:!;ncl Y Dung, each G1-d.; Cooma 
anel DeniIiquin, Gid.; Onange, 6~d.; Aberdeep., Blayney, lGouJ:bunn, J\Iuagee, 
Port Macquarie a.nel S:illlgletcm, Td.; Bat-hurst, Braidwo.oc1 .am.d Hay, nd.; 
Oarcoar, NnrrabriW est, Boef-ne ,and vVentwol'\tb" Sd.; BJ'ol~en HiU, iiid.; 
Cobar, Murrumburrah and Mur;urundi, 9d.; Bourke ruml WilCl\FJ.llin.ia, 12d.; 
These nutes are exclusive of the amounts levied on mines . 
. -:The first year in whicb the .genera1 rate was levied on .. the unimpl10ved 
caPital value was 1908, and a comparison of .thegeneral x.ate struck lor 
various years since then is shown below. . 
. The figures for the suburban municipa1ities includes all thf)se in the 

metropolitan district as 'defined by Schedule IV of the Local Government 
Act of ln9 :- . 

General Rate. 

1d. under 2d. 

2d.- " 
3d. 

" 
4d. 

5d. 

6d. 

7d. 
" 

8d~ 

... : 
btl. 

4d. 

'5d. 

{(t 

Sd. 

9d. 
9d. and over 

. .... 

Number.of AIunicipllJities, 

190.8. ,I.. 1!tl~·1 -- 192~~ 
-~--7--~--~ 

'I SUbur-\ Coun: I sUbur'l coun··1 Srrbnr· i coun-j SUbur.\ Coun-
ban. tr.v. ban. try. ·ban.; try. ban. try. 

4 I 28 I 2 21 .:15 l" 3 

11 . 36 I 5 28 .~! -9 i

l

il 

1

1

"0

9

', I" 13 

2~ I :: iii 18 :~ 2~ ,- ~:!~ 
\,1. ~ I i! 1~!~: I 1~ :: 

I 2 I'll 
I I I I 6 

9 

5 

5 I __ I I ., 3 I . 

Total .. : .... '" ~~1!~-.l1 '-~_~~~~ l-~.,~!~~ I '-~_~~~~ 
Amou;lt of General Rates I I I 

_~ied _~ __ ._._~_ . 547,110 I 954,340 I 1,503,332 I ] ,881 ,797 

/'fhe1'ehasbeen a tendency towards higher rating,pHrticu1arly in the 
di:i*;ntfiFntu'n'iclpalities, where the rise in assessed value of ratable property 
lllls wen' leSS 'than in the sulmrbs. ' 
:-b.~eln;n!iied' anel thirty-two municipalities levied Bpecial, local, and 
lq~~o.r~~efon the ul'lirnproved capital value in 1924, ,ranging from lod. to 
]2(Lin 1ihle £, a~d tW€'Ilj;;v on the improved capital value, ranging from ld. to 
3d. 1n the £.. Inc,ludiug the Sydney Hal'bour Bridge rate, the amount of 
slwh l'aies lel.ied in 19'24 Wall £535,543. 

Shire Ratings. 
In the shires the killds of ,rates which may be levied are similar to thos~. 

inmullicipalities. They are levied upon the unimproved capital value 
exeept in a few cases where a small special rate haS qeen imposed on the 
improved Vlalue. The minimum general rate is the same as in the munici
palities and the maximum amounts leviable are as follows :-(a) For the tp,taJ 
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lof the general rate only-;-the SUill yielded by -a rate of 2d. in the £ on the 
:unimproved capital value of all ratable land in the shire; (b) for the_ total 
~4.Q,n rates in urban areas (other than general, water local, .and sewerago 
local) the yield of 28. in the £ on the assessed an,nual value of ratable 
land in the urban area; (c) the total of water local alone or sewerage local 
alone, the yield of 4d. in the £ on assessed annual value. .As in munici
palities the limits may be altered by proclamation if after inquiry it 
appears that the limit is less than is needed for the purposes of the rate. 

Particulars relating to the general rntes levied in the shires in· various 
years si.nce 1907, the first year the shir8S were in operation, are shown in 
the follmving table:-

G.llera) Rate 
hl £, 

1907, 1911. 1916, 

Shires. 

I 192.4. 

1921. I 1923, I Number, Un!mproved I i ICap,tal value, t 1 1 1 ---\-----------l-~--

~ 1 3 2 I' I .. , it 3 2 5 1 3 2 i 2,217,040 

}: i'04 6~ 2~ 13 II l~ ~ 1~:ggg:~~~ 
.Ii 10 23 15 8 5 5 6,210,494 
Ii! 1 1 1 

5 
81 

18,629,8~6 

6,583,947 
72,649,265 I! ': ~ I·:; :L!l:i 

2, 4. 4. 8! 7,li8;071 
. ~t I .. , _ .. i .. I 6 I ~ ~ i 11.:~:~~~ 

T.()tal '" .. l~ --f3TI~I'---r3ii--:--~ 130 [144,.710,409 
Amount of Gcn eral 1------1--- I -~-----

Rate levied £i 358,751 1 461, 971 1633,~1731 939,44.6 i 1,032,181
1 

1,115,966 

The tendency towards higher taxation is very marked, as in 1907 only 
25, or 18'7 per cent. of the shires, imposed a general rate exceeding ld., and 
109, or 81'3 per cent., imposed a rate of 1d. or less, whereas in 1924 no fewer 
than 81, or nearly 60 pei- cent., levied the maximum general rate of 2d. inthe 
£, and 18 councils took advantage of the ,special provisions of the Act, and 
after inquiry were allowed to levy rates beyond that amount . 
. On 50 per cent. of the ratable property in shires the general maximum 

:t:;jtB of2d. in the £ was levied in 1024, und 13,6 percent. was subject to even 
higher rates.-· 

In addition to the general rates, additional gcneral, special; local; or 
loan rates were levied by 62 shires; They ranged upwards .from -10 d.in the 
£, the highest being 12d. in the £. 

The purposes for which these special, local, and loan rates were l!nposed 
i.ncluded the folloil'l'ing :-Roads and street improvements and maintenance, 
water .supply, drainage, electricity, street lighting, street watering, sanitary 
and garbage services, parks, fire brigade, town improvements, and payment 
of interest, etc., on loans current. ' 

The total amoullt of general Rnd additional general rates levied was 
£1,115,966, equa,l to an average rate of 1,85 in the£,and thc spedal and 
local rates, including the Sydney Rarbom Bridge rate, amounted to 
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£'148,05'6, equal to an average rate of O·25d. in the £ on the unimprored 
vaIue of land. These amounts represent the rates actually levied in respect 
of the year 1924, and do not agree with the amounts shown in the following 
til bles as they include interest on rates in arrears. 

FINA.NCE OF LOCAL GOVERNING BoDIES. 

Expenditure and Income. 

A summary of the expenditure and income of all muni.cipalities and shires 
i" ~lJOwn below for the year 1924:-

Particulal'P. 

(Jl:neral Fund
Administration 
Works 
Health Administration ... 
Pllblic Serdces ... 
Municipal or Shire Property 
}1 iscellaneous 

Trading Accounts ... 
Speeial and Local Funds 

Total Expenditure ... 

(~eneral Fund-
General Rates (inc. Interest, etc.) 
Government Assistance 
Other· 

Tradhig Accounts 
Special and Local Funds ." 

Total Income ... 

Tota'. 

Expenditure. 

I 
I 

£ £ 1 £ £ 
... 104,536 2'22,138 1 159,719 486,393 
.... 132,718 1,850,101 11,467,867 3,450,686 
... 1 228,250 5-14,010 I l?i ,89~ 880,154 
• •• 1 119,604 270,362 I 31 ,43~ 421,398 
• .. 1 9t.817 52,3671 8,524 ]55,708 
... 1 582,195 140,307 21,236 746,738: 
... 1,40t,496 512,491 47,981 1,994,968 

... 326,292 125,089 451,381 

2,666,6/6 3,948,068 I,972,742 18,587,426 

Income . 

... j 68~415 1,90;'23511,12;'86313,71;'513 

.. .. 49,595 412,229 461,824 '''l [62,261 909,839 204,323 1,676,423 

... 1,611,767· 670,833 66,409 :Z;349;000 

.. \ __ '_"_ 356,~ ~~S6:.l _ 480,~ 

.. 2,855,443 3,893,651 1,936,686 8,685,780 

From the ahove figures it will be seen that there was a surpIu!> of £188,827 
in the City accounts, a deficit of £54,41, in other municipaEties, and of 
£:36,056 in the shires, the net result bei.ng a surplus of £98,354 for all 
couneils. 

City of Sydney Finances. 

Though t,]w City Council conducts its affairs under the Sydney Corpora
tion Acts and is not bound by the provisions of the Local Government Acts, 
its accounts in recent years l1ave been kept in the saIlle mannel' as those 
of oiher local bodies. 

The rat0S and other city revenue;; are paid into, and the expenses not 
ctherwise provided for are defrayed out of the City :Fund. Receipts and 
disbursements relating to the IP'Ublic markets, and to resumptioJL9 of land, 
t!tc .• are recorded separately, but these aceounts are subsiditlry to the City 
Fund, to which their balances are transferred at the end of each year. The 
financial operations of the City electricity undertaking form a separat~ 
:lccount. 

The rcecipts from the ,:arious funds in 1924 amounted to £2,8;;5,443; thr~ 
City .Fund cOlltri.buting £1,005,G31; the Publie :Markets Fund, £125,377; tile 
newmptions Accoun t, £112,768; and the Electric J,ighting Fund, £1,611,767. 
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The disbursements in 192.1 amounte(l to £2,666,616, viz.: City Fun;}, 
£930,211; Public Markets Fund, £116,457; Resumptions Account, £215,452; 
nnd Electric Lighting Fund, 1,404,496. 

The following is a statement of the e~pellditure and j·ncome of the Cily 
Fund in the year 1924, under appropriate Jteadings:-

Particulars. ) Expenditure. 1 Iu@om •• 

---------... -------~··I--£----£-· --
General Purposes ... ... 7ii,664 702.950 
Works I 110,519 121,987 
Health Administration ::', 228,250 47,274 
PublicService8 ... ...f 117,765 82,468 
~Iunicipal Property "'j 65,404 20,126 
Miscellaneous ." ... 332,109 30,726 

1-------
Totll.1 ... 1 fl30,211 1,005,531 

Salaries, which amounted to £37,818, absorbed a very large share of the 
:expenses for general purposes. Of the sum spent on public works, £43,942 
was expended on the ·maintenance and con,;tructionof tltreets, £26,077 on 
Jootpaths, and £22,081 on wood-paving. On city cleansing £139,:394 were 
expended, and this was the main item in hea;th administration. The larga 
amount shown under "mis('Bllaneous" includes the annual debentura 
mdebtedness, vi1!;., £82,331, f~r interest, commission, etc., 'and £21,547 for 
siIlking fund contributions. 

The receipts and disbursements of the Public Markets Eund were £125,377 
Hud £116,451 respec,tively, the latter amount being exclusive of interest and 
sinking fund, Bhowed a surplus of £8,920 on the year's trallsactiOl~S, which 
was transferred to the City Fund. The Queen Victoria l:Markets 
brOl,lglit in reve~!le to the extent of£33,786, or 27 per cent. of the total; and 
th~;feceipts. from the :Municipal Markets amounted to £53,170, orabotlt 42 
percent.' . < 

. The receipts of the Resumptionf\ .Account were £112,168, and the disburse
ments £215,452, showing a debit of £102,684 after paying interest and con
tl'ibution to sinking fund, and this amount was carried to the City Fund. 
The disbursements consisted of wages, £3,005; rates and insurance, £9,172; 
:;;tores, etc., £14,837; sinking fund contribution, £28,428; Hnd interest, 
£160,010. 

City of Sydney-Ba.lance-sheet. 

The following is a summary of liabilities and DSsets of all funds of the 
City of Sydney as at 31st Decefllber, 1924:--

---~- ----:~t=--·-·-~-~\I--·--.. --·· Assets 

Reserves, Reserve Acconnt~, etc. 
£ 

2,623,863 
1,497,856 

... 11,910,553 
722,5~2 

.... 1,024,363 

Siuking Funds ... 
Debentures current 
n.fik Balances '" 
SUlldry Creditors 

E~cess of Assets 

Total 

£17,779,157 
700,784 

Landed Properties, Baths, and 
Sundries 

Machinery, Plaut, Furniture, 
8tores, etc. '" 

Investments-
Sinking Funds 
Other ... 

Bank Balances and Cash 
Sundry Debtor.s .. , 
Flotation Expenses andSuncllic8 

£ 

7,506,898 

6,422,.818 

1,4l7,la 
(53,107 

1,615,679 
561,561 
300,761 

Total ... £18,479,!JU £lR,479,9U II 
------------------------~-----------.---------------
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Notwithstanding Ithe large loan indebtedness the assets exceeded the 
liabilities by £100)84. The debentures induded £5,151,2.62 bOrPowed in 
connection with electric lighting, £4,363,136 for resumptions, and £968,155 
for public markets. As fheproceeds ,of such loans have bee~ spent on 
reproductive municipal works, the undertakings referred to should provide 
the annual interest charges and sinking funci contributions, but they were 
not self-supporting in 1924. 

Landed properties, baths, etc., whioh comprise about 41 per cent. of ,the 
assets, include such large items as public markets, £1,454,106; town hall, etc., 
£1,104,303; resumptions. £3,374,722; land and buildings used fOr the elec
tricity works, £936,473. TneaccUmulatecl sinking fund was £1,417,114, as 
against a debenture debt of £11,910,553. Tlhe sinking fund! investments con
sisted of State and Commonwealth Government loans and State Treasury 
deposits £995,906, ~funicipal Council of Sydney debentures £414,000, and 
Oommonwealth Bank deposits £7,208. Oifuer investments were Oommon
wealth rGovernment loans £20,200, Municipal Council of Sydney deben
tures £545,028, fixed deposits £37,096, :#lcurities held on contracts £42,330, 
bankers' guarantee £10,453. 

Progress of City of Sydney. 

The following' tab-Ie shows the progress of the Oity of Sydney since 
1920:-

Particulars. 1920. 1921. 1922. 1923. 1924. 

Area ... Acres 3,3271 3,227 i 3,3271 3,3;--1 ~3~327 
Population No. _~1,280_~~430 1--=:9~970_,_~~970 ,,_1~~180_, 

Unimproved Capital Value 33,07~,620 I 35,8~7,41Z I 36,8:&,601136,91:,354 4i},59t929 
ImprOVed Capital Value ... 84,580,400 99,647,060 1103,66Z,7401107,2f9,~~ 141,629,260 
A~sessed Annual Value ... 3,806,118 4,484,118 i 4,660,048 4,825,19/ 6,373,317 
CIty Fund- ----------,-------- ---~. 

Income-Rate. 624,083 74-7,6541 729,096 730,675 651,338 
Other sources 155,285 1&5,460 , 194,970 284,357 354,193 

-------1·------'-,---·-
Total "'1 779,368 933,114 i . (l24,06t!, 1,015.032 1 1,005,581 

Expenditure .,. ""1717,138 -------sw:26911--795'98411-s09~871 1-930,211 
Public Markets Fund-

Income '" ... \ 110,306 108,200 ' 105,683'1 113,097 125,377 
Expenditure ... 105,876 111,1011 111,542 118,310 116,457 

Resumption Account- . 

Expenditure ... ... 170,527 176,548 I 178,761, 
Electricity Works Fund- i . 

87,409 
183,805 

112,768 
215,452 

Income ... ... . .. ! 78,672 81,870 I 76,183 

Income ... .,. "'1 756,5l2 944,969 1 1,242,922 1,352,819 1,611,767 
Expenditure .,. . .. 1. 754,431 968,717 i 1,101,51'19 1,259,057 1,404,496 

All Fuuds- I I 
Total Income ... 11,724,858 2,068,153 i 2,348,854 2,568,357 2,865,443 
Total Expenditure ... 1 1,747,972 2,060,635 I 2,187,856 2,371,043 2,666,t!16 

. j--------'----------------
Excess of Income ... :(-)23,114 7,518 : 160,9981 197,314 ]88,827 

All Funds- i.----- ------ -'-----1----' -----
Liabilities .. 112,243,384 13,190,947! 15,037,651' 15,401,033 17,779,157 
Assets .. }2,714,012 13,652,090; 15,496,718 15,845,841 18,479,941 

Excess of Assets .,.1470,628 ~~i43!~-459,067--i44,808 --700,784 
I , 

Loans outstanding 
Sinking Fnud 

... \ 7,997,690 
••• 1 933,544 

9,341,742, 10,378,813 10,514,324 11,910,553 
1,045,868 \ 1,190,587 1,326,659. 1,417,114 

(-) Denotes excess of Expenditure. 
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The foregoing figures show Hlllt lturing the period under reyiew the 
unimproved capital value increased by 38- per cent., the improved capital 
value and the assessed anIllYal value eR<ch by 6'7 per cent. The total income 
Wa!! 66 per cent. higher in 1924 than in 1920, while the expenditure increased 
by 53 per cent. The total liabilitiles were larger by 45 iper cent., and the 
assets by 45 per cent., the balance-sheet showing an eXicess of assets amount
ing to £700,784 in the year 192'4. Oomparing the loans outstanding, the 
tet:al increased by 49 per cent., and the sinking fund by 52 per cent. The 
position of the last mentioned fund is very favourable, and in 1924 it 
represented 11 '9 per cent. of the indebtedness. 

COUKTRY Al'ID SUBlJRBAN MUNICIPALITIES' FINAXOES. 

The Local Government Act, 191'9, prescribes tl1Ult there must be a general 
fund in.ea'ch area, to which must 'be paid the proceeds of all geneml and 
ad~iitiOO1~l gener'al 1'aOO&,. loans, moneys receiveid as grants or endowment 
from the Government, alld miscel1aneous income not required by law to be 
carried to other fundls. The e.""penditure from ,the geneml fund must be on 
administra,tion, health, roads, other public services, and repayment of loans. 

There must be a special fUlld for each spooial rate levied, and for each 
work or service conducted by the :Council in respect of which the special 
rate hag boon made, and the food lIlly be used only for the purposes of 
gl.leh work or service. A local fund also mum be kept for each local rate 
levied, wiJth restricticYlls similar to those in the case of the special funds, 
&'l'Jld. the expenditure' of the local fund is confined to works in the specified 
portion of the area. 

A trading fund must be kept in respect of each trading undertaking con
ducted by the Oouncil,' into which all moneys received. whether from rates 
or other gources, loans, transfers, etc., must 'be paid, and a separate account 
must be kept. The fund may be applied only to the maintenance of the 
w{)rks, payment of interest and principal of loans, or other purposes inci
dental to the working of the undertaking. 

All loan proceeds must be used for the specific. purpose for which ti1e loans 
were obtained, and may not be transferred from one fund to anot.her, except 
by authority of the Minister. 

The revenue of spec.ial and local funds must provide the money to meet 
not only the ordinary cost of maintaining the services, but also the obliga
tions of the corresponding loan funds. 

In addition :to the ahove-mentioned funda, there must be a trust fund, 
which consists of receiptsl from the Government pending transfer to appro
priate funds, deposits from contractors, etc., and any other amounts held 
in trust by the OounciL 

According to t'he ordinances under the Act, accounts must he «Income 
and Expenditure Accounts," kept by double entry, and each "fund" must 
have a separate banking account. Thus there is shown for each general, 
special, local, or trading fnnda revenue account, Or' profit and loss account, 
giving the total expenditure ehargeable for the period, ,vhether ~paid or 
unpaid, and the total income for the same period, whether received or out-, 
standing. A balance-sheet also is required for each fund with appropriate 
liabilities and asset.;;, and aggregate balance-sheets and revenue accounts 
must be published. Only" realisable" assets may be shown, so that roads, 
bridges, drains, and other constructive works are excluded. 

In the following tables the municipalities classified as metropolitnn are 
thofIB included in the area defined in Schedule IV of the I,ocal Governme'nt 
Act of 1919, and the figUJJI!lS relating to municipalities for 1914 have boon 
reclassified ~or the purpose of comparison. 
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In comparison with the transactions in the year 1914, there were con· 
siderable increases in the 'transactions of the general fund, and only l\ 

slight increase in respect of the special and loca~ funds. 'This is due to the 
a.pplication of the Local Government Act of 1919, under which the loan 
funds and many speciall and loowl funds were absorbed by the general fund. 

Expenditllre. 
TIle gross expenditure during 1924 by the various municipalities under 

the Local Government Act amounted to £3,U48,068, which was £54,417 more 
than the income. The following statement shows the expenditure allocated 
to tile various funds in 1914 and 1924:-

I 1914. 192~. 
I--~Ietro- I il Me~ro- I' Funds. 

Total. I politan . Country. Total. i pohtan I Country 

I 
(exe. City i Ii (exe. Cltv . 

__________ -,-0-,--1 ~Sy'-d=n:.:e"_y'__') , ___ --', ____ 2..~ o.:..:fc.=:Sydney) i 

£ £ £ £ £ 
I I 

General Fund- : £ I 
Administrative ex-I 

penses .. , ... 1

1 

60,736 'I 55,348 1 116,084;i 123,923 98,215 222,138 
Public Works ... 422,617 213,158 635,775 :1,410,653 439,448 1,850,101 
Health Adminis-, ' I 

tration... ...1 77,061 I 36,310 1I3,:m 285,746 258,264 544,010 
Public Services ... , 99,098! 42,720, 141,818 i: IS4,593 85,769 270,362 
Municipal Propertyl 25,087 I 30,2051 55,292:1 33,469 18,898 52,367 
Miscellaneous ... 1 16,435 16,017 i 32,4:;2 ',\ 115,483 I 24,824 140,307 

7Oi~034 393~75811,09i,792112,153,8671 925~418 3,079,285-

Trading Accounts --6691:4439i~5091;40~770 ! 501,721- 54£491 
Special and Local Funds 61,832 240,161 301,996 II 59,553 II 2<..6,739 326,292 
Loan Funds "'1 70,062 43,091 1I3,153 I' ... , ... 

1-------- --.. --;-----:--------
Gross Expenditure ... ) 832,994 768,41)6 11,6.o~?450 2,254,190 il,693,878 3,94~,068 

The greatest expenditure was naturally from the general funds, which 
now include the loan funds, and in 1924 accounted for 78 per cent.' of the 
total. The trading concerns of the municipalities are gas and electricity. 
The special and local funds r€llate to walter supply, sewerage, sanitary aud 
garbage services, street-watering, street-lighting, footpaths, guttering, drain
age, fire brigades, !parks and reserves, and other miscellaneous matters_ 

,The proportion of each class to the total expenditure and the rates pel' 
head of population in municipalities were as follows:~ 

1 Head of Expenditure. 

General Funn 
Trading Accounts 
Special and Loeal Funds 
Loan Funds 

Total 

1914. 1924. 

propor~~on ~-per Head of i ;:-~rt~on to-l-~er-~~ead· 01-
ToLal. I Population. 1 Total. ,Population. 

I 
per cent. 1 £ s. d. [I per cent. I £ s. d . 

.. , 68'4 I 1 0 2 78'0 I' 2 3 0 

I 
5'7 I 0 I 8 I 13'7 0 7 7 

::: I In : g g I 'I 8'3 0 4 6 

... 1100-'0- -1-96II-loo-.0-1~5-1-
! I 

In 1924, of the expenditure by mUl!icipalities from the general funds, 
60 P€l' cent. was on pll'blic works. The Hmount expended on the aetual 
maintenance Hnd construction of works of a public character, viz., roads, 
streets, bridges, culverts, drains, wharves, ferries, etc., a,mounted to· 
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£1,689,477, of which tl1e sum of £1,299;739 was expended by the munici
palities in the Inetropolitan area, and £31';1),738 in the country. T'he expenses 
of supervision, sl1ch as the salary of l,ngineers, etc., amounted to £63,501, 
or 3'5 per ,cent. of the total amount expended on public works. Sundry 
expenses amounted to £97,123. 

The relative cost of administration was largest in the country, .being 
]0'6 per cent. of the total expenditure from the general funds; the Metro
politan municipalities spent only 5'7 per cent. under the same heading, and 
the City of Sydney, 8'3 per 'cent. ,So far as the municipalities are con
cerned, the fi6'Ures relating to administrative expenses quoted above refer 
only to those payable for general purposes; other services, such as sanitary 
lind garbage, etc., transfer their share of the administrative expenses to the 
general fund, and the amounts are not included in the above figures. The 
cost of administration in the country is relatively high, on account of the 
sparse populat,ion and small revenue of many of the municipalities, as in 
such cases the expenses on account of salaries, etc., are larger proportionately 
than those in the more closely settled localities. 

The trading accounts, which relate to the supply of gas or electricity, 
will be treated later under those headings, and the special water and 
sewerage funds will be discussed separately. 

Income. 
The gross income in 1924 of all the municipalities subject to the pro

visions of the Local Government Act !Was £3,983,651, including £49,595 
received as endowments or grant., from the Government. Under the sarrle 
funds, as sho,vn in the expenditure, the income in 1914 and 1924 was as 
follows:-
--------------_. ------

Fund •. 

Genl'ral1<'und-
Rates levied (including in. 

terest) .... .. 
Government Endowments, 

etc. . .. 
Sundries «(jeneral Purposes) 
Public Works" ... . .. 
Health Administration' 
Public Services- ... 
Municipal Property 
Mi~cellaneou8 

Trading Accounts 
Special amI Local Funds 

Total. 

1 _______ 1914.__ _ ____ -11 1924. 

I Me~rQ' \ ii, Metro· I i 
, pohtan C '. 'I Ii poJitan I I (exc. City I OUll,r). Total. I' (exc. City Country. 
jof Sydn.y) I I of !lydney) 

If 
£ ,I' £, £, 

II • 
897,770Iil,329,562 577,673 1,907,235 

, II 
745 4,371 5,1l61 ... . .. 

]3,546 7,846 21,3921! 30,532 I ]8,059 48,591 
55,127 43,127 98,254:1327,659 62,146 359,805 
23,373 14,035 37,408

1

1

152,672 203,334 356,006 
16,450 13,307 29,757 27,932 29,549 57,481 
22,042 36,155 58,197 38,007 40,826 78,833 
2,794 5J8 I 3,312 26,!J59 ],759 28,718 

730,542 i 420,664ji,151,:?0611.933,323 933,346 2,866,669 
--1-2 12 .. ,3691124,381 I 56,741 614,002 670,833 

69,493 280,082 349,5751 61,575 294,5i4 356,149 

Gross Income :::1 8:::::: 8:~:::: jl'~:'~:: 12,0~~:6391.8~~:012 3,8~~~651 
_________ ~~_..:.I __ . ,1 , ___ --'-. 

Loan Funds 

• Including Goyernment ~rants. 

The amonnt of Government assistance included in the above income iIi 
1024 amounted to £49,595; of which £43,382 represented contributions to 
publi.c' works (roads, streets, bridges. etc.); £5,563 were granted for health 
ndmillistr~tion, chiefly as contri.butions to inspectors' salaries, etc., and 
£630 for public services,,:etc. 
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Sta,~ thereceip~s iro~eaqh. sqlll'Ce./lS a percentage of the total ,inoome, 
and .~ccordi.ng .to population, the following results are ()Qtained:- . 

T---l91Z-----r=-' ~_-.;9~=~== 
SOUl'ce of'Inco11le'. I . I !:. l' , Proportion I Per he;>dof I [ Proportion I Per he .. d of 

General Funds 
Tra,ding Aocounts 
.'lp~cial and LO'Jal Funds 
Loan Funds ... 

. Total 

I to Total. I Population. II to'l'ot"l. I PopulatiOll. 

jper cent. £ R. d.! per dent. £ 11. d. 
.. I 65'7 I 12! 73'6 2 ° n 
... 7'1 ° 2 4: 17'2 [0 9 4 
... ' 20'0 I) 6 5 :9'2 I ° 5 0 

'''1 7'2 0 2 4 I .. · ... 
'''lloO~o-li28.I----wo.-o- 2144 

------_._---
The bulk of the general fund income was receiyed from rates, the average 

in 1924 fOl: all municipalities being 66·5 per cent. Income from puNic 
works l'cpresented 13 '6 per cent. of the total receipts, and about 11 percent. 
of the revenue from that source was provided by the ·GovernmEnt as grants . 

. The next impart ant source of income ;was health administration, which 

.. accounted .for 12'4 per cent .. of the total income, a larg'e proportion being 
derived from sanitary and garbage .fees. . 

In the suburbs, the Metropolitan Water, Sewerage, and Drainage Board 
levied charges in addition to those Hlade by the municipalities, and reference 

·to these is made Iatel', 

.' ~! 

Special and LooaJ, Funds. 
The ·expenditure and income of the Special {lnd I.ocul :Funds in HlC years 

1914- and 1924 are shown in the fonow~n~' tabb:-

Funds. 

Expenditur:e-
'" ater Supply 
Sewl~rl1-ge. and. Drainage 
Sallltary and Garbage 
Street Lighting 
StrOEjt ,Watering 
Roads; .:;5tree;ts, Footpaths, 

[~dGiut~ers 
Mis9Ellla,I\eous . 

• Total ~ .. " 

l--"o-c-_~_1_n_4_. _ 

I p~li\~~ I country' \ I (exc. Olty . 

:[ 

. __ . __ ill ~. __ 1~4. ___ ._. 
i Metro- I 
. politan .. ' 

Total. I (exc. Cit,y I Country. 1 Total. 
)of Sydney); [of Sydney)] 

.~ I 84,~33 84,~33 
4,887 6,131 i 1l,018" 

39,553 118,818 158,37,1 
90. 23,476 23,566 

£ 
213 
27 

4,798 
12,456 

.142 

£ £ 
t66,159 166,372 
47,~98 48,025 

42,570 
4,798 

55,026 
),163 1,305 1,010 542 1,~~2 I 

...1 .... ... 40,030 6,55246,582 
16,292 I 6,464 22,756 1,887 2,297;' 4,184 

I~.,.--I--.-·---- --'- -. --=-----
... 6l,832 .1240,164 301,9\J~1' 59,553 266,139 826,2f2, 

ln~o\V&t;r S~pply ... I 93,699 93,699 II 245 186,250 186,495 
.Sewerag~ Ij,nd Drainage 5.561 6,490 12.,051 I 11 53,234 53,245 
San~tllry;md Garbage 39,634[126.;14. 9 165,783 I ;i,H'o '. 5,510 
Street LightingS325,,554 25,637 13,965 43,138 57,103 

Street Watering 1.'.2.21 I ... 6.97 1.,.9.18 I 40,2
42

7
8
1 7

1
',8
1
2
6

°9 481,'2453~1 Roads, tytreets, FOf!tpaths, ~ 
and Gutters ... ... 

Miscellaneous .15'9~134'497 150,482_. ~~~ ~963 _:,~ 

Total 62,489 287,086 1 349,575 [ 61,,575 294,574 356,149 

The water and sewerage services are the most i:mportant of those men
tioned above so, f~r as the country is concerned, the suburbs of Sydney 
being supplied by the Metropolitan Water, Sewerage, and Drainage Board. 
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BatfJ'nco-shelJi. 

":[,-lre £ol10wing'st-at€<ment inaicai!es the natul'(,) of the lia:bilities and assets 
of --tihe'11'lunici1'alitiesas at 34s1; Decembe .. , 1'924, amounts due from one 
fund to another -have been excluded:-

Yunds. 

Liabilities- £ ! .£ ! £ 
II .SIHldr;r cpcc1itors,including Loan'S outetandiI1,g and I 

intel'est,thereon .... .... ".. . ... 2,270,357 11,341,377 • 3,611,734 
Debts due to Government and interest thereon ... 90,323 I 2,083,380 12,173,70.3 
Bank overdraft ... ... ... ... ... 2.30,7681 10.~6,5.90" 387,358 
·Other ,{including Deposits un Contracts '8.lld unex-

pended po:t:tion·oI Government grants).,. ... 53,109 [36,909 1 90,018 

." 2,'044,557. 3,618,25.616,;>'62,813-Total 

A.sets-,- I 
Cash in hand and .Bank balances .. . 
:Outsta.nding rates and interest .. . 

376,539 326,271! 702,810 
130,019 151,231! 281,250 

S.undry debtors... ... ... .. . 
Furniture ... ... ... .., 
St<;>res.,and materials ..... . 

136,059 I 19&,8{)6; 332;9,25 

Land, buildings, plant, and machinery 

30,226 32,560 I 62,786 
36,014 194,428 130,442 

... , 1,055,951 4,290,247: 5,346,198 
{)ther... ... ... ... ... 31,749 39,628 i 71,377 

I -
... ),,79&,557 5,131,2'31 i 6,927,78,8 ,. To:t;al ' .... ' ... . .. 

Exce1fs ofAS1fets ... ... ... .., ... 1,512;975 J 664,975-
'£4-81000 1 •• , , I 

, 
I 

Exoess :of Liabilities ... ... ... 

The balance-sheets of eleven of 'the metropolitan municipalities, with assets 
va1ued at £242',7'77, shO'Wed ·an exoess {);f' acasets amounting in the aggregate 
to £86,838, and in thirty-six metropolitan municipalities, in which the assets 
were valued at £1,553,78'9, there were lleficiencies amounting to It total of 
£934,838. In the country, on the other hand, only ten municipalities--oi 
which five weresllburbs of Newcastle-showed denciencies, their assets 
amounting to £163,8S0and liabilities to £124,601, 

&HlRl:S-FINANCE. 

Tho acoounts of the 'shires are kept under the same system ,astho$C od' 
municipalities, and the following ~tatement shows the expenditure of shires 
d~ring 1924 in comparison witl1.:the yG.ail' 1914:-

Expenditure. 
----------------~-~---------------------

1914. "~I' 1924. ---I i Perheado! ----:-\---""'''''p,-e-rh,-e-a-;-d .... O! 
Total. Per cent. I f,;Ps~;~~ i Tot.I. Per cent. ~P,y~i:!~~ 

Particulars. 

General Fund- £, 
Administrative expenses. _,95, 760 
Public works ." ... 801,542 
Health adminietration ... 8,064 
Public services ... ..' 14,757 
Shire property... ... ]5,277 
.,Miscellaneons... ... 9,275' 

Special and local funds ... 51,796 
Trading Accounts .. , ... . .. 

Total Expenditure 996,471 

9'6 
80'5 
0'8 
1'5 
1'5 
0'9 
5'2 

100'0 

:£ s. iI. £ I £ s. d. 
o 2 ld iL39,119 8'1 0 4 8 
1 4 8 1,467.,867 74'4 2 2 9 
o 0 3 107,894 5'5 I 0 3 2 
o 0 5 I 31,432 1'6 0 0 11 
o 0 U 8,524 0'4 0 0 3 
00 4' 24.236 l'2 1 0 0 8 
o 1 '1 112~089. 6'4" 0 3 8 

l' ... I .47,981 12'4 . '() 1 5 

I 1 10 81 1,972,742 )100:0- 2i7 6 
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The total amount spent from the general funds of the shires upon pubHe 
works inoluded the cost of supervision (salaries of engineers, 'etc.), £83,141, 
and sundry expenses, £51,989. Tlhe actual amount spent on maintenance 
and construction was £1,332,737. 

The princi<pll'l heads of income of shires in 1924 were as follow, and: the 
figurlis for 1914 are shown also:-

1 __ '_' _______ I_n_co-,..n.l_e_. _____ .. ______ ~ 

f I 
:914. , Per head of 1--- 1924. I Per head of 

Particulars. 

Total. co enrt J?Opul~tion Total. Per population 
• 10 Shires. cent. in Shire •. 

General Fund- I £ £ s. d.' £ I £ •. d. 
General rates, etc. "'i 609.580 58'3 ° 18 9 11,129,'l63 58'4 I 1 12 II 
Government endowment ... : 146,077 14'0 0 4 6 I 146,705 7'6 I ° 4 3 
Public works ... !,197,754 18'9 0 6 1 I 323,357 16'7 I' 0 g fj 
Health administration I 4,889 0'4 0 0 2 I 103,500 5'3, 0 3 ° 
Public services 10,069 1'0 ° 0 4 15,885 0'8 i 0 0 6 
Shire property 13,738 1'3 0 0 51 11.741 0'6! 0 0 , 
Miscellaneous 5,171 0'5 0 0 2 15,36( 0'8: 0 0 ($ 

Special and localfunds ... 57,714 5'6 0 I 9 123,862 6"; ° I 7 
Trading Accounts .• , .. 1 ____________ 1_~409 _~I_~~_ 

Total Income... !1.OH,992 100'0 I 12 211,936,686 100'0 I 2 16 I) 

----
The principal item in the receipts during 1924 on account of puhlic works 

was Government grants, which amounted to £265;218, while the same source 
was responsible for £306 for health administration. The total assistance 
from the Government amounted to £412,229, 01' 21-3 per cent. of the total 
income. 

Bala1'bce-sheet. 
T'he financial position of the shires on 31stJ)ecember, 1924, may be seen 

fl'omt1he fol~owing figure~, which show an excess of assets amounting to 
£348,002. ' 
---.~.------.-------.. ---,,-... -----.---" ... ---------.-'-,~-

II LlabiJI'les. ANeta. 

Sundry Creditors (including Loans £ I~ Cash in hand and bank balances 
outstanding and interest 'II Outstanding rates and interest •. , 
thereon) 616,4831 Sundry debtors ... ... .., 

Debts due to Government and Furniture '" ... ... .., 
interest thereon 122.945 I Stores and materials 

Bank overdraft ... 256,092 !: Land, buildings, plant, and 
Other (including deposits on Con· Ii machinery 

tracts and unexpended por- II' Other ... 
tion of Government grants)... 115,193 I! 

Excess of assets .,. 348,002 I: ___ iI 

• 319.3240 
170,270 

60.206 
19,501 
37.622 

848,221 
3,57l 

Total ... 1,458,715 !I Tota,} .... 1.458.715 

In twenty-three shires, including one in the Metropolitan district, thcre 
was an excess of liabilities, the a~sets being valued at £246,028, as compared 
with liabilities £380,080. 

Financial Assistance Received jJ'om Government. 
The central Government of the State affords financial assistance to the 

local governing bodies in the form of endowment or of grants for roads 
alld other necessary works, or for special purposes. -

Endowments are paid to shires only,' assistance to municipalities being 
paid as grants. The Local Government Act of 1919 provides that a sum of 
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at least £150,000 ,per annum is to be pa,id to the shires as endowment. The 
amount iii1distributed amongst the shire;; according_ to an lilIpportionment 
made 'by tl e Goyernment in every third year. The matters to he taken 
into aecou t in making the distributiollare specified in the Act, e.g., the 
necessity for developing new districts, the extent to which the Council 'and 
the people of the areas concerned undertake to share in the development by 
constructing works or paying local rates, the rate levied and its relation to 
the maximum rate. 

The allotment of the statutory sum of £150,000 iper annum for the three 
years commencing 1st J-anuary, 1925, was as follows;-

57 shires received no endowment. 
5 shires received £250 and under £500 per annum. 
6 " £500 ,,£750 " 
4 " £750 ,,£1,000 l' 

19 ,,£1,000 ,,£1,500 " 
14 ,,£1,500 ." £2,000 " 
18 ,,£2,000 ,,£3,000 " 
6 ,,£3,000 ,,£4,000 " 
4 ,,£4,000 ,,£5,000 " 
3" £5,000 earh ,. 

As a general rule, the highest amounts are allowed to the areas in the 
coastal division, and the shires which receive £5,000 are Dorrigo, Erina, and 
Manning. 

The amount of Govemment assistance received by the municipalities and 
shires during the five years 1920-24, as shown in their accounts, is indicated 
below:- ;;t( 

Shires. 

I Works. Other. Munici· ;:.~t W':,r~~. Othe"·8b~rcs. 
palities. 

Total 
Govern· 

ment 
A.sistance. 

Y oar. \ M

j 

uniciPalitifjS. 

'- Public Total E dip bl" I' I T tal 

19~0-1---50-~-3;-1;--~/;:-9S-1-';-II- -~~~;~-- --156~2~5~06 !~2.~16 --;;~~51 13S0~67 
1921 51,466 5,772 57,238 178.420 152,181 - - '572 331,1731388,411 
1922 102,639 5,884 108,523 156,861 183,112 374 340,947 449,470 
1923 66,688 5,259 71,947 150,296 166,6~7 472 317,465 38g,412 
1924 43,382 6,2131 49,595 146,705 266,218 306 412,229 I 461,824 

The amounts stated above do not include advances by the State or Federal 
Government which have to be repaid. 

r~OANS. 

I,oans obtained by the Council of the City of Sydney are raised uiulei- the 
provisions of special Acts of Parliament. I_Dans obtained by the counCils 
of other municipahties and of shires are raised usually under the Local 
Government Act, 1919, as amended by subsequent Acts. 

In respect of municipal loans, the Local Goyernment Act preseribes that 
a council may not borrow any moneys which, with existing loans, will causa 
th~ total indebtedness to exceed 20 pel' cent. of the unimproved value of 
ratable land in the area. If the outstanding loans of a municipality 
exceed thLs proportion, the. council may not raise a specirul loan until the 
total amount falls below the limit. ,. 

I.oans under the Local Government Act may be raised by four methods, 
viz., limited overdraft under the autl19rity of the Minister for Local 
'Government, and renewal, ord,inury,; or special lO€\lls approved by the 
(k,vernor. - . 
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Limited overdrafts may beobt,~ined for any purpose upon which the· 
counciT is authorised to expend a fund (cxcept a trust fund). By his 
certificate the Minister detcrmInes the lilnit within which the council may 
borrow while the- certificate is in force. The sum raised may not mwee.d 
half the- income of the fund in rcgpect of which it is obtained, plus the 
amount of any fixed deposit to the el~dit oj the. fund (except a. deposit 
whieh is part of a reserve for loan repayment). The Minister may -cancel :a 
certificate or reduce or incl'eaS'Cl the limit of overdraft. 

The- purpose of limited overdrafts is to enable the councils to finance 
a regular programme of wo-rks and SC1'V1Cf'-S to meet extraol"dinary e-JJ:.pen
diture- during rpe-riods of inequality or- fiuctuatioM in the collection of 
rates. In view of tlris faet, the Department of Local <Government Suggests 
to the councils as a ge-neral principle that t,he amount of the overdraft at 
end of each year, or, at least, at the end of each council's term, should not 
exceed the amount outstanding for ra.t.<;s in the case of the general or other 
fund of which rates constitute the prmc.ipal source of revenue. Investiga
tions conducted by the Department in regard to the general fund of each 
council, as at 31st December, 1924, showed that in 55 municipalities and 
40 shires there was no general fund overdraft; in 42 municipalities and 
19 shires there were overdrafts which did not exceed the amount of general 
rates outstanding; and 82 municipalities and n' shires had general fund 
overdrafts exceeding the amount of out~talldi:I'-r~ rates. 

Renewal loans are for the purpose of repaying or renewing any- other 
loan, and for paying the expenses. incident'al thereto. . 

Ordinary loans are those fOl' such purposes as carryiIllg out orders as 
to boundary works, discharging liability arising under vel"dicts or orders 
of legal tribunals, establishing or extending sanitary and garbage services, 
acquiring machinery and eqnipment for the construction of roads and 
bridges, establishing road punts and load ferries, and meeting liabilities 
transferred to the council consequent upon alteration of boundaries. . An 
ordinary loan maybe obtained notwithstanding that it will raise the total 
ill(le'btedness of the council wbove the prescribed limit, but while there is 
an excess the council may not raise a special loan. 

Special loans are those which do not fall within the other tn;.ee categories. 
A conncil must give notice~'of a proposal to raise a special loan, and~ the 
ratepayers have the right, by :Petition of at least 25 per cent. of those con
cerned, to demand that a poll be taken as to whether they approve of the 
luan, 'and as to whether the loan rate (if any) shall be on the nnimproved 
or the improved capital value. ,Shire special loans may not exceed in the 
aggreg1ate a sum equal to three times the amount of the income, as shown 
by the last year's accounts. 

The councils may accept from ratepayers. advances not exc~ing £500 
for the purpose of ,carrying out neceSsary works for which the lenders haVe 
applied. Such loans must be free' of interest or ata rate not exceeding 
4 per cent., and the amount accepted by a ~ouricil may not exceed one-tenth 
of the totaJ revenue for the precedIng year. ,. . .. 

Renewal, ordinary, or special loans und,er the I,oeal Government ACt 'ard 
eecured, firstly upon the income o:/' the 'fund to whieh the lo'ans !belongs, and, 
secondly, upon the income ot the council arising from any source. .. -

Unless the loans are repayahle by instalments ,at intervals of one yMr 
or less,Jhep,~"mllstl?e a reserv~ for Iloan repa,YlIH~nt in every fund in respe.cf 
of whi01}"jj\ ~A~w,~;iordinary 01' special, loan llas been raised, and in each 
year the ,y,9P'nc;~1 ,mp.st. tranS1er to the reserve fl sum of not less than the' 
amountSWlhicli were intimated in its applications for approval of the loans,', 
In the case-of loans repayahle by annual or more frequent instalments, thE{ 
reserve for repayment is optional. 
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The follo,wing statement shows the icmns by local governing bodies out
stMldingon ::31st December, 1924,Arrd ,the sinking funds oSet apart to meet 
them. 

Division 

MunicIpa1ities':' ---
Sydney ... .. . 
Other Metropolitan .. . 
Couctry ... .. . 

Total Municipalities 
.8ltires _.. .... ... 

Total 

Sirikirrg 
Funds. 

Interest due 
DD_LQarIs, 

19!4. 
New South I 4.6ndon. \1 T."tal. 

I Wu*'s. i _.~, ___ . __ "--___ _ 
'£ :£ 1:£1'£ 1£ 

... ~,f)lO;5i)31 2,0001600 ill,9ffi,553 I 1,417,114 I 583,886 

... 2,.343,054 I ." ! 2,343,0541 2,/26, 101,214 

... *1,307,417 i 8,500 i 1,315,9I7 'I 33,518 i 58,958 

£. \'.13;.56.1 ;024- 1 2;008.,:500 11.5. ,5 .. 69,.524 , 1,453,E58 i~4,058 
". 'i4i9.l62! ... : 'i79,M2 I cfi,190 I 2S;i>17 ___ . __ 1 ____ :. ____ , _____ 1 ____ _ 

:£ 14;2itO,'l86 i,2,008,000 ilWM8,686il ,459,5t8 i '767,D75 

Temporary loaus, payable on ·dermmd, and oV'erdrafts, .amounting alto
gether to £7'05,523, which bear jnterest at current bank rates, are included 
in the .3bovetable. 

The total amount of loans raised by municipalities during 1924 was 
£2,287,525, viz., £1,614,700 borroweu by the City of Sydney, £584,618 
by metropolitan, and £188,2ll7by COlllltry municipalities. The sinking 
funds of the Oity of Syuney,':ere incr'::as~d by £90,455, and those 'of otb:~r 
municipalities iby £3,780. Apart from the liabitity to the Stateundel! the 
C011l1try Towns '\Vater and .8ewera,g·c Act, tiM total amount of municipal 
i<)ftl'ls outstanding at thec,lose of th,"':Yffir was £1:5,569,524, and to;wards 
,this amount there ,"vas at the credit of t1re$j.nking' funds a sum of £1,453,358. 
"The average rate of inter2,st 'vvas 5. -02:1>.01: cent.: viz.: 4 -90 per cent on the 
],O'WI~lS of the 'City of SYChl0:", .5 ','),0 per cent. on those of the nH~tro:poIitall 
municipa1ities, and 5 '09 per cent. .on th-ose of th,.~ country municipalities. 

In the shires, overdrafts on current accounts .and other temporary loans 
amounted to £258,995, or nearly onc-third of the loans current at 31st 
Deec"mber, 1924. All the shire 10ansl11llve 'been raised in New South Wales, 
the amount floated during 192'4 !being £245,250. 

If loans amounting: to £6,3()O (mainly loans of a tem'porary charaeter 
in ,,-hich the Tate of interest is not 'defined) be 'declucte.d from the total 
loans outstanding, the average rate of interest on shire loans cnrre'l'ltat 31st 
December, 1924, was 5 '9!J opel' ernt. 

Since 1916 the loan indebtedness of ·the municipal ana -shiTe councils has 
almmt doubled, >IS s11O'wn hytnG' To11c,wlnp; comparison of tihe 10:'lns O'ut
standing at the end of 1916 and of each o.f the four :years 1921-'24, also of the 
ratio. of loans to the unimproved capital value of ratable property in the 
incorporated areas. 

I Amount of Loans Out,tanding. i I 
~1;t l'I-C~it~Y~Of-I'Qther Muni'I-'~-I-""'-~-11 

.Proportion to Improyed Capital ': ::tIne. 

Dec. Sydney. J :cipalities. ,Shues. Total.:i 
City pi I Other MU.] Sh' 
Sydney. InicipalitiSi lTe~. 

I ' I 1 

£ £ i £ £ per cent. i pCI' cent. II per cent. 
1916 I 'i,050,HlO 1,692,I3~i 148,?67 8,~90,600 22'62 '2'!H 0·J4 
1921 I 9,341,742 2,20:1,1751 198,tl81 1l./4:l,49S 26'03 I 2'"70 ! 0-15 
J922 ,10,578,8J:1i 2,483,6141 356,917 13,219,344 28'!'7 I 2'86 1'0'26 
1923 11O,iil4,324: 2.8!l9,221

1

535,322 ,13,948,867 28'48 I :l'<)4 0'3'8 
1924

1
11,910,3'53

1

3,658,971 779,162 116,3i8,686 [ 26'12 I 3'60 0'54 

Total. 

per cent. 
4'56 
4'73 
5'10 
[i'l2 
5'(;0 

----. 
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The fall in the ratio between loans and unimproved capital value in the 
City of Sydney in 1924 was due in a large measure to the incidence of a 
Hew valuation in that year, by which the unimproved value was increased 
hy £8,675,000 over the figure of the year 19'2G. The ratio in 1924 was, how
ever, slightly higher than in 1921, when the previous valuation ,was made. 
The effect of re-valuations is not apparent in regard to the other groups, 
as the valuations in the vm'ious areas are ma,de in different years. 

The debt per head of population in Incorporated areas was £4 168. 10d. in 
1916, £5 '11s. 2d. in 1921, and £7 6s. Sd. in 1924. 

MUKICIPAL GASWORKS. 

The Local Government Act authorises the counci.ls of municipalities and 
shires to construct gasworks, and to supply gas for public lighting and for use 
by private consumers. Twenty country municipalities maintain works for 
coal gas, and others have installed acetylene and other plants. The metro
politan districts are served by privatc companies. 

A summary of the gasworks revenue accounts of the municipalities with 
coal gasworks in 1924 is shown in the following statement, in comparison 
with similar particulars for 1914:-

Expenditure. J 19U. 192i. II 
--~--------~--~ 

lii:rrit'::!~:.- :1 ,::l~. '::!:: I ~:::t:'li~:ti;g 56.:"! 
Management expenses I 10,032 i 19,5031' Public lighting .. ·i 10,914 I 
Public lighting .. i 3,083: 2,7'15 Sale of residual pro'

l 
I 

Siukiug Fund and l i ducts '''1 1,:U2 I 
Reserves ... [ ,I 9,165, Other... 660 i 

Other ... "'1' 911 i R,069: i I 

Income. 1914. 1924. 

£ 
6,093 

115,332 
8,439 

12,882 
5,158 

Balance 19,037 I 7,565: I I 

Total £1- 75,6941-]47,9041 Total £!--7-5-,6-94-1--]-4-7,-904 
___ I ----'.i ________________ . _____ _ 

On the total operations for 1924 there was a gross profit of £7,565. Six 
municipalities made a loss on trading, and even where the undertaking 
was carried on at a profit the gain in each case was small. The manufacture 
of gas accounted for 65 per cent. of the expenditure, aB ('(lmpared with 
(;8 per cent. iill 1914, and private lighting for 78 per cent. ()f the incomE', as 
against 75 per cent. in 1914. 

The following is an analysis of the tobl expenditure ir, lD2-!, per 1,000 
cubic feet of gas sold. The average price charged to private consumers 
ranged from 4s. 5d. to 11s. 5d. per thousand cubi'C feet; thl' general avenge 

. being 7s .. 5d. pel' thousand cubic feet:-

Manufacture 
Distribu tion ... 
Management and general expenses, including 'depre. 

s. d. 
5 4 
o 7 

ciation ... 1 2 
Public lighting 0 2 
IntereEt on loans and overdrafts... 0 4 
Sinking Fund and n~scrve8 0 7 
Other 0 2 

Total 8 4 
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The balance-sheet of the gasworks trading undertakings for 1924 is given 
helow:-

Liabilities. Ii Assets. 
" ---~--"--------------£-.-"--------'-'----------:£:-.-

Sundry creditors ... 
Loafi~ and overdrafts, iucluding 

11,163 Buildings, land, stock, plant, etc. 2!i7,755 
Sundry debtors, including amounts 

due from other funds ... interest accrued due .. ... 
Reserves 
l<~xcesll of Assets 

109,494 
52 : 

227,850 i 
Fixed deposits and Investments ... 
Bank balance, and cash 

39,402 
10,753 
10,649 

Total ... £348.559 Total ... £:M8,559 

The total excess of assets amounted to f227,850, and none of the muni
eipalities showed a deficit at the cl~se of 1924. 

1ft:KICIPAL AND SHIRE ELECTRICITY \-VORKS. 

The supply of electricity for lighting and for power is lmdertaken hy the 
councils in many local governing areas. In some cases the councils have 
established works for the generation of electricity, while in others it is 
plJrchased in bulk from another council, from Government works, or from 
collieries, etc., and distributed to consumers. 

City of Sydney Electricity Undertaking. 
In 1904 the council of the Oity of Sydney commenced to supply electricity 

within the city, and subsequently the works were extended to enable the 
city undertaking to supply a large area beyond the city boundaries. In 
addition to the electricity generated at the council's works, supplies are 
purchased from the Railway Oommiss'ioners. In 1924 the undertaking 
distributed electricity direct to consumers in the city, and in thirty-three 
other municipalities and in the shire of Ku-ring-gai; and supplied it in 
bulk to the local councils of the municipalities of Manly, Fairfield, Prospect 
and Sherwood, and Dundas, and the shires of Warringah, Hornsby, and 
Blacktown. 

The expenditure and ihcome of the Oity electricity undertaking in the 
.\"f·ar ended 31st December, 1924, are shown below :-

Expenditure. 

Oeneration of Electricity 
Distribution ... ... 
Management 
Purchase of Electricity ... 
Miscellaneous 

£ 
361,182 
241,714 
131,695 

66,552 
40.686 

Income. 

Private Lighting ... 
Public Lighting ... 
Power Supply... ... ... 
Rentals-Meters, Motors, Lamps, 

etc. .. 
-----11 Miscellaneous 

Total... ... £84l,8:?9 
HlI.lance carried to Net Revenue 

Acoount ... 769,938 

£, 
843,715 
9',346 

617,Q73 

45,949 
7,684 

Total... £l,611,i67 Total... £1,611,767 ---
Generation, representing 43 per eent., form;;; the largest item of expendi

ture. Distribution cost 29 per eeut., management 15 per cent., eleetricity 
purchased 8 per cent., and mjBcellaneous 5 pei' cent. of the expenditure. 

The gross profit, carried to the net revenue account, was £~"69,938. The 
c:haI'ges against the profits were:~Ill!terest 'on d~benta;'03 and overdraft, 
£295,682; sinking fund contribution, £51,18G; depreciation reserve account, 
;-;186,600; written off flotation expenses, ete .• £lil,002; fire insurance con
tribution, £7',300; miscellaneous, £6,897; m!iking a total of £tJ62,667. The 
net profit for the year 1924, after paying int'::'l'est and sinking fund contribu
tion, was therefore £207,271, which was carried forward to profit and loss 
:lccount. 
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Below is a summary of the balance-sTieet of tIle City Electricity Works 
Fund on 31st De0embeJ.:~ 1924,~-

Liahilities. Assets: 

Debenture Loans ... 
Sinking Fun(L ... 
ReseF.'e Accounts 
Sundry Creditol'ff .. , 
Deposits (Consumer"') 
Commonwealth B:luk 
Other .. , 
Net Profit fnr year 1324 

Total 

. .. 5,I51~621: Land, Buildings, Machinery;'" £ , 

... 4\J:Ji 086 , Plant, etc. ... ... ... 6,858,.2'4:6 

... J:,53fl,353 Sinl<ing Fnnd Investments-
24'6286 Commonwealth Loans 234,585' 

76;725 New South Wales Treasury... 25,395 
448,085 Debentures--Sydney Munici-

8,282 pal Council 
:W:Z:271 Commonwealth Bank 

Stores, Materials, Coal, etc. 
Suml'ry Debtors, Consumers' 

]37,200 
2;380 

40:5,256 

I 
Balances, etc. ... 372,775 

~ ---II 
£8,1'02,350 I 

0ther 68,513 

Total 

The lqan eapital, which forms 64 per cent, of the li,abilities, returned 
nearly 15 per cent, profit for the year. Iutere3t payments and sinking fund 
contribution for the year amounted to £:Hfi,S68; and £186,600 were allowed 
for depreciation. The sinki.ng fund wac; l'epresented by investments of 
£399,560 in Government, municipal; a-nd bank "ecUTitie",. . ' 

The following table shows the rapid growth of the City Electric Lighting 
Undertaking. The figtireS' represent the actual pr0nt or loss made in speoi
fled years, excluding barances brought forward':-

P"dicul....... 1911.. 1~~': ~'-'~-I --~~;.~-.. -~~9~&~ ~ ~ 1--~9~:~ 
------ --- ---~-- ---

Lig~ht Units ... 000, 9,748 22,550 i 37,4-81 51,174 61,812 
Quantity S(lJd~. ' I 

Power Units .. , OO!}} &,020 25,983 i 76,696 106,523 126,614: 

0"",.i·-1:7.,76& ~ 48.,5;;:-:108',171: 157,6971,-188,4-26 TUfial.l:Jnit.s-... VUf 

Expendi ture! ... 
Income . 
Surplus ", 
EJharge!f against Surplus 
~et gjl>in ... '" 

I I 
£1' 95,428" 21I,263 i 1J~~.483 I 740,893 I S41,S29 
£ 172,693 433,996 943,125 11,352,819 1,611,767 
£1 *94,861 222,733, 303,64-2 61'],926 769,938 
~1'. 66,470 192,67.1, 32!l;2M 518-,Hlt I 562;66'7 
"'" 2S*31H . 30,6.fi2 j( -)25,592 I 93,762 i2D7,,,27.1 

'* Includes surplus-of a.. purahn.stnL cemp!lill'r,-jJ1T,59Q" (-) Denotes 10' •. 

Other E.le(Jh:ieity l'hulertakings. 
Electricity is obtained in bulk from tlle generating stations of the 

Railway Commissioners by ,the councils 0£ Bankstown, Newcastle, ,\Vest 
Maitland, and Singleton municipalities,'1nd of the· Ta.rro Shi:re; alffi) theo 
St. George County Council. of which deta,iIs are shown on page 36'2-, The 
Government electric POWl?l' station at Pi:rrt Kembla is uoo.therimportant 
source of the. hulk sUPllly of e.leetricirty;,. The muuici'Pali,ti-cg. of W ollongllJllg', 
Kiama, Bowra],. Moss Vale, and, :1Iittag,ol1g aI'Q: supplied.' th.enefrom, an<{ 
further ex.tellB-ions Me un4tr const:t:WJtion, 

A significant ciBvelopment in I't?ga'r4 to, eteellFimt'Y POUM;S, to the- uthlisa
tiolL of wa ter-power in districts whelle~ ooa1. is. not aevailable at low cost. The 
Dorrigo Shire Council: has iB.1.tiated a ~dl'o"eillet:t:ic oohem:e" an.>d the. Olal'
ence I{i.ver Coun.ty Council has undel'tal~€Hl a seheme· 0.1'1.. the·· NymJmi.da: 
n.iver. 

In. additioTh to the areas which are su'@,]llliedi dire.,tl'Y £oom' the- C~ty 
Elel?tricity L:ude:ctaking, elel?wic light. an.q p0Wffi" services have been: estd .. 
Eshed or are 'being installed in fifty municipaliti.es and in fifteen: s-hlres .. 
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The folh\¥illg statem€Tht shows th.e results of the trading' operatiuns- of the 
elecbieity undertakings during 19'24 in respect of these municipalitiesa;n:d: 
shires. The figures fer municipalities in 1DL4 are included for comparative' 
purposes, 

I 
1Iliunicil)ldlti ..... , I Shi-. ! 1 I' Miunlcipalities. 

Incomec li~~T~~"- j~11 Expenditure. 19N. 1 .~924. 
----.~ - " £; £ i £, I • £ I _ £ 
RateslevJed ... 1 ... 54,097112,.9811' GeneratlOn , .. 2:1,711 1210,895 
PIT, 'vate lighting .. '12\3,255 224,73'2 ,2S,658 Bistri','bl1tmn ... 3,05& I 3~,043 
Public lightiug ... 10,252 31,875. II,40B Managem~nt:"ek. 4,30S 66,303 
Power supply .. , 9,064 137,602 I' 6,&&31

1

1 PUb, lie lightin~... 1,541 I 6,883, 
Rents. of, nwtells,. i Interest and Sink'

l , etc. ...1 1,523 I 16,343 II 2,6~61 iug Fund ... ..: II03,68~ 
Ooher ... \1,1593 '\ 43.,580 3'S~4', Other... 4,23,4 'I 33,.41:; ------J---Il Balance... 13,835. 51,998 

1 , 

Total... ... 48,687 508,22!J. j 66,4081, 'rota!... ... 4&,687 508,229 

1__ 

: 1'924. 

£ 
19,883 
2;766 

H,035 
1,062 

22,602 
i 1,657 
i 4,403 
i __ 
! • 
16(1,4,()~ 

Genel!ation of electricity is trre largest item of expenditure, acc:)untin« 
in 1924 for 45'5 pcr cent. of the whole. Dlstribution' of the current cost 
6'3 per cent., management 15'5 per cent.;, interest and sinking fund 24'4 per 
cent., and other expenses 8'3 per cent. The net profit of theso conecrns to 
the municipalities and shires was £56,401. 

:Settj,ng out the expenditure in 1924 on 7:h8 basis of the total units sold, 
the following result is obtained:-

Item. palities. ! Sll1fcs. I 
Murriei- I . 

---------------~-----

Genera.ti(m. and FllrG~ .... 
Distrihuiliml ..• 
1tT1tnagement, general, depreciation, etc .... 
Pu bIie lighting 
Interest and Sinking Fund 
Otlher .,. 

Total ... 

I pence pence 

j 
per unit. pet'. unit. 

... 1'43 2:44 

... 0·2D· 0-33 

.. i 0-4'8 1'83 

... : O'Of; 0'12 

" i 0'&8 1 3'00 
..,I 0'18 0-23· 
t-------

,i 3'02 7'25 

The figures for the shires are much nigher than those for the mUlUCIQ 

pali.ties.. This is attributablB to the fad that the municip9Jit i es are 
operating> on a larger scale tha:n. the shill:es with a consequent lesS<?ning of 
Inall,ufaetud'ing costs. and overhead charges p61~ =it. , 

The average price per uniteI1al'gea to> cons:umers ill municipalities £0'" 
lighting was 5·76d., and for power 1M; the eoncspondillg figures for 6hirel 
were 7'42d. and: 3'18d. 

The balance-sheet of the elech'icity work'! trading funds in 1924 was at 
follows:-

Liabilities. I =: I Shires., 1\ Asset •• > I :lit1~;: I Shires. 

i £'1 £ Ii, , I, £ r £ 
Sundny creditors ... 1 00;037: m,.53.1t II M'ateniAIs, stock, etc. "'i[,16S,OOH~ 192,639 
l~_and: o'Verdrafts: ... j 87,!,(iW 184i,962 II &~dlJy debto~ .•. ~. 87,S31~. 12~99g 
I~v.e8'... . ... i 3,1,84& .... I. F1X;eR ae;poID1;s, 1>. I 

I Ii bala-nee,. and e.asb~. 143,993, 40,375 
Exccs!! of a!!!lets... "'1 46()c,3Blf 4'7,4:60 I I----!---

•. ,L399,9231246;trt:t II Total' .. ,11,399;9'231 246;0.13 
lid I . 

----
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The combined liabilities of munici.palities and shires were £1,198,088, and 
the total assets amounted to £1,645,936, leaving a credit balance of £447,848. 
Six municipalities and one shire S'howed an excess of liabilities, the amountiJ 
being small in each case. 

Eleciricity Undel'ta7.:ings of County Councils. 

The St. George Council supplies the municipalities of Bexley, Hurstville, 
Rogarah, and Rockdale with electric light and power, and the Clarence 
River County Council has constructed works on the Nymboida River to 
supply townships within that district. Th~ following statement shows the 
particulars of the revenue accounts for 192'1:-

Expenditure. 
I 

I 
" 

i"t George C]a~er.ce ii' 
i ' . River I ! COUUCIL Council. I Income. 

~-----I £ I £ II' ------' 

Genemtion and Purchase, I I Loan Rates ... 

1

St. Georgell Cla~ence 
C '1' RIver 

Ollllel • l Counci1. 
~----c~-

£ £ 
10,586 
31,632 636 of Electricity... . .. 1 10,981 ~04 II Sales of Electricity 

Distribution of EleCb'ici,tYI' 3,314 I 31 II Rent of Meters, etc .... 
Street Lighting .. , ... 1,0lD I' I Interest on Investments 
Management and General! ,] Sundries ... ... 

1,978 2i 
H 

562 83 
Expenses... ... 2,978 2)4 I'i 

V' otes to Conncils .. 500 I .. .1 
Loans- ' , 

Interest 5,151 643 II 
Reduction 4,81:' ,I 

" ... II DeprecLtion 6,086 ,I 
Sundries '" .. 646 113 II 

447 

44,802 1,195 

Balance ... "'1 9,323 ... :.,11 Defi~it 

Total .. i4i802ll,i95 I Total 

---------~-----~-----

The trading OIperations of the St. George Council during 1924 resulted 
in a surplus of £9,323. The works of the Clarence River Council at Nym
l)Qida were opened in November, and were in active operation for only a few 
"v.-eeks during the year under review. 

The liabilities and assets at 31st December, 1924, are shown below :--

1st. Georg-ej' Cl,,;rence III 
Liabilities. I Council. Rn er. 

_____ ____ ________ CounCIl. '-.1 _________ _ 

Assets. 

I.-Dans and overdraft .. 
Deposits in trusli 
Interest accrued .. 
Sund ry oredi~rs .. 
Reserves .. .. 
Excess of Assets .. 

Total .. 

I I II '1 115,813' 137,000 II L,nd, building>!, phnt, etc. 
.. 2,278 I 17 Outs' ancling- rates .. 
. . 1.8~2 , 643 Sundry debtors.. .. 
.. I 10,781' 9,102 II Promotion expen".s .. 
.. : 9,132 I .. I Bank balances, &tc. .. 
. .)_ 32,37C i--"- i Excess of liabillties .. 

"I 172, ~26 I 146,762 I Total .. 

FIRE BRIGADES. 

I Se. Geor""i Cla:ence 

I 
,0 Rn-er 

. Ct.. uncll. Coullcil. 

i 
::1 14~:i~ W,430 

I 
7.215 808 

. . 2,910 1,592 
:: :1,456 1,485 
..r.. 441 

..I m,226fl46.762 

The public services for the prevention and extinguishing of fire;, are con
trolled by a Board of Fire Oommissioners, constituted under the Fire 
Brigades Act, 1909, withjurisdiction in certain districts which were defined 
in the Act or added by proclamation. The areas under the oversight of the 
Board 'fiIl'e grouped to form fire districts. They include the City of Sydne~1" 
and the municipalities and shires comprising the metropolitan district, 
also the districts of Newcastle, Broken Hill, over seventy country lIluuiei
palities, and a number of townships in other incorporated areas. 

The Board consists of a President, appointed by the Governor, and four 
members, elected for a term of three years, viz., one by the councils of tlu.t 

" 
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Sydney and ,suburban municipalities, one bY' the councils of the other incor
porated areas to which the Act applies, one elected by the fire insurance 
companies, 'ana one by the volunteer fire brigades. The votes are appor
tioned among the councils according to the amount ,contributed to the fund 
admini,stered by the Board, viz., £100 Dr under, one vote; over £100 and not 
exceeding £500, two votes; over £500 and not exceeding £1,000, three vote8; 
over £1,000, four votes. Each insurance company and each volunteer firc. 
brigade is entitled to one yote. 

In each year the Board 'makes an estimate of the amount proposed to be 
expended in the various fire districts during the ensuing year, and this sum 
is contributed in equal shares by the councils of the municipalities and 
shires concerned, the insurance companies, and the Government. The 
estimates must be .made so that the contribution by the councils in a fire 
district will not exceed ~d. in the £ on the unimproved ccapital value of 
ratable land, though the Board may exceed this limit with the consent or 
the Minister if requested by the councils t{) do so. 

:Where a tire district is comprised by more than one municipaJity or shire, 
the amount to be paid by each council is apportioned according to the 
annual value of ratabl~ land within the district. Payments by the insurance 
companies are based on the amount of prem~ums payable in respect of fire 
risks within each district. With the consent of the Governor, the Board 
may hoI' row money up to £150,000. 

The Board establishes and maintains permanent fire brigades and autho
rises the constitution of volunteer brigades, which are subsidised out of the 
funds. In the metropolitan districts there are 31 fire stations, with staffs of 
])ermanent men whose services are wholly at the Board's diSlposal; 30 stations 
,,,ith two or more permanent men, ,assisted by partially-paid men, and 10 
stations manned entirely by partially-paid staffs. In the country the prin
cipal stations are at iN ewcastle and Broken Hill, and there are brigades at 
101 other localities. 

The following table showR the revenue account of the Board of Fire 
Commissioners for the year ended 31st December, 1924:-

'Revenue. 

Balance from 1923 ... 
Snb~idy from GO\'ernment 
Subsidy from Municipalities and 

Shires .,. 
Subsidy from Fire JnsuranceCom· 

panies and Firms 
Other Sonrces 

£ i 
19,181 I 
82,648 1 

82,648 

82,648 
6,865 

Total ... £273,990 , 
I 

---.----

Expenditure. 

Administration 
Salaries and Payments to Volun· 

teers 
Repairs to Buildings, Plant, and 

other cxpemes 
E'1uipment and Property Charges 
Balance 

£ 
9,604 

141,970 

67,631 
37,845 
16,940 

Total ... £273,990 

--------------------------

The contributions by 53 municipalities and shires comprising the Sydney 
fire district in 1924 represented 6s. 2d. per £100 of assessed annual value 
of the ratable land, as compared with 5s.7d. in 1919. Contributions amount
-ingto £82',043 were received from 113 insurance companies and £605 from 
51 firms who insured goods with companies. not registered in New South 
Wales. In the Sydney fire district such contributions represented 5'02 per 
cent. of the premiums less reinsurmlCes, and in the other districts the 
proportions ranged from 2'22 per cent. to 16'03 per cent. 

The estimates of proposed expenditure by the Board for the year 1925 
amounted to £257,616, viz., £182,304 for the Sydney fire district and £75,312 
for other districts. 
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The balance-sheet of the Bo.al·d as at 31stDecemher,1924. isshowll in 
the following statement:-

_______ :L_i_abiiiti~· __ ._._. __ I,I ____ .. _____ A_$S_€_ts_. ______ _ 

;£ '\ Kund Account ... .. . . . . 45,ii92,' Llmd.a;nd Builtim.gs 
TrlHlt AcooutLts ... ... ... 1,439, l'lant and Fire Appliances 
Debentures ana Accrned Interest. 136,.' 15. 2[ Stocks on Band , .. 
Revenue and Expenditul'e Accoun± Hi,940 Fixed 'Deposit, BaRk llalances 
Property and Equipment Fund ... 233,'392 and Utlilh 

it 
'253,1:65 
1.3,.218 
'20,551 

17;071 
1;298 Administration Accou.nt lST!i.!i J {)tOOr 

____ 'l'_otal ... £<f35;aU3 l"To.tal ... £435,303 

'~hTt;R St:PPLY AND SEWER.'\;GE SER'VlCES. 

:The administration of water supply and sewerag~ services is a {-unction 
of t,he local governing bodies in the oountry distriros, hut in the larger 
centres of 'population, whf'.re the Tetieruation workssel"Vc a number of local 
areas, the management is entrusted to Boards -eonsisting of representatives 
of the central 'Government :",nd of the local bodies con<Jerned. IT ntil recently, 
when a change was ma«e in reg-aoo to the services :i:nSydney and its 
enyirons, aJl the moneys for the construction of the 'l-voOl'ks,etc., were pro
vided by the central Government, and the revennes colleeied were paid 
into thefJ<mMlidated Revenue F:un.d. There£OTe,th~ illanmoneytl e.1..'})ended 
fann "prurt ",if the publ.iede'btof the State, and -:the undertakings have been 
regarded as belonging to th~ sphere of national goverlll11ent 'rather than 
that of 10cal ;govermnent. Generally, the construction of the major works 
for these -services ha-s been carried: out by the State Department of Public 
vVorks, and upon completion they have ooen tl'3:nsfe.TTed to thc control of 
the Boards, by whom the reticulati,on 'WQrk-sare undertaken. 

The ?lietropolitan vVater, [Sewerage, and Drainage Board administers 
ext'ffllsi.,c "works in theconnty efOumberland, which includes Sydney and 
suburbs, and the H'I!lllter District Water Supply and Sewerage Boardexer
cises simiIar functions in Newcastle and surrounding districts. 

j}[ etropoliian W uter Supply and Sewerage. 
The Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage wasconstiiute.d 

in 1888 to assume control of the wat-er supply and sewerage services in the 
county of Oumberland, incl'uding tl:t03e under theoontrol of. the .City 
C-ouncil. The management of the water supply was transferred to the Board 
in May, 1888, and of the sewel'age in September, 1'88,0. The Board's jmis
diction extends to a number of towllsoutside the metropolitan area. 

Until April, 1925, the Board eonsisted of seven members, viz., three 
appo.rnted by the Government, two e1ected by the, City Oouncil from 
amongst its members, ,and two elected ,by the councils of the other muni
palities and {)£ the shires concerned. The term of membership was fonr 
years, hut thr~eof the members retired every two years. 

Under too Metro,palitan Water, ,sewerage and Drainage Act, 1924, the 
Board is constituted now bya ;Plfesident, appointed by the Governor, and 
sev:entee::B. members, elected J:ry too alde:r.menand {)Gum-ClEars of the local 
areas concerned. For thepUl"pOse8 of the elections the lllunicipalitiesand 
shires have been gronped ,in%a nine eonstituencies,of which the Oity 01 
Sydney forms one. Eight cClllstituencies are represented by two members 
each, and the other by one member. T1J.e term of office for elected members 
ij3 fOllry~ars,al1d one representative of the two-member eon-stituencies will 
retire every two years. 
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The BQard is charged with the 'administratiQn of e:nstmg services and 
the cQnstruct,iQn Qf new wQrks required fQr its purpQses, except certain 
undertakings in prQgress at the passing Qf the Act, which will be cQmpleted 
by the GQvernment befQre transfer. 

The capital indebtedness was declared by the Act to be £22,489,478', whielt 
was the indebtedness Qf the Qld BQard as at :30th June, 1924. This amount 
is under review by ,a financial cQmmittee, who w,ill determine the capital 
indebtedness as at 1st April, 1925, and allQcate it tQ the fund Qf each 
service, i.e., water supply, Isewerage, 0'1' drainage. The determinatiQns of 
the committee are to be ratified by Parliament· befQre being adQpted. The 
annual expenditure Qn the WQrks which the Government is completing will 
be added at the end Qf each year to the BQard's indebtedness. 

The BQard is required tQ pay to the State Treasury interest Qn its debt 
at the rate chargeable to statutory bQdies representing the Crown, and to 
pay to the State Debt CommissiQners an amQunt equal tQ 5 per cent. Qf its 
grQSS revenue, tQ be applied in reductiQn Qf its debt. 

The BQard, with the apprQvalof the GQvernQr, may raise its Qwn loans, 
but the debt SQ incurred in respect Qf any Qf its services must not exceed 
~5 per cent. of the unimprQved value of the ,lands ratable fQr that service. 

Metropolitan Water Supply. 

'The SQurces Qf thIe met~oPQEtan water supp1ly are the waters Qf the 
N epean, Oaitarrlact, ;and CQrdeaux RiveJjs, dra:inil1'g au area of 347 square 
miles, with a CQpiQUS rainf'all. The supply is stQred chiefly in fQur large 
reservQiI1s, viz., PrQspect, frQm which 5,502,000,000 gallQnsare available by 
gravitation; Cataraet, with a capacity Qf 20,743,000,000 gallQns; Cordeaux, 
20,600,000,0.00 gallQns; and Avon, 47,15'0,000,000 gallQns. The tWQ last
mentiQned are nQt yet completed, but large quantities Qf water are stQred 
in them. There is alsQ a small reservQir at !![anly, which holds 438,000,000 
gallons. At 30th June, 192'5, t,here were 62,239,000,000 gallQns Qf watDl' 
:stored in these reservQirs. 

The water i,s cQnveyed frQm the upper stQrages to the Prospect dam, 
thence tQ Sydney and adjacent areas by means of tunnels, canals, etc., from 
which systems branch to supply Camden, Campbelltown, and other tQwn
.ships alQng the sQuthern railway. W Qllongong and several settlements 
'on the South Coast are supplied: frQm two reservoirs on the Upper OQrdeaux 
River, which have a combined capacity 'Of 433,000,000 gallons, and water 
fQr RichmQnd is pumped frQm the Hawkesbury River. There are thirty
dght service reservQirs and tanks below PrQspect dam, four abQve Prospect, 
and fourteen connected with the supply fQr the SQuth CQast townships. 

The tQtallength of water mains as at 30th June, 1925, was 3,329 miles. 
T'he fQllQwing statement ,shows the number of houses in the area supplied 

with water by the MetrQPQlitan Water, Sewerage, and Drainage BQard in 
1911, 1916, and in the last five years:-

Averag-e Daily Supply. 
Year ended Houses Total Supply I '- I Per head of 30th June. Supplied. during Year. Total. I Per House. population 

, ,_ supplied. 

No. gallons. gallons. gallons. gallons. 
1911 139,237 10,587,434,000 29,006,700 208 41'7 
1916 183,598 14,374,000,000 39,380,000 214 42'9 
1921 221,886 17,701,000,000 48,496,033 218 43'7 
1922 229,274 18,616,612,300 51,004,417 2.):) 44'5 
1923 239,528 20,657,319,200 56,595,395 236 47'3 
1924 250,804 21,267,054,800 58,265,834 232 46'5 
1925 259,799 20,895,729,600 57,248,574 2:l0 44'1 

'27~':-B 
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From 1910 tv 19l'7 in0iusive, the water raiOO levied on the a:S'sessed annual 
value was 6d. iJu the £ lalld the .charges ttor Wiater )jy meter were I1d. ,per 
1;(){)0 gaillons up ,tJO 10,000,000, 10d. from 10 to 20 mli~1ions, and 9d. over 
20 millions. During 1918 the first-mentioned rate 'Was increased to 6H., 
but the mBter ,charges were not alterOO. During 1919 an increase of 1d. 
was imposed in eruch C3ise, 'aII!d in 1920 the rate rw~ fur,ther in:creased to ,9d. 
in the £ on the ,assessed anllna,l value, and the charge by me'1Jer to 13d. per 
1,000 gallons. In J ul;y, 1922, the charge for water by meter was reduced 
to 12d. per 1,000 gallons, and in July, 1924, the rate !per £ of assessed annual 
vH],tle was reduced to Hd., 11M it was raised to 8~d. as from 1st 'July, 1925. 
Spccial rates arc charged in the iSouth Coast to\yns, in Richmond, and in a 
few other extra-metropolitan localities. 

The revenue from, the water service branch during the year ended 30th 
.June, 1925, was £1,103,682, and the expenditure £1,100,815, including interest 
011 capital, £691,237, and an amount of £4,882 paid to the State Debt Oom
mi~sioners in rcduction of capital indebtedness. The net revenue showed 
a return of 5'02 per cent. on the capital debt of £14,734,046. 

The following statement shows particulars of the financial transactions 
relating to the water supply controlled by the Metropolitan Board in variou" 
ycars from 1911;-

e
1n"e

d
"'cr'l Capital 'I 1 Working return after l I alter paying 

'[ i i Net i I Smplus 

~ Revenue. i expcndi- paying I Interest. wOliking 
30th J UHe. , cos". . I i tUl'e. : working I . expenses and 

1911 
1916 
1921 
1922 
W23 
1924 
Hl:'!5 

________ ~ __ ~ __ 1~ __ .. _____ ' e~pen~ ___ j_interest 

£ £ £ i 
5,420,813 299,442 i 99,355 i 
7,192,472 470,744 i 165,210· 

.10,323,252 855,751 i 347,2981 
,11,130,857 923,791s I:H6,203i 
.12;019,600 I 992,7021363,1021 
i 13,094,17611,105,098 i 380,407 I 
: 14,734,046 , 1,103,682 i 409,578, 

I ! 

per cent. 
3'69 
4'24 
4'92 
5'10 
5'44 
5'77 
5'02 

£ 
192,486 
261,335 
473,890 
543,164 
597,351 
648,011 

1 691 ,237 

The II unte,. District Water Supply. 

£ 
7,601 

44,199 
34,563 

4,431 
32,249 
76,680 
2,867 

TIle water supply works of the Lower Hunter were constructed oy the 
Government nnder the provisions of the Oountry Towns Water Supply 
and Sewerage Act of 1880. Tn 1&'92, control of the works was transferred 
under the authority of a specia,l Act to ,a Board of seven members, viz., 
three nominated by the Governor, one elected by the Municipal Oouncil of 
~ewca5t]e, two by the adjacent municipalitieS', and one by the munici
palities of East and West Maitland and :Morpeth. 

In terms of the Hunter District 'Vater and ,Sewerage Amendment Act 
of 1924 the existing Board ceased to hold office on 31st December, 1924, 
and it was replaced by a board constituted by nine members, viz., a presi
dent appointed by the Governor and eight memhers elected by the aldermen 
and councillors of the local areas concerned, -

Part of the supply of water for the district is pumped from tIle .Hunter 
River, about a IIlltile and a 11a1£ up stream from the Belmore Bridge,West 
}faitland, and the pumping engines are situated above flood-level, on a hill 
about 44 chains from the river. Water is obtained ,also from a dam of 5,000, 
million gallons capacity which is being constructed on the Ohichester Rivel' 
at a point about 60 miles north from Newcastle. .. 

The length of the mains at 30th June, 1925, was 548} miles. 
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Particulars relating to the water supply of the Board at intc;lrvals since 
1911 are given below:-

Year .. ,dod 
3Uth J·nn., 

1911 
1916 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

Properties Supply during ----.. --------~--~--~ 

I 

Aver.g·o Daily Supply. 

_~~P~I~d~J_~~ ____ Total. I Pr:;:rty, Per Hearl. 

" thousand 
No. gallons, gallops. gallons. gallons. 

17,164 I 675,214 1,849,900 108 21'5 
22,056 ! 1,283,75! 3,507,500 159 31'8 
25,874 1,711,187 4,688,183 181 36'2 
26,758 1,688,5374626129 173 34'5 
28,036 1,754,418 4;8116:623 171 34'2 
29,568 2,106,615 5,755,778 195 39'0 
31,405 2,312,046! 6,334,371 202 40'3 

A water rate of 10d. in the £ is payable on the assessed annual value of all 
properties over £12, but 'if valued at less than £12 the rate is lOs. per 
annum. Extra charges are made for water used for other than domestic 
purposes, the rates on which services range from lOs. to 408. per annum. 
The charge by meter is 2s. per 1,000 gallons. 

The following table shows the financial position for similar periods to 
those shown above:-

I 

: I Expenditure I 
30th June, " . i Interest and Capital. 
Y."rended Canital Debt' Revenue. I (including Return on 

1. Sinking 'Fund). i 
---------.. ~ -----".---------,~------ - -~---

£ £ £ per cent. 
1911 495,747 45,711 45,420 3'55 
1916 634,265 79,507 58,321 6'75 
192] 1,472,074 116,320 ]06,194 3'10 
1922 1,953,411 113,2I7 114,522 1'98 
1923 2,467,540 110,076 116.837 1'08 
1924 3,010,615 143,138 122;583 2'22 
192;', 3.424,853 153,045 114,861 2'53 

The capital debt as stated above includes the cost of amplification works 
under construction and not revenue-producing, viz., £652,581 in 1921, 
£1,094,293 III 1922, £1,548,869 in 192:3, £1,806,826 in 1924, and £2',042,838 
in 1925. 

Water Supply for Country Towns. 
The Coumtry Towns '\Vater. Supply and 'Sewerage Acts of 1880, 18'9"1-, 

and 1905 . were passed with the object of assisting councils to construct 
systems of water supply and sewerage. These Acts were repealed by the 
Local Government Act of 1919, in which their provisions were embodied in 
a revised form. On the application of a council the Minister for Publi~ 
,Works may construct water supply or sewerage works out of moneys voted 
for the purpose by Parliament. Upon completion the works are transferred 
to the care of the council. The capital cost is repayable by instalments,. 
with interest on the unpaid balances at a rate fixed from time to time. The 
term of repayment is fixed with regard to the durabilit.;y of the works, the 
maximum period being one hundred years. 

At the end of June, 1925, water supply services were in operation in 
sixty-eight country towns in addition to those connected with the work8 
administered by the Metropolitan and Hunter District Boards; the cost of ", 
construction was approximately £2,447,144. The works were under the', 
administration of the councils of fifty-eight municipalities and of ten shires, 
including that of the municipality of .Junee, where the water is delivered 
by the Public VV orks Department into service reservoirs on the boundary 
of the town, and the COl.lllcil is respon~ible for it,; distribution to consn1l1C;'~.!, 
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At Broken Hill the water supply is administered by the central Goyernment, 
and the Grafton and South Grafton system is controlled by a Board 
representing the two municipalities. 

The total amount of debts owing to the Government by! the municipalities 
and shires in respect of waterworks at the 30th J-une, 1925, was £1,735,746, 
and the aggregate of the annual instalments repayable was £77,646. The 
last-mentioned sum is approximate only, as in a few cases the payment has 
not been definitely fixed. 

The combined revenue accounts of the fifty-eight municipalities and ten 
shires which administer waterworks, for the year ended 31st December, 1924, 
are shown below:-

Expenditnre. Mnniei- 1 Sh' I[ I I lIiunici- I[ Sh' 
palities. I Ires. II ncorne. palities. Ires. 

£ £' . ;£ i £ 
Management .• ' 24,241 628 I Rates levied ... . .. 1130,373 II 3,464 
-Working and maintenance 79,681 1,983

1 

Rents (Meter and other) .. 2,445, ... 
Iuterest payable to Govern- Water sales ... 1 47,450, 343 

ment ,53,912 879 Garden charges, ctc. ...1 5,733' 417 

Otber "'jl 8,153 84/' I 
Balance ... 20,014

1

, 650 1_ 

Total '.. £ 186,001 4,224 I Total... £1 186,001! 4,224 

-With regard to the expenditure, management charges represented 15 per 
cent., working and .maintenance 48 per cent., interest payable to Govern
ment 32 percent., and miscellaneous items 5 per cent. 

The income :figures show that rates contributed 71 per cent. of the receipts, 
rents 1 per cent., water sales 25 per cent., and garden charges, etc., 3 per 
('ent. 

The combined balance-sheets on 31st December, 1924, were as follows:-

I I 
Muniei- I h' - 1\ A -I ?vfunici- -[----

L abilities. I palities. S Ires. I ssets. , palities. I Shires. 

--------~-- I -£~~I -£-11-------- ----------£---1--"£-
Capital Debt due to, "I W~terworks-plant, build- _ I . 

Government... . .. 11,466,395 5~,10911 mgs, etc. ... . .. 1,601,446 ,57,460 
Interest due to Govern- Outstanding rates ... 21,349: 880 

ment. "'1 39,742 65611' Bank.balances, fi~ed de- 1 
Sundry credItors ... ... 40,8?9 ~,030 POSIts, and cas~ III hand 52,839 i 2,718 
Excess of Assets ... "', 224,803 0,548 Stores and materIals ... 8,104 i ... 

f . --- I Sundry debtors... . .. _~,061 i __ 28~ 
Total... £11,771,7&9161,343, Total... £1,771,799161,343 

The amount of rates ontstanding on the date mentioned was £22,2'29, 
while the bank balances, cash in hand, investment in war loans, and fixed 
,leposits were £55,557. 

The Grafton and South Grafton waterworks are not under the direct 
control of the councils, but are administered by a corporate board con
:E.isting of three aldermen elected by the Grafton Council and tl,ree by the 
South Grafton Council. Its accounts, being kept separately, are not included 
in the forego,jng tables. During the year ended 31st December, 1924, the 
expenditure of the Board :amounted to £4,523, of which £3,296 represented 
interest payable on the capitalde'bt to the Government, and the income 
amounted to £6,497, s~owing a profit of £1,974. The capital debt at the end 
of the year was £81,539, against which the Board held assets to the value 
of £93,676; other liabilities amounted to £115, making a total liability of 
£81,654; the excess of assets was £12,022 . - - .~ -
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Metropolitan Sewerage Works. 

The nrb'.: sewerage works at Sydney were begun in 1853, and in 1889, 
the date of transfer to the ~1:etropolitan Board of Water Supply and 
Sewerage, there were 70~ miles of sewers in existence. At 30th June, 1925, 
,the total length was 1,358i miles. 

The present system consists of three main outfalls-the northern, dis
<:harging into the Pacific Ocean near Bondi, and the southern and western, 
discharging into the ocean .at Long Bay. Another main outfall sewer is 
under construction, which will discharge into the ocean at North Point, 
in the quarantine area, and will serve the suburban areas on the northern 
:side of Sydney Harbour and Parramatta River, extending as far as Went
worthville. 

The Metropolitan Board is authorised! to construct and maintain channeh 
for stormwater drainage purposes and to levy drainage rates within areas 
notified by gazettal. 

The number of houses served by the system under the administration of 
the Metropolitan Board, and: the length of sewers and of stormwater drains, 
:are shown below:- .' -

Year ended 
30th June. 

1911 
1916-
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

I 
Houses I 

connected. 

No. 

I 108,012 
130,638 
148,923 
153,789 
159,390 
165,215 
170,774 

Length of 
Sewers. 

miles. 
825 

1,022 
1,197 
1,227 
1,274 
J,~14 
1,353 

I 
Length of I Length of I Length of 

Storm-\Vater Ventilating Sewers 
Drains. Shafts. Ventilated. 

I miles. feet. miles. 
4!) 376,900 795 

I 54 443,13! 953 I 
I 

64 514,536 1,122 
I 

64 527,766 1,162 

I 
64 

I 
532,470 1,176 

I 
66 543,306 1,208 

I 66 556,036 1,246 

The following statement of financial transactions relates to the sewerage 
during the years referred to in the previous table :-

Year 
ended 

30th June. 

1911 
1916 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1921 
1925 

I I 'I Net return I Snrplns 
Ca ital 'I I "forking after 1 after paying 
c~st. 1 Revenue. expendi. I payi~lg Inte1:est., ·working 

I 
turc. workmg !l3xpenses and 

I expenses. j interest. 

~:f~r:~~g 1'1'-i-~-t~:~-g8-911~~~:1~~ petif~ g~~g~~ -1~:~~r 
7,329,632 615,615 229,441 5'26 341,675 44,499 
7,553,906 683,4341244,916 5'91 373,671 6-1,847 
7,857,504 661,964 231,672 5'62 395,152 35,14(J 
8,145,061 756,539 241,480 6'45 409,721 102,338 
8,462,426 756,624 i 277,696 5'82 411,686 __ 6]>-242 .. 

*Deficit. 

"'"1'he sewerage rate for the city of Sydney and the eastern suburbs up to 
1903 was7d. in the £ on the assessed annual value, the northern and 
~he western suburbs being rated at 1s., but in 1904 a uniform rate of lld. 
was imposed. In 1907 it was reduced to 10d. in the £, and in 1908 to 9~d. 
On the 1st July, 1917, it was increased to 10d., and to lld. on 1st July, 1918, 
and to 12d. on 1st July, 1920. On the 1st July, 1922, the rate was lowered 
to 101d., and on 1st July, 1924, to gd. 

Stonnwator drainage rates are levied in respect of property within a 
,drainage area. The rate levied in respect of each drain vested in the Board 
is fixed so as to yield only the amount of revenue required to covel' costs 
of maintenance ,and interest. The rates vary from id. to 7 d. in the £ on 
-the assessed annual value. - . -

1_.1 ~ .,'.>.. '.\' 

·2797 -- () 
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Hunter District Sewerage TV 01'7.;s_ 

The sewerage scheme for the Hunter district has its outfall at I~lerewet}ler 
Gulf, some distance! south from Newcastle_ The districts served are New
castle, Adamstown, Hamilton, I,ambton, New Lambton, Merewether. 
\Varatah, Wickham, and the Tarro and I"ake Macquarie shires. 

The following table s'hows information relating to the sewerage system 
under the control of the Hunter District Board in the years stated:-

1 
Year Properties ended 

Or,h June. c'OnneciJed. 

i No. I 
; 

1911 1,465 i 
1916 7,240 I 

1921 12,218 
1922 13,416 
1923 14,325 
1924 15,606 

1 

1925 16,927 , 
j 

--"---

Length 
of 

Sewers. 

Miles. 
30 
84 

US 
157 
161 
166 
171 

--

C apitul 
cost. 

11 
£ 

~O, 151 
11,3:32 
90,790 
13,249 
27,645 
46,552 
72,526 

4 
5 
6 
6' 
6 
6 

- -------.-------:------c-, ----0-, ------_ .... _-

I 
'VorklB.g IS et. retn 'n I Deficit 
experndl* '" after I I after paying: 

R tu e I)a'-l' ~ I Itt working' evenue. \ (includincr './ .n~ i n eres . 
I Sinkino? workmg' i ex~~~es 
j Fund)~ expenses. i interest. 

-~---~---

£ £ per cent. £ £ 
8,975 4,217 2'79 2,902 1, 856*' 

18,582 9,820 2'13 11,u23 2,861 
32,16-1 21,256 1'84 25,328 14,420 
39,477 24,645 2'42 28,564 13,832 
49,551 25,756 3'79 6.313 
56,210 28,058 4'35 30,939 2,787 
63,707 28,203 .)'28 31,033 4,471«" 

30,108\ 

---_._-----------------'----------------'---
• Surplus. 

A sewerage rate of ls. in the £ on the annual rental value has been iIll 
force since 1st January, 1909. 

lVa(cl' and Sewerage Services. 

The position of the combined water and sewerage services controlled by 
the ~Ietropolitan Board and by the Hunter District Board for the five years 
ended 30th .June, 1925, are shown below. The figures for the metropolitan 
services include the water supply systems which are administered by th0 
Board in townships outside the metropolitan district. 

, . I ' 

I i iNct return: 
Year , , 'W k'n 1 after 'I 

ended Capital Co~t.! Reyenuc. ; Ex or 1 g i paying' , 
30th June, I I ,penses. I working' I 

I . 'I ! expenses. 1 

I ! 

Metropolitan Boal'd, 

1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

£ £ 1 £ Iper cent. 
17,662,8841,471,366 576,739 [ 5'Oj 

, 18,684,763,1,607,232'\621,119! 5'28 
i 19,877,10.1 !1,654,606 59.1,7741 5'35 
121,239,23711,861,6371624,8871' 6'03 
: 23,196,472 1,860,306,687,274 5';{2 

1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 i 

2,062,36.1 
2,566,660 
3,095,188 
3,657,167 
4,097,379 

Hunter District Board. 
148,484 9},894[ 2'74 
152,694 99,162 2'68 
159,627 99,203 1 'OS 
199,348 104,355 2 60 
216,752 94,748 i 2'98 

(-) Denotes nefioit. 

I Surplus 

I

, after paying 
working 

Interest 
on 

Capital. : expenses and 
! interest. 

£ ' 
81 - -6- 1 ;),i) i) : 

916,835 : 
!l!J2 503! 
1,05;,732 1 

' 1,lOJ,9~3 ; 

£ 
79,062 
69,278 
6';",389 

179,018 
70,109 

60,884 (-) 4,294 
68,6691(-- )15,137 
73,49~ 1(-)13.~74 
77,220 17,i68 
79,349 42,655 

The capital cost as stated for the metropolitan services represents tho 
interest-bearing capital, but the particulars of the Hunter district services 
include the cost, etc., of amplification works under construction and llOt 

revenue-producing, and the working expenses include the instalments paid 
to sinking fun4 for reC(ll1struction of_ renewable works. 
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00llntrv Sewerage and Drainage WOl'b. 
Outside the areas administered by the Metropolitan and Hunter District 

Boards, sewerage works were in operation in thirteen towns in June, 1925, 
and stormwater channels had been constructed in thirteen tDwns. The total 
<cost of sewers and channels was approxilnatel~' £602,679. 

The debts due to the central Government on account of these systems 
amounted to £6.34,457 as at 30th June, 1925, and the annual instalment" 
amounted in the ag'gregate to £29,712'. 

Some of the municipalities do not levy special sewerage rates, and there
-fore do not keep a separate account in respect of the sewerage services. A 
summary of the revenue 'accounts relating to sewerage funds of the eleven 
municipalities which published such statements for the year ended 31st 
Decern,ber, 1924, is shown below. 

II 
II 

Expenditllr;,. 

:X1a.na;gemen t 
,\Vorking ani maintenance 
Interest payable to Government .. 
Fittings, etc. 

:£ [i 
6.294 i Rates levied ..• 

10.443 I Other... ... 

Other ... 
Balance 

Total... 

19,917 il 
8f.?08 " 
2:46~ il 

'" 3,999 I: 

'" £51,324 1/ Total ... 

Income. 

£ 
39,376 
11,948 

... £51,321 

Practically the only source of income is from rates, the other receipts 
I'epresenting contributions to works, sales 01 fittings, etc. Of the expendi
ture, management charges represented 13 per cent., working and mainten
ance 22 per cent., interest payable to Government 42 per cent., and other 
cAllensee 23 pel' cent. 

The combined balance-sheet was as follows:-

Liabilities. 

nue to Government
Capital Debt ... 
Advances 
Interest 

Sundry creditors ... 
Excess of Assets 

Total 

Assets. 

£ I Works and Plant .. . 
488,8921. Outstanding rates .. . 

9,486 Bank balance and cash 
7; l67i Stores and materials 
4;7~7 II· Sundry debtors 

33,(:)71 

£543,739 Total. .. 

Drainage Trusts. 

£ 
506,0'22 

3,537 
18.695 
2,,ul 

13,074: 

. .. £54Jl.730 

In addition to the water and sewerage an& drainage works shown in thc' 
foregoing tables, thirty-three trusts for reclamation of swamp and other 
lands were constituted as at 30th June, 1925. The total area served was 
131-,273 acres, and t,he length of channels W!l!S 123 miles. The total cost as 
gazettecl was £120,089, and the instalments amounted to £7,043. The owners 
of the lands improved by these works are responsible for the repayment of 
thc capital expenditure, and they arc required to provide for the cost of 
ma intenance and administration. 

ROADS, BRIDGES, "AND FERRIES. 

1lain roads in New South \Vales were first formed to .connect the towns 
of Parra matta, Liverpool, Windsor, and Penrith with Sydney. All acceSs 
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to the interior of the country was barred by the apparently insurmount
able sandstone !precipices rising on the farther side of the Nepean, and 
until the year 1813 all efforts to cross the mountains were unsuccessful. Ill! 

that year ,Blaxland, Lawson, and Wentworth succeeded in crossing the rang'}" 
and discovered the rich pastures of the Bathurst Plains. Shortly after their 
return the construct.ion of a track was begun, and the Great Western road 
\vas completed as far as Bathurst on 21st January, 1815. 

The access to the fertile lands surrounding Bathurst, by means of this 
mountain road, gave such an impetus to settlement that it was found im
possible to keep pace in the matter of road-making with the demands of the 
settlers. The authorities, therefore, for many years confined their attention 
to the maintenance of roads already constructed, and extended them in 
the direction of the principal centres of settlement. Had the progress 
of settlement subsequent to 1850 been as slow as that of the preceding 
years this system may have sufficed. The discovery of gold, however, com
pletely altered the circumstances, and during the period of excitement and 
change which followed, so many new roads were opened, and traffic increased 
to such an extent, that the general condition of the public highways became 
unsatisfactory. 

In 1857 the Roads Department was created. Legislation was passed to 
authorise the :appointment of commissioners to control the main roads, and 
a number of road trusts were formed under various Acts. A system of 
levying tolls on public roads was brought into operation in the early days 
of settlement, but it was abolished in 1.fay, 1890. 

Prior to the enactment of legislation providing for the incorporation of 
shires, the State was divided into road districts, each of which was placed 
under the supervision of an officer directly responsible to the Commissioner 
for Roads. These officers had under their care the greater part of the roads 
and bridges of the State outside the incorporated areas and a portion 
of those within such limits. The road trusts had the supervision of the 
expenditure of certain grants for the maintenance of roads in districts chiefly 
of minor importance, as well as some important roads in the vicinity of the 
Metropolis. 

When the Local Government Act of 1906 commenced, the councils of 
the municipalities and shires took over the administration of the roads, 
br.idge,s, etc., under the control of the RDads Depa'rtment, with the exception 
of those in the unincorporated areas of the 'Vestern Division, and certain 
bridges and: ferries proclaimed as "national works." The Act authorised 
payments by way of endowment to municipalities and shires, the minimum 
endowment payable to ,shires being fixed at £150,000 per annum, and the 
Minister was empowered to withhold payment of endowment from a council 
if his requirements in re&pect of main roads were not satisfied. 

Between 1906 and 1912 the amount of endowment allotted to shires was 
increased from £150,000 to £360,000 approximately, but the expenditure 
by the councils on the important roadways was not sufficient to maintain 
them in a serviceable condition. It was decided, therefore, to reduce th~' 
amount of general endowment to the minimum, and to make a separate 
appropriation for the upkeep of the main roads. 

].fain Roads Beard. 

The introduction of motor vehicles, now widely used throughout the whole 
State, placed a heavy strain on the roads, which were constructed for slow
moving traffic. Under t.hese circumstances the Government decided to 
bring the main avenues of traffic under unified control, and the Main 
Roads Act was passed in 1924 to constitute a Main Roads Board, consisting 
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Qf twO' engineers with special knO'wledge O'f rQad cQnstructiQn, and a presi
dent. The Board is charged with the duty of lassisting the local councils 
in the work O'f constructing and maintaining a well-organised system O'f 
main highways, with the primary O'bject of developing the vacant lands in 
the State, O'f feeding the railways with traffic, O'f giving the primary prO'
ducers a('cess to markets, and O'f prQviding facilities for modern motO'r 
traffic. On the recommendation O'f the Board, any public rO'ad, except 
those in the Oity of Sydney, may be proclaimed to be a main rO'ad. 

The Act provides for the creation of three separate funds: (1) for metro
politan main rO'ads; (2) for country main roads; and (3) for developmental 
rO'ads. The revenue obtained from the taxation of mQtQr vehicles and frQm 
licenses', etc., under the Traffic Acts, is apPQrtiQned between the metro
politan and the cQuntry funds, the latter receiving the revenue cullected in 
the cQuntry districts, ,and half the cO'llectiuns in the metrQPQlitan district, 
which includes the cQunty Qf Oumberland, the municipalities uf KatQomba 
and Blackheath, and the Blue Mountains Shire. A GQvernment subsidy Qf 
£115,000 is payable annually, the metrupulitan fund receiving £25,OOO~ 
and the cQuntry fund £90,000. Other SQurces are revenue and luan !appro
priations 'by Parliament, grants frum the Federal Guvernment fQr the 
development Qf main rQads, and cuntributiuns by the cuuncils Qf the lucal 
areas. The GQvernment is respunsible fQr 'half the interest and sinking 
fund Qn IQans raised fQr the main rQads. 

The BQard may require the cO'uncils in the metrupulitan road district to' 
contribute to' the metrQPQlitan fund at a rate nGt exceeding ~d. in the £ Qf 
the unimprQved capital value Qf ratable pruperty, the rate payable in the 
city Qf Sydney being half the rate levied in the Qther areas. OontributiQns 
by cGuntry councils depend upun the amuunt expended Qn the main rQads. 

In the metrQPQlitan district where the levy is cQmpulsury, the BQard will 
pay the whQle cost Gf maintenance and constructiGn, but the actual work 
may be dQne by the cGuncils under the directiQn uf the Board. In the 
cQuntry districts the Buard may grant assistance in respect of road work 
to the council O'f any area thrQugh which a main ruad passes, and the 
council may be required to' cO'ntribute half the cust Qf the wGrk. The 
BQard may accept voluntary Qffers frQm the cQuncils to' pay more than 
half the cost, 0'1', in special circumstances, may pay the whQle cust Gf any 
particu1ar wQrk. The maximum cQntributiQn which may be required frQm 
a CQuntry council in a year is limited to' the sum which WQuld be prQduced 
by a rate Qf id. in the £ of the unimproved capital value. TO' meet cases 
in which a metropolitan 0'1' country council may be unable or unwilling to 
carry Gut the work planned by the Board, power is reserved to the Governor 
to authorise the Buard itself to' dO' the wQrk. 

Any roaa., nQt being a main rQad, may be prO' claimed as a developmental 
road if, in the upiniQn Qf the Buard, it will help to develO'P a district, 
and a portion 0'1' the whQle CQst uf cunstructiun may be provided frQm the 
Developmental RQads Fund. This :fund cQnsists Qf muneys vuted by 
Parliament 0'1' granted by the Federal GQvernment for the purpose. 

The :Main Roads Act was brought intO' QperatiQn by proclamatiQn as frQm. 
1st J anuar.y, 1925, and the first Main Roads Board was appuinted in the 
fQllowing month. 

CcmmonwcaUh Grants for jj[nin Reads. 

Apart frum the assistance granted by the State GQvernment for the 
constructiun and upkeep Qf roads, the Commonwealth Parliament, in each 
year since 192;), has vQted a sum of money to assist the States in develQping
newcQuntry by the cQnstructiQn of main rQads. The expenditure has be(,11 
authQrised by the :Main Roads Development Act, 1923-1925. An amQunt Qf 
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£500,000 was appropriated. for the financial ;year 1923-24, and was paid into 
a Trust Account in the Federal Treasury. In the following years the vote 
was increased by £500,OO{} and by £750,O{)0 respectively, and the maximum 
sum anocated to New South Wales in respect of each appropriation was 
£138,000, making a total of £414,000 for the three appropriations. In 1925 
provision was made for additional payments for reconditioning and 
strengthening existing main roads. The maximum amount payable for 
this purpose was fixed at £250,(){)0, of which £69,000 is payable in New South 
Wales . 

.For the pm'poses of the Oommonwealth grants, a main road is defined aa 
(a) a main road opening up new country fDr agricultural, pastoral, or 
mining purposes; (b) a main trunk rDad between important towns where 
no railway communication exists; (c) an existing arterial road required 
for the transport of produce to ra,ilway, river, or port. It is prescribed that 
a :Federal grant may not be paid unless the work on which the money is to be 
expended, the methDd of construction, etc., are approved by the Fedel'a'l 
1finister, and that the amount granted in the case Df any State may nDt; 
exceed £1 for every £1 expended by that IState upon the develDpment Df 
main roads. To meet the latter cDndition in New South Wales, where the 
roads are under the control of a number of local councils, the State Govern
ment guaranteed, ,in ,cases where the councils did not make adequate pro
vision, to contribute whDlly or in part an amount equivalent to any grant 
the:Fedel'al GDvernment might allot. Up to 30th June, 1925, Federal grants 
amounting to £115,072 had been paid in New South Wales, viz., £2{),000 
in 1923-24 and £95,072 in 1924-25. 

Length of Roads. 
After the extellilion of the system of local government there was a great 

increase in the mileage of public roads. The length Df rDads under Govern
ment cDntrol on 30th June, 1906, prior to the transfer to' the councils, was 
48,311 miles; 195 miles were under the care of road trusts, and the Govern
ment paid 'Subs.idy to the municipal councils in respect of 1,338 miles Df 
roads within their areas. There were also about 8,000 miles of roads 'and 
streets belonging to the municipal councils. 

In 1924, the latest year for which statistics, collected triennially, are 
available, the length of rDads in the State was apprDximately 104,764 miles, 
Df .whieh 58 mil"'3 were controlled by the Government, 10,007 miles by the 
municipalities, 88,704 miles by the shires, and 5,995 miles were in the 
unincorporated areas of the Western Division. The nature of the roads 
may be seen in the follDwing statement:-

Diyisi-ons. 
Metallw, 
Grayellefl, 

i Ballasted, etc. 

Formed 
only. 

Cleared 
only. 

Natural 
surface. : Total;· 

~~--~~·~··~~~·-·I miles.~ I miles.--I--miles~ I miles. miles. 
National .. I 40 I 16 I 2; ...... 58 
Municipalities .. : 4,772 I 1,787 I 1,859 I 1,589 10,007 
Shires .•• . .. ' 1~,:i69 13,745 i 27,216 29,374 88,704 
'Vestern Division ... .. I 173 U7 I 3,435 2,240 5,995 

~~---I-~~_·_I __ - ________ _ 

Total~ __ ~2_3,354 __ I_J5,fi95_J_~1,5].2_.i _~3,203 104,~~_. 
The principal main roads arc :-

Northern Road-length, 405 milcs, from MDrpeth to Th'faryiand, on the 
Queensland border. 

Western Road-length, 513 miles, from Sydney, through Bathurst 
and many other important townships, to the Darling River, at 
Bourke. 
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Soutl1e1'll Road-length, 385 rniles, from Sydney, through Goulburn and 
other important townships to the Murray River at Albury. 

South Coast Road-length, 250 miles, from Campbelltown, through Coal 
Oliff, and along the South Coast generally as far as Bega, whence 
it extends as a minor road to the southern limits of the St:1te. 

Bridges and Ferries. 
Many of the earliest bridges ereded in the State were built of stone, and 

arc still in existence. Those erected in the period following the extension of 
settlement to the interior were principally of timber, and have since been 
replaced after an average life of about twenty-five years. Nearly all the 
large bridges of recent date are of iIOn and steel, and Rome of them have been 
erected under difficult engineering conditions, owing to the peculiarity of the 
river flow in certain parts of the country. The municipal and shire councils 
are empowered to control the bridges, with the exception of those classified 
as national works, which may be transferred by the Government at any time 
to the council. The most notable bridge-building project is the Sydney 
Harbour Bridge described below. 

Tn tIle case of a wooden bridge lwrOES ~fiddle Harbour at the Spit, which 
was built in 1924 by the Sydney Harbour Trust for the :Manly Municipal 
Council, tolls are levied to defray the cost, and when loan or other expenses 
have been fully paid, tolls will be abolished, and the bridge will be trans
ferred to the GoYel'l1n1.ent as a national work. Similar conditions will appl,\'
to a bridge across George's Iti\'er, which is being constructed b;y the 
Sutherlarid Shire Council. 
Where local conditions and limited traffic have not favoured the erection 

of a bridge, a punt or ferry has been introduced. The most important ferries 
which are worked otherwise than by hand have been proclaimed as national 
services. Prior to 1st December, 1907, it was the practice to charge a 
small fee for ferry transit; but on that date tolls were abolished, and public 
ferries became free. 

On 1st January, 1907, the bridges of 20 feet span and over, including 
those in course of construction, numbered 3,575. Of these, 256 bridges, with 
an aggregate length of 101,416 feet, which, by reason of their cost, size, and 
extra-local importance, would constitute a strain on the resources of the 
local councils, were proclaimed as "national works," to be maintained by 
th~ Government. 

The particulars of the bridges, culverts, and ferries of the State ae at 30th 
June, 1924, are shown below:-

I Brklges over 20 feet 1 
span. I 

Cub·erts. Ferries. 

Number. Classification. i-K-u-m-b-er-. C-

1 

~LCngth. I ;':~~~·.T-~:-~~~-
-~~~----.---~~ ------1----1 ft. -cfc-t.--'-----

National W o1'l;.s ... 1 28:~ 1 108,6:31 23 
Municipalities ... 1 6;:{! 39,928 1 4,695. ?49,316 24-
Shires... ... ... ... '''1 3,1;61

1 235,232 1

36,'295 354,279 172 
Western Divillioll !uniueorporated} ~_~J~,6)2 ~! __ 4,573 L . __ 6 __ 

Total ".1 4,916 I 39i,393 I 41,~30 I 608,168 I 225 

Sydney IIaruour Bridge. 

The construction of nn arch bridge over Sydney Harbour has been com
menced. It is expected'to be completed in 1930, and will be the largest 
arch bridge in the world. It will span the harbour ·between Dawes -Point 
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on the southern and MilEon's Point on the northern side, the main arches 
('ro~sing between abutment towers a distance of 1,675 feet. The total 
length of the bridge will be 3,770 feet, and at high water there will be a 
headway of 170 feet for vessels pa~sing underneath. 

The bridge will carry a roadway 57 feet wide, two footways each 10 feet 
wide, and four lines of railway to connect the City railway, now under 
construction, with the northern suburban line. The contract' price for a 
length of 3,770 feet of bridge is £4,217,721, and it is estimated that 
approaches, etc., will cost £1,275,000. Two-thirds of the capital cost is to 
be debii:€d to the Railway Commissioners, and one-third is to be paid by 
means of a special levy at the rate of ld. in the £ of unimproved capital 
value of land in the city of Sydney, the municipalities of Manly, Mosman, 
;Lane Cove, North Sydney, 'Willoughby, and the shires of Ku-ring-gai and 
:Warringah, and part of the shire of Hornsby. The special levy in these 
areas in the three years 1923-1925 amounted to £115,283, £136,447, and 
£140,220 respectively. The Government expenditure in connection with 
the bridge amounted to £458',769 as at 30th June, .1925. 

Government Expendit1l1'e on Rcaxls, Bridges, etc. 
Although the main roads have been superseded largely by the railways, 

they are still the sole means of communication throughout a large part 
of the interior and serve as valuable feeders to the railway system. The 
following' return ~hows the expenditure by the State Government on works 
(If a local character, snch 'as roads, bridges, punts, ferries, public watering 
places, etc., in various years from 1905 to 1925 :-

I I Endowments and Grants, including i 
YeRr ended i Expe~~itllre 1 ___ ' _-c-M_a_in_l_to_a_d_ •. ~ ____ \ Total 
30th June. I Services. Ii I I iExpenditure. 

£ 
1905 495,672 
1915 175,726 
1920 160,679 
1921 212,407 
1922 555 D40 
192a 315;997 
1924 479,372 
1925 396,141 

Shires. I }'Iu~:~~:ali. Total. \ 

£ 

288,053 
296,511 
316,180 
318,7lO 
378,661 
342,:m 
463,050 

II· £ ':",048 
! 40,314 

56,366 
108,353 

85,824 
124,Oill 
54.739 

111,081 

£ 
7,048 

328,:367 
352.877 
424;533 
4340,534 
502,692 
397,OlO 
577,031 

£ 
502,720 
[04,093 
513,556 
636,940 
990,4740 
848,689 
876,;582 
973,172 

The Government expenditure in connection ,vith the Sydney Harbour 
Bridge, amounting to £260,547 in the year 192±-25, is not included in the 
figures shown in the table. The amounts as stated for the year 1924-25 
are exclusive also of grants to councils for main roads which were allotted 
Jrom the Main Roads sub.3idy of £115,000 pending the appointment of the 
11:ain Roads Board. 

PARKS AND RECREATION RESERVES. 

It has always been the policy of the State to provide the residenw of 
municipalities and shires with parks and reserves for public recreation. 
The city of Sydney and suburban municipalities contain within their 
boundaries a large extent oJ parks and public gardens. 

In country districts, reserV('A; have been proclaimed as temporary com
mons, and considerable areas have been dedicated from time to time as 
permanent commons attached to inland townships, which are well provided 
:,;1so with public recreation grounds. Further particulars relating to parks 
:and reserYes are CO::::ltaillcct in the cl!3pter oJ this yolume entitled Social 
ConditiO}h 
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SOCIAL CONDITIO~ 
THE social condition of the people of New South W nIes, judged from the 
standpoint of health and living conditions, compares favourably with that 
of any other part of the world. The climate is salubrious with abundant 
sunshine, and the supply of food is sufficient for the whole community, 
Wages; hours of labour, and other industrial conditions are regulated with 
the object of preserving the health of the workers and of enabling even the 
lowest paid employee to maintain a family according to a fairly comfort
able standard of living. Special provision is made to safeguard the welfare 
of juveniles and of women in industrial occupations. 

The system of government is based on a broad franehis8 which emJbmces 
every adult citizen. The legal system is based on principles which give 
equal status to all citizens, the land laws are designed to promote a healthy 
growth of rural settlement, and the tariff laws aim at the extension of local 
industries without any> encroachment upon existing standards of indus
trial employment. The railways, being oWIled by the State, are used to 
.develop national resources, and thc burden of taxation is rendered pro
portionate to the means of the individual taxpayer, e.g., by a graduated 
taxation of incomes. Legal restrictions have been placed npon gambling 
and upon the manufacture and sal(! of intoxicating liquors and deleterious 
.drugs in order to minimise the social evils attendant u;Jon poverty and 
drunkenness. Primary education is free and illiteracy is unusual. 

The mildness of the climate enables the people to engage in outdoor 
rccrcf,tion at all times of the year, and facilitates measures for the pre
vention of sickness and the encouragement of hygienic conditions of life 
which find their reflex in low death rates, in the decreasing incidence of 
preventable diseases, and in the absence of certain endemic diseases, such 
as typhus, which are a cbnstant menace to health in some other countries. 
For persons who need special treatment, on account of sickness, etc., hos
pitals and other institutions have been established, and pensions are paid 
to the aged and infirm. 

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES. 

The principal State services in; relation to public health in New South 
Wales are organised as the Department of Public Health under the control 
·of a Minister of the Orown. The department includes two branches, one 
directed by the Board of Health and the other by the Director-General of 
Public Health. Their functions, though distinct, are closely co-ordinated, 
.and the Director-General, who is a medical practitioner and a permanent 
salaried officer of the Government, is ex officiQ President of the Board of 
Health. The Board consists of not Jess than seven and not more than ten 
members, including four legally qualified medical practitioners, all being 
nominated by the Government. It is the executive and administrative 
authority in connection with the health laws. It acts in an advisory 
-capacity towards the Minieter for Public Health and the. Government, and 
exercises general sup8l'vis}on in regard to public hoalth matters. The 
Director-General of Public Health controls the State medical E,ervice and 
the .state inlstitutions fo], the trewtment of tlhe sick and infirm, and a 
microbiological laboratory. 

Other Government departments a{lminister measures in connection with 
f\ublic welfare, assistance to public hospitals, charitable relief, and the 
medical inspection of school children, and a special department has been 
organised for the care of children. 

*tl235-A 
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The executive personnel of the Department of Public Health includes 
medical officers and sanitary inspectors. The former are permanent 
salaried officers, appointed by the Government, who devote. the whole of 
their time to matters relating to public health. Two of the medical officers 
attached to headquarters are engaged mainly on matters relating to in
dustrial hygiene, and one has been appointed recently as Director of Infant 
and Maternal IVelfare. It was intended that all the more densely-populated 
districts should be placed under the supervision of medical officers, but up 
to the present they have been appointed only in the Metropolitan a'1'ea 
and in the Hunter River district, which includes Newcastle. In the 
Broken Hill district also there i8 a medical officer, but his time is not 
devoted exclusively to matters of public health. Outside these areas expert 
advice may be obtained from medical officers attached to the central staff 
of the Public Health Department, who visit localities when required. In 
every town a local medical practitioner is appointed as a Government 
medical officer for the purpose of attending to Government medical work, 
e.g., inquests, sickness in gaols, etc.; they have no regular duties nor 
special legal powers, and are paid in fees for services rendered. 

The most important legislative enactments relating to public health are 
the Public Health Act, dealing with public health and sanitation; Acts 
relating to dairies supervision, no;:ious trades, diseased animals and meat, 
pure food, and to private hospitals; and provisions of the Local Government 
Act which specify the powers and duties of the I1Junicipal.and shire coun
cils for ensuring the health of the incbrpomted areas. The authorities are 
empowered to take steps to prevent the spr2ad of infectious diseases, to 
regulate the erection of dwellings, and to order the demolition or improve
ment of insanitary buildings, to prohibit the manufacture or distribution 
of unwholE:some or adulterated foods and drugs (with special powers in 
relation td milk and meat), to regulate the conduct of noxious trades, to 
deal with nuisances, etc. Oontrol of sanitation by means of by-laws and 
regulations is the method adopted generally, as being readily adaptable to 
the varying conditions of a widely-scattered community. 

Executive duties in relation to public health devolve primarily upon the 
local authorities, who carry out the functions under supervision of the 
Board of Health as the central controlling authority. Within munici
palities the dutiE:s arc undertaken by the local councils, and outside muni
cipal areas they are performed either by the shire councils or by persons 
or bodies specially appointed for the purpose. 

In addition to the organisation under the control of the State Govern
ment there is a Federal DE:partment of Public Health, which discharges 
important functions in regard to quarantine, industrial hygiene, etc., and 
conducts rese1arch rrelating to causes of diseases and of deaths, and to 
methods of prevention and cure. 

Government Expenditure on Charitable Relief: 
The expenditure by the Government of New South "Vales on hospitals 

and charitable relief in 1924-25 amounted to £2,091,569. 
The following .statement sllows the growth of expenditure in the fIve 

years ended 30th June, 1925:-

Payments from-

Consolidated Revenue ... 
Public ':Yorks Account 

Total 

1921. 1922. 1923. 1924. 
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The expenditure from Consolidated Revenue on hospitals and charities 
includes the cost of maintenance of the State institutions, also subsidies 
granted to other institutions. 

Adding to the expenditure from Consolidated Revenue, as stated above, 
the subvention paid by the State Government to friendly societies, the 
old-age and invalidity pensions and the maternity allowances provided by 
the Commonwealth Goyernment the expenditure from public revenue on 
eleemosynary objects in New' South vYales in 1924-25 amounted to 
£4-,926,392, or £2 3s. 9d. per head. A cla~lsificaJtion of tihe items of expen
diture is shown below in comparison with the expenditure in 1911-12 and 
in 1921-22. Expenditure in connection with the medical inspection of 
school children is not included, nor are costs of administration, except in 
regard to the Child Welfare Department, tihe m'ental h03pitals, and: the 
l)]'otection of aborigines. 

_____ H_e_a_d_of _E_xp_e_n_di_tu_r_e. _____ J~_ 1911-12. 1921-22. 1924-25. 

General Hospitals and Charitable Institutions 
Mental Hospitals 
Child Welfare .. _ ... .. ... 
Government Asylums for the Infirm ... 
Destitute Persons, Medical Services, 

Relief, Charitable Societies, etc. . .. 
Aborigines' Protection '" 
Subvention to Friendly Societies 
Miscellaneous ... 

State 

Old-age and Invalidity Pensions 
Maternity Allowances ... 

Commonwealth 

Total 

Expenditure per head of Population
State 
Commonwealth 

Total 

£ 
130,363 
212,6'16 
106,557 
87,708 
36,905 

£ 
511,971 
5:{7,096 
472,268 
]64,679 
1 i5,266 

£ 
616,362 
551,278 
486,528 
160,356 
77,121 

16,475 22,506 26,309 
14,000 56,796 51,566 
2,·101 22,117 6,232 

- 6~,080 I 1,96~,699 1,9~,752 
821,998 2,029,077 2,676,990 

277,065 273,650 

The expenditure in 1924-25 was nearly three and a half times the amount 
spent in 1911-12· The co,st to the State pel' head of population increased 
from 7s. 2d. to 17s_7d., and to the Commonwealth from 9s. 8d. to 26s. 2d. 

TREATMENT OF SICKNESS. 

Institutions for the treatment of sickness and disease have been estab
lished in various localities throughout the State. There are private hospitals 
which are owned entirely by private persons and conducted as business 
-enterprises; public hospitals which are maintained by the State, or by 
the people resident in the districts in which the hospitals are located, with 
the assistance of subsidy from the public funds, or by charitable organisa
tions; special hospitals, State and private, for the treatment of mental and 
nervous ailments; and a State lazaret for the segregation of persons affiieted 
with lep-rosy. 

The State exercises a measure of supervision over the practice of profes
sional persons engaged in the treatment of sickness and disease, and 
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medical practitioners, dentists, and pharmacists are requiTed to register 
with a board established for each profession under statutory authority. 
At the end of the year 1925 there were on the registers 2,859 medical prac
titioners, 1,869 dentists, and 1/156 pharmacists. 

Since ,the ,beginning of the ;lP'ar 1926, nur,B\8S ako have been required to 
register with a board consisting of the Director-General of Public Health, 
the Inspector-General of Mental Hospitals, the principal teacher of obstetrics 
in the University, and repres"ntatives of the Kurses' Association. Previ
ously members of. the nursing profession were certificated by the Austral
asian Trained Nurses' Association, thougrh the organisa,tion had no legal 
status as to supervision. The number of certificated nurses who were 
financial member-s of the Association in .June, 1925, was 4,265, viz., 2,719 
general nurses, 1,504 obstetric, and 42 mental. 

Special efforts are made to provide for the treatment of sickness and 
accident in sparsely populated districts. The Government subsidises medi
cal practitioners with a yiew to encouraging them to practise in outlying 
bush settlements. Usually the subsidy is the amount necessary to bring 
their earnings to a certain smT,. The Rush )iursing Association appoints 
nurses in country locnlities. The nurse in each district works 'under the 
supervision of a local committee, vyho pay expenses and fix charges for her 
services, etc., persons in necessitons circumstances being exempt from the 
payment of fees. 

Private 11 ospitals . 
. \ private hospital may 11')t be conducted except under license in accord

ance with the Private Hospitals Act of 1908, which applies to all establish
ments in "'hich a charge in made for treatment, except those maintained or 
subsidised by the State or licensed under the Lunncy Act ,or the Inebriates 
Act. The licenses are issued annually by the JliIinister for Public Health 
on the recommendation of the Board of Health, and it is prescribed that 
every private hospital must be under the direct control of a person approved 
by the J30ard. Licensees are required to comply witj:l regulations as t(} 
structure, management, and inspe(ltion. 

In 1925 the private hospitals numbered G20, viz., 252 in the metropolitan 
district and 3G8 in the country. The classrification of the ,hospitals and 
their accommodation, accordillg to the nature of the cases received, are 
shown in the foUowing statement :--

I Hospital,. Number of Beds. 

I ~Ie,lieal, I Medical i . ii' - ,I Med,c;i.! Medical I . I 
i ~nr'~lcaI,! an.l ,L):mg- Tot~t1.~: Sur~lCal. and L~Tmg_. Total. 
I ami ! ~ur'~; 1, Ul. I ,I alJd Sur""c 1 Ill. l Lying-in. ! "-' ,~lca.! Ii Lying in. 01 a. I : 

Di~trict. 

iN,). Xo. No. No. I[ No. No. I No. No . 

... [ 7:\ ::3 156 2[2 1/50 435 I 660 2,645 

"'i 112 i 17,209 368 ,1,~n6 188 811 2,295 

I----l---I--i----I--!--I----

Sydney. 

Country 

T03al .. ! :?l.5 I. 40 1365 1620 'Ii 2,846 i 623 11,471'. 4,940 
ill I I ._-._--_ ... _-.-_. __ ... _--_. . .---'-----

There 11a3 bee.n an incrC':lse. of 177 in the number of ipriva'tehospitals ,Eince 
1911, when ·there WE're 114 in Sydney and 329 ,in ,the country. In 498 
hospitals the accommodation did not exceed 10 heds, 82 had from 11 to 20 
beds, and 4.0 hospitals had oYer 20 l:eds in 1925. 
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Public Hospitals. 
PuLlic hospitals embrace all institutions for the care of the sick, except 

those owned and maintained entirely by private persons. Some are main
tained wholly by the State, those in the metropolitan district being the 
Coast Hospital for medical, surgi.cal and infectious cases, the Lady Edeline
Hospital for babies, two convalescent hospitals, and a number of iJ;lstitu
tions for maternity cases. There are two ,state institutions in the country,. 
viz., the 'VaterfaH Hospital for Consumptives and the David Berry Hos
pital at Berry for general treatment. 

The Puhlic Hospitals Act of 1898 and an amending Act passed in 1900· 
may be applied by proclamation to any hospital maintained partly by private' 
contributions and partly by grants from the public funds. 'The Acts define 
the proceduro for the election of officers for the management of the 
institution, and prescribe that a committee of managcment, trustees, audi
tors and other officers for cach hospital must be elected annually by the 
contributors who have paid at least lOs. to thehbspital during the preced
ing twolve months, or who haye contributed £10 in one sum. The com
mittee appoints the treasurer, secretary, mcdical officers and staff, and makes 
rules for the management and control of the hospital. Some of the public 
hospitals are under the mgis of religious denominations, and aTe conducted 
by committees nominated by subscribers or by religious communities who 
o~vn the e8tablishments. They are open ,to persong, of all creeds,· and" the 
majority of them receive a ~'l11an subsidlY from the State. 

fThe figures shown in the following tables relating to public hospitals dO' 
not include particulars relating to institutions used exclusively for soMiers 
and sailors, nor of the following State institutions, viz., the convalescent 
hospitals (two in number), maternitlY hospitals and rest homes, the leper 
lazaret, and the fiye asylum hospitals. Excluding those institutions there 
were 158 public hospitals in New South 'rTf ales at tIle end of 1924, viz., 26 
in the metropolitan district, with 4,399 beds, and 132 in the country with 
4,617 beds. The hospitals in the metropolitan district included 14 general 
hospitals, with 3,086 beds; 3 hospitals for children, 4D2 beds; 4 for women, 
579 beds; 3 for incurable cases, 196 beds; one institution for convalescents,. 
76 beds; and a dental hospita'tAll the llOspitals in the country provided 
general treatment, except four for consumptives, 541 beds, and one for co:n
valescents, 110 beds. 

The extent to which the hospital services have increased since 1 DOl is. 
shown below:-

----------------~-----------------------

I 
Public Hospitals. 

Metro· Year. I [ 
I politano J Conntry., Total. 

.1901 
1906 
1911 
1916 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 

15 
20 
21 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 

103 
114 
120 
125 
128 
132 
132 
132 

U8 
134 
141 
151 
154 
158 
158 
158 

Metro
politan. 

1,453 
1,833 
2,113 
2,596 
3,841 
3,975 
4,241 
4,399 

Beds. 

I Country. I 

1,938 I 
2,419 I 
2,976 ,I 

3,469 
4,234 I 
4,395 I 

4,506 ,I! 

4,617 

Total. 

3,391 
4,252' 
5,089 
6,065 
8,075 
8,370' 
8,747 
9,010: 

The figures show a remarkable expansion in regard to hospital accom
modation, the tendency being to enlarge existing institutions rather than 
to establish new hospitals. The average number of beds per hospital in 
1924 was 57, as compared with 28 in 1901. The accommodation as stated 
includes beds in the open air, which numbered 1,136 in 1924. 
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The medical staffs of the public hospitals consist for the most part of 
p!'actitioners who give their services free of charge, the proportion of 
honorary medical officers being greater in the metropolitan district than in 
the country. Of the nursing staffs the majority, about 53 per cent., are 
<JlI:dified nurses, and 40 per cent. are being trained. The following state-

- .mc:nt shows particulars of the medical and nursing stafl'sattached to the 
Imblic hospitals during 1924:-

Hospitals. 

M clropolitan 

-Country 

Total ... 

, Honorary. \ Salaried. 

I M<ilio.,,'.ff. Nursing Staff. 

Qualified 1 Nurses j\VardSmcn &\ 'li'otal. 
Nurses. Training. \Vardsmaids . 

... [ 486 136 938" 632 105 1 1,1375 

... 1 315 2z0 638 537 107 I 1,282 

.. I--SO-1 -1-3G6 --;;5"76 -1,1691--212 1~57 

The number of indoor patients treated, as shown below, represents the 
.aggregate of the number of cases treated at each hospital, those admitted 

.mo:oe than once during a year being counted each time admitted. The 
figures include transfers, of which particulars are not available, but the 
.patients treated in the ,convalescent hospitals are excluded, as the majority 
'of such cases are known to have been transferred from other hospitals. The 
ligures relating to outdoor patients are exclusive of those treated at the 
.dental hospital, who numbered 11,000 in 1924. 

Year. Treated 
during 

the 
Ycar. 

Died. 

Indoor Patients. .---~ -I---~' 
Outdoor 

i I Patientq 

I 
n . Average per day. I treated 

.cmam- durin<T 
In,! at I \ Per 1,000 the" 

I e?d of of mean I Year. 
"Year. I Number. popula-

____ ,~ ___ _'_ ____ _'_I___ tlOn 

2,045 I 1·.50 i 80,2,59 1901 
1006 
1911 
1916 
1921 
1022 
1923 
1924 

32,012 
41,.~.~2 

G5,564 
in,S56 
97,034 
0i,()59 

i05,146 
1 1.13,178 

2,477 
2,576 
3,550 
5,02i 
5,493 
5,502 I 

fU78 I 
5,923 

! 

2,247 
2,574 
3,409 
4,187 
4,859 
£;,145 
5345 
5,212 

2,636 l·iS I 83,3DO 
3,302 Hl81115,346 
4,729 2·[;0 li8.439 
5,7tl3 2·73 I 250,035 
5,770 2·60 274,177 

~:~~~ I ~.~g L~~;~~~ 

There has been a rapid increase in the number of cases treated in the 
public hospitals, and the average daily number of patients PCI' 1,000 of the 
population has risen by over 90 per cent, since 1911. 

The increase is due partly to a wider knowledge concerning' the benefits 
to be derived from expert treatment which is provided. in the hospitals and 
t!YH'large increase in hospital accommodation. It is prQba,ble also that on 
account of the higher cost of home nursing and scarcity of domestic labour 
many persons go to hospitals when ill who under .former conditions would 
have been treated at home. . 

Of the illdoor patients in 1924, the metrop01i,tan hospitalfl provided treat
JDlent for 60,997, and 52,181 were accommodated in the country institu
tions, the corresponding figures in 1911 being 29,610 and 26,954. 
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The number of outdoor patients, as stated, represents the aggregate of 
the number of distinct persons who received outdoor relief at each hos
pital where records are kept. The number has increased more than three
fold during the period under revi,ew. The bulk of the cases recorded in 
1924 were treated at five metropolitan hospitals in or close to the city, viz., 
Sydney Hospital, 56,356; Royal Prince Alfi'ed, 47,390; St. Vincent's, 42,530; 
Royal Alexandra for Ohildren, 33,465; and Lewisham, 21,361. The total in 
the metropolitan district was 258,767, and in the country, 44,799. 

The following statement shows the receipts and expenditure (including
loans) of the public hospitals during the year 1924. The figures include 
particulars of the State hos,pitals, except those connected with the asylumS' 
for the infirm, which were excluded because it is not practicable to separate 
the expenditure incurred in the treatment of sickness from the expenses in 
respect of the ordinary functions of the asylums. 

The receipts and expenditure of the Thomas Walker Oonvalescent 
Hospital, which is privately endowed, are excluded also. 

Amount. Per cent. of Total. 

__ -=ms. ____ ~~ ____ :~I~i;~'.l countrY~I __ :o~~ ----'1~p~~o~\~~~~~~~-._'I~c~o~Jl~nt~r~y_'·I'-Total. 
R3ceipts (including loans)- I £ I £ 61£6,023 II 

State Aid... ... . .. 351,295 264.728 
Subscriptions, Donations, 

and Entertainments ... 200,116 217,223 4.17,3391 28·7 
Contributions by Patients 88,407 79,012 167.419 12·7 
Miscellaneous '" 56,977 25,190 82,167 8·2 

45·2 

;}7·0 
13·5 

4·3 

48·0 

32·5 
13·1 
6·4 

Total Receipts £, (395,79[1 586,153 I ! ,282,9481 100 --w;;-- 100 

Expenditure- 1--------I-~--I----- ----
BUild.ings and !1epaire ... \ 134,50tl 107,571 2~~,OZ71 J91 19.2 191 
SalarIeS and VVages ... 266,608 199,164 46",7/2 I 37·8 35 5 :~6·g. 

Provisions, Stores, and out-I I \' 
patients... ... ... 245,505 221,820 467,3:;5 24·8 ~9·5 369 

Miscell~:::~~XPC~;it\lrc"~I~~~I~:~I'l~i~~~ \ ~lc~~ -l-o~;~-!-Iii:' 

According to the hospital aCe'onnts the State aid received by the metro
politan institutions i.n 1924 amounted to £351,295, or 50'4 per cent. of the 
total receipts. Of this sum £94,189 represented the expenditure in con
nection with the Ooast Hospital and the Lady Edeline Hospital; the Syd
lley Hospital received £99,344; the lloyal Prince Alfred £52,996; and the 
Royal North Shore £27,815; the Women's Hospital £13,119; the St. George
District Hospital £12,032; the balance, £51,800, was distributed amongst; 
16 institutions, and 3 hospitals (including the Thomas Walker Oonvales
cent Hospital) were unsu bsidised. In the country districts State aid 
represented 45'2 of the receipts. The amount included £35;663 for the. 
upkeep of the \\~ aterfan Hoo:pital for Consumptives and the David Berry 
Hospital. The Newcastle and Broken Hill Hospitals received £27,404 am\ 
£18,~75 respectively, £183,386 were granted to 123 institutions, :md.~"'" 
did not receive any aid from the State during, the year. 

Subscriptions, donations, bequests, and the prc'eeeds of bel1efit entertain
ments, etc., yielded 32'5 per cent. of the hospital reyenue, and contributionS' 
by patients represented 13 per cent. 
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The growth of hospital receipts and expenditure since 1901 is illustrated 
in the following statement: 

'190] I 91,i63 
lQ06 109,296 
;)'911 159,147 
li9lG 285,385 
1921 507,268 
19221495,740 
192:3 509,797 
,1.924 j 616,023 

Reccipts. 

£ £ ~I £ I 
50,939 23,698116,727 
85,421 I 31,525 16,617 

131,244 50,099,22,867 
163,018 1 85,551 [24,981 
344,253 i 148,756 ,62,368 
373,;384 1150,265 1.62,030 
430,7£0 I' 156,297 .69,015 
417,339 .167,419 82,167 

£ 
182,727 
242,859 
363,357 
558,935 

1,062,645 
1,081,619 
1 165.899 
1,282,948 

Expenditure. 

£ I £ I £ £ 
17,354 ,141,399 117,365 176,118 
26,815 '1179,431 i18,666 224,912 
50,902 263,037 134,877 348,816 
80,182 433,339 37,546 551,067 

160,499 1818,715 80,067 1,059,281 
155,120 1819,074 83,6681,057,862 
218025 869,409 89,939 1,177,373 
242,077 ,933,097 91,1261,266,300 

PER HEAD OF POPULATION. 

S. d. s. d. s. d, I s. d. I s. d. s. d 1 

1901 1 4 0 9 0 4 0 3 1 2 8 0 3 I 

l!n i 1~ ~ i g II I g ~ ; 1~ g Jli 

1921 4 10 3 3 1 5 0 7 10 1 1 7 i 

1922 4 7 3 6, 1 5 0 7 10 1 1 5 II 

1923 4 8 3 11 I 1 5 0 8 10 8 2 0 
1_9_2_4--,--_5_6---,--_3_9---,--1 __ 1_6-,--_0_9 II 6 2 2 I 

s. d'l s. d. 
2 1 0 3 
2 5 0 3 
3 2 0 5 
4 7 0 5 
7 9 0 9 
7 7 0 10 
711 010 
8 4 0 10 

s. d. 
2 7 
3 0 
4 2 
5 10 

10 1 
9 10 

10 9 
11 4 

The average amount of hospital receipts per head of population ha8 risen 
by 165 per cent. since 1911, the amount in 1924 being 118. 6d. per head, 
of which State aid represented 58. 6d. Contributions by patients showed 
.an average of ls. 6d. per head of population, but fees paid while in hospital 
do not constitute the total amount of their payments, as many of them 
contribute at other times in the form of subscriptions, donations, etc. 

The average annual cost of maintenancc PH patient in hospitals, calcu
lated on thc average daily number vf patients during 1924, was £156 38., 
exclusive of the cost of buildings and repairs. The cost of outdoor treat
Il'lent and district llursing also is excluded where the information is avail
able, b11t the amount is not recorded separately in tho accounts of several 

hospitals where large numbers of outdoor patients are treated, e.g., ,sydney, 
and St. Vincent's. The following statement shows the annual cost in 
various groups of hospitals classified according to the number of patients :-

____ 1--,-9_23_~ __ ~ 1 

.. A verage daily I -- I 
Nu?,ber Number !Avergc cost N b .Resldent. of peroccu- un;, er ~---,-------,-----:-----

Hospitals. pied bcd. Hos~italS. 
----,-~--~--~--~~~-+--~--

1924 • 

Average cost per occupied bed. 

Wages. Provisions [ Miscel- \ Total.. Stores, etc. lane)us. 

5A79j £ 1 
£ 

133·33 1,866'01 
191·07 44·30 543·22 
92·31 23·26 261·33 

100·07 20'73 233'98 
82·41 14·21 172·08 
75·71 11·30 159·55 
73·89 9·95 152·78 
65·78 9·57 123·94 
62·33 6·44 120·02 
58·55 7·58 105·91 
63·45 i 13.1 0 128·53 
67 ·38 14·58 164·74 
68'83 - 13'75 156'17 

! I £ I £ 
Less than 1 i 6 2,776'97 6 i 1,188·89 

1 to 3 J 9 386·45 5 . :107·85 
3" 5 10 250·95 15 145·76 
l5 " 10 .. ·1 33 225-53 28 113·18 

10" 15 '''i 18 171-11 19 75'46 
15,,20 ... ! 13 166'63

1 

20 72·54 
20" 25 11 131·44 6 68·94 ... 

1 

I 
25" 30 ... 10 122·58 . 8 48·59 
30" 35 · .. 1 4 103-58 5 51·22 
35" 40 ... ! 4 156·03 4 39·78 
40" 100 "~I 25 

124-32 
26 I 51.98 1 

.over 100 ... ~- 160·28 13 82·78 
Total ... 155 152'73 , 155 I 73'59 I 
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The average cost per occupied bed decreased as the number of patients 
increased up to 40, wmere the average was £105 l&s. per annum. Appl,ar~ 
ently it was higher in the larger institutions situated in the metropolitan 
areas or in important centres of population where expensive equipment has 
been installed, and many accident cases are treated daily. . 

On account of increased prices, wages, etc., during recent years, diffi
culty has been c.-xperienced in respect of many hospitals in meeting obliga
tions and in providing accommodation for all persons seeking admission. 

During the year 1924 the debit balance of the current accounts of the
metropolitan hospitals increased by £15,720, and the invested funds in~ 
creased by£7,5HH. In regard to the country hospitals, however, the. current 
accounts showed a credit balance, which increased by £3,368 during the· 
year. The invested funds grew from £181,196' to £202,597. 

CUrt'ent Aecount. Invested J<'unds. 
Hospitals. 

At 1st Jan., I At 31st Dec., At 1st Jan., I At 31st Dec., 
1924. 1924. 1924. I 1924. 

lV-r-et-r-oP-·o-li-ta-·n~·-"!.-I(---)-31-;:£3-'O-5-3--'i-( -~)3-'2£;;-8'-7-73~1·~-2·5-£;0'-'320 I 2~,919 
Country... 24,324 [ 27,692 181,196 1 202,597 

Total ... I( - )288,729 (- )301,081 I 431,516 i 460,516 
(-) Indicates debit balance. 

TREATMENT OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASES. 

Within the State, the Bo.ard of Health is vested with authority to maklj 
provision for the treatment and prevention of infectious diseases. The 
Federal Government is responsible for the administration of the quaran
tine laws in respect of vessels, persons, and goods arriving from oversea 
ports. 

Cases of such diseases as leprosy, bubonic plague, smallpox, scarlet fever, 
typhoid fever, diphtheria, infantile paralysis, cerebro-spinal meningitis, 
und. since 1st April, 1926, encephali>tis lethargicla, mus,t be notified to the 
Board of Healt1h. No case of typhus, yellow fever, orl cholera has occurred 
in New South Wales. OaEfes of bubonic plague are rare, but an outbreak" 
o.ceurred between September, 1921, and July, 1922. The total number of . 
cases l1eported fW!1\S 35, and ten were fat'al. One case which was fatal 
occurred in 1923. Cases of pulmonary tuberculosis must be notified in 
certain !arerus, as proclaimed. 

Where necessary, provision is made for the isolation of infectious cases." 
In the metropolis the majority are treated at the Quarantine Station, or at 
the Ooast Hospital. Oountry cases are accommodated in special wards of' 
the local hospitals. 

The following table shows the notifications of the various diseases for 
five years, 1921-25. :Particulars relating to the deaths and death rates aI'S 
shown in the chapter relating to Vital Statistics. 

I I I 1925. 
Disease. 1921. 1922. I 1923. 

I 
1924. Metro~ I Hunter 1 . j 

I 
! politano River ~)tI~er Total. 

J 
i District'l District. DlstrI.cts. 

Typhoid Fever ... 949 I 706 I 873 768 223 I 53
1 

257 533 
<:!carlet Fever ... 1,060 1,1531 2,623 3,421 1,944 , 235 864 3,043 
Diphtheria ... 6,854 4,094 3,480 4,364 1,608 I 293 I 1,103 3,004 
Infantile Paralysis ... 184 33 103 108 41 1 31 

13 57 
Cerebro,Spinal Menin. 

16! gitis ... ... 30 21 27 29 2 
I 

19 &7 
Pulm'l'lary Tubercu, I 

!osis ... ... 1,240 1,045 1,218 1,096 1,051 I 61 

I 
83 1,195 

Leprosy ... ... 2 3 ... 2 ... 41 .. . 3* 7 
Bubonic Plague ... 2 33 1 ... .. . ... ... 

"Includes one caseJrom Queensland. 
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Leprosy. 
Persons suffering from leprosy are segregated in the Leper Lazaret, 

'Which was opened for the admission of patients in 1883, though statutory 
ill'ovision for the compulsory notification of the disease and detention of 
lepers was not made until 1890. In 1925 seven new caseEi were admitted 
'and one was readmitted, four :were discharged, and two were repatriated to 
-China. There were 17 inmates in the lazaI1et on 31st December, 1925. 
Their l.irjjhplaces were New South Wale3 6, Victoria 1, England 1, Ireland 

1., Sweden 1, Greece 1. Two ,were ,born in Ohina, 2 in the Pacific Islands, 1 in 
Jiava, and 1 wa:" an Au"tralian aboriginal. The cost of management was 
£3,223, or an 'average of £174 4s. per inmate. 

Tuberculosis. 
A remarkable reduction in the mortality from tuberculosis from 15 to 6 

::1)er 10,000 of population has been effected since the enactment of the 
Dairies Supervision Act of 1886, the Pure Food Act of 1908, and other 
legislation for the protection of the food supply from insanitary con

. .;:litiollB, but the fact, as shown in the chapter Vital Statistics, that tuber
eulosis causes G per cent. of the deaths in New South \Vales demonstrates 
the necessity for further drastic measures to prevent the spread of the 

. disease. 
Pulmonary tuberculosis was proclaimed as notifiable in the :Metropolitan 

'Und Newcastle districts in 1915, and in the Blue lIt[ountains tourist 
district in 1916. The Board of Health may prohibit affected persons from 
working in connection with preparation or, packing of food. 

For the treatment of cases of tuberculosis there are four special institu
tions which are classified as public hospitals, viz., the State Hospital at 
W iltedall, the Queen Victoria Homes for Oonsumptives at IN entworth 
Eallsand Thirlmere,:hldlithe R. T. Hall Sanatorium at Hazelbrook. 
1'uberculosis cases are received also at the Sacred Heart Hospice for the 

"'Dying. Sydm,y, and at private hospitals. At the hospitals attached to the 
'State asylums -at Rookwood and Newington, accommodation is reserved for 
a limited number of tuberculous patients, and arrangements have been 
made with the Government of South Australia to provide sanatorium 
treatment in that State for patients from Broken Hill. 

The Waterfall Hospital is the largest institution for the treatment of 
;persons suffering from pu lmonary tuberculosis. It contains 417 beds, and 
740 maIeR and 379 females were treated during 1924. The expenditure 
was £32,603; the average cost of treatment, excluding buildings, repairs, 
.etc., was £83 8s. per occupied bed. 

The dispensary system for the treatment of tuberculosis was inaugurated 
in Sydney in 1912 by the National Association for the Prevention and 
Cure of Oonsumption, when a dispensary was opened in the city. Throat 
llnd chest dispensaries have been established also in connection with three 
Metropolitan hospitals, and at Newcastle. Medical advice is given to 
patients, and nurses are employed to visit their homes and instruct the 
inmates in precautionary measures to prevent the spread of the disease. 

Venereal Diseases. 

The treatment of venereal diseases is regulated under the Venereal 
TIiseases Act, 1918, which came into operation on 1st December, 1920. It 
prescribes that all persons suffering from such diseases must place them
,selvcs under treatment by a qualified medical practitioner, and must remain 
nnder treatment until cured. Medical practitioners are required to notify 
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all cases to the commissioner appointed under the Act. Treatment "by Ul1.

qualified persons is prohibited, also the sale of certain drugs used in con
nection with thes8 diseases, except when prescribed by a qualified medical 
practitioner. 

Clinics have been established at seven metropolitan public hospitals, and 
free treatment is provided at all subsidised hospitals, drugs and instru
meI!ts being supplied by the Government. Special wards for these cases 
have been opened at the Coast Hospital and at the Newington and Liver
pool State Hospitals, and an Act was passed in 1923 to sanction the con" 
struction of an isolation block in connection with the Royal Prince Alfred 
Hospital. 

The notifications during the year 1924 numbered 6,090, of which 5,691 
cases were notified in the metropolitan area, and 75 in the Newcastle 
district. Public hospitals and clinics notified 3,187 cases, and 2,903 noti
fications were ma:de iby private mCidlical practitioner:s:. Prisoners su:ff€r1ng 
from venereal disease are detained for treatment in lock hospitals, in 
terms of the Prisoners Detention Act. Particulars are given in the chapter 
relating to Prison Services. 

TREATMENT OF MENTAL DISEASES. 

The law relating to persons suffering from mental diseases is contained' 
in the Lunacy Act of 1898. Its provisions apply mainly to those who may 
be certified as insane and incapable of managing their affairs. Such 
persons may be admitted to an institution, if certified by two qualified 
medical practitioners, either at the request of relatives or friends or upon 
the order of two Justices of the Peace. But relatives have the' right of 
custody of insane peI;sons brought before the Justices if they can give a 
satisfactory assurance that proper care will be taken of them. Persons' 
found to be insane by proceedings before the Supreme Court in its lunacy 
jurisdiction may be admitted to mental hospitals upon the order of the-, 
Judge. Tlle influx of insane persons to New South "Vales is restricted 
under the Lunacy Act, which renders ,the owner, charterer, agent, ormasteI', 
of . a, vessel liable for the maintenance of any such ppTson landed in the 
State. 

The estates of persons proved to be incapable, through mental infirmity, 
of managing their affairs, are placed under the management and care of 
the Master in Lunacy. 

ISpecial courses of training in the treatment of mental and nervous 
diseases are provided :£01' medical students at the Sydney Univel'.3ity, where 
a chair of psychiatry was estJahlished in 1922, 

Mental Hospitals. 
The Government has set apart a number of institutions for the recep" 

tion and treatment of insane persons, and privatE! institutions may be 
licensed for the purpose. Licenses may be granted also for the reception 
of a single patient, but unauthorised persons are not p8rmitted to take·· 
charge for profit of a person of unsound mind. All institutions for mental',' 
cases, including reception houses, etc., for their temporary accommoda--, 
tion, are iSubject to inspection by the Inspector-GE:Illeral of J\{ental Hos
pitals. With his consent, harmless patiellits may 'be rboarded out or released 
on leave, or they may be discharged to relatives or friends who undertake 
to care for them. 

There are nine Government mental hospitals, in addition to a hospital 
for criminal insane, and three private institutions licE:Illsed to receive 
mental patients. Under an arrangement with the Government of SoutA,. 
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Australia, patients from Broken Hill are accommodated in a hospital in 
that State, the cost of their maintenance being paid by the Government 
of New South Wales. 

At 30th June, 192[;, there were in the mental hospitals and licensed 
houses rin New South Vi"alei,s 7,749 pa;tients~4,325 males 'and 3,424 females; 
in the South .Australian hospitals thel'e ,vere 18 men and 16 women from 

"this State; 210 men and 272 ,vomen were on leave from the institutions; so 
that the tc)tal numbcr of persons under cognisance as being of unsound 
mind was 8,265, consisting of 4,553 males and 3,712 females. These :figures 
are exclusive of voluntary patients. The number at intervals since 1901 
IS shown below:~ 

1 __ N-"l11ber of Mental patient~, Proportion per 1,000 of Population. 
At enll of Year. 

I i Males. I Females. I Total. Males. Females, Total. 

I 
I 

I 
1901 2,684 1,804 4,488 3'72 

I 
2'75 3'26 

1911 

I 

3,810 2,573 6,383 4'27 3'18 3'75 
1916 4,261 

I 

3,020 7,284 4'50 321 3'86 
:: nf)~Jj J: 1921" 4,510 3,432 7,942 4'21 3'33 3'78 
~ ... i' , 

1922* 4,497 3,500 7,997 4'11 3'32 3'72 
1923* 4,456 3,569 8,025 3'99 3'32 3'66 
1924* 4,496 3,649 8,145 396 3'34 3'66 
1925* 4,553 3,712 8,265 3'93 3'33 3'64 

.,--~---~-~ 

• At 30th June. 

The proportion of the population who were under official cognisance as 
mental patients has declined slowly during the last five years. In order to 
'ascertain the general rate of insanity amongst the population, it 'would be 
necessary to take into consideration the patients treated in their homes, 
·and those suffering from mental disorders in a form which does not 
warrant certification as insane nor compulsory detention in a mental hos
pital. 

It is considered a grave defect in the law that it does not make provision 
for the treatment of persons in the early stages of mental derangement, 
when specialised care is most likely to be beneficial. Steps towards meet
ing the needs of such persons were initiated reccntly by the establishment 

. Df a psychiatric clinic, where voluntary patients suffering from the milder 
forms of mental and nervous disorders are, received upon their own 

.. request, Outdoor treatment is provided also. During the year 1924-211 
the number of resident patients under treatment at the clinic was 451, and 
there were 128 in the institution at 30thJ une, 1925. At the other :~tate 
mental hospitals voluntary patients arc treated, and the total number 
resident at 30th .J une, 1925, including those at the psychiatric clinic, was 
278, viz" 147 males and 131 females. 

Reception hous63 have been 8stablished in Sydney, Newcastle, and 
Kenmore (Goulburn), where persons showing symptoms of mental disea,ses 
are placed under observation and cases of short duration are treated, The 
number under observation and care during 1924-25 was 1,695, and 1,008 were 
transferred to mental hospitals. At the State Penitentiary at Long Bay 
80 persons were under observation during the year,and 29 were sent to 
mental institutions. 
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The number of admissions and readmissions to mental hospitals during 
the last five years are shown below:-

Admissions. Re·admissions. I 
Veu ' I ended 30th June. Ii i I -~ 

~~ ___ . _____ .. _-----"-I...._~_!a_le_s·_--:-i _~em~~J_ Total. 
Males. I Female8. I Total. 

1921 

1922 

1923 

1924 

1925 

711 

684 

563 

679 

67:~ 

622 

552 

1,333 I 

1,236 

457 '1,020 

508 

571 

1,187 

1,244 

-:::---1[1 ::--::: 
104 118 222 

95 

102 

114 

82 

209 

184 

Of the admissions and re-admissiom in 1924-25, natives of New South 
Wales numbered 866, England 206, Ireland 70, ,Scotland 50, other British 
countries 184, foreign countries 52. 

During 1924-25 the number of patients who died in mental hospitals 
was 550, or 7'2 per cent. of the average number resident; 573 persons, or 
7'5 per cent., were discharged as recovered; 159, or 2'1 per cent., as re
lieved, and 16 were discharged without showing any improvement. 

The records of persons admitted during 1924-,25 show that, among the 
exciting causes of insanity, mental anxiety and intemperance in drink 
were the most prominent. Among predisposing causes the most important 
were hereditary influence, old age, and congenital defects. 

The average weekly cost of mairitaining mental patients in Government 
institutions during. the year 1924-25 was 258. per patient, of which the 
State paid 21s. ld., the balance being derived from private contributions. 
The following table shows the average weekly cost per patient during the 
last five years:-

Year 
ended 30th 

June. 

1921 

1922 

1923 

1924 

1925 

Annual 
Oost of 

Mainten
ance of 

Patients. 

£ 

512,797 

497,711 

476,181 

518,727 

506,891 

Oost of Maintenance per Patient per week. 

To State. 

s. d, 

23 10 

21 7 

20 9 

22 8 

21 1 

I 
. I 

Private 
Oontributions·l 

I s. d. 

i 3 3 
\ 

I 4 1 

I 3 8 
i 

I 
3 8 

I 

I all 
I 

Total. 

---

s. d. 

27 1 

25 8 

24 5 

26 4 

25 0 

Variations in the cost of maintenance are due mainly to changes in 
rates of wages and in the prices of provisions. The cost of voluntary 
patients is included. During the year ended June, 1925, salaries and ft'l,eB 
amounted to £314,076; the cost of provisions, stores, etc., was £159,856; 
fuel, light, and water, £24,258; and miscellaneous items, £8,701. These 
amounts are exclusive of the value of the farm produotsgrown and oon:~ 
surned at the institutions, viz., £23,616. 
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DEAF-MuTISM AND BLINDNESS. 

The number of persons who were deaf and dumb, as ascertained at the 
cen,sus of 1921, was 761, equivalent to one person to every 2,762 of the 
population, and the number of persons affiicted with blindness was 1,057 
or one person in every 1,989. 

A classification of deaf mutes and blind persons, according to ages, is 
shown below :-

Deaf Mutes. Blind Persons. Proportion per 1,000 
of Population. 

Age Group. 

Males. I Females. j Total. Males. I Females.j Total. Deaf 

I 
Blind. 

~futcs. 

Years. 

I 
[ 

14 and under 89 86 175 39 26 65 '26 I '10 
15-39 205 158 363 137 73 210 '42 I '24 
40-6* 81 92 173 220 132 352 '37 I 'j6 

65 and oyer ... 21 29 50 234 196 430 '55 4'76 
---- ------ ---------------

Total '" 396 365 761* 630 427 1,057* '36 '50 
, 

• Includes 1 male and 2 female blind deaf mutes. 

The care and education of the deaf and dumb and the blind are 
undertaken at several institutions. The New South Wales Institution for 
the Deaf and Dumb and the Blind is maintained partly by Government 
subsidy and partly by public subscriptions. Special educational courses 
are provided the fees being remitted in cases of financial inability. The 
Sydney IndJstrial Blind Institute undertakes the care of the adult blind, 
and provides industl'ial training to enable them' to earn a livelihood. 
Homes for the blind are conducted in connection with this institution,.and 
a free circulating library 6f embossed books is provided. Institutions for 
the instruction of deaf mutes are conducted by Roman, Oatholic religious 
societies at 1Yaratah for girls, and at Oastle Hill for boys. 

Under the Oommonwealth invalid pension system provision is made for 
the payment of pensions to permanently blind persons above the age of 16 
years. 

VVELFARE OF OHILDREN. 

The Ohild WeHare Act of 1923 amended and consolidated the principal 
laws relating to the welfare of children in New South vYales, viz., the 
State Ohildren Relief Act, 1901, the Ohildren's Protection Act, 1902, the 
Infant Protection Act, 1904, and the Neglected Ohildren and Juvenile 
Offenders Act, 1905. 

The provisions of the Ohild Welfare Act which relate to neglecte~ or 
uncontrollable children, juvenile offenders, and children in institutions, 
apply to boys and girls under 18 years of age, and the other sections to 
children under 16 years. The Act authorises two forms of State relief in 
regard to neglected and destitute children, viz., (1) for those children 
who by reason of the death or neglect of parents and guardians, or for 
other reasons, have become wards of the State; and (2) the granting of 
assistance in eases of necessity towards the maintenance of children in 
their own homes. 

, The Ohild Wel£are Act contains provisions for protecting children from 
ill-tl'Eiatment and neglect, for preventing their employment in dangerous 
occupations, and for regulating their employment in public performances 
and in street trading, and the maintenance of young children apart from 
their parcnts in foster homes and in institutions. iSpecialOourts, called 
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Children's Gourts, are maintained to deal with cases relating to juvenile 
offenders and neglected and uncontrollable children, and to adjudicate in 
regard to affiliation proceedings. 

Ohildren may be legally adopted in terms of the Ohild WeHare Act, 
1923, as amended in 1924, orders for adoption being gral1!ted by the Supreme 
Court. 

Orders of a magistrate to compel parents to meet the obligation of 
maintaining their legitimate children are made in terms of the Deserted 
Wives and Ohildren's Acts of 1901 and 1913. Special legislation has been 
passed to facilitate reciprocity with respect to the enforcement of m'ain
tenance orders between New South Wales and other parts of the British 
Empire. 

The Notification of Births Act of 1915 requires that in proclairiwd 
districts the health authorities must be notified within thirty-six hours of 
the birth of ,a child. In this manner cases in which advice or assistance 
is needed are brought under cognis'al1!ce at a stage when measures, to s'afe
guard the health of infants are most efficacious. A Federal law, passed in 
1912, authorises the payment of an allowance of £5 to mothers, which 
:assists in defraying the expenses incidental to childbirth. 

An Act was passed in 1919 to incorporate the Royal :Society for the 
Vi elfare of Jlifothers and Babies, which was established under the tegis 
of the Government in the previous year with the object of co-ordinating 
measures for the welfare of mothers and babies. 

The Juvenile Smoking Suppression Act and the Liquor Act prohibit the 
use of tobacco by juveniles and the supply of intoxicating liquor to them, 
and the Public Instruction Act requires children between the ages of 7 
and 14 years to attend school regularly. The employment of children in 
factorie" and industrial apprenticeship are subject to laws, which are 
discussed in the chapters relating to thtl r Mf1nufacturing Industry and to 
Employment. --

Maternity AZZowances~ 

The }.;[uternity Allowances Act of the Oommonwealth, which came into 
operation on 10th October, 1912, provides for the payment to mothers of 
a sum of £5 in respect of each birth occurring in Australia. Payments are 
made in respect of still-born children if viable, but one allowance only is 
payable in the case of plural births. The allowances may be paid only to 
women who are !l1!habitants of, or who intend to settle in the Oommonwealth, 
and they are not payable to Asiatics or to aboriginal natives of Australia 
or of the Pacific Islands. 

The following statement shows the number of claims passed for payment 
in New South "IV ales in each year of the last five years, in comparison 
with the number of confinements:-

1921 ... 
1922 ... 
1923 ..• 
192t ..• 
1925 ..• 

Year. 
I Confinemen ts. 

I 
(excluding Still

births). 

I 

54,017 
54,641 
53,602 
53,125 
5t,050* 

.. Approximate. 

Maternity Allowances. 

Claims passed for \ 
payment. 

54,390 
55,900 
54,600 
54,]30 
55,100 

Amount. 

£ 
271,950 
279,500 
273,000 
270,650 
275,500 
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It is apparent that all classes of the community, not' only those in needy 
circumstances, claim the benefit provided by the Act, and since its intro
duction it has become customary to register births within a week, though 
the Registration Act allows a period of sixty days. In. each of the last ten 
years the number of claims passed fo'r payment exceeded the number of 
confinements. This is due mainly to the fact that still-births are not 
included in the number of confinements, though maternity allowances are 
paid in ref,pect of the births of viable children. 

Baby Health Centres an& Day Nurseries. 
Facts relating to infant mortality, as shown in the chapter on Vital 

Statistics, indicate that a large proportion of the deaths are due to prevent
able causes, the result in many cases of parental ignor,ance. With the object 
of reducing the wastage, the Government has estaJblished baby health 
centres in various parts of the city and suburbs, and in country towns. 

A staff of nurses and an honorary medical officer are attached to each 
centre. The nurses instruct the mothers in hygiene at the centres and in 
their homes, and make arrangements for medical or dental treatment of 
mothers and. children when necessary 

In 1925 there were 55 centres, viz., 31 in the metropolitan area and 24 in 
the country. During the year 1925 the attendances numbered 190,323, 
and the nurses made 83,757 visits to cases within the areas served by the 
centres. The corresponding figures for the previous year were 165,489 
attendances and 77,575 visits. 

The Royal Society for the Welfare of Mothers and Ohildren has estab
lished two welfare centres in the city. A State baby health centre is 
located in each, also a day nursery, kindergarten, playground, and a milk 
and ice depot. The Society conducts two training schools, where nurses 
may receive post-graduate training in infant hygiene and mothercraft. 
Nurses attached to the baby health centres are required to undergo this 
course and arrangements have been made to train the nurses .engaged by 
the B~sh Nursing Association. About 170 nurses have completed the 
course, including some from other States. Associations of medical prac
titioners and of nurses, charitable organisations, and institutions for chil
dren are affiliated with the Society, the main objects being to save baby 
life, to ameliorate the conditions of life of children up to school age, and 
to ensure proper nursing and health conditions of mothers before and 
after childbirth. 

Three day nurseries have been established in the metropolis by the 
Sydney Day Nursery Association. Mothers who work outside their homes 
may leave their children at the nurseries during the daytime for the sum 
of 6d. per day. Food, clothing, and medical advice are provided, also 
kindergarten tuition. The average attendance is about 90 per day. 

In the outlying country districts nurses engaged by the Bush Nursing 
Association afford assistance to mothers and advise them as to the feeding 
and treatment of children. 

Adoption of Children. 
The Ohild Welfare Act of 1923, as amended in 1924, makes legal pro

vision for the permanent adoption of children upon order of the Supreme 
Oourt in its equitable jurisdiction. Application to the Oourt may be made 
by adopting parents or by the Minister of Public Instruction on their behalf. 
Before granting an application, the Oourt must be satisfied that the adopting. 
parent is fit to have care of the child and to maintain him, and that the 
child's interests win be promoted by the adoption. If over 12 years of age, 
the child',s consent is necessary, unless the Qourt dispenses with it owing 
to specia! circumstances. 
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An order of adoption terminates all rights and liabilities between the 
child and his natural parents, except the right to inherit property by 
reason of kinship. An adopted child is deemed to be the child of th6' 
adopting parent for all purposes, eivil and criminal,and as regards all 
legal and equitable rights and liabilities, but does not acquire any right 
to inherit 'Property under deed, will, etc., unless expressly stated in th6' 
document, nor to prop6rty limited to heirs of the body or transmitted to 
next of kin of a child or any kindred of the adopting parent. An adopted 
child takes the surname of his adopting parent in substitution for his own 
surname, and orders of adoption are registered by the Registrar-General. 
Application for orders of adoption may be 11eard in open court, or in 
public or in private chambers. 

Children under State Sttpervision. 
The function of supervising the children under the care of the State· 

was vested in the State Ohildren Relief Board until the Ohild Welfare Act 
was proc1aimed in December, 1923, when its powers were tl'ansferred to th6' 
Minister for Education. The executive functions of the Ohild Welfare 
Department are conducted by a secretary and staff of ;salaried officers,. 
including a number of inspectors, and provision is made for the appoint
ment of advisory committees to 6xercise such powers as may be prescribed. 

The Government may establish shelters for the reception and temporary 
detention of children, industrial schools, and homes for cases requiring 
segregation or special treatment and the Ohildren's Oourts may order 
near relatives to pay the cost of' maintaining children therein. Ohildren 
in institutions may be apprenticed or placed out in suitable employment 
or may be disch,uged to' the custody of parents or other suitable persons. 

The gross amount expended by the Government dUring the year ended 
31st December, 1924, on account of the services of the State Ohildren 
Relief Department, was £509,291. Of this amount, £138,605 represented 
the cost of maintenance of children boarded. out apart from their parents; 
and allowances to widows and deserted wives towards the support of their 
owp. children amounted to £316,394. Oontributions by parents and rela
tives and repayments of maintenance allowance amounted to £15,719. 
"-The "following statement shows the annual expenditure of the Depart
ment at intervals since 1901-02:-

Year 
ended 
April 

1902 
1912 
1916 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1923 
1924 

-" 
Boarding-out. 

I 
I 

Cottage 
State I 

Children Homes. 
Wards. IWidO~~ etc I ,. 

I 

I £ £ £ 
43,010 19,262 3,371 

I 
46,001 33,742 13,243 
57,996 76,989 1l,599 

I 
109,963 223,583 27,661 
133,555 263,945 30,185 
138,854 289,201 20,120 

;1 128,596 270,492 17,737 
138,605 316,394 22,233 

* April to December. 

--

I 
I Contribu-

tions by Net 
Other I Total Parents and Expenditnre 
Items. Expenditure. other by 

Revenue. Governmento 
I 
I 
I 

I 

£ £ £ £ 
73 65,716 1,542 64,174 

10,187 103,173 4,361 98,812 

I 
10,047 156.631 6,357 150,274 
29,445 390,652 7,713 382,939 

I 29,941 457,626 8,921 448,705 

i 
26,446 474,621 11,210 463,411 
26,606 '443,431 12,560 430,871 
47,718 525,010 15,719 509,291 

t Year ended 31st December. 

The increase in recent years in the amount expended in connection with 
the children boarded out is due partly to an increase in the number of 
children, but in a greater degree to increases in the rates of payment, 
owing to higher cost of living. Thus, in 1916, the average rate 'of payment 
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for children boarded out apart from their parents was about 5s. Gd. per 
week, and for children with their mothers 4s. 6d. The weekly rate 
for children apart from their mothers is now 15s. if under 1 year of age and 
lOs. at ages 1 to 14 years, and the rates for children living with their 
mothers range up to lOs. 

The number of children under the supervision of the State, classified 
in accordance with the statutory provisions under which they were con
trolled, is shown in the following statement. The figures for dates prior to 
December, 1923, relate to the month of April following the year stated. 
The number in December, 1924, was 25,509. 

Classification. I 
I 

I I I 1911. I 1916. 1921. 1922. 1923. 1924. 

State Wards 

···1 
4,677 5,081 5,439 5,078 5,205 5,352 

Children of widows, etc. ... 4,453 7,310 11,854 1l,852 12,039 13,598 
In licensed institutions '··1 263 500 689 697 688 679 
I.'oster homes 

"'1 
559 693 290 316 326 449 

Employed in theatres ... 216 : 180 280 580 680 884 
Engaged in street-trading 856 : 695 1,543 1,836 1,715 1,964 
Qn probation from Children's 

1,566 I Courts . 1,148 1,381 2,391 1,992 2,583 

16,025 1 

---
Total 12,172 21,476 22,750 22,645 25,509 

Children in Charitable Institutions. 
There are a number of children in institutions conducted by religious 

bodies and other organisations where they have been placed by their 
guardians in preference to being boarded out under the State system. 
Some of the institutions receive children from the Children's Courts. 
Those in which children under the age of7 years are received must be 
licensed under the Child Welfare Act. In a few cases the parents. con
tribute towards the l;lupportof the children, but usually they are main
tained by the organisations which conduct t1;1e establishments. , 

At the end of the ;year 1924 there were 3,525 children in these charitable 
institutions. 

I I I I~Ys, 
1924. 

Institutions. 1911. 1916. 1921. 

I Girls. l"ot-al. 

General Public 467 318 405 242 209 451 
Church of England 207 162 326 142 266 408 
Roman Catholic 1,051 1,178 1,575 721 1,068 1,789 
Methodist 27 127 55 28 59 87 
Presbyterian 5 53 360 283 194 477 
Salvation Army 48 179 279 170 143 313 
Hebrew 3 

----------
Total 1,805 2,017 3,003 1,586 1,939 3,525 

The figures in the foregoing table include the inmates under 7 years of 
age who were under the supervision of the State in terms of the Child 
Welfare Act. 

Children in Foster Homes. 

The law regarding the reception of children in foster homes as amended 
by the Child Welfare Act, 1923, prescribes that such pla~es must .be 
licensed if one or more children under 7 years are received. No person, 
without a written order of the Court, may receive a child under 7 years of 
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age to be maintained apart from its mother in consideration of the pay
ment of money. The payments must be by periodical instalments, and the 
instalments may not be paid for more than four weeks in advance, nor 
exceed the sum of 308. per week. . 

The number of foster homes registered in 1924 was 400 and the number 
of children 833. Fourteen of the children died during the year, 240 ,vere 
discharged to their parents, and 130 were removed from State supervision 
for other reasons, so that 449 remained in the foster homes at the end of 
the year. 

State Wards. 
In New South Wales it is an accepted principle that when it is neces

sary for the State to interfere with the conditions of family life in the 
children's interests, the children should be reared in the natural surround
ings of a home. Therefore the boarding-out system has been adopted in 
regard to State wards, and treatment in institutions is restricted to special 
cases. Under the Ohild ·Welfare Act the Jl.finister for Education or person 
authorised by him is the authority to admit children to State control, and 
to board them out, etc. 

The supervision is undertaken by salaried inspectors, whose efforts are 
supplemented by ·honorary officers. W omon inspectors visit infants placed 
out apart from their mothers, and all such infants in the metropolitan 
area must be submitted to medical examination every fortnight during the 
first twelve months of life. 

The children are boarded out until they are 14 years of age to approved 
persons, the maximum number of ohildren under the oare of one guardian 
being three, except in cases of families comprising a greater number, 
brothers and sisters being placed usually in the same home. 

The State wards may be apprenticed with suitable employers or they 
may be restored to the custody of parents or other suitable persons. The 
children may be supervised for two years after their period of boarding:out 
or apprenticeship has terminated. 

For apprentices, the terms of indenture prescribe a wage payment and 
pocket-money on a specified scale, the wages being banked half-yearly to 
the credit of the apprentice. One-third of the accumulated amount is paid 
to them on completion of apprenticeship, the balance remaining at in
terest till age 21 is attained, unless exceptional circumstances arise, when 
the Board may allow the money to be paid earlier. The majority of the 
g'irls are apprenticed in domestic service, and the boys to farmers, orch
ardists, and artisans in country districts. 

The State wards in December, 1924, consisted of 2,861 boys and 2,491 
girls, and they were distributed as follows:-

Classification. Boys. Girls. Total. 

---
Boarders-Subsidised 2,182 1,829 4,011 

Unsubsidised 168 196 304 
Adopted 109 198 307 
Apprentices 402 268 670 

Total 2,861 . ----;,491-1 5,352 

Relief of Childl·en of Widows, etc. 
A most important provision of the Ohild Welfare Act provides for con

tributions towards the support in their own homes of the children of 
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,widows in necessitous cir'cumstanccs or of wives deprived of their Jms
bands' support through desertion, illness, infirmity, or imprisonment. Re
lief in this form had been distributed by the State Ohildren Relief Board 
before the Ohild 'Welfare Act camEl into operation, and that Act ,authorised 
the payment of contributions to mothers of illegitimate children. In 
1924, contributions v,ere paid to 5,180 mothers lor the support of 13,598 
children. 

Relief is not payable under the Ohild Welfare Act in respect of children 
whose mothers are qualified for widow's pensions, but the Ohild WeHare 
Department will continue to assist the children of widows who are not 
eligiNe for such pensions, such as those for whom invalid pensions are 
provided by the Oommonwealth Government. 

Deserted Children. 
In cases of desertion of wife or of legItimate children, the husband or 

father may be ordered, in terms of the Deserted \Vives and Ohildren 
Acts, to pay weekly or monthly contributions for their support. Oases in 
relation to illegitimate children were dealt with under the Infant Protec
tion Act, which was consolidated by the Ohild Welfare Act. The father 
may be ordered to pay the expenses incidental to birth and to make 
periodical payments for maintenance. In certain cases the mother also 
may be required to contribute. For disobedience of or non-compliance 
with orders under these Acts offenders may be fined, or they may be 
committed to prison, and from the value of their work while in prison the 
eost of their upkeep may be deducted and the balance applied to the satis
faction of the orders. 

The Interstate Destitute Persons Act of 1919 which was proclaimed 
in 1921, makes provision for recipl'ocity with the ~ther Australian States 
for executing summonses for maintenance and for enforcing maintenance 
(Jrders, and the :M-aintenance Orders (Facilities for Enforcement) Act, 
1923, provides for reciprocity between New South Wales and other parts 
(Jf the British Empire for such orders except orders of affiliation. 

The following statement shows the number of cases in respect of wife 
and child desertion dealt with in the Oourts of Petty Sessions and the 
Children's Oourts during the year 1924:-

Applications for Orders, II Non'compliance with 'Orders, 

Cases. 
Order I Order 
made. refnsild, 

I 

--Ii I " 
Case II Order . Defend· i ~th~ 
wlth- I obeyed : ant I drawn 

drawn, I snbse-' im- or dll-
:' quently. !prisoned. \ missed. 

For maintenance-vVife 1,109 1 207 819 I 9421 585
1 

1,236 
Child 654 . 68 253 i 1,174 I G65 . 890 

For expenses (Infant Protection 
211 I 23 71 i: Act)' 141 ___ 41 6 

Total 1,974 1 298 1- 1,143 I, 2,130 I 1,254 i 2,132 

In regard to four applications for orders which were granted, the mothers 
were respondents. Three WO,ll1en were charged with non-compliance with 
orders, which they obeyed subsequently. 

Delinqnent Children. 
Since 1905 cases of juvenile offenders under the age of 16 years have 

been dealt with in the Ohildren's Oourts, by magistrates with special 
qualifications for the treatment of delinquent children. Under the Ohild 
Welfare Act the jurisdiction of the Ohildren's Courts extends to o:fl'enderl 
up to 18 years of age. 
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Leniency is an outstanding feature in the treatment of the young 
offenders, and a large number are released after admonishment, or on pro
bation, committal to an institution being a final resort. The children 
brought before the courts are classified into distinct groups, according to 
the special treatment they require, consideration being given to the 
character of the child and the ciTCUlnstances surrounding the committal 
of the offence, the home environment, the character of Ithe parents, and the 
nature of their control. 

Ohildren committed to institutions may be detained in custody until the 
expiration of the period specified by the Oourt, or until reaching the age 
of 18 years. They may be indentured as apprentices with suitable em
ployers or restored to the custody of parents or guardians. 

A truant school is conducted at Guildford for the detention of boys 
under 14 years of age who are persistent truants. The average period of 
detention is between two and three months. The gross eIlrolment during 
1924 was 189, and the average daily attendance 59. 

The other State institutions for the reformation and training of delin
quent children arc the Farm Home for Boys at 11ittagong, the Gosford 
Farm Home for Boys, and the Girls' Industrial School at Parramatta. 
Under certain conditions children may be committed to approved institu
tions establisherl by the religious organisations. 

The 11:ittagong Farm Home is primarily for the reception of children 
who require treatment before being released on probation, and others 
guilty of minor delinquencies. The Cosford iI}stitution is for older boys, 
who need stricter discipline or who show tendencies liable to be developed 
into criminal habits, and for those who have failed to respond to probation 
or to treatment in the Mittagong Farm Home. At Gosiord 303 boys were 
admitted during the year 1924, and 162 were discharged. The number at 
the end of the year was 248. The Industrial School for Girls at Parramatta 
is divided into two branches for the purpose of classifying the inmates, and 
a training home is attached. The institution receives uncontrollable girls 
between the ages of 13 and 16 years. During the year 1924 the number 0:£ 
girls admitted was 137, and 106 were discharged. The number remaining 
at 31st December, 1924, was 152. 

Mentally-deficient Ohildren. 
Efforts are being made to establish a comprehensive system for the treat

ment of feeble-minded children in New South "Vales. Accommodation is 
available in the State mental hospitals for children who may be classed as 
lunatics or idiots, and some of the cottage homes for State wards are reserved 
for the feeble-minded, the older boys being trained in such trades as boot
making, tailoring, toymaking, and carpentering, as well as in outdoor work. 
Provision is necessary, however, for all children incapable of acquiring 
education in the ordinary schools, who with special tuition may be taught to 
engage in useful employment under supervision. As a preliminary step the 
DCIj)artment of Education has endeavoured in recent years to ascertain the 
number of children requiring such treatment. During the last two years 
medical inspectors, when visiting the schools, have tested all the children 
who appeared to be subnormal, and the experience indicates that among 
nearly 100,000 children about 1 per cent. are in need of special education. 
Classes for such children have been established at eight schools in the 
metropolitan district. The classes are limited to about 15 pupils, so that 
each may receive individual attention, and in some cases the children have 
made sufficient progress for transfer to the ordinary schools. 

A residential school for subnormal children is being built at Glenfield. 
Four cottages and a central administrative building are being erected on a 
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plan which will allow the construction of four additional cottages if 
required. Each cottage will accommodate 32 children. The site occupies 
110 acres in a healthy locality, 4 miles from Liverpool, and the buildings 
are being connected with the metropolitan water supply and electricity 
systems. The institution will probably be opened before the end of the year 
1926. 

Ernployrnen t of Children. 
In other chapters of this volume particulars are shown regarding the 

employment of children in factories and as apprentices. There are two 
classes of employment in which children may not ,be employed unless licensed 
under the Ohild Welfare Act, viz., in public theatrical performances and :n 
street trading. 

Theatre licenses may be issued in respect of children over 7 years, subject 
to such restrictions and conditions as the Minister may think fit. The 
licerrses may be rescinded at any time upon sufficient cause being shown. 

Street trading IS defined as hawking newspapers, matches, flowers 
or other. articles, singing or performing for profit, or any like occupation 
conducted in a public place. Girls are not allowed to engage in street 
trading, and the boys under 16 years must be licensed. The minimum age 
at which a license is granted is 12 years, or in case of certain occupa
tions, 14 years. Licenses are renewable half-yearly, and licensees are re
quired to wear a metal arm-badge whilst trading. 

Precautions 'are taken by supervisors to ensure the regular school atten
dance of licensees under 14 years of age. Boys between the ages of 12 and 
14 may trade between the hours of 7 a.m. and 7 p.m.; and boys over 14 yean, 
of age, between 6 f..m. and 10 p.m. 

Particulars relating to the licenses issued during the last five years are 
shown below the figures for theatre licenses being for the calendar years 
stated, and those relating to street trading licenses for the years ended 
three months later:-

Year. 

1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 

Theatre 
Licenses 

issued. 

400 
280 
580 
680 
884 

Street Trading Licenses. 

A pplications by Boyo. 

. Under 14[ 14 to 16 I Total. 
years of age. years of age. 

749 
990 

1,169 
1,263 
1,415 

369 
595 
721 
501 
564 

1,118 
1,585 
1,890 
1,764 
1,979 

Licenses 
Granted. 

1,058 
1,543 
1,836 
1,715 
1,964 . 

The majority of the street trading licenses are issued to newspaper 
vendors; 1,914 applications in the year 1924 were for hawking newspapers, 
and 50 for hawking other articles. 

:Afedical Inspection of School Children. 
A system of medical inspection of school children was organised in New 

South Wales in 1913. The inspections are conducted by a staff attached to 
the Department of Education, consisting of 19 medical officers, 19 dentists 
(including S only partly employed in school work), S nurses, a~d 15 dental 
assistants. 

Under existing arrangements an annual visit of inspection is made to 
nearly every school in the metropolitan area for the examination of the 
children in the first-class and those whose thirteenth birthday occurs in the 
year. Mediqal supervision is maintained in regard to special cases .• and an 
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annual test is made of the vision of all the children. Outside the metro
politanarea a triennial visit is paid to each school, so that every child is 
examined twice during the period of compulsory school attendance, i.e., 
between the ages of 7 and 14 yea,rs. 

Parents are notified of their children's defects', and are urged to have 
them treated. In the Metropolitan district children may be treated as out
door patients a,t hospitals, or at the school dental dinics, two in number. 
In the country 2 oculists treat defects of vision, and there are 11 travelling 
dental clinics. One of the oculists is in charge of a ,travelling hospital, to 
which are attached ,two of the dental clinics. 

During 1924 the children examined by the staff of the travelling hospital 
numbered 3,271; 357 were treated by the oculist and 1,577 by the dentists. 
At the dental clinics 7,009 children were treated in Sydney, and 16,837 by 
the travelling clinics. 

Excluding those examined by the travelling hospital, 98,976 children 
were examined during 1924; those notified as requiring medical or dental 
treatment represented 46'3 per cent., medical defects being found in 18'5 
per cent. 

During the triennium, 1922-24, the number of school pupils examined was 
261,370. Of this number, 48 !per cent. were found to have defects. The 
chief defects were dental, 95,576 cases, in 36'5 per cent. of those examined; 
nose and throat, 34,624 cases, in 13 per cent.; vision, 13,601 cases, in 5 per 
cent.; hearing, 8,358 cases, in 3 per cent. The number of children treated 
subsequently represented 53'6 per cent. of those found to have defects. 

OHARITABLE RELIEF. 

In addition 11:0 hospitals for the treatment of sickness or disease, there 
exist both in the metropolis and in the country other institutions, such as 
homes for the aged and for children, also societies for granting casual 
aid to indigent persons, and for the help of discharged 'Prisoners. 

The State maintains' five asylums, others are maintained partly by State 
aid and partly by private contributions, and a few are wholly dependent on 
private aid. 

Four of the State asylums are for 'men and one is for women. These 
inst1itutions were establiRhed as asylums for aged and desti,tute persons. 
but since the introduction of the old-age pension system the character of 
the work of three of the institutions has changed considerably, and they 
are used to a large extent for the treatment of chronic ailments. They con~ 
tain special wards for persons suffering from cancer, tuberculosis, and 
venereal diseases. ,. "., 

The average number resident in the State asylums during the year 1924 
was 3,282, as compared with 3,323 during the previous year. The average 
cost per inmate was £40 ls. 9d. In the hospitals attached to the three 
institutions 6,103 cases of illness were treated during 1924--males, 4,969, 
and females 1,134--and at the end of the year 1,311 cases remained under 
treatment. 

The total number of inmates in the charitable institutions during the 
year 1924 was 28,588 persons, including 11,589 children. The discharges 
numbered 19,920, and the deaths 1,085. The number remaining at the end 
of .the year was 8,668, viz., 2,916 men, 1,315 women and 4,437 children. 
The receipts amounted to £890,107, including State aid, £663,712, and the 
expenditure to £921,519. The value of the outdoor relief afforded by the 
institutions ;was estimated at £19,388. 

A number of societies are active in the matter of charitable relief, e.g., 
nursing, ambulance, and shipwreck relief; and in many suburbs and 
coull-try towns benevolent societies have been formed for the relief of local 
distress. 
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For the purpose of organising and controlling the ambulance and trans
port services a board has been incorporated under an Act passed in 1919 
and amended in 1924. The board delimits certain districts for adminis
trative purposes, and in each district a committee is elected annually by 
the Contributors to its funds. 

The District Nursing Association and the Bush Nursing Association 
engage nurses to visit the sick, gratuitously if needed, the former in the 
metropolitan and the latter in the country districts. Public charitable 
collections are made periodically for the relief of distress or with the 
object of increasing the revenue of hospitals and charitable agencies. In 
the MetrOiPolitan district during 1924-25 the Hospital Saturday Fund col
lected voluntary subscriptions and donations amounting to £35,168, and 
the United Oharities Fund, £7,245. 

The following is a comparative statement of the receipts and expenditure
of the charitable institutions and societies:-

____ pa_r_ti_cu_la_r_s. ____ ~ ___ J 1901. 11911. I 1916. 1921. 1~4_._ 

Institutions and Societies... .. 1 __ ~~1_190 I_:~ __ :~! __ :~ 
Receipts- £ I £ £ £ I £ 

State Aid .. , 153,752 192,941 317,429 668,044 'I 755,218 
Subscriptions, etc. 34,906 78,786 109,901 229,547 I 263,277 
Other 44,999 I 67,519 81,841 68,363 II 127,137 

Total '233~657T339,246509~m 965~954 1."C1-45,632 

Expenditure- -~--I---'----- -----1----
Buildings and Repairs 40,247 I 21,063 24,617 41,771 I 56,634 
Maintenance, Salaries, 'Vages... 174,679' 293,460 448,097 871,475 i 9il,929 
Other... 39,008 I 1I,142 24,981 39,371 II 99,594 

Total "'1253~9341325~6651497~ 952:6i7,~,128,157 
Financial aid from the State in 1924 amounted to £'755,218, or nearly 

66 per cent. of the total revenue. It included £701,596 paid by the State 
in respect, of Governmental charitable ins1Jitutions, the baby health cenitres, 
the Aborigines Protection Board, and the boarding out of children. 

PROTEOTION OF THE ABORIGINES. 

At a census taken by the Aborigines Protection Board on 1st June, 1925, 
there were enumerated 1,081 full-bloods and 5,991 half-castes, as well as a 
number of quadroons and octoroons. 

The protection of the aboriginal natives of New South Wales is the 
function of a Board consisting of the Inspector-General of Police and 
other members, up to ten in number, appointed by the Governor. 

On a; number of reserves set apart for aborigines in various localities, 
dwellings have been erected, and assistance in the form of food and clothing 
is supplied when necessary. The number of aborigines receiving aid III 

June, 1925, was 1,956. 
Aboriginal children are required to attend school until the age of 14 

years, and schools have been established for their exclusive use. The Board 
may assume conItrol of the children and apprentice them, or place them in 
a training home. Tihere is a training home for girls at Oootamundra, and 
a home for boys at Kinchela, on the Macleay River. 

The expenditure by the Aborigina'l Protection Board during the year 
ended 301ib.June, 1925, amounted to £41,85'7; including £22,322 for general 
maintenance, £5,00'7 for the purchase of stores, £9,28'7 for educational. pur
poses, and £945 for medical attention and other services. An amount of 
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£4,296 was expended in connection with products raised on the reserves, and 
£5,474 were received as revenue from sales. The net expenditure during 
the year was £36,383. 

PENSIONS. 
In New South Wales pensions are Iprovided for the aged, for the per

manently invalided, for persons incapacitated during war service, for the 
dependents of deceased soldiers and sailors, and since J\!1arch, 1926, for 
widows with dependent children. Provision is made also for superannua
tion in some sections of the Government services. Several of the banking 
companies and other firms have made arrangements for the superannuation 
of employees, but particulars are not available. 

Old Age and Invalid Pensions. 
The payment of old-age pensions in New South Wales was initiated by 

the State Government on 1st August, 1901, and pensions to persons over 
the age of 16 years permanently incapacitated for any work became payable 
under the Invalidity and Accidents Pensions Act ,passed by the State Parlia
ment in 1907. Both systems were transferred subsequently to Federal 
control, and the Government of the Commonwealth commenced, on 1st .T uly, 
1909, to pay old-age pensions to men and women over 65 years of age, and 
fln 15th December, 1910, old-age pensions to women on attaining the age of 
60 years, and pensions to invalids. 

Naturalised persons are eligible for pensions, but alicns, Asiaiic~ (except 
those born in Australia), and aboriginal na:tives of Australia, Africa, the 
islands of the Pacific, and of New Zealand, are disqualicfied. A pension is 
not payable to any pel'son if the net capital of ,his <property, exclusive of the 
value of hi'S horne, exceeds £400. 

For old-age pensions ,the age qualification is 60 years for women and 65 
;y;ei1rs for men, with a reduction to 60 years in the case of men permanently 
incapacitated. The prescribed period ofresiderrce in Australia is twenty 
years continuously, but absences amounting in 1.he aggregate to one-tenth 
of ,the total period of residence :do not involve disqualification. 

Invalid pensions are payable to persons over the age of 16 years who 
have resided :continuously for at lea:st five years, and [have become incapaci
tated or ,blind, in Australia, also to persons permanently incapacitated or 
blind by reason of congenital defect if they were brought to Australia 
before ,the age of 3 years or have res,ided in Australia continuously for 
twenty years. Invalid pensions are not payable to persons whose relatives, 
i.e., father, mother, husband, wife, adequately maintain them. 

The maximum old-age or invalid .pension was £26 per annum until 12th 
October, 1916, when it was raised to £32 lOs. Subsequently it was increased 
to £39 as from 15th January, 1920, to £45 lOs. as from 13th September, 1923, 
and to £52 from 8th Octoher, 1925. The maximum rate is reduced pro
portionately in respect of any income or property 0.£ the cla'imant, so ,that 
the pensioner's income will not eXlce(ld the statutory limit, which was fixed 
ilit £78 per annum in ,septemher, 1923, and at £84 10s. in Octo her, 1925. 
The pension payable to a permanently blind person, however, may be at 
such a rate up to the maximum as will make his income equal to an amount 
not exceeding the living wage. In computing income, 'benefits accruing 
from friendly societies, trade unions, etc., are not included; nor gifts and 
allowances from children or grandchildren, war pensions paid to dependents 
of soldiers, etc., war gratuities, allowances under the Miners' Accident 
Relief Act of New South Wales, nor compensation under the Seamen's 
Compensation Act. Wbere claimants receive board and lodgings the value 
thereof up to 128. 6d. per week is included as 'income, also, in ,the caS€l of 
blind men under 65 yeal'S of age and of blind! women under 60, an amount 
equivalent to the wages they could earn Iby reasonable effort. 
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If a pensioner becomes an inmate of a public hospital his pension is 
suspended, but when he is disoharged therefrom payment 'is resumed and 
he is enrtitl:ed to the pension for the peTiiod of suspension up to a maximum 
of four weeks' instalment. If a pensioner remains in hospital for twenty
eight days, or if he is an inmate of a public beneV'olent asylum, he receives 
whilo in ~he insti,tution an allowance instead of a full pension. The amount 
of such allowances was fixed at 3s. per week in September, 1923, and at 4s. 
in October, 1925. In t,he case of these pensioncr~ it is the practice of the 
Federal Government to pay to the institutions for their maintenance 
allo,wances at the rate of lOs. 6d. per week. 

T,he following statementehows, in respect of old-age and invalid pensions, 
the appEeations received in New South ,"Vales, the number of pensionJS 
current, and the average rate and to,tal liability in recent year·s .in com
parison with similar information for 1911-12, the first year of Oommonwealth 
conrtrol:-

I I I Estimated 
Pensions current in Ne';'1 South I Ayera~e I Estimated . Annual 

Year ended "'ales at 30th June. I'Veekly R3.te i Annual Liability pey 
30th June. New Glaims. i o;/a~n:b~~' I Liabi1it~7, I head of 

I 

Females, I as at 30th Population, 
Males. 

I 
Total. ' June. I June. as at 30th 

I June. 

Old·age Pensions. 
s. d. £ s. d. 

1912 4,763 13,639 16,029 29,668 9 7 7::14,526 8 7 
1921 5,727 16,033 23,004 39,O~7 14 1 1,428,258 13 8 
1922 5,280 16,498 23,567 40,065 14 3 1,484,678 13 11 
1923 5,851 17,016 24,201 41,220 14 2 l,ri21,0,8 13 11 
1924 7,341 18,1 i9 25,564 4:1,74:1 Hl 9 1,900,i20 17 1 
19:?5 6,883 19,024 26,563 45,592 16 9 1,981,772 17 5 

Invalid Pensions. 
s. d. £ s. d. 

1912 1,784 2,549 2,278 4,827 9 9 121,836 1 5 
1921 3,278 7,016 8,:~71 15,387 14 9 588,588 5 8 
1922 2,924 7,166 8,7~1 15,897 14 8 fi06,788 5 8 
1923 2,529 7,357 8,995 16,352 14 8 6:!3,29S 5 8 
1924 3,118 7,763 9,751 17,514 17 2 782,470 7 () 

1925 3,071 8,073 10,302 18,375 17 3 822,146 7 3 

At 30th June, 192fl, the number of pensioners in public benevolent 
asylums in New South Wales was 1,552, and the annual liability for t}leir 
pensions at tlhe rate 3s. per week was £12,106. 

T,he old-age and the invalid pensionerfl in New South Waloo as at 
30th June, 1925, represented respectively 2'fl2 and 8'1 per 1,000 of popula
tion, as compared with 20 per 1,000 and 7'6 per 1,000 in the Oommon
wealth. The number and proportion of pensioners have increa.sed appre
ciably with each increase in the maximum rate and in the value of properly 
which ll, pensioner may hold without disqualification. 

The total expenditure by the Oommonwealth on invalid and old-age 
pensions during the year ended 30th June, 1925, was £6,992,905, of which 
an amount of £6,896,"101 wa'S paid as pensions, and £96,504 to public benevo
lent asylums and hospitals for the maintenance of pensioners. In addition, 
the Gost of administration amounted to £94.486. 

Widows' Pensions. 
The Widows' Pensions Act, 1925, provides for the payment of pensions 

to widows wi,th dependent children. A widow is not qualified to receive a 
pension under the Actupless she was domiciled in New South Wales at the 
date of her husband's dea,th, is residing in the s,tate at the date of her 
application for a pension, and has been so residing continuously for a 
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IJeriod of three years, and has wholly or mainly dependent upon her for 
support ,a ehild, stepchild, or child legally adopted before her widOl,"hood, 
who is under the age of 14 years. Oontinuous residence is not deemed to 
have been interrupted by occ,asional absences not exceeding one-tenth of 
the total period of residence, nor by absences during which the widow's 
children or her home were in Now South "Vales. A pension may not be 
paid to any widow if the magistrate who investigates her claim is not 
satisfied that s'ho is of good character and that the pension will be properly 
used for the support of .herself and her elrildren; nor if she is receiving any 
other pension or allowance exceeding the amount of pension iwhich, other
wise qualified, she would receive under this AClt; nor if she is an alien, or an 
Asiatic born 'Out of Australia, or an aboriginal native of Africa, the islands 
of the Pacific, or New Zealand. 

The maXiimum rate of pension is £1 per week in respect of the widow, 
and an additional amount of lOs. per week in respect of each dependent 
child under 14 years of age. The nmount payable in each case isascer
tained by ·deducting from the maximum rate £1 per annum for eaClh £1 by 
which the net income of tlhe widow exceeds £78 per annum. For this 
purpose a widow's income is deemed ,to include any pension or allowance 
under any othcr Act; the earnings of the widow or her children under 
14 years of age fro:l1 personal eff.orl; 5 per cent. of any real or personal 
property of the widow or her children which produces less than 5 per cent. 
per ammill', except the house in 'which they reside and the furniture and 
personal effects t,herein; 25 per cent. of the earnings 0.£ children over 14 
years of a;ge residing with ,t,he widow; and any 'payment for the children's 
maintenance or education from any estate, etc. Her income is not deemed 
to include sick allowance or funeral benefit from any society, nor money 
received under ,an ,assurance policy on the destruction or damage of pro
perty; and, ,if the widow is raying rent for her;home, the amount of the 
rent np toa Imaximum of £78 'Del' annum is deducted from her income. 

Every claim for a pension~ is investigated by a 'police or stipendiary 
magistrate, and is determined by the Registrar of 'Widows' Pensions upou 
his recommendation. Against the findings of a magistrate the claimant 
may appeal to tre Minister, wlo may cause an inve8tigation to be made by 
tho Registrar,and the Minister's decision is fina1. The payment of each 
pension is authorised by a pension certifieate, wJlich is issued for a term 
not exceeding one year, and must :be renewed 'upon the expiration of the 
period. Pensions are not payable during anyperioC! while the pensioner 
resides out of Now ISouth Wales, except during occasional rrbsence during 
\7hich 'her family or home is in tihe State. Pensions are terminated on the 
mania,ge of 'a 'Pensioner or on the date she becomes qualified to receive an 
oId-ageor 'inv;1lid pension under :Federal legislation. On the death of a 
widow the guardian 0.£ her children is entitled, with the :Minister's approval, 
to rece~ve the pension payable in respect of them. 

The pensions became payable on 10th :March, 192ft The number of 
applications received up to the end of April, 1926, was 5,181, and at rtJhe 
middle of the following month nearly 3,000 pensions were :being paid and 
a large number of the claims were still under investigation. 

War Pensions. 
1'he Commonwealth Government organised the Department of Repatria

tion, which commenced operations in April, 1918, to undertake the r8-
establishment in civil life of the soldiers and sailors who were enlisted for 
service during the European war. The assistance afforded by the Depart
ment includes the payment of sustenance allowances, the provision of 
employment, vocational training, medical treatment, and general assistance 
in mattprs of business and social welfare. In Ju1y, 1920, the war pensions 
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system previously under the con trol of the Treasury was transferred to 
the Repatriation Department. The general administration: of the Repatria
tion Department, in terms of the Australian Soldiers' Repariation Act, 
192()-22, is entrusted to three commissioners appointed by the Governor
Genemll, ,and a BoalTd of three members in each State. The work of assist
ing returned soldiers and sai'lors to acquire houses is underta'ken by a 
separa:te Ol'gamisation, the ,Var Service Homes Commissiol1. 

,Var pensions are granted upon the death or incapacitation, as the result 
of warlike operations, of members of the naval or military forces. The 
rates of pension payable on total incapacity range from £4 4s. to £6 per 
fortnight, according to rank. A special rate of 'pension amounting 
to £8 per fortnight is payable to members of the forces who have been 
blinded, or incapacitated for life to such 8n extent as to be precluded from 
earning more than a n('gligible percelltsge of a living wage. The special 
rate may be granted alw to tubercular cases. In cases of partial incapa
city the rate'3 arc assessed by the CommissioneT5. The wife of a totally 
incapacita'ted member receives a pension ranging from £1 16s. per fort
night to £3 pel' fortnight. Widows receive from £2 7s. to £6 pcr fortnight. 
Widowed moth81'S receil'e pensions ranging from £2 to £6 per fortnight, 
and a pension is payable on account of each child under 16 years of age. 

The number of pensioners under the ,Val' Pensions Act as at 30th June, 
1925, was as fol1o-w8 :--

I 
New South waies. I Commonwealth. 

[
A ,-erage I . b I A verng-e 

; N
p

Ul1l!)er of Fortnightlv Npum. er of j Fortnightly 
i enSlOners. Rate. ~ I enSlOners. iRate. , , 

Pensioners. 

---..... -._- .. 0--- .----1-- ...... - "---'~------I---'-

I 
£ s. d. I £ s. d. 

Incapacitated Roldiers 
Dependents of Deceased Soldiers ... 
Dependents of Ineal,iwitated Soldiers 

Total ... 

.. 23.966 1]9 5 72,]28 1 15 1 

. .. : 11570}0 17 a 42,59~}0 16 9 

... :.~440 ' ___ 1-.!..2~~1 ___ . 
"1 75,976 I 1 4 3 I 244,597 I 1 2 1 

At 30th June, 1925, there were 75,97'6 war pensions current in ::'\few 
South :\Vlales, and the annual liabHity was estimated to be £2,394,808. The 
actual expenditure on account of pensions in New South Wales during the 
year ended 30th .June, 1925, was £2,456,746, the total expenditure in the 
Commonwealth being £7,178,226. The cost of administration was £148,349. 

Government Sen'ice Pensions. 

The existing pension funds for employees of the State Government of 
New South \Vales are the Public Service Superannuati-on Fund, the Police 
Superannuation and Reward Fund, and the Government Railways .super· 
annuation Fund. An Act which provides for the superannuation of em
ployees of the Commonwealth Government came into operation on 22nd 
November, 1922. These funds are maintained partly by deductions from 
officers' salaries and partIy by grants from the public revenue. 

,Special provision is made by the State Government for pensions to 
judges, the amount paid from Consolidated Revenue during the year ended 
30th June, 1925, being £6,124. 

The first Public Service Superannuation Fund in New South Wales was 
established by the Civil Service Act, 1884, but in 1895 the admission of 
new contributors was discontinued and the existing contributors were given 
the option of withdrawing from the fund. The officers who elected to dis
continue their contributions are entitled under prescribed conditions to 
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receive refunds and gratuities on retirement. Officers who have continued 
to contribute are entitled to an annual pension equal to one-sixtieth of the 
average annual salary for the last three years' service, multiplied by the 
;years of sGl'vice, not exceeding forty, the pensions being payable on retire
ment through incapacity or at age 60, 01' on abolition of office. The 
amOl-mts payable iTom the fund in excess of eontTibutions are paid out of 
Oonsolidated Revenue. During the yaar 1924-25 1:lhe 6.~pffildiimre wag. 
£196,323, consisting of ,;::enslons, £186,368, and refunds of contributions, 
£9,955. Contributions by public senants amounted to £5,599. On 30th 
.Tune, 1925, there were 765 Olncers in receipt. of pensions amounting to 
£167,8'lc6. Tn addition, 168 officers, who had been transferred to the Oom
monwealth Service, were receiving pensions mY-ounting ;[0 £40,195, a 
portion, £15,382, being payable by the State and the balance by the Cbm
momyealth Goyernment. Oertain Government officers received pensions, 
from an annual appropriation in terms of the Oonstitution Act, the 
aggregate amount paid during 1924-25 being £376. 

The existing Public Service Superannuation Fund was constituted by 
the provisions of the Superannuation Acts, 1916 and 1918, which provide a 
scheme of pensions and other benefits for employees of the New South 
\Vales Government and other public bodies, except those subject to the 
Railway Service and Police Superannuation Acts. One-half of the cost of 
the scheme is borne by the ,employees, except where otherwise provided, 
and the balance by the employers. The age of retirement is 60 years, but 
women may elect to contribute for retirement at age 55. Upon the death of a 
eontl,ibutor or pensioner his widow receives one-half of the amount of 
pension for which he has contributed, and £13 per annum for each child 
under 16 years of nge. Oontributions by employees are cDmpu]sory and 
yary in accordance with the age and salary of the contributor, Tables, 
showing the rates of contributions and of pensions were published in the 
1919 edition of this Year Book. 

Oertain sections of the Superannuation Act, which conferred pension 
rights without contributions 011 emp~oyees who had reached the age of 60 
years, came into force in 1916, and the other provisions on 1st July, 1919. 

1i t 30th June, 1925, the nmn her of employees contributing to the fund 
WitS 18,2'23, viz,., 12,101 mon an0 6,122 women. The pensions in force in 
respect of conb:ibutors numbered 1,160, amounting to £78,115 annually, and 
1,704 pensions were p'lyable in respect of persons who had not contributed 
to the fund, the annual amount being £121,467. During the year ended 
30th June, 1925, the income of the fund amounted to £1,094,778, including 
contributions due by employee5 £256,028 and £555,153 due by employers. 

The funds of the Board at 30th .Tune, 1925, amounted to £6,731,147, in
cluding £3,294,457 invested in securities and £2,704,591 due for employers' 
contributions. ~<\n agreement l1as been made between the Superannuation 
Board and the State Treasury for the payment of the Orown contributions 
by equated payments of £348,000 per annum for a period of twenty years. 

A pension fund for the police force was established in 1899, amending' 
legislation being passed in 1906. Annual contributions by members of the 
~ervice are at the rate of 4 per cent. of salary. .other sources of revenue 
are penalties imposed on members of the police force, penalties and damages 
awarded to the police as prosecutors, and the proceeds of the sale of un
claimed good'! in possession of the police. The amount of pension payable, 
to members who ent6!'cd the police 88r\,ic8 prior to 1906 is graduated in 
accordance with length of service. The retiring age is 60 years, except 
in, cases of incapacitation, but under prescrihed conditions the services of 
any member of the force may be retained until he reaches the age of 65 
years. During the year ende] 30th .Tune, 1925, the receipts of the Police 
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Superannuation and Reward Fund amounted to £200,425, including deduc
tions from salaries, £61,225, and special appropriation from Oonsolidated 
ltOvenue, £13D,200. The disbursements, £200,853, included pensions, 
£191,584; gratuities, £6,270; and miscellaneous, £2,999. 

The Rai,lway Service Superannuation Fund was established in October, 
1D10. The contributions from employees of the railway and tramway 
IOcrvices are at the rate of H per cent. of salary, and the State provides all 
that is necessary bcyond such contributions. The amount of pension 
payable is one-sixtieth of the average annual salary during term of service, 
multiplied by the number of years of service, the maximum pension being 
two-thirds of the average salary. At BOth June, 1925, there were 42,994 
r;ontributors. The number of pensions in foree was 2,747, amounting in 
the aggregate to £210,186 per annum. Since the inception of the fund 4,018 
pensions have been grante:], and 1,127 pensioners have died; 130 officers 
under 60 have been re-employed, and 14 pensions have been written off 
the books. During the year 1924-25 the receipts of the fund amounted to 
£236,720, including contributions by employees, £169,871, and an amount of 
£66,000 from the Oonsolidated Revenue. The disbursements, representing 
pensions, gratuities, refunds, etc., amounted to £238,070. The total amount 
paid in pensions since the inception of the fund on 1st October, 1910, was 
£1,580,055, and the total sU'bsidy from the Consolidated Revenue Fund 
amounted to £2iJl,850. 

In the Superannuation Fund for the Oommonwealth Public Sel'v~ce as 
at 30th Juno, 1925, there were 28,024 contributors, of whom 9,896 were 
in the State of New ,South 'Vales. 

THRIFT. 

Evidence that thl'ift in practised extensively in New South Wales is 
found in the strong position of friendly societies---'both in membership 
and £nanees; in the increasing proportion of savings bank depositors and 
larger average amounts at credit; in the flourishing condition of life ·as
surance institutions ; and in the growth of Starr-Bowkett Building Societies 
and co-operative trading societies. 

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES. 

Friendly Societies for many years have exercised a strong influence for 
good among the industrial classes by inculcating habits of thrift, and by 
preventing and relieving distress. 

So long ago as 1834 the first friendly society in New South Wales, the 
Australian Union Benefit Society, was established, and it is still operating. 

The earliest societies were founded by former members of English orders 
. who had emigrated to Australia before the business of friondl,v societies in 
Great Britain was placed on fl scientific basis, and subjected to legal regula
tion. The first bodies, therefore, performed their functions with little 
supervision until 1899, when an Act of Parliament conferred on the Regis
trar power to inspect lodge-books and to prosecute in cases of defalcation, 
nnd authority to enforce the adoption of an adequate scale of contributions. 
In this way stability was ensured, and subsequent improvements in the 
administration have placed friendly societies on a sound basis. 

The legislation affecting friendly societies was eon soli dated in the Act of 
1912, but two amendments were made in 1913 and further amendments in 
HllG, 1D20, and 1922. The more important provisions of 1;he various Acts 
were outlined in the 1D2'1 issue of this Year Book at page 483. 

The benefits assured are fair1y uniform in all societies, and consist usually 
of me>dieal attendance and medicine for a member and his family, with 
sick pay for the member, and funeral allowances for the member and hit! 
wife. The usual sickness benefit is 21s. per week ,during the first six months 
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of illness, lOs. 6d. dmingthe next six months, and 5s. per week during the 
remainder of illness', this last provision being rendered possible by the 
system of State subvention, of which details are given later. There was a 
tendency in recent years to increa,se the sickness benefit, and in several 
societies members were permitted to contribute for additional benefits up to 
42s. per week. Some of the societies, however, which adopted increased 
benefits, have not found the experiment entirely successful, as the amount 
of sickness amongst members who elected to contribute for the increased 
benefits has been much greater than amongst other members. Two 
so'ci~eties have closed the scale to new entr1ant3. The funeml benefits 
range usually from £10 to £40 at death of the member, according to the 
period of membership, and a contingent benefit of £10 or £15 is payalble 
on death of his wife. In several societies members may assure for sums 
up to £100, and in two of them it is possible to assure for £200, the maxi
mum allowed by law. A separate benefit for widows of members-usually 
£1O-may be assured in most of the societies for a stated contribution. 

The societies may be divided into two classes, viz., Friendly Societies 
proper, and Miscellaneous Societies, whose objects bring them within the 
scope of friendly societies' legislation, but whose benefits differ somewhat 
from those of ordinary friendly societies. 

At 30th June, 1923, there were 56 societie-s, including 21 Miscellaneous; 
15 possessed branches, and 41, including one with a juvenile branch, were 
classed as Single Societies. 

The following summary shows the branches, membership, and funds as 
at 30th June, 19,25;--

Classification. 

Friendly Societies Proper
Affiliated ... 
Single 

Miscellaneous Societies 

'l'otf11 

I Societies and 1 I Branches. I 

:::1 
No. 

2,213 
21 

Members. 

No. 
223,fl7l 

3,505 

FUJ1d~,: 

£ 

I 
2,980,953 

61,101 

-:l-, 2-3-4 -1.--2-2.6-'-5-76-1-3-'042~-0;;--4-
21 i 9 51,162 

1--2.-2-00- 1~;;~58i\ 1-3:09:1,216--

The societies classified as ":Friendly .societies proper" offer such a wide 
range and appeal so strongly to individual sympathies that the field of 
operations for new societies is limited, [Cnd only one new soc:ety has been 
established since 1913. 

The number of members has grown rapidly since· 1899, when societies 
were first subjected to supervision by the Registrar. In that year there 
were 78,245 members, equal to 5·9 per C'ent. of the population. Thereafter 
a continuous development proceeded until the outbreak of war, when the 
number declined owing to enlistments, and, subsequently, through deaths 
on active service, and the membershlp in 1,917 being only 177,602', as com
pare:i with 188,590 in lD13. Each year since the termination of the war 
has shown an increase. The membeTship at intervals since 1899 is shown 
in the following table :-

-----------c-----------,--------------------
I ~gregate Membel'S~: ___ 11 Aggregate Membership. 

31st December. 30(h June. I Percentage Members. I Percenta~e i l\Iembers. 
of Popula.tlOn. I of Population. 

J89!} 78,245 5·9 19n 199,688 9·5 
19111) 10J,463 7·0 19,'2 209,1:)3 9·7 
1910 149,579 9·1 )923 214,66;~ 9·8 
J915 J78,705 9·4 1!l24 21f1,026 9·8 
1919 184,174 9·0 1925 226,576 10·0 
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The number of members entitled to benefits at 30th June, 1925, was 
208,340, the remainder being ineligible generally on account of arrears of 
contributions. The benefits of medical attendance and medicine accrue 
also to the member's family, but such persons are not included in the 
membership. 

The membership at 30th .J une, 1925, embraced 191,607 men, 17,478 women, 
and 17,491 juveniles. As compared with the membership at 31st Decembel", 
1919, there were increases of 29,731 men, 7,213 women, and 5,458 juveniles, 
the total il1l~rcase 'being 42,402. 

Information regarding receipts and expenditure of Friendly Societies, 
and the accumulated assets, may be tound upon reference to the chapter 
,of this Year Book entitled Private Finance. 

Miscellaneous Friendly Societies. 
In addition to the Friendly Societies proper there were at 30th June, 

192'5, twenty-one misceUanoous societies registered under the :Friendly 
Societies Act. vVith one exception, these organisations were medical in
sti1iUtiolliS or dispensaries' for the supply of medicine to all member'l who Be 

names ,have been placed on their lists by contributing branches, and in some 
cases 'a['range for medii cal attendance. 

The receipts of the dispensaries during the twelve months ended 30th 
June, 1925, WeTe £0'1,800, and the expenditure was £46,198, so that there 
was an excess of receipts amounting to £18,6,02. Many of i'hese bodies re
ceived liberal grants from the Government, and with this assistance were able 
to purchase land and to erect buildi,ngs, the shares of the subscribing 
branches being covered by the issue of interest-bearing debentures. In 
itddition to making the necessary payments, most of the dispensaries 
have been enabled to make substantial reductions in the principal. The 
funds at 30th June, 1925, amounted to £51,162. 

In addition ,to the disiPensaries there is a small medical society with nrine 
members. 

State Subvention of l/Tiendly Societies. 
To enlarge the sphere of usefulness of the Friendly Societies the Sub

vention to Friendly Societies Act, 1908, now consolidated with the Friendly 
Societies Act, assured to the 'Societies, which might elect to be bound by its 
provisions, the following monetary benefits payable from the Consolidated 
Revenue of the State:-

1. Sickness pay-
(a) One-half of the cost in each year in respect of continuous sickness 

after twelve months from the commencement of such sickness, for 
male members less than 65, and for females less than 60 years of 
age-provided that the maximum cost to the State must not exceed 
58. per week for each case. 

(b) The whole cost of sickness pay in respect of male members aged 
65 years and over, and of female members aged 60 years and over 
-subject to the same proviso as above. 

2. Amount equal to contributions payable----
(a) on account of all male members 65 years and over, and of female 

members 60 years and over, for medicine and medical attendance, 
provided that such contributions shall not be more than those 
payable by members of the same society under the ages stated. 

(b) under the rules of a society in respect of the aged members above 
mentioned, to assure payment of funeral allowance--not E-Jrceeding 
£50-a t their death. 

With the exception of the Irish National Foresters, all affiliated societies 
have become applicants for subvention. 
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The foll;wing is a summary of the claims from the beginning of the year 
1920 to 30th June, 1925:-

Year II 

ended 
30th June,l 

I 

1 

'8 
Sickness Pay. Conttibutions. 

Continuous 
Sickness. 

29 1,312 I 

27 1,194 I 
27 1,276 
27 1,407 I 

.., 
" " o 
S 
< 
£ 

Sickness of 
Aged Members. 

1Tedical. Funeral. 
+' 

::! W 
o~ 
~ ~ 

------:,-~- ---~ !5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~~ ~ ~ ........ ~ 

~ ~ J ~_l__ J ____ ~j_~ _!_.~ ~ __ 
£ £ £ £ 

1921* 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 . __ 2_7 __ 1,-,477 I 

9,431 
6,489 
6,739 
7,489 
7,775 

2,918 124,4941 7,743 116,498 8,579 I 6,378 56,801 
2,694 i 17,810· 8,062 14,310 8,8951 4,688 ' 43,297 
2,818 19,232

1 

9,124 i 16,016 9,85~ 5,142.47,129 
3,229 20,967 9,913· 17,540. 10,644, 5,570 151,566 
3,2:39 i 22,008 110,703 I 19,068 1l,.4051~~29 54,880 

*' Eighteen months ended 30th June. 

The total amount paid to the societies in respec't of sub'lention claims to 
30th June, 1925, was £505,181. 

The system has been beneficial to all the societies, but more particularly 
to those ill which the proportion of aged members is large, 

The following table shows the average annual weeks of sickness per 
member in New South vVales at every fifth yeaT of age during the years 
1900~08 in comparison with the experience of the 1.fanchester Unity Friendly 
Society of England, 1893~7, the South Australian Friendly :Societies, 1895~ 
1904, and the Yictorian Friendly Societies, 1903~7:-

Oentral Age. 

I . 
I New South I 

'I "\Vales Friendly 'I 

Societies, I 1 900~1 908. 

--~-

Years, 
18 
23 
28 
33 
38 
43 
48 
53 
58 
63 

'84 
'76 
·74 
'75 
'84 

1'02 
1'32 
1·85 
2·94 
4'63 

Manchester 
Unity, 

England, 
lS93-1b97, 

'95 
'90 
'97 

1'10 
1'33 
1'65 
2'l1 
2'98 
4'41 
7'15 

, I 
i South Australian \ 

I 
Friendly 
Societies, 
1895-1904. 

! I 

'74 
'77 
'75 
'79 
'89 

1'04 
1'32 
1'80 
2'84 
4'44 

'Fictorian 
Fl'ieIlllly 
Societies, 

190:l-1907. 

'91 
'86 
'85 
'89 
'99 

1'20 
1'46 
2'10 
3'82 
6'56 

A valuation of the assets and liabilities of the societies is made at 
intervals in the office of the Registrar. Particulars are given in the chapter 
Df this volume relating to Private Finance, and the sickness experience 
and the mortDlity rate of the members of affiliatcd societies, exeJusiyc of 
soldiers, were discussed on page 485 of the 1921 issue, 

OOMMUNITY ADVA.NCEMENT AN]) SETTI"EMENT SOCIETIES, 

The Oo-operation, Oommunity Settlement, and Oredit Societies Act 
passed in December, 1923, provides, inter alia. for the formation of "com~ 
munity advancement societies and community settlement societies, Oom
munity advancement societies may be formed to provide any. community 
service or benefit, e,g" to transport and supply water, gas, and electricity, to 
establish factories and worl~shops, to 11l1dertake farming operations and 
the purchase of machinery for its members, to "erect dwellings, to maintain 
buildings, etc" for education, recreation, or other community purpose, to 
promote chal'i,table undel'tfJkings, and to do anything calculated to improve 
the conditions of urban or rural life in relation to the objects specified, 

*6235-13 
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Community settlement societies may be formed for the purpose of 
acquiring land in order to settle or retain people thereon, and of providing 
any communi,ty service, :md with these objects they may do anything cal
culated to promote the economic interests of their members. 

Up to the end of April, 1926, seven community advancement societies 
and one community settiement society had been registered under the Act. 
Four oi' the community advancement societies were formed for the object 
of erecting and maintaining public halls, two for establishing recreation 
clubs, and one for a convalescent home. 

HOUSING. 

A classification of the occupied dwellings in New South ,Yales, as dis
closed by thl" Census of 192:1, is shown in the following statement in 
comparison with similar particulars, as at the previous Oensus. A room or 
a suite of rooms occupied as a tenement or fiat is classi·fied as a separate 
dwelling:-

The most striking feature of the comparison is the increase in house
sharing, which i.s a result of a shortage of houses, of high rents and building 
costs, and a scarcity of domestic labour. The number of tenements and 
fiats increased from 2,304, or -69 per cent. in 1911, to 17,849, or 4·1 per cent. 
in 1921, and the number of boarding and lodging houses from 5,966, or 1·8 
per cent., to 12,723, or 2·9 per cent. The proportion of private houses 
declined from 95·38 per cent to 9116 per cent. 

In addition to the occupied dwellings there were 18,619 unoccupied 
dwellings. and 2',724 in course of construction in New South Wales in April, 
1921. ' 

The total number of inmates of private dwellings, i.e., private house!!, 
tenements and flats, in 1921 was 1,1",72,579, 01' 89·6 per cent of the total 
population, the corresponding figures in 1911 being 1,494,504 inmates, or 
91·2 per cent. 
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The average nclmber 01' inmates per private dwelling in 1921, viz., 4,52', 
was lower than the average 4'67 in 1911. and the decrease was accompanied 
by a decrease in the average size of the private, dwellings from 504 rooms 
to 4'97 rooms. Si.nce 1911 many large private houses have been convcrtc,d 
into flats or have become occupied as boarding-houses, while, on account 
of the high cost of building and a scarcity of domestic labour, there has 
been a tendency to restrict the size of new buildings. The a \-erage number 
of inma.tes ]ler room in private dwe'llings was 1·08 in 1911, and 1'10 in 
H):?.!. 

The Dumber of private dwellings in 1821 in which there was one room or 
more per inmate was 280,G8fJ, or 63'1+ per cent., and ill 128,88-f ('~,,-ellin:2'S 
there was less Hum one room per inma .. e. Keady two-thirds of the dwellings 
'with less than three roomSvver8 in the country districts, which contained 
only one-third of the t,otal private dwellings. The following statement 
shows the number of inmates and the numbcr of rooms in private 
dwellings :-

----~------------------------------------~------",'---I p;~:fe N lun ber of Rooms. 

Over I L.nspec- Dwellings. 
10. lfied, 

Inmates. 
6·l0 

1 .. ..I 9,260 4,6971 3,464 5,781 I 4,144
1 31"8' 131 '1

1,408 I 32,019 
2 " .. I 2,245 3,425 6,685 15,915 14,420 10:3051 217 628 53,840 

4 .. .. 293 1,602' 5,360 20,622 23,417, 20,529 485 472 1 72,780 
3 "I 700 2,373 6,533 20,606 20,882 16,550 372 576 68,592 

5 " .. 128 999 I 3,709 16,073 20,803, 20,282 537 1 301 r 62,832 
6 ,. ., 70 503 2,194 10,5571 15,721' 17,leI 561 213 I' 46,980 
7 " ,42 25711,152 6,215 10,742, 12,644 459 1 123 31,634 
8 .' I 19 113 579 3,530 6,807 I 8,876 431 I 77 I 20,432 
9 " ",]0 I 54 294 1,644 1 3,727 5,933 292 41 11,995 

10 " . I 7 36 I 97 741 1,943 1 3,578 224 19 6,645 
11-15 '1 6 13 , 65 4R3 1,b08 4,015 383 1 19 6,492 
Over 15.. " 1 I .. ," 8 l7 I 104 89 I 8, 227 

Total .. u,78714,oi;-i~ 102,17b1124,l3l:123,i05,--4,i"iilT3.Ss5,--ill-:ws-
The principal materials used in the construction of private dwellings are 

wood and bricks, wooden buildings being more numerous in the country 
districts. In 192'1 the number of private dwellings with ,outer walls built 
of brick repl'e2entGd 40':0' pel' cent. of the t,otal, and 489 per cent. had 
wGoden walls. 

The majority of private dwellings are roofed with iron, which is used for 
the bulk of the rural dwellings. In the urban areas slate is used more 
extensively than in the country districts; roofs 0:£ tiles are fairly numerous 
in the metropolitan district, but are rare in the country. 

In the metropolitan district the majority of the private dwellings are 
occupied by tenants, hut owing to a great preponderance of Gwner-occupiers, 
in the count.ry districts approximately one-half of the private dwellings in 
the State aTe occupied by owners or by prospective ,owners purchasing by 
insta lments. 

Private Dwellings. Per cent. of Total. 

-------------------

1911. 1921. 
,occupied by- 1 1921. 

1911. l Metro~ ,--.. T----I 
politan. I Country.! Total. 

Owner·------ --------------cl"'2"'9-,4"'2=3·.;---o4cc3,--o4~5""1 -'104,032 \-'-'O'14C>7"",47.8""3;-'----;-4~0.-;;;5-C-- 35·6 
Purchaser by instalments ,.. 11,322 25,394 21,559 46,953 3·5 11·3 
Tenant 160,314 99,736 92,525 192,261 50·1 46'4 
Other and unspecified __ 1_8_,7_07 ___ 4_,_74_1 ___ 23_,_0_30_i ___ 2_7,_7~ 1005'9 1006.7 

_____ T_o_taL_ __.:.:.'.----.::3..::1.:c9,:.:,7..:..66-'----'-_1..:..73::..-,..:..32_2---'-., 2_4_1.:..,1_4_6---,--1 __ 4_14,,',4_6_8--'-______ '-----__ __ 

The increase in the number of dwellings ,occupied by perSGns whG are 
purchasing them by instalments is due to some extent to measures taken" 
by the State and Federal Governments to assist people to acquire homes. 
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In most country towns in New South ,Vales land is comparatively 
cheap, and the inhabitants have generally been able to acquire 
adequate space for building hygienic dwellings, and, though close 
supervision of building ~was not inaugurated until 1919, such towrns are 
free from the bad housing conditions which exist in some older countries. 
Nevertheless, in the city, in some of the large towns possessing an industrial 
population, and in mining centres, undesirable features have been allmved 
to obtrude, so that some parts have developed into" slum" areas. 

In 1D12 a Royal Commissioner was appointed to investigate the question 
of the "Housing of vVorkmen," and his report drew attention to ~ome 
little-recognised evils, including the "slum" areas of the city, the poor 
housing of towns, the absence of town-planning and of the proper super
vision of town-building. A number of the points raised by the Com
missioner WOl'e met by the Local Government Act of 1919, which conferred 
extensive powers on municipal and shire councils, not only in supervising 
and regulating the construction of buildings, but in promoting schemes of 
town-planning on modern lines. 

To assist the councils a Town Planning Advisory Board was appointed 
by proclamation of the Governor in October, 1918. The Board is engaged 
with the problems of metropolitan and country urban settlement. A Town 
Planning Association was formed in 1913 with the object of pl'ornoting 
legislation for the better laying-out of tmvns and of propagating knowledge 
of the adnmtages accruing from and the need for town-planning. 

The Architects Act, 1921, was brought into operation on 1st August, 
1922, to establish a Board of Architects for the purpose of regulating the 
practice of architecture. The Board consists of eight members, including 
the head of the faculty of architecture in the University of Sydney, the 
president of the Institute of Architects and of the Architects' Association 
of New South "\Vales, and the lecturer in charge of the Department of 
Architecture at the Sydney Technical College. Persons using the name 
" architect" are required to be register~d, registration being granted to 
persons over 21 years of age who possess the requisite qualifications. The 

-r ~Act does not apply to naval architects. In January, 1926, there were 6:58 
registered architects in New South Wales. ~ 

Birick buildings predominate in the city and suburbs, and loo'al sand
stone, and, in recent years, concretc are used to a great extent in the 
construction of the larger buildings. For suburban dwellillgs the cottage 
plan is favoured. The maximum height of buildings in the metropolitan 
district is limited by law to 1;)0 feet, except in the easc of those erected 
for the purposes of public worship. Outside the city pl'oper,p81'mission 
must be obtained from the Chief Secretary for the erection of buildings 
over 100 feet high. The skyline must be approved hy him alld adequate 
provision must be made for protection against fire. 

In the city of Sydney improvements in regard to housing have been con
tinuous during recent years. In addition to the operations undertaken by 
private enterprise the Oity Council has been active in resuming and re
modelling insanitary and congested areas. 

T},e number of new buildings for which permission to erect was granted 
by the councils in the metropolitan district during the last five years is 
:3hown below:-

----~I------------ Ne\;~uildings: 
Year. ------I----;;------~i--Tot-al~-----j -CountT\' 

Sydney. uuburbs.! ~Ietl'opolis. :.\Iunicipalities. 
_. 192-1--:-- 92 5,475 ~~~~~ 5,567' 3, i3:C~ 

1922 . 139 8,445 8,584 4,629 
1923 186 10,825 11,011 6,026 
1924 146 9,873 10,019 6,008 

__ }_~~__ ~ __ 1~ 10,673 _ ~Q,~22 7,338 
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In 1925 there was extraordinary activity in building, and the number of 
_new premises for whieh permits were obtained was nearly double the 
number in 1921. In the following years also the number of permits was 
unusually high, though less than in 1921. In the country towns there was 
,a marked increase in 1925. 

The extent of building operations in various municipalities outside the 
metropolitan district is indicated by the following statement of the number 
and value of buildings for which permission to erect was granted during 
the last three years. Only those municipalities are specified where permis
sion was granted for the erection of more than se-venty-five building;; lR 

any of these years and the other municipalities are grouped:-

i "''' - I 19~5. 

Couutry"'IUllicip:1lities. :a ;::i7.~ I' 
No. Value. No. Value. I

, .;3 ,S ~ . I g23. 

g~~~l 1-----
~ o;:j No., Value. 

__________ 1 "'0 I ----c---'-----'---------1-- £ I £ I 
Auburn 
31a.nkstuwn 

£ 
149,999 
253,509 

Uc,bmrnatta and Canley 
ig:~~g ~~~ i ~~~:~~; I !g6 2g1:i~~ ~~~ t 

V,11e 
:Oundd.s 
,(;mnvillc ... 
J)dcombe 
Parra rna t ta 
FD,iriield ... 

3,940 98 30,909 113 32,755 102 [ 34,610 
4,730 77 67,084: 57 48,947 no 50,970 

16,110 184 173,342 144 91,518 252 171,108 
... 12,920 227 133,128 160 91,396 172, 114,395 
.. ,I 16,030 '109 73,045 119 111,163 112 128,095 

6,710 llO 57,566 123 50,544 125 45,465 
?rospcct and Rherwood .. , 
~-Jismorc ... . .. 
j""cwcastlc and suburbs ... 
Maitland Ee.st 

11,760 26\J 150,499 213 144,14;8 203 117,529 
9,140 135 [01,609 P4 75,323 56 25,287 

98,050 1,156 771,313 1,191 803,969 1,537 989,886 
3,860 33 19,795 83 47,311 51 32,765 

TIowml 
Illawarre. Central 
IlIp,warm North ... 
\Vollongong 
CO'Vl'2. 
Katoomba 
Lithgow ... 
Orange 
Goulburn ... 
queanbey[,n 
Tp,mworth 
'Forbes 
Albury 
Wagg2' 
Narrandera 
Other M"nidpalit;c~ 

Tot,"l 

2,860 61 34,45] 82 69,438 50 I 25,645 
5,580 76 25,614 13) 56,364 92 I 39,254. 
6,370 51, 17,562 72 23,921 76 23,871 
7,920 125 I 66,145 134 111,883 173 128,812 
4,230 51 43,]24 72 38,711 82 28,366 

10,060 I ] 12 70,402 89 32,438 90 67,085 
13.310 59 25,702 1 69 58,253 80 64,358 

7.700 58 63,980 59 77,875 85 94,517 
12,350 73 I 61,507 76 7l,1\)4 77 I 65.420 
3,300 79 I 24,938 108 64,210 292 I 128.204 

'.'.'.1 7.150 1 66 53,886 49 45,156 83! 36,851 
4,650 I [il I 22,843 57 2~,015 79 I 33.752 
8,510' 73 I 80,981 98 148,985 102 I 136,861 
8,350 228 150,882 160 121,795 190 I 94,888 
3,230 43 I 22,608 76 39.973 76 r 45,242 

.. 242,970 1,82711,065,004 1,810 971,386 2,281 1.176,127 

"'1564,4306,026f759~1266,00813,"747,80117,338 [4.3i2.92I 
There has been a fairly steady increase in building in the extra metro-

politan areas such as Granville and Bankstown, also in the Newcastle 
district where there has been marked expansion in industrial enterprise-_ 
In Queanbeyan a notable increase has taken place as a result of the 
building of the Federal capital city at Oanberra, a few miles distant. 

ASSISTANCE TO HO)fE BUIL:lEllS. 

State Operations. 
In 1912 a shortage of the smaller class of dwelling-houses became acute 

in Sydney, 'and the Government took steps to supplement the operations 
of private builders by undertaking t,he constru'ction in the -South Rand
wick dis'trict ofa model suburb, which was named DaceyviIle:.* The-

~ See 1921 iseue 01 Year Book at page 493. 
*6235-0 
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Housing Act was passed, under which the control of the operations was 
entrusted to a Housing Board consisting of three members, appointed by' 
the Goyermnent. The Minister administering the Act was authorised, on 
the recommendation of the Board, to purchase and subdivide lands and to 
erect buildings for residential and othel' purposes and to sell or lease such 
buildings under certain conditions. In 1913 further provision was made 
for the assistance of home builders, and the Commissioners of the Govern
ment Savings Bank were authorised to make advances for the purpose. 

It was decided in 1919 to enlarge the scopo of tho State housing 
seheme. Additional powers were given to the Housing Board, which was 
authorised to make advances, upon the application of persons desiring 
assistance for the purpose of erecting or adding to houses on land owned by 
them, or to el'oct dwellings for them on such land. The Board was empowered 
also to make advances to enable applicants to purchase dwellings already 
erected. ' 

Under the original housing scheme it ,vas the intention of the Government 
to erect cottages in model suburbs, e.g·, Daceyville, to be leased to the 
occupiers. Under later arrangements, introduced in 1919, the houses in the 
group settlements were huilt for sale only. 

A number of sites, the majority being areas of Crown land, were set 
apart in the metropolitan district and in various country 10calitie8, as 
shown below. Usually the houses were erected by the Board and sold on 
extended payments terms, bu.t in some cases the land was subdivided and 
allotted by ballot, and the persons who acquired it were given the option 
of erecting their own dwellings, the money being advanced by the Board, 
or of arranging with the Board to build the houses at a cost to be repaid in 
instalments. 

After the extension of its operations consequent upon the amending legis
lation passed in 1919, the work of the Housing Board was conducted at a 
loss, and many complaints were made in regard to the houses built and 
the cost thereof. The unsatisfactory state of its affairs was due apparently 
to faulty administrative arrangements, and the Government decided in 
1923 that the Board should be abolished and its business wound up. 

To give effe~t to the' decision the Housing Act was amended, the Board 
was dissolved and its powers were vested in the Minister for Local Govern
ment with the object of terminating its activities. The business of 
collecting instalments of purchase money and advances is being transferred 
to the Government Savings Bank. Control of the Dacey Garden Subm'b 
has been vested in the Public Trustee, and the lands not used for housing 
purposes are heing disposed of-the Crown lands by transfer to the 
Department of Lands and the other allotments by sale. 

During the period of its administration the Housing Board erected 818 
dwellings and made advances in respect of 516 properties. Further 
details of its operatior..s are published in the previous issue of this 'Year 
Book on page 372. 

In.: addition to the areas .administered in terms of the Housing Act, there 
is an area in the city, known as the Observatory Hill Resumed Area, which 
was resumed by the Government in 1900 with a view to reconstruction. 
It consisis of about 30 acres in the oldest settled portion of Sydney, adjoining 
the wharfs, and contains a number of business premises and residences, 
includiug tenements built for waterside workers. Extensive improvements 
"h~ve been made in regard to buildings, streets, etc. The <tl1l[Iital cost 
as at 30th June, 1925, amounted to £1,378,180. T'he revenue during the 
"Year, 19.24-25 was £91,094, and the expenditure, exclusive of interest on loan 
capital, was £25,522. 
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The J\funicipal Council of the City of Sydney controls three blocks of 
workmen's dwellings. T,he Strickland RuiJdings were opened in April; 
1914. They [consist of eight shops and 7'1 ,self-contained flats of two, four; 
or six rooms. The renis range £rom 15s. 6d. to 35s. per week. The Dowl
ing Str€et Dwellings, opened on 29th June, 1925, cons,ist of 30 flatB of four 
or nve rooms, for w'hich the rent,als are 26s. and 29,s. per week. The 
Pyrmont Dwellings were opened on 2nd November, 1925. They contain 11 
flats of four or nve rooms, all!d the weekly rentals flange from 25,s. Gel. to 29B. 
The total cost of these blocks, including the land, was Strickland £49,814, 
DowliIl!g Street £23,000, and Pyrmont £33,500. 

State Savings Bank--Adl,(l11CeS JOT Homes. 
The Commissioners of the Government Savings Bank may make advances 

to enable persons to erect or' enlarge their homes or to purehaso dwellings 
already constructed. The Bank may advance three-fourths of the vahic 
of the property to a maximum of £750, and the rcpayments in the case of 
new stone, concrete, or brick buildings are to be made ,,-ithin thirty years, 
and in the case of wooden structures within twenty years. No advance is 
made to any person who at the time of the application is the owner of 
another dwelling in the St'ate. 

Owing to the fact that the demand for loans is in excess of the available 
funds, advances are made only for the purpose of erecting or purchasing 
new houses. As a genel'al rule, applications for advances ml1stbe lodged 
prior to the commencement of construction so that the work may be super
vised by the bank's inspectors throughout its progress. 

The system came into operation on the 1st July, 1914, and up to 30th J uncy 

1925, the amount of £9,341,985 had been advanced to 18,652 borrowers, and 
the amount outstanding at the latter date vvas £7,145,187, owing by 14,612 
persons. Tho transactions during each year were as follow:- . 

Year ended 
30th June. 

'I [ 
Advance~ made. II I Advances m~dle. 

----'---~--- ______ 11 Year en,led I 
1 30th J une_ r 

No. I Amount. II No. Amount. 
_____ --': ____ -',-__ - _____ -- 1----------- - - ---~ -c;c---

£ 1 i I £ 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 

575 
7\)'4 
783 
875 

1,373 
2,250 

221,900 I 1921 I 2,489, 1,282,360 
298,375 i 1922 I 2,377: 1,:l26,270 
274,785 I 1923 2,lH 1.2[8,711 
311,710. 1924 I 2,289 1,:{;~5,0l!' 
530,680 1925 'Ii 2,673 1,531,775 

1,009,500 

T,he average amount per advance was £573 in 1924-25. The scheme 
proved popular from its inception and the amount applied for in cach :rea'r 
has greatly exceeded the available funds. 

The rate of interest charged for advances was raised from 5} to G rCl' 
cent. on 1st July, 1917, to 6.1 per cent. from 1st July, 1920, and to 7 per cent. 
from 1st July, 1921. It was reduced to 6~ per cent. on 1st July, 1[>23, md 
to 6 per cent on 1st .J uly, 1926. 

Commonwealth- Housing Operations. 

The Commonwealth Government assists Australian sailors and soldie,:,; 
and their female dependants to acquire homes; the operatioTls bcing c;m
ducted under the Commonwealth 'War Service Homes Act, 1918-25: . 

The Commissioner charged with the administration of the Act is author-' 
ised to acquire land and dwellings, and to erect dwellings, etc.-TIc luay il1al~c 
advances on mortgage to eligible personido enable thelll to acquire' hOllies, 
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or may sell homes to them on the rent-purchase system. The amount of 
an advance to ,anyone person may not exceed £800, and tJhe maximum rate 
of interest for repayments :is 5 per ,cent. 

A summary of the activities of the Commission in New South 'Vale.'l up to 
30th June, 1925, is shown in the following statement ;-

_____ P"_' r_ti_cu_la_r_s. ___ ~. I Amount. I Particulars. 

... 9;638 

.. ,4,007 
929 

acres. 914 

Applications approved 
Existing house3 purchased 
Mortgages discharged 
Land purchased 

I , £ 
G,750,823 1 Homes built ... 
2,569,558 i Under construction ... 

61.8. ,.977 f Arrangements pending, etc. 
Assisted to complete 

3,849 
222 
599 

57 

'Dha ,average cost ,of construction was £771. The sums 'paid as instal
ments of principal and interest to 30th June, 1925, amounted to £1,569,595, 
and arrears of instalments amounted to £36,890. 

Tha Oommonwealth Governmcnt acquired a site adjacent to the Small 
:Arms Factory at Lithgow, and erected thereon 100 cottages for housing 
employees engaged in the factory, to whom they were let at rentals ranging 
from 14s. 6d. to 23s. 3d. per week. Houses not required by the factory 
employees are occupied by other tenants. 

PARKS, RECREATION RESERVES, AND C02.1MONS. 

Under the Public Parks Act the Governor may appoint trustees of any 
lands proclaimed for the purposes of public recreation, convenience, health, 
or enjoyment. The trustees are empowered to frame by-laws for the pro' 
tection of shrubs, trees, etc., upon the land vested in them, and to regulate 
the use and enjoyment of such land by the public. 

Tha public parks and recreation reserves which are not committed to 
special trustees are placed by the Local Government Act, 1919, under the 
control of municipal and shire councils, whose authority extends over parks, 
children's playgrounds, drill grounds, sports grounds, and public gardens 
within their boundaries. The councils are empowered to preserve places 
of historical and scientific interest and natural scenery, and to provide 
buildings for public entertainments and refreshment-rooms, boats and boat
:sheds, pavilions, etc., public baths, gymnasia, and musical entertainments. 
All the towns of importance possess extensive parks and recreation reserves. 

The city of Sydney contains within its boundaries 647 acres of parks, 
squares, and public gardens. 'The most important ai'e Moore Park, where 
Ilbout 354 acres are available for public recreation, including the Sydney 
Cricket Ground and the Royal Agricultural Society's Ground; the Botani.c 
Hardens a:nd Garden Palace Grounds, 65 acres, with the <adjoining Domain 
sf 86 acres, ideally situated on the shores of the Harbour; and Hyde Park, 
37 acres, in the centre of the city. In addition, the Oentennial Park, 552 
'Ilcres in extent, is situated on the outskirts of the city. It was reserved 
formerly for the water supply, but now it is used for recreation, the ground 
having ibeen cleared, planted, and laid out with walks and drives. 

It has been ascentra:ined that there are at least 5,900 acres of public parks 
Bnd reserves in suburban municipalit,ies. This figure representing about 
8 per cent. of their aggregate area is exclusive of SOme parks and reServes 
which the municipalities have acquired by gift or by pUl'chase from private 
owners. 

The Zoological Gardens at Taronga Park, on the northern side of the 
Harbour, were opened in 1916. The area is nearly 51 acres. In their pre
j)aratioh the natural formation has been retained as far as practicable, with 
1Jl0 object of displaying the animals in natural surroundings. '"" l';'~:~'; 
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Outside the metropolitan area the National Park, ,situated about 16 miles 
south of Sydney, was dedicated in December, 187'9. The total area,with th<:l 
additions made in 1880 and 1883, is 33,800 acres. The park surrounds the 
picturesque bay of Port Hacking, and extends in a southerly direction to
wards the mountainous district of Illawarra. It contains fine virgin forests 
with attractive scenery. 

Another large tract of land, the Kuring-gai Chase, was dedicated in 
December, 1894, for public use. The area of the Chase is 35,300 acres, and 
contains portions of the parishes of Broken Bay, Cowan, Gordon, and 
South Colah. This park lies about 15 mile,; north of Sydney, and! i5 
accessible by railway at various points, or by ivater, via the Hawkesbury 
River. Several creeks, notrubly Cowan Creek, intersect it. 

In 1905 an area of 248 acres was p'roclaimed as a recreation ground at 
Kurnell, on the southern headland of Botany Bay, a spot famous as thtl 
landing-place of Captain Coole Parramatta Park (252 acres) is of histmie 
interest. 

Surrounding many country towns there exist considerable areas of land 
reserved as commons, on which stock owned by the townsfolk may b:~ 
depastured. The use of these lands is regulated by local authoritic:,. 
Nominal fees are usually charged to defray the cost of supervision and 
maintenmlCe. :Many Of these commons are reserved pe1'manently, but a 
large number are· only temporary. 

The available particulars as to tJJ.e areas reserved for parks and recreation 
reserves ,and for temporary commons at 30th June, 1910, and in the Jas't six 
years, are shown below. 

Parks 

\

1 Commons. 

As at 30th June. ----'-----,----- :lnd Recreation 
Reseryes. 

'1910 

1920 

1921 

192-2 

1923 

1924 

1925 

* Information not availa.ble. 

I 
Permanent. 

acres. 

• 

'" 
• 

37,445 

37,485 

33,040 

36,031 

Temporary. 

acres, 

579,03:-1 

461,529 

467,554 

4;;5,221 

442,177 

426,761 

412,052 

t 

acres. 

207,!lOS 

230,857 

228,169 

229,416 

231,950 

237,934 

235,911 

t Excluding alienated lar.ds acquired by Councils or donatod by 
private persons. 

'TIhe area of permanent commons at 30th June, 1925, was 3G,031 acres" 
including 4,259 a.eres in the \'[estern Division. 

PUBLIC ENTERTAINMENTS. 

Theatj'es and Public Halls, etc. 
, Buildings in which public meetings (excll}ding meetings for religioui 
worship) or vublic entertainments 'are held, must 'be licensed under the 
,Theatres and Public Halls Act, 1908. A lieense maybe refused if prover 
vrovision is not made 101' Vublic safety, health, and convenience, or if 
the site or !building is llllSuitahle for the vurpose of pub, lie meeting 
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or entertainment. Plans of buildings intended to be used for theatres 
and public h&l1s mast be approved :by the Ohief Secretary before erection 
is hegun. Licenses are granted for a period of one year, and premises 
are subjected to inspection before renewal. A license or renewal of a 
lice~se may 'be withheld until such alterations or improvements as may 
be deemed necessary are effected. 

As at 31st December, 1925, ,there were 2,359 buildings to which tihe pro
visions of the Act applied, and they contained seating accommodation for 
approximately 1,061,500 persons. The total amount of fees received for 
licenses during 1925 was £4,129. 

Oinematograph films are subject to censorship prior to exhibition in New 
South 'Vales, those imported from over.sea countries being reviewed by the 
Oommonwealth customs authorities, and those made in Australia by a 
State board. 

Horse-racing. 
Horse racing, which includes pony racing and trotting races, is a popular 

form of sport in N e,y South 'Yales, and with it is assoeiated a large 
amount of betting. 

The conduct of race meetings is regulated mainly by district associations, 
with which most of the racing clubs are affiliated, and a certain amount of 

'Government control is exerci:sed through the Gaming and Betting Act, 1912. 
Racecourses must be licensed annually, the minimum circumference of 
running grounds being fixed at 6 furlongs. The days on which races may 
be held are limited, and the number of licensed racecourses in the1vfetro
politan district, i.e., within 40 miles of the General Post Office, and in 
Newcastle district, may not exceed the number existing in 1906. 

If it racecourse is used for more than one class of racing-horse racing, 
pony racing, or trotting-a separate license must 'be obtained for each 
class. In 1925 the licensed racecourses numbered 451, and the licenses 
issued in respect thereto numbered 555. The maximum number of days 
on which it was permissable to hold race meetings in the metropolitan dis· 
trictduring 1925 was 165, and in t:he district of Newcastle 59 days. 

Betting or wagering is prohibited in connection with any sports ~xcept 
horse, pony, and trotting races on licensed racecourses, and coursing on 
grounds approved by the Ohief Secretary. Racing clubs may be required 

-by the Oolonial Treasurer to instal totalisators on their racecourses and to 
use them at every Tace meeting. 

To facilitate the collection of betting taxes, bookmiikers are required to 
use stamped tickets and to keep a record of credit betf'. During the year 
ended 30th June, 1925, the number of betting tickets i8sued to bookmakers 
was 14,989,800, and approximately 864,000 credit 'bets were rec.orded. The 
investments on totali3ators during the same 'Period amounted to £2,758,6fl7. 
In the previous year 14,945,400 betting tickets were issued, approximately 
7'00,000 creditibets were recorded, and the totalisator investments 
amounted to £2,973,005. The amount of taxes in connection with racing 
is shovi'll. in the chapter relating to Public Finance. 

Taxation of Public Entertainments. 
A tax on public entertainments has been imposed by the Oommonwealth 

Government Bince 1st January, 1917, the rate of tax being based upon the 
amount paid for admission. 

From 1st December, 1919, to 1st October, 1922, the tax was charged on 
the payments for admission at the rate of~d. for each Gd. or fraction 
thereof; but it was not charged on payments not exceeding 5d. for the 
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admission of children under 16 years of age to places of continuous enter
tainment, i.e., those open for more than four hours on three or more.days 
in the week, nor for admission to entertainments intended only for children 
if the charge was under 6d. As from 2nd October, 1922, payments lower 
than Is. were exempted from the tax, and since 15th October, 1925, tax has 
not been payable where the price of admission is less than 2s. 6d. 

vVhere payment for admission is made in the form of,a lump sum as a 
subscription to n club or association, or for a season ticket, the tax is 
collected on the nmount of the lump sum. .Oertain entertainments are 
exempt from the tnx, e.g., if the proceeds are devoted wholly to philan
throj)ic, religious, charitahle, or edue,n,tional purposes. 

The number of tnxable entertainments held in New South Wales during 
ench of the lnst two years is shown below:--

------c~-.----.----.. ----.------.-.----~--

Year I \ p' tiD' di l "l'S- I -ended I Racing. Theatrical. lC Ufe I ancmg an Concerts. OJ \ TotaL 
June. I Shows. Skating. cell~neous. 

I I 
19241 1,66:1 7,744 65,288 ?0,046 1,:'150 10,389 I 106,490 
1925 i 1,530 ';',700 71,726 21,430 1, 1~~~339J~1l;882 

The nmount of tax collected in respect of entertninments in the Stnte 
during 1924-25 wns £274,791, ns compared with £248,615 in 1923-24. 

REOULATIO=" OF LIQliOR TRADE. 

The sale of intoxicating liquor was one of the first subjects of legislation 
after the establishment of civil government in New South vVales. The firEt 
Liquor Act, passed in 1825, introduced a system of licenses with the object of 
ensuring that the hotels would be kept by persons of good character, also 
for the purpose of taxation. Since that date the liquor laws of the State 
have been amended frequently, the trend of the legislation being towards 
greater restriction and c10ser regulation of the trade. 

The existing law is contained in the Liquor Act of 1912 and subsequent 
amendments. The sale of intoxicating liquor except by persons' holding a 
license is prohi'bited. Several kinds of licenses are granted, viz., .publican's, 
packet, Australian wine, club,. booth, or stand, and railway refreshment 
room, all of which authorise the sale of liquor in small quantities; and 
spirit merchant's and brewer's for the sale in larger quantities. 

A publican's license authorises the licensee to sell liquor between' the 
hours 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. on the premises named in the license. :Packet 
licenses authorise the master of the vessel named in the license to sell 
liquor to passengers during the voyage. Packet licenses are not available 
on any vess'el plying between places wti.thin the harbour of Port Jll.'Ckson. 
Australian wine licenses authorise the licensee to sell on the premises 
specified between the hours 7 a.m. and 6 p.m. wine, cider, or perry, the 
produce of fruit grown in Australasia, in quantities not exceeding 2 gallons 
and not containing a greater proportion than 35 per cent. of proof spirit .. 
In granting an Australian wine license, the Oourt may impose the condi
tion that the liquor shall not be consumed on the premises. 

Booth or stand licenses authorise the licensee to sell liquor at sports or 
any lawful place of public amusement for a period not exceeding seven days, 
but not to exceed, with renewals, a period of twenty-eight days. A spirit 
merchant's license authorises the holder to sell liquor in quantities of not 
less. than 2 gallons of the same kind. A brewer's lieense au.thorises the 
licensee to carryon the trade of a brewer, and to sell the liquor he is 
authorised to make, in quantities of not less than two gallons of the fjRmB 
kind. If a person wishes to carry on the business of a brewer in addition 
to that of a spirit merchant he must take out both kinds of ,license. 
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The licenses in respect of railway refreshment rooms are issued undel' 
Executive authority, and the other licenses by Licensing Courts consti
tuted for the purpose. Prior to 1st July, 1924, a Licensing Gourt, consisting. 
of three members, was appointed in each district. The :Metropolitan Court 
was constituted by three stipendiary magistrates under the presidency of 
the chairman of the bench of stipcndiary Elagistrates. In the country 
districts the stipendiary or police magistrate usually presided. 

The Liquor Amendment Act of 1923 provided for the reconstitution as· 
from 1st July, 1924, of the Licensing Courts and of the l,icenses Reduction 
Board, whose functions are described on the next page. The practical 
effect of the reconstitution is that one tribunal controls all matters relating 
tQ the issue and reduction of licenses. Three persons, who were police or 
stipendiary magistrates, have been appointed to be licensing magistrates. 
to constitute the licensing court in each district throughout the State, also to 
discharge the functions of the Licenses Reduction ]30ard. One of the 
magistrates is chairman of the comts and of the board. The chairman 
and one other licensing magistrate form a quorum for the constitution of 
the Licensing Court, aEd any two mcmbers may exercise all powers of the 
board. The licensing magistrates, with the approval of the :Minister of 
Justice, may delegate power in respect of granting a license to any two Jf 
their number and a stipendiary or police magistrate, and may c1elegat'.~ 
minor functions to one or more of their number or to a stipendiary 01" 

police magistrate. 
Objections to thc granting, renewal, transfer, or removal of licenses may 

be made to a licensing court by three or more residents of the district or 
by the police. Licenses may not be held by unmarried women. They Il1ay 
be granted to widows, and, under certain conditions, to married women, 
bnt an Australian wine license may not be issued to a woman other than 
the widow of a licensee. The hours of liquor trading in hotels, which since 
1881 had b8€n from G a.m. to 11 p.m., were reduced in 1916, when thG 
closing hour was fixed at G p.m. 

In recent years restrictions have been placed upon the number of 
licenses. In 1905 it was enacted that the number of publicans' and wine 
licenses shou1d not exceed the number existinz in each electorate as at 1st 
January, 1906, and the nu~ber of licensed clubs was limited to the number 
formed before 1st November, 1905, of which the licenses were in force Oll 

1st March, 1906. For many years prior to the passing of the amending Act 
questions relating to the granting of new pu'blicans' licenses and to the 
removal of existing licenses had been submitted at the municipal elections 
to the vote of ratepayers in the municipalities. But the Act of 1905 pro
vided that the local option vote should be taken in electorates at the general 
elections of members of the Legislative Assembly, all qualified voters being 
entitled ro vote for the continuance or t.he reduction of the number of exist
ing licenses or for the termination of all licenses in the district. The 
Local Option vote was first taken in electorates in September, 1907, when 
there were in eX'istence 3,023 hotels and G33wine licenses. As the result 
of the Local Option vote in 1907 and in 1910 and 1923, orders were issued 
for the closing of 344 hotels, and for the termination of 58 wine licenses. 

In 1916 the Local Option vote was suspended, and in 1919 another 
method of regulating the number of licenses was introduced. Under the 
Liquor Amendment Act of that year and subsequent amendments in 1922' 
and 1923, it is provided that no new publican's or Australian wille license 
may be granted, except on the grounds of a permanent increase of popu
lation and insufficiency of :existing licensed Ipremises to meet public 
requirements in the district, and then only on a petition signed by a 
majority of adult residents living within the radius of a mile from the 
premises for which a license is sought. 
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If a petition for a new license has been rejected by the licensing court. 
no petition for a license for any premises within a radius of a: mile may ba 
referred to the court until the expiration of three years unless there has 
been an abnormal incTease in population in the area. 

A publican's or Australian wine, or a spiTit merchant's license, may not 
Le removed from one licensing district to another. The licensing court 
may allow such a license to be removed to other premi'ses within a radius of 
one mile in the same licensing distTict, but in the Metropolitan and N ew
castle licensing districts a license may not be removed from one electorate 
to another. 

A Licenses Reduction Board was appoiJ;.lted under the Act of 1919 to 
reduce the number of publican's licenses in any electorate where the exist
ing licenses exceed the" statutory number," which is proportionate to the 
number of electors, viz.: In the nine electorates for which five members are 
returned to the Legislative Assembly, one license for each 250 of the first 
thousand electors on the electoral roll, and a further three for eaoh subse
quent two thousand, and in the fifteen electorates for which three members 
are returned, one license for each 250 of the first thousand electors, and a 
further one for el!ch subsequent five hundred. The Parliamentary 
Electorates and Elections (Amendment) Act of 1926 has authorised a 
redistribution of the parliamentary electorates on the basis of single mem
l'er districts, but for the purposes of the liquor licensing laws the existing 
Jistricts will be retained. 

The Board may not reduce the publicans' licenses in < an electorate below 
the statutory number nor by more than one-fourth of the number in force on 
1st January, 1920. The term of the Board's operations was fixed in 1919 at 
three years; in December, 1922, it was extended for a further period of 
three ;years, and in 1923, until the taking of a referendum on the questioT! 
of prohibition. 

In: 1919 the Board was charged with the additional duty of reducing 
the Australian wine licenses in each electorate. The number of such 
reductions in an electorate may not exceed one-fourth 'Of the number of 
wine licenses in force on 1st ,r auuary, 1923, unless the Board considers 
that a greater reduction is necessary in the pu bl,ic interest. 

In determining the licenses which shall cease, the Board takes intD 
consideration: the cDnvenience of the public, the requirements of the several 
localities in the electorate, the class of accDmmodation provided, and the 
manner in. which the business has been conducted. 

When deprived of their hotel licenses the holders, owners, lessees, etc., 
of the premises are entitled to compensation as, asseesed by the BDard. In 
the c:s<se of wine licenses, the licensees only are entitled! tD cDmpensation. The 
funds for compensation are obtained by a levy on the amount spent by all 
licensees in purchasing snpplies of liquor. ~or hotel licenses the levy is at 
the rate of 3 per cent., of which the licensee pays one-third and the 'Owner 
tWD-thirds.For Australian wine licenses the rate is 1 per cent., but it may 
be increased to 2 per cent. if a lower rate does not yield an adequate sum. 
In cases where the owner's share of the compensatiDn levy exceeds one-third 
of the rent the Board is empowered to refund to him tJ:>., amount 'Of the 
excess. . 

A licensee deprived 'Of his license by the Board is paid as compensation 
for each year of the unexpired term of his tenancy (up to three years), the 
average annual net profit during the preceding period of three years. 
Owners, lessees, etc., of hotel premises receive ,compensation based on the 
amount illy which the net return from the premises over a period of three 
years is diminished by being deprived of a license. Appeals against the 
determinatiDns of the Board in respect of the compensation awarded may 
be made to the Lan~ and ValuatiDn Court. -. _, , 

... 
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On 1st January, 1920, the number of puhlican's licenses in existence was 
2,539, of which 2,085 were in fourteen electorates with more than the 
statutory number, and the maximum reduction which the Act authorised the 
Board to make was 483. During 1923 the number of electors IilO increased 
in two of the electorates that the number of licenses was no longer in excess 
of the 5tatutory number. 

During the period of six year'3 ended December, 1925, the Board de
prived 260 hotels of licenses ,and accepted the surrender of 61 licenses . 
. Seventy of the hotels were situated in the ,sydney electoral district, 23 in the 
electoral district of Newcastle, and 228 in other country districts. The 
compensation awardcd in respect of 320 publicans' licenses amounted to 
£512,015, which were distributed as follows :-Licensees, £161,110; owners; 
£339,727; lessees, £10,778; and sub-lessees, £400. Oompensation has not 
been claimed in respect of one hotel in Sydney. The compensation fees 
collected by the Board during the period were £1,248,004, of which £286,660 
were collected in 1925. 

In addition to the hOltel licens€3 terminated or ordered to close by the 
action of the l~icenses Reduction 130ard, 60 licenses were 1.erminated during 
the six years 1920-1925 by. reason of expiration, cancellation, surrender to 
the Licensing Courts, etc., and 1-1- new licenses were granted during the 
period. The number of hotel Jicenses in existence at 31st December, 1925, 
was 2,172. 

On 1st J ulluary, 1923, there were 441 Australian wine licenses, of which 
220 were in the metropolitan electoral districts. During the three years, 
1928-2"5, the l?oard deprived 58 licensees of wine licenses, and accepte:i the 
surrender of two licenses. Oompensation in respect of the 60 licenses 
amounted to £51,320. 

Six wine licenses terminated by reason of expiration, cancellation, etc., 
and 1 new Ecense has been granted since 1st January, 1928. The number in 
existence at the end of 1925 was 376. 

The number of licenses for the sale of intoxicating liquor issued during 
various years since 1901 is shown below:--

LiC'cnse. 

Publicans' ... 

Additional Bar ... 

Club 

R!tilway TIefresbment .... 

::::::r St~~d.. ... . .. 1 

Australian 'Vine, Cider, Perry .. .! 
Spirit Merchants'... ! 
Brewers' 

1001. I 

3,151 

22 
1,787 

20 

675 

225 
53 

1906. 1 

3:~ I 
80 ; 

I 
24 . 

, 

2,014

1

' 

25 

6471 
207

1 

40 I 

1911. 1 1916 .. J_~D2~t '. 192~ 
----c..--

2,7i5 
118 

76 
24 

1,829 

24 
532 
198 
39 

2,617 
132 
76 
27 

1,816 
21 

487 
193 

24 

2,488 

153 
78 
29 

2,337 
13 

450 
244 

17 

2,259 
154 
79 
30 

3,271 
13 

424 

247 

14 

The annual fees payable for new licenses in respect of ihotels, packets, and 
Australian wine are assessed by the Licensing Court, the maximum fees 
being £500, £20, and £50 respectively. Clubs pay £5 per annum for the first 
40 members, and £1 for each additional forty. Spirit merchants pay £30 
in the metropolitan district and £20 elsewhere. For renewals of these 
licenses the annual fees are .assessed by the Licenses Reduction Board at 
the rate of 2 per cent. of the amount spent by the licensees in the purohase 
of liquor during tUe preceding calendar year, .except that spirit merchants 
do not pay on the liquor sold by them to persons licensed to sell liquor, and 
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they pay a minimum fee of £30 in the metropolitan district and £20 else
where. In addition to the annual license fees, compensation fees, as shown 
on page 421, must be paid !by holders of publican's and Australian wine 
licenses. 

Brewers pay £50 per ~nnum in the metropolitan district and £25 in 
other districts. For booth and stand licenses, which are temporary per
mits granted tD licensed publicans for the Isale of liquor at places of 
public amusement, fees are charged at the Tate of £2 for each period up to 
seven days. The Liquor Act of 1922 prescribes that all licenses, except booth 
and stand, must .be renewed on 1st July of each year. Previously they 
were current for the term of one year from the date on which they were 
granted. The fees for licenses in respect of railway refreshment rooms are 
charged at the same rates as those for publicans' licenses. 

D'fun7cenness. 
Persons apprehended by the police for drunkenness in public places may 

be charged in the Oourts of Petty SeSISions. Since September, 1916, it has 
been the practice in the metropolitan police distTict te· reler,sc such persons 
before tria} if they deposit as bail an amount equal to the usual penalty' 
imposed. If they do not appear for trial the deposits are forfeited, and 
further action is not taken. During the year 1924 the number of persons 
charged with drunkenness was 31,468, of which 2,388 were females.' In the 
<lases of 193 males and 15 females the charges ,vere withdrawn or dismissed, 
20,897 males and 1,542 females were convicted after trial by the Oourts, 
and 7,990 males anI 831 females, who did not appear for trial, forfeited 
their bail. The :following statement shows the mlJllber of ()ol1viction:; for 
drunkenness, including the cases m which bail was forfeited during each 
of the five years, 1920-1924:-

----
Convictions. I Bail Forfeited. Total Cas ... \ Ca,e, 

per 1,000 
Y@ar. 

Males. I Females. I I ]<'emales. \ Females·l 

' of mean 

l\Iales. Males. Tot,,], I po~ula· 
I Janon. 

1920 14,527 1,554 9,029 733 23,556 2,287 25,843 12-49 

1921 18,525 1,172 8,233 772 26,758 1,944 28,702 13·61 

1922 19,384 1,327 9,050 962 28,434 2,289 30,723 14·28 

1923 20,351 1,625 I 10,093 869 30,444 2,494 32,938 15·02 

1924 20,897 1,542 I 7,990 831 28,887 2,373 31,260 14'02 
I 

Relatively to the population, the number of convictions for drunkenness 
increased in each year from 1920 to 192'3, but in 19'24 the proportion was 
lower than in either of the two preceding years. 

Particulars relating to the treatment of inebriates are shown in the chapter 
relating to Prison IServices. 

Oonsumption o/Intoxicants. 
It is estimated that the consumption ofinto'xicating liquors in New Soutn 

Wales during the year ended June, 1925, was as follows :-"spirits, 1,125,800 
proof gallons; beer, 24,102,400 gallons; and wine, 1,438,500 gallons. The 
quantities were greater than in the, previous year, viz., sparits by 52,900 gal
Ions; beer by ,228,800 gallons; and wine by 74,900 gallons. 

The figures show the ,proof alcoholic contents of the beverages sold as 
spirits, and the actual quantities would .beatleast 25 pel' eent. greaoor. 
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Proof spirit means spirit of a strength equal to that of pure ethyl alcohol 
compounded -with -distilled water so that the resultant mixture at a tem
perature of 60 deg. Fahrenheit luas a specific gravity of 0·91976 as compared 
with that of distilled water at the same temperat.ure. 'Whisky and brandy 
of the hest quality are retailed usually at about 23'5 per cent. under proof, 
and gin and rum at about 30 per cent. under proof. The standards under 
the Pure :Food Act are whisky and brandy 25 per cent. under proof, gin alld 
rum 35 per cent. under proof. 

The natural strength of Australian wines is from 26 per cent. to 28 per 
cent. of proof spirit. The strength of wines offered for sale is 35 pcr cent. 
of proof spirit in the cage of fortified wines, e.g., port, claret, shelTY; and 
from 20 to 24 per cent. in the case of dry wines, such as hock, chablis. 

-The con8umption of spirits, Australian and imported, in various years 
since 1901 is estimated to have been as follows:-

Aggregate Consumption of <lpirits. Pcr Head of Population. 

Year. 

Australian.! Foreign. Total. 'l~tralian'I'--;::;;;;'.! Total. 

~-------------~---~. I proof gallons. proof gallons. I proof gallons. [proo!ganons. proofganon.,lprOOfgallonr.. 
1901 
1906 
]911 
]913 
1915-16 
1920-21 
1921-22 
1922-:!3 
1023-24 
1924-25 

I' I 12,400 1,233,300 I 1,245,700 I '01 '89 '!)o 
132,900 1,030,70a 1,16:{,600 I '09 '69 I' '78 
194,300 1,337,800 1,532,100 I '12 'SO '!J2 
285,600 1,449,300 1,734,900 '16 '79 I '9;', 
385,900 1,072,!!OO 1,458,800 I' '20 '157! 'i7 
451,100 456,500 907,600 '22 '21 '4'~ 
39l,600 513,400 905,000 '19 '21 I '4;~ 
407,500 55S,800 966,300 '19 '25 i '44 
456,800 616,100 1,072,900 '21 '28 I '4!J 
447,700 678,100 1,125,800 '20 '30 '50 

The consumption of spirits, which had been increasing slowly for five or 
six years, decreased considerably after the outbreak of the war, and the 
consumption per head in 1920-21 was 55 per cent. lower than in 1913. 
The decline was in the quantity of foreign spirits, as more Australian 
spirits B're .consumed now than formerly. During the last three years the 
iigures indicate a tendency to increasing consumption. 

The consumption of beer as estimated for 1901 and subsequent years is 
l'hown below:-

Year. 
I Quantity of Beer consllmed. Per Head of Population. 

l----------~--------~--------I-------~------~----
j Australian. I Imported. Total. Australian.! Imported. I Total. 

gaUous. gallons. gallons. gallons. gallons. gallons. 
1901 13,1I8,300 1,757,900 14,876,200 9'60 1'28 10'88 
1906 1;2,716,800 812,400 13,529,200 8'56 '55 9'U 
1911 18,332,900 1,200,100 19,533,000 H'O! -72 II'73 
1\913 22,973,400 1,338,000 24,311,400 12'62 '74 13'36 
1915-16 22,586,600 568,700 23,155,300 1l'92 '30 12'22 
1920-21 25,163,500 129,800 25,293,300 12'04 '06 12'10 
1921-22 24,412,000 54,000 24,466,000 11'47 '03 II'50 
1922-23 24,192,600 108,800 24,301,400 I B'13 '05 II'18 
1923-24 23,758,500 115.1,00 23,873,600 I 10'75 '05 10'80 
1924-25 23,973,300 129,100 24,102,400 10'64 '06 10'70 

The consumption of ,beer per head increased considerably between 1901 
and 1913, but after the comm1mcement of the war it decreased. 'fhe rate 
rose again in the years immediately following the cessation of hostilities, 
but it deere ailed in each of the Jast five years. Nearly all the beer con
sUll!e~ is brewe{[ in Aust!alia, _ ._,~ -" "":f1":1",, •. J'::-::iL::.~ i " _,. c.cc", -''''-l_....,j 
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The wine entering into consumption in New South Vv' ales is chiefly the 
produce of Australian vineyards, only 2 per cent. being imported. 

Oonsumption of Wine. 

Year. Aggregate. Per Inhabitant. 
--~--

Australian. Forei~n. Total. Australian. I Forejgc.. Total. 

gallons. gallons. gallons. gallons. gallons. gallons. 
1901 100,000 94,000 7940,000 '51 '07 '58 
1906 916,600 39,400 !J56,000 '62 '02 '64 
1911 908,700 57,!JOO 966,600 '55 '03 '58 
191:! 927,800 58,500 986,300 '51 '03 '54 
1915-16 767,200 32,800 800,000 '40 '02 '42 
1920-21 1,480,100 21,500 1,501,600 '71 '01 ·7'l. 
1921-22 1,312,500 22,600 1,335,100 '62 '01 '63 
1922-23 11,358,600 24,000 1,3S2,fiOO '63 '01 '64 
1923-24 1,335,700 27,900 1,363,600 '61 '01 '62 
19U-25 1,408,600 29,900 1,438,5GO '63 '01 '64 

~~--

Though the consumption of wine per head of population has declined 
since the year 1920-21, the average is higher now than in 1913. 

The following statement shows the consumption per head of intoxicating 
liquors in Australia and New Zealand at the latest date for which the 
informa tion is available:-

Country. I . Spirits. I Wine. I Beer. 

i:~hS~~;~r:~le~---~-i~~=~g II gal:1r -- gal:~r : g1Wff-
Western Australia 1924-25'47 1'12 I 12'69 
Tasmania ... 1924-25 '25 '20' 7 '5t 
Australia ... 1923-24 \ '43 '50 ll'Og 
New Zealand 1921 '47 '14 10'03 

The Drin7c Bill. 
The amount of money expended on intoxicating liquors in New South 

\Vales in the year ended 30th June, 1925, is estimated to have been 
£11,670,000, or £5 3s. 7d. per head. The annual drink bill, as estimated for 
various years since 1901, is shown belo.w:-

Drink Bill. \1 Dritik Bill. 

Year. 
\1 

Year. 

\ Per Head of Total. I Per Head of Total. Population. L Population. 

, 
£ £ s. d. £ £ s. d. 

1901 5,000,000 3 13 2 1920-21 ll,034,000 5 5 7 
1906 4,569,000 :I 9 0 1921-22 10,671,000 5 0 2 
1911 5,962,000 311 7 1922-23 1l,054,000 5 I 9 
1913 7,001,000 3 16 11 1923-24 11,349,000 5 2 S 

1915-16 7,246,000 3 16 6 1924-25 11,670,000 5 3 7 

The increase in the drinkbill between 1913 and 1920-21 was due mainly 
- to higher prices, though there was also an increase in consumption of beer 

and of wine. Subsequently the increased expendit~re was gue !o a great.er 
consumption o~ spi1-'its. ."",-.~; - . 
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OONSU",IPTION OF TOBACCO. 

Lnder an Act passed in 1884 in connection with the imposition of an 
excise tax, of which most of the ,provisions have been. superseded by Federal 
legislation, persons who sell tobacco in New South Wales are required to 
obtain a license, for which an annual fee of 5s. is charged. The number of 
licenses issued in 1924 was 19,736. The sale of tobacco to juveniles under 
th\) age of 16 years is prohibited. 

The quantity of tobacco consumed in New South 'Vales, as estimat€d at 
intervals since 1901, is shown in the following statement:-

Year. 
I Total Consumption (000 omitted), I Per Head of Population, 

: TObacco,] Cigars, ICigarettes,! Total. I Tobacco, I[ Cigars, lCigarettes,] Total. 

I 

I I I Ib, i Ib, I Ib, Ib, Ib, Ib, Ib, lb, 
1901 2,977 I 215 368 3,560 2'18 '15 '27 

I 

2'60 I I 1901'l 
[ 

3,603 I 203 559 4,365 2'43 '13 '38 2,'94 
1911 3,827 271 ; I,O)6 5,174 2'30 '16 '65 3'11 
1913 I 3,853 306 1,4,13 5,572 2'1l '17 '78 I 3'06 
1915-16 3,979 236 1,331 5,546 2'10 '13 '';'0 I 2'93 
1!J20-21 i 4,:370 273 1,958 6,601 I .2'09 '13 '94 ! 3'16 

I 

I 
1921-22 

I 
5,0:J9 252 1,855 7,146 

I 

2'37 'IZ '87 

I 
3'36 

1922-23 4,950 23,1, 1,713 6,897 2'28 '10 '79 3'17 
1923-24 

I 
5,036 

I 

.205 1,820 7,061 2'~8 '09 ,'8Z 

I 

3'19 
1924-25 5,187 238 I I,S22 7,247 

I 
Z'30 '10 '81 3'21 

I 

The quantity of tobacco (including cigars and cig>arettes) consumed in 
19'24-25 was 7,247,000 lbo, which represents an average of 3 '21 Ib, per head 
of population, The annual consumption per head during the last three 
years was 3 per cent. higher than in the three years 1911-13, and it is 
estimated that the expenditure on tobacco in 1924-25 amounted to 
£5,417,~ ., £2 8~, per head of population, ali compared with £2,858,000, 
Qr £1 11s, 5d, per head ill 1913. 

As regards the description of tobacco used, the proportion of cigarette:;; 
advanced during the period under review from 10 to 25 per cent" and the 
proportion of. ordinary tobacco declined from 84 to 72 per cent, 

Of the total tobacco consumed in 1924-25, about 96 per cent. was manu
factured in Australia, principally from imported ,leaf, viz" ordinary tobacco 
99 per cent, made in Australia, cigarettes, 92 per cent" and cigars 78 per 
cent. The proportions made in Australia in 1911 were 85 per ceut,,- fq, per 
cent" and 46 per cent, respectively. 

I"ICENSES FOR VARIOUS OCCliPATIO~S. 

Partly as a means of raising revenue and partly as a means of ensuring 
a certain amount of supervision over persons who folIo,; calling" which 
bring them into contact with the general public, or which are carried on 
under special conditions, licenses must be obtained by auctioneers, paWIl
brokers, hawkers, pedlars, collectors, second-hand dealers, fishermen, and 
persons who sell tobacco, conduct hilliard and bagatelle tables, or engage in 
Sunday trading, Since the beginning of .the ;year 1921, gun-dealers and 
persons having possession of guns and firearms have been required to take 
out licenses, Special gun licenses are issued to those who desire to use guns 
for the sole purpose of destroying noxious animals, A separate gun license 
must ,be obtained in respect of each weapon, A gun liqense may not be 
issued to a person under 16 years of age. 

Auctioneers' licenses are divided into two classes, viz" General and Dis: 
trict, the annual fee for a general license being £15, and for each, district 
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license £2. General licenses are available for all parts of the State. District 
licenses only cover the police district for which they are issued, and they 
are not iesued for the Metropolitan district. Auctioneers' licenses may not 
be granted to licensed pawnbrokers. Sales by auction are illegal after sunset 
or before sunrise, except in the Municipality of Albury, where, under the 
Auctioneers' Licensing (Amendment) Act, .1915, permits may be granted to 
allow wool to be put up to sale or sold after sunset. Where provision has 
been made for reciprocity with New South 'Vales in this respect, auctioneers 
resident and licensed in other Australian States may obtain general licenses 
in New South Wales. 

For pawnbrokers' licenses an annual fee of £10 is payable. The hours 
for receiving :pledges are limited, with certain exceptions, to those between 
8 a.m. and 6 p.m., but a restriction is not placed on the rate of interest 
charged. 

The following table shows the principal licenses issued in the six yeau 
1919-1924:-

Occupation. 1919. I 1920. 1921. 1922. I 1923. 1924. 

I 
Auctioneera -General 344 i 391 ;;91 I 349/ 457 383 

Distr:ict 1,995 2,200 2,132 I 1,995 2,'358 ],880 
Billiard 763 815 78l 796 88l 793 
Tobacco 14,141 14,391 15,488 I 18,3iS i 19,891 19,736 
Pawnbrokers 102 95 102 105 99 106 
Hawkers and Pedlars 1,479 1,440 1,951 I 2,610 2,7';9 2,927 
Collectors ... 2,207 2,126 2,136 1,801 I 1,793 1,760 
flecond-hanc1 Dealers 1,247 1,421 1,475 1,:~:>(j ] ,'297 , 1,213 
Stage Carriage 212 I 139 123 . 12G 1:35 ! 94-
Sunday Trad;ng 6,014 1 6,381 6,985 7,582 8,621 I 9,158 
Fishermen . 3,164 I 3,388 3,524 3,385 3,077 3,]55 
Fishing Boats 1,703

1 

1,816 1,863 1,761 1,652 1,686 
Oyster V cndol's 232 240 238 252 2!l0 I 314 
Gun Licenses (ordinary) .. 

... \ 
64,682 57,613 40,39n : 45,816 

" " 
(special) ... 

J 

36,961 I 34,650 29,/8'1 I 29,404 
Gun Dealers 684 604 542 561 

The number of tobacco licenses as stated for cacl;t year from 1919 to 
1921 is exclusive of those issued at the 'State Treasury, which numbered 
2,247 in 1922. 

STATUS OF W01YIEN. 
In New South Wales women have" had the r1ight to exerc{~e the franchise 

since 1902. In 1918 it was provided that sex should,~o.tdisqulllifi any 
person from acting as mem'ber of the Legislative Assembly, as member of 
a council of any shire or municipality, as judge, magistrate, barrister, 
solicitor, or conveyancer, and in 192'6 the appointmeI)!t of ,women as members 
of the Legislative Council was authorised. Woml"n have contested Parlia
mentary elections, and one was elected in19.25. A number of women have 
been a;ppointed justices of the peace, and some have been admitted to .the 
practice of the legal profession. 'Vomen may not act on juries. They are 
eligible for all degrees at the University of Sydney, 'but are not ordained as 
ministers of religion. 

The employment of women in factories and shops is regulated specially 
by the Factories and Shops Act, 1912, which Emits the continuous employ
ment of women to five hours} restricts the amount of work they may do in 
excess of forty-eight hours per week and between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m., au'd 
limits the employment of girls under 18 years of age. The minimum wage 
for any employee in a factory or shop is fixed at 4s. per week. Many trade 
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unions have women members. A separate living wage for women employees 
is determined after special inquiry by an industrial tribunal, but, a definite 
pl'inciple of equality or difference between the pay of women and men is 
not observed ,in the industrial awards' and ag.reements. In IJ)ccordance with 
a recent amendment of t;he Industrial Arbitration Act, t,he list of maitters 
whi,eh may be determined IJY tl~e industrial tribullals inc~ude.s claims that 
the same wage be pwid to men and women performing the same. work, or 
producing the same ,return of profit or value to their employer. 

A legal age of marriage has not ,been defined, but the average age at 
which women marry is about 25 years. The consent of a parent or guar
dian is necessary to validate the marriage of minors. 'The wife of a 
British subject is deemed to be a British subject throughout Australia. 
Under the Married Women's Property Act, 1901, a married woman, is 
capable of holding, acquiring, or disposing of any real or personal property 
as her separate property in the same manner as if she were a femme sole. 
Her property is not liable for her husband's debts, and her earnings in any 
occupation apart from her husband's are her own. A wife, however, has 
no legal share of her husband's income, nor in any property Rcquired by 
their joint efforts after marriage, but a husband is liable for all necessary 
expenses of his wife and children. 

RELIGIONS. 

In New South ,~t ales there is no established church, and freedom of 
worship is accorded to all religious denominations. 

The number of adherents of the principal religions, as disclosed by the 
census recordR, is shown in the following statement:-

N Ul~l her of Persons. Proportion per cent. 
Religion. 

IDOL 1911. 1921. 1901. 1911, I 1~21. 

Christian- I 
Church of England 623,131 734,000 1,027,301 46'58 45'46 49'60 
Roman Catholic 347,286, 412,013 502,815 25'96 25·54 24'27 
Methodist ... 137,63SI 151,274 181,977 10'29 9'37 8'79 
Presbyterian 132,6171 182,911 219,932 9'91 ll'33 10'62 
Congregational 24,834\ 22,655 22,235 1'86 1'40 1'(\7 
Baptist .. ,I 15,44JI 20,6,9 24,722

1 

1'15 1'28 1'19 
Lutheran ... 1 7,~~7 7,087 5,031 '55 '44 '24 
Unitari'tn ... "'I' iO 844 622 '06 ·0.; '03 
Sah'ation Army ,.,1 9,585 7,413 9,490 '72 '46 '46 
Other Christians "I 14,812 55,453 49,072 1'10 3'44 2'37 

Total Christians ... -I,31!,501 1,594,32~ 2,04!,197 98'181 98'77 98'64 

Others-:- I 
'47 '49 Jews, Hebrew 6,447'1 7,660 10,1501 ' 48 1 

Buddhist, Confucian, Mo· 1 

hammedan, etc. '.' 8,03!) 5,1131 4,472 '60 II '32 '22 
Indefinite-No Religion 9,8291 7,163 13,572 '74 :44 '65 
Object to state 13,068 21,986 12,946 ... ... . .. 
Unspecified ..• _~,9661~,483 __ 16,034 __ .. _. ____ .. _' ___ .. _._ 

Total, New South Wales 1,354,816; 1,646,73412,100,371 100 I 100 I 100 

In the table the persons returned as Ca.tholic (undefined) have been 
included with « Roman Catholic," the number in 1921 being 20,240, and 
in 1911,36,622. 
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'THE manufacturing industries of the State continue to show rapid ex,pan
sion, and at 30th June, 1925, approximately £85,00'0',0'00' was invested in 
1and, buildings, plant, etc., and employment was given to 165,0'0'0' persons. 
Most of the industries are concerned with the manufa<:ture of articles 
required to house, feed, and clothe the community. The principal 'aTticles 
manufactured for export are food commodities, including butter, flour and 
meat; also leather, wool-tops, and small quantities of 'boots and shoes, 
tobacco, rubber goods, and metals. 

The following table is a summary of the important facts relating to the 
establishments in New South "Vales which came within ,the definition of a 
factory and furnished returns' in 190'1, 1911, and in the two years ended 
3Gth June, 1921 and 1925. 

Particulars. 1901. • 1911. 1920-21. 192~-25. 

Number of Establishments ,.. • .. 1 3,367 5,039 :;,837
1 

7,906 

Aver::tge Number of J;jm- {Wale I'" 54,556 82,083 112,187 126,496 

I ema e I 11,674 26,541 32.824 1 39,264 
P oyees. Total .,' 66,230 108,624 145,011 165,760 

Salaries and Wages paid { Wale I ~, + 8,917,583 227()6,'216 27,670,943 + 
+ 1,130,079 2,852,3~5 3.849,906 E I t ema e 1 + to mp oyees. 'l'otal £ 4,952,000 10,047,662 25,618,591 31,520,849 

Capital invested in Land, Buildings, I 
and Fixtures (owned and rented) £ 7,838,628 13,140,207 28,428,917 41,351,080 

Value, of Plant and Machinery... ,£1 5,860,725 12,510,600 31,115,444 43,553,900 
MachIllery-Average Horse-power III [ 

270,080 use, exclush'e of electric ". hop. 44,265 127,547 208,46:1 
Value of Materials and Fuel used £, 15,637,61I 34,913,564 94,713,249 100564,822 
Value added to Raw Materials in I 

process of Manufacture £! 10,010,860 19,432,447 43, 12R, 137 59,044,051 
Totltl Value of Output '" £125,648,471 1'4,346,011 137,841,386 159,608,873 
Average per Factory--

Employees No, 19'7 21'6 21'8 20'9 
Horse,power of Machinery, .. h.p, 13'2 2!i'3 35', 34'2 
Land and Buildings ... £ 2,328 2,608 4,870 !',230 
Plant and Machinery... £ 1,740 2,483 !i,331 5,509 
Material and Fuel ... '" £1 4,641 6,928 16,226 12,720 
V"'"' .dd,d i. P"'oo", ., M ... -

7,468 factnre ,,, ... ... £ 2,973 :1,&56 7,389 
Total Output '" ... ... £ 7,617 10,784 23,615 20,188 
Average Time \Vorked months 1l'32 11':55 Il'52 11'68 

A verage per Employee- I 
230 ~ Male £[ + 114 211 + 

Salaries and \Vages t.. Female £ + 43 88 99 + 
Total £1 81 ~ti J82 198 

Value of Materials and Fuel... £1 236 321 t)f,::J 607 
Value added in Manufacture,.. £ 151 179 298 356 
Total Output £1 387 500 \J:Jl 963 

• Excluding .. number of small establishments in country districts (see Year Book,lU07-8, page 448). 

t Excluding drawings of worldng propriet(tfs. 

• 7177-A 

l InformatiGI1 h()t availab!e. 
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Returns relating to the manufacturing industry are collected annually 
under the authoriity of the Census Act, 1901, and must be furnished by 
every proprietor of a factory. Any return supplied under this Act is used 
for statistical pUllposes only, is treated as strictly confidential, and may not 
be produced in any court of law even under subpama. 

Prior to 1896 there was no uniformity in the method of collection III the 
various States, but in that year uniformity was secured with Victoria by 
agreement between the statisticians. A standard classification of factoriea 
w-;s adopted at a conference of statisticians in 1902, and the statistics for 
all the State::; have since been compiled on the same basis. 

The foregoing statement shows that thc number of establishments has 
increased since 1901 by 135 per cent., and the number of employees by over 
150 per cent. In 1901 the value of capital invested in land, buildings. 
fixtures, plant, and l11achineryamounted to £13,699,353, and in 1924-25 it 
had increased to £84,904,980, or by over 519 per cent. The value of the 
output was considerably more than six times as great as in 1901, and this 
represents a marked increase apart from the enhanced values of commodities, 
which are still much above pre-war levels. Side by side with this develop
ment the amount paid in wages increased by 536 pel' cent., and the expendi
ture on materials and fuel by 543 pel' cent. 

GOVEllKM:ENT AND PmvATE WORKSHOPS AND FACTORIES. 

Until 1911, the establishments under Government control consisted 
almost entirely of railway workshops, dockyards, and other establishments 
engaged principally in the repair or renovation rather than in the actual 
manufacture of ·art'icles. Now, however, there are State factories for the 
production of bricks, monier pipes, electricity, meat products, canned fruit, 
and clothing, etc. A statement of the operations of the works which are 
classed as State industrial undertakings is given in the section of this Year 
Book which deals with Public Finance. The following' table has been: 
prepared to show the details of the o.perations of the State and Common
wealth industrial undertakings III 1924-25 separately from t~ose of other 
establishments :-

Particulars. 

Number hf Establishments' 

Ayerage Number of Em
ployees. f

Ma1e 
Female 
Total 

Salaries and Wages paid to ,We%:le ~ 
Employeps·t ( Total... £ 

Capital invested in Land, Buildings, and Fix, 

I 
(;o,'ernmenf r 
Workshops, 

etc. 

8-! 
16,752 

834 
17,586 

4,088,219 
63,044 

4,151,263 

tures, owned by occupier... £1 5,038,705 
Rent paid...... £1 1,891 
Value of Plant and Machinery £ 5,611,430 
M achinery-A "erage Horse-power in use J OJ ,506 
Value of Materials and Fuel used... £ 3,631,002 
Value added to Raw Materials in process of 

Manufacture ... ... ... ... £ 5,50R,495 
Total Value of Output £ 9,137,997 

Other. 

7,822 
109 74! 
:~8.430 

148,174 
23,582,724 
3,786,862 

27,369,586 

22,417,350 
924.444 

37,942,470 
323,42:~ 

96,933,8:20 

53,537,0;)6 
150,470,876 

* Eacb railwny workshop is counted as a sepnrn.te e~tablisbme:r;t. 
t Excluding drawings of workiDg proprietors. 

Total. 

7,906 
126,496 
39,264 

165,760 
27,670, !J4:{ 
3,849,906 

3] ,520,849' 

27,456,055 
926,:335 

43,553,900 
424,929 

100,564,822 

1i9,OH,Olil 
159,608,873 

The results shown by Governmental establishments, as stated above, are 
not comparable with those of other establishments, because in cases where 
the former are not conducted for profit the value of the output has been 
estimated on the basis of the results shown by private establishments of 
similar type. Another fact which militates against comparison is that repair 
work constitutes a large proportion of the work done in Government 
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factories. Moreover, in Government establishments the profit would appeal" 
in reducing [the price of the product rather than in showing a largc margin 
over cost. 

OLASSIFIC.<l.TION OF MANUFACTORIES. 

The manufacturing industries have been arranged for purposes of refer
ence and comparison into nineteen classes, in accordance with a standard 
classification adopted by a Oonfercnce of Australian Statisticians in 1924. 

The classes arc as follow;-
CLASS I.-TOEA'rING RAW MATER!· 

ALS, THE PRODUt:T OF AGRICUL
-rURAL AND PASTORAL PURSUITS, 
ETC, 

Boiling-down, Tallow Refining, 
etc. 

Sausage Skin5l, etc. 
Ta-meries. 
WDol-scourillg, Fellmongerit:g. 
Chaff-cutting, Corn-crushing, 

ete. 

Cr ASS n.-OILS AND FATS, ETC. 

Oil and Grease. 
Soap and Candles. 

CLASS ITI. - STONE, CLAYt 
GLASS, ETC. 

Bricks: 
Tiles. 
lJipes-Earthenware and Cement. 
Glass (including Bottles). 
Glass (Ornamental). 
Lime, Plaster, Cement, and 

Asphalt. 
Marbl,e, Slate, etc. 
Modelling', 
Pottery and Earthenware. 

CLASS IV.-\V'ORKING I~ 'YOOD. 

TI()xes and Cases. 
Cooperage. 
..Joinery. 
Saw-mills. 
)V.ood.turning, 'Vood~cal'ying,etc. 

CI •. \SS V.--METAL 'YORKS, 
MACHINERY, ETC. 

AgricultuI'al Implements. 
Art Metal Works. 
Brass and Copper. 
Cutlerv. 
E.ng·ineering-. 
Galvanized Iron-working. 
Ironworks and Foundries. 
Nails. 
Ra.ilway Carriages, Rolling·stock, 

etc. 
Railway and Tramway 'York· 

shops. 
M~:al Extraction and Ore 

Reduction. 
Stoves and Ovens. 
T.!nsmithing. 
Wire·workiug. 
0343 Fittings and Meters. 
Other Metal Works (includinl! 

Lead Mills). 
F.lectric Apparatus. 
TJamps an~ Fittings. 
:S",wing Machines. 

CLASS YI.-FOOD, DRINK, Erc. 

Bacon-curing. 
"Butter Factories, Creameries, etc. 
Butterine and Margarine. 
Clwese Factories. 
Cvndensed Milk. 
Meat and Fish Preserving. 
Biscuits. 
fionfeC'tionerv. 
Cornfl.our, Oa.tmeal, etc. 
.Flour·miils. 
Jam, Fruit, and Vegetable~ 

canning. 
Dried I1'ruits. 
Pickles. Sauces, and Vinegar. 
Sugar Mills. 
Sug-ar Refining. 
Aerated Waters, Cordials, etc. 
Breweries. 
Condiments, Coffee, Spices, etc. 
Distilleries. 
Wine Making. 
Cider. 
Ice a.nd Refrigerating. 
Malting. 
Tobacco, Cigars, etc. 
Animal Poultry, and Stock 

Foods. 

CLASS VIl.-CLOTHING, AND 
TgXTILE F ABRIes, ETC. 

Woollen and Tweed Mills, 
Silk'Veaving. 
Knitting Factories. 
Cotton 1I1il1s. 
Boots and Shoes. 
Boot and Shoe Repairing. 
Clothing (Slop). 
Clothing (Tailoring). 
Clothing (\Vaterproof and Oil· 

skin). 
Dressma.king and Millinery 

(~Ial,er"' Material). 
Dressmaking and Millinery 

(Customers' Materia]). 
Dycwol'ks and Cleaning. 
Furriers. 
Hats and Caps. 
Shirtl'l, Ties, and Scarfs. 
Underclothing, Whitework, 

Corsets. 
Hope and Cordage. 
Railmaking. 
Tenis and Tarpaulins. 
Bags and Sacks. 

CJ~ASS VIJI.---Bool{S, PAPER, 
PRINTIXG, ETC. 

Electrotyping and Stereotyping. 
Paper*maldng, Paper Boxes, 

Bags, etc. 
Photo*engraving. 
Printing and Binding. 
Newspapers, Ma~azine3 and 

JOllrnal~. 
Die Sinking, Engraving, etc. 

CLASS IX.-MuSICAL INSTRUMENTS, 
ETC. 

Musical Instrument~. 

CLASS X.-ARMS AND EXPLOSIVES. 

Arms and Ammunition. 
Industrial Explosives. 

CLASS XI.-VEHICLES, SADDLERY, 
HARNESS, ETC. 

Coach and 'Vaggon Building. 
Motor Car Assembling and 

Repairing. 
:liotor Borly Building and 

Rep:J.lring. 
MotoTCyde allrl Bicycle Building 

and Repairillg'. 
Pelillubulators. 
Saddlery, Harness, etc. 
Sp'okes, etc. 
Whips. 

CLASS XII.-SHIP, BOA'r, AND AIR· 
CRAY'r BUII.DINGAND REPAIRING. 

Docks and Slips, Ship and Boat 
Building and Repairing. 

Aircraft Building llnd Repairing. 
Cr,,,ss XIII.--FuRNITURE, 

BEDDING, ETC. 
Bedding, Flock, and Upholstery. 
Billiard Tables, 
Furnishing, Drapery, etc. 
Furniture and Cabinet-making. 
Picture Frames. 
Window Blinds. 
Sea Grass, ·Wicker and Bamboo 

_Furniture. 
Baskets, \Vickerwarp, and 

Matting, 
Brooms and Brushware. 
Carpets and Linoleums. 

CLASS XIV.-DRUGS AND 
CHE)IlCALS. 

Chemicals, Drugs, and Medicines. 
Paints and Varnishes. 
Inks, Polishes,· etc. 
FerLili."cl's. 
Essential Oils. 
CI,ASS XV.-SURGICAL AND OTHER. 

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS. 
Surgical Instrulll{'uts. 
Optical Instruments. 
Other Scientific Instruments. 
CLASS XVI.-JEWELI,ERY, 1'IME-

PIF.CES, AND PLATED~WARE. 
Electro-plating. 
Manufacturing- Jewellery, etc. 
Watch and Clock Making and 

Repairing. 
CLARS XVII.-HEAT, LIGHT, AND 

POWRR. 
Coke-works. 
Electric*light and Power. 
Gas-parks. 
Kerosene. 
Matches. 
Carbide. 
H:ydraulic Power. 

CLASS XVIlI.-LEArIlERWARB 
(N.E.I.). 

Leather BeltilJg, Fancy Leather 
Portmanteaux, and Bags. 

CLASS XIX.-MINOR WARES 
(N.E.I.). 

Ruhber Goods. 
Toys. 
Umbrellas. 
Other Industries. 
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The returns relate to establishments employing four or more than four 
persons engaged directly or indirectly in working at certain handicrafts, or 
in preparing or manufacturing articles for trade or sale, and to establish
ments ~mploying less than four persons, where machinery, oper!l'ted by 
sfeam, gas, electric, water, wind, or horse power, is used. Establishments 
with less than four hands, where manual labour only is used, do not furnish 
returns, with the exception of the following, from which returns are obtained 
in order ,that the total output of the various products may be ascertained, 
viz. :-aerated waters, bacon, butter and cheese factories, brick, gas, and 
lime works, quarries, soap ,and candle factories, tanneries and boot factories. 

The foregoing definition, based on the number of workers, applies uni
formly to all other industries, . and includes tailoring, bootmaking, dress
making, and millinery establishments. It does not, however, cover shop~ 
engaged in retail trade only, and in the distribution or importation of 
goods; nor does it apply to bakeries, butcheries in which sausages and small
goods are made, laundries, and waterworks. 

'Vith the exception of blacksmiths' and wheelwrights' S}lOpS, the definition 
covers establishments in which 'workcrs are engagcd in repairing or in 
assembling manufactured parts of an article. 

If a manuf2cturing business is conducted in conjunction with an import
ing or a retail business particulars relating to the manufacturing section 
only are obtained, and persons employed in the importing or retail branch 
of the business are not included. Where two or more industries are being 
conducted a return is furnished for each industry. If power from the same 
generating plant is used for more than one industry it is distributed pro
portionately. The generation of electric light and power for use in other 
manufacturing operations, even if generated on the premises, is treated as 
an independent industry. 

The yalue of production includes the products of educational, cllaritable, 
and reformatory or other .public institutions, except penitentiaries. 

ESTABLlSH'~fE:\TS. 

The following table shows the number of manufactories and works in 
the metropolitan district and in the remainder of the State, together with· 
the number of establishments 111 which machinery was installed:-

-~-~politan District. I Remainde~ of stat_e. __ \ New South wales~~_ 
Year. With I Without \ TIl With I Without :1 1 I With I Without I 

I Machinery. Machinery. qta. I Machinery. "Iachinery., Tom. i Machinery. Machinery. , Total. 

1901 
1906 
19T1 

1915-16 
1920-21 
1921-221 
I 92:.l-23' 
19.23-24\ 
1924-2'> 

754 661 I~~~;~'I ],215 7~7 I ~,9;;21 1,969 1,398 3,367 
1,136 63:; 1,/11 1,360 7:i0 i 4,090 i 2,496 J,365 3,861 
1,793 717 I' 2,51? '1

1,757 772' 2,52~ I 3,550 1,489 5,039 
2,250 565 ~,8]D 1.:':0'7 fi68 2,39D! 4,077 1,133 5,210 
2,987 536! 3,523 2,(iJ 299 2,314, 5,002 835 5,837 
3,:189 58:1 3,972 2,081 .V;{ 2,384 I 5.470 886 6,356 
3,602 571 4,173 2,205 ~·~C 2,5;{O' 5,807 896 6,703 
3,889 fIR 4,407 2,553 361 [' 2,914 I 6,442 879 7,321 
4,203 528 4.731 2,773 102 I ;;,1751 6,97b 930 7,906 

An excellent hal1bour and transport facilities !have claused Sydney to be 
made the chief manufacturing centre of the State, but in some industries 
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important works have been constructed in proximity to the coalfields at 
Newcastle and Lithgow. In the earliest days of the State's history, Syd
ney, as the first plac~ of settlement, was the sole manufacturing town in 
the territory; in 1901, after more than a century of colonisation, the 
metropolitan area contained over 42 per cent. of the manufacturing 
establishments in the State, and in 1925 the pmportion had increased to 
60 per cent. 

In the country districts manufacturing enter·prises are occupied mainly 
with the direct handling of primary products, but at Newcastle there have' 
been constructed ex,tensive iron and steel works, galvanised iron works, It. 

large ship building yard, and a number of other factories. At Lithgow 
an iron and steel foundry forms the nucleus of growing secondary indu'striesr 

including the small-arms factory. Large smelting and other works have 
been established at Port Kembla. 

The most important group of secondary industries in the State consists, 
of metal and machinery works, in which thc number of employees, the 
value of machinery and plant, the amount of salaries and wages, and the· 
value added to raw materials are greater than in any other group. The 
value of raw materials used and the value of the output arc greatest in 
factories connected with food and drink, and in other respects this class 
ranks ser;ond in importance, though the clothing factories give employment 
to a greater number of employees. In country districts metal works are 
most important, followed by food and drink factories, and wood-working 
establisl1ments. Most of the large textile and clothing factories are situated 
in the rr,etropolitan area, but more than three-fifths of the output of metal 
and machinery establishments is from country workshops. 

The following tuble shows the principal facts relating to each class of 
manufacturing industry conducted in the State and in the metropolitan 
district during the year 1924-25. 

1 i i I ~ Average Number of 
'" S Employees. 

c h.;::l3 of Indu.stry_ .;J 
:§ I Females. I ~ Males. Total. 

Oil ---- --------" 

NEW SOUTH WALES, 

TreatIng Raw Materials, &0. 2601 3,589 II 223 
Oils, Fats, &c. ... ... 42[ 1,314 412 
Stone, Clay, Glass, &c .•• 387 9,334 i 157 
Working in Wood... 9761 10,135 \ 195 
Metal Works, }Iachinery, &c. ... 968, 40,630 1,284 
Food, Drink, &c. ... .•• 948' 13,826 6,261 
Clothing, Textile Fabrics, &c. "' 1,7481 10,001 23,269 
Books, Paper, Printing, &c. ... 5811 0,211 I 3,693 
Musical Instruments, &c. 27! 760 121 
Arms and Explosives... ... 3: 381 7 
Vehicles, Saddlery, Harne,~s, &c. 935

1 
7,840 322 

Ship and Boat-building, &c. ... 48! 5,038! 45 

Drugs and Chemlcal8 ,.. ... 13404 ,.' 1'2992' 43 1,0~15 
Surgical and other Scientific u 

Instruments. 1 

3,812 
1,726 
9,491 

10,330 
41,914 

20,087 \ 33,270 
12,904 

881 
388 

8,162 
5,083 
5,951 
2,998 

275 

" .§ • 
E-'d 
c~ ,,-
~~ 
'" <!j 

months 1 10'64 
11-98 
11·49 
11'07 I 

11'
94

1 11·18 
11',4 
11·92 ' 
11·S5 
12'00 
11'80 
11'96 
11·88 
11'94 
11'30 

'SI"" f 
m ] ~t: . 0 

... " o . oo·§ ~br.~ 
~ ~~ 1 

~E-t~ $:.-1 j:l ~ 0 

~ ~~ 
~~;; \ 

~ ~.~~. 
0--:' ~P-! ~ ~ cd ~ 
"~'d ~i~~ • ~ ~ ~ r :>;g~ 

~~~ j ~'O 
" I !:3 I~~ 

IL-p. £ t 
8,9~2 920,290 724,150 
2,164 646,562 315,612 

26,791 3,159,831 2,058,986 
24,653 1,638,393 1,976,956 
77,91611,336,058 9,582,173 
44,702 7,533,795 3,721,700 
10,600 2,093,667.4,170,403 
12,491 3,295,430 2,471,130 

817 67,496 202,165 

4,ml 5*~:m 1,~gg:M~ 
9,333 1,680,676 1,255,928 
4,336 287,348 1,029,304 
4.,027 853,215 594,270>' 

105 25,570 46,949 

Furniture, Beddin~, &c. 420: 5'1931 758 

Jewellery, Timepieces, and Plat., 93! 784 89 873 11·07 495 54,638 167,033 
ed-ware. I I I 

Heat, Light, and Power ... 1 188 1 42'70 110 4,339 11·85 190,255
1 

8,978,899 1,130,1>20 
Leatherware, n.e.!. ... ..• 42 690 I 48~ 1,178 11'81 205, 42,424 173,274 
Minor Wares, n,e.l ..• ' 66, 1,274 774 2,048 1191 2,115 , 312.490 340,132' 

Total... . .• 17,906: 126,496 139,264-[165:760 11'68-1424,929143.553,900i31,520,849 
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Average Number of 
Employees. 

Males. I Females.j Total. 

METROPOLITAN D[STRICT. 

TfPating Raw Materials, &c. ... 113 2,4681 217 ~,685 11'36 6,541 i 703,657 
Oi's, Fats, &c....... 28 1,056 350 1,4~6 11'99 1,6571 550,451 
Htone, Clay, Glass, &c.... 13~'13 5,626

1 

131 5,757 11'69 9,615

1

1,236,996 
W()rk;'lg in Wood ... ... u 4,842, 122 4,964 11'80 13,017 654,598 
Metal Works, Machinery, &c.... 758 26,161! 1,139 27,300 11·96 22,150

1 
4,595,992 

Food, Drink, &c....... 360 8,857[ 5,393 14,250 11'78 25,?27 , 5,065,67~ 
Clothing, Textile Fabrics, &c .... 1,373 8,401 21,164 29,';64 11·76 8,n44

1 
1,694,59,3 

Book" Paper, Printing, &c. ... 366 7,788 3,521 11,309/11'92 11,394
j 

2,824,059 
Musical Instrnments, &c. 26 7

2
49

1
", 121 870 11'85 817 67.471 

Arms and EXfoksives ... ... 21 3 24 12'00 141' 1,962 
Vehidcs, Saddlery, Harne,s, &c. 386' 5.061i 199 5,260 11'86., I 2,067 294,684 
Ship and Bo.t-building, &c. ... 42 4053: 27 4,080 11·96 6,191 1,466,192 
Fllrniture, Bedding, &c. 357 4>.)41 740 5.494 11'88 3,911 261,634 
Drugs and Chemicals 128 1,6311' 984 2;615 11·96 2,997 529,000 
Surgical and other SCientifiCj 30 22±1 51 275 11·30 1 105 2\570 

548,295 
256,912 

1,276,129 
1,059,204 
5,828,904 
2,642,975 
8,733,044 
2,181,498 

199,503 
3,725 

1,023,698 
1,049,430 

960,808 
488,220 

46,949 
I1l3t,ruments. I I 

Jewellery, Timepieces, andl 90 767, 89 856 11·97 486 53,238 164,322 
:plated-ware. I i 

Ho;)t, Light, and Power ... j 36; 1,078: 79 2,057 12'00 124,768 5,239,726 513,185 

Minor Wares, n.e.i. ... 55: l,207i 771 1,9i8 11·91 2,?15i 295,328 327,812 
Leatherware, n.c.i. .../ 42: 69), 4R3 1,178 11·81 205] 42,424 173,274 

Total... ... 4,731!--86,333'~9-1i2l,922 11-:84- 242~421:25.606.U7 ~7 

SIZE OF ESTABLISHMENTS. 

The following statement shows the distribution of establishments, accord
ing to the number of persons engaged, in the metropolitan district and III 

the remainder of New South 'Wales, at intervals since the year 1901 :-

K .. t'.l.blishments 
(mp~o)'ing on the 

averagc-

i 190 l. • I 1911. J 1920-21. I 1924-25. 

! Establish-! t Em- 1 Establish-I t Em- \ Establish-I t Em- Estatli&h-i t Em-
i men~s. I ployees. I ments. ! ployecs. ments. : ployees. ments. 1 ployees. 

METROPOLITAN DISTRICT. 

UHler 4 employees I 79 188 I 23q 547 493

1

1,083 1,127 2,243 
4 en ployees ... 105 420 179 716 230 920 324 1,296 
I) to 10 employees 429 3,0361 ~4'l 5,336 1,072 7,566 1,280 8,913 

~}::;g " ... ~~~ ~:g~~ I ~~~ 1~:~~~ ~~~ ~e:!~~ ~~~ ~k~~~ 
51"100,, 107 7,518[ 202 14,360 222i15,11i8 256 17,362 
101 and upwards... 82 17,750 151 34,144 183 49,2iO 109 56,296 

Total ---r;4T5- 42,41'5] 2,510' i 77,592 I 3,523 [lU4,5521 4,731' W,922 

RE;IAIXDER OF STATE. 

Under -1 employees I 4:i9 
4 employees .. 256 
5 to 10 employeesi 768 

11 " 20 294 
21 " 5(1 142 
.51"100,, 30 
lill and upwards... 23 

Total 1,052 

1,094 I 5~8 1,282 I 513 
1,024 1 371 1,484 270 
5,:~:l3 i 993 6,817 864 
4,23G I 381 5,:390 :BO 
4,6121 16-! 4,874 181 
2,086[' 40 2,858 4:3 
5,4:30 42 8,327 63 

23,815 2,529 31,032 2,314-

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

1.173 
1:080 
5,896 
5,351 
5,569 
2,90:l 

18,487 
40,45!J 

go4 2,050 
413 1,772 

1,080 7,328 
387 5,4840 
202 6,133 

47 3,088 
62 17,983 

3,175 43,838 

U.ller 4e:nph.l'2es 51S 1,282 776 1,829 1,006, 2,256 2,081 ·!,'293 
.. employees 361 I, H1 550 2,200 I 500 2,000 767 3,068 
5 to 10 employe,)" 1,1;)7 8,369 1,735 12,153 1,9:16 13,462 2,360 16,241 
II" 20 6'28 9,175 901 1::1,224 1,v64 15,43J 1,196 17,369 
21" 50 ... 421 13,176 641 19,529 820 2G,OOG 938 30,060 
51,,100 " "'1 137 9,604 242 17,218 265 18,[61 303 20,4i'iO 
101andupwards .. ~ 23,lSOI~ 42,471 ~ 67,757 ~ 74,279 

Totill .. 3,:367 66,nO 5,1139 108.624 5,8:)7 145,011 7,906 165,760 
.. Ex:::1uding a number of smal1 establishments in country districts (see Ye~r Book 1907-8, page 448).. 

. t Including worldng propritltors. 
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The establishments employing 10 hands or less represent 66 per cent. of 
the total number, the factories in the Metropolitan area being generally 
larger than those in other parts of the State. The average number of 
employees per eSIt.ablishment is 26 in the :Metropolis, 14 in the remainder 
of the State, and 21 in the whole State; in 1901 the averages were 30, 12~ 
and 20 respectively. 

Throughout the period there has been a constant increase in the number 
of :factories in vb2. Metrotpolitan distriet, the increase since 1911 being very 
marked in respect of the small establishments. In the country districts 
the number of establishments increased b8tween 1901 and 1911; then de
clined during the succeeding 'decade. In 1921 the number began to increase 
slowly, and in the last two years there was a marked rise. The increase in 
1923-24 was due in a large measure to the inclusion of faetories from which 
returns were not collected previously. In the following year, however, a 
large number of new establishments were onened_ 

The relative position of each group of establishments in the Metropolitan 
:end in the country districts is shown in the following statement:-

Establishments 
employing on the 

ayera.ge- 1 

Proportion of e_a~ch_G_ro_u-"p_t_o_T_ot_a_1. ______ _ 

Metropolitan District. 1 Remainder of State. 

I 1001. -: 1911:~-1' jg20-21.[192H5_ 1901. I 1911_ i 1920-21. 11924.25: 

per cent [pel' cent. per cen : per,cent'l per COllt. !per cen t'l per cent. per cent. 
UDder 4 employees -- 5'6 !l-5 14-0 I 23'S 22-5 1 21-3 22-2 30-0 

4 employees___ 7-4 I 7-1 6-5 6'8 12-1 11-7 [ 11-7 14-0 
5 to 10 employees 30-;'1 ,29-6 30-4 27-1 39, 3 39-2 [ 37':~ 34-0 

11" 20 2a-6! 207 194 17-1 15'1 15'1 16'4 J2-2 
21" 50 19-7, 19-0 'I 18'2 i 156 7'31 6-5 i 7-8 63 
51"]00,, 7-6 8'1 63 I 0-4 1-3 1-6 i 1 9 ]-'"i 

101 and upwards 5'8' 6-0 I 5-2 I 4-2 1-2 1-6: 2-7 2-0 

1Oo~0hOO'OiIOo~o+loo'o lOo~otlOo~oiloo~o J-OO-O ' 
~------------~ 

Tot.n'! 

In the JliIetropolitan district the tendency towards an increase in the 
number of small workshops and factories has caused the proportion of' 
establishments employing less than 5 hands to rise from 1 G6 per cent_ in 
1911 to 30 -6 per cent_ in 1924-25_ In the country districts the proportion of' 
!O'uch factories has increased from 36 to 44 per cent_ 

:MOTIVE POWER_ 

The power used for driving machinery in factories is derived mainly 
from steam_ Gas is used only to a limited extent, and there are electric 
engines of eonsiderable voltage, but the generation of their power depends 
upon some other cluss of engine. 

The following table shows the distribution of motive-power through the
various ageneies of steam, gas, electricity (generated by steam-power), 
water and oil, expressed in units of horse-power:-

Establish· I Horse-power of Machinery (A verage used). 

Year. monts 
using' 

I I Electricity _[ Water_ r \ ret' hstablish· Machillery. , Steam_ Gas_ Oil, Total:. ~.x~. ment using 
I ElectllClty. :'\!I achille!), • 
------

1901 I 1,969 42.1.,55 ],,,77 I 97 36 44_260 I 22 330 I 
1906 1 

2,496 70,192 4,21:2 
8,

9S9
1 

75 277 
7

4
,
756

1 
3:), 

1911 3,550 11;~,9;39 12,201 20,671 222 ],185 127,547 36 
1915-16 I 4,077 177,162 13,926 58,075 I 319 1,689 193,0!l6 47 
1920-21 I 5,002 192,816 13,212 103,846 I 24 2,381 208,463 1 41 
]921-22 i 5,470 201,806 13,211 122,3;"52 I 50 2,365 217,432 I 40 
1922-23 1 ;) SQ7 211,377 14,400 124, 172 1 48 2,472 228,297 I 39 
1!l23-2~ i 6,442 225,671 14,112 136,117 48 3,312 24C!, 14;~ I 38 
1924-2;) i 6,976 251,042 I 14,817 154,84:) I 682 3,539 270,080 39 

I 
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During the period under review the potential horse-power of the 
machinery in the factories increased from 57,335 to 756,766; or exclusive of 
€lectric or secondarily-produced power, from 56,669 to 525,315. The de
velopment of electrical power is characteristic of the period, the full capacity 
.of machinery so equipped advancing from 666 h.p. in 1901 to 231,451 h.p. 
in 1924-25. In all comparative statements of the horse-power of machin
€ry it is, howevel', advisable to eliminate the electrical agency, as it is a 
reproduced or transmitted force originating from a primal source. 

T'he average motive force, exclusive of electricity, actually employed in 
.oP8l'a,ting maehinery in the fadories, amounted 'to 44,265 h.p. in 1901, and 
to 270,080 h.p. in 1924-25. The average horse-power per establishment 
increased from 22 to 39, or by 77 per cent. during the period. 

Exclusive of electrical power the proportion of average motive force used 
in operating machinery to potential motive force was about 78 per cent. 
in 1901, and about 51 per cent. in 1924-25. Broadly speaking, the motive 
power of machinery is capable of supplying 94 per cent. more energy than 
that ordinarily operated. 

OAPITAL INVESTED L'i PnE~nsEs. 

With regard to capital permanently inyested in manufacturing in
,(ius tries, particlliars are available only of the yalue of land, buildings, and 
:fixtures whieh are the .property of the occupier. If they are not the pro
'perty of the occupier the rental. value is recorded. 

The following statement shows the extent to which the capital value of 
the premises used for manufacturing purposes has increased since 1901, 
also the advance in the value of plant and machinery installed:-

I I I 

I 
! Capital Value I Value of 

AYerage per 
No. of Establishment. 

Yr,ar. Establish- :of Premises (ownedIMaChinery, Tools, 

I 
menta. I and rented). and Plant. Value of \ v •. lne of lila· 

i . Premisefl. chinery. Tools 
and Plant. 

I 

£ I £ £ £ 
1901* 3,367 7,838,628 I 5,860,725 2,328 1,740 
1906 ~,86l t9,335,966 8,407,337 2,418 2,178 
1911 5,039 13,140,207 I 12,510,600 2,608 2,483 

1915-16 5.210 17,770;517 I 18,211,104 3,410 3,495 
1920-21 5;837 I 28,428,917 31,115,444 4,870 5,331 I 

J 921-22 6,356 I 32,052,303 35,229,530 5,043 5,543 
1922-23 6,703 i 34,630,984 37,579,386 5,166 5,1106 
1923-24 7,321 \ 37,979,192 41.141,890 

\ 

5,188 5,620 
192!-25 7_,H06 __ 41,351,080 

! 
43,553,900 5,230 5,509 

Increases-P:r cent., I ,-----~---
I j I I - , .~ 1901-1920 ... ... 1 13! 8 4270 643 1 124 , 2166 

* Excluding a number of small country establishments. t Ya.lue in 1907. 

The premises owned by the occupiers in 1924-25 were valued at 
£27,456,055, and rented .premises at £13,895;0,25, the valuation of the latter 
.being based on the rent paid, capitalised at fifteen years' purchase. 

SAURIES Al'.1) vV AGES. 

The amount of salaries and wages quoted throughout this chapter is 
€xclusive of amounts drawn by working proprietors. 

The salaries and wages paid to .employees in manufactories and works 
amounted in 1924-25 to £31;520,,849. Male workers, including juveniles, 
received £27,670,943, equal to £230, 5s. 9d. per head, and female workers, 
including jUveniles, £3,849,906, or £99 Ds. 11d. pcr head. . . 

A comparison of the total amount of salaries and wages paid since 1901 
is given in the next table, ,together with the average amount received per 
employee and the aycrage time worked in all factories. Similar information 
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.regarding each clas'S of indUSitry is published in Part "Manufactoriesaw:l 
Works" of the Statistical Register. 

Salaries and Wages (exclusive of drawings by Working Level of Average Wages Proprietors). per Employee. 

1911 = 1000. Averagec 
Year. Average per Employee including Juveniles. time 

Worked. 
Total. 

I I Males. iFemales. j Total. Male. }"1emale. Total. 

I 
I 

I I 4,9~,000 I £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.1 months 
1901 if< .. 81 o 0 .. * 839 11'32 
1906 5,591,888 II< II< 77 9 7 • * 804 11'45 
1911 11O,047,66~ 114 4 9 43 2 1 i 96 7 1 1000 1000 1000 11'.'55 

1915-16 13,413,845 141 9 1 53 14 6! 119 1>11 1238 1246 1238 11'56 
1920-21 25,618,591 210 19 10 87 12 2 182 7 10 1847 2032 1893 1l'52 
1921-22 26,783,242 218 0 6 91 12 4 186 4 3 1908 2125 1933 11'53 
1922-23 27,135,647 213 19 

71
97 4 8 184 12 4- 1873

1 

2256 1916

1 

1l'47 
1923-24 29,772,994 22514 3 96 4 5 194 1 7 1976 2232 2014 11'63 
192.-25 31,520,849 230 5 9 99 OIl 198 4 2 2016 2298 2057 11'68 

J 
J , 

• Not avaIlable. 

Between 1911 and 1924·25 the average of the wages paid to males in:
creased by over 101 per cent., and to females by 130 per cent. Moreover,. 
the proportion of juvenile lalrour was slightly less in the earlier year, the 
proportion of boys under 16 was about the same in both years, but the 
,proportion of girls under 16 was 8'5 per cent. of the female employees in 
1911 and 10'8 per cent. in 1924-25. 

The ,average earnings of males were highest. in heat, light and power 
works, and in arms and explosives factories, where the proportion of highly
skilled 1abour is large, the average amounts paid per male worker, in
cluding the management staff in 1924-25 !being £262 13s. 5d. and £261 3s. 8d. 
respemively. 

Of the female workers, those employed in the clothing industries received' 
in 1924-25 an ,average wage of £99 128. 10d., which WaJS £1 6s. 5d. more 
than the average amount paid to employees engaged in printing, book
binding, etc. 

PROGRESS OF MANUFACTORillS. 

The following statement shows the general progress of manufactories as: 
regards the value of production, and the amount paid in wages during the 
period 1901 to 1925:-

----
Value of- Salaries and 

I Fuel I G' I Production, 
Wage. paid, Balance 

(Output, 
Year. Consumed, : oods I bein~ Value Produc- eXiOlusive of less Materials I including iManufwtured'j ad ed to 1>ionper DrILwjn!!,s of Materials Used. Motive-powerl or ork Raw Em- Worl .. ng and Wages); I Rented. i Done. Materials. ployee. Proprietors. 

----

I £ £ 

I 

£, £, 

I 
£, £ 

I 

£ 
1901 15,140,896 496,715 25,648,471 10,010,860 151'2 4,952,000 5,058,860 

1906 I 22,102,685 609,998 34,796.169 12,083,48G 155'3 5,591,888 6,491,598 

1911 33,670,951 
i 

178'9 10,047,662 9,384,785 ),242,1>13 
I 

54,346,011 19,432,447 
I 

1915-16 44,227,079 1,528,220 

I 
70,989,864 25,284,565 I 216'6 13,413,845 11,820,720 

i 
1920-21 91,101,505 3,608,744 137,841,386 43,128,1~7 I 297'4 25,618,591 17,509,546 

I 
19~1-22 I 82,090,396 3,983,730 

I 
132,820,065 46,745,939 313'9 26,788,242 19.962,697 

1922-23 I 77,233,416 4,023,860 132,853,608 51,596,382 388-2 27,135,64'7 24,460,685 

I 
I 

I 
1923-24 85,568,596 5,129,848 

I 
146,359,260 55,660,816 348'6 29,772,994 25,887,822 

1924-25 
I 

94,955,332 5,609,490 159,608,878 59,044,051 356'2 31,520,849 27,528,201 
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The Vialue of the output ,has grown from £25,648,471 in 1901 to £159,608,873 
in 1925, lund cHhe value of production from £10,010,860 to £59,044,051. 

Of the value of goods manufactured or work done in 1924-25, the coot of 
materials used and fuel consumed amounted to £100,564,822, and salaries 
and wages to £31,520,849. 

. Thus, on the average, out of every hundred pounds wortll of goods pro
duced in manufactories in 1924-25, the materials and the fuel cost £63, 
while the employee~ received £19 14s., leaving aualance of £17 6s. for the 
payment of overhead charges and for profits. 

There are, of course, numerous items to be considered before profits accrue. 
The cost of these cannot be determined accurately, but from the information 
available it is possible to make a rough estimate with regard to such items 
as depreciation and interest on invested capital in factories other than 
Government establishments. 

Excluding Government workshops and factories from consideration, the 
capital invested in lands, buildings, and fixtures in 1924-25 amounted to 

. £22,417,000. Municipal valuations would indicate that the unimproved 
".ru.u,e of 'pro,perty is about 35 per cent. of the improved value, and on this 
basis the value of the buildings and fixtures would be about £14,571,000. 

Factory buildings probably depreciate in value more quickly than any 
. other class of buildings, and therefore 4 per cent. can be regarded as a very 
moderate rate to be alloy;ed yearly on that account. Depreciation of plant 
,is more rapid, and varies considerably in different industries. As a result 
of inquiries made by proprietors of some of the largest factories in various 
industries and of the managers of Staix: undertakings, it ,is estimated li:hat 
(j;t per cent. is a .fair average allowance for depreciation of plant and 
ma'c.hinery. The allowance to be made for depreciation of buildings and 
mtur-2,s ,would therefore be about £583,000, and on plant and inaehinery 
£2,466,000, or a total of £3,049,000. 

In addition to the allowance for depreciation, a further allowance shod,d 
be made for interest on invested capital. Excluding Government workshops 

. and factories the capital invested in machinery and plant is £37,942,000, and 
in land and buildings £22,417,000, to this must be added the capital repre
sented by materials awaiting treatment and by manufactured goods awaiting 
disposal. Assuming that the average value of materials on hand awaiting 
treatment represents generally about 21'0 per cent.Cequal to about two and 
a half months' supply) of the value of all material used during the year, 
gpproximately £20,841,000 would have been invested in this way dnring 
1924-25. The value of unsold stocks on hand is taken to be about 5 pel' 
.eent. of the total value of the output, and this would represent an invest
ment of capital to the extent of £7,524,000. The total capital invested in 
19:24-25, therefore, may be set down at about £88,724,000. Interest on this 
amount at 5~ per cent., which could have been obtained by investment in 
·Government loans, would be £4,880,000. The allowance to be made for 
depreciation and interest is estimated, on this basis, to be £7,929,000, to 
which must be added cost of rented premises, £924,000, so that £8,853,000 
should be deducted in respect of charges which mnst be taken into account 
before .profits can be estimated. This would reduce the ,balance remaining 
after payment of wages, material, and fuel to £17,314,000, equal to 11'5 per 
eent. of the total output, or 13 per cent. of cost of all items mentione8. 
above, and such items of expense as insurance, advertising, rates and taxes 
would still have to be paid. 
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The varying proportions of the items which make up the total value of 
output of the manufacturing industries in various years since 1901 have 
been as follow:-

Proportion per cent. of Total Value of Output 
absor bed by-

Total. Year. 
Materials. [ ! Salaries 

[ 

Profit and 
Fuel. and Overhead 

Wages. Charges. 

1901 59'0 2'0 19'3 19'7 100 

1906 64'0 1'8 16'1 18'1 100 

1911 61'9 2'3 18'6 17'2 100 

1915-16 62'3 2'2 18'9 I 16'6 
I 

100 

1921-22 61'8 3'0 20'2 15'0 lOG 

1922-23 5S'2 30 20'4 IS'! 100 

1923-24 5S'5 3'5 20'3 17-7 100 

1924-25 59'5 3';; 19'7 1/'3 100 

After the outbreak of war, a decEne occuned in the proportions absorbed, 
Ly salaries and wages, and by other expenses and profits, but whereas it: 

recovery in wages began in 1918-19, the proportion left for profit and over
IlOad charges continued to diminish until 1921-22, and did not attain its 
pre-war dimensions until 1922-23. In the two following years the propor
tionate cost of materials and fuel increased, and, notwithstanding a relative 
decline in respect of wages, the proportion for profit, etc., decreased again. 

The following table shows, in each class of :industry, the value of goods: 
manufactured and .01 work done, the cost of materials used and of fuel 
consumed, the amount paid in wages and salaries, and the proportiollo of~the 
total value of output which each of these charges represented in the year 
192,1-25:-

r 
Proportionate Value of 

Goods Fuel con· Manufactured Goods 

Manu!ac· surned, Salaries represented bj-
Class of Industrl'. tnred, Materials including and '" 

I 
ci r '1 

used. Motive· .; 
aud Work Wages. d ~ .~'t:I W " done. 

[ 

power Paid. 'c-d ... ce,c: bt " rented. "'" ~ ~t'8~ .. 
* ~~ d ~ rP. ~ 

per per per per 
£ £ £ £ cent. cent. cent. cent. 

Treating Raw Materials, etn. ... 7,698,337 6,382,213 105,67> 724,150 ,82'9 1·4 9'4 6'3 
Oils and Fats, etc. . .. ... 2.933,238 1,919,935 55,737 315.612 65'5 1·9 10'8 21'8 
Stone. Clay, Glass, etc. ... 6,064,262 1,768,885 676,345 2,058;986 29'2 11'1 33'9 25'8 
Working in Wood ... 8,020,954 4,932,053 69,416 1,n.76,956 61'5 0·9 246 13'0 
Metal Works, Machinery, etc. ::: 42,494,404 25,052,327 2m:~~~ 9,582,173 59'0 5·2 22'5 13·3 
Food and Drink, etc. ... ... 45,732,840 34,574,146 3,721,700 75'6 1·3 8·1 15'0 
Clothing and Textile Fabrics,etc. 14,834,883 7,548,725 111,808 4,170,403 50·9 0·7 28'1 20'3 
Books, Paper, Printing, etc. ,0' 7,300,440 3,015,060 111,544 2,471,130 41'3 1'5 33'S 23'<1, 
Mnsical Instruments, etc. ... 641,850 306,262 4,996 202,165 47'7 ,0'8 31'5 20'0 
Arms and Explosives ... ... 152,727 20,381 3,640 100,142 13'3 2·4 65'6 18'7 
Vehicles, Saddlery, Harness, etc. 3,563,375 1,329,774 43,818 1,460,028 37'3 1·2 41'0 20'5 
Ship and Boat·building, etc. ... 2004,282 588,875 64,908 1,255,922 29'4 3·2 62'7 ~ 4'7 
Furniture, Bedding, etc. . .. 3,475,812 1,824,865 22,905 1,029,304 52'5 0·7 29'6 17'2. 
Drugs and Chemicals... ... 4,646,287 2,452,314 56,614 594,270 52'8 1·2 12'8 '33'2' 
Surgical and other Scientific In-

struments 127,252 46,217 1,306 46,949 36'3 1'0 36'9 25';;: 
Jewellery, Timepieces a~d' Plated-

ware .. , 419,938 154,354 5,631 167,033 36'S 1·3 39-8 22'1 
Heat, Light, and'Power" ... 7,553,733 1,993,350 1,398,968 1,130,520 26'4 18'5 15'0 40'1 
Leatherware, N.E.I. ... ... 638,212 342,477 1,827 173,274 53'6 0·3 '27-1 19'0 
Minor wares, N.E.I. ... ... 1,306,047 703,119 26,681 340,132 53'8 2'1 ,26·0 18'1 

----. ------- -------_. -----
Total ... ... ... 159,608,873

1
94,955,332 5,609,490

1
31,520,849 59'5 3·5 19'7 L7'3 

*ExCluslve ot drawmgs of workmg proprietors, 
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It IS interesting tb note the extent to which the value of materials is 
enhanced !by the process of treatment. For all industries combined 
materiaLs represented 59'{) per cent. of the value of the output, but there 
was great diversity amongs.t the various classes, t,he proportion ranging 
from 13·3 per cent. in those industries dealing with arms and explosives 
to 82 ',9 per cent. in those treating raw pastoral products. T,hese variations 
dan be understood readily when the wide difference between the operations 
of the industries is considered, and the value of the plant ,and machinery 
employed is ,taken into account. Costly plant alone is not a factor in 
the creat~on of high values, ,this being rather the result of the extensive 
use of machinery, and the industries dealing w,ith food and those eng'agedi 
in shipbuilding may be cited as examplcQ. In the former class mpterialSj 
represented 75'6 per cent. and wages only 8'1 per 'cent. of the total value, 
while in the latter class the total wages amounted to a sum 113 per cent. 
in exceS's of the value of m'aterials used, and represented 62",7 pel' cent. 
of the total value. In local shipyards a very large proportion of the work 
cons~st'1 of repairs and renovations, in which the cost of ma,terials is much 
less than in ,the lactu:a:l manufactnre, and owing to the aature of the 
employment little machinery is brought into requisition, 

The ratio of t,he total amount of w:xges to the value of production, that is, 
the value added to raw materials, declined from 5f)'3 per cent. in 1920-21 
to 53'4 pel' cent. in 1924-25. The ratio varies considerably in different 
industries, HlS will be seen in the following table, which covers the fiye years 
1921-25. 
---r---~-- ----- --- - ~-----__________ ' _________ .~ ___ . _______ ~_"_~ __ 

Class of Industry, 

'Treating Raw Materials, etc . 
.oils, Fats, etc, 

, Stone, Clay, Glass, etc. .., 

Working in 'Yood .. , 
Metal vYorks, Ma.chinery, etc .... 
Food, Drink, etc. ... 
Clothing, Textile Fabrics, etc. 
Books, Paper, Printing, etc, 
Musical Instruments, etc. 

Arms and Explosi ves" 
Vehicles, Saddlery, Harness, etc, 
,Ship and Boat-building, etc. 
Furniture, Bedding, etc ... , 
Drugs and Chemicals 
.snrgicaland other ScicntificInstrumen ts 

.Tewellery, Timepieces, and Plated-ware 
Heat, Light, and Power 
Leatherware, N.E,I. 

Minor 'Yares, N.E.I. 

Total· 

, 
Ratio of Amount 01 Wages Paid to Value of 

Production. 

1920-21. i 1921-22,11922-23, [ 1923-24,11924-25. 

I percent, percent. per cent,fper cent. I per cent." 

51'S - 54'6 40'3 I 51'9' i 59'8 
34'4 37-2 37'S I 34'4 i 32'9 
59'1 61'6 55'5' 53'0 ! 56'9 
66'0 69'6 66'8 I 61'0 ' 65'5 
73'2 66,S 64'6 i 63'7 63'0 

.., I 42'4 39'0 33'4 35'4 35'3 
",I 57'5 62'0 60'2 I 59'3 5S'1 
...1 61'6 61'5 52'8 57'4 59'2 

5S'S 64'4 63'2 63'9 61'1 
43'0 23'0 39'8 39'7 40'1 
69'6 68'0 67'4 67'2 71'2 
88'2 
7l-0 
38'0 

70'0 
70'6 
39'5 
62'9 
59'5 

90'2 
70'S 
31'9 
59'S 

6S'3 
35'4 
54'2 

75'0 

27'2 i 28'2 

64'4 60·S 

63'9 
30'2 
59'6 
57'0 

62'3 
30'1 
61'1 
61'6 

93'0 
63'2 
27'8 
58'9 

64'2 
27'2 
58'9 
59'0 

---------r--._-
59'3 57'2 52'5 I 53'5 53'4 

*Excludlllll: Commonwealth Small Arms- Factory. 
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FUEL CONSU:lIED. 

The V'alue of the fuel consumed in factories in 1924-;;:'5 was £3,834,229, 
Coal is used extensively in all large industries with the exception of smelt
ing, where coke is used. The quantity and value of each kind ot fuel used 
in the Vlarious industries in 1924-25 were as follows,-

Industry, 

Treating Raw Materials, etc .... 

Oils and Fats, etc. 

Stone, Clay, Glass, etc. 

Working in Wood 

Coal. Coke. Wood •. 
________ 1 ________ _ 

Quantity. Value. 

Tons. £ 

45,139 68,738 

31,133 39,668 

422,419 466,570 
I 

4,989 I 4,180 

I Quantity. 1 

I Tons. 

473 

4451 

5,939 

137 

Value. 

£ 

682 

421 

Quantity .1 Value. 

Tons. i:-
9,418 8,299 

315 281 

8,728 51,239 41,389 

203 17,968 11,989 

Metal \Vorks, Machinery, etc. 497,967 491,707 607,761 1,115,693 2,862 2,580 

Food, Drink, etc. 

Clothing, Textile Fabrics, etc. 

Rooks, Paper, Printing, etc .... \ 

Musical Instruments, etc. 

Arms and li:xplosives ... 

Vehicles, Saddlery, etc. 

Shipbuilding and Repairing ... 1 

Furniture, Bedding, etc. . .. 1 

Drugs and Chemicals ... ...1 
Surgical and Scientific Instru-I 

ments... ... ... ...1 

Jewellery, Timepieces, and 
Plated-ware ... 

Heat, Light, and Power 

Leatherware, N.E.I. 

Minor Wares, N.E.I. 

210,454 

16,537 

13,249 

668 

'~,87J I 
15,187 

13,468 

5 

12 

758,470 

286,780 23,371 33,064 61,709 58,176 

23,077 

22,392 

1,021 I 

5,219 

20,439 

1,947 

19,824 

8 

29 

3,641 

402 

962 

3,325 

H7 

4,270 

12 

315 

5,315 

564 

1 

I 
1,641 

6,401 

174] 

5,167 1 

15 

570 

342 

285 

444 

290 

... I 
1,462' 1,501 

59 

205 

852 

54 

235 

782 

1 

911,364 165,870 135,484 13,951 11,834 

17 27 59 1 83 

__ 1~979 ~:I_:~I-""- ,.. '" 
... 2,047,823 2,380,841 817,31l11,314,560 161,362 138,828 

I • 
I 

Total ... 

The cost of fuel. varies greatly in accordance with the proximity of the 
indootry to rthe source of supply, and is reflected in the table above, par
ticularly.in the metal and machinery group, because much of rthe coke used. 
for smelting iron at Ditngow is produced on the Sou1;h Ooast, and has to be 
hauled long distances by train. . .'. I ~~ 
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· \ EIlfPLOY~fENT. 

A comparative statement of average number of persons eng'ugcd III t,he 
various Cilas:ses of manuracturing industries in shown below;-

Class of Industry. 

Treating Raw Materials, etc. 
Oils and Fats, etc. 
Stone, Clay, Glass, etc. 
Working in Wood 
Metal Works, Machinery, etc. 
Food, Drink, etc. 
Clothing, Textile Fabrics, etc .... 
Books, Paper, Printing, etc. .,. 
Music:1l Instruments, etc. 
Arms and Explosives ... 
Vehicles Saddlery, Harness, etc. 
Bhip :1nd Boat Building, etc. , .. 
Furniture, Bedding, etc. 
Drugs and Chemicals .. , ... ... 
Surgical and other Scientific Instruments 
Jewellery, Timepieces, and Plated-ware 
Heat., Light, and Power 
Leatherware, N.E.I. 

Minor "Vares, N.E.I. 

Total 

"'1 
... / 
••• 1 

Persons engaged, Including WorkIng 
Proprietors. 

1901. [ 1911. 
1
192 0-21.[ 1923·~4. [1924-25. 

2,981/ 3,890 3,840 3,961 3,812 
693, 889 ],584 1,842 1,726 

3,1021 5,695 8,829 8,867 9,491 
5, lOS 8,181 9,157 10,277 10,3aO 

]3,831 22,862 3 6,860 39,929 41,914 
1l,372 14,050 1 7,874 19,699 20,087 
14,497 26,504 I 2 8,298 31,916 33,27() 
5,573 9,134 1 0,527 12,478 12,904 

226 387 642 781 881 
11 33 850 376 388 

2,541 4,416 5,267 7,663 8,162 
1,541 2,429 5,175 J,g80 5,083 
2,140 3,534 4,312 5,582 5,951 

450 ],460 2,659 2,874 2,998 
69 96 206 241 275 

165 753 828

1 

873 873 
1,417 2,795 5,038 4,318 4,389 

1)7 461 919 1,162 1,178 
391 1,055 2,146 1,855 2,048 

------------------
'" 66,230 108,624 14 5,Oll 1 59,674 165,76(; 

Owing w an'1l;lin'l.8inded classification in 1923-24, the figures for the last two 
years 13!ren:ot· strictly comparable with tho~e. for eaflier years. Certain 
est,abl1shments formerly included in the class, musical instruments', etc., or 
with heat and power worKs are now in the metal and machinery gl"OUP; others 
previously with minor wares have been transferred to the fUTIlituregroup. 

,Since 1901 the average numoor O'f employees in manufacturing industries 
lias increased much faster than the total popuration, the annual rates being 
H'O and 2'1 per cellt. respectively. The very great proportionate growth of 
factories between 1906 and 1911, and the slackening between 1911 and 
1916, are shown in the following comparison :-

Increase in Factory Employees. Increase in Popu~ 

Period. lation-
Average Averagoe Annual 

Number. Annual Rate Rate. 

per cent. per cent. 

1901-06 (5 years) ... 11,592 3'3 1'7 

1906-11 (5 years) ... 30,802 6'9 2'6 

1911-16 (4! years) 7,777 1'5 2'4 

1916-21 (5 years) ... 28,610 4'5 2'1 

1921-25 (4 years) ... 20,749 3'4 2'0 
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The following table shows the average number of persons engaged in 
manufacturing industries in the Metropolitan area and in the remainder 
of the State at intervals since 1901;-

Employees (mcluding 'Vorking 

\ 

Employees (including Working 
Proprietors). Proprietors). 

Year. MQt~op?litan I Remainder I Total - \ 

Year. 
Metropolitan 1 Remainder I Total. 

Dlstrwt. 01 State. . District. 01 State. 

1901 42,415 23,815 66,230 [ 1921-22 110,589 38,287 
I 

148,876 

1906 52,605 25,217 77,822 1922-23 114,864 37,722 152,586 

1911 77,592 31,032 108,624 1923-24 118,669 41,005 

I 
159,674 

11924-25 1915-16 85,365 31,036 116,401 121,922 43,838 165,760 

\ 1920-21 104,552 40,459 14.5,011 

I 

During 1924-25 the average number of employe eEl in the Metropolitan area 
increased by 3,253, and in the country by. 2,833, the increase in the whole 
State being 6,086. 

Under the classification of "Remainder of State" are included such 
urban centres as Newcastle, Broken Hill, Parramatta, Gra.nville, Lithgow, 
:W ollongong, Goulburn, and Bathurst, yet it .is significant that Sydney an,d 
its suburbs constitute the chief manufacturing centre of the State,. and 
that whereas t,he average number of emp~oyees in the Metropolitan district 
increased by 79,507', or 187'4 per cent., from 1901 to 1925 the increase in all 
other parts of the State was only 20,023 peroons, or 84'1 per 'cent. 

The increase in the average number of employees of eaoh sex since the 
year ended 301,11 June, 1915, is s'hown ibeloiW;-

Metropolitan District. 

Year. 
Males. [ Females. 

-------,--------! 

1914-15 

1924-25 

Increase per 
cent. 

60,975 23,847 

86,333 35,589 

41'6 

Remainder of State. 

Males. \ Females. 

29,326 2,314 

40,163 3,675-

30'9 588 

The proportion of females employed is far greater in the Metropolitan 
area than in the country districts, and in comparison with the increase in 
the employment of males, the rate of increase in the employment of females 
has been greater both in the metropolitan and country areas. 
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A verage Time W orlced . 

The average time worked in the different classes of factories during 
various yeams since 1911 is shown below. The figures have been cakl1Jlated 
on the basis of the average number of employees, engagoo during the yem,' 
specified. 

Class of Industry. 

Treating Raw Matel'ials, etc ..•• 

Oils and Fats, etc. ... ... 

Stone, Clay, Glass, etc. ... 

Working in Wood ... ... 
Metal Works, Machinery, etc. 

Food, Drink, etc. ... ... 
Clothing, Textile Fabrics, etc. 

Books, Paper, Printing, etc .... 

Musical Instruments, etc. '" 

rms and Explosives ... '" A 

V 

S 

F 

D 

ehicles, Saddlery, Harness,&c. 

hip Building, etc. ... 
urniture, Bedding, etc. 

rugs and Chemicals 

S urgical Instruments, etc. 

ewellery, etc .... ... 
eat, Light, and Power 

J 

H 

L 

Min 

eatherware, N.E.I ... 
or Wares, N.R.I. ... 

Mean of all Industries 

... 

... 

... 

... 

'" 

... 

... 

'" 

... 

-

1911. I 1910-16. I 1920-21. I 1923-21. j 1924-25. 

Months. Months. Months. Months. Months. 

10·11 10'10 10·83 10·88 10'64 

11·38 11-89 11·78 H·39 11'98 

11·56 11'13 11-4S 11·55 11-49 

10·82 10'82 11·00 11·03 H'OT 

1l·70 11'67 11-49 11·79 11'94 

H·lO 11'33 11·07 11'38 11'18 

11·64 H'70 H·70 11-68 11'74 

H·89 11'98 11·87 H·91 11'92 

12·00 12'00 11·77 1l·72 U'811 

8·21 12'00' ,12·00 12·00 12'00 

11·83 11'84 11·60 11·67 11'80 

II·98 1l'99 H·98 11-99 U'96 

11·58 11'66 11·73 11·76 11'88 

11·77 11·99 11·78 11·88 11'91. 

12'00 12'00 12'00 12·00 U'3() 

11·98 11'95 11·65 H·8S 11'97 

11·81 11'68 11·75 11·117 11'811 

11·91 H'7S 11·90 11·92 n'81 

n·51 I 11'60 11·82 11·38 n'9l 

11·55 11'56 1lo52 11·63 1l'68 

\ 

In some industries, e.g., those engaged in treating raw pastoral products, 
the work is seasonal,and factories may be closed during certain periods 
of each year. In other indUstries operations are continuous throughout the 
whole year,and periods of slackness, due to season'al IllIld other condiinona, 
rffiu!t in a reduotion of the number of employees, but not in the averiage 
tiD:l~ rus sho:wn .in the table. Therefore, these ngures do not reflect the 
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regularity or intermittency of employment in relation to factory emp1oyees; 
but 1lhey may be used!, in com'bin:ation with the average number of employees~ 
to measure roug{hly the working time 'spent in producing each year's output. 

Sex and Age Distribution of Employees. 
The following table 'Sihows the average -number of males' and females

employed in :ila;ctorieS', and the ratio to the male and female population 
respectively during each year since 1916:-

Males. Females. Total. 

Year. Average I Average Average 
Average per 1,000 Average . per 1,000 Average per 1,000 
Number. of Male Number. of Female Number. of Mean 

Population. I Population. Population. 
I 

! 
I 

1915-16 87,724 90·1 28,677 I 31·1 116,401 61·4 ... ... I 

i 
I 

1916-17 88,910 93·3 29,087 I 30-9 117,997 62'3-... . .. 
I 

1917-18 ... . .. 90,025 93·6 30,529 31·8 120,554 62·7 

1918-19 ... .. , 96,884 98·0 30,707 31·4 127,591 64·9 

1919-20 ... . .. 109,836 105'5 34,618 34·7 144,454 70·9 

1920-21 ... ... 112,187 105·2 32,824 32·1 145,011 69·' 

1921-22 ... ... 112,362 103-6 36,514 35·0 148,876 69'9 

1922-23 ... ... 115,287 104.1 37,299 35·0 152,586 70-2 

1923-24 ... ... 121,845 108·1 37,829 3d.· 9 159,674 72'2 
. , 

1924-25 ... 126,496 nO'1 39,264 35'6 165,760 73'6 . 
I 

. Manufacturing industries provide employment for about 7 per cent. of 
the total population; more than 11 per cent. of males find employment 
therein, but less than 4 per cent. of females. The employment of males 
diminished during the earlier years of the war period, but the proportion 
has increased since 1915-16 by 22 per cent. The employment of females 
has fluctuated, but shows a tendency to increase. 

In New South Wales legislation hals been introduced to limit the employ
ment of women land children in factories, with a view to promoting the 
general good of the community. 

The following table shows, for the years 1911, 1921, and 1925 1lhe in
dustries in which women and girls have been employed in greatest num
bw:s, and the ratio to every 100 males employed in tl?e same industri •. 
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Industry 
A\'crage Numher of 'Vomen and /) Number ~f Wonien and G~rls 

Girls emploved in facto '. per 100 Males employed III 
., rj factory. 

--------------,------
1911. ! 1920-21. 1 1924-25. 1911. 11920-21. 11924-25. 

:Food, etc.--
Aerated \Vaters... ... .. . 
Biscuits... ... ... .. . 
Condiments, Coffee, and Spices .. . 
Confectionery .. . ... .. . 
(lornflour. Oatmeal ... .. . 
Jam and Fruit-canning .. . 
Meat-preserving .. ... .. . 
Pickles, Sauces, and Vinegar .. . 
Tobacco... '" '" .. 

Clothing, etc.-
Dressmaking and Millinery _ .. 
Hats and Caps... ... ... 
Waterproofs and Oilskins '" 
Shirts, Ties, and Scarfs... .. . 
Slop Clothing '" ... .. . 
Tailoring... ... ... .. . 
Furriers... ... ... .. . 
Woollen and Tweed Mills } 
Knitting Factories' .. _ ::: 
Dyeworks and Cleaning .. . 
Tents and Tarpaulins ... .. . 
Boots and Shoes ... .. . 

Chemicals, Drugs, and Medicines .. . 
Bedding, Flock, and Upholstery .. . 
Brooms and Brushware... .. . 
Furnishing, Drapery, etc. .. . 
Inks, Polishes, etc. ... .. . 
I.eatherware. '" ,.. .. . 
Manufacturing Jewellery... .. . 
Paper, Paper Bags, and Boxes .. . 
Printing and Book-binding .. . 
Rubber Goods ... ... .. . 
Soap and Candles ... ... .. . 
Tinsmithing ... ... ... .. . 
Other Industries ... ... .. . 

I 

128 I 
690 
209 
442 
181 
440 
117 
170 
746 

4,650 
995 

97 
1,599 
5,026 
2,702 

24 

561 

22 
230 

1,499 
325 

96 
9 

160 

56 
47 

727 
1,387 

59 
144 
34 

815 

81 
822 
545 

1,190 
125 
721 

26 
230 

1,262 

4,249 
815 
106 

1,817 
3,798 
2,927 

129 

{ 
793 

1,186 
105 
255 

1,612 
540 
122 
60 

296 
170 
279 

51 
827 

1,711 
344 
286 
195 

1,927 

----1----

Total ... 24,387 29,602 

55 I 14 14 
1,065 121 102 

523 122 125 
1,392 70 113 

94 97 68 
924 137 113 

69 14 29 
191 195 163 

1,270 128 131 

3,276 11,071 5,119 
977 227 159 

91 539 505 
1,881 1,859 1,781 
5,234 601 632 
2,780 163 276 

257 114 182 
1,076 } 172 {101 
1,946 663 

148 92 76 
97 I 230 274 

1,980 61 61 
525 89 79 
198 28 34 

73 5 25 
192 239 435 
228... 93 
444 16 51 

51 11 12 
;1,275 201 119 
1,759 29 34 

554 28 57 
318 39 59 
298 5 29 

3,7701 __ 2 3 

35,Oll I 36/ 32 

10 
75 

170 
131 
57 

181 
77 

148 
127 

6,552 
218 

1,01l 
1,393 

680 
273 
168 
174 
526 

88 
141 
78 
83 
40 
28 

582 
179 

76 
14 

125 
30 
61 
59 
33 
(j 

34 

Tihe following table sihows the average nlIll1ber of peTsons under a~d over 
tihe age of 16 years engaged in manU!f'actories ill various years since 1907, the 
:first year for which statistics respecting the employment of children are 
available :-

I 
Persons Employed in Manufactories, including 'V orldng Proprietors. 

Year. Aged 16 years and over. Childreno~na~~ 16 years Total. 

~ ___ I-M-a-le-s·--c-I-F-en-,a-I-es-·'I--T-ot-a-l. Males.! Females.! Total. "'lales. I Females.j 

1907 
1911 

1915-16 
1920-21 
1921-22 
1922-23 
192il-24 
1924-25 

-

63,547 
79,609 
85,146 

ICS,514 
108,451 
Ill,2R6 
1]7,717 

.122,528 

1 

18,634 '12,181 
24,274 103,883 
26,072 111,218 
29,214 137,728 
32,36t 140,H15 
33,011 144.297 
33,791 lill,508 
35,008 157, 536 1 

2,406 I 1,880 4,286 65,95:i 20,514 
2,474 i 2,267 4,741 82,083 26,541 
2,578 I 2,605 5,183 87,724 28,677 

3,
673

1 

3,610 7,283 112,187 32,824 
3,91l 4,150 8,061 112,362 36,514 
4,001 4,288 8,289 115,287 37,2!:J9 
4,12R : 4,038 8,166 121,845 37,829 
3,968 ! 4,256 8,224 126,496 39,264 

Total. 

86,46 7 
4 
1 
1 
6 
6 
4 
o 

108,62 
116,40 
145,01 
148,87 
152,58 
159,67 
165,76 
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During the year 1924-25 there was an increase of 4,651 in the num"{)er 
of male employees and of 1,435 in the number of females. Of those aged 
16 years 'and over there was an increase of 4,811 males and 1,217 females; 
and there were 58 more children in the factories than in the previous year, 
the number of boys having decreased by 160, while the number of girls 
increased by 218. Of the male employees in 1924-25, boys under 16 years 
numbered 3,968, ,or 3'1 per cent.; 20,557, or 16'3 per cent, were between 
16 and 21 years; and 101,971, or 80'6 per cent., were adults. Of the 
females, the number and proportion in the respective groups were 4,256, 
or 10'8 per cent.; 14,692, or 37'4 per cent.; and 20,316, or 51,8 per cent. 

CHILD LABOUR. 

The law regulating primary education prescribes that children must 
attend school until the completion of their fourteenth year, exception 
being made only incase of those who, prior to reaching that age, have 
obtained exemption certificates, which may be granted when the children 
have attained a certain standard of education, or, in !special cases, when 
attendance at an evening school is arranged. Since 1896 the Factories 
and Shops Act has prohibited the employment of children under the age 
of 14 in any factory, unless by special permission of the J\£inister for 
Labour and Industry, and such permission may not be given to a child 
under the age of 13 years. Permission is not granted, ,except in extreme 
circumstances, to any girl under the age of 14 years. Special permits were 
issued during 1925 to 229 children between the ages of 13 and 14 years, 
viz., to 159 ,boys and 62 girls in the :Metropolitan district, to 6 boys and 
1 girl in Newcastle, and to 1 boy at Broken Hill, 

The employment in a fadory of juveniles under the age of 16 years is 
conditional upon a medical certificate as to physical fitness being secured 
by the factory occupier. During the year 1925 certincates were issued to 
8,152 juveniles as follows '-:Metropolitan district, 3,668 hays and 3,883 
girls ; Newcastle, 285 boys and 142 girls; Broken Hill, 9 Boys; and in the 
rest of the State, 118 boys and 47 girls. 

Of 8,224 juveniles engaged in manufacturing, 7,057 were employed 
within the metropolitan area. A review of the statistics of juveniles shows 
that up to 1914 the b03'8 outnumbered the girls, but in some of the more 
recent years the number of girls was the greater. About 94 per cent, of 
the girls were working in Sydney 'and suburba, and 23 per cent. of the 
boys were employed in establishments located outside the metropolitan 
area. 

The following statement shows the proportion of boys and girls amongst 
the factory employees in various years since 1907 also the proportion of 
children aged 13 to 15 years who are employed ir: factories :-

Children employed in Factories. 

Year. Boys per 1,000 I Girls per 1,000 I Ch'ld 1000 I Children per 1,000 
Male Yemale 1 ren per , of all Childr<;n 

Employees. Employees, Employees. aged 13 to 15. 

1907 36'5 91'6 49'6 45'9 

1911 25'2 76·4 37'4 49'9 

1915-16 29'4 90'S 44'5 4S'6 

1920-21 32·7 110'0 50'1 62'S 

1921-22 34'S 113·7 54'1 6S·4 

1922-23 34'7 115'0 54'4 68·2 

1923-24 33'9 106'7 51'1 66'S 

1924-:.!5 31',( 108·4 49·6 65'9 
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In 1919-20, when the Ibasic wage was increasert by 17s. per week in the 
case of males, and by 9s. in the case of females, a marked increase occurred 
in the proportion of children in factories, particularly in the clothing 
industries. During the last two years it declined again. The proportion 
Df boys is lower now than in the year 1907, but the proportion of girls 
amongst the female employees is 18 per cent. hi.gher. On the average, 66 
children per 1,000 were employed in factories in 1925 as compared with 
46 per 1,000 in 1907. 

Clas" of Industry. 

Treating Raw Materials, etc. 390 i 1491 151 12,960 I 162 
Oils, Fats, etc. . .. 1 93 I 209 41 1,318 60 
Stone, Clay, Glasc>, etc. 658 366 194- I 8,104 169 
Working in Wood ... 1,338 5131) 421 7,664 351 
Metal Works, Machinery, etc, ... 1 2,r77 1,617 581,37,209 328 
Food, Drink, etc. ... . .. 1 1,399 1,600 803! 15,754 525 
Clothing, Textile Fabrics, etc. 2,536 72.1 54 29,297 213 
Books, Paper, Printing, etc. i 1,111 1,170 30 10,397 195 
Musical Instruments 36 73 6 761 5 
Arms and Explosives 16 27 5 331 9 
Vehicles, Saddlery, Harness, etc. ... 1,164 553 ·11 6,364 69 

1 

... I 
5: 

... I ... 
21 
1 r 

44~ I 

I 
Ship and Boat Building, etc. 176 317 84 4,478 28 ' 
Furniture, Bedding, etc. ... 626 171 12 5,081 54 I 7 
Drugs and Chemicals 249 348 43 2,319 39 I ... 1 
Surgical and other Scientific Instru- 31 16 225 3 .. . 

ments. 'I 

Jewellery, Timepieces, and Plated- 119 i 50 681 20 3 I 

3,812 
1~726 
9,491 

10,330 
41,914 
20,087 
33,270 
12,904 

881 
388 

8,162 
5,083 
5,951 
2,998 

275 

873 
ware. 1 I 

Heat, Light, and Power ... 1 312 200 819 3,on 17 ..• I 4,389 
Leatherware, N.E.I.... "'1 75 64 ... 1,027 12 ... I 1,178 
Minor Wares, N.E.i. "'I~ ~ ~3~ _~,803 ~ _ .. _. _, 2,048 

Total .. , 12,608 8,30~ 3,292 138,814 2,284 _~1165,760 

Males "'111,772 5,321 3,292 103,803 2,228 80 1126,496 
Females .. , 836 2,980 35,011 56 381 39,264 

1 

The status of workers employed varied greatly in the nineteen standard 
classes of manufacturing industry. The average proportion of working 
proprietors, managers, and overseers was 7'6 per cent. for all classes, but it 
varied from 3'5 per cent. in ship and boat building to 14'3 per cent. in 
those mwking vehicles, saddlery, 'and harness. 

Amongst the males the proportion of working proprietors, etc., was 9 '3 per 
cent., and of workers in the factories 82'0 per cent. The corresponding· 
proportions amongst the females were 2'1 per cent. 'and 89'2 per cent. 
respectively. 

Only 5 per. cent. of the employees were clerical workerrs,and of these 
more than one-half were fero::tala3. The practice o£giving ont work at piece 
rates is very limited. Workers employed in their own homes represented 
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only 0'3 per cent. of the total number employed, and nearly all were women 
engaged by clothing manufacturers. 

INDIVIDUAL INDUSTRIES. 
The foregoing information relating to the manufacturing industry as a 

whole or to groups of industries serves to show the general industrial 
development, but it does not furnish particulars relating to individual 
industries. It is desirable that ,detailed information ,should be available 
regarding all the important industries, but the output of many of them, 
e.g., engineering works, is not readily dassifiable, and8JS the output is 
perhaps the most interesting item, it has been deemed ilidvisable to confine 
the remarks in the following pages to industries whose importance merits 
special mention, and whose output may be shown in detail with regard to 
both quantity and value. 

TANNERIES. 

Skins and hides are exported in large quantities, and in recent years the 
tanning industry has extended its operations. The bulk of the local hides 
are tanned in New :South "\V'ales, as weE as a large number imported from 
other Australian States and fHJm New Zealand. Besides maintaining' an 
extensive export trade in ileather, it provides practically all the raw material 
needed for local requirements and for an oversea trade in footwear 
and other leather goods. 'Two-thirds ,of the leather produced loctc11y is sole 
leather, but the production of the finer sorts is receiving increasing atten
tion. The exports of sole leather in 1925 were valued at £189,493, and of 
other leather £199,169. Fancy leathers are stiH imported in large quantities, 
thus 1,101,448 sq. feet, valued at £81,457, were imported into New South 
Wales in 1924-25, and practically the whole came from the United States of 
America. 

Two-thirds of the number of ta=eries in operation in the State are 
situated within the boundaries of tne Metropolitan area. 

The following table gives particulars of the industry for the year 1901 
and at intervals thereafter:-

Items. 1901. 1911. 1920-21. I 1923-24. 

I 
1924-25. 

Number of Establishments ... 1 108
1 

I r 
76

1 

8°1 771 73 
Average Number of Em.rloyees, 1,0591 1,039 1,242 1,3171 1,205 
Average Horse-power use ... 1 711 1,044 2,688\ 2,717 2,567 
Value of Land and Buildings t £ ll5,752 105,990[ 265,1661 292,498 292,324 
Value of Plant and Machinery £1 47,274 82,241' 172,1321 209,705 202,249 
Total Amount ~f Salaries and 

262,7241 Wages paid ... '." £\ 80,757 104,695 283,144 267,321 
Value of Fuel and Power used £ 4,893 7,160 17,855[ 22,930 19,706 
Value of Materials used... £, 578,164 786,817 1,684, 791 t 1,341,233 1,315,051 
Value of Output ... £\ 735,231 982,023 2,103,525' 1,908,462 1,780,906 
Value of Production £1 152,174 188,046 400,879 544,299 446,149 
Materials Treated-

Hides-
Calf and Yearling No" .. 214,6811 100,829 399,448 283,260 
Other ." No.1 " 317,02[)1 692,335 551,465 600,935 
Ride-pie~es cwt. \ * 2,537 2,000 
Sheep Pelts No. ,. 

4,642,865 3,813,618 1,794,587 1,742,385 
Other Skins No. .. 125,576 284,632 508,642 669,357 
Bark...... tons I .. 11,706 11,570 1l,015 10,639 

Articles Produced-
Lea~her ... ... '" lb.j '" 13,945,005 17,707,065 20,644,084 19,276,236 
....... ..' ••. 1b'

l 
* 4,324,139

1 

2,73(1, 162[ 1,946,HI5 1,559, III 
Pelts, pickled... ... No. .. 357,833 690,084 187,656 
Other Skins, selling value £ * 17,151 255,535 145,527 159,341 

·~c 
:Fkshings, etc. ... ... cwt. .. .. 64,467 46,258 58,709 

"'Not .. vailabla. t Includes rented premises. 
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WOOL-SCOURING, FELL MONGERING AND IWOOL-COMBING. 

In the wool-scouring and fEillmongering industry there is room for great 
development, as only one-twelfth of the wool clip was scoured locally in 
1924-25. The proportion is usually larger, ,but in the year mentioned opera
tions were somewhat limited owing to the high prices of raw wool. The 
exports in 1924-25 of greasy wool were 209,334,275 lb., and of scoured wool 
15,469,990 lb. 

Items. 1901. L 1911. 1920-21. 1923-24. \ 1924-25. 

Number of Establishments 73

1 

59

1 

42 48 40 
Average Number of Employees 1,459 1,603 1,461 1,243

1 
1,081 

Average Horse.power used ... 997 2,009 3,623 3,601 2,968 
Value of Land aud Buildings t £ 12,),836 169,418

1 

276,320 300,6101 271,117 
Value of Plant and Machinery £ 66,391 160,200 373,442 411,590 351,679 
Total amount of Salaries and W;tges paid £ 77,429 126,215 280,731 238228 189,136 , 1 

Value of Fuel and Powcr used £ 9,059 16,277 39,5'12 41, 558 1 32,481 
Value of Materials med ... £ 25,244 1 2,151,713 2,991,868 3,742,710. 3,552,121 
Value of Output £ 150,614- 2,a93,883 3,677,014 4,'209,5451 3,792,603 
Value of Production £ Il6,311 225,893 645,604 425,277 208,001 
Materials Treated-

24,960,202 26,620,589129,090,370 Greasy'Vool lb. * 34,023,054 ... 
Scoured 'V oul .. lb. * * 5,738,701 4,826,269, 4,226,383 
Skins No. * 5,180,335 4,088,690 2,535,9041 1,777,062 

Articles Produced--
Scoured Wool lb. * 33,283,378 26,994,551 21,493,9-11 18,974,759 
Wool.tops and Noils lb. • * 5,623,414 4,542,136 3,960,235 
Pelts,..... ... No. * 4,655,524 3,235,429 1,767,231 1,435,855 

* Not arailable. t I'lcludes rented premises. 

SOAP AND OANDLE FACTORIES. 

·Of the industries in which oils and fats are treated, soap and calldle 
making is the most important. The industry has grown to such an 
extent that it suppljes pr.a:ctically the whole of the local requirements of 
iloapand .candles, except fancy and medicated soaps, and even these are 
being supplied to an increasing extent. T,here is also a sman export trrude 
with the islands of the PaGific.The following table shows the chief par
ticulars of the industry since 1901 :-

Items. I 1901. 1911. J 1920-21. I 1923-24. j 1924-25. 
-----
Number of Establishments ... ' 
Average Number of Bmployees 
Average Horse.power used ... 
Value of Land and Buildingst £ 
Value of Plant. and Machinery £ 
Total amount of Salaries and Wages paid £ 
Value of Fuel and Power used£ 
Value of Materials used... £ 
Value of Output ... ... £ 
Value of Production ... £ 
Materials Treated- I 

Tallow ... ... ... cwt. 
Alkali ... ..• . .. lb. 
Wax ... ... . .. lb. 
Resin ..• ... . .. cwt. 
Copra Oil ... . .. cwt. 
Sand . ~ ... . .. ewt. 

Articles Produced
Soap ... ..• ... cwt. 
Soap I<Jxtract., Powders, &c. lb. 
Candles (including wax) lb. 
Glycerine ..• .'. lb. 
Soda Crystals . _ ... lb. 
Oleine •.• ..• '.,' £ 
Stearine ... ... ... £ 

.. Not avwable. 

44 
533 
503 

84,923 
89,147 
37,681 
5,932 

208,676 
:~22,036 
107,428 

* 
* 
* • 
* • 

37 
638 
785 

165,218 
150,453 
49,555 

12,205
1 359,096 

597,544 
226,243 

117,428 
6,370,0071 

lI8:'697 

233,600 :177,449 
• 965,807 

3,895,468 5,388,848 
631,680 • 

• * ".. * • • 
t Includes rented premI~es 

261 30 
946 1,229 
964 1,239 

223,4231 371,725 
287,714

1 

411,576 
141,135 198,634 
40,I60i 30,556 

859,555 766,906 
1,I77,511 1,338,632 

277,796 541,170 

139,153
1 

163,102 
4,516,054. 4,481,548 
2,481,8541 2,463,156 

22,327 30,882 
15,560

1 
30,718 

3,595 22,084 

280,620 363,192 
4,051,251 4,788,616 
4,191,534 3,835,542 
1,882,423 1,814,714 

681,024 2,Il3,158 
26,714 12,409 
25,500 31,710 

~ All factorIes. 

29 
1,165 
1,250 

351,427 
389,0'29 
206,561 

37,841 
850,802 

1,483,824 
595,181 

192,651 
7,002,817 
2,331,598 

33,474 
31,755 
17,788 

417,008 
5,926,653 
3,609,271 
2,328,310 
2,593,615 

10,083 
15,150 
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BRICK ANJ TILE W ORl{S. 

Owing to the abundance of clay, brickworks have been established in all 
parts of the State. In the metropolitan brickworks 1,602 persons are em~ 
ployed,and the output of the kilns is much greater and more varied than 
in the country, where the employees number 1,395. In a number of cases 
the industry is associated with tile-making, so the figures for the two in
dustrieshave been combined. The following figures present information 
ccncerning the industry in 1901 and later years;-

Items. 

Number of Establishments ... \ 

Average Numoer of Em
ployees 

Average Horse-power used ... 

1901. 

182 

1,8231 

1,228[ 

1911. 

222 

3,017 

4,865 

1920-21. 1923-24. 
I 

1924-25. 

159 171 172 

3,716 3,771 3,792 

9,181 10,657 10,655 

873,600 982,451 Vi11ue of Land & Buildingst £ 200,1701 391,875 865,182\ 

Value of Plant & Mach'ry £ 108,589i 449,100 I,E4,500

r 

1,380,426 1,386,224 

Total Amount of Salaries and 
Wages paid ... £ 149,342 322,781 777,5361 

"I alue of Fuel and Power I 

816,215 815,965 

used £ 46,355 101,267 276,4021' 315,825 318,867 

Value of Materials used £ :32,199 70,881 189,150 306,423 282,47:! 

Value of Output ... ~ '36~,25~ 7~6,6~0 1,640,7431 1,9~6,933 1,882,9:'3 

Value of Production ... £ :28.~,691 5J4,4121 1,175,191 1,304,685 1,281,6~4 

Articles Produced - 1 I 
Bricks No. 157,999,000 327,864,000360,092,0051402,594,7131383, {l34, 326 

Tiles .. £ * 2J,857 286,862 328,900 296,707 

Pipes £.. 52,241 6,754 8,960 14,279 

Pottery ... 

Fire Bricks, etc. 

£ 

£ 

* Not available. 

.. 
.. 

51,763 

.. 72,225 140,768\ 174,955 

t Includes rented premibe8. 

In earlier years pottery making was associated with brick making, but 
now it is conducted in most cases as a separate industry. The manufacture 
of roofing tiles developed to such an extent during the war that practically 
.all the tiles used in the 'State are of local production. An inquiry was 
.conducted by the New .south Wales Board of Trade in 1924 regarding an 
alleged monopoly and restriction of output in this industry. Details were 
published in the chapter entitled Employment and Production of the 
1924 issue of this Year Book. 

State Bric7cwol'lcs, Homcoush. 
In the latter palrt of 1911 the Government established .state Brickworks 

at Homebush, noar Sydney. The business results of the undertaking are 
highly satisfactory. At 30th June, 1925, the accumulated trading profit. 
amounted to £195,039, and it was estimated that the Government had saved 
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a sum· of £147,000 hy purchasing bricks from the works. The requirements 
of the different Government Departments are supplied and bricks are sold 
to :the public at prices below those ruling in private brickyards. 

The following table gives particulars of the operations of the State Brick
worl\;s at Homebuslr Bay for e:wh of the last five years:-

PartiCUlars. I 1920·21. l 1921-22. l 1922'23·_I_l~23'24_1~1924'25. 
Bricks manufactured 
Used for Public Works ., 
Sold to Private Purchasers 
Used at Works .. 
Stocks at 30th June 

Cost of Manufacture per 1,000 .. 

Sale price per 1,000-
Seconds ., 
Commons 
Face .. 

.. 38,586,954 40,912,716 42,397,987 

.. 19,306,494 17,537,496 14,884,200 

.. 19,230,679 22,789,963 27,454,421 
20,880 701,519 69,941 

"1 
402,179 285,917 275,842 

1 

1- s. dl 1- s. d. 1- s. d. 
2 5 7 2 7 2 2 6 5 

2 12 6 213 6 210 6 
i 215 0 2 ]5 0 2 13 0 

::1 4 8 0
1 

4 8 0 4 6 0 
I 

• From 1st November, 1923, £4 10 •. 

44.966,718 47,385,915 
9,882,900 14,684,279 

34,826,912 30,5910,928 
53.769 1,980,388 

478,479 600,799 

£, s. d. 1- s. d. 
'2 6 8 2 6 3 

2 ]0 6 2 10 II 
2 13 0 2 13 0 

"4 6 0 4 10 0 

The sale prices as stated in the table were for bricks loaded into trucks 
at the yard, Homebush Bay. 

SAWMILLS. 

Sawmilling is an important industry in many parts of the State, the 
majority of the mills being situated in the forest areas. Besides general 
sawmilling, moulding and planing are undertaken at some mills, also the 
cutting of wood-paving blocks. In the more pQpulous centres sawmills are 
conducted in connection with yards where imported timbers are treated 
and joinery work is done. 

Details concerning the sawmilling industry at intervals since 1901 are as 
foHow:-

1920-21. I 1923-24. 

---i----

Items. 1901. 1924-25. 1911. 

Number of Establishments... 3451 
Average Number of Em· 0< 

ployees 4,088\ 
Average Horse-power used... 5,189 
Value of Laud and 

Value of Plant and 

452 

5,205 
10,280 

465,548 

496 

5,645 
14,597 

811,830 

549
1 

5,930 
16,208 

916,898 

541 

5,681 
16,639 

934,S6(} Buildings * ... £ 317,HI3\ 

Machinery... £ 273,8831 526,909 908,192

1

1,087,374 1,101,980 
Total Amount of Salaries and 

Wages Paid... £, 304,826 456,520 926,276 1,058,013 1,048,315 
Value of Fuel and Powerl 1 

used ... ... .. £1 17,601 6,503 24,405

1 

34,054 39,54.1 
Value of Materials used £1 824,065 1,309,549 2,732,656 2,970,661 3,153,954 
Value of Output .. , £ 1,336,153 2,057,807 4,103,9241 4,815,030 4,832,459 
Value of Production. £ 494,487 741,755 1,346,863

1

1,810,315 1,638,964-
Materials Treated- I 

Logs-
Hardwood sup. ft. } 213 "28 000 147,706,000 178,133,002181,033,110 175,586,850 
Softwood" I I~' 65,301,000 67,823,577 79,813,980 81,030,291 

Articles Produced-
Sawn Timber-

Hardwood sup. ft. } \180 028 000 100,079,00°]117,781,837 120,089,788114,910,951 
Softwood ' , 51,392,000 45,628,945 55,294,335 55,463,950 

• Includes rented premises. 
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METAL "YORKS, 1fACHINERY, ETC. 

This group is the most important of the manufacturing industries in the 
State, Ibecause is provides employment for nearly one-third of the adult 
males engaged in factories and workships. 

The output of these workscom;titutes a eonsiderable proportion of the 
total value of local Illlanufactures, though they supply only a portion 
of the local requirements of manufactured metals and machinery. Details 
of the products are not available, hut in view of their importane'2; the 
following particulars relating to the operations in 1924-25 are shown :-'-' 

I 
r 

Rail way il ~Ietal I 
Items. Engineer- Ironw~rks and l}l~xtraction I 

l
ing vVorks. ~ an. Tramway and Ore 1 

]oundrles'
l 
WorkShoPS'j Reduction., 

----~----------------;------~ 

Number of Establishments ..• /. 307 146 41 20 

Average Number of Employees ... 1 6,830 7,010 11,278 3,058 

Other. Total, 

454 96 8 

13,738 41,91 ;I, 

Average Horse-power used ... 1 7,897 23,43;) 7,800 25,185 13,599 77,91 6 

Value of Laud and Buildings· £11,358,185 1,008,015

1

1,%8,286 595,839 2,562,076 7,512,40 1 

2,300,700 11,336,058 Value of Plant and lIIachinery £i 1,282,085 2,648,185 2,201,867 2,903,221 

Total amount of Salaries andWages 
paid ... ... ... £' 1,469,826 1,689,850 2,710,149 928,845 2,783,503 9,582,173 

Value of Fuel and Power used £1 63,186 338,931 64,269 1,558,418 206,440 2,231,244 

Value of lIIaterials used... £1 1,857,188 7,968,711 1,932,698 7,242,336 6,051,394 25,052,327 

Value of Output ... 

Value of Production 

£' 3,964,671 10,595,439 5,239,018 12,098,116 10,597,160 42,494,404 
! 

£1 2,044,297 , 2,287,797 3,242,051 3,297,362 4,339,326 15',210,833 

• Includes rented premises. 

The expansion of these industries has been stimulated in recent years 
by reason of large projects undertaken in the State, e.g., the Sydney 
Harbour Bridge, the Oity Railway, and the electrification of the subu1"b,an 
lines and the extension of the water conservation works. 

Iron and Steel Works. 
In N mv South Wales there are large supplies of iron ore and of coal, both 

of excellent quality, and inolose proximity to each other and to ,the sea
board. An account of the situation and extent of the iron ore deposits was 
given in the 1917 issue of the Year Book, at page 174, and a short history 
of the development of the iron and steel industry in tIle 1921 issue, at 
page 345. 

There are only two establishments which produce iron and steel, namely, 
the Eskbank (Hoskins) Iron Works, at I,ithgow, and the Broken HiH Pro
prietaryOompany's "Yorks at Ne·wcastle. At Eskbank local iron ores are 
used, but the ore treated at Newcastle is imported from .south Austra:lia. 

The follo'wing table shows the production of pig-iron in New South Wales 
at intervals since 1907:-

) From \ From Other I 
\1 

I From I From Jther I 
'Year. New South Australian Total. Year. I New South Australian Total. 

Wales Ores. Ores. i Wales Ores. Ores. 

I 
Tons. Tons. Tons. 

il "21-22 

Tons. Tons. TOilS. 
1907 18,631 18,631 66,141 235,166 301,:107 
1911 

I 

36,354 36,354 [1922 -23 75,781 62,333 138,1l4 
1916 52,556 74,035 126,591 . 1923-24 60,841 306,258 367,09g 

1920-21 99,790 266,759 366,549 1[1924-25 101,293 358,861 4.60,154 
I, 

The quantity of iron ore used in 1924-25 for the production of pig-iron 
was 735,259 tons, of which 178,946 tons were mined in New South Wales, 
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The production oi steel in 1921-22 amounted to 181,007 tons. In the 
following year the Newcastle works were closed for nearly nine months 
and the output declined to 70,481 tons. The quantities produced in the 
last two ,years were 279,317 tons and 320,693 tons respectively. 

Metal Extraction and Ore Reduction. 

Smelting, as a distinct industry, is carried on in several centres in New 
South 'Vales, and there are 20 establishments for the treatment of ores, one 
of the most ,important being at Port Kembla in the South Coast. 

The following statement shows .the operations of New South Wales 
smelting cOIr~anies in connection weith both local and imported ores during 
19124-25:-

Quantities of Metals extracted from Ores, Concentrates, etc., the 
produce 01-

Metal. 

Sill'er 
Copper ... 
Tin '" 
Iron-pig 

ozl 
tons.1 

" I 
" 

99,698 
1,439 

!I:35 
101,293 

- I 
42, lIAI:21, 193 

1 5,501 
41 792 

... I ... 
I IS812,?,169IJ~3,.11~ 

... I 834: 7,.~8f; 

I .... j 66 I ISO 
13,,8,86J ... 1 ... 

JJ UTTER :F,\CToRms. 

12 
I 

68 

4,075 8,646 
513 1 

Butter-making is one of the chief industries connected with the prepara
tion of articles of food. It giveB employment to oyer 1,100 l,er80ns, and 
has an annual output yalued at over £7,O{)0,OflO. Butter is an important 
item of the export trade, and 96 per cent. of local production is made in 
faetories. 

Details concerning butter factories and their operations m yarlOUs years 
since "1901 are as followil:-

Itmm. 1901; I 1911. 1920-21. 192B-24. 
1 

1924-25. 
1 

150 126 126 127 

!l68 1,0:22 1.02:l 1,115 
2,161 3,843 4,59] 4,96iJ 

186,893 3GS,189 370,225 420,061 

230,485 395,668 519,965 564,823 

110,617 225,392 24'3,552 288,3,0 

Number of Establishments§ 130 I 
A verage Number of Em· 

ployees !l09

1 

Average Horse·power used 1,765 
Value of Land and Build· 

ings t £ 247,394 
Value of Plant and I' 

Machinery £ 172,767 
Total A mount of Salaries I 

and Wages paid £ 74,176 1 

Value of Fuel and Power I 
med . . £ 13,924 f 23,599 61,6ii5 64,010 73,755 

Value of Materials used £ 1,260,9:20 I 3,205,863 8,017,379 4,fliO,44! O,420,270 
Value of Output... £ 1,5:J5,398 3,475,890 8,974,967 5,562,:;SI 7,130,477 
Value of Production £ 260,554 246,428 895,933 1 527,927 636,452 
Materials Treated- I 

Milk gals. * 1,019,151t 145,084!,... . .. 
Cream lb. * 1176'402'04~t 174,691,':071 145,753,5S'1241,667,290 

Articles Produeed,-- . I I 
Rutter It).34,282,214 78,421,512:tI 79,864,745:::: 6S:030,16:2 112,504,674 

:I; Not avaiJablc. t Includes rented premises. 
:t Excludes small qnantities in farm factories worked by farm (mp~oyeefil'. 

§ Includes 4 creameries in 1023-2! and 1924-25. 
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The 127 butter factories mentioned in the above table include four 
crcameries and four factorics which manufactured cheese as well as butter. 
There Fere also 80 other establishments engaged in the treatment of dairy 
produce, viz., 52 cheese factories, 25 bacon and ham factories, and 3 fac
tories manufacturing condensed milk. Pcuticulal'S of the operations of 
these fnotories for tihe year 1924-5 were ;--

Number of employees 

Val ue of land and buildings 
Value of plant and machinery 
Salaries and wages paid 
Value of outpnt 
Value of productic)n ... 

688 
£194,824 
£204,344 
£165,091 

£1,558,681 
£303,637 

In addition there was one factory in which cheese was treated after 
manufacture. 

Bacon, hams, butter, and cheese are made on farms as wen as in factories, 
therefore the chaptcr in this Year Book dealing with the Dairying Industry 
should be con~ulted for complete informa,tion regarding the production of 
these commodities. 

MEAT-PRESERVING AND REFRIGERATING. 

In 1919-20 there were nine cstablishments, with 1,109 pcrsons employed 
in conllection with meat-preserving, but owing to depret3sion in the meat 
trade only three of these establishments, employing 193 perilOns, were in 
operation in 1924-25. 

The following table shows the production of establishments treating· 
meat by canning and chilling during the last five years:-

Products. I 1920-21. I 1921·22. 1923-23. 1923·24. 1924-25. 

Preservil1 g W or ks- i I 
Tinned Meat lb.,' 1,751,055 6,748,331 4,459,504 12.712,529 5,li3,645 
Other Products £1 34,940 131,979 53,526 

. 
35,250 64,160 

Refrigerating W orks- 1 
Carcases Frozen for Export*-·: 

Cattle NO., 27,502 38,657 20,749 5,138 31,825 
:'lheep No. 177,446 !il,154 968,629 i 298,175 269,888 
Lambs No,' 241,186 5215,7H 403,843 146,996 228,056 
Pigs .. _ N°'1 1,941 476 1,685 766 5,601) 

Carcases Chilled-
Cattle No' 6,645 7,973 15,4:34 8,939 21,058 
Sheep No·1 70,456 22,634 16,480 36.917 30,503 
Lamhs 

N°'1 
2,109 6,891 2,766 3;306 3,027 

Pigs ... No. 1,012 2,252 2,143 6,465 4,076 

--- --------- --~------. 
*Exclusive of meat for export as ship's stores. 

The . output of tinned meat was 31,576,000 lb. in 1913, and it d;r~ped 
to 5,000,000 lb. in 1015-16. A period of activity was experienced during 
the 'three years ended 30th June, 1920, when average annual output 
exceeded 20,000,000 lb. Since that year prices of stock have been high 
and the demand for preserved meat has slackened. 

The operations of the refrigerating works are affected by a number of 
!actors, most important being the seasons and the condition of world 
markets. In adverse seasons, or after a succession of good seasons, the 
pastoralists sen all the stock which is in marketa:ble condition, but on the 
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. breaking of a drought stock are retained for fattening or breeding. An 
unusually severe drought broke in June, 1920, and for a time stock wero 
witihheld. A few months later the oversea m3at markets bec,ame glutted, and 
prices fell below the oost of production, consequently operations have smce 
been nmch restricted. 

In 1922 a fayonrable oyersea market for mutton and lamb and a local 
scarcity of winter fodder led to a revival in that section of the trade. 
Subsequently sllpplics of Jive stock for freezing dwindled, owing to good 
seasons and the high prices obtainable for wool. The frozen beef trade 
dlOwed a marked improvement during 1924-'25. 

The capacity of the refrigerating and chilling works is as follow:-H.e
frigerating space, 3,371,000 cub. ft.; storage capacity, 3,529,500 cub. ft.; 
l:hilling space, 537,000 cub. ft.; the storage capacity is sufficient for 1,283,000 
e,;rcases of mutton or 160,000 earcases of beef. In these establishments 
the temperature usually ranges between 10° and 30° Fahr. 

BISCUIT FACTORIES. 

There are in the State twelve estliblishments engag,ed in the manufacture 
of biscuits, of which ten are within the Metropolitan area, The output of 
biscuits reached nearly 44,000,000 lb., with a value of £1,378,000. A growing 
export trade in biscuits is maintained with the islands of the Pacific; the 
total exports in 1924-25 amounted to 2,510,000 lb. Details for 1901 and 
other years, including 1924-25, are given below:-

Items. 

Number of Establishments 

Average Number of Employees 
Average Horse-power used 

Value of Land and Buildingst £ 
Value of Plant and Machinery £ 

Total Amount of Salaries and 
,"Vages paid ... ... £1' 

Value of Fuel and Power used £ 
Value of Materials used... £1 
Vahle of Output ... £1 
V"lue ()f l'roductioll £1 

Materials Treated-

Flour... tons 
Sugar ... tons 

Articles Produced-

Biscuits 

Cakes-Value only 

lb. 

£ 

* Not available. 

1901. 

8 
845 
131 

42,253 

29,066 

;35,16.5 

1,862 
126,891 
213,646 
84,892 

* 

1911. 

6 

1,360 : 

556 
94,050 
86,192 

70,055 
7,104 

332,341 

1920-21. 

10 
1,800 
1,1l5 

164,031 
135,285 

221,791 
23,614 

936,747 
1"29,108 1,358,266 

189,663 397,905 

8,755 

" 
12,210 
3,024 

J21 
2,078

1 
1,240 

229,4631 

135,2451 

259,280

1

1 

26,727 
785,0941 

I, 438,99i I 
627,176 

12,7S4i 
3,203 

12 

2,976 

7 
239,38:; 

127,256 

274,87;'; 

36,743 
785,999 

1,467,956 
645,214 

13,201 
3,189 

22,029,000 38,308,360 43,351,606 43,564,093 

* • 21,910 4S,387 4;,690 

t Includes rentell premises. 

FLOUR-MILLS. 

The amount of mill-power for grinding and dresding grain is ample for 
treating the flour consumed in the State, and in favourable seasons there 
is a considerable export trade. 
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Details concerning flour-milling at intervals since 1901 

Items. 1901. 1911. 1920-21. I 
N um bcr of Establishments.. 891 73 60 
A"erage Number of Employees 889 I 967 1,023 
Average Horse-power med... 3,149 I 4,670 6,384 
Yalueof Land and Buildingst £: :134,037' :357,356 51l1,6g8 
Value of Plant and Machinery £1 251,3:35: 340,316 572,456 I 

are as 

1923-24. 

60 
1,211 
6,563 

615,158 
788,224 

1 
[ 

Total Amount of Salaries andi I 1 
"Wages paid ... ... £, 77,321 123,491 219,964 294,143 

Value of Fuel and Power used £' 18.977 24,648 37,746 6!l,472 
Value of Materials used... £111 ,21-,,120 i2,:m,26:l 4,951,650 14,977,707 
Value of Output... £ 1,514,5]2 '2,538,331 5,['90,40515,786,9:19 
Value of Production £ 280,115: 302,420 601,009 739,760 
M>tterials Treat€d-· I I . 

Whept ... bus. 9,369,534J2,616,11111I,595,807 i19,684,075 
Articles Produced- I. I 1 . 

Flour ... tonsl 191,504: 2oR,556 244,818 I 409,645 
Bran " !. * I 65,182 50,104 84,738 
Pollard ... ..." 1 * 45,276 48,3381' 87,569 
Sharps and Screenings i * 2,:108 2,1Oil 2,323 
'Wheat Meal, etc. '" ewt. * 21,840 21,863 j 56,1091 

* Not a railalJle. t Includes rented premises. 

SrGAu-MILLS. 

457 

follow:-

1924-25. 

58 
1,181 
6,86S 

676,378 
836,493 

285,5l(} 
63,261 

5,292,817 
6,260,197 

904,119 

18,844,711 

395,409' 
80,062' 
85,167 
2,533 

46,813: 

The manufacture of sugar has been an important industry for half II; 

century, and so far back as 1878 there were 50 small mills in the State. 
There are now only 3 mills, but they are large. In 1924-25 their output was 
a:bove normal owing to increased production of sugar-cane. The cultivation 
of sugar-cane is confined practically to the lower valleys of the Richmond,. 
the Tweed, the Brunswick, and the Clarence Rivers, and the area has 
diminished in pla~es where other crops can be grown more ,profita1bly. In 
the last few years the presenco of "bunchy-top" in banana plantations has 
caused a reversion to sugar-planting in the areas affected. 

The raw sugar manufactured in 1924-25 was valued at £748,718, and the-
molasses at £5,473. 

Items. 1901. 1911. 1920-21. I 1923-24. I 192{-25. 

Numb"r of Establishments 41 4 3 3 3-
Average Number of Employees 529

1 

469 437 445' 445 
Average Horse-power used ... 2,578 3,000 1,279 1,926 2,028 
Value of Land and Buildings :£ 12,177 , 52,480 106,070 III ,869 119,505 
Valne of Plant and Machiuery £ 509, 242 1 467,976 425,283 447,479 478,02();' 
Total Amount of i'1alaries and 

Wages paid £ 31,764 38,004 63,003 71,141 99,737 
Value of Fuel aud Power used £ 4,854 8,102 8,636 11,122 16,611 
Value of Materials used £ 95.394 107,600 303,651 298,565 476,062 
Yalue of Output ... £[ 197,137 206,277 476,405 454,420 754,191 
Value of Production £1 96,889 90,575 16i,118 144,733 261,518 
Materials Treated-

Cane crushed ... tons 131,083 147,799 131,313 132,OS4 228,978 
Articles produced-

Raw Sugar cwt. 296,200 345,978 302,480 336,580 533,64() 
'Molasses gals. 1,072,400 I 796,440 649,800 752,650 jl,313,40() 
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Sugar Refinery. 

There is, but one 'Sugar refinery in the State, and it treats both local 
and imported raw products. During the year 1924-25 it handled 2,916,000 
cwt. of raw sugar, which gave an output of 2,828,800 cwt. of the refined 
article, valued at £5,077,346. 

The three mills, which were situated respectively at Harwood Island, on 
the Olarence River, at Broadwater, on the Richmond, and at Oondong, on 
the Tweed, together with the refinery at Pyrmont, Sydney, during the year 
1924-25 furnished employment to 1,080 persons. 

BHEWERIES. 

In 1924-25 there were in the ,state 13 establishments classed as breweries, 
of which the three largest were within the Metropolitan boundaries. The 
number has decreased since 1911, when there were 37, but the output has 
increased considerably. 

Items. 
I 1901. 1911. 1920·21. 1923·24. 1924-25. 

Number of Establishments I 51 37 17 15 13 •• ,1 

Average Nnmber of Employees 1,016 912 1,122 1,225 1,235 

Average Horse-power used 1,105 1,0:15 3,289 3,479 3,502 

Vulue of Land audBuildings" £ 584,754 305,287 714,155 760,295 801,409 

Value of Plant and MaC'hinery £ 190,710 281,316 924,181 1,009,851 1,121,200 

Total Amount of Salaries and 
Wages paid £ 119,099 120,340 286,685 357,683 352,157 

Value of Fuel and Power used £ 13,849 17,794 66,849 77,911 75,034 

Value of :'vlaterials used ... £ 282,128 494,219 1,316,561 1,147,228 1,149,884 

Value of Output ... £1 1,022,247 1,140,151 2,515,2'24 2,62:1,714 2,655,195 

Value of Production £, 726,270 628,138 1,131,815 1,398,575 1,430,277 

Materials Treated-

... bShlS.1 Malt 532,930 667,457 832,850 835,052 850,:326 

Hops lb. 665,345 790,866 831,656 804,377 813,957 

Sugar tons, 3,927 

Articles produced-

4,421 5,477 4, 993 1 5,373 

Ale, Beer, Stout ... gals. 13,973,751 19,804,540 25,470,404 24,401,301 24,519,876 

I 

4= Includes rented premises. 

TOBACCO FACTORIES. 

Ten factories under this ,classification were in operation during the year 
1924-25, all situated within the Metropolitan area. 
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Only a small proportion of the tobacco manufactured was grown in the 
State. In 1924-25 tobacco was grown on 719 acres, and the year's crop 
was 4,567 cwt., valued at £42,420. 

The following table 'Shows details of t,he operations of tobacco factories 
in New South Wales at intervals-since 1901:-

Items. 1901. 1911. J920-21. I 1923-24. 
I 

1924-25. 

Number of Establishments 20 26 16 10 10 

Average Number of Employees 1,061 1,462 2,304 2,3t:3 2,454 

Average Horse-power used 151 630 657 903 £31 

Value of Land and Bnildings" £ 155,452 182,569 291,604 344,844 369,827 

Valne of Plant and Machinery £, 69,124 92,138 226,043 311,747 316,894 

Total Amount ~.~ Sal~~.ies an~1 Wages paid 55,140 131,323 356,781 397,631 42~~,051 
I 

Value of Fuel and Power usectl 1,288 1,067 II ,697 11,404 19,740 

Value of Materials med £1 389,148 776,302 3,403,517 3,171,230 3,265,409 

Value of Output 

:.1 
561,9!)1 1,2;;0,748 4,240,746 4,462,274 4,662,652 

Value of Production 171,555 473,370 825,532 1,279,640 1,377,5(3 
I 

Materials Treated--- I 
! 

Australian Leaf lb,: 8S3,615 745,405 876,007 650,461 639,550 

Imported Leaf ,,12,114,456 4,617,756 9,546,861 10,861,310 11,646, tIl 

I 
Articles produced- I 

Tobacco ._ 

Cigarettes 

lb_ 2,524,2:31 3,006,471 
1

6,G22,540 8,310,463 8,980,013 

" 
67,128 87,818 146,433 101,360 123,348 

"I 
457,276 1,899,462 I 5,072,903 4,520,651 4,620,9(;9 

I 

Cigars ... 

* Includes rented premises. 

WOOLLEN AND TWEE::J Jl.fILLS. 

Although New !Sout,h vVales is one of the greatest wool-prodwcing 
countries in the world only a very smun proportion of the woollen goods 
required in the State is manufactured locally, and the factory employees 
engaged in the manufacture of woollen materials numbered only 1,785 in 
1924-26. "Woollen mills were amongst the earliest established in the State, 
but the industry has progressed very slowly. 

The output of local twee,dincreasod by 150 per cent. between 1911 and 
1921, and the production of other articles increased. There has since been 
a serious decline, due to adverse trade conditions. 
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Details of employment, output, and ot:her items, at intervals smce 1901, 
:are shown in the foUowing table:-

Items. 1901. 1911- 1920-21. [ 1923-24. 

, 

J,6.J~ 1-Number of Establishments 41 5 11 
- Ayerage Number of Employees 234 i 738 1,617 
Average Horse-power used 29,~~g I 

937 2,795 2,880 
Value of Land and Buildings! £ 96,821 224,4H 328,540 
Value of Plant and Machinery £ 26,650 I 122,92;- 384,662 599,403 
'Total amount of Salaries and 

Wages paid £ 12,459 66,536 235,668 218,476 
Value of Fuel aud l'ower used £ 1,727 4,632 2;3,517 23,800 
Value of Materials used £ 30,272 14;~,915 745,848 522,661 
Value of Output £ 57,039 271,4115 1,437,6-17 934,281 
Value of Prolllction £ 25,040 122,918 li6'5,2S2 387,820 
Materials Treated-

Scoured Wool Ib'l 685,240 1,225,470 3,603,448 2,447,G03 
Ootton 

" t t 332,501 156,720 
Articles produced-

Yd~1 Tweed and 010th 525,020 1,054,845 2,494,417 1,734,766 
Flannel and Blankets * 1 198,504 210,441 
Rugs and Shawls * ) 

95,313 23,00() , 14,277 
Noils £i t t 14,588 t 8,240 
Tops 

~I + t 55,084 
Yarn t t 278,072 I 74,382 

'* 3,428 yards flannel, 5,000 pairs blankets, POO rugs. t Not available. 
:t Includes rented premises. 

BOOT AND .sHOE FACTORIES. 

1924-25. 

12 
1,785 
3,180 

333,129 
645,941 

258,194 
28,252 

654,122 
1,083,977 

401,603 

2,172,978 
191,175 

1,884,218 
239,678 

4,260 
14,625 

41,500 

P:racticaHy the whole of the State's requirements in boots and shoes is 
supplied from local factories, and small quantities are exported, pr~ncipally
to New Guinea, Papua, and Fiji. 

Particulars of the operation of these factories since 1901 are shown in 
the fo1I.owing table;-

Items. 1901. 1911. I 192C-2Lt I 1923-24.± 1924-25.t 

N--u-m-b-e-r-o-f-E-s-t-ab-l-is-h-m-e-n-t-s----;c---
lO
-
O
---';----1-0-6-- -1891 489 603 

Average Number of Employees 3,979 4,41i 4,845i 5,906 6,164 
Average Horse-power used 300 855 1,5201 2,126 2,219 
ValueofLaudandEuildings-~£ 166,413 222,983 499,911.1,053,072 11,249,007 
Value of Plant and Machinery £ 05,571 lfi6,64:3 202,881! 337,066 345,134 
Total Amount of Salaries and ! 

Wages paid ... .. £ 216,869 367,605 687,080i 919,046 I 920,816 
Value of Fuel and Power used £ 2,978 5298 11,696 16,083 17,056 
"Value of Materials used.. £ 398,309 709;818 1,557,225 1,355,528 1,321,693 
Value of Output... £ 692,253 1,221,748 2,701,9722,794,518 2,787,375 
Value of Production £ 290,96'i 506,63Z 1,133,0511,422,907 1,448,626 
Materials Treated-

Sole Leather '" lb. * • Upper ... .,. sq. ft. 
Articles produced

Boots and Shoes 
Slippers, &c. . .. 
Uppers, N.E.I .••• 

'. pairs 2,821,724-... ,,- I 51:.1,584 
...,' ... 

5,189,000 
8,010,000 

;{,73!l,'i60 
439,428 

71, 13~ 

5,027,822

1

6,186,742 
7,286,382 8,484,001 

3,232,550 3,733,451 
609,4011 509,731 

41,9251 30,491 

5,689,790 
8,596,43S 

3,719,110 
635,640 
38,779 

* Not ",-ailable. t Includes rented premises_ t Includes boot-repairing establishments. 

The figures for the year 1924-25 include particulars of 490 boot repairing 
€stabllishments, in which 1,091 persons were employed; their wages amounted 
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to £112,109. :Materials to the value of £129,92"5 were used, including 754,270 
lb. of sole leather, and 18,258 square feet of uppers; the output was valued 
at £443,942. 

The number of boot and shoe factories was 113, of which 101 were 
situated within the 1.{etropolitan area and 12 in the remainder of the State. 

HAT AND CAP F AOTORlES. 

There has been considerable expansion in the industry organised for the 
manufacture of hats and caps, and Australian products have gained an 
important place in local markets as wen as in the markets of New Zealand. 
Until 1898 fewer than 100 peDsons were employed in the industry, but in 
1924-25 there were 1,588, of whom 65 per cent. were females. 

There were 27 establishments listed under this classification in 1924-25" 
and all were situated in the Metropolitan area. Particulars of the opera
tions since 1901 are as follows:-

Items. 

i 
Number of Establishments 10 32 I 28\ 26 27 
Average Numbor of Elllploye~~1 330 1,566 i 1,456, 1,454 1,588 

21 433 ' 7641 872 673 Average Horse-power used ",1 
Value of Land and Buildings" £, 14,076 [ 108,936 ; 174,3151

j 214,774 263,773 
Value of Plant and iVlachinery £i 7,034 60,807 88,8171 151,412 162,907 
Total Amount of Salaries andl [ 

Wages paid ... .. £1 15,{)55 96,498 18,~,:{94i 198,022 230,094 
V.,., of "~,,,I ""J Pow," "",,, £1 314 4,376 7,5741 8,822 9,669 
Value of Materials used... £ 28,662 127,494 393,:172! 302,587 398,211 
Value of Output... £ 54,698 "93,591 747,545[ 657,595 806,884 
Value of Production £ 25,722 1'61,721 346,599 346,186 399,004 
Hats & Oaps Manufactured No.1 563,976 2,692,778 2,284,572, 2,,219,004 2,397,408 

• Includes rented premises. 

ELEOTRIC LIGHT AND POWER WORKS. 

The industries connected with the production and supply of electric light 
and power are making remarkable progress, [j.nd the establishments include 
a number of large municipal undertakings. The development since 1901 is 
shown by the details given in the next table :-

Items. 1901 I 
Number of Establishment~ 51 
Average Number of Employees; 245 
Average Horse-power used . ..! 3,494 
Value of Land and Buildingst £1 49, 1:~2 
Value of Plant and MachinerY£1192,842 
Total amount of Salaries andl 

Wages paid .. ' ... £1 28,862
1 Value of Fuel al:d Power used £'[ 17,166, 

Value of MaterIals used £1· 21,1231 
Value of Output '" £ 87,2411 
Value of Production... £, 48,952 
Coal used tons I * 

---T--- --I 
1911. 1920-21. 1 ~:3-2~_' _ 1924-2~ 

1041 117: 1211 125 
9291 1,353: 1,668: 1,802 

54,734 111,5911 151,5521 182,316; 
448,97211,381,0921 1,975,005i 2,237,949 

1,257,1i3 2,531,358, 4,475,5311 5,280,~87 

134,8841 327,1571 459,351
1 

488,125, 
183,248

1 

n90,373[' 1,084,6661 1,189,551 
69,484 54,995, 116,291 \ 85,192 

896,607 1,697,7631 3,128,963, 3,573,374 
643,8i5'1 1,052,395, 1,928,006' .2,298,631 
259,239 510,0881 699,472[ 747,310' 

I - I I 
20,727,000 03,691,3241100,860, 848

1
'} 610 6~~ 967 

114,610,0001288,844,9061428,890,913, ' ,)/, 
-------------~-~ .. -.--------------~ 

Articles produced- 1 
Electric Light units" 
Power unitsl .. 

* Not available. t Includes rented premises. 

A notable feature of the operations of recent years is the increasing 
efficiency of the plant, as indicated by the increase as compared with the year 
1911 in the number of units produced per horse-power of the engines used. 

'7177-B 
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GAS AND KEROSENE WORKS. 

Despite the substantial progress that has been made in the installation 
of electric lighting plants, the use of gas for purposes of illumination, power, 
and cooking is extending also, as win be seen in the following table ;-

Items. -~-------1-9;;:. j 1911. 1920.21.! 1923-24. I 1924-25. 

Number of Establishments 38 47[ 46 41:>1 47 
Average Number of Employees:, 650 1,053 1,642 1,549, 1,466 
Average Horse-power used ... 1 711 1,394 . 3,125 3,9861 4,009 
Value of Land and Buildingst £: 459,060 564,387 11,066,074 818,373 786,618 
Value of Plant and Machinery £1 480,533 888,711. 1,892,835 2,292,612: 2,264,574 
Total amount of Salaries and 'I : 

Wages paid ... ... £ 80,654 154,426 437,318 349,522[' 339,064 
ValueofFuelandPowerused£' 18,000 57,372 112,995 172,757, 176,764 
Value of Materials used £1 123,440 277,861 829,906 902,7121 895,995 
Value of Output... £: 583,815 910,972 2,264,644 2,346,5361

1 

2,478,163 
Value of Production £, 442,375 575,739 1,321,743 1,271,067 1,405,404 
Materials treated- I 

Coal... tons: * 323,910 564,122 593,844 611,477 
Shale... tons * 55,621 27,298 774: 49 
Oil gals. <, .. 3,700,462 1,944,744'1' 1,889,908 

Articles produced-
Gas 1,000 cub. feet! 2,138,631 4,275,859. 8,131,712 9,395,760: 9,';86,898 
Coke.. ... ... tons * 176,728 i 346,380 385,1351 403,618 
Tar... ... ... gals.1 " /3,650,000 , 9,861,830 9, 744, 724! 11,504,439 
Ammoniacal Liquor gals. * I 3,365 .. ,000 [' 4,216,929 3,374,487 3,430,325 
Sulphate of Ammonia tonsl * 1,061 5,(88) 5,530 

* Not available. t Includes rented premises. 

As in the case of electric light and power WQrks, the greater efficiency 
·of gas-ma:king plant and improved method~ of treatment have l'es,ulted in 
an increase in production. In 1911 the average production of gas per ton 
of ooal used was 13,2'00 feet, but jt was 15,100 feet in 1921-22, and 16,000 feet 
in 1924-25. 

In addition to the coke-illiaking which is incidental to the production of 
.gas, large quantities ·of coke are ma.de on the ·,south Coast coalfields, where 
a large plant is inst,alled. The total quantity of coke' produced by all 
plants in 1924-25 WIas 1,063,690 tons. . 

MANUFAOTORIES AND WORKS IN DIVISIONS OF THE STATE. 

It has already been shown on page 433 that 60 per cent. of manufacturing 
<eStablishments are situated in the .sydney metropolitan area; of the re
mainder, 8 per cent. are in the Hunter and Manning District, which includes . 
Newcastle. 

The extent of the operations .in each districit IS indicated in the 
foHowing table:-

Division. 

Metropolis... ... 
Balance of Cumberland 
North Coast .•. 
Hunter and )'lanning 

·South Coast... .. . 
~orth Tableland .. . 
Central Tableland .. . 

·Southern rableland 
~orth·western Slopes 

·Ceutral-western Slopes 
South-western Slopes 
N orto,ern Plains ... 

··Central Plains 
i::iverina ... 
Wes.~,ern Division 

r i ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ro 8 
J:, 1 Ii \i=~ .51l ""'ti ~...: g~o .B ai C; • ~;a:; P1;a ~.; -"..., CJ ~'C 
~1S ~~aJ~II"g:S~ -Sg mP! .; 'gs "S1'i! 
"Sa I ~'S§.9 ~~~ ~. ~~ '5i j-d !~ .E~~ 
~~ I ~~!~ ~u ~i ~i ~~ :a l~ ~~~ 

\ 

'No. \ £000 £ I £000 I £000 I £000 I £000 £000 
.. , 4,731 1121,922 19,860 781,377 25,606 22,478

1

58,089 /2,389 102,381 
.. , 272 6,057 1,134 11,405 1,736 1,210 2,S19 / 149 4,975 
", 383· 3,603 583 13.091 '11'344: 705 4,985 98 6,416 
...1

" 

665 15,490 I 2,774 36,980 7,457 'I 3,550 1 14,844 1.431 21,622 
".. 268 3,066 640 14,451 1,361 660 3,686 I 12+ 5,449 
...! 152 891 113 7,197 223 I 133 407 I 19 682 
".j 298 4,480 [ 845 14,424 2,81811,008' 2,698 I 609 5,064 
".! 125 1.574 217 5.992 I 357 283' 397 I 54 835 
... 1 137 804 I 114 6,553 I 207 139 I 496 1 19 757 
""1 154 1,124 I 178 6,767 I 2821 162 680 19 1,026 
''', 281 2,091 I 311 13,152 II 615. 374 i 1,271, 60 2,026 
"'1 70 470 42 3,152 96 I 79, 186, 7 31R 
.,,' 47 274 ' 8 1,959

1

' 50 1 35 [ 169 I 4 252 
, 205' 1,984' 363 6,099 344 237 907 46 1,413 
_~I~i~ ~~ 1,058 ~~' 3,321 I_~~:: 
'7,906 165,760 27,456 926,335 43,554131,521 94,955! 5,609 159,609 
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In the metropolitan district, clotihing factories 'and metal machinery 
workshops give employment to a much greater number of workers than any 
·other group, next in order being food and drink factories. In the Hunter 
and Manning division, establishments in the Newcastle district, in which 
metals are treated and machinery manufactured, constitute the most im
portant group. Further north where there are many large butter and 
bacon factories, food and drink factories aTe most prominent. In the ,south 
Coast division, the metal and other works in the vicinity of the Illawarra 
coaliields give employment to a large number of employees. In all the 
coastal areas there are many sawmills and other wood-working establish
ments. 

Beyond the coastal belt there aTe few large groups of estaMishments. The 
'Central Tableland is the most important division, as it contains the Lith
gow ironworks and the principal cement works. The majority of factories 
in the Western Division are situated in the Broken Hm district, being 
subsidiary to the mining of the silver~lead deposits. 

The number of factories of eaoh class and the number of persons em-
ployed in the various districts in 1924-25 were as follows:- ' 

NU:\IBER OF ESTABLISHJI.lEX'fS. 

Cumberland- I" I ,- I 1 
Metropolis ... ." 113 188 I 351 758 360 11,373 366 386 I 357 36 443 
Balance of .,. ... 22 40

4 
i 33 27 32 I 45 18 38, 7 5 5 

&luth Coast ... "', 3 62 9 94 16 13 33 1 

4,731 
272 
388 
665 
268 

North Coast •.. . .. 1 2 39 I 102 22 9981 I' 12082 25 62[16 ~05' /3 i 
Hunter and Manning ... i 16 15! 155 72 34 84 24 21 : I 
Tablelands- I I I 

Northern ••• . .. 1 12 6 1 35 7 22 16 10 31 2 7 152 
C<lntral "'1 18 2

19
5 I' 29 19 55 i 46 18 58 1 6 19 51 I 298 

w~~k~e~fopes::'" •.. 7 I 16 5 20 Ii 16 11 'I 25: {; ! 125 
North ... 1 8 9 31 6 30 10 9, 25 'I 7 2 I 187 
Central "'1 6 8 33 8 29 13 13 1 36 6 1 I 15* 

PI~I~~~ ... 11 20, 49 11 47 I 39 28 I 58! : 14 3 i 281 

Northern ... 1 2 2 I 22 3 12[ 7 5 i 13 'I 2 'I 2 ." i '70 
Central "'1 4 ••. 'I 16 1 7 3, 61 9 .•. 1 ... I' 47 
Riverina ... •.. 29 9' 2!l 2 31 ,19 I 16 61, ... 9... 205 

'Western DiviSion "'1 7 8 13 18 20 15 9 16 I 3 I 11 31 118 

Total... "'1260 ml976j96s1948J1,748i5siI935T420f1sS 495 7,90& 

AVERAGE NUMBER o~' E}[PLOYEES. 

-cumberland- I [ I i I Metropolis ..• "12,685 5,757 4,9M 27,300 14,250 29,564 111,309 5,260 5.494 2,057 13,282 
Balance of... ... 222 1,254 270 2,242 896 954 'I 112 382 85 32 158 

North Coast ... ... 2 29 1,224 195 1,812 170 199 805 65 1 83 19 

'South Coast ... . .. i 17 236 I 496 1,102 417 72 i 73 149 1 , 418 85 I 

121.922 
6,057 
3,603 

15,490 
3,066 

'.Hunter and Manning 105 I 569 1,609 7,43311,132 1,011 i 385 465 275 11,108 1,398 

~~~_ " ' I'. 
Northern ... 46 I 43 I 190 8~ 104 124' 66 i 157 i 4: 40 I 28' 891 
Central ... 1 12511,11811 122 1,475 I 358 276 1561232, 34 t 207 i 377 I. 4,480 
Southern .. , '''1 51 237 128 391 98 433 70 111 ,i 461 9, 1,574 

,Western Slopes- I I .. : 1 

North .. " 23 1 36 I 130 143 183 50 70 1124 I .. , i 40 5 i 804 
Central .,,1 59 40 I 212 84 389 61 72 170 4 I 29 4 1 1124 

, S.outh 135 '113 328 278 340 248 179 1 334 j 13 1 83 I 40 I 2'091 
Plams- I 1 I 1 ' 

Northern ." 11 5 190 54 63 33 24 'I 61, 14 15 1 ... I 470 
Central .. , : 49 I ... 87 7 32 21 28 44 ... I 61 .., 274 
Riverina... ... 239 I 36, 262 27 911 95 77 I 283,... 53 .. , I 1 9~4 

'c Western Division ... 43, 181118 1,094 102 I 157 84 85 I 12 I 172 45 1 1',930 

Total .. '3,812 :9,491 10:330 '4i,9141 20,087 33,270 12.90418,162 5;95i! 4,389: 15,450'1%,760 
______ -'-_-'-_-'-__ ,-'-_____ . ___ I I I 
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Particulars relating to a mJmber of classes of factories are grouped with 
miscellaneous industries under the heading "other classes." All the fac
tomes connected with the manufacture of hats alnd caps, surgical instru
ments, and leatherware, n.e.i., are located in the metropolitan district. 
Of the establishments in which oils and fat are treated, 28, with 1,406 em

ployees, are in the metropolis; 1 with 86 employees elsewhel'e in the 
county of Oumberland, 4 with 200 employees, in the Hunter and Manning 
division; and there are 9 small factories in other divisions. Shipbuilding 
and repairing is conducted in two divisions only, viz., Metropolis, 42 estab
lishments, 4,080 employees; and Hunter and Manning, 6, with 1,003 em
ployees. The factories producing drugs and chemicals are distributed as 
follows ;-Metropolis, 128, with 2,615 employees; other parts of the county 
of Oumberland, 4 establishments, 72 employees; and 12 with 311 employees 
in other divisions. Of 93 jewellery establishments, 90 with 856 employees 
are in the metropolitan area. 

NEW INDUSTRIES, 1924-25. 
Apart from the progress which is manifested in the expansion of existing 

industries, evidence of the growth of secondary production lies in the 
establishment of faetories to undertake the manufacture of commodities, -
which hitherto had not been produced in New South Wales. Amongst the 
new industries which commenced during 1924-25 were mills for making 
sewing ~otton, factories for making lace, and wire ropes. These new 
works represented the investment ·of nearly £93,000 in land, buildings, 
machinery, etc., and 134 hands were employed though some of the enter
prises were not yet in full operation. 



LAW (OeRTS. 
ONE of the cardinal principles of the constitution of New South Wales is that 
of the supremacy of the law of the land, inherited from England. By it equal 
legal status is accorded to all citizens. No persoLl may be punished lawfully 
except for 11 breach of law proven in the courts before which all men have 
equal status, including rights of appeal and the right, in proper cases, to 
contest the validity of laws and regulations in the law conrt~. 

Laws. 
The body of law in force in New South \Vttles consists of the following 

elements :-.::... 
(i) The Common Law of England and English statute law inherited on 

the original settlement of the colony in 1788, or appJiedby Act of 
Parliament in 1828. 

(ii) Acts passed by the ParlitLment of the State of New South \Vt11eg, 
together with regulations, rules, and ordel's made thereunder, "and 
certain decisions of the SteLte Judges having the force of law. 

(iii) Acts passed by the Parliament of thc C0mmonwealth of Australia 
within the scope of its allotted powers, together with regulations, 
rules, and orders made thereundcr. 

(iv) Imperial laws binding New South Waler: as part of the British 
Empire, as part of the Commonwealth of Australia, or as a State. 

The last-named, however, relate mainly to external affairs or matters of 
Imperial concern. 

The proper subjects for Federal legislation are limited in number. In 
some cases Federal powers of legislation are exclusive, in others concurrent 
with those of the State. In all cases of conflict valid Federal laws over
rid.e State laws. The legislative powers of the Federal Parliament are 
confined mainly to public Jaw, and to·those matters of private law on which 
interstate uniformity is de3irabJe. The greater part of private law is enactp.d 
by the State Parliament. 

The legal system of New South "Va,les is highly developed, having been 
modelled closely on that of England by incorporating into the body of local 
law and legal procedure leading features from the English system. 

Development of the Present Legal System. 
New South Wales was originally founded as a penal settlement, and it did 

not inherit at once the whole body of Jaw in force in England, but only such 
as was applied to it. At the first settlement a criminal court of 
justice, consisting of a Judge-Advocate and six military assessors, was 
established under authority of an Imperial statute of 1787 which authorised 
it to deHl with offences against the criminal law of England. The commission 
of the Judge-Advocate empowered him to deal also with civil cases. In 
addition, a Vice-Admiral's Court was established, and several officers, including 
the Governor, were appointed Justices of the Peace, the Governor having 
power to commission other J m;tices. During the first twenty-six years of 
the colony's existence the courts of law were of a military character. 

In 1814 independent courts of civil .i urisdiction were established. TheRe 
were called the" Supreme Court," and the" Governor's Courts," and, although 
they reformed many abuses of the older system, the administration of justice 
was not placed on a satisfactory basis until 1824 , when, by virtue of the Oharter 
of .Justice, a Supreme Court wa>! constituted with a Chief Justice having 
juriRdiction both civil and criminal; the jury system was introduced; and 
regular courts of Quarter Sessions were establisherl 

°11883-A 
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Some uncertainty still existed as to how far English law and tradition 
applied, cut in 1828 [1 momentous innovation was made by the introduction 
of the whole existing body 6f English laws (statutes, decisions of courts, and 
conventions) applicable to the circumstances of the colony at that date. Thus. 
New South ,Vales was placed practically on the footin~ of a settled culony as 
I'egards its legal system. The present legal and judicial systems really date
from these statutes of 1823 and 1828, and the exact applicability of English 
law under them has been decided, as occasion arose, by the Supreme Court of 
the State, the High Court of Australia, and the Judicial Committee of thc 
Privy Council. 

Thus there was adopted as the law of New South Wales the English 
Common Law relating to property, contract, tort, crime, personal freedom, and 
liberty of speech, in addition to much English statute law including such COIl
stitutional enactments and charters as the Habeas Corpus Acts and the Bill 
of Rights. 

PRESENT LEGAL SYSTEM. 

The main features of the present legal system are that established law is 
enforced by public Law Courts presided over by judges who hold office until 
they reach a prescribed retiring age, subject only to good behaviour, as 
determined by Parliament; the advocates employed at law are subject to the 
special control of the Supreme Court; and officers of police or prisons are 
answerable at law. for the mu,nner in which their duties are performed. 

The jurisdictions of the courts of law are distributed in such a way as to 
secure prompt trial in all matters. Minor cases are relegated to Courts of 
Petty Sessions within the districts in which th_eyarise. 'rhis Court sits as a 
Small Debts Court in civil C,1ses, and as a Police Comt in criminal cases. 
Salaried magistrates or honorary justices preside over these courts. More 
important civil cases are heard before a judge of the District Court, who 
also presides in criminal jurisdiction over Courts of Quarter Sessions. 

A number of courts of law have been established to deal with certain 
special matters. These u,re-Licensing Courts, Fair Rents Courts, Taxation 
Courts of Review, (Mining) ""Varden:;;' Courts, Courts of Marine Inquiry, and. 
among criminal courts of ma(!isterial rank, Coroners' Oourts and Children's 
Courts. A special jurisdiction in industrial matters has been established for 
the Industrial Commission presided over by an Industrial Commissioner 
appointed at a fixed salary for a period of five years. Exclusive jurisdiction 
undm' the Workers' Compensation Act'(1926) has been given to the Workers' 
Compensation CommiBsion. Special matters arising under the various land 
laws of the State are dealt with by Lccal Land Boards. Appe[1ls and other 
important questions relating to vlLluation are decided by the Land and Valua
tion Court, of which the judge is equal in status to judges of the Supreme 
Court. 

The Supreme Court or New South ,Vales has jurisdiction ill all matters of 
law arising in the State, except certain matters of a Federal nature, which 
are reserved for the High Court of Australia. It may delegate certain of 
its powers, and exercises general powers of supervision over the administra
tion of justice thrvugh its right to iSRue and enforce writs and to hear 
appeals. 

The external courts of law, whose jurisdiction extends to New South 
Wales are the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council (appellate only), 
and the High Court of Australia (original in certain matters and appellate 
in other matters). 

Jurisdiction under Federal laws is generally exercisable by any State 
court. presided over by a magistrate or judge, su~ject to the same limitations 
a are imposed on their juri.qdictions under State laws. 
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LOWER COURTS OF CIVIL JURISDICTION. 

Courts of Petty Sessions (Small Debts Court'). 
A limited civil jurisdiction is conferred by the Smll,ll Debts Recovery Act, 

1912, on magistrates and justices sitting as Small Debts Courts to determine, 
in a summary way according to equity and good conscience, actions for the 
l:ecovery of debt or damages. The jurisdiction of these courts is limited to 
cases involving not more than £50. A police or stipendiary magistrate may 
exercise the full jurisdiction of the court, two justices of the peace may hear 
cases involving amounts up to £30) and one justice up to £5. In cases of 
indefinite demands jurisdiction extends only to cases involving £10, or, by 
consent of the parties, up to £30, but the courts may not deal with matters 
involving titles to freehold or future rights. 

In general, appeal may be made from a decision of the court only when 
it exceeds its jurisdiction or violates natural justice. 

The principal officers of the court are a registrar, who acts as clerk to the 
bench and may enter judgment in cases of default of defence filed, or where 
claims are admitted and agreed upon, and such bailiffs as are appointed from 
time to time for the service and execution of orders and judgments. 

Particulars of the transactions of Courts of Petty Sessions in their civi 
jurisdiction are shown below :-

I 
1903 1\ 1924. 

Up to £30 1£30:0~501 Total. II Up to £30 1£30to£501 Total. 
-------------------~-------' 

Transactions. 

Verdicts and Judgments for Plaintifl'i 23,474 1,242 24,716 1 26,198 1,471 27,569 

Verdicts for Defendant ... . ...[ 384 8 392 456 26 

593 

Nonsuits ... ... ... ...1 322 7 329 466 21 
I , 

482 

25,359 

487 
'Withdrawn or struck out... . .. \ 22,825 498\23,323 2J,766 

1---------- ---1-----·----
Total Cases disposedof. .. i 47,005 1,755 48,760

1

i 51,886

1

1 2,111 53,99 , 

Cases pending at end of year ... 110,772 215 10,987 12,456 368 12,824 

Amount of J ndgments and Verdicts 1 

for Plaintifls ... '" £ 16:2,999 35,559 
I 

--[I 1---'-
198,558\: 180,958 39,484 220,4'2 

The proportion of cases disposed of was formerly about 18 per thousand of 
P'lpulation, but in 1923 the proportion rose to 22 per thousand, and again to 
24 per thousand in 1924. The number of eases, however, does not represent 
indi vidual litigants. 

In garnishee eases the Oourt may order that all debts due by a garnishee 
to the defend[J"nt may be attached to meet a judgment debt, and by a subse
quent order, may direct the garnishee to pay so much of the amount owing 
as will s:;Itisfy the judgment debt. In respect of wages or salary, garnishee 
orders may be made only for so much as exceeds £2 per week. The 
garnishee cases in 1924 numbered 3,700. 

Oral examinations of judgment debtors in respect of debts due to them, 
ordered on the application of a judgment creditor, numbered 1,683 in 
1924. Interpleader cases, relating to claims made to goods held under a 
writ of execution by a person not party to the suit, numbered 22. 

Licensing Oourt$ 
Under the Liquor Act ot 1912, a Liccnsing Oou~·t in each of the licensing 

districts in N cw South vVales dealt with applicatiollfl fer new licenses, 
renewals, removals, or transfers of existing licenses' to manufacture or sell 
intoxicating liquors. 
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In the metropolitan district the Court for granting licenses to sell intoxi
Gants consisted of three Stipendiary MagiRtrates, and in country districts of 
the local Police Magistrate and two specially-appointed Justices of the 
Peacf'. Where there was no Police Magistrate resident within 10 miles of 
the Court House a special Licensing Magistrate could be appointed. 

An Act was passed in 1923 to provide for the reconstitution of the 
Licensing Court as from ] st July, 1924. Three Police or Stipendiary 
Magistrates were appointed as Licensing Magistrates to constitute the 
Licensing Courts for all the districts of the State and to continue the 
functions of the Licenses Reduction BOlJrd. They were given authority to 
delegate their powers (except the holding of an inquiry upon a petition for 
the grant of a new license) to any Police or Stipendiary Magi"trate. 

Licenses are usually granted for a period of one year. The Court bits as 
~n open court, and appeals from its decisions lie to the District Court. 

The particulars of licenses granted and fees c:)llected in 1922, 1923, and 
1924 are as follow:-

- ----.. - .. - ... ----------;---------c---------c 

___ 1922. __ II 1923. III 1924. 

Class of License. 

Publicans ... 
Additional Bar 
Ol.1b 
Packet 
Booth or Stand 
Australian Wine ... 
Brewers ... 
Spirit Merchants 

Total ... 

Number I Arr:ount :1 Number I Amount ! Number I Amount 
of of II of of I' of of 

Licenses. Fees. )1 Licenses. Fees. ,I Licenses. Fees. 

£ 'II I £ !I £ £ 
2,470 100,884 I 2,257} 1 146 324 III 2,2

15
59
1

} 146,321 
143 2,794 I 158 " 
81 59511 79 I 2.980 I 79 3.046 
13 J 26! 17 81 !i 1 3 . 63 

2,451 4,!'0:?: 2,385 4,770 Ii 3,~'11 6,542 
." 432 1,279, 423 7,403 Ii 424 7,403 
... 17} 6 O"~ 1'1 16 450 II 14 425 
.,,1_247 __ '_'_' k_-=55 9,4D81i 247 8,751 

... 15,854 1116,65711 5,590 171,4161, 6,4tll 1172,551 
I II i I 

In addition 30 licenses were granted to Railway Refreshment Rooms by 
the Colonial Treasurer nnder the Liquor Act, 1922. 

During the year 1923 a new scale of licensing fees came into operation, 
whereby the annual fees for publicans, wine, club, and packet licenses were 
fixed at £2 per centum on all purchases during the previous year ending 
31st December, and for spirit merchants'licenses £2 per centum on sales to 
unlicensed persons.' Brewers' license fees were fixed at £50 pel' annum in 
the :Metropolitan area, and £25 per annum elsewhere, while booth licen~(;1i\ 
were fixed at £2 each. 

Further particulars of the licenses and ot the Licenses Reduction Board 
appointed under the Liquor Amendment Act, 1919, will be found in the 
chapter of this Year Book entitled" Social Condition." 

Fair Rents Courts. 
These courts, established under the Fair Rents Act, 1915-26, may deter

mine, upon application, the fail' rent of any dwelling-house, shop, or shop and 
dwelling-house combined let for a term of three years or less at a rental not 
exceeding the rate of £3 per week in the case of a dwelling hou!';e and £6 
per week for a shop Qt' shop and dwelling-housE; combined leased to one 
tenant. The Act is binding on the Crown. The courts sit in proclaimed 
districts, there being one court for the Metropolitan district, presided over 
by a special magistrate. Since 16th August, 1920, the jurisdiction has been 
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exercised by a Police or Stipendiary :Magistrate in country districts, where 
the total number of cases dealt with to the end of 1925 was 276. Of these' 
126 were withdrawn, in 31 cases the rent was fixed as at date of applica
tion, in 63 it was reduced, and in 56 increased. 

The first sitting of the Court in tbe Metropolitan district was beJd on 13th 
March, ]916, the cases dealt withdul'ing each year ended 31st March,being 
as follow:-

I 
Rcnt fixed by C01ll'l. 

Year Oases 
f'nued withdrawn or I I 

31st March. stl'uck out. I As at date of . . 0 

Application, I Increased. :. TIcduc,d. 

I I 

Tolal C~ses. 
( ~Ietl'opolitan 

only). 

~~----------~~----~.-----.. ---------~-----

]917 III 141 137 7 294 579 
1918 53 49 19 102 223 
]919 100 36 132 65 333 
1920 I 225 47 254 141 667 
]921 43J 52 256 187 934 
1922 478 75 237 245 i 1,035 
1923 418 64 150 233 i 865 
10-24 I 604 75 - 138 258: 1,105 

~~~~ I ~~~ __ ~~ __ ~~~_ LJ~~_I_~ :~~~ __ . 
Total ... 1 3,532 661) ] ,483 '2,284 7,959 

A number of shops and shops with dwellings attached are included in 
the figure for the year ended 31st ~1arch, 1926, the rentals of which were 
determim>d under the Fair Rents (Amendment) Act assented to on 
8th February, 1926. 

Some further particulars of the operations of the Court are published in 
the chaptel~" Food and Prices" of this Year Book. 

(Mining) Wardens'. Court,~. 
By virtue of the Mining Act, 1906, mining wardtlIlS may hold courts to 

determine RUch disputes arising within their districts as to the possesRion of 
mining lands, or claims under mining contracts. In general theit· procedure 
is summary, and their decisions final, but appeal lies in certain ca~es to a 
District Court sitting as a Mining Appeal Court OJ', on points of law, by 
way of stating a case to the Supreme Court. 

Taxation (J01~rt~ of Review 
All Judges of the District Courts have been authorised to sit as Taxation 

Courts of Review under the Land and Income Tax Act, 1895. The 
jurisdiction extend;; to the hearing and determining of appeals lodged 
against assessments by the Commission!:!' of Taxation by persons within trf' 
local jurisdiction of the Court. Points of law may be referred Lo t.!,'e 8upreme 
Court, but otherwise no appeal is allowcrl, 

Courts of Mar-ine Inquiry. 

Cases of shipwreck or casualty to British 'vessels, or the detention of arcy 
ship alleged to be unseaworthy, and eharges of misconduct agaircst officers cf 
British vessels arising on or near the coast of New South -Wales, or on a1,Y 
ship registered at or proceeding to any port therein, are heard by one 01' more 
autlwrised Judges of the District Court or Police or Stip6udiary .Magistrate~ 
sitting with two or more assessors as a Court of Marine Inquiry. 
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The findings of this Court are final, except ""hen the responsible Minister 
directs a rehearing of the case where new evidence is available, or It miscarriage 
of- justice is suspected. 

The proceedings of the Court are governtd by I.h.e Navigation Acts of the 
State. and Commonwealth. 

In 1924 inquiries were held regarding seven cases, viz., one of collision, 
three of grounding, one of stmnding, one of foundering, and one in which the 
yessd was lost. As a result of the inquiries the certificate of one master 
was suspended. One master was found to be in fault, but as the case was 
not serious hi~ certificate was not suspended. Five masters and two mates 
were exonerated. 

Workers' Compensation Commission. 
A special and exclusive jurisdiction was conferred on the vVorkers' Com

pensation Commission to determine aU questions arising under the '" orkers' 
Compensation Act, which came into force on 1st July, 1926. The Commission 
is a body corporate with perpetual succession, and it consists of a barrister 
of fiye years standing, appointed as chairman with the same status, salary, 
nnd rights as a District Court Judge, together with two members appointed 
for a period or seven years and representing employers and employees 
respectively. A medical referee may be summoned to sit as assessor with 
the Commission. 

The Chairman alone uecides points of law, but, on other matters, the 
decision of the Commission is that of a ri1ajority of its membcr8, and such 
decisions are to be based on the real merits of the case without strict 
obsel'vance of legnl precedellt. Either the chairman or f1 majority of the 
Commission may refer any question of law for the decision of the ~upreme 
Court hy way of stating a case, but otherwise the determinations of the 
Commi~sion are final and lll'1y not be challenged in any court. 

For the purpose of conducting its proceedings the Commission has the 
powers of a Commissioner under the Royal Commissiom, Act, 19:23. 

DISTRICT COURTS. 

District Courts have been in existence in New South Wales since 1858 as 
intermediaries between the Sm1~1l Debts Courts and the Supreme Court. 
They are presided over by judges with special le~al training, who have 
juriF.didion only over cases arising in districts allotted to them. Sittings are 
held at l'laces and times appointed by the Governor-in-Council. In 1924 
there were eight District Court J lldges and sixty·one District Court distriets. 
The courts sit during ten months of the year in the Metropolis, and three or 
morE' times per year in important country towns. A registrar and ot·her 
otlicel's al'e attached to each court. 

Ordinarlly eases are heard by one judge sitting alone, but a jury may b0 
impanelled by direction of the judge, or upon demand by either plaintiff 
or defendant., in any C':tse where the amount claimed exceeds £:20. The 
jlll'i~diction of the Court extends over issues of fact in equity, probate and 
llivorce proceedings remitted by the Supreme Court, and oyer' actions B,t 
Common Law involving an amoullt not exceeding £4:00, or £200 where 
II title to land is involved. 
_ Litigants may be compeJled in appropriate cases to apply to the District 
c"urt by the power of the Supreme Court to remit proper cases to it, and by 
the rule of the Supreme Court not to allow costs to parties who recover a 
sum not exceeding £30 in litigation before it. 

The findings of the DiBtrict Court are intended to be final, and all right of 
appeal may be excluded by written agreement between litigants, but new 
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trials may be granted at the discretion of the Judge of the District Court.. 
Otherwise appeal may be made to the Supreme Court in cases involving more 
than £10 where a point of law or question of the admissibility of evidellce is 
raised. 

Particulars of suits brought in District Courts in their originaJ juri:di0ti,)Us 
during the last five years are given in the following table :-

Causes Tried. Judgment I 
Causes f?r. Causes 

Verdict Dis· Plamtll'f I referred 
Year. for contmued by Default, to 

Verdict or Settled Cop' Arbi-
for Defendant without fesslOn, tr tion 

Plaintiff. (including hearing. or Agree- a . Nonsuit, 
etc.). ment. 

1920 537 228 1,989 2,183 3 

1921 595 267 2,152 2,929 :2 

1922 643 286 2,187 3,509 4 

1923 768 317 2,668 4,019 I 
I 

27 

1924 739 329 2,970 4,364 

I 
6 

• Not ayailable. 

Total 
Suits 

disposed 
of. 

I 
4,940 

5,945 
I 

I 6,629 

7,799 
I 

8,408 

I I 

Total 
Suits 

arising 
during 
Year. 

5,332 

6,554 

7,114 

8,"162 

8,959 

I 
Causes I 

Pending 
and in 
Arrear. I 

2,143 

2,752 

Cou rt 
Cost 

of 
Suit. 

£ 
23,1 

29,2 

40 

27 

3,237 131,9-

3,600 34,2 01 

4,151 * 
----~~--. 

Of the causes tried during l\JU, 82 were tried by jury ancl 986 without a 
jury. 'I.'he amount of judgment for plaintiffs during the yea,r was£25\J,327. 

In addition to the suits covered by the foregoing table a considerable 
amount of work is done in the District Courts under various Acts. 

The number of issues remitted for trial from the Supreme Court to District 
Courts in 1924 was 67 in Matrimonial Causes, 1 in Equity, and 1 in 
Probate. Under the Workmen's Compensation Act, there were 246 applica
tions for arbitration, and 109 awards were made in favour c£ the applicants. 
Sums amounting in the aggregate to £75,715 were paid into Court in r('spect 
of 164 cases of death, and there were referred t,o the Judge 41 cases relating 
to agreements, while 94 agreements were registered without further inqniry. 

There were no appeals under the Mining Acts from decisions of the 
Wal'dens' Courts. There were 33 appeals against rating by Locu,l Govern
ment authorities; 11 assessments were confirmed and :!:l assessrnents wen' 
varied. Other appeals under the Local Government Acts numbered 21, of 
which 6 were upheld, 8 were dismissed, 3 were settled, and 4 were pending. 

In addition, 1,765 warrants and writs wpre issued for the enforcement of 
judgments and orders, there were 913 examinations of judgment (h:btor~, 
381 orders for attachments of debts and 116 wrib; of ca sa. 

A.ppeals were made in 27 cases against judgments or orders of the Disi rict 
Court and 7 such appeals were upheld, 8 were refused, 5 we!'e not proceeded 
with, and 7 were pending. . 

SUPREME COURT. 

The Supreme Court of New South Wale~ was established in 1824 under 
the Charter of Justice. T t is presided over by a Ohief Justice and Hot 
more than seven Puisne Judges, of whom four are engaged usually in tho 
Common Law and Criminal jurisdictions, and the remainder in Equity, 
Bankruptcy, Probate, Lunacy, and Matrimonial Causes. 

The Court possesses original jurisdiction over alliitigiou8 matters arising in 
the State (other than special matters concerning land and industrial arbitra
tion), in certain caRCS where extra-tenitorial jurisdiction has been conferred, 
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in Admiralty, and in appeal. Its original jurisdiction is exercised usually],y 
on'l judge. The procedure and practice cf the Court are defined by statute, 
or regulated by rules which may be made by any three or more judges. ]n 
proper cases appeals may be carried from findings of the Supreme Court to 
the High Court of Australia or to the Privy Council. 

Pal'ticuhwq are given below of each division of the civil jurisdiction of the 
Court_ 

C01)~i(wn Law Jurisdiction. 

The present jurisdiction of the SuprE'me Court at Common Law dates from 
.1828. It extends to all cases not falling within any other jurisdiction. 
Actions are tried usually in the first instance in sittings at nisi prius, before 
one judge and a jury of four, or or twelve in special cases. A jury may be 
di"pen"led with by consent of both parties and under statutes governing 
certain cases. A judge may sit" in chamb8l's)) to deal with questions not 
requirillg to be argued in court. 

The following table gives particulars of caURes set down and writs i~med 
-In the Supreme and Circuit Comts (Common Law Jurisdiction) during the 
last five years. The number of writs issued includes cases which ,yen; settled 
by the p;rties without further lit~gation. 

Particulars. 1920. 1921. 1922. 1923. 1924. 

vVrits Issued ... 3,515 4,745 5,Oi2 5,585 6,284 

Judgments Signed 1,369 2,172 2,433 2,787 2,990 

Verdict for Plaintiff 175 191 166 223 

Causes Tried--

166 I 

3: i 5~ i 45 I 3: I 6~ 
91 _~I 8 7! 14 

-~Z5 1-262 -:---~;-I-~;-;-I-:9-;-
--- ---1------1---

Defendant 

Jury Disagreed 

1\ollsuits ... 

Total 

Canses-

Not proceed0d with ... 151 210 236 255 I 249 

ileferrell to Arbitration... ...I_, ___ 7_:---~ ____ 1 _____ 3_
1

1

1 _2_ 

Total Causes dealt with ... 1 383 i 482 I 457 472 -,--;50 

1

---1----;,--- ---1----
i I 

Fees paid into Consolidated TIm-enuel £ i £ i £ £ £ 
FlIncl* I 13,221 I 19,408 18,404 20,388 21,517 

Cost of Litigation

Brought in at 

Taxe;1 o!T ... 

Amount Allowed ... 

Court Costs of Tax::ttion ... 

j 

.. 1 48,545 I 58,752 

I 
'''1 
.. ·1 

I 

12,966 

35,579 

719 

I 14,036 

44,716 

1,121 

53,315 

13,607 

39,708 

1,013 

.. Inl'ludcs fees collected IJ'y Hegi:::ltrar in Divorce. 

90,242 70,348 

22,721 19,721 

67,521 50,627 

1,M6 1,225 
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The number of new cause& set down for hearing in 1921 was 516, and 102 
were pending from the previous year. '1'he cases dealt with nAlmbered 550,. 
and 68 were pending at the end of 1924 as compared with 102 pending at 
the end of 19:2:3, 

Between 1914 and 1917 there was a marked decrease in litigation in this 
jurisdiction, but since then activity has increased rapidly and the numbcl' of 
writs issued in 1924 wafl more than 114 per cent. greater than in 1914. The 
difference between the numbers of writs issued and .iudgments si~ned 
indict1tes the extent to which suits are not proceeded with. The difference 
betwee!l the number of judgments signed and the number of causes tried 
indicates the extent to IV hich cases are settled without legal proceedings ill 
court. 

E'ltlity Jurisdiction. 
'1'he present jurisdiction of the Supreme Oourt in Equity (which includes 

Infancy) dates from 1828. it is exercised by the Chief Judge in Equity, 
by the Judge in Bankruptcy sitting in Equity, or by either r,itting with two 
other Judges. The procedure of the Oourt is governed by the Equity Act, 
1901, and subsidiary rules. The jurisdiction extends to grallting equitable 
relief by enforcing rights not recognised at Common Law and by specif11 
remedies such as the issue of injunctions, writs of specific performance, and 
a jurisdiction in infancy. The Oourt in making binding declarations of right 
may obtain the assistance of specialists Hueh as actuarIes, enginee['s, 0[' other 
persons. In dAciding legal rights incidental to its cases, it exercises aH the' 
pc)\vers of the Common Law jurisdietioll of the Supreme Court, ltml may 
a:ward damages in certain cases. " 

Attached to the Oourt there is a Master in Equity who performs adminis
trative duties p,nd performs judicial functions where directed in determining 
certain minor matters, such as conducting inquiries, taking accounts, and 
taxing costs. He is also Registrar of the Court, and controls tile records 
and funds witbin its charge. 

The numbers of the vltrious transactions of tho Oourt during each of the 
last five years were as follow :-

I I I I . I Decrees, I Trust 
Year. Statements I Statements I"' t't' ! s 1 Motions. I Orders, and FUI1f~s I of C~aims. of Defence. 1 e 1 1011S·.i ummo:ses., j Cel·tificatcs. Invested. 

I £ 
1920 160 71 25 81 126 485 I 645,260 
19:21 298 181 9-1 125 199 8f.2 712,687 
1922 322 116 8-1 66 249 1,040 736,288 
1923 :m 149 129 100 280 1,084 Gil ,849 
192-1 :35l 18:1 114 16S 3{S 815 761,350 

The I1.ffiOunt of trust funds invested under Equity Jurisdiction was 
distributed chiefly among war loans, mortgages, and funded stock, the rates 
of interest ranging: from 3 to' 7 i per cent. 

The amount of court fees received in 1924 was £5,175. 

Lunacy Jaris'liction. 
Jurisdiction in Lunacy was conferred on the Supreme Court in l824Ly 

the Oharter of Justice, and is now exercised as a separate jurisdiction by the 
Chief Judge in Equity. There is a :Master in Lunacy (who is also Master 
in Equity) to perform administrative work and manage estates. The Oourt 
upon hearing evide!'lee, with or without examinatioll of the persoll, may 
declare any person to be of unsound mind or incapable of managing his own 
affairs, or it may dll'ect that such question be determi!'led by a jury of four 
or twelve persons. \Vhen such a declaration is m:.tde the Mas:tr in Lumwy 
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may assume the management of such person's estate until his discharge or 
de::th, or a committee of management may be appointed subject to super
vifiion by the Ma~ter in Lunacy. 

The amount of trust funds of insane persons and patients vested in the 
Master in Lunacy at the end of 19U was £55fl,521. The amount of fees 
collected in 1924 was £194 in addition to £~,529, being a deduction at the 
rate of 2 per cent. £1"Om the net income of estates of insane patients managed 
by the Master in I,unacy. 

Bankrnptcy Jur'isdiction. 

Jurisdiction in Bankruptcy was conferred on the Supreme Court by 
statute in lS87. Bankrnptcy law and procedure in New South 'Wales 
were virtually codified by the consolidating Act of 1898, which will be 
superseded in part by the Bankruptcy Act of the Commonwea,Ith to come 
into force on a date to be proclaimed. 

Under thc bwany person unable to meet his debts may surrender his 
estate for the benefit of his creditors, or the latter may apply for compulsory 
~equestration under cert ain conditions provided the aggregate amount of 
indebtedness exceeds £50. Upon the issue of an order of seque~tration the 
property of the bankrupt vests in the official assignee, and no creditor has 
any r.,medy against the property or person of the bankrupt except by appeal 
to the Oourt. The jurisdicLion of the Court extends over all these matters 
and its functions nre to guard against fraud on the part of bankrupts, to 
distribute aSHets, and to relieye debtors of o\'envhelming obligations. 

Tbere is one Judge in Bankruptcy who exercises general control over 
b.1nkrnptcy proceedings and determines questions of law, equity or fact 
aTecting a bankrupt estate. Questions of fact may be tried before a jury. 

The Registrar of the Bankruptcy Court performs administrative dutie'! 
ani duties delegated by the Judge. He may hear debtors' petitions, make 
rull examination of hf1nkrupts or of persons suspected to he indebted to a 
l;>allkrupt, and make sequestration orders. Certain of these powers are 
delegated in country districts to police magistrates and registrars of 
District Courts, but appeal lies in all cases to the Judge in Bankruptcy and 
thence" to the High Court. An official assignee may be appointed by the 
Court to manage any assigned estate for the benefit of creditors. 

Particulars of the operations of the Court in the past five years are given 
below;-

Heading. 1920. I 1921. f 1922. I 1923. I 1924, 

estratil)n ... 1 

uestration ... 
Petitions for Voluntary Sequ 

" Compulsory Seq 
Sequestration Orders granted 
Discharges granted .. 
Certificates of Discharge suspe 
Court Fees 

... 

... 
nded 

... 

... 

. .. 

... 
£ 

210 208 
134 186 
289 32-l-

77 75 
82 .1IO 

4,192 4,386 

, 
247 360 421 
234 308 397 
403 570 668 

43 40 46 
, 86 92 121 
i 5,023 6,082 6,562 
I 

Ii'rorn the commenceme'1t of the Act of IB87 there have been 22,793 
sequestrations, but only in 3,853 cases have discharges been granted or 
e,states freed. Nearly 83 per cent. of bankrupts have remained undischarged. 

:Further detnils of proceedings in bankruptcy are published in the chapter, 
Pri va.te Finnllce, of '"his Year Book. 

Probate Jurisdiction. 
, Probate jurisdiction was conferred on the Supreme Court in part by-the 

Charter of Justice in 1824. By thf1 Wills, Probate and Administratioa 
Act, 1898 (which consolidated preyious enactments), it extends over all 
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property, real or personal, in New South Wales of deceased persons, testate 
or intestate. Thejul'isdiction is exercised by a Probate Judge (who is also 
Judge in Bankruptcy), or by any judge acting on his behalf. By probate 
rule 'of 18th October, 1906, the Registrar in Probate exercises jurisdiction 
in granting' probate and letters of administration in all matters 'II' here no 
contention has arisen. The Registrar or any interested party may rerer 
any matter to the Oourt. The Registrar also exercises jurisdiction in minor 
dealings affecting estates where no objection is raised by any interested party. 

Until the granting of prohate or letters of administration the property cf 
deceased persons vests in the Ohief Justice, and cannot be legally dealt with 
except in minor matters. In this way the rights of the successors, the 
creditors, and the State are safeguarded. Oases of disputed wills are tried by 
the Judge, with or without a jury, to determine issues of fact, and jurisdiction 
is exercised over administrators and executors. 

Admini<;trative functions in regard to certain intestate eatates formerly in 
the hands of the Ourator of Intestate Estates are now performed by the 
Public Trmtee under an Act of 1913, and are furthcr referred to on a later 
page. 

'l'he following table shows the number and values of est'1tes dealt with in 
the past five years :-

Year. 

1920 

1921 

1922 

1923 

1924 

Probates Granted. 

Number of Value of 
Estates. Estates. 

£ 
3,570 26,191,030 

3,765 14,495,600 

3,fl92 14,477,829 

4,007 17,308,916 

3,865 16,981,5240 

I Letters of Administration. I Total. 
I I 

I Number ofl Value of I NUH'berofi Value of 
Estates. Estates. I Estate •. Estates. 

I 
£ 127'70~,813 2,428 1,514,783 5,998 

2,080 2,042,306 5,845 16,537,906 

1,905 1,323,3iO 5,797 15,801,139 

1,997 1,708,968 6,004 19,017,884 

2,115 2,015,541 5,980 18,997,065 

The values shown above represent the gross value of estates, inclusive or 
those not subject to duty, and of estates dealt with by the Public Trustee. 11-

In some cases probate or letters of administration are taken out a second 
time and such estates are duplieatecl in the above figures. Where est'1tes 
are less than £300 in value probate or letters of administration may be 
granted on personal application to the Registrar, without the intervention 
of a solicitor. J ncluded in the figures shown ahove for the year 1924, there 
were 378 such cases, the total value of estates being £62,251. 

Jurisdiction in l1fatrimonial Causes (Divorce). 
This jurisdiction was conferred on thc Supreme Oourt by the Matrimonial 

Oauses Act, 1873, prior to which marriages could be dissolved only by 
special Act of Parliament. This Act, with its amendments, v,-as consolidated 
in 1899. A Judge of the Supreme Oourtis appointed Judge in Divorce, but 
any other judge may act for him. The forms of relief granted are dissolution 
of marriage, judicial separatioll, declaration of nullity of marriage, and 
orders for restitution of conjugal rights. Orders for the custody of children, 
alimony, damages, and settlemflnt of marriage property may be made . 

• Further pa.rticulars an~ publb;hed in U1E'~ chapter" Private Finance." 
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Decree~ for the dissolution of marriage are usually marle provisional for a. 
short periorl, and absolute nt the expiration thereof if no I'eason to the 
contral'Y is shown, e g., collusion. 

The ground3 on which dissolution may be granted on petition are a. 
follow:-

jJ.usbwl(l v. TVife.-Adultrry; deserti0n; h'tbitual drunkenness and 
neglect of domestic duties for three years; non-~omJlliance with a decree for 

'l'e,titution of conjugal rights; imprisonment for three years and upwards 
at elate when petition i~ presented and under sentence fot· at least seven 
years;- conviction for attempt to murder or to inflict grievous bodily harm 
within one year previously; repeated assaults and cruel beatings during one 
year preceding the date of filing the petition. 

Wife v. IIusband.-Adultery; desel tion lor three years or upwards; 
habitual drunkenness, coupled with neglect to support or cruelty, for three 
years; nOll,compliance with a decree for restitution of conjugal rights; 
imprisonment for three years and upwards at date when petition is presented 
and under sentence for at least seven years; imprisonment under frequent sen
tences aggregating three years witbin five years preceding the presentation of 
the petition; leaving wife hf1bitually without means of support; (;onviction 
within one Y8<ll' pl'e\'iously of attempt to murder or to inflict grievous bodily 
:mrm; repeated assaults and cruel beatings within ono year of petition. 

Cases are heard usually without a jury, but whero dissolution of marriage 
is involyed a jUl'Y of twelve to try issues of fact may be requisitioned by 
eitIler party, or by the Court. Certain cases may be refel'Ied to the Di~trict 
Com-t of the district in which the case arose. 

U Bually, the petitioner must have been domiciled in the State for at least 
three years pl'eceding the date of the petition, No relief is granted to 
pet·sons who have resorted to New South 'Yales for the purpose of instituting 
proceedings. ' 

Stiits may be instituted for the purpose of obtaining restitution of conjugal 
rights, and failure to comply with :it deGree made i~! such a suit constitutes 
desertion, upon which ",suit for divorce may be brougllt. A marriage may be 
declal'ed null !Uld void on tile grounds that the respondent iR incapable of 
consummating it, that the parties to the marriage are within the prol:ibited 
degrees of consflnguinity, or that the parties are unable to contract 11 yalid 
marriage. Such inahility may ariee from one of the parties being 111ready 
married, having acted under duress, or in case of mistaken identity. 

The following statement shows the number of petitions in matrimonial 
cau~es made and granted in New South ",Yales during the past five years in 
comparison with the m'er-age per year between 1908 and J 912 :-

. . Number of Petitions Granted. I! R~stitution of 
I Petl.tlOns II Conjugal Rights. 
for Dl\o"ce, -----------

I 
Jud,cial I I I 

I Separation, Divorces. PetitIOns I Nullity of Marriage. I 
,and Nulht) lor I _____ ~ __ I'I I 

f 'I ' 'I Judicial I' Doereel ;0 Ll al'l'lil,2;e Decrees I Decrees S t' Decrees I Decrees Pctitions·lgr;nted 
: Lodg'ed. lYisi [Nisi Illl.de epflra lon It'i~i INisi made I I[ • 

Granted. I Absolute, Granted. I Granted. Absolute. I,' , 

1GOS-12'~-I-'-4-5-:3--'---2-6-0 26,) 12 4 4 28 "'---18-

Year. 

] 920 ],155 624 553 11 8 3 27 I> 16H 
HJ21 ] ,09-1 ] ,038 782 18 8 7 259 217 
J922 1,110 696 679 9 10 5 249 144 
] 923 ], 266 88~ 729 13 5 10 298 177 
1924 1,366 ],09l 834 7 9 4 225 204 

• Avcrag-e p~r year. 
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The numb-or of petitions lodged in forma panperis during 1924 was 401, 
,Df which 364 were for divorce, 6 for nullity of marriage, 4 for judicial 
separation, and 27 for restitution of conjugal fights. 

1'he numbers of petitioners of each sex in cases where decrees fOl' divorctl 
ur nullity of marriage were nutde absolute, or judicial sepan1,tion was granted, 
during each of the past ten years were as follow :-

Year in Number of Successful Petitions Year in Number of Successful Petitions 
which lodged by which lodged by 

Petition i 

I 

Petition 
was Husband. Wife. Total. was Husband. . Wife. Total. granted. granted. 

1915 134 221 

I 

355 1920 267 300 567 
1913 14l 231 3,2 1921 389 418 807 
1917 147 249 396 1922 296 397 693 
1918 167 224 391 1923 314 43S 75,2 
1919 190 "244 434 1924 359 486 845 

The number of marriages dissolved, or virtually dissolved in each year, 
more than doub~el between 1918 and 1921, and the proportion of petitions 
lodged by husbands increased rapidly. In 1922 and 1923 the numbers of 
successful petitions were considerably lower than in 1921, owing chiefly to 
a dimin,ution in the number of successful petitions lodged by husbands. The 
increase to the record total of 845 divorce3 ih 1924 was occasioned by a 
pronounced increase in the number of petitions lodged by each Eex. • 

The grounds of suits in which decrees for divorce or nullity of marriage 
were made absolute during each of the past five years were as follow :-

I 

Ground of Suit. 1920. i 1921. 11922. 192~. 1924. 

Adultery ... 1 

coupled with Bigamy, Cruelty, ori 
Desertion ... . .. 1 

Cruelty ::mel Repeated AssI1u1ts ... 1 

202 I 263 
,.. 

10 I 

:3 1 

205 166 179 

10 17 13 
2 7 is 

" "lIabitual DrunkeunesB ... 1 8 7 12 18 22 
Desertion ... 1 255 359 318 3~8 466 
Habitual Dnmkenness and Neglect to Sup-i 

1?0rt ... ... ... ... ... ...1 
Habitua~ Drunkenness and Negicct of Domesticl' 

Dutws... ... ... ... '" ... ;; 6 
Imprisonment of Husband for Three Years ... ! 1 3 1 2 

3 ,1 8 2 5 

2 2 

Non-compliance with Order for llestitutiol1 ofl i 
ConjllgnlRights '.. ''', 71 1

133 1 127 I' 12.) 146 
Impotency or Notl-col1sClmmation ... ...' 1 1 I... 2 1 

Relationship ... "'I __ '_:_"_'_I_"~'_' ~ __ 1 _ 

_ ,______ Total .. . .. I 556 J_'~89 1 6S3 12~_ 8:38 

In the cn,ses in which decrees for divorce were made absolute during 1924, 
th~ mean duration of marriage was a~ follows :-Under 5 years, 46 j 5-9 years, 
243; 10-1'.1. years, 24.2; 15-19 yeal's, 146. In no cases the duration was 
between 20 and 30 years; in 26 it was between 30 and 40 years, and in one 
case it was ove1' 40 years. In the case of 254 marriages, there were no 
children; one child in 255 cases; two children, 144; three children, 87 ; 
four children, 3:'1; and five or more children in 4:3 ca'es. In 18 cases, the 
details were not st<tted. 

Admiralty JU1-isdiction. 

Jurisdiction as a Colonial Court of Admiraltv was conferred on the 
Supreme Court of New South ,"Vale" on 1st July, 1911, by Ord(~r-in-Council 
under the Colonial Courts of Admiralty Act (Imperial), 1890. The Court 
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may sit also as a Prize Court by authority of a proclamation of August, 1914 
under the Prize Courts Ad (Imperial), 1894. Eight causes of action arose 
during 1924, and one of these was tried in Court, the verdict being for 
plaintiff. 

LOWER COURTS OF CRIlIUNAL JURISDICTION. 

Courts of Petty Sessions (Police Courts). 
These Courts .are held daily in large centres, and periodically as occasion 

demands in small centres. They operate under various statute:; (chiefly the 
Crimes Act, 1900, Police Offences Act, ] 901, and Vagrancy Act, 1902>, 
which describe the nature of offences, penalties, and certain procedure, and 
prescribe the number of justices or magistrates for the trial of various 
offence~. Cases are heard hy a Stipendiary Magistrate in the Sydney 1 

Broken Hill, Parramatta, Newcastle, Bathurst, and Wollongong districts, 
and in other districts by a Police Magistrate, or by Justices of the Peace. 
The procedure is governed in a general way by the Justices Act, 1902-18. 
These courts deal wit,h minor offences, whieh may be treated summarily, while 
serious charges are investigated in the firBt instance, and the accused 
committed to higher courts when a p?·imafacie case is made out. 

Offenccs punishable summarily by Courts of Petty Sessions include most 
offences against good order and breaches of regulations. Certain offences are
made punishable summarily with the consent of the accused. The court deals; 
also with certain other cases, such as proceedings arising under the Master 
and Servants Act, the Deserted Wives and Children Act, Child Welfare Act,. 
and administrative regulations. 

Appeal against fine or imprisonment is heard by' the Court of Quarter 
Sessions, but on a disputed point of law the magistrate may state a case for 
the Supreme Court. 

Children's Courts. 
Children's Courts were established by proclamation under the Infant, 

Protection Act, 1904, and the Neglected Children and Juvenile Offenders. 
Act, 1905, which were consolidated with other enactments by the Child 
Welfare Act, 1923. Children's Courts may be established by proclamation. 
Each court consists of a special magistrate with jurisdiction within a pro
claimed area. Elsewhere the jurisdiction of a court may be exercised by a 
special magistrate, or two .J ustices of the Peace. The magistrates exercise 
all the powers of a Police or Stipendiary Magistrate in respect of cases 
involving chilclren as parties or witnesses to the exclusion of ordinary courts 
of law. By this means children are protedecl against the adverse influences. 
which they would encounter in the ordinary courts. 

The jurisdiction embraces proceedings concerning maintenance of infants~ 
offences by or against children, and neglected or uncontrollable children. 
The Court is endowed with extensive powers, such as the committal of children 
to reformatory homes, release on probation, etc. 

Appeal from its decisions lies in proper cases to the Supreme Court, 
Quarter Sessions, or in cArtain circumstances to a District Court. 

Separate statistics of the proceedings of Children's Cou~ts are not 
now available, as they are included with those relating to ordinary Courts of 
Petty Sessions. Further particulars regarding the Children's Courts are 
published in the chapter" Social Condition" of this Year Book. 

Cases before Magistrates' Courts. 
Particulars of the number of offences charged, and convictions obtained in 

Courts of Petty Sessions and Children's Courts, are shown below. Except 
where otherwise stated the figures repreHent the total number of offences 
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'charged, and cases in which bail was forfeited for non-appearance in courl; 
Where multiple charges are preferred separate .are included as convictions. 

account is taken of each. 

r 
I 

Offences Charged. 
I Per cent, 

I I 
-~-.~-. 

! Yeer. 
I ' 

1 Committed 
I I Com-

I Withdrawn I to I With- I Con-
mitited 

01' Convicted. Hilrher 
Total. drawn. victed, to 

I Discharged, I Courts. \ 

Higher 
Courts, 

1906 10,702 59,900 ],459 72,061 
\ 

14'9 
\ 

83'1 2'0 

1911 8,878 65,058 1,178 75,114 ll'8 86'6 1'6 

1916 11,71:5 68,615 1,656 82,036 I g'4 83'6 2'0 

1920 12,666 74,667 2,2ii9 89,572 I 14'1 8:'1'4 25 

1921 11,877 80,214 ,2,594 94,685 

1 

12'6 84'7 2'7 

1922 12,231 82,263 2,495 96,989 126 84'8 2-6 

1923 13,001 88,86! 2,654 104,519 12'4 85'0 2'6 

1924- 12,753 83,019 2,327 98,101 

[I 
13'0 84'6 2'4-

1925 14,601 85,970 1,806 102,377 14'2 84'0 1'8 

Toward the end of 1916 provision was made whereby persons arrested for 
drunkenness were allowed to forfeit a deposit (nominally bail) in lieu of 
appearing in court. The amount was originally fixed at 5s" the usual penalty 
imposed, but it has been increased to lOs, Approximately one-third of the 
cases of drunkenness are now dealt with in this manner. 

It is not possible to determine the number of distinct persons charged in 
each year, as particulars obtained from persons accused of minor offences, 
particularly vagrants, do not form a reliable basis for identification. 

Only a sn~all proportion of the offences for which summary conviction~ are 
dfected are really criminal offences, that is offences against person or 
property, The following tabJe ~hows a classification of the offences for which 
summary convictions were recorded, also the rate per 1,000 of mean 
.lJopulation :~ 

Number of Convictions for Minor Offences. 

Year. 

\ 

Against 
Against Good Order. 

Other \ Total 
the I Against 1 

Summary 

Person. Property. Drunken· \ Other. 
Offences. Condctionl: 

ness. 

1906 1,619 3,857 I 25,253 15,920 13,251 59,900 
I 

1911 ' 1,664 3,404 I 29,299 14,886 15,80,j 65,058 

19:20 1,925 5,772 
I 

25,843 14,180 26,947 74,667 

1921 2,127 5,924 
I 

28,702 18,086 25,375 80,214 

1922 2,O!3 5,692 

,I 

30,723 18,386 25,419 82,263 

1923 1,9R4 5,549 32,938 18,860 29,5:l:l 88,864 

1924 1,876 5,321 31,860 14,818 29,144 83,019 

1925 1,845 5,658 30,160 15,987 32,320 85,970 

Number per 1,000 of :r.re~n Population, 

1906 1'09 2'60 n'Oi 10'72 8-93 40'35 
1911 1'00 2'04 J7'60 S'94 9'49 ~9'O7 

1920 093 2'79 12'49 6'86 13'02 36'09 
1921 1'01 2'81 13'61 8'58 12'01 38'05 
1922 0'95 2'65 14'28 8'55 11'82 38'25 
1923 0'90 2'53 15'02 8'60 13'48 40'53 
19:24 0-84 2'39 14'28 6'64 13'07 37'22 
1925 0'81 2'49 13'25 7'02 B'20 37'77 
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By 1921 peace-time conditions had been practically restored, and, although 
an increase has occurred in the numb61' ot summary convictions, the proportion 
to the population is now usually sm1111el' thaa in pre· war ye[1r8. The decline 
was due principally to a diminution in the proportion of convictions for 
drunkenness and other offences >tgainst good order, but an incre11se has 
occurred in the number of offences against property. As local and other 
administrative activities have been extended there has been an increase in 
the number of offences again~t administrative laws. For instance, during 
1923, Hl2!, and 192;,") there were re-lpective incre2,~es or 2,199, 1,040, 
and 1,655 cOllvictions for olfences against the traffic regulations. 

The offences classified under the heading" other offences" consist mainly 
of breaches of administrative laws, e.q., Local Government Acts and traffic 
regulations. Generally they arc minl)r breaches, or arc committed in ignorance 
of the law, and are met with the infliction of nominal fines, Thus the figures for 
the year 1924 included 8,7 9ti offences against traffic regulations; 3,41:3 against 
Local Goyernmcmt Acts; 882 offences against revenue laws; 3,113 ag'CirBG 
liquor L1ws; 1,386 against laws for the suppression of gambling'; 875 
under the Factory Act; J, 21 0 against r<til way and tramway regulation8 ; 
985 under thl,) Health Acb; 1,66.5 under the Defence Act; 163 under the 
Education Act; and 812 (lgail:-:t the Pastures Protection Act. 

The amount or finec; p:1id on summary conviction and the disposition 
thereof, during the last five ye3,1'8, are sbown below :-

C!assWcation. 

FineS pait1 to
Consolic1atecl Revenue 

Police Reward Funel 

Municipalities and Shims 

'Pastures Protection Boards ... 

Informers 

Other 

192a. 1921. 1922. 1023. 1821. 

£ £ £ £ £ 

43,993 40,S39 46,582 53,OM 5O,SOO 

21,406 21,597 213,161 28,346 26,807 

4,679 4,209 5,399 5,07/ 4,910 

J,S72 1 1,693 3,812 3,374 i 2,144 

5,1641 4,749 4,990 4,926 ! 3,706-

_~"~I 2,35~ ___ 2,574 __ 3,750 i __ 2,652 . 

£ SO,2i8 1 75,444 89,518 99,437 i 91,019 
___ 1 __ - _______ 1 __ _ 

Total, State 

Paid to Con1nl0n,vealth Govern-
ment ... £ 5,32S\ 11,481 3,592 2,280 I 1,487 

-----------~---

In addition to lines p,eid at the courts, a numbet· are paid in part_at the 
gac:l1s by penlon..; sent to prison in default of payment and a corresponding 
portion of the sentences are remitted. Particulars of these are shown on a 
later page. 

Coroners' Courts. 

The office of COl'dIlcT was established in New South \Yaies l)y letters patent 
in 17 H7, and is now iTgulated by the Coroners Act, 19 12, which consolidated 
previous laws. 

Every Stipend t"/ ,)]' Police lYIagistmte has the powers and duties of .It 

coroner in all par :he State, except the Metropolitan Police DiHtrict, which 
is UJl'.cr the j un '.0 of the City Coronel' In di~tricts not readily accessible 
by P;)licf~ ]Uag ". a local resident, usually a Justice of the Peace, is 
usual l:. appoin T( 

At t,:.e (lisel' 
violent- or unnat 

. 1 :.f the Coroner, inquiries are held into the causes of all 
le:1ths, into the causes of all deaths in gaols, and into 
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the orIgm of fires causing damage or destruction to property, but may be 
dispensed with where the Coroner deems inquiry unnecessary. The Coroner 
may order the attendance or any medical practitioner at the inquest, and may 
direet him to hold a p03t-mortem examination. On the evidenee submiLted 
the Ooroner is empowered to eommit for tri[1l persons adjudged guilty of 
man~laughter, murder, or arson. 

In certain eases a jury of six persons may be em panelled to find as to the 
facts of the case, and on their verdict against any person he may be committed 
for trial. The instructions to coroners provide that an inquest should be 
held into the cau~e of every death occurring among prisoners in gaol;; and 
lock-ups. In such cases [1 jury of six freemen and six prisoners if; em
panelled. 

During 1924, 1,539 inquiries were held by coroners into causes of death 
and 263 into the origin of fires. It was found in 900 c!tses that death had 
been accidental, and in 261 cases that suicide had occurred. There were 56 
deaths due to homicide and 35 due to illegal operations. Nineteen persons 
were committed for tl'ial by coroners on eharges of murder, 27 for man
slaughter, and 18 for :1rson. It was found that 45 fires were accidental, 
52 were caused wilfully, 1 resulted through carelessne~R, and in 165 cases. 
the evidence was insufficient to indicate the origin. 

HIGHIeR OOURTS OF OrtDIIXAL J URrSDICTION. 

The higher courts of eriminaljurisdielion consist of the Contral Oriminal 
Oourt (which sits in 8ydney and is presided over by a Judge of the 
SUpreil1e Coart), of the Supreme Court on cireuit, amI of Oourts of QU:1rter 
Sessions, held at important centres throughout the State, e:wh presided over 
by a J uuge of tIle District, Court as ch:1irman. The courts deal with 
indictable offences which are the more seriou8 criminal cases. Offences 
punishable by death may be tried only before the Central Criminrtl Oourt, 
whieh exercises the criminal j arisdiction of the Supreme Comt, or before the 
Supreme Oourt on Circuit. 

All persons charged with criminal offences must ;;e; charged before a judge 
with a jury of twelve chosen by lot from 11 panel provided by the sheriff, 
The jury finds as to the f:1cts of the cast', and its verdict must be unanimous. 
If unanimity is not reached within twelve hours a verdi.;t is not returned, 
and the :::,ccused may be tried [<gain Lefore another jury. 

Conrts of Qnarta Sessions. 

Thes3 Courts ,'.1'0 held at times and plaees appointed by the Governor-in
Council, in distriei;s which coincide with those of District Courts. Forty-three 
places were appointed in 1 S25, courts being held usually at the eonclusion of 
District Oourt sittings, three times a year in eountry centres, bnt eleven 
times in Sydney, and seven times in Parramatta. 

Tn addition to exereising their origin'll jurisdiction, the courts hear 
appeals from Courts of Petty Sessions and certain appeals from other courts, 
e.g., Licensing courts. In 1925, 78G :1ppeals were heard at Quarter 
Sessions agaillst convictions or orders by Courts of Petty 8essioIl, and 47& 
convictions or orders were confirmed, 130 were varied, 170 were quashed, 
and 10 remained unconcluded. Appeals from QUl1lter Sessions are heard 
by the Court of Criminal Appeal. 

Central Criminal Com·t and Supreme Court on Circuit. 

The Central Criminal Court exercises the criminal jurisdiction of the 
Supreme Court in Sydney, and a Judge of the Supreme Court excl'cises a~ 
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appointed circuit towns a similar jurisdiction. Usually capital offences, the 
more serious indictable offences committed in the metropolitan area, and 
offences which may not be tried conveniently at Quarter Sessions, or at 
sittings of the Supreme Court in the country, are tried at the Central 
Criminal Oourt. Appeal from the finding of these courts lies to the Court 
of Criminal Appeal, consisting of three or more Judges of the Supreme 
Court and, in proper cases, to the High Court of Australia or the Privy 
Council. A Judge of the Supreme Court sitting in Sydney may act as a 
Court of Gaol Delivery, to hear and determine the cases of untried prisoners 
upon returns of such prisoners supplied by the gaolers of the State under 
rules of the Court. 

Cases before Higher Criminal Courts. 
The following table shows for the years immediately preceding and succeed

ing the war, the number of distinct persone; charged, and those convicted for 
each of the classes of more serious offences. Where two or more cilarges 
were preferred against the same person accoont is taken only of the principal 
charge. The table relates to persons charged before Courts of Quarter 
Sessions, sittings of the Supreme Court at Circuit Towns and the Central 
Criminal Court. 

Convictions-Principal Offence. 

Distinct Not 

Against I Against 

Total Persons Convicted 
Year. Persons Guilty, Aga.inst 

Charged. etc. Currency, Other 1 Per 10,000 

I Person. I Property. and Offences. Number. of Popula-Forgery. 
I I tion. 

1911 I 9i9 
I 

48 3fi 538 I 3·23 
! 

441 HI I 313 
I I 1912 

I 

993 3i3 136 
I 

410 48 26 620 
I 

3·55 

1913 1,125 353 189 I 478 60 45 , 772 I 4·240 

1920 I 1,581 551 169 

I 
801 33 2-1 

I 
1,027 I 4·96 

1921 I 1,722 611 166 853 48 44 1,111 I 5·27 

I 

I 
1922 1,635 595 176 778 43 33 1,040 4·84 

1923 
i 

1,673 614 191 757 59 52 1,059 4·83 

1924 I 1,536 534 174 739 50 39 1,002 4·50 I I , 

In view of the fact that trials or accused persons in higher criminal 
courts take place on indictment by the Attorney·General, and usually after 
magisterial inquiry into the sufficiency of evidence for such trials, and that 
the question of guilt is decided by a jury of laymen, it is interesting to note 
that less than two-thirds of the persons charged are convicted, and in the 
case of offences against the person, this proportion is usually about one-half. 

The number of offenders convicted of serious crime increased very con
siderably in proportion to the population during the three years preceding 
the outbreak of war, and is now appreciably higher than it was in 1913. 
The post-war increase in crime has been due very largely to a growth in the 
number of offences against property. 

Of the persons convicted during 1924, the males numbered 945 and females 
57. Approximately one male in every thousand of population was convicted 
for a serious criminal offence in 1924, the proportion of women being much 
les~ than one per ten thousand of population. 

---------------" 
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The following table shows the number of persons convicted for specifiG 
offences included in the foregoing statement :-

Offenccs. 

Murder ... .. .., .. , .. 
Attempted M urder,Shooting wi th Intent 
Manslaughter ... ... ... .. 
Rape and other Offence~.against Female;; 
Unnatural Offences .. , ... .. . 
Abortion and Attempts to Procure .. . 
Bigamy... ... ... ..• .. 
Assault .. , ... ... ... . .. 
Burglary and Housebreaking ... . .. 
Robbery and Stealing from the Person 
Stealing Horses, Cattle, Sheep ... 
Em bezzlement and Stealing by Servants 
Larceny and Receiving ... ... .., 
Fraud and False Pretences ... . .. 
Arson ... ... ... ... ... 
Forgery, Uttering Forged Documents .. 
Conspiracy ... ... .. . .. 
Perjury and Subornation ... ... 

Number of Offenders Convicted. 

1911. 1 1912. I 
3 12 
3 2 
4 4 

29 33 
2 3 
;~ 1 

Hi 8 
80 66 
62 89 
14 39 
26 33 
26 26 

131 164 

fj II :i 
10 8 

I 

1913. 

7 
4 
7 

38 
9 

\ 

9 
106 
107 
51 

I ~~ 
\ 2~ 
I 

55 
10 

I 12 

I 19~1. \ 1922. I 
8 
3 

13 
21 
23 

2 
22 
63 

244 
35 
48 

1 
8 
4 

26 
13 

1 
22 
88 

236 
30 
38 
60 

1923. 

1 
1 
8 

43 
2 
3 

22 
102 
223 

28 
28 
37 

308 
42 

376 
80 

1 
44 
16 
17 

308 I 

;1 \ ~ 

1
1924

• 

7 
2 

{5 
42 
18 
5 

19 
74 

209 
52 
22 
44 

283 
85 

5 
48 
16 

8 

In so far as the number of persons convicted indicates the vogue of crime, 
the above statement shows that during post· war as comparEd with pre-war 
years, the increase in crime occurred principally in burglary and larceny. 
On the other hand considerable decreases took place in the proportionate 
number of assaults and cases of forgery. 

OTHER COURTS OF STATE JURISDICTION. 

Special courts have been established in New South vVales in other 
provinces of law. These are the Land and Valuation Court and Local Land 
Boards; the Industrial Commission, with subsidiary Conciliation Boards; 
and the \V orkers' Compensation Commission. 

Lawl Boards.'" 

Local Land Boards each consisting of a salaried chairman, mmally possessing 
legal and administrative experience, and of two other member1l (paid by fees) 
possessing local knowledge, were first appointed under the Crown Lands 
Act of 1884. 'fhese boards sit ItS open courts, and follow procedure similar 
to that of Courts of Petty Sessions. Their functions are to determine 
questions under the Crown Lands Act, and other matters referred by the 
Minister. Sittings are held as required at appointed places in each of thir
teen Land Board Districts in the Eastern and Central Divisions of the State. 

During the year ended 30th June, 1925, the varioui3 Boards held 400 
meetings, lasting 519 days. The various chairmen dealt with 8,413 cases. 
and full boards with 7,701. 

The Western Land Board which is charged with the management and control 
o£ Crown Lands in the Western division of the State,discharges the functions 
of a local land board within the area of its jurisdiction.' Five courts lasting 
five days were held during 1924-25, and the cases numbered 13. In addition 
23 courts lasting 31 days were held by the \Vestern Land CommiEsioners, 
and 842 cases were disposed of. 

1.-£ee, also, chapter on L!lnd Legislation and Settlement. 
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Land and Val1tation Oourt.* 

The Land Court of Appeal, established originally in 1889, was re-consti
tuted at the close of 19:31 as the Land and Valuation Court. This court is 
presided 0\01' by a judge, whose status is equal to that of a Judge of the 
Supreme Court, and who may sit as an open court at, such places ae he 
determines, with two ~ssessors in an advisory c:tpacitJ. The procedure of 
the court is governed by rules made by the Judge, who also exercises powers 
over witnesses and the production of evidence similar to thoRe of a Judge in 
-the Supreme CourL. On questions of fact the decisions of the Judge are 
final, but appeal may be made to the Supreme Court against his decisions on 
points of law. 

Broadly F'tated, the functions of the court are to hear and determine alJ 
the more important matters and appeals arising under the Crown Lands Acts 
and cognate Acts, ca~es involving the ratableness of land>! and the more im
portant lI.ppeals from valuations made by the Valuer-General or by valuerB 
under the Local Government Act. 

During the Y'Ia1' ended 30th June, 1925, the Land and Valuation Court 
dealtwitb 5!J references from the Minister for Lands, 2 by Local Land 
Boards, and 5;3 appeals (13 being sustained) under various Land Acts; 
4,106 objections to valuations under the Valuation of Land Act; 102 
objections to Local Government asse1sments fOl' rating, where the unimproved 
capital value exceeded £5,000, ·i6 aS3essments being confirmed, and 56 
altered; and 7 claims for compensation under the Public Works Act. 
There were also 17 appeals under sect'ion 29 of the Liquor Amendment' 
Act, 1923, 5 being sustained, 2 dismissed and 10 withdrawn. 

INDUSTRIAL JURISDICTION. 

A system of industrial arbitration was inaugurated in 1901, when courts 
of law were e~tablished to determine certain disputes between emp:oyel's 

. and employees relating to working conditions. The system has been changed 
fundamentally from tim() to time, aml the statutory basis of tho present 
system is the Industrial Arbitration Act, [912, with subsequent amendments. 
Thfl Industrial Arbitration (Amondment) Act, 1!J26, substituted an Indns
trial Commission for tho former Court of Industrial Arbitration as from 
15th April, 1926. There is an Iwlustrial Commissioner and a Deputy Com
mi~sioner. Conciliation committees mny be established for various indus
tries on the recommendation of the r ntlustrial Commissioner. Theil' functions 
are to make award;! governing working conditions. The Industrial Com
missioner 'adjudicat0s in cases of illegal strike", lockouts or unlawful dis
missal. He also hears appcal~ from the decigion~ of Lhe industl'ial registrar 
and indu}trial magistrateR. 

The Industrial CommiRsioner is appointed for a period of five yearR. His 
functions are to inquire into any industrial l1'atter referred to him by the 
Minister, to determine a stand:ud of living and to declare the living wage, 
to hold conferences regarding settlement of any industrial matter, to hear 
appeals under the Act and to exel'cisf\ the powers of the Board of Trade 
under the l\Ionopolie8 Act. Many of these powers Me exercised by the 
Commi~sioner sitting a.lone, but in inquiries into thfl living wage and otl:lAl' 
matters 'he is assisted by unremunentted members of the Commission 
appointed by the Minister to represent employers and employees in eqtIal 
numbers. Conciliation committees have exclusive original jurisdiction in 
respect of industrial matters arising in industries for which they have been 
established. 

.. Sec, also, cha.pter on Land Legislation a.nd Settlemen t. 
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Industt'ial magist.rates are appointed under the Act of 1:J12, with juris
diction O\'er cases arising out of non-compliance with awards, and statutes 
goveming working conditions of employees. Their powers are cognate with 
those of police magistrates. 

Details of the constitution and operations of these tribunals are published 
in the chapter relating to Employment and Production of this Year Book. 

OOCRTS OF FEDERAL JURISDICTION. 

By the Oommonwealth Judiciary Act, 1903-1926, jurij3diction under 
Federal laws is vested in the several courts of the States within the limits 
of their several jurisdictions, as to locality, subject-matter, etc. Justices of 
the PeaCR are, however, precluded from exerci~ing Federal jurisdiction. 
OertairL ar;ts (e.y., the Postal Act aDd Oustoms Act) also confer jurisdiction 
in special cases on State Oourts. 

There are two Oommonwealth courts which possess eer·tain jurisdiction, 
('xdusive of State courts, these are the High Oourt of Austrulia and the 
Commonwealth Court of Concili~tion and Arbitration.* 

High Court of Australia. 

This Court was e8b,blished in 1903 and consists of a Chief Justice and six: 
puisne justices. Its principal seat is at thc seat of Government, but sittings 
arc held in the vJ,rious States, and district registrars are appointed as required. 
The jurisdiction of the Court, which ma,y be exercised in the fir5t instance 
by one judge, is exclusive with regard to suitE between States or any State 
and the Commonwealth, matters arising directly under a treaty, or writs of 
mandamus or prohibition against a Federal officer or court. 

The High Court is constituteu also as a Court of Appeal for Australia. 

COURTS OF ApPELLAn~ JURISDICTION. 

Gerier;~1Jy ~Feaking appellate jurisdiction is exercised, in cases "" •• l'e an:;eals 
are permitted, by the District Courts and Courts of Quarter Sessions from 
nragistrates' Courts, by the Supreme Court from District Oourt~, and Courts 
of Quarter Sessions, by the High Court of Australia from tbe Supreme Court, 
and (in certain cases) by the Privy Council from either of the two last
named courts. Appeal on points of law (usually by stating a ca,Be) lllay 
1,emade to the Supreme CO'Jrt from any ordinary court of the State or from 
any special court (e.g. Land, Industrial Commission, and 'Yorkers' Compen
sation Commission). 

A Oourt of Crilnin,ll Appeal, presided oyer 1'1 Judges or the Supreme 
Court, was established in un 2. 

Civil Appeals to the Supreme CO~irt. 

Three or more Judges of the Supreme Court lllay sit in its varbu~ civil 
jurisdic~ions (1) in Banco, to hear appeals from District Courts or from 
decisions of justices in chambers, and to consider motions for new trials and 
kindred matters - in certain circumstances such caseil may be h .. rd by one 
justice; (2) as a Full Court of three 01' more justices, to hear appeals from 
orders and decrees made by one justice in the various jurisdictions of the 
court, One judge may sit in chambers to hear applications for writs of 
mandamus or prohibition, and to determine special cases stated by 
magistrates. 

~~--~- ------~~-----~-~ 

• Particuht.rs ol thi. court may be founj in the chapter on ., Employment and Prodlutfe. iii -6r tk. Teat" 
Book. " 
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During 1924 there were 50 motions for new trials before the :Full Court 
at Common Law, 12 being granted, 14 refused, 16 not proceeded with, and 
8 were pending at the end of the year. Of four appeals in Equity 1 was 
sustained, 2 were disallowed and 1 was not concluded. There were 13 
appeals in Divorce, 1 being sustained, 6 disallowed, and 6 were not proceeded 
with. One appeal in Bankruptcy was sustained and 2 were not concluded. 
Of 27 appeals from judgments in District Courts, 7 were allowed, 8 dis
missed, 5 were not proceeded with, and 7 were not reached. In ar:ldition, 
9 writs of prohibition were granted, and 8 refused. Two writs of man
damus were granted, and in special cases stated by magistrates, the magis
terial finding was sustained in 6 cases, and reversed in 15. Two decisions of 
the L%nd and Valuation Court were sustained. 

Appeals to the High Oourt if Australia. 
Appeal to the High Court of Australia from judgments of the Supreme 

Court of New South Wales may be made in any case by permission of the 
High Court, and as of right in cases involving a matter valued at £300 or 
more, or involving the status of any person under laws relating to aliens, 
marriage, divorce or bankruptcy, provided that appeal lay to the Privy CQuncil 
in such case at the date of establishment of the Commonwealth. Such appeal 
may be made irrespective of whether any State law provides that the decision 
of the Supreme Court is final. 

During 1924 the appeals heard by the High Court were as follow :-From 
a single judge exercising jurisdiction of the Supreme Court in Equity, 5 

• allowed, 3 dismissed; Bankruptcy,' 1 dismissed; Divorce, 1 dismissed. From 
the Full Comt of the Supreme Court, 10 allowed, 13 dismissed. In addition, 
4 appeals were heard from assessments under the Federal Land Tax Act, 
2 were allowed, 2 dismissed. There was also 1 appeal from a judge exercising 
Federal jurisdiction in New South Wales. 

Appeals to the Pri1:Y Council. 

Appeals from dominion courts to the Crown-in-Council are now heard by 
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. Such appeals are heard by 
virtue of the royal prerogative to review decisions of all Courts of the 
dominions, which can be limited only by Act of Parliament. 

The cases which may be heard on appeal by the Judicial Oommittee were 
defined by Order·in-Council in 1909. Appeal may be made as of right from 
determinations of the Supreme Court iuyolving any property or right to the 
value of £500 or more, and as of grace from the Supreme or High Court in 
any matter of substantial importance, including criminal cases in special 
circumstances. Except where the High Court consents no appeal may be 
made to the Privy Coun(~il upon any question as to the limits inter se of the 
constitutional powers of the Commonwealth or States. 

The number of applications to the Pri vy Council for leave to appeal during 
the past ten years was 14 in Common Law ana 15 in Equity. Ir this period 
4 appeals were upheld, and 7 dismissed, while in Equity 2 were upheld and 
2 dismissed. Foul' appeals in Admiralty were dismissed. An appeal in 
Bankruptcy was upheld in 1907, and another was pending in 1925. Them 
have been no appeals in Divorce. 

ApPEALS IN CRDIINAL CASES. 

Appeals to QtLarter Sessions. 
The right of appeal from Courts of Petty Sessions to Courts of Quartel~ 

Sessions lies against all convictions or orders by magistrates, excepting 
adjudication to imprisonment for failure to comply with an order for the 
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payment of money, for the finding of sureties for entering into a recognisance 
Qt' for giving security, and orders for the payment of wages and convictions 
for breaches of discipline under the Seamen's Act, 1898. The Appeal 
Court rehea1'3 the cases, deciding questions of fact as well as of law. 

'1'he results of appeals from Oourts of Petty Sessions during the last five 
years are shown below:- . 

I Cases in which Conviction or 
I Order was-

Year. 1_- ---- Total Cases Cases not 

_~I 
Concluded. Concluded. 

Confirmed. Varied. Quashed. 

1921 

I 
456 10[1 154 719 107 

1922 538 87 148 773 113 
1923 4,0 96 193 759 III 
1924 

l 
468 126 175 769 104 

1925 476 130 170 776 10 

Appeals are made from less than 1 per cent. of the convictions in 
Magistrates' Oourts. In 1925 convictions were quashed in 22 per cent. of 
the appeAl cases concluded, and varied in 17 per cent. of such cases, 

Court of Criminal Appeal. 
The Oourt of Oriminal Appcal was established by the Oriminal Appeal Act 

Qf 1912, which prescribes that the Supreme Court shall be the Oourt of 
Oriminal Appeal, constituted by three or more Judges of the Supreme 
Court as the Ohief Justice may direct. Any person convicted on indictment 
may appeal to the Oourt against his conviction (1) on any ground which 
involves a- quefltion of law alone, or (2) with the leave of the Court 01' upon 
the certificate of the judge of the court of trial, on any ground which involves 
a question of fact alone, or of mixed law and fact, 01' any other ground which 
appears to the Oourt to be sufficient. With the leave of the Court, a convicted 
person may appeal also against the sentence passed on conviction. In such 
appeal the Court may quash the sentence and substitute another either 
more or less severe. 

In addition to determining appeals in ordinary cases the Oourt has power, 
in special cases, to record a verdict and pass a sentence in substitution for the 
verdict and sentence of the court of trial. It also may grant a new trial, 
either on its own motion or on application of the appellant. 

The result of appeals heard by the Oourt of Criminal Appeal during the 
last five years is shown hereunder:-

I Applications to Judge. I Applications to Court. 
Sentences 

\ Granted. I 
I Varied 

Year. I Convictions. (included in 

Refused. New Trials Total Convictions 

\ ! 
Granted. Cases. Affirmed). 

Affirmed. QuaShed. 

1921 39 2 3 44 
1922 33 1 6 ';0 4 
1923 53 1 4 58 
1924 73 5 12 90 !l 
1925 57 2 4 63 ti 

The number of appeal cases heard in 1924 was approximately 9 per cent. 
()f the convictiom of that year. In addition to the number shown in the 
table 16 appeals were abandoned during 1922,16 in 1923, 15 in 1924 and 
26 in 1925. Five of the sentences varied in 19215 were increaged. 
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Am:UNISTRATION OF LAW. 

In New South Wales the duty of administering l~ws is allotted to 
Ministers of the Orown in their respective spheres, and a table of Acts 
administered by each Minister, may be found in" The New South "\\T ale;; 
Parliamentary Oompanion." At lea"t two mEmbers of the Cabinet arc 
allotted the special functions involved in the administration of justice and in 
transacting the legal business of the State. 1]" suaIly an Attorney-General 
and It Minister of Justice are appointed, but sometimes theEe ofIices are 
combined and a Solicitor-General is included in the Cabinet. Sometime!> 
the Solicitor-General is a Ralaried public serY<tnt. There is also a Crown 
Solicitor-a salaried public senant. 

Attorney-General. 
The Attorney-General is charged with the conduct of business relaMng 

to the higher courts (such ss Supreme and District Courts), the ofIices of the 
Orown Solicikr, Crown Prosecutors, Clel"k of the Peace, and Parliamentary 
Draftsmen, as well as statute law consolidation and certain Acts, including 
the Poor Prisoners' Defence Act and the Poor Perwns' Legal Hemedies Act. 
Fu"rthermore, he corresponds with other "SIinisters on questions of State on 
whieh his legal opinion is required, and witb judges on matters within his 
control, initiates and defends proceedings by or against the State, and 
determines whether prosecution lies in cases of indictable offences. 

j}Iinister of Justice. 
The Minister of J u~tice supervises the working of all magistrates' courts, 

of gaols and penal establisbments, the infliction of punishment and execu tion 
of sentences, also the operations of the various ofiices connected with 
th-'l Supreme and Distriet Courts. He administers Acts of Parliament 
relating to justices, juries, coroners, prisons and prisoners, criminals, inebriates, 
registration of firms, companies and licensed trades and callings. 

OFFICE AND TENURE OF 1iE~lBERS OF THE J UDICIAHY. 

Judges of the SUFreme Court. 
Judges of the Supreme Court of New South vVales are styled" Justices," 

and are affointed by Commission of the Goyernor on the advice of the 
Executil'e Council. No person may be appointed Judge of the Supreme 
Court unless he is a barrister of five yei1rs standing. In addition to exercising 
legal jurisdiction the judges have power to make rules governing court 
procedure and to control the admission to prtlctice of barristers and solicitol'il 
and to supervise their conduct. 

A judge is immune from prosecution for the performance of his judicial 
duties within the scope of his jurisdiction. He holds office "during good 
behaviour" until the age of ~e\'enty years at a salary fixed by statute
£3,500 per annum to the Chief Justice and £2,600 r er annum to each 
puisne judge. By these provisions the judieiary is rendered completely 
indeprcmdent of the exeeutive, but a judge way be removed from office by 
the Crown on the address of both Houses of Parliament. 

Judges of the District Court. 
Any barrister of five years standing or attorney of seven years standing, 

may be appointed as judge of the District Court by the Governor, and may 
exercise the jurisdiction of the Court in districts allotted by the Governor. 
SUell persons when appointed hold ofIice during ability and good behaviour 
at a salary of £1,500 per annum, which may not b3 reduced during their 
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term of officc. The Governor may remove flom office any District Court 
Judge for inability or misbehaviour subject first to appeal to the Governor
in-Council. A judge may not engage in practice of the legal profession. 

Other O.fficers. 
Certain ministerial functions are performed by magistrates and justices in 

addition to. their judicial duties, but special officers are appointed £01' 

certain purposes in the administration of justic~, v:iz., Crown Prosecutors 
to act in Criminal Courts in prosecuting persons accused of indictable 
offences, Clerks of Petty Sessions, the Clerk of the Peace and his deputies, 
to act as Clerkg for the Courts of Quarter Sessions, Registrar.:! of the Small 
Debts and District Courts, and Bailiffs. 

In connection with the Supreme Court there ·are two important officers in 
addition to thoFe connected with special jurisdictions, viz., the Prothonotary 
and the Sheriff. 

Prothonotary. 
The Prothonotary of the Sapreme Court is its principal officer in the 

common la.w and criminal jurisdiction. He acts as registrar to the 
Courts of Matrimonial Causes, Admiralty, and Criminal Appeal. The 
Prothonotary or his dcputy may be empowered under rules of the couri; to 
transact busine.~s usually transacted by a judge sitting in chambers, except 
in respect of mattcrs relatillg to libe~ty of the subject. 

Sheriff. 
The office of Sheriff was first established in New South 'Vales in 1824, 

and is regulated llOW by the Sheriff Act, 1900. There is a Sheriff and Under 
Sheriff. Sheriff's officers are stationed at convenient country centres, where 
there is a Deputy Sheriff- usually a Police ~lagistrate. The functions of 
the Sheriff inf'lude the enforcerr;ent of judgments nnd execution of writs 
of the Supreme Court, thc summoning and supervision of juries, and 
administrative arrangements relating to the holding of courts. 

Magistrates. 
Magistrates are appointed from among l1lembpI's of the PuLlic Service 

unless it is certified by the Public Service Board that no member of the 
service is SUItable for such office. Persons so appointed must have attained 
the full age of thirty-five years, have pa~secl the prescribed examination in 
law, and be rrppared to reside permanently in the district to whieh they are 
appointed. MagistratEs are required to take the judicial oath and the oath 
of allegiance, and they hold office at the pleasure of the Governor. 

Within the districts of the Metropolis, Parra matta, Newcastle, Broken 
Hill, Bathurst, and \Vollongong the jurisdiction of the COUI t of Petty 
Sessions is exercised exclusively by Stipendiary ~Iagistrates. In country 
districts jurisdiction in Petty Sessions is exerciRed by Police Magistrates 
wherever convenient, and otherwise oy honorary justices in minc,r cases. 
Police Magistrates were first appointed in 1837, and Stipendiary Magistrates 
in 188l. 

The jurisuiction of magistrates has been explained in (?onnection with 
Courts of Petty Sessions, and their functions comprise those of Justices of 
the Peace explained later. In addition they usually act in country centres 
as District Registrars in Bankruptcy, Revising MagistrateF, visiting .r ustiees 
to gaols, Deputy Sheriffs, Mining Wardens, Licensing MagistrateF, and 
Industrial Magistrates. 

At 31st December, 1925, there were fourteen Stipendiary 1\'fagistrates with 
~alaries ranging from £805 to £1,125 per annum, and tlf~n'Y Police 
Magistrates with salaries ranging from £705 to £805. 
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Justices of the Peace. 
Any person of mature age and good character may be appointed a .J ustirc 

of the Peace by Commission, under the Grand Seal. The office is honorary, 
and is held during the pleasure of the Crown. No special qualifications in 
law are required of appointees, but they must he persons of standing in the 
community and must take prescribed oaths. Women became eligible for 
the officp, under the Women's Legal Status Act, 1918. 

The functions of justices are numerous, extending over the administration 
of justice generally, the maintenance of peace, and the judicial duties of the 
office. The judicial powers are explained in connection with the Courts of 
Petty Sessions, and other duties include the issue of warrants for arrests, 
iS8uP, of summonses, administration of 'oaths, and certification of documents. 

At th<" end of 1923 there were approximately 15,000 .Justices of the Peace 
in New South Wales, including 219 women. 

Registrar-General. 
The Office of Registrar-General in New South Wales is that of registrar of 

certain occurences and transact.ions of special legal significance a<; prescribed by 
Act of Parliament. Registrations are made of births, deaths and marriages; 
of deeds, titlcs to land, transfers, land leases; of mortgages and liens; of 
companies and firms, and of documents under the Real Property Act. The 
Transfel' of Records Ads, passed in October, 1923, provides for the transfer 
from the Sll~me Oourt to thc Office of the Registrar-General, records 
of bills of sale, and of instruments under the Newspapers and Printing and 
certain other Acts. The documents are usually availabie for inRpection by 
the public. Fees are charged in most cases for registration and for inspection. 
The amount collected as fees for inspection and searches, and for public 
documents sold by th(> Registrar-General during 1024, was £213,458, of 
which £155,83i were collected by the Lands Titles Branch and £48,923 in 
the Deeds Branch. 

Public 1'1·ustee. 
Under the Public Trustee Act, 1913, which was amended in 1923, the 

functions of the Curator ot Intestate Estates were taken over by the Public 
Trustee on 1st .January, 19li. "The Public Trustee l11'1yact as trustee under 
a will, or marriage or other settlement; executor of a will; administrator 
under a will where the executor declines to act, is dead or absent from the 
State; administrator of intestate estates; and as agent or attorney for 
any person who authorises him 80 to act. In general the l)ublic Trustee 
takes out probate or letters of administration in the Probate Court in the 
ordinary way, but the amending Act of 1923 pnables him to file an election 
to administer in that court in certain casos in testacy or intestacy where the 
gro~s value of the estate does not exceed £400. He may act also as manager, 
guardian or reoeiver of the estate of an insane or incapable person, or 
as guardian or receiver of the estate of an infant. He is a corporation sole 
with perpetual succession and a seal of office and is subject to the control 
and orders of the Supreme Oourt. 

"Where the net value of an intestate estate does not exceed £ 1 00, the 
Public Trustee may pay the whole amount direct to the widow, ahd he" may 
apply the share of an infant, not exceeding £500, to the maintenance of 
the infant. A~ attorney or agent he may collect rent;; or interest on 
investme.nts, supervise rppairs, prepare taxation returns, and pay taxes, etc 
Agents of the Trustee are appointed in towns throughout the State. 

Operations are not conducted for profit, and tho fees and commission 
chargeable are regulated to provide sufficient money to cover working f!X

pens~s only. The acc')unts of the Public Trmlt Office are audited by tl,(} 
Auditor-General. 
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'rhe following is a summary of the tran~actions during th~ last five years 
ending 30th June :-

Pa.rticulars. 

New Estate~ ~d:ninistered- I 
As Aammlstrator "'1 
As Executor or Trustee 
As Attorney or Agent. "1 

Amount Received~ '" "'1 
Amount Paid' .. , .. "'1 
Commission and Fees '" "'1 
Unclaimed 1YIoney-

Paid into Treasury .. . 
Subsequently Claimed .. . 
Remaining Unclaimed .. 

Credit Balances of Estates ... 

1,024 
74 

3 
£ 

6H),972 
687,668 

26,994 

981 
SO 
11 

£ 
6.58,232 
657,639 

22,830 

1,210 1,231 
2,985 3,24::1 I· 

2,189,090 1 2,425,477 [ 

• On behalf of estates. 

1923. 

1,761 
93 
12 

£ 
829,475 
789,355 

31,761 

3,822 
995 

19U. I 1925. 

2,125 
100 

14 
£ 

870,554 
897,650 

27,130 

10,865 
1,:383 

74,477 

2,125 
119 
22 

£ 
930,890 
769,510 

30,822 

2,139 
1,860 

75,672 

2,887,434 3,235,74~ 13,637,1~ 

During the year ended 30th June, 1925, the operations resulted in a profit 
of £4,956, which increased the accumulated profits to £18,704. The 
number of e3tates handled between the inception of the office of Publie 
Trustee on 1st January, 1914, and 30th June, 1925, was 30,097, ana their 
aggregate value £7,105,813. 

Poor Persons' Legal Erxpenses.· 
Under the Poor Prisoners' Defenee Act, 1907, any person eommitted for 

trial for an indietable offenee may apply for legal aid for his defenee before 
the jury is sworn. If th" judge or committing magistrate considers that 
the person is without adequate means, nnd that sueh legal aid should be 
supplied, the Attorney-General may arrange for the defenee of the aceused 
and for payment of expenses of all material witnesses. 

The Poor Persons' Legal Hemedies Aet, 1918, authorises judges to make 
rules regulating the practice and procedure, and the eosts and fees payable 
in respeet of proceedings to which poor persons are parties. Such pro
ceedings rnay not bCl instituted without permission, and judges to whom 
applications for permission are made are authorised to aet as eonciliators. 
The rules made under this act do not apply to eriluinal proeeedings. 

Barristers and solicitors have enrolled under this Act to gi"e their serviees 
free of eharge on being assigned in a proper case. Out·of-pocket expenses 
are paid by the Crown. 

PATENTS, COPYIUGHTS, TRADE 1\lARKS, AND DESIGNS. 

The administration of the statutes relating to Patents, Copyrights, Trade 
Marks, and Designs, devolves upon the Federal authorities, and a patent 
granted under the Commonwealth law is thus afforded proteetion in all 
the States, and in the Territory of Papua, for sixteep years. The eopyright 
in a book, the performing right in a dramatie or musical work, and the 
lecturing right in a lecture, eontinue for the author's life and fifty years 
after his death. The British Copyright Aet, subject to certain modifications, 
is in foree in the Commonwealth under the Copyright Aet, 1912. 

The registration of a trade-mark proteets it for fourteen years, but may be 
renewed from time to time. An industrial design may be proteeted for five 
years, and the period extended to fifteen years, provided it is used in 
Australia within two years of registration. 
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Under the various Imperial and Federal Acts, arrangements may be made 
by means of reciprocal legislatIon for the protection in other countries of 
patents, copyright!'!, trade-marks, and designs. In t II calles the rights of 
holders under the legislation of a State were consened. 

LEGAL PROFESSION. 

The legal profession in New South ,Vales is controlled by regulations of the 
S:lpreme Court, which prescribe the conditions of entry to the profession, 
regulate studentships at law and specify the legal examinations which must 
be passed prior to admission to practice. Separate boards have bEen estab
lished to govern the admission of barristers and solicitors. 

Any solicitor duly admitted to practice has the r;ght of audience in all 
courts of New South vVales, but the Supreme Court may suspend or remove 
from the roll any solicitor for proven misconduct or malpractice. Barristers 
have, in general, no legal right to fees for their services in court, but scales 
of charge;; for certain services rendered by solicitors are prescribed by regula
tion and costs of suits are in certain instances taxed off by an officer of 
the Supreme Court. 

The following table shows the number of members of the legal profession 
in practice at intervals s:ncc 1911, and illustra~es the incre15e in numbers in 
recen t years :-

_._--
Solicitors. 

End of Year. Barristers. 

Sydney. Country. Tot..I. 

HHl 156 603 411 ],014 
]918 169 629 429 1,058 

1920 174 666 423 1,089 

1922 184 717 439 1,156 

1923 199 754 HO 1,-194 

1924 211 790 457 1,247 

1925 217 798 476 1,274 

The number of barristers at the end of 1925 included 29 King's Counsel 
The number stated in the table does not include the District Court judges, 
the Master in Equity, magistrates, State otEcials who are barristers, 
non-practising b>trristers, nor these on the roll-but not reRident-in New 
South Wales. There were in addition to the above 69 certifica,ted conveyancers. 

Barristers are organised under the Council of the Bar of New South Wales, 
and solicitors under the Incorporated Law Institute of New South Wales. 
There is also a Society of Notaries. 

JURY SYSTEM. 

The jury system WitS first introduced into New South vVales in 1824, but 
was not converted to it~ present form until 1839. 

All crimes and misdemeanours prosecuted by indictment in the Supreme 
Court or Courts of Quarter Sessions must be tried before a jury of twelve 
personll, who find as to the facts of the caRe, the punishment being 
determined by the judge. Most civil cases may be tried bEfore a special 
jury of foUl" persons, or a j Ilry of twel ve persons, upon application and with 
the consent of the court. The jury in such cases determines que~tions of fact 
and ltllsesses damages. The procedure in relation to juries is governed 
principally by the Juries Act, 1912, but other Acts regulate special CIUleiI. 
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Persons liable to service on juries include, with certain exceptions, any 
person above the age of 21 years residing in New South "Vales, and 
having It dear yearly income of £30 or more from real and personal estate, 
or a real and personal estate of the value of £300 or mOl'e. The principal 
exceptions are foreign subjects, who have not resided in New South "Vales 
for at least seven years, and certain perwns attainted of treason or felony. 
Persons specially exempt include judges, members of parliament, certain 
public officers, employees of the Government of any State of the Common
wealth, clergymen, barristerR, solicitor~, magistrates, police officers, doctors, 
dentist~, chemists, schoolmasters, certain employees of banks, incapacitated 
persons, and persons above the age of 60 yeals who claim exemption. 

A jurors' list is compiled annually in October for each Petty Sessions 
District by the senior police officer. This list is made available for pnblic 
inspection, and revised in December before a magistrate. Lists of persons 
qualified and liable to serre on special juries are prepared also. They 
include pel"SOnS of prescribed avocations. The jurors summoned to hear an 
issue are decided by lot. Accused persons and the Crown each have 
the right to challenge eight jurors in criminal case~, and twenty in capital 
cases, without assigning reasom. In civil cases twice the number of jurors 
requirt d are summoned, and one·fourth of the num bel' is struck off by each 
party to the case. 

In crimiual cases the verdict of the jury must be unanimous. Where 
agreement is not reached within twehe hours, the jury may be discharged, 
and the accused tried again before another jury. In eivil cases the verdict 
of three-fourths of the jury may be accepted after six hoUl's rleliberation, 
but failing agreement within twelve hours, the jury is discharged and a new 
t.rial held. 

HABITUAL ClUlIlINALS AND PREVENTIVE DETENTION. 

'rhe Habitual Criminals Act, 1905, empowers a judge to declare as an 
habitual criminal any person convicted for the third or, in some cases, the 
fourth time, of certain criminal offences, all specified in the Act. The definite 
sentence imposed for the last conviction is first served, and the offender is 
then detained for an indefinite term, until he is deemed fit for freedom. 

This system of treatment acts as a deterrent to the existence of proIPssional 
cri:mina,ls, and cOl1fers an incalculable benefit on i'iociety by removing the 
force of criminal example. The benefit~ accruing from the system of 
indeterminate sentences, as initiated in New South vVales, have led to its 
adoption in other communities. 

Six men were declared habitual criminals during 1924, the total num\;er 
so declared since the inception of the Act being 104, including 1 woman. Ai; 
the end of 1924 there were under detention 19 men who had not yet 
completed the definite period of their sentence, and 19 men who had passed 
into the indeterminate stage. 

On the completion of the definite term under the ordinary prison 
regulations, the habitual criminal passes to the indeterminate stage, which 
is divided into three gmdes-intermediate, higher, arid special. A minimum 
period of 4, years and.S months must be spent in the lower grades before the 
prisoner can gain admission to the special grade, wherein cases may be 
brought under consideration with a view to release. 

An important proviso of the Habitual Criminals Act prescribes that while 
under detention as an habitual criminal every prisoner must work at some 
useful trade, and receive at least one-half of the proceeds of his work. As the 
majority of these persons have not been trained in any branch of skilled labour, 
facilities are afforded them, while serving the definite term, to acquire training 
in some remunerative employment. 
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]'mST OFI<'E:lIDERS. 

Special provision is made by the Orimes Act, 1900, for lenience towards 
any person convicted of a minor offence and sentenced to penal servitude or 
imprisonment therefor, provided such person has not been convicted 
previously of an indictable offence. The term" minor offence" includes, in 
this connection, all offences punishable summarily, and 'lny other offence to 
which the court applies the provisions of the Act. In such crtses sentence 
is pronounced in the ordinary way, and execution thereof suspended upon 
the offender entering into recognisance to be of good behaviour for a fixed 
period of at least twelve months. Such persons are rcquired to undergo an 
examination to facilitate future identification, and to report quarterly to the 
police. Thcy may be arrested and committed to prison for the term of sen
tence imposed, for any breach of the conditions of their release during the 
period of probation. 

Special provision was made in 1918 for observing privacy in hearing the 
cases of female first offenders. 

The following table shows the particulars available concerning persons 
released as first offenders in the last nine years (cases of children being 
excluded) ;-

Year. 

I 
]9l7 r 

]9l8 ! 

]919 
19:20 i 

1921 : 

First 
Offenders 
Released 
by Higher 

Courts. 

8el 
120 
15l 
217 
246 

I O:e~~~rs I Total I<'ir&t III ~'irst Off~~~~r. I Total First 
Relea.Hed on Offenders I Offenders Released on Offenders 

Year. Release1 Probation hy Released on Probation bYI Rclea.sed on 

M~~~;~~:es I probati_oll_·--"-II ___ -'-[ _b_b_;;_uir_1h_s_.e_r--,--_M_~_~_~t_:;_~~_es---7-_p_ro_b_a_ti_oll_. 

1

III ml' l!! I !l~ I (iii II, 
395 64l Ii i 

II ! 

543 679 
436 590 
406 503 
370 3!J~ 

FUGITIVE OFFENDERS AND EXTRADITION. 

By the Service and Execution of Proce.ss Act (Federal), civil process 
commenced in any State of the Oommonwealth may be served in any other, 
and judgment obtained in any State mav be enforced in any other. In 
criminal proceedings, warrants issued in ~me State and endorsed in another 
may be duly executed in that State and the fugitive surrendered. 

Special arrangements governing these matters as between different parts of 
tbe British Empire are made by the Fugitive Offenders' Act, 1881 (Imperial). 
Subject to local inquiry and committal, any person charged with an offence 
punishable by imprisonment for twelve months or more may be arrested 
under a warrant locally endorsed, or under a provisional warrant in cases of 
suspicion, and extradited. 

Extradition to foreign countries is governed by Imperial Acts, or local 
Acts of special sanction, under treaties concluded with the countries 
coneerned. But such treaties may be arranged only by the Imperial 
Government and these are usually made applicable to the whole Empire. 
Various acts are in force. As regards New South "Vales, application for the 
surrender of a foreign criminal is made to the Governor-General by the 
foreign consul or government concerned. No person, however, may be 
surrendered without due inquiry into the charge laid against him, and when 
surrendered he must not be tried for any other offence. Persons charged 
with political offence3 only may not be extradited. Application to foreign 
countries for surrender of a criminal to New South \Vales are usually made 
by the Attorney-General. 
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The number of fugitiye offenders arrested in New South Wales and 
remanded to other States or countries during 1924 was 24, and the number 
arrested in other States or countries and returned to New South Wales 
was 12. 

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT. 

The following table shows the total number of death sentences pronounced 
and sentences of death recorded, and executions during the years 191!J-24 ;-

Death Sen· Death Sen· 
tences tenees 

Year. Pronounced Executions. Year. Pronounced Executions. and Sentences and Sentences 
of Death of Death 

Recorded. Recorded. 

1919 3 1922 3 
1920 14 1923 2 

1921 8 !1 1924 2 
i 

At the close of 1934, there were in gaol 61 persons, including 2 women, 
serving life sentence, and 1 under sentence of death. 

A Bill to abolish capital punishment in New South \Vales was passed ~y 
the Legislative Assembly, but was rejected by the Legisla.tive Councll, 
in 1926. 



POLICE. 
The police furce of New South \vales is organised under the Police 

Regulation Acts of 1899 and 1906. The 00mmi9sioner of Police, under 
direction of the Oolonial Secretary, is charged with the superintendence of 
police, [tnd is responsible for the organisation, discipline, and efficiency of the 
force. Superintendents and inspectOls of police are' appointed by the 
Goyernor as subordinates of the Oommissioner. Sergeants and constables 
are appointed as required by the Oommissioner, but such appointments may 
be disallowed by the Governor. 

No pers,m -may be appointed constable unless he is of sound constitution, 
able-bodied, under the age of 30 years, of good cbaracter, and able to read 
and write. Any person who has been convicted of a felony, is in other 
employment, or keeps a house for the sale of liquor, is incapaJ.,le of' a(;ting as 
an officer of police. A high physical standard is required of recruits. 

:l\fembers of the force must take an oach of faithful and impartial service, 
and may be-punished by fine in Comts of Petty Sessions for failure or refusal 
of duty. They remain in office until the age of 60 years (or 65 with special 
permission), unless previously discharged. They may resign on givi!'g three 
months' notice. 

The powers of police officers rest on tho oommon law, with certain express 
additions made thereto by statute. Tbe primary duties or the police are to 
preyent crime, to detect offenders and to bring them to justice, to protect life 
and property, to enforce the law, and to maintain peace and good order 
throughout the State. In additi()lJ, they perform many duties in the service 
of the State, e.g., they act as Olerks of Petty Sessions in small centres, 

. as Orown Land Bailiffs, Foresters, J\fining VV arden~, Inspectors under 
Fisheries and other Acts; they collect revenue, such as taxes in respect 
of motor vehicles; they reviR8 the electoral lists, and collect a large volume of 
statistical returns. 

The ~tate is divided into 9 superintendents' districts, containing at the fmd 
of H124, 668 police stations, and a polico force numuering 2,923. The 
distribution of the force in 1924 was as follows ;-

i Commie· i I I I 

Cla.sification. lsi "ner and: 1n- Ser- Con- 1 T ok 's I rotal. 
I Snperin- ! spect~rs. gcants. II stablE:s. 1 ra Cl. 

____________ . ____ i~e~ts. I i \ I 
-----~--- 1 

General 
Detective 
Water 
Traffic 

Total 

11 53 573 l,£6j" 33 2 837* 
It 1 22 2-! I ' ·48 

___ ~_l~ I~i ____ 19~ 
... j 13 58 616 I 2,203" I 33 2,923*' 

- ._------- ------------- ~ 

If! Including- 211 on probation'fiud 8 women, Yiz., 4 Searchers and 4 Bpecbl Constables. t Acting-. 

The mounted police numbered 795, including allimpectors and super
intendents, 193 sergeants, 498 constables, and 33 black trackers. 

The following statement shows for various years since 1896 tho strength 
of the police establishment (exclusive of trackers and women. police) in 
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relation to the population. In 1900 the function of regulating the'metro
politan street traffic was transferred to the police, and with a greater volume 
of administrative legislation their duties have been increased. 

Year. I Number 01 
Police. 

I 
1896 I 1,874 
1901 ' 2,172 
1906 2,342 
1911 2,487 
1912 2,554 
Hn3 2,582 
1914 2,627 
1915 2,613 
~Ii',___ 2,58.7 

I 

Inbabitants III 
to each , 

Policeman. I 

682 
634 
640 
684 
700 
715 
717 
725 
729 

Year. urn. er to each 

/

1 N b of I Inhabitants 

Pohce. Policeman. 

1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 i 

1922 I 
1923 Ii 

1924 
1925 'I 

2,557 
2,480 
2,569 
2,634 
2,734 
2,795 
2,821 
2,882 
2,925 

751 
792 
794 
795 
779 
778 
784 
783 
778 

From 1901 to 1920 the police force grew at a slower rate than the popu
lation, but since that date some slight recovery has been made. 

Rates of Pay and Pensions. 
The salaries paid to the police are as follow :-Commissioner, £1,500 ; 

superintcndents, £600 to £700 per annum; inspectors, £450 to £500 per 
annum; sergeants, 198. to 21s. Gd. per day; cow,tables, 15s. Ld. to 18s. per 
day; trackers, £4 5s. per week; daily rates being paid for seven days 
per week. 

In addition officers not provided with quarters receive lodging allowances 
as follow:-Inspector-Gcneral £150; superintendents, £110 per annum; 
inspectors, £80 pCI' anm:m. Other ranks-married men, 2s. 6d. per day; 
:oingle men, Is. 6d. per day. A clothing allowance of .£20 per annum is 
made to plain-clothes police in lieu of uniform. 

In terms of the Police Regulation (Superannuation) Act, 1906, a deduction 
of 4 per cent. is made from the payor salary of membel's of the police force 
on account of contributions to a Superannuation Fund. 

Pension and gratuity rights accrue to officers who retire by reason of 
medical unfitness for duty, or on or after attaining the age of 60 years, and 
are as follow :-'1'0 police appointed before 1st February, 1907, with less 
than 15 years' service, a gratuity r:ot exceeding one month's pay is payable 
for each year of serdce, and a further gratuity of a month's pay for each year 
of service aftei' the tenth year; to officers with 15 years' and less than 20 
years' service, a pension equal to half·pay, less 3 per cent., is payable; from 20 
years' and less than 25 years' service, a pension equal to two· thirds, leOis 3 per 
cent.; from 25 years' and less than 30 years' service, a pension equal to 
three-quarters less 3 per cent.; and from 30 years and upwards, a pension 
equal to full pay, less 3 per cent. To officers appointed after 31st January, 
1907, with less than 20 years' servicE', a gratuity not exceeding one month's pay 
for each year of Hervice is payable; to officers with 20 years' service and up
wards, a retiring allowance not exceeding one-fortieth of salary for each com
plete year of service, less 3 per cent., provided that such allowance shall not 
exceed three-quarters of salary, less 3 per cent. Where an officer is disabled 
or killed in the execution of his duty, a special allowance not exceeding his 
salary at the time of disablement or death may be paid to him or his 
dependents. Further parti,culars of the fund are shown in the chapter Social 
Condition of this Year Book. 

The Police Regulation (Appeals) Act, 1923, which came into operation 
on 1st February, 1924, provides for the appointment of a Board, consti
tuted by a District Court Judge, -to hear appeals against the decisions of the 

*1l883-B 
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Commissioner of Police in regard to promotions or the imposition of 
punishments, consisting of fine, suspension, dismissal, reduction in rank or 
pay, or transfer. Any party to an appeal may require it to be heard Defore 
the judge and two members of the' police as assessors, one being nominated 
by the Oommissioner and one by the Police Force. The findings of the 
Board are subject to review by the Oolonial Secretary, as the responsible 
Minister of State, and his decision is final. 

Regulation of Traffic. 
Information regarding regulation of traffic formerly published in this 

chapter of the Year Book has been transferred to the chapter "Transport 
and Oommunication." 
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PRISON SERVICES. 
A prison may be established by proclamation of the Governor, at any 

premises prepared and maintained as a prison at the public expense. A 
Comptroller-Geneml and Deputy Comptroller-General of Prisons are appointed 
by the Governor for the care of prisons and custody of convicted prisoners. 
Persons in custody awaiting trial are held by the Comptroller-General for the 
Sheriff. 

All prisons must be visited at least once each week by a magistrate ap
pointed to be "Visiting Justice," who may enter and inspect, and report to the 
Chief Secretary upon any matter connected with the gaol as often as he deems 
necessary. Such justice may hear and determine complaints against prisoners 
and award as punishment a term of solitary confinement on bread and water. 
In addition Judges of the Supreme CO)lrt may visit prisons and sit as a 
Court of Gaol Delivery to determine cases of untried prisoners. 

At the end of 1923 there were 24 gaols in New South Wales. Six were 
principal, 7 minor, and 11 police gaols. Since 1901, when there were 59 
gaols, 40 have been closed, and 5 opened. Parramatta gaol was reopened 
in 1922 after having been closed for four years. 

Grading of Establishments. 

The prison establiithments are graded with a view to the concentration of 
prison population in institutions large enough to ensure efficiency of super
vision with economy of administration, and the maintenance of a strict and 
disciplinary organisation conducive to the highest ideals of reform. 

The State Reformatory for Women at Long Bay is occupied by prison~rs 
of all classes, and the State Penitentiary for Men at Long Bay is used ali a 
place of detention for incapables from the city, and as a centre from which 
long-sentence prisoners are distributed to the principal country establish
ments. At the police gaols and lock-ups are detained only prisoners with 
s~ntences of less than fourteen days. The Prililoners' Afforestation Camp, 
'l'uncurry, receives selected prisoners (first offenders) after portion of their 
sentence has been served. At the Emu Plains Prison Farm, young indus
trious prisoners, with suitable qualifications are treated on somewhat similar 
lines. . 

Classification oj frisoners. 

In all the large establishments an inter-classification system is operative, 
which assures the segregation of the inmates in various classes according 
to age and Ilonduct. For several years the principle of restricted associa
tion has been in operation, and has yielded successful results. 1J nder 
present conditions association while at work, at exercise, and at reliBious 
instruction, is subject to the cloileilt supervision. Cells are lighOOd, and 
literature is provided from the prison libraries. 

*11883-0 
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PRISON POPULATION. 

The number ot gaol entries during the various years, and the number 
of prisoners in gaol, exclusive of inebriates, !tt the close of various years since 
1901 arfl shown below:-
---

Number Prisoners at end of Year. 

\ 
01 Gaol Und er Sentence. 1 Awaiting Trial. \ rotal. \ !'~~':i~~rs Year. Entries 
during I --I --------1---- Sentence 
Year. Mal es. I Females'j Males. I Females. Males. I Females. Total. per 10,06001 

1 PopulatIon. 

1901 I 14,361 I 1,4 99 197 106 I 10 1,605 207 1,812 I 12'3 
1911 9,532 1,0 66 107 68 8 1,134 115 1,249 I 6'9 
1916 9,999 1,2 51 200 64 10 1,315 210 1,525 7'7 
1921 8,817 1,1 82 91 90 6 1,272 97 1,369 6'0 
1922 8,955 1,2 92 81 97 6 1,389 87 1,476 6'3 
1923 8,752 1,2 63 76 i 86 8 1,349 84 1,433 6'1 
1924 8,104 1,3 37 74 62 4 1,399 78 1,477 6'2 

-------

The number of goal entries shown in the table, includes convicted persons, 
persons awaiting trial, debtors, naval and military offenders, and persons on 
remand, some of whom were received and counted several times. 

Of the prisoners in gaol under sentence at the end of 1924, there were 
1,307 serving sentences of penal servitude, or of hard labour, including 61 
serving life sentences, and 38 habitual criminals. One prisoner was under 
sentence of death, and 104 were serving sentences of imprisonment only. 
The terms of sentence were unspecified in 98 cases. 

The number of convicted prisoners in gaols decreased in a marked degree 
between 1901 and 1911. At the end of the former year the number was 
1,696 or 12'3 per 10,000 of population as compared with] ,173 or 6'9 per 
10,000 of population in 1911. The prison population increased between 
1911 and 1915, when, owing probably to circumstances brought about by the 
war, a further marked decline occurred, and at the end of 1919 the number 
of prisoners confined in gaols was the lowest since records were commenced 
in 1887. Betwe(ln 1919 and 1922 the number increased, but, in proportion 
to population, the numbers decreased in 1923 and 1924. 

The number of prisoners in gaols varies over lengthy periods under the 
influence of several variable factors, chiefly the number of offences for which 
imprisonment may be ordered and the severity of sentences imposed. 
There has, III recent years, been a growing tendency to lenient treatment. 
Therefore the number of confinees in any particl,lla 
reflect the amount of crime committed in that yea 

r year does not necessarily 
r. 

The following statement shows the number of 
sentence received into gaols during various years s 

individual prisoners under 
ince 1901 :- . 

Year. 

1901 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 

tty Session •. Convicted in Higher Cour.s. Iconvicted in Courts ~f Pe 

Previously I Sentenced j I!"PJ',~o~l~ 
in Total. to In e 8; 

Prison I Priso. of p!l'ymg 
-'c--- . n Fme. 

Not 

I 
previously 
in Prison. 

d I Total. 

270 
248 
238 
298 
243 

I 
303 
390 
422 
405 I 
563 

I 550 

382 
237 
261 
349 
412 
279 
418 
440 
452 
344 
302 

652
1 485

1 

499 
647 
655 [ 
582 
808 , 
862 
857 
907 
852 

2,804 
1,728 
2,357 
2,372 
2,426 
1,487 
1,630 
1,270 
1,440 
1,467 
1,375 

8,182 
4,959 
5,844 
6,016 
6,299 
3,076 
3,724 
4,441 
4,226 
4,104 
3,832 

10,986 
6,687 
8,201 
8,388 
8,725 
4,563 
5,354 
5.711 
5,666 
5,571 
5,207 I 

Other 
persons Grand sentenced Total. to Prison. .. 

202 11,840 
261 7,433 
259 8,959 
281 9,316 
416 9,796 
264 5,409 

40 6,202 
41 6,614 
42 6,565 
47 6,525 
30 6,089 

derallawB, as naval and military ~ Include& persons imprisoned as debtors, as offenders aga.inst Fe 
offenders, &tnd as a result of civil proc esses. 
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Of the persons imprisoned in 1924 in default of paying fines imposed by 
Courts of Petty Sessions 755 paid the fines after reception into gaol and were 
r:t;lleased. 

This table provides a comparison of recent years with those more remote, a.nd 
of the pre-war and post-war periods. General features of the figures are (1) that 
until 1922 nearly half the crimes for which convictions were obtained in the 
higher courts (i.e., the more serious crimes) were committed by persons who had 
already been in prison, but in 1923 and 1924 tht;lre was a marked increase 
in the number of offenders received into gaol for the first time; (2) approxi
mately two-thirds of the prisoners are committed to gaol in default of 
paying fines imposed in Courts of Petty Sessions. Since 1901 the total 
number of persons committed to prison under sentence has decreased heavily, 
especially when the growth of population is considered, the relative propor
tions per 1,000 of population being in 1901, S'G; 1911, 4'5; 1!.J21, 3'1; 1922, 
3'5; 1923,3'0; 1924, 2'7. This decrease is due mainly to a diminution in 
imprisonment for minor offences dealt with by Courts of Petty Sessions, 
where the decrease in the number of persons committed to prison without 
the option of paying a fine is particularly noticeable. Between 1911 and 
1914 the number of persons imprisoned for serious crime was increasing, but 
was relatively less than in former years. The numerical increase since the 
war has not raised the proportion relatively to the population. 

Imprisonment-Composition by Fine. 
Under the Justices Act any persons committed to prison in default of 

payment of a fine may pay a portion of the fine under prison rdes and be 
relieved of a proportionate part of the period of imprisonment. The extent 
to which prisoners have availed of this provision in various years since 1902, 
when it first became operative, is shown below :-

Particulars. 190~. 

Persons committed to gaol in de· 
fallit of p&yment of fines 8,062 

Prisoners subsequently released 
after payiug portion of fines .. 1 1,008 

! 
Days prisoners would have servedl 

if portion of fines had not been 
paid ... ... ... ... 30,768 

DaysrEanitted by part-payment of II 

fines ... ... ... ... 20,179 

Amount received at gaol as part-I 
payment of fines £1 2,198 

I 1911. I 1921. I 1922. I 1923. 1924. 

755 

4,959 " '''' 14,226 4,104 

1,480 \ 848 1 776 738 

I I 
41,104132,323125,140 25,504 

I I 
30,120 118,464 I 10,761 11,713 

I I 
3,153 I 3,1.57 I 2,840 2,483 

3,832 

26,490 

13,689 

2,321 

In recent years the proportion of persons who took advantage of the 
provision has been about 20 per cent. of the total. In his report for .1 !.J24 
the Comptroller-O·t'neral of Prisons remarked that: "As many of these 
prisoners were imprisoned for short terms, and most of them were fined for 
minor offences, the question of devising other means of securing payment of 
the fines might ·well be considered. Their imprisonment in many cases is 
useless as a deterrent." 

Prisoners ReleasecZ on License. 

Persons eligible for remission of sentence for good @onduct and industry 
may be released on licellJ3e to be of good behaviQur. 
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Licenses operate for the unexpired portion of the sentence and sureties 
are required. The licensee is required to report periodically, and a breach 
of the conditions of release may be punished by the cancellation of the 
license, and recommittal to gaol for the balance of the sentence. During 
1924,licenses were granted under the Urimes Act to 62 men and 5 women. 
Of these licenses 61 were without surety. Three licensees were returned to 
gaol for misbehaviour during the year. At the end of 1924 there were 43 
licenses current under the Crimes Act. 

bulustrial Activity in Prison Establishments. 

The ability of a prisoner to perform useful and remunerative labour is 
recognised as of equal importance with good conduct in demonstrating 
fitness for freedom. Therefore employment at industries calculated to 
inspire interest, to encourag-e some degree of skill, and subsequently to prove 
remunerative, is provided under the supervision of competent instructors. 
The principal activities are farming, gardening, bread-baking and minor 
manufactures. 

In 1924 the value of prisoners' lahour amounted to £68,897, viz. :-Manu
factures, £26,059; agriculture, £10,816; buildings, £6,988; domestic employ
ment, £21,989; and afforestation, £3,045. Prisoners' labour supplies almost 
entirely the needs of the Department in forage and vegetables. 

Sickness and Mortality in Gaols. 

Visiting surgeons are attached to the various important establishments 
and modern systems of sanitation and hygiene are in vogue. Among the 
persons received into the institutions are included some whose physical 
condition is deplorable, persons in the last stages of disease, and aged and 
infirm persons, for whom a hospital or asylum is the befitting destination. 
Prisoners suffering from tuberculosis receive special treatment. 

The medical statistics of prisons show that, with an average daily number 
of 1,489 inmates during 1924, the total number of cases of sickness treated in 
hospital was 3i 4. Six prisoners died, including one suicide, and 22 were 
released on medical grounds. The death rate per 1,000 of the avemge 
number of inmates was 4'03. There were two executions during the year. 

Lock Hospitals. 

Under the Prisoners Detention Act, 1908, prisoners found to be suffering 
from certain contagious diseases may be detained in Lock Hospitals 
attached to the gaols. In cases of imprisonment without option of fine, a 
stipendiary magistrate may cause the prisoner to be detained. until certified 
by the medical officer as free from disease even after the definite sentence 
is served. In the case of imprisonment in lieu of payment of a fine, the 
Act did not provide for detention beyond the specified term of imprisonment 
until 1918, when an Act was passed to remedy this defect. All such 
prisoners may be treated now in the Lock Hospitals until free from 
contagion. 

During 1924, 116 ca~es of venereal disease were treated, and orders for 
detelltion in the Lock Hospitals were obtained in the cases of 82 men and 
7 women. Prisoners were detained for curative treatment during the year 
for periods ranging up to nine months after the expiratiQn of their original 
sentence. 
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SPECIAL PRISON TREATMENT. 

U,on the recommendation of the judge before whom they have been tried 
prisoners convicted of a misdemeanour under sentence of imprisonment with
out hard labour may be placed in a special class and treated similarly to those 
confined under civil process. Such prisoners are segregated and are allowed 
privileges regarding food, clothing, etc. 

First Offende?'s, 

The records of 852 persons received into gaol after conviction in the higher 
courts during 1924 show that 550 had not been imprisoned previously. 

At Goulburn Gaol special reformative treatment is provided for first 
offenders through the provision of useful employment, educational facilities, 
physical drill, and strict, classification in order to prevent association with 
prisoners of vicious tendencies. That this plan is an important factor in the 
deterrent influence of the prison system, is evinced by the small proportion 
of re-convictions of prisoners passing through the treatment. 

Youthful Offenders. 
In New South Wales a strict line of demarcation is drawn between offenders 

over and under the age of 25 years, great discrimination and special care 
being necessary to prevent such youthful offenders from becoming confirmed 
criminals. Offenders under age 25 are classifi"ed in age-groups, and according 
to length of sentence over or under 12 months, and divisional treatment is 
accorded. Special disciplinary, scholastic, religious, physical training, and 
industrial courses are provided. 

Maintenance Confinees. 
The Deserted Wives and Ohildren Amending Act, 1913, empowers the 

Oomptroller-General of Prisons to direct a prisoner committed to prison under 
the Deserted Wives and Ohildren Act, 1901, or the Infant Protection Act, 
1904, to perform any specified class of work. An estimate is made of the 
value of the work performed, and after a deduction for the prisoner's keep, 
the remainder is applied towards satisfaction of the order for maintenance 
under the Deserted Wives and Ohildren Act 1901, or for maintenance or 
expenses under the Infant Protection Act, 1904. 

During 1924 the number of maintenance confinees received into gaol was 
327, as compared with 453 in the previous year. Gaol earnings to the 
amount of £1,920 were paid "to dependants of confinees during the year. 
Eighteen confinees paid the amount of their orders from gaol earnings, 
and 57 partly from gaol earnings. 

Women in Prisons. 

In August, 1909, the State Reformatory for Women was opened at Long 
Bay, and to this central institution are sent all prisoners from the metro
politan district, and all long-sentence prisoners from extra-metropolitan 
districts. At Long Bay an exhaustive system of classification is in force, 
accommodation being provided by means of 290 separate rooms. The 
industrial activity of the institution resulted in an output of manufactures. 
which, with the work of gardening and domestic services, was valued as 
£3,448. 

In 1924, at all gaols of New South "Vales, 928 female prisoners were 
received under sentence, the majority being detained at Long Bay. The 
daily average number of women under detention, including untried pl'i80ners, 
was 84. 
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Most of the women received at the gaols were elderly degenerates 
committed on sentences of one month and less, consequently there was little 
opportunity for the application of reformative measure~. 

The Treatment of Ineb~·iates. 
The Inebriates Act was designed to provide treatment for two classes of 

inebriates-those who have been convicted of an offence, and those who 
have not in this way come under the cognisance of the law. 

For the care and treatment of the latter class, the Act authorises the 
establishment of State institutions under the control of the Inspector
General of Insane. Judges, police magistrates, and the Master-in-Lunacy may 
order that an inebriate be bound over to abstain, or that he be plaaed in a 
State or licensed institution, or under the care of an attendant controlled by 
the Master-in-Lunacy, or of a guardian, for a period not exceeding twelve· 
months. Provision is made also to enable an inebriate to enter voluntarily 
into recognisances to abstain. 

An inebriate convicted of an offence of which drunkenness is a factor, 
or, in certain cases, a contributing cause, may be required to enter into 
recognisances for a period of not less than twelve months, during which he 
must report periodically to the police; or he may be placed in a State institution 
under the direction of the Comptroller-General of Prisons. 

Special provision has been made, at the State Penitentiary, for men, and, at 
the State Reformatory, for women detained under the Inebriates Act, who 
have been convicted previously for other offences. Since March, 1915, those 
of the non-crimimil class have been treated at a separate establishment, the 
Shaftesbury Inebriate Institution. 

In 1917 arrangements were made for the admission of voluntary paying 
patients to the Shaftesbury Institution. These patients may, under certain 
conditions, leave the institution daily to follow their usual occupation. 
During 1924, 23 men and 7 women were admitted as voluntary patients, 
and 3 men and 1 woman were remaining on 31st December. 

The power of detaining inebriates in State Institutions was firRt 
exercised in 1907, and the majority of admissions haye been of chronic 
offenders over 40 years of age, who for many years prior to admission had 
served frequent sentences under the repeated short sentence system, and who 
in consequence had drifted into a condition from which reformation seemed 
almost hopeless. In view of this fact the results attained by the operation 
of the Acts ma.y be considered encouraging. 

During the period dating from the first reception in August, 1907, to 31st 
December, 1924, the total llumberof original receptions amounted to 1,422-
624 men and 798 women; 1,736 licenses for release were issued-687 to men, 
and 1,049 to women; 234 issued to men, and 462 to women, have been 
cancelled, and the licensees recommitted to institutions. 

The number of persons admitted to the inebriate institutions in 1924 was 
110, viz.-55 men and 55 women. Including transfers and those in custody 
at the be6inning of the year, a total of 108 males and 104 females were 
dealt with. One man died, 57 men and 65 women were released on license, 
9 men and 5 women were discharged, leaving 34 men and 29 women in the 
institutions at the end of the year. 

The total expenditure on inebriate institutions during the year amounted 
to £5,356. 
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BIRTHPLAOES, RELIGIONS, AND EDUOATION OF PRISONERH. 

The number of persons serving sentences in gaols at the end of 1924 were 
distributed as follows in groups of birthplaces and religions ;-

Birthplace. [ Males. [ Females. [ Total. I Religion. I M~les·1 pemales., Total. 

New South Wales . .. ! 801 32 833 Church of Englaud 660 38 698 
Other Australasian "'1 263 21 284 Roman Catholic '. 493 30 523 
England and Wales 

:::1 
128 7 135 Methodist < .. 52 3 55 

Scotland 30 6 36 Presbyterian 72 3 75 
Ireland ... 1 22 7 29 Other Chri3tian .. 23 23 
Other British ... 27 27 Non-Christian 23 23 
Foreign Countries 66 1 67 No religion 14 14 ::.[ 

1--
74-11411 

------ ----
Total .. ,11,337 Total '" ... 1,337 74 1,411 

Seventeen male prisoners were illiterate, 1 could read English, and 16 
could read and write in a foreign language. 

COST OF ADMINISTRATION OF J USTIOE. 

The following table shows the amount expended by the State in the 
administration of justice, in the protection of property, and in the punishment 
of criminahl, in New South Wales during the last five years; also the 
amount of fines and fees, and net retUl"llS from prisoners' labour paid into 
the Consolidated Revenue :-

Expenditure and Revenue. \1920-21. I 1921-22. I 1922-23. 11923-24. /1924-25. 

~xpenditnre- '-, ---------'--- ! 
Law Administration- £ £ i £ £ £ 

Salaries, Pensions, etc., of J ndges 59,106 60,4071 63,970 62,868 65,221 
Other ... ... ... '" 288,742 342,703 325,151) 333,178 356,81~ 

-------------- -----------
347,848 403,1l0 389,125 396,046 422,040 

________ --__ -- __ 1 ____ -

Police-
Administration, etc. . .. 
Payments to Pension Fund 

. .. 1,062,201 1,106,102 1,118,604 1,127,503 1,176,231 
'" 80,000 91,000 110,000 116,300 139,:lOO 

1,142,201 1,197,102 1,228,604 1,243,803 1,:n5,431 

Prisons* 126,122 138,131 159,755 162,375 163,283 

Total Expenditure ... . .. 1,616,171 1,738,343 1,777,484 1,802,224 1,900,754 

Ravenue-
Fees ... ... ... . .. 
Fines and Forfeitures ... '" 
Receipt by Prisons Departmentt 

100,188 
45,303 

212 

111,720 
45,723 

223 

119,331 
54,422 

2,305 

132,645 
56,810 

3,985 

134,696 
49,975 

6,442 
------1-------,1-----1--------------' 

Total Revenue 145,703 157,666 176,058 193,440 191,113 

Net Cost 

Expenditure per Head of Mean 
Population- s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. 

Law Administration ... ... 3 4 3 9 3 7 3 7 3 9 
Police ... ... ... .. . 10 11 11 3 11 4 11 3 1I 8 
Prisons ... ... ... ... 1 2 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 5 
Total Expenditure ... ... 15 5 16 4 16 4 16 4 

I 
16 10 

Revenue ... ... .. . '" 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 9 1 8 
Net Cost ... ... ... '" 14 0 14 10 14 9 14 7 15 2 

• Oalendar year preceding. 
t Excl~1sive of value of work done for Prisons and other Government Departments. The net value of 

prison la.bour of a productive character in 1924 was £46,908, and of all prisoners' labour 
£68,89;. 
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The expenditure on law administration includes the salaries, etc., of judges, 
and the expenditure of the Department of the Attorney-General and of 
Justice, except the expenditure on prisons, which is shown separately, and on 
sub-departments not directly concerned in the administration of the law, and 
certain: other expenses. 

The expenditure by the Police Department shown above is not absorbed 
solely by police services proper, since the members of the police force perform 
extensive administrative service8 for other Departments of State estimated 
to exceed in value £200,000 per annum. 
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MINING INDUSTRY: 
NEW SOUTH WAT,ES contains extensive mineral deposits of -great valu@ 
and variety. Coal was discovered as early as 1796, though under the indus
trial conditions prevailing at that time its importance was not fully realised. 
World-wide interest, however, was excited by the announcement in 1851 
that gold had been discovered in New South Wales. It attracted a rapid 
flow of immigration to the country and promoted the development of its 
resources. In later years copper, tin, and silver-lead deposits were opened 
up. Coal and silver-lead have proved to be the richest sources of mineral 
production. 

With the exhaustion of the known alluvial deposits, where valuable miMrals 
were recoverable without the expenditure of much capital, the organisation 
of the mining indllstry has become to a great extent the province of companies 
'and syndicates with the necessary financial resources to instal machinery 
and to conduct oIJerations on a large scale. 

Supervision of Mining, etc. 
The general supervision of the mining industry in the State and the 

administration of the enactments relating to mining are functions of the 
Department of Mines under the control of a responsible Minister of the 
G!.owu. In the mining districts Wardens' Courts, each under the soI(f 
jurisdiction of a Warden, determine suits relating to the right of occtlp3tion 
of land for mining and other matters in regard to mining operations. 

LAND OCCUPIED FOR l\iINIKG. 

The occupation of land for the purpose of mining is subject to the Mining 
Act of 1906 and its amendments. Any person may obtain a miner's right 
which entitles the holder, under prescribed conditions, to occupy Crown 
land for Ulining purposes and to mine therein, and to occupy as a residence 
area land nd exceeding a quarter of an acre within the boundaries of it town 
or village, or 2 acres elsewhere. A holder of a miner's right may l'Ipply also 
for an authority to prospect on CroW1l lands, and, in the evrnt of the dis
covery of any mineral, he may be required to apply for a lease of the land 
or to continue prospecting operations. Another form of occupation of Crown 
land in connection with mining is under the right conferred by a business 
license which entitles the holder to occupy a limited area within a gold or 
mineral field for the purpose of carrying on any b;nsiness except mining. 

A business license confers the right to only one holding at a tim(': . 
Holders of miners' rights may take possession of more than one tenement, but 
are required to hold an additional miner's right in respect, of each 
tenement after the first of the same class. The t,erm of a miner's right 
or business license is not less than six months and not more than twentr 
years. It may be renewed upon application, and is transferable by endors~
ment and registration. The fee for a miner's right is at the rate of 5s. p<-r 
annum, and for a business license £1 per annulI!. The number of miners' 
rights issued during 1925 was 9,187, and of business licenses 371. These 
figures show a marked decline in comparison with those for the year 1913 
when 17,766 miners' rights and 1,039 business licenses were issued. 

Crown lands may 1>e granted as mining lea;:;es, which authorise mining on 
the land, and as leases for mining purposes which authorise the use of the 
land for conserving water, constructing drains, etc., and railways, erecting 

·1'5i~~4 
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buildings and machinery and dwellings for miners, generating electricity, 
dumping residues, and for other works in connection with mining, but do 
not allow mining or the removal of minerals from the land. Exc¢pt in the 
case of special leases, which may be granted in certain cases, the maximllm 
area of a mining lease varies according to the mineral sought, viz., opal, 
1 acre; gold, 25 acres; coal, shale, mineral oils, petroleum, or natural gas, 
640 acres; other minerals, 80 acres. 

Private lands are open to mining subject to the payment of rent and 
compensation and to other conditions as prescribed. 'fhe mining wardens 
may grant to the holders of miners' rights authority to enter private lands, 
but, except with the consent of the owner, the authority does not extend 
to land on which certain improvements have been effected, e.g., cultivation, 
or the erection of substantial buildings. An authority may be granted 
for a period up to two years, and during its currency the holder may apply 
for a mining lease of the land. Leases of private lands for mining purposes 
may be granted also. The maximllm areas of private lands that may be 

.1eased are :-Gold, 25 acres; opal, 150 ft. square j coal and shale, 640 
acres; and: other minerals, 80 acres. The owners of private lands, with 
the concurrence of the Minister for Mines, may lease areas under agree
ment to holders of miners' rights. 

Dredging leases may be granted in respect of Crown and private lands, 
including the beds of rivers, lakes, etc., and land under tidal waters. 

The area under mining occupation in New South Wales at 31st December, 
1925, was approximately 587,266 acres, made up as follows :-

Nature of Holding. 

Leases-
Mining ... 
Mining'purpo~es 

AgreemE'nts ... 
Authority to Enter 
Authority to Prospect 
:Miners' Rights a.nd Business Licenses 
Applications for Leases-· 

:Mining ... 
}lining PurpoRes 
Dredging 

Applications for Authority to ProRpect 
Other Mining Titles ... ... . .. 

Total 

r Crown Private I 
L d L d Tota •• I an ~. an B. I 

I 
acres. ' acres. I l.cres. 

I 
"', 249,793 I 68,855 318,648 
. .. \ 6,953 I· 1,369 I 8,322 
'''1 ... , 64,645. 64,645 

54,808 54,808 
:::1· ii;347 I 21,347 

4,604 ! 4,604 

... 1 21,3741 36,524. 57,898 

...1 1,322 i 669 • 1,991 

... 1 878*\ 878 
... : 52,960 i 52,960 '''1 1,165*: ... i 1,165 

• .. ,-360,396r-226~870 ·1-- 587,266 
I i 

• Includes Private Lands. 

The annual rent for mining leases of Crown lands is 2s. per acre, and of 
private lands 208. per acre in respect of the surface actually occupied. 
The rents for dredging leases are 28. 6d. per acre in respect of Crown 
lands, and as assessed by the Warden in open court in respect of 
private lands. 

Royalties are payable to the Crown in respect of the minerals won, except 
in certain cases where they have been obtained from private lands held 
without reservation of minerals to the Crown. The royalty on coal and 
Ehale is charged at the rate of 6d. per ton, and on other minerals at the 
rate of 1 per cent. of the value. 
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In regard to mining on private lands held without reservat:on of minerals 
to the Orown, royalty is collected by the Department of Mines on behalf of 
the owner at the rate of 6d. per ton of coal and shale, and lk per cent. of 
the gross value of other minerals, except gold. The Department retains one .. 
sixth and one-ninth respectively of these a'nounts, and pays the· balance to 
the owner of the minerals. 

Royalty may be remitted under certain conditions as prescribed by the 
Mining Acts, e.g., if the gross annual output of minerals, other than coal and 
shale, won from Crown land under mining lease doe,~ not exceed £500. In 
many cases rents may be deducted from the royalties. 

The amount of royalty received during the year 1925 was £202,843, of 
which £550 was in respect of land held under permits, and the balance 
from land under lease. 

ENCOFR..I.GEl\IEXT OF PROSPECTIXG. 

The State Legislature votes a certain sum each year to encourage pros
pecting for minerals and to assist miners to opl'n up new fields. The vote 
is administered by the Prospecting Board, which consists of the Under
Secretary for Mines as Chairman, the Government Geologist, the Chief In
spector of Mines, an inspector, the Chief Mining Surveyor, and a geological 
surveyor. Miners desiring a grant must satisfy the Board that the locality 
to be prospected is likely .to yield the mineral sought, and that the mode of 
operation is suitable for its discovery. '}'he amount advanced must be 
refunded in the event of the discovery of payable mineral by means of the 
aid. 

The following statement shows a summary of the an,ounts allotted to. 
prospectors for the various minerals. The figurcs are for calendar years from 
1887 to 189u, and thereafter for the year~ ended 30th June :-

~--~---------

I Amountil allotted to Prospectors f_or_-__ 

Gold. : SilYer and I Copper. I Tin. If Coal. I ?ther ITt 1 
i Lead. 1 I Mmerals. .0 -a, • 

Period. 

II £3 I[ £ 'I £ I £3·' I £ I £ I £ 1887-J889 26,3 2 886 138 ± 1 ~~8 283. 28,01l 
1890-J8941 JlJ,878 7,254 1,367 1,26l 3,102 I 3,283 j 128,795 
1895-1900 I 107,581 1 4,S86 7,762 3,389 I ... I 4,021 127,639 
1901-19051 80,636 5,108 I 10,136 7,828 I 40 1,430 105,178 
1906-1910: 3.8,8221 7,9861 20,765 3,1461 310 871 71,900 
1911-1915. 50,209 7,557 8,939 5,870 ... I 4,837 7'7,412 
1916-1920' 3~,9Z? I 4,325 I 10,057 3,978 I· 90. 5,829 57,265 

1921 /,3/0 i 8891 1,3S0 901 8631 1,286 12,644 
1922 9,052 i 1,637 1,250 1,663 I 850 659 15,01l 
1923 7,013 I 1,727. 410 1,559

1

• I 341 11,050 
1924 i 11,523 1,952 I 316. 2,161 ... i 1,041 17,003 
1925 i 9,963 1 1,89/ I 403 1 2 • .194 ...; 1,248 15,705 

Total .. .1' 493~360: 46,01l 1- 62,873 I 33,984 11l,243125,l32 -667,603 

In eaeh year some of the prospectors fail to complete the works for which 
aid has been gmnted, and the amounts allotted are not paid in full. The 
total amount expended to the end of 1925 in encouraging pro~J.lectjng wa ... 
£565,025. 

The Commonwealth Government has offered ·a reward of £50,000 for thi!' 
discovery of petroleum oil in Australia. The Government of New South 
Wales has offered a reward of £1,000 for the discovery of a new mineral field, 
and has promised a bonus of £10,000 for the production of 100,000 galloDfO
of petroleum in the State. .. 
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LABOUR AND MACHINERY. 

Mining leases and permits contain conditions as to the minimnm number 
of mt'u to be employed. The usual labour conditions in respect of mining 
leases of Crown lands and of leases or agreements to mine on private lands 
are as follows ;--For coal, shale, mineral oils, petroleum, or natural gaE, 
for first twelve months of term granted, 2 men to 320 acres, thereafter 
4: men; for gold, 1 man to 5 acres during .the first year, and thereafter 
I man toO 2 acres; f'or other minerals, 1 man to 20 acres during the first 
year, thereafter 1 man to 10 acres. For dredging leases the prescribed 
labour is in the proportion of 7 men to 100 acres. The labour conditions 
may be suspended in cases where low prices for the products or other adverse 
circumstances affect the working of a mine. 

The extent to which the mining industry has provided employment is 
indicated in the following statement of the approximate number of lllf'll 

employed in the last five years. The figures represent the sum of the 
Ilverage number employed at each mine in operation during the year. 

Vea.r. 

1921 
1922 
192.1 
1924 
1925 

Total 
~~~l i OtlJer Mines. nu'::,~ of 

t~~!~. : - G-:~~--I-t:~~~I' c:p~er. i Tin. o~her~-I-Total. .. 0:J~':ii~~· 
~ ___ --;' and Zinc. J fossickers). 

~:~~: II -·-~~f i:~;g 1-· -. ~f--~~~~ .--~~~ II ~:n~ 1- ~~:~~ . 
23,054 585 2,405. 40 702 1,339 I 5,Oil I 28,125 
23,212 i il3 2,462 i 56 8:li 1,4981 [',566 28,778 
24,038 I_ .. 604L.2,74i I 4,") 837 1,730._~963 __ 30,001 

The number of coal and shale miners has increased in each year of the 
period. There has been a marked decline in the number of gold, copper 
.and tin miners since 1921, but the number employed in mining silver, lead, 
zinc and other minerals has increased. 

The number employed in each of the last five years, as stated above, 
includes" fossickers," viz.: 450, 560, 358, 725 and 533 in the successive 
years. Their output was small and it is probable that they were not wholly 
engaged in mining. 

The value of the machinery used in (}onnccti'Hl. with mining in each of tIle 
last two years is shown below;-

----~---------.---[===- 192~-=-=[:_-=~=~_ ~925. ~_-=~--=~~ 
Coal I. I Coal i • ' I . 

'Machinery. and I Met.,llI- Other. and I Metalh- I O'ber I 
Shale fe~on:, Mines., rotal. I Shale : fe~ous I 1fllles I Tot 1\1. 
MineS'jl Mme:s. I II Mines. I )lweI". . 

! : I I 

~inn~g, Weigl:in~~~;n. -~~~- -~~OO I ~ooo-~~o~l,·~~ooll-·-~~~O II· £O~ £000 
tila.ting, etC'. ..• or 4,285 912 't 78 5,275 4,515 873 143 5,531 

Ha,alinq; to Wharf I 
R1il~\'av , .. 2,753 lOt I ]3 2,870 2,833 I 100 i 18 2,951 

Other . ,446 ]561 81 683 345 1271 125 597 

I-----I·---I~--·--'·-----

Total ... /7,484 1,1721 172/ 828117,693 1,100 I 286/11,079 
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'fhe value -0£ the machinery employed in mining operations during 1925 
represented 61 per cent. of the total value; 32 per cent. was used for transport
ing the minerals from the .mrface of the mine to a wharf or railway station. 
In some cases mine owners have constructed railway lines for the purpose of 
connecting the mines with the State railway system or with wharves, 
particulars being shown on page 109 of this Year Book. Machinery is used 
extensively ill the coal mines, where 2,330,530 tons, or 20 per cent. of the 
total output, were cut by machines during 1925. Of 309 machines in use. 
113 were operated by electricity, and 196 by compressed air. 

PRICES OF ~h:TAL'3. 

The prices of the principal metals are regulated by the world's production 
in relation to t,he world's demands, the local demand being small. The quo
tations in the following table for silver, lead, copper, and tin are the averag~ 
spot prices on the London Exchange. 

I ! I Year. I Silver. Lead •. Zinc. Copper. Tin. 
i I 

! per oz. per ton. [ per ton. I per ton. I per ton. 
i s. d. £ s. d'

l 
£ s. d., £ 8. d. £ s. d. 

1916 12 ,'3 30 19 6 68 8 U 1116 1 3 182_ 3 5 
11)17 13 4'9 30 0 0 52 3 6 125 2 5 237 13 1 
1918 3 n'6 30 2 8 ! 52 3 11 115 11 6 329 11 9-., 
]919 4 9'1 28 3 11 1 42 5 "1190 19 4 257 9 8; 
1920 5 16 38 4 7 i 45 4 6 97 12 5 296 1 7. 
1921 3 0'9 22 14 41 26 4 1 I 69 8 7 165 6 7 
1922 2 10'4 23 15 91 29 15 01 62 :I 6 159 10 9' 
19"23 2 7'4 26 16 41 32 18 

g I 65 18 1 202 5 l' 
1924 2 91l 33 13 11 33 12 63 4 2 248 17 8: 
11125 2 8'1 i 35 17 1 36 3 61 18 4 260 15 '1i 

The prices of metals rose to an abnormal height during the war perioa" 
then declined rapidly as the oYersea demand decreased. 

PRICEr! OF COAL. 

Prices of coal depend to a greater extent upon local factors. The price 
varies considerably inthe three districts in which coal is mined, the northern 
coal being the dearest and the western the cheapest. The following statement, 
shows the average value per ton at the pits' mouths in the various districts. 
during the last ten years:-

! ' I ! I I r I I District. 1916. : 1917. I 1918, 19W. 1920. I 1921. 1922. I 19~3. I 1924. I 1925. 

-----------:-~J;~:-i:_-~~(~.i~~~-s.-~I~~~.--~-~. d.1 s. d. 

Xorthern ... 9 1 III 5 IJl 8 13 6 ,15 :~ 17 7 ;17 6 117 7117 8 ]7 7 
Houthern ... ; 7 2 110 O. 9 10 11 10 :1:J 4. 16 6 116 3 [16 I 16 2 15 11 
Western .. _ 5 7: R 0: 8 8 9 4 III 8 12 10 '12 8 Jl I) 11 2 11 1 

i I! i : I 

All Distrids ... :8--2TlO--8-11O-11-12-7f45116~Oil6-911651i66-16-4 

The large increases in the prices of coal since 1916 have been due mainly to 
decisions of tribunals appointed by the Commonwealth Government tQ 
regulate wages and prices in the industry. 

MINERAI. I'Ronrc r J(,X. 

The statistics relating to the production of the mining indu~try as 
published in this chapter are obtained from two sourees: (1) the recQrd. of 
the Department of Mines, which, until the year 1921, were the only ~~tll 
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8,yi~ilable; and (2) returns for the years 1921 to 1925 collected from 
owners by the Government Statistician under the authority of the Census 
Act, 1901. The latter rcturns relate to the minerals actually mined 
during the year specified, whereas the records of the Department of Mines 
rela:teto the metals won during the year, and in many instances inc1ude 
the value of metals won from minerals brought to grass in past years. 

:It is extremely difficult to ascertain with a reasonable degree of accuracy 
the value of the annual output of metalliferous mines--that is, the value 
at the mines and before treatment of the minerals actually raised in each 
year. This value cannot be determined with exactitude until the minerals 
have been subjected to the final processes for the extraction of the metallic 
contents, and such operations extend over a long period, and in many cases 
are conducted in localities outside the State. 

'The value of the production of metalliferous mine.~, as stated by the 
Department of Mines, includes in many instances the value added by reason 
of ore-dressing operations, and it was recognised that the nse of the Depart
ment's figures for years prior to 1921 involved duplication in regard to the 
mining and manufacturing industries. An endeavour was made to obviate 
this difficulty, when the mine owners were asked to supply special returns 
to the Government Statistician, showing therein information relating to 
mining operations only, and excluding aU particulars regarding the treatment 
of ores. It is found, however, that it is almost impossibie to give separate 
details regarding the actual operations of mining, especially where the same 
company undertakes both mining and ore-dressing, and it is under such 
conditions that t]w most important branch of metalliferous mining in New 
South Wales-viz., silver, lead, and zinc--is usually conducted. In view 
of these difficulties the value of the production of metalliferous mines can 
be calculated only approximately, and attention is specially directed to 
the fact that the values as stated in this Year Book are to be regarded as 
estimates. In respect of coal-mining, the most important item of mineral 
production, there is little difficulty in ascertaining the value of the output, 
as the mineral need not be treated before use. 

Mining Opm·atiol1s. 
'Ehe following statement is a summary of the particulars furnished by 

mine owners in returns under the Census Act regarding the mines in opera
tion and the minerals mined during the years 1924 and 1925 ;-. 

Particulars. 

Mines worked :.. .. . . 
A v:erage ·time worked ~da vs 
Persons employed- ' 

-WOrkil)gPrOpl'ietol's 
ProspeJ!t(lrs .. . . 
Fossickers . . . . 
-othel'-Above-ground 
, _ Below ground 

'·'Total p.~ons em! loyed .. 

Sa-laries and wages paid .. 
,ralue of Ia.nd, buildings, etc. 

Machinery .. 
Tools repJaced 
Materials used 

'_ .Ftiel consumed 
I~utput 

1924. 

i.lc:la~dl' ~:t~~i'I---- . 'I .All Ilcoalandl Metam'l Ot riA. II 
I Shale. i ferou,. Oth~J. Mmes. Shale. leraus. he. ltlIne •. 

149 I' 255 7& 1 . 82 1 143 I 224 ------; I 459 
2Hl 274 271 228 206 268 276 218 

55 I 197 42 294 60 184 43 I 287 
· . .. 74 1 1 75 I" 64 9 73 
· . . 525 200 I 725 . . 383 150 533 
.. ~,151 I 1,381 671 8,203 I 6,lfJ5 1,~76 I 1,013 8,484 
.. 1',006, 2,391 84 19,481 17,783 2,131 110 20,624 
'--'-----1-- --------

• .' 23,212 [ 4,5681~128'778 24,0381 4,638 I 1,325 _ 30,001_ 

[
I £000 I £000 ' £'JOO ,£000 £000 £000 I £000 I £000 

". 6,332 I 1,023 [ 157 7,512 6,23.5 1,269 242 I 7,746 
· . :1,722, 198 44 3,964 3,979 [ 157 124 4,260 
"1 7,484 I 1,171 i 173 8,828 7,693 1,100 286[' 9,07g 
· . 184 . 24 ! 6 214 156 , 43 ' 10 209 

.. ' 89l 257 I 12 660 345, 3211 ! 17 684 

... 8921 305 : 26 1,228 829 I" 319 " 39 j l,U!7 

.. I 9,386 2,251! 208 11,845 9,122 t 2,349 [ 314 11,785 

~'~,-r,_-. --~----~----------
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VALUE OF MINERAL PRODUCTION, 1890 to 1925. 
Ratio Graph. 
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The statement shows that in 1925 there was a decline in the output from 
coal mines, as this branch of mining was adversely affected by industrial 
dislocations in the shipping industry. In other classes of mining there was 
a general improvement, but the total output was £60,000 below the value 

• in the previous year. 

The figures include the minerals won by £ossickers, numbering 533 in 1925, 
when they obtained an output valued at £39,520. The corresponding 
figures for the previous rear were fossickers 725, and output £39,19l. 

The value of the tools replaced includes the value of tools used by the 
mine employees in mining and the value of materials used in constructing 
or repairing the plant or machinery of the mines. 

A sta,tement shnving the relation between the value of the output in each 
year and the various factors which comprise the value is not made, as it 
is difficult to make the dissection in regard to metalliferous mining. 

~M ineral, JVon-~ ·Value and Quantity. 
Satisfactory statistics in regard to thc production of the various minerals 

cannot be obtained. The yalues of the orcs arc estimated after assay, but 
many of the metals are associated in the sallle mineral matter, so that, it is 

. extremely difficult to make a reliable estimate of their quantity and value. 
especially in cases where the orcs are exported before final treatme.l1t. 

The figures shown in the following tables arc based on those published in 
the annual reports of the Department of Mines, and the particulars regarding 
the output of iron made from scrap, Portland cement, lime, and. col,e 
have .been deducted from the values shown in the reports, as they are 
included in the production of the manufacturing industry. The figures 
include, in many cases, the value of t.he ores after t'j:eatment at the mines. 

The average annllai value of the minerals won in each quinquennial period 
since 18156 is shown below· :_~ 

-----~ - - ~- -- -
--~---~-~------- -

f A ,rel"ag'c Annual : I Period. 
Period. I Aver!:ge Annual Value of Production. ,! Value of Product,ion: . -- ---. -.- -, 

---.--------~.-~--------- .... 

£ 

II £ J856-1860 J ,2J3,8:U JDOl-190J 5,87:3,176 
1861-186J J ,996,Oi9 1906-1910 8,330,883 
1866-1870 1,400,291 1911-19J5 JO,169,~;j2 

1871-18,5 2,IJ3,6t6 1916~1920 10.823,478 
1876-1880 1,836,803 1921 12,066,370 
1881-1885 2,4i6,368 1922 12,958,008 
1886-1800 3,728,080 1923 14,232,019 
1891-1895 ;),240,666 HI24 16,:-197,580 
1896-1900 J,168,2i3 1925 17,459,.179 

The yalue of the min'erals won during 1925 was nearly 72 per cent. higher 
than the average of the period 1911-1915, hut the increase was due to higher 
price8 rather than to larger output, excelJt iIi the case of coal, of wl.ich the 
quantity h.asrisen ?s well as the p'rice. As compared with the preceding 
year, there was an lUerease of £1,061,600 in 192.5. The value as stated for 
that year, howBver, includes the output from all quarries, whereas the figures 
for earlier y('a~s only include the output froIll those qtiarries which were 
11eld ullder mining title. 
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The estimated value of the minerals won from the commencement of 
mining operations to the end of th') year 1925 is shown below:-

Mineral. 
! '_~I ~~~~, ~.}l;8thnalted Vahle of Mineral$ Won. -: ~~-:-I---"l:;-:'o"t::::Ctle:--

ITothe end, 1911 to I 199.1. 1922. I' 1923. 192'. . d f 
of 1910. I 1920., - , I' I 1926. I ~~25~ 

~~l~-·- ... ~I-:~~~~ --£~1~ -rug?7 1£07g~·~£00~~·-· £OO~9 -- £o~g f~~2 
Silver and lead, 53,824 34,210 1,327

1

1 
•. 2,574 2,957 4,310 5,321 104,.52:{ 

Copper 10,615 4,642 41 36 82 72 30 15,518 
Zinc 4,358 9,057 284 1,158 1,411 1,297 1,022 ]8,587 
Tin ... 8,682 3,660 164 154 181 259 251 ]3,351 
Iron (Pig) 422 2,869 639 249' 708 [,19 525 5,931 
Coal 62,261 43,607 9,078 8,5088,608 9,590 ~,302 lW,954 
Shale I 2,251 298 77 61 3 1 2,691 
Opal ... ! 1,2381 260 13 15 I 3 ll']O ],550 
Limc3tone flux\ 679 207 42 21 49 43' 34 ] ,075 
Other ... I 1,234 1,282 184 751 150 217 I 881 4,023 

Total !203,535 1104,957 --;;:066112,9;8-1l4,2321-16,~8T17,4[9-1381,625 
, , I 

At the end of the year 1900 the value of the gold WOIl exceeded that of any 
other. mineral, but with the subsequent decline in gold mining and the 
development of the coal and silver-lead fields, coal advanced rapidly to the 
head of the list, and the value of the silver and lead surpassed the output of 
gold. At the end of 1925 the value of the coal production represented 40 
per cent. of the total value, silver and lead 27 per cent., and gold 17 per cent. 

VALUE OF PRODUCTION-TIN, COPPER, AND IRON, 1890 to 1925. 
Ratio Grapb. 
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. The following statement shows the quantity of the yarious niinerals won 
In the years 1923-25 in comparison with the average annual output in the pre
war years 1909-13, also the total yield to the end of 1925 :--

With the exceptions of coal, pig-iron, chrome, manganese, platinum, 
alunite, iron oxide, and limestone flux, the output in 1925 of the minerals 
enumerated was below the average yield in the years 1909-13. The decline 
was due in many ca,ses to decreased demand for industrial metals, and, with 
high costs of production, the margin over expenses was too low for the 
profitable exploitation of the mineral deposits. 

Gow. 
Though gold had been found in New South Wales in earlier years, the. 

history of gold-mining in the State dates from 1851, when its existence in 
payable quantities was proved by E. H. Hargraves, and the principal gold-

1 
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fields were discovered. 'I'he deposits which have been mined include various 
types, P.g., alluvial gold, auriferous reefs or lodes, impregnations in stratified 
deposits and igneous Focks, and irregular deposits, as in auriferous ironstone. 

Many rich alluvial deposits in which gold was easily accessible were exploited 
during the twenty years 1851-1870; then it became necessary to introduce 
expensive methods of mining, and the production declined. During the 
period of general depression which followed the financial crisis of 1893 greater 
attention was paid to prospecting for minerals, and with the development 
of new processes the output of gold showed considerable improvemeni. 
During recent years, however, there has been a steady decline, and the yield 
in 1924 was the lowest recorded in any year since 1851. In the following 
year there was a small increase. 

The following table shows the quantity and value of the gold won to the 
end of 1925 :-. 

-~----~':l~~itY.---~-~~~~~~ i;---r--
1851-1860 - o~,::,:: - .;:,:::, ··1 
1861-1870 

1871-1880 

1881-1890 

1891-1900 

1901-1910 

1911-1920 

1921 

1922 

1923 
I 

3,542,912 

2,253,259 

1,173,885 

2,867,337 

2,669,670 

1,333,796 

55,683 

27,58] 

20.758 

3,219;628 

2,019,116 

1 ,01:~,846 

2,432,387 

2,252,851 

1,145,185 

51,173 

25,2-22 

18,833 

Value. 

£ 

1l,:lS8O,583 

13,676, H)-2 

8,576,655 

4,306,541 

10,332,120 

9,569,492 

4,864,440 

217,370 

107,139 

79,9()8 

1924 \ 20,3~4 18,685 79,370 

I 21,878 19,422 I 82,498 ]925 

1---------.---~--.. -
... 1 17,268,106 14,930,879 I 63,422,308 Total 

, 
---------------

Towards the end of the nineteenth century a system of dredging was intro
duced for the purpose of recovering alluvial gold from the beds of the rivers 
which drain auriferous country, and in ]900 the quantity obtained by the 
dredges was 7,924 oz, of fine gold, valued at £33,660. During the following 
decade the quantity amounted to 298,416 oz. fine, valued at £1,267,598. 
Subsequently the output of the dredges .declined, the figures for the year 
1925 being 9,670 oz. fine, valued at £38,779. Dredges are employed also fQr 
the r~coveryof stream tin; particulars are shown on page 521. 

SILVER, LEAD, AND ZINC. 

The production of lead and zinc in New South Wales is associated closely 
with the mining of silver, the Broke.t;t Hill silver-lead depositR being the 
main source of the output. 
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The Broken Hill field was discovered in 1883, and it has become one of 
the principal mining centres of the world. Up to the, end of 1925 approxi
mat.ely 35,000,000 tons of ore had been raised, and it has been estimated 
that the reserves amount to about 10,000,000 tons. The lode, varying in 
width from 10 feet to 400 feet, may be traced for several miles. Mining 
leases held by companies and syndicates extend along its entire length, 
but operations are confined to an extent of 3t miles in the centre. Under
neath an outerop of manganiferous ironstone were found rich oxidised 
ores, consisting of carbonate of lead and kaolin with silver, and, below these 
ores, mixed sulphides of lead and zinc with a high silver contellt. As the 
depth increased the proportions of silver, lead, and zinc became smaller, 
and the gangue was found to consist of rhodonite which causes difficulty in 
the extraction of the metals. 

]'or some years operations were direeted towards the recovery of silver 
in the ores which contained the metal in payable quantities. The other 
metals were not recovered because the current price for lead was compara
tively low and a method had not been devised by which the lead and zinc 
in the complex sulphide ores could be separated profitably. Conscquent.]y 
huge dumps of residue and low-grade ores accumulated at the mines until 
the development of new processes for the separation of the sulphides by 
means of flotation led to their treatment. 

Lead and zinc concentrates have been produced in large quantities at 
Broken Hill. The former contain lead amounting to 60 or 65 per cent., 
silver 20 to 25 oz. per ton, zinc 7 to 8 per cent., and sulphur 15 per cent. 
The zinc concentrates contain zinc, about 45 per cent., lead 6 per cent., 
silver 10 oz. per ton, and sulphur 30 per cent. The lead concentrates arc 
treated at Port Pirie in South Australia. The greater part of the zinc 
concentrates is exported to the United Kingdom and. other European 
countries or to Japan, but increasing quantities are being treated in Australia 
at Risdon, Tasmania. 

During 1925 the output of ore from the Broken Hill mines amounted to 
1,265,977 tons, viz., 19,411 tons of oxidised and 1,246,566 tons of sulphide 
ore. The value of the output was £6,711,680. 

Anot,her silver field of importance, known as Yerranderie, is situated in 
the Burra,gorang Valley. The lodes are small, varying in width from mere 
threads to 8 feet, but they are exceptionally rich. The bulk of the silver is 
associated with galena, which contains up to 160 oz. per ton. Second-grade 
ores contain from 40 to 80 oz. per ton. The Yerranderie field is handicapped 
by the high cost of haulage along a steeply-graded road to the nearest railway, 
therefore only first-grade ore is despatched from the mines, the lower grades 
heing stacked for concentration or future treatment. 

Smaller silver fields are situated in vario.us parts of the State. 

It is difficult to assess the quantity and value of the various metals won 
from the silver-lead orcs mined in New South 'Wales as the process of 
extracting the metallic contents is conducted for the most part outside the 
boundaries of the State. The Department of Mines estimates the total value 
on the basis of the metal produced within the State and the value of the 
ore, concentrates, etc., not smelted within the State, as declared by the several 
eompanies at the date of export from the State. The following table is a 
summary of the Department's records of the quantity and value of t,he silver 

1 
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and lead proiuced in Nc\v South Wales from local ores, and the quantity 
and value of silver-lead and zinc concentrates produced in the State and 
despatched elsewhere for treatment :- . 

Period. 

\ Silver·lcau ! 

I 
ConcentratcR. I. l~ead-Pig, in ZinC' 

SHYer. Carbonate ore, i Matte, etc. Concentrates, 
! etc. l 

Quantity. 

ton~. tons. oz. -tons. I 
'1'0 1886 1,730,297 7,264 

1886-1890 2,481,263 269,7681- 648 i 307 
1891-1896 3,009,187 896,601 739 ; 663 
1896-1900 2,362,092 [ 1,867,988 I 13,293 137,931 
1901-1905 4,164,020 1,986,868 i 17,550 183,782 
1906-1910; 8,310,962 1,761,761 I 71,435; 1,460,138* 
1911-1916! 12_,460,563\ 1,694,834 114,375' 2,093,783 
1916--1920 i 7,982,192 866,654 I 80,116 6.')3,628 

1921 1,963,379 63,607 '\ 20,363 79,694 
1922 749,904 i 199,686 8,1l3 363,681 
1923 107,682 ' 241,761 I 426,049 
1924 93,4841 240,957 353,660 
1926 i 46,544 : 277,666 i , 226,625 

Total ... [~~~4~~:J=1O:333,0~4 [=~~,62~J_ 5,87~83~ 

ValuC'. 

£ £ £ £ 
To 1885 382,884 237,810 

1886-1890 464.081 6,478,615 8,298 3,361\ 
1891-1895 445,Sia 12,615,432 7,413 7,677 
1896-1900 269,61\3 9,692,866 258.874 146,023 
1901-1905 445,051 8,910,586 255,366 440,402 
1906-1910 892,414 11 ,1)61,794 996,646 3,761,223 
1911-1915 1,302,510 14,302,670 1,899,1\01 6,81\1,489 
1916-1920 1,421\,881\ 12,920,076 2,358,625 2,195,69(1 

1921 326,163 539,339 462,81\2 283,455 
1922 112,077 2,207,319 ; 194,712 1,157,468 
1923 15,461 2,941,401 i 1,411,61>2 
1924 12,612 : 4-,297,748 . 1,296,571 
1(126 5,999 . 5,314,977 j 1,022,016 

,----~--.- --------

TL'tal 
, 

6,100,674- i (11,(180,423 1),412,397 ]8,586,931 ... 

• InelU(h~s 2,75S tons of spe1ter. 

The total value of the production, as sho,,'n above, amounted to £6,342,992 
in 1925, as compared with £5,606,931 in the preceding year. The high 
prices obtainable for lead and zinc during the year encouragEd production 
and operations were carried on continuously at the principal mines. The 
highest value recorded prior to ]925 was £6,034,1)22 in 1918, when the market 
conditions were exceptionally favourable. 

As previolls1y stated, t.he hulk of the ores prodllc .. d ill the silver-lead mines 
is exported for treatment to ot,her parts of A llstralia or despatched in tIre 
form of concentrates to ovel'sea countries, therefore the figures shown in the 
preceding tablc do not indicate fully thc importance of the mines of New 
South Wales in respect of the production of thc val"ious metals. The Depart
ment of l\fincs has collected records from tI1C varions mining and smelting 
companies und ore-buyers with the object of ascertaining the actual value 
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accruing to the Commonwealth from the silver-lead mines of this State. 
Thus particulars have been obtained regarding the quantity and value of the 
silver, lead, and zinc extracted within the COllllllonwealth, and the gross 
metallic contents of COllJCentrates exported oversea have been estimated on 
the basis of average assays as follows. In the case of the lead and zinc 
contents, the quantities have been estimated only when payncent was made 
for them. 

Year. 

1921 
1922 
192~ 
1924 
1925 

, I I 

!~~~~~!~i~a~~edif~li*;~l~~l~~~~~:~~~.j Concentrates pxported Oversea. i V~f~':lof 
i .-.. -.--- ····-1 ---1-· ······-1- ,----.-- "-_·-1--·-1 tfo'~~;:;;~ 
I '!: .b i Contents by average assay. ' ,Silver-lead 
I Silver. Lead, Zinc ,Aggregate I .- '------.. ---- Assessed I Ores of 
I • I ~ . 'Value. ~ I. I I' Value. Ne,;,South I 1 I - Sliver. I Lead. ZIllC., Wales. 

-~~~2:'~~3 rl'i7~;2~ ii' t~~~J~,~~,~641· !;~7 \ O~i~,~7;L·~~k:-1 ~g~:i2 ~-20f.238I "9~~:2 
I 6,648,825 97,867 23,724 i 4,113,4271287,074 ! 3,264,102 19,328 132,186 1,272,074 5,385,501 
I 7,233,236 124,570 41,15315,707.7391356,139 i 4.834,718 40,906/149,319 1,813,287 7,521,026 
i ~.292.978 120,380 '[ 43,579 6,472,812 261,404 i 2,26:,693 21,5!~ 11~,37~ 1,292,220 I 7,765,032 

1,437,967 139,839 39,991 7,539,130,184,712,1,182,193 30,702 70,430 1,371,183 8,910,313 
.. ~-----.-----.. -----------~----------------- - - ----- --~-------~ 

COPPER. 

The ores of copper are distributed widely throughout New South Wales. 
The deposits of commercial valne arc situated for the most part in the central 
portion of the State, the most important fields being in the Cobar and Can
belego districts. Copper mining has been handicapped severely in many 
places by the high cost of transport to market, and, as the price fluctuates 
considerably, operations have been intermittent. Large quantities of 
low-grade ores are available, and when thc market is bvourable they may 
be treated profitably. 

The quantity and value of the copper won in Ncw South Wales since 1858, 
as estimated by the Department of Mines, are shown below :_ 

-_.- ~el"O-d·-·1 '::.;;.t :::~ 1~~o~~OI':--;.,; -I ''''. v •• .,. 

'--~;5~~~·· 1~~~;-;--1,~1:'20-; -- ~~~; 52,:64 I 1,06t670 
1880-1884 23,715 1,553,651 19 675 1,554,326 
1885-1889 15,160 771,867 537 6,937 778,804 
1890-1894 10,195 434,537 1,738 20,228 454,765 
1895-1899 25,408 1,280,8H 852 5,253 1,286,094 
1900-1904 32,173 1,907,540 8,791 106,500 2,014,040 
1905-1909 41,425 2,940,886 3,057 31,367 2,972,253 
1910-1914 42,277 2,443,385 9,815 86,169 2,529,554 
1915-1919 22,626 2,403,884 5,064 66,710 :!,470,594 

1920 1,290 127,978 127,978 
1921 499 41;267 . 41,267 
]922 575 35,583 i 50 650 36,233 
1923 1,182 81,203 79 1,172 82,375 
1924 1,129 71,658 ... ... I 71,658 
1925 478

1 

30,215 I ... ! ... : 30,215 

~ota1 ____ ~~~9 J 15,139,~.01_~- ~~~.~ I .a78,~~_ !15;5i7~ 
The marked decrease in the output of copper during recent years was 

not due to a decline in the productive capacity of the mines, but to decreases 
in price, which precluded profitable working under existing costs. A large 
proportion of the output in the last three years was obtained by the 
extraction of the copper contents of Broken Hill silver-lead ores, which 
yielded 129 tons, valued at £8,154 in 1925. 
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TIN. 

Tin, unlike copper, is restricted in its geographical and petrological range, 
and is the rarest of the- common metals in commerce. The lodes discovered 
in New South Wales are numerous, but they are on a small scale. The maxi-
mum depth attained is abont 360 feet. , 

Tin ore occurs in the northern, southern, and western divisions. The 
areas in which viorkable quantities are kno'wn to exist are on the western 
fall of the New Bngland Tableland, with Rmmaville and Tingha as the chief 
centres, and at Ardlethan in the southern district. Alluvial deposits of 
stream tin are exploited by means of dredging in the northern rivers. 

Tin has contributed in a very considerable degree to the total production 
of the mineral wealth of the State, although its aggregate yield, in point of 
value, is belo,y that of coal, silver, gold, copper, and zinc. 

The output and the value of production of tin since 1872 have been as 
followfl :-, 

-'--.-- 1 __ =~I;g~ts'=---=~i .~==~o;e. _ =---I! . 
Period. I I ii' Total 

[

' i Value. 
Quantity. l Value. i Quantity. I Value. I 

1872-18i9-lt~~~---r1'3:'7~:rI-" :~~9g95 62;'643 2,ofs,407 
1880-1884 '22,842 I' 2,056,778 2,700 137,755 2,194,533 
1885-1889 12,974 1,330,326 1,635 85,048 1,415,374 
1890-1894 7,196 I' 628,096: 1,040 49,2116 677,392 
1895-1899 4,608 336,015' 197 6,488 342,503 
1900-1904 4,220 i 536,084' 1,222 81,362 617,446 
1905-1909 5,567 I 851,956 3,712 339,679 1,191,635 
1910-1914 4,258 785,900 6,952 775,841 1,561,741 
1915-1919 5,203 \' 1,188,995 5,798 723,477 I 1,912,472 

1920 * * 2,486 413,794 413,794 
1921 * I * 1,595 163,451 163,451 
1922 734 114,076 410, 40,622 154,698 
1923 i 896 i 180,789 ... I... 180,789 
1924 1 1,041 II 259,485 ... 1\ ... ! 259,485 
1925 957' 250,944 ... ...! 250,944 

Total ... 1-90,5~11o:29i,243 ~~74213,44~4561l3,i5i,664 
Included under the he"ding, "Ore .• 

The output of ore in 1920 and 1921'includes ore from which were extracted 
887 tons of metallic tin, valued at £257,514, and 816 tons, valued at £133,521, 
respectively. 

In 1925, one bucket dredge and 41 pump dredges were employed in -recover
ing tin in the northern districts. The quantity of tin obtained was 763 
tons, valued at £136,131, as compared with 850 tons, valued at £142,472 
in the previous year. The total yield by dredging since 1901 has been 25,578 
tons, valued at £3,181,185. 

IRON AND IRON ORES. 

Iron ore of good quality occurs in many parts of New South Wales. The 
most extensive deposits are at Cadia, where 10,000,000 tons may be recovered 
economically; at Carcoar, where a large quantity has been produced; ahd 
at Goulburn and Queanbeyan, each containing about 1,000,000 tons; at 
Wingello there are about 3,000,000 tons of aluminous iron ores of low grade. 
It has been estimated that in the known deposits, excluding Wingello ores, 
there are 15,000,000 tons which may be recovered by quarrying, and that 
8. much greater quantity may be obtained by more costly methods of mining. 
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Prior to 1907 iron ore was mined principally for use as flux in smelting 
()ther ores, although in 1884, at l\1,ittagong, and in lat~r years at I,ithgow, the 
production of pig-iron from local ores had bcen attempted without permanent 
success. Following a. reorganisation and remodelling of the Eskbank Iron
works, Lithgow, the product.ion of iron ore has been on a more extensive 
scale since 1907, although only the Cadia, Carcoar, and smaller deposits 
have been mined. 

The production of IJig-il'On from local ores since ] 907, and the material8 
used therein, are shown in the following table. The out.put prior to that 
year was principally from seraI) iron :--

i Mineral. U.ed. Pig-iron. 
Year. 

I Tron ol~--COk.. "-I-~-:'::~O~::- pl'eduction'!i Value. 

tons. tons. 

I 
tons. 

I 
tons. I £ 

1907-Il 263,477 191,589 113,360 152,627 567,048 
1912-]1) 486,929 385,014 172,532 i 283,264 

I 
1,035,302 

1917-21 67],153 578,938 282,984 ! 370,]87 2,327,908 
]9-22 110,972 75,876 I 30,397 54,856 248,909 
J923 173,5/)7 H2,719 : 86,985 94,35() I 707,62;'; 
1924 139,590 100,952 58,672 74,075 I 518,525 
1925 

1 
16.3,689 144,161 ! 63,01;3 95,530 I 525,415 i 

Further details relating to the operations of ironworkl'l are giwn in the 
section of this book relating to tlle manufacturing industries. 

Ironstone Flux. 

Iron ore is used as flux in smelting and iron worl,s, and the estimated 
(Juantity of ironstone flux raised during the years 1899 to 1922 was 132,655 
tons, and the valne £108,791. The quantity produced during 1922 \,as 980 
tons, and the value £1,274. There has been no production sincc that year, 
because smelting operations have been suspended at Cockle Creek, where 
the bulk of the output was used. 

.. hon Oxide . 

Iron oxide is obtained in the Port Macquarie, Moss Vale, and Goulburn 
districts for use in purifying gas or as a pigment. The output. during 1925 
was 4,376 tons, valued at £2,436, and the total output to the end of 1925 
was 59,127 tons, valued at £70,079. 

OTHER METALS. 

Platcinum.-Platinum occurs in several districts of New South Wales, but 
platinum mining is comparatively unimportant. The quantity produced to 
the end of 1925 amounted to 17,823 oz., valued at £102,716, of which 573 oz., 
valued at £11,06], were obtained during 1925. 

ChroJnite.-Chromite, or chromic iron ore, is the only commercially impor
tant ore of chromium. It is found usually in association with serpentine. 
The principal deposits are in the Gundagai and Tumut districts, and there 
are smaller quantities in the northern portion of the State. The quantity 
produced to the end of 1925 was 38,169 tons, valued at £119,756; t,he yield 
recorded in 1925 was 963 tons, valued at £2,670. 
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Tungsten ol'es.-These ores occur in many localities in New South Wales 
generally in association with tinstone (cassiterite), bismuth, and molybdenite. 
The output of scheelite since 1903 amounted to 1,690 tons, valued at £192,375, 
and .of wolfram to 2,278 tons, valued at £267,995. There has been no pro
ductlO~ ofscheelite since 1920, mining operations having ceased owing to the 
low pnce offered for the products. 

Antimony.-This mineral may be obtained in a number of districts, the 
principal field being at Hillgrove. Owing to fluctuations in the price of the 
metal mining is spasmodic. The total output of antimony to the end of 
the year 1925 was 19,061 tons, valued at £344,983, of which 29 tons, valued 
at £395, were produced in 1925. 

Manganese.-Manganese ores have been discovered in various places but 
generally in localities which lack facilities for transport. During the year 
1925 the quantity obtained was 1,164 tons, valued at £3,635. 

Bismuth.-Bismuth has been obtained chiefly in the neighbourhood of 
Glen Innes, and at Whipstick in the South Coast division. In other districts 
bismuth is associated with molybdenite and wolfram ores. The quantity 
of bismuth produced in 1925 was 11 tons, valued at £2,950, the quantity 
produced to the end of 1925 being 805 tons of ore, valued at £232,504. 

Molybdep,um.-The production of molybdenite, the principal ore of molyb
denum, in New South Wales during 1925 amounted to 6 tons, valued at. 
£1,648. Since 1902 the production has been 827 tons, valued at £211,759. 

Mel'cul'y.--Cinnabar, the most important ore of mercury, occurs in 
numerous localities, but it has not been discoverE'd in a sufficiently concen
trated form to enable it to be wrought profitably. No production of quick
silver has been recorded since 1916. 

COAt. 

The coal-fields of New South Wales are the most important in Australia; 
both as regards extent and the quantity and quality of coal produced. 

The main coal basin extends along the coast from Port Stephens on the north 
to Ulladulla on the south, with a seaboard of nearly 200 miles, which enhances 
the value of the deposits by facilitating shipment and the development of 
oversea trade. From Ulladulla the basin trends inland to the west and 
north-west as far as Rylstone, whence the boundary line extends northward 
beyond Gunnedah, and then runs in a south-easterly direction to Port 
Stephens. The widest part of the area is between Dubbo and Newcastle-
150 miles, and the basin is deepest in the neighbourhood of Sydney, where 
the uppermost seam is nearly 3,000 feet below the surface. 

From Sydney the measures rise gradually in all directions, and emerge to 
the surface at Newcastle on the north, at Bulli in the IlIawarra district to 
the south, and at Lithgow, in the Blue Mountain region, to the west. 

The Upper or Newcastle coal measures show the greatest surface develop
ment. In the northern field they are known to contain twelve seams, six 
being worked; in the southern, seven distinct seams are known, and three 
have been worked; of the seven seams traced in the western field, only 
three are of commercial value. After many unsuccessful boring operations, 
the uppermost seam of the Newcastle measures was located under Sydney 
Harbour in 1891, and it Was worked for some years to a depth of nearly 

·14549-B 
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3,000 feet. Then the mine was closed and it remained idle for nearly nine 
years until work was commenced again in September, 1923. 

The coal obtained at Newcastle is suitablc for gas making and for household 
use. The coal from Bulli and Lithgow is essentially steam coal. The 
southern coal produces a strong coke, specially suitable for smelting purposes 
by reason of its capacity for sustaining the weight of the ore burden in a 
blast furnace, and it contains less ash than the western. The coal obtained at 
the Sydney Harbour Colliery is a good steam coal, and it can be loaded into 
oversea steamers from a wharf near the pit's mouth. 

An isolated basin of upper coal measures has been discovered at 
Coorabin in the Riverina district, 400 miles from Sydney. 

In the western and southern fields the upper coal measurcs contain deposits 
of shale suitable for the manufacture of kerosene oil and for the production of 
gas. Deposits of keroscne shale, though much less extensive, occur in the 
upper and Greta measures of the northcrn coal-field. 

The middle coal measures outcrop near East Maitland, but do not appear 
in the western field. Theil' occurrence in tbe southern field has not been 
proved dpfinitely. 

Tbe lower or Greta measures outcrop over an irregular area in the neigh
bourhood of Maitland, and bave been traeed with intervening breaks as far 
north as Wingen. They occur as an isolated belt to the north of Inverell, and 
extend through Ashford, almost to the Queensland border. These measures 
have been located in the Clyde Valley, in the extreme southern portion of 
the Illawarra field, but do not occur in the western. The coal of the Greta 
measures is contained in two seams, and is the purest and generally the 
most useful obtained in the State, being of a good quality, hard, and 
economical as regards working. The Greta seams are worked extensively 
between West Maitland and Cessnock, in the most important coal-mining 
district in Australia, and at Muswellbrook. 

In 1925 mining operations were conducted in 143 coal-mines. 

The employment of boys under 14 years of age or of women and girls in 
or about a mine is prohibited, and restrictions are placed upon the employ
ment of youths. In 1925 the number of boys under 16 years of age employed 
in coal mines was 684, of whom 460 worked below ground, and 224 on the 
surface. 

State Coal-mine. 

The State Coal-mines Act, 1912, empowers the Government to purchase 
or resume coal-bearing lands or coal-mines and to open and work coal-mines 
upon Crown land or upon private land containing coal reserved to the Crown 
or acquired for the purpose of a State coal-mine. The coal obtained from a 
State mine is to be used only by the State Departments or undertakings. 

A State coal-mine was opened at Lithgow, in the Western district, in 
September, 1916. The area of the land containing coal reserved for the 
Crown amounts to about 40,200 acres, and the available supply of coal has 
been estimated at 240,000,000 tons. The mine, which was closed in JUly, 
1917, was taken over by the Railway Commissioners in the early part of 
1921, and work is in progress for the development of the mine. The output 
from the mine in 1924-25 was 263,538 tons as compared with 253,975 tons 
in the previous year. 
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Production of Coal. 
The following table shows the quantity and value of coal raised in New 

South Wales to the close of 1925, the total production being 311,149,980 tons, 
valued at £150,953,909 :-

I 
Value 

I 

Pedod, Coal Raised, \ Average value 
at Pit's Mouth, per ton, 

! 
tons, £ 8, d. 

Prior to 1890 46,803,983 22,787,156 9 9 
1890-4 17,830,177 6,811,568 7 8 
1895-9 21,834,976 6,048,281 5 8 
1900-4 29,792,589 10,369,050 7 0 
1905-9 39,083,328 18,284,796 6 9 
1910-4 47,550,714 17,844,918 7 4 
1915-9 48,368,766 21,548,442 911 

1920 10,715,999 7,728,355 14 5 
1921 10,793,887 9,078,888 16 10 
1922 

I 

10,183,133 8,507,946 16 9 
1923 10,478,513 8,607,892 16 5 
1924 

I 
11,618,216 I 9,589,547 I 16 6 

1925 4 11,396,199 I 9,302,515 I 16 
---------------I Total I 311,149,980 I 150,953,909 9 8 •• ,1 

The bulk of production is obtained from the northern coal-fields, The 
output of each district during 1925 was :-Northern, 7,637,953 tons, valued 
at £6,723,900; Southern, 2,052,963 tons, £1,633,997; Western, 1,705,283 
tons, £944,618. 

A statement regarding the average value at the pit's mouth of the coal 
raised in each district is shown on page 511, 

The following statement shows the quantity of New South 'Yales coal 
consumed in Australia, including bunker coal taken by interstate vessels, 
and the oversea exports, in each year since 1917 :-' 

Year, 

1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

I 

Domestic \sent to o,ther! qJ'aott-\y I Exported 1 Total 
Consumption A~~trthan consu~1~ci in ~ ov~r~:: Production. 

a es. I Australia. oun _rl_' "--_ 

r tons, tons" GOns, --tons, tons, 

\
5,029,070 2,225,228 17,254,298 1,038,569 8,292,867 
5,641,500 2,697,033 8,338,533 724,643 9,063,176 

I 5,128,536 1,891,317 7,019,853 1,611,701 8,631,fi54 
I 5,729,208 2,~7?,556'17,999,764 2.716,235 10,715,999 
: 5,268,628 2, /52,810 8,0'21,438 2,771,949 10,793,387 

\
4,943,736 2,841,253\' 7,784,989 2,898,144 10,183,133 
5,578,38E 2,518,579 8,096,964 2,381,549 10,478,513 

i 6,204,272 8,096,881 9,801,158 2,817,063 1l,618,216 
I 6,625,161 3,001,823 9,626,984 1,769,215 11,396,199 

Per cent, of Total. 
1917 60'7 26'8 87'5 12'5 100 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

1918 02'2 29'8 92'0 
1919 59'4 21'9 81'3 
1920 53'5 21'2 74'7 
1921 48'8 25'5 74'3 
1922 48'5 27'9 76'4 
1923 53'2 24'1 77'3 
1924 53 '4 26'7 80'1' 
1925 58'1 26'4 84'5 .1 
-------~---

8'0 
18'7 
25'3 
25'7 
23'6 
22'7 
19'9 
l1i'5 

The domestic consumption of coal decreased during 1921 and 1922 as a 
result of restricted operations in many important manufacturing industries, 
e.g., iron and steel works, On t.he other hand the export trade was brisk 
as the result of industrial strife in Great Britain and in the United States. 
In each year since 1923 there has been a marked incr(3al3~ in th~ domestic 
consumption. 
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In the interstate trade a decline in 1923 was followed by an increase, but 
the upward movement was interrupted in 1925 by reason of industrial 
disputes in the shipping industry. The suspension of shipping activities 
affected the oversea trade in a greater degree, and it declined by nearly 24 
per cent. 

Full particulars are not available to show the purposes for which the coal 
consumed locally was used. The information which is available indicates 
that 516.899 tons of coal were used as fuel in mines during 1925, and during 
the twelve months ended June, 1925, the quantity used for locomotive pur
poses in respect of railways and tramways was 1,263,176 tons, in gasworks 
611,477 tons, in cokemaking 1,041,661 tons, in electric light and power 
works 747,310 tons, and as fuel in other factories 1,300,513 tons. 

OIL SHALE. 

Oil-bearing mineral, which is a variety of torballite or cannel coal, known 
locally as kerosene shale, has been found in many localities in Ne,Y South 
Wales, the most important deposits being in the Ca pcrtee and'N olgan valleys. 

The production of oil shale, from the opening of the mines in 1865 to the 
end of 1925, is shown in the following table :-. 

1 'I Total jAverage Price II i [Total I Average Price 
Period. ] Quantity. Va!ue at per. ton II Period. 'I. Quantity.] Value at per ton 

Mmes. at MInes. I ,: Mines. I at Mines. 

-1-8-60----8-4--'--3-7--;-~-:~-:-7-1'-8-2-8-~-;-~-~ dg 1915-19 li~~~81144~87I r ~ dg 
1885-89 186,465, 40.6,255 2 3 7 19:20 21,0.0.4 46,0.82 2 3 10. 
1890.-94 247,387' 451,344 1 16 6 1921 :32,489 77,::l80. 2 7 8 
1895-99 191,763 222,690. 1 3 3 1922 23,467 I 60.,641 2 11 8 
1900-0.4 213,163 177,246 1 0. 16 8 , 192::l , 1,207 I 2,831 I 2 6 11 
190.5-0.9 213,0.24 131,456 '] 0. 12 4 ' 1924 I 642 I 962 1 10 0. 
1910-14 296,449 140,757 0. 9· 6 I 1925 1._._ .. _1 __ ._ .. __ 

1 

____ _ 

_______ ... ______ I ____ J __ Total ... Q,_~19,68512,690,710 I 1 8 0 

The reduction in the output in 1923 was due to the closure of the mines 
at Newnes in the Wolgan Valley. No shale was mined during the year 1925 
but preparations have been made for reopening one mine. 

In the years 1910-1913 the Commonwealth Government paid a bounty 
on kerosene and paraffin wax made frOIn Australian shale, and since 1917 
has provided a bounty on crude shale oil. The bounty paid during the 
year ended 30th June, 1925, amounted to £335. 

DIHIONDIl. 

Diamonds and other gem-stones are distributed ,yidely in New South 'Wales, 
but an extensive field has not been discovered. 'Ihe finest of the New South 
Wales diamonds are harder and whiter than the South African, and are 
equal to the best Brazilian gems. 

The tollowing table shows the output of dian~onds as recorded, but it is 
probable that the actual output was much greater. The majority of the 
diamonds have been obtained from the mines in the Bingara and Copeton 
districts. 

period~ __ l ~arat~~ l~alue~1 ~:~~J Carats. I Value. 
-----£-.-

1l,973 12,573 
1,56:~ 1,915 
1,000 1,300 

175 230 
284 498 
210 240 

£ I 1867-1885 2,856 2,952 11916-1920 
1886-1890 8,120 6,390 I 1921 
1891-1895 19,743 18245' 1922 
1896-1900 69,384 27;948 192:3 
190 I-I 905 54,206 46,434 1924 
1906-1910 16,651 12,374 1925 
_19_1_1-_1_9_1_5~_1_6-'--,0_0_3 ~_13,353 
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OPAL. 

Precious opal occurs in two geolDgical formations in New South Wales, 
viz., in tertiary vesicular basalt and in upper cretaceous sediments. The 
most important deposits are in the upper cretaceous rocks at White Cliffs 
and Lightning Ridge. Gems from the latter field are remarkable for colour, 
fire, and brilliancy. The opals from vesicles in the tertiary basalt at Tintenbar 
in the North Coast division resemble the Mexican gems. 

'fhe following table shows the estimated value of precious opal won in 
New South Wales to the end of 1925 :-. 

Period. 

1890 
1891-1895 
1896-1900 
1901-1905 
1906-1910 
1911-1915 

Value. II II Period. Value. 

£ \" £ 15,600 1916-1920 105,547 
25,999' 1921 13,020 

I 
1922 15,150 

415,000 '""I 1923 3,040 476,000 
305 300 

1 
1924 I' 10,500 

-"7 1925 1_10,0_30 
154, 38 ': 

. ___ ~ J_~2otal..-:.i 1,549,!l24_ 

During 1923 the output was small. The market demand for opal was 
limited and mining operations were hampered by the temporary exhaustion 
of the water supply at Lightning Ri!1ge. In the following year production 
increased and the output was purchased for disposal by the miners' 
representative at the Wembley Exhibition in London. 

ALUNITE. 

Alunite, or alumstone, occurs at Bullahdelah, abol~t 35 miles from Port 
Stephens, in a narrow mountain range which for more than a mi.le is com
posed almost entirely of alunite, of greater or less purity. Four varieties 
of alunite are recognised at the mines, but operations are confined mainly to 
the light-pink ore, the yield averaging about 80 per cent. of alum. 

In 1925 the production of alunite was .531 tons, valued at £2,124, and 
the quantity exported since 1890 was 57,609 tons, valued at £206,475. 
The output is exported to England. 

OTHER 1VIrNERALS. 

Marble.-Beds of marble of great variety of colouring, and with highly 
ornamental markings, are located in many districts of New South Wales. 
Much of the marble is eminently suitable for decorative work. The marble 
obtained during 1925 was valued at £3,746. 

Limestone.-The quantity of limestone raised for flux in 1925 was 135,115 
tons, valued at £33,779. 

Fireclays.-.Fireclays of good quality are found in the permo-carboniferous 
coal measures, and excellent clays for brick-making, pottery, etc., may be 
obtained in the State. 

MWinesite.-Magnesite is distributed widely, but few deposits are of com
mercial value. Large quantities have been mined at Fifield, Attnnga, and 
Barraba. The output during 1925 was 14,012 tons, valued at £12,832. 

Diato'/'na.~eous earth occurs in several localities; the principal deposits are 
situated at. Cooma, Barraba, Coonabarabran, and Wyrallah. 
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Other Mineral Deposits.-Other mineral deposits known to exist but not 
worked extensively include asbestos, barytes, fluorspar, Fuller's earth, ochre, 
graphite, slate, and mica. Quartzite for the manufacture of silica bricks 
is obtainable in large quantities. 

QUARRIES. 

The Hawkesbury formation in the Metropolitan District provides excellent 
sandstone for architectural use. The supply is very extensive, and the stone is 
finely grained, durable, and easily worked. In the north-western portion 
of the State and in the northern coal districts good building stone is obtainable. 

Syenite, commonly called trachyte, is found at Bowral. For building 
purposes it is solid, and takes a beautiful polish. Granite occurs at many 
places in the State, and it has been obtained generally in places near the 
coast, whence it could be transported cheaply. 

Basalt or blue metal, suitable for ballasting roads and railway lines and 
for making concrete, is obtained at Kiama and other localities. 

The quantity and value of building stone, ballast, etc., quarried during 
the year ended 30th June, 1925, are shown below :_ 

Description of Quarry. Quantity of 
Stone raised. 

I Value of 
Stone raised. 

Building Stone- r tons . £ 
Sandstone ••• 1 69,307 78,978 
Granite ... I 82,070 42,410 ···1 
Syenite (Trachyte) I 3,041 5,394 
Marble '" 394 3,081 
Slate ll8 1,020 

Macadam, Ballast, et.c. 
Sandstone 146,541 33,208 
Bluestone, Basalt., etc. 1,106,901 ' 3ll,698 
Limestone 

'''1 566,069 163,629 
Gravel '" "'1 158,227 34,630 
Sand 

'''1 Ill,514 24,616 
Ironstone 

:::1 
187,488 86,247 

Quartzite (Silica) 53,141 20,441 
Trachyte 1,455 522 
Other "'1 20,749 3,391 

Limestone, crude :::j 67,523 14,649 
Magnesite '" ... 14,Oll 12,830 

INSPECTION OF MINES. 

The inspection of mines with a view to safeguarding the miners from 
accident and disease is conducted by salaried officers of the Department 
of Mines in terms of the Coal Mines Regulation Acts, which apply to coal 
and shale mines, and the Mines Inspection Acts, which apply to other mines. 

The Coal Mines Regulation Acts prescribe that every coal-mine must be 
under the control and direction of a qualified manager, and daily personal 
supervision must be exercised by him or by a qualified under-manager. 
In mines where safety-lamps are used a competent person must be appointed 
as deputy to carry out duties for the safety of the mine, especially in regard 
to the presence of gas, the sufficiency of ventilation, the st'ate of the roof 
and sides, and the supervision of shot-firers. 
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'1'he Acts contain general rules for the working of coal-mines in regard to 
such matters as ventilation, sanitation, the inspection and safeguarding of 
machinery, safety lamps, eX}Jlosives, security of shafts, etc., and it is provided 
that a person may not be employed in getting coal or shale on the face of 
workings of a mine unless he has had two years experience or works in company 
with an experienced miner. Special rules are established in each mine for 
the safety, convenience,. and discipline of the employees. 

A Royal Commission was appointed in July, 1925, to inquire into 
conditions operating in the coal-mines of New South Wales, with special 
reference to ventilation, the presence of gas, and the use of safety lamps. 

-The Commission recommended that the minimum amount of pure air 
required by the general rules be increased from 100 cubie feet per minute 
for eaeh person or animal below ground to 150 eubic feet for each person 
and 300 cubic feet for each horse; and that no furnace ventilation should 
be installed, except in small mines. Although the inspectors of the Depart
ment of Mines advocate the abolition of naked lights, the Commission recom
mended that their use might be continued provided that an ignition or ex
plosion of inflammable gas had not occurred within the previous twelve 
months, and that there was no likelihood of the presence of sufficient gas 
to render a naked light dangerous. In regard to shot-firing the Commission 
framed numerous regulations to minimise the risks arising from this source. 
It was recommended also that a Court of coal mines regulations be constituted 
to determine matters relating to the safe working of coal mines. 

The Mines Rescue Act, 1925, makes provision for rescue operations in 
coal and shale mines by the establishment of rescue stations, rescue corps, 
and rescue brigades. In four districts, viz., theW estern, Southern, Newcastle, 
and Maitland, central rescue stations are being established, and the mine 
owners in each district are required to contribute to a fund for their upkeep. 

In the mines, to which the Mines Inspeution Acts relate, a qualified manager, 
exercising daily personal supervision, must be appointed jf more than ten 
persons are employed below ground, and the machinery must be in charge 
of a competent engine-driver. General rules are contained in the Act, and 
the inspectors may require special rules to be constituted for certain mines. 

Certificates of competency to act in mines as managers, under-managers, 
deputies, engine-drivers, and electricians are issued in accordance with the 
Acts relating to inspection. 

Particulars regarding the persons killed or seriously injured in mining 
accidents during the last five years are shown below:-· 

Accidents. 

I 
Por 1,000 Employed. 

Year. Coal lind Shale Other Coal and Shale 

I-

Other 
Miners. Miners. Miners. Miners. 

Killed. I Injured. Killed. I Injured. 

--
Killed_ I Injured. I Killed_ I Injured. 

1921 19 113 I 4 
I 

22 ·89 5·31 -47 2·61 I 
1922 12 86 5 I 25 ·55 3·97 ·54 2·70 
1923 31 101 6 

I 

48 1'35 4·39 -62 4-94 
1924 27 80 10 53 1'17 3'47 ·98 5·22 
1925 27 115 10 

I 
65 1·12 4-78 -76 4-93 
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The accident rates are not based on the number of employees as shown 
on page 510. They relate to the total number of persons who are subject 
to the provisions of the Mining Acts, including persons engaged in connection 
with treatment plant at the mines. and in quarries held under mining titles. 
In 1925 the particulars relating to all quarries are included. 

In the chapter relating to Employlllc~nt, particulars are given regarding 
industrig,l dis"asjs in mines and the cl)mpensation provided in casc's of 
accident and illness. 



PASTORAL :INDUSTRY. 

IN N ewSouth Wales the pastoral industry has .always been the greated 
llOurce of primary production, but, within the' 'Past twenty years, agriculture 
and dairying have-developed rapidly,.and Hie pastoral industry has assumed 
a place secoRd. in importance to . the manufacturing industry, as measured 

.by the value of production.* 

LrvE BTOCK. 

New South Wales does not possess any indigenous animals which would 
give rise to a large industry, and of thoeeintroduced, sheep only have 
developed into a prolific source of wealth. Indeed, the development of the 
sheepindus:tl'ies .. has . been 80 ,remarkable that it has, .in.a sense, precluded 
the rise of other pastoral activities. Horses have been bred principally for 
'their utility in various indU!ltries, ,;und there isa ,small oversea trade in 
remounts. 'For many years'flattle were produced0nly to .suW1y!Wc.al 
requirements ofm%t and dairy produce, but, SililOO 'the':applicationdf 
refrigeration to sea cargoes, an export trade in these commodities bas 
become possiMe,andc0nl!liderab1e,expansion has taken}p1aee. in the number 
of cattle dcpastured. Pigs are bred principally as a by-product of the 
dairyi:ngindustry,and·the nuriiben:loes not'iuHy'meef local rEJq'l1ire>ments. 

The followingt.able shows thenmnber of theprincipaLkinds of live ~toclc 
in New South Wales at the end of each decennial:JP€rwd,.from 1861 to:W21. 
and in the last four years :-

Year. Horses, . Cattle, Sheep, Pig •. 

,18tH ,233,220 2,2'Zl>.~ 5,615,054 1.4(1,091 

:1871 ~ao4;tOO 2,014;888 16,278,697 213,193 

,iSi1 .:998m7 2,597;,us . .36,591.946 213;;916 

1891 469.M7 2'1~Sas 61,831,416 253.}89 

1901 4116,71.6 ~,047.4ii4 41,857,099 . 261),'Z30 

1911 tlSd,004 3\l~ 14;947,287:1: 37l,OM 

1921t 663,n8 3~37~67 33,851,828+ • .306,,253 

'1'tt22t '669;000 03';.&46;,600 ·37\177rtO.2+ "3S3.i>Gii 

~923t 660,031 '3,251,180 34,862,747+ 340,853 

. ".t'fJi{t '658:3'?2 ~;938;522 ";rn(j3~141'3:j: "32311-9'6 

1925t 617,503 2,876,251 47,100,000 ,339,'(){)9 

t At 30th June, previous years .. \:M~ll Deeember, 1 ¥,i{nowll.iO"b .... \HJderstated, see expl:wation page 534. 

"~ee P.al't ":Eq.p19y:meutruuFProductiQIl" of this3Yea.r &ok. 
15335-A 
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To obtain an accurate idea of the varying extent of pastoral pursuits in 
the State as represented by the number of live stock grazed it is necessary 
to express the various species in common terms. This cannot be done with 
exactitude, but, adopting the arbitrary equivalent of eight sheep to each 
head of large stock, as mentioned in section 18 of the Pastures Protection 
Act, the following comparison is obtained:-

Year. Equivalent in Sheep Year. Equivalentin Sheep 
i of Live Stock grazed. of Lin Stock grazed. 

1861 15,656,000 1901 62,135,000 

1871 34,831,000 1911 76,0 13,000t 

1881 60,559,000 1925* 75,300,000 

1891 82,619,000 

• A~ 30th June, previollS years at 3bt December. t Known to be understated, see page 534. 

It is apparent, therefore, that the grazing of live stock declined on the 
whole by about 9 per cent. between 1891 and 1925. The decline is attri
butable to a decrease in the number of sheep amounting to 24 per cent. 

Comparison-L.ive Stoc7e in the Commonwealth. 

'A comparison for 1924-5 of the number of horses, cattle, sheep, and 
swine in New South Wales and in the other States of the Commonwealth 
is shown in the following table. The figures for New South Wales are as 
at 30th June, 1925; fur Tasmania and N omhern Territory as at 31st Decem
ber, 1924; and for the other States as at 31st December, 1925. 

r 

Sute. Horae •• Cattle. 
I 

Sheep. Swine. 

New South Wales • 647.503 2,876,254 47,100,000 33)),669 

Victoria .. , 463,051 1,513,787 13,740,500 339,601 

Queensland 624,243 6,441,223 19,186,516 156,163t 

South Australia 245,131 374,535 6,808,615 91,200 

Western Australia 170,642 756,011 6,865,950 66, 375t 

TMmania ... 37,091 225,740 1,614,085 47,305 

Northern Territory 45,059 855,285 45,059 1,000 

• Including Federal Capital territory. t 31st December, 1924. 

In 1925, New South Wales contained more sheep, horses and swine than 
any other State in the Commonwealth. Queensland contains more cattle 
than any other State. 

Distribution of Live Stock. 

In order to indicate the distribution of flocks and herds in New South 
. iW ales the folloVTing table has hc~n prepared. It shows the number of liw 

stock, and the number per squarE' mile, in each Division at intervals since 
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1891. Particulars regarding their distribution according to the size of the 
holdings on which they were depastured, as at 30th June, 1922, were pub
lished in the issue of the Year Book for 1922 at page 612. 

1 
Numb« of l.ive Stock (000 omitted). i Number per aquare mile. 

DiYision. 

1891.[1901. 11911. 11921. 11925. i lSl1l. j 1901. [1911. [11121. [192li 

SHEY.l)- 1 

Coastal Belt ... ... 1,483 1,09711,433 940 861 42·5 31·' 41'0 28·\1 24.6 
Tableland ... ... 7,882 8,859 8,961 87'7 '9430 195·3 219·5 220'0 g7·2 228" 
We. tern Slopes ... 10,869 11,6;2 11,199 8.737 13,921 286·8 808'0 2115·6 28.0·8 311i'2 
C'l Plaim ,I; Rh·.rina ... 25,194 14,706 16,048 12886 16.182 351·8 205·' 22"1 180'0 23S'li 
Westerr. Division ... 16,403 5,523 7,306 4,542 6,706 130·6 U'O 58·2 36·2 53'4 

Whole Stat. .. '01,831-(41-:857- «:9m'33,852~ 47100 ,m:?: rn:;- H"S; 10HtI151'$ -------,- - -
CArff.E, D.\IRYlNO-

Coa.tal Belt ... .. . 
Tableland ... .. . 
"~estern Slopes .. . 
C'l Plains« Riverinn .. . 
\Vestern DiviEion .. . 

1D7 
67 
:J7 
35 

7 

284 
70 
40 
20 

4 

653 
107 

78 
48 

9 

674 
73 
59 
36 
2 

789 
'7 
43 
14 

1 

5·6 
1·7 
1'0 
0·5 
0·1 

8·1 
1·7 
1·1 
0·3 
0·0 

18·7 
2·7 
2·1 
0'7 
0'1 

II1·S 
1'8 
1·6 
0·11 
0·0 

22'5 
1'1 
HI 
O'S 
0'0 

WholeState "1 ~4S;~ 418*1- 895J SU --sil4t -w:-t:"S-;;--;;- 2·lIt 

CATTLE,OTHFR- I 
Coastal Belt... .. 610 M7 915 1,009 783 18·3 19·1 :S·Z 28·6 2:1'3 
Tahleland ... ... 485 501 550 580 420 11·11 12·' 13·6 1(,4 10'1 
West.ern Slope. ... 247 306 4221 HI 397111'11 8·1 11'1 11·6 11'0 
C'I PI aim & Riverina... 339 115 302 369 272 '·7 1·6 "2 5·2 "3 
Western Division ... 94 H 110 132 110 0·7 0·3 0·11 1·1 0'9 

'--1---'-- 1-
Wbole Stale .. i 1,785 1,630 1_ 2,299 I 2,531 I,G82 I ~~~ 5·3 7·' 8·l! 6'4 

H,)RSF,S- I 
Coastal Belt... ... 163 161 207 203 1P5 4·7 '·8 5·9 5·8 5'3 
Tableland ... ... 92 112 127 112 110 I 2·3 2·8 3·1 2·8 2'6 
Western SlopeR ... 76 111 180 168 195 2·0 2·9 4·8 "4 .(.f. 
C'l Plains & lUverina ... 95 78 140 152 129 HI 1·1 2'0 11-1 2'0 
Western Division ... H 25 35 28 29 0·' 0·2 0'8 0·2 O'S 

----------------~--
Whole State... 470 I 487 1 689! 1163 648 1·5 1·11 2·2 2'1 

• COWl in milk only; dry COWl and springing heife .. are included In thl total of Other Cattle. 
t COW! In registered dairtes only. t Known to b. understated, see explanation on next page. 

2·1 

Sheep are depastured principally in the hinterland of the -State, and are 
densest in the Western Slopes Division. Dairying cattle and, in fact, all 
cattle are more numerous in the coastal areas, though considerable numbers 
exist on the tablelands. Horses, too, are most numerous in the coastal belt, 
probably because farming needs are greatest there, and because of their 
accumulation in Sydney and other populous centres. 

The divisional totals as stated for 1925 are not altogether comparable with 
those shown for the years 1891 to 1921, as they have been compiled in shire 
areas and not in counties as formerly. The change in geographical basis 
involved considerable alteration in the areas compriaing divisions of the 
'Vestern Slopes and the Oentral Plains where large numbers of stock are 
depastured. 

The figures for the years 1891 to 1921, however, afford interesting infor
mation as to the localities most susceptible to losses of 8heep through 
drought. The greatest decline was on the Oentral Plains and Riverina, 
where the numbers fell from 352 to 180 per square mile, and the greatest 
relative decline was on the Western Plains, where the falling-off Wall 

from 131 to 36 per square mile. These comparisons, however, will be modi~ 
fied when revised estimates of the number of sheep are availabe for years 
prior to 1:925. . 
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Sheep. 
Investigations carrie& out in 1926 showed that the numbers of sheep in 

the State as recorded'in landholders' returns in recent years have been: 
considerably understated. Present indications are that the actual numbers, 
were, on the average, more than 10 per cent. greater th,an shown. TRler 
investigations .are well, advanced, but until they are completed, it will not be 
possible to say definitely what reliance can be placed on the totals published 
for earli'2r years nor how far adjustment may be necessary. For 1925 the 
total number of sheep recorded in landholders' returns was 42,925,177, but 
the investigations showed: that a large proportion of returns was under
st,atOO, and that· apP'l'oxim-ately 4;200,000 should be added to the total as 
recorded. Estimates were made of the number of sheep and lambs shorn in 
the latter half of 1925 and the approximate total of 47,100,000 as at 30th 
June, 1925, was arrived at by two inde.pendent methods. Steps are being 
taken to obtain accurate returns from landholders and to collect adequater 
data for the compilation of accurate ,check estimates. 

The fQllowing table shows the number of,sheep as recorded in landholders' 
returns f6r vcarious years between 1861 and 19'24 in comparison with ther 
adjusted total fOT' 1925. While the totals shown for 1924 and previous 
years are substantially: understated, at least as far back as 1'911 they illus
trate the vicissitudes of sheep-breeding in New >South Wales:-

'Average I I '''_1 I 
Average" I 

Tear. Sb •• p, Annual. 
Yea~: 

I 
Sheep. Annllai : Yea., Sheep. Annual 

Rate of.' Rate of i Rate of' 
Increa3e.' 1 I Increase. i I 

Increase •. 
I 

iSOl 5,015,054 I 1001 I 41,857,099 I (-)2,8 Ii Ins' I, 38,021,lg~t 8'~ 

II 

q 
IBM 11,502,155 H'I; , 1906 44,132,421 1 ,1 i 1919' 37,381,874; (-) 8'lL 
1871 16,278,697 nj 1911 I '(4,047,287t 0,4 1920' 29,U9,253l (-)21'8 
1870 i 25,269,755 1912 : 39,044,502: (-)13-1 I 1921" 3S,851,828t 15,7 
1881 3~,6g1.n46 7'.7, . 1913 I 39,850,223; 2,1 I 1922" 37,l77;.tO!t "S: 

I 
! 

1886 3!1,16!l,304 U4~ 1916' , 33,009,038:!: (-)11'8 i 1923' 3(,862,7'7; (-).0'2' 
180} 81,831,418 9'6; m~ri 32,600,729; (-)1-:! I 19~4· 31; 5S9,413f 7'0; 
18116 I 48,318,700 (-)4'<1'1 36,196,383l I 11-0 I: 1925' 4.7. 100 ,B00t , .. 

I I 
* At. 30th J unDo (-) Denotes decrease. t Revised estimate. t To be revised. 

The number of;shaep;,in the State, was greatest in 1891, anQ lowest .at the' 
end of 1902 by reaBoITofdrought; The main cause of' the reduction in the 
number of 'sheep between 1891 and 1923 seems to have been a remarkable' 
deterioration .of seasons, due to diminished rainfall in the present century. 
This may be illusttatedbrieffy by stating that the weighted average annual 
rainfall of the State was about· 3':); inches less in the twenty years which 
followed 1894 than in the preceding quarter of a century, and that this, 
decline was proportionally heaviest in the plain districts of low average rain
fall, which in 1891 carried' two-thirds of the sheep depastured in the State. 
In recent years, too, the rabbit pest has beoom.e so general as to aggravate· 
theC'lfects of dry. weather·thr0ugh destruction of natural herbagB, and thB' 
growth of the agricultural ,industry has caused land to u&dive'rtedfromth.e' 
purpose of shrep~b.reeding. 

The sudden transition' from very good' to very-bad season's, which occurred 
in the early nineties, wrought such havoc amongst the flocks depastured on 
the immense westsrn plain'S th:atby1901 the returns showed a decrease from 
16,400,000 to 6,5.00,OOG sheep:cin the plains of the Western Division, and 
from 25.200,00D to 14;700,000· in the plaim of the Oentral Division (see 
page 53,,)), and in 1902 ;bhesenumoors were further reduced by 1,9,()(J,OOO and 
7,600,000 respectively. Although the losses of 1902 were speedily'"regained, 
the general deterioration of' subsequent seasons on the plains was such'that 
with the exception of the years 1906 to 1911 the recorded totals did not 
exceed the reduced numbers of 1901 until 1925. 
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The following statementshows.the .extent to which the flocks were affected 
by the various causes of increase aml decrease during· recent seasons; the 
figures are approximate only:-

Lamb. Sheep and . 
Excess of 

Marked Lambs 
Year. slaughtered IilrportB ( + ) 

during during or of 
Yea". Year. Exports (-:-).' 

j 

000 000 000 
1918-19' \ 7,812t 4,275 (-) 1,044' 
1919-20 4,532t 5,537 (-) 1,377 

:g;t~i i 
7,907t 3,851 (+) 1,984 
9,881t 5,230 (+) 153 

1922-23 1 7.:16l t 5,666 (-) 2,167 
1923-24 8,260t 3;437 (-) 141 
1924-25 12,001 3,393 (-) 872 

• Principaily overhmd. tSubject ·to revision. 

Figures as to deaths and natural increase previously published in this 
table have tbeen discarded because they were estimates dependent upon the 
accuracy of lanclliolders' returns which are now known to be inaccura'te. 

The effect· of adverse seasons on the sheep flocks - is apparent in four 
directions, viz., losses by death attributahl.e, mainly to lack of fodder and 
water, increase in the slaughtering of fat stock, decrease in lambing, and 
increased export to other States. The sheep and lambs slaughtered were. on 
the average about 12 per cent. per annum of the totalsheep.·recorded; export 
and import varied irregularly according to the season, leaving a small 
excess of e.'l(ports. Further re,ference to the extent- of slaughtering is ma,(ie 
on a later page. 

:A brief review of the rise of sheep breeding in New South Wales was 
published on page 771 of the Year Book for 1921, but this is now modified by 
the remarks made on a .. previous page regarding the recorded totals in earlier 
years. 

Inierstate Movement of Sheep. 

Apart from the seasonal movement. of: stock to and from agistment in 
other Sta1es, there appears to be a regular export of sheep from New South 
Wales to Victoria, and Il.n import' from Queensland to New South Walffi 
borderwise. The interchange across the border with South Australia and 
with other States. and countries. by. sea is very. small. During the past five 
years, 7,100,000 sheeIJ have been moved from.N ew South vVales to Victmia, 
and 2,535,000 from Victoria. to New South Wales, leaving an excess of 
exports to Victoria of 4,565,000. In the. same period, 5.,202,000 sheep have 
been imported from Queensland to New South Wales, and 1,102,000 have 
boon.exported from,New South \V'llles to Qu-eensland, leaving an excess of 
imports of4,100,OOO-to New,south Wales from Queensland. The excess of 
exports to other destinations dur,ing the same. PBri'od was 598,000, chiefly to 
South Australia, and the excess of exports of live sheep from New South 
:Wales for the period 1,043,000. It is apparent that large numbers of sheep 
are sent from Queensland across New South Wales to Victoria, and smail 
numbers.to South Australia, or that pastoralists in New South Wales Bell 
to Victorian and. South Australian bllyers and replenish their flocks from 
Queensland. In addition, it would appeal' from the yearly movement that 
graziers in New South Wales replaced part of their losses in the 1919-20 
OrGught by large purchases in Queensland_ 
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The following table shows the movement of sheep from and to New South 
Wales, so far as is recorded, in recent seasons:-

Year. 

1919-20 

1920-21 

1921-22 

11122-23 

1923-24 

1924-25 

I 8heepfr6m New South Wale •• 

I "IT to. 1\ Q:;'~nl- \A:B1~!na Tobl. 

I Sheep to N ..... South Wal ... 
Excellof 

I---r~-~ I From ---- I(~O)rts 

I e orla. land. i and by 
, I Sea. 
I I 

000 I 000 

2,289 

850 

335 

97 

000 

218 

125 

I I From S.uth or of 

V~rtom. QUI.n.- 1.4 ultraUa Total. Export. 
I 1< ona., laud. I and by (-). 
I I ,Sea. 

000 I 000 

2,842 r 

1,072 I IISO 

000 000 

750 

2,050 70 

000 001) 

1,465 (-) 1,371 

1,3S!i 245 108 1,738 541 l,30G 

3,056 (+) 1,984 

1,889 (+) 153 

2,OOS 344 386 2,738 225 311 33 

37 

7 

571 (-) 2,151 

1,424 (-) II' 

986 (-) 872 :',::: i ::: :: ~:::: I :: I ::: I 
------~-~----~-----~-------

Lambing. 

The greater part of the lambing of the State takes place during the 
autumn and winter months, although considerable proportions of ewes, 
varying according to the nature of the season, are re3erved for spring and 
early summer lambing. It is possible to breed from ewes twice per year, but 
it is not considered good policy and is rarely practised, except, perhaps, after 
severe losses. Seasonal changes play a large part in determining the pro
portion of ewes mated and of resultant lambs, and thus cause wide varia
tions in the natural increase. Particulars of lalllbing in the recent years 
are shown below:-

Y •• r. 

1919-20 
1920-21 
1921-22 
1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 

EweBMated I Lambs ~Iarked 
during Year. I during Year. 

000 omitted, 

11,931 4,532 
14,196 7,907 
15,452 9,881 
13,970 7,361 
15,127 8,260 
18,193 12,001 

Lambs (under 
1 year) Proportion of 

surviving at Lam b. ~r ark.d 
end of Ye"r to Ewe. Matte. 
(30th June). 

per ceQ-to 
3,808 38·0 
7,084 55·7 
8,824 63·9 
6,356 52·7 
7,394 1\4·6 

11,142 66'0 

The figures for 1924-25 have been adjusted. It is considered that those 
for earlier years are appre.ciably understated, but revision has been deferred 
pending completion of investigations. 

'The difference between the numbers of lambs marked and lambs surviving 
at the end of the year is accounted for largely by slaughtering. 

Severe drought conditions prevailed throughout 1919-20. Not only was 
the number of ewes mated heavily rednced, but the proportion of lambs 
marked to ewes mated fell as low as 38 per cent. This experience was in 
marked contrast with that of 1921-22, when abundant rains were received 
throughout the pastoral areas in the first half of the season. In 1922.-23 
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. the season was unfavourable for the autumn and winter lambing, as with a 
scanty rainfall there was a scarcity of pasturage and water in the central 
and western districts. Although the rainfall of the season 1923-24 was not 
abundant it was well distributed, and proved fairly favourable to the 
lambing. The season 1924-25 was bountiful, and the favourable conditions 
produced the largest lambing' experienced for many years. 

The following table shows the relative extent of lambing and slaughtering 
in quinquennial periods during the thirty years which followed 1891, in 
comparison with the results of the last three year's:-

Poriod. 

I 
No. of J,,,tU b. No. of Sheep Proportion of 

Marked. and Lambs Slaughtering 
Slaughtered. to LambiD\:. 

per cent, 
1892-1896 ... 50,758,000 34,880,000 68'7 
18.97-1901 ... 41,830,000 25,130,000 57'8 
1902-1906 ... 44,314,000 19,737,000 44'5 
1907-1911 ... 50,743,000 30,845,000 67'8 
1912-1916·17 39,282,000 26,172,000 66'6 
191:-18-1921-22 "'1 39,395,000 22,095,000 56'1 
1922-23 ... '" 7,361,000 5,666,000 77'0 
1923-24 ... '" 8,260,000 3,617,000 43'8 
192.1-25 ... "', 12,001,000 3,400,000 35'2 

i 

The actual number of lambs marked in 1923-24 and preceding years is 
considered to haye been apprecia:bly greater than the totals shown, ~vhich are 
the numbers recorded in landholders' returns. 

The fluctuations in lambing are very marked, the diminution during the 
past twelve seasons being particularly noteworthy. Slaughtering is the 
principal factor affecting natural increase, but losses from seasonal and 
other causes appear to have increased markedly in recent years, and to have 
been a principal cause in preventing a replenishment of the flocks. 

Size of Floch'S. 

Particulars of the size of flocks and the number of sheep on holdings of 
various sizes were published in the Year Book for 1924, but as they are 
subject to modification by reason of the inaccuracy of landholders' returns 
they have not been repeated in this issue. 

Breeds of Sheep. 

The principal breed of sheep in New South Wales is the celebrated short
woolled merino strain. The numbers of other pure breeds are very small. 
Crosses of long-woolled breeds with the merino are not at present numerous, 
but their numbers vary markedly according to market conditions. :Merino 
comebacks, the progeny of crossbred ewes mated to merino rams are, 
however, fairly numerous. English long-woolled sheep are represented 
chiefly by the Lincoln, Romney Marsh, and Border Leicester breeds, while 
Suffolk and Dorset Horn sheep have been introduced for the raising of 
early-maturing lambs. 

Lincolns, and their crosses with merinos, constitute the largest propor
tionate number of coarse-woolled varieties. The proportion of English 
cross-bred and comeback sheep is considerably greater than it was in 1901 
prior to the development of export in the mutton trade. It has fallen since 
1919 on account of the more favourable market for merino wool. 
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The following table shows the approximate· proportion of merino and 
other sheep in the State during the past forty-four years:-

r I Pir cenkol Total. 
At·Slst·December. Merino. Other. Tott.l. 

I I Merino. \ Other. 

···1 
i 

I I 
]881 •.• ... 34,412,900 2,179,0'00' 36,591,900' 94 6 
1891 ... ... '''1 60',252,400' 1,579,0'0'0' 61,831,4DO 97 3 
1901 ... ... I 38,886,0'0'0' 2,971,00'0' 

I 

41,857,0'0'0' 93 7 
1911 ... '''1 37,0'47,40'0' 6,283,900' 43,331,30'0'* 85 15 ... ••• 1 

1919 ... '" ...[ 23,170',100' 10.295,400' 33,465,500'* 69 31 
19~O' ... ... ... 21,987,0'00 8,90'9,80'0' I 30',896,800· 7l 29 
1921 '" '" ... 25,994,70'0' 8,771,40'0' I .34,766,100'* 75 25 
1922 ... '" ... 27,324,70'0' 7,600'390' 

I 

34,925,0'0'0'- 78 22 
1923 .... ... ... 27.123.100' 6,173,100' 33.296,20'0'* 82 18 
1925 (3O'th June) ... 39,046,0'00' 8,9540,000 47,10'0',0'0'0' 83 17 

• Sheep on holdings \vith live· stock assessed by P. P. Bua-rds. 

The numbers shown for the years 1911 to 1923 are taken from the rE'cord~ 
of the Stock Department, 'and aTe very considerably below the actual num
bers in the State. The numbers for 1925 represent the totals shown in 
landholders' returns after adjustment. l;nder the heading" other" m 1925 
are included 353,000 of pure breeds other than merino, 5,830,000 merino 
comebacks and 1,871,000 crossbreds. 

Sheep Breeding. 

The attention paid to cross-breeding in order to supply the demands of 
the frozen-mutton trade, and the increase in the nUinber of settlers on small 
and moderate-sized holdings who combine grazing with agriculture, have 
emphasised the necessity of conducting scientific experiments in the matter 
of breeding, .and of providing instruction for sheep-farmers. To meet this 
necessity a sheep and wool expert of the Department of Agriculture 
organises the class work conducted at State experi.ment farms, delivering 
lectures and giving demonstrations in country centres, besides issuing pam
phlets containing the results of experiments and conveying general infor
mation on breeding matters to farmers. 

WOOL. 

The prosperity of New South Wales for many years has depended very 
largely on its sheep flocks and upon the condition of the wool markets of the 
world. The value of the wool-clip is still the most important factor of the 
year in the primary production of the State. 

Production of W ooZ. 

Wool ie produced in N ewSouth Wales principally by shearing the liv& 
sheep, .but also .to a considerable extent by fellmongering--cremoving wool 
from skins of sheep slaughtered. Oomparatively little is picked from the 
carcases of dead sheep on the holding. Many of the skins of sheep slaugh
teredare exported oversea and interstate, .and the quantity of wool on these 
is estimated and included in the total production. 

Formerly considerable numbers of sheep were washed before being shorn, 
and, as particulars of the resultant woel were not recorded separately prior 
to 1876, only estimates of the quantity of wool produced up to that date are 
available. The output of wool is stated as in the .grease. A small propor
tion of the shorn wool is sconred bdore being marketed, and the whole of 
the fellmonge.red wool is in a scoured condition. This is stated at. its greasy 
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equivalent by applying a factor determined annually, the proportion being 
rather more. than 2 lb. of greasy to 1 lb. of scoured. Very little wool is now 
washed .on the farm. 

The follo\\'ing .table shows, in q\linquennial periods· since. 1876 and annually 
during the past ten seasons, the total quantity of wool'produced (as in th~ 
grease) in New South Wales, together with the aggregate value on. f.o. b. 
basis Sydney, and the value to growers in each of the past two seasons :--

Period. 

18'16-1880 

1881-1885 

J.886-1890 

1891-1895 

1896-1900 

1901-1905 

1906-1910 

1911-1915 

1916-1920t 

1921-1925t 

• 

Wool Produced 
(000 omitted). 

-;:r:~1 -;,:::-as In the F.O.B. 
Grea... Sydney. 

lb. I 

::~:::, 
1,294,781:1:1 

1;813,630:1:1 

1,408,240:1:1 

1,302,585:1:! 

1,817,162 II 

1,791,410 
I 

1,640,125§1 

1,627,0i<9§: 

£ 
31,298 

40,563 

44,773 

49,025 

42,984 

46,719 

73!610 I 
'" 
'" 
'" 

Year. 

1916-17 

1917-18 

1918-19 

1919-20 

1920-21 I 

1921-22 

1922-23 

1923-24 

1924-25 

1925-26§! 

• Revised estimate not yet available for publication. 
~ Excludes wool exported on skins. 

Wool produced 
(000 omitted). 

Quantity I Value I Value at 
as in the P.O.B. Illace of 
Grease. . Sydney. ProductIOn 

________ ~I--------

lb. 
318,241~ 

322,855! 

340,953: 

352,071. 

275,269~ 

342,764: 

333,899, 

303,032g 

369,100§ 

£ 

"'" 
'" 
'" 

'" 
... 

'" 
'" 

38,142
1 

27,600§ 
_. i 

T 5 years ended 30th June. 
§ Subject to re. ision. 

'" 

... 

... 

* 
* 

36,013 

26,100§ 

A decline occurred in production between 1911 and 1920 on account of 
diminution in the number of sheep due to unfavourable seasons. Since the 
breaking of t:ho severe drought in June, 1920, the seasons have been favour
able and considerable improvement has taken place, eulminating in the 
three bountiful years 1924, 1925, and 1926. The wool production of 1925-26 
has only once been exceeded. The value of the output increased under the 
influence of a marked rise in prices until boom levels were reached in 
January, 1925,. when aheayy fall occurred. 

The statement formerly published showing particulars of the number of 
sheep shorn, the average weight of wool per slmep, and the- respective 
amounts of shorn and other wool produced has b8en discarded because of 
understatement in the returns of landholders on which they were based. 
Amended estimates are 'now in course of preparation. 

However, preliminary estimates of wool produced in the last two seasons 
are as follow:-

Description. 

Shorn wool, dead WO'1!. and crutehings* 
Wool derived from N.S.W. skins* ... 
Wool exported on N.S.W. skins, overEea and interstate* 

Total producti on* 

* As in the grease. 

1924-25. 1925-26. 

lb. lb. 
341,70(),OOO i 369,1500,00Cl 

11,SOO,ono I 14,100,000 
... 1 15,600,000 ]8,200,000 

1-----·---.-----
"'1 3G9,100,OOO 14.0],800,000 
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Shearing operations are usually carried out between May and November, 
and the average weight of the fleece, apparently, varies very greatly under 
the influence of the seasonal conditions ruling during the period in which 
the wool was grown. The proportion of lambs and of merino sheep in the 
flocks are also important factors affecting the average weight of the fleece. 

The quantities of skin wool and dead wool produced fluctuate according 
to slaughtering, and the mortality from other causes. Both are usually high 
in adverse seasons, c.g., 1914-15 and 1919-20. Favourable market conditiona 
also lead to heavy slaughtering. 

WOOL MARKETING. 

For many years the whole of the wool grown in New Sout~ Wales was 
shipped for sale in London. As the number of continental buyers increased, 
however, there developed a tendency, which harmonised entirely with Aus
tralian interests, to seek supplies of the raw material at their source, and 
after the year 1885 ,sydney wool sales began to assume importance. 

Sydney Wool Sales. 
At the time of the initiation of the Imperial Wool Purchase Scheme in 

November, 1916, about 90 per cent. of the successive wool dips of New 
South Wales was sold annually in Sydney to representatives of firms in 
practically every foreign country where woollen goods were manufactured 
on an extensive scale. Between November, 1916, and 30th June, 1920, aU 
local wool was acquired by the Imperial Government by appraisement, and 
public wool ,sales were not resumed in Sydney until 5th October, 1920. 

The following statement compiled from the records of the Sydney -Wool 
Selling Brokers' Association shows particulars of Sydney wool sales since 
1913, omitting from account the foul' seasons (1916·17 to ] 919-20) during' 
which the appraisement system under the Imperial Purchase ,scheme waE 
in operation:-
--~---------------------~------------------------------

Sal •• to- 1 ______ _ 

I 
Wool Sold.· _ Proportion of I Prorortlon of Wool of e~ch Description Sold. 

Season, I Arrh'als Export. Breed. I Growth. CondltlOD. 

I 
Weight. Value. in Oversea 1-------,-------'-------,-,--

------c----"-" Sydney. J~~.~,~erino,\, ~rr~S;: 1_ F~~~:., I La~b., ,_Gmsy.\ Scoured. 

I 

1nS-14 
111l4-15 
1915-16 
1920-21 
1\)21-22 
1\)22-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 
1925-26 

Ib_OOO 
277,112 
190,IU2 
245,298 
107,584 
313,886 
268,873 
224,719 
212664 
345,685 

£000 
10,333 

6,739 
10,430 
5,610 

14,755 
18,922 
21,445 
21,124 
23,601 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. ller cent i.Per cent. 
96'~ 91-3 89-0 n-o 94-4 5-6 88-7 1 11·S 
~9-3 75-0 83-8 16-2 95-4 (-0 92-0 I S'O 

101·1 84'1 84-5 15·5 95-8 (,2 86-71 13-3 
54'4 55,7 89·1 10-9 98-9 1·1 n'll 0·8 

117-7 90-3 73·2 26-8 05-71 (-3 90·7 9'$ 
108-3 87·8 79-0 21-0 94-3 6-7 93-3 6-7 
101-4 96-6 83'9 16-1 96-6 3'4 92'6 ! 7-' 

77"7 90'1 85-9 14'1 04-7 5'3 90-1 I 4'9 
115'6 97-4 86'0 13-4 93-7 6-3 95'2 I 4'8 

• Sooured beIng Included at Its greasy eqnlvalent. 

The figureR as to quantity and value in this table are not comparable with 
any others quoted herein by reason of the fact that considerable quantities 
of wool grown in Ne.w South Wales are sold in other States, notably in 
Victoria and South Australia, while small quantities of wool from the other 
States, and morc especially from Queensland, are marketed in Sydney. The 
wool produced in any season is not necessarily sold in thc same season. The 
uncertainty consequent on the outbreak of war caused a heavy decline in 
sales during 1914-15, and sales were retarded again on the resumpti.on of 
auctions in 1920-21, owing to the existence of large stocks and to uncertain 
conditions. At the close of sales in June, 1923, there was practically no 
wool remaining unsold in Sydney. The balance in store remaining unsold 
at 30th June, 1924, was 13,300 bales, at 30th June, 1925, 171,700 bales, and 
at 30th June, 1926, 11,670 bales. 
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Particulars of the appraisement and purchase of wool under the Imperial 
Wool Purchase Scheme which operated during the years 1916-17' to In9-20 
were published in previous editions of this Year Book. 

Sydney is by far the largest wool-selling centre of Australia, the quantity 
wId at Sydney wool sales being, usually, greater than at the two next 
lnrgest centres (Brisbane and <Melbourne) combined. Wool is also sold at 
Albury, on the southern border, but these sales are comparatively small in 
extent. 

Prices of W ooz. 
On account of the very large number of varieties of wool, of the pro

nounced changes of condition from season to season, and of the varying 
proportions of each in the total output, it is a matter of great difficulty to 
obtain price quotations which will show accurately the fluctuations of values 
from year to year. 

However, it appears that the average values of Australian wool per pound 
have been subject to alternate periods of rising and falling which, on the 
basis of average export 'Values from New South Wales, <have been as follows :'
:Rising to 1830, falling 1831 to 1849, rising 1850 to 1861, falling 1862 to 
1894, rising 1895 to 1907, falling 1908 to 1911, rising 1912 to 1924. These 
periods indicate the general trend only, because in certain years, notably 
1900, 1914-15, and 1920, prices varied irregularly. 

The following statement, compiled from the official records of the Sydney 
Wool Selling Brokers' Association, shows the average prices realised for 
wool at Sydney auctions in the past twenty-seven seasons:-

Season Aver .. ge Prices per lb. I IA verag. Prlc •• per lb. 
Sealon 

Anrag. Prlo •• perlb. 
Sealon 

ended endod I ended 
Ore".,.. \ 8cour.a. 30th June. Greasy. I Scoured. I 30th June. Grea.,.. I Scoured. 30th June. 

~~---

I I I I d. d. d. d. d. d. 
1899 7t I 131 1909 7k i 131 ! 1918 I 14.· 231· 
1000 lIt lSi 1910 9. 15k ! 1919 I 15 .. 251-
1901 5i lOt 1911 S! I 14k 

I 
1920 

I 151 • 26iOo 
1902 6t llt 1912 st 14 1921 12! I 25 
1~O3 8 141 1913 ,91 161 1922 

I 
121 I 1(t 

1901 ~t 14t 1914 9t 161 1923 

ml 
23 

1905 St 141 1915 S. 15! 1924 

I 

36 
1906 9 16* 1916 101 17. 1925 251 41t 
1907 91 ! 15i 1917 141" 20." 1926 16! 251 
1905 9 151 

I I 
< 

.. Price as appraitl('d under Imperia.l \Vool Purchase Scheme. The ayerage amount to be added to the 
,-aluc of greasy wool in re3pect of surplus profits is 6'S:3J. per lb., of , ... hieh one-half accrwpd to
Austra 'ian growers. 

These figures represent the average price of wool sold during the year, 
and furnish an accurate guide to the average yalue per pound of the clip 
produced in individual years, provided due ullo'l'l'ance be made for carry 
over of unsold wool on 30th ,June. 

The average prices of greasy wool do not provide an accurate measure of 
the variations in the value of wool as a commodity, because the market 
priee of the clip in any season is' affected by the proportion of natural greaBc 
which the wool contains. The quimtity of grease varies according to the 
seasonal conditions. ""Vool grown in a good season carries more grease than 
that grown in a dry period. The feeding of sheep on rich rations for the 
purposes of obtaining a weighty carcase for export also cause<! an increasQ 
in the proportion of grease in the wool. The prices of both greasy and 
scourE'd wool shown above are affected by changes in the proportion of 
merino to cross-bred and of fleece to lambs' wool sold, and by such variable 
qualitie3 as length, fineness, and soundness. j 
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British A ustralian Wool Realisation Association Limite& 
Particulars of the formation and activities of this organisation are 

contained in the Year Book for 1921 at page 781 and 1924 at page 580. 
The following statement provides a summary of the payments made to 

wool-growers under the Imperial Wool Purchase Scheme and of the distri
bution of profits accruing to growers therefrom to 31st December, 1925. 
The estimated payments made in respect of wool grown in New ISouth 
Wales have been revised since thelast issue of this Year Book, as the former 
estimates were based on the production re.corded in landholders' returns. 
As explained on another pagc it has been ascertained that these were con
siderably understated. 

Heading, 

Flat Rate of Purchase-

Date 01 Pay· 
ment. 

Value of wool as appraised , .. ') Upon 

Add difference between aver· 
age appraised value and 
15~d. per lb. 

I appraise. 
I ment 

r 
Total paid for wool at , 

15~d. per lb. ... J 

Grower8' Share of Profit8 -
5 per cent. of appraised value 

distributed by Central 

" 

Wool Committee. ." 27 Oct., 1920 
Retirement of sm'lll growers 

am! fractional .payments 30 July, 1921 
First p"yment on priority 

wool certificates... ...30 July, 1921\ 
Final payment on priority 

wool certificates ... ...18 May, 1922 
First capital reductiou .. 14 ApI., 1923 

.Second capital reduction ... U Feb., 1924 

Total profits distributed 

Total payments made 

Nominal value of shares reo 
maining 

Value of assets {Ordinaryt .. 
remaining III trust, ... 

Amount of Payment in Respect 
01-

Wool grown in IWOOI appraised I Wool grown in 
the Comlllon w in New Southl New South 

wealth. . Wale.. 1 Wales.t 

£ £ £ 

153,743, &:37 59,000,520 72,930,000 

6,856,923 895,370' 1,107,000 

160,600, i80 i 59,895,890* 74,037,000 
----1------

7,686,283 

249,697 I I 
4,703,581 \ 

5,198.686 
5,924,021 
5,:131,618 

-----
29,093,886 

2,767,162 3,445,000 

1,732,920 2,214,000 

1.821,788 2,324,000 
2,132,825 2,655,000 
1,919,542 2,;~90,000 

-----
10,374,2~7 13,028,000 

189,694,600 70,270,127* 87, 065,000 -------1-
592,402 213,282 265,000 

6,410,618 1,780,581* 2,873,000 
1,900,856 527,972*1 852,000 

.. Estimated t Distribution deferred until Company is wound up. :j: Revised estimate. 

The wool concerned in this purchase was' that grown in the 1916-1'7 season 
and not disposed of befo:'eNovember, Hil6, besides the whole of the produce 
of the next three seasons, other than wool exported on sheep skins. The 
amount realised for the growers' share of surplus wools, after paying the 
fiat rate of 15~d. per lb .. to the growers, was equivalent to an average 
of 6·88d. per lb. oyer the whole ql1antity of 2,486;721,752 lb. purchased 
in Austmlia by the Impm'ial Cruvernment. It is estimated that of 
this quantity 1,297,000,000 lb. were produced in New South Wales. The 
actual average amount which accrued to the growers was 18 ·94d. per lb. 
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Destinat'ion of Wool Shipped. 

The following statement shows the destination of the oversea shipments 
<If wool from New South Wales during the two years ended June, 1924, and 
1925, in comparison with similar information for the year 1913. The figures 
relate to the cargoes actually despatched dm'ing the periods specified, and 
not to the wool sold during eachoseason:-

Oversea'Export. of Wool (000 omitted). 

Destination. G •• a.y. Scoured. 

I lb. lb. '\ lb. I lb. I lb. I lb. Uuited Kingdom '" 50,120 50,585 56,011 10,609 7,897 9,407 
<canada ..• '" ... 65,267 11 72 
AUltria ... 7,297 33 
Belgium ..• 27,222 22,731 I 18;515 2,021 1,388 i;254 
-Germany... 54,266 14,599 24,270 4,579 1,394 1,196 

Top •• 

lb. I lb. to 100 
•.• 29 . U6 

387 
99 
17 

Franee ..• 76,486 59,66015°'799 12,658 4,599 2,735 

Italy 3,638 9 12,160 132 196 188 
.Japan ... 5,001 25,283 31,967 12!) 786 367 i;;'35 f.,giS 
Netherl"nd. 7,661 551 616 2 

lb. 
887 
2611 

2,402 

United Stat.. . .. [ ',286 7,279 I 14,371 85 387 162 ... 20 
<lih.r Countries '" 23 10,979 j 423 2 136 87 58 •.. • .• 

Total •. }2s:m-1198;951 ~-W:USl7,4lo\~_-~ 3.957\3;92 

The largest quantities of wool are sent usually to the United Kingdom, 
:France, and Japan in the order named, although more greasy wool was sent 
to-France than to the United Kingdom in 1923-24. Some of the wool sent 
to the United Kingdom ,is transhipped to other ,countries. 

Approximately 80 per cent. of the wo()l is shipped in the greasy state, 
though the weight is loaded thereby with extraneous matter amounting to 
;as much as the wool itself. It is considered that scoured wool stored in 
"tightly-packed bales for a long period is more liable to deterioration than 
greasy wool. An important consideration in regard to the condition in 
which wool is shipped is the pmpose for which the wool is needed. For 
()ertain classes of factories scoured wool is purchased, and in other caseg 
manufacturers prefer to buy greasy wool and to subject it to special pro
·cesses in claBsing and scouring. 

OATTLE. 

Cattle-raising, as connected with the dairying industry, is dealt with on 
page 5:-0, and as connected with the meat trade on page 5;:;0. 

Apart from dairying, industries connected with cattle, such, for instance, 
8S the export of beef, have never existed on a large scale in New Sout.h 
·Wales. IJ)cal production scarcely meets the -requirements of local consump
tion, and only the import of cattle from Queensland enables the maintenance 
-of a sman export trade in frozen and tinned beef. From 1916 to 1922 an 
appreciable inc:'ease was apparent in tho number of cattle depastured, and 
the number in 1922 constituted a reoord for th_c,State. The causes of this 
increase are shown, by the table on the next two pages, to have been the 
heavy importations of 1920-21, and the large natural increase in 1921-22, 
coupled with restricted slaughtering in those years. The influence of these 
factors is explained later in discussing the meat export trade and the 
markets for meat. 
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Jnst as the first effect of the check to meat prices caused an aocumulation 
of cattle until 30th June, 1922, EO did the continuance of unfavoura.ble 
markets lead to a diminution in herds during the next three years. Breeding 
operations were curtailed, importation of live stock from Queensland was 
very restricted and the herds were heavily depleted. 

The following table shows the total number of cattle in the is tate, includ
ing dairy cattle, at the close of each quinquennial period since 1861, and 
the numbers at 30th June of each of the last ten years :-

Year. Cattle. Year. CaUl •• Year. Cattle. 

1861 I 2,271,9:~3 1901 2,047,454 1919* 3,280,676 

1866 1,771,809 1906 2,549,944 1920* 3,084,332 

1871 

I 
2,014,888 19B 3,194,236 1921* 3,375,267 

1876 

\ 

3,131,013 1913 2,822,740 1922* 3,546,530 

1881 2,597,348 I 1916* 2,405,770 1923* 3,251,18(} 
I I I 1886 1,367,844 1917· 2,765,943 1924· 2,938,522 

: 891 2,128,838 . 1918- 3,161,717 1925' 2,876,254 

1896 9,226,163 
, 

• At 30th Juno. 

The numbers shown above include cows in registered dairies. These 
numbered 894,283 in 1925 as compared with 887,222 in 1922. 

The principal distinct breeds of cattle now in the State are the Durham 
or Shorthorn, Hereford, Jersey, Ayrshire, and Devon, but crosses from these 
breeds predominate. The number of pure and stud cattle in the State 
probably does not exceed 250,000. 

The following table contains particulars of the sexes and ages of the cattle 
in the State in the last six years so far as such particulars have been 
collected :-

I 
Other I Steers 
ows not over 
n milk. 3 years. 

II \COWS in D<l.iries, 
'At Bulis, and Cows in 

30th June, I 3 years I Milk, but C 
. and over 'I no~ .in i 

D.Hrle3. 

No. No. 
1,157,477 
1,328,788 
--"------~ 

--19~-- 3~~72! 9or32;-1-
1921 40,4391 941,742 

!,--
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

4,640 1700,787 
4,127 587,495 
6,685 563,324 
* * 

43,381 i 974,087 168 
40,530 i 958,287! 67 
38,045 I 949,135 158 

* ! D~2,850;~ I 
-------_.- -- ------

0(. !.~ ot avails. b le. 

I 
Steers and CalveA, 

I 
Young Bulls under Total. 
(1 to 3 years). 1 year. 

-No. No. No. 

I 508,039 479,521 3,084,332 
527,569 536,729 3,375,267 

529,933 613,702 3,546,530 
501,634 489,107 3,251,180 
427,941 373,392 2,938,522 
• 422,7361 2,876,254 

Between 30th June, 1922, and 30th June, 1924, the total decrease in 
herds was approximately 608,000, made up of 240,300 calves, 137,400 steers 
over three years, 102,000 young steers and y0ung bulls, 98,000 cows not in 
milk, 25,000 dairy and milking cows, and 5,300 bulls over three years. 
Further details regarding dairy and milking cows are published on a later 
page. The number of cahTes under one year shows considerable va6ation 
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on account of seasonal and market influences. The lowness of the number;; 
Tecorded on 30th June, 1920, may be attributed to dry spaSOll';. In 1922-23 
the number of calves dropped was large, but apparently bpcanse of the 
unprofitahle state of the beef market, very many were destroyed or 
slaughtered. The number of calves dropped in 1923-24 was considerably 
smaller than in 1922-23, and the number destroyed or slaughtered 
for food reduced the number surviving to a level much below the lowe3t 
figure of the preceding five years. The slaughtering of calves ill 1924-25 
was considerably heavier than in any recent year, but the number reared 
was greater than in the preceding year. 

Cattle Breeding. 
The following table shows the number of cows in each class, and the 

increase in cattle herds from breeding in the past four seasons:-

. 
Cows in Registered Dairies. Other Oows. Oalves. 

----- ItCalYes 
Year ended Total ;:,Jaughtered 
30th June. 

Being Ispringingl h Being I Cows. Droppedi Surviving fol' food. 
Milked. I Heifers. Ot er. Milked. Dry. during at end of 

year. year. 
I 

I I II! 1922 414,5571 68,222 404,6431 86,665'684,6401,658,727 199'),128 61:{,702 103,883 
1923 404,6111 63,100411,051\ 79,525674,127 [,6:l2,414i961,154489,107 133,524 
1924 418,505i 71,515 374,435 84,680586,6851,535,820804,928 373,:l92 123,760 
1925 457,217 68.206\368,8601 88,567 t t! t 422,736 159,999 

I I 
* Jn~luding a number of ('aIves dropped ip. the predous year. t Not available. 

Rather more than one-half of the cows are in registered dairies and hence 
are not generally available for breeding for beef purposes. It was stated 
before the Select Committee of Inquiry into the Meat Industry Encourage
ment Bill in 1924 that in a representative dairying district on the North 
Coast no less than 95 per cent. of bull calves and 75 per cent of heifer calves 
were destroyed shortly after birth. That this practice is general in dairying 
districts is shown by the fact that the ratio of calves dropped to calves sur
viving in 1923-24 was 27 per cent. in the North Coast district and, 29 per 
cent. in the South ,Coast district. These averages relate to operations on a 
considerable number of holdings, including a large number used for grazing 
beef cattle only, or partly for grazing beef cattle, hence the proportion in 
the case of holdings used only for dairying is probably lower still. In 
districts where dairying operations are relatively small the lll:oportion of 
calves surviving is very much higher, viz., on the tablelands 77 per cent., 
on the western -slopes 82 per cent., and on the central plains 84 per cent. 

It is clear, therefore, that the number of ,calves raised on dairy farms for 
beef purposes is negligible, Rnd if it be Rssumed that the number of dairy 
cows in milk at 30th June shows the variations in the number calved on 
dairy farms during the year, it follows, by analysis of the number of 
calves slaughtered during the year, and the number surviving at the end of 
the year, that the number of cows producing calves for beef purposes was 
at least 200,O{)0 less in 1923-24 than in 1921-22, the respective totals being 
in the neighbourhood of 350,000 and 550,000 calves. This is largely 
accounted for by the fact that 65,000 more cows were slaughtered in 
1922-23 than in 1921-22, and 60,000 more in 1:1:23-24 than in 1922-23. Con
siderable improvement occurred in breeding operations in 1924-25, the total 
number of calves slaughtered and calves snrviving at the end of the year 
being 85,000 greater than in 1923-24, though still considerably less than in 
1921-22 and 1922-23. 



Interstate MOI'ementll, of Cattlt: 
By reason of the existence of diseases among the-cattle of ceriaiudistricts:. 

notably the presence of' cattle tick in the n1)rth~eaet of New South \Yales 
and in parts of Queensland, the interstate movement of cattle' is, closely 
regulated in order to stay the spread of disease. In c;ertain cases 'cattle are 
quarantined, dipped or sprayed on admission and Bubjectto special treat
ment should such become necessary within a fixed peric-cithereafter. 

l'he following statement shows the number of live cattle (so filT as 
recorded) passing into and out ofRew South Wales during each of the past 
five years. The movement is principally overland, comparatively few cattltt 
being transported bv sea . . 

From New South'Wal.a, 
t 

To New South Wille." 

Year. I To I ! I From - To To South F From Sbutb" 

Tlctoria'l 
Queen.- Australia 

I 
Total; .. rom Queen-. , A .... t.raUa To.aI., 

land. and by V Icuma'

l 
hmd. 'and by: 

Sea. I Sea; 

I 
I 

No. I No. No. I No. I No. No. No. No. 
1920-21 100,508 19,24l1 6,976 : 126,724 142,958 375,597 4,780 523,335, 
1921-22 158,834 24,740 12,355 195,929 43,318 204,830 1,153 2411,301 
1922-23 111,570 22,088 17,249 150,907 44,457 109,555 2.785 156.197 
1923-24 114,936 11,574 23;702 150,212 40,757 251,031 I 1,655 293.443 
1924-25 1 132,425 22,561 15,098 170,()84 38,473 207,917 . 1;7S9 248,179 

i 

Although the effects of seasonal variations are apparent during'this period 
there is, on the whole, a heavy but fluctuating import of cattle to New South 
Wltlel:' from Queensland, and a considerable exy/ort to Victoria. The inter
change with South Australia is small. The large import to New South 
Wales in 1920-21 consisted principally of eattle for slaughtering purpose., 
as with the breaking of the drought, in New South Wales in June, 1920, cattle 
were withheld from market for fattening and for breeding purposes. 

In 1923~24· there was considerable importation from Queensland. 
During th~ five years covered in the table there wa'> an excess of import!! 

from Queensland of about 1,048,127 cattle, and an excess of exports to 
Victoria amounting to 308,310. The total net gain to New South 'Wales 
from all sources was about 677,199, During the same period the estimated 
number of cattle and calves slaughtered for export was 206,914. 

Increase and Decreaseo! Outlle. 
The number of cattle in New South Wales varies under the influence of 

three factors, v"iz., importation, slaughtering, and natural increase, i.e., 
excess,of ('!lIving, over deaths from causes other than slaughtering. The opera
·tion of each of these during each of the p~t eight years- is shown below:~ 

Cattle at 

I 
Net Imports Cattle .. nil. Cattle Itt 

Year, beginning Cal yes end of 
of Year. of Cattl •• Slaughtered. Ye .. r. 

1917-18 2,765,943 f 101,424 378,123 3,161,717 
1918-19 3,161,717 1(-) 48,082 437,187 3,280,676 
1919-20 3,280,676 : 22,972 593,997 3,084,332 
1920-21 3,084,332 I 396,611 526,055 3,375,267 
1921-22 a,375,267 I 58,372 681,789 3,546,530' 
1922-23 3,546,530 I 5,890 739,050 3,251,180 
19'8-24 3,251,180 I 143,231 752,489 2,938,522 
1924-25 2,938,fi22 I 78,095 8!8,826 2,876,254 

(-) Denotes exceas of exports • 

• 
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HORSES. 

There was a great ltd vance in hOIB6-breeding between 1910 and 19J 8, .o.wmg 
to the increased demand which arose as a consequence of widening settle
ment, prosperoUJs seasons, and. defen~e requirements. During the five years 
ended 30th June,. 1924, however, there 'has been a marked decline due. to the 
adversesea&:>lls of 1918-20, the low pri.ces prevailing, and' probably to an 
increased use of motors for transport. Although a marked. improvement 
took place in breeding operations in 1924-25, it was not sufficient to prevent 
a further decline in the total number of horses. 

The following table shows the number of horses in New South Wales at 
the und of quinquennial periods Rinee 1861, and at 30th June ineach.of the' 
iast ten yeWl'S:-

1861 
1866 
1871 
1876 
1881 
1886 
1891 
1896 

I· Horsos. 

233,220 
274;437 
304,100 
366,703 
398,577 
361,663 
469,647 
510,636 

II 
II 
I 

I 
I 

Year. lIorsel. Year. Horse ... 

1901 
[ 486,716 1920" I 662,264 

1906 I 537,762 1921* 

I 
663,178 

1911 

I 

689,004 1922·' 669,800 
1916* 719,542 1923· 660,031 
191.7* 733,791 

II 

1924- 658,372 
Un8- I 742,247 1925" 647,503 
1919* 

I 
722,723 

I 
... U 30th June. 

The number of; the horses in the State reached its maximum of 746,170 
in 1913, and it remained near this level until 1919. In 1919-20 there was a 
eudden decrease and the number of horses has remained in the vicinity of 
660,000 ever since, with a tendency to decline slowly. 

For purposes of classification the horses have been divided into draught 
and light, and the number of each particular kind, at the 31st December, 
1924, so far as could be ascertained from returns collected by the Stock 
Department, was as follows :- .L_ .' 

I 1924. I 1915. 
Class. 

I-ThoroUghbred, I I Ordina<y. Total. Total. 

Dra.ught '" ... 25,402 I 237,946 263,348 I 260,536 
Light '" '" 29,589 231,675 261,264 

I 
355,414 

54,991 
I 

469,621 524,612 I 615,950 
I , 

The number of horses sho'A'Il above is not the total for the State, and it 
is published only as an indication of the trend of change in the classifica
tion. It represents only those horses on holdings which depasture ten or 
;more horses, 01' livestock equivalent to 100 or more sheep, and which sup
plied returns for assessment by the Pastures Protection Boards. The com
parison .shows that the decrease in the numbers has occurred almost entirely 
among light horses. 

Thoroughbred sires are kept on many of the large hoLdings, and at many 
centres throughout the country, while special breeding stock are kept at 

·most of the Government experiment farms. 
There is a small export trade to India, ",here the horses are required as 

remounts for the army. The number of ordinary horses sent there during 
the year ended 30th June, 1925, was 240, and the value was £4,800. 
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Horse Breed1'ng 
Horse breeding operations have been decreasing since 1913, when the 

number of foals reared was 79,620. A sudden decrease occurred in the bad 
season 1919"20, when the number reared was only 2'4,755, as compared with 
40,015 in thp- previous year. There has not been any sustained recovery 
since that season, ibut the number of foals reared in 1924-25 showed con
siderable improvement. 

During the three years between July, 1916 and June, 1919, approximately 
136,000 foals were reared as compared with only 92,300 during the last three 
.years for which records are available. The number of foals dropped during 
normal years is, on the average, between 7 and 8 per stallion, but the num
ber of stallions in the State is decreasing rapidly. 

The following table shows the' number of horses of each sex, and the 
number of foals lit the end of each of the past eight years;-

At 30th June. Stallion •. Mares and Geldln~s and I Foals under 
[ Total. J<'ii1ies. Colts. 1 year. 

-----

I 
]918 6,407 341,9111 347,017 46,832 742,247 
1919 5,587 330,540 346,581 40,015 722,723 
1920 4,609 305,211 327,689 24,755 662,264 
1921 4,270 314,073 324,770 20,065 663,178 
1922 4.318 314,276 321,521 29,685 669,800 
1923 4,021 310,747 316,647 28,616 660.031 
1924 3.809 311,275 318,931 24,307 658,372 
1925 * * * 39,415 647,503 

- -~~--

• Not available. 

There is comparatively little interstate movement of horses, and prac
tically no import by sea. As the number of foals reared in the past five 
years has been only about 14'2,100, i,t is apparent that the average age of the 
horses in the State must be increasing rapidly, and that unless 'breeding or 
importation increalSes a stea{lv decline is to ,be expected in the number of 
horses. The increase in breeding operations in 1924-25, though consider
able, was not sufficient to arrest this decline. 

OTHER LIn: STOCK. 

Particulars of the number of pigs in the State are shown on a later page. 
The number of goats in New South Wales in June, 1925, was 26,313, 

including 3,840 Angol'a goats. Under the provi.sions of the Dog and Goat 
Act, 1&98, the use of dogs 01' goats for purposes of draught is prohibited. 

In New ,South \Vales camels are used principally as carriers on the 
Western Plains, but their numbers are steadily diminishing. The number 
in June, 1925, was 368, compared with 1,792 at the close of the year 1913. 

Donkeys and mules are not extenRlvely uscd in New South Wales, t.he 
numbers in 1925 ,being 200 of the former and 43 of the latter. Most of 
these are situated ,in the Western Division, where they are used f\)1' pur
poses of transport. Movements acrms the border cause marked fluctuations 
in the number in the State. 

The climate of certain portions or the Statc is comidered specially suitable 
for ostrich fRrming, though it is not conducted on an extensive scale. The 
number of ostriches at the end of June, 1925, was 96, as compared with 36 
at June, 1924. 
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PRICES OF LIVE STOCK. 

The following statement shows the average prices of fat stock in the 
metropolitan saleyard!:! at Flemington during recent years. Theamounts 
stated are the means of the monthly prices whldh are published annually 
in the Statistical Register. 

Stock. L_~~:l._~I_ 192~:_ 1_~1~9~23~'_--,--_1~92~'~. _ 1925. 

Cattle. I £ I. d. £ I. d. I £ •• d. 
Bullocks and Steers-, I 

Mean of PrimE' and Good I 9 14 0 7 18 0 I 10 3 (i 
CoW8 and Heifers-' i 

Extra. Prime and Prime ••• 1 9 9 0 6 liS 0 i 10 5 6 
Calves, Vealers- I 

3 10 6 Good ... 1 

Sheep. I 
CroBs-bred-

2 (i 3 

Wethers- I 

Mean of Prime and Good 
Ewes- II 

Mean of Prime andGood 
Merino- I 

Wethers- I 

o 18 0 103 

o 15 0 o 15 0 

o 18 9 1 1 6 Mean of Prime and Good 'I 

Ewes-
Mean of Prime and Good I 0 14 6 0 1& 6 I 

Lambs, and Suckers Woolly
Mean of Prime and Good 

Pigs. 
Porkers-

Good 
Baconers

Good :::\ 

o 14 0 

3 14 3 

576 

o 17 9 

2 18 6 

4 % 6 

25 0 

8 9 

5 6 

1 13 3 

4, 0 

4, 0 

3 2 6 

526 

£ I. d. £ .. d. 

9 4 6 10 11 9 

7 19 0 9 4 6 

2 6 6 2 13 3 

1 17 0 1 14 0 

13 0 9 3 

1 16 0 I 15 3 

1 9 0 66 

1 9 0 8 3 

3 7 0 2 19 6 

41164.00 

The prices of stock in local markets are influenced very largely by the 
nature of the seasons, but the condition of oversea markets for wool, meat, 
hides, ski.rrs, etc., is also an important consideration. During bad seasons 
stock are hastened to market and prices are low, but, when the dry weather 
breaks, efforts to re-stock cause a decrease in yardings, and prices for a 
time are abnormally high. 

Throughout 1921 prices of live stock at Flemington declincd heavily, 
though sheep tended to become dearer towards the end of the year in response 
to ,the more favourable prospects of the wool trade. This tendency con
tinued until September, 1922, when they were approximately 100 pel' cent. 
dearer than in October, 1921. A ,gteep decline then occurred until the end 
of the year, when prices showed an upward tendency, but the rise was not 
sustained. The continued dry weather caused a large supply of stock to be 
placed on the market during the early months of 1923, and prices declined 
steadily. In May, however, the seasonal conditions improved, and in the 
following month heneficial rains fell in the pastoral diHtricts, causing priees 
of stock to rise rapidly as graziers competed for supplies to replenish their 
flocks and herds. The upward movement lasted until August in the case of 
sheep,and September in the case of cattle. 

In the meantime, as shearing progressed, an nmple numbrr of shorn sheep 
were rcady for market. The -condition of local cattle had improved and a 
large number were imported from Queensla.nd. 'l'hHefore prices began to fa.Il 
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again. The rise had been so rapid that the av€rage price o£ prime medium 
bullocks rose from £9 15s. in hpril, 1923, to £22 148. in September, and of 
prime wethers from 22s. Bd. for crossbred and 31s. for merinos in April to 
48s.and 55s. 6d. respectively in Augnst. At the end of the year .1923 the 
corresponding prices were---ebullocks £10 13s.; wethers-crossbred 29,s. 3d., 
merino 28s. 6d. The seasonal conditions throllghout 19,24 were good, and the 
price of cows and bullocks declined, owing to the pres,sure of supplies and 
the absence of a profitable oversea market. The supplies of sheep were 
restricted by reason of the excellent prices prevailing for wool, and prices, 
especially for c:rosslbreds, rose considerably, exceeding the levels reached in 
1920. The prices of fat sheep at Flemington declined heavily throughout 
1925, 'but there was a sustained improvement in the priceso£ fat cattle. 
The movement ranged from 25 per cent. to 50 pCI' cent. In regard to 
the monthly prices of sheep it should be noted that the quantity of wool 
~arried by the stock is an important factor affecting the price. As a general 
rule sheep at market in January and February me shorn, during March and 
April they have growing fleece, from May to August they are woolly, and 
from September to December both shorn and woolly sheep are marketed. 

MRAT TRADE. 

The meat trade commenced to assume importance in New South Wale!! 
toward the end of the nineteenth century, when an export trade in frozen 
and chilled meat became posHible through the provision of refrigerated space 
in ocean steamers. 

Whereas, ill the earlier years, surplus stock frequently fonnd no better 
outlet than b~iling-down works, and were, therefore, of no greater value 
than that of the hides or skins and tallow produced from them, an oversea 
market for both frozen and canned meats has been opened up. Boiling
down operations have practically ceased, and the export trade has grown 
considerably, although its progress has been subject to vicissitudes. 

The opening, the expansion, and the 'boom of oversea trade, which 
(}ccnrrcd respectively about 1900, 1911, and from 1914 to 1921 caused Bub
,stantial rises in the local prices of both beef and mutton. 

Since 1921 the market values of Australian meat have been dominated 
by world influences, and in particular the price of mutton has risen through 
the competition of wool-growing, while that of beef has fallen through the 
depression in the values of frozen beef due to the preference of English 
-consumers for chilled beef from South America. 

Under the control exercised by the Imperial Government through its 
,,;ar-time trade activities, the price of meat was raised to unprecedented 
heights but, after the free market was restored in England in March, 
1921, the influence of the world wide economic depression was felt and prices, 
especially of frozen beef, fell precipitately in London, remaining for the 
next three years little above the level of 1913. This was disastrous to 
Australian cattle interests because costs of slaughtering and marketing 
stock had increased so heavily that it ceased to be profitable to raise 
cattle for the e-xport trade. At the same time seasonal factors operated 
-to depress the local market. 'When the drought had terminated in June, 
1920, stock were, for a time, held back for fattening and prices rose as 
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supplies diminished, but the supply of fat stock became augmented in .1921' 
and prices of fat stock in Sydney inevitably fell. Although the local con
sumption of beef increased rapidly with the return to lower prices, the. 
natural limitations of the market were soon reached and the local demand 
was not sufficient to support the industry, which had developed an export 
trade. As a consequence the local cattle markets became heavily depressed 
and, although there waS a temporary improvement through seasonal caliBes 
in 1923, cattle-raising ceased to provide attractions for .meat producers. 

Happily, the position of the meat trade in mutton and lamb was much 
better than that in beef. The depression which followed the removal 01 
(i()vernment control of the British markets in March, 1921, began to pass 
away by the end of that year and the average prices realised for frozen 
mutton during 1922 and 1923 were rather more than 50 per cent. a:bove the 
average for 1913. Toward the end of 1924 prices improved still further 
and in December were 100 per cent. above the average for 1913. For 
frozen lamb prices were even more favourable. This condition was attri
but-ed largely to a marked preference on the part of English consumers 
for .mutton and lamb as a reaction to the forced consumption of beef during 
the war. 

ilespite the relatively happy position of mutton and lamb in English 
markets, however, there was only a temporary expansion in the export of 
these mcats in the years 1921-22 and 1922-23, when seasonal conditions 
militated against the retention of sheep. In 1923-24, when the pastoral 
season ·was more favourable and the wool market had reached a highly 
profitable level, the trade in mutton and lamb contracted rapidly. Slaughter 
for local requirements decreased by one-quarter and the number slaughtered 
for the export trade was only one-third of the number of the previous 
season. Operations in the export of frozen mutton and lam1b continued on 
1\ restrieted soale in 1924-25, but there was a slight expansion in the export 
Qf frozen beef, for which prices improved. 

Encouragement of the Meat Industry. 

Particulars of the steps taken to meet the difficult situation which con
fronted the meat industry in 1922 were published on page 591 of this Year 
Book for 1924, where a description was also given of the constitution of the 
A.ustralian Meat Council and New South WalesJ\feat Advisory Board. 

The amount of the levy under tne Meat Industry Encouragement Act 
was approximately £14,160, collected from approximately 16,000 owners of 
stock. 

After the oollection of the levy a poll was demanded by stockowners in 
terms of the Act, ,and a ballot was neld on 30th April, 1926. Of 15,672 
ballot-'papel's issued, 7,050, or 44·9 per cent., were returned. Of these 1,206 
were favourable to the continuance of the levy, 5,369 were against, and 475 
votes were informal. Althongn this iballot was of no legal significance 
because less than tne required GO per cent. of stockowners voted, the Aus
tralian Meat ObunClil, after having regard to the situation in the other 
States, decided to discontinue its operations. 

SlaUf]htering. 

Tbe slaughter 0f live stock for salA as food, either for local consumption or 
for export. is permitted only in places licensed for the purpose, in accordanc9 
with the Cattle Slaughtering Act, 1902. 
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The follcJWing table shows the numbers of slaughtering establishments 
and of empluyees, together with th~ total number of stock slaughtered in the 
State at intervals since 1901. The figures relating to the est!l.blishments 
and employees, prior to 1921, are in excess of the actual number, as they 
include a large number of butchers' shops in country districts and the shop 
hands employed therein. 

SlAughter-house •. stock Slaughtered in Establishments and 011 Farms and Station •• 

Year. 
. ~ NO~ I 'mp~ees. ~s·heep. ~I-Lam~:.-! ~-U-lIt-OC-k-S-. 'f --c-o-ws--·--'l-- ~~lveo-·-1-8-"-ln-e-. -

~---+------~----~~~--~~~~~~--~-~--~~-~----.--

I :::::: 
1901 

190(1 

1911 

1916· 

1921* 

1922· 

1923· 

1,642 

1,522 

1,237 

1,071 

1160 

1,061 

1;0:;2 

1,073 

4,675 

4,391 

4,313 

3,722 

1,342 

1,758 

2,180 

1,750 

4,372,016 

4,229,407 

6,146,739 

147,117 

252,648 

400,186 

361,S31 

34;,253 

631,03; 

1,224,516 

633,731 

. 306,773 

I 

187,882 

300,941 

! 407,029 
! 

I, 420,117 

I 382,767 

I 
I 

113,374 

94,055 

182.178 

165,131 

14.;'610 

120,877 

1F5,409 

245,962 

19,654 

26,200 

59,969 

31,986 

711,504 

103,883 

183,524 

123,760 

159,999 

248,311 

281,650 

316,331 

219.806 

238,269 

336,3611 

339,544 

302,733 

S61,oei 
I I) 

1925· I 1,095 1,478 557,684. 1 :1)1,030 267.797 
____ . __________________________________ i _____________________ ~ _______ ~ ____ ___ 

3,815.iii 

3,006,008 

4,508,814 

4,441.760 

2,978,624 

2,~35,596 

• Year ended 30th JUDC. t Includes" small number of bulls. 

The majority of the stock, except swine, are slaughter€d in the m9tro
politan establishments, though it is considered that man;y ad,antages would 
result if facilities were provided to treat all the stock in the districts where 
they are depast'ured. In 1924-25 the Gheep and lamhs slaughtered in the 
county of Oumiberland numbered 1,448,811 sheep, 458,225 lambs, 202,1:3() 
bullocks, 119,445 cows, 144,933 calves, and 166,733 swine. The numbers 
slaughtered on stations and farms were :--8heep, 798,369; lamhs, 8,694; 
cattle, 45,586; and swine, 18,257. 

The particulars stated above relate to the stock slaughtered for all pur
poses, and the following statement shows th9 number of sheep and cattle 
used for local consumption as fresh meat and those frozen for export or 
presen-ed during the last three years. Occasionally, during periods of 
shortage, meat frozE;n or chilled for export is released for local consumption. 
Such a period of shortage was experienced in the latter part of 1923. 
- .... ----------~.-----.-.-----------------~-- -,------------

__ 1~~~~3. __ J 1923-24. 1_~~24<5... . 
Sheep : Cattle I Sheep. i Cattle I Sheep i Cattle 
and I (including I and I (including and 'I (including 

I.",nbs. I CalveO)., Lambs. Calves). Lamb.. I Calyes). 

Purpose lor \yliich slaughtered. 

- --I-No. I No. I No. I .No. I No. I No. 
Local consumption ... ..,'1,055,872,672,7821:3,092,652 704,325 2,834,390.733,7(,4 
Export to other States o,i j j I 

boiling down for tallow ... ; 28,705 i 4,763 i ]9,2331 3,636 II,155 3,337 
Export oyersm\ ... ... l.431,864. I. 3004gB, 4fl4,16S 34,4011. 514,128 53,148 
Meat preserving ... ' 148,83G I :::2,0;)7 1 11,252 11,998 I 13,6)7 23,577 

Total Slaughtered ... 5,666,276 i739,05013,(n~3551754,~OI3,393,2801818,826 
:M"arked fiuctuatio:ls are experienced in regarci to the frozen and p: e

served meat industries. During the year ended June, 1821, thero ,';as a de
cline of -72 pel' cent. in the llumcer of animals treated for these purposes, 
but although there was a marked increase in 1821-22 and 1922-23, there 
was a fall in 1823-24 practically to the level of 1()20-21. In 1824-25 there was 
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a slight increase in slaughter for e~port. During the three years reviewed 
ill the table the numbers .. of carcases of Australian frozen lamb and mutton 
exported from New South Wales were 1,723,7'20, 435,3S9, and 409,097 respec
tively. There is also apparent a pronounced decline in the local consump
tion of mutton and an increase in the consumption of heef. This has been 
due to the apparent preference for beef among local consumers when prices 
are low. 

In country towns li,~cnsed slaughter-houses lire inspected by :J. locsl offir:er 
appointed and controllt'd by the Local Govcmmt'nt aui..horities. In Newca~tle 
public abattoirs were eRtablisbed in 1912 under control of a board, elected 
by the councils of the local areas in the district. 

In the metropolitan area !'tock is slaughtered at the Statc Abattoirs at 
Homebush Bay. Animals Rold at Flemington are iuspected before being 
killed and the diseased are destroved, while" doubtful" beasts ale marked 
for further special attention at tl{e abattoirs. There is a staff of inspectors 
at the State Abattoirs and impectors are stationed at private slaughtcr:ng 
premises throughout the County of Cumberland. The operations of the 
inspectorial staff are supervised by the veterinary officers of the Metr~politan 
Mea.t Industry Board, who pay reguh.r visits to the different establishments. 

Part.iculars of stock slaughtered at the Rtate Abattoirs, Homebnsh Ba)~ 
during recent years fire shown in the following statement:-

-------- ----- -"------

Year ended 
I 

I 
Sheep and I Cattle. Calve •• Pigs. 

:lOth June. I Lambs. 

----

1915 
I 

195,028 48,148 2,116,844 65,718 
1916 100,794 19.137 1,309,810 64,884 
1917 103,909 3u,016 1,275,430 71,679 
1918 101,084 23,132 1,001,471 93,567 
1919 130,373 42,635 1,838,243 132,065 
1920 209,649 65,824 2,542,348 94,595 
1921 165,381 70,097 1,407,034 76,316 
:922 210,927 88,102 2,260,196 114,766 
1923 242,893 107,683 2,361,522 153,241 
1924 233,930 100,669 1,479,339 134,521 
1925 239,500 125,505 1,308,890 142,613 
1926 234,9~5__ 134~8~ __ I,828,041 __ ~182,~9_ 

Of the stock slaughtered at the State Abattoirs in 1924-25 the following 
numbers and proportions were totally condemned :-Cattle 1,843, or 0.97 
per cent.; calveifV 446, or 0 '35 per cent.;. sheep and lambs 82'3, or 0 '06 per 
cent.; 'and 'Pigs 278, or 0'12 per cent. In addition 4,152 <Jattle, 15. calves, 
1,885 sheep and lambs, and 2,330 :pigs were partially condemned. 

The following table shows the numbers of stock yarded annually at Flem
ington saleyards, where most of the stock slaughtered in Rydney are sold :-

Year ended 
80th June. Sheep. Cattle. 11_ r~~ ~~~:~L~heep· __ I_~tle~_ 

----------~~--------~--------~-

I 1922 3,179,875 I 282,399 1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 

1,711,246 
1,756,301 
2,684,652 
2,792,879 
2,255,970 

i49,604 
146,630 
178,140 
260,306 
251,065 Jbl __ l:fiHU I~E 

Certain aspects of the local meat trade, especially the carriage and con
sumption of meat, are discussed in part" Food and Prices" of this Year 
Book. 
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Prices .of Meat, Sydney. 

The following table shows the average wholesale T1ricesof meat in Sydney 
in each month since January, 1924:-

Beef, 
!! Mutton and Lamb, 

I 
I 

/1 
j 

r 

1824. 1925, I ]926, 1924, 1925. 1926. 
Month, 

00 

I 
,; 

I 
,; I 

,; I 00 

I ~ II J I 
.ri I 

d 

I 
,,; I ci 

I 
.ri ~ '0 ~ " '" S ~ S :§ e ... 

" " " ,5 0 
~ 

0 
~ :r: " '" 

.. 
" 

<C. I'; I'; 

J 
~ -'I :::; I 

-'I )1 ~ 

d, d, d, d, d, d, 

I 

d, d, d. d. d, d., Ja.nuary 
" .. .. 25 5'9 Iii 4:0 2'2 5'9 6'5 7'9 7'2 9'5 4'S 6'8 

February .. .. .. 2'5 5'5 l'S 3'9 2'2 5'3 6'2 S'l 7'2 9'7 4'2 5'9 
March .. " 

"I 
2'0 4'9 1'9 4'0 2'2 5'6 

I 
6'. S'O 6'3 g'S 4'0 6'3 

April .. .. .. 1'9 4'3 19 4'1 2'5 5'7 I 5'9 S'S 6'0 8'6 5'5 7:g. I 

May,. .. .. " 1'9 3i1 2'0 4'2 2'7 5'4 ! 5'5 8'2 6'3 94 5"2 7'3-
June .. .. .. 2'1 3'8 2'4 4'5' 2'S 5'] 0'7 S'g 6'5 9'5 4'6 7'2 

I 
July" .. .. .. 1'9 3'6 2°2 4'1 .. .. 5'1 S'4 6'2 9'3 .. .. 
August .. .. .. 2'0 4'0 2'6 4'5 .. .. 0'1 S'O 5'5 8'2 .. .. 
September " .. .. 2'2 4'5- 2'7 5'1 .. .. 5'0 8'6 5'2 7'S .. .. 
October .. .. .. 2'1 h'i 2'4 5'0 .. .. 58 8'0 4'6 7'1 .. .. 
November . . .. .. 2'1 4'4 2'1 4'S .. .. 6'0 S'l 4'5 6'7 .. .. 
December .. .. "I 2'1 4'5 2'5 5'91 .. .. 0'7 9'1 4'S 6'5 , . .. 

I I I . I I 

Average .. 
"/ 2'1 / 4'5 I 2'2 I 4'0 I 2'4§ / 5'5§ II 50 / S'3 I 5'9 / S'5 I 4'S§ I 6'9S 

§ Six months. 

Although there have been minor fluctuations, usually caused by the in
cidence of rainfall, this table shows that until the middle of 192'5 there was 
a gradual decline in the prices realised for beef and a gradual increase in 
those received tor mutton and lamb, During the year ended 30th June, 1926. 
the trend was reversed; the price of beef rose appreciably while prices of 
mutton and lamb: declined, 

Meat Export Trade, 

The meat export trade of New South Wales has now assumed consider
able proportions. 

Especial attention is given to preparation and transport of meat for export 
in order to rnsure a high standard in the product, Stringent regulations 
have bern issued by the Department of Trade and 'Customs regarding 
inspection and shipment of meat exported, The work is carried out by 
the Commonwealth authorities, All stock killed for export are examined 
in a manner similar to those for loeal, consumption, and carcases which 
have been in cold storage are re-examined immediately before shipment. 
In all t,he large modern steamers visiting the ports of New South Walff' 
refrigerated space has been provided, 

The meat trade is a comparatively recent development, and the number 
of stock available for export depends mainly upon the season, as in periods 
of scarcity the local demand absorbs the bulk of the fat stock marketc,d:. 
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. The quantity oHrozenmeat exported oversea in various years since 1891 
IS Ehown below. Ships' stores, amount;ng annually to several millions of 
pounds in weight, are not included in the tllble :-

Year. 

·Frozen or Chilled. r Pr""~rved. 

Bfef. rMUr~;;'~~d I ,J~~t. J':;~~: i Weight. Value. 
\ 

Vaiue ot all 
Meai 

Exported.t 

cwt. I cwt. I ewt. I' £ I 11,. ~\' £ £ 
1891 '" * 105.013 101,828 I 6,50il,928 85,629 201,421 
1896 26,529 559.507 586,036, ::94,596 14,365,:WO 187,957 562,389 
1901 115,050 I 351,516 460,5661 5U,525 10,086,940 209,6£i7 914;573 
1906 32,640. 455,165 487;805 579,294 3,121,933 62,307 724,048 

,1911 65,097 I 535,259 600,351171>8,155 2D,783,779 4.01,384 1,29U04 
1915",16 I 7,000 I 236,099 243,099 i 562,262 4,087,618 159,711 771,502 
1917-18 I 30,464 77,854 114,328 I 3l;2,846 121,522,.696 },230,083 1,673.328 
1918-191 21,363 1 173,122 194,485 I 497,784 33,836,189 2,000,846 2,733,699 

1920-21 IlO;727 I 166,039 276,766937,040 4,479,460 235.801 1,225;354 
1919-20 . 55,460 i 476,491 531,951 \ 1;341,004120,687,722 1;305,126 2,761,015 

1921-22 \ 95,579 1383,479 I 479,058 1;152,637 1 5,112,612 184;192 I 1,382,275 
1922-23 68,800 1 1>62,749\ 631,549 11,769,601 ;5,781,998 152,718 1 1,966,624 
1923-24 20,892 140,666 lGl.558 ,403.9h5 I 2.358,431 i 74,879 I 595,949 
1924-25 96,051 j 145,815 I 241,866 1684,487 , 3,900,353 I 11l,196 833,724 
-----c.·"'":oro~tC-a~vail!,:ble. t Fresh, frozen, preserved, and saIted beef, mutton, and :pork. 

There was, prior to the war, an encouraging development in the meai 
~port trade, and the prospects of· its establishment on 3 stable .foundation 
.appeared highly favourable. European countries 'were gradually openil,lg 
their ports to frozen meat, and the tradB in the East was increasing. Th. 
war, howevBr,doSBd many markets ,and, through inability toseCllr-B. freight 
space for comrnBrcial purposBs,exp<:Jrtswerehampered seriously. ,Early in 
1915 arrangements were made in tCnllSO! the Meat Supply for Imperial 
'Uses Act, for the purchase by the. Imperial Government of the whole output 
of beef and mutton .avaiJ.lifble ,for export duringth'C period of ,the war and 
until October, 1920 .. Details of the transactions wel'egiven<m 1l'.age482 of 
the 1920 issue of this Year Book. The subsequent experience' in. the. meat 
irade.has 'been dealt with 011 ,a previous page. 

''l'he,movem€'nt of the London prices for Australian frozen meat during the 
Jast .four years in 'Comparison '-with 'W13 is shown below. The quotations 
represent the monthly average of the weekly top prices and the annual 
:averages are the means of the monthly quotes. 

Month. 
1 __ F"r_o_ze_n_,B_C-,e_! _(H_i_nd,8~)_Jl_er_l_bc-' __ I __ ~Fr07.6n Mutton perlll. 

1913, 1.1922. 1923 1.9::4.11925, I ln3. Ilg22, 1.1923. j 1924.[1925. 

I I I d. 

. Ja,nuary .. ·1 ~i I' ~i !.! ~i ~!! ~i ~1' ~i 61 ~t 
February... 3! 4! 41 4-! 5} 46~ 7! 7 8 
Ma.rch... "'1 3! 4 5 .. 6 3i % 61 6! * 
April... ... 31 4i * .. 5t 4 61 6 * * 
Ma.y ... 3l 4!- * " 51 31 G! 5! • * 
June... "'j, 3! 4-l * 5 451 6 * * 
.July ... 4 4* 5t " 51 4 5 6 .. * 
Augu,t "'1 4 41 \ 4f 5l I 5t 4 5 (\1 * * 
September ... 4 5 A} 5t I 51' 4 ! &1 6i * * 
()cto her ... I 4! 4i 4! 5 I 5 t 4 ,61 6 t 7 * 

· . ..November ... 1 4~ 41- 4t 5~ 41 4 'I 7 {; 7t, 6 
December ... 4~ 4t 41- 5t I 5 4l 7l 61 8 /'it 
:Annual Avera.gei-4--i-~ 4!J--~- 5-1---4-1-~ 6i -U-6! 

• No quotation. "t'Uevernment·controi removed. 

.. 
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It was estimated in February, 1925, that the average cost of marketing 
frozen beef in London from the time the beast left a representative inland 
cattle station was 3id. per lb., including commission, insurance and ex
change, calculated on the basis of beef selling at 5d. per pound in London. 
The reduction of !d. per lb. in ocean freights from 1st March, and the 
reduction of exchange charges on 6th May, due to the restoration of the gold 
standard of exchange, Ilowered the costs as estimated t02~d. per lb., and 
this represented a very considerahle improvement III the net returns of 
producers. 

Two important changes occurred in the demand of the London market 
during the last :five years~supplies of chilled beef from South Amer,ica, 
which had been small since 1915, increased and exceeded their pre-war 
volume, while impo~tations of frozen beef from all sources, including Aus
tralia, decreased heavily. In addition, the market demand favoured mutton 
and, more especially, lamb; and beef was neglected, probably in reaction to 
its enforC€d consumption dU:r>ing the war period when mutton and lamb 
were scarce. As a consequence, supplies of beef were excessive during 19'22 
and 1923, and prices remained throughout tile year at about the same level 
as in the latter part of 1913, and on account of incTeased freight and 
handling charges proved unprofitable to local growers. Towards the end 
of 1924 and during 1!}25 there was an a'ppreciable rise in the prices of 
frozen beef, due to a falling-off in supplies from South America, but the 
average price of 1925 was less than 40 per cent. above that of 1913. 

The demand for mutton has been well sustained, and prices rose by 50 per 
cent. during the year 1922. In the following year the arrival of exception
ally heavy shipments had a depressing effect upon prices, but the average for 
the year was slightly higher than for 1922. The supply of Australian 
mutton on tIle ::ED,g'lish market failed during the spring and summer of 
1924, and when supplies again Ibecame available in ,October a better price 
was realised. This price lasted until February, 1925, when supplies again 
ceased and when quota,tions were resumed in November the average price 
for Australian mutton was 6d. per lb., or approximately 50 per cent. above 
the level of 1913. 

The following comparison of the imports of meat to the United Kingdom 
during the past three years in comparison with those preceding the war shows 
the l'elative'importance of the principal suppliers in relation to Australia :-'--

Year. 

1912 

1913 

1914 

1921 

1922 

1923 

1924 

1925 

B f (000 Itt d) F ee om e rOZE"n an del'lI d 11 e • 

1----------
. I I 

I 
I South . South I American. Au.trahan·1 Other. Total. American. ! 

tons. tom. tons. 
I 

tons. I tons. 
341 45 14 I 400 

I 

86 
I 

380 67 13 
I 

460 67 ! 

I 
I I 

! 336 78 28 442 67 1 
I I I , I I 

441 84 56 I 581 92 I 
440 59 38 537 85 

547 43 47 637 109 

551 38 38 627 103 

511 68 39 618 I 112 

• Including other . 

Mutton and I,amb . 
(000 omitted). 

Ze~l~';.d. r Australian. I Total 

tons. 
I 

tons. 
I 

ton,s. 
108 49 

\ 

243 

110 83 260 

ll9 66 

I 

252 

223 21 336 

151 49 

I 

285 

ll5 64 288 

120 23 I 249* 

125 26 I 268* I 
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The following statement shows the average wholesale prices per pound 
obtained in each of the past ten years for Scottish and frozen lllutton sold iu 
London:-

Year. 

-----

Beot NeVI" Au.- Argen-I I i I I Scottish. zealand.j tralian. tine. Year. ' Best . New I Alts- Argen. iii I I Scottish. J zealand.: tralian .. ~ 

I 
d. I d. 

I 
d. d. d. i d. d. d. 

I 
, 

1916 121 8l 7l 9 1921 18 8l 71 71 

1917 I 141 I 8l I 8t 101 1922 161 n 61 7l 

1918 13~ I 9 9 13l 1923 15 8} 61 7 

1919 141 

I 

12 12 12 1924 141 8 71 71 

1920 19! 91 9l 9! 1925 131 81 61 71 I 

Meat Works. 

Apart from slaughtering, important subsidiary industries in the handling 
of meat have arisen in the form of refrigerating and meat-preRerving works. 
The extent of their activities, however, is subject to marked seasonal fluc
tuations. Particulars of the numbers of sheep and cattle handled in the 
varioill' wJrks, and of the output during the past five years are shown below :-. 

\ _______ c_a_rc,as_e_s_et_c_. _T_re_a_te_u_. ____ Ii Output of Meat Pro.erying Work •• 

I Refrigerating 'Yorks. 1\Ieat Preserving. Tinned l\feat. f d~~t:.r:t~ 
1,1 Cattle.', Sh~ep -ca-t-tl-e.-j'-s-h-ee-p-.-'I M-e-a-t-an-d l-wei~ht'I-~~IU.'- II Value. 

Yoar. 

I 

I 
No. 

1920-21 34,147 

1!l21-22 I 46.630 

1922- 23 1 36,183 

1932-24 1
14,077 

1924-25 I 52,883 

, . Sundnes. ' 

No. I No. I No. lIb. (000). lb (coo).1 
491,198 4,740 13,988 I 2,429 1,751 I 

727,423 I 9,362 192,226 7,039 6,748 I 

1,394,484112,601 I' 83,465 7,551 4,460 

485,394 I ... II 1,054 6,358 2,713 

531.4741... 557] 1,904 5,144 

£ I £ 
74,7471 34.!l44 

170,751 131,979 

168,395 ! 53,526 

111,2131 35,250 

173,078 I 64,160 
I 

Included in the meat and sundries treated in meat preserving works in 
1924-25 were 11,411,5,87 lb. of beef, 131,187 lh. of mutton and 361,112 Ih. of 
sheep ana ox rtongues. 

OTHER PASTORAL PRODUCTS AND BY-PRODUCTS. 

The minor products accruing from pastoral occupations include skins and 
hides, tallow, lard and fat, furs, hoofs, horns, bones, bone-dust, glue pieces, 
and hair. Some of these are discussed in the chapter relating to the Manu
facturing Industry. and will be given only brief mention here. 

The oversea t>:ade in these products is considerable, and though there was 
a marked decline in the volume of exports of many of the commodities 
during the war period, owing to restrictions arising from war conditions, 
there was an increase in the total value, as higher prices were obtainable. 
Early in 1920, however, there was a pronounced drop in prices, and the 
trade experieneed a serious setback. In the fonowing year conditions 
improved, and the general tendency of prices was upward, though the move
ment was very irregular. 
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The following table- contains partIculars of the oversea exports of;minor 
pastoral products at intervals, sinct:> , 19B1:-

t)versea Exports. 

Products. --- I I I . 
1001. 1906. lUll. 1915-16. 1923-U. 1024-25. 

Skius auclHidc8- I i I 
Cattle ... No. 01,084 72,743 263,306! 431,731 633,266 668,966 
Horse ... Ko. 472 722 1.392 , 706 166: 1,64:> 
Rabbit and Hare ... lb. • 7;380,455 5,795,839 '14,352.,640 6,473,329 110,851,764 
Sheep ... No. • 2,706,027 2,410,543 3,,447,212 2,2Q4,608' I' 1,731,816 
Other ... £ lR4,522I 140,050 296,672, 272,~22 557,917 275;8S:> 

Bonedust ... cwt 66.473 56,415 116,733: 71,195 49,~66 I 13,942 
Bones ,.. '" '" ... ewt 3.207 2,431 I 6, 807 1' 6,963 13,796'1 7,792 
Furs (not, on the skin) ... £ I 767 180 117 997 
Glue'piee,," and Sinews .:. ewt'

l 

12,862 ]Ji003 I 20,580, 13,276 7,596' 5,323 
Glycerine and Lanoline ... lb. • 836,586 138,347! 218,673 5,765' 5,172 
Hair (other than human) ... lb. 165,562 142',6361 255,819 836,765 88,678: G1,104 
Hoofs ... ... .~, cwt. 2,215 2.839 3,733 4,518 5,009 2,241 
Horns... ... ... ... £ 'I 12,532 11. 979 13,475 3,455 13,0~8 12,725 
Lard and Refined Animal Fats lb. 13,633 56:737. 'I 227,000 73,461 314,163 476,93!) 
Leather ... .., ... £ I 374,541 411:030 334,996 551,026 430,664 389,662 
Sausage·casings ... ... £ 2,567 17,0331 52562 81,595 235,8441 304,68:> 
Tallow (ullllefined)... ... cwt., 305,227 357,031 612,911 128,290 I 180,530 301,49& 

Total Value of minor Pastoral, I I 
Pruductsexportcd £1 1,223,728 ,1,780,466 1 2 ,486,492 i 2,176,838 1 3,977,398 I 5,523,641 

• Nolo a nll"ble. 

Skins and hides are the most important 'of the items included in the table, 
and the number and value of these vary seasonally in accordance with 
slaughtering operations and the prevalence or otherwise of rabbits. 

The bulk of the export trade in skins and hides is with the United King
dom, United States and France. The exports to the United Kingdom in 
1924-25 included 74,135 cattle hides, 591,082 sheep skins, and 1,669,298 lb. 
of rabbit and hare skins. The United States received 166,017 calf hides, 
103,657 cattle hides, 88,465 sheep skins, 8,710,910 lb. of rabbit skins, and 
932,020 lb. of kangaroo skins. } rance received 932,020 sheep skins with 
wool. Leather. was. exported mainly to Chirra (including Hong Kong) 
£129,828, and tallow to Japan 114,515 cwt. 

VALl.'E OF P ASTOR..U, PRODBCTS EXPORTED. 

The total value of goods exported oversea, which may be classed as pas
tond products or 'by-products. (apart from dairy and farmyard products), 
is very large. Particulars of the value, as declared Up011 eXlport, of such 
products exported oversea from New South Wales during each of the past 
five years are shown in the followinK table:-

Commodit.y. 1920-21. 1921-22 . 1922·23. 1923-21. 1924-25. 

.. ·1 

I 
£ £ £ £ 1 £ 

Wool , .. 12,821,572 18;441,533, 22.;764,603 23,271,552 26,958,270 

Meat ... ... I 1,225,354 1;382,275 1,966,624 595,949 833~724 
1 

Live stock ... ..·1 70,308 55,736' 51,435 
I 

32,908 94,128 

Other·' ... ... 3;385,'838 2,855,927 5,052,468 I 3,997,393 5,523,641 
1 I 

Total ... ... 17,503;072 ' 22,735,471 I 29,835,130 I 27,897,802 33,409;763 

Proportion ,(}r total; per cent. per"cent; \ per cent. I per cent. per cent; 
expDrts ~ovt)l'Sea.: 3Q·2 50·8 

I 
74'3 I 64,7 1 55-1 

I 1 i 

"Items listed in previous table. 
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The decline in exports during 1920-21 was due to two causes~the re
action after the dTought and the temporary stagnation which followed 
the post-war boom. Ih the two succeeding years there was a marked increase 
in the value of exports of pastoral products and their relative importance 
in the oversea trade of the ,state. The slight falling off in 1923-24 was due 
to the decline in the meat industry, which also affected by-products such 
as skins, hides, tallow, etc. In 1924-25 the highly favourable prices of wool 
led to a large increase in the value of wool exported, even though approxi
mately one-fifth of the season's production was carried over unsold into 
1925-26. 

The above figures are not comparable with those relating to the value of 
production which follow, since they contain items which have been enhanced 
in value by manufacture and other processes. In addition, they are net 
valued as at the. placc of production, but on the basis of f.o.h. Sydney, and 
they do not relate to goods .produced during. the year' as do the estimates of 
the value of production. 

VALLTE OF. PASTORAL PnODUG1.'lON. 

It is difficult, from the nature of the industry, to estimate the return· 
from pastoral pursuits'Ds at the place of production; but, tRking the Sydney 
prices as a standard, and makingdueallowRnce for incidental charges, such 
as railway carriRge or freight and commission, the value during the scason 
1924-25 is estimated to have ibeen £47,968,000 a total oomiderably larger than 
any previously reached. The value of pastoral production from the different 
kinds or stock during various years since 1901 are shown in the following 
table:-

I Annual Value of Pastor"l Produc~ion (00f) omitied). 

Year. 

I Wool. 

I 
Sbeep I C"ttle I H (t) I Slaughkred. I 8Iau!(htere,i. orses cas . Total. r Per head of 

. Population. 
j 
------

£ 

I 
£. ~. d. 

12,447 9 2 1 
19,711 13 5 6 
19,434*' 11 13 5*' 
21,576* 11 7 9* 
26,842* 14 3 5* 
28,435* 14 15 7* 
29.865* 15 3 8* 
33,972* H\ ·13 ~*. 

20.0.57* 9 11 11* 
23,657* 11 2 3* 
34,009* 15 13 0* 
36;963* 16 14 6* 
47,9(,;8 21 5 9 

£ I £ I £ £ 
1901 R,425 

I 

2,071 
I 

1,229 722 
1906 13,792 3,514 

I 

1,520 885 
1911 12,933*- 2,811 1,689 2,001 

t 1915·-16 11,380* I 4,205 3,729 2,172 
1916-17 16,435* I 4,616 4,026 1,705 I 

I 

1917-18 18,{)9l* 3,978 4,702 I,6tH I 

1918-19 lR,865* 4,728 4,633 1,63.9 
1919-20 18,311* 7,450 I 6,J.92 2,019 
1920-21 12,744* 2,313 

I 
2/173 2,027 

1921-22 14,194* 4,144 3,278 2,041 
1922-23 20,274* ft,766 

I 
4,912. i 2,057 

1923-24 25.397* 5,446 4.117 

I 
2,003 

1924-25 36,013 4~752 5,365 1,838 
I I 

------_._-_.----

* Subjecfto revis;on. 

Owing to underst.atement in woolgrowers" returns, the a:cove values aTe 
considembly below the actual totais fort~ie years 1IJl1 to 1923-24. Revised 
estimates are in course of preparation. 

The value. of the pastoral Pl'odnction depends mainly upon the priees: 
obtainable for wool in the world's·m:arkets, and it-is determined largely by 
the.volume oi'production, wbich.is dependent upon. the SeaSE}llS ex.periBnced: 
in the State. The price of wool rose considerably between 1914 a11..1.1920; 
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so that, while the quantities produced in some years between 1914-15 and 
1923-24 have been lower than during any of the preceding ten years, the 
v,alues ,have been considerably higher. A very favourable price ruled for 
wool during 1923-24 and 1924-25, but a heavy fall 'commenced in January, 
1925, and much lower levels prevailed in 1925-26. 

The prices of livestock generally decline in a dry season, as graziers are 
forced to sell owing to scarcity of pasturage; but, with an improvement in 
climatic conditions the prices rise again, owing to the demand for 
restocking. 

NOXIOUS ANurALs. 

The only large carnivorous animals dangerous to stock in Austraiia are 
the indigenous dingo, or so-called native dog, and the fox, which has .been 
introduced from abroad; il:iut graminivorous animals, such as kangaroos, 
walla:bies, hares, and rabbits, particularly the last-named, which are of 
foreign origin, are deemed ,by the settlers even more noxious. In the latter 
part of 192.0, howeve;', native dogs became an increasing menace to flocks in 
the Western Division, and added considembly to the difficulties experienced 
by graziers in that region. In 1921 a Wild Dog Destruction Act was passed, 
placing the matter in the control of the ·Western Land Board. This board 
was charged with the maintenance of the border fence between Queensland 
and New South ·Wales and with the prosecution of measures 'calculated to 
destroy the dingo pest. During the year ended 31st December, 1924, a sum 
of £11,770 was collected as rates under this Act, and £8,619 was expended in 
combating the pest, which had been so far checked that it was possible to 
re-stock with sheep holdings that had been exclusively used for cattle. 

Rabbits. 

Habbits, which are the greatest pest to the pastoralists, found thoir way 
into this State from Victoria, where they had been introduced from over
seas. Their presence first attracted serious attention in 1881, and they 
multiplied so rapidly that, in 1882, they were to be met with on most of the 
holdings having frontages to the Murray River. A brief account of the 
measures taken to combat the pest was publif<hed on page 794 of the Year 
Book for 1921. 

On 1st May, 1925, a commissioner was appointed to investigate the various 
methods of controlling and exterminating rabbits, and the effects of these 
methods on other animals. 

In order to check the migrations of rabbits, the Government has erected 
a number of rabbit-proof fences. The longest of these traverses the whole 
State from north to south, proceeding from Barringun on the Queensla!Hi 
border, to Bourke, and thence following the western side of the railway line, 
't-ia Blayney and Murrumburrah, to Corowa, on the River Murray, a total 
distance of 696 miles. Another fence extends from the Murray northwards, 
350 miles along the whole border between New South 'Wales and South 
Australia. A third, built at the joint expense of the Governments of 
Queen'sland and New South Wales, extends from Mungindi to the Namoi 
River, llibout 115 miles. The total length of rabbit-proof fences erected <by 
the State to 30th June, 1925, was approximately 1;332 miles, at a cost of 
£69,888; by Pastures Protection Boards, 819 miles, at a cost of £36,812; 
and by landholders privately, about 122,235 miles, at a cost of about 
£7,479,805. 
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The evil wrought by the rabbits is incapable of measurement, but esti
mates indicate that the losses due to the pest 'have been large; and besides 
the expenditure of over £7,500,000 on rabbit-proof fences considerable 
expense has been incurred in coping with it by means of poirsoning, digging
out, etc. It is contended that the sheep-carrying capacity of the State has 
been reduced heavily as a consequence of the damage they cause to pa,stures, 
and this suggestion is supported by the fads that the number of sheep in 
the State has declined since thei.r appearance, and that in every bad season 
there are heavy losses in sheep tl1l'ough lack of natural fodder. 

Although the damage caused by rabbits is considerable, it is compensated 
to some extent by their local use for food and by the value of frozen rabbits 
hnd skins exported. 

Within the State these animals form a common article of diet, both in 
the metropolis 'and in the country, especially during the winter months, 
when large numbers of men are engaged in their capture and treatment. At 
th€; census of 1921 the number of men returned as engaged in trapping and 
kindred callings was 1;692, most of whom were engaged in rahbit-catching. 
The local consumption of rabbits as food is estimated at 60,000 to 8(1,000 
pairs per week. The fur of rabbits and hares is used largely in tne manu
facture of hats and of ladies' fur garments. 

The following table shows the quantity and value of frozen rabbits and 
hares, and of rabbit and hare skins exported from New South 'Vales to 
countries outside Australia:~ 

-------~---.- - ---- - ----~-.---~---

Exports Q.-crseR. 
---~~--

Year. Frozen Rabbits and Hares. Rabbit, and Hare Skins. 
'rot,Il] ---------

Quan~jty. Value. Qumtity. Value. Value 

pairs. £ lb. £ £ 

1901 * 6,158 * 9,379 15,537 ., 
1906 5,938,518 246,803 7,380,455 293,260 540,063 

1911 6,806,246 330,741 5,795,839 295,476 626,217 

1915-16 9,487,687 607,711 4,352,640 210,935 818,646 

1917-18 8,978,377 670,269 6,986,837 1,036,188 1,706,457 

W18-19 3,956,877 221,632 10,llO,540 1,103,575 1,325,207 

l!H9-20 6,890,636 537,877 9,927,240 2,702,652 3,240,529 

1920-21 2,830,315 301,615 3,387,480 609,570 911,185 

l(l21-22 4,399,272 371,491 5,399,928 559,463 930,954 

IP22-23 4,096,054 309,189 11,454,638 1,701,921 2,Oll,llO 

1923-24 3,304,669 302,783 6,473,329 1,044,373 1,347,156 

1924-25 3,288,284 299,991 10,851,764 2,112,674 2,412,665 

--- --- -- --- ------~~-------

• Not "yaU:>ble. 

1 t is apparent that the rabbit industry has assumed an important place 
:in tIle oversea trade of the State, although its volume is subject to pro
nOlllleed seasonal and market fluctuations. In the season of 19~9-20 the 
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'\-alne of the ~xports amounted to nearly £:3,250,000. A 'hoom in values 
cOCcurrcd in that year, ·andinFebruary, 1'lt20, the bestskinsoold ·at2us.3d. 
per lb. on the LOIl'donmarket. 'It is estimated that the skins and caroases 
exported during the yea;', added to·tile numbers killed f<!IT loeal.eonsumption, 
represented about 100,000,000 dead rabbits. The corresponding figure' for 
the previous yearWf!i'i perhaps greater still. During 1920.2'1 the ,.v;alue of 
skins was considerably lower, although still favourable, while the prices of 
frozen rabbits imprOyN. The decline in exports in that year iR probably 
attributable to the scarcity ofrl'1!bbits as the resuitof·the severe drought in 
1918'-20 and the heavy .slaughter in those years. This surmise is borne out 
by the fact that although values receded still further in 19'~1-22, when the 
season was favour3!blc, the volume of exports increased, ,indicating appar
'ently a rapid multiplication of rabbits. In 1922-23 the values rose again, 
and tlhe quantity of rrubbit and hare skins ecxported amount-ed to nearly 
11,500,000 lb. The number of dead rabbits rf'-11Tesented by the skins and 
frozen carcases exported again approached 100,000,'000, but despite a further 
rise in prices in 1923-24 the values of both rabbit skins and frozen rabbits 
exported showed a falling off. Favourable prices and a favourable. season 
led to a further increase in export in 1924-25. 

Wire-netting Advances. 

Under the provisions of the Pastures Protection Act for the destruction of 
rabbits and noxious animals, . the Ministel' for .Lands ,is empowered to 
tl<dvance to Pastures Protection Boards money voted by Parliament for the 
purchase of netting and other materials used in the construction of rabbit
proof fences. Each board thereupon becomes liable to repay the advances 
by instalments with interest o'\'er a period not exceeding twenty years. In 
ease of default in repayment the Oolonial Treasurer is empowered to take 
possession of any moneys or property vested in the board and to levy rates 
as prescribed by the Act. The boards are empowered to sell such wire
netting and other materials to owners of private lands, repayments to be 
made by instalments with interest over a fixed period. The purchase money 
'and interest is a charge uptm the holding of the owner, and has priority 
overall debts other than debts due to the Or own. 

The amount of wire-netting sUP!Dlied to any individJ.lll.l is limited to 
r; miles, and the .. rateof interest on advances is fixed at 6.per cent. 

During 1924-25 the quantities of materials supplied to'}anaholders lmder 
this scheme werel;863'miles of wire"netting, 65 tons felTCiiU<g wire, .28 tons 
barbed wire,:in addition to sundry materials, the total value being £77,778. 
Repayments during·the year amounted to £47,926. A sum oi..£420,OOO has 
been voted by Parliament since 1905 for the ,purpose of making wire-netting 
advances. By utilising £400,000 of this sum and re-advancing monies 
re.paid~the Department of Lands lms:made adunces amountiI,:igto £727,907. 

PASTURES' PROTECTION 'BOARDS. 

For ,the purpose of administering' the Pastures Prot-ection Act which 
relates to destruction of rabbi.ts and noxious animals, d1seases of sheep, 
'importation of sheep, travelling stock, sheep brands and marks, and certain 
minor matters, the'Btate is divmedinto 64 Pastures Prot€ctionDistricts, for 
each of which theTe is constituted a board of eight directors, elected every 
three years by ratepayers from B.mong their own number. There is also a 
Chief Inspector of Stock, appointed by the Governor, and other inspectorB, 
'similarly ll;ppointed, who are pai(Ffrom the funds oi,the'Pastur€sProtection 
'Districts to which they are attached. Each directorofa board is ex officio 
ttn in$pectorin certain matters under the Act. 
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nates to ]Jfovide funds for the purposes of the Loards are levicu upon 
owners of ten or more head of large stock, or 100 or more sheep, at a rate 
not exceeding fourpence per head of large stock and two-thirds of a penny 
per head of sheep, but a reduction of one-half is made to occupiers of hold
ings which arc considered rabbit-proof. Subsidy in respect of public lands 
may be paid to any board by the State. The funds so raised may be applied 
by the board to defraying expenses incurred in administering the Act, to 
clearing scrub, exterminating noxious weeds and noxious animals on travel
ling stock and camping reserves; and to any other approved purpose. In 
addition, the Governor may call upon the boards in any year to pay a pro
portion not exceeding 3 per cent. of their funds into the Treasury to cover 
the cost of administering the Act. 

Since 1918 the boards have levied rates on travelling stOG>k in the Eastern 
and Central Divi,sions to constitute a fund for the improvement of 
travelling stock and camping reserves handed over to the board's supervision. 

The boards are empowered also to erect rabbit-proof fences as "barrier" 
fences wherever they deem necessary, to pay a 'bonus for the scalps of 
animal pests, and to enforce the provisions for the compulsory destruction 
of rabbits. 

The following statement provides a summary of the financial transactions 
of those of the Pastures Protection Boards for which returns are 
available :-

N HUlLer of Boards ill cxisLllllce ... 

" 
making retnrllS 

General 'Fund-Rates collected ... 

Expenditnre 

Bank balances and securities at end of year 

Reserves Improvement Fund

Number of Boards reporting 

Rates collected 

Expenditure .,. 

1923. 1924. 

I-~-------
I I 
I 65 I 
I 63 I 

£82,803 

£62,845 

£42,149 

52 

£5] ,175 

£:37,589 

59 

£73,956 

£82,840 

£36,509 

49 

£53,828 

£46,480 

The amount of bonuses paid for scalps, etc., was £9,301 in 1922, £9,424 
in 1923, and £7,641 iill 1924. 

Registration of Bralnds. 

TIle Registration of Stock Brands Act, which came into force on 13th 
December, 19m, cancelled the registration of all existing brands and pro
yided for re-registration of those whieh owners desired to retain, upon 
application being made within a prescribed period. The Act was amended 
in 1923. Of approximately 143,000 registered large stock ibrands in existence 
at the time of passing' the priueipal Act, 43,229 were l'e-registel'ed, and to 
'lhe end of October, 1926, additioual brands to the number of 17,500 had been 
l'o,gli5tered, making the total nUIIJIbe,r in existerwe at that date 60,720. 

*16335-B 
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Oattle Tic7~ Eradication. 

In the cattle districts of the north-east corner of the State, embracing the 
most productive dairying distrrcts, the menace of the cattle tick has been 
growing steadily for a number of years, despite the methods adopted to 
combat it. The first Act dealing eXipressly with this pest was passed in 1902, 
giving power to ill'spectors to deal with infected cattle by quarantine, disin
fection, or destruction. 

Since that date measures have been continued, but not always with the 
close co-operation of landholders. It was reported in 1924-25, however, 
that dipping operations had been carried out extensively without friction, 
and that a spirit of true eo-operation in the work was steadily grov.ing 
among landholders. A Tick Board of Oontrol has disbursed large sums 
annually in efforts to eradicate the tick through examination of cattle and 
quarantrining, dipping, and spraying. 

An Act was passed in 1923 to replace the existing legidation and to give 
wider powers for the control and eradication of cattle tick and the preven
tion of other stock diseases. The Act commenced 011 14th January, 1924. 
On 24th April, 1924, a new Board was appointed consisting of a Government 
officer as chaimnan, two stock-owners nominated by the Government, and 
two stock-owers elected by persons affected within the quarantine areas. 
The control of dipping operations which had been discontinued by the board 
in December, 1921, was resumed in February, 1924, and up to 30th J nne 
231,908 cattle had been dipped. In 1923-24. the number of cattle examined 
lVaH 3,032,209, and in 1 H24-25 3,42;:>,722, including rc-examinatiolls. The 
numbers dipperl were 599,5!J3 and 1,003,621, respectively. \Steps have been 
taken tu arrange for eu-operation between the States of Queensland and 
New South vVales and the Oommonwealth Government in an endeavoUl' to 
eradicate the pest. In 1924-25 a sum of £121,824 was expended by the 
Government of New South Wales in combating the tick. 

VETERINARY SURGEONS ACT. 

The Veterinary Surgeons Act came into operation on 5th December, 1923, 
to provide for the registration of veterinary surgeons, and to regulate the 
practice of veterinary science. A board called the Board of Veterinary 
Surgeons has been established to administer the Act, which specifies the 
qualifications necessary to obtain registration and prohibits practice by 
unregistered pel'sons. 

Up to 30th June, 19:25; the Board had dealt with 405 applications for 
registration and had granted registration to 288 veterinary surgeons. 
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'THE natural conditions in parts of New South Wales are highly favourable 
to the development of the dairying industry. The soil and climate in the 
<loastal portions of the ,state' are suitable for the maintenance of the dairy 
herds with a minimum of expense and labour, as the rainfall is abundant 
and the animals do not require housing nor hand-feeding: during: a long 
winter, as. in cold countries. Natural pasture is generally available througn~ 
<out the year; and hand-feeding is necessary only in very dry seasons. 

Dairying operations in New South Wales are said to have be~Il: durm. 
the twenties of last century in the immediate vicinity of Sydney and in 
the Illawarra districts. to supply the population of the metropolis. 

'The development of dairying as a national industry is, however, com
paratively recent, as its progress was slow until the introduction of refri
geration enabled producers to overcome disabilities in manufacturing and 
~istributing perishable dairy products in a warm climate and to export the 
surplus oversea. Pasteurisation and the application of machinery to the 
treatment of milk and the manufacture of hutter, the development of the 
factory system, and improvements in regard to ocean transport have enabled. 
production to expand beyond the limits of local requirements; and butter 
has become an important item of the export trade. 

In the drier inland divisions the area devoted to dairying: is 'not extensive; 
'Sheep and wheat farming being the main rural industries. In proximity to 
the centres of population d'airycfarming'is undertaken to sup'ply- local wants, 
and well-equipped factories· have ,been estabished in a number of inland 
eentres. Dairying is conducted also on the Murrumbidgee and Hay irriga
tion areas. 

In the coastal division 9,000 'hokiings are.used exclusively for dairying, 
and 6,500 for dairying I combined with other purposes. In the other 
parts of the State, where fodder must be grown for winter feeding, the 
industry is. nmvhere extensive and is conducted usnally in conjunction 
with wheat-farming-and grazing""-tnere being'oITly 460 holdings u'&e<i solely 
for dair;ying; and, 3,200 f6r dairying iIT combination w;rth other rural 
pursuits. 

Most· of:the native grasses of the8.taie RTW particulady suitable for dairy 
.cattle, as:: they possess milk-producing- as· well as' fattening qualities. In 
the winter tIre: natural he!!bage. i" sUp!)!lm:menteG:. by fmduex 'crops;, such as 
maize, barley, oats,. rye, lueer~" ami the browIl). vruriety of SOlrgh'Uim,. or 
the planter'S! fiii:il:nd~ Ensilag,e also is,.made,·foJ!' fodder; liut'Dot so generally 
as. it shftu:ld. be; arul the. quantity· mad~ iIli ea<lh yeal''' varies cO:nEiderably. 
The areru o£; land, deNoted to.' SOWE:grassl!s' has, beel!! extended: largely' durinlf 
rooenty~! :md<:, in .Ill'1I&,. 1925.". amounted: to 1,99!1-»00 acres, of. which 
1,!f25',500' aeres' were in there corustal; dilitri:et: T:h:el' produce of this, land" is 
used ma·jnlY lh1i,flilOd+ fordairy< oattl!?:, 

A Seleci; Committee of,tlie LegisIMive, 0@:anci<i:.wnic]},i:n:v.est.igaterrthe.con
<lition. of the,·dnirying-indn'Stry. in 1920-21' empli:illIised"the heed fo,w a 'better 
'SY'Stem of feeding, willi due. r.egard ... to· con68lWatio1>li of,. :f()~ improvemeniB 
<If pastnres~ and' cultivation.'.of suiblirlecro1*!. Suc.ee8flfuF dairying 'depends 
'mainly-ontoo proper fce!liing'of: the cows,. and' th!e eon$l'V'ft.tiolm', of' fodder 
:as ensilage was recommended for all da.irying:. distriets,. ~'aUy fur thoee 
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areas where the rainfall is irregular. Another recommendation strongly 
urged by the Committee was the breeding of dairy stock on the lines of 
practical utility, and it stressed the need for a "better bull" campaign. It 
was pointed out that by iInproved metllGds of feeding' and by culling 
unprofitable animals an anIwal average incre[,se of 10 lb. of butter per cow 
could reasonably be expected, which, after allowing for the cost of herd
testing and the increased cost of feeding, would represent a substantial 
gain to the producers. 

SUPERVISIOI\ 01>' D.\1RIES AI,]} DAIRY Pno::rccTS. 
The manufacture, sale and export of dairy products, i.e., milk, condensed 

milk, butter, cheese, and marghl'lnc, arc sllhject to supsTyision in termg of 
the Dairies SuperYision Act, and the lhiry Industry Act passed in New 
South Wales in 1901, and December, 1915, respectively, and the Oommerce 
(Trade Descriptions) Act, anti the Dairy Produce Export Oontrol Act, 
passed by the Oommonwealth Parliament ill 1905 anti 1924 respectively. 

Under the Dairy Industry Act, 1915, dairy factories and stores mllilt 
be registered, and are under thc supervision of State Goyermnent inspectors. 
Ore am supplied to a dairy factory must be tested and graded at the factory, 
and the farmer is paid on the basis of the butter-fat results, 01' on the 
amount of butter obtained from his cream. Butter must be graded on a 
uniform basis and packed in boxes bearing registered brands indicating 
the quality of the product and the fa·ctory where it W2,S produced. The 
testing and grading at the factory may be done only by persons holding 
eertificates of qualification. 

The State has been divided into nille dairying districts, and in each an 
experienced dairy inspector is appointed to administer the Act and regula
tions thereunder. He acts as inspector, instructs the hctory managers and 
cream-graders in matters connected with the industry, and advises the 
dairy-farmp,rs, especially those supplying cream of inferior quality. He 
also exe,rcises supervision over the quality of butter produced, and, where 
necessary, orders structural improvements in factory premises. Since 1919 
factory premises have been altered extensively, and in numerous cases 
entirely new buildings have been erected. Usually the number of factories 
under the supervision of each inspector does not exceed twenty. 

Since the Dairy Industry Act came into force the quality of factory 
butter has shown a marked improvement, and in the year ended 30th June, 
1925, the factory graders classed 89'1 per cent. of the total output as 
choicest 5'6 per cent. as first-grade and 5'3 'per cent. as second-grade. 

Particulars regarding the supervision of dairies supplying milk for con
sumption as fresh milk, are shown in the chapter" Food and Prices." 

The Dairies Supervision Act, 1901, consolidated laws designed to pre
vent the spread of disease through the insanitary conditions under which 
milk and milk products had been handled. Under this law all dairymen and 
milk vendors are required to register their premises with local authorities 
and such premises are subject to the inspection of the authorities. It is 
illegal for any person to sell milk or milk products produced on unregis
tered premises. The beneficial effects of this law in relation to public health 
are referred to in the chapter" Vital Statistics" of this YearBook. 

The supervision of dairy products for the oversea export trade is con
ducted by officers appointed by the Federal Government, under the Oom
merce (Trade Descriptions) Act of 1905. Since 1st ~~l1gust, 19,24, a national 
brand has been placed on all butter graded for export as choicest quality. 
This brand consists of the figure of a kangaroo imposed on the boxes along 
with the ordinary trade-marks III use. 
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In 1924-25 approximatt'ly 44,776,400 lb. of butter were graded {Dr export. 
Of this quantity 41-6 per cent. was classed as choicest; 29-1 per cent. as 
first-grade; 25-6 as second-grade; and 3-7 per cent. as third-grade and pastry 
butter. In th3 following year 26,600,000 lb. were graded for export as 
follows :-Ohoicest, 50 per cent.; first-grade, 30-3 per cent.; second-grade, 
17-2 per cent.; third-grade and pastry, 25 per cent. The disparity between 
the proportion of the production graded as choicest and the proportion of 
butter graded for export as choicest is accounted for !by the fact that 
approximately 60 per cent. of the butter produced was consumed in New 
South Wales and it was almost entirely of choicest grad~. 

The British Imperial Government recently passed regulations to prohibit 
-the importaition of 'butter containing boric acid. In connection with this 
matter it is interesting to note that it has been the practice in New South 
Wales to make butter without the addition of this preservative. 

Dairy Produce Export Conti"oZ Board. 

This Board was appointed by the :Federal Government in May, 1925, 
under the Dairy Produce Export Oontrol Act passed on 24th October, 

'1924. The Board consists of a representative of the Oommonwealth Gov
ernment, two representatives elected by the boards of directors of co-opera
tive butter and cheese factories in each of the States of Queensland, New 
South Wales, and Victoria and one each similarly elected from the remain
ing three States, two representatives of proprietary butter and cheese 
factories and one membcr nominated by the Oommonwealth Government 
to represent the selling agents. The Board is a body corporate and its 
members hold office for two yeal:S. Provision is made for the election of 
an executive committee and the creation of a London agency of the Board. 

For the purpose of enabling the Board to exercise effective control ovel 
the export, and the sale and distribution after export of Australian butter 
and eheese, it is provided that from 1st 'August, 1925, there shall be no 
export of these commodities from Australia, except upon the conditions of a 
license from the 1Enister upon the recommendation of the Board. :Exporti! 
to Eastern ports are, however, exempted from the provisions of the Act. 

Exporters may place butter and cheese intended for export under the 
control of the Board, which is given power to make such arrangements as 
it deems fit for ,the handling, distribution, and disposal of produce 
entrusted to it. It has power also to give security over such produce in 
respect of any advance payment made to suppliers of the produee and, under 
the Export Guarantee Act, the Oommonwealth Government may guarantee 
repayment of any advance which the Board may obtain up to a maximum 
of 80 per cent of the value of the produce tendered as security. After a 
date to be fixed by proclamation no contract may be made for the carria",oe 
by sea of an? butter or cheese beyond the Oommonwealth except by the 
Board acting as agent of the owners of the produce or in conformity with 
conditions approved by the Board. 

The expenses of the Board are defrayed from a fund created by a levy 
which may not exceed H. per lb. on hutter and ~ d. per lh. on cheese 
exported from the Oommonwealth. The levy was imposed on all .butter 
exported after 1st July, 1925, at the rate of is d. per lb. of butter and 3~ d. 
per lb. of eheese. 

During the :first year of its existence the Board concluded arrangements 
with the insurance companies for a reduction in the rates for marine insur
ance, and with the shipping companies for a reduction in freight, in respect 

-of butter and cheese. Through its Lmdon agency the Board acts in con
. junction with organisations distributing other Australian products for the 
purposes of advertising abroad. 



.Dairying Organisations. 

As is pointed ·out -.on a later page, .most of the daiI:Y iactories of the
State are conuucted on co-operative principles, and.a similar condition 
exists throughout .Australia. This fact has given rise to a considerable 
number of organisations for promoting the interests of the industry, many 
or which are federal inchamcter. Principal among these is the Minis
terial Dlliry Oouncil, consisting of the Oommonweal1!h Minister of Trade· 
and Customs and the :M:inister of Agriculture of each of the States.. 
This Oouncil meets at least once a year to consider matters of policy and 
future development. . 

The Australian Dairy Oouncil, created in .september, 1922, consists of 
twenty-five 'members, of whom ten are repreoentatives of the varioliH' 
Governments, and fifteen .are representatives of producers. InthisCouncil 
New South 'vVales is represented by one official and three producers' repre
sentatives. 'The -Council is officially recognised, and its functions are. to 
.advise the GOYCTnmf'lnt upon the administration of the Acts andregu}a
tions pertaining to t.he production, manufacture, and standardisation of 
dairy produce. It also endeavours to secure uniform legislat.ion and 
administration in all States. The Dairy Oouncil acts in co-ordinat.ion with 
the Dairy Produce E.xportControl Board. In each State there is a Dairy 
Advisory Board, and that inN ew ,South Wales consists of representatives 
of producers and distributors .and of tlie Dairy Export Control Board, and 
two officials representing' the State and -Commonwealth Governments respec
tively. 

There are ,also an .Advisory Committee, formed in 1923, for the de
termination of local prices of butter, and a Committee for stabilising 
the price of but.ter. The first-named Oommittee consists of one representa
tive of each of the three co-operative distributing houses and two repre
sentatives of an :association of dairymen. 

The Stabilisation Committee, consisting of T€.present.atives elected by the 
iboards of directors of HlC hutter'factoriesin New South Wales, met for the
nrst time on :3rd Avril, '1924, to consider 'ways and means of stabilising: 
prices in the dairying industry. 

This Committee has since become part of a Federal organisation-the· 
Australian SiJahilisaticmOom'lillitte~and an arrangement known as the 
"Patterson"scheme was ·ina1!lgurated on 1st January, 192B, 'With the object 
of sta:bilising thebU'tter markets in Australia. Under this arrangecrnent 
ibutter producers pay,a .levy on all butter produced, and from the funds. 
thus prov1cled a 'bonus is paid on butter exported. The levy has ibeen fixed 
41t lid. per rb. and the bonus at 3d. per lb. Any balance remaining after 
the payment of the ,bonus will be r,eturned to the producers. The sOheme· 
if1 designed to bring about a diminution of interst.ate competition .in 
Australian J:Il.arkets and t.o promote the sale of Australian butter in com
petitiyc ma1lkets over£ea. 

A 'New South Wales Butter and Oheese Exporters' Aswciation, and a: 
Co-operative Dai-l'yFactory Managers and -Secretaries' Assoeiation have 
b€en in existence since 1906. 

'DAIRY INSTRCCTION. 

Educational ann ,experim-ental-work relating to uairyingis conducted by 
the Depa;rtment of Agriculture a:t .eight of the Sta:teexperiment .farm9.and 
at the Hawkesbury Agricultural Oollege. 
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The -breeds· of studcattlekoept· at the 'Various farms 'fire as follows ;-At 
-Oowra and 'at Berry, .(N[[lking 'Shorthorn ;utW ollongbar, Guernseys ;at 
Grafton, Glen Innes and Yanco, .Ayrshires ;at ·Wagga W aggaand Bathurst, 
Jerseys. At the Hawkesbury Agricultural Gollege a J amey stud holds a 
prominent place. 

In order to enable factory managers and butter-makers to improve their 
scientific knowledge, dairy-science schools are held for short terms at differ
ent dairying centres, and certificates are given to those who pass examina
tions .in the grading of cream, and in the testing of milk and cream. 

During ·the year 1924-2,5, the students at the dairy science schools 
numbered 14.0. 

H-ERD-TESTING. 

The extension of the practice of herd-testing is of prima-ry importance to 
the future development of the dairying industry in N ewSouth Wales. For 
many years prior to 1888 the importation of cattle from oversea was pro
hibited, and in the period of rapid expansion, which began about 1900, the'l'e 
was a shortage of high-class stock, with the result that many dairy-farmers 
used. inferiO'r animals for breeding. The lifting of the embargO' and sub
sequent importations by the Government and by private .breeders have 
given the farmers an opportunity Of obtaining a better class of dairy stock, 
and they are encouraged to improve their herds and to cull all unprofitable 
animals. 

Farmers who supply cream to factories are paid according to the results 
of the testing and grading of their consignments, but these results, repre
senting averages, do not disclose the necessary records of individual animals. 
Therefore efforts are being made by the dairy instructors to promote herd
testing societies in each dairying centre. 

For testing the ordinary dairy herds two schemes are conducted under 
the supervision oj' the Department of Agriculture. Under the first, the 
farmers form a co-operative society and employ a tester to visit their farms 
at regular intervals. Fees are subscribed by the farmers 'and are subsidised 
by the Department at the rate of 5.0 per cent. for the first year and 25 per 
cent. thereafter. Under the other scheme, officers of the Department con
duct the tests. The farmers who participate pay an annual fee and a testing 
fee for each cow submitted. In the year ended 30th June, 1925, the number 
of cows tested under the co-operative scheme was 1.0,00.0, and tGovernmep.t 
offic.em tested 12,000 cows. . 

For a number of years the testing of stud dairy herds had been u:ria~r· 
taken by the Department of Agriculture, in conjuncti.on with the' Upited 
Pure-bred Dairy Cattle Breeders' Association of New South Wales. This 
arrangement was superseded in 1923 bya scbeme for testing all pure-bred 
dairy stock, which was formulated by the various Departments of Agricul
ture throughout Australia. The testing is done by Government officers 
and each owner who submits his cattle for test pays 'an annual fee and a fee 
for each cow submitted. 

The standard lactation period is fixed at 273 days, but tests may be ex
tended to 3Ei5 days. Certincates areis3ued by the Department of Agri
culture, and records are published of all cows tested. 

DAIRY CATTLE. 

In the dairy herds the Shortkorn preponderates. This breed was intro
duced into the Illawarra or South Coast districts in the early period of 
dairying, before the Shorthorn had booR developed by English bre.eders into 
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'a beef-producing type. By an admixture with other strains, a useful type 
of dairy -cattle, known as the Illawarra, has been developed, and an associa
tion has been fornied to establish the breed. There is also a large number 
of Jersey cattle, and the popularity of the breed for the production of 
butter is increasing. The Ayrshire is well represented in the dairy herds. 
It is noted for hardiness, but is considered as better suited for producing 
milk for human consumption as fresh milk than for the purposes of buttu
making. 

The State Government, as well as privatebre0ders, has imported a 
number of stud dairy stock with tho object of improving the local herds. 
In 1898 the Government imported 24 bulls and 38 cows, including Short
horns, Guernseys, A'yrshires, Keny, Red Polls, and Holstein; additional 
Guernsey cattle were introduced later, viz., 22 cows in 1907, and 10 bulls 
and 15 cows in 1911. The importations by the State and by private breeders 
between 1900 and 1923 included Jerseys, 29 bulls and 9,5 cows; Guernseys, 
25 bulls and 81 cows; Ayrshires, 25 bulls 'and 29 cows; and during the three 
years ended June, 1923, Friesians, 14 bulls and 36 cows. No stud cattle 
have been imported since 1923, owing to the fact that importations into 
Australia from countries where foot and mouth disease is prevalent have 
been prohibited. 

The number of cows used for milking in thc State m each year since 
1916 is shovm below:-

--------------- .. --~,----- ---~~~-~--- -----~ 

I Cows in '\lilk at I I 

30th June. i--
Heifers. i A ,'crage Daily 

A. at Dry Cows. I Number of 
30th June': In Re;::i~terrd! , Other, over Cows in Milk 

DaIrles. ) Other. I Springing. one Year. dluing Year. 

No. 
I 

No. No. No. No. No. 
v----~ 

1916 426,227 317,368 92,124 207,009 465,044 

1917 424,033 319,230 , 111,369 167,665 551,623 

1918 429,556 347,834 110,827 177,872 634,000 

1919 445,354 273,154 78,839 173,101 536,200 

1920 419,732 277,888 72,311 133,092 511,064 

1921 475,785 282,208 86,381 97,368 542,092 
--~,--~~-_.- '-, 

1922 414,557" 86,665 *314,771 *68,222 "89,872 580,933 

1923 404,611 ~ 70,525 *313,264 *63,100 *97.787 579,516 

1924 418,505' 84,680 *282,014 *71,515 *92,421 561,908 

1925 457,217* 88,567 *280,186 *68,206 *79,674 614,848 

* In registered dairies only. 

Although the basis of classification was improved in 1922 in order to 
providebha ::eturn of separate particulars of the cows in registered dairies, 
the figures of tach column are substantially comparable with those of 
previous years. 
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The heavy decrease (lG3,000) in the total number of milking cows during 
the two years ended 30th J"une, 1920, was due to the severe drought, which 
caused breeding to be restricted and a number of cows to be slaughtered for 
beef in onlcr to ayoid the expense of feeding. The next two seasons were 
on the whole favourable, and an increase of 71,000 occurred in the number 
of cows kept for milking. In 1922-'2'3 and 1923-24 the adverse seasonal 
conditions caused the number of dry cows and heifers to decline again, but, 
although the number of cows in milk at 30th June, 1923, had declined, 
there was an increase in the number at 30th June, 1924. In the following 
:icar the aveTage daily number was higoher than in any other year of the 
period except 1918. 

During the winter months the number of cows in milk is usually smaller 
and the numhor of springing heifers is usually greater than in the Sl1mmer 
months, and for those reasons the numb8rs shown above as at 30th June 
are not typical of the distdbution of cows under the various headings 
throughout the year. 

Dairy Ji'(IrmS and Registered Dairymen. 

Under the Dairies Supervisjon Act, 1901, every person keeping cows to 
produce milk JOT salc for human consumption in any form must register 
his Pl>emises and conform to prescribed standards of cleanliness, etc. Many 
persons so registered, however, conduct operations on a very limited scale. 

The following stRtement shows a comparison for the past seven years of 
the number of registered dairymen in New South \vales, and the number 
of holdings of 1 acre and upvvards used for dairy.ing operations on a 
commercial scale ;--

~~-~-------"--"--"-~----"--~-~---"-~-~~-~---

Year~ 

1919 

1920 

1921 

]922 

192J 

*Re:!istered 
Dairymen. 

17,751 

18,449 

20,530 

20,748 

22,194 

21,60-1 

21,S()4 

----".~----~ 

t Holdings of one acre and upwards used principally lor-

Dairyjng 
only. 

6,482 

6,799 

7,738 

0,092 

9,222 

9,191 

0,400 

I 

Dairying I D~irJ'ing II Dai.rying, I Totalllsed 
and I and GrazlIJ.~ and i for 

I Agriculture. Grazing. Agriculture. i Dairying. 

"---"----I-----~---~-
5,5[;6 1,547 1,409 14,994 

4,859 

5,112 

5,214 

5,2()G 

5,56l 

5,01() 

2,377 

2,271 

2,342 

2,227 

1,969 

1,766 

1,425 

1,549 

1,818 

1,042 

1,756 

1,990 

15,460 

16,670 

18,466 

18,357 

18,477 

19,174 

---~-""---~--"----~"'-------'-----

• At Slat Deccmtcr. t At 30th June. 

J t is apparent that less than one-half of the registered dairy.men are 
dependent exclusively on milk products for their livelihood, but the pro
portion has increased very greatly in recent years. In 1925 the number of 
holdings used exclusi voly for dairying' constituted over 12 per cen:t. of the 
tcbi number of holdings 1 acre or more i.n extent. 
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Dairy Factories. 

Although there is some seasonal variation, approximately 95 per cent. of 
the milk products of the State is handled in factories, the balance. being 
dealt with on the farms principally for domestic purposes. Most of the 
factories are conducted on co-operative principles, with the suppliers as 
shareholders, and are situated in the country districts at convenient centres. 
Particulars of the operations of the butter factories are. shown on page 454 
of this Year Book. 

DAIRY PUODTJCTION. 

The following statement shows the quantities of the principal dairy pro
ducts in each Division of the State during the year ended the 30th June, 
1925:-

Division. 

Coastal-· 
North Coast ... 
Hunter and ]\fanning' 
Metropolitan 
South Coast 

Total 

Tableland-
Nortbern ..• 
Central 
Southern ... 

Total 

Western Slopes-
North .. . 
Central .. . 
South ... 

Total 

Plains-
North Central 

-Central 
Riverina ... 

Total 

We'!ltern Division 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... ... 

.. , 

I 
Average No. ofl 

00\Y8 ill Tot" 1 yield of Butter made. Cheese made. 
~Iilk during i Milk. 

year. I 
I 

I No. uallor,~. lb. 1 lb. 

... [ 270,574 141,849,238 62,189,708 ],073,196 

... 126,261 73,734,779 27,975,528 826,665 

.", 22,178 12,855,570 952,789 11,440 

..·1 76,903 41,932,618 1l,368,524 4,335,767 

..., 505,006 270,:372,205 I 102,486,549 .7,147,068 

1 
I 

6,126,6831 15,318 
I 

2,076,348 135,658 ... 
... 17,357 7,361,Il3 1,589,419 154,031 ... 9,325 3,570,384 1,135,861 750 

... 42,000 17,067,180 4,801,628 290,439 
-----

.. ·1 ... 
13,841 6,371,556 2,276,313 ... 

7,420 2,755,6J9 781,689 ... 

' ''1-
"'j 1-----1---

22,681 10,142,855 4,538,795 268,089 

43,942 19,270,030 7,596,797 268,089 

i 
3,290 I 992,483 111,436 
3,27.5 i 1,033,944 131,173 

15,369 I 7,259,789 2,04.6,40;) 

21,934 ----9;2s6,2161--2;289,011 1 ____ _ 

... 1 

"'1 

:::1-
1,966 :>30,369 -I 37,362 

Total, New South Wales ... '--6-1-4-,8-4-8' 316,926,000[-117,211,347 -7/705,596 

This statement illustrates the importance of the dairying activities in the 
coastal division as compared with the remainder of the State. In this area 
more than 82 per cent. of the cows are depastured, and more than 85 
per ccnt. of the total output of milk, butter. and cheese is produced. 
More than one-half of the butter of the State is made in the North Coast 
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Division. Till.e Hunter and 1'Lannirig division is next in importance, 
then the South Ooast, followed by the south-western slopes where the manu
facture of butter is increasing steadily. Formerly the ·South Ooast divi
sion was the principal dairying region, but in recent years the industry has 
made rapid progress in the northern districts, where many large estates, 
used previously for raising cattle for beef, have been subdivided into dairy 
farms. The manufacture of cheese is of s.mall extent when compared with 
the manufacture of butter, and more than one-half of the total output is 
made in the south coastal districts. 

Milk. 

Particulars of the consumption and supply of milk and milk products are 
published in the chapter" Food and Prices" of the Yenr Book. 

Oows uRed for producing milk for sale are inspected by GoV'prnment 
officers, who have power to condemn and prevent the use of diseased 
aniinals. In 1925 inspections were made of 448,544 dairy cattle, or nearly 
half of the total herds in registered dairies, and of these 861, or less than 
two per thousand, were condemned-579 for tuberculosis, 172 for actinomy
cosis, 96 for cancer, and 14 for other diseases. The standard of milk sold 
for human consumption is prescribed, the quality of the milk sold is tested 
frequently, aJld prosecutions are instituted where ,deficiencies aT'e found. 
By these means the ,purity and wholesomeness of ,dairy products are 
protected. 

Average Yield of lrfilk per Cow. 

'l'he steps being taken to increase the yield of milk per cow are discussed 
In the earlier pages of this chapter. vVihile sufficient information is not 
av:ailable to show conclusively the avel'nge annual product1on of milk per 
cow, it is certain that the average is comparatively low, and that, with the 
natural climatic advantage of a mild winter, great improvement is possible. 

The following 'S,tatement shows the total quantity of milk produced in the 
State in comparison with the avcrage daily number of cows in milk during 
the year. T'he average yield of milk per cow, as determined by dividing the 
latter fignre into the former, is, therefore, 'a measure of the variation in 
average annual rate of production per cow, and shows to the extent to which 
it is affected hy seasonal influences. 

Particulars of thc .average daily nnmber of cows in milk were first 
collected in 1914-15, and for the last four seasons .separate details, as shown 
below, are available regarding cows in registered dairies and other milcn 
cows. 

Registered Dairies. i Other Cows in Milk. All Cows in Milk. 

I 
Cows in Milk in I[ 

---------[ 

~ne;:d I yield of J\Iilk. II 
30th Average I ' I i Average I Average 1 

Yield of Milk. Yield of Milk. 

June. N dailY Total IAverage·[1 Numd~.·eIYr. Total IAvemge N~~6er. Total Average 
umber. I (000 per· . \OOG per I (000 per 

I omitted).] Cow.* II omitted.) i cow.- omitted). 1 cow.-

1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

gal. \ gal. -11- 1[1 gal. I gal. I I gal. I gal. 
502,188 259,653 517 il 78,745 25,708 326 1580,993 285,271 I ~·91 
503,944 203,022 403 II 75.572 i 23,9481 317 579,516 1226,970! 3.92 
485,342 199,964 412 Ii 76,566 I 25,542 33411561,908 1225,506! 401 
534,482 ]290,021 543 [ 80,366 I. 26,905 335 614,8481316,926 I' 515 

, .1 

* Annual rate. 
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The total yield of milk as sllOwn in the above table ean be regarded as 
only approximate. Few, if any, dairy-farmers actually measure the quantity 
of milk obtained from their cows, because they are concerned principally 
in producing cream. Only about one-fifth of the milk obtained is con
sumed as fresh milk. The total yield as shown is based upon estimates 
supplied by farmers corrected to some extent by reference to the quantity 
of cream supplied to factories and of milk pasteurised tor market and used 
for other purposes. 

'The approximate annual rate of production pel' cow during the past 
foul' seasons has fluctuated between 392 gallons and 515 gallons under the 
influence of seasonal factors, the average annual rate for the period cal
culated on the basis of the average daily number in milk being 451 gallons 
per cow. In the absence of accurate data concerning the total number of 
cows actually milked in registcred dairies during t11e yem, it is not possible 
to ascertain satisfactorily the aye rage quantity of milk produced per dairy 
cow. HoW'e,Yel', an approximate estimate may be obtained if it be assumed 
that the mean of the numbers of cows in milk and dry at the beginlling 
and end of any given ;yeal' represents the average number kept for milking 
in registered dairies during that year. Apart from this assumption the 
value of the results obtained is detracted from by the lack of precision in 
the estimated totnl production of milk refe~red to above. 

The following table, referring to cows in registered dairies, provides a 
comparison of estimates compiled on this basis:-

--------~!------i-----~----,-----,----------

I Mean NUll1. i
l 

...At. '-erage Estimated 
Year ! ber of Cows Daily l'um~ Proportion Aver~ge 

I Dry and in I oer of Cows of Cows in I PerlO.d 
I Milk. I in Milk, I Milk. d~~i~l;I;:~~r'l 
I , 

~ ____________ ~J, ______ ~-, ______ ___ 

per cent. I days. 

1922-~3 

1923·24 

1924·25 

i 
723,600 I 
709,200 I 
723,461 I 

503,944 

485,342 

534,482 

69'6 I 2M 

68'4 Ii 

73'9 

250 

270 

Estimated AYerag-e Yield 
pCI' Cow. 

Fquivillent 
Milk. in Oommer

cial Butter. 

gals. lb. 

280 125 

282 126 

401 189 

In the two years ended June, 1924, both aggregate production and average 
yield were below normal hy reason of adverse we:lthel' conditions. The 
average yield in 1921-22 cannot be estimated upon the same basis, but it was 
probably greater by approximately 25 per cent. The average in 1924-25 
was more than 42 per cent. higher than in the preceding season. 

The length of the lactation period varies considerably according to the 
geographical position of dairy farma. While the general average for the 
,state was about 270 days in 192·1-25, the averagle in the tablelaEcl division, 
whe.re the winter is colder, was only about 230 days. 
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['se of .l1filk. 

The following statement shows the estimated amount of milk used fOl 
various putp()ses during each ()f the last three years :-

Used for butter made on farms 

" " 
in factories 

Used for cl:eese made on farms ... 

" " 
in factories ... 

U sed for swect cream 
" condensing 

Pasteurised for metropolitan and 
Newcftstle markets ... 

Babllce Rold and used otherwise '" 

Total 

1922-23. 
gallons. 

12,909,000 
155,720,000 

1923-24. 1924-25. 
gallons. gallons. 

13,561,000 13,936,000 
152,105,000238,115,000 

168,629,000 165,666,000252,051,000 

228,000 
5,183,000 

5,411,000 

2,136,000 
1,90i,000 

14,756,000 
34-,131,000 

82,000 
6,177,000 

108,000 
7,907,000 

6,259,000 8,015,000 
--~--".--- .------

2,136,000 2,973,000 
3,059,000 ' 2,010,000 

16,230,000 16,690,000 
:.1:l,156,000 3Fi,187,OOO 

226,970,000 225,506,000 316,926,00C 

An estimate of the quantity of fresh milk used for human c()nsumption 
is shown in the chapter relating to "Food and Prices." 

In 1924-25 the milk used for making butter represented 79 per cent.' of 
thE; total production; 3 per cent. was used for cheese; 1 per cent. for con
densed milk; and ,the balance-17 per cent.-was consumed as fresh milk 
or sweet cream, or used .otherwise. 

The quality ()f the milk as indicated by the percentage of butter-fat is a 
matter of considerable importance, and it is satisfactory to note that, during 
adverse Eeasons, the quality is fairly well maintained. The following state
ment shows the quantity of commercial hutter produced per 100 gallons of 
milk treated on farms and in factories during each ()f the last five years:-

Year ended 30th 
Jnne. 

1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

Quautity of Commercial Butter per 100 gallons 
01 .. Milk treated. 

On Farms. 

lb. 
33'9 
33-6 
31-(; 
34'3 
33'S 

In Factories. I 
lb. 

44'S 
45·9 
44'5 
4k7 
47·2 

On 11'anns and 
in ]'actories. 

lb. 
44'0 
45'1 
43'7 
43'9 
46'5 

The apparent increase in the quantity of butter made from milk in 
factories in 192'1-22 is partly attributable to a change effected in estimating 
the quantity 9f milk used in butter factories in that year. The averages, 
however, indicate the seasonal variations fairly closely. 

In recent years it has become the practice to instal hand or small power 
separators on each farm. The number of farms with power separators in 
1924-2,) was approximately 1,406. Thus the farmers have been able to 
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effect great economy of time and labour, as the cream need not be' taken: 
to the faotory at such frequent intervals as formerly, and considerable 
advantage is derived by the supply of freshly separated milk for the farm 
stock. 

Preserved Milk. 

Various kinds of preserved milk and milk foods are produced in New 
South Wales, e.g., sweetened condensed milk, unsweetened condensed milk, 
concentrated milk, and powdered milk. 

During the. war period there was great progress in the manufacture of 
preserved milk, and the output was increased from 3,682,800 lb. in 1913 
to 14,938,100 lb. in 1920-21. Since that year there has been an amalgamation 
of the companies engaged in the manufacture. of preserved milk products in 
Australasia and some of the factories in New South Wales have been closed. 
The output has decreased considerably and the export from New ,south 
Wales has dwindled to a very small proportion. 'The quantity made in 
1923-24 was only 7,158,537 lb., valued at £289,367, and in the following year 
5;804,191 lb., valued at £244,574. 

Butter. 

The following statement shows the quantity of butter made, and the milk 
U$~ ,for that pUrpD!;!e, at intervals since 1901:-

Year 
ended 
30th 
June. 

1901* 
HlOO* 
19U* 
1916 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

I On Farm •• In Factories. Total. 

I I Butter IMilk used I Butter rfilk used M'lk ed I Butter MUk used. made per lb. of Milk used. made per lb. of l I us . made. 
. Butter. I " Butter. 

, 

(000 omitted.) (000 omitted.) I (00" ~""".l 
gallons. lb. gal. gallons. lb. gal. gallons. Hi. 
14,168 4,775 2·97 82,304 34,282 2·40 96,472 39,057-
14,288 4,637 3·08 14J,7tH 54,304 2·61 156,049 58,941 
14,034 4,632 3·03 182,947 78,573 2·33 196,981 83,205 
12,593 4,258 2·96 127,323 56,374 2·30 139,916 59,632 
12,945 4,388 2'93 178,411 79,880 2'23 I'H,356 84,268 
14,805 4,978 2'97 208,399 95,695 2'18 223;204 100,673 
12,909 4,469 2·89 155,720 69,255 2·25 16&,629 73,724 
13,561 4,654 2·91 152,105 08,030 2'24 165,666 72,684 
13,936 4,706 2'96 238,115 112,505 2'12 252,051 117,211 

* Calendar year. 

[Milk use per lb. 0 
d 
f 

Butter. 

gal. 
2·47 
2·6{; 

I 
2·37 
2·35 
2'27 
2'22 
2·29 
2·28 
2'15 

For reasons explained on the preceding page the decrease in the quantity 
of milk used per pound of butter in factories in 1921-22, as shown in this 
table, was more apparent than real. 

The proportion of factory-made butter in the total production has in
creased from 72 per cent. in 1895 to 96 per cent. during 1924-25-a result 
of the greater efficiency of factory as compared with farm methods. On the 
average nearly 3 gallons of milk are required to make a pound of butter on 
the farms, as compared with 2i gallons in the factories. 

The output in 1920 was lower than in some of the earlier years owing to 
drought conditions preva.iling in the coastal districts during the year but 
the production rose rapidly in the following years and in 1921-22 it exceeded 
100,000,000 lb. In 1922-23 and 1923,-24 the seasonal conditions were un
favourable during the greater part of the year, and the output declined. In 
1924-25 it rose to the highest level yet recorded, the quantity being more 
than 16 per cent. greater than in 1921-22-previously the largest on record. 
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DAIRY PRODUCnON.1SIlO tn 19a4-a5. 

Eatiographo 
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The numbers at the side of the gral'h reprl"sent 1,000,000 lbs. 

'The diagram is a- ratio graph, and, the vertical., sf'aitr bei.ng logarithmic, the rise or fall of ea'c~ 
<curve represents, the percentage of change. Equal distances on, the scale represent the sanle 'Per. 
tCentage of change, and when the curves· run pat"allel, they indicate an increase or decrease in equal 
proportion, irrespective of absolute numbers. Actual quantit.ies are shown by means of the numbers 
at the side of the graph.' 

External Trade' in Butter. 

Particulars of the external" trade in butter during each of the past three 
seasons are summarised in the. following: statement:-

Particulars. 1923~~~1~5~ 
"'"Im----c-p-or~t-s-:-------------- lb.. lb. lb. 

Interstate ... ... ." ... ... 8,694,000 3,268,800 3,033,600 
From New Zealand... ... ... .., 1,401,300 1,700 8ll5,600 

Total Imports ... ... ... 1O,0l}5,300 ~270;Koo 3,839,200 . 
Exports :-

Interstate ....... .. 
Oversea-Australian prodnce .. . 

New Zealand produce .. . 
Ships' Stores-Australian produce .. . 

New Zealand prodnce 
Total Exports ... . .. 

Excess of Exports .. 

2,402,000 
9,951,000 

301,300 
314,900 

5,525,400 
44;243,500 

4S3,600 
.. 6,300 
.. , =_1'"".c2~, 9;7:5-'c,-;c5~0:0':::-.C..50"',~25~2c'_, 5~0~0 

2 8bO 200 46,982,000 

6,781,500 
26,354,600 

653,500 

a3,789,600 
29950400 

---------------------------------------
Owing to the low production in 1923-24, there was a very small margin for 

exports a£~er supplying local !,equire!!lents, a]:ld cog§iderabl~ qllanti~i",s. wer~ 
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imported from other Australian States and from New Zealand. In 1924-25 
the local production was far in excess of local requirements. The quantity 
exported oversea was very heavy, and there was a ,considerable export to other 
States. Very little butter was imported from New Zealand. Towards the 
end of the follt>wing season, however, when prices in Australia were at a 
comparatively high level, 'a fairly large quantity of New Zealand butter was 
brought to Sydney. 

PToduction and Exports of Butter jf onthly. 

The following table shows for each month during the three seasons ended 
30th June, 1923, the quantity of butter produced in factories in comparison 
with the quailtity exported. Butter may be stored for a considerable period 
before export, and the figures for production and export each month do not 
necessarily refer to the same butter. In 1923-24 local production scarcely 
sufficed to suppl.y local requirements, and the quantity of butter imported 
interstate and from New Zealand was nearly as great as the quantities 
exported. The exponts oversea in that year probably included some butter 
imported flOm other Australian States:-

July 
August 
September 

October ... 
No,"cmber ... 
Dcceml;er ... 

Jauuary 
February 
March 

April 
May 
June 

Month 

Total 

1 
Quantity of Butter Produced Quantity of Bntter Exported 

in Factories. O\rersea (Australian Produce). 

"'1 '''1 

11923-24.11924-25. '11925-26. 1923-24.[1924-25.11925-26. 

2,502 
2,52;) 
3,634 

5,736 
5,938 
5,145 

8,107 
8,775 
8,882 

3,449 
4,096 
6,613 

9,059 
1l,302 
14,643 

14,135 
13,00'! 
12,817 

Thousand lb. 
4,691 1~6 . 
4,932 1:11 I 
6,839 1331 

8,805 389 ' 
10,7:1';' 1,375 
12,9t6 524 

13,076 
10,161 
8,493 

1,896 
2,715 
1,654 

676 
2,351 
1,523 

2,419 
3,628 
7,006 

6,922 
6,256 
5.642 

705 
350 
928 

1,430 
3,139 
5,051 

4,933 
5,23& 
1,785 

.,. 5,8(;;3 7,350 7,'1.47 265 1,599 1,412 

... ,\ 7,081 10,198 8,670 531 I 3,524 496 

... 4.178 5,437 5,059 212 I 2,697 891 

... 1 6s,366*1i12,lo3* 101,6.~6* ~I 44,243 26,355 
-------------------------------

• Compilert from monthly returns of Dairy Bunch. The totals differ slightly from those published 
elsewhere in this Yolume. 

These monthly records show the ,pronounced seasonal nature of the pro
duction, with the consequent monthly variations in the volume of exports. 
Production increases in a marked degree during the summer months and 
decreases during the winter, reaching a minimum usually in July. This is 
due mainly to fluctu2.tions in the number of cows in mille 

TIle interstate imports in 1925-26 included 281',000 lb. imported at. 
Sydney by boat, 1,866,000 lb. imported by rail, mainly at Wallangarra and 
Albury, and 887,000 lb. imported from South Australia to supply the require
ments of the Broken Hill district. 

Usually more than 80 per cent. of the butter exported oversea from New 
South Wales is sent to the United Kingdom, the remainder being sent 
mainiy to countries bordering the Pacific Ocean. The following table shows 
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for a period of ten years ended December, 1U2-1, the quantity of butter 
imported into the United Kingdom from New South Wales and the pro
portion borne by such imports to the total quantity imported:-
---c----- ~~-.. ~--. ~- -- ----

Year i Imports of Butter I Proportion tJ Total il Ye;i1rci I Imports of Bueter I Propcrtion to Total 
ended I from I. nn!,.t~:r imp?rtcd into'I·\ cfl~t I fro:n Butter imported into 
fio~~ i New South W,dea, 1 Ullited KingJom. 1 Dec. I New S'Juth Walrs. Ullit(d Kingdom. 

1915 17.72~~864 i P~\~nt." 1920 I 8,30~~592 ---i)c~~;:t.--
1916 3,648,400 I 1'50 1921 27,405,168 6·94 
1917 18,997,888 I 9'36 1922 23,957.600 6'06 

~~~~ g:;gg:M~ ____ l~:~I __ ., ~~~: _ l~:~?g:g~~ ____ J:~~ __ 
This table shows tbe pronounced fluctuations which occur in supplies of 

New South IV ales butter placed on tIle TIri tish markets and the relative 
smallness of the quantity. 

During 1925 the total imports of butter into the United Kingdom 
amounted to 655,704,000 lb., of which 130,059,000 lb. were imported from 
Australia, 140,621,000 lb. from New Zealand and 185,702,000 lb. from 
Denmark. The principal sources from which butter was imported into 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland during each or the last three years are 
shown below :-

Year ended 
June. 

Im}1orts of 13utter into Gre~t Britain and Northern Ireland from-

i Australia. I New Zealand i Dennr!'!'k. ,I Argentina. I Other Totn 1 i 1 • 1 I 
! I I I L:ountries. Ilnrorts .. 

1924 iZ~~--1 t~t147--1 t~f~5-; ~-11 ~;,~~~~ I t~~~77~~· 2~~~19 
1925 56,193 67,179 1 85,206 22,455 ,46,865 277,898 

_1_9_26_~~_40."15~~ __ ~~3~_ ~32 __ .t._E.~,G85~~ 72,38:1 278,392 

Prices of Butter. 
The average monthly price3 of b11 ttc:r in Sydney and London markets 

during each or the three seaSOllS ended 30th June, l\J2G, are shown below:-
~------- ._-.--------

Month. 

1 Average Prire in Sydney of Choicest 
i 13utter per C\vt. I 

A yerage 'l'op Price in I.ondon of 
Australian nutter pcr cwt. 

i-~·--I·----[ ~-i--'- I 
: 1923·24. 1924·23. I 1923·26. I' 10'23 24. I 1924·25. I 1925~26. 

i~;;'-l-,s-t----'-! :i; g : ;~g-- : l: gil·· : ~l ~ ::: -~-~.-.~-g-(l 
SeI~tember :::1 224 0 176 0 178 O· 185 0 193 0 204 0 

October '" 
Nov·ember 
December 

•.. 1 201 0 I£)7 0 185 0 ill 187 0 211 0 
••• 1 196 0 150 0 ]76 0 i 196 0 191 0 
... 1 210 0 145 0 155 0:

1 
20) 0 19! 0 

.Tanuary ... 
Fct'rnary 
1\1<treh 

1 li 

:::1 Hi g Hi g H~ g Ii 
April ... 1· 145 0 146 0 194 0 iii 

1\1ay :::1 i~~ g i~~ 3 ~~~ g!, J_u_n_e __________ ___ 

205 0 
193 0 
162 0 

150 0 
159 0 
l6ll0 

165 0 
1li9 0 
179 0 

lG6 0 
164 0 
180 0 

213 0 
200 0 
174 0 

167 0 
170 0 
169 0 

]73 0 
169 0 
173 0 

The prices quoted in the above table for Sydney [i11d London respectivel:" 
may not strictly be l\sed to estimate the differenc'2. between the actual selling
pricc in Sydney Rnd the local parity of Londoll pl'iees. The ~~.YlL"C.r p:'iec 
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is an average of daily prices and relates to the official price of :butter of 
choicest quality. N o account is taken of under-selling such as occurred iu 
the middle of 1924 through the incidence of interstate competition. On the 
other hand the London prices are the mean of the top prices quoted weekly 
in the Statist for Australiun butter, but owing to the smallness of supplies 
at certain periods these prices are more or less nominal. Usually there are 
appreciable quantities of Australian butter on London markets only for 
about half the year, viz., from November to May inclusive. Under the 
" Patterson" stabilisation scheme, which is explained above, exporters of 
butter from Australia since 1st January, 1926, have been paid a bonus at 
the rate of 3d. per lb. exported. 

The cost of marketing butter in London varies fro,m time to time in 
accordance with changes in rates of ocean freight, exchange, insurance" 
handling and other charges. During 1924-25 the amount of such charges 
was approximately 22s. per cwt. 

Cheese. 
Excellent conditions exist in New South Wales for the production of 

cheese, but cheese-making has not advanced to the same extent as the 
II1anufacture of butter, the latter being more profitable. 

The industry is retarded by the great disadvantages of cheese as an 
article of export. It matures quickly and after a short period depreciate;; 
in value. Unlike butter it cannot be preserved satisfactorily by freezing. 
Moreover, cheese represents little more than half the money value of butter' 
for the same weight, while the cost of freight is practically the same. At 
present, however, sufficient cheese is seldom produced in New South Wales 
to supply local requirements, and, besides 820,000 lb. imported from other 
Australian States by sea, in 1924-25, approximately 155,000 lb. were 
imported from countries outside the Oommonwcalth. The quantity exported 
oversea during the year was 930,000 lb. valued at £32,100, inclusive of ships' 
stores. 

The Select Oommittee, to which reference was made above, assigns the 
unsatisfactory condition of this section of the dairying industry to th~ 
fact that adequate legislative authority has not been given to control the 
manufacture of cheese, as in the case of butter. The committee was of 
opinion that it should be made compUlsory to grade and pasteurise milk and 
cream used in the manufacture of cheese ,and to grade the cheese accord
ing to quality. 

From a previous table showing' the cheese made in the various divisions 
of the State, it will be seen that more than half of the total production 
during the 1924-25 season vms made in the South Ooast Division. 

The following table shows the production of cheese in factories and on 
farms at intervals since 1901:-
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It is apparent that the annual output of cheese has shown only slight 
expansion except in occasional years. The quantity produced in 1924-25 
was, however, greater than the output in any other year except 1916-17. 
Cheese-making on farms was formerly extensive, but is declining into 
insignificance. The output of factories during 1924-25 represented nearly 
99 per cent. of the total production. 

SWINE. 

'fhe breeding of swine is conducted usually on dairy farms, where a large 
supply of separated milk is available for fattening the stock. Pigs are reared 
also in Rgricultural districts, where special crops of maize, peas, etc., are 
grown as fodder for them. The natural increase of pigs is rapid, so that 
there is a danger of an over-supply on the market unless a steady export 
trade is developed. The export is small and variable, and for this reason 
pig-raising has not progressed to the same extent as the dairy industry. 

The principal breeds of swine are the Berkshire, prized because it is 
fattened readily; the Poland China, which thrives in the North Coastal 
districts; the Tamworth, which is useful for crossing with fat breeds to 
secure a good bacon pig; and a type called the Middle Yorkshire, which has 
!been fixed by crossing the Large and Small Y orkshires. Stocks of high
class strains may be purchased at the Government experiment farms and 
other institutions. 

The following table shows the number of pigs in New South Wales at. 
intervals since 1891:-

----------------~~------~----

II At 30th June. \ 
At 31st 

December. 

1891 
1896 
1001 
1906 
1911 

Swine. ~ 

No. 
253,189 
214,581 
265,730 
243,370 
371,og3 

Swine. 

No. 
1916 281,158 
1921 306,253 
1923 340,853 
1924 323,196 
1925 339,669 

The figures show remarkable fluctuations, but, since 1901, there has been 
a tendency to increase. In 1918 the number, 396,157, was the highest on 
record, but it declined owing to advers6) seasons in 1919 and 1920. There 
was a substantial increase in 1921, and again in 1922, but the numbers 
diminished in the two adverse seasons which followed. At 30th June, 1925. 
the pigs less than one year old numbered 237,824, and the pigs aged one 
year and over 101,845. 

The' following statement shows the number of pigs in various divisions 
of the State and the production of bacon and ham in 1924-25 as compared 
with the years 1911 and 1920-21:-

1911. 

Dlv1olon. 
Swine. \ Bacon and 

Ham cured. 

I No. I lb. 
Coastal ... '''1255'~61 113,8~5,520 
Tableland .. , ... 45,078 11,124,091 
Western Slopes ... ... 42,258 666,173 
Other ... ... '''1 27,896 i 467,043 

'--1 
Whole State ... ) 371,093 ,16,102,827 

1920-21. 
I 

1921-25. 

I I 

Swine. I Bacon and I Swine. Ham cured •. 

No. I lb. I No. 
208,903 14,781,094 259,967 
29.700 597.872, 27,609 
39,599 422,712 I 34,049 
28,051 455,564 I 18,044 
--I ' , 
306,253 ! 16,257,242 331',669 

\ Baconand 
Ham cured. 

lb. 
19,587,724 

582,463 
422,05 
484,55 

5 
4, 

_._---
21,076,79 6 

This table shows that the production of bacon has increased since 1911 
in the dairying districts of the coastal division, and 92 per cent. of the total 
production of bacon in 1924-25 was cured in these districts. In the table
land division there has been a marked decline in pig-raising, and little or 
no progress has been made in other parts of the State. 
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In1erstate At QL'ement of Pigs. 
'rhe introduction of pigs from other States is closely regulated in order 

to provent the spread of the various diseases current among these animals, 
and, on the whole, few pigs are brought into the State except for slaughter
ing in adverse seasons. On the otheT hand there is a regular movement of 
pigs from New South \Vales to Queensland, and, on a smaller scale, to 
Yictoria. In 1924-25 the net export of live pigs to Queensland was 10,200 
and to Victoria 4,400. 

Bacon and Hams. 

The production of bacon in New South Wales is not usually sufficient for 
local requirements, and quantities are imported from other States. Such 
imports in 1924-25 were approximately 8,800,000 lb. 

The output of bacon and hams from factories and farms at intervals 
since 1891 is shown hereunder:-

-------------- ----------------

Year ended 
30th Jnno. 

1891* 
1901* 
1911* 
1916 
1921 
1922 
1923 
H):.'4 
~9::5 

Prodt'ction of Dacon and Ham. 

,-- --- ----- ----
Fact')ry. 

lb. 
2,120,300 
7,392,100 

13,393,500 
11,637,900 
14,625,800 
18;544,067 
17,506,343 
17,693,376 
19,7G4,983 

ll"urm. 

lb. 
3,889,300 
3,688,800 
2,709,390 
1,938,700 
1,631,400 
1,878,803 
1,739,523 
1,358,733 
]/311,8]3 

Total 
Production. 

lb. 
6,009, GOO 

11,080,900 
16,102,800 
13,57G,600 
16,257,20~ 
20,422,870 
19,245,866 
19,052,109 
21,076,796 

------ -- --._----------------------
* Calendar Year. 

The output of bacon varies in fairly close sympathy with the production 
of butter but is geneTally insufficient for local requirements. 

During the first decade of the period under review the production of bacon 
showed a substantial increase. The rate of increase during the succeeding 
decade was much slower as a result of the drought of 1902,-03. The produc
tion in 1920-21 was only slightly higher than in 1911, but the output in the 
last fom yean' has Ibeen much greater, and in 1924-25 it exceeded 21,000,000 
lb. for the first time. 

Lard. 

Statistics showing the total production of lard are not available. During 
the year ended 30th June, 1925, the quantity extracted in factories 
amounted to 6G8,262 lb., valued at £21,097; hut as the manufacture of this 
product is conducted in many other Establishments, as well as On farms, this 
quantity represents only a portion of the total output. 

During the twelve months ended 30th June, 192:5, the oversea exports of 
lard and refined animal fats amounted to 476,939 lb., valued at £14,960, 
as compared with imports from oversea countries amounting to 24,402 lb., 
yalned at £1,000. 

LOCAL COXSl.:MPTION m' DAmy PllODl;CTS. 

The local consumption of dairy products in New South Wales is com
paratively high. The ayerage consumption per head in 1924-25 ,vas as 
follows:-Fresh milk, 21-2 gallons, preserved milk GB lb., buttQI.' ~1 lh., 
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cheese 3' 5 lb., bacon and ham n'9 lb. IWith a population of about 2,320,000 
the local requirements amount to 49,200,000 gallons of fresh milk per annum, 
nearly 14,600,000 lb. of preserved milk, 72,000,000 lb. of ,butter, 8,100,000 
lb. of cheese, and 27,600;000 lb. of bacon and ham. Oomparison with the 
figures on the foregoing pages shows that t.he State is self-supporting in 
regard to milk and butter, and that portions of the supplies of cheese and 
bacon are imported-generally :from the other States of the Commonwealth. 
During the summer months, when production is at. a mnximuIl1, a quantit.yof 
but.ter is placed in cold storage in order to ensure an adequate supply during 
the winter. This matter is treated more fully in the chapter relating to 
"Food and Prices." 

EXPORTS OF DAIRY PROJUCTS. 

Dairy products for export beyond the Commonwealth are subject to 
inspection by Federal Government officials under the provisions of the 
Oommerce Act, lH05, and the exportation of inferior products is prohibited 
unless the goods are labelled as below standard. Since Augu-st, 1925, the 
e~port of butter and cheese has been supervised by the Dairy Produce 
Export Control Board, of 'which pal"lticulars are given on page5i67. 

The following table shows the oversea exports of the principal dairy 
prodUcts from New South Wales, inclusive of ships' stores, at intervals since 
1891. The particulars for 1906 and earlier years relate to New South Wales 
produce only, but in later years the figures include a small quantity of the 
produce of other Augtralian States. New South Wales produce exportcd 
through other St.ates is excluded from account. 

Oversea Exports (including Ships' StoffS).' 

I Vear. 
ended 

30th June. 
Butter. ChecF.e. I Milk-Preserved, 

Condensed, etc. 

Qnantit;r-";alne. -;-Quantity. I Value. I" Quantity. I 
~----+II-lb-. -(0-0101-)"11--·-;---1~~.- (OO~;-I -~-lb. (000) I 

1891 * 478 18 411 ... I 
1896* 1,912 75,994 45 821 8 I 
1901* I 8,700 379,342 174 4,359 19t; I 
1906* I 23,362 978,725 123 3,268 258 
1911 * i 33,044 1,518,993 127 3,723 1,127 
1916 I 4,306 259,834 191 9,767 947 
1921 i 28,429 3,458,280 804 49,813 11,576 
1922 ,36,730 2,327,080 629 26,565 3,634 
1923 I 12,883 1,035,185 293 14,3H) 688 
1924 '10,266 778,963 156 8,902 742 
1925 44,727 2,968,525 878 2;),514 647 
1926 27,008 1,943586 259 12,321 656 

• Calendar :year. 

£ 

156 
2,525 
4,906 

17,471 
22,052 

691,122 
203,483 

33,119 
37,382 
26,999 
26,513 

Bacon and Ham. 

lb. (000) 
9 

40 
96 

141 
618 
224 

1,357 
1,053 

757 
545 
766 
790 

£ 
380 
994 

3,007 
4,996 

17,561 
11,279 

132,075 
80,641 
57,406 
45,170 
52,724 
61,681 

The export trade in butter is mainly with the United Kingdom. During 
the year 1924-25, the quantity available for export was the highest yet 
recorded, the season was good, and remunenltive prices were obtainable in 
London. The exports of condensed milk increased rapidly during the war 
period, but have since declined. 

The values of other dairy and farmyard products exported overseas in 
1924-25 were as followa:-Fl'ozen pork £'2',727, frozen poultry £12,182, eggs 
£49,039, liye pigs and poultry £1,568; making a total of £3,143,278, including 
the itt'ms listed above. The total in 1925-2G was £2,125,021. 
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POULTRy-FARMING. 

Poultry-farming was conducted formel'ly in conjunction with dait'ying; 
but the interests' involved have become important commercially' in recent 
years and a distinct industry has been developed. Efforts are made to 
.obtain the, benefits of modern methods of poultry-farm management, and to 
secure the best egg-laying and table breeds; To assist poultry-farmers, the 
Department of Agriculture issues various publications treating of poultry 
culture, and employs a poultry expert to advise them. A Government 
Poultry Farm at Seven Hills is used for demonstration and educational 
purposes in connection with the Department's activities for the benefit of 
poultry-farmers. A'ccurate statistics of poultry production are not available, 
but a general estimate based on accessible returns shows that the value of 
produotion during 1924-25 was approximately £2,591,000. 

Special attention is devoted to improving the laying qualities of the 
different breeds, and egg-laying (Competitions; orgalllised originally by 
private subscriptions, have been conducted since 1901 at the Hawkesbury 
.Agricultural Oollege, with the object of stimulating the poultry industry. 
These competitions have attracted widespread interest, and birds for com
petition are sent from all parts of New South Wales, from the other Aus
tralian States, from New Zealand, and some from America. 

By such means much valuable information has been gained from practical 
~xperiment and research. Tests are arranged and records are kept of the 
,cost of feeding, and of the results obtained from the various breeds of 
poultry, and by different methods of'treatment. The eXpansion of poultry
raising in recent years has received a great impetus froin this source, 
insomuch as it produced data, previously unobtainable, as to the possibili
ties of poultry-farming as a business, and stimulated the idea of breeding 
for high egg production. 

An annual report in bulletin form, giving particulars and tabulated 
results of these competitions, is issued by the Department of Agriculture. 

BEE-KEEPING. 

The bee-keeping industry is at the present time of small importance, 
though there is ample inducement for further expansion. 

The production of honey and of beeswax varies considerably from year 
to year, as shown in the following table:-

Season. 

I 
Bee Hives. I A~~~r!e I 

I Un- j Honey. of Honeypor Beeswax. 

Productive. p_ro~d-=-uc_t_iv_e.-"--__ Tc=c0'""ta_I._-'c __ ;-;-_-,;--pr~~Ci-~f=--vcc..!i_V_e-';--_~ __ 

No. 
r 

No. ! No. lb. lb. lb. , 
1910-11 55,958 14,308 70,266 2,765,618 49·4 72,617 
1920,.21 28,041 6,387 34,428 1,443;377 51'5 23,320 
1.921-22 34,129 7,269 41,498 2,989,074. 87·6 28,385 
]922-23 26,81;5 11,549 38,404 1,239,080 46'1 28,442 
1923-24 

I 

19,987 11,774 31,761 590,980 29·6 12,703 
1924-25 34,692 5,431 40,123 3,090,150 89'1 40,108 

The yield per productive hive improved considerably as a result of the 
€nactment of the Apiaries Acts in 1916 and 1917, but it is subject to marked 
fluctuations according to seasonal conditions. The average was low during 
the two seasons ended June, 1924, then it rose to the high level of 89 lb. 

Frame hives are now in general use, as the box-hive has been prohibited. 
Special legislation which has been passed with reference to apiculture is 
more fully detailed at page 655 of the Year Book for 1918. 
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In 1924-25 the· estimated value of the production from bees was £55,000, 
the quantity of production. in each division being as follows;-

Dl11sion. 

J 

Coa.sta.l 

Tableland 

Western Slopes 

"'1 

::~II 
Central Pla.ins a.nd Riverina "'1 
Western Division ... [ 

Total 
· .. 1 

Honey. 

lb. 
340,049 

2,186,2'80 

470,61.6 

93,205 

3,090,150 

I Bees_x. 

I lb. 
7;465 

24,262 

7,475. 

906 

40,108 

VALUE OF DAIRY A~D lE'ARMYARD PRODUOTION. 

It is evident from the foregoing that the dairying and farmyard industries 
are important.factors in the rural production of New South Wales. The 
value of production in 1924-25 amounted to £14,336,000, or £6 7s. 3d. per 
head of population. The dairying industry yielded £10,583,000, swine 
£1,107,000, poultry £2,591,000, and bees £55,000. The value of prodU'ction 
in each year since 1911 has been as follows;-

Year. 

1911 

1912 

1913 

1914--15 

1915-16 

1916-17 

1917-18 

1918-19 

1919-20 

1920-21 

1921-22 

1922-23 

1923-24 

1924-25 

1 I I Milk (not I 
·1 Milk for Kilk for u.ed for 

Butter. Cheese. I Butter or 
Oheese) .. 

(000) 
£ 

3,63i 

3,895 

3,450 

4,038 

3,198 

4,740 

4,954 

4,537 

4,712 

8,411 

5,800 

5,805 

5,027 

6,342 

(000) 
£ 

129 

168 

170 

170 

167 

227 

250 

204 

278 

306 

228 

198 

213 

197 

(000) 
£ 
619 

750 

950 

962 

1,084 

1,059 

1,618 

1,949 j 
2,132 I 

I 
2,751 I 
2,359 : 

I 
2,558 i 

2,604 [ 

i 
3,039 I 

I 

Milch 
Cows. 

(000) 
£ 

389 

406 

385 

523 

419 

657 

668 

709 

721 

603 

899 

1,136 

1,113 

1,005 

I s~ne'l a~:ls·1 BeeS. I ToW. 

r-----+-----+----
(000) I (000) 

£ I £ 
44'i i 1,280 

j 
539 I 1;401 

500 i 1,578 
: 

538 '[ 1,597 

605 I 2,144 

7951 1,908 

990 2,082 

1,153 2,501 

1,121 2,814 

1,130 3,196 

925 2,650 

976 2,750 

1,037 2,321 
. i 
1,107 i 2,591 

(000) 
£ 

39 

33 

30 

IS 

32 

33 

73 

20 

15 

50 

53 

22 

12 

55 

(000) 
£ 
6,534 

7,192 

7,063 

7,846 

7,649 

9,419 

H),635 

11,Q73 

11,793 

fM47 

12,914 

13;445 

12,32'1 

14,336 
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The value of production from these industries increased during the period 
under review from £6,534,000 to £16,447,000 in 19,20-21, when boom values 
'ruled, rand the drop in 1921-22 was occasioned by a return to lower values, 
although the quantity of production in the year was a record. During 
1922-23 and 1923-24 prices improved, but seasonal conditions were adverse. 
In 1924-25 the volume of production was very large, but as prices declined 
the value did not reach the level of the season 1920-21. The bulk of dairy 
and farmyard commodities is produced for home consumption, and prices 
rise and fall in accordance with local seasonal conditions. Oversea markets 
apparently have littleinfluence on local prices. For these reasons the annual 
value of production does not reflect seasonal fluctuations in yields to the same 
extent as do agricultural and pastoral producrts whose prices are determined 
mainly by the condition of oversea markets. 

Butter is the principal item of dairy produce. The value of the milk used 
in the ,production of butter in 1924-25 wa 1 £6,342,000, as compared with 
£3,631,000 in 1911 and £8,411,000 in 1920-21. The value of milk used for 
other purposes was £3,236,000. 

The return from poultry, which are kept on a great many holdings, is 
next in importance, though the yaluc of production shown does not repre
sent the total for the industry, becacse records are not available of tho 
production on many areas which are le88 than one acre in extent. 

PRICES OF DAlRY PRODUCTS. 

The average wholesale prices obtained in 1914 and during the last six 
years in the Sydney markets for the principal kinds of dairy and poultry 
farm produce are shown in the following tabl'2. The average quoted for the' 
year represents the mean of the prirces ruling each month, and does not 
take into account the quantity sold during the month. 

Dairy and Poultry 
}'arm Produce. 1914. 19co. I un. 1922. I 1923. I 19:!4. 1925. 

M-il-k--~---.-.. -~-al-.+-~SO-1d1-· f-C...-~· ~[ ~. ~jlll:-~ I-~· {~ -I-;-~I-~~ ~;t 
Butter ... lb. 0 III 2 1 I 9!1 1 7 I 1 lO~r 1 5f1, J 51 
CtJeese ... " 0 H 1 i!:! 1 0:11 0 10, I 2~1 0 91[ 0 JOt 

~~~:~l:{d)d;' I °5
1 ~5! 27

1 

~gi 2g1 ~5~11[ 6

L
10! 1[1 7~ 9

2

'j: S~ 122Ill,' gL

3

gt 
(Roosters) ... pr. 

Dllcks- I 
~~~g:~~h) ... " ~ ~ Ii ~ 1: ib I 1~ 1~ I ~g ~ ] ~ g I 19 g 
Turkeys (cock~) " 11 2 35 S 37 11 I 36 7 I 37 3 33 3 30 3 

Bee produce- . I i I 
Honey ... Ib. 0 31 0 8 0 51 0 311 0 4t 0

1 
5
3
il, 0 4 

Wax ... I 2l 2 O~ 1 11 lIS!] 1 Sfl 41 1 4! 
~----~~------~---~--------~----

Almost without exception pl'iees increased in each year from 1914 tQ 1920, 
the greatest rises 'Occurring in 1919 and 1920. In 1921 all the prices, except 
the quotations for poultry, were slightly lower than in thEl preceding year. 
In 1922 prices declined generally, but in 1923 the prices 'Of dairy prodncts 
rose, milk being dearer than in 1920. 
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III 1824 the ayerage qnotations for dairy products except bacon, and ror 
I'arious kinds of poultry were much lowel' than in the preceding years, and 
in 1825 the downward trend was still apparent in respect of milk, butter, 
and poultry; bacon and eggs also became cheaper. In the latter year the 
average pl'ice of butter was 50 per cent. dearer than in 1914, milk 60 per 
cent., bacon 28 per cent., and eggs 36 per cent. dearer. 

The relative variations in the Sydney wholesale price.'; of eight principal 
dairy and farmyard products, viz., butter, cheese, bacon, ham, eggs, COTJ.

densed milk, honey and lard are shown in the following table of index 
numbers, in which the pl'ices of 1911 are taken as the base and represented 
by 1,000:-

19l1 

1912 

191~ 

Hilt 

1917 

1():8 

1919 

J920 

\

i, J,~49 
II 

J ,380 1\ 

1,4,0 11 

Ii 
J ,487 \' 

1,718 

I
I 

2,236 
Ii 

1921 

1922 

1923 

1924 

1925 

1926 

Innex 
Number, 

2,0:20 

I 1,9;,9 

1,612 

~-~~~ .. -~----.. ---~ 

.. To JUIl0. 

Although the average prices of dai.ry produce have remained very much 
above the pre-war level the relative increases have been considerably less 
than those of other product3. A comparative table showing the relative 
increases in each of eight grOL1ps of commodities is published in the chapter 
"Food and Prices" of this Year Book. 
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FORESTRY· 

THE forest lands of the State containing timber of commercial value con
sist of about 11 million acres, of whiah about 8 million acres are Grown 
lands. Nearly 7miUion acres of Sw.te Lands have been either dediloated. or 
reserved for the preservation and growth of timber. 

The total forest area, although not large, contains a great variety of 
useful timbers, which in hardwoods number about twenty different kinds of 
?,ood commercial value, including such renowned constructional woods as 
Honbark, tallow-wood, and turpentine. In other timbers there are about 
twenty-five varieties, including such valuable timbers as cedar, beech, pine, 
and teak. It is estimated that, approximately, five-sixths of the timber 
supply consists of miXed hardwoods and one-sixth of soft and brush woods. 

Following the report of a Royal Commission appointed in 1907, a Forestry 
Department was established under the Forestry Act, 1909. This Act was 
repealed by the Forestry Act, 1916.. which became law on the 1st November, 
1916, and provided for the constitution of a Forestry Commission, con
sisting of three members, one being Chief Commissioner. A further 
amending !Act passed on 23rd December, 1924, p['ovided for a 'commission 
of one member at a salary of £1,500 per annum. . 

The Commission is charged with the administration of the Forestry Act, 
1916, which provides for the control and management of the State forests 
and timber reserves, for the training of forest officers, for the conduct of 
research work, and for the collection of statistics in connection with 
forestry. 

The Commission may dispose of timber and products of any State forest 
or timber reserve, and-

(a) take 'and sell such timber and products; 
(b) convert any such timber into logs, sawn timber, or any other 

merchantable article, and sell the same; 
.<c) convert any such products into merchantable articles, and sell the 

same; 
Cd) construct roads, railways, and tram-lines and other works for the 

transport of timber; and purchase, rent, or charter and use 
vehicles and vessels, with the necessary motive power; 

(e) construct, purchase, or rent sawmills and other mills, with all the 
necesHary machinery and plant for converting timber and manu
facturing articles from timber, and use such m.ills for those 
purposes. 

One-half of the gross amount received from royalties, licenses, and 
permits, and from the sale of timber, other than the output of the mills 
as indicated in (e) above, is to be set apart for afforestation, reafforesta
tion, survey and improvement of State forests and timber reserves, and for 
purposes incidental thereto, the expenditure of an amount exceeding £5,000 
on any particular work being subject to the approval of the }.finister; 

The Government may purchase, resume, or appropriate land for the pur
pose of a State forest, and may dedicate Crown lands as State forests or 
timber reserves. 

Timber-getters' and other llcenses may be issued by the Commission, and 
exclusive rights to take timber products from specified areas of State forests 
Qr timber reserves may be granted. 
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Every person conducting a sawmill for the treatment of timber must 
obtain a license, keep books and records, and make prescribed returns. 
Royalty must be paid on timber felled and on products taken from any 
State fores't, timber reserve, Crown lands, or lands held under any tenure 
from the Crown which requires the payment of royalty. Royalty is 
not payable, however, on timber exempted by terms of the license or by the 
regulations, or on timber required for use on any holding not comprised 
within a timber or forest reserve. Allowance may be made also for any 
timber which is not marketable. Trees on any State forest, timber reserve, 
or Crown lands, with the exception of lands held under conditional lease 
granted before the passing of the Act, must not be ringbarked except under 
permit. 

The Act 'provides for regubtions on the following matters :--Licenses, 
etc., and the fees and royalties payable; the periods and the conditions under 
which licenses, etc., may be granted; the protection and preservation of 
timber; the inspection, cutting, marking, and removal of timber; the kinds, 
sizes, and quantities which may be cut or removed; the conditions under 
which fires may be lighted in S tate forests; and the organisation of a system 
of education in: scientific forestry. 

"The Australian Forestry Journal" is issued monthly by the Commission 
with the object of interesting the public in forestry, and it is distributed 
gratis among a large number of public bodies. 

For the purposes of administration the areas containing State forest 
lands are grouped in districts, and the work in each district is supervised by 
a trained forestry officer under the control of the Commission. As the timber 
is removed from an area it is treated for regeneration, the average area so 
treated during the last five years being about 45,000 acres per annum. 

A large amount of regenerative work has been done in cOlinection with 
tile Murray River and the inland forests. Experimental works have been 
started in various partie! of the coast and higihlands to test the capacity 
of different classes of hardwood forest for reafforestation, and to ascertain 
the best methods of treatment; and stations have been selected for the 
promotion of afforestation by the establishment of State nurseries, with the 
{)bject of utilising some of the waste lands of the. State, of which about 
300,000 acres are suitable for the purpose. 

As at 30th June, 1925, a total.area of 5,145,957 acres of Crown lands had 
been dedicated permanently as Sta.te forests, and 1,637,458 acres had been 
set apart tentatively as timber reserves. In addition, there were a number 
()f State forest plantations of an aggregate area of 9,461 acres. 

Particulars relating to the State forests and plantations and timber 
reserves as at the end of each of·the last five years are shown below:-

At 30th June. 

1921 

1922 

1923 

1924 

1925 

State Forests. 

Number. Area. 

acres. 
721 5,194,298 

736 5,371,994 

720 5,315,689 

720 5;221.415 

714 5,140,957 

Stnte Timber Reserves. PlantatL:ms. 

Area. Nllmber. A"ea. 

acres. acres. 
2;544 504 1,.535,679 

4.032 494 1,479,792 

5,204 548 1,561,270 

7;180 550 1,659,897 

9,461. 552 1,637~408 
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The timber reserves are reviewed from time to time, and arrangements 
are made to dedicate suitable reserves as State forests, in order that they 
may be reserved permanently for forestry purposes and the reservation of 
unsuitable areas is revoked to make them available for other uses. 

Lccaticn of Forest Lands. 

The principal forest lands of the State are situated in the Zone of 
Coastal Timbers which consists of a narrow strip of land ranging up to 50 
miles in width and extending along the entire coast line. This zone em
braces an area of 13,797,000 acres, of which roughly 4,900,000 acres are 
classified as forest lands. This is a region of high rainfall and it produces 
an abundant supply of hardwood timbers of good quality. The State 
forests are distributed in scattered areas throughout the belt, but more 
especially in the North Coast district, in the vicini,ty of the coast from the 
River Hastings south to the Karnah Hiver, and along the South Coast from 
the Shoalhaven River to the southern boundar',- of the ,state. An isolated 
forest area of considerabJe importance stretches 'northward from the Hawkes
beEY ~'1iver and terminates to the westwal'd of Lake J'll[acquarie. 

The indigenous softwoods of the State are situated mainly in the Z'Jne of 
Brush Timbers lying in a narrow belt along the eastel'll foothills of the 
northern highlands. This zone embraces 6,339,000 acres of land and 
includes a forest area of approximately 1,500,000 acres, of \\~hich a consider
able 11roportion has been dedicated as State forests. 1'his is a regio1l of 
high rainfall. The timber is mainly softwood of good quality, the chief 
commercial species being hoop pine. 

The rainfall of the remainder of the State is lower than along the coast 
and although the area of forest lands is considerable, it represents only a 
small fraction of the total surface. The hinterland may be divided into 
three zones, viz., a zone of highland timbers, a zone of interior timbers, and 
a zone practically devoid of timbers of commercial value. 

T,he Zone of Highland Timbers contains in all 30,039,000 frc~'es, of which 
approximately 1,700,000 acreG are forest area fflVOllreO by a :fair l"f1infall. 
The supply of timbers is scattered and sparse, including mainly hardwoods 
of fair to good quality. Considerable areas in this zone are considered to he 
suitable for the planting of exotic conifers, and it is proposed to embark 
on an extensive scheme of afforestation in this connection. 

The Zone of Interior Timbers covers 81,000,000 acres, of which approxi
mately 2,900,000 acres are classed as forest area. The rainfall is compara
tivel;\, low and uncertain and ,the supply of timber, including both hardwoods 
and cY'press pine is generallys·cattered, sparse, and of fair quality. State 
forests are distributed throughout these zones. The majority of them are 
small, though the largest of the State forests is situated at Pilliga in the zone 
of interior timbers. This area is 454,200 acres in extent and is timbered with 
cypress pine, il'onbark, gum, box and belah. Another large area comprising 
140,266 acres mainly of ironbark is situated a little further south at 
Ooonoo, near Dubbo, and fUl,ther extensivp al'(',HS of State forp.;ts are 
situated along the Murray River west of Tocumwal. They contain red 
gum, white box, yellow box and cypress pine. 

The zone almost devoid of timbers of commercial value is practically co
terminous with the Western Division with an average annual rainfall of 
from 8 to 15 inches per year. This area contains 66,868,000 acres and its 
timoor suppJy is very sparse, scattered, and of inferior quality. 
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Slale Forest Nurseries and Plantations. 
A State Forest Nursery is maintained at Gosford for the propagation of 

plants of commercial types; the planted area is about 42 acres. Exchanges 
of seeds and plants are made with similar institutions in various parts of 
the world. Branch Nurseries of various dimensions have ,been established 
in practically every forestry district in the State. At Tuncurry a pine 
plantation is worked by prison labour, and about 2,000,000 pine trees have 
been planted. This establishment provides healthy outdoor work for 
prisoners, and at the same time utilises land which is not suitable for any 
other reproductive purpose. 

The total area of effective plantations at the end of June, 1925, was 9,461 
acres. In additlion about 2,338 acres had been prepared for planting, and 
there were 1,085,664 acres under working plans. 

To supplement the supply of softwood in the State, afforestation should 
be conducted on a more extensive scale than at present, and it has been 
estimated that it is necessary to plant 5,000 acres per year for thirty years in 
order to assure adequate supplies. Preliminary surveys in the southern 
highlands disclose an area of 150,000 acres suitable for the growth of soft
woods and indigenous hardwood. 

Prod11etion and Oonsumption of T~mber. 
During the year ended 30th June, 1925, there were in operation 541 saw

mills. The employees numbered 5,681, and the value of plant and machinery 
was estimated at £1,102,000. The output of native timber amounted to 
13,535,000 cubic feet, valued at the mills at £2,090,168. 

In the forests which have been placed under intensive management the 
Forestry Oommission undertakes the conversion of many classes of forest 
produce in order to ensure that 'all saleable timber will be removed promptly 
from each area to make way for young growth. In these areas 767,345 cubic 
feet of timber were dealt with during 1924-25. 

The following table shows the average annual output of native timber 
from sawmills in New South ,Wales in successive years since 1917, and the 
gross consumption of native and imported timbers as estimated by the 
Forestry Oommission. 

Y"ar ended 
30th June. 

Hili . 
H1l8 
1f)]H 
1!l20 
11121 
1922 
1!123 
1!)24 
I!) 25 

Annual Output 
of Native Timber 

from Saw Mills. 
(000 omitted.) 

cubic feet. 
10,437 
10,562 
10,968 
12,926 
13,009 
12,772 
12,259 
13,958 
13,535 

Estimated GroBs Consumption of Timbf.r. 

. __ Nat~ ____ ~~1 Nal. 

(000 omit,tcd.) 

cubic feet. 
21,750 
23,827 
24,269 
26,503 
29,407 
2!l,745 
30,476 
32,555 
44,812 

cubic feet. 
10,498 
7,719 
7,224 
7,220 
8,055 
9,185 

11,923 
14,898 
14,553 

cubic feet. 
32,248 
31.546 
31,493 
33,723 
37,462 
38,930 
42,399 
47,453 
59,365 

In recent years there has been remarkable activity in the building trade, 
and the consumption of timber has increased rapidly. Most of the imported 
timber consists of softwoods. The native timber consumed in 1924-25 con
sisted. of 20,231,000 cubic feet of hard.wood, 6,044,000 cubic feet of pine, 
432,500 cubic feet of brushwood, and 18,054,500 cubic feet of fuel. 
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Va'lue of Prodtlction from Forestry. 

The estimated yalue of production from forestry as at the ·place of pro
duction in 1924-25 was £1,1H7,OOO. The Jollowing table shows the value of 
forestry production in New South Wales at intervals since the year 1901 ;-

Year ended 
30th June. 

1901* 
1906* 
1911* 
1916 
1921 

Vnlue. 

£ 
554,OJO 

1,008,000 
998,000 

1,045,000 
1,656,000 

II 
Ii 
" I 

I 

I 
I 

Year ended 
30th Jillle. 

1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

. * Year ended 31 at December. 

Impvrts tttlfl Exports oj Timber. 

Value. 

£ 
1,585,000 
1,544,000 
1,659,000 
1,647,000 

Tho greater part of the softwood used in New South W ales has been 
drawn for many years from foreign sources of supply, among which New 
Zealand, the United States of ~>lmerica, Oanada, Norway, and Sweden are 
most important. It is hoped, however, that eventually steps will be taken 
to plant extensive areas in New South 'Wales with high-class American 
and other softwoods in order to render the State independcnt of imported 
timbers. 

In the following table particulars are shown regarding the import and 
export of timber to and from New South IV ales at intervals since 1901. The 
large import reflects a local demand fOT softwoods. It is not probable that 
the export trade will ever aSSUIDB Iarg-B proportions, though the forests of the 
State abound in high-class hardwo0ds. 

Year. 

1901 
1906 
1911 

1915-16 
1920-21 
1921-,22 
1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 
1925-261 

hnport.s U\'erseato New'S(}1lth'Walc.. I Export, 0' A'Htralinn Produce Ov.",sea 

~--u-n-d-r-eS-s(-d-. -------1---

1 

un::::e:~W South Wales. 

'Other. I 'rot.el 

I 
Value. I Ot.ller. 

Quantity. Value. Quantity. I Value. 

Total 
Value. 

sup. feet. 
(000) 

68,369 
84,772 

164,380 
119,232 
93,303 
96,848 

12a,028 
156,859 
151.459 
194,393 

:£ £'.£ I sup. feet. 
i (000) 

322.642 137,123 459,765: 10,386 
444,563 81,850 526,413! 29,322 
955,344 209,028 11,164,372i ~8,398 
814,102 74,305 i 888,407

1 

15,099 
1,904.064 174.910 1,2,078.974

1 

23,202 
1,254,616 160,2191,414,835 20,301 

1

1,398,702 339,228 11,737.93°1 19,086 
2,008,540 385,089 '12,393;629 26,958 
1,615,506 379,125 1.994,63]1 37,030 

11,964,596 463,610 12,428,2061 23,485 

£ I £ £ 

66,346 1 58,664 125,0l0 
325,805 9,361 335,166 
250,990 17.949 268,939 
144,486 10,965 155,451 
447,653 17,072464,725 
349,898 5,059 354,957 
294,049 1',220 299,269 
437,0291 6,898 443,927 
610,824 7,409 618,233 
390,439 1 6,689 397,128 

In addition there is a considerable interstate movement of timber by sea, 
of which complete records are not available. The quantity oitimber 
recorded by the SydneyHarbourTTust as being imported at Sydney £rom 
other Australian States in 1924~25 was 17,938,000 superficial feet, valued 
at £318,600; and in the following year 18,487,000 super. feet valued at 
£410,100. 
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Forestry IA:censes and Permits. 
Licenses and permits are granted for the purposes of obtaining timber 

and fuel, grazing, sawmilLing,ringbarking, and for the occupation of land .. 
The fees for licenses and permits are small, but considerable revenue is 
gained from royalties on timber,agistment, and occupation fees, etc. 

The revenue collected by the State from timber licenses and from royalty 
on timber during various years since. 1911 is shown in the following 
table:-

Year II Sales, I Royalty on I 
ended Rents, Timber. 

30th June Fees etc 
Total. 

£ I £ £ 
1911* 11,153 ! 79,165 90,318 I 

1916 8,701 I 59,406 68,107 I 1921 76,141 I 114,601 190,742 
1922 104,2.34 I 113,607 217,811 

I 

I
I Year \ Sales, 
II f'nded Rents, 
I 30th June Fees etc 

I 
i £ 

1923 I 59,882 
1924 

1 
51,747 

i 1925 48,798 

II I 
I 

I Roplty on ITt I Timber. 0 a. 

£ 
108,816 
134,646 
lCO,934 

1 

£ 
168,698 
J86,393 
209,732 

'" Year ended 31st December. 

Included in the total for 1924-25 are sales of converted and confiscated: 
material £15,158 ; and rents for occupation permits, forest leases, etc.,. 
£22,604. 

The practice of forestry in Europe and America has shown that greater 
expenditure by the Government means increased profits, and forest improve
ment in New South Wales, where timber grows more rapidly and to larger 
size, should yield even more favourable results. 

Particulars of expenditure by the Forestry Department during the last 
five years are shown in the following table:-

Head of El!'penditure. 1 1920-21.!1921-22: [1922-23.11923--24.[1924-25. 

Survey, OrganiBation, Afforestation, andll £ £ £ £ £ 
Re..a,ffore~tation ...... '" 113,507 119,513 65,24.9 66,454 80,155 

Sa.la.ries, Travelling EXI}enses, etc. ...[oo,()85i 64,941 61,925 (5,888 67,022 

Other ... 1 5,948 [ 2,[34 I 9,934 5,364 6,546 

I I 

Total 
---I 

137,108 137,706 1153,723 
I 1--

",1179,540 1 186,588 

Persons Employed in ,Timber Industry. 
It has cbeen ~stimated by the Forestry Department that 13,636 persons 

were employed in the timber industry during the year 1924-25, viz., 3, 799 in 
felling and cutting; 2,839 in hauling timber to the mills, 4,166 in milling; 
and 2,832 in other occupations. These figures include persons partially 
employed, viz., 1,998 in felling and cutting and 1,134 in hauling timber. 
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FISHERIES. 

TIlE waters along the coast of New South Wales contain numerous varieties 
of fish, but the fishing industry is being developed very slowly. The prin
cipal sources of supply of marine fish are the coastal lakes and estuaries, 
the sea beaches and ocean waters, while Murray cod is obtained in the 
inland rivers. F'ishermen generally have confined their attention to the 
coastal lakes and estuaries, but in recent years an appreciable proportion 
of the market supplies- have been obtained by deep-sea trawling. 

The most extensive development may be expected in the ocean waters, 
where large shoals of deep-sea fish such as great tunnies, Spanish mackerel, 
bonito, mackerel, kingfish, tailer, salmon, and many other pelagic fishe~ 
travel in large shoals. There are also immense quantities of pilchards, 
sprats, and other" herring-kind," as well as sea garfish and others. 

Orayiishing and the oyster industry also are capable of great develop
ment, and mussels could be farmed successfully in a way somewhat similar 
to oysters, and. in many places where the oyster will not flourish. The 
expansion of the oyster industry depends to a certain extent upon a diffusion 
of the knowledge of successful oyster culture among oyster growers. Intense 
cultivation at Port Stephens has produced excellent results in recent years. 

Whaling operations have been conducted intermittently, but it is con
sidered that two shore stations with two steam whaling gunboats each 
could be maintained profitably on the coast of the State. The season begins 
in June and ends in November, though whales may be taken before and 
after that period. 

OONTROL OF THE FISHERIES. 

Under the Fisheries Act, 1902, control of the fisheries of the State, pre. 
viously administered by a Oommission, was placed in the hands of a Board 
to supervise the industry, to carry out investiQ,'utioDB likely to be of service, 
and to ensure observance of the regulations in regard to the dimensions of 
nets, closure of inland and tidal waters, net-fishing, and other such matters. 
Under an amending Act, in 1910, the Fisheries Board was dissolved and 
its powers vested in a Minister of the Orown, the Ohief Secretary being 
charged with the administration of the Act. 

Fishing Licenses. 
Persons catching fish for sale in tidal or inland waters must be licensed, 

also boats used for this purpose, the annual fee being 5s., which is reduced 
to half that amount if the license is issued after 30thJ une and before 
1st December. 

The number of licenses granted to fishermen during the year 1925 wag 
3,021, and licenses were issued in respect of 1,703 fishing boats. The fees 
received amounted to £1,404. 

Oyster Leases. 
For the purposes of oyster-culture, tidal Orown lands below an approxi

mate high-water mark may be leased at yearly rentals, determined by the 
Minister. T,he areas are classified as average, special, or inferior lands. 

The leases of average lands are for fifteen years, but may be renewed for 
a like period. An area Upon which an aggregate rental of less than £5 per 
annum is payable may not be leased to any person unless he is already an 
oyster lessee. 
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Leases of special lands are granted for areas of special value after the 
land has been offered by auction or tender, and are subject to the same 
conditions as leases of average lands, but need not be confined to areas 
along the approximate high-water mark. 

Leases of inferior larrds rure glmntoo for a term not exceeding ten years, 
with the right of renewal for a further term of five years. 

During the year 1925, applications for leases numbered 420, repre.senting 
85,415 yards of foreshore and 343 acres of off-shore leases. At the end of 
the year the existing leases numbered 4,686. The length of fore8ho1'es held 
was 1,210,700 yards, and there were deep-water leases to the extent of 2,579 
acres. The deposits paid with the applications for leased areas amounted 
to £924, and the rentals received during the year for leased areas to £10,858. 

PRO;)UCTION FROU FISHERIES. 

The most important kinds of fish marketed are snapper, bream, blackfish, 
whiting, mullet, jewfish, flathead, garfish, and Jl.1:urray cod-a freshwater 
fish; tailer, trevally, leather-jacket, anell gurnard are readily saleable in the 
local markets. 

li'ish.-The quantity consigned to Sydney and Newcastle markets during 
1925 amounted to 18,047,545 lb., of which 315,715 lb. were condemned. In 
addition 247,030 lb. of fish were consigned from the Tweed River to Brisbane, 
and 2,045,680 lb. are recorded as having been sold in various fishing centres 
in coastal areas, but this latter figure is incomplete. The total production 
of fish, as recorded during 1925, was 20,340,255 lb. 

The bulk of the supplies is obtained in the estuaries and lakes on the 
northern part of the coast-line. The quantities of fresh fish obtained from 
each of the principal fishing grounds of the State are indicated below:-

1924. 1925. 1924. 1925. 
Jb. lb. lb. lb. 

Claronce Hjyc]' 3,116,803 2,lIll,798 Botany Bay ;{2:3,82;{ ;{17,948 
''''Tallis Lake 1,107,257 1,2 15,7'70 Richmond RiYer ;{69,217 236,465 
Port St,ephcns 617,091 S:!0,7fH Hawkesbury River 310,823 493,885 
Lake Illawal'n1 459,834 :nl,072 Port Jackson 129,895 89,798 
Tuggerah Lakes ... 1,275,020 1, J64,209 Hastings RiYer ~99,457 118,105 
Lake Macquaric ... 621,708 6!1l,0/9 Maclcay River 235,504 235,871 
Camden Haycn ... 578,656 621,718 St. George's Basin ... 213,808 203,022 
M<lnning RiYcr ... 647,918 317,559 \Vollong' ng 261;265 247,519 

In addition to the quantities shown above, 7,694,757 lb., or ovor one-third 
of the total quantity marketed was obtained by deep-sea trawling. The actual 
production of fish was greator than the foregoing figures indicate, because 
a considerable quantity is sold in proximity to the fishing grounds without 
passing through the markets, and re.cords of the fish caught by private 
persons are not obtainable. 

Crayfish.-The number of marine crayfish (Palinurus) marketed during 
1025 was 101,730. The number captured was very much greater, but many 
were lost by death before mal:keting. The principal source of supply was 
the northern crayfish grounds, from Newcastle to Port Macquarie.From 
Port Stephens and Wallis Lake over 39,000 were sent to market. 

Prawns.-A quantity of approximately 1,002,926 lb. of marine prawns 
(Penmus) was marketed during 1925, and about 29,815 lb. were condemned. 
These figures do not include prawns sold for bait. 

Crabs.-About 6,050 dozen of crabs were. marketed. They comprised 
several species of swimming crabs, notably the Blne (Lupa) and the :Man
grove (Scylla). 
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:.. ;OY8fn'~hDuring the year 1925 the oyster production of the State 
~.. .amounted ~ 28,546 sacks, eaah of 3 ibushel capacity, valued at £92;174. 

\. '''T'h''E'se' consisted of Rock oyster (Ostrea cuculZata). This output was princi. 
~'pallY' the' result of artificial cultivation. 

l' Oversea Trade in Fish. 
" ';A ';ery considerable 'proportion of the local requirements of fish are im
ported from countries outside Australia, the value of fish so import€d during 
the year ended June, 1925, ooing £568',874, including 8,754,380 lb. of tinned 
fish valued at £422,95.7. The value of fish exported oversea was £33,115, 
including tinned fish to the value of £11,270. In the following year the 
imports, £636,691, included tinned fish 9,392,437 1b., £472,853; and the 
value of the exports was £44,741. 

Value of Fisheries Production. 
The value of the production from fisheries of New South Wales, as 

recorded during the year ended 30th June, 1925, was approximately 
£540,000, including fresh fish, £410,000, oysters, crayfish, prawns,. etc., 
£130,000 . 

. The value of production is estimated as at the place of production and. is 
exclusive of fish. condemned, of fish sold in fishing and other centres and not 
recorded, or used fur fertiliser and oil, and of the value of molluscs other 
than oysters. 

The following table shows. the value of production from fisheries since the 
year 1915-16:-

Year \ ended 30th .ruue. 

1916 
I!JI7 
I!J18 
l!Jl!l 
1920 

Value. 
(000 omitted;) 

£ 
325 
303 
307 
335 
470 

I! Year ! 
II' ended 30th June. I 
, . I 

1921 
1922 
1!J23 
192" 
1925 

FISH PRESERVING. 

Value. 
(000 omitted.). 

£ 
491 
5:i8 
491 
520 
540 

Many fishes specially suitable for treatment by canning, smoking, or 
salting are obtainable-in the waters wlongthe coast of New South Wales, 
but irregularity of supplies and climatic disadvantages. have militated 
against the success of canning factories. 

FISH CULTURE. AND ACOLlMATISATION. 

Acclimatisation of non-indigenous fishes, particularly trout, has, met with 
success in New South Wales, and trout fishing constitutes an important 
attraction for tourists and spurtsmerr in many districts. Young 'fry:' are dis" 
tributed annually from: a trout. hatchery at Prospect; 
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THE land of New South 'Vales, comprising an area of nearly two hundred 
million acres, is practically all under occupation. It em'braces so great a 
variety of soils and climate that almost any kind of crop, whether specially 
the produce of temperate, -and even cold, -climates, or of sub-tropical 
regions, may be .grown. The nature of the soil varies greatly in different 
parts of the country; but, e:x:cept in the inaccessible or rugged portions of 
the mountain chains, and the more arid regions of the north-wester;n. 
<listricts, the soil is almost everywhere ca,pable of productive use. The 
Variety of climate experienced extending through 8 degrees of latitude
from 29 degrees to 37 degrees south-cauBes a corresponding yariety in the 
kinds of produce which may be grown successfully. The area absolutely 
unfit for occupation of any sort has been estimated roughly at less, than 
.5,000,000 ,acres. Suocess in agricultural operations in New South Wales 
is, how eyer, altogether independent of the mere fitness of the soil for 
-cultivation. Up to the present, ex,perience has shown that an irregular 
rainfall and a :want of uniformity in. the seasons, which are the chief 
characteristics of the climate of a large part of the interior,are the 
greatest drawbacks to the advance of agriculture, but research and experi· 
ment are extending steadily the areas on which agricultural pursuits may 
be followed with success. 

The land adaptable to cultivation, under existing conditions, is found 
mainly in the Eastern and Central Divisions, which covel' three-fifths of the 
nrea of the State; but, owing tD the confined nature of ·their basins, the 
portions of the valleys of the coastal rivers adapted for agriculture are 
limited, and the region is given over principally to dairy-farming. Large 
tracts of the tablelands are hilly and rock-strewn, and are used mainly for 
;sheep and cattle raising. In the northern hinterland there is very little 
agriculture, and sheep-raising is 'Still the principal industry, although 
that division has a plentiful rainfall, and large areas are adaptable to 
wheat-culture. At present, therefore, agriculture is confined principally to 
the central and southern slopes and plains of the interior, but even in the 
,extensiYe and well-named Riverina district only a small pOl1tion of the 
land has been cultivated, and great expansion is still possible. 

The meagre rainfall and the absence. of irrigation facilities in the 
Western Division, which includes eighty· million acres, or two-fifths of the 
surface of the State, have hitherto rendered this great area practically 
unfit for cultivation, although it IS eminently suited for raising merino 
sheep. 

The agricultural potentialities of the more easterly areas have not yet 
been fully developed, but taking a long" view, wheat-growing is steadily 
intensifying in the central districtf', while mixed fal1ming;that is to say, 
wheat-growing in conjunction with sheep-raising, is extending westward. 
Moreover, factors such .as the evolution of improved plant types, the intro
duction ·of dl'y-farming and other improved methods of land tillage, the 
extension of irrigation facilities, and the development of the railway 
system, are 8.'{panding 1he area adaptable to successful agricultOire anti 
enoouraging the cultivation of ne,w areas. 

16487-A 
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AREA OP AGHICULTURAL LANDS. 

A brief historical note on the growth of agriculture was published on 
IJage 7'09 of the Official Year-book, 1921, and a comparison of the areas 
el1ltivated in divisions of .the State since 1905 appeared on page 712. 

,Rapid extension in the area cropped occurred toward the end of the last 
century, and yet more rapid, extension between 1910 and 1916. The 
decline in the three years 1918-1920 was due to the occu'rrence of bad 
season" and to the uncertain outlook which faced the growing of wheat 
for export, but with the improvement of market and seasonal conditions 
there has been a recovery. The cultivation of maize and oats, which had 
fallen off, has recovered in recent year6. Other crops are of sm~ll extent. 

The progress of cultivation since le91, in quinquennial periods, is 
shown in the following table:-

Years ended 
June-

1891-95 
]896--0J 
1901-05 
1906-10 
1911-15 
1916-20 
1921-25 

1921 
1922 
192;{ 
1924 
1925 

Average Area under- I Acres per Inhabitaut under-
~-------______ I~~ ____ ----------~ 

Cultivation, including I Crops, 
Grasses. 

acres. 
1,398,199 
:! 252 £49 
2;942:506 
3,575,873 
5,187,850 
6,01l,04[1 
6,599,0,18 
6,280,517 
6,451,363 
6,619,538 
6,738,958 
6,904,866 

acres 
1,ut8,554 
1,894,857 

. 2,436,765 
2,824,253 
4,025,165 
4,615,913 
4,665,362 
4,464,::l42 
4,445,848 
4,694,088 
4,fl08,lJ46 
4,911,148 

I CultiYatioll, I Crops. 

1 '18 
1'73 
2'10 
2'34 
2'93 
309 
3'04 
3'01 
303 
3'05 
305 
3'06 

0'88 
1'46 
1'74 
1'84 
227 
2'37 
2'15 
2'14 
2'09 
2'll 
2'18 
2'18 

------------------------------

The area of land under sown grasses (1,993,718 acres) consists principally 
of lands in the coastal districts, cleared, and sometimes rudely cultivated 
and sown with grasses for the maintenance of dairy stock. 

'The average area under crop in 11)16-20 was comparatively high by reason 
of the sudden expansion of wheat-growing in 1015-16, when the area sown 
with wheat was 5,122,245 acres, or approximately 1,000,000 greater than in 
1914-15. This area declined by reason of bad seasons to 3,068,540 acres in 
11)19-20, after which it gradually increased to 3,960,204 acres in 1924-25, 
but a decrease of approximately 300,000 acres occurred in the wheat crop 
of 1925-26, However, the expansion of the area under crop in 1923-24 and 
1924-25 was due less to the extension of wheat-growing than to an increase 
in other forms of cultivation. 

Particulars were obtained in 1925 of the area of alienated land (inclusive 
of that required to depasture working horses and milking cows necessar.f 
on the farm) which, in the opinion of the occupier, was suitable for culti
vation after t,he removal of standing timber, The area so ascertained was 
21,576,995 acres, or 33 per cent, of the area of alienated land occupied for 
agricultural and pastoral purposes. A small proportion of the land included 
in this area is situated in districts where the rainfall has not yet been found 
adequate for agricultural production on a commercial scale, Included in 
the designation "alienated land" are lands in course of alienation and 
~ertain lands held under perpetual lease. 
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rrhe following table shows the divisional distribution of agricultural lands 
during the season 1924-2;'}. The divisions referred to are shown on the 
map forming the frontispiece of this Year Book;-

Ii 

Divhdon. 
'[ Total Area 

of 
[ Oi vision, 

Area of Alienated and Crown 
Lands under-

------~-------~----

Occnpation I 
in Holdings I 

of 1 acre 
and over. 

Crops. Sown 
Grasses. 

1 

Area of Alienated Land Occupied 
in Boldin!,,,, of 1 acre and over-O 

Suitable Under 
for Crops, 

Cultivation, 1924-~5. 

Proportion 
of !!uitable 

Area 
Cultivated, 

---------------- ------~-----~-----~--~---~--

000 000 
acres. acres. 

Coastal-

I 
000 

acres. 
000 

acres. 
per 

cent. a~S'1 a~gs. 
North Coast .. .' 7,C09 4,494 110 1,504 , 518 109 21'0 

Bunter and Manning '. 8,355 5,483 102 2651 442 102 23'1 

JIIetropolitan.. .. 972 326 ~l 1 I 129 31 24'0 

South Coast .. ··1 6,0891 2,567 ! 51 1551 320 I 51 15'9 

h"cl'"~'" ··1 ~,'" = ""'" 1

1

==294 =~92511= ','" ='" I '" 
Northern •• ..1 8,165 6,512 80 6 1 381 80 I ,21'0 

Central,. .. ..! 10,897 7'462 1 398 8

1 

1,480 391 [ 26'4 

Southern .. "!I~~ __ ~~ __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ ____ ~I ___ l_3~ 
Total .. .·1~6'65911---~058 fll __ 522 __ ~i_--=174I __ 5121_236 

Western Slopes- I 
North.. •. ,,9,193 8,278 II 391 5 1,471 383 26'0 

Central.. .. .' 7,839 I 6,791 1,075 31 3,582

1 

1.034 28'9 

• South .. .. ., 11,230 9,160 I 1,191 10 4,017 1,138 28'1 
___ . ________ ---___________ --1_-

.. 28,262 24,229 2,657 18 9,100 I 2,5551 28'1 

"1-':::: - ~:: 1-·: --~I-~: - 1:: [1- :: 
. 'I 16,708 15,932 i 1,161 12

1

' 5,431 I,O~7 19'5 

. ,!~~~ - 37'~['-~4a2 ---;- --;,753/- 1,:,00 1-14.g 

Total 

Central Plains-

North .. 

Central,. 

Rh'crina. 

Total 

~"estern .. 1-8~~~ --;212 ,----6 ---;;-1--~1----2---~-

All Divis10rs . '1~~523 - 172'~I---~~~ -~9941- '21,517/-4,662 ---;.;; 

* Total a,rea of alienated ]&,llf} in holdi!1~ of 1 acre and over used for pastoral and agrlcultural purpose9 was 
65,209,412 acres, which includes b.uds in courSJ of alienation a.nd certain landij under perpetual lease. 

The divisions in this table, as published prior to 1923, were arranged on a 
county basis, but as the statistics of 1922-23 and subsequent years have been 
collected with the shire as the unit of area, a re-alignment of the territorial 
divisions had to be undertaken. This alteration produced considerable 
changes in the ,totals shown for individual divisions, and comparisbn of 
these with previous years is not possible. 
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NUMBER OF A.GRICULTURAL HOLDINGS. 

A. consideration of the number of holdings on which land was cultivated .. 
and the number of crops grown, affords guidance as to the popularity of 
the various crops. The number of farms on which wheat is sown, so far 
from exhibiting any permanent increase, declined after 1915-16, owing to
bad seasons, but the area devoted to this crop 'has practically doubled in 
the past twenty years. Several minor industries have been languishing 
over lfmgthy periods, and less attention is being paid to maize, potatoes, 
andeugar-cane, than formerly. The cultivation of oats has extended. 
citrus fruit-growing is gaining rapidly in importance, and the occurrence 
of good seasons and high prices has given some stimulus to tob'1.cc0-
glowing. 

Itelatively to the area cultivated, t-he number of holdings on which maize 
is grown is greatly in excess of ,that of wheat, owing to the fact that many 
dairy-farmers crop small areas for use on the farms; whereas portion of the 
area under wheat-varying from one-fourth to one-seventh-is cultivated 
on the "shares" system, by which a number of growers may be engaged in 
cultivating one holding. 

The number of cultivated holdings, and the number of crops cultivatecl 
on them at intervals since 1900-01 me shown -below. 

Kind of Crop. 

1900-01. 

1 

I 
... / 20,149 

17,563 

::'1 2,246 

,"Vheat 

Maize 

Barley 

... 1 11,547 

I 9,,:: 
"'1 1,214 

Oats 

Potatoes 

Tobacco 

Sugar-cane 

Grapes 

Number of Holdings upon which Crop was grown. ' 

1915-16. 1022-23. I 1923-2,. I 192'-25. 

-------"-------:-------
1905-06. 

19,049 22,453 18,632 18,036 17,69(} 

17,475 14,869 15,333 17,441 16,607 

1,755 2,538 2,214 2,119 .1,886 

10,740 13,i23 15,922 16,618 16,664-

8,552 4,643 3,571 3,661 3,908 

98 97 196 119 7& 

1,113 694 792 865 871 

1,530 1,38S 1,845 1,834 1,88() "'1 1,832 

Fruit-~:::: ... \ ::::: ::::: ::~:: ~',::: ~:::: ~:::: 
~Iarket Gardens "'1 2,266 1 2,842 3,301 i 2,220 2,603 2,448-
iii i 
1-----1

_------,------------

Total Cultivated iii i ! 
Holdings" ! 45,828 I 46,349 I 50,i28 I 49,640 50,i84 50,771 

* Holdings on '~lhieh more than one crop wa~ grown are included once only. 

Yaize and oats crops for market are grown on only a small proportion of 
the holdings where they are cultivated. 

Althongh the number of cultivated holdings has not increased appreciably 
since 1901, the agricultural industry has ~rown very. much, as may be -seen 
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from the comparison on page 598. The total number of holdings of one 
acre and upwards used for agricultural and pastoral purposes in 1924-25 
was 78,893, and on 50,771 holding;s arear; of varying sizes were cultivated. 
Only 11,510 holdings were used .exclusively for agricultural purposes. h. 
addition, however, 18,399 combined agricultural with pastoral pursuits, 
5,919 combined agriculture with dairying, 1,990 combined all thl"aepursuits, 
and a limited amount of cultivation of a non-commercial character was 
conducted in connection with other activities. There were, in all, 28,122 
holdings without any cultivated land. 

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION. 

The area and production of the principal crops of New South Wales are 
shown below. The year ended 30th June, 1916, in which the area cultivated 
was greater than in any other season, has been included for comparative 
purposes:-

Crop. 
I 

1915-16. 
I 

1921-22. 
I 

1922-23. I 1923-24. I 1924-25. , 

WheJ.t (grain)-
Area ... .. acres 4,188,865 3,194,949 2,942,857 2,945,335 3,550,078 
Total yield ... bush. 66,764,910 42,767,000 :28,667,949 33,176,000 59,767,000 
Average yield p.a. bush. 15'9 13'4 D'7 11'3 16'8 

Maize-
Area acres 154,130 146,687 138,169 166,974 146,564 
Total yield bush. 3,773,600 3,976,300 :~,287,523 4,62;1.000 4,203,,200 
Average yield p.a. bush. 24'5 27'1 23'8 27'7 28'7 

Oats (grain)-
Area acres 58,636 69,795 74,006 86,693 123,517 
Total yield bush. 1,345,698 1,16!J,900 1,250,7i2 1,570,300 2,511,400 
Average yield p.a. 

Hay-
bush. 23'0 16'8 16'9 18'1 20'3 

Area acres 1,108,919 750,928 889,457 1,023,717 763,:!87 
Total yield tons 1,573,938 1,029,124 1,060,979 1,172,805 1,152,613 
A "erage yield p. a. tons 1'42 1'37 119 1'14 1'51 

Green Crops---; 
Area acres 162,945 

Potatoes-
128,g65 499,714 429,772 166,073 

Area acres 19,589 29,4!l4 22,568 21,879 23,403 
Total yield tons 44,445 57,835 35,726 61,079 57,274 
Avera~e yield p.a. tons 2':27 1'96 1'58 2'79 2'45 

Sugar·canec-
Area cut acre8 6,030 5,400 5,879 6,733 7,761 
Total yield tons 157,748 149,474 147,992 132,(:}84. 228,978 
Average yield p.a. 

Fruit-
tons 26'16 27'68 25'.17 19'61 29'50 

Area acres 63,823 89,194 87,774 87,463 88,714 
Market Gardens-

Area acres 10,967 8,244 7,761 8,543 8,837 
Total yield ... £ 400,860 623,'243 621.,082 628,728 657,152 
A v'erage yield p.n. £ 36'0 75'6 80'2 736 74'4 

All other Crops-
Area .,', acres 26,843 24,1141 28,274 . 31,78236,251 

Total Area" acres -5, GOO, 747 4,447,770 4,600,43914,811,891 '4,914,485 
I 

• Including- area double-cropped, 

It will be observed that wheat .is the only crop extensively grown. The 
lal'ger 'Part of .thearea devoted to hay is .a:ls0under wheat, but OOllsiderable 
proportions are used for the llroduction of oaten and lucerne hay.t 

t See page 642. 

l 
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AREA UNDER PRINCIPAL CROPS, 1890-91 to 1924-25. 
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The diagram is a ratio gra.ph, a.nd, the vertical scale being logarithmic, the rise or fan of each curve 
represe'1ts the percentage of change. Equal distances on the scale represent Ute. same. percentage of 
chan~e, and when thec11TvcS run parallel, they .indicate'an inct:ease or decrea.se~it1.equaLproportion, 
irrespective of absolute numbers. Act!J.al area.~ a!'e shown by means of the numbers on the side of the 
graph, 
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PRODUCTION OF PRINCIPAL CROPS, 1890-91 to 1924.-25. 
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irrespecth'c of'absolute numbers. Actual quantities are shown by means of the numbers at the side of 
the graph. 
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In addition to the area show,n as cultivcated there were at. 30th June, 
1925, 1,993,718 acres under sown grasses; 33,229,630 acres of Orown lands 
were ringbarked, partly cleared, and under. native grasses; and 3,799,371 
acres were ready for cultivation on alienated holdings, including 
2,87]],430 acres which Had been cropped previously, 159,634 acres of new 
land cleared, and prepared for ploughing, and 768,307 acres in fallow. 

i Value of AgricUltural frQriuction. 

The.!es:t~llltlted value of ,the agricultural production of the State (includ
ing the Fe~eral Territory) during the last fivese'asons and the proportionate 
value of each crop to the total value, are shuwn in the following table, the 
,'alues bei~g based on prices realised on the farlll:,--

~rop. 
,1-, -I "I Value, " I I_Plroportl~nptce~lt: __ 

, [i 1920-~1, 1921,·22, 1922.-23, 11923;;24, 1924~25, II~iO- 1~~~-19;~-11~!~-ll~~~-

v"T ! I'; I" ,£ ,£ £ I £ I £. I 
Wheat i " I, f " ,'20,164,060 9,977,550 6,689,200 I 7,602,840 16,684,950 62'3 ',49'2 31'4 37'0 58'0 
Maize " 974,260 ~94,lj70 890,260 817,550 I 631,2'0 3

0
'0
1 
i 40:41 4'2 4-1 2'2 

Barley "1 23,270 16,350 9,900 14,5VU 28,590 I U'I 0'1 0'1 
Oats _, .. .. 241.480 199,820 234,750 26S,261l 293,000 0'7, 1'0 1'1 1-3 1'0 
Hay and Straw _ _ .' 7,494,209

1 

5,531,750 8,923,500 7,652,020 0,712,800 2~'2 127 3 41'9 37-2 23'3 
Green Food .. 437,~8~ 477,188 792,060 734,950 662,030 1'312'413'7 3,'6 2'3 
Potatoes " ", 309,910 I 243,140 318,280 323,720 319,820 1'0 1-2 1'5 1'6 1'1 
Su~ar-cane ._ 287,250! 325,110 347,780 280,680 446,510 O,g l'u 1'6 1'4 1'6 
Grape, " " 143,020 i 125620 179,540 171,800 193,670 0'4 0'6 O'S 0'8 0'7 
Wine and Brandv 127,420' 113:510 148,210 283,S40 213,3301 0'4 06 0'7 1'4 0'7 
Fruit--Oitrus .. 477.580 'I 530,380 628,100 521,730 609,420 1'51 2'6 2'9 2'5 2'1 

Otber .. 577,200 812,210 89!,010 748,640 850,200 18 4-0 4'3 a'6 2'9 
Market.gardens" 556,887 623.243 621,080 628,730 657,130 171 3'1 29 3'1 2'3 
Other Crops 558,028 390,229, 627,I~O I 476,890 482,1~0 1'7 19 2'9 23 I', 

Tot-al _, , _132.3]2,550 iW,200,no 12l,300:800!2O,555,740}8,784,820 -lo0fioo -ioo -100 100-
::\"0 deduction has been lllade frolll the values shown above for expendi

ture incurred in production. The total alllount expended in fertilisers, 
green food, and water in 1923-24 was £575,000, Seed wheat is included in 
the production: of grain and the fodder used for farlll stock is included at 
its market value, , 

The agricultural wealth of New South Wales at present depends lllainly 
on the. return from wheat crops, including hay and straw, the value of 
these crops in 1924-25 being £19,707,650, or 68 percent. of the total. Maize 
is next in illlportav-ce, but the returns frolll other individual crops, except 
fruit, are cOlllparatively slllall. 

In 1920-21 the remarkable yield of wheat which followed the breaking of 
the drought and the high price guaranteed by the Governlllent, produced by 
far the most valuable crop of wheat yet harvested in New South Wales. 
In 1921-22 neither the season nor the lllarkets were so favourable for wheat, 
and the value of grain produced was less than half that in 192'0-21. This 
decline; with the decrease in the value of hay crops, caused a drop of 
£12,000;000 in the value of agricultural production. The value of some 
minor crops, notably fruit, increased. In 1922-2'3 the wheat crop was only 
two-thirds of the quantity of the previous ;rear, but the price did not 
increase.' l-Iowever, owing to an adverse pastoral season, there was a 
heavy demand for hay, which rose in price and proved by far the largest 
itelll in the value of agricultural production for the year. AHhough the 
yield of 'wheat and hay increased in 1923-24, prices fell, and thc aggregllte 
value did not increase cOlllmensurately with the increased. production. In 
1924-2.5 a large wheat crop and favourable world markets coincided and the 
agl;l:regate vcalue of the harvest rose to a very high level. The v<llue of hay 
crops declined owing to a fall in prices due to the favourable pastoral 
season. 
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Value of Production per Acre. 

The following table, showing the value of production trom .agriculture, 
together with· the average per acre, affords an interesting summary of 
the expansion of agricultural pursuits and a measure or the condition of 
the industry:-

Years ended June- !AverageAnnnal I Average Annual I Average 
Area Oultivated .. Value of 1 Value.per.Acre. Production. 

I I I 
£ 

I 
acres. I £ s. d. 

1887-'91 I 858,3&7 4,030,611 4 13 n 
189-3-96 I 1,147,733 3,812,393 3 6 (y 

1897-1901 2,114;250 5;592,·620 2 12 11 
19O-2~06 2,515,.268 '6,302,903 2 10 1 
1907-11 2,933,021 8,565,l64 2 18 5 
1912-16 4,507,748 12,867,474 2 1'7 1 

1917-1921 4,.3'49,814 16,986;2£,0 3 17 s· 
1922 4;,441\,848 20,260,770 411 2 
1923 4,694,088 21,300,860/1. 4 10 9 
1924 4,808,046 20,555,740 4 5 6 
1925 4,911,148 28,784,820 5 17 3 

The comparatively high value of produetion per acre shown in the ten 
years prior to 1897 was due to the fact that agriculture waE' on.u smaller 
scale; cultivation was more intense than it has .been in recent years, and the 
yield per acre usually higher. The increased value shown since 1918 has been 
due mainly to the high prices 'reeeivffl for produce, but in 1921, this factor 
was augmented by the record yield'of wheat per acre. During the year ended 
.30th June, 192:2, the value ,of !production per acre for all the pmucipal 
crops, ex<eept sugar-cane, was lower than in the previous year, but still 
considerably above previous lev:els. In 1922~.23 the returns from wheat for 
grain <declined very heavily, but the :generalavel'age was sustained by a 
rise in value of all the other pri'llci;pal.crops ·except sngar"cane. The yield 
of wheat. and hay increased in 1923-24, but the prices declined heavily. The 
chief factors in the high average value per acre in 1924-25 were the favour
able prices and heavy yield of wheat. 

The average value per acre of various crops is shown below in comparison' 
with the average for the ten years preceding 1924·25 :-

Averlt/re Values ,per Acre. 
Crop. 

I 
I 

Ten years pre· 1 Ten years pre· I 1922-23. *1923~24. 1924-2'5. ceding 1913-14. ceding 1924-25 I 

Wheatfor~rain .... j £ s. d. 
I 

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 

1 17 1 21311 2 5 5 211 8 4 14 0-
Mltize tor Grain ... 4 6M :6 1 5 6 810 5 1 '6 4 6 2 
Oats for Grain ... 2 4 9 217 0 3 3 5 3 I 9 2 '7 5· 
Jifuy ... .. ~ ... S 8 9 :6 o 10 9 19 9 7 9 3 8 1"5 8 
Potatoes ... .... n 2 5 T3 1 11 14 2 4 14 15 II 13 13 4 
Sugltr-canet ... 21 9. .4 

I 

<f3,10 8 59 3 2 4113 9 57 lQ 8: 
Vineyards' t ... 16 12 4 30 Ii> 2 38 9 3 4515 5 37 :\ 1 
Orchardst ... 

· .. 1 

10 17 'tI 21 8 4 24 6 :I 24 5 7 28 1 3: 
Market-gardens 31 7 5 I 51 13 4 80 0 6 731111 74 7 3: 

J 

This average value of production per acre measures the effect fr;)m year to 
year of yield obtained and prices realised. and may therefore be said to 
furnish. an index of the combinedeflect of market and season on the average 
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returns obtained by farmers from their holdings. To make the analysis a 
complete reflex of the condition of agriculture, modifying factors, such tiS 

the cost of production, drought, and other causes of loss, should be taken 
into consideration. 

Oonsidered as gross returns, however, the averages for the decennial 
periods ending 1913-14 and 1923-24 afford guidance as to the effect of some 
of the economic conditions governing the industry, and show that for some 
of the principal crops the conditions prevailing in recent years have been 
adverse to expansion. Although in the latter of the two decennial periods 
the general average of wholesale prices was approximately 68 per cent. 
higher than in the former, the rise in the average value of crops per acre 
was approximately as follows :-1Wheat, 46 per cent.; maize, 40 per cent.; 
oats, 27 per cent.; and 'potatoes, 18 per cent. Thus for the principal grain 
and root crops market and seasonal conditions are now much less favourable 
than they were before the steep rise in price levels that occurred during :lnd 
after the war. The returns for hay and the remaining crops shown above 
have been comparatively more remunerative. 

WHOLESALE PmCES OF AGRICULTURAL PRODuCE. 

The prices realised for agricultural produce in New South Wales, when 
not regulated by any authority, vary with the seasons, and, therefore, show. 
very great fluctua'tions. Wheat and flour, in which alone there is a foreign 
trade, were closely regulated in price between ~9'14 and 1922. The prices of 
flour, blan, and pollard, are generally fixed in rrelation to the price of 
wheat by the Flour Mill Owners' Association of New South Wales. Wheat 
sold locally to millers for export as flour, up to 192'0, however, brought 
considerably higher prices than the averages shown below. In the case 
of other produce, local production falls short of the requirements of the 
Sta.OO, importation is usually necessary, and prices for these commodities 
are determined by external market conditions. 

The quotations here given represent the average prices obtained for 
farm products in the various Sydnel markets; for country districts due 
allowance must be made for cost of transportation, &c. The average for 
the year represents the mean of the prices ruling during each month, and 
does not take into account the quantity sold during the month. The prices 
ruling in each month of the year are shown in the "Statistical Register." 
The £gures are those quoted by the middleman, and not those obtained by 
the producers:- a : 

Commodity. I 1919. I 1920. I 1921. I 1922. I 1923. 1924. I 1925. I 1£26', , 
-

heat .. •. bush. 
lour .. .. ton 
ran .. bmh. 
ollard ... .. " 
at. .. .. " 

W 
F 
B 
P 
o 
M 
p 

aize 
o~ .. toe~ '(locaii i~n 

o mons 
" " 

H ay-
Oaten .. .. ton 
Lucerne .. 

" 
C hall'-

Wheaten .. 
" 

£ s. d. £ s. d. 
0 5 I} 0 S 7~ 

11 5 9 18 10 11 
0 1 21 0 1 91 
0 1 3 0 2 0 
0 5 9! 0 5 7 
0 8 0 0 8 7 

14 8 3 12 6 3 
15 12 5 20 7 3 

9 19 2 11 18 8 

110 9 
7 11 610 

8 18 9 i 10 12 11 
I 

I £ .. d. £ s . d. £ s. d'l £, s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 
0 8 8 0 5 8 0 5 3i J) 5 5 0 6 2 0 6 ; 

19 6 7 12 6 9 11 3 4 1217 2 14 17 10 14 10 3 
0 1 701 0 1 fit 0 1 ., 0 1 Ii 0 1 40\ 0 1 5t I. 
0 1 8! 0 1 7! 0 1 6t 0 1 3! 0 1 61 0 1 8 
0 3 5! 0 4 H 0 4 7k 0 4 6~ 0 410! 0 5 9 
0 5 3i 0 4 Hi 0 6 ~ 0 4 3 0 4 7t 0 6 0 
6 0 2 6 15 11 11 9 3 6 6 10 11 5 7 13 9 6 
5 12 1 12 7 10 6 10 6 113 ]0 6 1610 9 16 2 S 

I 
7 11 10 8 17 8 8 17 10 r 7 10 2 7 2 8 8 16 6 
5 18 f> Q 13 7 9 4 

:1 

6 19 3 711 3 811 0 

6 8 8 616 8 7 4 6 0 9 7 0 5 7 16 1 

• First six months. 
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. . The combined pric~ variations since 1901 of agricultural produce in 
Sydney markets, weighted according to the average consumption in the 
three years 1911-10, are shown below. The prices in 1911 have been 
adopted as base and called 1000. 

Year. I Inlex Number. II Year. I Index Number. II Year. I Index Number. 

1901 834 
I 

1910 1012 

I 
1919 J!)90 

1902 1266 1911 1000 1920 2430 
1903 ll81 

I 
1912 1339 1921 171)0 

1904 789 1913 1069 1922 1638 
]905 972 I 1914 1I35 1923 1720 
1906 929 

II 

1915 1648 1924 1475 
1907 1003 1916 1I63 ]925 1680 
I !lOR 1343 1917 1I2i 

I 
1926 1889* 

1909 1134 1918 1377 
._-- ----- .-----~ 

.. First six months. 

It will be observed ,that, tllOugh seasonal causes operated to produce high 
prices in 1902, 1903, 1908, 1915, 1919 and 1920, there was, nevertheless, a 
marked rise in the price level due to other causes. In December, 1921, the 
index number reached 1,434-the lowest point touched since 1918. Subse-. 
guent turning points were December, 1922, when it had risen to 1,895; 
February, 1923, when it had fallen to 1,639; June, 1923, when it reached 
1,860. In April, 1924, it had fanen to 1,393, but there has since been a 
sustained improvement and the high level of 1910 waS' reached in April, 192G. 

AGRICULTURAL 1YLAoCHINERY. 

For harvesting grain-crops the reaper and binder, the stripper, and the 
harvester are used, and there is considerable difference of opinion regarding 
the relative efficiency of each of these implements. The reaper and biuder 
is employed almost exclusivel~ in moist districts, but over ,the greater por
tion of the wl1eat areas conditions are favourable to the use of the 'harvester. 
A modern type of harvester, particularly adapted to Australian conditions, 
produced and developed locally, has contributed largely to the expansion 
of wheat cultivation, since it has enabled grain to be garnered with a con
siderable saving of time and labour. It is, illOwever, a matter of some 
debate whether this useful implement is adaptable to the conditions which 
will govern harvesting should the sys'tem of bulk-handling of grain receive 
extensive application. 

The f.ollowing statement shows the area cropped, the total value of tha 
agricultural ma'chinery used, and the value of the machinery used per acre, 
in Divisions of the State in the year 1924-25:-

Division. 

Coa,stal 
Tableland 
Western Slopes 
Central Plains and Ri verina 
'Vesiern 

Total 

Area. umier Orop. l\Iachinery and 
Implements. 

Value per Acrf'. 

I 

-·~~-----I-V~lue of Agricultural I 
'----------

acres. 
296,642 
522,935 

2,657,302 
1,431,882 

5,724 

4,914,485 

I 
£ I 

1,029,454 
1,240,455 I 

I 

4,425,633 
2,669,657 I 

62,531 
------

9,427,730 

£ s. d. 
395 
275 
1 13 4 
1 Ii 3 

10 18 6 

1 18 4 
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, In the coastal and tableland districts the areas under cultivation are sm~ll, 
including many small holdings highly developed for fruit-growing, dairy
ing and market gardening, while on the slopes and plains the implements 
used serve large wheat farms. In the \Vestern Division are a number of 
small irrigation settlements, 'but the aroo there farmed is too small to give 
an average which might be considered satisfactory for purposes of 
comparIson. 

Increased use-of agTicultural machinery has been a feature in the 
development of agriculture in New South \Vales during the past twenty 
years This matter is further discussed under the next heading. 

PERSONSEKGAGED IN AGRICULTURE. 

The following table provides a comparison of the number of persons 
returned by land-holders as being constantly engaged in cultivati.ng rural 
holdings as their principal activity. Casual and itinerant workers are 
omitted from account, but as the proportion of rural labour performed by 
such workers is, in the aggregate, relatively small the number of person'! 
shown in the following table may be accepted as a reliable guide to the 
variations in the numlber of persons earmng a livelihood directly from 
agriculture. Comparisons of the area under crop and the value of machinery 
used are added:--

II I 

I 

Persons I 

II 

Persons 
I Per- Area Value of Per- Area Value of 

Yea r. nlanently 1 under Machinery Year. manently I under l\lacbjnery 
En· Crop. Used.' En- Crop. Used.' 

I gaged.' I gaged.* 
I :1 I 

, I 
I No, acres. £ No. I acres. £ 

1\)13 -14 59,813 4,568,841 5,029;938 1919-20 47,392 3,770,155 6,128,753 
1914 -15 58,020 4,808,627 5,159,959 1920-21 48,896 I 4,464,342 7,120,381 
1915 -16 56,904 5,794,835 5,362,067 1921-22 47,268 I 4,445,848 7,884,713 
1916 -17 52,758 5,163,030 5,449,657 1922-23 48,154

1

4,694,088

1

8,536,164 
1917 -18 48,384 4,460,701 5,G15,995 1923-24 4G,823 4,811,891 8,799,353 
1918 -19 43,82'.3 3,890,844 5,696,916 1924-25 I 46,~78 4,914,485 9,42:7,730 

i 
, 

... Principally in cultivating the soil. 

Particulars of the classes and total wages of persons engaged in rUr,,1 
industries ar.e shown in part" Rural Settlement" of this Year Book, and in 
part" Primary Production" of the Statistical Register of New South \Vales. 

The decline in the number of -persons engaged in agriculture during the 
first nve years shown above was probably due mainly to enlistments for 
military services, althoug,h the adverse conditions ruling in_ the industry 
exercised a depressing influence. This latter cause doubtless operated to a 
marked extent during the severe drought which prevailed between 1918 and 
June, 1920. Although in 1919-20 there was an almost complete failure of 
the wheat crops of the State, and agricultural operations were considerably 
restricted, ,the number of persons engaged m agricultural employment 
mcreased as a result of the demobilisation of large numbers of the expedi
tionary forces. 

Apparently the number of pcrsons permanently engaged in cultivflJting 
rural holdings is now more than 10,000 less than in the years immediatelY 
preceding the war, although the area cultivated is approximately the same. 
The incl'ease in the value of the machinery used, particularly during the 
last five years, suggests as an explanation that the improvements in farm 
plant render less human labour necessary. This explanation is strengthened 
by the considerations that the average area sown with wheat pe~ farmer 
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is increasing, and that the number of farms used only for ,agriculture 
increaS<2,d from ahout 7,500 in pre-war years to 11,510 in 1924-25, indicating 
the rapid growth of a specialised class of agriculturists. Owing to the 
pronounced variations of seasonal factors, it is necessary in making 
eomparisons to consider the average of periods when conditions were ap
proximately the same. 

The number of persons recorded at the Census of 1921 as being engaged 
1n agricultural pursuits was 94,508, of whom 93,598 were males and 910 
females. This represented an increase of 15,999 males and a decrease of 
726 females since 1911, the net increase being 15,273 persons. In the same 
period the proportion of male breadwinners engaged in agricultural pur
cSuits decreased slightly from 13'4 per cent. to 13·1 per cent., and the !pro
portion of persons engaged in agricultural pursuits decreased from 4·8 per 
-cent. to 4.5 per cent. of the total population. 

The census classification includes persons whose employment is of a 
<lasual nature as wen as certain Government officials, farm servants, and 
()thers connected with agricultural operations, but not actually engaged in 
-cultivating the soil. The numbers recorded, therefore, are not comparable 
with those shown in the above table as permanently and principally em
ployed in cultivating the soil. 

FERTILISERS. 

In New South Wales superphosphates is the only artificial fertiliser 
used extensively, the soils in the wheat areas being generally deficient in 
j;hosvhoric acid. Tests of manure conducted on the farmers' experiment 
plots indicate that benefits derived from the application of super
phosphates to wheat-lands, as a general rule, are most marked in the 
southern portion of the whea,t-beIt, viz., the South-western Slope and the 
Riverina. The beneficial results gradually diminish throughout the western 
districts w'hich form the central portion of the wheat-belt, and in the 
1l0rth-weSitern districts no advantage is gained by the use of this fertiliser. 
The results may be affected, howevcr, by the fact that fallowing is more 
,"ommon in the south than in the west, and much more than in the north. 
In wheat-growing the amount of superphosphates applied is generally only 
56 lb. per acre. The average in 1924-2,3 was 58 lb. The number of farms 
using manures in 1924-.25 was 14,821. 

The following table shows the area of land and the quantity of manure 
used during the year 1924-25:-

DiYision. 
Area 
under 
Crop. 

\ Total 

I Area 
I Manured. 

! I Manures Used. 
\P~t~l;~~nl-----c----_____ , 

Manured I \ I to Area I Natural and Artificial, I 
under II Natura.l I In Combination. Artificial 
Crop. :only). I I (only). 

Natura!. 1 Artificial. 

I' acr.es. acres. jper cent.! loads. loads. I cwt I cwt. 

Coastal ... 1 ~96,64~ 48,431 16·3 I 6~,851 9!l,ZU SO,735 I' 1~9..:09 
Tableland ... ... 022,93<> 140,454 26·9 1-,411 014 I 421 90,250 
Western Slopes ... 2,657,302 1,344,426 W·6 3,005 ... 646,118 
Central Plains ... 1 270,539 108,517 40·1 990 ... I 40,185 

'Vestern ... .. 5,724 816 14·3 995 420 70 6,796 
Ri\lerina ... . .. 11,J61,!l43 98?,66-1 84·7 1,580 530 70 5:19.558 

Whole State .):914;485 2.627;308 53-5j·85,S32j-"95:rnf81:29i3!l,45s-:4i6 

-
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The greater part of the natural manures is used in the metropolitan 
division. The total area treated with natural manures was relatively small, 
being only l(i,3Z6 acres, inclusive of the area on which both natural and 
artificial manures were used. 

The quantities of the principal kinds of artificial fertiliser used in 
1924-25 were 1,343,429 cwt. superphosphates and 88,086 cwt. of bone-dust 
in manuring 2,586,131 and 21,923 acres respectively. 

The application of manures to agricultural lands is practised most exten
sively in the southern districts, the proportion of the cuLtivated area. 
manured there in 1924-25 being 80 per cent. Only 1 per cent. of the lanrls 
cropped in the northern districts, and 35 per cent. of lands cropped in the 
central districts were manured. 

In the past five years the practice of fel1tilising has extended, there being 
an increase of over 900,000 acres, or 53 per cent. in the area manured, and 
of 668,000 cwt. or 78 per cent. in the amount of artificial fertilisers used 
annually. The proportion of the area manured to the area under crop in 
1924-25 was a record, being 53'5 per cent. 

The following table shows the total area cultivated, the total area 
manured, and the nature of the manures employed, in various years 
between 1907-8 and 1924-25 :_ 

Season. 

1907-08 
1913-14 
1915-16 
1920-2l 
1921-2l 
1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 

Tot"l Area 
under Crop. 

acres. 

2,570,137 
4,568,841 
5,794,835 
4,464,342 
4.445,848 
4,694,088 
4,811,891 
4,914,485 

Total Area 
Manured. 

acres. 

42:1,678 
2,226,742 
2,753,431 
1,998,429 
2,104,329 
2,404,066 
2,:ll:~,602 
2,627,308 

Proportion 
of Area 

Manures Used-

Manurp,d I" --'~---,------
to Area II 
under Natural. Artificial. 
Crop. 

per cent. 

16·5 
4'1'7 
47'5 
44'8 
47'3 
51'2 
48·1 
53'5 

loads. 

144,021 
166,753 
177,788 
160,:361 
176,:327 
181,656 
196,697 
181,007 

II cwt. 

11,~ig:~~~ 
i 1,132,446 

I 
998,191 

1,C53,71O 
1,243,129 

I 1,327,771 
, 1,539,712 

----------_._--------.. _-_._-----_._._----

Extensive manurial trial;:; are made regularly by the Department 0:6 
Agriculture with the view of encouraging the adop'tion of better methods, 
and of demonstrating to farmers that largely-increa·sed yields result from 
scientific cultivation. It is in this important respect that much hope rests 
for the ultimate improvement of the low average wheat yield at present 
obtaining. 

T11e sale of artificial manures is regulated by the 'Fertilisers Act of 1904:. 
under the provisions of which measure the vendor is required to furnish 
to the' purchaser a statement as to their nature and chemical composition. 
Further legislation has been urged for the more adequate protection of 
farmers. 

SHARE-F.'.RMING. 

The system of working the land known as share-farming has played an 
important part in tlle development of agriculture in New South Wales. It 
took its rise towards the end of the last century, and helped to overcome the 
difficulties which had retarded the extension of cultivation. Land-holders 
could not obtain workmen to till large areas of their land, while llew 
settlers were impeded for lack of cleared land, and of the necessary farm
ing facilities. 
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The principles of the system arc as follow:-The owner provides suitable 
land and sometimes seed and fertiliser, and the farmer generally provides 
the necessary plant and labour. The contract usually is that the land be 
operated for a specified purpose and a fixed time. Various arrangements 
are made for sharing the product. Sometimes the parties to the agreement 
take equal shares of the produce up to a specified yield, and any excess goes 
to the farmer as a bonus. In other cases the owner takes one-third and 
the farmer two-thirds of the total product. 

The following table shows particulars regarding the areas used for culti
vation or dairying' on shares during the past seven years:-

i I. .'.rea Farmed on Shares 
I 

Share-
Season. Holtlings., farmers. ~---.-- \ I 

_, __________ ~. ________ i ____ .l~~_lth.~~~ __ Da~rYin:J _~:~~ 

1918-19 

1919-'20 

1920-21 

1921-22 

1922-23 

1924-25 

No. 

1,530 

1,501 

1,668 

2,246 

2,457 

2,3H 

2,510 

No. 

2,675 

2,423 

2,761 

3,449 

3,970 

3,636 

3,828 

acres. 

666,264 

576,548 

614,351 

6i7,197 

718,488 

673,593 

695,il 2 

acres. acres. 

79,622 745,886 

95,424 671,972 

121,976 736,327 

183,878 861,075 

237,069 955,557 

226,504 900,397 

234,736 929,828 

Prflcticfllly the whole of the area cultivated on the share-system is 
devoted to wheat-growing. .The system reached its maximum development 
in 1915-16, when the area cultivated under it exceeded one-fifth of the 
t()tal area under crop in the State. Up to 1919--20 the returns from wheat
growing were bad on account of droughts and market difficulties, and share
farming diminished more rapidly than other systems of cultivation. The 
experience in the past three years haE! been determined largely by seasonal 
conditions. The decrease occurred in the adverse season of 1923-24, but wa" 
partly regained in 1924-25, when prices and yields were very favouraible. 

<Of the areas cultivated in 1924-5 on the share system, 426,203 acres were 
in the Western Slopes Division find 166,827 acres were in the Riverina. 

THE DEPARTME~T OF AGRlCUI,TURE. 

Increasing- attention is being paid by the Government to the development 
Df the flgricultural industry, but great scope still exists for educational and 
scientific work in the industry in order that the resources of the S;tate may 
be used with full advantage to the community. 

Thc Department of AgTiculture, created in 1890 to advance <the interests 
of the farmers and fruit-growers of New South Wales, deals with aU 
matters essential to flgriculture. Its practi.cal functions include the col
lection of information by s'cientific investigation and practical experiments 
relating to the causes of the failure of crops, improved methods of culti
vation, means of combating pests, the use of fertilisers, matters of drain
age and irrigation, new plants and new implements, the disposal of surplus 
products, the transPQr·t of produce, and the promotion of a community 
spirit among farmers. 

-
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At the middle of 1925 the scientific and e.ducational staff exceeded 7e in 
number, and through ilheagency of these, the Department demonstrates 
the value ·of improved methods of farming, investigllltes farm problems~ 
and mal~es the results known to farmers. T:he operations of the Depart
ment in this direction are having a marked effect upon the standard and 
practice of agriculture in New South Wales. 

Instructors in agriculture, most of whom have their headquarters in 
convenient country towns, are engaged in giving demonstrations t() 
farmers, visiting private farms, delivering lectures to farmers, pre
paring educational pamphlets, and advising generally regarding agri
cultural methods. During recent years the iPracticalS€irv,ices of the 
Department have been greatly extended by the conduct on private farms 
of experiments with various crops with the objoot of' demonstrating to 
farmers the types of ,plants, the kinds of fertilisers, and the methods of 
cultivation best suited to their particular district. T·hese trials are super
vised by agricultural instructors, who llJiakethe results of such local 
eXiperiments 'Well known to farmers in the vicinity. In the year 1924-'2'5, 
566 experiments were conducted on 324 farms. Around some of these 
experimental centres have grown up defined districts in which the methods 
of farming are superior to those practised in districts outside their in
fluence. The instructors also act in conjunction with the agricultural 
,societies in promoting crop competitions among farmers. In 1924-25 there 
were 42 competitions for wheat and 6 for maize. 

The Agriculh!ral Gazette, the official· organ of the Department, with a 
circulation of 12,2eO, is issued monthly. It is distributed free among 
farmers, and presents to them the results ot scientific l'esearches and of 
the investigations of official experts. 

Numerous bulletins and leaflets are issued for the guidance of various 
cl8J8ises of rural workers, and most of the publications of the Department 
are supplied free to persons engaged in rural industries. The numbers of 
various publications distributed during 1924-25 were:--Bureau Records, 
6.000 per month; Poultry Notes, 2,500 per month; besides other free bulle
tins and leaflets . 

. Country newspapers are furnished weekly with·· notes describing the' 
investigations and educational operations of the Department with respect 
to imprwed methods of .agriculiure, dairying, stock-raising, etc. Efforts 
have been made to develop many phases of prim)ary production, fallowing, 
rotation in cropping, and the cultivation of maize being speciaJ1y treated. 

The principa1 heads of receipts arid ex;penditure, exclusive of capital 
expenditure, of the Department of Agriculture during the year ended 30th 
June., 1925, were as follow:-

Net Receipt8. 
Agril}ultut'o:IOoIlege, Expe1:'iment 

Famis. ,atc. 
Feesror Inl!pection~PlantDiSll&i«ls 

Act .... 
Herd-testing Fees, etc. 
Renti&, etc. ... ... 
Stock Bmnch 

£ 

79,375 

9,357 I 

3,500 
1,170 
8,875 

Grain :ElevatorFees ... 142,818 

Total 

Expenditure. £ 
AgricttltlTraIC()llege, Experiment 

Fa.rms,etc. 
GrainElevators ... 
Administrative ... ..' 

166,127 
...88,80[; 

106,978 
Stock and Brands, Pastures Pro· 

tection ... 
Botanic Gardens, Parks, etc. 

Total 

135,614 
49,143 

"£546j667 

o Including :£.3;98i·expended.by theSt<Jres;Supply Department and ·£4,183 by the Resumed l!roperties 
DepaTtmenton behalf o!.the D~partment of l\gr\{mlture. 

In addition the capital expenditure for the year amounted to £81,498, 
including £72,486 in connection with the bulk-handling of wheat. 
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Interest on loan money expended on grain elevators and other undedak
ings .Qf the Department of Agri<:.-'Ultnre isexc1uded from the foregoing 
statement. 

Agricultural Bureau. 

An Agr.iculturai Bureau has been established with the support and co
operation of the Department. Its' object is to foster theestabliEfumentin 
rural centlles of societies which will encourage primary producers to meet 
together regularly for thepur:pose of 'ffi<cltangIngideasand e:KiPeriences on 
every kind of subject that touches rural life, and it aims specially at 
making scientific methods more popular. Assistance is rendered by the 
o.fficers of the Department, many of whom visit the branches from time to 
time to deliver lectures lmdconduot practical demonstrations in some 
subject of local interest. The movementhasexhibicted 'alread;y:a tenden~y 
toward co-operation. A .large number of b1'aoohe8 have reported successful 
transactions in "pool" buying, while several have register.edas co-operrutive 
societies. Other branches have .found it .advantageous to purchase in 
bulk for members supplies of fertilisers, potatoes, molasses, blue-stone, 
machinery, oil, etc., and a cedain amount of inter-bureau trading is 
carried on. The sodal side is not neglected, and: some bllanches have 
ladies' sections. The bureau admits children, and definitely caters .for 
them by providing competitions o.f various kinds and encouraging appreci
ation of civic responsibilities. In this way the bureau is assisting to make 
rural life more attractive. 

GoveI'ument assistance is granted in the form of subsidies payable to 
each branch ,at the rateo£ lOs. for .every £1 of membership fees. Although 
the State assists the branches in this respect, the primary object of the 
Bureau is to develop a spirit of self-help and co-operation in !the wideSt 
sense of those terms. To facilitate this the control of each branch is 
placed entirely in the hands of its members, who may, therefore, develop 
their organisation along lines where united action is most useful. How
ever, discussion of religious matters or party politics is not permitted in 
any branch. The bureau was established in 1911, and at the 30th June, 
1925, there were over 300 branches. Approximately 7,500 farmers are active 
supporters of the bureau movement. Periodically district and State con
ferences are held, and generally are largely attended. 

In 1923 an Advisory Oouncil was constituted, consisting of sixrepresen-. 
tatives of the agricultural bureaux and four nominees of the Government. 

AGRICtrLTllRAL EDUCAT16NAND EXPERIMlil}."TS. 

The system of agricultural training in vogue in the educlI!tional institu
tions of New South Wales is not nearly so extensive as those of some other 
countries, but it is now receiving increasing attention. In the primary 
schools pnpilsreceive instruction innature~ study and some training in 
elementary agriculture ; school gardening also is commonly taught. .Fifteen 
rurulschools with super-:primary courses .inagriculture have been e8tab
lished,and. 934 students wercemolled in 1925. ISpecialised tuition is given I 
at various schools in the Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area, 'several secondary
schools include agriculture in the curriculum,and twoagxiculturalhigh;
schools have ,been est'ahlished, covering courses _ of three years leadi;ng .to 
Hawkesbury Agricultural Oollege. A Faculty of Agriculture wasesta;b
lished at the University in 1911, in which, in 1925 there were 24 students; 
attending lectures and one research scholar. l 

-
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In '~der to extend knowledge of local conditions and to afford an 
education in agriculture on scientific bases, the Government has estab
lished the Hawkesbury Agricultural -Oollege, a number of experiment 
farms, several viticultural nurseries, an apiary, and agricultural training 
farms, besides farmers' experiment plots throu/rhout the State. 

Facilities are afforded for the accommodation of students at the various 
experiment farms. In addition, schools of instruction for dairy factory 
\Vorkel's are 'held periodically, and summer and winter schools for students 
of both sexes are held annually at Hawkesbury Agricultural Oollege. 

Hawkesbury Agricultural College. 

The Hawkesbury Agricultural Oollege provides accommodation for resi
dent students, and imparts theore<tical and practical instruction in a -three
years' course, which embraces every department of agriculture. Instruc
tion is given also in dairying, pig-raising, horse, sheep, and poultry
breeding; and experimental research work is conducted in connection with 
cereal and other crops, in cultivation with fertilisers, and in soil culture. 
All subsidiary branches of farm-labour are taught, including blacksmith
ing, carpentry, sheep-killing, bee-keeping, and other occupations incidental 
to the pursuit of agricultun?,. In June, 1925, there were 118 .students in 
residence, and 94 completed their tuition during the year. Since its 
inception the college has trained 3,060 students. 

Jersey dairy 'cattle and Romney Marsh sheep are bred, also stud pigs 
of various breeds, which are sold to farmers throughout the Oommon
wealth and New Zealand. In the poultry sectionrthe egg-laying com
petitions attract a large number of competitors from various parts of 
the State. 

The net recerpts from the Oollege in 1924-25 were £16,890, and the net 
expenditure £41,360, excluding £2,669 expended on buildings and improve
ments.' 

Experiment Farms. 

~\n extensive programme of experiments is carried out by the Depart
ment of Agriculture on the 22 experiment farms in the State. These 
experiments are supervised and co-ordi;nated by the Research Council, 
which has replaced the Experiments' Supervision Committee. 

Educational facilities are also provided at the experiment farms, with 
varying curricula, adjusted to meet local needs and climatic conditions. The 
aim is' to disseminate better knowledge of the practice of agriculture in 
established industries, to encourage by example new activities suited tD the 
locality, and to demonstrate in a practical manner the agricultural possi
bilities "Of the State. 

Accommodation is provided a·t a number of these farms for free instruc
tion in farming, but the facilities are. not fully availed of by local boys. 
Farm apprentice schools are conducted at Glen Innes, Oowra, Grafton, 
,Wollnngbar, and Yanco for" Dreadnought" boys. The term is usually of 
six months' duration, tuition i3 given free of charge, and the accommoda
tion for 100 boys is generally fully occupied . 

. During 1924-25 the number of trainees who completed their tuition at 
experiment farms ,v;as 354, making the grand total of trainees since the 
inception of the farms 2,860. ,c . 
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Particulars relating to each farm are given in the following t~~:-

Farm. 

Year ended 30th June, 
1925. 

Fees Payable. 

Special Purposes. ~ I Stu· 
dents 

Area.l in 
Resi· 

idellce. 

----------~-------------------
Acres. No. 

Wagga Wagga .• _. 3,220 29 1st year £20 
2nd " £15 

do 

Specialises in seed wheat. 

Orchard and soil culture. Bathurst .. 
Wollongbar and Duck' Creek' 
Berry 
Beelbang;~a 
Grafton .. .. 
Glen Innes .. 
Cowl'a 

Pera .. 
Narara 
Yaneo 
Nyngan .. .. 
Coonamble .. 
Temora 
Ccndobolin 

Trangie .. .. 
Seven Hills. 
Glenfield .. 
Griffith .. 
Wauchope Apiary 

752 
734 
403 
566 

1,0;5 

1,073 
1,011 

1,183 

100 
2,045 
5,049 

1,945 

1,606 
1,348 

9,736 

42 
112 
59 

36 

20 
15 

26 

27 
17 

11 

2 

• 

. . Stud farm-Dairy cattle and pigs. 

.. Stud farm- Dairy cattle. 
Training farlll.for immigra.nts. 
Mixed farming suited to sub· tropical 

districts. . 
.. Mixed farming and fruit culture. 

Specialises in seed wheat and cross .. 
breeding with sheep. 

.. Artesian·bore water applied to orchard 
culture. 

Phylloxera·resisting vices. 
.. Irrigation. 

Dry-farming. lVIerino sheep suitable for 
dry areas. 

Dry-farming. Wheat cultivation aoo 
sheep-farming. 

Specialises in seed ,yheat, 
Dry-farming. Suitable varieties of

wheat. 
.. Stud·merino farm, also specia1ises in 

wheat culture. 
Demonstration of ponltry culture. 
Veterinaryexperhnents. 
Mother - stock vineyard. Irrigated 

area. 
.. Study of diseases. among bees. 

* Non-resident students arc received. 

The total receipts of the Special Deposits Farms Account in 1924-25 was 
£67,188, and the expenditure £67,627. In addition the sum of £4,573 was 
received and £66,019 was expended on Consolidated Revenue Account. 

Farrer Scholarships. 

The Farrer iMemorial Fund was established by public subscription in 
honour of the late William J. Fmrer, whose work in the production of new 
;wheats has afforded great benefit alike to the industry and to the com
munity. The money subscribed has been vested in trustoos, and the interest 
is used for the Farrer research scholarship, the specific object of which is 
the improvement of wheat cultivation. The scholarship is grantOO. to a 
candidate selected by the trustees. At 30th June, 1925, the: capital amount 
of the fund was approximately £2,000. 

'1'he selected scholar presents his results at the close of the year in the 
form of a paper, to be published by the trustees. At the end of the year 
the holder of the scholarship may be reappointed, or a new selection made. 

A Government Farrer scholarship of an annual value of £40 is offered for 
competition amongst :6rst-year studelltsat the Hawkesbury AgricuLtural 

. College who desire to make a special study of wheat cultivation. 

A Daily Telegmph Farrer scholarship consisting of a grant of books, 
apparatus, etc., to the value of £10, is given each year by the Daily' Tele
graph Newspaper Co., Ltd., to the best first-year wheat student at, the 
Bathurst or \Vagga experiment farm. 
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DATES OF PLA~TJNG AND HARVESTING. 

The average dates of planting and harvesting the principal crops of the 
State in the main districts in which they are sown are as follow:-

Crop. 

Wheat .. . 
Maize .. . 
Oats 
Barley ... 
Potatoes'-early 

" late 
Sugar-cane 
Tobacco 
Broom M:illet ... 

Most Usual Months of-

Planting. Harvesting. 

May-June ... . .. / Novcm4er-December. 
September-December .... January-August. 
May,.. .., ... December. . 
May December. 
July-August November~December. 
November July. 
September .July-December .. 
November-December... March-April. 
September-October January-February. 

It should be noted that the. above statement represents only the most usual 
dates and that both planting and harvesting occur before 'and after the 
periods specified, divergences being due to the variety of seed planted, the 
geographical position of the district, and variations in seasonal conditions. 

INDIVIDUAL OROPS. 

WHEAT. 

Wheat is the staple agricultural product of New South Wales, and its 
cultivation provides a means of livelihood for a large section of the popula
tion_ It is the principal activity on pr.obably one-seventh of the rural 
holdings of the State, and three-quarters of the average area under crop are 
devoted to wheat. The farm value of wheat-crops (other than those 
used as green fodder) in 1924-25 was £19,707,650, including £16,684,950 from 
grain and £3,022;700 from wheaten hay. 

The mild climate of New South Wales makes it possible to work the soil 
()n scientific lines throughout rthe year, and admits of the utilisation of 
paddocks for pastoral purposes after the crop has been harvested. The time 
of sowing varies according to district and seasonal conditions, but is 
usually between March and August. Harvests are generally gathered 
between November and February_ 

The Wheat BeU. 

The area suitable for wheat-growing in New South 'Vales may be defined 
roughly as those parts of thC" State where precipitation is not excessive, 
but which have sufficient rainfall to admit of ploughing operations at the 
right iime of the year, to cover the growing period of the wheat plant and 
to fill the grain during the months of ripening. The minimum average 
requirement was formerly tilaced at 10 inches of rain during the seven 
months from April to October, 'mt wheat is now grown successfully where 
the average rainfall in this period is 9 inches, and even less. Although the 
months April to October are the general period of growth for wheat this 
'Period is by nOcmeans universal, and in the principal wheat districts May is 
.the most common month of planting and December the most usual 
month of harvesting. The main wheat-growing districts extend for 
more than 500 miles in ·a north-easterly direction from the southern 
'boundary, and have a maximum width of 130 miles; on the east they are 
distant almost uniformly about 120 miles from the coast. 

1)he. coastal region is unsuited to wheat on account of the scarcity of 
suitable soils and of the liability to rust find other dis~ases occasioned by 
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heavy rains. Only small areas on the Tableland districts proper are suit
able for wheat-growing, and the far West has insufficient rainfall to make 
wheat-growing profita,ble except under extraordinary conditions. But 
between the Tablelands and the Western [)ivision lie considerable tracts of 
slope and plain eminently adapted tD the cultivation of wheat. 'It is in 
this area, particular1y in the southern and central portions of it, that most 
of the wheat of the State is grown, and it is here that the prospects of a large 
development in the wheat industry in the near future are brightest. 

}Iost wheat is grown in districts where the average rainfall between 
April and October is between 11 and 15 inches, and little is grown in 
eastern districts where the average exceeds 20 inches in this periDd. 

On the map forming the frontispiece of this Year Book are s'hown lines 
whi.ch represent the eastern and western limits of profitable wheat-growing 
101' grain, as determined by experience during the ten years ending 1922. 
These show how great has been the expansion westward due to improve
ment in the methods of cultivation, and to the production of improved 
varieties of wheat. Between 1904 and 1912 the area added to the wheat belt 
by extension westwards was approximately 13,500,000 acres, and between 
1912 and 192'2 a further area of 6,000,000 acres was added. The total area 
of land between 1:he eastern and western lines existing in 1922 was 53,000,000 
acres. Probably, however,_ not more than one-haH of the land comprised 
in these areas is suitable for cultivation. 

A most noticeable feature of the development of wheat-growing was the 
expansion in districts with a low average rainfall. In 1912 the wheat line 
mended but a short distance beyond the limit of 10-inch rainfall in the 
growing sea,;on, but, by 1922, wheat had been profitably grown on a com
mercial scale as far west as Hillston and Balranald, with average rainfall;; 
of 9-12 and 7·89 inches respectively in the growing period. In addition, 
wheat was produced as far west as Ne,vertire in the central-western plains, 
where the average rainfall between April and October is about 9!inches. 
The total area of land included in that. part of the wheat belt where the 
average rainfall is less than 10 inches in the period April to October 
inclusive, is 5,000,000 acres. 

Area Suitable for Wheat-growing. 
In his evidence before the Sele0t Committee of'Inquiry into the Agri

cultural Industry in 1921, 1\1:1'. F. B. Guthrie; chemist, Department of 
Agriculture, stated that in his opinion approximately 26,000,000 a-cres of 
land could be cultivated profitably for wheat in New South Wales. Of this 
area he assumed that one-fifth would be cultivated for wheaten hay, leaving 
21,000,000 acres as the maximum to be cropped fDr grain. 

Particulars obtained'by the Government Startistician in 1922' from owners 
and occupiers of agricultural and pastoral ,holdings showed that (exclusive 
of land required for farm stock) there were 17,905,000 acres of alienated 
land in the State which, in the opinion of the occupiers, were suitable for 
cultivation, and that of these 12,058,000 acres were within about 12 miles 
of -certain rail ways in the w'heat belt. In the same yem: the Ohief Inspector 
of Agriculture estimated that of 34,000,000 acres of land (both Crown and 
freehold) within about 12 miles of 'certain railways in the wheat ,belt, 
18,900,000 acres were suitable for cultivation. The increasing use of motor 
transport, however, tends to increaSB the limit of profitable cartage beyond 
12 miles, and the extension of railways is steadily adding new areas to the 
wheat lands served by rail. 

Further particulars of the extent and distribution of these areas, and of 
the number, size, and value of the alienated holdings comprised in them are 
shown in part" Rural Sett1emcnt" of the Year Book for 1922. 

-
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The total area of land in New South \Va1es on which wheat has been culti
vated i~~ recent years (including the new land sown in 1924) is apln'oxi
mately 7,850,000 acres, ,but the. proportion of this' area sown with wheat each 
season is seldom very greatly in excess of one-half; the remainder is left 
partll.jn fallow, planted with other crops, or used for grazing purposes 
only. {the total area of new land cultivated for wheat between 1911 and ·the 
end~f 1924 was approximately 3,600,000 acres. 

Development of Whea.t Growing. 

Wheat growing as an industry m New South Wales has progressed 
steadily during a period of thirty years, but at present less than one-sixth of 
the area suitable for wheat is cultivated each year. 

The following statement shows the area under wheat for grain and for 
hay, t()gether with the total production, average yield per acre, and quantity 
exported since 1897-98, when a surplus of wheat for export was first 
produced:-

Area under Wheat. Yield, 

Season. I 
Average yield per ~'t:!~~:E ~ 

acre. b;"p.::I;: ~ --I --·-1 ---I ._- --~----'I---I---""I---' ~~~:·it~ 
For Grainor!?or Hay. Fed-off.§ Total. Grain. Hay. Grain. I Hay. &: ~ ~!I 

---~-~-~---~--~~--~---~--~-.---~--,~~~~ 

acres. 
1897-98 993,350 
1898-99 1,319,503 
1899-00 1,426,166 
1900-01' 1,530,609 
1901-02 l,a92,il70 
1902-03 1,279,760 
1903-01 1,561,111 
1904-05 1,77;;,955 
1905-1)6 1,931l,447 
1906-07 1,866,253 
1007-08 1,390,171 
1008-09 1,391,056 
1909-10 1,990,lS0 
1910-U '. 2,128,826 
1911-12 '~,380,710 
1912-13 ,2,231,H4 
1113-14 3,205,397 
1914-15 12,758,021 
1915-16 4,188,86" 
1916-17 3,806,604 
1917-18 ; ',3 30Q 371 
1918-19 2;400:669 
1919-20 1,474,174 
1920--21 3,127,377 
1921-22 8,191,949 
1922-23 2,912,857 
1923-24 2,945,335 
1924-25 3,550,078 
1925-26t 2,928,791 

I
, I thousand thousand I i 

acreE!. acres. acres bushels. tons. , bushe1s. tOllS. 
213,720 t 1,207,070 10,560 182 I 10'6 '85 
312,451, f 11,631,954 9,276 177. 7'0 '57 
414,813 I t 1,840,979 13,604 ~., 4481 

I, 190:65 1:0325 
332 U3 t 1,862,752 16,174 " 
312:858 lit. 1,704,923 14,809 287 10'6 '92 
320.588 t 11,600,348 1,585 76 1'2 '24 
286,702, t 11,g47,813 27,3~4 452 1;'5 1'58 
284,367 i t 2,060,322 16,464 207 9'3 '73 
313,582 I t 2,253,029 20,737 305 10'7 '97 
331665,9942~: 16,744 2,199,942 21,818 403 U'7 1'27 

" 129,813 1,885,909 9,156 198 6'6 '54 
490.&28 101,202 1,989,086 15,483 427 ]1'1 '87 
380,784 5,825 2,376,789 28,532 566 14'3 1'49 
422,972 61,458 2,613,256 27,914 468 13'1 1']1 
440,243 ~0,!31 2,901,684 25,088 423 10'5 '96 
704221 ,,1,051 2,967,292 32,487 780 14'6 1'1l 
534:226 23,393 3,763,016 38,020 588 H'9 1'10 
569,431 815,561 4,143,016 12,831 355 4'7 'C2 
879,678 53,702 5,122,245 66,765 1,212 15'9 1'28 

~i~:¥~~ ~un ~,~~~,~~~ I ~~:m ~~t lr~ n~ 
(\13544 204,161 3:227;374 18,325 517 7'6 '84 
716)70 877,596 3,068,540 4,388 355 3'0 '41) 
520,555 15,420 3,663,352 55,625 822 17'8 1'58 
467,363 24,735 3,687,047 42,767 575 13'4 1'23 
593,184 350,968 3,892,009 28.668 649 9'7 1'09 
f95,622 283,305 3,924,262 33,176 703 U'3 1'01 
388,479 21,617 3,960,204 59,767 537 16'8 1'38 
450,331 277,821 3,656,943 33,815 446 11',5 '~9 

ihousand 
bushtls,O 

582 
437 
865 

4,788 
2,914 

154 
9,772 
5,661 
5,338 
6,~46 

962 
4,866 

12, HI 

i~;g~ 
17,116 
20,038 

785 
23,514 
21,262 
12,650 
19,694 

427 
41,746 
21,798 

8,@04 
11,976 
38,741 
13.C67t 

* l'lour has been expressed at its equivalent in wheat. t To June. t Subject to revision, 
§ Incluct ... area sown for green food, 

From this record of twenty-nine years' experience it will be observed that 
poor wheat yields have been obtained at intervals of more or less regular 
recurrence, viz., in the years 189E-9, 1902-3, 1907-8, 1914-15, 1918-19 and 
1919-20. It is noteworthy that whereas unfavourable seasons were particu
larly prevalent between 1914 and 1919 those from 1920 to 1925 have been 
much more propitious. The remarkable recuperative powers of the wheai 
lands 'Jin favourable seasons were demonstrated in the years 1903-4 and 
1920-zit when, following severe droughts, record yields were obtained, 

The area under wheat increased rapidly after 1912 and, in 1915, the 
maximum of over 5,000,000 acres was reached. The decreases in later 
seasons were due mainly to a shortage of labour, unfavourable ploughing 
seasons; and difficulties in regard to the dispo'sal of the harvest during the. 
warperiod; moreover, the high prices obtainable for wool and mutton until 
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the end of 192'0 caused many farmers to substitute sheep-raising£6'i wheat
growing. The flplendid seasons and high prices of 1920-21 and 1921-22 
encouraged grower~ to extend tbeir operations, and, despite the advcrse 
season in all districts in 1922 and in the central and northern divisions in 
1923, the areas under wheat remained greater than in any preceding season 
except those of 1914, 1915, [lnd 1916. A heavy fall in the price of wn.:lat 
during the latter half of 1923 occurred too late to affect the area sl:twn in 
that year. Prices, however, rose to a high level in 1924, and the season 
1924-25 proved to be one of the most bountiful on record. These circum
stances combined to produce unsurpassed prosperity in the wheat in~ustry. 
Ploughing and sowing operations were hampered in 1925 by the dry condi
tions that prevailed in the months of March and April and by the excessive 
rains of May and June. The result was a substantial decrease both in the 
area sown and in the average yield per acre, the latter being adversely 
affected by the scanty rains of September and October. 

Wheat Districts. 
The principal wheat-producing districts of the State, arranged in order 

of importance, are the south-western slopes, the Riverina, ;;11(' central-west
ern slopes, the north-western slopes, and the central tablelands. This state
ment refers to the statistical divisions shown on the map on the frontispiece 
of this Year Book. \ 

In the 1922-23 season a redistribution of statistical divisions was made 
on the basis of local government areas, and, as this necessitated consider
able alterations in the divisions previously adopted, the comparison formerly 
made between the various divisions is not po~sible now. 

However, as the changes are comparatively slight as regards the grouping 
of northern, central, and southern divisions, a comparison may be made on 
this basis; whi'ch has the merit of dividing the wl1eat belt into three ~r
tions of which the northern normally receives the greater part of its rainfall 
in the summer, the southern in the winter months, while the rainfall of the 
central districts is non"seasonal in character, since it is subject, in some 
degree, to the two separate meteorological influences which determine the, 
season of the rainfall in the other regions. 

Differences of soil, geographical features, cultural methods, and other 
factors also playa considerable part in determining the yields of the vari
ous divisions, but the following statement shows that wheat is mo.st exten
sively and successfully grown in the southern districts, while the central 
divisions are superior to those of the north. 'The coastal districts and 
western division, neither of which' are wheat-growing ,districts, are included 
to complete the total of the State. 

Area IJaryested for 
Grain. Yield of Grain. 

Divisions. Averagf', I 
1924-25·1 

Avrragr, I 
1914-15 

I 
1914-15 

I 
1924-25. to to 

1923~24. 
I 

1923--2t. 

I 
I bus. acres. ,acres. I bus. 

Coastal 3,403 2,808 i 30,530 21,342 
t~orthern 326,699 449.315' 3,151,980 7,316,655 
tCentral 1,000,8001,284,117110,118,910 20,088,762 
tSoiIthern i1,685,635 11,813,112120,376,040 32,338,654 
Western I 1,185 I 726 7,970 1,587 

,Total···r0l7,722 :3,550,078133,685,430 59,767,000 

Yield of, Grain per 
Acre. 

Average 
1923-1 }924-11925-1914-15 1922-

to 23. 24. i S5. I 26. 1923-24. 

I 

bus. ' bus. bus. bus. bus. 
90 i 9·7 9'0 7·6 2·1 
9·6 I 7·0 6·2 16,3' 6·7 

)0'1 ! 6·0 8·2 15:6 11·8 
12·1 112.3 14·2 17·8 j 12·2 
6·7 4·1 5·2 2·2 4·8 

--'--'-----
1&8/U.5 B·2 i 9·7, B·3 

I 
t Includes Tablelands, Slopes, and Central Plams. 
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. Genel'ally speaking, the :use of fertilisers and the ;pxactice of fallowing 
are most extensive in the southern districts, and there the average yield is 
.usually greatest. This is due in·a large part to the more dependable nature 
of the winter rains. The yields in 1922,23, 1923,24 and .1925-26 were materi
ally affected by the wide variations in the amount of :rainfall received. 
Drought conditions prevailed in the northern .and central pallts of the State:. 

A veraye Yield of Wheat. 
The average yield of wheat in New South Wales is subject to marked 

fluctuations .by reason ·of the widely divergent nature of the seasons. The 
highest yields have :usually been recorded in seasons folIo.wing the w.orst 
droughts, and besides .givingdramatic proof of the ildvantagesof fallowing, 
have.gone far to make immediate compensation for the losses sustained. 
The lowest yield on record-that of the 1902 season-was only 1 '2 bushels 
per acre. It was followed by a yield of 17·5 bushels per acre, which was 
only surpassed in 1920-21, when, aiter the severe drought of 191'8-20, a 
record average of 17·8 bushels per acre was obtained. 

The yield in recent years has been steadily increasing, but is considerably 
below that which was obtained pxior to the expansion of the wheat industry, 
when probably only some of the best wheat landg were tiHed. In .deeennial 
periods the 'arerage yields inN ew South \V ale.3have compared as follow 
with the average for the four seasons that have elapsed since 1922 :-

Reriod. 

I 1872-1881 

I 
1882-1891 
1892-1901 

.Axerage Yield 
per acre. 

bushels. 
14'71 
13'30 
10'02 

Period. 

I 
I 

1902-1911 
19:12-1921 

I .I9"22-1925 

.Average Yield 
per acre. 

bushels. 
ll'04 
II'62 
12'57 

In calculating these averages the area which was sown for .grain but 
failed is included, while .the area fed off or .used for green fodder .isex
eluded. 

The yield of wheat in New South Wales does not compare favourably with 
the yields usually obtained abroad in some of the large wheat-producing 
countries. Smaller producing countries, particularly those situated in the 
colder climates, show far .greater average yields. RePl:esentative averages 
for the four years 1921-1924 are .shown below:-

country. 1 ~t~!~ II Country. I ~~iEi~ 
~--------------~-----

United.Kingdom 
New Zealand .... 
Canada '" 
United States 

bushels. 
3lN 
28'9 
16'0 
14'0 

Argentina ... 
Australia .. . 
New South Wales .. . 
Russia in.Europe ., 

bu&h~ls. 
12,6 
l~h'l 
13'0 
8'5 

Although the yield in New -South Wales is dominated by the nature of the . 
seasons, it iis·.hel~vedthat, when morescientinc methods of cultivation are 
widelyad~tedAmd Jand is properly fallowed, tilled,artd mamrnecl, the yield' , 
per acm will be increased cansidera;bly; and a further. favour.~ng factor." 
exists in the possihilities that ,are attached to the improvement of wheat 
types; by plant-breeding. Ro;wever, it is anticipatedtilat the warm elimate 
and the prevalence of hot winds ·during the ripening period will always 
militate :~gainst a high a:v:erageyield .acing obtained in New South Wales, 
such as ii> obtained in morc humidcounJries. 
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The follow.ing comparison: of the average yield of wheat per aCl'~;in the 
principal wlieat><produeing regi'Ons of the world is illuminating :-

Europe~ 
North America 
Asia ... . .. 
North Africa 
Argentina 
Australia 

Average Yield o/Whea.t in Bushel«per Acre. 

18'8 
W7 
12'3 
12'2 
9·2 

U'S 

17'0 
13'7 
l:i·O 
10'8 
11'7 
11'7 

19'3 
]5'5 
12'5 
12'6 
14'5 
13·2 

15'8 
14'7 
11'9 
10'1 
10'7 
]5'2 

General. A veraget ]5:~; 14'1 
~-,---------------------

• As revised. t Ex¢l uding EttSs!a.. 

The general averages, including Russia, so far as available, were: 1909-13, 
14'0 bushels; 1923, 14'9 bushels; and 1924, 13·1 bushels. 

It is apparent that average wheat yields throughout the world :fluctuate 
widely from season to season, and this fact is brought out very strongly by 
comparing the averages for the quinquennial periods shown above. 

Fallowing and the Wheat Yield. 

In 1923-24 statistics were collected for the first time of the yield of grain 
from the areas of new land, fallowed land, and unfallowed land sown with 
wheat. It was intended that land should not be classed as fallow unless 
it had not been cropped for at least twelve months, but it is·doubtful 
whether the collection was made on this basis in ali cases. Summer fallow 
is practised to some extent. 

The following table provides a comparison of the yields obtained from the 
various classes of land in 1925-26 in each of the divisions shown on page 

1 

Arca.+ II .T. otal Yield. A verage Yield per 
. Acre. 

I 
New I I Fallowed I-;:bble I· --;:-1· ~allowed·-Cl--st-.u-bb-l-e-I· New [Fallowed: Stubble 

Division. 

.Land. Land. L'\nd. Land. Land. Land. Land. I Land. I Land. 

Is. acre~. acres. acrp". i bUShOIS·1 bushels. I bu.hels. (USh. bushels. bushe 
Coastal... ... 34 16 648 I 141 54 3,222 t t t 
Northern" ... 3,823 26,8\H 208,657 20,175 1 251,457 1,562.112 t 9·3 75 
Central*' ... 22,190 303,294 688.191 1221,64914,648,890 I 7,36),9871100 153 107 
Southern' ... 54,968 1,134,352 409,798 i 656,940 14,937,114 ,4,145,052 120 132 10.1 
\Vestern Divhion 228 I 130 40 I 960 681 i 186 tit t 

Total ... 81'2431~46i,6s6 1,307,3341899,8651i9~838,196 !i3,076,559 11"1.11--13'5 10'0 

"Includes T-ablelands, SloPf;lS, and Centrttl Plain~. t A\'erage is llot ot ... ·a:lue on accQunt:otsmallncBS 
of operations. t Exc-Iuding 75,528 acres- sown for grain which f.aih:d. 

Owing to the widely scattered nature of the wheat belt, t.he above table 
does not provide an absolute comparison of the results obtained from
fallowed land and other lands, because rainfall, cultural methods, soil, and 
other factors necessarily played an important part in determinillg, the 
results. The climatic conditions prevailing in the various wheat districts 
and the methods adopted by' farmers differ very markedly, consequently the 
results sho1vn above in respect of the fallowed lands throughout the State do 
not represent accurately the benefits which accrue from scientific agriculture. 
Still, it is apparent that even with present methods of fallow, the improve" 
ment in the wheat yield is pronounce& .' 
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The following statement shows the approximate areas of new land, fal
lowed land, and stubble land, sown with wheat in New South Wales during 
each of the past eleven seasons-

Season. I New Land. I 
acres. 

1914-15 412,100 
1915-16 554,600 
1916-17 323,600 
1917-18 251,700 
1918'-19 121;,300 
1919-20 91,100 
1920-21 142,!J00 
1921-22 232,700 
1922-23 199,900 
1923-24 86,309' 
HI2-4-25 149,894* 
1925-26 81,243" 

I 

Fallowed 
Land. 

acres. 
947,700 
994,000 
846,000 
831,000 
932,7UO 
847,100 
749,600 
935,200 

1,416,00(11 
1,306,721-
1,583,047" 
1,46(,6S6* 

I Remainder I 
Stubble Land. 

I 
acres. 

I 2,783,216 
3,573,645 I 
3,328,710 I 
2,745,736 I 

2,166,374 i 
i 2,130,340 i 

2,770,852 
i 2,519,147 

2,291;460 I 

I 1,412,9il * I 
],780,069* 

I 
1,307,334* 

Total. 

acres. 
4,143,016 
5,122,245 
'A,498,3lO 
::.,828,436 
3,227,374 
3,068,540 
3,663,3',2 
3,687,047 
3,907,360 
2,806,001* 
3,513,010" 
2,853,263-

* Area cropped for gram only as stated In final estImate. 

In the past four years there has been maintained a substantial increase 
in the area of fallowed land sown with wheat. 

Size of the lVheat Farms. 
The expansion of the wheat industry has been brought about by rea Bon 

of the fact that individual growers have -increased their cultivated areas. 
The arEOa sown with iwheat has more than dOulbled since 1900-01, although 
the number of ,holdings on which wheat was sown has actually declined sincc 
that year. If it be considered that, in normal seasons, an area of less than 
2,')0 acres devoted to wheat will not provide subsistence for a farmer and 
his family, it is apparent, in view of the low 'Uv€;rage area devoted tD wheat, 
that wheat-growing in many cases must be conducted in conjunction with 
other l)ursuits, and that many wheat-growers derive a living from other 
sources. " 

The f9110wing table illustrates the recent development of wheat-growing 
in respect of number and avera,ge size of areas sown:-

l.'Vheat sown for Grain, Hay, and Gr~en Food. Holdings on 
I which wheat 

Year. I I I <. was sown for 
'ITotal Area sown A \"era~e Area per ho,y and for 

I HOldinge.; with WheOot. Holf~n,~~:~~teu grecll food only. 

I , 

No·1 ]90(\-01 20,149 
1905-06 19,049 
1915"-'16 22,453 I 
1920-21, 17,790 
1921-22 18,216 I 
1922 2::1 18632 
1923-24 18:036 I 
19_!!-25 i 17,690 I 

I 

acres. 
1,862,71)2 
2,253,029 
5,122,245 
::1,663,352 
3,687,047 
3,8:12,009 
3,924,262 
3, 960, 2M 

acres. 
!J2 

lI8 
224 
206 
202 
209 
217 
224 

No. 
• 
* .. 

2,132 
],921 
3,727 
3,441 
1,623 

I 

Wheat sown lor Grain Only. 

HOldings.j 

No. 

]5,658 
16,295 
14,905 
14,595 
16,067 

I 
:Area. t 

acres. 

" '. * 
3.127,3i7 
3,194,949 

: Average 
area 
per 

hold
in~t· . 

I acres. 
*" .. .. 

2,942,847\ 
2,945,335 
3,550,078 

200 
196 
197 
202 
221 

* Not avaIlable. t Area. cropped for gram only, excludmg are']. cropped for hay. 

Consideration of the above table in conjunction with statistics of avera~. 
yield suggests that there is a considerable number of grower'S who soW 
wheat and crop it for grain, hay or green food, according to seasonal con
ditions. This impression is heightened by the fact that, in the last three 
years included above, when the average yields of grain were 9'7,11'3 and 16'8 
bushers, respectively, the numbers of wheat-growers who sowed wheat and 
croPIj€d less than 50 acres for grain were 6,545, 6,051, and 4,285 respectively. 
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The following table provides a summary of the areas of holdings _on which 
wheat was grown for grain in the season 1924-25, arranged in groups accord
ing to the area cropped for grain. The average yield per acre in each group 
in preceding years is shown for comparison:-

-----~----~- ~~~~--

Area cropperll I Hold- 1 __________ [___ 'rVbeat-grain. 
for Grain. II ings. i Area crol?ped Production. __ ~yerag'e ~ield per aCft'. __ 

I 
for gram. of grain. ~ I ' I 1924-25 _11923-24- 1922-23'11921-22., 1920-21. 

acres. No. I acres. bushels_ I bus: bus. bus. bus. I bus. 
1-49 2,662 I 61,023 979,062 I 16'. 11'3 10'8 11'7 -' 17'2 

50-299 I 9,432' 1,5:22,48t 26,202,217 I 17'2 1l'6 10'0 13'3 I 18'1 
300-999 1 3,802 1,708,775 28,420,002 i 16'6 11 0 9'5 13'7 I 17'7 

1,000-1,999 i 148 181,678 :;,046,1971168111'3 10'1 14'0 I 17'5 
2,000-and OVH I 23 . 76,118 1,119,522 14'7 10'7 9'9 11'2 16'3 

Total ... ll6,OO7T3,55O,078 59.767:oooTI6-81ll-31~9~TI3-4-1-l7-8 

In this table wheat-farms are divided somewhat arbitrarily into five 
classes, graded according to size! of the area cultivated for grain. Those 
where less than 50 acres are cultivated for grain may be considered to be 
held by growers earning their livelihood principally in other directions. 
In 1924-25 these numbered 2,662, or 16·6 per cent. of thc total; where the 
areas cultivated range from 50 acres to 299 acres growers may be considered 
to draw their subsistence from wheat-growing in a degree ranging from 
partial to complete dependence-these numbered 9,432, or 58·7 per cent. of 
the total; where the area cultivated exceods 300 acres it may be consider~d 
generally that hired labour is employed in connection with the whole. of the 
operations, or that more than one grower is involved. Areas of this kind 
numbered 3,973, and represented 24·7 per cent. of the tota1. 

In all, areas of less than 30 acres in extent were sown with wheat for grain 
on 1,673 farms. The total number of areas under 100 acres in extent sown 
with wheat for grain was 4,641; from 100 to 199 acres, 4,181; from 200 to 
299 acres, 3,272; ;from 300 to 3'99 acres, 1,769; and from 400 to 49i9acres, 
907; the numh:',r in successive groups of 100 diminished rapidly thereafter. 
In 1924-25 there were 23 wheat crops exceeding 2,000 acres in extent, the 
largest being a crop of 9,883 acres in the Riverina. A number of large 
crops, however, are farmed on the shares system, and in some cases more 
than one share-farmer is involv·cd. 

The disparities between the average yields in area series in 1924-25 were 
not very pronounced, except for the small area cropped in areas of 2,000 
acres or more. The most productive groups of areas in the various years 
were as follow:- 1924-25 'and 1923-24 areas from 50 to 299 acres, 1922-23 
areas under 50 acres, 1921-22, those between 1,000 and 2,000; 1920-21,c;'areas 
from 50 to 299 acres in extent. It was ascertained that in 1920-21 larger 
proportions of the smaller areas were cropped for hay and green fodder, and 
doubtless these usually embraced the inferior portions of the crop. ~ . 

A ,table showing the number, area and production from wheat rcrops in 
area series in each division of the State is published in part "Agricul
ture" of the Statistical Register of New South Wales. This shows that 
the crops exceeding 2,000 acres in extent are situated mainly "iPrr the 
Riverina and theOentral and South-western Slopes Divisions. ~ 

ConS1Hnption of Wheat in N.8.W. 
Reference has been made in .previous issues of the Year Book to the. 

difficulty- of rnaking· estima,tes of the consumption of wheat in New J:;Ol1th 
Wales between the years 1910 and 1920, and it has been explained tna,t the 
estimates for these years a,e approximate. ' 
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However, steps have been taken to obtain data of the interstate move
ments of wheat and ~flour sin.ce 1920, and as particulars of stocks are 
obtained at the end of each season it is now possible to state with ,consider
able precision mhe amount of wheat consumed in New South Wales. 

In 'order to preserve as far as possible the line of demarcation between 
seasons, the consumption and eX!port years have ,been made to coincide with 
calendar years. But for the last period shown below this method has been 
further improved, and the figures relate to the twelve months ended 30th 
November. Although small quantities of new season's wheat are normally 
received at rail before the end of November, the trade does not assume large 
proportions until the early part of December. 

-The following statement shows the yield, net exports, and apparent oon
snmption per 'head in periods since 1892,flont being included at its 
equivalent in wheat:-

I Apparent Oonsumption per annum. 
A ,'.rage net I 

A,-erage Annual 
Excluding Seed Wheat,at 

, Period. Annual Export, Including Seed Wheat. 
Crop. Oversea 1 bushel per acre. 

and 
Interstate_ Total. Per head. Total. Per head. 

I thousand I tho,,,od I thousand I thousand 

I bURhels. bushels. bushels. bushels. bushels. bushels. 
1892-]896 5,904 (-)2,310 8,214 6'6 7,231 5'9 
189]..:I90a 10,694 I 791 9,90'1 7'3 8,237 6'1 
1904-]908 

I 
19,1Ol 

r 

7,505 11,597 7'8 9,514 6-4 
1909-1915 25.765 11,958+ 13,807 7'9 10,395 5'9 
19]6-]921 

I 

36,]50' 18,945+ 17,205 8-5 13,304 66 
1922-1925 41,094 

I 
24/.01t 16,125§ 76 1:1,259 5-8 

·'Excludes H st,Qck arljustments" of wheat pools; ·average, 420,000 bushels-per SPar. t Partly estimated . 
.:t: Actual export. § Allowing .Ior stoCks carried over. (-)A • .,rage net import. 

Apart from showing how the estimated consumption of wheat is arrived 
at this table indiGates the steady growth of the wheat industry both as 
regards production and export over the periods immediately preceding and 
following the establishment of the wheat export trade in 1897. 

The average annual crop does not represent the net result of the harvest 
as it includes the quantity used for seed. For this reason the apparent 
consumption is shown, including seed wheat which varies from season to 
season in relationship to the 'area sown and the .conditions governing the 
sowing. The allowance is generally set down arbitrarily at 1 bushelo{ seed 
per acre sown. This is in excess of the quantity used for sowing on many 
farms, but it inclndes an allowance for the .additional amount used when 
faulty germination necessitates more than one sowing. The estimated con
sumption excluding seed wheat is, therefore, an approximation with a limit 
of error of approximately one-quarter ofa !bushel per head of population 
according as the annual seed requirements vary above or below 1 bushel per 
acre. It is estimated that, for the last period shown above (1922 to 1925) 
the average quantity of flour, wheat meal, &c., consumed per head of .popnla
tion was equivalent to 4-8 bushels of wheat so that, with due modification 
for variation in the allowance made for seed wheat, the quantity of wheat 
used for feeding poultry and other stock was in the vicinity of 2,000;000 
bushels per annum. 

This latter quantity, however, is considerably lower than the correspond
ing quantity for the previous period which embraced nearly two years of 
very.~veoo dronght,during which a considerable 'amount of wheat was used 
for feeding sheep. As this factor operated to increase the cOllSumptionof 
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wheat during the period 1916-1921, the total quantity consumed in the 
period was considerably above normal requirements. Furthermore, great 
difficulty was e1q)erienced'in disposing of wheat abroad, 'and large quantities 
remained in the country for lengthy periods. Much of this wheat was 
damaged by wet weather, mice, and weevils, and rendered unfit for consump
tion in the ordinary way. 

The effective demand for wheat for local consumption is very elastic, 
although it was f.airly stable 'between the years 1922 and 1925. Including 
seed wheat, the maximum annual requirement for local consumption seldom 
exceeds 8 bushels per head of population, or a total of approximately 
17,500,000 bushels, of which about 4;000;000 bushels (depending on the area 
sown) are used for seed purposes. During the year 1921 th~ consumption 
appears to have been only 14,400,000 bushels, which may be considered at: 
present the minimum annual requirement when Consumption is on a V&y 

restricted scale. The average annual consumption for all purposes in the 
four years 1922 to 1925 was 16,125,000 bushels. 

Marketing Wheat. 
The comparison made behveen the production, e1<port, and consumption 

of wheat and flour from New South Wales on a previous page shows that 
in the last four years the average annual local consumption (excluding seed 
wheat) has been approximlateJy one haH of the average annual quantity 
exported oversea and interstate. As interstate trade in wheat and flour is 
comparatively small, the maintenance and further development of the 
wheat industry in New South Wales are dependent largely on world demand, 
and on the efficiency of the facilities for gaining access to over-sea markets 
on such conditions that it will pay local farmers to grow wheat in preference 
to other products. The 'price of wheat for export is determined by world's 
parity, which fluctuates with the world demand. The market for the export
able slll'plus of local wheat is found chiefly in Europe, but quantities of 
flour are sent to the countries and islands of the Pacific and Indifrn Oceans. 
The further extension of the market for local wheat in Europe is in some 
measure affected by the compet,ition of great wheat-producing countries near 
the market-the United States, Oanada, the Argentine, and possibly Russia 
-which derive advantages from shorter distances and lower ocean freights. 
These advantages, however, are counteracted to some extent by the greater 
lUnd haulage neo~sary from the interior to the coast of some of these 
countries. 

The -aggregate movement of wheat and flour oversea and interstate is 
shown below. The particulars for the respective years relate to the twelve 
months ending 30th November, and therefore represent the movement fol
lowing each harvest. Flour is expressed at its equivalent in wheat, viz., 48 
bushels of grain to 2,000 lb. flOUT. 

I 
Year I ended 

30th 'Nov. 

192:l 
1924 
1925 "'1 

... -

Total 
CrQP· 

28,668 ! 

33.176
1 

59,767 

Export Oversea, I Export Interstate. I j :l.toek~ at Import Interstate'. ',. ~Oth Nov. 

Wheat. I Floltr. I Wheat. 'I Floltr. I Wheat. I Flour. (wh~atand Flour. 

Expr~ss(Jdin thousand lJmihels of .whea.t. 

2,020 1 6.
844

1 2;
084

1 J,365 1 19 I 5,433 6,103 4.017 1,553 38 ! 
31,824 7,299 3,038 1,537 251 I 

1951. c2,'299 
313 2,233 
25 1,863 

This table shows the comparative regularity in the export flour trade and 
the marked fluctuations in the quantity of wheat exported. 
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Furtlielr particulars of the :flour trade are shown in the. following table 
relating to financial years which do not, however, correspond very closely to 
wheat 'seasons :-

Wheat gristed 

Flour pr()duced 
Flour exported-

Oversea* ..• 
Interstave... .,. 

Flour imported-
Oversea '" 
Interstate... .,. 

1922. 

bus. 
16,020,143 

336,572 

108,1l5 
25,431§ 

7,145 

1923. I 1924. 1925. 1926.~ 
I 

bus. I bus. I bus. 
17,035,2S5 19,684-,075 18,844,711 t 

Flour expressed in tons (2,000 lb.) 
354,704 409,645 395,409 t 
100,740 159,156 132,322 166,817 
25,1l9§ 26,510§ 26,243§ 36,895 

6,330 7,739 5,964 7,862 

'* Including ship's stores. t Not available. ~ Subject to revision. § Incomplete, about 5,000 tons 
should be added. 

The approximate annual average quantity of flour consumed in New 
South Wales in the above years was 225,000 tons. The estimated consump
tion per head of population is shown in part" Food and Prices," and some 
further details regarding flour-milling are shown in part "Manufacturing 
Industry" of the Year Book. . 

Grading of Wheat. 

Wheat. for export is marketed on tho basis of a single standard known 
a~ f.a.q. or fair average quality. In New South 'Wales the standard 
is :fixed annually by a committee of members of the Sydney Ohamber of 
Commerce and two Government representatives. Samples obtained from 
each of the wheat districts are weighed on McQuirk's patent scale, and an 
>lverage struck, which is used as a standard in all wheat export transactions. 

'Distinetion is, however, maintained !between white and red wheats. No 
mixtures: of white and red varieties are accepted for bulk handling. The 
proportion ·of red to white wheat in the harvest of 1925-26 was 3·24 per 
cent., or 1,090,000 bushels in a total of 33,643,000 bushels. 

The following comparison shows the standard adopted in New South 
'Vales for each of the past ten seasons, and the date on which it was fixed in 
each year:-

Year. 

1{1I6-17 
1917-18 
]91S-19 
]9l!)-2Q 
19201-21 

Date Fixed 

17 12th Mar., 19 
26th Feb., 19 
30th Jan., HI 

18 
.. 19 
20 6th Fe,b., 19 

10th Mar., ] 921 

Wei!/ht of 
Bushel of 
Standard 
Wheat. 

lb. 
56~ 
58,\ 
62} 
(il 
59~ 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I 

Year. Date Fixed. 
II Weight of 

Bushel of 
Standard 

[ Wheat. 
.-----------'------

I 
I 
1. 

921-22 
922-23 
923-24 
924-25 
925-26 

1. 
1 

7th Feb., 1922 
25th Jan., 1923 
14-.th Feb., 1924 
10th Feb., 1925 
2211d Jan., 1926 

lh. 
61 
(il 

601 
60} 
62} 

The, weights shown above are those used in determiNing whether par
ticul\lr lots of wheat are at or above fair, average quality,but not as a 
measur~ of quantity. Wheat is normally sold by farmers in New South 
Wales by weight (bushel of 60 lb.), and not by volume. 

_J 
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At present about two-thirds of the wheat is bagged on the ~arm and 
brought to the nearest railway station, whence that intended for export is 
carried in bags by rail to Sydney for s,hipment. At some of the stations the 
Railway Department has erected sheds, and a small charge is made for 
storage, but portions of large harvests have at times to be stored wi~l.1<scant 
shelter. At Darling Harbour, Sydney, where all the grain ships, except 
bulk carriers, are loaded, sheds and bag elevators have been provided. 

Wheat Arrivals. 
As a rule small quantities of new seasons wheat beconie available tQwards 

the end of November, the actual time varying under seasonal influences. 
IT sually, most of the crop intended for sale has been sent to rail for 
transport before the end of February. The following comparison shows 
the total quantity of wheat received at country railway stations in bags and 
in bulk during each week of the season 1925-26, up to the end of April, 
1926:-

Weekended Week ended 

: 'Veek. end of Week. 

: QIl~ntity of Total QuaD. I 
, Whe.t Re· tit.y of Wh",t 
ccived during Ueceived to I 

_____ '. * I 

192". I Bushels. II Bushels. 1'\1 1926. 
November .. , 28 I 3U,157 314,457 ) 6 

~ 
I) I 1,650,261 1,964,718 I 13 

12 i 3, 1?~,?13 I' 5, m,33~ II February". J 22 
December". 19 I 3,920,221 I 9,048,55~ ~ 21 

1 

Quantity of i Total Quan. 
Wheat Re. ,tity of Wheat 

\ceived dUringl Received to 
I Week. end of Week. 
I • " ___ * __ __ 

Bushels< I Bushels. 
3~2,2~2 21,967,443 
42S,361 i 25,395,8lO' 
177,579 '25,573,389 

26 i 3,83S,014I' 12,886,5661 April .... " ... 24§ 
1926. I May" ..... "<,, 22§ 

! 9
21' 3,814,968 i16,701,53t I Juue ... " .... 1!'§ 

3,545,889 [20,247,423 July ............ 17§1 
.January... 16, 2,666,U8 /22,913,5!t I August ", .. , 14§ 

2303 'I 1,22S,182124,141,723 September ", 1I§\ 
503,490 , 24,645,213 I I 

22,641 25,596,030 
310,485 25,906,515 

69,600 25,976,115 
61,773 26,037,888 

103,677 26,141,565 
36,582 1 26,178,147 
89,256126~267,403 

* Net\ after deducting withdra.wal ... § ~'our weeks ended. 

The difference between the total crop and the quantity of wheat received 
at country railway stations during the past five seasons has been fairly 
constant, being approximately 7,816,000 bushels in 1920-21, 8,616,000 bushel<; 
in 1~21-22, 8,45D,000 bushels in 1922-23, 7,812,000 bushels in 1923~24, and 
9,162,646 bushels in 1924-25. Of this wheat considerable. quantities' are sent 
by road to Victoria or direct by road to country flour mills in New South 
Wales. The balance is retained by the grower for seed or farm purposes 
or is sold for consumption in the locality of production. 

Bulk Handling. 
The losses of grain, occasioned by wet weather and plagues of mice and 

weevils during the period of the war, in which large harvests had aocumu
lated and shipping arrangements were dislocated, brought forcibly into 
public view the disadvantages of the handling and storage of wheat in bags. 
A Royal Commission of Inquiry was appointed by the Federal Government 
in 1917, and reported in favour of the erection of permanent storage 
bcilities. 

The Federal Government promptly passed a Wheat Storage Act, providing 
for advances to be made to the States for the construction €ff ·<wheat 
elevators, and before the close of the year tenders had been cplJed'::f6r the 
necessary work in New South Wales. 

The original complete scheme provided for the erection of elevators at 
seventy-one country centres, with a total storage capacity at one filling of 
15,200,000 bushels, and of a terminal ele.vator in Sydney with a total storage 
capacity of 6,509,600 bushels. It is proposed eventually to erect silos" at all 
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the more important wheat receiving stations in the· country, by constructing 
at the rate ofa milli9n bushels storage peT annum. The estimated cost of 
the works to 30th Jll1le, 1925, was £3,5.42,702. Sufficient progress had been 
made to permit of some elevators being put into operation in the 1920-21 
seasol)., for the. first time. The system has been steadily developed, as 8hown 
in. the following table:-

- I I Storage Wheat Received. I Proport.ion of 
Number I .Capacityof II \Vheat Received 

of. Plants I in ELevators. 
Season. Available Plants I In Terminal I 

in C01wt.ry Available Tn Country Elevators I ITo Total in Conntry Total. Di~triets. DbkeL. t Elevators. I from NOll-Silo ITO Total I Quantity 
stat·ons. Crop. Received 

i at Rail. 

! i 
I 

bushels. I busheb. I:usl;elo. I bushel-. pel' cent.lper ceut. 
1920-21 28 5,450,000 I * * 2,000;000 3-6 4'2 
1921-22 28 I 5,450,000 * * I 4,335,000 10·1 12'7 
1922-23 54 I 11,550,000 * Ii * I 4,290,000 

I 

14·6 I 21'2 
1923-24 58 I 12,550,000 

i 
5,410,574 1,029,232 I 6,433,806 19·4 25'4 

1924-21) 61 I 13,~50,000 
! 

16,334,813 1 1,437,058 17,771,871 21)'7 I 35'1 
1925 -26 62 i 13.<>00.000 I 8,295,431) I 'l41,185, 9,136,621 27'0 34'9 

'Not amilable. t At one filling. 

The quantity of wheat handled in bulk naturally fluctuates under the in
fluence of the marked seasonal variations in the size of the wheat crop. 
Comparison of the quantity handled in bulk in 1925-26 with the quantity 
TIandled in bulk in 1923-24 when thc harvests were approximately equal 
magnitude indicate that over a period of two years there was an increase 
of approximately 40 pe.r cent. in tho relative volume of wheat handled in 
bulk. This mm:ked improvement is due to tho fact that farmers are recog
nising that substantial savings are possible for them by means of bulk 
handling,and that the feeling against control of the silos by the Govern
ment is being dispelled. Indeed a strong demand has arisen among farmers 
in districts where silos are not available for the provision of such facilities 
in order that they may share the advantages of the system. 

The quantities of wheat shipped in bulk during each of the past three 
seasons were:-1923-24, 3,324,154 bushels; 1924-25, 12,767,589 bushels; and 
in 1925-26, 4,313,816 bushels, representing 61'2 per cent., 40'1 per cent., and 
46-6 per cent. of the respectiVe quantities of grain shipped oveI'sea from 
each harvest. 

The elevators are un,der the control of a. manager. 'Wheat of two kinds 
was received in 1925-26 for handling in bulk, viz., fair average quality and 
red. The wheat is subject to a g€neral lien for all charges due. A fee of 
2d. per bushel is charged lor receiving handling, storing and delivering 
wheat in trucks at country elevators, with an additional 1d. per bushel for 
receiving such wheat from trucks at terminal elevator, weighing in and 
weighing and_ loading out through shipping or truck spouts. Wheat is 
received at the terminal elevator from non-silo stations at a charge of Hd. 
perlbushel if in bulk trucks and !ld. per bushel if in bags. These charges 
all include storage to 31st July, 1926, 'after which date an additional gd. 
per bushel per week is charged. The silo management pays rail freight 
incurred by it in. handling the grain, and this, together with all fees and 
other charges, is paid by the holder of the warrant upon delivery of the 
wheat from the silo. The financial operations in connection with the silos 
shoWQd a considerable improvement in 1924-25. The revenue amounted to 
£182,356 and the expenditure to £90,404, so that, after paying all working 
eJ<penses, there would remain a sum of £91,952 as a contribution towards 
depreciation and; interest charges on the works. 
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Upon delivery of his wheat at .the silo the owner receives a bulk wheat 
warrant showing particulars of the quantity and quality of the wheat and 
the place of delivery. It is a negotiable document, transferable by endorse
ment of the owner. 

At present wheat is generally transported from the farms to the silos in 
hags fastened by dips 01' sewn, the bags being emptied and returned.to the 
farmer for use in subsequent seasons. As the system is becoming more 
firmly established, farmers are acquiring bulk wagons. 

For conveyance from country staltions to the terminal, the Railway Oom
missioners converted a large number of 15-ton S trucks, and made them 
·suitable for the carriage of grain in bulk. It has been decided to adopt as 
the standard design for handling bulk grain a 20-ton truck with a hoppered 
bottom, so rthat it will be self-discharging; a number of these are under 
~ongtruction. 

The question of bulk handling of wheat in New South 'Wales, withspecia! 
reference to the transition from bag handling, was the subject of careful 
inquiry by a Select Oommittee of the Legislative Council in November, 
1920, and a report has been issued. An analysis of the findings of this 
<committee appears in the Year Book for 1920. 

Wheat F1·eighls. 
In the conditions governing the marketing of wheat abroad, the avail

ttbleness and cost of freight are very important factors. 
A comparative statement is given below of the freights ruling for bagged. 

wheat cargoes carried by steam vessels from Sydney to London in pre-war 
and recent years:-

I 
I I 

s. d. s. d. i d. d. I s. d. s. d. d. d. 
1912 17 6 to 300 I 5~ to 9~ 1923 I 350 to ao 0 111 to 9i 

'''1 :::1 '1.913 " 10 0 to :~5 0 I :~! to II! ]924 400 to 25 0 12i to 8 
1914. 25 0 to 3i 6 8 to 12 192:; 500 to 30 0 16k to 9i '''1 1926 :::1 400 to 20 0 12~ to 6~ 

The following comparative. rates of freight ruling for cargoes on 1st J anu· 
,ary, 1926, were extracted from the reports of the International Institute of 
Agriculture. A comparison of the rates of freight pcr bushel of 60 lb. is 
added in order to show the P21ativeamounts 01 ocean freight. paid on wheat 
"from the principal exporting countries to the principal markets of the 
world:-

--------------------·--~I------------------------

Expolting Country .. 
I Freight to United lingdO:~te 

f) 4k 
o ~~ 
o 6~ 
o 6k 
1 l~ 

Owing to the greater distances to Eurppean markets, ocean freight rates 
are much h'OOvier on AustraHan than on American cargoes, but this dis· 
ability is counterbalanced to a certain extent hy the greater land and river 
haulage charges occasioned by the distance of American wheat cropsirom 
the sea. :- '-~ , 

16t87-B 
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:\ Wheat Pools. 

An account of the circumstances which led to the creation of compulsory 
wheat pools by the Government, and of the basis upon which they were 
organised is contained in issues of rthe Year Book for 192'1 and previous 
years. A summary of the final returns is published in the Year Book for 
1923 at page 489. 

A summary of the results of the various voluntary pools is furnished 
below. The pool of 1921-22 was OIpemt€d upon an advance of 3s. per bushel 
and 8d. per ibushel for handling charges guaiI1anteed by the F'edeml GoYern
ment, but the two succeeding pools were financed independently. That of 
1924-25 was conducted under the Voluntary 'Yheat Pool Guarantee Act, 
1924, with an advance of 3s. 4d. per bushel and. 8d. per bushel handling 
charges ,guaranteed bv the :St-ate Government' u~der .conditions -set out in 
the Yea.r Book for 1924. The pool of 1925-26 was conducted by the Wheat
g:rxrwers' Pooling and Marketing Company, Limited, and was financed hy 
the Commonwealth Bank of Australia under the F'ederal Rural Oredits 
Act, 1925, wiith an adv'anee of 3s. 4d. per Ibus-hel on delivery phH:;' 8d. per 
hushel for handling charge-so The progress payments to farmers were 2s. 
per hushel less rail freig'ht on 12th May, 1926, 6d. pe'r ibushel on 14th Juh', 
and a final payment estimated at a fraction of a penny is pending. 

Q t Ot P I d I! N tAt I 1 Average Han 1 y 00 e . . c mOlln Average Charges Net 
~~~ i

l 
ltcalised by per'bushel,> Amount Net 

Proportion to-.. Sales. Received Amount 

8 Total. I I I \bY E'armen Received , eason_ Total QHa~titY!.. R - at by Farmer~ 
receIVed - Tot.al. Average _all Other I Country 

Crop. at Rail. ! pel'. bus. i :Frelght. . Sidings. 

?er crnt. 1 per cent. £ s. d. d_ s. d. £ 

1921-22 22,785,560 53-4 66-7 6,179,027 5 5-17 5-40 

d_ 

3-96 

4-66 

4-13 

4-23 

4 7-81 5,298,812 

4 3'32 2,492,129 1922-23 11 ,655,800 40-8 

1923-24 

192,1-~5 

1925-~6 

9,680,854 

13,639,003 

740,600 

22'8 

2'2 

57-6 2,956,739 5 1-35 5-37 

33'2 2,444,329 

26'9 14,215,853 

2'8 :230,820 

5 0-52 

6 2-m] 
6 2'8t I 

5'46 

5'40 

5-41 

3,667,733 I 

4 3 

I 5 .. ~'54r 

2,059,800 

'" Including deductions for inferior wheat. t AV9ra.ge. Bagged was paid ld. more than bl!1k .. 
t Approximate. 

P1"ices of Wheat. 

The following tahle gives the average prices per bushel ruling in the 
Sydney market in each year since 1898. The figures for earlier years, pub
lished in the Year Book for 19l9, exhibit clearly the tendency towards a 
gradual reduction in the value of the cereal down to 1&95, when the price 
was the lowest of the series. In 1896, however, owing to a decrease in the 
world's supplies, the price rose considerably, and led to an ext'lnsion of 
cultivation throughout Aus,tralia. In the,early years, when local productaon 
wa's deficient, the price III Sydney was generally governed by the prices 
obtained in t.he markets of Allstralian States where a surplus had been pro
duced. Since ,the development of the export trade, however, i.t has Ibeen 
determined largely by the prices ruling in the world's markets, although 
market deficienmes III the local crop (such as occurred III 1920) at tImes 
have· a determining influence on prices. 

The prices quoted are per imperial !bushel (60 lh.) of J.a.q. wheat in 
Sydney markets,and represent generally t.he ~verages of millers' and 
shippers' quotes. The monthly averages- represent the mean of daily prices, 
and the annual average is 1he mean of the monthly averages. Generally 
speaking', ·practically the whole of the wheat marketed is in buyers'· hands 
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before the end of MarM. Business done after that date is of relatively 
small magnitude, being confined to odd growers' lots and ,re-sales. No data 
are ,available as to the volume of tr!ansactions passing, and it is imposgible 
to determine weighted 'avemge prices. 

Year. I II 'Avera"e I[ I A "erage 

I 
February. I March. V~lue for Year. February. I March. Value for 

I 
Year. Year. 

________ ~-----~----~--~t~t--~,------~----~------.---t-r--

I per bushel. per bushel. per bushel. Ilper bushel. per bUllhel. per bushel. 

1898 

1899 

1900 

1901 

1902 

903 

1904 

1905 

1906 

907 

1908 

1909 

1910 

911 

'1912 

I 
-s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. 

4 0 4 0 3 8 1913 I 3 6!- 3 7 3 21 

2 n- 2 9 2 9 I 1914 I 3 8 3._ 91 4 I! 
2 9 

2 7 

3 2 

5 Hil" 

3 O~ 

3 4! 

3 1~ 

3 O~ 

4 4 

4 Ot 

4 1£ 

3 7£ 

2 8 

2 7 

3 2f 

3 Ot 
3 3~ 

2 8~ 

2 8 

4 5 

5 1!l* 

3 2 

3 5 

3 3~ 

3 10 

4 3~ 

: 1: II 

3 91 4 1 

I915t 

1916t 

Hll7::: 

1918:1: 

1919::: 

1920:1: 

1921::: 

1922t 

1923::: 

1924t 

1925:1: 

1926t 

5 6 

5 It 

4 9 

4 9 

5 0 

8 5* 

9 0 

5 2 

5 8 

4 7 

6 9~ 

6 0 

5 6 

5 01 

4 9 

4 9 

50 

8 10· 

9 0 

511 

5 7 

4 7 

6 4 

5 9 

5 5 

4 10 

4 9 

4 9 

8 n" 
8 8 

5 8 

5 3~ 

5 5 

6 2* 

6 1§ 3 6 ]1 

-----~--~I __ ~: __ ~~~ __ ~~~~~~ ____ _ 
• Imported wheat. t PrIces otlicJa\1y fixed. tt Mean of monthly quoteS. 

: Price on trucks Sydney 01 ha<rged wheat for fiour for home consumption. § To June. 

The a'boye prices relate to bagged wheat. Since 1922 increasing propor
tions of the crop have Ibeen 'handled in ,bulk (as shown on a :previous page), 
and ,bulk wheat ~ells at from ld., to 2d. per bushel less than bagged wheat.. 

The high prices rulin.g in 1903 and 1920 were due to the almost entire 
failure of the ;previous season's crop, on account of which supplies were 
drawn from oversea and other States. In 1920 the price of 9s. per bushel 
was fixed for wheat for local consnmption, in accordance with the antici
pated world's parity and in order to encourage farmers to continue wheat
growing. 1'hi3 price was maintained until the end of November, 1921'. 

In the latter part of 1923 the price fell precipitately owing to the large 
sUl'plus of production over world requirements, and the price remained for 
.a time lower than in any year since the outbreak of war, although rather 
lligher than in ~)l'e-war years. Howeyer, a malked diminution in the world's 
-production of wheat in 1924 led to ,a world-wide rise in price in July, which 
continued' until February, 1925, when the high ,average level of 6s. 91d. p€r 
bushel was reached in Sydney market. Subsequently until Jnne, 1926, the 
.average monthly price-in-,Sydneyfluctuated between 5s. 9d. and 68. 3d. per 
bushel. - -
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It is not IPQssible with e~isting Istatistical data to provide an accurate 
compariBon between local and oversm prices of wheat. Such a comparison 
could only- be accura,tely made by the collation of .the documents relating to 
all sales· of each season's wheat, or of a sufficiently large proportion thereof to 
provide a ;basis for the calculation of reliable averages. These documents 
are inaccessible. 

However, certain da·ta relating to the prices of wheat in local and over
sea markets have been brought together in the following table, which 
provides some i~teresting particulars of the course of prices in the various 
markets. Owing to the variation of marketing cond<1tions and the lapse of 
time between local sales and export. andibetween export from New South 
Wales and import into the United Kingdom, the prices set against each 
month are not strictly compara:ble. The prices in all Cal3€S are pel' bushel 
of 60 lb. 

8ea~on 1921-25 . Season 1925-26. 

Month. 

. I . I j I I IA' lA' [A' , Av'ragc Av'ra~c Av'rage! ,v rage v rage v rage 
Ship· A ~a~~~e pr!ce i import! rat!' of I Ship· A ~a~~~e pr!ce I i~port rat!' of 
pers d I 'd c.l.f. 1 value !relght, pers d i'r'd (.t.f. ,allle lreIght 
and ee ar ,Liver. I into to 1 and I ee a I Liver· into to 

millers'l t~ CIl"i[ pool I United United! millers'l \~ Cns· . pool I United United 
quote,. S dmSjr and I Kin!!· King· I quotes. S 'd':::jr and King. King-

I I y ne ·ILond'n·i dom. dom. I I J ·ILond'n., dom. dom. 
------.------~--_7----

I " d. s. d. . ,. d. s. d. s. d. ! 8. d. s . d. 
I 

s. d. 8. d. I s. d. 
November ::::::::::::1 6 3 7 It 7 5 ' 5 11 5 S 6 l1l 7 7 

1 

1 Ol 
December 6 3! 7 0 8 1 8 1 1 2 6 2 6 8 I 7 9 7 7 1 1t 
January ................ ! 6 8 6 9 8 6 8 O~ 1 3 6 1 6 8~ j 7 n 7 s 1 Ot 
Fehruary ............... ! 6 9! 7 1 8 9 i! 3 1 4 6 0 6 3 I 7 3t 6 71 I 

0 9t 

~;;j1~.::::::::::::::::::i ~ 16t 
611 8 2 8 4! 1 1 5 9 6 3 ! 6 10 7 1 0 8 
7 ? 7 3 R 1~ 1 0 6 2 611 

I 
7 31 7 11 ! 0 8 

May ..................... 1 6 2 7 3t 7 6 711 o llt 6 3 6 10 

I 

7 4 7 8 I 0 71 

~~r;::::::::;:::::::::::::i g lit 7 2 7 ot 7 8~ 010 1 0 3 6 10 7 41 7 4 1 
() Of 

6 llt 610 , 2i I 0 9 

I 

... ... 

I 

August ................... 1 I) 2! 6 9 7 3 7 3 011 ... 
September ............. , 6 2 6 3 7 3 7 4t 1 1 ... 
October ................ 15 10. 6 1 6 1\. 7 I\~ 1 0, ... 

*" New crop, December-January shipment. 

In considering the above prices regard should he paid to the following 
considerations :--

(1) The average of shipper1s' and millens' quotes represents the monthly 
mean of actwal buying Iprices for haggoo wheat on tl'1lcks .sydney, and they 
are usually for wheat for prompt delivery. The indica:tions are that the 
greater part of shippem' and millers" purchases are made in the months of 
December, January, and Felbruary. 

(2) The average values declared to the Customs relate to wheat expo.rted 
in 'bags and in bulk, and refer to the month of Ishipment. Owing to 'delay 
in transferring the expoJ'ltable portion of the harvest to the seaboard and 
the incidence of forward buying the prices in this column are not closely 
comparable with those in the first column. The quantity and value of 
wheat exported 'Oversea each montlh are shown on a later page. The values 
represent t.he amount remaining ,after deducting the cost of insurance and 
ocean fre~ght from the OVC'fu"6a selling price, where wheat is sold ,before 
export, and from the expected oversea [lrlce, where wheat is consigned for' 
sale oyersea. In the two seasons shown the average export value of wheat 
shipped to the United Kingdom was slightly less than the average to all 
oountries. They therefore r€iPresent the average f.o.b. value Sydney with
out any deduction for cost of exchange, selling commission, &c" but with 
tJIe cost of loading on to ship included. 
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(3) The average price c,i.£. Liverpool mld_ London reJl!mwnts the mean 
of the weekly prices quoted for Australian w,heat in the monthly Orop 
Report of the International Institu,te of Agriculture. The quotations are 
generally those art the close of <business for early delivery. They compoaxe 
very closely with sales reported by ca>blefrom England for Australian wheat 
loading 01' about to load for eX'pol'!t~ 

(4) The average import value into the United Kingdom also. relates to 
'Australian wheat, and represents· the total value c.i.f. ,place of import or, 
""hen consigned for sale, the latest market price in England at time of 
import. 

(5) The average raltes· of freight >are the meaI1lS of the weekly quotes for 
complete cargoes as shown in the International Crop Report. 

The margins between the local and ovel'l8e1a prices are accounted fot 
mainly by ocean freights, !but also in part -by cos-t of exchange, illiHlrllnce. 
and handling cha:rges, and in part by exporters' IprO[l,ts and overhead ex
peIl!Ses. The average :amount of charges per !bushel paid by the Voluntary 
,Wheat Pool on approximately 4,000,000 bushels> of wheat shipped mainly 
to EurOJpe in the ,season 1924-25, excluding cosrt of loading from trucks on 
to ship, was ls. 5-41d .. per bushel, made up as follows :-Ocean freight 14-06d., 
outward wharfage, ·24d., marine insurance, ·3Sd., superintending outturn 
·16d., brokerage .47'd., selling 'CommiBs~on -3Sd., dis'Count ··10d., exchang'e 
(sixty days) 1·32d. Early in May 14)25 rates of exchange were considera'bly 
reduced. 

An interesting compall'ison between the prices realised for wheat per 
bushel 'and per acre by the growers· of three important exporting countries, 
in pre-war and post-war years, is made in the following table.:-

AYera!(e Fam~ Value per Bu.hel of Wheat. I Average Farm Value per Acre.of Wheat. 

Crop 

I I 
Grown in- United 1 Can d 1 New South United Canada. NeW-South 

States. " a. Wale .. t ! Statps. "Tales-. 

I 

S. d. s. d; s. d. ;£ s; d. ;£ s. d. ;£ s. d. 

1909-1913- 3- 7 * 3- 3- 211 5 * 2 0 1 

1921 3- 1O~ 3 4- 4 8 

t 

2 8lQ 4 7 8 3- 2 6 

l!i22 4 2§ 3 6 4, 8 217 8 3- 2 4 2 5 5· 

1923- 3- W§ 2 9 4 2 2W 7 3- 19 8 2 13. 11 

1924 5 .5 5 1 5 7 4. 6 2t 3- 0 6 5 4: 6 

1925 6 3t 4 8t 5 It 4 0 ot 4 1 It ~18 6t 

.·Not availahle. t Prelhrunary, subject to revision. t Crops In N.S.vv. are marketed 
six months later-than in countries of Northern Hemisph~re. § Re,;sed. 

The above averages are as officially determined ~n each of the countries 
mentioned. The values quoted f'Or New ISouth Wales are the weighted 
av-erage prices reali:sed. for the whole crop at ;railway sidings after deducting 
net cost of ,bags, due ,a,uowance being made f'Or wheat handled in bulk. 
Dollars have heen converted at par rate of exchange in the cases of United 
States and Oanada, and the averages for the United Sta;tes have been 
revised throughout to' accord with the basns adopted in the United S,tates 
Department of Agriculture Year Booik, 1924. The marked disparity 
between the mlues in Oanada and the United States from 1921 to 1923 has 
been partly due to the abnormal conditions of the exchanges. A £urt11cr 
poweIl'ful factor lappears to lbethat, whereas about two-tiliirds of the United 
States harvest is used for home consum'Ption, only about Gne-sixth of the 
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average Canadian crop is so required. Home consumption appears to 
operate in main.taining the value of local wheat, but there is another 
important consideliati'On in that Australian wheat of average quality fre
quently commands a higher price in world markets than the firs.t quality 
grains 'Of either Canada or the United States. 

During the past five seasons the position 'Of the lDcal wheat-grower as 
regards price per bushel has compared favourably with that of the grDwer 
in the United State3 or Canada. However, cost of production and yield 
per acre also play an important part in determining the profitableness 'Of! 
wheat-grDWling. Comparable data as to cost of production are not obt,ain
able, but the 'average farm value per acre of wheat grO'Wn for grain provides 
a comparison of the effects of price and yield combined on the returns of 
farmers per unit of cultivation. The aver,age for the past five seas(ms in 
New South W'ales is approximately the same as that of the United St'ates, 
but it is 'c'Onsiderably below that of Canada, where yields are generally 
higher and average prices ,considerably lower. Comparison of the returns 
of pre-war and post-war years in New South Wales show that the average 
gross return per acre for the periods of five years has increased by approxi
mately 65 per cent, which is slightly less than the average increase in whole
sale prices. 

Cost of Growing Wheat i~ New South Wales. 
The Select Committec on the Agricultural Industry in 1921 o:mcluded 

from the data before it that proper harvesting and cultivation of wheat 
cannot ibe carried out under existing conditions at a lower cost than £3 5s. 
per acre (excluding insurance), and that it will require an average of 14 
bushels to the acre, with a minimum price of 48: 8d. per bushel at the nearest 
railway siding, to recoup this cost to farmers within 10 miles, and" that 'j" 

profit o,'er and above a labourer's wage" accrues to the wheat-grower only 
when the plice realised exceeds this amount. 

Various attempts have been made to secure the data necessary to form 
a satisfactory estimate of the average cost of producing wheat in New SDuth 
Wales; but as, either for grain or for hay, this depends largely upDn the 
methods 'Of culture, the area cultivated, the distance from the railway, and 
the soil conditions, the experie~es of individual farmers differ very greatly, 
and analysis of farmers'budgets has given a wide range of results. 

The factor which is probably the main cause of these differences is the 
efficiency of the producers_ Wheat being the product of a large number 
of farmers working independently, it is natural that there should be greater 
variation in regard to efficiency than in other industries, where the produ
cers are assembled under the supervision of experts, and where there are 
greater facilities for improving methods of production and fot"utilising 
labour and materials on the most economical basis. 

Howev,.?,r, hypothetical estimates have been made by Mr. A. H. E. 
McDonald, Superintendent of Agriculture, of the cost of producing wheat 
on unfallowed and on fallowed land. For the purpose of the estimates the 
area cropped annually is faken at 250 acres, viz., 230 acres for grain, and 
20 acres for hay for horse feed; to crop this area in alternate seasons un
der the system for fallowing, the total area of the farm would ,be at least 
500 acres. The value of the land was assumed to be, £6 'per acre,and the 
value of the plant £680, until 1925-26, when they were increased to £7 and 
£750 respectively. 

In the case of fallowed land one crop is grown in two years, but the stubble 
and herbage on the land are available for at least six months, and where 
sheep are kept, as is usually the case, this land is used for pastoral purposes, 
and the interest for only half the year of fallow is placed against agri~ 
pnltural operations. 
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Interest on land is allowed at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum, and in
terest and depreciation on plant at 13t per cent. Aunual allowances are 
made of £20 for repairs, etc., £45 for wages for extra help, and 9d. per bag 
for cartage to rail. In addition, the cost of 6} tons of superphosphates and 
of the bags necessary for handling the wheat is included at market rates 
each year. A special allowance is made for seed wheat, and it is assumed 
that the whole of the harvest is sold at average market rates. 

On these !bases an instructive comparison may be made between the cost 
of producing wheat under the conditions set out above, and the return to a 
farmer who obtained the average yield per acre in the past five seasons. 
In 1923-24, 1924-25, and 192p-26 nearly one-half of the area sown in the 
State. had becn fallowcd, and as particulars of the yield from this land were 
obtained, it is possible to publish separate estimates for fallowed and un
fallowed land. The following table provides an indication of the financial 
results of the operations of a wheat-grower cropping annually an area of 
230 acres for grain and 20 acres for hay for horse.-feed, under the conditions 
described :- . 

• 11921-22.1 1922-2:l·1 

---------------------~ 

Itctn. 1923-24. 1924-20. 1Il25-26. 

Average yield per acre.. bushels 13'4 I 9'7 I 9'6§ I 14'1§§ 14'8 § 19'7 §§I 10'0§ I 13'51§ 

C1s;l:t:::""'"";;m.,o; ~ II ~ ~ ',~ e '~ '~ I '~" 
Wl4(es·-Extra help 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 
Fertiliser, 6j tOilS •• 44 H 37 37 28 28 32 32 
Bags •• .. 42'75 31 31 45'5 76 101 48 60 
Cartage to rail . . . . . . 39 28 28 40'5 43 57 29 36 
Seed Wheat-50 lb. per acre .. ~_4 _1.-2~ ~~,_6~ ~~ ~2'5 . ~ ~ 

Total cost of cropping 230 acres for 1 I 
graillt ...... £~475 426_1~~~~~~1~2..~~_ 

£ s. d. £ s. d I £ s. d·1 £ •. d £ s. d·1 £ s. d £ s. d. £ s. rl. 
Cost of crop per acret.. .. .. t 12 10 1 17 0 1 15 1 2 1 4 1 19 6 2 5 10 1 18 4 12 ~ 0 
Value at rail of cropper acrc .. ~~1_2_~ 22~I~~ ~~-l::~ 2 13 4;'\~ 
A~parent ~et R:eturn to, per acre 0 9 6 I 0 8 21 0 4 11 0 16 3 2 6 10 3 9 1 0 15 0 1 7 (\ 

;::'~~~~~~~~i~~~~~of~~;5 ( 1--'-1----1----\--~\---
than cartage to rail. 230 acres £109 £94 _"._~£18~ ___ £_538 £i94 £l73t £316t 

• Estimated from payments of wheat pool. t Omitting value of farmer's labour and abnormal costs 
occa.ioned by drought. t Subject to revision. § Unfallowed land. § § }'allowed land. 

The corresponding amounts of net return to the farmer, including pay
ment for his labour, in each of the preceding five years were as follow:--
1915-16, £370; 1916-17, (--)£28; 1917-18, £~13; 1918-19, £16; 1919-1920. 
(-)£103; 1920--21, £1,005. Details of thcse estimates were publishcd in 
previous issues of this Year Book. (--) Indicates a loss. If the farmer 
carted his own wheat to rail, his net return for his labour would be aug
mented by the value of cartage shown under costs. If he is the owner of 
rt:he land and plant used his income alsoembra.ces the interest allowed 
on thes~ items, viz., £150, and £202 '5, " respectively- on unfallowed and 
fallowed l~md in 11"'2,5-216. :Thew, however, arc fairly charged against pro
duction. Additional costs of production which might fairly be charged 
but are not included in the above statement are insurance and shire rates. 
In 1925-26 the amount of these for unfallowed and fallowed land respec
tively were :--Fire insurance, £5 cand £8; hail insurance, £23 and £31; shire 
rates, £10.:; and £15.75. . 

In 1923-24 more than 25 per cent., in 1924-25 over 35 per cent., and in 
1925-26 34'9 per cent. of the harvest sent to rail was handled in bulk, conse
quentlya considerable proportion of farmers effected large savings in their 
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costs because they required practically no bags. Where farmers have provided 
themselves wi1;h special bulk-handling fa,cilities there should, of course, be 
an additional allowance per contra for interest and depreciation, and where 
the wheat is cal1ried to silos in bags fastened by clips it is estimated that 

,bags can be used .'a number of times. In the latter case the farmer's 
expenditure for bags would be only afraetion of that shown above. In 
add,ition t11ere would be a saving of the cost of ramming and sewing, 
estimated at 2d. per hag. On th~ other hand, t'he farmer who sells in bags 
regains part of the difference because he is paid for the weight of the bags 
as· wheat, which represents a return (at present prices) of :::·~d. on the cost 
o,f his bag. In addition, during the current season bagged wheat has boon 
quoted 'at times-on the Sydney market at from 1d. to 2d. more per bushel 
than bulk wheat. Still, making allowance for all bctors, it is estimated 
by the Superintendent of Agriculture that farmers handling their wheat 
in bulk make a saving in their 'COsts amounting to, approximately, 8d. per 
bag. This should be allowed for in considering the above table. 

Although this stateanent is expressed in terlll8 of money, it does not pur
port to fu:niRh any guide to the actual profits of individual farmers. It is 
hypothetical, and illustrates the combined effects of prices, yields, and 
costs of production on the operations of wheat-farmers in recent years, 
thereby providing an index of prosperity. It shows the highly speculative 
nature of the wheat-growing industry. 

In considering the estimates here put forward, it is necessary to 
remember that the calcu~atlions are Ibased on the annual average yields 
for the whole State, which are probably below those usually obtained by 
skilled farmers engaged exclusively in agriculture. In many cases wheat
growing is carried on in conjunction with other activities, and the profit 
arising from the production of grain is nut the sole factor in the farmer's 
income, nor in determining whether he will grow wheat. 

Agai~, in the southern districts, farmers generally usc fertiliser and 
fallow their land extensively. Favoured by the .uatural advantage of 
operating in a belt of winter rainfall, they generally obtain !better yields 
than the fmmers in the central and northern districts. 

In view of the explanation given on page 621, the results here pub
lished do not reflect accurately the relative profitableness of the policy of 
fallowing. 

lV01'7d'S Prodttction of Wheat. 
Oomplete and uniform statistics of the whole of the wheat crops of the 

world in recent years are not available, and have been very defective in many 
countries since 1916. But for previous years returns were obtainable from 
nearly every country where wheat was .grown extensively. From these, 
reliable estimates of the :fluctuations of the world'flwheat production may 
iJe made. In the past thirty years a continuous increase has been ap'parent, 
despite the fact that very considerableftuctuations have been shown from 
season'to season. The annual averages, so far as reported, from 1891 to 1915 
are shown below:-

Period. 

1891-1900 
1ilOI-191li 
1911-1915 

Annnal &\-erage Wheat Yidd of World 
so far a.s report-ed. 

Bushels. 
2,581,000,000 
3,553,000,000 
3,837.000.00(l 

The returns from which these totals are compiled do not include all wheat
p-r<3ducing countries. It is estimated by the Int.ernational Institute of Agri
cllHurethat the average annual yield of wheat throUEhout the world is now 
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appro~mately 4,600,000,000 bushels,. including Turkey, 
countries from whi'Ch data is incomplete or inaccurate. 
small proportion of this enters into international trade. 

China, and other 
A comparatively 

The following statement, based on information contained in the Year 
Book of the International Institute of Agriculture, shows the quantity of 
wheat produced in the leading countries of the world during the past two 
seasons in comparison with the quinquennial Itverage maintained before tho 
war:- !. 

Anuual Productiou of Annual Production of 
Wheat in Thousand Bushels. Wheat in Thousand Bushels. 

Northern Southern 
Hemisphere. 

I I 

Hemisphere. 
Average, \ \ I Average, I 1923. 1924. 

1909-13. § •• ~. 1909-10- 1923-24. 1924-25, 

t 1913-14. i" • 
Europe-

... 1 1 Sout.h Amerioa-
Russia proper 662,504 330,232 330,587 i Arg.entine ... ... 146,752 2t7 ,806 191,'37 
France ... ... 316,973 275,567 281,177 i Other Conntries . .. 32,087 45,742 36,211 
Italy ... ... 182,951 224,835 170,143 i ----------
Spain ... .,. 129,174 157,109 121,778

1 Total S.-America .. 178,839 293,548 227,348 
Germany ... ... 151,868 106,447 89,199 ---_._-- ._--
Roumania ... ... 87,608 102,119 70?420 I 
British Isles ... 59,850 60,480 53,744 1 Australasia-
Hungary ... . .. 169,289 67,705 51,568 New South Wales .. 26,717 33;176 59,767 
Bnlgaria ... ... 42,086 36,223 28,317 1 Victoria ... 27,656 87,796 47,36.5 
Czechoslovakia ... ... 36,226 32,238 I South Australia 22,843 34,552. 39,529 
Poland ... ... ... 49,734 32,497 Western Anstralla ".: 5;671 18,926 lli;~~l Belgium ... ... 14,863 13,376 l~:~~i Queensland ... .., 1,250 244 
Anstria ... '''! 67,381 8,889 Tasmania ... ... 806 306 23, 
Yugo-Slav;a< ... 14,715 61,068 57,769

1 
------- ---

46,082 
Total, Australia. .. 84,943 [124,994 164,559 

Other Countries ... 41,468 63,280 New Zealand- 7,885 4,175 5,000 
------ ---, --------

Total, Enropett 1,940,730 1,593,290 t,387,013] 
Total, Anstralasla 92,828 129.160 Hl9,559 

Asia- ! <---< ------
British J ndla ... 351,103 372;356' 363,882 
Japan ... ... 23,586 25,032 2.5,405 : Southern Africa-
Russi~ in -Asia ... 150,795 U 

26,1951 
Union of South 6,2.64 6,026 7,1!4 

Other Countries ... 6,988 21,992· Africa. 
---------j Southern· Rhodesia 12 38 18 

Total, Asia tt .. , 532,472 419,380 415,682 i Other ... ... .. . 596 20 

. 34,0391 40,653 

--I ---
Northern Africa- Total, S. Africa 6,276 6,660 7,182 

Egypt ... ... 34,185 I ------- ---
Other Countries ... 60,415 67;383 51,444 I 

94,454 1108,036 85,629 I 
Total, Southern 277,943 429,377 404,039 

, Total, N. Africa Hemisphere. ------ ---
I • North America- Total, The World, as 3,743,049 r,835,669 l,437,54(} 

United States ... 696,0061797,381 872,673\ far as Reported. 
Canada ... 130,042 474,199 262,097 
Other Countries ... 71,402 14,006 10,357 1 Countries which have 

897,451} !1,285,586 1,145,127 i 
not reported since 

Total, N. America 1914-
-------- ·---1 Turkey§§ ... 160,000 

63o':OOOt 
... 

Total, Northern 3,465,106 (,406,292 3;033,451 I China§§ ... ... 500,000 ... 
Hemisphere. I Other ... ... 200,000 .. . ... 

• Preliminary. t 1923: t< Old boundarie.; § New< boundaries. .* As revised. tt Production of 
Russia. in Asia included-in Russia. proper aboye-. Post-war figures relate to the Union of Socialist 

Sovi&t<Repnblics. i~ Not available. n Figures for one year only. 

MAIZE. 

Before the development of the wheat-exporting industry of New South 
Wales maize-g.rowing was the most extensive single agricultural pursuit. 
It now ranks second in importance amongst the crops of New South Wales. 
However, its cultivation. is small in comparison with that of wheat, and 
sufficient is not grown for local consumption. 

Maize is cultivated chiefly in the valleys of the coastal rivers, where both 
soil and climate are peculiarly adapted to its growth. On the Northern 
Tableland also good results are obtained, and maize is gaining popularity 
as a profitable crop in rotation with hay. 
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Maize-growing reached its highest development locally in 1910, and since 
then production has been decreasing. The following statement exhibits a 
comparison of the extent of maize-growing since the season 1900-01, with the 
total value and average value per acre for each crop:-

\ 

Area under \ Production. \ Farm Value of Crops. 
Season. Maize ~'-~otal I Average yield -- Tutal--,- Per Acre--.-for Grain. • I per Acre. • 

i 

acres. bushels. bushels. £ -£ s. d. 

1900-01 206,051 6,293,000 30'5 839,032 4 0 6 

1910-11 213,217 7,594,000 35'6 791,050 314 2 

1915- 16 15t,130 3,774,000 24'5 723,270 4 13 10 

1916-17 155,378 4,333,000 27'9 72'2,250 .. 13 0 

1917-18 145,754 :~,500,000 24'0 875,220 6 0 1 

1918-19 IH,582 2,092,000 18'3 580,380 5 1 3 

1919-20 136,509 4,0.32,000 29'7 1,502,900 11 0 2 

1920-21 144,105 4,176,000 29'0 974,260 6 15 2 

1921-22 146,687 3,976,000 27'1 894,6;0 6 2 0 

]922-23 138,169 3,287,000 23'8 890,260 6 810 

1923-2-l 166,974 4,623,000 27'7 847,550 5 1 6 

11124-25 U6,56! 4,208,000 28'7 631,230 4 6 2 

Some dOUlbt exi'sts as to whetiher the production recorded in landholders' 
returns includes ,all maize grown for farm use, and endeavour is being made 
to ascertain the position and apply a remedy should such be needed. 

The following statement shows the area under maize for grain in New 
South 'Vales during the season 1924-25, with the production and average 
yield in each Division:-

-----~-----~IA;~a unde;M;';~~I--· Yield. 
Didsion. for Gr-ain. _____ --,-----_ 

----T.rtal-. --I Total. I Per Acre. 
-~~----~-----

Coastal

North .. ' 
Hunter and :Manning 
Metropolitan,.. .., 
South ... .., '" 

Total .. , 
Tableland-

Northern .. , .. , 
Central .. , ... 
Southern ... .. , 

Total .. , 

Western Slopes .. , 

.. , 

.. , 

.. , 
... 
.. , 

Central Plains, Riverina, and 
Divisions 

All Divisions .... 

... ... 

... . .. 

.. , .. , 
.., .. , 
.. , .. , 

acres, 
55,259 
26,24~ 

2,734 
12,274 

96,516 

22,592 
6,375 

181 

29,148 

bushels. 
1,783,747 

751,596 
106,323 
425,220 

3,066,886 

489,981 
135,834 

5,604 

631,419 

bushels. 
32'3 
28'6 
38'9 
34'6 

----
31'8 

---
21'7 
21'3 
31'0 

21'7 
------1------- ----

20,532 503,823 24'5 

\Vestern I 
368 6,072 16'5 

146,564 I 4,208,200 28'7 
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The principal factors in the local supply of maize in recent seasoITs nre 
shown in the following table, based on data revised since the last issue of 
this Year Hook. The particulars given are for calendar years, as the maize 
crops of the State are harvested between January amd August. 

Year. Production. 
Impor~t. ___ _ 

Oversea. I Interstate. 

I 
bus. bus. bus. 

1921 ... ... 4,176,000 28,000 878,000 
1922 ..• ... 3,976,000 390,000 732,000 
1923 ... ... 3,287,000 1,801,000 477,000 
1924 ... ... 4,623,000 317,000 1,397,000 
1925 ... ... 4,208,000 180,000 1,623,000 
1926 ... * 989,000t 126;Ooot ... 

• Not available. t To June. 

Export 
Oversea. 

bus. 
20,000 

2,000 
10,000 
53,000 
51,000 
43, 000 t 

-

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
! 

Available for 
Consumption. 

bus. 
5,062,000 
5,096,000 
5,555,000 
6,284,000 
5,960,000 .. 

Particulars of the exports interstate by sea and of the imports interstate 
by sea at Newcastle are not available, and, to this extent, the ahove state
ment is incomplete. However, inquiries show that the quantity involved 
in adjustment for these factors is not considerable. 

The imports interstate are derived almost exclusively from Queensland, 
while the imports oversea -are brought from South Africa. A duty of 
ls. 8d. per hushel is imposed on maize imported from South Africa, and 
10d. per bushel on maize imported from New Zealand. 

A marked. decline occurred between 1910 .and 1914 in the area sown with 
maize, and this decline was accompanied by a slight falling ofL in the 
averag'e yield per acre. 

During the five seasons ending 1909-10, when the average area under 
maize was 183,611 'acres, the average farm value of the crop was £4 8s. 
per acre. In the next five years the purchasing power of money decEned 
steadily, but the average value per acre cropped increased by only about 
8 percent. Although from that time onwards the return to the farmer 
per acre showed some improvement it fell further and further behind the 
g'eneral rise in prices, and the average fill'm value of the crops of the last 
five years shown a;'bove was only £5 14s. 2d. pel' acre, or approximately 30 per 
cent. above the average for the quinquennium ending in 1910. In the same 
period there wa·sa rise of 80 per cent. in the general level of wholesale prices. 
In 1924-25 the average farm value of the crop per acre was actually lower
than the quinquennial average prevailing before the war. 

OATS. 

Oats is sown in New South Wales mainly as a hay crOlp, the are,a,s for 
respective purposes being as follow in 1924-25-0ats for hay, 275,33-1 
acres; oats for grain, 123,517 acres; and oats for green food, 29,498 acret! .. 
The combined area-428,349 acres-is 68,339 acres, or approximately 15 
per' cent. greater than that of the previous season, which was greater 
than for any preceding year. The previous maximum was 326,182 acres, 
jn 1913-14. 

The elevated! distri0Us of Monaro, Ar.6yle, Batiliurst, and New England 
contain large area,s of land on whichoatB could be cultivated with excellent 
results, as it thrives best in regions which experience a winter of some 
severity. 

Omitting ir.om account IsmaIl areas, the highest average yield of oats 
grain in any division in 1924-25 was 25'3 bushels per acre, obtained from 
4,923 ~e!:es in the Northern Tableland Division. 
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The principal divisions in respecto:r the cultivation of oats for grain were 
the South-western SIQpes, where 48,516 acres produced 949,561 bushels of 
grain, an average of 19'6 bushels .per acre, the Riverina division, with 43,325 
acres producing 887,826 bushels, an average of 20'5 bushels per acre, and the 
Oentral Tialbleland with 16,150 acres producing 332,820 bushels, or an 
average of 20'6bushele per acre. These three divisions betwe!3ll them 
produced 87 per cent. of the oats grain grown in the State :--

The following table gives statistics of the cultivation of oats for grain 
siuce1900-01:--

I 
Acres under 

I 

Production. I Farm Value of oats for GJrain. 

Season. Oats 

I 
Bushels per 

I I for Graiu. Bushelo. Acre. Total. cper A'Cre. 

--
I £ £ s. d. 

1900-01 29,383 I 593,548 20'2 59,355 2 0 6 
I 

]910-11 77,991 
1 

1,70'2,706 21'8 177,360 2 D' 6 

]915-'16 58,636 
I 

1,345,698 23-0 173,820 2 UI ;} 

1916-17 67,111 1,084,980 16'2 128,840 1 18 5 

1917-18 82,591 1,455,1l1 17-6 266,720 3 ~. 7 

19 18---:l 9 86,474 1,273,752 110 265,350 3 1 4 

1919..,20 76,1.17 586,758 7'7 168,700 2 4 4 

1920-21 77,709 I 1,642,700 21'1 24],480 3 2 2 

1921-22 I 69,795 1,169,900 16'8 199,820 217 3 

1922---23 74,006 1,250,80() 16'9 234,5S0 3 3 5 

- 1923---24 86,693 1,570,300 18-1 268,260 3 1 9 

1921-25 i 123,517 2,5U;400 20-3 293,000 2 7 5 I 

I i 

The oabs crop is harvested -in Decembe·r, and therefore constitutes the 
local element of supply for the calendar year followi:hg. The sources from 
which the IDcal crop has !been supplemented, and: the quantity available 
for consumption in each of the past five years, is shown in the following 
talble:~ 

I 

I Import. Export, 
Available for Year. Production_ I I Oversea 1- Ov:'~ea. -I and Consumption. t 

J nterotate_t Interstate. t 

bus. 
I 

bus. I bus. 

I 
bus. bus. 

1921 ..• ... 1,642,700 I 2,600 983,900 94,2.00 2,535,000 

1922 ... '" 1,169,900 324,100 957,700 I 18,800 2,432,900* 

1923 ... ... .1,250,800 .3.32,900 1,361,900 I ~,600 '2.948,000 

J924 ... ••• j 1,570,300 2,000 681,700 I 111,700 2,238;300 

1925 ••• ... 2,511,400 1,900 291;000 ·f3,600 2.760,700 

• Revised. t Subjeetto adjustment for carry·over. 
t Omitting considerable quantities imported inter_tate at Newcastle. 
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A duty of le. 6d. per ,cental, or approximately 7d. per bushel of 40 lb., is 
imposed on oats imported oversea. Since 1924 practically the whole local 
supply has heen produced in Now South Wales and other Australia'll 
Staies. 

At present the market ioroats is chiefly-in the metropolitan .and N ew
-castle d]stricts, and the demand depends mainly upon the price of maize. 

ThE> local yield per acre is considerably .below that of the important pro
ducing countries, and the total yield insignificant compared wi.th the world 
productionjwhich usually amounts to 'lllOre than 4,000,000,000 bushels per 

·J<eaT. Th011gh most countries produce sufficierttfor their own requirements, 
-considerable international trade is done in oats. The Un1ted Kingdom and 
France are the principal importers and Russia (formerly), but now the 
United SUtt~, Canada, and the Argentine are the principal world suppliers. 

BA.RLEY. 

Barley is produced only on a moderate scale in New South \Vales" and 
local supplies of barley and malt are practically all imported from other 
States. Although there 'aresevemldistricts where the neceeear,)'" con
ditions as to soil and drainage present inducements for cultivation, par
ticularly with regard to the malting varieties, barley is ,grown ITl.'l,inly in 
the North-vVesternSlope and the Riverina Divisions. The areas lmder 
crop in O'1;her districts are small, and do not call for s;pecial notice .. The 
following table ,shows the area under barley for grain, together with the 
production at interva1s since 1900-01:-

Season. under Barley 

I 
Area I 

1900-01 

1905~06 

1910~1l 

1915-16 

1916-17 

U1l7-18 

19J8-19 

for Grain. 

acres. 

9,435 

9,519 

7,082 

6,369 

5;I95 

6,370 

7,980 

Production. II 
Total. II Average III 

per Acre.! 

Ibushels·11 

i 12-11 

bushels. 

114,228 

111,266 

82,005 

114,B46 

73,370 

I I 

/

1 ::: III 

14·1 

:::: • 

15:5 

10·8 

I 
Area I under Barley 

for Grain. I Average 
Total. ,per Acre. 

Production. 

Season. 

I 
19I9-:W I 

I 
1920-21 I 

1921-'22 I 
1922-23 1 

1!r23~21 I 
1924-25 

I 
I 

acres. 

5,354 

5,969 

5,0:n 

B,8!)9 

4,357 

1\,6:18 

I 

I bushels. 

I 38,892 

123,290 

I 
'83,950 

i 

\ 
! 

55,520 I 

1l,9!1) 

, 118,300 

I 

bushels. 

16·7 

14·3 

'Ui'5 

Considerable fluctuation has occurred in the area cultivated, while· the 
grain yield hals varied greatly, ranging £rom 4 bushels per .aere in 1002-3, 
when thecroppractieall¥ failed, to the excellent rate ·ofZl·9bushels in 
1~·86-7. The average crop during the Jast ten years has been about 15 
bushels per acre. 

Of the area croP'Peil for graln in 1924-25, LI:,ll)1ael'es yitilded76,530i 
blliSihels ·of ma'lting ,barley and 2,447 acres YIelded 41;770 bushels of other 
barley. In addItion, 1,15{) -acres wereoroppoo for hay and 6;187 acres for 
gr€'ell food. 
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OTHER CROPi!'. 
' ~-

, ~ 

Particulars are shown below of the remaining crops of the State.-
-----

AYerage of 5 years ending 30th f Year ended 30th June, 1925. June, 1924. 
Crop. 

Area I Production I Yield per I . I Yield pc 
. . acre. Area. ProductIOn. acre. 

Hay- acres. tons. \ tons. I acres. tons. tom!. 
Wheaten 599,699 620,634 1·03 388,479 537,057 1'38 
Oaten 219,132 274,546\ 1·25 i 275,334 400,431 1·4;5 
Lucerne 70,189 146,012 2·08 i 98,056 213,335 2·18 
Other 2,278 I 2,421 1·06 1,388 1,780 1·28 

Green Fodder 435,624' £688,9681 £1 120 .• ] 166,073 £662,030 £3 19B. 9d. 
Sown Grasses ... 1,844,274 ..• .•. I 1,993,718 

bushels. bushels. bushels. bushels. 
Rye (Grain) ... 

:::h 
1,312 20,093 I 15·3 2,373 30,540 12·9 

:j3room Millet-
Grain )6,316 6'2 6,490 5.0 

"'Ii 
2,622 cwt. cwt. 1,301 cwt. cwt. 

Fibre 13,484 5'1 8,363 6'4 
Root Crops- tons. tons. tons. tons. 

Potatoes... '''1 24,331 53,576 2'2 23,403 57,274 2'45 
Other ... .., 1,255 4,361 3'4;8 1,228 4,859 3'96 

Miscellaneous Crops- cwt cwt. cwt. cwt. 
Tobacco (Dried Leaf) 1,579 14,344 9'08 719 4,567 6'35 
Sugar Cane- tons. tons. tons. tons. 

Crushed ... 5,672 139,437 23'00 7,761 228,978 29'50 
Stand· over 7,654 12,232 

Grapes-
For Wine ... 5,117 6,595 1·29 6,958 8,255 1'19 

gallons. gallons. gallons. gallons. 
Wine Made 850,031 166 1,171,264 168 

tons. tons. tons. tons. 
For Table Use 2,184 3,150 1'44 2,411 3,590 1'49 

j,'or Drying Purposesi 
cwt. cwt. cwt. cwt. 

840 13,599 16·20 1,585 25,133 15'86 
Young Vines ... \ 3,976 3,783 

*Other Crops .. , 21,067 22,513 

* ~Iade up of Market Gardens, Tomatoes, Peas and Beans, Pumpkins and Melons, Cabbages, Cauli~ 
flowers, Asparagus, Cucumbers, Lucerne Seed, Nurseries and Flowers, Bananas, Cotton, and other wis--
(!el1aneous crops. ' 

Details respecting each of the 'above erops are shown in the " Statisti<.lal 
Hegister of New ISouth vVales." 

Fodder crops are always extensive, but the areas cut for hay or used as 
green fodder, vary considerably from season to season. The greater part 
of the area cultivated for hay is sown with wheat, but cultivation for oaten 
hay is also very extensive. Lucerne is more or less a permanent crop, and 
in recent years the area devoted to it has increased steadily. The area of 
land cultivated expressly for green fodder is not known. The area shown 
above includes.--areas whidh failed to mature for 'grain 01' hay and were used 
as green fodder for :stoek. Lands sown with graiSises are not usually culti
vated, ,being used !principally for grazing dairy cattle in the North Coast 
district. 

Only about 10 per cent. of the tobacco and about 7 pel' cent. of the sugar 
used annually in New South Wales are grown within the State. 

The vineyards of the State are becoming extended, and considerable new 
areas are being placed under grapes in the Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area. 
The most important viticultural district was formerly in ,the Hunter and 
}\fanning Divi,sion, the area cultivated for grapes in that Division in 1924-25 
'being 2,556 aeres for wine-making, 248 acres' for table use, and 379 acres of 
young vines. However, the area cu~tivated for grapes is now !arges~ in ~h~ 
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Riverina Diyision, where, in 1924-25, 3,463 acres were grown for wine
making, 502 acres for table use, 840 acres for drying, and 2,623 acres of 
young vines. The greater part 'of ,tIlese areas are in the Murrumbidgeel 
Irrigation Area. 

COTTON. 

In view of the diminution of world supplies, a considerable amount of 
attention was given in 1922 and following years to the work of encouraging 
the cultivation of cotton in New South Wales. The educative propaganda 
was undertaken largely by the British-Australian Cotton Association and 
the Department of Agriculture also increased its experimental activities, 
prepared leaflets, and distributed seed among growers. In addition, the 
Government of New South Wales guaranteed to pay certain minimum 
prices on a:n attractive scale for seed cotton grown in the State during the 
three 'seasons ending 1924-25. T'he result of the3e 'Pools are as fo11ow:--
1922-23-Receipts from sales, &c., £2,27'5; payments to growers and ex
penses, £2,271; net surplus, £4. 1923-24--Receipts from sales, &c., £4,022; 
payments to growers and expenses £4,949; estimated demcit, £927. 1925-26-
Receipts, £5'28; payments to growers and expenses, £937; es.timated deficit, 
£409. 

A ginnery was opened at Newcastle on 31st. Augu,st, 1923, by the British
Australian Cotton Association. The area sown with cotton in 1924-25 was 
86 acres, and the yield of seed cotton 11,617 lib. The corresJlonding totals 
for 1923-24 were 544 acres and 55,726 lb. of seed cotton. 

FRUIT AND VRGRTABLE GRownw. 

In 1924-25 the area of land on which fruit (including graipes, bananas, 
and pineapples) was grown was 88,714 acres, and the value of fruit pro
duced £1,866,620. 

The importance of fruit and vegl~table growing as industries is sho'wn 
by the following comparison, which relates to the area and value of pro
duction of each of the principal classes of erop on holdings of 1 acre and 
upwards in extent:-

---------------------
1923-24. 1921-25. 

Kind of Crops. Area 1 Area 1 Value of [il Ar~a I Arca II Value of not yet in not yet in Crop. 
I Bearing. Bearing. Crop. I Bearing. I Bearing. 

~rchards-~t-r=__-- A~,~e7i r~rf;~I-5;f~3~ II ~,r;;~ 1-~I;~II' -~~:.~~o~ 
Other 13,436 I 26,982 I 748,640 12,631 I 27,386 750,796 

---1--1---\---------
Total 

Vineyards 
Market Gardens ... . .. t 
Separate Root Crops '" 
Minor Crops of Fruit andl 

Yegetables "1 

Grand Total ... \ 

22,~07 I 47,7:5 11'27~,37P. '121'9~5 150,0~5 1,360,216 

4,ti09 9,9,,0 I 450,140 3,'83

1

10,904 407,000* 
.... ,. 8,543 I 628,730 .. , '" 8,837 657,152 
...... 23,446 I 342,710 I ••• ••• 21,631 34U,320 

263 13,349 I 446,890 I 602 I 12,170 349,213 

27,279\103,003 13.143:840 126,300ilOO,6s7i~~ 
* Include3 value of wine and b-randy m::vle from grape, juice. 

The cultivation of fruit i3 capable of considerable expansion, and as there 
exist large areas of suitable soil with climatic conditions ranging from 
.c-omparatiye cold on the highlands to semi-tropical heat on the North 
!Coast, a large variety of fruits enn be cultivated. In the vicinity of Sydney, 
oranges, peaches, plums, and passion-fruit are most generally planted. On 
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the Tableland, apples, pears, apricots, and all t.~e fruits from cool and 
ternperatedimates thrive well; in the west find in the south-west, figs. 
almonds, and raisin-grapes can :be cultivated; and in the north coastal dis
tricts, bananas, pine-apples, and other tropical fruits grow excellently. 
Oitrus fruits are cultivated extensively; and form the largest element m 
local. fruit production. 

With the exception of oranges and mandarins, the fruit-production of 
New South Wales is far below average demands. In 1924-25 the quantivJ 
of fruit imported ,at Sydney by sea from other States WfiS 630,263 cases. 
valued at £261,282. The quantity of fruit used forr j'arm and fruit-canning 
in factories in New South Wales during 1924-2.5 was 14,969 tons, valued at 
£187;915. Fresh fruit (other than. citrus) to the value of £44,174 was 
exported oversea from New So<uth Wales in 1924-25, in addition to preservea 
fruit and vegetables, pulp and juice of local origin valued at £77,661, and 
dried fruits of local origin. valued at £19,882. Good seasons generally pro
duce a glut of fruit, for which, apparently, there is no system of efficient 
handling; and while consumers are anxious to secure supplies of sound fruit, 
much of the produce is allowed to be wasted. The conditions of the industry 
were investigated by the Select Oommittee on Agriculture in 1921, and much 
valuable information is contained in the report of that committee, and 
the evidence taken iby it. 

The extent of cultivation of each important class of fruit on holdings 
of 1 a'cre and upwards during the past two seasans is shown in the following 
tab1e:-

1923-2'. I 192~25. 
I 
i . I 

Fruit. Number of Trees of Bearing Age'j Numb.r of Tree. of BearingAge. 
Trees not Trees not I 

yet ' yet. 
Bearing. Number.[ Yield. J Bearing. Number. J Yield. 

Orauges- bmthels. I bushels. 
Seville ... ... 12,549 41,588 43,907 9,457 47,4i'i1 56,657 
'Vashiugtou Navel .•. 278,020 252,307 260,769 283.26(1 299,337 319,188 
Valencia ... ... 227,507 431,348 438,403 22!,283 502,089 518,648 
All other ... I.'. 72,993 502,749 554,548 . 58,982 500,973 592,834 

LeIromt ... ... ... 69;546 200,958 233,382 I 52,982 218,718 276,41:15 
Mandarins ... ... ... 170,550 475,918 464,636 , 155,941 519,487 518,072 
Other Citrus ... . .. 5,148 10,786 8,375' 4,301 9,515 10,178 
Appl6S' ... ... ... 393,552 752,812 522,771 I 297,503 773,691 842,329 
Pears- , 

Williams ... ... 51,887 140,323 128,130 62,893 148,823 ]76,897 
All other ... . .. 78,353 BO,739 93;324 69,096 110,672 103,247 

PeacMS-
Early ... . .. . .. 50,412 328,659 340,527 47,733 349,135 400,576 
Canning ... ... 84,132 254,994 308,749 86,567 241,518 382,891 

N ectarintls ... ... . .. 10,140 28,893 29,36'2 9,780 27,354 35,191 
Plums ... ... .. . 71,972 203,625 164,680 67,747 207,878 213;~37 

Prunes .. ... .. . 230,099 90,947 65,467 218,312 101,641 115,365 
Cherries ... ... . .. 94,274 166,541 72,069 93,822 li3,523 93,417 
Apricots ... .. , ... 69,885 127,198 140,87-l 66,126 132,639 169,619 
Quinces ... ... . .. 9,305 28,237 29,059 8,057 28,196 33,277 
Persimmons' ... ... 3,035 13,298 12,276 2,444 1O,&l3 12,531 
Paseion Fruit ... ... +73,593 t221,178 68,193 f4,6,912 +219,188 73,079 
:tAll other ... ... ... . .. .. . 23,253 ... .. . 23;819 

tVmes. t .:<:xclud.s bananas and pmeapple •. 

The abort) figures include returns from private orchards, which are, how
eV'8r, of comparatively small extent, ranging from 2 per cent. of the total 
orchards, in the case of citrus fruits, up to about 8 per cent. in the case of 
some stolle-f!uits. 
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Citrus: Fruits. 
Particulars of citrus orchards are shown in the following statement :-

I Area under Cultivation (Citrus Production. I Value of Production.O-

I Productive. I 
Fruits.) 

Season. 

I 
IAverage perl I AVet'\\ieper Not 

bearing. Total. Total. Productive , Total. Produetive 
Acre Acre 

acres. acres. acres. bushels. bushels. £ £ 8. d. 
1900-01 11,013 3;952 14,965 648,628 59 81,080 7 7 3 
1910-11 17,465 2,643 20,108 1,478,:106 85 r99,3tJO 11 8 3 
1917-18 19;]33 6,:1ll 25,444 1,737,107 In 384,660 20 2 1 
1918-19 20,529 7.,068 27,597 1,619,346 79 745,070 36 5 10 
1920-21 21;990 6,445 28,4.'35 2,009,756 91 477,580 21 14 4 
I(J21-22 22,083 6,221 28,304 2,135,693 97 530,380 24 0 4 
1922-23 20,412 8,036 28,448 1,984;707 97 628,100 30 5 8 
1923-24 20,733 8,971 29;704 2,004,020 97 521,7110 25 3 4 
1924-25 22,709 9,284. 31,993 2,29'2,062 101 609,420 26 16 9 

• At Orchards. 

The principal divisions for the cultivation of citrus fruits are as follow:
Metropolitan, 9,2,54 acres; Hunter and Manning, 1,919 acres; Riverina 
(which includes the Murrumbidgee lIrrigation Area), 7,496 acres, and Oen
'tral Tableland, '6,041 acres. 

Both the average yield per acre Ilind the average value of the yield have 
increased very markedly. The average farm value of citrus fruits per acre 
was greater'in 1:lhe five years 1918-19 to 1922-23 than that of other fruits, ibut 
the position was reversed in 192.3-24 and llf24-25. . 

The number of orchards in which citrus fruit was cultivated during the. 
;)'lear 1924-25 was 5,7-18, and of these the average area was 5'6 acres. 

The production of oranges and mandarins has attained such proportions 
that the growel'sare obliged to seek oversea markets, the supply, both in 
NewSollth Wales and in the adjaeent States, exceeding in some S6aJIDns the 
local demand. During 1924-25 the oVelTsea export of citrus fruirts from New 
Sowtih Wales iIlmoun:ted to 42,445 centals, valued at £57,046. Practically the 
whole of this export was sent to New Zealand. 
. Since 1921 steps have been takea by the citrus growers in an increasing 
number of centres to organise· the marketing of their citrus products 00-

operatively. This is being achieved through the establishment of co-opera
tive packing houses, eleven of which operated in the 1925 season, with a 
total pack of from 243,000 to 400,000 one-bushel ca,ses, or iapproximately 
·one-ninthof the entire Cl'Op of the State. . 

Membership of each paoking-house society is limited to ibona..£:de citl"Ul! 
fruit growers in the loeality where the society operates, and members. are 
hound for periods usually of two years to send the whole of their production 
to the packing-house for grading, packing and marketing. 

An estimate of each member's crop is made at the beginning of the season, 
and steps are taken to ensure t.hat regular supplies will be forwarded in 
order to secure economy in handling. However, supplies are varied periodi
cally in ,consideration of the state of the market. 

The fruit is marketed in four granes, the oases being labelled to show 
variety, grade ann count; Stand.&rds are rigorously maintained by each 
packing"house, and this facilitates successful marketing, Buyers have 
found that they can rely on the standard.ised pack and upon getting r~lar 
supplies in season, :£rom May to DOOem.ber, and in smailer quantities· until 
February, Consequently a considerable amouat of trade is being done 
direct from the panking-houses to the country districts of New South Wales 
and to Victoria, Queensland and New Zealand. Prices for New South 
W.alesare fixed weekly on the basis o£,Sydney values by the packing-houses 
in consultation \vith the Central Citrus Association (a federation of the 
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packing£llOuses). By direct 'trading the buyer gets his fruit fresher and 
cheaper, because time is not wasted in superfluous handlings, no inter
vening profit is made, and sometimes there is a considerable saving in 
i'l'cight. The packing-house, on the other hand. saves considerably in selling 
commission, freight and cartage. However, a large quantity is still sent for 
sale on consignment to Sydney selling agents. 

Fruits other than Citrtts. 

The following table shows the area under orchards and fruit-gardens, 
exclusive of citrus orchards, bananas and ·pineapples. togethe~ with the total 
value of each season's yield, at interv.als since 1900-01 :-:-

"-------~~----- -----------.~ 

Area under Cultimtion (Fruits other than Citrus). Value of Production. 

Season. 
ProductiYe. Not Bearim\". Total. Total. \ Ayer~eper 

Productn"e Acre_ 

acres. acres. acres. £ £ s. d. 
1900-01 25,766 5,503 31,269 270,081 10 10 (I 

1910-11 20,498 6,748 27,246 271,930 13 5 4 
1917-18 22,121 13,784 35,905 378,552 17 2 3 
1918-19 23,795 12,970 36,765 586,470 24 12 11 
1919.20 25,688 13,978 39,666 557,130 21 13 9 
19'20-21 27,368 14,309 41,677 578,980 21 3 1 
1921-22 27,858 14,085 41,943 550,280 19 15 1 
1922-23 26,327 14,513 40,840 737.080 28 0 0 
1923-24 26,982 13,436 40,418 748,640 27 14 11 
1924-25 27,386 12,631 40,017 750,796 27 8 4 

'Nearly one-quarter of the area under fruits other than citrus is situated 
in the Oentral Tahlelands, where the area occupied in this way is 10,'192 
acres, the next largest totals being 7,868 ,acres in the south-western slopes, 
and 7,403 acres in the Riverina, which includes the Murrumbidgee Irrigation 
Settlement.* 

In contrast with the headway made in organising the marketing of citrus 
fruits little has been done to improve the system of marketing other fruits. 
However, at Batlow there has been established an efficient cool store on 

co-operative lines to provide growers with storage chambers which will 
enable them to store apples and ,pears during periods of plenty for sale when 
surpplies are scarce by reason of seasonal changes. In addition Ito the 
monetary gain, this ,system makes it rpossible for suppliers to guarantee 
continuity of supplies of 'fruit. over a definite period, to make valuable 
trading connecti.ons, and to inaugurate sound marketing undertakings. 
Some details of the scheme were published on pnge 477 of the Year Book 
for 1924. 

Commonwealth Fruit Bottnty. 
In tl'le= 1923-24 season the "pool" system of encouraging fruit canning, as. 

described ,in previous Year Books, was discontinued and the Oommonwealth 
Government placed a bounty upon the pl"Odluction of canned fruits. The 
rates of bounty per dozen30-oz. tins were as follow:---4A'pricots, 9d., with 
an ~~itional bounty of ls. Sd. on exports; peaches (clingstone), 1s. and 
1s. lIJd. respectively; pears, 9d. and 1s. 6d.; pineapples, 6d. and 1s.; and 
peaches (freestone), 10d., with no addition for export. The canner receiving 
,bounty is required to pay the growers a minimum of £10 per ton for apricots 
or i~ars, £9 for clingstone peaches, £7 for freestone peaches, and £6 for 
})ine.apples, in addition to rail freight. 

• See pages 654 and 6p5. 
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. The following statement shows the quantity and value of canful:fld fruit 
produced In factories in New South Wales ·during each of the past five 
years:-

Year. 

1920-21 .. . 
1921-22 .. . 
1922-23 .. . 
1923-24 .. . 
1924-25 .. . 

Fruit Preserved. 

Quantity. 

lb. 
5,287,069 
7,967,785 

10,886,367 
10,521,701 
17,019,569 

Vegetables. 

Value at Caunery. 

£ 
195,939 
207,823 
278,506 
242,255 
408,101 

~ ?f1I' 

As agricultural and pastoral statistics are collected only in respect of 
holdings of one acre or more in extent, they do not provide a complete 
census of vegetable growing. Nevertheless the information obtained may 
be considered to ,provide particulars of all operations conducted on a large 
scale. 

A very considerable proportion of the vegetables produced on these hold
ings are grawn in marlret gardens. In 1924-25 market garden produce was: 
grown on 2,448 holdings and occupied in all 8,837 acres, the value of produc
tion from which was £6·57,152. In addition there .were large areas-«evoted 
to individual crops in 1924-25 as foll(lws:-

Crop. 

Potatoes~ 
Early (Summer) 
Late (Winter) 
Sweet ... 

Onions 
Turnips ... 
Other Root Crops 
Pumpkins and Melons ... 
Tomatoes ..• 
Peas 
Beans 
Cabbages ... 
Cauliflowers 
Other Minor Crops 

I Area 01 Crop. 

Acres. 
5,537 

17,866 
441 
150 
589 

48 
3,662 
1,559 
4,599 

335 
307 
314 

21 

Production. 

14,885 tons. 
42,389 " 
2,083 " 

902 " 
1,591 " 

283 " 
13,613 " 

317,244 half· cases: 
£100,688 

£9,260 
£15,482 
£8,972 

£963 

,h 
The areas and production quoted above are exclusive of crops "of these 

kinds grown in market gardens. 
ENSILAGE. 

New South Wales is liable ,at intervals of fairly regular recur,J1~nce ro 
long periods of dry weather. It consequently lacks a permanent supply of 
natural fodder, and the necessity arises for conserving the abundant growth 
of herbage of good seasons, in the form of ensilage, for use when natural 
pastures are exhausted. To facilitate such conservation the DepallitJll.ent 
of Agriculture offers free advice concerning material and method G~ con
structing silos. Farmers may sink pits for 'the same purpose at small 
expense. 

The possession of stocks of ensilage is highly advantageous to the'1irose
cution of dairy-farming in the districts of the coast, where the climatic 
conditions are unfavourable to the growth of winter fodder. ,._ ... 
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Thequantitw ,of ,ensilage made in the State in 1924-25 was greater than 
cin any '.Previous y.ear, lheing .35,145 tons, made on 269 f,arms, and valued at 
£63,610; 13,972 tons were made in ooasta1 districts, and 11,395 tons·(Ill the 
MT estern Slopes. 

The. quantity of ensilage made varies considerahly from year to year. 
The ,previous maximum of 'production was in 1909, when 34,847' tons wero 

made on 364 farms. 
Considering the liability of the State to periods of severe drought, the 

small efforts made to conserve the fodder of abundant seasons are disappoint
ing. As a means of conserving fodder, the making of ensilage is of great 
potential value. Schemes of fodder conservation as insurance against 
drought have been ,considered from time .to tim€, but no project has yet beeD 
initiated. 

PLAl\~ DISEASES ACT, 192'4. 
This Act was assented.to on 11th December, 1924, and replaced the Vine 

. and Vegetation Diseases and Fruit Pest Act, 1912. By it the Gov.€rnor is 
empowered to prohibit by proclamation the introduction into the State of 
any plant, fruit or ·other thing which in his opinion is likely to introduce 
,any disease or pest into the Stllie. Reis authorised to appoint specified 
places of entry into the State for any specified kind of plant or fruit, and 

. to appoint quarantine stations for the reception of anything of any nature 
which has come in contact with plants or fruit. He may also require 
owners or occupiers of any land or premises to take .guchm€asures as are 
specified for the treatment of anydisea.georpest.Powerisalso given for 
the seizure of anything dealt within any way contrary to any direction' 
contained in 'a proclamation, and the occupiers of any land or premises in 
which any proclaimed disease or .pest appears, are required to give notice 
thereof within twenty-four hotH'S. 

Inspectors are to be appointed for the enforcement of the Act, with power 
of entry and search .in the execution cof their duty. Such inspectors may 
examine any nursery and issue a certificate that it is free from any particu
lar disease. Power is also given to destroy plants in any abandoned nursery 
or orchard. 

Every orchard and nursery not exempted by the Minister is required to 
register and to pay a fee not exceeding lB. per acre. of the land comprised 
in the nursery or orchard. ,These fees are to ,be paid into a special account 
at the Treasury and to be expended for such purposes in fmtherance of the 
interests of fruit-growers as the Minister may approve. 

The Act also provides that no person sh;1ll sell any 'fruit or vegetables 
unless they are so arranged or packed that the outer layer or shown surface 
is a true indioation ,of the fair average .qualityof the whole. If more than 
10 per centum is substantially inferior to the outer layer or shown .surface 
it shall 'be prima facie evidence that the fair average quality of the fruit or 
ve.getahl€S is not truly indicated. 

Bananas. 
Banana culture 'was for a time :an important ind'UStry in the Tweed River 

district .of too'No:rthCoast division, but it has been almost ennguished 
bya diseasekmo,wn 'as ",bunchy top." In 'l\ug'ust, 11'2'3, the Govermnellt of 
New'::Sm.th !Wales agreed to co-operate with the Commo.nwealthamd:Queens
land Governments cinconducting a joint investig>ation into "bunchy ;top." 
Each Government agreed to contribute £1,500 to defray the expenses of the 
investigation, and a Bunchy-top Control Board was appointed to .arrange 

- Tor a systematic investi~tion of the problem. In 1923-1924 the total area 
ctil£ivaied for :bananas was 1,854 acres, a decrease of 1,953 acres since the 
pr6C€ding season; 1,604 acres were productive, and yielde<IJ94,983 cases of 
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bananas, valued at £97,360, a decrease of 138,543 cases and £54,380' respeo
tively since 1922-23. In 1924;-25 the imports of bananas inter-state by sea 
amounted to 13,614 cases, valued at £11,889; the imports overseas were 3,540 
centals, varued lat £3,481, mainly from Fiji and N odolk Island. A duty 
of ld. per lb. is imposed on bananas imported oversea other tha~:fmm 
Norfolk Island. Large supplies . are received from Queensland by rail. 

Fruit Census, 1923. 

In .1923 a special census was taken to ascertain the number of trees of 
each variety of .each kind of fruit planted in New South Wales, in order to 
facilitate consideration of the problem of marketing. 

The results were .briefiy summarised on page 504 of the Official Year Rook 
for 1923, and were published in full in the Agricultural Gazette of :february, 
1925. 

Regi8tration of Form Produce Agents. 

By the Farm Produce Agents Act, to come into force on 1st .January, 
1927', it was made an offence for any person to carry on the musiness of 
£arm produce agent without 1trst obtaininlg la .lioonse under the Act. 
Licenses arei€iSlu€J(] on condition i1Jhat the IlJpplicant furnishes a :fidelity 
g'Uarantee for £500, is above the age of 21 yean's, has not (dull'ing the pre
ceding five years) lbeen declared guilty of fmud nor convicted of an offence 
puniShable by impllioonmffillt for a term exceeding 1Jhree months, and is not 
an .undischarged hankrupt. A pel"OOn disqUialified ,from holding a licen'8e.is 
also disqualified from holding shares in .any corporation or being a parltner 
in >any firm registered under thB 'Act. The license .remains in force fo-rthe 
current calendar year, and the annual license fee is £lo 

It is provided thirut ·an ·account of the sale of all farm produce shall .be 
rendered hy every cfarm agent to ihis clierut w~1Jhin seven days of its disposal, 
and the registlrlar ~umder the Act isempolWered Itoin&pec;t the books, doou
ments, anid a-ccoUllitS of any agent aUld inform any client ocfthe agent of the 
result of such inspection so far as it directly concerns him. An agent fur
nishing false accounts is liable to imprisonment for three years with hard 
lwbour. All moneys received by an agent on account of sales must be 
banked in a trust account land duly paid to vhe client within fourteen days 
after the sale. Suoh trust accounts .are pro'tected ag1ains1t the creditors of 
thealgenlt. 

Agents and their employees are debarred :from purchasing any proooce 
received cfm sale wirtJhout obtaining1Jhe consent of their client, and they are 
forbidden to destroy farm produce which is ina marketable .condition with 
a view to raisingithe price. 

lt is mrude ano:ffence for ;any perston knowingly 'andfrnrudrulently to 
spread false' reports calCUlated toa:ffect the price of farm ·produce. Fore
stalling aIlld mi8ll'epresentlJation a:reprohibited, and commission charges are 
regulaJtOO. 

Companies eawrying on business along cocoperative lines are exempt from 
tihe Act. 

Farm 1Pr0duceis defined as .:fruit, vegeitaihles, potarl;oes, and other edible 
roots and tubers, eggs, poultry, and any oltiher article prescribOO ,by regula-
tion under the Act. . , 
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W.-\TER CONSERVATION AND IRRIGATION. 

The smallness and intermittenc,r of the rainfall and the high evaporation 
over a wide area of New ISouth Walcs necessitate and at the same time 
restrict the work of conserving water for agricultural and pastoral purposes. 
On page 12 it is shown that approximately 78,25'0,000 acres of land in the 
western parts of the Stal,t~omprising nearly 40 per cent. of its total area
receive an average anmlal rainfall of 15 inches or less. The possibilities of 
irrigation over this wide area are still further limited (except in the extreme 
south) by the lack of large permanent streams of water. For this reason not 
only agricultural but also pastoral activities are restricted on these lands, 
which embrace mostly the plains of thc 'Vest ern Division. 

Adjoining these on the east is a strip of territory varying from about 50 to 
150 miles in width, stretching through the whole length of the Central 
Plains and Riverina, and conta:iriing approximately 37,000,000 acres of land 
(18'6 per cent. of the area of the State) which receives on the average from 
15 to 20 inches of rain per year. It is princupally in this region, in more 
fa"vured districts further east, and in the Murray Valley to the south, that 
irrigation schemes have been put forward to supplement the deficient 
rainfall. 

Across the northern and north-western hinterland there stretches an 
artesian water basin of 53,000,000 acres, and in the south-western corner 
there exists a sub-artesian basin rather smaller in extent. Artesian bores 
and wells have made this water available at a comiderable numlber of places. 

At 30th June, 1925, there were 2,213 irrigation farms on areas controlled 
by the State and about 1,900 operating under pumping licenses, &c. 

The relation of rainfall to productivity in the various districts of the 
State is discussed further in part "Rural Settlement" of this Year Book. 

Policy and Control. 

The initiation of successful irrigation projects necessitates exhaustive 
preliminary investigations, frequently over long periods, into the amount 
of rainfall, evaporation, river flow, seepage, etc., as well as the making of 
contour surveys and investigations by :boring and the compilation of records. 

The successful conduct of schemes involves constructional work of all 
kinds, provision and control of settlements, of community services, of fac
tories for handling products, of finance and other important matters. The 
whole of these functions :have heen entrusted to the 'Vater Conservation and 
Irrigation Commission, consisting of three members,including the Minister 
for Agriculture. This Commission controls the whole of the waterworks of 
the State (other than town and domestic supplies), except the storage works 
under Go;nstruction in connection with the Murray River, which are super
vised by the Murray "\Vaters Commission, upon which a member of the 
New South Wales Commission sits. 

Private waterworks are controlled for the most part under the Water Act, 
1912;'Lusamended in 1924, which consolidates the Acts relating to water 
righ~~.' water and drainage, drainage promotion, and artesian wells. Part 
II of the Act vests in the Crown the right to the use, flow, and control of 
the water in all rivers and lakes which :A.ow through or past or are situated 
within,. the land of two or more occupier;;. Private rights have heen abolished, 
and !1 system of licenses established for the protection of private works, of 
water conservation, irrigation, and drainage, and the prevention of inunda-
tion of land. '"L ,- . 
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Expenditure on Water Conservation and Irrigation Projects. 

The e1Cpenditure by ,the State during 1924-25 on water conservation and 
irrigation projects and on administration and advances to settlers on irri
gation areas is shown below;--

Heading. 

General Loan Account- I 
Burrinjuck Dam and Murrum· 

bidgee Irrigation Areas ... r 
Returned Soldiers' Settlement .. 
Wentworth Irrigation Area .,. 
Deep Boring ... .. . . .. 
Shallow Boring .. , ... '," 
River Murray Settlement 
Returned Soldiers' Settlement, 

Curlwaa ... '" .. 

Expenditnre.* 

£ 

239,612 
258,171 

1,285 
]2,219 
4~,845 
68,323 

825 

I 
i 

Receipt., 
Repayments by 
Settlers, .tc. 

£ 

41,669 
15,751 

219 
30,565 

730 

1,178 

,+---
I Net Expenditure.-

I ',~ 
191,943 
242,420 

1,285 
12,0(l() 
18,2S0 
61,593 

Cr. 353 I 
... 
1-_._--

1

'-_._--1-.,------
6:!9,280 90,1l2 539,168 Total ... 

Consolidated Revenue Fund- I 
Salaries, Contingencies, etc. ... 35,443 i ..• II 
Works, Investigation, Ad-

vances, etc.... ... ... 47,518 I ... ( 72,666 

and Repayments ... ... ... 10,285 Ronts, Water Rates, Interest, _-'-________ 1, _______ 1)1 

, , ---~-----
Total... ...... 82,951 l ___ I._0_,2_8_5_ ----':2,666 

Public Works Fund- I : 
\Ventworth Irrigation Area ... 4,041 I... 4,041 
Murrumbidgee Irrigatioll Area 1,089 i 544 ,,545 

Total... '" .. , ---5,i30'I--5'44 --, ~586 
Grand total...... 717,361 100,9B 616,420 

~----

* Including advances to settlers. 

In addition, New South Wales contributed a sum of £192,500 in 1924-25 
for expenditure in connection with the River Murray Scheme, making a 
total net expenditure for the year of £808,920. A considerable proportion 
of thiJs latter amount consisted of advances to settlers, reP'3:yalble with 
interest. 

IRRIGATION SETTLEMENTS. 

The :Murrumbidgee Irrigation Areas. 

A large storage dam, capable of holding 771,640 acre-£e€t of water, has 
been constructed at the head of the Murrumbidgee River, to ret3'in, the flood 
waters, which are released Jor use 250 miles lower down the river on the 
extensive irrigation areas of Yanco and Mirrool. A movable diversion weir 
has been provided aibout 240 miles below the dam, to turn the required 
amount of water from the river !into the main canal leading to the irriga
tion settlements. Particulars of the extent of the dam were puMished in 
the Year Book, 1(;21. . 

:At 30th June, 1925, there were under occupation 2,027 farms, covering a 
total 'area of 114,2'41 acres, or approximately one-!tihird of the total area to 
be embraced in the completed scheme. With the aid of irrigation. the soil 
and climate are suitable for the profitable production of apricots, peaches, 
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nectarines, prunes, pears, plums, certain varieties of apples, almondB, melons, 
cantaloupes, and citrus fruits; also wine and table grapes, raisins, sultanas, 
figs, olives, and most varieties of vegetables and fodder crops. Dairying and 
pig-raising are being conducted successfully ,by settlers in the areas, and 
stock JIiI/l'e raised. in the drier parts. 

Farms varying in size from 1 acre to 250 acres are made available from 
time to time. The averag.e agricultural farm is from 15 to 25 acres in 
extent, but to suit the requirements of dairymen and other stock farmers, 
'blocks of larger areas have been made Dyailable. These include non-irrigable 
or "dry" areas, in addition to the irrigable !portion. The tenure of aU 
farms is perpetual leasehold, involving residence, but provi~ion for irriga
tion purchases was made in 19:24, and in 1926 the first conversions were 
made. A sl[Jeeified number or£ acre-feet of water is. allotted at a fixed 
oharge to each holding. In 1924-25 the quaruti4;y of water distributed. was 
68,785 aore-feet, and 'the approximate ,area watered 58,698 acres. 'TIre total 
I'evenue from water rights was £24,195, and from sales of additional walter 
or vi water to holdings with no water rights WOlS £10,165, An acre-foot of 
water means surch a quantity as would cover 1 acre with water 12 inches 
deep... 

'Subject to such conditions as to security and terms of repayment as the 
Commission may require, settlers may ohtain an advance of money, or have 
suspended the payment of amounts owing, in. order to assist them in de
veloping their. holdings. Such advances are limited, to the. total amount of 
funds made available by Parliament for the purpose; Special provision wall 
made for monetary assistance to returned soldier settlers who took up farms 
with little or no cJapital. At 30th ,June, 1925, the amount of advances to 
settlers outstanding was £2,141,q48. The Rural Bank Oommissioners also 
have statutory powers to make loans upon mortgage of irrigation farm leases. 

Towns and villages have been established at convenient centres on the 
Yanco and Mirrool irrigation areas. The principal settlements are Leeton, 
Griffith, Yanco and Yenda. At present the Oommission performs muni
cipal functions, but an Act to establish Local Government areas in the form 
of municipalities or shires, or to add a part or the whole of the irrig'ation 
area to an ex]sting municipality or shire was [passed in 19,24. A Royal 
Oommission 3.p!po~nted under tlris Act recommended the creation of a 
shire fo'l' the Leeton (Yanco) ,portion of the· areas, and thJe' eonatitutipn 
of ~UJtive Boa:rds under the. Act fOtr the- remaining districts. 

A!battoirs, and butter, cheese, bacon, and fruit-canning factories were 
established on the areas ,by the Commission to treat the produce of the 
settlers. The butter and bacon factories and the abattoirs were sold to the 
l-furrumbidgee Irrigation Dairy >Oo-operative Society Ltd. on 1st July, 1921, 
and are now operated by the settlers, in conjunction with a butchery and 
agistment, prnddoeks. The Oommission provides such municipal services as 
domestic' waJter and elec't,ricity S'UppIies, accommodation heuse8, and to 
supervise matters of health. and Slanitation, hesides engaging in trading 
oneraJtioru! to S'll1l'Plysettlffl'S with Iive-stodk; stores, and nl.lrSelry s:toek. Co
operative enterprise is: r~ceiving every encouragement"and a number of 
co-o:perative organisations- have been established to handle produce and 
supply; the settlers' requirements. 

:An experiment farm is maintained at Yanco under the control of the 
Deprurtment of Agriculture; also a viticultural nursery at Griffith (in the 
Mirool irrigation area) for the propagation of vines on phylliloxera-.resistant 
stoeks. An Agricultural High iSchool has been established by the Depart
ment of Education at North Yanco on the irrigated area. 
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During the season 1924-25 the total area of crops irrigated was 61,548 
acres, including 22,268 acres of oats, 7 .141 acres of deciduous fruit, 4,852 
zcres of lucerne, 9,939 acres of wheat, 5,534 acres of vines, and 6,468 acres 
of citrus fruits. The average amount of water used [l€r farm was 33;3 acr.e
feet. The total value of .agricultural and pastoral production on 'tft>e area 
was estimated at £720,000 in 1924-25, £600,000 for 1923-24, and £~75,000 
for 1922-23. Details of the quantity of production will be found in a state
'ment on the next page. 

II ay Irrigation A rea. 

The irrigation area at Hay, on the Murrumbidgee River, consists of about 
4,500 acres of land, part of which was made available in 1893. Prior to 
30th June, 1912, the area was controHed by a trust appointed in 1897. It 
was placed under the control of the Commissioner of Water Conservation 
and Irrigation on 1st July, 1913. The area used for irrigation purposes on 

- 30th June, 1925, was 1,035 acres, held by 67 settlers, in 108 irrigation 
blocks, ranging frOiIll 3 a,cres to 34 accr:es in size; generally the term of lease 
is thirty years, and the annual rental fr,om 5s. to 12s. per acre. In addition, 
2,876 acros of non-irrigated land had been taken up in 51 blocks for short 
terms up to five years' duration with rentals of Is. to 5s. per acre. The 
water-rate is fixed from time to time; during 1924-5 it was 30s. per acre 
per annum. The pumping machinery consists of a suction-gas plant, 
8Ufpplying two engines of about 55-brake horse-power each, working two 
centrifugal pu ... "llpS, with an average combined capacity of about 4,000 
gallons per minute. The total quantity of ,Yater pumped was 3,214 a.cre
ieet. There were seven waterings, the average area watered by caDh being 
1,054 acres; Dairying and pig-raising are the principal industries, the 
cultivation of fruit being very limited. The expenditure by the ,state on 
IDoaintena:nce for the year 1924-5 was £2,192 and the revenue £2,562. ; 

C1Lrlwaa Irrigation Area. 

The Ourlwaa irrigation area, situated at 'Wentworth, on the Murray 
River close to the junction of the Darling, consists of 10,550 am'os,made 
aV:lJilaible in 1394, of which 1,883 acres were held in 141 irrigated holdings 
by 118 .settlers on 30th June, 1!:l215. Practically the whole of this area had 
been taken up in areas varying from II aares to 57 acres. There are a 
n1;lmber of non-irrigated blocks containing 7,545 .acres. The remainder of 
tlte area r;()IIllprised IGi) acres of irrigated holdings vacant, and 84 acres of 
dry areas vacant and 873 acres of ro.ads, channels and reserves. During the 
year 1924-5 the area under fruit was 1,230 acres, of which 980 acres 'Were 
bearing. The estimated value of production from the settlement in 1922-23 
was £58,900, in 1923-24£75,700, and in 1924-25 £72,973, including dried 
iruit-£49.,414, fresh fruit-£18,e64. The quantities were as shown on the 
next page. Oranges, peaches, apricots, nectarines, pears, grapes, sultanas, 
and currants are grown, .and it has been proved that the Curlwaa soil is 
eminently suited to fruit culture, some of the finest oranges ·grOWn in New 
SouthW.ales being the product of this locality. 

The pumping plant consists of a suctioncgas engine in three units, having 
it total capacity of 12.500 gallons per minute. The maximum liftis3!3 feet. 
The main channels .measure .about9 miles and 10 durins in leng,th. The 
quantity of wat€r pumped from the Murray River in 19245 was 4,724 aere
Teet and the . average area watered at each of the six .vaterings was' 1,343 
acres. The rainfall for the year was 11 '86 inchee. 
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The'l1md is leased for periods not exceeding thirty years, the annual rent 
for irrigated blocks at the present time varying generally from3s. to lOs. 
per acre, though the rent ranges to 35s. per acre on blocks set part in recent 
years'; rentals for non-irrigated blocks range from 7d. to 5s. per acre. The 
rate, for water is fixed from time to time by the Commission, and is at 
present 208. per acre per annum, except in a few special cases, and there was 
in addition in 1924-25 a general rate of 14s. per acre in productive beRring. 
Each lessee is entitled to receive a quantity of water equivalent to a depth 
of 30 inches per annum, limited to 4 inches in anyone month. During the 
year 1924-25 the expenditure on maintenance was £3,999 and the revenue 
£3,65>6. 

PROGRESS OF IRRIGATION SETTLEMENTS. 

Comparative statistics of the irrigation settlements in New South Wales 
are shown in the following statement; the particulars for 1910-11 relate to 
the Hay and Curlwaa settlements only, as farming operations on the Mur
rumbidgee area did not commence until the season 1912-13:-

---------------,----,----;-------,-------
I 1924-25. 

Particulars. 

-----------------

1910-11'1 1915-16. 

Cultivated Holdings ... 
Area llnder-

All Crops ..• . .. 
Grain ... . .. 

... No. 

Acres 

86 771 3 

8 

Hay and Green Food ... 
Grape Vines-

862 22,488 
2 4,287 

399 13,631 

1,692 

61,460 
12,756 
29,037 5 

Bearing ..• . .. 
Not yet Bearing 

Orchards-
Bearing ... . .. 
Not yet Bearing 

Live Stock- . 
Horses ... 
Cattle-

Dairy .. . 
Other .. . 

Sheep 
Swi~ 

l'roduction-
Wine 
Sultanas ... 
RllIllIins .. . 
Currants .. . 
Oranges-

WaShington NM'el 
Wf~ncia... . .. 
A'nother 

Lbmons ... 
Peaches-

Early... '" 
(Janning... ... 

Nectarines... • _ 
A'Pricots... . .. 
Prunes ... '" 
Milk ... ... 
Butter ... . .. 
~oon and Ham ... 

" 
" 

" 
... No. 

" 
" 
" 
" 

186 
74 

58 
139 

239 

484 
530 
703 
134 

353 
486 

440 
2,896 

3,300 

2,461 
1,488 

32,440 
2,799 

... gal. ... 630 

... cwt. ) l' 2,778 

.. "j\. ],009 1,499 

... " I,S4S 

... bush. ~ 
.. , " 
'0, " 

.0. ,,' 

273 4,988 { 

3,476 
2,058 

6,753 
6,856 

6,843 

"'6,687 
8,512 

16,000 
3,843 

672,71~ 
3,684 

4!i9 
926 

78,19-2 
51,973 
13,127 
28,'j21 

3 

145 

*477 
73 

1,1:10 
134 

96 
120 

100 

..." } { 56,324 240 

..." 2,467 25,86] 302,96] ... 

.. " 5,105 40 
• •• " ! 2,905 10,690 112,747 ." 
..." ... ... 50,288 ... 
... gal. 171,619504,181 2,426,482 113,595 
... lb. 5,100 189,420 1,263,762 855 
..." 820 8,865 277,5tO 630 

• Cows in Registered Dairies only. 

100 

1,245 

31 

427 
l21 

458 
208 

212 

61 

5,143 
1,255 
2,865 

20,9]5 
3,851 
1,119 
1,491 

1,795 

62,713 
12,756 
2!I,073 

:;,903 
2,179 

7,214 
7,064 

7,200 

*7,164 
8,646 

17,130 
3,977 

672,718 
8,827 
1.714 
3;791 

99,203 
55,944 
14,246 
30,312 

23,000 79,564 
600 303,551 

3,191 8,336 
11,848 124,595 
2,286 52,57( 

18,2502,558,327 
2401,264,857 

... 278,170 
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The area devoted to fruit-growing is increasing steadily, but l\pproxi
mately half of the area planted with fruit trees has not yet reached the stage 
of production. Oranges, peaches, apricots, and prunes are the principal 
kinds of fruit produced. The yields of these may he expected to incr~ase 
rapidly as the young trees become increasingly productive. 

The following statement .shows the numher of fruit trees of the prin~ipal 
varieties, ,distinguishing the productive from those not yet hearing:-

Fruit trees. 

Orange-

1910-11. 

Pre- I Not yet 
ductin:~·. Bearing. 

I 
Seville '" ...} 
''Vashington Havel, •. 
Valencia ... , .. 

202 
[ 

3,6061 
! 

136 i All other ... ... 119 
Lemon ... 
Mandarin 
Peach -

Early ... 
Canning 
Nectarine 

Apricot ... 
Prune 
Plum 
'Pear-

'Villi am 
Other ... 

Apple .. , 
Fig .. . 
Almond .. . 

::: } 1,752 

2,033 

98 

:::} 165 

201 400 I 

::: I 
4,503 I 

. 2:.~691 
282 , 

I 
1,096 i 

7113 I 
3B , 

140 I 
I 

1915-16. 

Pro
ductiYe. 

6,509 

439 
* 
* 

16,812 

5,927 

682 

2,278 

1,256 
303 
582 

\ 

Fat yet 
Bearing. 

6';',020 

9,388 
* 
* 

101,1l3 

.42,066 
10,290 
5,897 

14,336 

3,065 
3,395 

• 5,446 

• Not available. 

I pro'~I";M'. I ductive. Be~ting. 

\ 

~ 1O~:!~gI191,~~g 
~ 69,:nO 85,451 

9,015 6,587 
25,3401 14, 1 :~6 

4,3611 14,707 

{

47,297i 8,lj3 
171,4471 78,271 
5,1341 2,655 

87,21:~! 55,6n 
53,8901 70,888 

9,830 4,81;4 

I 21,145 8,835 
I 6,2351 Htl,644 

12,7901 40,907 
1,900; 4,859 
9,7571 25,015 

lq.L 

It is noteworthy that while the growing of oranges is the most e'~tensive 
activity, the development of peach-growing, especially for canning, has been 
very rapid, and. that apricots, prunes, pears, and apples are also reoeiving 
considerable attention. ,."",> 

IRRIGATION PIlOJECTS. 

Murray River. 
This scheme is being carried out under agreement between represelltatives 

of the Oommonwealth, New ,south Wales, Victorian, and South Au~tralian 
Governments, signed on 9th September, 1914, and an amendillg agrEit\tpient, 
signed on 8th August, 192~, replacing the a'greement of 23rd November, 
1920. 

!The outstan.ding matters provided by the original and amending'il,gl'ee
ments were :-( a) Provision of water for irrigation purposes; (b )~~erva
tion of facilities for navigation ; (c) allotment of equitable proporti:<1rrs of 
the available water for use by settlers in New South Wales, Victoria, and 
South Australia; (d) equal apportionment of the costs between the four 
Governments ratifyillg the agreement; (e) the appointment of a j<?i~t.Jcom
mission to carry the agreement into efiect. In 1922 a proposal was )~de 
to use the Runie Reservoir for hydro-electric devolpment and to irrm'ease 
the .capacity of the reservoir as designed. 

After discussion the various controlling Governments agreed that"pro
vision should be made for outlet works at the Hume Reservoir suitah1e[for 
generating hydro-electricity.' The estimated cost of 'such works (£40,000) 
is to be borne in equal shares by the Governments of New South Wales and· 
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;Victoria, which. Governments are to have the sole use of any power gener-
',- ated at the reservoir, It was also decided that the design of the. works 

should be amended to provide for a storage capacity of 2,000,000 acre..fect~ 
and that work should proceed for a. period of three years on this basis. 
Prior to the termination of that period on 9th August, 1927, the contracting 
Governments are to decide definitely in regard to the ultimate capacity of 
the re8ervoir. It is provided, however, that if the capacity of the reservoir 
be increased above 1,100,000 acre-feet as originally determined the addi
tional water shall be used for meeting the present allocations provided 
under the River Murray Agreement and asa reserve for dry years subject 
to the discretion of the River Murray Commission. 

The.original scheme agreed upon provided for the construction orr (a) a dam 
and storage reservoir to be known as Hume Reservoir, with a capacity of one 
million one hundred thousand acre-feet of water, ~t a cost of £1,353,000,' 
situated on the Murr·ay River 10 miles above the town of .AJlbury; from this 
reservoir waters are to be released to supply the needs of irrigation settle
ments in New .south vVales and Victoria, and to provide sufficient waters 
for permanent navigation on the river; (b) for stmage works in connection 
with Lake Victoria near the western boundary of New ISouth Wales, with 
a capacity of 500,000 acre-feet, at a cost of £429,674 as further revised on 
14th June, 1924-the waters so impounded are to be utilised for irri,gation 
purposes in South Australia, and to maintain the flow of the river for 
navigation purposes; (c) thirty-five weirs and locks, at intervals along the 
river and its tributaries, to control the flow of the r.iver. One lock is to be 
constructed by the Victorian and New South Wales authorities at a point 
below the confluence of ,the Murray and Darling Rivers. The total cost of 
all joint works agr.eed upon was estimated originaHy at approximately 
£4,66.3,000. 

At the end of January, 1924, the estimated cost of the Hume resel'voir 
was revised as follows :-Estimated cost of reservoir of 1,100,000 acre-feet 
capacity, 4>2,547,000; estimated cost of special outlet works for generating 
electricity, £40,700; approximate cost of additional work necessary to 
permit of the reservoir being increased at a later date to 2;000,000 acre
feet, £350,000; toal, £2,937,700. 

Wlieh the scheme is carried out the river will be "canalised," or con
vertedinto "a succession of pools," whose levels may be regulated so that 
they will furnish permanent supplies, for irrigation, as well as a means of 
navigation on the most important waterway of Australia. A minimum depth 
of 5 feet of water will be maintained as far as E~huca, the present head of 
navigation. The allotment of the availaMe water to the respective states 
was approximately two-fifths of the total each to New South Wales and 
;Victoria, and one-fifth to South Austrailia. 

'The total area of land irrigable from the River Murray and its tributaries 
isestimaterl to be approximately 1,500,000 acres, and, an investigation is 
in progi-essto determine how the irrigable lands of New South Wales Iillay 
be usoomOllt profitably. 

'The agreement was brought into ,operation on 31st January, 1917, and it 
was provided that the works were to be completed within twelve. years of 
that date. Thoug>h minor operations on locks and weirs had been carried 
out ,in South Australia, construction of the main reservoir was not begun 
until the 28th November, 1919. It was stated in the report of the River 
Murray Oommission (1920-21) that the work cannot be completed within 
the pres'Cribed time. 

The works at Lake Victoria storage have been', sufficiently advanced to 
hold: 200;000 acre-feet of water; the total capacity when completed will be 
514,000 acre· feet. 



The fo:i:Wwillg statement shows: particulars· of tire ex:p:enditiI:re on;eaeh: of, 
the prinoipal works in ham! or completed at 30th J nne, 1925:-

Constructing Autli'orit~-; \ Work; 

New South wales{. 
and Victoria. 

Hume Reservoir... . .. 1 1, 33f.376 I' 
Torrumbarry Lock ... 294,268*, Practill3.11Ycomplend. 
No. II Lock.(Mildura) ,,. 127,013 COlllmenc.ed:20Aug.,I~...3., 
No. 10 Lock(Wentworth) 46,47i 

South Australia. 

r Lake Victoria Storage ... 3;0,375 Approaching completion. 
No; 9 Lock ... .,. 241,766 

i No. 5··L<)ok 180,009 
... ~ No; 4 Lock 

I . No. a Lock 

l No. 2 Lock 
No •. lLock 

2ZI),091 Completed. 
42,871 :::1 226,443 Completed. 

--------------~--~--~------------------------------------
"'·Subj!)Ct· to:adju.tment-

The total amount eX1pended to 30th June, 1925, was £3,439,89.1, the amount 
for each constructing authority being New South Wales £791,059; Vie\'oria 
£1,105,121, South Australia £1,542,814. The amount a'{pended on ,the works 
during 1924-5 was' £734,164. 

Each of the four contracting Governments contributed £192.500 during 
the year. The total amount of contributions paid by the Government of 
New South Wales to 30th ;rune, 1925, was £850,350. 

The outflow of the Murray River at Renmark in 1924-25 was 11,205,33.3 
acre-feet, the, average being 8,500,000 acre-feet per year. In 1924-25 950,865 
acre-feet of water were diverted from the river and its tributaries ill New 
South Wales; 1,037,740 in Victoria, and 65,937 in South Australia. 

Coomealla Irrigation. Area. 
On 20th September, 1922, the :Murray I.ands Advisory Committee recom

mended. that an irrigation district of approximately 20,000 acres. (including 
1,200 acres of the adjacent irrigation area at Curlwaa, near Wentworth) 
should be established and subdivided. into farms of from 15 to 20 acres. It 
was decided to proceed with the work in stages, and instructions tn proceed 
with the first section of 3,000 acres were issued in July, 1923. By June, 
1925, an area of 2,314 acres had been subdivided into 129 horticultural 
farms and 43 residential holdings. The average area of horticultural farms. 
is 17'4 acres of which 15'4 acres are irrigable. At the end of June, 1925, 
one farm. was occupied. 

Water for irrigation is pumped from the Murray River by means of 
a steam-driven pumping plant with a capacity of 38 cubic feet per second 
through a steel rising main 5 feet 6. inches in diameter. This main. will !be 
of sufficient capacity to supply the whole area of about 8,000 acres which 
can be supplied by the lower lift which is at present 81 feet. When,the lock 
and weir at Mildura is completed the lift will be reduced to 74 feet. 

The total expenditure on the work to 30th June, 1925, was £109,881. 

Lachlan River. 
Investigations into the irrigation pO€sibilities in connection with, this 

river have been conducted for a number of years; In 1922 a full report was 
prepared by the \Vater Conservation and Irrigation Commission, and the 
project has been referred to the Public "York" Committee for inquiry. 

Two separate proposals are under consideration--the \Vyang!l'Ia. Dam 
(situated 14 miles west of Cowra), to provide a storage of 273;694 acre
feet of water at an estimated cost of £1,312,000, including resumptions. 
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and a ptroposal to increase the present storage at Lake Cudgellico from 
28,640 acre-feet to 46,689 acre-feet at an estimated cost of £69,000, including 
land resumptions. The storage at the .Wyangala Dam would be equal to 35 
per ceIlt;. of that of Burrinjuck. Consideration is also being given to the 
consttHetion of low-~evel weirs in the river extending over 548 miles from 
Goolagong to Booligal. 

The absence of snow in the catchment area would leave the scheme 
entirely dependent upon intermittent rainfall, but under the Wyangala 
schem'e the flow of the river could be made more regular. 

Macquarie and Namoi Riv6rs. 

A suitable sIte for a dam on the Macquarie River .has been located al: 
Burrendong, a short distance below the junction with t~e Oudgegong River, 
and the storage possibilities have been investigated. The capacity of the 
dam would be 407,000 acre-feet with water stored to a maximum depth of 
120 feet; but if this were increased to 150 feet the storage would be 797,000 
acre-feet. Examination of the site is proceeding. 

Investigations are being made in respect of the N amoi and Peel Rivers 
Sites at Blue Hole, above Manilla, and Keepit, near the junction of the Peel 
River, are being considered in connection with the Namoi River, and Rt 
Bowling Alley Point in connection with the Peel River. 

TV arragamba Scheme. 

A prOIJosal has been made toirrigate lands in the vicinity of Penrith from 
the Wartagamba Dam, which is intended primarily to supplement the water 
supply of Sydney. This .proposal is under the consideration of a special 
board of experts. 

WATERWORKS. 

Provision is made by the Water Act, 1912, as amended in 1924, that all 
waterwo,rks constructed by private individuals in connection with natural 
sources of water must be approved and licensed by the State. During the 
year e~ded 30th June, 1925, 123 licenses were granted and 62 were allowed 
to lapse, -so -that at 30th June, 1925, there were in force 1,907 licenses fer 
pumps, dams, and other works, small fees being charged in each case. 

" TV atcir Trusts and Bore Trusts. 

Part III of the Water Act, 1912, empowers the State to construct works 
to provide supplies of water for irrigation, stock, or domestic purposes, and 
for draihage. The capital cost of such works are repaid by beneficiaries, 
with interest in instalments spread over a period of years. The works are 
administered by trustees a.ppointed from among the beneficiaries under the 
Act, excep't in the case of trusts in the Western Division, when the vVestern 
Land Board is appointed as trustee. 

For the supply of water under these conditions works have been carried 
out by the State,. and local trusts have been constituted in connection with 
(a) 12 artesian 'Wells" which cost £22,758 and embrace an area of 324,947 
acres,-',wlth 108 miles of drains, 66 artesian bores, which cost £215,879 and 
embrace 4,260,358 acres, with 2,743 miles of drains, and 2 bores whose 
works are not yet completed;. (b). -14 ,schemes of improvements to natural 
off-tak~s of effluent channels, for the purpose .of diverting supplies from the 
main,fwers, the trust districts embraciIJIg 2,002,955 acres at a gazetted cost 
of £3q,93.7 .. , and 2 similar schemes relating to 1,177,280 acres, whose works 
are incomIllete, the gazetted estimated cost being £63,950. I 

___ I 
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The bores, which are controlled by trusts, are constructed by the';6overn
ment, to whom the cost is repaid by the residents in instalments extending 
over twenty-eight years. The rates levied by the trusts in their districts 
range from O·l1d. to 1·15d. per acre. These .rates are applied to repaying 
Crown instalments and defraying maintenance and administrative c0!lis. 

Priva,te Irrigation Schemes and Trusts. 
The \Vater (Amendment) Act, 1924, enables the Water Conservationcand 

Irrigation Oommission to exercise control over the subdivision of. p'iivate 
holdings for sale in small areas as irrigated blocks and for the taking over 
of private irrigation schemes. Both of these powers are now being exer~ 
cised and certain schemes hitherto illegal will be pla.ced on a legal basis. 
In addition tru-st proposals are being formulated in respect of 220,000 acre;. 
of land embracing the supply of water for stock, domestic purposes and the 
irrigation of fodder crops. The subdivision of six holdings embracing 
6,000 acres into 169 irrigated farms is also being brought under the Act. 

Artesian Bores. 
That portion of the great Australian artesian basin which extends into 

New South Wales covers approximately 70,000 square miles, and is situated 
in the northern and north-western hinterland of the State. 

The first artesian bore was sunk in 1879 on the Kallara pastoral holding, 
between Bourke and Wilcannia, and the first Government bore was com
pleted in 1884 at Goonery, on the Bourke-Wanaaring road. 

The following statement shows the extent of the ,'<ork which h~s been 
successfully effected by the Government, and by private owners,lJP:"to the 
30th June, 1925:-

Bores. 

--------------------------
For Public vVutering-places, Trust Borer, etc ... 
For Country Town& ';Yater Supply 
For Improvement Leases ... 

\ Flowing. \ Pumping. I Total. 

132 
3 

21 

37 
1 
6 

169 
4 

27 

I Total Depth. 

I 
feet. 

J:' 34~:~g 
39,593 

Private Bores ... 

Total, Government Bores .,\'--156 - 44 'j_ 200~373 
... ... ... ... ... 221 I 89 310 458,909 

The average depth of Government bores is 1,976 feet, and of private bores 
1,480 feet, and they range from 89 to 4,338 feet. . , 

The deepest wells in New South Wales are in the county of Stapylton, 
one at Boronga having a depth of 4,338 feet and an outflow at present of 

, 858,134 gallons; another at Dolgelly has a depth of 4,086 feet, aha) 'a dis
charge of 491,950 gallons per day. The-largest outflow at the presentJime is 
at the Wirrah bore, in the county of Benarba, which ~'ieldS' 975,8~~Jgallons 
a day, and has a depth of 3,578 feet. " 

Of the 558 bores which have been sunk, 377 are flowing, and "iive an 
approximate aggregate discharge of 78,697,000 gallons 'per day; 133 bores 
give a pumping supply, the balance of 48 being failures. The total depth 
bored is 915,224 feet. 

The flow from 8'1 bores is utilised for supplying w,ater for sUlek on 
holdings served in connection with bore-water trusts and artesian a-tstriots 
under the Water Act of 1912. The total flow from these bores amounts to 
31,844,522 gallons per day, watering an area of 4,585,305 :acres by m~ans of 
2,852 miles of distributing channels. The average, rating by the borif'~rusts 
to repay the capital cost with 4 per cent. interest, in twenty-eigli:tyears, 
is '91d. per aere;in-clud-ing the cost of maiIitenanee and administration. 
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In the majority of cases the remaining bores are used by pastoralists for 
fltock-watering purposes only, but in a few instances the supply is utilised 
in connection with country towns. 

The watering of the north-western country by means of bore-water has 
larg@ly incrcaeed the carrying capacity of the land; and, what is perhaps 
of greater importance, it has made practicable some pastoral settlement on 
small (holdings in areas previously utilised by companies holding extensive 
areas. 

It has been determined that the multiplicity of bores is the chief factor 
governing the annual decrease in bore-flows, also <that the limitation of the 
discharge of water from a bore wiII prolong its existence as an efficient 
flow; action has been taken, therefore, to prevent any waste by the control 
of the bore-flow, and by its adjustment to actual needs. It is anticipated 
that this action will materially reduce the rate of decrease in the future. 

Private A rtesian Bores. 
}'1:uch has been done in the way of artesian boring by private enterprise. 

So far as can be aBcertained, 334 private bores have been undertaken in 
New South Wales, of whicili 24 were failures. The yield of the flowing 
ibores is estimated at 36 million gallons per day. No data are available 
regarding the pumping bores. 

Shallow Boring. 
Arrangements were made by the Government in 1912 to assist settlers by. 

sinking shallow bores, and the scheme, which was described fully in the 1916 
issue of this Year Rook, has met with considerable success. Operations 
were commenced with one plant only, but the number has been increased 
gradually and 32 are now at work. During the year 1924-25, 142 new 
applications were received for use of the plant of theC'ommission, and 207 

bores were completed during the year. 
Up, to the 30th June, 1925, 1,600 bores had been sunk, but 291 proved 

'failures, the total cost being £295,928. Th" total depth bored was 438,045 
feet, the greatest depth of any bore being 1,307 feet. During the year 
£48,845 was expended on shallow boring operations, and £30,565 was repaid 
by settlers to the Government. The operations of the year resulted in a 
small trading profit ad'ter allowing concessions to settlers. 

In 1925 a scheme of boring by private plants was sanctioned by the 
Government, who arranged to advance the necessary money to settlers for 
approved schemes, such advances being repayable by instalments with 
interest. One bore was sunk under this scheme in 1924-25. 

In addition to the work conducted under the shallow boring regulations, 
22 bores have been sunk in the Pilliga Scrub and on Crown lands for the 
Lands Department and Forestry Commission. The fact that 52 of the 
'bores put down in the Pilliga Scrub are giving a flowing supply is of 
special interest, as it indicates the possibility of tapping a small and 
hitherto unknown artesian basin. 

Growth of Artesian BaTing. 
~e rapid development whieh has occurred in utilising the underground 

water resources of the State in the. past fourteen years is evident from the 
fact that the number of suceessful bores of all kinds increased from 458 in 
1911 to 1,829 at 30th June, 1925. 
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FOOD AND PRICES. 

FOOD SlJ"PPLY AND Drs'rlUBUTION. 

New South W'ales is pr'actically independent of external sources of supply 
for the food commodities which enter most largely into daily consumption, 
such as meat, bread, milk and butter. Local supplies of many other pro
ducts are augmented by importation from neighbouring States, but with 
the exception of tinned fish, the only items which are imported in large 
quantities from oversea countries are tropical products, e.g., tea, rice, sago, 
.etc. 

Legislation, which givGS the govmning authorities power to supervise the 
conditions under which food is produced and distributed and to ensure a 
reasonable standard of quality, is contained in various enactments, the 
prinClipalbeing the Pure Food Act of 1905, the Dairies Supervision and the 
Dairy Industry Acts, the Local Government Act, and measures relating to 
the slaughtering of stock for food. 

The admini!'traJion of the food laws in incorporated areas is primarily the 
duty of t'he Board of Health, hut the function may be left to 1<118 municipal 
and shire councils. If a council faile, to fulfil the duty satisfactorily, the 
Board itS€lf may exercise its powers in respect cyf these matters, or may take 
sieps to compel dw council to act. 

The Board of Health drafts regulations under the Plue Food Act to :pre
scri,be standards for thecomposeition, purity, .and quality of foods and 
drugs, upon the recommendations of an Advlliory Oommittc"<l, consisting of 
the president of the Board, medical men, and chemi,sts, merchants, and 
Dt,hers conversant with trade requirements. With a view to securing 
uniformity throughout Australia, the regulationshavebooIl, standardised 
so far as the divergence of the laws of the various States will permit. 

Under the Pure Food Act the :S81e or exhibition for Bale of food which is 
adulterated or described falsely is prohibited, andpaqka.gte:S must be lalbeHed 
with the true descIJiption and weight of the contents and the name of the 
maker or vendor. 

The Oommonwealth Department of Trade and Oustoms exercises super
vision in regard to the composit,ion and labelling of food and of drugs 
imported into Australia. 

The vVeights and Measures Aet affords protection to the public from 
dishonesty in regard to t,he measurement of food in the course of distribu
tion. It prescribes that traders' weighing and measuring: appliances must 
be kept to a specified degree of aecuracy and be submitted periodically to 
the vVeighitB and Measures Office for verification, and that purchasers must 
receive full weight and measure. 

The "tauda,rd weights and measnres of the United Kingdom bave !been 
adopted. It is a general rule that articles sold by weight must be sold by 
avoirdupois weight. The exceptions are as follows :--Precious metals, by 
troy weight; precious stones, by metric carat; drugs, retail, by ap9thecaries' 
weight. Sales by retail 1nust be accordi.ng to net weight or measure, and 
the practice of selling cerfain vegetables-e.g., green peas in the pod-and 
<other commodities by measure of capacity has been prohibited by regulation. 
'rhe net weight or measure must be stamped on packages in which com
modities .are offered 101' sale. 

11729-A 
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Special provision has 'b€€n made to prevent fraud in respect of the \v(;igh
~ng of coal and firewood. In the metropolitan and Parramatta police 
districts, and in other districts as proclaimed, coal and firewood must be 
ilold by weight, though in case of quantities exceeding 5 cwt. they may/be, 
sold otherwise, with the written consent of the purchaser. Persons delivering 
coal or firewood are required under the regulations to carry weighing 
instruments, and, if requested by the purchaser, to check the weight of the 
goods delivered. 

!\Veights and :Measures . Offices have been established in Sydney and in 
Newcastle, and inspectors have been appointed to enforce the provisions of 
the Act in other districts. 

The weight of bread is regulated under the provisions of the Bread Act of 
1901. The standard loaves weigh 1 lb., 2 lb., and 4 1'1. Operations under 
the Act are su:bject to limitation, as the result of legal decisions that the 
existing law' does not authorise the inspection of bread in the course of 
delivery, and that an inspector may enter a bakehouse between the hours of 
sunrise and sunset only. 

Gas lPpplied by gas companies for cooking, heating and lighting is 
subject to regulation in terms of the Gas Act, 1fl12, and its amendm(;nts. 
Standards are prescribed in respect of power, purity and pressure, and the
prices are regulated in relation to the dividends paid to shareholders. 
Standard prices are fixed for gas supplied to private consumers by meter, 
and they may be varied, after inquiry into changes in costs of production 
and distribution. If the standard price is charged the standard dividend 
may be paid; if it is exceeded there must be a corresponding reduction in 
dividend, and it must be reduced if a dividend in excegs of the standard is 
paid. Meters issued for use by a gas company must Ibe tested and stamped 
by a Government examiner. 

In the matter of distribution of food supplies, the local gove~ning' 
authorities in the incorporated areas of New South ,Vales are authorised to 
establish public market's and to regulate the hawking and peddling of food 
commodities within ,the area of their jurisdiction. 

The Farm Produce Agents Act, 1926, makes legal provision for the 
regulation of the practices of ag'ents selling farm produce on commission. 
Agents must be licensed, and are required to furnish to the Registrar a 
bond for £500 from an insurance company or some such security as pre
scribed. Agents may not purchase produce consigned to them for sale unless 
the owner gives his consent in writing, and they may not charge commission 
on such transactions. The destruction of produce to raise the price of 
similar produce is prohibited, also the practice of forestalling, that is, 
buying produce in a market and selling· it there ~vholesale at an enhanced 
price. . 

The Sydney :Municipal Council has e6tablished large markets in the city 
for vegetables, farm produce, fish, and poultry, the area and cost being as 
fo11ow8:-
~~--~--.-

I Floor Space. 1 I Floor Space. I M,.rkct. Cost of Market. Cost of 
Market. Market. 

--T-

... 1 

sq. ft. £, sq. ft. £ 
Vegetable 95,560 127,000 J!'ish 

... 1 

47,517 49,000 

Produce 45,300 48,300 Poultry 12,200 27,500 
I 

Fruit 143,000 119,500 
I 

I 
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Oold storage :lVorks have been constructed in the market area immediatelv 
adjoining the fruit markets. They are equipped with chilling and freezin~ 
rooms for the storage of fruit, dairy and farm produce, mutton and rabbits, 
and their cost was £99,000. The total storage capacity of the chambers, 
excluding passages and grading rooms, is 252,687 cubic feet. Provision is 
made to supply power for ian ice-making plant, also for a further addition of 
cooling space as may become necessary. 

Outside the city area the local governing bodies have made little use of 
their powers in relation to the establishment of markets. During the war 
period, when prices were rising rapidly, public attention was directed 
towards the possibility of reducing the retail priceR of goods by bring
ing the consumer into direct communication with the producer and a 
number of municipal markets were opened, but in the majority of cases the 
expenditure was small and there appears to have been little preliminary 
organisation. Oonsequently public interest waned as the general level of 
prices began to faU, and many of the markets were discontinued. Details 
relating to the markets ,were published in the 1921 issue of the "Year 
Book." 

A conference of producers and consumers convened by the Minister for 
Lands, met at Bathurst in September, 1926, for the purpose of considering 
the causes of the disparity between the prices paid by the consumer and 
the returns recf~ived by the producers, also the waste in marketing food
stuffs. 

'CONSuMPTION OF FOOD. 

On the 13th September, 1910, the system of keeping records of interstate 
trade ceased, so that it became difficult to determine accurately the quantity 
of commodities consumed within the State. In view, however, of the special 
interest attached to the question -of food consumption, particularly in 
relation to the cost of living, efforts have been made since 1916 to obtain 
data from other sources, and in spite of the absence of official records of 
interstate trade, the .following estimates are published 'With a large degree 
.of confidence as indicating the consumption of the more important articles 
.of diet. 

In order to show the changes of regimen, the information is shown as at 
ten-year intervals since 1901. In regard t.o 1911 it has been assumed that 
the consumption of all the commo,dities except meat was the same as the 
average .of the three years, 1907-090 The quotatiDns for 1921 and Hi25 relate 
to the twelve months ended 30th June:-

l I Consumption per 
head per annum. 

Commcdityo Unitol 

I i 1901. [ 1911. 1 1921. 119250 
I I I 

Meat-
Beef 00 00 lbo 1340' 15009 9400 125'3 
Mutton 00 00 lbo 9007 10103 6601 5407 
!lork 00 lbo '06 SoO 203 307 
:Bacon, 11 am 0' lbo goO 1007 So, 1109 --------

Total Meat 0' lbo 2.3807 26709 170'S 19500 
--------

Fish-
Fresh, Smokel 0' lbo 408 604 1009 ;)03 
Preserved, , 0' lbo 4'7 4'3 :loS 4'') --------

Total Fish 0, lb'l 9
0
5 1007 1307 13°~ 

'1~100 1"104'9 Potatf'€S " - 0, lb. 197·7 115'4 
Flour 00 _0 0' lh. ?44\4 228'4 21102 2080' 

Commodityo Unito 

Bread 00 0, 2-lbo 
loafo 

Rice .. 0' lbo 
Sa.go~ Ta.pio~~ 00 Ibo 
Oatmeal " 0' Ibo 
Sugar 00 00 lbo 
Jam .. 00 0, lbo 
Butter 0- 0, lbo 
Cheese 00 ., lbo 
Milk--

o:~al: Fwsh 
Prtsen'ed 00 Ibo 

Tea lbo 
Coffe~ 0 and ChiCO~YI OZo 

Gonsumpt.ion per 
head per annum. 

1901011911011921. 119250 

lO500 10200 
g07 S02 
1'9 200 
7'0 7'6 

1070S 1030S 
U 02 15'7 
1906 2601 

3 07 3'5 
lil04 1704 

S'S 4
0
' 7'9 70S 

13'3 11'0 

9900 

4°S 
l'S 
409 

10202 
1104 
210S 
304 

1906 
5'9 
Sol 

10'9 

9900 
504 
loS 
4'9 

11001 
1001 
31'0 
305 

2102 
6' 
70 

110 
3 
9 
9 
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In estimating the consumption of potatoes, the quantities produced on 
noldings which are les8 than one acre in extent, and in market gardens, have 
not been taken into account, as particulars relating to such quantities are 
not recorded. The potatoes used for seed are excluded. The consumption 
of fresh fish, as estimated above, is exclusive of the catches of private fisher
"Uen, and of a proportion of the fish caught by licensed fishermen and sold 
to consumers in the immediate vicinity of the fishing grounds. The figures 
relating to the consumption of sugar include the sugar contents of golden 
syrup and treacle. The consumption of fresh milk is exclusive of the quan
tities recorded as being consumed in the form of sweet cream or used in the 
manufacture of icc"cream. 

From the table shown abovc, it will be seen that there was a marked 
decline in the average consumption of many important food commodities 
in 1921, as compared with the consumption ten years earlier, the decline 
being greatest in respect of meat, potatoes, and cereal foods. In the 
year 1920-21 food was very deal', the general level of retail prices in Sydney 
being twice that of the year 1911. Moreover, industrial and commercial 
interests were undergoing a period of deflation following the post war boom, 
and these conditions necessitated the exercise of economy in respect of all 
classes of expenditure. Since 1921 there has been an appreciable increase' 
in the average consumption of food, notably meat, potatoes, and butter, but 
the consumption per head of all the commodities except fish, sugar, dairy , 
!pl'oducts, tea, and coffee remains below the average of the year 1911. 

lr! eat. 
The quantity of meat consumed is large, though it is lower than in the 

years prior to 1914-15, when the combined effects of drought and war caused 
a deerease in supplies and a phenomenal rise in prices. Approximately one
third of the meat sold for consumption is bone and waste, and there is little 
doubt that 1110re economy is exercised now in the use of meat than in earlier 
years, when its cheapness caused a wasteful consumption. Therefore, the 
actual decline in ,consumption ,has been less than is indic'ated by tIle figures 
in the fonowing statement, which shows the average annual consumption 
pel' head of the various kinds of meat at intervals since 1901 :-

Year. Brefand Mutton and Pork. I Bacon andi Total. Veal. Lamb. I Ham. I 

lb, 'lb. lb. lb. lb. 
1901 134'4 90'7 4'6 9'0 238'7 
1906 140'5 89'8 4'2 9'2 243'7 
1911 150'9 101'3 5'0 10'7 267'9 
1915-16 97'5 72'2 2'0 7'9 179'6 
19H1-17 93'6 68'8 3·1) 9'5 175'4 
1917-18 83'9 61'6 3'9 10'0 159'4 
1918-19 79'9 66'7 6-3 8-3 161'2 
1919-20 90'8 68'1 2'7 8'6 170'2 
1920-21 94'0 66'1 2'3 8'4 170'8 
1921-22 ll2'6 86'1 4'4 10'2 213'3 
1922-23 123'0 78'3 4'2 9'7 215'2 
1923-24 126'1 59'9 3'7 ll'l 200'8 
1924-2:) 12.~ :.I 54-7 3'7 H'9 195'6 

The consumption per head was lowest in 1917-18, viz., 159'4 ib., as com
pared with 267 '9 lb. in 1911. In that year meat was deal' and rates of wages 
were not keeping pace with the upward movement of prices. Moreover, large 
numbers of men were abroad on war service, so that the proportion of women 
and children in the State was greater than in prB-war years. In 1924-25 
the average consumption was 36'2 11. higher than in· 1917-1R, and 72'3 lb. 
less than in 1911. 
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:As a general rule fluctuations in the average consumption are the result 
of variations in prices, but the consumption showed an upward tendency 
during the two years ended June, 1921, notwithstanding a rise in prices. 
This was due probably to an increase in the spending cEp'acity of the people, 
owing to higher rates of effective wages. In 1921-22 the retail prices 
dropped by :30 per cent. and the consumption increased. A rise in prices 
during 1923-24 caused a diminution in consumption~ and this downward 
movement continued during the following year, notwithstanding a decline 
in the price level. 

. The movement in the average retail prices of meat (including bacon and 
ham), and in the consumption per head of population is illustrated in the 
following table of index numbers, the average for the year 1901 being taken 
as 1:00 in each case. 

Average I Average II Average I Ayerage 

Y,'ar. Retail Annual.con-_ ' Year. Retail I Annual Con-
Price sumptlOn Price sumption 

of meat. of meat. of meat. I of meat. 

1901 100 100 1919-20 242 71 
1906 101 102 192/}-21 248 72 
1911 101 112 1921-22 174 89 
1915-16 223 75 1922-23 180 90 
1916-17 227 73 1923-24 219 84 
1917-18 238 67 1924-25 211 82 
1918-19 223 68 

It is noticeable in regard to the consumption of meat in New :South 
Wales that there is a preference for beef, though, until recently it was 
usually dearer than mutton. This preference became more marked as 
the difference between the prices of beef and. of mutton diminished and 
in 1924-25 beef became the cheape.r. The demand for beef for oversea 
shipment has declined, leaving larger supplies for local consumiption, while 
the high price of wool has rendered she.ep more valuable, and, as far as 
seasonal conditions allow, the graziers retain a large proportion of their 
flocks for breeding and for wool-growing. 

The following statement shows the average retail prices ;in Sydney of 
each kind of meat.' The averages are based em the same data as to prices 
and weights as those used for the compilation of the index numbers of 
retail prices od' food which are shown elsewhere in this chapter :--

A,-erage Retail Prices per lho> 

YC8r. 

Beef. Mutton, Pork. ~ Bacon. 

d, d. (L d, 
1911 4'1 !l'2 8'1 9'6 
1915-16 10'1 7'3 12'1 15'2 
1916-17 9'7 80 12'9 14'7 
1917-lll 10'2 8'5 14'4 14'5 
1918-19 9'7 7'9 13'4 15'4 
1919-:!O 10'2 8-2 15'2 i9';{ 
1920-21 9'9 8'3 18'3 2211 
19:!1-22 66 5'8 14'5 . 18'0 
1922-23 68 6'2 12'8 17'9 
1923-24 8'2 8'1 15'1 18'9 
1924-25 7'2 8'6 14'6· 17·t 
1925-26 7'8 8'3 14'0 18'0 
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In 1919-20 when the average price of beef was 10 ·2d. :per lb., and of 
mutton 8 ·2d., the average consumption of beef was 91 lb. per head, and of 
mutton 68 lb. In 1924-25 the prices were 7'2d. and 8'6d. per lb., respec
tively, and the consumption of beef amounted to 125'3 lb. ,per head, while 
that of mutton fell below 55 lb. 

Apparently the decline in the consumption of meat has not been counter
balanced by an increase in the consumption of fish, which as a food is 
inferior in every respect. It is, however, very 'Probable that it has been 
offset to some extent :by a greater consumption of rabbits and of eggs. 

The slaughter of stock and the sale of meat in the county Gf Oumberland, 
which contains the metropolitan area, are under the control of the Metro
politan Meat Industry Board, which consists of three members. 

In the Newcastle district, i.e., within a radius of 14 miles from the New
castle Post Office, slaughtering and inspection are controlled by theNew
castle District Abattoir Board. Outside the county of Oumberland and the 
Newcastle district, slaughtering is done at private abattoirs, which are sub
ject to inspection by officers appointed by the local authorities and by the 
Board of Health. 

The abattoirs controlled by the Metropolitan Meat Industry Board are 
situated at Homebush Bay in proximity to the stock saleyards. The carcase 
butchers purchase stock on the hoof, supply the labour for slaughtering and 
pay abattoir fees at fixed charges per head of stock treated. Meat for the 
metropolitan market is killed during the day and ,placed in a chill room 
until midnight, when it is despatched by rail to the city for sale to the 
retail butchers. A aistributing depot is ,situated within the city area on the 
Darling Harbour railway line, and it has a capacity to accommodate 6,000 
-carcases of mutton and 600 carcases of beef. 

An estimate of the number of livestock (cattle, sheep, and pigs) used 
for food in New South "Wales in various years since 1901 <is sho",'Il in the 
following statement;- , .'JL:. 

Year. 
\ 

Bullooks Calves. Sheep and Pig) and Cows. Lambs. 
-

I 1901 297,200 18,500 2,717,400 264,900 
1911 412,300 54,500 4,068,200 335,400 
1915-16 331,200 30,300 3,358,500 234,600 
1916-17 30!,700 36,8CO 2,941,000 304,800 
1917-18 277,600 28,500 2,436,400 335,400 
1918-19 311,900 49,000 2,975,600 375,900 
1919-20 401,600 74,000 3,5H,200 286,100 
1920-21 404,400 78,300 3,483,500 247,600 
1921-22 470,800 94,500 4,099,700 352,900 
1922-23 557,300 116,500 4,072,800 363,700 
192~-24 572,400 123,700 3,046,60::1 379,900 
1924-25 .577,900 154,400 2,7~8,500 435,500 

The figures differ from those published elsewhere in this volume showing 
the ,animals killed in slaughtering establishments, as the latter include 
,mimals slaughtered for export and those treated in boiling-down works.· 
Moreover, the number of pigs shown in the table is larger than the number 
slaug'htered in New -South 'Wales in some years, when the production of 
bacon was not sufficient for local requirements. 

Further particulars relating to.meat arc published in the chapter of thiii . 
volume entitled" Pastoral Industry." 
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Fish . 

. The quantity of fish consumed in New South \Vales in 1925 represented 
only 13'3 lb. per head, viz., fresh and smoked 9'3 lb. and preserved 4 lb. 

The seaboard waters contain large supplies of edible fish, but owing to 
the climatic conditions it is difficult to devise an effective method of dis
tributing fresh fish to private consumers, and it is not probable that fish will 
become a popular food throughout. the State until this difficulty has been 
overcome. Under existing conditions the bulk of the fresh fish is con
sumed in the metropolitan district, where facilities for marketing are 
available. About two-thirds of the supply is obtained in the, river estuaries 
and coastal lakes and inlets, and one-third by deep-sea trawling. 

The Sydney Oorporation (Fish Markets) Act, passed in November, 1922, 
prescribed that in a defined area, which embraces the metropolitan and 
.extra-metropolitan districts, fish may not be sold by auction except in public 
markets under the control of the council of a municipality or shire, and 
no pC!'son, except the origInal owner, may sell fish by wholesale unless it has 
been sold previously ill a municipal market. The effect of the Act is to 
centralise the marketing of fish in Sydney in the Municipal Market, where 
the sales are conducted by licensed agents. The Oo-operative Fish Exchange, 
formerly a private concern, was acquired by the Oity Oouncil and was 
closed ~n January, 1923. 

Regulations under the Fisheries Act require that all fish sold in the fish 
market or by wholesale dealers must be sold by weight. 

Bread, Flour, and Cerllal Foods. 

Such food commodities as bread and potatoes were of greater. importance 
in the usual family dietary in early years than at the present time, when 
a variety of vegetables and other foods are obtainable readily. 

The average consumption of bread in 1925 is estimated to have been 
about 99 loaves (2 lb.) per head. A decline from 102 loaves in 1911, to 96 
in 1917, is attributed to the introduction of day-baking in Sydney in 1914, 
as the bread was comparatively stale when delivered nn the day after it was 
baked. Sulbsequently the hours of baking were adjusted, and as fresher 
bread became available the consumption increased to 99 loaves in 1920. 
,When the' consumption of· meat increased in 1921-22 there was apparently 
a reduction to 96 loaves, then it rose again to the level of the year 1920. 

The supply of bread is sold for the most part by the bakers direct to the 
consumers. Baking between the hours of 8 p.m. and 6 a.m. was prohibited 
in 1919, also baking on Sunday. The prohibiti{)n was repealed by the Bread 
(Amendment) Act which was passed in November, 1923. In the following 
month the Oourt of Industrial Arbitration, in renewing awards for bakers, 
allowed employers the alternative of starting either at 6.30 'a.m., as fixed by 
the previous award, or at midnight. If baking was commenced at midnight 
the bakers were paid higher rates of wages, e.g., in t,he county of Oumber
land, £1 per week extra. In March, 1926, the law was amended again, and 
baking between the hours of 6 p.m. and 5.30 a.m. was prohibited, also 
baking on holidays, and, in the counties of Oumberland and N orthumber
land, on Sundays. The prohibition does not apply, however, when the day 
upon which the bread is to be delivered is a "douible"; or a "tn:~ble" 
delivery day, i.e., a day preceding one or two holidays. IIi and around 
the districts of Sydney and Newcastle bread may not be delivered between 
6 p.m. and 6 a.m.; in other places delivery is prohibited between 6 pm. 
and {) a.m. 
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Before the prohibition of night-haking practically all the bread was 
delivered at the consJImers' houses, but the practice . became less common 
when a large portion of the bread could not be delivered on the day of 
baking, and customers began to buy at the shops in order to obtain fresher 
and ·cheapersupplies. In recent years there has been a marked increase 
in the quantity of bread consumed in restaurants and hotels, with a ,cor
re£lponding diminution in the average quantity delivered to householders. 

The price of bread in Sydney is fixed by the Master Bakers' Association, 
with relation to the price of :flour, which is fixed ordlnarily by an association 
of millers. During the war period-except during the months March to 
August, 1919-the prices of bread and :flour were determined by Govern-' 
rnent proclamation·. ' 

The variations in the price of bread in Sydney since 1911 are shown below 
in conjunction with the price of {lour, at the time when the price of bread 
was altered. The prices in 1901 and 1906 are given 'also for the purpose of 
comparison. The 'prices stated are for delivery and weekly payment!!. In 
recent years the price has been :ld. per loaf less for cash over the coilllter. 

I 
Price of [cost of Flourj I Price of . l Co.t of Flom' Dl\te. 

! Date. 2 ·Ib. Loaf. per ton. ; 2 ·lb. Loaf. per ton. 

I d. £ s. d. d. £ s. d. 
1901... 

"'1 

2! 6 15 0 1920-January 5 12 15 0 
1906 ... ... 3 9 0 0 February 2 ... 5! 16 7 6 
I911 ... 31 8 15 0 

" 
9 ... 61 19 2 6 

1912--May ···1 3! 9 15 0 December fi~ 19 12 6 
1914-December 4 II 17 6 I921-September ... 6f 20 17 6 
1915-Julv 5 17 5 0 Dcp.ember .. , 5 11 15 0 

October 4 II 17 6 1924-July 501 13 0 0 
191fi·--March 3t 11 5 0 October 51r 15 5 0 
] 91 T--J un\~ 4 11 0 0 I925-January 5f 15 15 0 
1919-}larch 41 II 0 0 I 926-May fi 15 0 0 

October 4~ II 15 0 ,Tuly 6~ 15 15 0 
1919-December ... 4 8 11 17 6 4' 

The. price for bread delivered to the consumer and paid for each week 
was fixed at 5~d. in January, 1925, and it remained constant throughout the 
year. The price of :flour moved downwal'ds in 1925 and remained at £14 5.3. 
per ton until near the end of the year. It then rose to £15, but reverted to 
£14- 5.3. per ton laie in FClbruary, 1926. Thence it rose to £15 in April and 
£16 lOs. in July .. In May, 1926, the price of bread was increased to 6d. per 
loaf, and. in July to 6!d: 

T1l'(j':consumptiqn of flour is stated at 208"4 lb. per head, including 
J67,000 tons, or 149 Ib: per head, ueed for bread. In factories where biscuits 
are made for local consumption and for export 13,201 tons of flour, or 13"1 
lb. per head, were used during 1924-25', but the quanti,ty used by pastrycooks 
is not available. ExclUBive of the quantity used for bread ,and biscuits, 
it is estimated that the average household consumption of :flour by a family 
of five persons is ,about 4 lb. 'per week, or 42 lb. per head per annum. 

The consumption of oatmeal since 1911 has declined, probably on account 
of an increased consumption of other breakfast foods. The consumption Of 
sago and tapioca shows but slight alteration, and the quantity of rice has 
decreased from 9'{, lb. to 5"4 lb. per head. Rice is imported mainly from 
China and India, and dressed locally by a mechanical process. 
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Butter, Cheese, and lYfilk. 
,Butter is an article of diet in general consumption throughout New South 

,Wales, the local product being choice in quality and more than sufficient jn 
quantity to supply the demand. The consumption of cheese is small, the 
average being 3~ lb. per head per annum, and it varies very little from year 
to year. ' 

The quantity of fresh milk consumed is about 21 gallons per head per 
annum, or less than haIf-a-pint per day, which is far below the .quantity 
)\'hich is considered essential to the well-being of the community. Medical 
opinion holds that infants· should consume 1 ~ pints a day and older children 
at least a pint. For other persons, also, milk is one of the most valuable 
articles of diet, and it is desirable that the supply should be of good quality, 
plentiful, and available at a low price to enable families to consume it in 
sufficient quantities. On account of its liability to deteriorate rapidly and 
to become contaminated, it is difficult, in a warm climate, to ensure the high 
Standard of quality which is required for health reasons, and the difficulty 
increases with the distance between the place of production and. the locality 
in which it is consumed~ . 

The conditions under which milk and other dairy products are produced 
and distributed for human consumption are subject to regulation under the 
Dairies Supervision Act of 1901-a consolidating measure 'which replaced a 
statute passed in 1886-and under the Pure Food Act of 1908, and the Dairy 
Industry Act of 1915. 

Since the Dairies Supervision Act became law in 1886 there has ])een a 
marked improvement in the condition of dairies, and the provrl.sions have. been 
an important factor in effecting an improvement in the death-rates in respect 
of preventable diseases. The Act prescribes the registration of all' dairymen 
and milk vendors, and of dairy premises. The duties of registration and of 
inspection are vested in the local authorities,and the administration of the 
Act is supervised by a staff of inspectors attached to the Board of Health., 
Dairy premises are open to inspection at all reasonable times. 

As at 31st December, 1925, there were 21;894 registered dairymen in the 
State, and the cattle in their dairy herds numbered 913,071. There were 
also 4,342 registered milk-vendors. In the metropolitan district there were 
540 registered dairymen, with 12,315 cattle, and there were 3,339 registered' 
milk-vendors. 

The standard for milk is fixed by regulation u,nder, the Pure Food Act, 
which prescribes that it must 1xl normal, clean and sweet, and taken from a 
cow which is healthy, red properly and milked regularly. It must contain 
8'5 per cent. of solids, not fat, and 3 '2 per cent of milk fat, and must be free 
from any added substance. During the year 1925 inspectors coUected 
14,978 ,samples of milk, and 476 or 3'2 per cent. were found to be below 
standard. Prosecutions were instituted in 205 cases, and penalties in nncs, 
and costs amounting to £864 were imposed. 

The Dairy Industry Act IS applied generally to the manufacture of butter" 
etc., in factories~ and its provisions are stated in the chapter relating to the· 
dairying industry. 

About one-third of the milk supply of Sydney is derived from dairies 
within the metropolitan area and the balance from country districts, viz., the 
'South Coast district between W ollongongand N owra, the districts traversed 
by the 1rain Southern Railway between Liverpool and Moss Vale, the Pen
'rith, "'Tindsor, and:. RiGhmond Districts, the districts around .singleton and 
Branxton on the :N;orthern Railway line, and those in the neighbourhood of 
Dungog and Taree on the North Coast line. 
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l'he milk from the metropolitan dairies is distributed directly to the 
consumers who receive it within a few hours of milking, but the proportion 
of the supply from this source has decreased consider'ably, as the pressure oF. 
population and the demand for residential sites has caused the land used 
formerly for dairying to be d~verted to other uses. 

The milk from the country is 'handled for the most part by four distribu t
ing companies, who take delivery from the producers at country railway 
stations. The time occupied by the journey from the most distant stations 
is aboutten hours, the average time between milking and arrival in Sydney 
wing_between sixteen and twenty-four hours. The country milk is pasteur
ised before distribution, and in 1924-5 the companies distributed nearly 
15,700,000 gallons of pasteurised milk in the metropolitan districts. 

The prices of milk in Sydney have been doubled since 1901, as indicated 
in the following statement, which shows the wholesale price paid by the dis
tributing companies to the farmer for milk delivered on trucks at country 
railway stations, and the retail price charged to ilia householder for country 
milk, and for fresh milk from the Metropolitan dairies. The prices were 
subject to Government control between 1915 and 1922:-

I I 
Retail. 

Year. Wholesale. , 
Country. I ~'re.h. II 

. I I Retail. 
Year. Whole,ale. -C-ou-n-tr-y-. 'I--Fr-ea-h-.-

per gal. per qt. ! 
, 

per gal. per qt. per qt. per qt. 
d. d. 

d4 I d. d. d. d. d. 
1901 6 to 7 4-5 1920 14 to 18 7!-8i 8-10 
1906- 6 

" 7 
:'5 I 

4 1921 13 " 17 7!-8! 8!-10 
1911 6 " 9 5 I 1922 13 " 15 7!-8 8j-9 
1916 8 " 12 5-5~ 

I 
6 I 1923 13 ., 17 8 .. 81 9 

1917 ]0 " 12 5t 6 

I 
1924 13 " 15 7!-8 8~-9 

1918 10 " 15! 5l-6 i 6 1925 12 ,,13 7. 8i I 
1919 15! " 21:t 5§-H 

I 
6-9 

The retail price of country milk was reduced from Sd. per quart to nd. 
in June, 1924. The price usually charged for local milk ranges from Std. 
to 9d. per quart. The wholesale price was reduced from ls. 3d. per gallon 
to 18. ld. in June, 1924, and to 18. in August, 1925. 

Sugar and Jam. 
The quantity of sugar consumed (110 lb. per head) appears high, but 

the average consumption, as estimated, includes the quantities used in the 
manufacture of products such as jam and biscuits, of which a proportion is 
-€xported. The records of the manufacturing industry in 1924-5 show that 
5,990 tons of sugar (6 lb. per head) were used for jam and canned fruit; 
3,189 tons (3'2 lb. per head) for biscuits; 5,373 tons (5·3 lb. per head) in 
breweries; 3,073 tons (3-1 lb. per head) in aerated water factories; 9,962 
tons (99 lb. per head) in making confectionery; and 1,049 tons (1 lb. per 
head) in making condiments, pickles and sauces. 

The average household consumption of sugar is estimated at 6 lb. per 
week for a family of five persons, or 62 lb. per head per annum. 

In normal seasons sugar is produced in New South Wales and Queensland 
in sufficient quantity to supply local requirements. The retail price of 
sugar in the metropolitan shops is from 4-,!d. to 4~d. per lb. 

Jams and preJServed rrnitare manufactured in Australia in la:rlger quan-
. tities than the local demand can absorb. During the war there was a great 

expansion in production for export, but increases ~n prices led to a shrink
age in the local consumption of the factory-made article, though it encour
aged home PWd'l'~tion, of which records are not o.nilab1e. 
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Tea and Coffee. 

Tea enters largely into consumption among all classes, the average annual 
consumption being 8 lb. per head. Of coffee, on the other hand, the average 
was only 12 oz. per head. 

The tea consumed in New South Wales is imported mainly from Ceylon 
and Netherlands East Indies. During the three years ended June, 1925, 
the Netherlands East Indies furnished about 56 per cent. of the total 
importations; 32 per cent. was imported from Ceylon, 7 per cent. from India 
and 5 per cent. from China. The figures for the three pre-war years, 1911-13, 
were:-Netherlands East Indies, 13 per cent.; Ceylon, 58 per cent.; Indiah 

20 per '(;ent., and China, 9 per cent. The glreat bulk of the coffee is·. 
imported from the Netherlands East Indies and India. The importat,ion 
from the Dutch territories has increased considerably since 191=3. 

Vegetables and Frlkit. 

The potato is the chief article of diet in the vegetable group, but it is 
subject to great fluctuations in supplies and in prices, and tihe consumption 
varies accordingly. Local production is inadequate, and large quantities 
are imported from Victoria and Tasmania. Imported potatoes are sold by 
private treaty on the wharf shortly after arrival, the wholesale prices being 
-fixed by arrangement between the sellers. Locally-grown potatoes are sold 
by auction in the railway Joards. In 1911 the average retail price of potatoes 
in Sydney was 121d. per 14 1b., and the consumption per head was 181 lb. 
In 1919 and 1920 potatoes were scarce and dear and the consumption 
declined in a marked degree. In 1924-25 the average price was ls. 92d. 
per 14 lb. 

Onions are imported in large quantities from Victoria. Other vegetables 
are obtained chiefly from local sources, the Sydney supplies being marketed 
at the City Council's market, where the growers sell their produce by 
private treaty. 

The fruit supply is derived mainly from the local orchards, alid from 
Victoria, Tasmania, and Queensland. :From November or December to 
:February or March the supply is for the most part grown locally. :From 
March to October the market for all fruits, except citrus, is supplied chiefly 
from the other States, and from May to December local supplies of citrus 
fruits ar,e available. Prior to the war bananas' were imported in large 
quantities from Fiji, but in recent years the Tweed Riverdistrict of New 
Bouth \Vales and the State of Queensland have become the e:hief sources of 
supply. The industry in Australia is protected by a duty of ld. per lb. on 
imports. 

In .sydney there are two fruit markets, viz., the Fruit Exchange, con
ducted by a private company, and the City Market, controlled by the City 
Council. :Market sales are conducted generally by private treaty. The 
majority of the country and interstate distributors OJperate in the Fruit 
Exchange, which is exclusively a wholesale market. In the City Market, 
which has direct connection with the main railway system, a considerwble 
amount of retail as well as wholesale tmde is transacted, haH the space 
being reserved for the use of growers, and the remainder let to agents. 

WHOLESALE PUICES, 

, Information relating to wholesale prices in Sydney is published in 
aetail in the" New .south Wales Statistical Register." The average prices 
in each year from 1901 to 1920 are published in the issue for 1919-20, and 
the m\)lltihly !1ve!ag'es in later years are showll iI! §:ubsequ~nt issuCfJ. 
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From the prices of 100 commodities, which include the majority of items 
of importance in the economic life of the State, the index numbers "hOWll 
in the foHowing tables have been compiled to show the movement in whole
sale prices in Sydney since 1901. The commodities have been arranged 
in eight groups, and each commodity has been weighted according to the 
average annual consumption in New South W,ales during the three years 
1911-1913. 

Further details relating to the composition of the indeA numbers of 
wholesale prices are stated in the 1919 and 1920 issues of the Year Book, 
e.g., the grade of the articles or commodities included, the source of infor
mation as to prices, and the weights applied. 

The wholes'ale price index nUni1bers in various years since 1901 are shown 
in the following statements. The numbers for intervening years not 
included in the tables are published in the 1921 issue of the Year Book. 
The prices in the year 1911 have been used as a base, and called 1,000. 

Tohe index numbers of each gTOUp and of all groups combined are as 
follows; the indexes are not comparable between groups, except to illustrate 
the respective changes in price:-

I I I 

VIII. II All 1. I II. III. I IV. v. VI. I VII. 

Year. AgriCU).! Wool, }Ietals Building I Dajry Chemi'll Con!m~i. tu}'a] Groceries Cotton, i and Mcat. 
Produce. L~,::,~~r, i Coal. 

Materials Produce. cals.. tles. 

I I 
12221 977 I 1901 834 949 737 1001 I 745 ! 96:~ 904 

1906 929 960 9117 996 806 lJ63 I 953 951 955 
1911 1000 1000 1000 1000 I 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 

)912 1339 1036 968 lOOt! 1079 1323 1133 980 , 1129 
1913 1069 10:!3 J043 lOa9 1107 1379 ]093 1003 ' 1092 
1914 1135 1016 1009 1079 1105 1669 1128 1220 1137 

1915 1618 1099 976 1270 1137 2596 1349 1426 1401 
1916 1163 1215 J:~67 1725 1241 2896 1380 1617 14811 
1917 1127 1298 2093 2358 1421 ilO07 1440 1956 1727 

1918 1377 1405 2614 2740 1685 2618 1487 2605 1933 
1919 ]990 1492 21)01 2454 1879 2873 1718 2089 2090 
1920 2430 1914 3Oi9 2602 2415 3Wl 2236 2301 2503 

19~1 1750 1941 1471 2511 22.59 1 1921 2020 1863 1956 
1922 1638 1859 1628 2164 2074 1513 1735 1668 1800 
1923 1720 1754 2061 2131 1994

1 

2121 1939 1531 1925 

1924 1475 1676 2408 2127 1988 i 2039 16il 1493 1874 
1925· 1680 1673 2094 2117 1895 ! 2042 1612 1423 1854 

* Weighted av@ragc. 

Prices were at the lowest point at the beginning of the period under 
rev,lcw. and with some fluctuation they rose slowly until 19U. Subsequently 
th~ 'upward movement was almost constant until 192(), wh.en the index 
number was 150 per cent. higher than in 1911. The greatest increases were 
23 per cent. in 1915, 16 per cent. in 1917, and 20 per cent. in 19200. In: 
1921 and 1922 there we,re successive decreases of 22 per cent. and 8 per 
cent., then a rise of 7 per cent. in 19'23 was followed by a decline of 3i per 
cent. In 1925 there was a slight downward movement, 'an increase of 
14 per cent. in agricultural produ~ being off-set by a decline of 13 per 
cent. in the textile group, of 5 per cent. in building ma!e!~als an!! 9h,e@cals. 
and 4 per cent. in dairy prod:\lce., 
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The general level of wholesale prices reached the maximum in July, 1920, 
viz., 170 per cent. higher than in the year 1911. From that date the index 
number dropped steadily until February, 1922, when it was 36 per oont. lower. 
Then a slow upward tendency became 'rupparent, ,and it continued with some 
irregularities, due mainly to seasonal variations, until July, 1923, willen the 
index number was 104 per cent. higher than in the year 1911. In 1924 
the monthly index numbers showed a downward tendency, with some 
:fluctuations. In 1925 there was only slight variation from month to month 
in the general index, though there were marked alterations in soma of the 
groups, viz., agricultural and dairy produce, meat, wool, and chemicals. 

Tlhe movement month by month may be ~aUg'ed from the following toole, 
which gives the monthly index numbers for each group since January, 
1925:-

VI. i VII. 

I Dairy 
[ Produce. 

VIII. I 
, All 

Oh . I Oommodi. eml- t' 
coJ.. I le8. 

JlIonth. 

, I I I I. I II. I III. 'IV. v. 
Agdcul·1 I Wool, Aletals 'I .. 

tura! Groceries Ootton, I and BUl!dl.ng 
Produce. I I Leather, I Coal ' ~Iaterlals I I Jute. I • I 

Meat. 

-----------

1925. 
167s 1 

II 
.Tanuary ... 1575 2331 2131 11109 2147 1419 1391 Ii 1861 
February ... 1566 1676 \ 2313 2130 1891 2124 1412 136411 1851 
March 

::·1 
15S0 1676 I 233S 2127 1891 2010 l547 1364 i 18;19 

April 1610 167S 2257 2105 IS87 11:62 1603 1364 I 1853 
May ... ... 1650 1616 I 2047 I 2103 1886 2047 1695 13Z:{ II 1846 
June ... 1630 Hi66 2092 2103 1901 2177 1710 13/3 Ii 1862 

I I \l 
.July ... ... 1683 1672

1 

2138 2105 1891 2051 1690 1373 ,i 1866 
August ... 1680 1672 2138 2113 1891 2039 1649 1373 'i 1861 
September '" 1690 1669 ' 2022 2117 IS95 20S0 I1H7 1494 II 18.52 
October ... 1806 1669 1927 2122 HlOO 1992 1693 1510 Ii 1861 
November '" IS50 1670 1762 2120 1897 1815 1693 1536 il 1829 
December ... 1844 1674 1761 2128 1896 2063 1588 1536 ! 1843 

iI 

1926. i, 
January .. 1873 1674 1794 2131 1892 2019 1633 1394 II 1853 
February ... 1851 1675 1777 2134 1892 1830 1733 1536 I, 1838 
March ... 1902 1680 1688 2128 1888 1941 1844 1494 i 1857 
April ... 1910 1687 1705 2143

1 

1875 2156 1942 1509 
I 

1893 
May .. ' 1892 1686 1715 I 2142 1877 2090 1914 1541 1882 
June ... 1905 1687 1659 I 2144 I 1877 1967 1~63 I 1390 

I 
1859 

The movement in the prices of .L'lustralian products is 'Compared with the 
changes in respect of imported goods in the following statmnent. The prices 
of local products are affected to a great extent by local seasonal conditions, 
though the prices of such commodities as wool, wheat, and metals are 
practically fixed in the countries to which they are exported in large 
quantities :-

Year. 1 Australian I Imported All Com- iii Year. I A u.stralian Imported All Oom-
Products. Goods. modities. Produuts. Goods. Inoditie~. 

I. 

1901 903 i 906 904 II 1920 2354 2799 2503 I 
1906 955 

·1 

955 955 1921 1866 2136 1956 
Hlll 1000 1000 1000 1922 1722 1950 1800 
1916 1481 1509 1489 

I, 

1923 1892 1987 1925 
1917 1580 2003 1727 1924 1822 H174 1874 
1918 1675 I 243S 1933 1925 1858 1845 1854 
1919 1993 I 2283 2090 II 
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The increase in the prices of imported goods between 1911 and 19:20 was 
more pronounced than the rise in prices of local products. After the end of 
the war 'prices of imported goods fell for a time, then rose again, ibut 
the upward movement of the prices of local products was continuous. The 
prices of both classes of commodities reached the maximum in 1920, and 
imported goods have declined since by 34 poe.r cent. and Australian products. 
by 21 per cent. . 

The average wholesale prices in Sydney of thirty-one commodities, which are 
representative of the various groups, are shown in the following statement: 
The quotations represent the mean of the monthly prices except in the case of 
wool and cotton. For the former it was not practicable to determine an average. 
commercial price for the years when the Imperial purchase scheme was in 
operation, and the average import value into Great Britain of Australian 
wool is stated instead. For cotton Liverpool (England) prices are stated. 

Wheat, milling 

}'Iour 

.. bush, 
•• d. ! ., d, 
2 8 [ 3 6 

Chaff, wheaten .• 

Hay, oaten 

Potatoes .. 

Sugar 

To bacco, dark plug 

Tea " 

Soap 

Jam .. 

Keroser.e 

Cotton 

Wool 

L.ather, sale 

Woolpacks 

ton 126 

65 0 

75 0 

" I 101 10 

442 5 

lb, 0 

:: 40 ;;,./1 
.. 20" 

8! gal., 

Ih, 

1'5 

14 6 

9 6 

6 3 

o 4'7 

o 8'3 

o g.g 

.. each 1 n'u 

Iron-Pig, local" ton 81 7 
Plate, girder .. "i 269 2 
Corrugated, gal". "1360 10 

(Joppcr, sheet . . lb., 1 2 

Coa.!,. .. " ., tonill 

Hardwood, local (3 x 2) I 
leO lin, ft., 6 0 

Pine-Local (4 x 1) 100,up.ft. 17 0 
N,Z, (4xl) '" 20 3 
Oregon (2 x 2) , 12 6 

I Bricks .. l,nooi 33 6 
! 

Beef-ForeR J,b,'jl 0 2'4 
Hinds 0 S'4 

Mutton 

Butter 

Eggs, new laid .... 

Cream of tartar ., 

o 2'2 

o 10'6 

.. doz. 1 S'4 

lb. 0 10'6 

! 169 9 
I 
! 81 0 
I 

11:: 
i 437 6 

5 0 

1'5 

18 4 

6 10 

o 
010'8 

I ~ 1'7 

I 78 4 

j
. ~33 4 

346 8 
I 

o 10'5 

13 10 

8 6 

2,5 5 
22 2 
15 7 

42 0 

o 1'7 
o 2'7 

o 
o 10'6 

1 4 

o 11'2 

• , d. 
4 1'4 

188 5 

100 

97 

94 7 

43010 

o 
1"5 

18 4 

7 10 

711 

o 6'4 

011'2 

2'7 

81 0 
268 4 
387 fj 

o 11'8 

14 

5'5 

27 5 
24 0 
18 I'; 

45 0 

o ., 
o 3'0 

o 3'7 

o 11'6 

4'6 

1 8 

" d. 
8 7'2 

s, d, 
8 7'0 

370 386 

212 11 128 9 

288 9 151 11 

246 3 119 0 

881 3 g80 0 

8'3 8 

2 1'9 

33 10'5 

13 3 

20 g'S 

21'S 

2 0'4 

9'2 

3'5 

165 5 
706 8 

1239 7 

2 25 

26 

18 0 

61 
60 
M 

60 

o 4'9 
o 8"G 

o 6'7 

2 46 

S 4 

2 

28 9 

14 

20 7'S 

• 10', 

1 1'5 

1 11'2 

3 8'6 

182 6 
096 8 
979 2 

2 1'5 

30 4'9 

.18 0 

62 0 
62 0 
47 1 

6S 0 

o 2'2 
o 5'0 

o 4'2 

g'O 

2 S'S 

2 0 

s. d . 
5 5'1 

257 2 

120 9 

150 

126 10 

751 11 

8 2 

2 1'2 

27 6 

12 3 

12 10'7 

1 5'2 

2 4"7 

1 10'2 

0'5 

H6 8 
380 0 
605 8 

3011 

17 3 

62 0 
46 0 
29 3 

72 6 

o 2'1 
o 4'5 

5'9 

1 5'7 

1 11 

1 4 

•. d. 
6 2'2. 

297 10, 

140 5-

142 S, 

225 'T 

7(9 g' 

S 2 

2 2 

27 0; 

12 0 

12 5 

2 S'l. 

1 10'3· 

5 S'" 

132 11 
IISO 0 
CO2 6 

6'1: 

30 11 

14 (f 

62 0 
45 1 
25 , 

70 (J 

1 10·4 

1 /; 
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D,-,ring 1925 there were decreases in the average prices of wool, cotton, 
local pig-iron, sngar, eggs, butter, jam, kerosene, bricks, and timber. The 
commodities· which were dearer than in the previous year included potatoes, 
wheat, flour, chaff, and woolpacks. There was no change in the average 
prices of tobacco, mutton, and coal. 

Comparison with Other Countries. 

The following statement shows the wholesale price index numbers £o~ 
YR1'ious parts of the British Empire and for the United States of America, 
with 1913 as common base, and affords an interesting comparison of the 
manner in which wholesale prices have varied during recent years:-

Year. 

Number of 
Commodities. 

1913 

lS20 

1921 

192"2 

19~3 

1924 

1925 

I Victoria. I 
New South (Melbourne). I New 

Wales. [Common- I Zealand. 
(Sydney). wealth [Census and 
[Bureau of Bureau of I Statistics 
Statistics.) Census and Omce.) 

Statistics.) i 

100 

100 

229 

179 

165 

176 

172 

170 

92 

100 

228 

175 

162 

179 

173 

169 

-
140 

100 

212 

201 

178 

175 

180 

175 

Canada. 
[Dominion 
Bureau of 
Statistics.) 

233 

100 

243 

172 

152 

153 

155 

160 

United 
Kingdom. 
[Board of 

Trade.) 

150 

100 

307 

197 

159 

159 

166 

160 

United 
State. of 
America.. 

[Bureau of 
L.bour.) 

40i 

100 

226 

147 

149 

154 

150 

159' 

Prices had been increasing steadily in all countl-ies for many years before 
the war, and the effect of the war on prices was less marked in the countries 
more remote from the centre of conflict. In every case there was a general 
increase in pricesaiter the cessation of hostilities. The peak was reached 
during 1920, and there has since been a very marked decline. As compared 
with the. wholesale prices in 1913, the index number in 1925 was higher in 
New Zealand and Australia than in the United Kingdom, Canada, or the 

United States. 
.~ , 

RETAIL PRICES. 

The average retail prices in Sydney of various commodities, as shown in 
this chapter, are based on the prices charged in $hops in the metropolitan 
district, and the annual averages represent the mean of the monthly prices 

during each year. 
The following statement shows the averages for var.ious years since 190i. 

The averages for each year from 1901 to 1920 are shown in t~e 1919-20 
issue of the "Statistical Register of New South Wales.", 
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'The table is useful for comparative purposes in regard to the measure
ment of the general change in prices, but the figures do not disclose a most 
interesting feature in a history of prices, namely, the fluctuations during 
the year, which are considerable, especially in the case of perishable lYroduce, 
For such information readers are referred to the "Statistica~ Registers/' 
where the average monthly prices are shown, 

Commodity, 1 1901, 1 HnI. 1 1913, 1 1916, j 1920, 11921, I 1924, 119~5,-

Bread " " 
Flour " " 
Teo. " " 
Coffee and Chicory 

Sugar " " 
Rice' .. .. 
Sago " " 
Jam (Australian) 
Oaimeal" .. 

Raisins 
Currants, , 
Starch " 
Blue " 

So d, 

21b,Ioal 0 2'5 
" 251b, 1 11'0 
" Ib, 1 3'0 
.. ,,1 5'0 

I., d, I., d, 

o S'5 , 0 S'5 
2 9'0 I 2 10'0 
1 3'5 i 1 3'8 
1 5'0 1 5'5 

.. ,,0 2'3 0 2-7 0 2'7 
2'7 0 $'0 
2'7 0 2'; 
4'4 0 5'0 
C'5 1 2"3 

.. ,,0 2'5 0 
" .. 0 '2'5 [ 0 

: ~ 5 i'h, g lrg ~ 
" Ib, 0 6'2 

" 0 6"'6 
o 4'0 

: : 12' ~qua~~s 0 9'0 

o 6'2 
o 7'0 
o 5'5 
o 9'0 

o 6'4 
o 7'2 
o 5'4 
o g'O 

s, d, 

o 4'0 
:r 6'1 
1 6'1 
1 6'0 

o 3'0 
o 3'2 
o 3'2 
o 6'0 
1 2'6 

o 7'7 
o 9'1 
o 6'4, 
o 9'~ 

" Ib, 0 5'5 o 6'5 0 6'5 0 S'O 
11'4 
6'6 
1'1 

:: Wh, gin 
" lb, 0 1'4 

ClI.I1dles " 
Soa.p " 
Potatoes' " 
Onions 
Keroilllne " 

Milk " " 
Butter " " 
Cheese " " 

" g"l. 0 10'1 

" quart I 0 4'0 
.. lb, 1 0'2 
" .. '0 ;'5 

o 3'0 0 S'3 0 
10'210'S1 
o 0'7 0 I'S 0 
o 11'1 1 0'2 1 

6'7/ ~ ~:~ I ~ o S'7 0 
1 3'5 1 
o 10'5 1 
o 7'0 0 
1 1'0 1 

5'2 
I'S 
g'o 
5'1 
0'7 
8'7 
2'0 

o 5'8 
I 5'3 
1 0'1 
1 6'4 
1 4'S 
1 0'4 
1 5'5 

Eggs"Fresh " 
Bacon, Middle Cut 

Shoulder 
Ham 

Beef, Sirloin " , , 
Ribs " " 
Gravy .. 

Steak, ::~!:Jer ' , : : 

Beef, Corned Round , , 

Mutton, Leg 
Shoulder 
Loin .. 
Neck " 

Chops, Loin, 
Leg 
Neck 

Pork, Leg 
Chops 

" d()~, 1 3'0 
" lb, () 9'0 
.. ,,0 6'5 
" .. 0 It'O 

" 0 .. I 0 
,,'0 

" 0 
.. 0 
.. 0 

4'5 0 4'5 
S'S 0 S'S 
S'O 0 30 
7'0 I 0 7'0 
3'5 0 S'5 

o 5'0 
() 4'5 
o 3'5 
o 7'\1 
o S'5 
o 4'4 4'0 I' 0 4'0 

.. 0 g'2 0 3'0 0 g'o 

.. 0 2 '8 0 2' 5 0 3'1 

.. 0 3'S 0 S'8. 0 4-0 

.. 0 3'2 0 3'0 0 S'5 

011'1 
o 9'5 
o 7'6 
1 1'S 
o 8'5 
o 9'6 

o 7'S 
o 6'7 
o 7'9 
o 7'0 

" 0 
.. 0 
.. 0 

4'2 0 
3'S 0 
3'2 0 

4'0 0 g,s[ 0 
3'0 0 

4'7 0 g'O 
4'7 0 8'6 
4'0 0 7'S 

I 
.. \ 0 " 0 

6'21 0 
6'S 0 

I 
8'5 0 7'si 0 S'5[1 0'1 

g'O 1 0'1 

! [ 

s, d, 

o ;;'9 
6 0'4 
2 4'5 
2 2'6 

s, d, 

o 6'2 
6- 1'0 
1 10'7 
1 11'6 

o 5'4 0 5'7 

g H g Jg I 
2 2'1 1 S'O 

() 10'7 0 11'5 
011'0 0 11'1 
o 10'2 0 9'7 
1 0'0 1 4'7 

1 2'2 
o 7'0 
2 2'5 
o 11'0 
2 8'6 

o 8'3 
2 4'4 
1 5'5 
2 6'9 
1 11'9 
1 6'1 
2 2'0 

011'5 
o 9'9 
o 7'2 
1 4'9 
<) 10'1 
010'2 

o S'8 
o 7'2 
o 9'.'l 
o 7'4 

1 1'0 
o 5'0 
1 4'S 
o 1'5 
2 10'9 

o 8'1 
2 0'7 
1 3'9 
Z 6'5 
1 10'9 
1 4'5 
2 0'9 

o 9'1 
o 6'7 
o 4'8 
1 :/'0 
o 6'9 
o 8'1 

o 6'9 
o 5'2 
07'6 
o 6'4 

o 10'5 0 S'6 
010'0 0 S'I 
o 8'3 0 6'4 

1 5'41' 1 3'4 1 6'0 1 5'S 

s, d, 

o 4'9 
4 3'1 
2 3'4 
2 0'7 

8, d, 

o 6'fi. 
5 2'6-
2 3'7 
2 2'(} 

o 4'6 0 4'& 
o 3'4 0 3'4 
o 6'0 0 S'g 
o 9'6 0 8'5 
1 8'9 1 6'5 

o 8'7 0 8'6 
o 8'4 0 8'S 
o S'6 0 I/'fi.' 
1 3'4 1 S'7 

011'2 
o 4'4 
1 7-5 
o 2"7 
2 0'2 

o 8'0 
1 8'6 
1 2"4 
II 0'2 
1 8'6 
1 1'0 
1 11'8 

o 9'a 
o 6'S 
o 4'1 
II'S 
1 5'S 
o 6'G 

o 8'1 
o 6'1 
o 9'2 
o 6'1 

o 10'S 
o 9'7 
o 7'1 

1 2'3 
1 3'7 

o ll'! 
o 6'2 
2 5'u 
o 3'7 
1 U'S 

o 7'S 
1 S'3 
1 2'~ 
2 1'7 
1 7'3 
1 0'6 
1 U'4 

o 9'1 
o 6'g. 
OS'S 
1 1'5 
o 5't) 
o 6'5 

o 8'0 
o 6'7 
010'2 
o 6'9 

011'5 
010'2 
o 8'3 

1 1'7 
1 2'9 

The annual average of the retail prices of most food commodities reached 
a maximum in 1920, and prices in the following year were much lower, 
There were exceptions, however, and the upward movement was continued 
during 1921 in regard to the prices of commodities which are amongst the 
most important articles of diet, viz" bread, flour, sugar, jam, and milk, In 
1922 the prices of nearly all the items declined, In 1925 hread, flour. 
potatoes, onions, tea, and coffee were dear, The average for fresh eggs was 
11«. per doz, higher than in the previous year; butter and cheese showed 
little change, and bacon and pork were cheaper, On the average the prices 
of beef were about the same as in 1924, and mutton was id, per Ib, dearer, 
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ROUSE REN'l'S. 

The averllge amount of rent paid by tenants of various types of houses in 
Sydney and suiburbs in 1901 and later years is shown below. The figures 
te.pres':lnt the average predominant l'ents per week paid for each class of 
houses. Rents vary considerably according to locality.. Position, class ot 
building, proximity and means of speedy transport to the city,are important 
factors also in respect of rents in the suburbs. 

Year. 

1901 

1906 

1911 

1916 

1917 

1918 

1919 

1920 

19"21 

1922 

1923' 

1924 

1925 

Under 
}~our 

Rooms. 

s. d. 

9 0 

9 2 

11 4 

12 3 

12 3 

12 6 

12 8 

13 10 

14 2 

15 4 

15 5 

15 8 

16 2 

Four 
Rooms. 

s. d. 

11 

11 7 

14 5 

14 8 

14 9 

15 4 

15 9 

17 8 

18 5 

19 6 

19' 10 

20 2 

20 10 

Five 
Rooms. 

s. d. 

13 7 

14 0 

17 I 

1711 

17 10 

18 6 

18 II 

20 8 

21 7 

22 6 

23 5 

24< 10 

25 9 

Six 
Rooms. 

8. d. 

Seven 
Romns. 

s. d. 

15 4 19 1 

16 9 19 

20 2 23 3 

2116246 

2011 246 

21 9 24 11 

22 5 25 8 

243,284 

25 '2. 29 7 

26 0 31 2 

28 3 33 3 

29 10 34 7 

30";' 35 4 

Note.-Kitchen is included ,,, ... room. 

Over 
Seven 

Rooms. 

s. d. 

22 '2. 

22 6 

26 10 

29 8 

29 4 

29 7 

31 2 

:J4 3 

35 9 

36 3 

39 4 

40 5 

40 8 

Weighted 
Average. 

s. d. 

13 5 

13 11 

17 0 

18 1'1 

19 0 

19 6 

20 1 

22 I 

23 0 

21 0 

25 3 

26 4; 

27 0 

Between UlOl and 1914 rents in Sydney and suburbs increased by nearly 
50 per cent., but the war had a steadying effect, and the next three years 
showed a slight decrease. In 1918, however, the rents began to increase 
owing to a shortage of houses, the de±lciency being attributed to the practical 
cessation of investment building, on account of the high prices of both 
materials and labour. In 1920 there was a marked increase in building 
activities, but the sllP"I!ly was still short of the demand, and there was arise. 
of 10 per cent. in the aver.age rental during the year. There was a fur1lhelr 
rise of 4 per cent. in each of the two following years, of 5 per eent. in 192a,. 
and of 4 per cent. in 1924, when the average was more than 32 per cent. 
higher than in 1914. The increase in 1923 occurred in the earlier part of 
the year, and the average remained constant during the period of nine 
months,. April. to December, then the upward movement commenced agaIn. 

Cost of Builriing. 

The inereased cost of building has been an important :factor in causing the 
upward movement in house rents. The extent of the increase is. indicated in 
the following comparison which shows the cost of building in Sydney, in 
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varioW! $-ears since 1901, a plain brick cottage with 4 rooms, kitchen, bath
roomjl.pantry, and back and front verandahs, complete with bath, laundry 
fittings, gas stove, fencing, water and sewerage. No allowance has been 
made for the builder's profit, and the cost of the land has not been included. 
The Iqlwparison is based on the assumption that award rates of wages were 
paidr~nd that the quantity of materials ·and of labour, as in the month of 
July, was equal in each year, except that in the six years 1921-26 the esti
mates are based on the prices and rates ruling in the month of June. 

1901 OO' 

1911 ." 

1914 oo. 
1920 ... 

1921 ". C<, oo. 
1922 oo. 
1923 ." 
1924 .. ; 

1925 .oo 
1926 oo. 

I

I Proportion of Total Ii Index.number of Cost. 
Cost, 1911=1,000. 

l\-ra-t-er-i-al-s·'I-L-"-bo-u-r-. ;-I-T-o-t-al~. i ;:~::;I-~~ou:.-IMaterials·f Labour. I Total. 

Cost of-

I I I I I I 
1:1 I 1:0 2:1 per ::nt·l,per :;nt. i

l 
797 I 833 i 810 

221 120 I 3"7 I 65 I 35 1000 I 1000 I 1000 

255 133 I 388 66' 34 I 1123 1108' 1118 

::: :~~ II ;~: :: I :: I ::: :::~ :: 
449 220 669 67 33 I 1978 1833 I 1928 

441 208 649 68 32 I 1913 1733 1870 

449 '312 661 68 32 Ii' 1978 1767 1905 
435 218 653 67 33 1916 1817 1882 

431 228 659 65 35 1~99 1900 IS99 

-------~------------------.- --------~-------

Between 1901 and 1911 there was an increase of 23 per cent. in the cost 
of building, with a fmther rise of 12 per cent. during the succeeding three 
years. Iwr192J the cost was 82 per cent. above pre-war level, then a decrease 
of about 8 per cent. occurred during the two years ended J~me, 1923. 
Since that date the cost has fluctuated with an upward tendency, and in 
June, 1926, the cost was 70 per cent. higher than in 1914, materials being 
69 per cent. dearer and wages 71 per cent. higher. 

Particulars are given in the chapter relating to Social Condition con
cerning~the number of new buildings erected and schemes for assisting 
people to build dwellings. 

Fair Rents Act . 
. :, r, ~ 

In v{~w ofa continuous rise in the rents of private dwellings which had 
persisted ior some years prior to the war, the Fair Rents .Acct was passed in 
1915 topwvide a measure of regulation with the object of preventing undue 
increases in this important item of family expenditure. 

The.,Act and its amendments provide for the determination of rents of 
dwenings leased at a rent not exceeding £3 per week, and, since February, 
1926, rents of retail shops and buildings, which are partly shops and partly 
dwellipgs, let at a rental not exceeding £6 a week. The Act does not apply 
to premises licensed for the sale of spirituous liquors nor to houses ordin
arily leased for summer residence. It is administered by Fair Rents Courts, 
each consisting of a stipendiary or police magistrate., and application for 
the reyiew of the rental of a dwelllng may be made by the lessor or by the 
lessee. _L. 
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- In accordance with the provisions of the Act, the fair rent':ijs "'xed on 
the basis of the capital value at a rate not lower, nor more than 2~'-per cent. 
higher, than the rates charged on overdrafts by the Commonwealth,:j2ank of 
Australia, plus tates, repairs, maintenance, insurance, and deprecia
tion. The capital value is the unimproved capital value of the lancl!<plus the 
estimated cost of erection as at the date of the application, less a fajct~i!um for 
depreciation. It had :been the practice of the Court to use a rate of 61 per 
cent. of the capital value in determining the fair rent, but the tate was 
increased to n per cent. as from the beginning of the year 1925, and on 
21st July, 1925, it was reduced to 7 per cent. -

It is prescribed, however, that, excepting where circumstances are proved 
which render an increase equitable, the fair rent may not exceed the rent 
which was charged for the dwelling on 1st January, 1915, and in the cases 
of dwellings leased at that dat~ the Court allows only such increases as are 
necessary to cover increases in respect of rates, repairs, etc. This provision 
of th~ Act is applied to any building, which is partly shop and partly 
dwelling, let to one tenant, if it was so leased on 1st January, 1915, but 
other shops are exempt from its operation. 

The determinations of the Court remain in force for a period not less than 
twelve months and not longer than three years as specifically stated, not
withstanding change of ownership or tenancy. The Court usually fixes the 
rentals for a term of twelve months. During the pendency of an applica
tion or the period of six months after decision, the lessor may not deter
mine the lease without reasonable cause if the lesse,e performs the con
ditions of his lease. 

The Fair Rents Amendment Act, 1926, imposes restrictions on the right 
of an owner to recove,r from a tenant possession of a house or shop. An 
order for recovery of posses.sion or for the ejectment of a lessee ,may not 
be made except for reasons specified in th~ Act, e.g., if the tena,nt[Jioes not 
pay the rent or allows acts of waste causing the condition of the'property 
to deteriorate, or uses the premises for illegal purposes; or if the dwelling 
or shop is reasonably required for occupation by the owner ora member 
of his family, or for demolition or reconstruction. 

The first sitting of the Fair Rents Court in Sydney was held on the 13th 
March, 1916, and the provisions of the Act were extended to country dis
tricts on 16th August, 1920. The records show interesting pairticulars 
relating to dwellings and rentals, but for several reaSOll8 the infbrmation 
cannot be regarded as a satisfactory basis for conclusions as to the effect of 
the Fair Rents Act upon house rents. For instance, in cases where the 
tenant applies promptly upon receiving notice of the landlord's intention to 
increase the rent, the "fair rent" as determined by the Court maybe 
recorded as an increase on ,the rent at date of application, whereas it is a 
reduction in comparison with the proposed increased rental against which 
the action was directed. ; "l2n 

The applications dealt with in the Metropolitan district from the iH'ception 
of the Oourt to 31st March, 1926, numbered 7,961, of which 3,534 were. with
drawn or struck out, and in 4,427 cases the rentals were fixed.- <In the 
country districts the number of cases was comparatively small. ,(,)Hly 295 
were concluded betW€l211 August, 1920, and 31st December, 1925.-"0£ these 
137 ·were withdrawn or dismissed, and in 31 cases the rent was'''fixed as' at 
date of application, in 68 it was reduced, in 59 it was increased. Further 
details regarding the number of cases are shown in the chapter relating to 
Law Courts. - -
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The determinations of the Metropolitan Court in respect of cases in which 
the rentals were fixed during the year 1925-26, and during the period of 
ten years since the ,commencement of its operations, are summarise,d in the 
following table:-

Rent}(at date of 
Application). 

lOs. and under ". 

lOs. 6d.to 12s .. 6d. 

l3s. to 15s. .. 

15s. 6d. to 178. ad. 

18s. tu 20i!. 

20~. 6d. to 25s. ... 

25a. 6d. to 30s. .. . 
30s. 6d. to 40s. .., 

40s. 6d. to 50s. ... 

50s. 6d. to 60s. • .. 

Year ended 31st March, 1926. Total to 31st March, 1926. 

Fixedas I I I 1\ Fixed as I I I at date 01 at date of 
Applioa. Increased. I Reduced. Total., A~plica. Increased. II Reduced. T.otal. 

hon. I I I iwn. 

I 

12 
2 

18 

15 

9 

5 

4 

4 

12 
20 

14 

11 

20 
14 

5 

11 

12 
21 

44 

67 

71 
96 
54 

27 

4 

15 

25 
53 

I 60 

13 
27 

89 
88 

120 

25 I 
72 

210 

.228 

267 

15 II 

86 
2~ 

234 

309 

53 
185 

541 

550 

696 

96 I 163 355 470 988 
106 I 90 199 340 629 
119 I 45 97 350 492 

64 I 19 26 152 197 
27 6 3 63 72 

. .. _,,_. ___ 1_
1 

__ 9_.
11 
__ 1_0_1_00_' ___ .1_ ~_ ~ 

412 1579 II 660 },483 2,284 4,427 

Over 60s .... 

Total .. 62 105 

During 1925-26 the Court granted increases in IS per cent. of the deci
sions, and reductions in 71 per cent. The total increases to 31st March, 
1926, represented 33 per cent., and the total reductions 52 per cent. 

The majority of dwellings affected by the decisions of the Court were 
small. The average of the rentals reviewed in the Metropolitan Court 
during the year ended March, 1926, was 30s. per week, as compared with 
258. Sd. in the previous year. 

The amount of reduction and of increase in the rentals in the Metro
iPolitan district during the year 1925-26, may be seen in the following 
statement:,,-

Amount of B.educti<>n, 
or of Increase. 

6d. and under. 

Is. " 
Is.6d. " 

" 
28. 

28.6d. " 
3s. 
4a. 

" 
" 

h.6d. 

28. 

2s.6d. 

3s. 
4s. 

5s. 

Rents I Rents 
Increased. Reduced. , 

12 11 

13 21 

12 22 

8 31 
17 16 

12 22 
10 24 

(
! Amount of Reduotion'l Rents i or of Increase. Increa.sed. 

I: 5s. and under 6a.i 2 
Ii as. ,,7$. 6d'l .4 
II 

II 7." 6d... lOs. ]0 
I 
I lOs. " 15s. 3 

I 15s. " 208. 1 

1 

Rent. 
Reduced. 

33 

49 

56 

74 
21 

32 II 20s. and over 

jlTotal .. ·I-IOS--4i2-

The reductions during 192.5-26 amounted to a sum of £167 2s. 6d. per 
week which represents an average of 25'1 per cent., or Ss. Id. per house 
per week. In 105 cases the rents Were increased, the total irrcreases amount
mg to £18 118. 6d. per week, equal to 15'3 ;per cent., or 3s. 7d. per house. 
Th~ weekly rents reviewed by the Court during 1925-26 amounted in 

the aggregate to a sum of £868.128. 6d .• the net reduction being£14S 5s., 
or 17'1 per cent. . .. 
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A brief review of the decisions of the Metropolitan Fair Rents Con:rt in 
each year since its inception in March, 1916, is shown below:-

Year ended 
March. 

II Rentals fixed by Court. Aggr~gate I' Net Reduction. 
weekly 

01 apPlica-1 Increased. Reduced. Total. applic .. tion) per week Pcr cent, 
I I \ rents(as at I I 
I 

As at date date 01 Amount 

tlOn. \ I . 
----~------~'------~, ------~----~~~£~----~£~-+-------

1917 

1918 

19H) 

1\)20 

1921 

137 7 

19 

29.4 

102 

65 

438 419 34 8'1 

1922 

1923 

1924 

1925 

1926 

Total 

49 

36 

47 

52 

75 

132 

254 

256 

237 

150 

141 

187 

245 

233 

170 

233 

442 

495 

+ Denotes net increase. 

161 

233 

8 

+9 

+13 

+9 

22 

5'0 

+3'9 

+2'8 

+1'6 

3'1 

5'4 

10'1 

8'2 

17'1 

6'3 

Since 1916 the Metropolitan Court has fixed the rentals of 4,427 houses, 
of which the average weekly rent was 24s, 2d., and the net result of its 
decisions has been an average reduction of 1s. 6d, per week per house, 

RETAIL PRICE INDEX NUMBERS-FoOD AND RENT, 

The index numbers of the prices of food and of rent shown in this section 
should not be used as a complete measure of variations in the cost of living, 
as they were compiled with the primary object of showing the general 
movement of the retail prices of food and of rent, and do not covel' other 
items of family expenditure, . 

In measuring a movement in prices over a period of years, changes in 
dietary each year cannot be taken into accpunt in computing the index 
numbers, The price of each food commodity must be weighted over a 
series of years in aooordance with ,its relative :importance in a nm regimen 
as determined in or around the basic year, In reviewing prices over a long 
period there is a probability of a discrepancy between the rise 01" faM! o£ the 
index numbers and the increase Qr decrease in the actual expenditure of a 
household on food, During abnormal years, when violent fluctuations in 
prices and supplies necessitate 6hanges in the kinds, quality, and relative 
quantities of the various foods, and an adjustment of the family dietary, the 
discrepancy is likely to be wider than under normal condi.tions, Variations 
in the cost of food on the basis of a changed regimen are shown on page 681.t 

The index numbers of food and grocerie", as shown below, are based upon 
the retail price of forty commodities in every-day use, which are shown ih 
the table on page 676, and the prices have been weighted accordi~ ~. the 
average annual consumption in the years 1906-:;10, 
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,'1';'1i~lretail price index numbers of food and rent in Sydney in each yea. 
from 1864 to 1911 are published in the 1920 issue of the Year Book. The 
following table shows the index numbers of food and groceries, and of rent, 
and of food and groceries and rent combined in various years since 1901:-

1901 
1906 ' 
1911 
1912 
1913 

1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 

Year. 

I9l~~: 
lY20 
192J;;·, ... , 
1922 
1923 

1924";;£ .,. 
1925 
1926·Jan. to June 

\.'b., 

I
I 1 Amount required 

Index Numbers (1911 = 1000). I in each period to 
purchase the same 

I
i I quantities of Food 

I 

Food I Food and and !tent as would 
and Groceries. ,Rent. Groceries and have cost, on the 

Rent Oombined. average,20s, in !PlI. 

r I
I s. d. 

... 896 789 848 17 0 
967 I 819 901 18 0 

1000 I 1000 1000 20 0 
1137 I 1082 1113 22 3 
1144 I 1145 1144 22 11 

1169 ': 1175 1171 23 5 
1411 1116 1283 25 8 
1536 1111 1351 27 0 
1556 I 1 Ill) 1365 27 4 
1565 1145 1383 27 8 

I
I 1179 1531 30 7 1802 

2171 
1919 
1721 
1840 

1751 
180J, 
189J 

]297 1791 35 10 
1351 1672 a3 5 

.1 

1409 1586 :n 9 
1483 1685 33 8 

I 1546 1662 33 3 

1664 1792 35 10 
I

I 1586 1709 34 2 

P.~ices of food' are affected largely by seasonal conditions, but, even before 
the ,,~ar, the trend of prices was generally upwards, and when a bad season, 
e.g., in 1902 and in 1908, caused a marked rise, prices did not fall to the 
former level with the return of good seasons; The upward movement, being 
wo:rld7wide, cannot be ascribed to local causes. Rents also rose steadilY 
dur1'iig the period of prosperity which preceded the war. 

In 1914 and subsequent years, when drought, enlistments, and disorgani
sation due to the war steadily reduced the productive activity of, the 
population, pri.ces rose abnormally on account of strong oversea demand 
for raw materials, and of a scarcity of manufactured goods. From 1918 to 
JU.!ifli,o,1920, seasonable conditions were unfavourable, but towards the end 
of the year 1920 a general process of deflation commenced. 

Sinc.~ 1921 the index number of food and groceries has risen and fallen 
in jllt€lnate years. In 1925 it was nearly 17 per cent. lower than in 1920, 
but owing to a continuous rise in rents the index numbers of food and rent 
cOInbined was only 4'6 per cent. lower. As compared with the previous year, 
ther~ was an increase of about 3 per cent. in the index number in each 
gro,\lp in 1925. 

:."t ... 

'The variations in the retail prices of food and groceries and in rents in 
each month since January, 1913, are shown below in comparison with the 
prices in July, 1914, the month before the outbreak of war. 

tnformatic:h regarding rent is obtained quarterly, therefore it has been 
assume<i that the average rent for the quarte.r ,vas the !"ent for the llliQdle 
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month of the quarter, and figures for the intervening months }la,'jeJ. been 
interpolated. The retail prices and rents in July, 1914, have been taktw as 
a base and called 1000. 

Year. I Jan. j Feb. I }lar.j April. I May.j June. i July. I Aug. I Sept. I Oct. I Nov·i Dec. 

Food and Groceries. 
1913 962 982 1009 1000 993 1021 986 975 979 9~5 963 965 
1914 968 993 1033 1018 1000 1010 1000 1009 996 988 989 1029 
1915 1086 1049 1068 1086 1100 1161 1256 1404 1337 1351 1308 1322 
1916 1326 1385 1362 1311 1324 1311 1324 1308 1298 1276 129~ 1291 
1910' 1284 1305 1310 1312 1300 1301 1310 1408 1413 1381 1359 1830 

1918 1340 1351 1349 1346 1341 1343 1335 1302 1302 1355 1361 139S 
1919 1449 1477 1501 1532 1533 1541 1541 1533 1520 1611 1664 1650 
1920 1696 1750 1738 1787 1780 1901 1953 2007 2023 1934 1900 1885 
1921 1886 1~69 1766 1705 1653 1630 1612 1;;9~ 1569 1539 1494 1439 
1922 H54 1405 1417 1436 1462 1455 1493 1531 1544 1496 1523 !!i05 

1923 1493 14RO 1472 1550 1573 1628 1649 1674 1644 1595 1600 1586 
1921 1568 1539 1531 150~ 1524 1482 1484 1477 1449 1460 150. 1491 
1925 14110 1493 1510 1507 1528 1541 1500 1575 158. 1601 1578 1608 
19~6 1582 11>65 1636 1663 1660 1632 1620 1614 1609 

Rent-All Houses. 
1913 946 946 946 971 971 971 971 971 971 992 9112 992 
19B 992 992 996 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 988 975 
1915 959 954 950 946 946 946 946 946 946 946 942 938 
1916 938 933 938 942 912 942 942 942 942 942 942 942 
1917 942 942 942 942 9~2 9it 94? 942 942 946 9,() 954 

1918 959 963 967 970 975 975 971 971 971 975 979 983 
1919 988 988 988 9~8 992 996 1000 1004 1008 IOU 1021 1029 
111"20 1046 106~ 1079 1104 1104 1104 1101 1100 1100 1133 ll~S 1133 
1921 1137 1137 1137 1137 1137 1141 1145 1149 1154 1154 1158, 1162 
1922 1170 1174 1178 1185 1191 1197 1197 llJ9 1201 1201 1203 1212 

19t3 1220 1232 1245 1257 1266 1263 12'6 1266 1266 1266 1266 1276 
1924 1278 1236 1295 1303 1311 1315 1317 1320 1324 1328 1332 1336 
1925 1340 1344 1344 1342 1340 1.~40 !SS8 1336 1340 1349 1357 1365 
1926 1411 Hll 1411 Hll 1411 i 1411 1UJ 1411 1411 

Food and Groceries and Rent combined. 
977 1913 955 i 966 982 987 983 999 979 973 975 ~I 

,; 6 
1914 978 ! 992 1017 1010 1000 1006 1()(}() 1005 998 989 1006 
1915 1030 ! 1007 1017 102. 1033 1067 1120 1204 1166 1174 I 1148 1154 
1916 1157 ! 1190 1176 1150 1157 1150 1157 1148 1142 1130 1139 1142 
1917 1135 1 1146 1149 1150 114' 1H7 1149 1205 1207 1194 1180 1166 

I ' { 

1918 1173 I 1182 1182 1184 1181 1182 1176 1157 1157 1189 'lf~4 1214 
1919 1247 ' 1263 1277 1294 1297 1303 1305 1302 1297 1349 1383 1378 
1920 14121 1449 1450 1488 1484 1552 1582 1610 161. 1584 1565 1556 
1921 mgi 1549 1491 1457 1427 1416 1408 1398 1387 1371 1347 1318 
1922 1304 1313 1326 1344 1342 13G4 1386 1394 1367 '1383 1317 

! 
1923 1374

1 

1371 1373 1422 1439 147u 1481 1495

1 

1479 1451 1454 1448 
1924 1441 1428 1428 1419 1431 1409 1411 H09 1394 1402 ·1430 1472 
1925 1424 ' 1428 1437 1435 1446 1456 1463 1470 1477 H~O 1481 1502 
1926 1501 I 1497 1537 1553 1551 1535 1[,28 1525 1522 

In regard to food prices, the highest point was reached in Septembtlt',1920, 
viz., 102 per cent. above J uly,19.14. Subsequently the prices ef food 
declined in eutlh month until in February, 192'2, they were lower,,,than in 
January, 1919. Then the index number began to move upwards with some 
-fluctuations. In 1923, when there were increases in such important items 
as dairy products and meat, food became dearer. During 1924 the prices 
declined slowly until the end of the year when they commenced ,to rise again. 
The upw,ard movement was fairly continuous throughout the foll()M~g: year. 

Rents declined slowly from November, 1914, until the end of 191$,; and 
they did not regain the pre-war ievel until July, 1919. Subsequently" there 
was a gradual increase until the second quarter of 1923 when the average 
remained stationary until the end of the year at a high level, viz., '26:6 per 
cent. higher than in July, 1914. In 1924 the upward movement, recom
menced. ( 

There was only slight variation in rents during 1925, the average showed 
a tendency to decline in the second and third quarters, but was somewhat 
bigher at the end than at the beginning of the year. . .' .. ' . .' "; .• _ , ~ t. 
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. In tt926 the Oommonwealth Statistician introduced a change in respect 
of rus collection of data relating to rents. Agents supplying quarterly 
returns were asked to quote the actual average rent of the houses of each 
class instead of the average predominant rental, as in former years. It is 
probable that the increase recorded in the first quarter of the year was due 
in a large measure to this change in method rather than t<J an increase in 
rents; In thefolJowing q uartertheaverage was the same asinthe March quarter. 

Comparison with other Countries. 
The following statement shows the increases since July, 1914, in the 

retail prices of the prin'Cipal articles of food in other countries. The 
figures for the oversea countries have been taken from the "London 
LabollJ.' Gazette" and other official SOUl'ces; those relating to France and 
to Sweden include fuel and lighting. The particuIars for the Australian 
States relate to the capital cities :-

Country. 

I Percentage Incro"" ... in Retail Food PrI_ since July; 1914. 

July, I· July, I July, II July, I July, \ July, I July, I 
1919. 1920. 1921. 1922. 1928. JQU. 1925. , , 

July, 
1926. 

N~w South Wales .... \ 
Victoria. ... • .. 
Queensland 
South Australia 
Western Australia ... 
Tasmauia .. , 

Australia 

New Zelitand ... 
South Africa ... 
United States 
Canada ..• 
United Kingdom 
Denmark .. , 
Sweden ... 
N orway7 .• -
Italy (Milan) .... 
France (Paris) 

u ~ U "I ~ G "II ~ « ]~ • M hl W n ~ 
63 99 67 51 63 58 64 7l 
36 92 48 43 ~4 45 49 51 
42 63 50 37 41 41 46 42 
~ ~ ~ 00 ~ W G ~ 

------------1-----------
41 94 61 4& I 64 49 51 60 

« n M « a i 0 ~ a 
39 97 39 ]6 j]6 17 2u 16 
86 115 45 39 I 44 40 59 54 
86 121 48 38 I 37 34 41 49 

109 l1i8 120 80 tJ2 62 67 61 
H2 153 136 84 i

l
' 88 100 110 59 

210 197 1:32 79 60 I 59 69 56 
]89 219 195 133' 118 14'8 160 98 
20,1, 345 406 392 I 396 408 502 I 509 
161 273 206 ]91 2:Jl 260 321 474 

.. June. 

The price level of food C<Jrnmodities in New South Wales in recent months 
h8.& been higher in eomparison with July, 1914~ than in the other Australian 
;States except Queensland and Victoria. The index numbers shown above 
may not be used for exact comparisons between countries owing to differences 
in the scope of the data, and in methods of compilation, but they indicate 
that the highest level in most of the countries enumerated was reached in 1920. 

,\VnoLEsALE AND RETAIL PRICES-INDEX NUMBERS OOMPAREB. 

A eompaxisoll of the index numbers of wholesale and retail priees 'as 
published. in tJhi~ chapter shows that after 1914 the wholesalepl'ice index 
nunrben ·rOBe to a level far above that of the retail price index numbers. 
This is due mainly to the fact that the former al·e based on the prices of a 
wide range of commoditim; while the latter relate only to food and groceries 
and housing. The prices of food and groceries did not increase as much 
as those of many other groups of commodities. M{)reover the inclusi<Jn of 
rent i:q compiling the retail price index numbers kept. them at the lower 
level 'as' the rents of e~isting houses did not advance to the same extent as 
prices of materials for building new dwellings. Thus in 1920, when whole
sale prices were at the pe.ak. building materials were 142 per cent. dearer, 
and rents were less than 40 :Pe'X cent. higher, than in !Pll. 

A comparison of the ,annual .index numbers of wholesale and retail prices 
is shown in the graph on page 6ff5. 
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l1fD£X 'lfUMBEltS~RI'CES AWl) WAGES-SYDNEY, 1901tti1.925. 
;>-~.' ; 
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The numbers.at the side of the graph represent the index nilmber~ of prices and of wages with the yea" 
HUt as a base = 1000, The dia.gram is. a ratio graph, and, the vertica.l scale being logarithmic, the rise or 
falLof each curve represents the percentage of chan.ge. Equal· distances Oil the scale r~pl'esent the -saIne 
percentage of changerdoud when the curves run parallel, they indk-atu an increase or decrease in equal 
proportion. 

COST OF LIVTIW. 

For the purpose of measuring the extent of var.iations in the cost of living 
it.is usual to distribute the expenditure or a family into nve main cl!}sses, 
viz., food and groceries, rent, fuelundlight, clothing, and mis<;el1aneous 
items, and, ,having ascertained the rise or :Dan in respect OT eaoo. class,to. 
weight the variation in each group Tor -the purpose of calculating the 
increase or decrease in the general cost of living. The weight to be 
assigned tD each group varies in accordance with the amount of income, 
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the ~xpenditure on the primal necessities of food and shelter being pro
portl6'nately greater when the income is small, As, however, the question 
of the 'cost of living is studied largely in relation to wages and the standard 
of living in respect of persons of moderate means, it is customary to con
sider;j~e ratio of the component groups of expenditure on a basis of the 
wageJof an unskilled worker, 

In New South Wales a living wage determination made by the Board of 
Trade in 1919 showed the following proportions, viz" food and groceries, 41 
per cent,; rent, 20 per cent,; fuel and light, 4 per cent,; clothing, 18 per 
cent,; 'and miscellaneous, 17 per cent, In comparison with these propor
tions the standard adopted by the Oommonwealth Basic ,Wage' Oommission 
in 1920 is similar in respect of food, rent, and fuel, but the proportion is 
higher for clothing and lower for miscellaneous items, The Oommission's 
standard was as follows: food and groceries, 40 per cent,; rent, 19 per 
cent,; fuel and light, 4 per cent,; clothing, 23 per cent,; miscellaneous, 14 
per cent, 

Cost of Food-Change in Regimen, 
The index numbers on page 683 show the movement in the retail prices of 

food on the basis of a fixed regimen, It is recognised however thl1t varia
tions in the actual CORt of food depend also upon changes in dietary, which 
is adjusted to meet changes in prices and in supplies, The combined effect 
upon the food bill of a family of five persons of changes in prices and in the 
consumption of the principal food commodities is il'lustratedl in the following 
table, vIn calculating the C08t, the average consumption per member of the 
family in 1925 is assumed to have been equivalent to the general average per 
head OIfupopulation as shown on page 663, and corresponding figures have 
been us~d for the year 1914, An exception has been made in regard to flour 
and sugar, of which the quantities have been reduced to make allowance for 
the quantities included in bread, jam, etc, 

FruHhmd vegetables, except potatoes, have been excluded on account of 
the itnpi)ssibility of obtaining prices which would be properly comparable, 
principally owing to seasonal variations and to the difficulty of estimating 
the consumption, . 

.' , ArtiCle, 
I [ 1914, 

i Unit ,of j r 

j
Quanttty,I Weekly Average Weekly 

CO~i~~~lp. Price. Cost. 
I WOO>~ I >OM, 

'j 

B'1f; d, S, d, I d, s, d, 
Beef .. , .. , ... lb, 12'8 5'3 5 7'8 12'0 7'5 7 6'0 Mutton,,,, .. , .. , lb, 8'1 4'8 3 2'9 5'3 8'8 310'6 
Pork 'hS;rC .. , ... lb. '3 10'3 3'1 '4 14'3 5"1 Bacon .an Ham ... lb. '9 11'0 9'9 1'1 17'5 1 7'3 Fish-'F~sh. ete. .. lb. '8 9'5 7'6 '9 16'0 1 2'4 

" 
PIteserved .. ' lb. '4 10'5 4'2 '4 20'4 8'2 Potato€s ... .. , lb. 14'4 '9 

I 
1 1'0 11'1 2'1 1 11'3 

Flour "0' , ... lb. 4'0 1'4 5'6 4'0 2'5 10'0 
B:eal} f"":' ... , .. 21b.loaf 10,0 3'5 

I 
2 ll'O 9'5 5'5 4 4'3 

RICe' -,' .. .. , , .. lb. '8 3'0 2'4 '5 3'4 1'7 Sagoitnd Tapioca ... lb. '2 2'7 ·a '2 3'9 0'8 
Oatm~l... ... ... , Ib, '5 2'6 1'3 '0 3'7 1'9 
Sugar ... ... 

'''1 
lb. 6'0 2'7 1 4'2 6'0 4'6 2 3'6 

Jam ... ... ... lb. 1 '6 5'0 8'0 1'0 8'5 8'5 
Butter .. , ... lb. 2'9 14'2 3 5'2 3'0 20'~ 5 0'9 
Cheese ... ... 1 lb. '3 10'6 3'2 '3 14'2 4'3 
Milk-Fresh· ... ..,[ qt. 7'7 5'3 3 4'8 8'2 7'8 5 4'0 
Tea. .. , .. , '" lb. '7 15'8 11 ~1 '8 27'7 1 10'2 
Coffee I oz . 1'3 1'1 1'4 1'1 1'7 1'9 ... . .. ... : 

Total ~-... ~ -,:.~1-25-11-'2 ,--- ---lasTs 
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The weekly expenditure on the commodities enumerated rose fr~mr..~s. 
1lid. in 1914 to 388. Hd. in 1925-an increase of 49 per cent. The meatl;lAl 
increased from 9s. 1Ud. to 13s. 5M., while the expenditure on milk.ugd 
butter rose from 6s. 1Dd. to 105. 5d. 

Taking rent into consideration-the average being 20s. in 1914 and,W:i\. 
in 1925-the total weekly expenditure was 45s. llid. as compared wjth 
65s. Hd. and the increase per week during the period amounted to 1.9<.8~d., 
which represents 43 per cent. " 

An intere~ting comparison may be made bet~een the increase in the ho~~()
hoM expendIture on food calculated on the basIs of the average consumptIOn 
of the various commodities in each year, and the increase in the prices of 
f(lod as indicated by the index numbers which are computed on the basis of 
a fixed regimen, as those shown in the table on page 682. In 192(}-the year 
in which prices reached the peak-the average consumption of the com
moditi·?s enumerated above decreased and the average expenditure was only 
G5 per cent. greater than in 192'4, though the general level of food prices was 
86 per cent. higher. Since 1920 the difference in the regimen as compared 
with 1914, has lessened, and in 1925 the increase in the average expenditure 
-49 per cent. over that of 1914--was approximate to the increase in the 
price level, viz., 54 per cent. 

Cost of Clothing. 
The mea~urement of changes in the cost of clothing presents such great 

difficulty that this item is frequently omitted from official investigations,~nd 
it is often assumed that variations in the general cost of living may be 
determined with a reasonable degree of accuracy by the measurement of the 
groups, food and shelter. The ·chief difficulty in regard! to the dothing gJ!1i)UP 

lies in the determination of standards owing to the vast range of ar:t~cle3 
of clothing. numerous grades of quality, and rapid changes in fashiowand 
design. The group is, however, of such importance that in 1921 arrange
ments were made with a number of large retail firms in Sydney to supply 
par.tic~lars showing the movement of the prices of clothing SiIJ.$Y~;fhe 
begmmng of t,he war period. . 

Tht' lists sent to the firms included forty-two of the principal articles of 
clothing fora man, woman, school boy, school girl, and a young child (not an 
infant in arms); also fourteen items of piece goods, sewing cotton and 
knitting wool. It was not considered practicable to attempt to collectAdata 
concerning articles of the same quality nor even of the same material, and 
the firms were asked to quote the price as in January and in July oLeach 
;year of each item of the quality usually purchased by persons of moderate 
)ncans. 

In order to form a price-index to indicate the general trend of the cosf of 
clothing, budgets were prepared from the quotations of each ,firm to rep/:ell.ent 
the annnal replacements for a man, a woman, and for eachchiliC

1
;:the 

replacements of the various al1ticles being approximately the same as those in 
the indicator list used by the Australian Basic Wage Oommission in 1920. 
An average was taken of the January and July budgets for each unit 'Of t,~e 
family to obtain an average for each year. The averages were added 'to 
obtain an annual expenditure for a family, and the aggregates wereJl~d 
as tbe basis of the following index numbers, which were rounded-off 'and 
re1ated to 1914 100. 

Year. Index Number. Year. Index Number. 
1914 ... 100 1920 ... 215 
1915 ... 110 1921... 200 
1916 ... 120 1922... 175 
l!H7 ... 140. 1923 ... 161) 

,v,' 

19UL lRO 19'24 ... 165 
1919 .. 190 1925 ... 16:) 
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The' index numbers show that the cost of clothing rose by about 10 per 
cent. during 1915 and 1916, and the rate of increase was more rapid in the 
following years until 1920, when the index number was 115 per cent. higher 
than in 1914. In 1921 there was a decline which brought the prices back 
to~l.i level just double the prices in 1914. In the succeeding two years there 
were successive reductions of 12 per cent. and 6 per ~ent. In 1924 there 
was not an appreciable change in the general level of prices of clothing, 
and in 1925 there was a decline of about 3 per cent. 

The method of taking as a basis of a price index the predominant price 
paid at various dates by a certain section of the people, viz., those with 
woderate incomes, does not preserve an identity of standard but involves to 
somp extent changes in quality. In normal times the standard of clothing 
used by any section of the community, B.g., unskilled workers, changes very 
slowly and would n{)t vary appreciably within a decade. The period under 
review, however, was characterised by violent changes, social and economic, 
wilii'ch were reflected in every phase of national life. In the earlier years of 
the war prices of food rose much more rapidly than wages, thus necessitating 
economy, which would naturally be reflected in the matter of clothing 1110re 
readily than in the food group. Subsequently an expansion of the cur
rency, beavy Government expenditure and an improvement in the return 
from primary production, created an atmosphere of arti:ficial prosperity. and 
as wages increased it is reasonable to suppose that a higher standard of 
clothing bec!\me general amongst the majority of the population. [n 1920 it 
became apparent that prices had reached a maximum, and consumers began 
to restrict their purchases in expectation of a decline. 

The 'position in regard to clothing was affected in 1921 by excessive im
portations, but merchants, faced with the difficulty of selling a large supply 
of goods on a falling market, endeavoured to avoid drastic reductions in 
respect of goods which they had purchased when prices were. abnormally 
high. 

Cost of Iluel and lvliscellaneou.s Expenses. 

The cost of fuel and light forms the smallest of the groups of family 
expenditure, but substantial increases which have occurred since 1914 have 
had an arpprooiahle effect upon the cost of living. 

Kerosene is included in the list of food and groceries, and the average 
retail prices are shown on page 676. Gas for household use in ,Sydney was 
!r!lised by various increases from 3s. 6d. per 1,000 'cubic feet in July, 1914, 
to 5s. 9d. in November, 1920. In 1922 the price declined, and successive 
reductions of 2d. per 1,000 cubic feet occurred. on 1st May and 4th August, 
1922; 1st January, 1923, and 2nd February, 1925. The price was increased 
from 5s. 2d. to 58. 4d. on 13th November, 1925, to 5s. 7d., on 19th J anu
ary, and to 5s. 8d. on 17th .T uly, 1926. Coal was about 75 per cent. dearer 
in 1923 than in 1914, having risen from 24s~ 6d. per ton to 43s. 7d. in 
.1922. The price receded slightly to 42s. per ton during the year 1923, but has 
sincee increased to 43s. 6d. Firewood increased in price from 28s. per t{)n in 
July, 1914, to 45s. in 1924. 

Almost all the items of miscellaneous expenditure have become dearer; for 
instance, fares by train, tmm, and ferry, ·which are an important factor. 
General increases amounting to about 66 per cent. were made in railway 
fares between July, 1914, and N ovcmber, 1920. A reduction was made in 
May, 1924, and the decreases in second-class suburban fares up to 34 miles 
ranged from 3 to 11 per cent. Tram fares up to 31st March, 1914, were 
charged at the rate of Id. per ,section, then the fare for the second section 
was raised to Hd., the fare'-{or two or more sections remaini.ng ·unchanged. 
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Since 6th November, 1920, tram fares have been charged at thee·following 
rates :-Onesection 2d., two sections 3d., three sections 4d., four sections 5d., 
five and six sections 6d. Increases have been made also in the fares charged on 
the majority of Sydney Harbour ferry routes. For instance, the monthly 
season ticket rates from Circular Quay to Milson's Point, were raised by 
successive increases from 4s. 9a. for men in July, 1914, to 8s. in August, 
1921, when they reached the highest rate. The corresponding charges for 
women's tickets were 3s. 6d. and 65. 9d. In August, 1922, a reduction of 
ls. 3d. was made in respect of both rates, but in October, 1923, the prices 
were restored to the level of August, 1921. 

The prices of the daily newspapers which had been raised during 1919 
and 1920 reverted to the former. charge of ld. per co.py at the beginning of 
July, 192'2. 

For pORtage additional charges werc imposed on letters, etc., in October, 
1918, and further increases were made in October, 1920, when letter rates 
were raised by ~d. per toz., and fees for telephone calls, except in small 
country exdhanges, were increased by 25 per cent., and increases ranging up 
to 50 per cent. were made in the charges for telegrams. Postal charges were 
reduced in October, 1923, the charge for letters being fixed at ltd. per oz. 

Oontributions to friendly societies amounted on an average to about ls. 3d. 
per week in 1914 and to ls. Hd. in 1925. Subscriptions to trade unions, 
which range from 6d. to 1s. per week, have remained constant. 

ThB retail price of tobacco has increased by 75 per cent. since 1914. The 
average price of plug tobacco of popular brand was lOs. 6d. per lb. in 1925 
as compared with 6s. in 1914. .• 

Index numbers to represent the variations in the cost of fucl and light 
used by a family of moderate means are shown below. They have been 
calculated by weighting the ,average prices of ,coal, firewood', and gasl,in 
IIKlcordance with the 'quantity consumed annually. The index numbers 
of miscellaneous items are approximate only, being baEled on the items 
enumerated above. Prices in 1914 were taken as a base and called 100. 

Cost of Cost of Cost of Cost of 
Year. Fuel. Miscellaneous Year. Fuel. Misccllaneous 

Expenses. Expenses.' 

19H 100 100 1920 140 140 
1915 102 102 1921 160 145 
1916 105 102 19:t2 165 140 
1917 115 105 1923 165 135 
1918 120 llO 1924 165 135 
1919 130 115 1925 160 135 

Increases in the cost of fuel and light up to 1921 were somewhat lower 
than the increases in food prices, and the index numbers continued to rise 
until the following year. :Miscellaneous items apparently increased slowly 
until 1920, when they were about 4'0 per cent. above 1914 prices, and a fur
ther rise occurred in the following year. The index number has since 
dropped below the 1920 level. 

Changes in the Cost of Living. 

A fair indication of the changes in the total cost of living may be obtained 
by summarising the index numbers of the cost of the various items discussed 
above, assigning to each group a weight in accordance with the;ratio its 
cost bears to the total family expenditure. 
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The weights applied in the following table are as follow:-Food an<J 
groceries 41, rent 20, clothing 20, fuel and light 4, miscellaneous items 15. 
They represent an approximate mean of the ratios in the official standards 
of the Sydney living wage fixed by the Board of Trade in 1919 and the 
~ydn~,<;ost ~f living ~age as determined by the Basic Wage Oommission 
ill 192U~~ It IS not claImed that the results are an exact measure of the 
chang(f~; eland they are put forth only as a rough indication of the move~ 
ment in the general cost of living since 1914. 

Ye-ar. ,I' Food apd ,I \ 
J GrocerIes. Rent. \ Clothing. I Fuel. 

1 

Miscellaneous 1 Gene~l Increase in C'ast 
Items. of Living since 1914. 

19U 100 I 100 100 100 I 100 i 
1915 121 I 95 110 102 102 I about i'o per cent. 
1916 131 95 120 105 102 I " 

15 
" 1!Jl7 133 95 140 115 105 I 25 
" I " 1918 134 97 160 120 llO 

" 
30 

" 1919 154 100 190 130 115 i 
" 

45 
" 1920 186 110 215 140 , 140 

" 
70 " 1921 164 115 200 160 145 I 60 

i " " 1922 147 120 175 165 140 
" 

50 
" 1923 157 126 165 165 l35 I 

" 
50 

" 19-24 150 132 165 Hi5 135 I " 
50 

" 1925 : .... 15,1 135 160 160 135 I 50 
i " " 

~ I 

In the-years 1915 ,and 1916 food prices increased more rapidly than the 
cost of allY other group, while rents declined. Between 19H) and 1918 there 
was littl~change in the index number of food prices, but clothing prices 
advanced-l'apidly. Both these groups reached a maximum in 1920, when 
clotihingp'rices were more than double the pre-war prices, and food was 
86 per cef~t. higher. In the other groups the variation was not so marked, 
the rise being continuous throughout the period but slower. On the whole 
the cosCof)iving, which rose by about 30 percent. during the war period, 
increasell.IJ{O H greater extent during the two years 1919 and 1920, after the 
armistice "\Vas declared. In each of the two following years there was a 
drop of a,b9-ut 5 per cent. In the years 1923 to 1925 there was not an appre
ciable change in the general average cost. 

A. comparison of the results obtained' by measuring the movement in the 
cost of living since 1914 on the,basis of the cost of (1) food and rent ouly, 
and (2),,#11 items of family expenditure shows that in 1915 and 1916 and in 
1923 'both methods gave practically the same result, but in the intervening 
years the increase in the cost of all items was much greater than the increase 
in respect of food and rent only. In 1925 the cost of the food and rent was 46 
per centr4igher, and the cost of all items about 50 per cent. higher than in 
1914. I" 
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EMPLOYMENT. 
Informa tion.regarding the occupations of the people is obtained onlYI~.t the 

Census, and statistics relating to the periods between the Census 4ates are 
restricted mainly to certain classes of employment in the primary industries 
and in manufacturing establishments, 

The results of the last Census indicate that in April, 1921, the bread
winners numbered 884,104, of whom 713,169, or 81 per cent, were males, . A 
summary of the statistics relating to occupations is shown below:-

Occupations. 

Professional ... 
DODlt!StiC 
Commercial,., ... .. 

Number of P.",ons, I 
-Males, I Females I To;':;:-I 

48,543 29,2331 n,776 1 
20,7R6 60,904 ~1,6fO 

Proportion to Total. 

Male., I Females I Total, 

pH per per 
cent. cent. cent. 
4'57 2'85 3'72 
1'95 5'93 3'91 

10'11 S'04 6'64 107,474 31,270 138,744 
81,826 2,6~3 M,519 7'70 '26 4'04 Transport and Communication .. 

Industria.1 ••. • •. 
Prima,ry Producers-

Agricultural .. , 
Pastoral and Dairying 
Mining 
Other 

Total Primary ... 

Ind<pendent .. , 

Total Breadwinners 

Dependents 
Not stated 

Total 

243,862 40,800 284,668 22'94 3'97 lS'62 

&3,598 910 94,508 g'80 '09 4'52 
63,525 2,044 65,569 5'98 '20 S'U 
32,841 76 32,917 S'09 '01 1'57 
15,593 123 15,716 1'47 '01 '75 

---- ---- ---- -----------
205,557 3,153 208,710 19'34 '31 9'98 
---- ---- ---- ------------

5,121 2,876 7,997 '48 '28 '38 
---- -------- -------- ---w-

... 713,169 170,935 884,104 67'09 16'64 42'~9 
---- -------- ---- ----~ 

'" 349,789 856,463 1,206,252 32'91 83'36 ~;'71 
8,M3 1,472 lU,015 " ----------- ------------

.. 1,071,501 1,028,870 2,100,371 100 100 0 ioo 

The majority of the people are classified as dependents, the Klilrierical 
importance of the group being due to the fact that it 'includes, as well 
as children, women engaged in domestic duties for which wages ate !lot paid. 

The breadwinners, as recorded at the Census of 1921, are classified in age 
groups in the following table:_'ii"oo, 

I Breadwinners, 
Proportion of Bread, 

win ners to total in each 
Age Group, 

Proportibil of Bread, 
winners;in each Age 

GB'~.'~~nt~!~!, 
Age Group, I 

-- Ma:-- -1- Fem,,~es:-I- Total. Males. 

I 1 Per cent, Per cent, Per ce~~ Per cent, 
Under 15 .. , 9,488 3,880 II 1:1,368 2'8 1'2 1'3 2'3 
15-19 .. , 76,469 :i9,612 1l6,mn 866 45'7 10 8 2:1'2 
20-24 .. , 81,293 36,171 117,464, 9S1 408 ·11;( 21'2· 
25-29 .. , 86,355 22,725 109,080 9!l-( 25'0 1~.n 13'3 

r --·-·1--------

\ Females, Males, :l~'em"les, 

30-34 .. , 91,541 15,932 107,473 99'8 18'1 I 12'9 9'4 
35-39 .. , 79,252 J2,6:18 91,890 998 16'7 II'l 7'4 
40-44 .. , 66,397 10,125 76,522 99'8 16'3 9'~ b'9 
45-49 ,.. 54,365 1l,377 62,,42 99'9 16'5 7'7 4'9 
50-54 ,.. 411,744 6,929 55.673 99'9 16':1 6'9 ('I 
65-59 .. , 41,287 5,345 I 46,632 99'9 ]5:1 58 3'1 
60-64 '" 32,008 3,932 36,840 99'S Il1'9 4'6 2'3 
65 and over 43,226 4,907' 48,133 99'5 II'7 6'1 2'9 
Not stated.. 1,844 362 I 2,'W6 .. , .. , .. ' , .. 

Total .. , 7i3,i69l7<\935r884,104~il--)6;-I-l00 -100 
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The proportion of breadwinners amongst males under 15 years of age 
is lees than 3 per cent., but the ratio increases rapidly ,during the nam five 
years of age, so that the proportion of dependents amongst adult males is 
very small. On the other hand the proportion of breadwinners amongst 
females is highest in the age group 15-19 years, viz., 45 ,7' per cent., and it 
decIiIlBs considerably between the ages 25 and 35 years. 

Of the tota1 breadwinners of each sex 23 per cent. of rthemales and 41 
per cent. of the females were under 25 years of age; 69 per cent. and 83 per 
cent. respectively ,were under 45 years. 

The proportion of breadwinners amongst males and females in each age 
group as recO'1'ded at each census since 1901 is shown below:-

Proportion of Breadwinners to Total in each A~ Group. 

Age Group. Males. Females. 

1901. 1911. 1921. 1901. 1911. 1921. 

----------'------------------.--~------:--------

Under 15 ... 
15-19 
20-24 
25-44 
45-59 
60-64 
65 and oYer 

Total ... 

The most notable featnre of the comparison is the increase in the l1atio of 
breadwinners amongst females under age 25 years and the decrease at 
older ages. The increase WAS greatest in the group 15-19 years, and it has 
been 'COntinuous since 1901. In the ,group 20-24 years the proportion 
decLined ibetween. 1901 and 1911, then moved to a higher level during the 
succeeding decennium. Amongst women over 65 years the proportion of 
breadwinners has declined by 56 per cent. since 1901, though the proportion 
amongst men of similar ages ,has increased. 

An analysis of the results of each Oensus shows, however, that for com
parative purposes the figures relating to the occupations of women are not 
satisfactory, these intercensal variations being due wholly or in part to 
changes in the designations used by persons supplying particulars regarding 
their occupations. 

Particulars regarding the grade of employment of the persons in various 
occupations were published in the 1922 issue of the " Year Book" at page 
439. 

Returns regarding the number of persons employed in the principal rural 
industries of the State are collected annually, but the information is not 
com~arable willi the census figures, because it relates only to persons engaged 
regularly on rural 'holdings of one acre or over. It includes occupier'! 
and managers and members of their families, who work constantly on a 
holding, but temporary hands and contract workers engaged for harwsting, 
shearing, etc., are omitted. Moreover, the census figures relate toa specific 
date, and the distribution of the workers amongst rthe several branches of 
rural industry differs materially 'from the annual records which show the 
average number employed, whose distribution is determined usually in. 
accordance with the main purposes for which each holding was useQ. during 
the year. . 

• 
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In regaroto the number of females employed in rural industries, consider
able difficulty is experienced in oibtaining satisfactory statistics, owing to tho 
.fact that a large number of vromen and girls, especially on dairy farms, are 
employed only partly in rural production in conjunction with their domestic 
duties. Usually they do not receive wages, and at a census they are classified 
as dependents. In the annual returns there is a tendency to include them as 
rural workers, consequently a wide discrepancy arises between the census and 
the annual records, the latter 'being overstated. ,Since 1919 greater care has 
been exercised in the collection of the annual returns in regard to women 
.engaged in rural pursuits, and the collectors have been instructed to exclude 
women engaged primarily in domestic duties. 

The following statement shows the number of persons engaged in the 
-various branches of rural industry in various years since 1911. In regard 
to female employees, it is estimated that the returns for the years prior to 
1919-20 included 12,000 women wholly employed in domestic duties, and the 
figures for those years have been amended, so that the numbers quoted in the 
table represent the numbers as returned, less 12,000:-

I 
Agriculture, 1 

Poultry, Pi~, and I Dairying. rasroral. Total, Rurallndustrie~. 

Y~r. I ~~::.I Males. \ Females"I-~~~:~l-;::;:· Males. I F~ales·1 Total. 

1911 \58,299 [1,1411127,488111,293143,387 770. 129,Ii411" 13,20.411142,378 

1916-Ii I 155,122 I 1,216 22,363112,0.41: 38,60.7 820. 116,o.92 14,0.77 130.,169 

1921-22 48,571 1,411 29,660!1 14,5il 142,674 860. 120.'90.5116'8121137'747 

1922~23 49,444 1,421 29,170. 13,882 i 42,285 l,!20. 12o.,8W 16,423 137,322 

I I I I 1923-24 48,176 1,0.52 28,980.. 13'59414~'196 624 1120,352115,270 135,622 

'192(-25 147,785 956 3o.,329! 14,707 4'>,11\ 5921123,2251 16,'255
1

139,480 

The number of workers in the rural industries, being affected by seasonal 
conditions, is subject to great fluctuation. The number engaged in cultivat· 
ing, etc., has declined since 1911, though the area under cultivation ha~ 
increased, the greater use of machinery having lessened the need for workel'$ 
:in agriculture. It is probable also that the decrease in the labour engaged 
permanently has b€en offset, to some extent, by the employment of contract 
workers. Details regarding the labour engaged in relation to machinery used 
in cultivating are shown in the chapter relating to the agricultural industry." 

The nunlb€r of dairy workers decreased between 1911 and 1918, but has 
increased considerably since. In the pastoral industry the number does not 
usually vary greatly from year to year, except in very dry seasons~ 
when additional labour is required ,to tend the flocks and herds under severe 
-drought conditions. On the w!lole, the number of men engaged permanently 
in rural pursuits in 1924-25 was 4 per cent. less than the average of the three 
years prior to the war, alld .apparently the number of women :has increased, 
the majority being engaged in dairying. . 

The rural workers in 1924-25 included 68,819 men and 1,390 women, 
who wefe classed as working proPfietors, i.e., owners, lessees, or share
farmers working on the holdings; 17,673 men .and 13,636 women were classed 
as relatives employed oonstantly,but not receiving wages; and 36,733 men 
and 1,229 women, including managers and r€latives, ~:re receiving wages. 

1l72Q ·-B 
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Annual r~turns relating to employment are collected also in respect of 
miniug and other primary industries and the manufacturing industries, 
and the figures for various years since 1911 are summarised in the follow-. 
ing statement. The particulars for 1916-17 and subsequent years relate to 
the twelve months ended 30th June, except those showing the employment 
in mines, which are for the calendar years ended six months later. In 
regard to the manufacturing industries, employees in any establishment. 
with fewer than four persons have not been included unless machinery was 
used in the factory;-

--------.-._--------- -- .. ------.~ ----------------

,;t ~I i 

1 __ -

I Rural ~·c -0.51 I Manufacturing. 'fotal. In?us- ~.2; ~ Mining. 

Yep,r. I trIes. '.~ ... 
""'10< ... 

I----~~ I Females·l-Total. I Males. I Males. I llales. I Females. I Total. Males. Total. 

---r -----1-- ----

1911 i 142,318 6,000 33,367 82,083 \26,541 I 10S,624 250,624 39,745 290,369 

1916-171130,169 6,503 28,777 88,910 i 29,087 117,997 240,279 43,164 283,443 
I I 

1921-22 137,747 6,900 . 25,820 112,362136,514 148,876 265, 987 1 53,356 319,343 

1922-23 137,322 6,900 28,125 115,287 37,299 152,586 271,211 53,722 32,1,,933 

1923-24 135,622 7,800 28,778 121,845 37,829 159,674 278,775 53,099 331,874 

1924-251 13!l,480 8,300 30,001 126,496 39,264 165,760 288,022 55,519 I 3,1,3,541 

The figures relating to the mmmg industry are exclusive of employees 
engaged in treating minerals at the place of production, and already included 
in the returns of the manufacturing industries, viz., those engaged in the 
manufacture of coke at coke works, in the manufacture of lime, cement, etc., 
at limestone quarries, and in the treatment of ores at mines. The number 
of miners, as stated for the last five years, includes fossickers, who num
bered 533 in 1925. In view of the small output which they obtained, it is 
probable they were not wholly employed in fossicking. 

In the·eoaland shale mines employment increased from-17,247 in 1911 
to 18,534 in 1914, and a decline of about 2,000 occurred during the war 
period, when the export trade was restricted. During the, last six years 
there has been a steady increase in the number of coal-miners, 24,038 being 
employed in 1925. 

In other mines there was a steady decline in the number of miners from 
16,120 in 1911 to 10,120 in 1915, then the numiber began to rise with an 
increased demand for industrial metals. In 1919 there was an extensive 
industrial dislocation in the Broken Hill district, and in later years the 
condition of the metal market was unsatisfactory. As a result the number 
fell as low as 4,116 in 1922, but during the last three years there has been 
an improvement and the number in~reased to 5,963 in 1925. 

In the manufacturing industry a steady increase was interrupted by the 
outbreak of war and the consequent diminution in the supply of male labour. 
In 1918-19 the number of male employees rose above the pre-war level, 
and it has continued to increase, the figure in 1924-25 being 36 per cent. 
above the pre-war level. The increase was fairly ge.neral in all classes of 
factories, though it was greatest in metal and machinery works, the number 
being 2,000 more than in the preceding year. The number of females 
employed in manufacturing establishments increased in each year between 
1914-15 and 1919-20, then slackness in the tailoring and' dressmaking 
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~stablishments caused a reduction, but in the following year the number 
increased beyond the former level.. The majority of female factory workers 
are engaged in the clothing trades, and fluctuations in the number of 
employec>! reflect generally the conditions of those industries. In 1924-25 
it showed an increase of 1,000 female employees. 

GorM'nment Employees. 

In N C'I> South vVales there is a large number of persons employed by 
the State and Oommonwealth Goyernments. In addition to services such 
as educa-tion, police, justice, health, lands, works, etc., the State owns rail
ways, tramways, and wharves, and engages in various industrial enterprises, 
<,.g., abattoirs, dockyards, quarries, brick and pipe works. Thus a large 
number of persons are in constant employment. The Oommonwealth 
services include posts, telegraphs and telephones, customs, taxation, and 
defence. 

The n'1mber of employees in New South Wales under the Orown as at 
30th June, 1925, is shown below. The figures include persons employed 
in the Government Savings Bank and in the Oommonwealth Bank, and 
at Oockatoo Island Dockyard, but they do not include those employed in 
'Connection with the Oommonwealth Shipping Line:-

Seryjces. 

I 
Permanent. I Temporary. I Total. 

---- ----- --------]--------c---
Males. iFemales. Males. [fell1ales.] Males.~~lales.1 _~~:al. 

~------------------~----
State- i I 

~~~~~'t~::~deT~~:!(1yS ~~:Z~g! 6,~gg Ik~~~' I,~~~ ~~:~~~ I:~~~ ~~:~~~ 
Hydlley Harbour Trust 2091 14 1,039 12 1,248 26 1,274 
'Vater Supply and Seweragel 1 

-Metropolitan and Hun. I 
tel' District ... ... 1,766 47 2,138 I 12 3,9~H 59 

\Yater Conservation and I I 
Irrigation Oommission... 346 ! 31 I 769 46 1, II5 .7 

3,963 

1,192 
. Metropolitan Meat Industry! . 

Board 5541 18 II 5;34 18 572 
Police 2,ml I 8 ". 3 2,971 11 2,982 
Sa\'ings Bank ...1,1)21! 22:1 35 I 2 \ 1,056 225 1,281 
Other... ... 590 I 41 6,262 i 133 6,852 174 7,026 

Total... ... 55,252 i 7,307 .127,377 1-2;3u9 I 82,629 9,616 92,245 
Commonwealth- ----1--- ----- ---- ------- ------

Public Service Commissioner 8,275 1,105 3,037 6i9 11,312 1,784 1:1,096 
Defence Department ... 1,563 ... I'" ... 1 ,56~ ... 1,563 
Repatriation Department.. 143 40 I 149 109 292 149 441 
Other ... .. ~1~II,091 1 ___ 7~ 1.438 ~ __ 1,682 

Total... ... 1.~,a2K !_h.3~I.. . 4'~~71' ., 860 1!.11~)51 '2,17: 16, 7~2 
Grand total ... t)D,5tlO I 8,-624 131,OD-l ,),169 9,,234!1l,793 109,027 

The figures in the table include the general labourers and navyies employed 
by the various public bodies. The wages staffs in the State services numbered 
61,871 persons, viz., 47,161 employed in connection with the railways and 
tramway.s, of whom 5,250 were employed in the construction and duplica
tion of lines; 9,090 on water conservation, sewerage, and harbour works, 
etc., and 5,620 in other services. 

U NEMPLOL\IENT. 

Particulars relating to unemployment are collected at the census; perSOllB 
being returned as unemployed who had been out of work for more than a 
week at the date of collection. The number of persons unemployed in 
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April, 1921, was 61.743, or 9"5 per cent. of the group emnr'acing salary and 
wage earners and the unemployed combined. The males numbered 54,092, 
or 10'6 per cent., and the females 7,651, or 5'5 per cent. At the previous 
census, in March, 1911, less than 4 per cent. of the male salary and wage 
earners, and 2'6 per cent. of the females were out of work. The proportions, 
indicate that entirely different industrial conditions prevailed in those years, 
the census of 1911 being taken during a period of high productive activity, 
whereas in .April, 1921, unemployment resulting from post-war disorganisa
tion was probwbly at a maximum . 

.At the census of 1921, persons were asked to state the cause of their 
unemployment. The information was not supplied in respect of 3,131 
persons. Of the remainder, 29,304 cases, or 50 per cent., were due to scarcity 
of employment; 14,573, or 25 per cent., to illness; 2,119, or 3'6 per cent., to 
industrial disputes; 1,852, or 3 per cent., to accident; ,and 863, or 1'5 per 
cent., to old age. The majority of males, viz., 53 per cent., were out of work 
on account of scarcity of employment, but illness was the principal cause of 
unemployment amongst women, 48 per cent. being idle for that reason. The 
duration of unemployment was stated in regard to 51,185 persons. Those 
unemployed for less than 5 weeks numbered 24,299, or 48 per cent.; from 
5 to 10 weeks, 9,395, or 18 per cent.; from 10 to 15 weeks, 5,237, or 10 pe~-
cent.; oyer 15 w3eks, 12,254, 0r 24 per cent. . 

In regard to intercensal periods, quarterly returns relating to the condition 
of employment amongst various classes. of workers are obtained from 
secretaries of trade unions, but many unions do not supply any information 
owing ;to lack of records. 

The secretarie3 are asked to state in their returns the number of members 
out of work for 3 days or more during a s'pecified week in each quarter, 
those out of work through strikes and lockouts being excluded. Unemploy
ment returns are not collected from unions of persons in permanent employ
ment, such as railway and tramway employees, nor from unions of persons 
whose emp10yment is casual, such as wharf labourers. The data are 
compiled by the Commonwealth Statistician. During the year 1925 returns 
were received from 102 unions with 166,062 members in New South Wales. 
and 18,252 members or 11 per cent. were reported to be unemployed. The 
corresponding figures for the year 1924 were 112 unions with 164,273 mem
bers, of whom 20,749 or 12-6 per cent. were unemployed. 'The yearly figures 
represent the average of the four quarters. 

Intermittency of Employment. 

In many industries a considerable loss of working time occurs even in 
normal periods on account of intermittency arising from various causes, but 
information regarding its extent is not availfrble except in respect of the 
coalmining industry, in which intermittency is a constant factor. For 
a numoor of years the Department of Labour and Industry has endeavoured 
to collect information relating to interruptions to work in the principal 
coal-mines. 

Particulars obtained from these records show that during the period of 
eleven years~1915-25-the average number of work-days was 271 per annum" 
after making allowances for Sundays, pay .saturdays, and regular public 
holidays. The days on which operations were suspended numibered, on an 
average, 63 per annum, or 2'3 per cent. of the total work-days; 23 days, or 8 
per cent., were lost through industrial disputes, and 40 days or 15 per cent. 
through other causes. Slackness of trade, owing to restrictions imposed on 
the {lxport of coal, was the cause of considerable loss during the war period. 
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The total loss of working time involved by the interruptions to WQl'k in 
the coal-mines during the last five years is shown below. The figures have 
been obtained by multiplying the numOOr of days on which the colliel'ies 
were idle by the number of employees affected, and hy classifying the work
ing-days lost according to the causes of the dislocations. 

Days Lost. 

Causes. 
1 1921. 1922. 

i 

1923. 1924. 

1 

Industrial disputes . .I359,366 I 468,869 851,241 544,771 i 
Truck shortage "'147,7751 13,753 30,022 26,960. 
Slackness of trade ... 354,'713 616,328 403,147 563,038 
Mine disabilities, etc. 110,296 I 120,348 121,478 126,363 
Deaths of employeesl 22,171 1 12,757 27,050 59,679 

1 

1925. 

I 
I 

6!~,20~1 
3/,18oi 

597,083
1 107,654 

20,921 

1921-1925. 

A verage I Per 
per cent. 

Annum. _IToOt~I. 

567,800 I 40'6 
31,139 i 2'2 

506,862 36'3 
117,228 8'4 
28,516 2'0 

Meetings, extra holi- i I 
days .. , ... 1 25,006 i 16,000 21,034 I 14,370 'I 18,678 19,017 1'4 

Other causes ... 3,052 I 1,200 6,2481 5,919 119,567 27,197 1'9 
Not stated .. , ... 1 60,052 I 75,881 157,304 68,978 139,9211 100,427 7'2 

Total ... 1982,431 1-1,325,136 1,617,524 '11,410,078,11,656,2121,398,2761100' 
I II! 

The average number of days lost on account of dislocations in this in
dustry during the period of five years amounted to 1,398,276 days per annum. 
Lack of trade or of shipping was responsible for 36'3 per cent. of the lo,ss,. 
and industrial disputes for 40'6 per cent. 

The loss through industrial disputes has shown an upward tendency 
throughout the period, though it was much greater in 1923 than in the 
following years. The loss, as stated in the table, represents the working 
days lost in each year thro1}gh disputes which commenced in that year, or 
at an earlier date. Further details relating to the disputes are shown on a. 
later page. 

,The number of employees in the coal-mining industry, as shown on an 
earlier page, is over 24,000, but as it is a fundamental industry, intermittency 
in mining opera:tions has a far-reaching effect on other industrifls and 
commercial enterprises. 

Relief of Unemployment. 
Measures for the reIief of unemployment are undertaken by the State 

Department of Labour and Industry, and are directed mainly towards the 
organisa;tion of the supply of labour, by means of labour exchanges, and th" 
assistance of destitute persons in need of sustenance while seeking employ
ment. 

A few of the trade unions provide for the payment of out-of-work OOnents 
to their memOOrs, but otherwise there is little insurance against unemploy
ment. The State has not instituted any fund fo.r the purpose, and there 
have not 'been any operations under a section of the Industrial Arbitration 
Act, which authorises the Government to subsidise from public revenue 
unemployment insurance, funds created by contributions of employers. and 
employees. 

State Labour Exchanges. 
The State labour exchanges are administered iu conjunction with the 

office dealing with assisted immigration. The exchanges are situated in the 
main industrial centres, Sydney, Newcastle, and Broken Hill, and there are 
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agencies in the principal country towns. The expenses are borne by the 
State, fees are not charged, and advances by way of loan may he made to 
enable persons to avail themselves of employment offered. 

The functions of the exchanges are to bring together intending employers 
and persons seeking employment, to encourage industrial training in skilled 
trades, to proyide suitaJble training for vagrant and other persons unsuited 
for ordinary employment, and to co-operate for these purposes with private 
employment agencies. 

In terms of the Returned Soldiers and .sailors Employment Act, em
ployers desiring to obtain employees are required to apply to a State labour 
exchange or to a committee dealing with the repatriation of soldiers and 
sailori. 

The operations of the State labour exchanges during the last seven years 
are s'hown below;-

1920 
1921 
1922 
]923 
1924 
1\)25 
1926 

36,825 
39,450 
4fl,803 
:n,159 
31,225 
37,510 
45,172 

Males. 

24,499 
31,7:)7 
25,789 
22,866 
23,060 
28,266 
28,403 

21,107 
29, \04 
24,763 
21,379 
21,490 
25,067 
~9,452 

6,809 
6,438 
5,448 
5,732 
5,455 
4,365 
4,138 

Private Employment Agencies. 

Females. 

9,517 
1O,3:H 
JO,9:~5 
11,843 
10,626 
9,940 
7,651 

6,091 
7,073 
7,551 
7,650 
7,031 
6,277 
5,676 

Private employment agencies are subject to supervision by the State 
.authorities in terms of the Industrial Arbitration (Amendment) Act, 1918. 
Such agencies may be conducted by licensed persons only, and they are 
required to keep registers of persons applying' for labour or employment, 
and of engagements made. The scale of fees chargeable is fixed by regula
tion, and if an applicant does not obtain labour or employment within 
-fourteen days, the fee must be repaid, less out-of-pocket expenses. Licensees 
are prohiibited from sharing fees with employers, and from keeping as 
lodgers persons seeking employment. 

At 30th June, 1926, there were 77 private agencies on the register, viz., 
'42 in Sydney, 17 in the suburbs, and 18 in country districts, 

TRADE UNIONS. 

Until 1881 trade unions in New South Wales were subject to Imperial 
legislation, by which the right to combine was recognised, but actions done 
in restraint of trade were penalised, and the unions lacked the power to 
safeguard their funds. The first legislation passed in New ISouth :Wales 
(the Trade Union Act of 188,1) is still in opemtion, though it was amended 
in 191E', by the Industrial Arbitration Act. 

Provision is made for the regi!'!tration of trade unions', the appointment of 
trustees. in whom the union property is vested, and for the constitution of 
rules. The use of union funds for political purposes is subject to the 
provisions of the Industrial Arbitration (Amendment) Act of 1918, and such 
payments must be made from a separate fund, to which contribution by 
members is optional 
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There are two classes of trade unions, viz., unions of employers and unions 
of employees. The latter constitute the bulk of the registered organisations, 
and a brief account of their development was published in the 1921 issue of 
the Year Book at page 553. 

'The introduction of a system of compulsory industrial arbitration in 1901 
led to an increase in the organisation of new trade unions, registration of 
employees' unions to bring them within the scope of the system being 
granted only to organisations registered undei' the Trade Union Act of 1881. 
It should be clearly understood, however, that an industrial union of 
employees is the same organisation as the, trade union bearing the same 
title, the term industrial union indicating merely that it has undergone dual 
registration lor the purposes of the administration of the Industrial 
Arbitration Act. 

After the introduction of the Oommonwealth system of industrial arbi
tration in 1904 some of the unions previously on the State regi,stry became 
merged into federal associations, but unless a union elects to be regulated 
exclusively under federal arbitration and conciliation the branch in New 
South Wales retains its registration under the Trade Union Act of 188l. 

Statistics relating to the trade unions of employees in the State are 
shown in the following statement for various years since 1911. The figures 
are not quite complete, as in every year some of the unions fail to supply 
returns to the 11egistrar:--

, 
i 

Unions Members. 

I 
I .t Fuuds at 

Year. of 

I 
._._-

I 
Receipts. IExpendl ure. end of 

Employees Males. Females. Total. I 
t 

Year. 

I 
i 

£ £ £ 
1911 179 145,784 4,743 I 150,527 157,202 146,757 112,494 

1916 202 218,609 12,941 I 231,550 241,644 249,691 21>2,950 
I 

1921 I 197 234,898 23,965 \ 258,863 
363,

067
1 

345,854 194,360 

1922 192 230,126 23,170 253,296 386,428 372,069 \ 213,520 

1923 184 224,042 24,157 248,199 620,870 1 006''''1 
232,480 

1924 177 223,928 26,987 250,915 416,620 387,867 262,559 

- ,------

At the end of the year 192'4 there were 177 registered tI'ade unions of 
employecs, with a membership of 250,915, and funds amounting to £2<62,559. 
The increase in membership, especially amongst women, since 1911 has 
been due in a large measure to organis'ation for the purposes of industrial 
aribitration and conciliation. The receipts during 1924 amounted to 
£387,867', including contributions, £381,324. Of the total expenditure, pay
ments in respect of benefits amounted to £152,809, and management and 
other expenses, including legal charges in connection with industrial awards, 
etc., to £235,058. The tota~ receipts and expenditure are liable to fiuctuate 
under the influence of prevailing industrial conditions, the amounts being 
inflated in some years by· the inclusion of donations for relief from one 
union to another. 

The funds include cash and freehold property and such as!\ets as shares 
in Trades Halls and newspapers. In the case of ullions which are branches 
of federated unions the balance of funds at the close of the year 1S usually 
transferred to the credit of the central executive. 
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The following statement shows the receipts, expenditure, accumulated 
funds, and membership of trade unions of employees, according to industrial . 
classification, in the year 1924:-

1 

I 
}rembership i at end of year. • ! Expendi-J ndustrial Classific"tion. i Receipts. I tura. 

1 I ~'elnales I 
1 

.Males. Total. 

i No. i No. No. I £ 
Enginellring and ~letall I 

Working ... ... ...) 22,75I: 49 22800

1

48,454 
Food, Drink, and Narcotics '''110,514'1' 6,875 26;389 19,448 
Clothing ... ... ... 5,142 8,1~0 13,322 7,091 
Printing, Bookbinding, etc .... r 4,6081 1,010 5,6]8 11,2951 
~lannfacturing, n.e.i. ... 13,238, 911 14,149116,274 
I~uilding ... ... '''129,541)1 60 I 29,605 26,3511 
Mining and Smelting .... ... 18,2ii7, ... I' 18,2fi~1165'inl' 
Railways and Tramways .. , 28,966i 310 29,276 20,793 
Other Land Transport ... ! 4,403

1

'... 4,4031 6,051 , 
Shipping and Sea Transport ''':1 5,868 15 5,8831 5,569, 

£ 

40,636 
]9,109 
6,667 
9,360 

16,(07 
24,437 

157,643 
IS,79J 
5,548 
4,827 

34,362 

Funds 
at end of 

year. 

£ 

31,204 
12,216 
12,900 
23,567 
19,307 
28,237 
51,065 
12,673 
4,915 
3,079 

15,496 

I 
J 

... 
~ .. 
.,$ 
"'13. 
"" &!S 

s. d. 

27 4 
9 3 

]9 4 
83 11 
2.7 3 
19 1 
55 11 
8 8 

22 4 
10 6 
11 5 Pastoral... ... ... 26,191'1 989 27'18013:~'7i:21 

Go\-ernmental, excluding Rail-I 
ways and Tnlmways "'120,399 3,677 24,076 23,190 19,343 19,758 16 5 

:Miscellaneous Industries ... 25,046 4,911 29,957 28,263 26,663 18,353 12 3 
Labour CounCIls and Federa-

tIOus... ... ... ... ..' ... ... 1,326 1,21\6 199 1 .. . 
Eight·hour Committees ... 1... ... .. 3,020 3,205 9,590 1 .. . 

Total Unions of Employees.J~23,928 26,957 250,915 416,620,' 387,867 2~2,559 20 11 
til I ! 

The average membership per union, excluding labour councils and dght
h{)ur committees, is 1,467, but the majority of the unions are small. In 
1924 there were 27 with less than 100 members; 74 with 100 to 1,000 mem' 
bel's; 49 with 1,0.00 to 5,000 members; 9 with 5,000 to 10,000; and only 3 
unions had mOTe than 10,000 members. 

A number of the unions are affiliated with labour councils, which have 
been formed in the main industrial centres. 

U nions ~f Employers. 
The' records of the Registry of Trade Unions show that few unions of 

employers seek registration under the Trade Union Act of 1881, so that 
the aViailable .information concerning them is scanty and does not afford 
any indication of the extent of organisation amongst employers. 

The unions of employers registered under the Trade Union Act in 1924 
nThmibered 22. The membership at the end of the year was 9,153, the receipt3 
dming 1924 amounted to £46,211, and the expenditure to £41,2&6. The 
funds at the end of the year amounted to £;15,529. 

Any employer or group of employers with at least 50 employees may 
registyr as an industrial union .under the Industrial Arbitration Aci. 
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INDUSTRIAL ARBITRATION. 

The term "Industrial Arbitration" is used here in a broad sense to 
embrace all provision made by legislation for the adjustment of industrial 
relations between employers and employees, by arbitration, by conciliation, 
or by co-operation of employers and employees. 

In New South Wales there are two systems of industrial arbitration: one 
under State law, its operation being confined to the area of the Stnte; ana 
the Commonwealth system, which applies to industrial disputes extending: 
beyond the limits of one State. 

The introduction of industrial arbitration under State law was the out-
come of a period of industrial unrest, which culminated in the maritime 
and shearers' strikes of 1890. Early legislation, passed in 1892 and 189:) 
widJh the object of pl"loviding machinery for t,he settlement of industrial 
diStPutes by al'lbitration, proved ineffective because the parties to a dispute, 
were not compeHed to submi.t the case to arbitration nor to abide by the 
award if a case was submitted. Therefore the principle of voluntary 
al'lbitration was abandoned, and in 1901 the Industrial Arbitration Act was 
passed to constitute a Court of Arbitration to whiC'h the submission of 
trade dis<P'utes was compulsory. The Court was empowered to makc and to 
end'orce awards regulating certaIn conditions of employment, including' 
wages. Provision was made also for the registration of industrial unions 
of employers and employees and for collective bargaining, industri.al agree
ments, if registered, being afforded the same legal force· a3 awards. The 
Court could intervene only incases where a dispute had occuTred, but it 
was empowered to declare an award as a common rule to be observed by all 
persons in the industry concerned. 

The :Act of 1901 expired by effluxion of time in 1908 and was repla~ed 
by the Industrial Disputes Act, which provided for the COllstitution of 
wages 1hlards to determine conditions in specified industries, their awards 
being subject to revision by the Court. The boards consisted of representa
tives of employers and employees and a chairman, and they exercised 
jurisdict~on over a wide range of industrial matters. K otwithstanding the 
title of the Act their authority was no,t limited to cases in which a dispute 
had occurred. 

The Industrial Disputes Act, 1908, was repealed by the Industrial Arbi
tration Act, 1912, which is still in operation, though it has been a].t€red in 
many respects by subsequent amendments. This Act continued the pro
visions of the earlier legislation for the constitution of a court and of boards 
with power to make awards, also for collective bargaining. The range of 
industries and callings subject to their jurisdiction was defined by schedule 
and the industrial boards were classified upon the basis of craft or calling, 
those relating to allied industries he-ing grouped under one chairman. The 
purpose of this arrangement was the constitution of a number of subsidim'y 
arbitration tribunals, each having power to regulate conditions in respect 
of a gr01l!P of industries, and subject to the general oversight of the Court 
which could co-ordinate their awards. 

This system also proved unsatisfactory on ac'count of delays in ».rriving 
at the determinations and of the multiplicity and overlapping of awards. 
In 1916, therdore, the Act was amended, the activitie3 of the boards were 
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practically suspended and their functions were transferred to the Oourt, 
additional judges being appointed to expedite determinat10ns. A restriction 
upon the right of non-schedule industries to obtain an award was removed 
by the repeal of the schedule. 

In 1918 another industrial tribunal (the Board of Trade) was ,constituted, 
under the presidency of a judge of the Court, to fix the living wage for the 
guidance of the other tribunals, and to regulate apprenticeship in the V>llJrious 
industries. 

In 1926 the Industrial Arlbitration Act was amended again. The Oourt 
and '11he ,Board of Trade were dissolved in April of that year, and their 
powers and duties wcre vested in an Indmtrial Oommission, '(Jonstituted by 
an Industrial Oommissioner sitting alone 01' with representatives of 
employers and employees. Provision is made for the appointment of con
ciliation 00mmittees to exercise the functiom of the industrial boards. 
Each committee consists of representatives of the industry concerned, under 
:the presidency of a chairman. 

The federal system of industrial arbitration was inaugurated in 1904 
when a court was constituted in terms of the Oommonwealth Oonciliation 
and Arbitration Act for the settlement of disputes extending beyond the 
}Alundaries of one :State. When a dispute has occurred 01' is impending a 
compulsory conference of the parties may be convened, and powers of 
compulsory arbitration are exercised by the Oourt only when efforts to 
induce a settlement by conciliation have failed. Provision is made for the 
registration and enforcement of industrial agreements. 

Under the Industrial Peace Act, 1920, a special tribunal, consisting of a 
chairman 'and rep'resentatives of employers and of employees, may be 
appointed to exercise the powers of the Oourt in re3pect of disputes in any 
indus,try. 

The industrial conditions of employment in the public services of the 
,Oommonwealth were determined by the Oourt of Oonciliation and Arbi
tration from 1911 to 192'1, when the function was entrusted to an arbitrator 
,appointed in terms of the Public Service (Arbitration) Act, 1920. 

Relation between State and Commonwealth Systems. 

The relati'on between the State and Oommon:wealth systems in respect of 
industrial awards and orders rests upon the provision of the Oommonwealth 
Oonstitution Act that if a State law is inconsistent with a federal law, the 
latter prevails and the former becomes inoperative so far as it .j's inconsistent. 
'Dhere is, however, no organic connection between the industrial systems. 
The industrial authorities have adopted generally the same broad principles 
for ,the promotion of industrial pea:ce and the maintenance' of standard 
conditions, but fundamental differences in legislation and in the extent of 
their constitutional authority prevent them from co-ordinating their 
methods and practices and from blending their determinations iTIito an 
industri'alcode for the guidance of employees and employers in all branches 
of industry throughout the Oommonwealth. Thus differences arise in 
regard to wUJge determinations, which are liable to cause disaffection by 
disturbing ,the distinctions in grade, as expressed by wages, which have been 
recognised for many years amongst skilled workers. The overla:pping of 
jurisdi'ction also tends to confusion, especially where members of a number 
of craft ,unions work in the same indl1stry under different awards or: agree, 
ments. 
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STATE SYSTK\1 OF It'.'DUSTRlAL ARB1TIUTlO~. 

Industrial Unions. 
:E'or the purpose of bringing an industry under the review of the St,ate 

industrial tri1bunals, the employees must 'be organised as a trade union 
under the Trade Union Act of 1881, and must obtain registration as an 
industrial union under the Industrial Arbitration Act. !Registration for 
the purpose has been effected by practic'ally all classes of employees through
out the State. The principal exceptions are certain classes of workers in 
rural industries, in which the variable conditions present practical diffi
culties to regulation by award, and domestic workers in private houses, who 
are unorganised. 

Registration as a union of employers may ·be granted to any person or 
group of persons employing not less than fifty employees, and prior regis
tration under the Trade Union Act is not prescribed, a;s in the case of 
unions of employees. 

State Industrial Trtbunals. 

The Court of Industrial Arbitration, which was replaced by the IndustriaU 
Commission in April, 1926, was a superior Court and a Court of Record, 
governed in procedure and decisions by 'the dictates of equity and good 
conscience. Judges of the Court were appointed by the Governor, and the 
Court was constituted by a single judge, or, in certain cases, by tlWO or more 
judges sitting together. 

The Board of Trade 'Was created in June, 1918 and dissolved in April, 
1926. It was composed of a president 'Who was a Judge of the Court of 
Industrial Arbitration, and a number of commissioners appointed for a. 
term of five years. The most important functions discharged by the Board 
were the determination of the living wages for men and ·for women and the· 
control of matters relating to apprentices and apprenticeship. The Board 
was authorised also, upon reference by the Attorney-General, to conduct 
inquiries under the l'Ionopolies Act, 1923. Other powers conferred upon the 
Board were mainly of an advisory nature. Upon dissolut,ion its duties 
devolved upon the Indu:strial Commission and the conciliation committees 
appointed under the Industrial Al'1bitration (Amendment) Act, 1926. 

The Industrial Commission is constituted by the Industrial Commissioner, 
sitting alone or with members. He is appointed by the Governor for a. 
term of five years. A deputy commissioner, also appointed by the Governor, 
may exercise such power~_of the Commissioner as may be prescribed. 

The Industrial Commrssioner sitting alone may deal with cases relating 
to such matters as strikes and lock-outs, the registration of industrial 
unions, and appeals against the decisions of industrial magistrates, and he 
may conduct inquiries under the Monopolies Act, 1\)23. 

Except where the Act prescribes that the Commissioner shall sit alone, 
an eyen number of members equally representing employers and empl()yees 
may be appointed to sit with him in any parti.cular matter as the Minister 
for I,abour and Industry may determine. The number of members is deter
mined by the }'Enister, and deputy or alternate members may be appointed 
to act for and in the absence of a member. 

TheOl)mmission is authorised to determine any indllstrial matter referred 
to it by the Minister, to determine, not more frequently than once in ever]'. 
six months, a standard of living and to fix the living wages based thereon, 
to hear appeals, to confer with persons and unions in regard to anything 
afiec!ing the settlement of industrial matters, and to summon conferences. 
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An industrial board consisting of nominees of employers and employees, 
and a chairman maybe constituted hv the :Minister on the recommendation 
of the Industrial Commissioner for 'any industry or group of industries. 
The boa:rds are appointed, though they do not function. 

,A conciliation comm~ttee consisting of an equal number of representatives 
of employers and employees, and a chairman may be appointed for any 
industry 01' calling for which an industrial board has been constituted, 
The lIIinister appoints a number of pensons to act .as chairmen of the 
committees, the maximum number under existing regulations being twelve 
The Industrial Oommissioner allots one of the chairmen for each committee, 
and in this way he is enabled to group the committees for allied industries 
under the same chairman. 

Appeal from the determinations of a committee Jies to the Industrial 
Oommission constituted iby the same members as the committee, except the 
<:huirman, whose place is taken by the IndU3trial Oommissioner. . 

The conciliation committees exercising the powers of the industrial boards 
may make awards fixing minimum rates of wages and salaries. minimum 
prices for piecework, overtime rates, number of apprentices, and hours and 
times to be worked to entitle employees to the wages fixed. Upon application 
in that behalf an award may be made prescribing that absolute preference of 
employment shall be given to members of the union or unions specified in 
the award. 

The maximum rate of wages or Isalary which may be fixed by award is 
£15 .per week or £750 per annum, the limit having been raised from £10 
per week or £521) per annum by the Act of 1926. An a,Yard or an agreement 
may not be made for a wage lower than the living wage declared by the 
Industrial Oommission, and if a declaration is varied during the currency 
of an award the rates of wages prescribed by the award may be varied 
accordingly. Permits to work for less than the .minimum wages prescr~bed 

. by award may be' granted to aged, infirm or slow workers. 

A ward8 as to wages, overtime, <und hours of work, except those relating to 
employees in rural industries, are subject to the provisions of the Forty-four 
Hours Week Act, which is c!iscu'Ssed on a later page. 

Proceedings before an industrial tri.bunal are initiated usually upon the 
application of employers of not less than twenty employees in any industry 
or calling, or by an industrial union of employees. lIfatters may be referred 
also by the :Minister for Labour and Industry, and where the public interests 
are likely to be affected theOrown may interYene in any proceedings before 
a tribunal or may appeal from an award. 

Awards are binding on all persons engaged in the industries or callings, 
and within the locality covered, for a period not exceeding three years 
.specified therein, and after :sueh period until varied or rescinded. 

I nd'ustrial Agreements. 
Industrial and trade unions are empowered to make with employers 

written agreements, which become binding between the parties when filed in 
the prescribed manner. 

The maximum term for which an agreement J:IlaY be made isnve years, 
but it continues in force after the expiration of the specified term until 
varied 01' rescinded, or terminated after notice by a party thereto. An 
industrial agreement may not provide for wages lower than the living wages 
declared by the Oommission. 
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Prior to the commencement of the Industrial Arbitration, (Amendment) 
Act, 1926, an ot1.cer of the Department of Labour and Industry acted as a 
Special Commissioner with authority to intervene in industrial disputes. 
lle was empowered to convene a conference of the parties whenever a 
(luestion had arisen which might lead to industrial strife, or when a dis
location had occurred, and many disputes were settled during preliminary 
investigations by the SpecialOommissioner or the departmental inspectors. 
The authority to conciliate the parties to industrial disputes is vested now 
in the Industrial 'Oommissioner. 

Number of Ind'usirial Awards and Agreements. 

During the year ended 30th June, 1925, the Industrial Boards made one 
principal award and one ,award of variation, and thc Oourt of Industrial 
Arbitration made 45 principal awards and 121 variations. The industrial 
:agreements :filed with the Registrar numbered 51. At the end p,f the period 
there were 318 awards and 140 agreements in force. 

The number of awards made by the boards and by the Oourt and the 
number of agreements :filed during each of the last ten years is shown 
below:-

Industrial Boards. Awards made by Boards. ! Awards made by Court 

Year 
of Indu.~ri .. l Arbitrati'>n. 

"nded 

I 
I Agreements 

30th In ex~:tence I C<lst during 
\ Variation. 

filed. 
June. Principal. Variation. Principal. 

30U, June. the Ye,ar. 
I 

I £ 

I \ 
I 

\ 

1916 233 14,211 151 135 ... I 66 40 
1917 I 237 12,900 169 

\ 

99 7 
I 

127 53 
1918 I 237 1,543 

\ 

18 15 75 116 

I 
31 

1919 I 238 277 3 2 106 I 88 48 
1920 252 345 5 1 136 I 269, 76 I 
1921 271 189 9 I 1 104 390 75 
1922 276 10l I 1 I 2 ! 80 272 54 
1923 274 37 4 

I 
1 

I 
69 585 62 

1924 ~74 15 

) 
1 4 59 278 67 

1925 267 ... 1 ! 1 
I 

45 121 51 
,-- .~' 

Oomplaints regarding breaches of award and industrial agreements are 
investigated by officers of the Labour and Industry Department, who may 
direct prosecutions. Proceedings may be taken aho by employers and by the 
secret.aries of industrial unions, and t.he cases are dealt with by the Industrial 
Registrar or the industrial magistrates. 

During the year ended June, 1925, the Industrial :Magistrates heard 
1,483 cases, and convictions were recor,ded or orders were made in ItSl 
cases. An aggregate amount of £3,796 was ordered to be paid as penalties, 
wages, subseriptions, etc.,. and £1,075 as costs. 

THlc 001.UW'NWE.I.LTH ,8YSTEC}[ OF IN DUSTRL"T, ARBITRATIOx. 

Under the Oommonwealth law, industrial organisations of employers and 
of employees, representing at least 100 employees, may be registered on 
complianee with prescrilbedconditions, registration being a neeessary quali
:fication to entitle unions to submit disputes to the COUl't, or to be reipre
sented in proceedings relating to disputes. Until July, 1926, the Oourt of 
Conciliation and Arbitration consisted of a President, who was a justice 
of the High Court of Australia, appointed by the 'Governor-General fora 
fixed term, and Deputy-Presidents appointed to assist him. 
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Under an amending Act,passed in June. 11326, the Court has been 
separated from the High Court, its members have been designated chief judge 
and judge respectively, and they have been appointed with life tenure. On0 
of t'he objects of thel>e changes is to enable the Court to exercise judicial 
power, e.g. to intel'pret and to enforce its awards. Previously the clauses 
of the Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Act conferring judicial 
authority on the Court could not be put into operation owing ,to a de<Jision 
of the High Court that the judicial power of the Commonwealth cannot be 
exercised by any person holding office for a limited term. 

The Chief Judge is charged with ,the duty of endeavouring to reconcile 
the parties to industrial disputes, and for the purpose he may convene 
'compulsory conferences. 

'Dhe Court endeavours to induce the settlement of disputes by amicabIe 
agreement, or, failing an agreement, determines the disputes by award. 
Industrial agreements, when filed, are binding on the parties thereto. The 
awards and agreements are made for a Epecified period up to a maximum 
of five yeais, and after the expiration of the definite period an a'ward con
tinues until a new award is made, unless the Court orders otherwise. ~t\.greE!'
ments continue unless rescinded, or terminated by notice. 

'ehe powers ,conferred upon the Federal Court include the power to' 
determine rates of wages, hours, and other conditions of employment, and 
to grant preference to members of organisations. Questions relating to' 
standard hours m'e determined by t1he full bench of the Court. In such 
cases and in those relating to the basic wage the Attorney-General, by 
public notification, may authorise any person, union, or organisation 
interested in the matter to apply to the Court for liberty to be heard and to' 
examine and cross-examine witnesses. 

The special tribunals appointed under the Industrial Peace Acts of 192(} 
consist of an equal number of representatives of employers and employees, 
and a chairman. A tribunal exercises, in respect of the industry concerned~ 
similar jurisdiction to that of the Court. An u\'lavd or order of a special 
tribunal, or anugreement made at a 'Conference and filed with tIle Industrial 
Registrar, is binding on the parties, and may be enforced a3 an award of 
the Court. 

A special tribunal was appointed in 1920 for the coalmining industr.y, 
which is one of the most important industrial activities in New ISouthWales, 
where most of the Australian (loal is produced. Other large enterprise3 
subject to federal awards and agreements are shipping, pastoral industries, 
coal-mining, shipbuilding, timber trades, clothing factories, breweries, glass 
'works, and rubber works. 

At 30th June, 1925, there were 149 aw·ards of the Commonwealth Court, 
and 217 industrial agreements in force, of which 94 awards and 75 agree
mentsapplied in New South vVales. 

The powers of the Federal Arbitration Court are circumscribed by the 
terms of the constitution of the CommonWE'alth and legal decisions regard
ing the ,constitutional aS1Jcct of some provisions of the iConciliation and 
'Arbitration Act have rendered them wholly or partly inoperative. It has 
been decided, for instance, that the jurisdiction of the Court is limite<1 to 
cases in which disputes have occurred or are impending, that the Court has 
not power to declare an award a common rule of the industry concerned, 
and that its determinations are binding only on the parties to the dispute, 
i.e., the employers cited in the case and the members of the union concerned: 
who are employed by them. 
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Proposals to alter the Federal Constitution by removing the existing; 
limitations on the industrial power of the Commonwealth were submitted 
to a referendum of the electors in September, 1926. It was proposed to give 
the Commonwealth general power to legislate in rela,tion to conciliation and 
arbitration by deleting from the Constitution Act the words by which its 
jurisdiction is limited to dispuR-"S extending beyond the limits of anyone 
State, also to confer additional power for the establishment of authorities 
to regulate and determine the terms and conditions of industrial employ- ' 
ment and of the rights and duties of employers and employees with respect 
to industrial matters. The majority of votes was recorded against the 
proposals. 

CROWN E1IPLOYEES AND ARBITRATION. 

l:nder the State Arbitration system, employees of the State Government 
and of governmental agencies, with the exception of the poIice, have access 
ro the ordinary industrial tribunals for the settlement of disputes and the 
rBgulation of the conditions of their employment. 

J<~mployees under the State Pub1ic Service Act were excluded from the 
jurisdiction 01 the industrial tribunals until 1919, when they were accorded . 
the right to apply to the Court of Industrial Arbitration for the deter
mination of minimum rates of wages and salaries up to £525 per annum. 
I'n If)22 this provision was repealed and the Public Service Act .was amended 
to provide for the determination of salaries by agreement ,between the Public 
Service Board and an organisation of public ,servants, or by salaries com
mittees, consisting of representatives 0'£ the Public Service Board, of the 
class of employees concerned, and of the department in which they are 
engaged. Appeals against the decisions of the committees might be made 
to the Public :Service Board or to a tribunal consisting of a Judge and two 
members 01 the Board. Tn 1926 provisions of the Industrial Arbitration 
Act were re-enacted to restore to public servants the right to obtain awards. 
The employees under the administration of the Public Service Board 
include those engaged in the work of the Government departments, but do 
not include the staff controlled by the State Railway Commissioners or iby 
many other governmental agencies. Heference to the table on page 695 
shows that the persons under the control of the Public Service Board repre
sent less than 22 per ,cent. of the employees of the State Government. 

The police are excluded from the jurisdiction of the industt·ial tribunals 
and are controlled by the Commissioner, of Po1ice, An appeal tribunal has 
been constituted to determine appeals against his decisions in regard to 
promotionssnd punishments. The tribunal is constituted by a Judge of 
the Uistrict Court, with or without assessors. 

The rates of pay and terms and conditions of employment in the public 
services of the Commonwealth are regulated by a special tribunal constituted 
by anaribitrator appointed by-the Governor-General to deal exclusively with 
the public services. There is no appeal against the decis~ons of the arbitra
tor, but they do not come into operation until they have been laid before 
both Homes of the Commonwealth Parliament. At 30th June, 1925, there 
were in force in N ewSout.h \Vales twenty-eight cl!eterminations of the 
Public Service Arbitrator. . 

In 1905 the High Oourt of Australia decided, in the case relating to the 
State railway employees, that the Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitra
tion Act, 1904, in so far as it purported to include the employee;; of a State 
Government, within its scope was tlUra vires the Commonwealth legisla
ture.This judgment was overruled in the case of the Amalgamated ,Society 
of Engineers in 1920. Consequently the Federal Court has decided that it 
is bound to make an awarQ unless the rates pai(} and ~he condi!iQns of work 
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conform with the usual rules and conditions laid down by the Oourt. Both 
Federal and State awards are in operation in respect of the State-owned 
railways and tramways of New South Wales. 

HOURS OF WORK. 

Prior to the introduction of industrial arbitration, hours of work in New 
South W'ales were restricted by leg'islation in order to safeguard the health 
of the workers, especially women and juveniles. ,With the deV'elopment of 
the arbitration system the actual working hours in organised trades became 
subject to awards and agreements. 

For a long period the eight-hour day was recognised as the standard 
working day, although the standard is more correctly expressed as the 48-
hour weelk,the usual wonking time being 8i hours on five days and 4i on. 
Saturdays. Efforts have been made in recent years to effect further reduc
tion in ,working time in industrial employment. 

The Factories and Shops Act prohibits the employment in fll,ctori.es of 
youths under 16 and of women for more than 48 hours in any week, though 
overtime not exceeding 3 hours in any day is allowed on 30 days in a year,. 
or by written permission of the Minister, on 60 days. 

Hours of employment in shops are restricted by the Early Closing Acts~ 
Except. in the case of specified shops, only one late shopping night is 
allowed, when the closing hour must not be later than 10 o'clock. On foul" 
days a week the shops must close at 6 o'clock, and on one day at 1 o'clock~ 
In the Metropolitan and N ewcaAtle districts, and in the country shopping 
districts in the county of N orthulll!berland, the shops are subject to the 
Saturday Half"holiday Act; the late closing night is on Friday, and the 
1 o'clock closing on Saturday. In other districts the half-holiday is either 
on Wednesday ,vith the late night on Saturday, or on Saturday with the 
late night on Friday. 

The Eight IIours Act passed in 1916 prescribed that in the coal-mining 
indUIStry a workman might not ,00 below ground for more than eight hours 
dUJ:ing 24 consecutive hours, except in the case of certain employees w'hose 
hours below gl'ound were limited to 48 in six consecutive days, or fl6 in 
fourteen days. Since 1st ,T anuary, 1917, ,howeV'er, the ,hours of work in 
the coal-mines have been those fixed by award of a special tribunal, viz., 
eight hours bank to bank, inclusive of one half-hour for meal time, on 
Monday to Friday, 'and 6 hours bank to bank, inclusive of one-half hour for 
meal time, on Saturday, Sunday, and holidays; the usual number of shifts 
being elevcn per fortnight. The hours are reckoned from the time the first 
person working on a shift leaves the surface to the time the last man on the 
same shift returns to the surface. 

The Eight Hours Act of 1916 prescribed also that in metalliferous mine" 
workmen might not be employed oolow ground for more than 8 hours during 
24 horirs, or 88 hours in 14 days, or 132 hours in 21 days, and that a shift 
might not exceed 6 hours if, during 4 hours, the temperature was above 
81 degl'('es Fahrenheit. For industries other than mining the Act pre
scribed that the working hours might not exceed 8 per day on six consecutive 
days, or 48 per week, or 96 in fourteen consecutive days--as determined 'bj; 
industrial award or agreement. 

In 1920 the Eight Hours Act was amended, and a special court was con
stituted in February, 1921, to inquire into the working hours in various 
industries. As a result of recommendations made by the Oourt a 44-hour 
'Week was proclaimed in nearly all the important industries under the juris
diction of the State arbitration tri,bunals. In September, 1922, the amend
ing Ant of 1920 was repealed, 'and the 48-hour week was reston'd in most of 
the industries.' ... 
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In December, 1925, the Forty-four Hours Week A.ct was passed. It 
repealed the Eight Hours Act and prescribed that the ord~lIary hours III 

industries-with the exception of coal-mining and of rural industries 'as 
defined by the Industrial Arbitration Act-may not exceed 8 per day, 44 
per week, 88 in fourteen consecutive days, or 176 in twenty-eight consecutive 
days. It is provided, how~ver, that the time worked in a day may exceed 
8 if a short day or less working days than six per week are adopted by 
award {)r agreement. Thus ,allowance is made for the practice,adopted in 
many cases, of completing the full week's rwork in five days, leaving Saturday 
a whole holiday. Overtime may ibe permitted under certain conditions. 

The Act pr{)vides also that rates of wages fixed by award or agrooment 
upon a weekly basis may not be reduced by reason only of a reducti{)n in 
hours in accordance with the Act, and that the rates fixed upon a daily or 
hourly basis must be increased so that cach employee working full time as 
reduced will receive the same amount of wages as for full time under the 
provisions of the award or. agreement. 

The Act contains provisi{)ns to apply the forty-four hours week to indus
tries under federal awards and agreements, but it has been decided by the 
High Court of Australia that in so far as it purports to vary hours or rates 
of wages fixed under federal award it is invalid. 

The general practice of the CommoIl!wealth Court of Conciliation and 
Arbitration is to adhere to the standard hours of 48 per week, and shorter 
hours are granted only in exceptional cases, e.g., to miners working below: 
ground, to builders' 11l!oourers ,who are required to spend much time in 
tmvelling 'to jobs, and to clothing factory hands, who are mostly women. 
The power of the Court in regard to hours is restricted by the oondition 
that the question of varying the hours which have been adopted in an 
industry must be decided by the full bench. An application lodged by the 
Metal Trades Employees' Union for a reduction of hours to 44 per week 
is now before the Court. A number of organisations are represented, and 
the decision will affect other industries under federal awards. 

P1tblic Holidays. 

There are certain days which are observed as public holidays, on which 
work is sU::Ipended as far as practicable. In continuous procesSes and in 
certain transport and other services where the emplo:;rees work on holidays 
they receive recreation leave in lieu thereof, and in some cases extra wages. 

The public holidays which are observed generally throughout the State 
are as follows:-1st January (New Year's Day), 26th January (the Anni
versary of the first settlement in Australia), Good Friday, LEaster Monday, 
25th April (Anzac Day), Christmas Day, 26th December (Boxing Day). 
and the King's birthday.' 

If a public holiday falls U[lOn a Sunday, or if Boxing Day falls up(I:rI a 
Monday, the following day is a holiday. If the King's Birthday falls Uport 

any day oftlle week other than Monday the following Monday is a holiday 
in lieu thereof. 

In addition to the days listed above, the day after Good Friday and. the 
first Monday in August are hank holidays, observed in respect of banks and 
many other financi>\l institutions and puiblic offices. The Governor may 
appoint by proclamation a special day to be observed as a public holiday 
throughout the State or any part of the State. It is customary in certain 
districts to proclaim a day in each year as Eight Hour Day. In the county 
ofCumbeJ:land the first Monday in October is Eight Hour Day. 
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PREFERENCE TO U"WNIS'l'S. 

The [State industrial trIbunals may prescribe by award that absolute 
preference of employment be given to members of a union, and it is a 
geneJal rule to grant preference to a union which substantially represent3 
the trade concerned. 

The OommonwealthOourt is authorised to grant preference to members 
of registered organisations, but it is the usual practice to refuse to order 
preference if the respondents undertake not to discriminate against 
unionists. 

An award, order, or agreement under the arbitration svstems may not 
operate to prevent the employment of returned soldiers or s;ilors. 

ApPRENTICESHIP. 

Oonditions of apprenticeship in New South 'Wales are subject to genera! 
regulation in terms of the Apprentices Act of 1901, which prescribes that 
children may not be indentured until they reach the age of 14 years, the 
maximum term of apprenticeship being seven years. The hours of work 
may. not exceed 48 per week, except in farming occupations and in doinestic 
serVIce. 

The Industrial AIibitration Act confers upon the industrial tribuna1s 
authority to attach certain conditions to the employment of apprentices, the 
term ,being defined to include all employees under 22 years of age serving a 
period of training under indenture or other written contract for the purpose 
of rendering them fit to be qualified ;workers in an industry. Under this 
authority the conditions in nearly all the skilled occupations in which appren
ticeship is a recognised custom were determined 'by industrial awards and 
agre:ements, until the year 1923, when the Board of Trade, in the exercise 
of its powers in regard to the control of apprenticeship, issued'regulatiol15 
in respect of many occupations, and the relevant provisions of awards and 
agreements ceased to have effect. 

In April, 1926, when the Board of Trade was dissolved, apprenticeship in 
each i'lldustry [became a matter for determination by the Conciliation Oom
mittee concerned, and provision was made for the eontinuance of the Board's 
regulations until varied or rescinded by a committee. 

The occupations for which regulations were issued by the Board of 
Trade are as follows :-Boilermakers, bricklayers, carpenters and joiners, 
electrical fitters and electrical mechanics, fibrous p1aster fixers, marble and 
slate workers, masons and polishers, metal-ceiling fixers, painters and decora
tors, plasterers, plumbers, slaters, tilers and shinglers, stone-'Cutters and 
setters, stone masons and polishers, tilelayers, coopers, furniture trades, ship
wrights and :boat-huilders, coachmakers, engineers; farriers, metal moulders, 
tinsmiths, sheetmetal workers, gasmeter makers and repairers, and the 
printing trades. 

A separate set of regulations was issued for each occupation, 'but the rules 
areg:enerally similar, except in cases where it is necessary to provide for 
the ,special circumstances of any trade. Oontracts of apprentices!lip must 
be registered. A short period of probation is allowed before indenture. The 
normal period of apprenticeship is usually five years in the case of boys 
entering the trade before reaching the age of 17 years. Shorter periods are 
~1l"ranged for those entering ,at o1der ages, and such apprentices 'are required 
usually to attend trade or continuation schools, and, in some cases,' to pass 
tIn·ournh courses of intensive training. In several occupations adult appren
ticeship may be allowed under special contract; To dbviate sJifficulties .,vhich 
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arise from the intermittent employment of t,hose qualified to undertake the 
training of apprentices, it is provided that apprentices may be transferred 
from one master to another, and that organisations of employers and of 
operatives, by official representatives, may be masters of apprentices; In 
some occupations the proportion of apprentices to journeymen is fixed;: The 
rates of wages 'are prescribed for the apprentices in each trade. The hours 
and other conditions of emplo,yment are those determined hy the inQustrial 
awards relating to the trade. 

The Juvenile Migrants Apprenticeship Act, 1923, provided for the appren
ticeship, under control of the Minister for .Labour and Industry, of juvenile 
migrants who came to Australia with the assistance of the Government of 
the State and of the Commonwealth. The Act was repealed in April, 1926. 

INDUSTRIAL DISLOCATIONS CONTINGENT UPON DISPUTES. 

Under the State law strikes may be recognised as lawful if fourteen days' 
notice of the intention to strike has been given to the Minister for Labour 
and Industry, except strikes by employees of the Government or of municipal 
and shire 'councils, or by workers engaged in military or naval contracts. 
Strikes are illegal also in industries in which conditions of employment 
are regulated by award or agreement, unless the award has 'been in opera
tion for at least twelv:e months and the union has decided iby a' secret iballot 
to withdraw from its conditions. When a strike is contemplated, or at any 
time during a strike, the Minister may direct a secret ballot to be taken in 
order to ascertain whether the majority of the unionis1ts concerned is or is 
not in favour of the strike. 

The maximum penalty for being concerned in a lockout is £1,000, and for 
an illegal strike £500 in the case of a union, and £50, or six months' im
prisonment, in regard to an individual. Penalties may be imposedcalso for 
obstructing 9. ballot, for p:ucketing in connection with an illegal strike, or 
for inducing persons to refrain from handling any commodity during a; 
strike. 

Within the jurisdiction of the Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitra
tion Act lockouts and strikes are prohibited under a penalty of £1,000. 

In 19:;'5 clauses were inserted in the Commonwealth Immigration Act to 
authorise the Federal Government to take action for the deportation of 
persons not born in Australia who are involved in serious industrial dis
turbance or who ,have been convicted of an offence against the federal 1aw& 
relating to conciliation and arbitration. Under certain conditions such 
persons may be summoned before a board of three persons appointed by the 
:Minister. In August, 1925, when the seamen on British oversea ships ill 
Australian waters were involved in an industrial dispute, a board ordered 
the deportation of two officers of the Federated Seamen's Union of Aus
tralasia, but on appeal" to the High Court of Australia the order was 
declared invalid. 

The Crimes Act as amended by the Federal Pm·liament in 1926 provides 
that in the event of a serious industrial disturbance prejudicing or th-l-~aten
ing trade or commerce with other countries or among the States the 
GOv'€,rnor-General may make a 'proclamation to that effect. Duririg the 
operation of the proclamation pel1sons concerned ina lock-out or strike 
relating to the inters,tate or overse,a transport services or to the provision 
of any pUIblic service by the Commonwealth become liable to imprisonment 
for a period not exceeding one year, ·and (if not born in Australia) to 
deportation. 
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Particulars of Dislocations. 

Records relating to industrial dislocations contingent upon disputes in all 
classes of industry in New South Wales are kept by the Department of 
Labour and Industry. Data are obtained principally from reports by 
polietr officers, departmental inspectors, and managers of coal-mines, also 
from managers of other industrial establishments, from union secr{ltaries, 
and from newspapers and trade journals. 

In the compilation of the tables relating to industrial dislocations con
tingent upon disputes, it is the rule of the Department of Labour in 
counting the number of dislocations to consider that the cessation of work 
contingent upon anyone dispute constitutes only one dislocation. For 

. example, if a ,section of employees in an industry ceases work and the 
dispute extends subsequently to other employees in that industry in the 
same or in other localities, one dislocation is recorded. On the other hand, 
if employees in other industries cease work in sympathy with the militant 
unions, the sympathy strikes are counted as another dislocation, that. is, one 
in addition to the original dislocation. 

In the coal-mining industry; when the action of one section of the eIll-. 

ployees has caused a complete cessation of the operations of the mine, the 
number counted is the full complement of the mine. Where a . section .has 
ceased work and the aperations of the mine have continued, .only those who 
ceased work have been included as workers invohed. 

In calculating the working days lost, only actual working days, viz .. days 
on which work would beperfornied ordinarily, have b€en countod, but 
apparently no allowance has been made for intermittency of employment, 
and it ,hasooen assumed that if the dispute had not oecurred work would 
have been continuolls during the period of its currency. 

The following statement shows, so far as can be ascertained, the numoor 
of workers involved, and the time lost ibyin<lustrial dislocations contingent 
upon disputes in each year since 1916. Particulars are shown Eeparately 
regarding dislocations whi'ch originatedi during the year specified, and tho.se 
which commenced at an earlier date:-

I 
Disloc';'tiolUl. Workers Involved. 

"¥ear. 

I t A~· I :!'lew. \ Total.· Anterior. I New. I Total. 
I erJOI'. I \ 

34d 
I 

1916 5 349 \ 5,144 157,1021162,246 
1917 5 289

1 
294 1,294 144,7?4j145,998 

1918 1 152. 153 I 340 38,6;)2 38,992 
1919 7 306

1 

313 I 1,949 123,174 125,123 
1920 9 411 420 10,023 151,018 161,041 
]921 4 555

1 

559 20,597 169,510 190,107 
1922 3 479 482 358 188,861 189.219 
1923 2 2nO I 252 957 88,7::19 89,696 
19\!4 4 520 il24 484 185,268 185,752 
1925 6 644 650 4,192 239,320 243,512 

[ 

Working Days Lost during Year. 

---
Anterior. I New. 

261,8871 895,338 
18,813 12,857,515 
4,080 I 186,344 

19148412,113,114 
1,558,634 741,744 

227,645 438,273 
733 587;726 

28,143 8tH,4I9 
28,634 611,135 
29,436 S93,668 

t 
Total. 

1,157,225 
2,876,328 

190,424 
2,132,598 
2,300,378 

665,918 
588,459 
889,56 2 

9 
4 

639,76 
923,10 

• A classification of the dislocations aecording to mining and non-mining 
indu$tries reveals the fact that ·dispntes leading to a suspension of work 
oCCUrmOl'e frequently and are more extensive in the mining industry than 
in all other industries combined. The fonowing statementshow8 the par
ticulars inl'elationto each group of the dislocations which commenced in 
each of the last ten years. The working days lost have been assigned to 
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the year in which the dislocation commenced, and for this reason the figures 
differ from those in the previous table, which show the 10ssactuIlllly occur
ring during the year specified. 

Dislocations Workers 'Involved. Working Days Lost. 

Year. 
Mining. [mfn~~~.1 Total. Mining·l Non· \ I Non· 

mining. Total. Mining. mining. Total. 

H1l6 209 135 344 129,920 27,182 157,102 649,292 258,458 907,750 
1917 185 104 289 77,147 67,557 144,704 1,184,594 1,677,001 2,861,595 
1918 IOJ 46 152 30,246 8,406 38,652 104,751 101,077 205,828 
1919 2:.18 78 306 86,778 36,396 123,174 2,958,056 713,692 3,671,748 
1920 351 60 4It 109,464 41,554 151,018 316,823 652,566 969,389 
1921 531 2.j, 555 145,282 24,228 169,510 \ 360,652 78,354 439,006 
192:.1 417 62 479 171,327 [ 17,534 ISS,S61 470,972 144,8971 615,8~9 
1923 197 53 250 86,110 I 2,629 88,739 878,820 11,2331 890,0" 
1924 483 :n 520 173,1£0 I 12,078 185,268 I 537,040 103,531 640,571 
1925 505 89 644 218,034 21,286 2:l9,320 I 736,675' 280,968 1,017,643* 

I 
• Inrlndos loss np to 30th September, 1926, in one dislocation pendlll~ at that date. 

The days lost in non-mining industries in 1925 include 172,000 days 
attributed to a dispute regarding wages between oversea shipowners and the 
crews of British oversea vessels engaged under articles signed abroad. 

It is difficult to obtain reliable information regarding the cost of indus
trial dislocations, especially during a period of abnormal industriit'l condi
tions and frequent changes in rates of wages, etc. An estimate of the 
losses in !Wages ineac'h of the last ten years is shown 'below, "the methOid 
adopted being as follows :-The working days lost were classified into the 
fourteen industrial groups for which tl1e average rates of wages are shown 
subsequently in this chapter, the days being assigned to the year in wh1ch 
the ,dislocattion commenced; the days lost in respect of each .group in each 
year were then multiplied by ,the rates of wages which is ilhe mean of the 
average rate for adult males in that group, as at the end of thatt year andlat 
the end of the previous year. 

I~~ing. 
Working Days Lost. 

il 
Estimated Loss of Wages. 

Year. 

I Non-mining. I All I Non·mining. I All 
Industries. ,I 

Mining. Indnstries. 

I 

Days. Days. Days. II 
£ I £ :£ 

1916 649,292 258,458 907.,750 372,000 133,100 505,100 
1917 1,184,594 1,077,001 2,861,595 730,500 ' 879,400 1,609.900 
1918 104,751 101,077 205,828 65,900 54,900 120,800 
1919 

I 
2,958,056 713,692

1 
3,671,748 1,990,600 420,100 2,.410,700 

1920 316,823 652,566 969,389 252,800 485,100 737,900 
1921 360,652 78,354 439,006 317,100 66,600 383,700 
1922 470,972 144,897 ' 615,869 411,100 115,400 526,500 
1923 878,820 11,233 890,053 765,300 9,000 774,300 
1;924 537,040 103,531 640,571 469,900 82,800 552,700 
1925 736,675 I 280,968 1,017,643 232,000 658,400 890,400 

The above quotations of estimated loss of wages are open to question 
in ;so far as the records .are deficient in' regard to the sex 'and age of th~ 
workers involved, therefore allowance has not been made for the proportion 
of women and juveniles. The proportion is small, however, as dislocations 
have been relatively unimportant in industries in which the majority of 
the women .and juvenile workers are employed. Another 'fa'ctor for which 
allowance has not been made is the .extent to which losses in wages during a 
dislocation were compensated by higher rates of payor increased 'activity 
after resumption of work, e.g., in the coal-mining industry, where operations 
are affected ',in normal times by intermitteneydue to trade conditions or 
blocks. in the transport system. 
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Information is given in the following table regarding the duration of the 
dislocations which originated during the year 1925:-

.. Duration in Working Days • I Dislocations. I Workers 

I 
Work 

Invoh·ed. Days Lost. 

-Under I day 39 14,068 6,634 
Oned!>y 321 I t4,827 144,827 
Over 1 and not exceeding 7 ... 196 57,384 166,682 

" 7 " 
14 .. , 42 10,012 111,579 

" 
14 

" " 21 ... 17 4, 723 1 74,881 
21 28 ... 10 3,526 80,553 
28 

" " 
50 ... 5 1,1l5 3Z,1I8 

" 
50 

" " 100 .. 7 2,542 208,918 

" 
100 7 1,123 1111,451 

.-' ~I 239,320 
-----

Total 1,017,643 

A. very large proportion of the dislocations are of brief duration. The 
number of workers affected by dislocations lasting one day or less during 
1925 was 158,895, and the loss of '\vorking days 151,461. These brief dislo
cations accounted for approximately 56 per cent. of the total number, 
66 per cent. of the workers involved, and 15 per cent. of the working day.,; 
lost. 

The causes of the disputes which led to dislocations in the mining indus
tries and in the non-mining group are classified in the following statement. 
Dislocations arising from the employment of non-union labour are included 
in the category, "employment of persons, etc." T'hose pertaining to the 
recognition of a union and the enforcement of union rules are classified 
under the head of " trade unionism." 

I Mining. Non-Mining. All Indllstries. 

I-.(l-· -00-'-1 \-v-~-rk-e-rs~I-.-\-V-Or-k---1 ~ ~ I Workers I Work· Ii g . I Workers Work-

j 
.s § I In- 109 days: ';j 0 i in- : ing days .£ ~ i in- i ing days 
;!j::: I volved. I lost. I A'';::; i VOlyed'l lost. I is:E 1 volved. I lost. 

Co"use. 

Wat(es .. I 112 i 38,560 230,401 28 3,811 18~,984' 140 I 42,371 1 413,385 
Hours .. .. .. I 36 I 12,314 24,142 5 601 5,422 41 1 12,915 29,56{ 
Working conditiotls "1 141, 45,7i9 180,055 11 2,417 48,636 152, 48,196 228,691 
Employment of persons 1 1 

or classes of persons.. 103 27,813 126,341 1 33 8,691 39,173 136 [ 36,504 165,514 
Trade unionism .. . .1, 13 3,951 5,427 ,6 346 I[ 1,838 19 4,297 7,265 
Sympathy.. " "1 18, 5,654 35,353 I 1 I 30 90 W 1 5, 684 1 35,443 
MiscelJaneous .. 84 I 72,867 106,465 'I 4 5,260 I 2,760 I 88 I 78,127 109,225 
No. stated .. ] 48 I 11,096 28,~91 1 130 65 49: 11,226: 28,556 

Total.. .. 555r~4 736,675" 89T21,286T2sO,OOST6«T2s9.320jl:0i7,643 

In the mining industries disagreements about wages involved the greatest 
loss of working time during 1925, viz., 31 per cent. The greatest number 
of dislocations and of workers involved were in ,cases of disputes relating to 
wOl'king conditions, to which 24 per cent. of the loss was due. In t,he non
min'1ng gronp the important cause of dissension was the question of wages, 
65 per cent. of the loss of working time being due to such disputes. 

By extending the analysis of the causes of disputes over a period of five 
years irom 1921 to 192'5, it is found that in. the mining industries, 213 per 
cent. of the time lost was due to disagreements regarding wages and a 
similar pmportion in relation to working conditions. Disputes in reference 
to the employment of persons or cla~es of persons were cause of 21 per cent. 
of the loss, and those rela~ing to hours, 16 per cent. 
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In non-mining industries hours was the subject of disputes which were 
responsible for the greatest loss, viz., 39 per cent.; wages showed a proportion 
of 36 per cent., employment of persons Ii per cent., and working conditions 
9 percent. 

Taking all classes of industries together, the experience of the quin
quennium showed that about 25 iper cent. of the loss of working time 
was incurred through disputes ahout wages, and 20 per cent. in di@utes 
classified under each of the headings-working conditions, hours, employ
ment of persons or classes of persons. 

IKDUSTRIAL IlYamKE. 

The trend of legislqtion, the organisation of public services for research 
and propaganda, and the development of 'privatc schemes for the promotion 
of industrial welfare afford convincing evidence fhat widespread attention 
is Ibeing directed towards the reduction of the waste occasioned by prevent
able diseases and accidents arising in the course of ,industrial employment. 

In both State and :Federal departments of public health a section has 
been created to deal with industrial hygiene. The work of these units 
embraces the investigation of occupational diseases, the supervision of 
health conditions in industry, and the, dissemination of advice regarding 
measures which snfeguard the health of the workers. 

·Legislation in regard to industrial hygiene is contained in a number of 
Acts which ,apply to various classes of industry. The Factories and Shops 
Act having for its object the improvement of general hygienic conditions in 
factories and workshops was enacted in 1896, and, with a subsequent 
amendment, was consolidated by the measure now in operation~the Fac
tories and .shops Act, 19;1'2. The law imposes upon occupiers of factories 
the obligation of providing suitable buildings and of keeping the premises 
clean, of securing adequate protection against fire and of safeguarding dan
gerous machinery. The employment of women and juveniles and of out 
'Workers is subject to limitations, and the employment of workers without 
remuneration is prohibited. Factories must be registered, and inspection, 
with the object of securing compliance with the law, is conducted by a staff 
of inspectors attached to the Department of Labour and Industry. In 
match factories the use of white phosphorus is prohi,bited by the White 
Phosphorus Prohibition Act, 1915. 

In terms of the Scaffolding and Lifts Act, 1912, the use of scaffolding, 
lifts, cranes, hoists, and derricks .is .m'bject to supervision in order to 
minimise the risk of acddent. In the Metropolitan and Newcastle districts 
where the Act is operative regulations have been promulgt)ted regarding the 
construction of scaffolding, lifts, etc., and lift attendants and crane-.driv'ers 
must obtain certificates of competency, which are issued by the Department 
of LaJbour and Industry. 

The Shearers Accommodation Act, 1901, by which station owners'employ
ing at least six shearers were required to provide proper accommodation for 
them, was repealed by the Rural Workers Accommodation Act, 1{)2r6. This 
Act was brought into 'Operation by proclamation on 24th May, 1920. It 
applies in proclaimed districts to workers employed for a period exceeding 
twenty-four hours in agricultural, dairying, or pastoral ,occupations .. Where 
less than five rural workers are employed and reside on the premise~, it is 
required that in sleeping compartments not less than 480 cubic feet of air 
space be allowed to each !person and that not more than two persons be 
aocommodated in each compartment, and upper bunks are not permitted. 

}Vhere five or more rural workers are accommodated there are' many 
additional requirements, e.g., the building;; must be- separated from those 
used for the purposes of the industry, separate rooms must be provided for 
sleeping, cooking, and dining, sufficient arrangements must be made for 
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drainage, sanitation, water supply, etc. _ The workers accommodated in the 
1:mildingsare required to-keep them clean, but where there are twenty or 
more workers the employer must provide a hutkeeper. The obligation to 
provide suitable buildings lies upon the owner "Of the premises as well as 
upon :-the person entitled to immediate possession, and the ooligation to 
comply with other conditions upon the employer of the rural workers aslWeU 
as lJiPon the person entitled to immediate possession. 

The conditions under which mining is conducted are suhject to regulatioR 
in terms of Acts which are described in the chapter relating to the mining 
industry. The most recent legislation in respect thereof is the Mines 
Rescue Act, 1925, which provides for rescue operations in cDal and shale 
mines and for the maintenance of rescue corps, for which the mine-owners 
must contribute the funds. 

The Navigation Acts-State and Federal-prescribe conditions to 00 
observed for safeguarding the health of seamen. 

In modern establishments the principle has become widely recognised that 
the <business interests of an industry may be advanced considerably by due 
attention to the welItbeing of the emp]oYee3. i\.S a result provision is made 
in many large factories and business premises for rest rooms, dining and. 
recreation hans for the staff. In some cases medical servicell are arranged, 
recreation clubs are organised, and facilities are provided for promoting 
thrift and for advancing the education of young employees. 

Industrial Accidents. 
Under various enactments relating to indugtrial 'hygiene, employers are 

required to give notice to the statutory authority of accidents which cause 
injury to workers, but the available data dD not supply a comprehensive 
record of such occurrences. In factories, employers are required to report 
any accident produced by machinery moved by steam or other power, or 
through a structure filled with hot liquid or molten metal or other substance, 
or by explosion, ol'by escape of gas, steam, or metal, if it causes loss of life 
t() an employee, or injury such as to prevent him from returning to his work 
in the factory within fDrty--eight. hours. 

The following table shows the number of accidents in factories which 
were reported during the three years 1923 to 1925 :-

Number reported_ Rate per 10,000 
Emjlloyeea. 

Accidents caused by machinery, etc.----,..-------c----!----;------,.----

1928. I 1924. I 1925. 1923. I 19-24. I U25. 

Fatal... ... ... 
Partial disablement '" 
Temporary incapacitatIon 

Tota.l ... 

~1-~1-1- 6 I 16 ·86 ·44 1-14 
... j 145 179 165 11·39 13·26 11·78 
'''1 746 837 775 58·60 62·00 55·36 

... I!i02! 1,022 I~ 70·85 I 75·70 6&.28-
During the year 192!i there were 15 fatal and 83 non-fatal accidents in 

connectioll with lifts, scaffolding, cranes, a,nd boilers. Pro1;iculars of 
accidents in mines and of railway and tramway accidents are shown in 
other chapters of this Year Book. 

WORKERS' OmfPENsATION. 

Under State legishttion provision has been made for the payment of com
pensation to workers who suffer injury in the COllrse of their employment. 
The scope of the existing law, as contained in the vVorkmen's OompensatiDll 
Acts, 1916 and 1920, was extended considerably by the 'Yorkers' Oompensa
tion Act, 1926, which came int0 operation on 1st J nly, 192'6; 'and the former 
Acts ceased to have effect in res~t of accidents happening after that date • 

.. 
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Special provision for workerii' who are disabled by the effects of silica dust 
is made under the Workmen's Oompensation (Silicosis). Act, 1920, as 
amended in 1926, 'and for cases of disablement by pneumoconiosis, tuber
culosis, and lead pois{ming in the Broken Hill mines under the Workmen's 
Oompensation (Broken Hill) Act, 1920, and the Workmen's Compensation 
(Lead Poisolling-Br()ken Hill) Acts, 1922 and 192'1. 

Oompensation to members of the police force, killed or disabled by injury 
in the execution of duty, is payable in terms of the Police Regula!tioil 
(Superannuation) Act, which is described in the chapter of this Year Book 
relating to the ;police .. The amount of compensation is determined by the 
Governor. 

In addition to the general enactments of the State, specific enactments 
of the Oommonwealth provide for compensation to men in a particular class 
of work, such as that of seamen, which is subject to special risks, .and to 
workers'in the service of the Oommonwealth Government. 

The operation 'of the ,Workmen's Oompensation Act, 1916, was restricted 
to employees whose remuneration did not exceed £312 per annum and: this 
limit was raised to £525 by the amending Ad passed in 1920. A workman 
was defined as ·any person who entered into· or worked under a contract of 
servieeorapprenticeship with an employer, whether the contract was 
expressed 101' implied, oral or in writing. Oasual .workers employed other
wise than for the purposes of the employer's trade or business, outworkers, 
the police, and members of the employer'siamily dwelling in his house were 
excluded. Seamen employed on ships whose first port of clearance and 
whQse destination were in New South W:a-les might claim compensation 
under these Acts, if they agreed not to proceed also under the Seamen's 
Oompensation Act od' the Commonwealth. 

Oompensation Wa, payable in th8 case of accidents causing death or ,dis
ablement for at least a week and in respect of certain industrial ,diseases 
specified in aoohedule ·ofthe Act. In fatal cases the amount of compensa
tion where a workman left 'persons wholly dependent upon hi3 earnings was 
a sum equal to three years' earnings or £300, whichever was the larger sum, 
but not exceeding £500. From this sum any weekly payments or lump sum 
already paid under the Act might be deducted. The Workers' Compensation 
Act, 1926, has amended this proviso by pres·cribing that where death follows 
incapacity ·due to a:ccident, which occurred prior to 1st July, 1906, such 
deductions may not reduce below £200 the sum payable upon the workman's 
death, but the total of the employer's liability in such a case may not e..xceed 
£750. 

In fatal cases where only pemons partly dependent were left, the a.mount 
of compensation was axed by 'agreement or by arbitration. If the workman 
did not leave any dependents the employer was liable for expenses of medical 
attendance and burial up to £20. In cases O'f total or partial incapacity for 
work a workman became entitled to a weekly payment during ineapa:city 
Ilut exceeding two-thirds of his average weekly earnings, up to £3 per week, 
the total liability in TeE'pect thereof 'being limited to £750. If a workman 
under 21 years of age was totally incapacitated he became entitled to be 
paid 100 per cent. of his av.erage weekly .earning3up to 15s. a week. 

In extending the scope of the compensation law the Workers' Compensa
tion Act, 1926, removed the wage limit of £525 per annum in so far tH! it 
related to manual labour \lind raised it to £750 in respect of other c.1as:ses of 
employment. lIiembers 0f .an emploJ"er's family living in his house are 
exempt no longer, and.it is specified that the following pe:rsonsare included 
as workers, viz., persons plying for hire with 11 vehicle under acontl'act of 
bailment (other than a hire-purchase agreement); persons .snch .as caddies 
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employed by recreation clubs; jockeys, salesmen, canvassers, and colloctors 
,paid willOlly or partly 'by commission, unless the commission is for work 
incidental to the business of the payee or of a firm of which he is a member. 
fihuIJe,farmers and workers employed by them are deemed to be employees 
of t4e owner of the farm, and persons employed about a mine or in con
necti{;n with the pastoral or rural O'ccupations are deemed to be employees 
of the persons for whom the work is undertaken, notwithstanding that their 
remuneration is proviped wholly or in part by the employees. 

Under certain conditions employees of contractors may claim compensa
tion either from the contractor or from the principal. In contracts for 
threshing, ploughing or other agricultural work the contractor alone is 
liable to his workers for compensation if he provides and uses machinery 
driven by meehanical power. Where a contract is let to supply timber, to 
fell or ringbark trees, cut 'scrub or haul or load timber, or to cut sugar-cane, 
or to perform any other work specified by proclamation, and the contractor 
does not sublet the contract nor employ workers,' or though employing 
workers, actually performs part of the work himself, the contractor and 
other workers are deemed to be employees of the principal. 

A worker and, in the case of his death, his dependents are entitled to 
compensation jf he receives personal injury in the course of his employment, 
or, without his default or wilful act, on the daily or other periodic journey 
between his place of wbode and his place of employment. Oompensation is 
not payable, however, in respect of an injury received during any sU!bstantial 
interruption of, or deviation from, his journey, if the interruption or 
deviation is for a reason unconnocted with his employment. Personal 
jnjury includes a disease contracted in the course of employment to which 
the employment was a contributing factor, except a disease caused by silica 
dust, in respect of ,yhich special legislation has heen enacted. 

The Act does not impose the obligation of compensation in res.pect of an 
inj ury ,"hich does not disable a worker for at least three days, nor in respect 
to an ihjury solely attributable to the serious and wilful misconduct of the 
workernnless it results in death or serious and permanent disablement, and 
compensation is not paywble on account of an intentional self-infEcted 
injury. 

OOJiiI'lehBation must be paid, however, in the case of death or serious and 
permanent. dis1lIhlement notwithstanding that the worker was acting in 
contravention of any regulation applicable to his employment or of any 
orders given h,Y his employer, or without instruction by his employer, if the 
act was. in connection :with the employer's trade or business. :Where an 
inju,ry is contracted by a gradual process the compensation is payable by 
the la~t employer, and he may recover contributions from other persons who 
employed the worker during the year preceding incapacity. 

Where death results from an injury persons wholly dependent on the 
work~rs' earnings are entitled to a sum equal to four years' earnings or 
£4oo,wliichever is the larger, but not exceeding £800. The amount of any 
weekly payments or lump sum receiyed by the worker are to be deducted 
from the amount payable, hut may not reduce it below £200. In addition 
£25 is payable in respect of each dependent child under 16 years. 

WJ-iere there are no persons totally dependent, compensation, as deter
mine\f by agreement or by the Workers' Oompensation ,commission, and 
not exceeding the sum fixed for total dependents, may be paid to persons 
partially dependent. Where a minor leaves no dependents, but during the 
six mont~s preceding the injury contributed the major portion of his 
earnings towards the maintenance of the family home, the members of his 
family are entitled to a sum not exceeding' £400, as agreed upon or deter
mined liy the Oommissioner. Where there are no dependents reasonable 
burial expenses up to £30 are payahle. 
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In cases of total or partial incapacity the compensation payable, includes: 
(a) 'weekly payments not exceeding the average weekly earnings of the 
worker or £5, whichever is the Rmaller amount, and (b) the cost of medical, 
surgical, and hospital treatment and nursing. The total liability of the 
employer in respect of weekly payments may not exceed £1,000, except W\iere 
there is ,permanent and total disablement. The cost of medical ben'efi'ts is 
limited to £;:;0 unless the Commission directs otherwise. 

The maximum weekly ,payment in respect of the worker is two-thirds of 
the average weekly e,arnings up to £3 a week, and the minimum for mi.'adult 
worker is £2 a week. If a minor whose earnings are less than 45s. a week 
is incapacitated, he may be paid 100 per cent. of his earnings up to 30s. a 
week. In addition, a worker is entitled to £1 a week in respect of his wife 
and 88. 6d. per week in respect of each child under 14 years totally or 
mainly dependent upon his earnings. :Where no compensation is payable 
in respect of a wife, a worker may receive £1 a week in respect of one adult 
totally or mainly dependent, and; where no compensation i6 payable in 
respect of children, 88. 6d. a week in respect of each dependent brother and 
sister under 14 years. In computing the average earnings of casual 
employees the average is ,deemed to be not less than the current living wage 
declared by statutory authority. In the case of partial incapacity the 
w'eekly payment may not exceed the difference between the average weekly 
earnings prior to injury and the amount which may bo earned in suitable 
employment after the accident. But if a worker is unable by reason of his 
injury to obtain suitable employment, the Commission may order that his 
incapacity be treated as total for'such period and subject to such conditions 
as may be 'prescribed by the order. 

With the consent of a worker, the liability for a weekly payment may be 
redeemed wholly orin part by the payment of a lump sum determined by 
the Commission, having regard to the, worker's injury, age, occupation, and 
diminished ability to compete in an open labour market. BY,agreelllent or 
order of the Commission the lump sum may be invested or appliedJor the 
benefit of the person entitled thereto. The Act contains a list of amounts 
which, if the worker so elects, may he paid for specific injuries. The amounts 
:mnge from £75 for the loss of a joint of a toe to £675 for the loss of ,either 
arm; but a worker is not entitled to more than £1,000 in addiMon to 
medical expenses, even if 'he sustains more than one of the specified ilijuries, 
unless he is totally and permanently disabled. 

The Act prescribes that every employer must insure with it, licensed 
insurer against his liability to pay compensation to all workers employed 
by him, unless ,he is authorised by the Workers' Compensation iCDmmissiDn 
to undertake the liability on his own account. Insurers transacting w6rkers' 
compensation business must obtain a license from the Commission, 'and 
must deposit with the ,state Treasurer a sum of £6,000 or £10,000, aocording 
to premium income, as a guarantee that compensation payments will, be met 
when due. Self-insurers must deposit an amount determined by the' Com
mission. 

Except with the consent of the Commission, a licensed insurer may not 
refuse to issue a poli~ to an employer who has complied with thtjnlPre
scribed conditions, unless he is an insurer who confine3 his operati()jl\J& to 
indemnifying one emp10yer or a group of employers in one industry, trade, 
or business. Under similar c0ndition~ an insurer IS required to undertake 
re-insurances in res,pect of such proportion of the liability of anygther 
insurer as 'does not exceed the amount'of-liabilit_y retained by t4e,lJ1surer 
who iosued the prime policy. The commission payable on such re-insurance 
contracts is 10 per cent. of the premium. 
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'rille WDrkers' ODmpensatiDn Oommission, to which reference is made 
above, consists 'Of a chairman, who must be a barrister"at-law of five years' 
!Standing, and two other members appointed by the GovernDr. Tlle ODm" 
missiDn exercises judicial functions in regard tD the determinati.on 'Of com
peIl.Sfl.tion claims, and its decisions are finaL The Commission is requiredttD 
furnish wDrkers and employers with informatiDn as to their rights and 
lirubilitioo under the Act, land toO make reasDnable efforts tD cDnciliate the 
parties to any dispute which may arise. The Oommission may appoint 
medical practitioners as referees, and may summDn a medical referee to sit 
as an asseSSDr, or may submit 'any matter to a medical referee or a board of 
medical referees for repDrt. Workers claiming or receiving weekly payments 
must submit themseLves when required by the Oommission fDr examination 
by a; medical referee; or medical board, or by an independent medical 
'practitioner nDminated hy the employer and approved by the ODmmission. 

Salaries and 'Other expenses incurred by the ODmmission are payable from 
a fund cDnstituted fDr the purpose by contributions from insurers, who are 
required to pay thereto a percentage, fixed by the ODmmission, of their 
tDtal premiUms in respect 'Of wDrkers' cDmpensatiDn insurance. 

UpDn the proclamation of the Workers' ODmpensation. Act, 1!l26, a num
oor of companies· which had been engaged previDusly in compensation 
insurance 'Obtained licenses tD CDnduct business under the new Act, and 
various grDups of emplDyers arranged, with the authority 'Of 'the Workers' 
ODmpensatiDn Commission, to act as self-insurers. The rates are qUDted 
as a percentage of the wages paid by the employer, and are much higher 
than those ruling under former legislation. 

Further facilities to enable emplDyers tD i:p.sure were provided when the 
Government decided tD open a State Insurance Office. OperatiDns were 
cDmmenced at rates sDmewhat lower than thDse which had been qUDted by 
the insuraniCe cDmpanies, and the latter redrrced their rates to the same level. 
From 1st October, 192ft, the rates .adDpted by the State office were reduced 
substantially. :Most of the rates were IDwered by abDut 33t per cent., while 
thDse relating to rural and mining 'Occupations were reduced by as much as 
40 per 'cent.. It hag been announced, moreDver, that the GDvernment policy 
is not to make profits 'Out of compensation> insurance, and that at the end of 
each year the Government will pay a rebate out 'Of the surplus over wDrking 
expenses. 

The Workmen's OompensatiDn (Lead PDisoning-Broken Hill) Acts, 1922 
and 1924, prDvide for the payment of compensatiDn tD perSDns disabled in 
the Broken Hill mines hy lead-poisoning or its sequelro. The duties. of 
certifying&urgeon or medical referee are entrusted to a bDard consisting 'Of 
three medical .]Jra'CtitiDners appointed by the Governor, including 'One 
nDminated 'by the mine owners and one by the workmen. 

In terms 'Of the WDrkmen's ODmpensation (Broken Hill) Act, 1920, which 
will remain in force until S'eptember, 1928, a fund has been estahlished for 
the relief 'Of metalliferDus miners, WhD, having cDntracted pneumocDniosis 
or tuberculosis, have been incapacitated from further work in the Broken 
HilI mines. The fund is maintained by contributions--one-half by the 
GDvernment of New South Wales and one-half by the mine 'Owners. The 
compensation paid in each year frDm 1921 tD 1925 was £54,061, £56,336, 
£60,750, £63,843 and £67,480. At the end of 1925 the beneficiaries numbered 
1,142, viz., 330 mine workers and 812 dependents, including' 437 children. ' 
At the end 'Of the previous year the 'beneficiaries numbered 1,105, including 
433 children. 
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The Workmen's Oompensation (Silicosis) Act, H)20, as amended by the 
Workers' Oompensation Act, 1926, empowers the Government to establish a 
scheme for the payment of compensation with respect to workmen who 
suffer death or disablement owing to fibroid phthisis or silicosis of the lung, 
or other disea:ses of the pulmonary or respiTatory organs caused by exposure 
to silica dust. Provision may be made by thc scheme for the establishment 
of a general compensation fund to which employers in any specified industry 
involving cxposure to silica dust may be required to contrihute. In this 
manner liru'bility in respect of a disease contracted by a gradual process may 
be distributed amongst the employers concerned. The scheme has not yet 
been brought into operation. 

Compensation Paid. 
The following statement shows particulars regarding compensation. -in 

respect of accidents paid during the years 1920 to 1924 under the Workmen's 
Oompensation Acts, 1916 and 1900, and the Workmen's Cbmpensat>ion 
(Lead Poisoning-Broken EiH) Acts, 1922 and 1924:-

I Accidents. Compensation. 

Disablement Com pen· I I Disablement Comp.,,· 
Year. sated by- I sated by-

Death. 

! I T<>t"l Death. I I Weekly 
Total. 

Lump I Weekly Lump 
Sum. I Payment. 

I 
Sum. I Payment. 

I 

\ 

I 

I I I I £ £ I £ £ 
1920 104 157 

1
12,976 13,237 38,407 • 26,105 ; 107,084 171,596 

1921 120 167 .16,079- 16,360 39,762 I 28,4171196;378264,557 
1922 

I 101 248 i 17,015 17,364 39,672 38,989 211,745 1290;.406 
1923 

I 

90 194 118,666 18,950 ; 34,067 i 31,8~9 i 224,9~9 1 290,845 
1924 138 194 ' 20.718 21,050 I 55,714 I 34,526 1255,9,6 346,156 

I I 

In respect of fatal accidents in 1924, an amount of £5.1,071 was paid te' 
persons wholly dependent, £2',:392 to persons partially dependent, and £251 
as medical and burial fees, etc. 

Records relating to industrial di6eases show that compensation. under the 
foregoing Acts was paid in respect of 117 cases in 1924, viz., 17 cases which 
originated during the year; and 100 cases continued from previous years. 
Particulars for the five year6 1920 to 1924 are as fo'llows:-

Year. 

Cases. 
I 

Diseases-,., 

I--~~--'------!----------'----

Fatal. NOll·fatal. TOt-'ll. 

Lead Poisoning. 

1-----,-----.-

Mining. Industries-. 

Other 
Diseases. 

COJnpen
sation .. 

I 
Other 

'------'------£--~ 

19 r 14 14,896 

_-__ ~ ___ ~I ____ c .. ______ ' 

82 1 96 I . 1920 
. 1921 

1922 
1923 
1924~ 

14 
II 
10 
9 
9 

162 I 173 I 

!H i m I 
63 

145 
143 
113 
102-

1
5
0 

II 23 19,453 
36 24,279 

10 40 19,622 
6 i 9 18,729 

i 

AU the fatal cases in 19'24 were due to lead-poisoning contracted in the 
Broken Hill mines. 0 f the non-fatal cases there were 9 cases of nystagmus 
in the coal-mining industry, and 99 of lead-poisoning including. 89 cases 
from the Broken Hill mines. The compensation paid in respect of lead
poisoning amounted to £13,163, and on account of nystagmus to £566. 
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WAGES. 
For the protection of juvenile labour a law was passed in 1908 

to prevent tho threatened devcloplnent in unorg'anised trades of a system 
under which young wOl'kers were being employed without remuneration. It 
provides that a minimum wage of not less tthan 48. per week must be ,paid 
to factory workers, shop assistants, and others. 

In recent years the minimum rates of wages for nearly all classes of 
juvenile and of 'adul't workers have been fixed by industrial tribunals 
€xereising statutory authority. 

The Living 'Wage. 
]~arly legislation empowering industrial tribunals to fix minimum wages, 

as incidental to the preservation of industrial peace, did not .give any 
direction regarding the principles to be observed in the exercise of the 
function. In practice, the tribunals adopted the principle of basing 
their determinations on the living wage, which must be sufficient to secure 
to the unskilled worker a reasonable standard of living, as distinct from 
the secondary wage, which is remuneration for skill 'or other special 
qualifications. 

Details regarding the development of the living wage principle since it 
was defined by Mr. Justice Higgins, President of the Commonwealth Court 
of Conciliation and Arbitration, in the well-krrown Harvester case in 1907, 
are published in the 1921 issue 'of the "Year Book," with particulars 
relating to the standard of living and the living wage determinations. In 
this issue only a brief description of the existing practice is inserted. 

In the -State jurisdiction the living wages for men and for women were 
fixed by tlhe Board of Trade, after public inquiry regarding the average cost 
of living, and the declarations had statutory force as the basis of all 
industrial awards and agreements relating to wages. The Board's 
inquiries' were made annually between 1918 and 1921. Subsequently the 
rates were reviewed at more frequent intervals,and the Industrial Arbitra
tion Amendment Act, passed in November, 19'22,authorised the Board to 
declare the living wages at intervals of not less than three months. 

For ,the -purpose of the declarations, the living wage was defined as the 
standard wage which would do neither more nor less than enable a worker of 
the class to which the lowest wage would be awarded to maintain himself, 
his wife,and two children, in a house of three rooms and a kitchen, with 
food, plain and inexpensive, but quite sufficient in quantity and quality to 
maintain healtih and efficiency, and with an allowance for miscellaneous 
€xpenses. 

The principle of a living wage was not applied to women's wages under 
the ,sta,te industrial arbitration system until the Board of Trade conducted 
its first inquiry into the eost of living in 1918. The standard adopted was 
the minimum wage to cover the cost of living' of the adult female worker 
of the lowmt paid class, but having no other responsibility and living away 
from home in lodgings. 

Up.<'}n the dissolution of the Board of Trade in April, 1926, the function 
of fi:xifig the living wages was transferred to the Industrial Commission. 
Theitandard of living is to be determined and the living wages for adult 
employees are to be declared not morc frequently than once in every six 
months. The Commission commenced its -first inquiry for the purpose of 
determining the standard of living in July, 19£'6, the Commission being 
constituted of the Industrial Commissioner and eight members--of whom 
four are women-half representing the employers and half the employees. 
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The variations in the living wages, as determined 'by the Court of In
dustrial Arbitration in the years 1914 to 1916, and by the Board of Trade 
in later years, were as follows. The declarations, prior to October, 1920, 
related to the metropolitan area only. 

Year. 

1914 

1915 

1916 

1918 

11119 

1920 

1921 

1922 

1923 

19'23 

1925 

Men. 

Date of I 
Declaration. I 

I 
16th FebruarYI 

17th DeCember[ 

18th Augmt ... 

5th Septemberl 
I 

8th October ... ! 

Living 
'Va:~e. 

!i 

~ s~ d~1 
2 12 6 il 
2 15 6: 

I 
3 0 

3 Ii 

Women. 

Date of 
Declaration. 

Living 
Wage. 

£ s. d. 

110 0 

I 19 0 

8th October ... 1 4 5 

o "lI7th December' 

o I 23rd Decemher[ 

o il23rd DeCeml)Crl 2 3 0 

o i22nd December 2 0 
I 

18th October .. I 4 2 

I 

1 

12th May 

il0th April 

17th septemberl 

I 24thAugust"'1 

3 18 0 

3 19 0 

420 

( 4 0 

9th October .. 

10th April ... 

7th Septemherl 2 

24th August ... 1 

1 19 6 

200 

6 

226 

'I'::J 

In March, and in August, 1924-, the Board decided, after inquiry, n'ot to 
vary the rates fixe.d in September, 1923. The declarations as shown.jn the 
table did not apply to employees in rural occupations. 

The Commonwealth Court assesses a basic rate for each case in Wihich 
minimum wages are to 'be determined. The standard adopted is· the Har
vester wage, 7s. per day in Melbourne in 1907, which was. based apparently 
on the needs of a man, his wife, and three children. The rate is adjusted 
to cover variations in the cost of living so as to ensure to the l()west paid 
WOI'ker the ,same standard of comfort as that rate gave in 1907. 

In view of the fact that federal awards are made for extendedpe~iods, 
difficulty has been experienced in devising a sati'sfactol'Y method of adjust
ment. For some years after the Harvester wage was determined, the 
movement in the cost of living was slow, and wages were :fixed> ,'by the 
Court after consideration of the cost of living at tJ.l:te time of the award, 
on theb!lJSis of the evidence given in the Harvester case. In July,. 1913, 
the President decided to assess the basic wage, by applying to the Harvester 
rate the index number of the cost of food, groceries, and rent; as determined 
by the Oommonwealth Statistician for the calendar year preceding th~ date 
when the award was made. Subsequently, a'S T'r!ccs began to risfl:bwith 
increasing rapidity, it became the general practice to apply the ·index 
nUlllh€r for the twelve months immediately preceding the making of the 
award. 

None of the foregoing methods, however, gave the desired result, 'and 
tneCourt decided that it was necessary in some cases to give awards a 
retrospective effect in order .to relieve employees who had heen receiving 
wages below a fair equivalent of the standard rate. Obviously, a system 
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which involved retrospective pay had manydisadvanta.ges, and in 1921 the 
Court adopted ,a new rule to provide for the periodical adjustment of rates 
()f wages during the term of an award. Under the existing method, intro
duced in 'December, 1921, it is a general rule to make the adjustments 
quarterly or half-yearly on a basic rate which is ascertained by applying to 
the Harvester wage the index number of the cost of food, groceries, and rent 
for the preceding quarter, and adding 3s. per week to the result. The sum of 
3s. per week, though an arbitrary figure, was chosen after deliberation as a 
fair addition to cover possible increases in the cost of living in the quarter 
succeeding each adjustment, and to set off past losses suffered by the workers 
during the period when wages had been l>1gging behiud the rapidly rising 
prices. 

In making the periodical adjustments during the term of a federal award, 
the following scale is generally used for increasing or decreasing the 
rates for adult male employees a'ccording to the rise or fall of the index 
number of the cost of food and groceries and rent on wb.ich the rates in the 
award were based:-

Increase or Decrease [ :, Inc~~ •• e ';1 Increase or Decrease I Illc~~ase I! 
Index i;ulDber. pec-rease II lndex k"umber. 1 Decrease :1'1 

Increase or Decrease 
in 

Index l'iumber. I 

Iocrease 
or 

Decrease 
in Wages. __________ ~l_n_W __ a_gM_·cl-________ ~-i--nwag~. 

Under 11 
s. d. ! 
Nil. j 

I 
!H and unclH 115 

8. d. 
5 0 

I' I 

/

1 198 'and under 219
1 

s. d. 
10 0 

11 and under 3] 

22 

52 

73 

.. 52 

91. 

1 0 

2 0 

3 0 

4 0 

Ii 115 

II 136 

Ii 

II 

157 

l77 

136 

157 

177 

198 

6 0 

7 0 

8 0 

9 0 

I 2i9 .. 2401 
,I I II 
il 240 " :!61, 

I
, I 
i26l " 282 

II 282 aud over .. ·'1 
Ii 

11 0 

12 0 

13 0 

14 0 

When it is necessary to asse"s a basic wage for women the Commonwealth 
Ooun takes into 'consideration any special conditions affecting the employees 
concerned, such as broken time, allowances for travelling, etc. For this 
'reas0n the rates used by the Court :for various awards sometimes show sub
stantial difference,. In two industries in which the majority of women 
working. under federal awards are employed, viz., clothing and printing, the 
basic rate is about 54 percent. of the corresponding rate for men <IDd in 
periodical adjustments this ratio is preserved. 

An amendment of the Commonwealth Conciliation and Arbitration Act, 
passed in 1926, provides that when the question or the basic wage is beforG 
the Court the Federal Attorney-General may intervene to enable interested 
persons or organisation~ or associatio11B of employers or employees to apply 
to the Court for liberty to be heard and to examine and cross-examine 
witnesses. 

Living Wage in the olhe1' States. 
In Queensland it is the practice to fix a minimum wage for industries 

of average prosperity, and the Board of Trade and Arbitration, which 
replaced the Industrial Arbitration Court in J 925, may determine -a basic 
wage with regard to the particular circumstances of any industry of greater 
or less- thun average prosperity. In September, 1925, an Act was passed 
:fixing the living wage for men 'Working under awards and agreements at 
£4 5s. per week, and this rate will remain in force for a period of twelve 
months and thereafter until vnried by the Board. 
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In South Australia the standard living wage is fixed by the Board of 
Industry. In Victoria and Tasmania the rates of wages in the various 
industries are fixed by wages boards by a process of collective bargaining 
between the employers and the employees in the industry concerned, and the 
prescribed rates for unskilled labour vary accordingly. In Western Australia 
it was the practice of the Arbitration Court to use the same method of 
aSS€6'Sment as the Commonwealth tribunal, but an Act was passed in 1925 
to prescribe that the Court shall fix a basic wage in June of each year, and 
the rate so determined will operate for a period of twelve month.s from 1st 
July following. In June, 1926, the rate for adult males was fixed at £4 55. 

The rates shown in the following statement for :Melbourne, Perth, and 
Hobart are those which may be regarded as fair average or basic rates for 
unskilled labour at the respective dates specified in the taMe. The 
quotations for the ,Commonwealth represent the rates which, in accordance 
with the practice of the Court, would have been used in determining rates 
of wages, if the Court had made awards for the capital cities las at the 
specified dates. The rate for July, 1914, was calculated by applying to the 
Harvester wage, 7s. pel' day in Melhourne in 1907, the index number of 
the 'cost of food, groceries, and rent in the capital cities during the pre
ceding twelve months, and the rates as at the other dates speci.fied, by 
applying' the index numbers for the preceding quarter and adding to the 
result the sum of 3s. per week. 

I 

Living Wage-Adult Males. 
Metro!,olitan Areas. 

1914. 192~. 1924. 1925. 1926. 
(July). (April). (March). (June). {August). 

£ S. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ d. 
Sydney 2 8 0 3 19 0 4 2 0 4 2 ot 4 4 0 

Melbourne ... 2 5 0 3 18 0 4 3 6 4 4 6 4 12 0 

Brisballe 2 2 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 5 0 

Adelaide 2 8 0 3 17 6 3 18 6 4 2 O· 4 5 6 

Perth 214 0 3 17 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 4 5 0 

Hobart 2 8 0 3 18 0 3 18 0 3 18 0 4 5 6 

Common wealth 2 13 6 4 0 6 4 5 0 4 4 0 410 0 

------

• Incr.ased to £45 •• 6d. in July, 1925. t Increased to £4 48. in August, 1~25. 

y Secondary Wage. 

Having ascertained the basic rates of wages for unskilled labour, th6 
assessment of the secondary wages is a matter to be considered separately 
in connection with each occupation. It is the usual practice, under the 
State system, w'hen varying wages on account of an increase or decrease in 
the cost of living, to preserve unaltered the recognised margin between the 
"killed and the unskilled workmen in an industry, and to vary all rates of 
,wages by the amount by which the ba,si,c wage has ibeen increased or reduced. 

The Commonwealth Court determines in each ease an amount which it 
considers to be the fair value, as at the date of the 'award, of the skill 
required. 

11729-C 
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R.\TES OF \V AGES. 

The rates of wages for various occupations at intervals sillce 1901 are shown 
in the following statement. E,xcept where specified, the figures indicate the 
minimum amounts payable for a full week's work on the ba:sis of the weekly~ 
daily, or Ihourly rates ,fixed by industrial awards and agreements, and for oc
cupations not subject to industrial determinations, the ruling or predominant 
rates are stated. The ta;ble contains particulars of a few occupations only, 
but similar information relating to a large number of callings ~s publishecl 
annually in the "Statistical Register of New South vVales." In the Register 
for the year 1920-21 the rates are stated for each year from 1901 to 1913,. 
inclusive, and for 1921; and the fallowing issue contains the rates for each 
ye,u:r since 1913;-

Occupation. 

Mannfacturing
Cabmetmal,er 

Bodermaker 

Coppersmith 

Fitter .. 

electl'jcal 

Baker .. 
nootclicker .. 

Tailor (re,dy·made) 

1,1901. j 1906.1 1911.j 1913. i 1916.11921.11922.11923. : 1924.j1925. 

I s. d·1 s. d'i s. d. j s, d., s. d. , s. d. s. d. j s. d. I s. d, I s. d . 
. , 52 0, 52 G 56 0 60 0 /67 0 101 9 9S 011102 0 1102 0 102 () 

.. 00 0 60 0 I 66 0 1106 0 7S 0;107 6 I 103 6; \07 61108 61112 6 

.. 60 60 0 168 0 I 72 0 80 0 1109 6 105 6i109 6 i108 6 112 6' 

.. 60 60 0 64 0 i 70 0 78 0 1107 6 10~ 61107 6 '108 O/U2 () 

.. 60 0 60 0 66 0 I 72 0 82 0 1086 104 61115 0 1115 0 'Illi 0-
I' I 

., 53 6 52 6 1 56 0 1 60 0 70 0 100 6 96 01100 6 100 6 '1'102 6· 

.. 45 0 45 0 54 0 I 54 ,0 66 0 198 6 95 PI 94 9196 0 96 () 

.. 50 0 50 0 i 55 0 I GO 0 1 60 0 i 102 96 0i104 6 102 6! 101 6 

Compositor (joblJing) .. 52 . 52 0 i 60 0' 65 0 I C5 0 1'105 0 98 0

1

,102' 0 11G2 0 1104 0 

Buildip.g'-
Bricklayer 63 0 62 0 69 0 75 0 78 0 1108 0 109 0 113 0 113 0 113 ~ 

Carpenter 60 0 60 0 63 0 72 0 80 '0 i110 0 103 0i107 6 121 0 1121 ()' 

Painter I 54 0 55 0 60 0 '64 0 75 O· 104 0 f7 01i03 0 103 0 1108 () "I I I 
PlumlJer ., '160 0 '60 0 66 0 72 0 72 0 lno 103 01107 0 107 0 117 (; 

. I i I l\Iming- ! I 
Coalminer,pert.on(bestcoal), 4 2 3 6 4 4 2 4 6 1 6 6 11'[6 lIt 6 11!j 6 11~ 

I , ! 48 0 1103 103 ~ 103 6 103 6 109 6 
Coah,'heelor .. . 'I 42 0 38 0 42 0 51 0 I to I to to II to to to 

\ 54 6 '106 6 106 6106 6 106 6 1112 6 
Silvcrminer •• .. 1 54 0 60 66 0 66 0 77 9199 0 99 (I" 99 0 99 0 lOS, 6. 

Transport- I 
( 66 0 66 0 66 0 72 ° 72 0 1100 0 102 01106 0 106 L09 (lI 

Raihay loco·driver .. ~I~ ~ ~ ~ ~I~ ~ ~ ~ 
( 90 0 90 0 90 0 98 0 96 0 1130 0 126 °1130 0 130 0 1133 () 

WlJar!·labo:!rer per h0ur{ lIto 0 110 1, tl 6 91 2 91 211i 2 1l~11 2 n~ 
\ i 1 3 1 3 ) r I 

Rural industries...... I , I 
Shearer .. per lOJ sheepi 20 0 20 0 24 ~ 21 0 24 0 I 40 0 35 0; 38 0 38 0, 38 () 

S'a'ion hand with keep 1'0 0 25 0 25 25 0 25 0 48 0 48 0148 0 1'2 0 1 52 () 

"., {1-150 15
to

0 20
to

0 20
to

O 200} {30 0130 0300'30 () 

M;;;;;;~~::~keep .. I'.:~to~ :: : :: : :: ~ ::to: 1

9
:
260 

::to:: ::to:::to: ::to:: 
5 0 55 6 82 0 78 011 82 0 82 0 81 0 Standard millimul11'wage "I * 45 0 4 I 

• ·Standard no~ fixad. 

As a result of the method of wage adjustment adopted by the industrial 
triibnnals, t~Ie :meJvement in the rates 'generally coincides with the rise ol" 
fall in the standard living wage. Prior to the determination of the 
Harvester !,'[lte III 1907 a standard wage was not'fixed, and an inspection 
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of the predominant rates in 1901 shows that wages as low as 30s .. per week
were paid for unskilled labour in some factories, 'but the average was 
proba'bly about 35s. per week. 'The living wage, 84s. per week, in 1925" 
'showed an increase of 49s. as compared with that rate. 

In the building trades there has been a brisk demand for skilled workerfil' 
in recent years, and as a general rule the artisans have commanded higher 
wages than the award rates shown in the table. In 192:1, for instance, the' 
award rate for carpenters was 2s. 4d. per hour for 46 hours per week, but 
most of these skilled workers were paid at a higher rate, afterwards embodied! 
in .an agreement, viz., 28. 9d. for 44 hours. Similarly in 1925., the predomi
nant rates for bricklayers 'were from 28. 10ld. to 3s. per hour for a week or 
44 hours. 

The wages of coalminers are based on contract rates, which vary according: 
to the condition of the seams or places where the coal is mined, the rates 
being determined by a special tribunal. The rates for miners and !Wheelers 
shown in the table relate to the northern district, where the bulk of the coal.' 
is produced. 

The wages of railway engine-drivers are inClreased by 68. per week on the 
completion of each of the first four years of service, the highest rates being. 
paid to drivers of mail and passenger trains. The rates aregenel"ally ·higher 
than those fixed for most industrial occupations, but the increase sinee 1901' 
has been smaller than the increase in the other mtes shown in thetti'ble. Am: 
hourly rate is prescribed for wharf-labouring, as intermittency is a com;tant 
factor owing to irregularity in the daily volume of shipping trade. ,Extra; 
rates are paid for handling special cargoes such as wheat, explosivet,and: 
frozen meat. 

In the rural industries, contract rates for shearing and the Wage. of 
station hands are fixed by the Oommonwealth Oourt of Oonciliation ana, 
Arbitration. In September, 1923, the rate for £hearing ordinary flock sheep; 
was raised from 35s. per 100 :to 388., and in June, 1'92(1, to 40s. Higher 
rates must be paid for shearing stud sheep. A State award for pastoral': 
employees preseribes a shearing rate of 45s. per 100 as from 1st August,,, 
1926. This award must be obsorved by persons not bound by the federal 
award. The wages of farm labourers were not fixed during the period.,: 
covored by the table, except during the twelve months dating from Ocloi&er;~ 
1921, when a rural living wage declara'iion of the Board .of Trade was in' 
force, the rate being 42s. per week for rural workers who were provided 
with board and lodging. 

The rates shown in the table for pick and shovel men relate to thdse> 
engaged in the work of railway construction. 

The following table of' average rates shows the extent to which changes. 
in the rates for individual occupations have affected wages in various 
groups of industries, and in all industries combined. The figures represen.t. 
the average weekly rates of wages payable to a.du1t males in each group of 
jndustries, and the weighted average for 'all groups combined in val'iouft 
years since 1901. 

For the computations particulars were obtained in respect of -8'74 occupa
tions. The industrial awards and agreements were the main Sources of 
information, and for occupations not subject to the industrial determina
tions, the ruling Or predominant rates were ascertained from employers' 
and from secretar.ies of trade unions. The occupations were classified into· 
fOllrteen industrial groups, and the . averages were calculated on the basis 
of the weekly rates payable to adult male employees in the Metropolitan ' 
district, except in regard to the mining,>shipp1ng, and rural industl'ie8,_~ 
which are conducted for the most part outside the Metropolitan area. 
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In determining the average wage in each group an arithmetic mean was 
taken; that is, the sum of the rates was divided by the number of occupa
tions, no detailed system of weights being applied owing to the difficulty 
of obtaining satisfactory data as to the number of persons employed in 
each occupation. In computing the average for all the indus,tries combined, 
the average for each industrial group was weighted in accordance with tIlt 
Telati';'e number of all male workers engaged in that group. 

The rates shown in the table for 191(1 and later veal'S are those deter
mined for New South vYales by the Commonwealt"hStatistician, whose 
fig111'eS are in close agreement with the averages determ~ned by the author 
.and have been adopted fClr the sake of uniformity. 

in thc shipping, pa~torfll, and domestic industries, where food and 
.10dging are supplied, the value of such has been added to the rates of 
wages :-

- .. ----.--.-.-... -----,-------c-------------------'=-

1 

Average Weekly U.ates of Wages at end of Year. 

Group of Industrie.. ~~~ ;~~I~I 1013.11916.[1921.11922.11923.[1924. r 1925. 

"1. W~i*'b!;'W~~~'~'et~aWmill,· 4~ d,JI4~ dill :;; dci!1 5~ ~ t;, di:!lOSi do ~5 :;-olll~i ~;:.;! .. ;9 d9110~ d~ 
-2. Engineering, Shipbuilding, 

Smelting, )Ietal Works, I 
etc. ...... 49 4 49 8 55 4

1

' 57 8'1 64 01 98 93 1'198 0 97 I1!roo \I 
.2. Food, Drink, and Tobacco ·1 I 

Manufacture and Distri· I I I 
bntion ...... 44 11 45 51 4] 56 0'1] 62 3' 95 2

1

91 5'1 91 3!. 93 7 95 3 
4. Clothing, Hats, Boots, Tex~ i 

tiles, Rope, Cordage, etc. 44 5. 44 5 51 7: 54 0 60 2: 91 10 89 31 92 31 91 91 11 
'<>. Books, Printing, Bookbind-' [. I' , 

ing, etc....... 53 1 54 64 4 65 9 67 9:106 3!102 1104 3'104 3107 2 
6. Other Manufacturin~ 44 10 46 ,.1 71 56 3 6:3 Il, 97 7 92 9 96 2: 96 0 98 4 
7. Building ... ... ... 56 2 57 6 Il:{ 4, 68 0 71 4,104 7101 8104 4'104 6107 4 
'8. Mining, Quarries, etc. ."152 51 7 60 0, 62 G 72 6105 4 104 2105 0 lO5 0 109 6 
9. Railway and Tramway Scr- I 

vices ... ... ... 52 2 52 6' 55 2 61 1 65 2 95 5 91 4 97 2 95 5 99 2 
10. Other Land Transport ... 41 8 41 81 44 4 51 4 59 4 1 92 0 88 1 91 5 90 9 92 11 
11. Shipping, Wharf I,abour, etc. 38 4 38 8

1 

44 6

1

48 9 58 41100 5 98 6100 5, 96 4102 7 
12. Pastora1, AgrIcultural 7 RUrd.l'l 'I 

Horticultural, etc. ... 32 5 35 5, 43 5 49 11 55 10, 92 0 84 5, 85 6 84 0 85 6 
13. Domestic, Hotels, etc. . .. 37 111 39 1144 3 45 5 53 3

1 

8) 0 83 7187 1 87 1 89 8 
14. Miscellaneous ... ... 43 5, 44 7 49 0 53 1 59 7 91 51 88 2 92 0 90 8 92 9 

All Industries ... ... 1-43li1454T515j55P[6l1l I 93uf916 9!6
1

93f 960 

The average rates of wages in all industries combined rose slowly until in 
1918 it was 28 per cent. higher than in 1911. In the next three years it 
rose by 46 pel' cent., and in 1921 it was 86'4 per cent. above the average of 
1911. In the following years the average rose and fell alternately, until an 
increase of 2·7 pel' cent. in 1925 brought it to a point slightly a:bove the 
average in 1921. 

The highest averages are in the minin.g, building, and printing industries, 
which are strongly organised, and include a large proporti.on of skilled 
artisans. The next jn order are shipping industry, the woodworking, and 
the engineering trades. The lowest averages are in the domestic and rural 

-,groups. Between 1921 and 1925 there were increases, ranging from 45. 2d. 
to ld., in all the groups except the rural, in which there was a decrease of 
.6s. 6:d. The classes with the hi,g'hest increases were mining 4s. 2d., railway 
.and Itramway services 3s. 9d., building 2,:;. 9d., engineering and shipping 
2s. 2d. In the miscellaneous group there was an increase of ls. 4d., and 
the other increases were less than ls. 

The average in the rural group was affected in 1922 by an award of the 
. CommonwE'alth Court, which reduced the rates for shearers and other pas
toral workem, and !by the exclusion of rural workers from the purview of 

.. the New South Wales Board of 'Trade in respect of living wage determina
tion.s. 
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The foregoing' tables relate to the nominal rates of wages, that is the 
actual amounts of money payable in return for labour, and in order to show 
the effective value of these amounts it is necessary to consider them in 
relation to the purchasing power of money. Food and rent are the only 
elements of expenditure of which satisfactory records as to yariations in 
the purchasing power of money are available, and in the following state
ment the relation between the cost of these items and the average rates of 
wages is illustrated. For this purpose the average rates of wages have been 
reduced to index numbers, which have been diyided by the index numbers 
of food and rent. The results indicate the variations in the effective 
wage. 

The index numbers of the nominal wage for 1914 and suboequent .years, 
as shown below, represent the mean of the average rates at the end of the 
fOllr quarters of each year. Quarterly data reg'arding wages are not avail
able for the years prior to 1914, and the index numbers of the nominal wage
relate to the rates current at the end of those years. 

AYP:rage Nominal 'Vag'e per 'Veek. 
Index Number of Index Number 

Year. 

I 
Food and Rent of 

Amount. Index Number. Combined. Effectivo Wage. 
. 

B. d. I 
1901 4311 854 848 

I 

1007 

1906 45 4 882 901 97~ 

1911 51 5 1000 1000 I 1000, 

1912 54 3 1055 1113 948 

1913 I 55 9 1084 1144 948 

1914 I 56 0 1089 

I 
1171 930 

1915 56 10 H05 1233 861 

1916 59 7 l](iO 1351 859' 

1917 63 6 1236 1365 905 

1918 65 1 1266 1383 915 

1919 70 10 1377 
I 

1531 89~ 

1920 86 3 1677 1791 936 

1921 95 5 1855 1672 1109 

1922 93 2 1812 1586 1142 

1923 92 7 1801 1685 106\)1 

1924 \ 93 10 1826 1662 1099 

1925 
\ 

94 7 1840 1709 10i7 

-- --~--------------
--------~~----.~ 

In HlOl the effective wage was slightly higher, and in 1906 it was lower. 
than in 1911. Thereafter it declined steadily as living >became dearer, until 
in 1916 it was 14 per cent. lower than in 1911. Subsequellitly wages were 
increased at a faster rate than the cost of food and rent, and the effective 
wage index number rose slowly, but in 1919 its purchasing power ill relation 
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ito the cost of food and housing was still 10 per cent. lower than in. 1911. 
'There were pronounced rises in wages during 192'0 and 1921, and as food 
prices began to decline the effective wage rose to a point 14 per cent. above 

:the level of the year 1911. In 1923 wages moved downwards and the cost 
.of food and housing increased so that the effective wage declined by 6 per 
cent. In 1924 the movement of each factor was reversed, and the effective 
-wage showed a slight ilicrease. In 1925 both wages and the C(lf3t of com
,modities increased, but the effective wage dec1inedby 2 per cent 

The rates of wages, nominal and effective, as stated in the "!' 'regoing 
;'tables are hased on the rates payable to employees under awards or agree
ments or on predominant rates for work without intermittency 01' overtime, 

cand J10t on actual earnings, which are lia,ble to fluctuate on account of iJhe 
~ise :and fall in the volume of employment. Thus the census records show 
;that there was a much larger proportion of unemployment in 1921 than in 
:1911. Moreover, conditions vary in different industries. In the building 
trade, for instance, there has been remarkable activity in recent years, and 
-competent men !have been receiving wages above the rates prescribed by
:awar.ds, and have probably suffered less intermittency than in periods of 
normal trade, meanwhile some of tihe other industries have experienced 

"i31ackness. 
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PRODUCTION. 
The value of production, as shown in this section, re1atpg to the primary 

industries-Pastoral, Agricultural, Dairying and Farmyard, Mining, 
]!,orestry, Fisheries, and Trapping-and.to the Manufacturing industries. 

The values in regard to the primary industries-except mining-are 
stated as at the point or place of production, on the basis of the prices to 
the producers, which are somewhat less than the wholesale prices in the 
:Metropolitan market. No deduction has been made on account of the cost 
of items such as seed, fertilisers, containers, fodder for animals, 
machinery, etc. 

Some of the quotations are known to be understated. For instance, the 
values as estimated for agricultural and farmyard produce are deficient, 
because records are not available as to production (which in t~18 aggregate 
must be large) on areas less than one acre in extent. The production from 
:fisheries includes only the catches of licensed fishermen. 

Recent investigations have disclosed the fact that the estimates of the 
'value of pastol"al production have been understated for a number of years, 
owing to inaccuracies in the returns supplied by many land holders. The 
estimate for the year 1924-25 may be regarded as a reliable figure, but 
those shown in t,he following tables for earlier years require considerable 
adjustment. For this reason they are not comparable with the estimate 
for 1924-25, though they may be used as a fair indication of the annual 
movement of t,he value of production prior to that year. 

The figures showing the estimated value of mining production in each 
year from 1911 to 1919-2'0 inclusive areba,sed on the records of the Depart
ment of JliIines, of which details are stated in the chapter of this volume 
relating to the mining industry. The values as recorded by the Department 
have been reduced by the exclusion of certain values which are included 
here in the production of the manufacturing industries, e.g., coke produced 
at coke works, also the value added to minerals in the manufacture of lime 
and cement at limestone quarries, and in the treatment of ores at mines. 
The values shown for the last five years are those supplied by the mine 
owners in returns collected under the Census Act, and they indicate the 
estimated: value at the mines of the minerals produced during each year. 
The figures do not represent exact values, but may he considered to be the 
best estimates which may be made from the data available. Reference to 
the difficulty experienced in estimating' the value of mining production is 
made in the chapter relating to the mining industry. 

The value of .the manufacturing production is taken as the value at the 
factory of the manufactured goods less the cost of raw materials, water, fuel, 
and electricity, and containers used, and of tools replaced. YVith a few 
exceptions returns are not collected as to the production in snwll establish
ments employing less than four hands where manual labour only is used, 
nor from bakehouses nor butchers' smal1goods factories. 

For thc foregoing reasons the aggregate value of production as stated is 
not complete, and should not be assumed to be the total fund available as 
the wages fund of the State nor as remuneration for the agents of produc
tion in the form of wages, rent for land, and interest on capital inyested. 
The values quoted for the specified industries do not include the value added 
by reason of transportation to market and distribution to the consumer, nor, 
in the case of exports, carriage tv the point of shipment. Moreover, the 
earnings of many important activities, such as the building indWltry, of 
which records are not available, or from railway construction or com· 
mercial and other pursuits are not included. -
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Thus it will be seen that the amounts quoted have several shortcomings, 
nevertheless they are valuable as indicating the increase or decreas@ in 
the annual production of the industries specified and as important data 
for measuring the growth of the national income. 

The following statement shows the estimated vahle of production of thQ 
specified industries, at the place of production, at intervals SInce 1871. 
After 1913 the values are stated for the years ended 30th June, except thos6 
relating to the mining industry, which relate to the calendar years ended six 
months later. 

Primary Industries. 

Year. 
Rural Industries. I Fores:~!------I---- fa}!::r~~g p~~~~y 

/
' ~---~- -~ - IFisherie~, T?ta1, Industries. Manu-

i and MininO'. Pnmary facturinfr 
I I Agri- DairJ iIlI; I Total. I Trap- 0 / Indus- Industries. 

I 
past. oral. II cultural. and Rural; ping. I tries. 

Farmyard Industries.! * 
I * Ii) • 

£000 1£000 

1871 7,609 2,220 

1881 10,866 4,216 

1891 14,725 3,615 

1901 12,4"'7 i ,060 

1911 

£ 000 

1,110 

2,285 

2,735 

3,188 

6,534 

I £ 000 

110,939 
I 
1 17,367 

21,075 

22,695 

35,717 

£ 000 

324 

492 

758 

986 

I 2,213 

£ 000 

1,626 

£ 000 I 
12,8891 

I 
£000 I £000 

2,490 15,379 

2,138 19,997 5,183 25,180 

6,431 28,267 7,799 36,065 

5,681 29,362j 9,742 39,101 

7,392 45,322 19,432 64,751 

1912 

19,4349.1"'9) 

19,440 11,817 i,192 38,449 2,347 8,177 48,973 22,681 71,654 

1913 20,738 12,378 7.063 40,179 2,644 8,712 51,535 23,764 75,299 

1914-15 ]8,848 

1915-16

1 

21,576 

1916-17 26,842 

1917-18 28,435 

1918-19 29,865 

1919-j!Q 33,972 

1920-21/20,057 

1921-22 23,657 

1922-23 34,009 

]0,031 7,846 

20,362 7,649 

13,012 9,419 

13,685 10,635 

12,280 111,073 

13,582 11,793 

32,373 16,447 

20,261 12,914 

21,301 13,445 

36,725 

49,587 

49,273 

52,755 

53,218 

59,347 

68,877 

56,832 

68,755 

I 
2,074 6,090 44.889 24,330 69,219 

2,603 7,478 59,668 25,235 84,903 

3,055 9,173 61,501 27,133 88,634 

3,737 10,493 66,985 29,500 96,485 

3,708 

7,76fJ 

7,805 64,731 32,768 97,499 

9,650 76,757 39,314 1116,071 

4,089 10,192 83,158 43,128 

3,628 9,666 70,126 46,746 

4,8'lO 10,419183,984 51,492 

126,286 

116,872 

135,476 

1923-24 36,963 20,556 12,327 69,846 4,204 11,845 85,895 55,661 141,556 

1924-25
1 

47,968 28,785 14,336 91,089 5,039 11,785 lO7,913 59,044[166,957 

• Figures for years prior to 1921.-25 are subject to revision. See text Oil previous page. 

The total value of production increased in each decade from 1871 to 1891. 
During the early nineties there was a decline from which the recovery 
was slow. In 1901, however, the value of production was considerably 
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nigher than in 1891. During the succeeding decennium the State entered 
upon a peri.od of industrial expansion, and the value of production rOse 
rapidly, the upward movement being interrupted only in 1914-15, when the 
combined eifect3 of drought and war caused a serious decline, in 1918-19, 
when there was a diminution in the output of the mines, and in 1921-22, 
when there was a hea"y decline in the general level of prices. 

Apart from seasonal influences, fluctuations in the value of pastoral prO
ductionare mainly the result of variations in the prices of wool. In the 
two years ended June, 1924, producers secured very high prices for the 
clip. During 1924-25 there was a decline in prices, but, the total value 
was higher than in any earlier year. The value of agricultural production 
shows considerable fluctuation, for which the ,principal reasons are seasonal. 

In the mining' industry the condition of the oversea market usually 
exerts the most powerful influence .on the production of metals, which fluc
tuates accordingly. The demand for coal is more regular, and has increased 
steadily with the use of power machinery, so that coal is now one of the 
most important items of primary production. The value of mineral pro
duction reached a high level in 1918', then it declined as the output of metah'; 
decreased owing to industrial strife at Broken Hill and to a fall in prices. 
With the restoration of industrial peace in the principal metalliferous 
mines, production has improved. The value of mining production was 
highest in 1924, when the output of coal was the largest on record. In 
the followling year there was a slight decline. 

The figures relating to the manufacturing industries disclo~e a steady 
advance from the beginning of the period under review, when it was less 
than £2,500,000, and only :16 per cent. of the total production. In 1924-25 
the value was over £59,000,000 and 35 per cent. of the total value. 

In the following table the values per head of population are shown:-

Year. 

1871 
1881 
1891 
1901 
19n 
1912 
1913 

1914-15 
1915-16 
1916-17 
1917-18 
191~-19 
1919-20 
1920-21 
1921-22 
19~2-23 
1923-24 
1924-~5 

I 
Primary Industries. I ~otRl 

.~------- I ·--1 ----j --- Man'!!.e.' Pr~~~rr 

_Ru~a~n~~trips. ~ __ Frsohr::i:~ .. I Total, :~~~~s~ f:;;uorY~, 
'I . 1 Dairrinool Total, and' I Mmmg. ! ~~;d~as?' tnes. IndulSo 

Pastor<~l. Atg-rlc~ll. and Farl~. :u\al. In o

l 
Trapping I I tries, trifl!. 

• ura . yard. 1 us !:les. I * * 

111;~5-11! ~ d'-~3 daT 21-~ d6l ~ lSi ';- 11 ~ ~o-l~ 57 ~ I! l~~:: ;0 "5 ~ 
14 4 0 5 10 2 19 9 22 13 11, 0 12 11 i 2 15 11 I 26 2 9: 6 10 6132 18 .> 

121710 I 3 3 4 2 7 11 18 \I 1 I' 0 13 3 I 5 12 8,' 2. 15 0 I 6 16 7 31 11 7 
9 2 1 5 3 3 2 6 8 16 12 0 0 14 5 i 4 3 1 ! 21 \I 6! 7 2 {' 28 12 (I 

11 13· 5 5 17 1 3 18 6 21 9 0' 1 6 7· 4 8 g' 2- 4 4! 11 13 5, 36 17 \I 
11 2 11 J 6 15 6 4 2 6 22 0 11 11 6 11 I' 4 13 9! 28 1 7 I 13 0 21 HIli 
11 7 11 6 16 0 3 17, 7 22 1 6 1 9 1 4 15 8,' 28 6 3 I 13 1 2 H 7 5 
10 0 1 5 6 6 4 3 3 19 9 10 1 2 O. 3 4 8 I 23 16 6 i 12 18 3 36 H ~ 
11 7 9 I 10 14 11 I 4 0 9 26 3 r,' 1 7 6 j 3 18 11 : 31 g 10 I 13 6 5 I H 16 S 
14 3 5: 6 17 01 4 19 5 26 0 2 I 1 12 3 i 4 16 10 32 9 3 I 14 6 5: 46 15 8 
14 15 7 I 7 2 3 5 10 7 27 8 5 I 1 IS 10 I 5 9 1 34 16 4, 15 6 9 I 50 3 1 
15 3 8 \' 6 4 10 I "5C. 1125 87 2'97 12 21 II 1 17 8 I 3 19 5 32 18 2 116 13 2 i 49 11 4 
16 13 3 6 13 3

1 

3 16 2, 4 14 ~ 37 13 0 1~ 5 8 I 55 Ii 8 

Ii 1~ 1~ 11~ 19 ~ ~ II ! ~~ n 16 I 1 19 2 I nb 1~ ;~ i~ b I ~n~ ~ i ~L~ : 
15 13 0 I 9 16 0 6 3 9 31 12 91 ~ 11 ; I 4 15 11 38 12 1J 'I' 23 13 11 I 62 6 10 

~~ 1~ g IlL~ ~ I p~ ~ :6 1~ g I ~ l~ ~ I ~ 1 ~ !n~ ~ i ~~ ! f l~! ~ 1~ 
• Figures for years prior to 1924-25 are subject to revision-see text at beginning of chapter. 

The value of production per head from the pastoral industry was con
siderably greater when ,sheep-raising was the staple industry of the colony 
than in subsequent years when the population had entered into other 
acti vi ties. 
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'The development in the manufacturing industries in 1871 and in 1381, 
.as measured by the value of output per head of population, was not so great 
as the figures appear to indicate, The production included the output from 
several classes of machines used in connection with t.he agricultural industry 
.and not, strictly speaking, manufactories; and most of the industries were 
subsidiary to agricultural and pastoral activities, viz" boiling-down works, 
iellmongering, v,oolwashing, grain-mills, ,chaffcutting, Boap and candle 
works, 

The following statement shows, in regard to tlhe principal commodities,. 
the average annual production, absolute and per head of population, during 
the three-year periods, 1921-23 and 1923-25, in comparison with the three 
pre-war years, 1911-13, which were also years of high production:-

Product. I 
AYerage Annual Production I A verage Production 

(000 omitted). Pel Head of Population, 

J --1-9-11---13-'-'1c--1-92-1--2-3,-i--:-1Q-"2-3_-2-5·-1191J_~11921-23. j 1923-25, 

'Vool (as in the grease)" ... 
lIieat, Frozen (Exported)~, 

Beef 

I --I-i---
lb, 337,450 323,000 337,COO 222'3 1 151'6 152'2 

Mutton 
Leather 

Butter 
Cheese 
Bacon and Ham 

Wheat 
Maize 
Potatoes 
Hay .. , 

Coal. .. 
Coke 
Gold 
Silver 
Sih'er-Iead-ore, etc, 
Zinc .. , 

lb, 

" 

" 

bush 

" 
ton, 
cwt. 

oz 

" cwt, 

" Timber, Sawn snp. ft, 
Fish, Fresh .. .., Ib, 
Rabbit Skins (Exported) " 
Iron, Pig 
Portland Cement .. , 
Beer and Stout gal.l 
Tobacco lb. 
Biscuits " 
Boots and Shoes pairs 
Bricks No, 
Candles lb, 
Gas .. , ... 1,000 cnb, ft. 
Jam and Preserved Fruit lb, 
Soap " 
Sugar, Refined cwt, 
Meat, Preserved .. , lb_ 
Tweed and Cloth '.. yd, 

cwt. 

ll,120 
63,828 
1:~,373 

79,198 
5,845 

15,940 

31,865 
4,691 
1,824 

18,612 

9,664 
9,217 

200 
2,117 
7,167 

10,290 

169,078 
15,499 
5,305 

7iI 
2,374 

21,665 
6,370 ' 

24,175 
3,752 

366,985 
5,5Il 
4,878 

27,767 I' 
31,670 
1,834

1 
25,501 

1,170 

10,271 6,935 6'41 
41,525 31,704 36'6 I 
19,013 20,444 'i"7 I 
86,222 87,873 45'4 I 

6,324 6,:!72 3'4 I 
18,642 19,792 9'1 1 

42,353 40,537 18'3 j 

3,813 4,039 2'7 i 
1,046 1,027 1'0 I 

23,100 22,611 10'7 I 
)0485 1l,164 5'5 I 
16;257 18,026 5'3 I 

32 19 'I i 
940 83 1'2 I 

3,299 5,06S 4'1 I 
5,796 6,708 5'9 I 

157,899 167,592 97'0 1 
20,588 18,345 8'9 I 
6,747 9,593 3'0 

1,595 1,760 '4 I 
3,778 5,333 1 '4

1 
I 

25,740 25,295 12'4, 
12,211 12,953 3'7 i 

3:Ut~ 3:H!~ 2J! /1 

4.596 4,065 3'2 
8;465 9,372 1~:g I 

30,396 3.'I,7Il 18'2 I, 

37,085 42,443 
2,373 2,704 1'1 i 

4,320 4,106 14'6 I 
2,313 1,850 '7 I 

* Estimate-subject to revision. 

4'8 
19'5 
8:9 

40'5 
3'0 
S'8 

19'9 
1'8 

'5 
10'8 

5'7 
18'4 
2'0 

159'4 
2'2 
4'0 

14'3 
17'4 
1'1 
2'0 
1'1 

's 
2'4 

11'4 
5'9 

19'1 
1'9 

174'1 
1'8 
4'2 

15'2 
19'2 
1'2 
1'9 

'S 

'The statement shows in regard to 34 staple commodities that the quantity 
produced per head between 1911-13 and 1923-2'5 increased in 12, and de
creased in 21 cases, Amongst those which decreased were the import,ant 
commodities-wool, meat, butter, coal, silver-lead, and timber. ' 
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An acc'Ount 'Of the Industrial History 'Of the State up t'O 1899 appears in 

the" -Wealth and Progress 'Of New South Wales, 1897-8," 'and is continued 
en a broader basis in the "Official Year B'Ook, 1921." The foll'Owing 
account of recent developments brings the matter up t'O the middle of 
1926. 

1921-22. 

:liS the year 1920 was the culminating point 'Of the trade boom, which had 
assumed new vigour after the close of the war, 1921 was the fateful year 
in which the inevitable process of deflation 'began. In older countries, 
where the economic situation was mere complex, the transition was sudden, 
and marked by serious disturbances in industry and commerce; but in New 
South vVales a policy 'Of gradual deflation'Nas pursued, and readjustments 
to meet the new conditi'Ons proceeded without undue dislocations. Although 
unemployment increased and some establishments worked part-time, the 
shortage of work ,vas not generally acute for any lengthy period. At the 
census in April. 1921, when the position was at its W,orst, the unemployed 
in the State numbered 61,743, equal to 7 per cent. of the totallbreadwinners; 
but of these only 'One-haH were out of work through, scarcity of employment. 
Financial losse!l in some businesses were severe, but conditions remained 
calm, and there was n'O appreciable increase in the number or magnitude of 
bankruptcies-convincing pro,of of an efficient commercial and banking 
'Organisation, and of the financial strength of the community. On the whole, 
production increased in volume, and, as this increa:se mere than counter
acted Hle decline in prices, the value of production was greater in 1920-'21 
than in any previous year. The propitious seasons which f'OllOwed the 
breaking of the drougl,lt in June, 1920, stimulated producti'On, and helped to 
impr'Ove the difficult situation which was arising out of the general fall in 
prices and the decay of tl1e unreal prosperity w!hich had hcen engendered by 
war conditions. 

The decline first affected the State through a fall in the prices realised fOl' 
pastoral pr'Oducts and metals,or which New 'South .Wales is a seller, ana. 
for manufactured goods, of which it is a buyer. The smaller and slower 
realisations on all primary products, except wneat, caused a reduction in iihe 
national income during 1921, while, at the same time the knowledge that 
the level of prices was at last falling pmcluced a spirit of cauti,on among 
the buying public. Altihough exports declined heavily, imports, in fulfilment 
of long-standin.g 'Orders, grew to unprecedented heights in 1920-21. Com
mercial houses were faced with the tr'Oublesome problem of reaHsing on 
large stocks of higUl-priced goods on falling markets in 'Order to meet extra~ 
ordinary ,commitments oversea, while the spending power of the :public was 
weakening. 

As the violent developments oversea dominated _ the. local situation, the 
whole industrial organisation of the State felt the influence of price varia
tions. Prices fell steadily for two years, and in the early part of 1922 had 
reached a point approximately 30 per cent. below the highest point reacihed 
in 1920, but still 50 per cent. above the level prevailing in 191'3. Bank 
ad-mnces Ihad reached their maximum in March quarter, 1921, and deposits 
in the followin.g quarter; thereafter botlh receded gradually. Deposits 
reached their lowest p'Oint by December, 192'1, and advances six months 
later. A decline was apparent also in the business of the clearing-house, the 
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total III 1921 being more than 7 per cent. less than in :1920, while in the 
early months of 1922 there was a further decline. The spirit of 
caution in spending had its counterpart in saving, and a new growth 
Df deposits occurred in the savings banks. Inclusive of interest added to 
accounts these increased by £7,460,000 in 1920-2,1-nearly double the increase 
in any preceding year. The diminution in earning. power was exhibited in 
the ,smaller earnings of public companies. There was a decrease in the 
average ·rate of dividends paid, and some companies arranged to return 
portion of their capital to shareholders. 

As the result of recommendations made by the special tribunal set up in 
February, 1921, to consi:der applications for a reduction in hours of work, a 
44-hour working ·week was proclaimed in respect of many of the important 
industries regulated by awards of the State courts. This matter, the ques
tion of unemployment, and of reduction in the costs of production, became 
topics of much discussion. A joint economic conference of representative 
organis:ations of employers and employees assembled in Sydney in 1922 to 
eonsider the problems of the day, but failed to agree on general princi.ples, 
and disbanded without formulating ,concrete proposals for the betterment 
of conditions. The price of coal and its cost of production were the subject 
of a subsequent conference, but agreement was not reached. 

In October, 1921, the Board of Trade reconsidered the living wage, and 
declared in favour of a reduction from £4 58. to £4 28. per week, but the 
determination was not put into effect immediately, and the !Werage effective 
wage ruling during the year 1921 was 10"9 per cent above that of 1911. In 
1fay, 1922, the Board gave the matter further consideration, and declared 
another reduction to £3 18s. per week, which was put into operation by the 
new Government. During all these readjustments the industrial situation 
remained calm, and in 1921 strikes were in extent far below the average of 
the previous eight years. A number of industries, however, principally the 
metal and metalliferous mi.ning enterprises, were dislocated by a fresh 
cause-the abSEnce of profitable markets-and a number of establishments 
and mines suspended operations pending an improvement in markets or a 
reduction in cests of production..J 

·With the advent of favourahle seasons in June, 1020, the outlook for 
primary industries improved. T'he harvests of 1920-21 and of 1921-2'2 were 
unusually large, especially in the former year, and high prices were realised 
for wheat; the market for butter improyed after a severe decline toward 
the end of 1921, and production increased to over 100,000,000 lb. in 192'1-22; 
the sheep flocks recovered rapidly from the effects of the drought of 1920, 
and prices rose as the demand increased, so that the clip of 1921 was 
practically disposed of by the end of July, 192'2. The trials of the readjust
ment period found organisations of producers, broug1ht into being largely by 
the problems of recent years, ready to take comlbined action in their own 
interests. The disturbed state of markets led to a continuance of the war
time expedi.ent of "pooling" protluce for market, and co-operation among 
producers made considerable headway. Although wool reverted to a free 
market in 1921, control of the realisation of surplus wool from previous 
years was handed over to a growers' company specially formed for the 
purpose. The wheat"growers by ballot emphatically favoured a "voluntary 
pool" in connection with the harvest of 1921-22, and more than half of that 

. harvest was elltrusted to the new organisation. Butter was controlled in 
large part by producers on co-operative principles, and a "fruit pool" was 
formed by the 'Oommonweahh Govemment to handle fruit for canning. By 
these means primary producers were able to exercise more control ~n the
marketing of their products and to obtain better prices. 
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The general decline of prices, wages, and employment had a marked effect 
on the housing problem. Owing to high costs, building activity decreased 
during 1921, although housing needs had not been fully met; but the 
increase in rents, the fall in wages, and the slackness of employment, 
led to such economy in housing accommodation that, towards the middle 
-of 1922, the effective demand for houses became less intense and notices of 
houses to let, which had been rare for some years, ·became familiar again 
in the columns of the press. However the rents required generally exceeded 
258. per week. At the same time reduced cost3 led to an expansion ·of 
building operations. 

Although local rates of interest remained unchanged at a high level, 
monetary conditions oversea improved. Public loans were negotiated on 
improved terms in London. A loan of £5,000,000 issued at 95, bearing 
intere"t at a nominal rate of 4·~ per cent. per annum, and an actual rate 
.of £4 178. 3d. per cent, was raised by the Government of New South Wales 
.:in 1922. The extent of the improvement is apparent from the rise in the 
price of Oonsols, whicll had been quoted at 44 and rose to 581 in May, 1923, 
while Ne\v South vICales 3 per cent. stocks recovered from 58 to 82. 'The 
recovery of trade was further facilitated by a marked improvement in the 
exchange between London and New York. 

:Following upon the political cri~is of December, 192.'1, gcneral elections 
were held in March, 1922, and a change of Government was effected. The 
policy of the new administration included the abolition of all restrictions 
on trade and industry, reintroduction of a 48~hour wOl'king week, and land 
settlement. 

1922'-1923. 

The depression which followed the post-war boom had passed its worst 
phase by the middle of 1922-nearly two years after the fall in values had 
commenced. More stability appeared in foreign markets, which influenced 
local prices through imports and exports alike. An improvement in primary 
production In 1921-22 increased the effective purchasing power of the State 
and it was further strengthened as time pailsed, by the rising value of wool 
and the increasing production of butter. 

In the latter part of 1922 the level of commodity price3 in New South 
Wales ,assumed temporary stability at about 60 per cent. above the level of 
1914, hut a further rise in 1923 established a new level 67' per cent. above 
that of 1914. Trade rapidly adjusted itself to the new basis, wages and 
profits became steady with a tendency to rise, the velocity of exchange in
creased, and employment improved, but a cautious spirit continued in 
investment. 

A :further improvement in the rates of exchange with America, toward 
the end of 1922, facilitated trade, but the continental exchanges, notably 
with ex-enemy countries, and with France and Belgium, receded further 
from parity. Trade with the principal ex-enemy countries was resumed on 
1st August, 1922', and elaborate legislative provision was made to prevent 
the sale of imported goods produced under the advantage of depreciated 
·exchanges at prices ruinom to the competition of local manufacturers. 
During 1922-23 the value of machinery and textiles imported amounted to 
nearly £16,500,000, but despite the increased value of wool exported the 
IVIRlue o:f exports qeclined, owing to the smallne3s of the wheat crop. The 
revival in oversea trade, which was already occurring as exchanges im
proved, was stimulated further by the reduction of freights on ocean 
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cargoes. T'his revival wa,s evident in the steady increase in sliipping after 
the war until, in 1922, the tonnage of vessels entering the ports of the 
State was equal to that of 1913, when it had reached a maximum. 

It is probable that the return of prosperity deferred the fall in the rates of 
interest which would probably have accompanied a decline in profits. As it 
!Was, money accumulated rapidly in trading-hanks at fixed deposit and Gov
ernment stocks and other stable investments came into demand to such an 
extent that within twelve months their prices on the Stock Exchange rose by 
,7 'per cent. The strength of the demand for well-established investments was 
indicated early in 1923 when a 5~ per cent. loan of £1,000,000 at par issued 
by the Rural Bank attracted applications for four tiru.es the amount 
required. At the same time a Commonwealth loan of £5,000,000 at 5 per 
cent. for ten years, issued at 96 in London, was fully subscriihled. 

The tendency to revert to normal conditions in trade and finance was 
accompanied by a decrease in speculative enterprise. In 1922 the volume of 
company promotion was not greater than before the war. However, building 
operations in the metropolis, which had slackened owing to high costs, 
increased very rapidly during .the latter part of 1922, and the total value 
of buildings completed during the year (£8,755,000) was greater than in 
any previous year. The amount of 'building in other parts of the State was 
comparatively small. In regard to public works, the construction of the 
city and suburban electric railway was re-commenced in February, 1922, 
'aiteran interval of four and a half years, and Parliamentary sandion was 
given in Noyember to the erection of a bridge across Sydney Harbour. 

Despite the building activity in the metropolitan area, the house shortage 
l'emained, and nmts continued to rise throughout 1922. The continued 
decline ill prices, however, was such that the cost of living decreased, and 
the reduction of the living wage to £3 18s. became operative in the latter 
part of 1922, but no actual reduction ensued in the standal'd of living from 
this cause,as the average effective wage"rate of the year l'emained 14 per 
cent. a'bove that of 1911. However, it was reflected in the deposits in 
Savings Banks, of whi0h the total showed very little increase aftel'J une, 
1922, while the average amount per depositor declined slightly. In May, 
1928, in consequence of a slight rise in prices, the living wage wa,s increased 
by ls. per week to £3 19s. These adjustments of wages proceeded con
currently witih reversion to the 48-hour working-week in most industries 
.where hours had been reduced in 1921, but Icomparatively little iudu'strial 
dislocation resulted. 

192'3-1924. 

The steady improvement in the economic position was :continued in 
1923-2J, lmd though markets proved buoyant, the stability of prices was 
maintained. The dislocation of business passed away and un'employment 
dem-eased steadily. Wages, after a decline in 1922, advanced .slightly in 
1923, and although there was a rise in the cost of living, the index number 

, of the avernge effective wage of the year remained 7 per cent. above tho 
level of 1911. The living wage, fixed at £4 2s. in September, 192'3, remained 
unaltered throughout 1924. Concurrently the earnings of public companies 
. increased, and although the unusually high profits of 1920-21 were not 
'l'eacherl, the improv-ement over 1921~22 was very pronounced. There was '. 
slight diminution in the return from gilt-edged securities, but the value 

'of irrdustrial stocks rose . appreciably. 

In the latter part of 19'23 a rapid transformation occurred in the banking 
position. Deposits' in ordinary trading banks fell from an average of 
£g'3,OOD,'OOO in June quarter to£E'9,OOO,OOO in December qunrter, while 
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advances rose from £84,000,000 to £8{)100,OOO.But an increase in depOsits 
in :March quarter and a decrease in both advances and deposits in June 
quarter, 19:34, restored the position to normal. The operations of local 
banks and the provision of credit were hampered considerably by the 
accumulation of large Australian balances in London, which, in view of the 
restrictions upon the movement of gold, could be transferred and applied to 
local requirements only with very great difficulty. Indeed, the cost of 
exchange placed a heavy impost upon the marketing of Australian products 
abroad, it being estimated that this cost in the early part of 1924 amounted 
in some cases to 3 per cent. of the value of the produce. While it was 
recognised that the situation was to ,some degree remediable only by reversion 
to the free movement of gold, several schemes to ameliorate the position 
were proposed. The situation had become acute by the middle of 192'4 and 
credits for developmental and other purposes not providing a speedy turn
over were closely restricted. 

The general volume of business as indicated by the returns of the banks~ 
clearingJhouseexpanded continuously and complaints were frequently made 
that the amount of currency was not sufficient to permit the convenient 
conduct of bU8ineslS. Indeed, the ratio of bank deposits to inter-bank clear
ings showed a steady increase, indicating a gradual acceleration in the 
velocity of exchange. N everthele8s, the issue of Australian notes was not 
increased, it being held that such a step would tend to cause inflation. 

The main factor in the business operations of the year was the high v-alne 
of wool, for, although the quantity received into store indicated a decline 
in the production for 1923-24, the value of wool sold at Sydney auctions 
was nearly £21,500,000, a sum £2,500,000 greater than in 192'2-23. The 
average price realised for greasy wool was approximately 150 per ccnt. 
higher than in pre-war years. 

But the other rural industries were adverflely affected by bad ·seasons:and 
low prices, so that the returns from them contributed little to the improve
ment of eco;no~ic conditions. Still, the manufacturing industry continUtld 
to exp-and, and operations in the building hades were very active both in 
the construction of dwellings and in the erection of large structures in 
Sydney. However, most of the activity in secondary industries was in the 
metropolitan area. 

Although industrial conditions were not wholly unfavourable to the pro
motion of sectional interests 'by direct action, the sphere of industry was 
unusually peaceful. In 1923 then~ was not one strike or lock-out of con
siderable magnitude in n{)n-mining industries and the mining illilustry 
itself was disturbed by only one strike of .importance. It is note'VVorthy 
that wages have become only a subsidiary cause of strikes, being l'espon
sible for only one-fifth of the dislocations of the past nve y.ears. Disputes 
connected with trade union principles have been respon.sible . .far nearly 
half the total time lost. Disputes as to working conditions hav'C involv:ed 
more workerB than any other single caHse, and have cauBed more than one 
quarter o.f -the total dislocations, while disputes as to hours of employment 
have involved theJoss of as many working days aB those concerning wages. 

In the farming portions of the community active steps were 'taken to 
promote organisations to improve the conditions of rural life llndto render 
rural industries more attractive. The fruitgrowers, especially those produc
ing citrus fruits, resorted to co-operation'with a view to eiJectingeconomies 
in the distribution of their product, grading it, and. developing new markets. 
'Agricultural bureaux continued to flourish and gradually extended ;tkeir 
operations in co-operative buying. The scheme of silabilisation in connec
tion with the ~airyi,ng industry was definitely carried into the Feaentl 
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sphere and a hill wasdraited to give it legal sanction. The decline in the 
meat industry led to action being taken by the State in association with 
other States and the Commonwealth, with a view to providing a new stimulus 
to the industry through a Meat Industry Encouragement Act, which gave 
power to a 'Federal organisation to impose a levy upon pastoralists to 
defray expenditure for advancement of meat production. At the close 
of 1923 the law of co-operation was completely amended and modernised, 
and a legal basis was provided for rlll'al credits and community settlement. 

In addition, a new policy of rural development was put into operation . 
. Executive sanction was given in a general way to measures for improving 
the conditions of rural life. The problem of closer settlement was approached 
from a new angle, and many large landholders ,were given facilities for 
subdividing their holdings and selling them in smaller areas. An agree· 
ment was made whereby the Victorian Government undertook the exten
sion of three lines of railway into the south-western parts of tihe State, 
where considera-ble new settlement was at once promoted. By an ·agree
ment with the Governments of the Commonwealth and Queensland, 
authority was given to construct a standard gauge connecting Grafton and 
Brisbane. 

The question of eSitablishing new States in various parts of New South 
Wales, which had been a ,source of agitation for years, was referred to a 
Royal Commission for inquiry and report. This Commission reported that 
the creation of the proposed new States was not desirable at the present time. 

1924-25. 

In the latter part of 1924 there occurred a pronouITced change in the 
seasonal factors which exercise a dominant influence upon the productivity 
of the ruml industrie3 of the iState, and, as these factors continued to 
operate very favourably, tlhe season 192'4-25 proved to be one of the most 
bountiful in the history of New South Wales. The production of butter 
far exceeded all previous records, and for wheat and wool, the two largest 
of the staple products, there was both a largely augmented yield and a con
siderable improvement in market prices. As a consequence, the value of 
production from these three items, which represent nearly two-thirds of 
the value of all production from rural industries, increased Iby approxi
mately £15,000,000, or nearly 40 per cent. 

Such a development naturally provided a powerful stimulus to the whole 
commerce and trade of the State, the most direct consequence being an 
increase in exportg. The value of goods shipped oversea reached the record 
total of £60,580,000, and exceeded the average- for the three preceding years 
by one-third. The total national income was also" increased considerably. 
Direct evidence of the increase caused in 1923-24, when the seasonal and 
market factors operated less favourably than in 1924-25, was given by 
the fact that, although the rate of tax on the incomes of individuals 
was decreased by from 10 to 25 per cent., the net yield of the income tax 
remained prractically undiminished. In 1925-26 the rate of tax remained 
unaltered, burt the statutory deduction wa's raised from £250 to £300, and 
certain 'addiitional deductions were allowed. Nevertheless the yield of the 
tax, which was imposed on income derived in 1924-25, increased by more 
thian 11 per cent., indicating a marked expansion in the amonnt of taxable 
income. This expansion was the more pronounced -because the number of 
ineomes taxed decreased from 123,600 to 86,400. At the slame time there was 
a pronounced increase in the deposits in trading banks, and more especially 
in the deposits bearing interest. Tlhe amount of deposits exceeded by far i'ny 
total previously attained, and the excess of deposits over advances during 
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fhe first half of 192'5 was more than £13,OOO,OOO-a margin greater than 
had been recorded at any time since the early years of the war. Although 
a decrease af £1,250,000 occurred in savings bank deposits in the latter 
half af 1924 (apparently thraugh withdrawals far investment in Government 
lo.ans) this was all regained in the first half of 1925, and an additianal 
£500,000 was plnced to thc credit af depositars aver and above interest add~ 
to accounts by the bank. 

The valume af business as indicated by inter-bank clearings had been 
increasing steadily since 1922, but in 1924-2'5 there was an acceleratian 
in expansian. The manetary value of clearings represented an increase 
of £55,000,000, or nearly 7 per cent. more than in 1923~24. The canditian 
of trade and industry also. shawed sustained improvement and, while the 
ratio of prafits distributed by public companies increased slightly, there 
was a substantial rise in the praportian af profits placed to reserve. This 
proportian had been increasing steadily since 1922, and had the effect of 
strengthening resources and stimulating expansion in industrial and com
mercial enterprises. Unfartunatelya serious break occurred in the prices 
of wool and whe:1i in the early part of 1925, and for a time markets were 
in a stagnant conditian. The resultant uncertainty caused a check to the 
!'ising prosperity and the year did not bring a complete relllisation of the 
sanguine hapes with which it commenced. One effect of this check was 
apparent in the reduction in the ratio af trading banl~ deposits to inter
bank dearings, in the first half af 192'5, as compared with the latter half 
of 1924. Nevertheless, the total valume of inter-bank clearings for the 
first half of 1925 was greater than at any previous time, and the ratio of 
depasits to clearings exceeded that af any half-year except that which 
immediately preceded it. 

Industrial conditions throughout the year were, on the whole, very 
favourable. Outside the mining industry there was very little industrial 
dislocatian, except far a strike af seamen which cammenced in June, 19'25. 
Unemployment, especially in cauntry districts, was inextemsive, but to
ward 11he middle of the year there was a small, increase in unemployment 
in the metropolitan area, due to depression in the building and engineering 
!trades and to the strike of seamen. The early dasing of the wool-seiling 
seasan also contributed to unemployment in both the metropalitan area 
and cauntry districts. 

Nevertheless there was a cansiderable increase in the total amount af 
wages paid in the principal industries, despite a small decline in the average 
nominal rate af wages. In 1924 a rise of 3 per cent. aceurred in the effective 
rate because the cost of living remained stationary at a level slightly lawer 
than that of the previaus year. The effective wage far 1924 was 10 per cent. 
above the level prevailing in 1911 and 16 per cent. above the average 
for 1913. 

Although minar fluetuatians occurred in prices-principally thraugh 
seasonal causes and special factors affecting individual commodities-the 
general bady of prices proved stable. The cost of living, which had declined 
appreciahly after a rise in 1923-24, remained steady until April, 1925, at 
aJbaut 50 per cent. above the level af 1914, and the index number of wholesale 
prices continued thraughout the year appraxi,mately 6!jo per cent. above the 
average of 1914. 

Tihere were, however, Reveral important THinar fluctuations. The prices af 
agricultural produce and meat (more particularly of mutton) rose appre
ciably, but the prices af wool, dairy praduce, and building materials de
creased. The autstanding market change af the year occurred in the price 
o£ wool, which, from an average of 2,3~d. per lb. (greasy) in 1D23-24, had 
risen to. 28id. per lb. at the largest sale of the seasan in December, 1924. 

11729-D 
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Thereafter a sudden and unexpected decline set in, and! despite curtailmeIllt 
of offerings, the avel1age price fell rapidly to lSd. per ]b. at the closing sale 
in April, when sales were suspended for the rest of the financial year. Not
withstanding the collapse of the market from boom prices, the average price 
obtained at the closing sale was 100 per cent. higher than that prevailing 
before the war, and the average price realised for ftll greasy wool sold during 
the year was 25:ld. per lb., or 9 per cent. more than the average of the pre
vious year. The total amount received for wool sold ,in Sydney during 
1924-25 was £22,624,000, or £1,179,000 more than in the previous year, while 
there still remained unsold at the end of the year 171,700 bales. When 
auctions were resumed in July, 1925, the prices realised were slightly 
higher than at the sales in April. 

These violent market fluctuations and the disorganisation caused in 
marketing the wool clip led wool-growers to g'ive renewed considera:tion to 
the crefttion of an organisation to market wool on co-operative lines. While 
a representative conference of wool-growers rejected the first scheme sub
mitted to them, they appointed a special committee to evolve a scheme for 
the control of the Bale of wool by the graziers through Ian expert committee. 
In taking this step the wool-growers were following the example set by 
producers in other branches of primary production. The hoard for the 
encouragement of t1he meat industry entered actively upon its duties during 
the year, and boards to control the marketing oversea of butter, cheese and 
dried fruits were set up under authority of Federal laws. These boards 
consisted mainly of representatives of producersl• An Export Guarantee 
Act was also passed to provide means whereby the Oomrmonwealth Govern
ment might !l!dvance up to S-O pel' cent. of the value of produce exported 
oversea through such boards. Although these arrangements were under 
Government auspices, they were made on the urgent representations of 
organisations of producers wihich desired to obtain co-ordination of effort 
more quickly and more effectively than was p08sible through purely volun
tary organisation. 

The marketing (difficulties with which producers had to contend had 
been accentuated by the continued adverse movement of exchange with 
London due to the Iheavy flow of e~orts and the favourable prices realised. 
Australi'an funds had steadily accumulated in London since 1922, and in 
the latter half of 1924 reached such heights that the banks temporarily lost 
control of the exchanges, and for a time the cost of traIj.Sferring funds to 
Australia AAceeded 5 per cent. This constituted a heavy burden on the 
returns received by exporters of Australian produce, notwith8tanding that 
it caused a corresponding reduction in payments for goods imported. In 
October the Oommonwealth Bank made available temporarily additional 
currency where needed and agreed with the 'associated banks to inaugurate 
a scherrne for the partial pooling of exchange facilities. By these means a 
measure of stability was brought al'oout. Further relief was afforded from 
December onwards, wlhen, asa result of the appreciation of the English 
pound in terms of the dollar and the continuance of the premium on the 
Australian pound in terms of the English pound, it became profitable to 
import gold to Australia from the United States and other 'countries in 
which no export embargo existed. The first shipment of gold was received 
in J anuary,and during the first four months of 1925 no less t1han £6,000,000 
worth of gold was imported into New South ·Wales from oversea. Although 
these measures eased the situation, it was not until the removal of the 
embargo on the eXiPol't of gold from the United Kingdom and from Australia 
simultaneously at the end of April that tlhe exchanges were restored to 
virtual parity. At the same time a considerable reduction was made by the 
banks in the margin between their buying and selling rates of exchange. 
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These developments proved to be a substantial relief to Australian exporters, 
and, inso£ar as tho conditions of markets caused t:he benefit to be transferred 
to the producers in the form of higher prices, a stimulus was given to pro
duction for export. The saving on exchange was pallticularly valuable in 
the beef export trade, which had been stntggling against adverlS'e market 
conditions since 1921, because costs of marketing absorbed a very high pro
portion of the value of frozon beef in London. 

\Vhi1e the exchange difficulties continued ~t was frequently urged that 
the troubles were accentuated by public borrowings abroad, but, [Ilthough 
this was true in the sense that it applied to all transactions requiring the 
transmission of funds from London to Australia, there remained the fact 
that from the time when the dislocation in exchanges commenced in the 
middle of 19'22 until the end of 1:9124 the net amount of public loans raised 
abroad by Australian Governmellits was £47,800,000, and the amount trans
mitted albroad as interest and other charges on the public debt was 
£68,300,000, s'o tlhat actually the net result of transactions in connection 
with the public debt tended to relieve the tension of the exchanges. N ever
theless, endeavours were made to restrict Government borrowings on the 
I..ondon market, 'and !the only new loan placed abroad during the year by 
the Government of New South Wales was one for £6,500,000 in May, 1925, 
at a price yielding £5 Is. 9d. to investors. There were, however, other reasons 
for the State refraining from borrowing abroad, principal among which was 
the temporary depletion of the London lending market. In 3Jddition, an 
endeavour was made to limit borrowing on local markcts, and for its loan 
expenditure for 1924-2'5 the State relied to a great extent on the very 
favourable state of the ledger balances. 

The difficult position in respect of public borrowing brought about by the 
state of the exchanges, the depletion of London lending funds, and the 
desire, as far ,as !possible, to leave local supplies of money for investment 
in industrial expansion led to concerted action being taken by the Govern
ments of the .states and OommonwealtJh tJhrough a joint Loan Oouncil to 
restrict all iborrowings. Where it was found necessary to borrow locally, 
joint loans were floated in order to avoid such competiti:on as would cause 
an increase in the mte of interest. In furtherance of this policy, a joint 
loan was raised in Australia in ISeptember and October, 1924, for the sum 
of £10,300,000, from which New South "Wales received approximately 
£2,900,000. The actual yield to investors in this loan, calculated on the 
latest date of repayment, was £6 4s. per cent. A fur1Jher loan for £5,40'0,000', 
.yielding £1628. 9d. was raised under the 'same arrangement in March, 1925, 
but in this New South Wales did not participate. Early in 1925 the cus
tomary rate 'at which ,a:dv-ances were made was reduced by the ordinary 
trading banks to 6t per cent. Evidence that loanable funds were accumu
lating locally during the first half of 1925 W3JS afforded by the increase in 
fixed deposits in trading banks, -and by a steady increas'e in the market 
prices of Government securities on the Stock Exdhunge. It was calculated 
that, between February and June, 1Jhe average yield to the investor in eight 
typical Government stocks decreased from about 6 per cent. to 51 per cent. 
In July a joint States and Oommonwealth loan for £20;0'00;000 (in whioh 
a,gain New South Wales did not participate) was floated simultaneously in 
London and N ew York at a price yielding approXlimately .Jj5 lIS. 9d. per cent. 
to investors, and, following upon the success of this loan, the terms of the 
Oommonwealth conversion loan of approximately £67,000,00'0 of 4t per cent. 
tax-free war 'loans was placed on the local market at a price calculated to 
yield 5t per cent. to investors, subject to Federal inoome-tax. Throughout 
the year the rate of interest on deposits fixed for two years WaJS maintained 
by the banks at 5 per cent. 
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In view of the exigencies of the financial situation opportunity was taken 
to reorganise tIle Oommonwea1th Bank of Australia by placing it under the 
control of a board of experts, entrusting to it the control of the issue of 
Australian notes, and conferring on it some additional functions of a 
central hank in respect of the ,settlement of inter-bank balances. 

Near the close 'Of the financial year the State ParEament expired by 
effiuxion of time, and at the elections held at the end of May, 192'5, there 
was a change of Government, and a Labour Ministry assumed office upon 
a policy which included restoration of the 44-hour working week, the 
granting of pensions to widows, and a body of industrial legislation. 

1925-26. 
AHfuough the rainfall in the north-western pastoral areas and in :tilie 

agricultUJral diSftricrts was not so bountiful as in the preceding season, con
ditions were on the whole very favourable to rural industries. The wool 
production increased by 9 per cent., and excooded a total of 400,000,000 1b. 
fOir the ,second timc in the history of the Sitate. The fadory output of butter 
exceeded 100,000,000 ]b. for the second year in succession, and was greater 
than for any 'previous season except that which immed~ately preceded it. 
'The wheat crop was equal to tthe average. 

Ample rains fell in the first nine months of 1926, 'llllJd gave promise of a 
maintcnance of production Illit the high, level that hadbcen reached in dairJ-
ing and! agriculture, and of a lar'ge increase in the wool clip. Tihe s:tability 
of prices at compa<ratively favcoull'ruble leveLs stimulated confidence in the 
fmure. 

A preliminary e:x'aminaJtion of a proportion of fructory returnlS for 1925,-,26 
showed tha,t appreciable expansion had talken place in their operations, and, 
in conjunction with other druta, suggested that secondary industries had 
shared in the general increase in Ibusiness activity. Oonstructional wo:r'k in 
the building trade also increMoo, and a gratifying feaJture of the increase 
was the pronounced expansion tha:t occurred in country districts. 

With this sound industrial fouru:iJation it is no.t surprising that prosperity 
was reflected almost generally throug-hom those statistics accepted as pro
viding an indication of business conditions and of the econDmic well-being 
of the population. 

Though the cost 'Of living inereascdbertween the early !part of 1925 and 
the middle of 1926, the inerease was due mainly to the rise in pri'ces d'or 
butter and wheat from which the rural induslt:ries were henefiting in oversea 
market'S, aloo to a ri,sein 'vhe prices of eggs and milk. As the periodical 
dedruration of the living wage was delayed pending a funer investigation 
of the standard of living, wages Lagged slightly behind the rising' cost of 
living, but the 'average effective 'wage still remained considerably above <the 
level of 1911. 

Deposits in savings banks shovved laI'ger increases· th~n had been apparent 
"for several year!s, 'and the incl"Elase in the number of depositors accelerated .. 
Unemployment ,diminished. The marriage rate, which is an accepted index 
of prosperity, rose appreciably, and the steady gain of population by migra
tion ,continuedi. Industrial dislocations due to dispurces were 'Of Sil11all extent 
oUItside tihe mining and siliipping industries. But a protnacted dispute con
cerning a reduction in wages in British ships held up a large part of the 
oversea shipping trade during the third quarter of 1925, and many eOMtal 
and interSliJaite vessels were idle during prurt of Aut,""U:Sit and SeptemJOOr 
through a dispute as to working conditions. Dis'Putes in the ooal-mining 
industry led toa number of small dislocations during 1925 and in the early 
part of 1926, ibut in the middle of the la'!tter year considerable time WM losi 
owing to. disputes. 
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The outstanding developments of the ycar, however, were thc fall in 
interest rates, the continued incrcase in profits of public companies, the 
siteady rise in the prices of stocks and shares, the rapid increase in bank 
deposits, the expansion of transactions represented by bank clearings, the 
maintenance of confidence on the part of the investing public indicated by 
the tDne of the Stock Exchange, and the large supply of mDney for invest
ment at reducedl ratee of interest. 

. The sharp decline which had occurred in the yield to investors in 
Government stocks on the Stock Exchange during the first half of 1925 
became general in nearly all s,hares in 1925-26. The average yield from 
fifty-five ttypicalstock;s and shares fell from 6·1 per cent. at the end! ot' 
March, 1925, to 5·6 per cent. at the beginning of July, 1926, when the 
average yield to investors in Government stocks ~vas 5·2 per cent., aiS com
pared with 6 per cent. at the beginning of February, 1925. These develop
ments ooing accompanied by general increases _ in the earning power of 
public companies, taken as a whole, gave evidence of very healthy financial 
conditions. Ooncurrently the rapid increase in deposi,t,s in trading hanks 
continued, and the recmd total of £130,000,000 was reached in June quarter, 
1926, having grown by successive annual increases of £9,100,000 and 
£9,300,000. A very significant featUirc of this growth wals ,that, despite a 
large falling off in the volume of money availalble £rom the sale of primary 
produ.cts, the aggregate bank deposits not only maintaincd the large increase 
thait occurred in 1924-25, but expanded more than in t,hat yoar of un
excelled ibounty. Added to this, the amount of inter-bank clearings showed 
an increase of nearly £53,000,000, or more than 6 per cent., over 1924-25. 

Offsetting these favourable dcvelopments in S'ome meaSUTe was a decline 
in the value of me'rCihandise exported oversea from £60,500,000 in 1924-25 to 
£50,800,000 in 1925-26. This ,decrease was due mainly to the diminution 
in ,the wheat erop; bUit was contributed to also by a falling off in: the expo,rtl 
of butter and lead. Although the price of wool had declined, the value 
exported was maintained by a 'camy-over of approximately one-sixth of the 
clip of the previous year. But, despite the decline from the high level 
reached in 1924-25, the value of exports of meroruandi'se in 1925-26 was 
15 per cent. greater than the average of the three years ending in,. June, 
1924. Tthe impmts of merchandise oversea in the year 1925-26 ",howed a 
continuance of the steady increase that had been prooeeding during mhe 
previous two years. An outstanding feature of the oversea trade of the State 
was the large movements of .gold. In 1925-26 gold specie to the value of 
£3,100,000 wa;s re-exported to America, whenoe a la,rge quantity had been 
imported in the previous year to meet tihe special exchange difficulties that 
had existed in the early part of 1925. These difficulties having been satis
factorily overcome, it became unnecessary to retain gold in excess of normal 
requirements, and the large export resulted. 

Ohanges of far-:reaching importance were made in the ind~lstrial system 
during the year. The State scheme of industrial arbitration was completely 
remodelled, and an Industrial Oommission, with exclusive and final juris
diction over industrial matters, was appointed, with sUlbstidiary Oonciliation 
Oommittees to deal with groups of industries, thereiby replacing the ISltate 
Oourts of Industrial Arbitration. . 

As from 1st January, 1926, t,he ordinary working hours in all industries, 
except coal-mining and the rural indiustries, were £Xed at forty-four per 
week, but this Act was tsubsequently held by the High Oourt of Australia 
to be inapplicable to workers operating under Federial awards. Toward the 
middle of the year the 00mmonwea1th Arbitration Q01-ut commenced a 
general inquiry into the mattter of WQrking hoUlI's, 
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These fundamental changes were supplemented by the introduction of a 
scheme of widows' pensions as from 10th March, 1926, and by an Act 
extending the scope and increasing the amount of compensation payable to 
the victims of industrial accident.,. The new Act came into force from 1st 
.July, 1926, and the operations of the ,Government Insurance Departrrnent· 
were extended to embrace the transacti'On 'Of business witbj the general public 
covering liabilities far the c'Ompensati'On of injured workers under this Act 
and at c'Omm'On law. A c'Onsiderable increase was at first announced in 
premium rates, but, as new experience was gained, confidence increased and. 
substantial reductions were effected. 

Oontinued .activity was displayed by p'rimary pr'Oducers in dealing with 
the problem of marketing. Tlhe number of rural co-operative societies 
steadily increased. A far-reaching scheme was introduced in rega11d rt'O 
oversea eX'port and the limitation of interstate competiti'On in buLL'lr. The 
initial success 'Of this scheme enc'Ouraged the forrmulwtion of similar plans 
in regard t'O cheese, and stept3 were taken t'O 'OrgmniJse more closely rth~ 
marketing 'Of bacon. A new association was 'Organised among poultry
farmers, with a co-'Operative society for t.he marketing 'Of produce. Special 
endeavours were made 'by co-'Operative marketing b'Odies to export 1a.rgo 
(IUantiities of eggs in 'Order t'O lift theirdGpl'essing influence from tihe local 
markets. The wheat p'Ool practi.cally cewsed to function, as it received 'Only 
three-quarters of a million bushels of grain. This result was pr'Obaibly not 
unc'Onnected with the favourable prices 'Offering far wheat, and the tardiness 
'Of the realisation and payments under the c'Onditions which had g'Overned 
previous P'Ools. Owing to the 'Objections 'Of landh'Olders affected by the 
compulsory levy, the Australian lI£eat Oouncil and its subsidiary bodies 
ceased to function, but steps were taken to bring about a new organisati'On 
t'O impr'Ove methods of marketing meat. 

In September, 1926, a c'Onference 'Of pr'Oducer and consumer.s was con
vened by the Government at Bathurst, with a view t'O disseminating 
educati'On on the problem 'Of marketing, to discuss the spread of prices 
between pr'Oducer and c'Onsumer, and to formulate impr'Oved schemes 'Of 
marketing products. The conference proved very successful, and agreed 
up'On a number 'Of important res'Olutions, which were taken into consideration 
by the G'Overnment with a view to providing legislative and governmental 
assistance in impr'Oving marketing conditi'Ons. 
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RURAL SEITLEMENT. 

Spread of Seltlement. 

SOME knowledge of the historv of settlement in New South Wales is 
necessary, to a proper understanding of the present -position in regard to 
TUral settlement, and the following brief summary is designed to show how 
it has arisen. 

Population spread very slowly during the first forty years which succeeded 
the foundation of the colonv. Settlement was confined at first to coastal 
lands accessible from Sydn~y, and it was not until 1813 that a way was 
found across the Great Dividing Range to the fertile plains of the west. 
:But even. after that discovery, population was not sufficient for some years 
to promote a rapid spread of settlement despite. the growing flocks of sheep 
which required new pastures. Even by 1830 the area settled did not extend 
more than 200 miles in any direction, and the boundaries within which 
settlers were allowed to select land embraced only 22,083,000 acres. But 
the steady infiltration of population, which occurred after 1815, placed 
oan increasing strain upon the capacity of the settled region to supply a ready 
livelihood, and with the arrival of assisted immigrants in increasing numbers 
oafter 1828, certain bold and lawless spirits occupied extensive lands with 
their sheep beyond the arbitrary legal boundaries, in defiance of authority. 
This practice was termed "squatting." 

Such occupation was at first, illegal for another rea>lon, namely, that until 
1831 the use of land could be obtained only by grant from the. Governor on 
spE'cial conditions. Unsucce!'\sful attempts were made to dispossess the 
"' squatters" .until 1832, when their right to remain was recognised, and 
:grazing leases were granted at fixed rental;;-. At tho same time an Imperial 
Act of 1831 provided for the sale of Crown lanos in t.he colony at 11 fixed 
price of 5s. per acre with a nominal cJuit-rent. Thus the way was cleared 
for rural settlement, a more rapid flow of immigration began, and a boonl 
in settlement occurred, ,yith the attendant evils of land traffic. This boom 
<lid not end until the price of Crown land had been raised to 128. per acre 
~n 1839, and further to 20R. per acre in ]842 (where it remained until 1895). 
The system of free grants wa'! terminated in 1840. By that year llCarly 
>6,000,000 acres of land had been alienatpd, of wLich approximately one
third had been sold. In addition, extensive arl'as were occupied asgrazing 
leases. 

The system of Eelling land was replaced by that of leasing, and the spread 
of seW.ement became more rapid. The State was divided arbitrarily into 
three districts-settled, intermediate. and unsettlfd--which remained until 
~884. I..eases were granted upon te~cler for areas of 25 square miles in the 
mternwmate districts and 50 square miles in the unsettled districts. The 
grant in the intermediate districts carried the right to purchase 1 square 
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mile in every 25 square miles leased. tinder this 'system, practically the 
whole of the State was speedily occupied in Extensive" runs," for the possession 
of which competition, not without malpractices, was very keen. 

Although a steady flow of imn~igrants was maintained' the population 
numbered only 178,668 in ]851, when the gold rushes commenced, bringing a 
rapid influx of eager fortune, hunters. By 1861 the gold fever was subsiding. 
and the number of inhabitants of the State had increased to 357,978. Men 
now began to seek anxiously for land on which to settle, and found it occupied 
in extemive runs held on lease and not availablt for purchase, except by the 
holdf'Ts, in limited areas. Tlw .fE'medy applied by Parliament was expressed in 
the famous principle "free selection before survey," introduced in 1861. 
Gra ve abuses arose in the bitt"r conflict which resulted between the competitors 
for land, and holdings were selected without classification and regardless 
of public interest. BuL a real development of rural settlement now occurred, 
aud, before the Act ehpired in lR84, the population ha,1 reached 904,980, 
the State was occupied in pastoral holdings of varying sizes and had begun 
to assume importance as a principal wurce of the wool supply of the world. 
More than 35,000,000 acres were alienated, or in courRe of alienation-of 
which 28,000,000 acres were sold between 1861 and 18H-and practically 
the whole of the remaining area of the State suitable for occupation was 
leased definitely for varying periods. . 

The Land Problem. 

The nature of the demand for land now changed. A decline in the prices 
realis~d for wool, the increase in wheat-growing for export, and the growth of 
the dairying industry and mixed farming to supply oven;ea markets with butter 
and mutt(lll, aHer the applicat.ion of refrigeration to sea cargoes, led to a 
new and more intense development in rural settlement. In view of the immense 
areas of lands alienated and leaRed a difficult prohlem arose to which the 
Legislature has since devoted a large amount of attention. 

Practically the whole State was occupied, the grcat proportion of the!' 
land being in large holdings with more or less stable tenure, and the problem 
of development, aS8.Umed the form of re-settlement. 

The State was divided into three new districts-Ea'ltern, Central, and 
Western-and into Land Board districts in ] 884 for purposes of adminis
tration. In 1895 the principles of clas~ification of lands, survey before 
selection, one man one selection, and bona .fide selection were introduced. 
Special provision for financial assistance to settlrrs was made in 1899, and 
in 1903 the closer settlement policy was entered upon whereby the State 
repurchaHed suitable lands, suhdivirlecl them, and Rold "living areas" to 
settlers on easy terms. The Murr1lmbidgee irrigation project was initiated 
in 1906, aiming to provide more than 5.000 farms. 

Meanw}Jile, alienation of Crown lands continued. In] !1l2 a number of 
leasehold tenures were introduced, but, in 1916, the right to convert certain 
leases into freehold tenures was extended. By June, 1925, more than 
84,000,000 acres of land in the Eastern and Central Divisions had passed out 
of cont.rol of the Crown, and extensive areas were leased for long terms. 
The experience of settlers in the Western Division has been such that very 
little of that immense area comprising 80,318,708 acres may be considered 
available for intensive settlement. The total area of the State, including 
the Federal Territory, Lcrd Howe Island, and the area covered by water 
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is 198,638,080 acres. If allowance be made for the large reserves necessary 
fOr public purposes, the lands unfit for occupation, and the area occupied by 
water, towns, roads, and railways, a surprisingly small area of land within 
range of practical rural settlement now remains within the disposal of the 
Crown. 

The available Crown lands are being opened for settlement, classified accord
ing to the purpose for which they are suitable, and the extensions of the 
railway system and the development "'of . projects for conserving water fOr 
irrigation is tending to increase the capacity of certain parts of the State to 
maintain settlement. It is recognised, however, that future needs will have 
to be met mainly by the subdivision of private estates. Details relating to 
the tenure under which lands are now held, the area available for settlement, 
and the resumption by the Crown of private estates for closer settlement,are 
shown in the following chapter entitled" Land Settlement." 

Since 1923 it has been the practice of the Department of Lands to register 
persons who are applicants for land. Up to 30th June, ]925, the number 
registered was 4,047. 

Use oj term "Alienated Land." 

In collecting statistical returns relating to a.gricultural and pastoral holcl
ings, the term "alienated land" is intended to relate to lands absolutely 
alienated, lands in course of alienation, homestead selections and homestead 
farms embraced within rnral holdings one acre or more in extent. These 
tenures include practically the whole of the land alienated and virtually 
alienated, the only considerable omission beinl! settlement purchases which, 
it WGuid appear, are probably included by the collectors as " alienated land " 
together with conditional purchases em braced by the definition. . The term 
" alienated land" used throughout this chapter refers to the area so returned 
by individual landholders, and it does not, therefore, correspond' to lands 
absolutely alienated for which deeds of purchase have been issued. This 
area has been shown as land absolutely alienated in the chapter entitled 
"Land Legislation and Settlement," which follows. 

RURAL HOLDIXGS. 

The l"nd of New South Wales which is occupied in rural holdings con
sists either of alienated lands. lands in course of alienation, leased Crown 
lands, or various combinations of these. tenur( s, while a considerable area 
remains as Crown reserves. At 30th June, 1925; the number of agricultural 
and pastoral holdings of 1 acre or more in extent was 78,893, including 
1,169 unoccupied or not used for agricultural or pastoral purposes at that 
,date, and 1,994 used only incidentally for such purposes. These holdings 
€mbraced a total area of ] 72,550,000 acres. 

The araa of land neith(;r alienated nor leased from the Crowll-18,OCO,COO 
acres-does not represent the area of unoccupied land availa ble for settlement. 
It inclujes the land unfit for occupation of any kind-estimated to be 
approximately 5,000,000 acres in extent; land embrace .. l in State fon'sts 

. and not otherwise occupied; unoccupied reserves for necessary public purposes;, 
such as commom, travdlin):( stock aIJd water reserves; roadways; railway 
enclosures; and unocCl;lpied land covered by wa~er or tJO rugged or arid for 
occupation. Such lands ,Lresituated mainly in the coastal and tableland 
divisions. but smaller proportions are found in all divisions. 
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Purposes !Qr1iJhich lIoZiUngs are Used. 

The problem.ofrntal development in New South Wal€srelateslargely to 
the task of settling men permanently on the land as productive units of the
population. In addition to human factors, this problem is complicated by 
the variations of seasons and of markets, which determine largely the
profitableness of rural pursuits. An approximate classification of the
main purposes for which rural holdings of 1 acre and upward" were used 
;s available for each year since 1908, and provides the following comparison 
which shows at intervals th-e distribution of rural settlement according to 
purposes :-

Number of Holdings. 

Main purpose for ... ·hich holdings 
are used. 1908 • I ;911-12. j 1915-16.j1921-22.jl92S-2i. 11924-25. 

Agriculture only ... 

Dairying only 

Grazing only 

Agl'iculture and Dairying 

Agriculture and (jrazing 

Dauying and Gmzing ... 

... 1,,24< I '~14110,,,, ", ... 1"."" 
'''j 3,575 3,157 1 6,0i4 9,09"2 9,191 

... 21,8i4 I 22,Oll i2.'{,497 25,438 25,35~ 
8,377 

•.. 18,'133 

Agriculture, 
Gra.zing 

Dairying, and 

Tvtal Holdings of l' acre and/ 
upwards used mainly for 
Agricultural and Pastoral 
purposes ... ... "'j 

].,818 

3,312 

529 

65,462 

8,258 I 5,6415,214 5,561 

21.969120,895 l'S,i:58 18,773 

2,099 i 1,402 2,342 1,96fi 

4,
362

1 
879 

69,549 

1,537 

1,256 

],818 

1,46:3 

, ___ I 

71,1" 175'~ I 75,646 

]],510-

9,49!J 

25,218-

5,91-90 

18,399' 

1,i6& 

---

i5,i3O' 

In addition, a considerable llUmher of small hoidings--usually legs than 
30 acres in extent-were used partly for agricultural and pastoral purposes, 
but mainly for residential and other purpOSC!1, or were UllOc0upied at the
time of collecting the returns. They numbered 3,163 in 1924-25. 

While the above table docs not indicate the actual number of settlers 
OCCUpylllg the land-because some holdings are heldoonjointly, and a number 
of landholders own more than one holding-the figures quoted lllay be con
sidered a reliable index of the development of settlement. 

Despite seasonal variations, there has been a marked increase since 1908" 
in the number of holdings used exclusively for each of the main pursuits, and. 
the growth has been most marked in the case of dairying and agriculture. 
It is especially noteworthy that the number of farmers engaged in agriculture
only or dairying only has increased, while the number engaged in mixed. 
farming has declined. This tendency has not been so apparent in the last 
few years. Grazing is still the predominant rural activity, but mixed farming, 
agriculture, and. dairying are of great importance. 
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Size <tf Hf1bli~ •. 

Information regarding the size of rural h<lldings is availabf~ in tw~ 
distinct classifications, one in 3reordance with the size of the alienated 
area. only, excluding the Grown lands attached thereto, and the othor in 
accordance with the total area of alienated and Crown land contained in 
each holding. The former is tabulated triennially, the latter annually. 

The followingtabIc sltOws in area series as at the 30th June, 1925, the 
freehold area of holdings and of the Crown lands aLtached, classified 
accoroing to the size of the privately-owned land. 

Area Occupied. Proportion in eacb 
area group. Number 

Area of Holding of 
alienated, t Aliena ted 

\ Crown Land"./ . j Alienated ed. t Attached to Total. Holdmgs. Land. t 
Alienated.t 

Holdings. Alienat 

acres. \ acr es. 

1-

51-

50 

100 

14,192 

7,fi3l 

322, 159 

584, 594 

101- 500 ... 25,741 6,745, 696 

501- 1,000 

1,001- 3,000 

3,001- 5,000 

5,001~ 10,000 

10,001- 20,000 

20,001- 50,000 

5G,OOI-100;000 

9,285 15,413, 

1,684 

1,260 

. 524 

214 

6,492, 

8,62!t, 

7,240, 

I 6,374, 

481 

724 

551 

240 

069 

610 

38: 2,666 

21 2,670 

,791 

,497 

acres, I 
2,Wl,O:n 

1,676,500 

10,789,393 

12,160,145 

17,418,840 -

8;764,989 

7,476,792 

6,2'10,41'9 

3,387,442 1 

433,374 \ 

1,043,769 

acres. per cent;' per oont. 

2,363;195 19'7' 0'5 

2,261,094 10'5 0'9 

17,535,089 35'8 10'3 

20,229,626 - 15'9 12'4 

3J,832,564 12-9 23-6 

15,257,540 2'3 1O'(» 

16,106,032 1 8 13'~ 

13,480,488 0'7 

I 
11) 

1),762,052 03 I 9'S 

3,100,165 0'1 I 4'1 

3,714,266 ... I 4'1 

i ____ 1 _________ 

Total· ... ... 71,901 Ii 65,209,412 71,4<:2,700 1136,642,112 \ 100'01103-0 
i I ---------------------------

• Exclusi~e<>f 6;99'2 holdings, em!:>rocing 35,907,736 aores·of crown lands only, tSee-explanation page 749. 

The maximum area. all(i)wedfor a residential conditional purchase is 1,280 
&ores in the Eastern Land Division and 2,560 acres in the Central L'1nd 
Division. T.he table shows, therefore, that the number of holdings in excess 
of a living area is- very considerable and that they embrace a very large 
extent of land. 

A classification of the holdings according to size, however; does not 
measure-in a reliable manner the scope£or increased settlement, owing tothe 
wide variatilms between the productivity of the various districts. Inorder 
to ascertain how far the existence of large alienated holdings is impeding 
settlement, it would be necessary to consider the quality of the holdings 
concerned, the rainfall, situation in respect of market and transport facilities 
and other matters which det,ermine the productivity and profitable use of 
land. 
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'fhe following table shows for each statistical division of the State the 
number and area of holdings in area series, based on the aggregate area of 
alienated and Crown land in each holding at 30th June, 1925. The boundary 
between the Eastern and Central Land Divisions passes through the Western 
Slopes Division as shown on the map in the frontispiece of this Year 
Book :--. 

Number and Area of Holdings in Division':C~ 
Si7.C of Hold.in~ 

(Alienat"d and Crown 
I,and, Combined). Whol. 

State. 

A(re.--;. ] 
Under 51 ... fNo. 8,804 2,661 2.032 1,719 227 15,443 

51- 100 .,. No. 4,579 1,396 978 350 34 7,337 ~
Aeres 185,982 64,866 51,433 37,006 4,125 343,412 

20.001-50,000 

Aeres 358,434 106,R21 73,544 25.394 2,812 567,005 
... No. 13,803 4,670 ' 4,276 1,951 79 24,779 

}
ACreS 3,244,216 1,268,140 1,324,258 603,422 20,373 6,460,409 

... No. 2,668 2,635 4,169 2,238 66 11,776 

~
Acrcs 1,860,046 1,902,839 2,976,786 1,602,340 45,714 8,387,725 

... N.O' ... ', 1,847 :),375 4,103 2,716 75 12,116 
Aerrs! 2,934,473 5,732,216 7,065,702 ,!,R97,21G 125,676 20,755,282 

... No.... 256 725 856 1,039 45 2,921 
Acres: 979,9';30 2,744,856 3,283,640 4,130,605 181,658 11,320,689 

... No.... 151 413 600 9921 121 2,277 
ActCR i 1,014,899 2,868,672 4,115,182 6,602,803 949,468 15,551,C2-l 

... {f~;ps'l 623,3M 2,6:l3,m 2,530,m 4,698,~:~ I 3,798,~~6 14,28!:7~~ 

... A~;rs":. 818,832 1,950,2581 2,046,896 6,000,239 12,041,011 22,857,236 

... II o. ... 8 11 8 92 344 4e3 

101- 500 

501- 1,000 

1,001- 3,000 

3,001- 5,000 

5,001-10,000 

10,001-20,000 

Over 50,000 }
N 26 70 71 I 193 [ 387 747 

i..Acre.· 850,127 786,365 I 760,655 8,583,202 61,041,953 72,022,302 

Total ... {f(~;es" 12,8i~:m 20.0;~:!i~ I 24,2~~:m 137'1if:~~g 178,2~i~~~- 172,5~~',~~f 
Total Area of I I 

Dhision ... Acres 22'::5,00~ ___ 26'659'OO: I 2~,261,OOO 140,858,000 80,319,000198,522,000· 

• Excilldimr arca of ]lr!nclp~l harbonrs and of Lord Howe Is!and. 

Approximately 47,559, or 60 per cent. of the rural holdings of the State 
are less than 500 acres in extent, Itnd occupy only 7,370,826 acres, or 4·3 
per cent. of the total area used for agricultural and pastoral purposes. Of 
these, 27,186 are in the coastal districts, 8,727 in the Tablelands DiviSion, 
7,286 in the Western Slopes, 4,020 on the plains of the Eastern Division, and 
340 in the Western Division. Eighty-four per cent. of the holdings in the 
Coastal Division are less than 500 acres in extent, but they embrace less than 
30 per cent. of the area occupied by rural holdings in the division. 

Holdings which excerd more than twice the maximum area prescribed 
for residential conditional purchases may be con~irlered for purposes of 
discussion as large holdings. Their suitableness for BU bdivision could be 
determined only after iudividual consideration. Holdings exceeding 3,000 
acres in extent number 486 in the Coastal Division and embrace 4,287,089 
acres, and in the Tableland Division 1,411, embracing 1(\983,593 acres. 
On the Western Slopes there are 862 holdings exceeding 5,000 acres in area, 
embracing a total of 9.,453,250 acres of land, and on the plains of the Central 
land division (including the Riverina) 1,617 such holdings, embracing a 
total of 25,8840,888 acres. Thus, in the Eastern and Central land divisions 
62 per cent. of the total area occupied is contained in 8 per cent. of the 
holdings. Practically the whole of the land of the Western Division is 
occupied by 1,00;> holdings, exceeding 10,000 acres in extent, embracing 
76,881,824 acres; ()f this area 51,075,760 acres comprise holdings exceeding 
100,000 acres in area. 
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Number of Holdings and At'erage Area-. 

In the past sixty years land legislatioll in New South Wales lias been 
directed prineirally towards producing an inerease in the numher of land 
holdingl'\, and, at the same time, eforts bave blO'cn made to discourage the 
aggregation of large areas under individual o"ners; for, when settler:; had 
spread throughout the State, the 'existcnee of large estates began to pl'G"e 
B,n obstacle to further develop:y,en-:-. 

Since the first Crown Lands Act was passed in 186] the Lcgiglature hu!) 
been fre{lUently occupied with the problem of rural development, but only 
limited suceess has been achieved in promoting fresh settlement. Many 
varieties of tenure have been devised, but nOlle has been effective in attraeting 
population to, the vast traets of land in the interior. Large holdings over 
5,000 acres in extent have increased, and far more land has been alienated 
than is neeessary to maintain the number of settlers remaining upon it. 

The whole I:1tvry of rural settlemellt in recent years may be summed up 
as follows :-Between 1861 and 1920 the number of original selectionii 
made was approximately 131,730, and this llumber does not include such 
holdings as Suhurhan, Returned Soldiers' Special, Residential on Goldfield8, 
and Irrigation Farms, which arc generally small in extent. At the last
named date there were in existence 61,794 holdings containing over 30 acres 
of alienated land. Allowing for the number of holdings already in existence 
in 1861 and remaining in existence in 1920, and for the inclusion in the number 
of some original selections less than 30 acr~s in extent, it is clear that more 
than half of the individual selections made during the, period have been 
disposed of and combined into large holdings either for the profit accruing 
from the sale, or through the financial or other disabilities of the original 
selectors. -

Omitting holJings of less than 30 acres in extent, which arc not important 
in relation to rural settlement, it is possible t,o trace from 1881 to 1925 the 
increase in the number of holdings in relation to the growth of population. 
This is shown in the follvwing table ;-

Year. 

18S1 

1891 

1901 

1911 

1916 

1921 

1925 

H1ldings contai.ning over SO acres of 
Alienated' Land. 

Number. Area. Area. 
-I-~ 

~--------~ 

3:?,521 

38,706 

48,360 

57,089 

60,435 

61,505 

52,475 

acres. 

27,791,076 

41,046,249 

45,869,742 

51,943,846 

56,047,062 

61,003,468 

65,209,412 

acres. 

855 

1,060 

948 

910 

927 

992 

1,044 

, See explanation pa!;'e 749. 

Mean Population. 

765,015 

1,142,025 

1,366,900 

1,665,265 

1,893,479 

2,10S,369 

2,275,886 

Many of the holdings enumerated above have leases attached to them, 
but the areas shown relate to alienated land only. Where two or more 
holdings are owned by the same person they are enumerated separately. 
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The development of alienation has been slower since 1901 than previously. 
The relative growthqf;settlement, alienation, and pOlmlation 111ay be. readily 
iUustratlldbyrekrenpeto index-numhers in which, in each ctiSR,theyoof 
lOOlisch9aeu.as base and calltld 100 :--

Index of Holdings containing over 30 acres of Index 
Year. Alienated' Land .. nfM.~n -------- Popula.tion. 

Number. Area. Avernge Area. 

1881 ti7 til 90 66 
1891 80 90 112 84 
1901 100 100 100 100 
1911 118 113 96 122 
]916 125 122 98 1:18 
J921 ]27 ]33 105 154 
:i~25 129 142 110 166 

" Ste e<planation page 749. 

. It is significant that the population has grown at a much faster rate 
throughout than the number of holdings containing alienated land. This 
fact is an enlightening commentary on the drift of population from rural 
to urban settlements. 

The number of alienated holdiJlgs has increased at a slower rate than the 
area alienated, and the nnmber of large holdings of ajienatro land has in
creased in a marked degree during the past thirty-five years. The increast', 
however, has not been uniform, and it.assumed a new phase in 1912, after the 
imJXlsition of the Federal Land Tax. The following table, which relates to 
individual holdings without regard to ownership, shows the number and area 
of the larger alierratedholdings at intervals since 1891 :-

I 
Nllmher of Alienated· Holdings i 

--------

_~ rea of Alienated" Holdings 
oi~ of- I 

year·I--5-k~-~g-o-tg--'-20:--0~-~e~--1'-0-~.~-~-t~-~o-o-o 1--52-.g-~g-ot-o----I--2i.~~ . --11-O,~~t5~:WO 
I acres. acres. acres. acres. ac>res. 8.C'ff'S. 

1891 
190] 
l!Jll 
1921 
1925 

! 

8651 
938 I 

1,081 I 
1,558 i 
1,784 ; 

I 

320 
357 
362 
301 
273 

1 acres. II acrcs. I acres. 
1,185 8,459,384 16,129,16:1 i 24,'i88,547 
1.295 9,286,972 I 17,203,765 'I' 26,490.737 
1,443 9,S7:l,180 i 16,560,215 26,~33,395 
1,859 n,935,9!l7 I 12,!l49,8ti8 26,8SI),SM 
2,057 1.'),869,309 [ 1l,711,t98 i 27,5S1,207 

; 

'" See expbuation pJ.ge 749. 

Tho Fedeml Land Tax (particl1lars o£ which are published on page 255 
of thig Year Book) was fir~.t imposed in 1910 upon so mIlch of the unimproved 
value of lunds owned by residents of Aus.tralia as excDeded £1),000, alld upon 
all lands owned hv absentees. TIJe yalue of land in New South Wales owned 
by absentees is n~g]igible, and the a!'sessed value of lands held on lease from 
t.he Crow'Jl is relatively ot ~,mall account. The incidence of the tax, t.herefore, 
has fallen mai1l1y upon large holdings of land absolutely alienated, or lands 
in course of alie:1ation. 

Up to 1911 t.he increase in tIle number of large alienated holdings had 
progressed fairly regularly, but in 1912 there was a decrease from 362 to 
335 in the number of alienated holdings exceeding 20,000 acres in area, and 
an increase from 1,081 t.o 1,201 in the Humber between 5,000 acres and 
20,()()Oacres in extent. This change did not produce any reduction in the 
tetalal't'a· of alienated hnd cor.tai1tcd in these largeitoldin-gs and,alfJ!Ough 
the nmnberand area of alienated holdings eontainmgl'l1ore tlitau2O,0(l() 
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aores have continued to decline at an appreciable rat~, the dimiiHlifion haR 
boon·oi'fset by an increase since 1911 of 703 in the number, and 5,996,1'29a0res 
in the area of alienated holdings between 5,000 acres and 20,000 acres in extent. 
The total area of ali,~nated land emhraced in holdings exceeding 5,000 acres 
in area was almost stationary between 1901 and '191], but since 1911 it 
has increased by neatly 1,148;000 acres, 

TenUrE of Holdings .. 
The tenure of land-holdings in New South Wales is principally of two 

classes-,-freehold and leasehold from the Crown. Only a small proportion of 
the total area occupied (approximately 2~1 per cent.) is rented from private 
owners, although the area held on lease from the Crown is very large. 
TeJlancy, as understood in older countries is, therefore, of ~mall extent,. 
94'5 per. cent. of the total alienated area. being occupied by its owners. 

The following table shows the area. occupied in each division of New 
South Wales, according to the class of t,enure as at 30th June, 1925. Owing 
to rearrangement of the divisions on. the basis of Local Government areas, 
in 1922-23, divisional comparisons cannot be made effectively "dth figures 
published in earlier years. 

, 
Al'ea'of Alienatcd"1Ioldibgs. Crown Lands 

occupied,as TbtaL Area. 
Division. 

\ 

separate holdings in 
Occupied \ Priva.te 'i'otal. or attached ro Hc>ldings, 

ny Owner: Renied. alienated holdings. 

acres. acres. 1 acres. acres. a~res. 

CoMltll\ ... '" .. , 8,807,953· 1,198,160 9,506,113 3,364,127 12,870,240 
Tableland .. , 12.219,739 709,072 12,928,gn 7,129,664 20,038,476 
western Slopes ::: ::: ... 17,987,2~1 7M,saO 18,722,091 5,506,522 Z4,228,6U 
Central. ]'lains and Riwrina .. , 21,41P,171 885,459 22,,~O4,630 14,816,240 37,180,870 
Western ... .. , .. , .. . J,706,731 41,036 1,747,767 76,463,RS3 78,211,650 

--'--' 
New South Wal~s ... ... 61,640,855 3,568,557 65,209,412 107,340,436 17,',549,848 

I I 

·See explanation p",ge 749. 

Of the total area occupied, 38 per cent, was classed as freehold, although· 
a considerable propOl:tion of the total was. in course of purchase from the 
Crown, and 62 per cent. was leased from the Crown. Over 71· per. cent. 
of the Crown.lands so leased were in the Western Division, and:utiliBedalmost 
exclusively for deplliSturingstock. 

More than one-third ofthe land privately rented is situated in th~ Coastal 
Division, where it amounts to over 12 per cent. of the total area, occupied 
in holdings, These farms ,are used chiefly'for dairying, and the system of: 
renting was subj0ctedto adverse criticism jn the report of the Select. Committee-: 
of'IiIquiry into the Agricultural Indulltryin ]921. 

The ,proportions, of 'tHe, total &'J'eaof the'respective divisionl'l, oeoolmd iro 
holdings of various· classe"l' are 8'hown' in the following tabie:-

Area of Alienated· Holding •. Crown Lallds Tt!ltu' 
Division. ocrupied :>s separate Afea..j:n 

oceu1de<i\ PriVate, 

\ 

holdin~"ot att!.cbed . Holdiftgs. by Rente<L T6taJ. to alienated holdings. 
Owne.r." 

Coastal 
per cen t.·' per cen t.lpEl'r cen t.1 per cent. per cent, 

... ... ... .. . 37 '05 \ 5'31 42'39 15'00 57'39 
Tableland ... ... ,"",. .. , 45'84 2!65 48'50 26'74 75'24 
Western Slopes '... ... 63'65 . 2'63 66'2.5 19'48 85'7a 
Central Plains and Riverina 52.'42' I 2'17 54'59 :1l~'41 91'00 
Western ... ... .. ~ ... 2'13 i (1)'j 2:18 95'20 9'7'38 

New South Wa,~e8: ... ... 31.'05 [-1'8)1 32·$I-"54-i'7-·'fs(i:92 

• See explanation pase 749. 

• 
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Slightly less than 87 per cent .. of the total area contained within the 
boundaries of the State is occupied in holdings of 1 acre and upwards; used 
fDr agricultural or pastDral purposes. The highest propDrtiDn of alienation, 
66 per cent . .of the area of the divisiDn, has taken place in the Western 
Slopes, and the lowest, 2·2 per cent., in the Western DivisiDn. But taking 
the total area of holdings, the Western Division shows the largest propDrtion 
of its area-97·4 per cent.-under occupation. The proportions are high 
also in the Central Plains and Riverina, 91 per cent., and in the Western 
Slopes, 85 7 per cent. 

If reference be made to the table on page 752 it will be seen that the prD
portion .of lands nDt used for agricultural and pastoral purposes in each 
division decreases as the intensity of settlement decreases. At the same 
time it is apparent that the density of settlement bears an apprDximate 
relationship to physical configuratiDn and average rainfall. While the 
greater intensity of settlement in the mDre easterly districts necessitates 
the allocation of larger proportions .of la".d for public purposes, it is undeniable 
that a very considerable proportion of the remaining Crown land in the 
Eastern Division is so rugged or wooded as to be unfit or unprofitable for 
.occupation. ,This is especially the case in the SDuth CDast Division, which 
in parts is very mountainous, .onlv 42 per cent. of the total area being .occupied 
by rural holdings, as compared with '6~ per cent. in the NDrth Coast Division 
and 66 per cent. in the Hunter and Manning. 

eroU',,! Land Holding.~. 
Crown lands are held, &1' has bt'en explaint'd, either in conjunction with 

alienated land or as separate h()ldings. The total area held in conjunc~ioll 
with alienated lands has been shDwn already. Particulars of holdmgs 
consisting of Crown lands .only at 30th June, 1925, were as fDllow:-

Coastal ... 
Tableland 

Division. 

'111 estern Slopes ... 
Central Plains and Riveritm 
\II1estern ... 

New South Wales 

I 
Number of 'I Area held, j Average area 
Holdings.. of Holdings. 

r I 
I 

acres. acres • 
. , , 536 461,431 I 861 
.,'! 1,129 1,351,719 1,197 

, 1,042 1,660,525 1,594 
. .. 1 3,3~~ 5,5~8'b70 1 1,672 
... 1 9"" 26,865,.91 I 28,131 

.. i~92 I 35,907,736 1--5~ 

By reason oi "he definition of alienated land used in collecting agricultural 
and pastoral statistics particulars of holdings containing lands under the 
tenures of homestead farm or homestead selection are not included in the 
figures shDwn abDve. 

The average area .of the hDldings is comparatively small in the Eastern 
and Central Land Divisions. In the Western Division, intense settlement 
has nDt yet been fDund practicable, and the area of hDldings consisting of 
Crown lands .only is very large. 

VALUE OF ALIF.NATED RURAl, I,AN'Ds. 

The particulars which foHow relate. to the value, on a freehold basis, .of 
lands absolutely alienated, in course of aliena~iDn or held as hDmestead farms 
or homestead selectiDns and used for agricultural and pastDral purposes. 
Information as to the improved and unimproved capital values of such 
lands was first collected in 1920-21. 

• 
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The unimproved capital value was defined as being the amount which 
the land might be expected to realise if sold under such reasonable conditions 
as a bona fide seller would require, assuming that the actual improvements 
had not been made, and the improved capital value as the value of the land 
with all improvements and buildings thereOll under similar conditions of. 
sale. Where particulars of unimproved value were not available from 
owners, collectors were instructed to obtain them from the records of Shire 
Councils, and it is probable that local government assessments were returned 
as the unimproved value of the whole of the lands, except in the Western 
Divi"ion, where no shires exist. 

Where valuations have been made hv the Valuer-General it has been found 
that valuations formerly made for l~cal government purposes were below 
actul11 values. In many cases the discrepancy was considerable, and in the 
aggregate the valuations of shires are probably under-eetimatcd by morc 
than 20 per cent.. Since municipal lands are of c0mparatively small extent, 
and very few shires assess improved values, particulars of improved capital 
value were obtained from the owners. The unimproved and improved values 
as returned, therefore, are not comparable because they are apparently 
stated upon different bases and represent respectively the shire assessment 
of the unimproved value of the land aI151theiq'wner'sopinion of the value 
of the land and its improvements. ;"'Flfe', vahieof improvements cannot be 
deduced from them. 11' .l< 

The following table shows in divisions of the State (on the basis of Local 
G;:wernment areas) the distribution 0f alienated and Crown lands occupied 
in holding8 of one a~Te and upwards for agricultural and pastoral purposes, 
together with the total and average value of the1 alienated lands 8.t 30th 
June, 1925. 

Division. 

OrJastal
North Coast 

Alienated* Land in Occupation in Holdings of 1 acre and oyer. ! 

Area. 

Unimproved Capital I Improved Capital ! Area of 
Value of Land. ~~u-=-~~ I CrDwn Land. 

Total. A\Terage 
per acre. Total. J :.~e:~fe~ I 

._---
Acre~. £ £ I £ £ A~res. 

000. 000. 000. 000. 
3,145 11,616 3·7. 34,120 10·8 1,348 

IiuJ1ter and Manning 
Metropolitan 

4,136 9,246 2·2 I 28,308 G·8 1,347 
325 2,877 8·9 I 6,864 21·1 2 

South Coast 
Total 

1'ablelands
Northern 
Central 
Southern 

Total 
TV estern Slopes

North 
Central 
South 

Total 
Pla'ins,

North·central 
Central 
Riverina. 

__ 1~,9~0~0_1 4,555 2·4 I 12,623 6·6 667 
__ 9-,-,5_0_6_ -28;294 3_·0 I SI,!)}5 __ 8_'_0 ___ 3_,:_lfl_4_ 

3,726 5,138 I 1·4 I' 13,251>: 3·6 2,786 
5,253 8,178 1·6 23,656 4·5 2,210 

_~;>",-,,~91)~-0~ _~4~,5-,-!l-,-8~ 1·2 I 14,108 3·6 2,134 
12,929 17,914 I 1·4 _I 51,019 1 4·0 -7-;-130 

:1 !:~i J:~ I H Il!:!i! I H Hi! 
... 1 18,722 31,014 --1.-7-! 87,793 !~ --"5~,5~0~6-

••• 1 4,048 5,024- 1·2 I 1O,66g i 2·6 3,561 
••• 1 5,711 5,691 1·0 1 11,956 I 2·1 7,878 

···1 ]2,545 II 2189',~0261 [ ll:'3~ 1'-46~8"','2r;07(3~ il :'3~:~ 3,137 

West~r:t~ivi8ion :::11 2~:~~! ;81 -~ 2,354-1~ ~::!~: 
Whole Strtte ... -6~'5~,2-0~9- 107,(\241--1-.-7- 291,284. 4·5 107,3·10 

• See explanation, page 749. 
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Particulars of the rainfall, productivity, and population of 'each I)f these 
divl!'.ions are shown on page 761. It will he ohserved tha.t·th-e avcroge'Y'alue 
per acre is dosely related tothes.e factors. The alienat.oo lauds in the 
Westem.,Division aresitnated ma.in:ly in its eastern confines,3ud the value 
theroof does not afford any indication of the value of the extensive Crown lands 
situated further west. 

Capitalln1Jested in R11:1'allnd1fStries. 

The capital value of farm property in ,New South Wales was: approximately 
£387.938,000 at 30th June, 1925,madenp,asfoll()ws:-

Alienated land and improvements thereto 

Ua:pitalised value of leases held from Crown 

!Iachinery and implements 

Live stock 

Alienated Holdings in Value Series. 

£ 

291,284,000 

13,000,000 

14,654,000 

69,000,000 

The following is a statement of the unimproved value of land in alienated 
holdings in value series as at 30th June, 1925 :-

Proportion per cent. of 
AVeF"ge total. 

Aliemtted L!>nd.t No. Value 

'Unimprovild Value of Alienatedt Value Unim~ 

Series. Holdings. Area. Unimproved. proved, l U,,;m. per Number. Area. proved acre. value. 

£ I acres. I £ £ s. 

4,898,7051 
. 

Under 500 ... :31,368 6,546,840 1 7 43·6 7·5 6·1 

500 to ],000 .. , 15,1)36 6;713;431 10,801,520 1 12 20·9 10·3 
I 

10·0 

] ,000" 2,000 ... 13,984 10;342,519 19,401,070' I 18 19·5 15·9 18·0 

'2,000 " 3,000 ... 4,851 6,211;725 1l,569,060 I 17 6·8 9'0 1(}8 

,3,000 " 5,000 .. , 3,243 6,930,552 12,154,250 1 15 4·5 10·6 II·3 

5,000 " 10,000 ... 2,040 8,466,J32 13, 776,790 I 13 2·8 13·0 12·8 

10,000 " 15,000 ... 633 4,294,885 6,872,300 I 12 ·9 6·6 6,·4 

15,000 " 20;000 .. , 283 3,090,902 4,942,810 I 12 ·4 4·7 4·6 

20,000 and over ... 463 14,260,561 21,559,150 110 ·6 2H} 20-0 

I 

71,901*\ 65,209,412 \ 107,623,790 

----:-1-:-Total .. ·1 1 13 100 

,----.~-.-.--

• Excludes 6;992 hoWings ~tbl& of CWtmla1i4s oaj,y. t See explanation, pall' 749. 
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A most striking feature of this statement is the very large number of 
holdings containing alienated l.a.nd of an unimproved value of less thane£500. 
They number 31,868, or 44 per eent. of the total, and 16,225, or more than 
oQne-haH of them, are in the eoastal districts. 

Nearly 22 per cent. of the alienated land is contained in holdings of which 
the unimproved value exceeds £20,000. There are 3,419 holdings (4'7 per 
(lent. of the total) containing alienated land valued at more tllan£5,OOO. 
'They embrace in all 30,112,480 acres of alienated land, valued at £47,151,050, 
which is 44 per cent. of the total value for the State. It is noteworthy that 
the average value per acre of large estates is little less than that of smaller 
,areas. 

It should be noted, however, that no account ies taken of the value of 
Crown leases attached to alienated holdings, and that where two or more 
holdings are owned by the same individual they are, unless in close proximity 
to" each other, treated as separate holdings. 

Live Stock, and Improved Value in Area Series. 

T.he following statement shows the number of livestock and the improved 
capital value of alienated holdings in area series as at 30th June, 1925 :-

AII"nated Land In 
\ Total ANlJl. 

I 
Rolding~,§ 

No. ofShee!, No. of Cattle ,Area Series ~ No.ot or Heldlngs, at at (A)j"n&t~ LlUld). Holding!!. 

\ 

in"l\ldi\l~ OOthJ1tBe, 8OtltJ1I1If', I I Improved £'l'In"n 1>.25. 1925. 

I 
Capl.tal Area. :tandH. 
Value. 

I 

I 
Acres. No. £ acres. a('re~. 

000. 000. 000. 000. O(I(), 

0· ... 6,992· ... 1 '" 35,90S ·1,221 151 

1- 30 ... 9,426 7,565 I 126 517 55 40 

31- 320 ... 30,526 51,7S1 4,430 13,624 1,635 87'6 

321- 6.40 .• , 12,453 35,145 5,960 15.754 3,005 I 432 

641- 1,2M ... 9,611 40,930 8,899 19,747 5,568 35S 

1,2801- 2,000 ... 3;713 24,518 5,910 12.555 3,982 176 

2,001- 3,000 ... 2,371 22,087 5,811 13,024- 4,218 i 141 
I 

11,001- 5,000 1,684 23,746 6,492 15,258 4,911 ! 1$ ... 
5,001- 10,000 ... 1,260 31,072 8,629 16,106 6,600 1&9 

1 0,001- 50,000 ... 738 40,922 13,615 1 23,243 9,937 243 

0,001-100,000 ... 38 6,410 2,667 3,100 I 1,293 23 

ver 100,000 ... 
__ ~J~08 ~,67~_ 3.714_L~657_ 33 

----
Total ... 78,893 1291,284 I 65.209 172,550 I 47,0821' 2,S21t 

o 

• Holdings consisting of Crown lands only. t Excludlll3live .took not onruraJ ho1dflliilo 
§ See explanation, page 74,9, 
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Holdings with an alienated area of 3,000 acres or less carry 39 per cent. of 
the sheep and 72 per cent. of the cattle. They embrace 48 per cent. of the 
alienated land and 62 per cent. of the attached Crown lands, and their improved 
value is 63 per cent. of the total. Information is not available to show the 
acreage under crops in the various groups of holdings at 30th June, 1925, 
but the experience of earlier years indicates that about 80 per cent. of the 
area under wheat is on holdings with an alienated area not exceeding 3,000 
acres. 

CHARACTER OF SETTLEMENT. 

The character of the rural settlement of New South Wales has bern deter
mined largely by economic factors, e.g., the geographical features of the land, 
the distribution of rainfall, fertility of the soil., accessibility of markets, and • 
local factors, such as water supply, timber growth, and means of communi
cation. The distribution of industrial activity is principally into pastoral, 
agricultural, dairying, mining, and ffianufacturing localities, and along lines 
of traffic. 

TIle pastoral industry, whic}l can sed the original spread of Rettlement ove:.
t!le St.ate, is still maintained in practically every part of it, although it 
diminishes in import.ance trom the sole industry in the west to a secondary 
position in the central and eastern land divisions, where agriculture and 
dairying are assuming greater importance. From its nature it requires 
ext.ensive areas and little labour, and it promotes set.tlement of a scattered 
nature characterised by small towns, which become smaller and more 
scattered towards the western boundary, where only isolated sheep and cat.tle 
stations exist. 

Superimposed on the paBtoral foundation in the central division the main 
. belt of agricultural settlement stretches from the northern to the southern 

boundary of the State between the Great Dividing Range and a line to the 
west, which follows generally the line of 20-ineb rainfall in the south, and 
the 25-inch line in the north. This extensive belt. is roughly wedge-shaped, 
and diminishes from a breadt.h of about. 200 miles in t.he ext.reme south to 
about 100 miles in t.li.e north. Practically the whole of the wheat crops of 
the State are produced there, but only a sm,tll port.ion of t.he suitable lands 
have been utilised for agriculture, and pastoral pursuits are st.ill carried on 
ext.ensivelv. Settlement in t.hese central districts is more intense t.han in 
t'le west, ~nd there are a number of flourishing towns wit.h populat.ions ranging 
from 2,000 t.o 10,000. 

East of t.he Dividing Range, in the coast.al dist.rict., dairying is the staple 
industry, but there is also a certain amount of miscellaneous agriculture 
in the more fert.ile portions, and some cattle-grazing in the more rugged 
and less accessible districts. Only a small quant.ity of wool is produced, and 
the production of wheat is negligible. Populat.ion in the coastal districts 
is denser t.han in any ot.her region of the State, and the farms are usually 
smalL and intensively cultivated. 
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The following analy,is of the State, according to natural divisions on Ho 
oosis of Local Government areas, shows the rainfall, population, area, and 
production of each. A map showing these divisions is published as a frontis~ 
piece to this Year Book :~--

Di\-'ision. 

COllsfal
North Coa~t 
Hunter and 

Manning 
Cumberland 
S~th Coast 

Total 

Tableland-9-
Northern 
Central ... 
Sauthernt 

Total 

! 
1 
I Range of 

\ 

Averago 
Popn· I 

lation at 
Production (1924-25). 

Annual 
Rainfall. 

inches. 

Census, I 
1921. 

Total 
Ar~a. 

Wool. 
? I. Manu~ I 

I 
I \ II Wheat. Butter. I Mmera]s. fa.ctures.· 

acres. 1 lb. IbUShele., Ih. £ £ 
000 000 I 000. 000. 000. 000. 00(1. 

35~76 124 7,009 \ 17 ... 62,190 1 1,333 

22-60 245 8,355 4,4271 20 27,975 6,.i67 5,347 
29~50 1,060 I 972 I 63 I'" 953 215 43,910 

--=~~ _~I~~~=--I_-=230 1 __ 1_ 11,368 I 1,483 1,63~ 
... 1,518 I 22,425 1 6,737 I 21 1102,486

1 

8,166

1

52,229 

~0-38 ---:~ -;:~ ~O,:~ --:~l-2,07~ - 189 --2:~ 
23-55 131 10,897 30,004 3,523\1,590 1,226 1,757 
19-65 48 7,597 26,221 73 1,136 13 384 

--.. -. - - 230 I 26,6,39 77,077-1-:3.816- 4,802rl-:42s- 2~397-
------------~-I'----II----;---.---

Western Slope.9- I I I 
North 24~33 52 9,193 I 33,591 'I· 5,485 i 2,276 85 242 
Central... 17-28 52 7,839 26,3R6 11,9761 782 1 1 327 
Sot.th 16-40 96 I 11,230 1 42,832 116,030 4.539·1 9~ _ 695 

Total - ~.~- -~200I23:262T102,809T36,491~7,597IU9 I l..:~~ 

Ge;J~~~te;~in8- '''1~8~2~ ---:~I-~:~ -2~,46~1~6~~ -~~I---l-- 125 
Central... . .. ' 15-19 I 20 14,650 39,325 1,590 131 i 23 7£1 
Riverina 12~22 1 Ui 1 16,708 56,440 16,235 2,046 1 37 460 

Total ~~.-1-lo8~ 40:858-125,W19~4372,289:-61~- (;64 

Western Division ... - 8~19 ·1~-4s -80,31!l 57,324 2 ---;-1 1,951 2,491 
-~--~--------- ------ ----,---------

Whole Statd ... ... 2,104 1193,523 1369,118 59,767 117.211111,781) 5£1,045 

• Value add·ed in process of mannbeture. t Including Federal Territory. 

Manufactories are not extensive outside the metropolitan and Newcastle 
districts, but dairy factories operate on a large scale along the coast. Smelt
ing and metal works of considerable importance are estaiblished on the coal
fields of the South Coast and Central Tableland and on the silver-lead fields 
at Broken Hill in the Western Division. 

The five principal topographicDI divisiom are strIpS of territory running from 
the northern to the southern bonndarv in a south-west,el'lv direction, and, 
except for the Western Plains, each is divided into three Fortions-northern, 
central, and southern--whereby fourteen subdivision!' are secured, each of 
which presents fairly uniform natural f~atures and is affected by uniform 
physiographic factors .. In the north the region of high average rainfall 
extends further inlrmd than in th~ !louth, with the result that the isohyetals 
run in a general north and south direction. The south-western extremity of 
the Riverina lies about 100 miles further from the coast than docs the north
western extremity of the northern plain, and, as the average annual rainfall 
diminishes with increasing rapidity towards the west, the northern subdivi~ 
.!lions shown above generally receive more rain than t.he c-entral, and the 
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central more than the southern subdivisions. Rather less than one-ball of 
the total area of the State receives average rains exceeding 20 in:chesperyeaT, 
and rather more. than one-half receives an average of more than 15 inches 
per year. Where the rainfall is greatest conditions generally favour the 
dairying industry, the areas with moderate rainfall being more suitable for 
sheep and wheat. In the dry western areas wool-growing is the only im
portant rural industry. 

Not only the quantity, but the season and reliableness of the rainfall, and 
the amount of evaporation are important considerations in determining the 
productive possibilities of any region. In common with most countries .• 
NewSouth Wales suffers periodically in one part or anotller from the effects 
of intermittent rainfall, a disability which local conditions such as. the 
abnormal evaporati,on a,nd the absorbent nature of the soils of the interior 
tend to aggravate. This difficulty may be overcome ultimately by water 
conservation and improvement in cultural methods, but at present it opelates 
powerfully to the detriment of the western hinterland.* 

SETTI.EMENT IN DIVISIOXS. 

Pluvial circumstances exert a decisive effect on the nature of the pursuits 
and the extent of settlement in the various rural districts of the State, and 
explain their industrial characteristics .. 

For the purpose of considering rural settlement, the State may be distri
buted into five statistical divisions, viz., Coast, Tableland, Western Slopes 
of the Great Dividing Range, Central Plains and Riverina,. and the Western 
Division. The statistics for 1922-23 and subsequent yea.rs have been collected 
upon the basis of Local Government areas instead of counties, as formerly, 
and this necessitated considerable rearrangement of diTisional boundaries. 
Therefore the divisional totals are not comparable with those of previous 
years. The first four divisions, however, cover the Eastern and Central 
Land Divisions of the State, trendingJrom north to south in the same general 
direction as the coastline and principal mountain range. 

The nature of the industries amI settlement of each of the principal divisions 
of the State were discussed in the Official Year Book, 1922, at page 681 et seq. 
Statistics for 1924-25 are shown below :--

Coastal D£stricts. 

The foU{)wing table presents It summary of the tenure angcxt,Nlt of occupit'4 
holdings in the four main divisions of the coastal belt as at 30th June, 1925 :-

Di~i8ion of CJaSt. 

North,.. ., 
Hunter·Manning 
Cumberland .,., 
South ... 

Total 

I I Are .. of land occupied in holdings of 1 aere and r of 
I Total I Holding>; upwards for Agricultural and Pastoral Purposes. A1ie~ 
I Are I of 1 Lano 

I 
DiV~L'11 u;a~:. Alienatedt. I Crown [I Total. ~: 

. , Freehold. I ;::;:t;;.! Total. Lands. ti<>D.t 

I acres. I No. I acres. acres; \ Il1lre&.1 acres. I, acres. &cre!~ 
000 I 000 000 000 000 000 000 
7.~ Ill.779~ 2,710 435 3,145 I 1,3481 4,493 SIg 
8,.300 \10.533 3,748 388 4,136 I 1,347 5,483 442 

S72 4,746 271 54 325 2 327 12.IJ 
'''1 6,089 5,129 1,579 321 ],000 I 667 I 2,567 320 

. .. 122,425'132,187-1 8,308[1,198- - 9,5061 3,36ii 12,870-l.4OO-

t See explanation, page 749. 

• Further 'particular. of ;rainfall alld evaporatien are published on pages 12 to 16 of this Year Book. 
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Apart from the small area in the oonntyof Cumberland which.surrounds 
the metropolis; the North Coast is by far the most closely-settled part of 
the Coastal Division. The average areas of holdings in the. various divisions 
are-North Coast, 381 acres; Hlmter and Manning, 521 acres; and South 
Coast, 500 acres. The proportion of the total area of each division occupied 
in holdings is 64 per cent. in the North Coast Division, 66 per cent. in that of 
Hunter and Manning, but only 42 per cent. on the South Coast. The BY'stem 
of renting land from private owners is practised more extensively in the 
coastal districts than elsewhere in New South Wales. Almost 13 per cent; 
of the alienated land is rented from private owners. Of the total land in 
occupation about 64 per cent. is used by its owners, 26 per cent. is leased 
from the Crown, and 10 percent. is rented privately. 

Induded in the ooastal districts are 596 holdings, on which 910 share 
farmers occupy 12,4.34 acres of cultivation and. 201,851 acres as dairy farms 

Owing to the rugged nature of the country only a small proportion of the 
land is considered. suitable for cultivation, and of this area less than one
quarter was cultivated in 1924-25. 

The following analysis shows the main purposes for which these holdings 
were used in 1924-25 :-

Principal Pnrpose for which Holdings were used. 

Agriculture ... . .. . .. ... ... 
Dairying· ... '" . .. ... ... 
Grazing. ... ... '" ... ... 
Agriculture and. dairying. ... . .. . .. 
Agriculture and grazing '" ... ... 
Dairyiug and grazing ... ... ... 
Agriculture, dairying, and grazing ... 
Pi:mltry .. , ... ... ... '" 

Poultry, Bees, Pigs, etc. '" ... '" 

Unoccupied. or uaed mainly for other 
purposes· '" ... ... ... 

Total .. , . , .. ... ... 

Number of Holdings iu Division. 

North 
Coast. I Hunter I Cumber· I South I~ 

an? land Coast. Total. 
Manmng. . 

73.'1 1,726 2,011 411 4.881 

4,S22 2,018 376 1,818 9,()34 

2,332 3,035 477 1,551 7,395 

2,4SB 1.649 148 331 4,61& 

288 559 220 202 1.269 

428 466 3:5 248 1,177 

279 321 27 57 6&.t 

4 127 961 78 1,170 

12 23 99' 19 153 

393 609 392 4bl 1,808 

I ------- -
11,

779
1 

10,533 4,746 5,]29 32,187 

The coastal district contains· 95 percent. of the holdi~8:usedmain1y for 
dairying in New South Wales, and the North Coast district.contains.51 per 
cent. of the number: Dairying and mi~ed farming pursuits are the main 
activities of the population, but a considerable proportion' of the farms is 
used for. cattle-raising. 
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The following table shows the number and extent of alienated holdings 
of various sizes in the coastal division, together with their total value and 
the area of Crown lands attached to them on 30th June, 1925 :-

Area Occupied. 
Value of Alienated 

Land. 

Area of I!oldin~R 
(Alienated Lan!!). 

Number I 
01 1-----'1 c-'r-o-w-n--L'-an-d~IC------- I 

Holdings. Alienated i attached to U 

Acres. 

0* ... 
1- 30 

31- 320 
321- 640 
641- 1,280 

1,281- 2,000 
2,001- 3,000 
3,001- 5,000 
5,001-10,000 

10,001 and over 

Total ... 

536 
6,1!l2 

... 18,713 
3,902 
1,812 "'1 ... 

:::1 515 
230 
150 
96 
41 

I

I-and. i Alienated " Total. impr~~ed. Improved; 
J Holding~. J 

A~~es. A~~~S. I ·~::~~31 II ~~. ~~o. 
77 ,976 62407' ,,9

8
0
87

6 ',i 98,882 2,028 5,880 
2,660,347 1 3,308,234 1 13,261 39,611 
1,766,764 I 542,984 '\ 2,309,748 'I 4,463 13,240 
1,629,760 1 371,091 2,000,851 I 3,085 8,655 

801,224 I 216,076 1,017,300, 1,391 3,983 
559,076 i 141,092! 700,168 I 1,020 2,463 
579,667 i 284,202 ': 863,869 1 921 2,434 
637,452 I 191,073 I 828,525 I 959 2,595 
793,847! 487,385 I 1,281,232 1 1,166 [ 3,054 

1----1-------,-_---'------,---------
... 32,187 9,506,113[2,902,696[12,870,240 I 2'1,294 1 81,915 

----~--~?,-'-~--~~--
* Holdings consisting of Crown I.and~ only. 

MQ~e than 90 per cent. of the alienated holdings do 'not exceed 640 acres 
in extent. They embrace 47 per cent. of the alienated land, with 4'2 per 
cent. of the attached Crown lands. Their aggregate improved value is 
72 per cent. of the total. 

Tablelands. 
Although extensive plateaux exist in the tableland divisions, considerable 

areas are rugged and rock-strewn and not adaptable to agriculture. Hence 
grazing has remained the staple industry, although many farmers combine 
agriculture with grazing, and large areas are cultivated in suitable localities. 
The rainfall is ample throughout, and the headwaters of most of the principal 
rivers make this a well-watered region. Railway communications are good, 
but, on the whole, settlement is sparse, fewer flourishing towns exist than on 
the coast, and small settlements are rarer because lands suitable for intense 
farming are more scattered. Neither dairying nor agriculture has been 
developed, and pastoral pursuits alone are extensive. 

The followlllg table provides an analysis of the number and teuure of 
rural holdings in the three main divisions of the Ta11elands as at 30th June, 
1925 :L.." ' 

Division of 
Tableland. 

i I' Area of land occupied in Holdings of 1 acre and 
I upwarus for agricultural and pastoral purposes. 

Tot,l I Holdings 'I I \ 
ar~a of I of 1 acre Alienated. * , 

division. I uP~~~ls. '1---1 privat.-'I,--_~il ~~~ld~ I Total. 
Freebold':

1 

rented. Total. i , 

I Area of 
Alienated 

Land 
suitable 

for culti. 
vation.* 

------~~~~~.---No·-I aC~I~~ac~g~. I a-;;~~~T~C~3~~I~~~'-I'~ ~~~8. 
Northern ... ! 8,165 3,955 I 3,602 1241 3,7~6 2,786! 6,512 381 
Central ... ! 10,897 8,422 i 4,919 3~4, 5,2~:3! 1l,2?91 7,462, 1,480 
Southern ... I 7,597 1 3,771! 3,699! 2.)1 I 3,9,,0, 2,IM 6,0841 313 

Total ... i26,659l6,i48rl2,220T709rl'~929:7,i29I20,058 2,174 

• See explauation, page 749. 
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While the proportion of land occupied in cach division varies froll) 79 per 
cent. in the northern to 68 per ce.llt. in the central, and 80 per cent. in the 
southern tablelands, rural settlement is densest in the eentral districts, 
which were the first to be occupied. Less than one-half of the total area of the 
tableland division is alienated, and nearly two-fifths of the area occupied is 
owned by the Crown. The system of private-renting is much less extensive than 
in the coastal districts, only 5·5 per cent. of the area alienated, or 3'5 per cent. 
of the total area occupied, being held in this way. In addition, there were 
597 share-farmers on 323 holdings, comprising 50,827 acres of cultivation 
and 10,694 acres of dairy farms. As in the coastal division the proport.ion of 
alienated land suitable' for cultivation is very small, but only about 25 per 
cent. of such land was cultivated in 1924-25. 

The main purposes for which holdings were used in each division of tho 
tablelands during 1924-25 are shown in the following table :- ( 

Principal Purpose for which Holdings 
,,'ere used. 

I Numher of Holdings. 
---,-------

I
I Northern Central I Southern 

Tahleland. Tableland. Tableland. 

Agriculture '" 
Dairying 
Grazing 

.. ·1 
···1 
••• 1 

291 
102 

2,001 
170 

": 

1,476 
77 

2,863 
375 

Total. 

98 1,865 
89 268 

2,762 7,626 
53 598 Agriculture and Dairying 

Agriculture and Grazing 
Dairying and Grazing .. 
Agriculture, Dairying, and Grazing 
Poultry, Bees, Pigs, etc. .,. . .. 
Unoccupied or used for other purposes 

"1 '" 969 2,786 536 4,291 
'" 103 133 113 349 

:::1 18! I 2i! i 6~ I '" ,4~~ 
. .. \ __ 1~ __ 4~11 __ ~1 __ ~~ 

Total ... '" 3,955 8,422 3,771 I 16,148 

Grazing pursuits predominate throughout, but a considerable proportion 
of the holdings is used for agricultural purposes. 

The following statement relating to the tableland division shows the number 
and extent of alienated holdings of various sizes, together with their total 
value and the area of Crown lands attached to them on 30th June, 1925 :-

Area of Holding 
Alienated. 

Acres. 
0* ... '" 
1- 30 ... 

31- 320 ... 
321- 640 ... 
641- 1,280 '" 

1,281- 2,000 
:::1 2,~01-- 3,000 

3,001- 5,000 '''i 5,001-10,000 '" 
1 0,001 and over '" 

Total 

Area Occupied. 
Number 

of I Crown lands I Holding.,. Alienat<ed attached to 
Land. Alienated 

Holdings. 

I Acres. Acres. 
1,129* ... ... 

I 1,615 23,4fl2 80,358 
6,35fl 934,741 1,054,761 1 

2,654 1,247,312 910,846 
2,146 1,973,622 1,032,243 

876 1,389,194 492,00R 
535 1,309,951 I 498,27a 
412 1,585,751 642,379 
264 1,837,791 557,344 
159 2,626,967 509,7a3 

Total. 

Acres. 
1,351,719 

103,840 
1,989,502 
2,158,1;;$ 
3,005,865 
1,881,202 
1,808,224 
2,228,130 
2,395,135 
3,136,700 

I Value of Alienat 
Land. 

cd 

I Un- I improved. ImIlIov ed. 

£ 
000 

'" 
236 

1,955 
1,876 
2,625 
),788 
1,608 
),909 
2,439 
3,478 

£ 
000 ... 
!) 

6,1 
5,3 
7,3 
5,1 
4,4 

17 
67 
15 
65 
59 
95 
35 
73 
93 

5,5 
6,6 
9,3 

--------------------------
16,148 i 12,028,811 1,,777,94512(>,06 •• 751 17,9141 51,019 

• Holdings consisting of Crown lands only. 
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Nearly 85 pel' cent .. of the alienated holding3.donotexceedl,28(hacres in 
extent.T1l6Y 'embrace only 32. per cent. (lfthe .total ar.ea. .aliel13t~d, and 
contained· 53 percent. of the Crown lands ·8ttacned to 3.1ienated holdings. 
Their .iDJ:p~V'ed va.hte;isonly39 pereent.'of thett.tal. 

Westem Slopes. 
:Thedivi&i(lns of tht. Westernffiopes contain gently undula.tinglaads with 

a westerly trend,watert>d by the upper· courses of the inland rivers, and an 
adequate and regultl.rrainfall. Thesefertilu areas Me eminently suitable 
for a,gric.ruture and are .the most productive'portions ciUhe interior. As yet 
they a:re.orilyspaIsely .settled, and very, great development IS possible. 

Thearea,nurnbcr, and tenure ofruuI holdings in t!tevariolls districts of 
the Western Slopes as at 30th JUll3, 1925, a.re shown below:-

I 
A~ea of Area of Land.oooupied in Holdlngwof la.oFe lWd 

Holdings upward. for Agricultural and Past"""l purposes. Alie_fed 
Land 

Division of Slop€S. 
Toto.l of sui"t;ahle 

A":,, of 1 acre alld Alienated.* I r 
Dhisi<ln. .UPWards.j--I-· -1--- Crown Total. 

for 
Cultiva· 

. FreffioId .:;~~~ . Total. Lands. tion .• 

acres. No. acres. acreJI. acres. acres. acres. acres. 
" ,. 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 

North We~'ll ... 9,193 4,567 5,365 182 5,547 2,731 8;278 1,411 
Central Western •. 7,S39 4.6(9 .5,231 '213 5,444 1,347 6,791 '3,!'i82 
Sottth'Velftern. ,., 11,230 8,000 7~391 :t40 7,731 1,429 9,160 c4,047 

---
17,987\ I 

---------
Total ... 28,262 17,276 735 18,722 5,507 24,229 9,100 

• Sea explanatroD pag" Zig. 

In this dhdsionsettlement is .most dense on the South WesternSkJpe, 
but the proportionofo"Ctlupied la.nd is.greatest in the northern districts. 
The proportion of Crown lands occupied is 23 per cent. of the total. The 
system of.priv-s.tecrenting is less extensive than in the coastal or tableland 
districts, the area so rented being only 4 per cent. of the total area. 'alienated 
and 3 per cent. of the area occupied. The area of alienated land suitable 
for cultivation is considerable, constituting over 42 per cent. of the total 
area of such land.in .the State. Almost 50 per cent. of the alienated 
lands of the division. are .alienated, and the proportion is as great;3;s 
66 per cent. in the Central Western Slape. Only 28 per cent. of the suitable 
land in alienated holdings in the Slopes Division was under crop in 1924-25. 

The following statement shows the principal purposes for which rural 
holdill~s were used ill the Western Slopes Division in 1924-25 :-

P~\~pal Purpose for which Holdings 
• ,.. were 118ed. North 

Western 
Slope. 

Number of Holdings in Division. 

. Central 
Western 
Slope. 

South 
Western 

Slope. 
Total. 

Agriculture 4.'J5 '5:36 1,286 2,'X!1 
DaiJ:"ying 36 14 54 101 
OraziJlg . ••• ... 1,813 787 2,011 4,6U 
Agriculture and Dairying 238 41 1654« 
AgrioultuN and OFMing 1,781 2,986 3,853 8,620 
Dairying-alfd Grazing 45 5 1:38 IS8 
Agriculture, Dairying, and GrazHilg 16i> no 381 656 
Potlltry, Bees, Pigs, etc. '" ... ... 10 2 I 14 26 

Unoccupied or used for Other PU~8 "'l--~ _._. _138 1.-. ~ __ 3~ 
Total... .,. '" ... ...4;567 4,619 8,000 11,276 
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Mixed farming-agricultural andgraziug-is the principal rural activity, 
but gl!3izing predomina.tes on the North-western Slope, where the lands fit 
for agriculture are relatively of small extent. The number of holdings use.d 
principally for agricultural purposes is la.rge, but dairying and small farming 
are' not ext~ive. 

The -nnmber and extent of alienated holdingso£ various sizes, together 
with their total value and the area of Crown lands attached to them,. are 
shown in the following statement relating to' the Western Slopes Div:ision 
as at 30th June, 1925 :-. . 

I Area Occupied. \ 
Value of 

Alienated Land. 

Area of Holding 1 Number 

~:-l~ of I Crown lands I Alienated. I Holding', Alienated attached to 
Land. AlieBated Total. Impro~ed. Improved. 

I Holdings. 

Acres. aCTt'S. a('res. ac.rt'S. £ 0001£000 
0* ... '" 1,042" '" ... 1,660,525 . .. ... 
1- 30 '" 1,242 18,887 48,697 67,584 133 581 

31- 320 '" 4,1l7 621,145 368,767 900,!H2 1,656 4;'Z82 
321- {)40 

:::1 
3,920 1,925,62.'5 613,277 2,538,902 3;8'12 11,266 

641- 1,280- 3,557 3,274,861 819,790 4,094,6.'51 5,408 16,124 
1,281- 2,000 

• .. t 
1,316 2,096,123 416,220 2,512,343 3,238 9,758 

2,001- 3,000 ... \ 915 2,2-17,979 339,979

1 

2,587,958 3,217 9,642 
3,001- 5,000 

'ul 
553 2,117,731 376,129 2,493,860 3,130 - 9,009 

5.,001-10,000 434 3,000,701 481,621 I 3,482,322 4,825 13,386 
1<\001 and over ... ISO 3,419,039 381,_517 I 3,800,556 5,535 13,245 

[---- -----
3,845'~;-124'228,613 -I 31,0~4 Total ... ••• 1 17,276 18,722,091 87,793 

I 
'Holdings consisting of l.Town laads only. 

Of the 16,234 alienated holdings only 1,16-7 exceed 3,000 .acres in ar-ea, 
but they embrace 8,537,500 acres, or nearly 46 per cent., {)f theaJienated 
land, and in addition have attached to them 1,239,000 acres, or 32 per cent. 
of the aUached Crown lands. 

Plains andBivertm. 
The Plains of the CeJltral Division, including the Riverina, 'C{lllstitutethe 

east-ern portion Qf a remarkable extent of almost level country, stretching from 
the last hills of the Western Slopes t.o the western boun9-ary of t,he State, with 
an avt'rage width of 120 miles. They comprise the great sheep districts of 
the State and about 40 per cent. of the agricultural lands. Generally speaking, 
they are not well wntered, the average rainfall is low, and its intermittency 
is a source of frequent loss. They are traver;wd by the western rivers in 
their lower courses, but they do not supply water to a very extensive area, 
as they are few and their flow is irregular. Railway facilities are not sogQQd 
as in the more easterly districts, but they are being improved steadily, particu
larly in the Riverina. Communication and transport to outlying. districts 
depend mostly on motor and horse-drawn conveyances. Artesian water 
underlies a consideJable area on the north, and bores serve to supply per
manent water in-a number of localities. In the south, sub-artesian bores are 
of great practical utility. 
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The following table show3 the number, tenure, and extent of lloldings 
occupied for agricultural and pastoral purposes in the division on 30th June, 
1925:-:-
- --

Area 01 Land occupied in Holdings of 1 acre and Area of upwards for Agricultural "nd Pastoral Purposes. alienated 

I 
Holdings \ 

Plains of Ct'ltral Total 
I 

Land 
Area of of 1 acre I suitable Division. 

North .,. 
Central... 
Ri\'erina 

Total 

I Division. and Alienated.' 

-I for 
I upwards. I , I Urown Total. Cult.iva.· 

I I I Pri,'ate 
I 

Lands. 
I tion. j Freehold. 1 rented. Total. 

I I . 
acres. I No. a~I'es. acres. acreF. acres. I acres. I acres 

000 000 000 000 noo 000 000 
... 9,500 I 2,023 3,971 77 4,048 3,561 1 7,609 1,114 
... 14,650 2,258 5,441 271 5,712 7,878 [13,590 2,208 
... 1 16,708 I 7,349 12,007 1_ 538 12,545~, 15,982 5,432 

... / 40,858111,630 I 21,419 I 8S6 22,305 14,876 [37,181 8,754 

• See explanation page 749. 

The existeIJcc of i. c!Qsdy-spttled but com prrrativeiy ;>mall 9,1'ea of irrigated 
lands in the Riverina;exagger&tes the apparent density of settlement ill that 
rliviRion. Little more than one-Ilalf of the total arc'l oc('upien has been 
alienated, but while the proportioIl alienated is 53 per (lent. of the total 
area in the northern districts it is 78 per cent. in the Riverina, where the 
land is more productive. 

The area held nnder the system of private-renting is of small extent. being 
less than 4 per cent. of the total area alienated. The area of Crown lands 
occupied is considerable in all divisions, and in the central districts it greatly 
exceeds the area of occupied alienated lands. 

Share-farming is not extensive in the north, but in the Riverina 372 holdings 
are occupied by 532 share-farmers, who had 166,827 aores in cultivation in 
1924-25, i~ addition to 1,120 acres of dairy farms. Only 28 per cent. of the 
alienated land in the Northern Plains is considered suitable fOI agriculture, 
but the proportions in t.he Central Plains and Riverina are 39 and 43 per cent. 
respectively. 

The following table shows the main purposes for which the holdings in the 
Central Plains Division were used in 1924--25 :-

': I Number of Holdings in Plains of Central Division. 

Principa.l Furpose for which Holdings were uS€'d. i 1 ( \ 

_____ . _________ 1 North. Centr~l. i Riverina. Total. 

~~i:y\~~ure---]., -~--~--1-2'2~g' 2,3~~ 
Grazing 1,289 1,619 1,325 4 233 
Agriculture and Dairying ... :::1 3 3 I 251 , '260 
Agnculture and Grazing ...... 1 65!! 487 I 3,044 i 4,1110 
Dairying and Grazing 3 4 41 48 
Agriculture, Dait'ying, lind Grazing 11 Il I 178 191 
Poultry, Bees, Pigs, etc. ... ." ::'1 2 1 3 6 
Unoccupied or med for other purposes .. \ __ 26 _____ 4~ __ 229 i __ ~ 

Total 2,023 2,258 7,349 11,630 
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'Vhile grazing, wIth a very little mixed-hrming and agriculture, predomin
ates in the northern districts, a~riculture assumes increasing importance in 
the south, and, combined with grazing, it predominates in the Riverina. On 
the irrigated lands of the Murrumbidgee a considerable number of holdings 
are used for small farming, aDd this accounts for the greater part of the 
holdings used for agriculture and for dairying in the Riverina. Nevertheless, 
taking into account the areas shown in the previous table, the existence of 
agricultural pursuits is seen to have a very pronounced effect on the density 
of settlement. 

The number, total area of alienated land and of Crown lands attached, and 
the value of alienated land in rural holdings in the plains of the Central 
Division (including the Riverina), as at 30th June, 1925, are shown in area 
series in the following table :-

Area of Holding 
Alienated. 

Area Occupied. Value of 
Alienated J,and. 

H~l~i~~'. --:-1;:~~:~1 ~~~;h~~n~~ I <;n· I . 
Land. Alienated Total. improved. I ImproHd. 

Holding •. 
~~-.--.-~-.--~--'.~~~+-~~~---'~~~~-:-~--~--c--~~-;-~--

I Acres. Acres. £cre~. ',f" I £ Acres. 
0* ... 
1- 30 

31- 320 
321- 640 
641- 1,280 

1,281- 2,000 
2,001- 3,000 
3,001- ii,OOO 
5,001-10,000 

10,00J and over 

Total ... 

I 
···1 
·'·1 ... 
••• 1 

3';~rl '4:662 25,922 5'5~g:~~~'\31 ··i45 
1,100 I 184,531 425,459 609,990 401· 1,095 
1,868 963,006 659,727 1,622,733 1,8831 5,150 
2,072 1,941,79211,050,004 3,591,796 3,169. 8,578 

9138 I 1,559,743 785,468 2,345,211 2,195 5,469 
662 J 1,622,767 II 757,968 2,380,735 2,208 5.327 

... 524 2,029,402 664,320 I 2,693,722 2,713 10,496 

.... 421 2,839,903 I 1,376,493 4,216,396 3,553 I 8,075 

... __ ~~.21rI58'82-:"12'~2'109_114'1~~93~ 13,37ii i 27,868 

... 11,630 22,304,630 I 9,307,47037,180,870 29,5201 68,203 

* Holdings consisting of Crown lands only. 

Approximately 76 per cent. of the alienated holdings contain less than 
2,000 acres of alienated land embracing 21 per cent. of the total alienated 
area with 38 per cent. of the Crown lands attached. Their aggregate improved 
value represents 30 per cent. of the total improved value of alienated holdings. 

Western Division. 

It would appear that the plains of the Western Division will never be 
developed into a productive region maintaining a population commensurate 
with its area. One-third of the division receives less than 10 inches of rain 
per year and practically the whole of the remainder less than 15 inches. 
Though the soils are uniformly fertile, the lack of rain, permanent water 
and grasses, and the high rate of evaporation, ranging up to 90 inches per 
year, render it unproductive in a high degree. Except on a few small irrigated 
areas there is scarcely a sign of agriculture or dairying, and by reason of the 
small rainfan, the sheep-carrying capacity of the land is only about one~fifth 
as great as that of the plains further east; but the climate is well suited to 
the production of high-grade merinos. It is a lonely region for then;tost part 
-occupied in large holdings on a long lease tenure. It presents an immense 
field for scientific development, but its possibilities are problematical. 
Whether irrigation from the :Murray and the vast lake reservoirs of the South 
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Darling, 01' from the artesian water zone of the north, oombined.with dty
farming methods will render any extensive areas adaptable to agriculture, 
or whether water and fodder oonservation will render it capable of main
taining, large numbers of sheep and suitable for' closer settlement, remain 
questions which are not likely to be considered until the more attractive 
easterly regions have made very great advances. in settlement; It is. con
tended, however, that in the south there are large areas which only require. 
railway facilities to render them profitable for agriculture. At. present, 
excluding the mining districts, it is a vast region comprising two-fifths of the 
area of the State, producing less than one-sixth of the pastoral produce, 
and practically nothing besides, and inhabited by less than 20:,000: persons 
(one person to 6 square miles) or one-hundredth part of the population of 
the State N ear·the western boundary; however, is situated one: of the 
richest silver-lead fields of the world, and in the large mining town of B!{)ken 
Hill there is a population of 23,800 persons. In the eastern part of the 
division exist extensive copper deposits, which formerly maintained thriving 
settlements at CoOOr, Canbelego, and Nymagee, but with the suspension of 
mining activities the population of these localities has deoreased. For the 
rest, the division possesses only one town, Bourke, with a; population exoeed
ing 1,000, five exceeding 500, and about twenty smaller townships. 

The following table shows the number ande-xtent of holdings inthe Western 
Division as at 30th.June; 1925 ;-

I 
Eaat .(WDarUng. West oi·Da.rling •. 

Area Series (alienated and 

I 
Orown lands oomblned). No. of Area. of No. of I Area of 

Holding •. HOldings. Holding •• HOldin~ 

Acres, Ac~&. Acres. 

1-, 000 3, ... . .. ... 337 113,709 . 144 84-;991 

3;001- 10, 000 ... .. , . .. 95 610,867 71 I' 520,259 

10,001- 20 ,000 ... '" '" 163 2,332,299 III I 1,466,561 

20;001- 00, 000 ... '" ... 220 6,742,'66,7 167 5,298;344 

5t}.00Ir100, 000 '" '" ... 69 4,659,415 76 5,300,77& 

Over 100,000 ... '" ... 96 20,308,653 103 30,767;107 

To tal '" '" . ; 980 34,767,610 672 1~3'444-'04;;--' 
'---' 

Mtliough the area west of the Darlingconstitlltesmore than o1'le"halfcl 
the total area occupied,. the number of holding1t in. all groups is less -than' ill 
the easternsBctor. Over 65 per cent. of the total area. isoccupied:by'199 
hoklings exceeding 100,000 acres in extent. 

Tketotalmea of alienated land in therura~ holdings in the WestemDivisien 
is only 1,747,767aeresandofthis 41,03&aeresi&1'6 privately rented" The;totaJ 
area of Crown lands in ruml holdings is 76;163,883 acres. Of the total area 
of land occupied only 5,724 acres were under crop in 1924-25, although 
140,749 acres were considered by the ooonpiersto besuitableforeultivatian. 
The,unimproved value of the alienated land' wasreturnod as £880,900 and 
the improved value· as £2,353,000. 
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'VALUE OF .MACHINERY USED IN .RTJRAJ. INDUSTRIES:. 

A comparison of- the value of agricultural, past"ral and dairying implements 
alldmaohinery in llse on rural holdings during various years since 1901 
is shown in the fonowing table, allowance being made for depreciation :-. 

Season. Farming. 

I 
Dai~r~;~X-

P8.l!t6ral." Total Value. Marh1nery 
in Factories), 

£ £ £ .£ 
1900-.01 2,.o65,7S.o 2!l7,22.o 754,0,'>0 '3,057,.05.0 
195-06 2,557,26.0 365,44.0 1,120,990 4,.043,69.0 
1910-11 :l,414,620 534,740 1,48:l,.oS.o 5,4:l2,440 
1915-16 5,362,.03.0 57.0,95.0 2,015,.050 7,948,0:l0 
1919-2.0 6,128,750 812,070 3,016,070 9,956,89.0 
1920-21 7,120,:lSO 910,26.0 3,141,0:l.o 11,171,670 
1921-22 7,884,71.0 1,042;100 :l,419,040 12,:l45,850 
1922_23 8,536,170 1 ,1 24,96() 3,S16,25.o .13,477,380 
1923-24 8,799,350 1,.0.38,380 :l,"25,920 13,713,650 
1924-25 9,427,73.0 1, Il9,290 4,I.o6,S20 14,oo:l,84.o 

• In:--ludes in m!\ny ea3es farming:. implz:nenh used on pastoral holdings. 

The foregoing figures are exclusive of the value of travelling machinery, 
e.g., harvesters, chaiIcutters,etc., for which the records show a value of_ 
£100,694 in 1924-25. 

AGRICTJLTURAL AND PASTORAL LABOUR. 

Particulars of persons above .the age of 14 years permanently engaged in 
farm work on a rural holding are collected ,annually. They are classified 
acoording to status, and the amount of the salaries and wages paid to em
ployees in receipt of remuneration is ascertained. Returns were obtained 
in 1924-25 concerning temporary hands employed during harvesting and 
shearing operations, or by contractors doing rural work, or engaged in otller 
work. There are many workers who eam their livelihood from such casual 
employment, but their numbers cannot be stated. In 1924-25, however, 
the total amount of wages (including board and lodging) paid to oasual 
employees was about 45 per cent. of the aggregate sum paid to permanent 
employees, who numhered 37,962. Persons engaged principally in domestic 
work are excluded from account. 

The number of persons permanently employed in farm work on rural hold
ings during the year ended 30th June, 1925, is shown below, together with 
the amount of wages paid to permanent and casual cmployees during the 
year:-

Capacity. Males. Females. I :){)1'()tal.-

--------------------------------~,------7_--

No. I No. I 
Owner.~" Lessee;;, .and Share Farmers ... 
Permanentemploy~es receiving wages .•. 
Relatives: not receiving '''ages 

~S,819 1,300 I 
3tl,n:l 1,22H I 

No. 
7.0,209 
37,962 
'31;309 IM"B3 I '13,63& 

---~f---,---

Tvtal ••. ~2:l,221i 1 ___ ,1_6, __ 255_-__ 1':1 __ 139_,_,4_80_ 

Wages-paid (in~luding. valued board and lodgIng) :-£ 
,Pcr.ma,ncnt employoes 6,516,0\)4 
Casual9IBployees ... _2.988.92:l 

£ :£ 
:H4;353 6,630,447 

,9,700, ,2,OO~.632 
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Of tli~ relatives not recciving wages, 8,852 males and 12,106 females above 
t.he age of 14 years were employed in the coastal districts, where dairying is 
the principal farming activity. This accounts for nearly 89 per cent. of the 
number ot females employed; t.he remainder of the female relatives employed 
w,~.re llniformly distributed over the other divisions of the State. 

The total amount of wages p:tid to permanent employees during the year 
was £4,989,559 in addition to board and lodging, etc., valued at £,1,640,888. 
or a total of £6,630,447, the average remuneration being £177 per annum 
to males and £93 per annum to females. The wages paid to casual employees 
amounted to £2,575,579 in addition to" keep," valued at £423,053. 

RUP.AI. FINANCE. 

The 'problem of promoting effective rural settlement in New South Wales 
has beel,l associated closely with that of rural finance. While comparatively 
few settlers have possessed suffioient capital to purchase land outright from 
the Crown, there has been a general desire to acquire a freehold tenure, 
neither. private nor State tenancy proving popular. Moreover, the proper 
development of rural holdings requires the investment of much capital 
for lengthy periods, and facilities for temporary financial accommodation, 
particularly during periods of drought. 

The J~and Act of 1861, aiming to encourage the settlement of an agri. 
cultural population beside the pastoral lessees, introduced" free selection 
before sl'trvey " and sales of Crown land by deposit and instalments with 
conditions as to residence, etc. By this means much more land was sold 
in the following twenty-three years than was sold at auction, and since 1889 
alienat¥>n 11as been almost exclusively by conditional purchase. Beyond 
the introduction of this plan of selling Crown lands on terms, little was done 
to prov:idefinanciaI aid for settlers until the end of the last century, when 
the agricultural and dairying industries were developing, and droughts were 
destroying settlement. 

In 1899 an Advances to Settlers Board was appointed hy the Government 
to .make loans to farmer;; in necessitous circumstances or embarrassed by 
droughts. Advances were limited to £200 for a term of ten years at 4 per 
cent. interest. The scope of the Act was widened in 1902 when the Board 
was empowered to make advances to farmers for any approved purpose up 
to £500, repayable within thirty years. 

In 1907 the functions of the Board were taken over by the Commissioners 
of the Government Savings Bank, and the limit of individual advances waS 
raised to £2,000. By 192], when the Rural Bank was established to carry 
on and.,extend the work, the outstanding advances amounteil to £3,250,000. 
securOOc·by mortgages from 7,000 borrowers. In all, 28,066 advances amount
ing to £12,843,416 had been made to 30th June, 1925. 

InF.R)1 a Closer Settlement policy was introduced by the Government 
with a view to acquiting and subdividing large estates and leases suitable 
for closer settlement. Operations under this scheme commenced actively 
in 1905 and by 30th June, 1925, an area of 3,819,376 acres had .been acquired 
ata capital cost of £13,795,172 and allotted in 7,736 farms. In addition, 
at 30th June, 1925, about 3,100,000 acres comprised in large holdings within 
15 miles of railway lines, contemplated or recently constructed, were under 
proclamation, limiting the value at which they might be resumed by the 
Government for purposes of closer settlement. In April, 1923, the Rural 
Bank.i~al1.gurated a scheme of advancing money for the purchase of farms 
created by subdivision. 
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Of similar character to the schemes of closer settlement was tl1,e entry 
by the Government upon a scheme of irrigation in connection with the 
Murrumbidgee River (in 1906) to provide ultimately about 5,000 farms. 
Here settlers are assisted by advances and by the provision of factories to 
handle their products. Another large rrigation scheme has been initiated 
in connection-with the Murray River. The Government also undertakes 
to finance the construction' of shallow bores, weirs, etc., when settlers are 
willing to man, ge them, and in some cases, to repay by instalments the capital 
cost. The amount expended by· the Government on water conservation 
and irrigation projects for farm purposes is shown on page 65Lo{ this Year 
Book. 

The marketing difficulties of the war period nccessitated a further extension 
of Government activity. The disposal of most of the primary products 
came within the purview of legi~lation, partly to assist settlers in their 
difficulties, and partly to secure control of supplies necessary for pr()~eeuting 
the war. Such control, however, had ceased by 1921. (-

In 1915 certain schemes of limitcd scope were initiated by the Derartments 
of Lands and Agriculture to assist farmers by loans to cultivate hewareas 
and to relieve necessitous farmers. During the severe drought of1919~20 
a sum of £2,000,000 was made available by two special local loans· to assist 
farmers whose ordinary commercial credit had been destroyed by the bad 
seasons. The advances were administered by the Rural Industries Board, 
instituted in December, 1919. Particulars of these opcrations.2I,e shown 
below. 

In the Commonwealth Bank of Australia a rural credits department was 
established in October, 1925, to assist the marketing of the produ&t'~of the 
rural industries. For this purpose advances for a period not exceediIlg one 
year may be made to banks, co-operative associations, etc., and bills secured 
'on primary produce may be discounted on behalf of these institutions: Further 
particulars regarding the department are shown on page 206 of this Year 
Book. 

The Governments of the State and of the Commonwealth provide aSsIstance 
to settlers to enable them to construct fencing to protect their holdings 
from the ravages of rabbits and wild dogs. Details are published in the 
chapter of this volume entitled" P·astoral Industry." 

Rural Cred-it and Corwlnunity Settlement Scheme. 

In 1920 and 1921 a Select Committee of the IJegislative Council sat,under 
. the chairmanship of Sir Joseph Carruthers to inquire into the condition 
of the agricultural industry in Kew South Wales. Among other matters 
investigated was the system of rural finance. The Committee f\lJ¥ld the 
existing system deficient in certain respects and recommended its improve
ment along co-operative lines. 

During 1922 a Bill was prepared and submitted to Parliament by tlleformer 
chairman, of the Committee with a view to providing an efficient sy~temof 
rural credit on co-operative principles, and to stimulating local development 
through community. settlement. 'rhe scheme put forward provided for 
local co-operative societies' and unions, arid an extensive educational' cam
paign was arranged through a series of conferences in the country districts 
to explain the proposed measure and to prepare the way for itslrdoption. 
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ThiS'iBiU was amended extensively a.n:dits provisi<lns".--enlaTgedto embrace 
a com.plete schemeof,oo-operation-becanreo law at the' close of: 1'923.' The 
keynote< of' tM ~ooeme is the formation of new organisations aK oor)},Ol'ate 
bodies with limited liability. The purposes for whichilooietiesuHty be formed 
include the provisitm of rural credit, the' promotion of.oommunity settle
ment. and, deVelopment I , and co-operative trading; marketing, and. transport. 
A.rural co-operative association consisting ofregisteredoo-operative societies 
may be formed for the purposes of doing anything that a component soci'ety 
may do, of supervising the affairs of member-societies and of promoting 
co-operation. Up to 30th September, 1926, seventy-six rural co-operative 
societies ha.d been registered under the Act. 

Atlvances by Rural Industries Boord. 

The Rural Industries Board was formed on the 1st December; 1919, 
(a) to take over, consolida.te and collect' all advances by the State fo 

drought relief, seed wheat and clearing land since 1915, and 
(b) to extend the scope of relief given to necessitous farmers. 

The total amount expended by the Board in assisting farm~s and in 
purchasing stocks of supplies; from ] st December, 1919, to the 30th June 
1926, was £3,021,4:79, distributed as follows:-

Seed Wheat 
Fodder 
Stores, etc. 
Fallowing Allowances 

£ 
783,264 

1,414;145 
751,608 
72,462 

£3,021,4'i"9 

In ,addition, a sum of '£437,006 was advanced ,between 1915 and 1919 under 
schemes controlled by the' Departments of' Lands and Agricll,ltUl'e~ Of this 
£259, 194: were repaid' or otherwise adjusted, and debits amounting to about 
£177,000 were taken over by the Rural Industries Board. The advances 
actu.ally granted to farmers by the Board from 1919 to 1926 am{}unted to 
£2,459,285, making a grand total in all schemes of £2,896,291. Oftllis sum 
£2,543",641 had been repaid up to the 30th June, 1926: Of the outstanding 
balance abou; £240,000 will not fall'due for repayment until 1927. 

Originally operations were restricted to assisting wheat-growers, but in 
1920 assistance was afforded also to dairy-farmers and small graziers. Of 
the amount expended in 1923-24 a sum of £25,180 was granted to dairy
far~ers through the agency of co-operative dairy companies. The 
comp;wies were made re-ponsible for repayment of the principal and interest. 
By the 30th June, 1926, £24,377 of the principal had been repaid. 

Farmers are charged interest on the amounts advanced at the rate 0.£ 6 per 
cent.; in some cases the rate was increased :to 7 per cent;, but since 1st 
July, 1925, the charge has been at the former rate {}f 6 per cent T"beamolmt 
collected from this source to the 30th June, 1926, was £180,291. The amount 
ofbarl .debts written off to the same date was£24i 708; 

The cost of administration in 1925-26 was £12,495, but this sum is not 
, debited to the farmers. 

Considerable stocks offodder were on hand and in transit in June, 1920, 
. when the drought hroke. Part of this was distributed to farmers for fallowing 
purposes and the balance was sold. 



During. 1MS'--2& .. assistauoo.'\1I'I&S; granted to 1;46'2 .• famxtll'&; in.vijl~ug· an 
expenditure of £132.,325. In 192t,...25a:.snm of.:t7~'920""dlidia~ to 
779 farmers. The estimated area planted as a result ofthisca,ssistMl_"wa,s 
322,000 aeres in 1925-26, and200,OOOaeresin 1924~25~ 

Fallowing allowances amouating to £13,975. "\'OOre granted- in., resp,ect of 
56,448 acres in 1925-26, and £11,85!6 in respect of69,i>84 acres in 1924-25: 

Advances by the Ru.raJ Bank. 

Under authority of the. Government Savings Bank CRural Bam.k) Ad, 
1920, steps were taken e".trly in 1921 to estab1ish a rural bank in New South 
Wales. The new bankwa.splaeedunder the dire(~tion of tbe·Cmnmissimrers 
of the Government Savings Bank, who continue on an extended basis the 
operations transacted previously by the Advances to Settlers Department. 

The primary object of the bank is to' afford greater finanoial assistance 
to primrury producers than is usually obtainable -from other institutions, 
and thus to promote rural settlement and development. 

The Commi~sioners are empowered to make advances upon mortgage of 
land in fee-simple, and of land h"ld und.el' conditional purehssc or lease, 
aettlement purchase-or lease, and home,stead.gTllnt'orseleetion. The.advances 
are made to repay existing encumbranceR, to purchase land, to effect im
provements, to utilise rrsourees, or to build homes. Rythis means material 
assistance is afforded to both prospective and established settlers. 

Funds are obtainahle from depQ~its at current Rccount, fixeddeposits,31nd 
tbe issue 'Of deposit stock, rural ba,uk debenture~ :.md inscribed 'stock. Intel"est 
is allowed on fixed deposits at current bank rates, and current accounts are 
subject to trading bank conditions. 

Loans are made ollly to persons engaged in primary: production, or in 
closely-allied pursl1itR. The loans are of three killd;;- (a.) Overdrafts on 
current account with interest at the rate of 6! per cent.; (b) instalment 
loans, repayable by equal half-yearly instalments of interest at 61 per cent. 
and principal extending over thirty-one years; and (c) fixed loans for limited 
terms. The security required may be land, either freeh'Old or held under 
any Crown tenure, stock, plant, crops, wool, etc. 

The Commissioners are empowered to make advances to assist the sub
division of large estates. For this purpose advanoes up to 80 per cent. of 
the Commissioners' valuation of the security or £3,000, may be made on lands 
which have a freehold or certificated conditional purchase title. In order 
to facilitate negotiations for sale, the Commissioners may issue a certificate 
to either the vendor or the purchaser, setting forth the amount they are 
prepared to advance upon a sound title in any such farm. The Act:prescribe$ 
that a fixed or amortization loan to any individual may not exoeed.£2.,{)00, 
but in practice the Commissioners restrict them to £l,50G, the demand for 
advances being in excess of the available funds. 

More than 170 branches of the Bank have been opened at branches of the 
Savings Bank throughout the State. 

At 30th June, 1926, the amount of deposits with the Rural Bank was 
£1,624,826 at current account and £3,294,619 at fixed deposit, while out
standing advances amounted to £9,339,727. 
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The following table shows the transactions in long term and fixed loans 
by the Advances to Settlers Department or the Rural Bank in various years 
since 1901 ~-

Vear Advances Made. Repayments. Balanees Repayable. 
ended 

Number. I I Average. Number./ Number. I \ Average. 

30th 
Total Total Total June. 

Amount. Amount. Amount. 

£ £ 
£ I £ I £ 

1911* 838 331,693 395 743 
185,'20 I 3,754 1,074,359 I 286 

1913" 1,3$6 771,272 556 414 116,476 5,09,i 2,051,132 ~03 

1915 860 387,715 451 436 171,617 1 5,860 2,514,078 429 

1921 1,365 813,525 596 577 293,540 i 7,242 3,423,871 473 

1922 1,774 1,340,490 756 433 I 8,583 4,525,374 527 238,987 ! 

1923 l,llO 725,315 653 508 297,375 9,185 4,953,314 539 

192' 1,081 888,479 822 500 315,049 9,766 5,526,744 I 566 
1925 

I 
603 587,508 974 620 392,568 9,749 5,721,684/ 587 

• 31st Decem".r. 

J n addit,ion, short-term loans in the ·nature of overdraft are provided by 
the Rural Bank to settlers or persons carrying on illdustries immediately 
associated with rural pursuits. Particulars of these are shown below:~ 

Advances made during year. l 

Year ended I 
30th June. 

-.,,-.. --~L Am~_I_ 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 

1,383 
1,565 
1,827 
1,710 

£ 
980,375 
794,499' 

1,081,335 
1,196,280 

Advances current at end of 
year. 

No. ~'I-'~~~~~ 

£ 
1,364 728,584 
2,743 1,381,ll3 
4,205 2,144,333 
5,291 2,830,915 I 

-~~~~~~-~---.-~-.-~----

The net profit of the Bank for the year 1924-25 was £58,104, which was 
added to the reserve fund, making it £243,273. 

Other Advances to Settlers. 
Particulars of the number and amount of registered loans made on the 

securitt"'Of live-stock, wool, and growing crops are published on page 242 of 
this Year Book. During 1925 the number of such advances was lO,855, and 
the total consideration £4,495,119, as compared with 13,330 advances for 
consideration amounting to £4,484,137 in the previons year. 
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AREA OF NEW SOUTH WALES. 

THE area of New South Wales, including Lord Howe Island (5 square 
miles) and the Federal Capital Territory (about 940 square miles), as 
stated on a previous page in this Year Book, is estimated at 310,372 square 
miles, or 198,638,080 acres, being a little over two and a half times the 
combined area of Great Britain and Ireland. Excluding the surface covered 
by rivers and lakes, etc. (2,969,080 acres), the land area I withih the 
boundaries of the State is 195,669,000 acres, or about 305,733 square miles. 
The formal transfer on 1st January, 1911, of 583,660 acres at Yass
Canberra, and of 17,920 acres at Jervis Bay in 1915, to the Commonwealth 
Government as Federal Capital Territory, reduced the land surface of the 
State to 195,067,420 acres. 

LAND ADMINISTRATION; 

At the foundation of the Colony in 1788, the whole of the lands of the 
State vested in the British Crown. 

The administration of public lands passed entirely under loc~tcqntrol 
by virtue of the Constitution Act on the establishment of responsible 
government in 1856. Since that year the administration has been directed 
by a Secretary for Lands, who is a member of the State Parliament and of 
Cabinet. A Department of Lands was created and a permanent Under
Secretary appointed, with defined powers subordinate to those of the 
Minister. This system of administration may be doocribed as political control 
through a permanent salaried staff. 

Control of the lands of the Western Division is vested in the Western 
Land Board, consisting of three commissioners. There are ten ordinary 
Land Board Districts. 

The Eastern and Central Divisions are subdivided into ninety-one Land 
Districts, in each of which is stationed a Crown Land' Agent, whose duty it 
if' to receive applications and furnish information regarding Crown lands. 
Groups of these districts are arranged in larger areas, under the control of 
thirteen local Land Boards. There are also special Land Districts for the 
Yanco and Coomealla Irrigation areas. These Boards, sitting as 0Be~,courts, 
hear and determine, in the first instance, many minor matters as provided 
by the Act and Regulations. 

Land and Valttalion Court. * 
A Land and Valuation Court, whose awards and judgments have the 

same force as those of the Supreme Court, was constituted in 1921 in con
tinuance of the Land Appeal Court. To this Court are referred appeals, 

• Further particulars of Local Land Board •. and 01 the Land and Valuation Court, aro publi.hod on 
pr.ge 483 of this Year Book. 
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references, and a number of other matters under the Crown Lands Acts, the 
Pastures Protection Act, the Closer Settlement Acts, the Water Act, the 
Public Roads Act. and certain other Acts. 

Territorial Divisions. 

The State is divided, for administrative purposes, into three territorial 
divisions, Eastern, Central, and Western, the boundary lines running 
approximately north and south, as shown on the map in the frontispiece. 
The conditions governing alienation and occupation of Crown Lands difier 
in each of the three divisions of the State. 

The Eastern Division has an area of 60,661,946 acres (exclusive of an 
area of 601,580 acres of Commonwealth territory), and includes a bl'oad 
belt of land between the sea-coast and a line nearly parallel to it, thus 
embracing the coastal districts .of the State, as well as the tablelands. In 
this division is excellent agricultural land, and it includes all the original 
centres of settlement most accessible to the markets of the State. 

The Central Division embraces an area of 57,055,846 acres, extending 
from north to south between the western limit of the Eastern Division and 
a line drawn along the Macintyre and Darling Rivers, Marra Creek, the 
Bogan River, across to the River Lachlan, along that river to Balranald, 
and thence to the junction of the Edward River with the Murray. The area 
thus defined contains the eastern part of the upper basin of the Darling 
River in the northern part of the State, and the basins of the Lachlan, the 
Murrumbidgee, and other affiuents of the Murray in the southern portions. 
The land in this division is still devoted mainly to pastoral pursuits, but 
about 3,000,000 acres are cultivated for wheat in a normal season. 

The Western Division is situated between the western limit of the Central 
Division and the South Al~stralian border. It contains an area of 80,318,708 
acres, watered by the Darling River and its tributaries, and is mainly 
devoted to pastoral pursuits. Water conservation and irrigation, and rail
way and other means of communication may ultimately make agriculture 
possible in parts of this large area, and at the present time special attention 
is being directed to this matter. However, legislation in regard to the 
occupation of the lands of the district is based upon the assumption that for 
many years to come there will be little inducement for agricultural settle
ment,* 

DISPOSAL OF LANDS OF NEW SOUTH WAI.ES. 

As was explained in the Official Year Book for 1923, certain figures 
formerly published purporting to show the area of land alienated and in 
course of alienation were based on inaccurate information, and it was fOUlld 
necessary to discard them in part. The work of adjustment was both 
protracted and involved, but it has now been brought sufficiently near 
conclusion to permit the publication of a statement compiled upon the 
revised basis . 

. The following tahle, compiled upon the new basis, provides a bri~. suru
ma~ry of the manner in which the lands of the State were held as at 30th Juml, 
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1925. distinguishing lands in the Western Division from the remainder 'of 
th'eState :-

Area. 

Manner of Di.posal. Eastern and Western Central Division. Divisions. 

I 

{I) Absolutely alienated, dedicated*, &c.h 
(less area resumed for re-sE'Ulement) 1)-

{2) In course of alienation ... ... . .. J 
2::,:,J Acres. 

60,852,075t 

(3) Virtually alienated ('i.e., held underl 
perpetual, conditional, and conditional 
purchase leases) 18,842,860 207,896 

{4) Under Crown and settlement leases 
alienable wholly or in part 8,587,477 

~5) Undcr improvement, scrub, inferiOrj 
lands and prickly-pear leases with 
limited rights of alienation... . .. ! 3.324,046 20,448 

Total area nnder foregoing tenures 
~6) Under other long leases with no right 

of alienation unless with approval of 
Minister§ 

{7) Under short leage and temP?T":,y 
tenures (annual lease, p"rmlSSlve 
occupancy and occupation license) .. , 

(8) Under forestry leases, &c., wholly 
within dedicated State forests 

~9) Under mining leases and permits 
~ 10) Reserves, dedicated State forests not 

under pastoral occupation and other 
lands n~ither alienated nor leased .... [ 

Total ar,'a ... ... . .. 

91,C06,458t 2,259,626 t 

1,309,807 73,178,090 

6,751,G97 2,434,247 

1,934,220 
193,640 8,052 

15,921,661t 2,43R,693t 

117,717,792 180,318,708 

l 

Whole Stat&. 

... 
Acres. 

41,860,222~ 
21,267,981> 

19,050,756 

8,587,477 

3,344,494 

94,11O,934t 

74,487,897 

9,186,244 

1,\)34,220 
201,701 

18,1l5,504t 

198,036,500 

lie Exclnsive of 5,094,807 acres of dedicated 8tate fOTfst in Ba:::tern and Central Divhdons, and 
:51,150 acres in \Vcstern DiYision, considerable parts of which are coyered by leases for pastoral purposes 
;and 'included under appropriate l!e:tdinas below. 

',t Exclusive of landR dedicated for pnblic and re1i~dous }Hu:poRep, viz., 24-4,850 acres for the whole 
"State, the divi~ions of which can'not be stated. 

! TnclnslYc of foregoing lands dedicated for pl,hli~ and religiclls pnrrcs{'s .. 
~ Co.n-prt<;ing spel}ial, s~~ction IS, mlning', sno",; lanJs, residEntial, irrigation lrases at Hay and 

"Curlwaa, and 'Vestern I.ands lea~es. 

Particul .. rs of the areas under, and the conditions attaching to, each of 
these tenures are given on later pages. 

In considering the matter of lands remaining within the disposal of the 
State for new settlement, it is important to note that the Eastern and Central 
land divisions embrace practically the whole of the lands il: the State which 
receive an average annual rainfall of 15 inches or more, and that the rainfall 
in the 'Western Division ranges from that average down to 8 inches in the 
'extreme north-west. This circumstance places important limitations upon 
the utility of land in the Western Division, practically none of which is 
utilised for agricultural purposes. It is sparsely occupied, being held in 
large pastoral holdings lightly stocked, and. 65 per cent. of its total area is 
neld in 199 holdings each exceeding lOO,OOO acres in extent. (See page 770). 

The total area of land embraced within freeholds, dedications, purchases 
by deferred payments"and lease:> alienable wholly or in part at 30th ~Tune, 
1925, was 94,355,784 acres and, of this area, nearly 92,000,000 acres were in 

"'1636~-R 
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the Eastern and Central land divisions. By reason of the indefinite nature 
of the conditions governing the conversion of leases to freehold tenures, 
iteeis not possible to ascertain accurately how much of the lands embraced 
in this area will not revert to the disposal of the Crown, but, assuming thab 
Ofte'-half of the areas remaining under Crown, settlement, scrub and improve
ment leases fulfil conditions requisite for conversion into tenures leading to 
freehold, it is estimated that the area of former Crown lands in the Eastern 
g.nd Central Divisions placed definitely beyond State control is in the vicinity 
of 85,000,000 acres, and probably it is appreciably more. Of the remaining 
area of about 32,000,000 acres in the Eastern and Central Divisions, about 
8,000,000 acreS are held under long lease, with no rights of conversion, and 
numbers of these revert to the Crown for disposal year by year; approxi
mately 7,000,000 acres are held under short lease and temporary tenures, 
and the balance is comprised within reserves of various kinds-commons, 
roads, dedicated State forests not under lease administered by the Department 
of Lands, unalienated town lands, and lands neither alienated nor leased, 
including inferior Crown lands not held under any tenure. 

In the Western Division the area placed permanently beyond State control 
is approximately only 2,260,000 acres, but more than 73,000,000 acres out 
of a total area of 80,000,000 acres are held under long-lease tenures, practically 
all of which expire in 1943. The area under short lease and temporary tenures 
is approximately 2,400,000 acres, and there remain approximately 1,500,000 
acres.of unoccupied lands of low grade and about 900,000 :?ocres of un
alienated town lands, commonages, beds of rivers, etc. 

lt has been estimated that the area of land in the State unfit for occupation 
of any sort does not exceed 5,000,000 acres. 

Alienation Prior to 1861. 

From the early days of settlement until the year 1861 the Crown disposed 
of land, under prescribed conditions, by granta and by sales, so alienating, 
by the end of 1861, an aggregate area of 7,146,579 acres, made up as 
follows ;-

Acres. 
1. By grants, and sales hy private tender to close of 1831 3,906,327 
2. By grants in virtue of promises of early Governors made prior to 1831, 

from 1832-40 in~lusive ... 171,071 
3. By sales at auction, at 5s., 7s. 6tl., and lOs. per acre, from 1832-38 

inclusivee ... 1,450,508 

4. By sales at auction, at 128. and upwards per acre, at Goyernor's discretion, 
from 1839-41 inclusive ... 371,447 

5. By saleS at auction, at 208. per acre, from 1842-46 inclusive 20,250 
6. By sales at auction and in respect of pre.emptive rights, from 18i7-61 

inclusive ... 1,219,375 
7. By grants for puhlic purposes, grants in virtue of promises of Governors 

made prior. to the year 1831, and grants iu exchange for lands 
resumed from 1841-61 inclusive 7,601 

Total area ~h$olutely alienated as to 31ft Decemher, 1861 ... 7,146,579 

In the year 1861 the first Crown Lands Act was passed, and from that 
date alienation was controlled by the laws of the State Government. 

Progress of Alienation. 

A brief account of the spread of settlement appears on page 747 of this 
Ycar Book. Details are shown hereunder of the areas of freeho:d land resumed 
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for re-settlement and of the Crown lands remaining alienated, after deducting 
the areao resumed for re-settlement, at intervals since 1881 :-

<;l ~ I t~:~o1~ I Area III., ~ I i~~:~oIJ I Ar.e,,: II ~ ~ I f~~~hol~ I Ar~a. u:: ~ resumed remaining I ~ ~ resumed remmmng ~ resumed for re-malmng 
~ ~ f9T re-set· absolutely I .<,.:::: for re-set- al?solntely -<:3 re'settle- ab.s0lutely 

---,g~-,---t~le:::.:n:::le:::.:n~t':..-l_al_ie_,n_a_te_d_. -'..'1 _..,;~:!.-,-~.~l~~. alIenated. ;; mcnt. ahe~ated. 
I acres. acres. il acres. i acres. il I acres. acres. 

1861 * 7,146,579!i 1906 36,719 31,362,302 ii 1920 1,523,038 39,366,710 
1871 * 8,630,604 !11911 605,641 36,234,256 'i 1921/1,857,216 39,679.986 
1881* 19,615,;9~ .:119l() 1,089,079 37,783,666 :11922 2,169,416 40,133,518 
1891 * 23,682,;)16: 1917 1,183,246 38,018,493 [ 1923

1 

2,273,4?0 40,698,83~ 
1896* 24,698,195' HH8 1,286,136 38.339,670, 1924 2,302,000 41,283,390 
1901* 26,407,376 1919 1.399.425' 38,797,742: 1925 2,496,081 41,860,222 

• As at 31st December. 

The area shown above as remaining alienated represents lands absolutely 
alienated and is exclusive of lands under perpetual lease which were formerly 
included in similar computations as being virtually alienated. 

The Federal Territory at Canberra, containing 173,451 acres of alienated land, 
was transferred, to the Commonwealth on 1st January, 1911. This area has, 
therefore, been excluded from the figures shown for 1911 and subsequent years. 
The principal method of alienation is by conditional purchase, which was intro
duced in 1861. Lands sold by this means arc not included as alienated until 
all payments have been made and deeds have been issued. For this reason 
the influence of the introduction of conditional purchases does not appear 
appreciable in the table until 1881. It is also understood that there is an 
appreciable area of land upon which all payments have been made and an 
conditions for alienation fulfilled, but, as deeds have not been issued, t.his area 
1s included ur,der conditional purchase in course of alienation. 

'" ~ 
o 
o 
o 
g 
o 

~ 

LAND TENURE -1884.1904&.1924 
'ArM a\,enated _ 
Area m process of alienation ~ 

Area leased from c.rown IZ22Z::Zl 
Area nelt~er alIenated nor leased c==:J 

" 11184 ', .. " 1904' 1924 
, "'" differently shaded parOon:; of'tne Graph represent the percentage of' ehe 
tot..a/ area if /{t!JIIV South Wales whIch W,JS alienated, In process or r3lJenatlOn uoder 
:sjstetn:i of' d~f"e,.,.......d payments. (Ina held tJnder I~ase rrom t;.he Crown 
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The following ta hIe shows the areas of land alienated in New SOllth Wales 
by each of the principal methods up to 30th Jupe, 1925, and. the area, 
re-acquired for purposes of irrigation and closer settlement :-

Area. Acres. 
Granted and sold by private tender and public auction 

. prior to 1862 7,H6,579 
Sold by auction, after auction, and under deferred pay-

ment sales since 1862 ... 1l,586,052 
Sold by Improvement and Special Purchases 2,844,691 
Sold by Conditional Purchase since 1862 (deeds issued) ... 21,823,491 
Granted under Volunteer Land Regulations of 1867 172,191> 
Dedicated for public and religious purposes since 1862 ... 244,850' 
Sold under Closer Settlement Acts (acquired and Crown 

Lands) ... 
Suburban Holdings Purchases (deeds issued) 
Returned Soldiers' Special Purchases (deeds issued) 
Week-end Lease Purchases (deeds issued) 
Town Lands I,ease Purchases (deeds issued) 
Sold by all other forms of sale 

10,354 
1,819-

542 
159 
17 

525,551 

Total ... 44,356,303* 

Less-
Freehold land purchased for Closer Settlement 
Freehold land purchased for Irrigation 

Settlements 
Lands alienated in Federal Capital Territory 

prior to its transfer to the Commonwealth 

Land absolutely alienated as at 30th June, 1925 

Acres. 
2,109,930 

212,700 

173,451 
2,496,081 

41,860,222 

As has already been pointed out, there was, in addition, a considerable 
area of land under conditional purchase which awaited only the formality 
of the issue of deeds to make their alienati.on complete. This area is included 
in the following statement showing the areas in course of alienation by each 
of the principal methods as at 30th June, 1925:-

Area in course of Alienation. 

By Conditional Purchase 
As Settlement Purchases 
As Group Settlement Purchases 
As Group and Settlement Purchases prOVI

sionally allotted ... 

As Subur.ban Holdings approved for purchase 
As Returned Soldiers' Special Holdings ap

proved for purchase 
As Week-end Leases approved for purchase 
As purchases under Irrigated Holdings Free

hold Act, 1924 (Coomealla) ... 
As Town Lands Leases approved for purchase 

Acres. Acres. 

2,674,217 
390,396 

32,200 

18,156,194 

3,096,813 
8,9'2(} 

5,925 
107 

2& 
1 

Total area in course of alienation at 30th June, 1925 .. 21,267,985 

• Inclusive of area alienated within Federal Territory prior to 1911. 

• 
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The area of land. shown above under the heading of settlement purchases 
relates to lands made available under the closer settlement policy inaugurated 
in1904 This provided for there-purchase of freehold lands and the resump
tion of certain leases, with compensation. These, with certain adjacent 
Crown lands, were made available for purchase on easy terms in home main
tenance areas for settlers of small means. In 1916-17 the policy of providing 
land for returned soldiers was introduced, and this led to a considerable 
expansion of closer settlement operations. 

Area Leased at 30th June, 1925. 
The total area of Crown lands leased in New South Wales as at 30th June, 

1925, was 117,025,SOO acres inclusive of 39,287,106 acres under the Crown 
Lands Acts, 75,602,773 acres under the Western Lands Acts, 1,93J,220 acres 
under the Forestry Act, and 201,701 acres under the Mining Act. The 
area under each tenure is shown below :-

Lease. 

Perpet)lal Leases·- I 
Homestead Farm ... 1 

Homestead Selections andl 

Area .. • 

Acrfls. 
3,772,847 

Grants* I 918,806 
Suburban Holding" ... ::: 53,994 
Returned Soldiers' Speci.a .. ll,' Holdings ... 24,986 
Week·end Leases ... 575 
Town Lands Leases... ... 121 
Irrigathm Farms (Murrum. 

bidgee) ... 133,3741 
Town Blocks (J\lurrumbidge.e.).I ___ 2_O_8 

Total 4,904,911 

Lease. Area.' 

bther Long Term Leases-
Special Lease* ... ... 796,054 
18th Scction Lease... ... 227,240 
Snow Lands Lease ... ... 126,020 
Residential Lease... ... 10,928, 
Church and School Land 

Lease ... ...... II 
Western La. nds Leases- I 

New... ... ... ... 23,148,032' 
Formerlv under Crown 

Lands Act ... '''1 50,028,029 
Irrigation Lands*t ••• ... 138,243 

Total ... 74,474,557 

Alien~ble Leases- I 
Conditional Lease* 
Conditional Purchase Lease ... 

14,145,841 Short Term Leases-
246,355 Annual Lease* '" ... 1,502;623 

Total .... 1-1-4-,3-92-,1-9-6 
Occupation License* ... '" ~,848,023 

Leases alienable. wholly 
part-

Settlement Lease 
Crown Lease ... 

OP inl 
3,712,740 
4,874,73'1 

Preferential occupation

r

j 

Li~ense*... ... . .. 
Permissive Occupancy* ... 
Irrigation Lands*t .•. '''1 

861,716 
2,963,461 

10,421 
j----

Total 

Leases with limited right 
alienation

Improvement Lease * 
Scrub Lease ... 
Inferior Lands Lease 
Prickly-p.ear Lease 

Total 

:J '''1 9,186,244-

.. 1~87'4771 f 

ofi I: Leased by Foresiry Depart,. 1 

j I ment-
... 1

1 

2,206,400. . Fo~estry Le~ses and Occupa-
... 1,046,596 tlOn Permits 1,934,220' 
... 72,200 I Leased 'by Mines Department--
"'j 19,298 Mining: Lease. and Permit* ... 
I· j--

"'1 3,344,494 1 Grand Total ... 1I:7,025,80(} 

Total 

201,701 

* Includes the following tenures in \Vestern nivjsio~, 1,118 acres of homestead 8€lectiom; and A"rants, 
206,i78 acres of conditionalleasp.~ 20,448 acres of imlW"(Wement lease, 146 acres of special lease, 1,883 a('re~ 
of long term lea!5es of irrigation lancis, 7,546 acres'of short term lease of irrhration lands, 26,062- acres of 
annual lease, 1,596,693 acre.;; of occupation Jicense, 282,786 :terl'S of preferential occupation license, 522.171 
acres of pel'missive occupa.ncies, and 8,05~ acreS -of mining l-eases, besides the whde of the areas shown as 
Western Lands leases. 

t Temporary tenure in Murrumbidgee ir-riga'tion area pending devt-lo])ment. 

Certain of the perpetnal leases, such as homestead' farm,homestead selec
tion and grant ahd irrigation farms, carry statutory rights of purchase, while 
practically the whole ot the conditional leases and conditional purchase 
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leases are convertable in this way. Settlement leases and Crown leases 
may also be converted into conditional purchases, but the area Est> converted 
in any individual case, together with other freehold, alienable, or leased lands 
with more than five years to run held by the same individual, may not exceed 
a home maintenance area as determined by the Local Land Board. Where 
there is such an excess area of lease it is converted into a conditional lease 
without any right of further conversion, and the area of unconvertible con
ditionalleases so created is included in the total shown in the table. 

Improvement and scrub leases are granted in respect of lands which require 
improvement h<)fore being made available for original holdings. UsuallY 
they are helu in conjunction with other lands or in considerable areas, and 
the holder is given the right to apply for the conversion of sufficient to 
complete a, home maintenance area into an alienable tenure during the last 
year of the currency of the lease. The holder a'so has the right to sell his 
lease, and considerable areas are transferred to persons eligible to convert. 
As a conseq~nce, considerable areas of improvement and scrub leases do 
not again revert to the disposal of the State. 

Special leases may be purchased by their holders with the approval of 
the Minister, and so also may the residential lease. The leases dnder the 
'Vestern Lands Act are all situated in the Western Division, and an area of 
approximately 73,000,000 acre~ revert in 1943, subject to certain powers of 
withdrawal and extension of leases exercised by the Commissioners. 

The short-term leases enumerated represent Crown lands reserved for 
various purposes, as well as lands available for settlement, but not yet taken 
up. The Forestry leases and occupation permits include only grazing 
leases which are wholly within State forests, and are therefore administered 
by thc Forestry Department. 

RESERVES. 

The total area of reserved lands in the State as at 30th June, 1925, was 
18,815,641 acres. Reserves are not necessarily unoccupied, considerable 
areas being held under annual, special, scrub, or forestry leases or on occupation 
license or permissive occupancy. Such are included under appropriate 
headings in the list of leasehold tenures shown above. 

The following is a classification of reserves according to the principal 
purpose for which reserved:-

C!ass of Reserves. 

Travelling Stock 
Water 
Mining 
Forest 
'Temporary Commons 
Railway 
Recreation and Parks 
Pending Classification and Survey ... 
From Conditional Purchase, within Gold-fields 
From Sale or Lease other than Improvement Lea.~e 
From Sale or J.ease ot,het than 18thSeHion Lrase 
Other 

Total 

A~res. 

5,373,247 
743,368 

1,369,088 
2,962,036 

412,052 
46,669 

235,911 
3,827,405 

608,866 
517,321 
168,058 

2,551,620 

... 18,815,641 
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Th{l I'ltatement printed above is only intended to give an approximate idea 
of the relative extent of reserves of various kinds, and should not be taken 
as a measure of their absolute magnitude, because considerable areas are 
reserved for more than on~ purpo;e. For instance, the area principally 
reserved for forests is stated at only 2,962,036 acres, while the actual area 
of dedicated forest lands as at 30th- June, 1925, was 5,145,957 acres, and in 
addition 1,637,458 acres were under tirriber reserve, making a total of 6,783,415 
acres. Of the area dedicated, 1,852,446 acres of leases, situated entirely 
within State forests, were let to grazi~rs by the Forestry Department, 81,774 
acres of State Forests under tenures of the Crown Lands Act were administered 
by.the Forestry Department, and further areas, comprising portions of leases 
not wholly within State forests, were administered by the Department of 
Lands. 

Of the total area, of reserves, 13,580,898 acres, or 72 per cent., were situated 
in the Eastern and Central Divisions of the State. 

An annual revision of the reserved lands is made with the object of with
drawing from reserve anv area the continued reservation of which is not 
required in the public int·~rest. 

AREA AVAILABLE FOR SETTLEMENT. 

The area of land within the disposal of the Crown without the necessity 
of resumptions and consequent compensation is not definitely ascertainable, 
since clauses providing for revocation or withdrawal have been inserted in 
a number of lease contracts, and considerable areas leased for long periods 
revert to the Crown periodically by the effiuxion of time. Particulars of 
those areas are not available. 

Apart from these, however, certain lands under reserve, in addition to 
the lands comprised in the following short leases, may be considered to have 
been within the disposal of the Crown at 30th June, 1925 ;-

Under Crown Lands Acts-

Occupation license (including 44,017 acres 1Il Western 
Division) 

Preferential occupation license 
Annual lease (including 36,572 acres in Western Division) 
Permisl'ive occupancy 

Under Western Lands Act
Occupation licenses ... 
Preferential occupation license 
Permissive occupancy 

Area. 
Acres. 

2,251,330 
578,930 

1,477,571 
2,441,260 

1,552,676 
282,786 
522,171 

Total ... 9,106,724 

The area of land held under the above tenures at 30th June, 1924, was\. 
11,994,087 acres. 

With a view to classifying and bringing forward those areas which are 
suitable for settlement, systematic inspections of Crown lands are made in 
each district. To meet the demand for land, 1,4.59,740 acres, including 259,813 
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a~res for returned soldiers, were made available during the year 1923-24, 
and in 1924-25 the following areas were made available for the classes of 
holdings specified :_ 

For Crown Lease ... 
Homestead Farm 
Irrigation Farms and Allotments 
Conditional Purchase (original) 
Conditional Purchase and Conditional Lease 
\Veek·end leases 
Soldiers' Group Purchases 
Soldier,,' Special Holding 
Settlement Purchases 
Additional Holdings (all classes) 

For Qrdinary 
Settlement. 

Acres. 

269,765 
3-.12,665 

2,487 
5,961 
8,314 

38 

116,194 
60,321 

805,745 
Area gazetted prior to 30th June, 19~5, but 

notavailable until after that date 2i7,451 

Total ... 1,083,196 

}"or neturned 
Soldiers. 

Acres. 

61,836 

7,086 
I) 

4,1l8 
I,Hi5 

74,210 

34,763 

103,9;3 

Total. 

Acres. 

269,765 
404,501 

2,487 
5,961 
8,314 

38 
7,086 

5 
120,312 
61,486 

879,955 

312,214 

1,1 9:?, 169 

T1Je total areas avuilalble for settlement under the various tenures on 
30th June, 1925, were as follow:-

For Crown Lease ... 
H{)mestead Farms 
Suburban Holdings ... 
Conditional Purchase (OriginitJ) 
YVeek·end Leases ' 
Settlement Leases ... 
Improvement Leases 
Settlement Purchases 
Returned Soldiers' Special Holdings 
AJ!Iitional Holdingll (Generally) ... 

Total 

'For Ordinary 
Settlement. 

Acres. 

1,48i,232 
M,g;""J5 
2,80S. 

4,010,682 
3110 

1,044 
39,lZO 
18,284 

586,559 

... 6,20~,044 

For Returned 
Soltliers:. 

Acres. 

3,200 
8,956 

1,056 
SO 

ITO 

13,462 

Total. 

Acres. 

1,490,432 
65,911 
2,808 

4,010,682 
360 

1,044 
39, 120 
19,,340 

80 
586,729 

The area of 4,010,682 acres, shown above as available for oTiginal conditional 
purchases, consists niostlyof unclassified Crown lands of a rough and inferior. 
nature,. A considerable proportion of the lands comprised in this area 
has been available for years, but has remained unselected. 

EASTERN AND CENTRAL LAND DIVISIONS. 

METHODS OF ACQUISITION AND OCCUPATION. 

The acquisition and tenure of land in the Eastern and Central Land 
Divisions are controlled principally by the Crown Lands Act (consolidated 
in 1913) and its amendments, together with regulations thereunder. In 
addition, the Closer Settlement Acts, Returned Soldiers' Settlement Acts, 
and the Forestry, Mining, Irrigation, and Prickly Pear Destruction Acts 
regulate certain tenures for specific purposes. 

By tl).ese acts a great variety of tenures-more than thirty in number
have been created to suit the various circumstances of the lands and settlers 
of New South Wales and the changing character of rural settlement. 
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The principal means by which Crown lands in the Eastern and Central 
Divisions and lands in the w.estern Division remaining nnder the Crown 
Lands Act may be acquired, and the tenures under which they may beheld, 
Ill.ay be classified as follows:~ 

Nou,Resideutill.1 Tenurt!&. I T~lnlTes,invol\'iug: Residen.tiaJ Conditions' 

MethIJ.ds of Absolute Alienation. 
Auction sale. 
After-auction purchase. 
Special Duneompetitive sales. 
Conditional purcha."!e (40 to' 320 acres) 
Exchange. 

Coaditional purchase. 
Settlement purchase. 
Returned 8Qldiers' spee'ial holding.§ 
(mpravcment purchas .... on goldfiE Id.s. 
Soldiers' Group Purcha~e. 

Leases Alienable whO'lly or in Part. 
Conditiollallcase,. 
Settlement leaS&. 
Crown lease. 
Homestead farm.t 
Homestead wlection and grant.t 

Improvement lilase. 
Scrub leage. 
Inferior lands· lease. 
Speciallease.§ 
Speeial eonditional purchase lease, (up to CO'nditiOnal purcha£e lease. 

Suburban holding·t 320 acJ'6S). 
Annual lease. 
TQwn landslea.sc.t 
Wook-end lease.t 
Pricll:l y -pear loo"e. 

Occupa.tion license. 
Permissh"(} oceupancy. 
Occupation permit (forest lands). 
Forestry lease .. 
Sli<YW lease. 
1Cmeral a.nd !l;urif(}rons lealle. 
Church and school lands leMe. § 

Residential lease un goldfieldi'.§ 
Homestead lease. t 
Irriu:atiO'n Farm lease. 
Non.inigabIe lease. 
Town La.nds l(}ase (Irrigation Area). 

Leas(}S nO't Alienable. 

PastO'rallease. '" 
L(}ase to' outgoing pastoral ~sees (sectiOIkc 

18). 

------~~--------------------

"' No holdings. t Holdillg& in Western Division only t Perpetual. § With consent.of Mh,il'tH. 

The rightS' of aliooation attaching to tn.e various classes of leasessftttwn 
aoove differ widely, and are usually subject to the qualification that the area 
to be alienated, together with all other lands heM (other than non-conver:ti.~le 
leases withm five years of expiry), shall not exceed a home mainteooIWC 
area. Conditional purchase leases and conditional leases are almost entirely 
alienable, while hflmestead farms, homestea.d selections and grants, Crown 
and settlement leases are subject to restriction in regard to home mainteidall{)e 
area. Improvement leases, scrub leases, and inferior lands leases are alieml~le 
only when about to expire and are subject to reservation, the home main-
tenance limitation and other restrictions inserted in individual lea~es. 

METHODS OF PURCHASE. 

Oonditional Purohase. 

This method of alienation was introduced by the Crown Lands Act of 
1861, and has becometh-e m()stextensively used of all. Briefly, it is a system 
af Crown land sales by deposit and annual instalment, and operations under 
other forms of sale are now of smaH importance. All the princip:ll lease.8@ld 
tenures may, under cert.ain conditions, be converted whGliy or in part ruto 
conditional purchases, whidl may be considered the basal tenure of land 
settlement in New South WaleS'. . 
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'['he outstanding feature of the tenure is the limitation placed upon the 
area of land which may be held by a conditional purchaser during the cur
rency of his purchase. Lands available for conditional purchase comprise 
all Crown lands in the Eastern and Central land divisions other than those 
reserved from sale, leased for a term of years, within the boundaries of towns 
or other populated areas, or set apart for other classes of holdings. The 
area to be purchased under residential conditions may not be less than 
40 acres, and must not exceed 1,280 acres in the Eastern land division, and 
2,560 acres in the Central land division, or must not exceed 320 acres in 
either division when the buyer does not undertake to reside on the holding. 
Special areas without residential conditions, ranging up to 320 acres in the 
Eastern land division, and up to 640 acres in the Central land division, may 
also be made available., 

Any conditional purchaser may take up the maximum area at once, if it is 
available, or may make a series of additional purchases as land becomes 
available. To facilitate this, a special tenure (conditional lease) has been 
created whereby a conditional purchaser may take up land not exceeding 
three times the area of his conditional purchase, and this may be converted 
into conditional purchase. The combined area so acquired may exceed the 
prescribed divisional limit only to make up a home maintenance area as 
determined in individual cases by the Local Land Board. Holders, o£free~ 
hold lands of at least 40 acres are also permitted to acquire lands as addi
tional conditional purchases and condit,ional leases, provided the total area 
of each holding so increased does not exceed the divisional maximum nor a 
home maintenance area. 

Applicants for lands under this tenure must have attained the age of 
16 years if males, and 18 years if females, or 21 years in either case if the' 
holding is non-residential. Alien applicants must have resided in New 
South Wales for at least twelve months, and must become naturalised 
within five years of acquiring the purchase. 

The price of the land for a residential purchase is £1 per acre, unless 
otherwise notified, in addition to the value of improvements (if any) 
assessed by the Local Land Board. A deposit of 5 per cent. of the purchase 
money must be paid in addition to survey fee and stamp duty. The first 
annual instalment is due at the end of three years from the date of applica
tion and, at the holder's option, may be at the rate of 9d. or Is. for each 
£ of the price of the land. Such payment comprises repayment of principal, 
with interest at the rate of 2i per cent. per annum. The term of purchase, 
according to the rate of instalment paid, is forty-one or twenty-eight years. 
Payment for improvements may be made in fifteen equal annual instalments, 
including interest at the rate of 4 per cent. 

The conditions to be observed by purchasers include bona .fide residence 
upon the holding for five years after confirmation unless modified by the 
Local Land Board; fencing or other improvements, as prescribed, to the 
value of at least 30 per cent. of the price of the land (but not exceeding 
£384) effected within three ye~rs, and to the value of 50 per cent. of the 
price of the land (but not exceeding £640) effected within five years of 
confirmation; and the payment of all instalments and prescribed charges. 

The price of land taken up as a non-residential purchase is double that 
of a residential purchase, and the term of payment is twenty-seven years. 
Fencing to the value of £1 per acre, or other improvements to the value of 
£1 lOs. per acre, must be effected within five years. 

All applications connected with the purchases are' considered by the 
I,ocal Land Board, and certificates are issued to the holder by the chairman 
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upon survey and confirmation, and a further certificate when all conditions, 
other than payment of balance of purchase money or survey fees have been 
fulfilled. After all conditions have been fulfilled a Crown grant is issued to 
the holder. 

Under certain conditions a residential conditional purchase may be C011-

verted into a homestead farm, and a non-residential purchase into a residential 
purchase or a homestead farm. 

Transfer may be made after the certificate has been issued, but purchases 
applied for after 31st January, 1909, may be transferred only with the 
consent of the Minister for Lands. 

A conditional lease (If not less than 40 acres may be obtained only by the 
holder of a conditional purchase, subject to the various conditions SDt out 
above in respect of conditional purchases. The term of lease is forty yeals, 
but may be extended to sixty years upon application during the last five 
years of the term with the right to convert an area of not less than 40 acres 
to additional conditional purchase at any time after confirmation. The 
rent is payable annually at rates appraised by the IJand Board, subject to 
reappraisement at the end of each period of fifteen years. (Further particulars 
as to conditional leases are given on a later' page.) 

Number and Area of Conditional Purchases and Conditional Leases. 

Transactions in respect of original and additional conditional purchas0s 
from 1862 to 30th June, 1925, were as follow:-

Conditional I Completed 1 

Purchases- Conditional j 
Apl-'lications I Purchases-

Year ended 30th June. made dur:ug Deeds i~sued 
; year. I during year. 

Uncompleted 
Conditiona.l 
Purchases 

in existenee. 

Condit.jonal 
Leases 

Gazetted. 
during year. 

________ . ____ . __ -.l_~o. I_~~a. [~:: I ~I'ea. [~o. L~r_ea. 1_~-:-I~l'c:.-

I
' acres. I acres. r aCres. acres. 

1862·1914 •• .. 287,Q67 40,675,414 121,749115,9110,930 191,935 17,~~7,702 30,675 15,683,322 
1915.. .. 362 46,170 2,35il 304,012

1

90,904 18,035,210 391 :1l!!,362 
1916.. .. 216 2~. ,~95 2,4621 3?Z,OlU 80,670 18,815,095 3lD 259,802 
1917.. 168 20,.61 2,SBl 3o. ,828 88,493 18,693,429 133 122137 
1918.. 271 32,085 2,861 388,338 87,651 19,225,738 171 184:09;) 
1919.. 511 75,370 3,698, 55J,779' 86,203 19,435,807 209 'l637n 
1920.. 773 126,179 5,3971' 686,88; 182,938 19,365,8';6 321 221:153 
1921.. •. .. .. .. 533 90,573 4,'j92 664,922 78,971 18,672,521 :::51 88,~78 
1922.. .. .. " . 311 59,878 4,882 741,~63 I 75,532 18,4::;6,627 370 201.8()6 
1923.. .. 3fH 69,;)24 4,11:1 667,07~ 17t,~88 18,199,432 224 132,444 
19"24.. .. .. .. . 3791 70,784 3,374 590'124171,202 18,122,045 ~31 23:l,123 
1925... .. .. '. .. • 423 68,496 3,:125 590.2il 69,470 18,156,194 166 179,241 

1

_----- ----~ ------- ----------

Tota~~.30th JU:~_1925)1 291,375 ;41,302,734 161,888
1
21,823,491 I 69,470 18,156,19! 22,527 1:l,93n,063 

The particulars of applications for conditional purchases shown above 
are exclusive of applications to' convert the tenures into conditional purchases, 
whereas the fii!ures relating to completed and uncompleted conditional 
purchases include large areas converted from other tenures. The total area 
alienated and in course of alienation by conditional purchase as at 30th June, 
1925, was 39,979,685 acres, and, in addition, there were ]3,939,063 acres of 
associated conditional leases which were almost wholly convertible into 
conditional purchases. The area of uncompleted conditional purchases 
shown above includes a number upon which payments have been completed, 
although deeds have not yet been issued. 

The area of conditional purchases converted to other tenure.s-6,419 acres
has been deducted from the above totals. 
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The number of conditional purchase selections shown is several times 
greater than the total number of rural holdings in the State, and does not; of 
course, represent individual holdings. It represents the number of in
dividual blocks, both original and additional, taken up as conditional pur
ohases and it include3 those which have been sold after deeds have been 
issued and incorporated with other holdings. 

A tlctton Sales and After-auction Purchases. 

Crown lands are submitted for auction sale under two systems. Under 
the ordinary system the balance of purchase money is payable, without 
interest, within three months of the day of sale, while, under the deferred 
payment system, the balance is payable by instalments, with 5 per cent. 
interest, distributed over a period not exceeding ten years; in either case., 
not less than 10 per cent. of the purchase money must be deposited at the 
time of sale. 

Auction sales were limited by law in 1884 to 200,000 acres in anyone 
year, but the area sold by auction and after-auction purchases, although 
formerly extensive, has amounted to only 38,885 acres in the last ten years. 
Town lands may be sold in blocks not exceeding half an acre, at an upset 
price of not less than £8 per acre; and suburban lands must not exceed 
20 acres in one block, the minimum upset price being £2 lOs. per acre. 
Country lands may be submitted in areas not exceeding 640 acres, the upset 
price being not less than 15s. per acre. The value of improvements on the 
land may be added to the upset price. 

Town or suburban land or portions of .country land of less than 40 acre!! 
each, which have been passed at auction, may be bought with the Minister's 
consent, at the upset price; a deposit of 25 per cent. of such upset price is 
payable at the time of application, the balance being payable on the term. 
fixed for the auction sale. 

Alienation by this method is now very restricted. Only 3,362 acres were 
sold by auction during 1924-25 in 740 lots, realising £34,431. In addition, 
·483 acres were sold as after-auction purchases in 530 lots, realising £9,272. 

Improvement Purchases. 
Holders of miners' rights or of business licenses on a gold-field, being in 

-authorised occupation by residence on land containing improvements, may 
purchase such land without competition. Improvements must include a 
residence or place of business, and be of the value of £8 per acre on town 
~and, and of £2 lOs. per acre on any other land. Alienation by this means 
has never been extensive. During 1924-25 the area sold was. 39 acres in 
75 lots for a total sum of £1,298. 

Special Non-Competitive Sales. 
These comprise land reclamations, rescissions of reservations, unnecessary 

Toads, public land to which no way of access is available, or which is 
insufficient in area for conditional sale, etc., also residential leases, and the 
area of Newcastle pasturage reserves for which the purchase money has 
been paid in full. The amount realised by special sales in 1924-25 was 
£7,856 in respect of 1,410 acres of land. 

The owner in fee-simple of land having frontage to the sea, or to .any 
tidal water or lake, who desires to reclaim and purchase any adjoining land 
lying below high-water mark, may apply to the Minister for Lands to do 
so, except in the case of Port Jackson, the control of which is vested in the 
Sydney HMbour Trust. ReclamatiOn! which might interrupt or interfere 
with navigation are not authorised. 
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Area Alienated by Crown Land Sales. 

Particulars of areas disposed of uuder the three preceding headings, in 
<J:uinquennial periods, since 1900, are as foHow:-

Years. ! Auction Sales .. Aftcr''''1ction 
Sales. 

i Improvement 1 I Purchases. I Special Sales. 
I 

",,,,tal. 

I 
I 

acres. ac{'('l'!. aC1"ef!. 

I 
"acres. acre!!. 

1990-04* 
"·1 

261,328 10,004 942 a;782 276,056 
1905-0!1 ... 80,430 15,801 181 I 5,817 102,229 
]910-14 "'1 16,768 6,994 26'il 9,976 34,007 
1915-19 "'1 20,527 2,709 241 9,743 :~3,220 
1920 ... '''1 5,661 1,037 28 1,642 8,368 
'l921 ... ... 290 30G 22 2,036 2,714 
1922 ... 

... \ 
241 545 51 2,118 2,955 

1923 ... ... 1,007 563 22 2.674 4,266 
1924 ... 2,135 458 20 2,322 4,935 
19211 ... '''1 3,362 483 39 1,410 5,294 

---"------

• Calendar years. Subsequent ycars aTC for year ended 30th June. 

Exchange of Land between the Crown and Private Owners. 

Before the granting of fixity of tenure in connection with pastoral leases, 
the lessees had made it a practice to secure portions of their runs by con
ditional purchases and purchases in fee-simple. The practice was disadvan
tageous to the public estate, because Crown lands) were left in detached 
blocks severed by lessees' freehold properties; and the lessees realised that 
it would be convenient to them to gather their freeholds together in one or 
more consolidated blocks by surrender of the private lands in exchange for 
Crown lands elsewhere. 

Under the provisions of the- Crown Lands Consolidation Act, 1913, the 
Governor, with the consent of the owner, may exchange any Crown lands 
for any other lands of which a grant in fee-simple has been issued. 

The Governor may accept, in exchange for Crown lands, lands in respec\ 
of which a balance of purchase money remains unpaid, if upon payment of 
such balance the right to a grant in fee-simple becomes absolute. In any 
such case a grant of Crown lands in exchange will not be issued until the 
balance of purchase money has been duly paid. 

Under this head 32 applications, embracing 42,186 acres, were granted in 
1924-25, 10 were either refused or withdrawn, &c., and 132 cases were 
pending at 30th June, 1925. 

Settlement P1Jrchaseand Irrigation Farm Purchase. 
Particulars of these methods of acquiring land are shown on latel' pages in 

relation to OloseT Settlement and Irrigation Settlement. 

ALIENABLE LEASES. 

The principal kinds of leases which may be converted under specified 
conditions to freehold tenures wholly or in part are the conditional lease, 
Crown lease, settlement lease, improvement lease, homestead farm, home
stead selection and homestead grant, annual lease, special lease, scrub lease, 
inferior lands lease, conditional purchase lease, irrigation farm lease, non
irrigible lease, prickly-pear lease, and homestead lease. Other leases of this 
dass are suburban holding, residential lease, week-end lease, and lease13 of 
town lands. 
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Conditional Leases. 

Certain particulars regarding these leases have been shown on a previous. 
page in connection with conditional purchases. The tenure was introduced 
by the Act of 1884. A conditional lease may be obtained by any holder of lie 

conditional purchase (other than non-residential), or a conditional purchase 
within a special area in the Eastern Division. Lands available for con
ditional purchase are also available for conditional lease, with the exception 
of lands in the Western Division, and of lands within a special area or a 
reserve. Applications must be accompanied by a provisional rent of 2d. per 
acre and a survey fee, except where otherwise provided. The lease waS' 
formerly for a period of forty years, but it was provided in 1924 that, upon 
application during the last five years of its currency, a lease might be extended 
for a period of twenty years. To 30th June, 1925, such extensions were 
granted in 209 cases embracing 82,698 acrC8. 

The rent is detcrmined by the Land Board, and is payable ycarly in advance. 
Any conditional lease, with the exception of a small number of inconvertible 
conditional leases created by conversion from other tenures, may be converted 
at any time during its currency into a conditional purchase. 

Applications for 115 leases, ofa~I};:trea of 65,754 acres, were lodged during 
1924~25, and Ill, including applications outstanding from the previous 
year, representing 53,834 acres, were confirmed. 

Conditional leases, to the number of 727, embracing 351,200 acres, were, 
converted into conditional purchases, and conditional leases containing an 
area of 209,275 acres,' were created by conversion. Gazetted conditional 
leases in exi~tence at 30th June, ] 925, numbered 22,527, embracing 13,939,063, 
acres, at an annual rental of £202,627. 

Crown Leases. 

Crown leases were constituted under the Crown Land.3 Amendment Act, 
1912, and lands are specially set apart by notification ill the Government 
Gazette as available for Crown lease. Crown lands available for conditional 
purchase (unless otherwise specified in the Gazette) arc also available for 
Crown lease. Land may be S3t apart for Crown lease to be acquired only as. 
additional holdings. 

The term of lease is forty-five years, and the annual rent I} per cent. of 
thc capital value, as determined every fifteen years. The rcnt payable for 
the first year may be remitted if, in addition to the improvements required 
as a condition of the lease, an equal sum be spent by the lessee in improving 
the land. Upon the expiration of a Crown lease the last holder thereof 
possesses tenant rights in all improvements other than Crown improvements. 
The lessee is required to reside on the land for five years, commencing within 
six months of the confirmation of the lease. Under the conditions attached 
to the lease when granted in 1912 the lessee was empowered during the last 
five years of the lease, unless debarred by notification setting the land apart, 
to apply to convert into a homestead farm so much of the land as would not 
exceed a home-maintenance area. But by the Act of 1917 wher: a Crown 
lease is not c,overed by reservation of any kind, so much of it as, with other 
freehold or convertible leases held by the lessee, docs not exceed a home 
maintenance area may be converted into a conditional purchase, with or 
without a conditional lease. Since the passing of this Act 326,313 acres of 
Crown lease have been converted into conditional purchase and conditional 
purchase lease. The lcase may be protected against sale for debt in certain 
circumstances. Any person qualified to apply for a homestead faTm may 
apply for a Crown lease. 
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Operations under this class of lease have been as follow:-

I 
Applications. Confirmed. I Leases current at 30th June. 

Year ended 

-=~June. I NO~ J~~a_. _'. _~J ... ~rea. _ l .. ~~__ Area. 

I acres. I acres. acres. 
il912-1914 11,429 1,563,219 825 915,215 1,189 1,605,041 

1915 I 628 643,189 598 487,155 1.600 1,563,684 
1916 I 571 864,158 501 780,373 1;760 1,896,765 
1917 I 5il 595,409 445 441,3U 2,033 2,134,446 
1918 : 46:l 500,386 291 285,248 2,337 2,449,587 
1919 1 628 934,072 313 3H,3:U 2,563 2,694,&79 

1199~10 ! 1'6083~,9) 1,39rl,2,0 419 ii' 593,554 2,841 3,092,904 
_, 790,926 548, 671,247 :"IEQ :3,664,798 

1922 j 42.1, 555.629 604 I' 7UO,419 3,384 4,128,533 
1923 \ 491) 790,775 308 550,2540 3,61:3 4,519,500 
1924 412 590,Ot4 277 'I 406,721 1 :3,731 4,764.:n4 
1925 347 522,434 I 2i4 i 367,031 3,819 4,8i4,731 

£ 
16,468 
16,114 
21,561 
2+,845 
28292 
31;303 
31,521 
38,512 
38,860 
41,871 
43,464 
45,085 

----�-···-~I----i----~:----I--- --.---
Total ... 17,664 i 9,7411, 511 i 5,403 116,539,854 I :l,819 4,874,731 I 4;3,085 

I I, I 
~------------ ... --.- "' .. -- ..... _ .... _ ..... _--_ .. _----." .. -

Since 1916-17 the figures shown above have included a number of Crown 
leases made available specially for returrj.ed soldiers. Particulars of theile 
are shown on page ,. 

This tenure was extensively applied immediately from its inception, and it 
practically superseded the settlement lease under which operations were 
.extensive until 1912. Most of the Crown lands made available each year are 
set apart under this tenure and that of the homestead farm, also introduced 
in 1912. The'iotal area of Crown leases confirmed during the thirteen years 
the tenure has been in existence was 6,539,854 acreil, which has been reduced 
by forfeitures, conversions, &c., so that the area remaining under Crown 
lease at 30th J nne, 1925, was 4,874,737 acres. 

Settlement Leases. 

This tenure was created in 1895. Until 1912 it was extensively used in 
making land available for settlement, but since the introduction of the Crown 
lease in that year fresh operations under it have been inconsiderable. Under 
its conditions farms gazetted as available for settlement lease can be obtained 
on application accompanied by a deposit of six months' rent and one-tenth 
.of survey fee. The duration of the lease is forty years, and the leaseholder 
is required to reside on the lease for the first five years of its currency. Rent 
is payable at the rate specified upon gazettal, subject to "the lessee's right 
to apply for appraisement within five years and to re-appraisement at the 
end of each fifteen years of the currency of the lease. 

From its inception very considerable areas of land were taken up under 
this lease, and by 30th June, 1913, the total area of settlement leases confirmed 
to applicants was 8,793,663 acres. An amendment of the Crown Lands Act 
gave holders of settlement leases the right to convert such part of their 
leases as, with freehold or convertible lands already held, does not exceed 
11 home maintenance area into a conditional purchase with an associated 
conditional purchase, but where the total holding of freehold land so created 
would exceed a home maintenance area the excess is granted as conditional 

.lease without rights of conversion. 
Between 1909 and 30th June, 1925, a total area of 4,720,754 acres of 

settlement leases were converted under these conditions into other tenures, 
and 49,466 acres, chiefly of special leases, had been converted into settlement. 
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leases. Since 1913 only 75,539 acres of new settlement leases have been 
confirmed, while considerable areas have reverted to the Crown bv forfeiture, 
&c. At 30th June, ]92.':), there remained under this tenure i,413 Ieases~ 
comprising 3,712,740 acres, at an annual rental of £53,517. 

The transactions in respect of settlement leases during 1924-25 were as, 
follow :-Applications for original settlement leases, nil; for additional leases~ 
7 in respect of 9,315 acres; 4 leases, with a total area of 4,731 acres, were 
confirmed; and 5, of 1,211 acres, were created by conversion of special 
leases into settlement leases. 

Improvement Leases. 

This tenure was introduced ill 1895 and, by the end of 1903, an area pf 
9,716,006 acres of improvement leases had been let although the area actually 
current was considerably smaller. After that year the areas taken up annually 
ehowed a considerable falling-off and, up to 30th June, 1925, the total area 
of improvement leases which had been let was 11,549,839 acres, of which 
only 2,185,952 acres remained current. The maximum area of improvement, 
I ases current at any time was 6,884,330 acres in 1910, the subsequent decrease 
having been brought about mainly by ~he withdrawal of leases for settlement 
in terms of individual leases and a number of other causes, such as forfeiture~ 
expiry, resumption, and the transfer of improvement leaSes wholly within 
State forests to the control of the Forestry Commission and their conversion 
into fore~try leases. 

In 1924-25 an area {)f 385,071 acres, comprised in 65 improvement leases 
and 1 lease of 472. acres under improvement conditions, expired by effiuxion 
of time, and in 1925-26 and area of 186,043 acres comprised in 37 improve
ment leases and 2 leases containing 1,067 acres expired similarly. Howeyer, 
after exercise of the rights of leaseholders to apply during the last year 
for conversion of their lease into a homestead grant, only a proportion of 
this area reverted to the Crown for re-allotment. 

An improvement lease may consist of any land in the Eastern or Central 
Divisions considered unsuitable for closer settlement until improved. It 
may be ohtained only by auction or tender, hut prier to 1920 cextainleases 
were granted Hit fixed rentals under improvement condition'!!'. The rent is 
payable annually, and the lease is for a period vf twenty-eight years, with 
an area D@t exceeding 20,480 acres. Upon the expiration o! the lease the 
last holder is deemed to have tenant-right in improvements. During the 
last year of the lease the lessee may apply for a homestead grant of an area 
not in excess of & home-maintenance area, including the area on which his. 
dwelling-house is erected. However, only 174,292 acres have been converted 
in this way. The Advisory Board, constituted under the Closer Settlement 
Act, 1907, may inspect any land comprised in an improvement lease, and if 
it finds such land suitable for closer settlement, the Minister may resume the 
lease, the lessee being compensated. To 30th June, 1925, a total area of 
342,821 acres had been withdrawn in this way, £126,794 being paid as c(}m
pensati<lJ.l to lessees. 

During 1924'-25, one improvement lease of 3,500 acres was let by tender at 
. an annual rental of £10, and 2 leases comprising 8,372 acres were granted 
under improvement conditionE! at an annual rental of £102. Thirteen 
improvement leases, with a total area of 33,419 acres, were converted into 
homestead selections. There remained current at 30th June, 1925, 510 
improvement leases and leases under improvement conditions, with an area 
of 2,l{l-I);962 acres, and rental £16,415. 
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Homestead FarmS'; 

This tenure was created in 1912. The title of a homestead {ann: is a lease 
in perpetuity. Annual rent is charged at the rate of 2t per cent. of the 
capital value, but for the first five years the holder, in lieu of payment of 
rent, may expend an equal amount on improvements of a permanent 
character, which (except boundary f:encing) are in addition to tho!re which 
are required otherwise by the conditions of th.e lease. The capital value 
of the holding is subject to reappraisement after the first twenty-five yeal'S 
and subsequently at intervals of twenty years. 

Crown lands available for conditional purchases (unless otherwise notified 
in the Gazette) are. also available for homestead farms. L:md may be set 
apart for additional· homestead farms, but is available only to applicants 
whose total holding, if successful, would not substantially exceed a home
maintenance area. Any Crown lands may be set apart for disposal al} 
homestead farms before· survey. There is no definite limit placed on the 
area of a homestead farm, but it is generally notified as available in home
maintenance areas. 

A condition of five years' residence is attached ta every homestead fann, 
but in special cases residence in a town or village, or anywhere wit.hin 
reasonable working distance, may be allowed. Residence may be'permitred 
on a holding of a member of the same family, or on another of the seloo1;0r's 
holdings within reasonable working distance. Suspensions or remissions 
may be granted for such periods as determined by the Land Board. In 
certain cases a wife may carry out residence on her husband's holding, .or, 
conversely, a husband may carry D"ut residence on his wife's holding. 

A perpetual lease grant is issued after the expiration of five yeaI:S. from 
confirmation of the application, if the hoMer has complied with aU required 
conditifflls. 

Applications received for homestead farms and those dealt with since 
1912, a.re as follow;-

Applications. I Less-
Created. Reve:r.sal Fonei.teJ, Homestead. 

Year I by'Collversion of· forfeiture decrease in Ftt-rtm in 
ended Received. Confinned:. from other- and increased area, and con- existence at 
30th tenures. I arpa. v.ersions into end of year. 

June. 1 ____ ~----T-~------T__,----+_--~--~ot-h-e:r~te-n-ur-es~.T_--~-----
No I Area. ! No.1 Area. I No·1 Me". I No·1 Area. I NO.! Area. I No. I Area. 

I acres. acres. 'I acres. I I acres. I I acres. [ acres. 
1912-l-I 1;013\ 5!J5,080 760 4.52,756 ZS 17,3781 .. ' I ... 132 19,635, 756 450,4'99 
1915 605' 467,873 437 327,O!J8 11 4,':;50 I I 2\0

1 

50 33,439! 1,155 748,!J18 
11H6 3721281,68"5 348 252,166 6 3,848 ". '" 57 35,4791' 1,452 969,453 
1917 2711181,722. 167[ H5,259 211,2.00 2 486) 75 j49,72:! 1,548 1,036,685 
1918 245, 186,85:3 158 89,0'20 ... ... 4 I 2,783 82 I 46,866 11,628 1,081;622 
1919 498\ 57:.l,713 339 38"&,833 3 1,602 4 2,379107 151>,824 1,867 1,4H,;&U 
1920 840, 989,884 4!H 507,417 5 3,211 I 85~7 76 32,9S812,288 1,88D;1ij)~ 
1921 513\ 562,797 449 437,713 1 151 2. 1,05 69 31,181 2,671 2,2!/!1iB@. 
19"3"2 473\ 570,582 375 378,180 8 9,5051 ... 238 93 62,464 2,961 2,~:m; 
H}23 r 4051558,531 338,400.,502 12 10,600' 7 7.5:~7 90 88,131 3,228 3,0~ 
1!li4, 1 3~l! 552,386 2691371,816 4- 2,862 9 S,441}'110S 86,891 3,405 3,3mt."W. 

1925 ! 46~\_697,93~ ~ 52-4,682 .~ 3>J,~2~ ~ ~t,50~I~IU,16~_3,_600_. '1_3_,7_72;_-_ 

Tota.l !S,139\if,218,()45! 1f'14,3OO',ll92 ~ 86, ,35 39 45,.501
1

954 659,781 3.,600 3,772,847 

Since 1916-17 homestead f-arms hav'8 been made available specially for 
returned soldiers. These aFe inelllded in the above table and are also shown 
separately on page 811. 
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The total area of homestead farms confirmed to 30th June, 1925, war> 
4,300,392 acres and, after adjustments of area by reason of conversion, 
forfeiture, etc., there remained in existence 3,772,847 acres under this tenure-

The holder of a conditional purchase, or conditional purchase and con
ditionallease, or homestead selection, or homestead grant, or conditional 
purchase lease, under certain conditions, may convert'- such holding into a 
homestead farm. The area of homestead farms so created to 30th June, 
1925, was 86,735 acres. Under certain conditions a homestead farm may be 
converted into a conditional purchase lease or into a conditional purchase, 
with or without a conditional lease, and 107,530 acres of homestead farms 
have been so converted into other tenures. A homestead farm, which is 
a conversion of a settlement purchase under provision now repealed, may 
be reconverted into a settlement purchase. Two homestead farms of 449 
acres and 722 acres respectively have been so converted. 

Homestead Selections and Homestead Grants. 

The appropriation of areas for homestead selection was a prominent 
feature of the Act of 1895, the land chosen for subdivision being generally 
agricultural land, and the maximum area of holdings limited to 1,280 acres. 
The tenure is lease in perpetuity with rent at the rate of It per cent. pe.r 
annum for the first five years or until the issue of the homestead grant, 
when itis raised to 2i per cent. or to 3t per cent. of the appraised value if 
residence is performed by deputy. Certain residential and improvement 
conditions were imposed, and on compliance with these for a term of five 
years a homestead grant is issued. . 

Since 1912 practically no lands have been made available for original 
homestead selections, such tenure having been replaced by that of homestead 
farm. Applications dealt with after 1912, are either in connection with areas 
previously set apart for homestead selection, or as additional areas, prin
cipally the latter. A large number of persons have, however, selected under 
this form of holding, as will be seen from the following statement which 
shows the applications and confirmations in regard to homestead selections 
and homestead grants issued up to 30th June, 1925. 

i Homestead Selections. 
Year ended i ----.--.. ---.. -.----. 
30th Jnne. I Applications. Confirmations. I 

Homestead 
Home.~tead Grants Selections and Grants 

l...sucd. in existence. 

'I No. Acres.' No.-Acres. No. I Acres. No. Acres. 
1895 to 1914 10,039 3,824,103 7,947 2,763,683 4,917 1,934,388 3,868 1,396,911 
1915 ... i 30 16,983 IS 7,233 198 59,919 3,788 1,365,715 
1916 ... 8 3.141 17 7,559 161 48,479 3,694 1,317,124 
1917 ... 5 3,970 1) 1,337 212 54,791 3,585 1,256,033 
1918 ... 24 18,175 10 5,535 189 49,306 3,295 1,055,910 
1919 ... 20 17,266 23 19,232 172 30,807 3,091 985,918 
1920 .. , 23 15,365 8 9,690 55 20,502 2,936 912,573 
1921 ... 21 14,069 21 7,819 25 9,004 2,863 895,334 
1922 ... 15 9,090 9 7,507 33 17,896 2,803 895,298 
1923 ... 14 10,080 15 9,124 33 11,973 2,779 915,480 
1924 .. , 16 11,495 14 10,017 35 21,896 2,752 951,599 

1925Total ::. 10,22: ~9~~~8i.-~8~~~'~~I~~ ::::::: 

On account of adjustments for conversions to and from other tenures, 
.forfeitures, etc., the number and area of homestead selections and grants in 
existence have been greatly reduced. 
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Operations under this tenure were at first very extensive, but they gradually 
diminished, and in 1911-12, the year before the homestead farm was intro
duced, only 94,641 acres of homestead selections were confirmed. The Crown 
Lands Amendment Act of 1908 authorised the conversion of homestead 
selections and grants into conditional purchases and conditional leases. 
Extensive advantage has been taken of this provision, and to 30th June, 
1925, an area of 1,911,776 acres of homestead selections and grants had 
been so converted. This accounts for practically the whole of the difference 
between the area of homestead selections confirmed (2,851,658 acres) and 
the area remaining in existence (917,688 acres) the remainder having reverted 
to the Crown by forfeiture, diminution of area, etc. Under the Crown 
Lands (Amendment) Act of 1912, a homestead selection or grant may be 
converted into a homestead farm, but there have been only seven eases 
of conversion of this kind, covering 29,634 acres. 

Leases of Scrub and Inferior Lands. 
These tenures were introduced in 1889 in order to provide for the effective 

occupation and improvement of lands not suited for ordinary pastoral 
occClpation. 

Scrub leases and inferior lands leases may be obtained by auction, or by 
tender, and scrub leases may also be obtained by applicati:on. Therejs no 
definite limitation as to area, and in the case of a scrub lease obtained by 
application the rent is appraised by the Local Land Board. The initial 
rent of an inferior lands l(;lase. prevails throughout the whole term; but 
the term of a scrub lease may be divided into periods, the rent for each 
period being determined by reappraisement. .The term of each class of 
lease normally does not exceed twenty-one years, but may be extended to 
twenty-eight years. The holder of a scrub leasc must take such steps as 
the Land Board may direct for the purpose of destroying the scrub, and 
keeping the land clear afterwards. Upon the recommendation of the Closer 
Settlement Advisory Board the Minister may resume any scrub lease con
sidered suitable for closer settlement and compensate the lessee. To 30th 
June, 1925, an area of 207,450 acres had been so resumed, and £70,731 
had been paid as compensation to lessees. During the last year of either 
class of lease, application may be made for a homeste.ad grant of an area 
not in excess of a home-maintenance area, but where the lease does not 
substantially exceed a home-maintenance area it may be so converted at 
any time during its currency. The first leases were granted in 1890, and 
the first conversions of scrub leases occurred in 1920-21, since when 49,290 
acres have been converted into homestead grants. In addition considerable 
areas of scrub leases wholly within State' forests have been transferred to 
the control of the Forestry'Department and largely converted into forestry 
leases. 

The area of inferior-lands leases has never been extensive, while that under 
scrub leases reached its maximum of 2,273,123 acres in 1912, since when 
it has steadily diminished. 

At 30th June, 1925, there were in existence 174 scrub leases, with an area 
of 1,046,596 acres, and rental of £4,525; and 26 inferior land leases, embracing 
72,200 acres, at a rental of £253. During 1924-25, sCIub leases covering 
an area of 62,629 acre,) were determined, and in the following year 
17 leases covering 185,127 acres expired by effiuxion of time. 

Annual Leases. 
Unoccupied lands, not reserved from lease, may be obtained for pastoral 

purposes as annual leases on application, or they may be offer€d by auction 
or tender. No conditions of residence or improvement are attached to 
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annual leases, which convey no security 6£ tenure, the land being alienable 
by conditional purchase, aucti()n sale, &c.The 'area in anyone lease is 
restrioOOd to 1,920 acres. In cel'taincITcumstanees an annnallease maybe 
(jonve~ into a leaSt)llnder improvement conditions for a term not exceeding 
ten years. 

The area under annual lease fluctuates from year to year, but is steadily 
diminishing. It amounted to 8,687,837 acres in 1903 and 2,953,296 in 1920. 
The number of annual leases current at 30th June, 1925, was 3,934, embracing 
1,477,571 acres, with an annual rent of £12,175, inclusive of 25 annual 
leases, comprising 25,052 acres in the Western Division. 

Special Leases. 
Special leases not exceeding an area of 320 acres are issued to meet cases 

where land is required for some industrial or business purpose, but between 
1917 and 1924 areas up to 1,920 acres were made ava.ilable for agriculture 
or grazing. A special lease may be abtained by application, auction, or 
otherwise, but the term of the lease may not exceed twenty-eight y;ar8. 
Conditions as to the rent, residence, improvements, etc., in each case are 
determined by the Minister. '. 

The Crown ,Lands Act, passed in 1908, provides for the conversion of a 
special lease by a qualified leaseholder, with the consent of the Minister, 
inteR conditional purchase leaSt), an 'Original or additional conditional pur
thase, an original or additional homestead selection,an original or addi
tional settlement lease, a conditional lease, or homestead farm. Undflr 
this provision 733,977 acres of special leases have been converted into various 
new tenures. 

The number of special leases granted dUTing 1924-25 was 730, with 
a total Rrea of 109,6,92~cres; and 460 leases, representing 68,904 acres, were 
oonverted into other tenures. After allowance has been made for leases 
which had terminated, were forfeited, suttendered, etc., and those w~ich 
expired by effluxion of time, 7,257 leases, with an area of 795,908 acres and 
rental of £44,264, were current at 30th June, 1925. 

Conditional Purchase Leases. 
This form of tenure was created in 1905; but, as in the case of h{)me

stead selections and settlement leases, it is obsolete for the pUl'pose of selec
tion, as lands are not now made available under it. The area heldnnder 
conditional purchase lease reached a maximum of 677,961 acres in 1911, 
since when it has steadily decreased. 

The term of the lease was originally forty years, but in 1924 it was increased 
to fifty years with rent at 2i per cent. per annum of the capital value, which 
is to be re-appraised at the end of the first twenty-five years. No fixed limit 
was placed on areas made available, but conditions as to residence,cultivatipn, 
etc., were prescribed. Conversion to, the tenures of conditional purchase 
and homestead farms are permitted, the total area so converted being 467,091 
acres. 

A special conditional purchase lease may be granted without obligation of 
residence in respect of areas not exceeding 320 acres on condition that im
provements to the value of lOs. or more per acre, as determined by the Minister, 
are effected within three y, aI'S of application. 

During the year 1924--25 one application was received for an original lease 
of 4,352 acres, and one for a special conditional purchase lease cl 58 acres. 
No applications were confirmed during the :year, but one }ease was £1'eated 
by conversion from 2'1wther tenllre,and the area of existing lea~ Was 
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increased by 18 acres. Thirty-four leases, of 19,760 acres, were converted 
into conditional purchases. The leases holding good at 30th June, 1925, 
numbered 336, with an area of 246,355 acres, the annual rent amounting 
to £6,861. 

Prickly Pear· Leases. 
Under the Prickly Pear Destruction Act, 1901, certain common or Crown 

lands infested with prickly pear may be offered for lease by auction or tender, 
and may be let for a term not exceeding 21 years, subject to prescribed 
conditions as to improvements, rent, &c. At 30th June, 1925, the number 
of prickly pear leases was 50, and the ;areaso leased was 19,298 acres, at a 
total annual rental of £285. Under certain conditions a prickly pear lease 
may be converted to a homestead selection and two leases of 446 acres have 
been so converted. 

Homestead Leases. 
The last looses uuder this tenure terminated during 1923-24. 

Sttbttrban Holdings. 
The tenure of suburban holding was introduced in 1912. It is a lease 

in perpetuity with certain conditions as to residence and perpetual payment 
of rent. Under certain conditions the leaseholder maybe permitted to 
purchase his holding. Any suburban Crown lands, or Crown lands within 
population boundaries, or within the Newcastle pasturage reserve, or any 
other Crown land, may be set apart for disposal by way of suburban holding. 

The area of a suburban holding is determined by the Minister for Lands ; 
therent-miniinum, 5s. per annum-is calculated at the rate of 2t per cent. 
of the capital value, to be appraised for each period of twenty years. Males 
under 16 years and females under 18 years are disqualified from applying. 
A married woman may apply in certain cases, provided her husband has 
not acquired a suburban holding. After the expiration of five years from 
date of confirmation, and subject to fulfilment of all conditions, a perpetual 
lease grant is issued .. The right to purchase suburban holdings was con-
ferred in 1917. . 

No rent is chargeable on holdings in course of purchase, the principal 
with interest at the rate of 2t per cent. per annum on the balance being paid 
by annual instalments extending over a period of 10 years. 

The number of confirmations and purchases of suburban holdings since 
the introduction of the tenure were as under ;-

I Rulmthan Holdings ! 
Confirmations. ill existence at the 

Yea.rended i i cud of year.* 

30tbJUne'I-N-O-' -CI-A-re-a-. -I No. I 

1912-19141 

1915 '''1 191~ ... 
191, ... 
1918 ... 
1919 ... 
192{) ... 
1921 .,. 
1922 .. . 
1923 .. . 
1924 ... 
1925 ... 

964 
477 
400 
230 
18t> 
183 
181 
282 
415 
272 
153 
47 

I 

i 
acres. I 
23,230 
9,299 
6,775 
2,937 
3,318 I 
3,226 
4,073 
6,764 
9,121 
5,130 
3,617 

641 

902 
1,311 
1,535 
1,662 
1,804

1 
1,809 
1,826 
1,995 
2,260 
2,389 
2,373 
2,370 

Area. 

aores. 
22,114 
30,717 
34,110 
36,631 
38,354 
39,170 
40,198 
45,475 
51,071 
55;025 
56,376 
53,994 

Rent. Annual 1 

£ 
2,473 
3,495 
4,043 
4,246 
4,381 
4,670 
4,401 
4,830 
5,470 
5,818 
5,766 

• 5,734 

Suburban Holdings
Purchases apuroved to the 

end of the yeu. 
--~~-

No. I Area. I l'rl J>, 

r 
! 

•.• I 
i ... I 

',. 
'" I 
111 

136 \ 
259 
333 
39'7 
468 
559 
662 

acres • 

289

1 
2,057 
4,252 
5,169 
6,382 
7;253 
8,908 

10,739 

£ 

915 
12,035 
23,207 
30,446 
35,535 
40,566 

.49,514 
57,258 

• ExclUSIve of purchases approved. 
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The average size of suburban holdings in existence at 30th June, 1925, 
was 23 acres, the average size of such holdings sold was 16 acres, and the 
average price of purchases approved £5 7s. per acre. 

To 30th June, 1925, deeds of purchase had been issued in respect of 171 
suburban holdings, embracing 1,818 acres; these are excluded from the 
above table. 

Res?'dential Leases. 
The holder of a "miner's right" within a gold or mineral field may obtain 

a residential lease. A provisional rent of Is. per acre is charged, the maximum 
area allowed is 20 acres, and the longest term of the lease twenty-eight 
years; the annual rent is appraised by the Land Board. The principal 
conditions of the lease are residence during its currency, and the erection 
within twelve months of necessary buildings and fences. Tenant-right 
in improvements is conferred upon the lessee. The holder of any residential 
lease may, after five years, acquire the land by improvement purchase with 
the consent of the Minister as described on a previous page. 

There were 793 leases, embracing 10,928 acres at a rental of £1,482 current 
at 30th June, 1925. 

Week-end Leases. 
This tenure"crgated by the Crown Lands Amendment Act, 1916, is a lease 

in perpetuity of an area not exceeding 60 acres, subject to payment of rent 
at the rate of 2t per cent. of the capital value, to the effecting of substantial 
improvements worth £1 per acre within five years from confirmation, and to 
the performance of such special conditions as may be notified. Residence 
is not necessary. The minilj:mm rent is £1. Any adult (except a married 
woman not judicially s"parated from her husband) may apply, but persons 
who already hold land within areas defined ina notification setting apart 
the land for week-end leases arc generally disqualified. 

Week~end leases, on approval by the Minister, may be purchased, and 
payment must be made within three months from date of demand, or within 
lIuch further period as the Minister may allow. 

Transfers may be made at any time with the Minister's consent, but must 
be to a qualified person, except in cases of devolution under a will or intes
tacy. The consideration for a transfer must not exceed the capital value 
of the improvements on the land. 

During the year ended 30th June, 1925, 9 applications for 60 acres were 
received, and confirmation was made in 8 cases with an area of 61 acres 
at an annual rental of £9. At 30th June, 192.5, the leases current numbered 
115, of an area of 575 acres, and annual rental £122. In addition, 40 leases 
of 160 acres had been made freehold, and approval to purchase had bee:1 
granted in the case of 20 leases of 107 acres. 

Leases of Town Lands. 
Crown lands within the boundaries of any town may be leased by public 

auction or by tender. The leaEc is perpetual, and the area included must 
not exceed half an acre. The alllount bid at auction or offered by tender 
(not being less than the upset value) is the capital value on which the annual 
rent at the rate of 2t per cent. is based for the first period of twenty years. 
The capital value for each subsequent twenty years' period is determined 
by the Land Board. 

The lease may contain such covenants and provisions as may be gazetted 
prior to sale or tender. Residence is not necessary. No person is allowed to 
hold more than one lease, unless with the permission of the Minister on 
recommendation by the Land Boa'!:'d. The holder of a town lease may be 
allowed to purchase. • 
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In the year 1924-25- no after-auction tenders were received. Deeds of 
purchase have been issued for 50 lots embracing 17 acres,and aPBroval to 
purchase granted in 51 cases for an area of 15 acres. On 30th June, 1925, 
thcre were 339 leases, containing 121 acres, the annual rental being £263. 

INALIENABLE LEASES. 

The term "inalienable leases" is here used to signify that the statutory 
conditions attaching to the leases so classified do not permit the leaseholder 
to purchase any part of his lease nor to convert into another leasehold tenure 
involving the right of purchase.. .. 

On the foundation of the Colony all lands vested in the Crown, and for 
many years permits to occupy unsold Crown lands were issued on various 
conditions. 

The principal inalienable tenures now in existence are described below. 

18th Section and Pastoral Leases. 
Under the Crown Lands Amendment Act of 1903, the registerild holder 

of any pastoral lease, preferential occupation license, or occupation license, 
could apply for a lease, for not more than twenty-eight years, of an area not 
exceeding one-third of the total area of the land comprised within the lease 
or license, subject. to such rent, conditions or improvements, and withdrawal 
for settlement as may have been determined. These aTe known as 18th 
Section Leases, having been granted under t.he Land Act of 1903, which 
has been repealed. The area of land held" under this tenure has decreased 
rapidly since 1914, when the aref< so held exceeded a million acres. 

At 30th June,1925, these leases, also known as." Leases to Outgoing Pastoral 
Lessees," numbered 64, with an area of 227,240 acres, and rental of £2,285. 
There were no pastoral leases in existence on 30th June, 1925, in the Wes.tern 
Division which had not been brought under the provisions of the Western 
Lands Act. Upon the recommendation of the Closer Settlement Advisory 
Board tM.Minister may resume for closer settlement any 18th Section lease; 
and to 30th June, 1925, an area of 14,424 acres had been so resumed and 
£3,274 paid as compensation to lessees. 

Forestry Leases and Occupation Permits. 
Unoccupied Crown Lands and leases situated entirely within dedicated 

forests are controlled exclusively by the Forestry Commission, which has 
power to lease or otherwise permit their use for pastoral or other approved 
purposes. 

Forestry leases limited to twenty years have been granted for grazing 
purposes, and occupation permits usually on an annual tenancy, but some
times for a period of fourteen years, have been granted for grazing, bee
farming, and forest saw-mills. For grazing purposes the rent is usually 
fixed in relation to the grazing capacity of the land. 

The area of forestry leases and occupations permits wholly within State 
forests, at 30th June, 1925, was 1,852,446 acres under the Forestry Acts, 
besides 81,773 acres under the Crown Lands Acts administered by the 
Forestry Department; in addition, there were portions of other leases not 
wholly within State forests administered by the Department of I.ands. 
Particulars of these are not at present available. 

Snow Leases. 
Vacant Crown lands on the Southern Highlands, which fora portion of 

each year are usually covered with snow, and are thereby unfit for .con
tinuous use or occupation, may be leased by auction or tender as snow leases. 
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Not mGre than on~ SllQW lease may be held by the ga~e peTSOO. The maximum 
area of any SUtlW l'eaoo is 10,240 a'Cr~. The term of the lease is !!evt'n vears, 
but may be extended ror a further three years. • 

At 36th June, 1925, there were 191eases current, embracing 126,020 acres; 
and rent, £1,097. This tenure was introduced in 1889, and the area of snow 
leases,.reached a maximum of 134,420 acres in 1920. 

Mineral and Auriferous Leases. 

Under the Mining Act, the Minister for Mines is empowered to grant certain 
rights for the operations of miners on any lands within the State. These 
are knownM mineral and auriferous, leases and generally they take precedence 
over other forms of tenure. The area so held has steadily increased since 
1914, when it was 199,060 acres. At 30th June, 1925, there were 201,273 
acres held as mineral and aunferous leases, exclusive of leases to mine on 
private lands. The a~ea leased in this way is not included in the areas 
covered by other land tenures. Permits to mine under roads and reserves 
covered an area of 428 acres. 

Church and School Eanila Leases. 
The history of Church and School lands leases, showing the present status 

of leaseholders, was published on page 859 of the Year Book fOf 1921. 
The total Mea of Church and Schoolla.nds held under lease. at. 30th June, 

1925, in the Eastern Division, was 11 acres, at a rental of £330 per annum 
the subdivision being as follows :-

Agricultural 
Ninety-nine Year ... 
Wa~I Races 

Total 

No. 

1 
37 
1 

39 

Occupatwn Licenses. 

Area. 
acres. 

1 
10 

10 miles (a.bout) 

11 

Rent. 
;£ 

1 
326 

3 

330 

Occupation licenses may be of two kinds (a) preferential occupation 
licelll\cs, coru;istittg of the area within a.n expired pastoral lease, and (b) 
ordinary occnpation licenses, which relate to the. parts of the holdings f.or
merly known as resumed areas. They may be acquired by auction or tender. 
Occupation licenses extend from January to December, being rllliCwa.l:tle 
annually at a. rent determined by the Land Board. 

An occupation liee:use entitles the holder to oceupy Crown lands so granted 
for grazing purposes, but it dGes not exempt such lands from sale or lease 
of any other kind. The licensee, however, is granted tenant rights in a.ny 
improvements made to his holding with the written consent of the Crown. 

The area under occupation license (Crown Lands Act) was represented 
at 30th .r'Une, 1925, by 477 ordinary licenses for 2,251,330 acres, rental 
£4,127; and 255 preferential licenses, representing 578,930 acres, and rent 
£3;759. Th-e area occlipied in this way was formerly very extensive, being 
nearly 10,000,000 acr.es, in 1904. 

Permissive Occupancy. 

Permissive occupancy is a fm:m oJ terrancy at will from the Crown, at 
III fi1!led: rental for a short peried,. t.erminable at any time by a written demand 
furp0ssessiou fl"@l'Il the Secretary for Lands or by written nGtice from the 
enaut. The occupant has tenlllut rights in impro~ments eiIected@y him. 
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The number of permissive 'occupancies inexistence at 30th June, 1925, 
was 5,864, comprising 2,1n6,106 acres, with 11 rental of £14,127. The area 
held under this tenure has increaBed gradually during the last twenty years. 

CONVERSION ,OF TENURES. 

In describing the various methods of acquisition and occupation, details 
have been given of provisions of the Crown Lands Act which confer on certain 
holders of Crown lands the right of conversion into more deBirable tenures. 
These may be summarised briefly thus:-

A conditional lease or a conditional purchase lease may be converted, at 
the option of the holder, into a conditional purchase. A homestead farm, 
a homestead selection, a settlement lease, or a Crown lease may be converted 
into 11 conditional purchase with (if desired) an associated conditional lease, 
subject to the proviso as to a home maintenance area described below. A 
homestead farm or homestead selection may, in certain circumstances, be 
eonverted into a conditional purchase lease and a conditional purchase lease 
may be converted into a homerltead farm. During the last five years of its 
currency a Crown lease may, with the approval of the Minister, be converted 
into a homestead flUID, while up to 1,280 acres of a settlement lease may 
(after five years) be converted into a homestead grant. A special lease, unless 
debarred, may be converted, at the ,discretion of the Minister, into a conditional 
purchase lease, conditional purchase, conditional lease, homestead selection, 
settlement lease, or homestead farm. Under various conditions an improve
ment lease, scrub lease or prickly pear lease not otherwise reserved may be 
converted into a homestead selection not exceeding in extent a home main
tenance area. 

In the case of a homestead .farm, homestead selection,· Crown lease or 
s.ettlement lease the area that may be converted, together with ,the area held 
by the applicant under any other tenure (other thana lease having less than 
five years to run without the right to purchase the freehold), must not exceed 
a home maintenance area as determined by the Local Land Board. 

The following statement shows the number and aTea of holdings in 'respect 
of which conversions were confirmed during the year 1924-25 :-

1 

I 
Temlre of Holding l Conditional 

Converted. I Purchase. 

New Tenura Confirmed. 

diri~lIl~l II Con- ,i 
ditional, I 

pU~~l~ase and Home- Settle- Home- Total 
A 't d

' 
Con- ,stead 1 '"ent stead Confirma-

SS~~~~_ e I ditional Selection. I .Lease. Farm. tions. 
ditional I purChaSe,! i 
Lca-;e. I Leases. . I 

--~-T~=I ~ [ Area I ~ I Area.) ~ ) Area, i~ I Area.! ~ I Area.
l

i 
No·1 Area. 

Confjitional Purchase \ acres. I I acr~ ... '.1 acres, !. I acres, i ac,r,eS"11 I! "or::o\ . ] 1 acr~O 
Conditional Leases " 727 351',200 :: :: I:: :: 1:: ::::: ., .. i ., 727351,200 
C.onditional Pu}'(~has,: I 1 1 1 1 

'Leases ,. .. , 34\19,760\" i ' .... 1 i .. , ... i.. 34: 19,i6~ 
Homestend Selections Or . iii 1 1 1 

Gr:>nts '. .. ,.\ 75136,83216 13,636\ I 4341 .. 1 .. I .. '.. 526,530'1 87 1 77,452 

~~~:~:!id';n~i~ses 'ccnd'i:I' 15 31,
1431 G5 '2;:1;,45°

1

" .. I' II 66.1\1"1 ,. "'I'''! Syo'S,2ii6 
tional Purchases . .. 2 2 .. ::01 .... .. .. ... . • • .'.... . . . . • • . .. I • • 2 240 

~~~~t;,~:~el~ease;'; .: ~:2148:~041.J .~2Gi :.1?2,~~6 i'~ 1:~911 .. ~' J::lli .~: 4,~.79 i :£0 68::iO! 
S9rub Leases ., .. .. .. 1 .. 1 .. I . ,I •• 1 31 4,896[ " " I·"" ~ 4,896 
Impr",·ement Leases "!" ....I.. ..I .. '13 33;479\.. .. ..1., f;l 33,479 
Cr~wn Leases ,. . 'I 53 11:.,;;20 .141 28,01f. ,. r ,. i.. .. .. '.. ..... 67 43,585 
Homestead Farms., ,. --==-- ~~.~~I_:..:i __ '~I..:.:.I._···_I"":':'i_. _' :-1...:.:. _: '_ !....:.:.l_ .. _ ~ ~~,813 

. Total, , ,. 1,332 514,312) 86!278;.421 38J2,~50 26; 40,6321 5; 1;2U\12i31,72911,499 878,855 

··Includes 86associ:>ted Conditional L.".es, 197,I7~ a~res:-----'tlnclUd~;lConditioLal Pur"h;~,;-cL"""e8 
em bracing- 454 acreS. 
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Particulars of the number and area of new tenures obtained by conversion 
during each of the past ten years are shown below;- ' 

New Tenure Confirmed. 

I OOll(lltionaJ (;OD- I 
I Purchase I ditiOnal lind and Con. Home· Settle· / Home· Total 

1 
Associated ditional .tead mcnt Fs~~and,. Confirmations. 

e~~:~ Conditional 
30th Purchase.-

June. 

915 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

916 
917 
9is 
919 
920 
021 
922 
!J23 
924 
925 

I 
Conditiona.! IJurchase ~eiection. I~easc. , 

Lease.t Leal5e.· I 
~--'---;-:::-C::--;'I"No I Area- 1:;0 I ~rPilI ~r I ArcD -, No rArea-I·"N;-'o~I·--c~-re-C:a-+-' ""':r;7·o-.--cr- A7"r-'-'-' I -No I ~re. . " .. . ," , . . '. I acre •. I acre.. I I acre •. I ' "crel. ' 

1 9<i,~25 12. 2.265: 8 2,503 1 1,005 420,933, 54 
165,375 13 I 5,002i 11 1 4,507 2 1,216 547,347 I 46 

1,402 686,809 I 43 162,842/ 25 1583: i 12 I 2,641 12 
J ,S90 1863,461 I S7 213.849 12 4,27:':1 6 2,272 ". 
1,952 711,042, 64 ]57,021 32 !!:;,~!3! 1. 6,100 1 
1,659 511,315 j 96 217,835 30 6'09~1 7 1 3,178 3 
1,598 1501,861 i 78 174,756 34 11.074 2:3 i36,98C 3 
1,302 I 455.018 I 56 122,923 30 8,297 29 \ 39,371 23 
1,201 1393,649 43 115,42l 24 8,339. 27 46.973 15 
1,2 0 438,722 6R 169,383 38 110,7871 22 55;783\ 4 
1,3~2 514,312 86 278,421 38 12,5)0 26 40,632 5 

acn~s. I I acrel!. 
31 111 I 4,550 

600 6, 3,8tB 

3,:.~8 .. ~ i 1,~.~9 
, 283 I 3 I 1,602 

380 i 5 1 3,21l 
2,8941 1 I 151 

18,2381 8. 9,505 
4,298 12110.690 
5,923 4 2,862 
1,211112 31,729 

/

1,181 ~~~','607 
1,294 726,859 
J ,586 872,740 

,1,985 ' 1,083,854 
2,053 I 89G,261 
1,800 I 742,018 
l,n7 I 727,722 
l,449t: t653,801 
l,323t t5r,O,Og5 
1,396 'I 683,465 
1 ~99 J 878,852 

• IncJudin~ non-residential conditional purchases. t Including 1 bomestead farm converted to 
a settlement purchase of 449 acres in 1922. and 1 of 722 acres in 1923. 

The above table includes particulars of leases converted under the original 
(onditions on which they were granted as well as of leases granted under the 
~recial conversion privileges allowed by the Acts of 1909 and 1916. For 
instance, the right to convert conditional leases and conditional purchase 
leases into conditional purchases was granted when they were first introduced, 
as also was the right to convert scrub' and improvement leases under certain 
conditions int.o homestead selections. On the other hand, the Crown Lands 
Amendment Act of 1908 conferred on holders the right to convert homestead 
selections, settlement leases and non-residential conditional purchases into 
conditional purchases, while special leases were made convertible into any 
of a number of tenures with the consent of the Minister. 

In 1916 Crown leases and homestead farms which had been created as 
leases in 1912 were made convertible into conditional purchases. 

WESTERN LAND DIVISION. 

The lands of the W~stern Division, comprising 80,318,708 acres, or two
fifths of the area of the State, are for the most part sparsely settled, and 
occupation is somewhat precarious on account of the low and uncertain 
rainfall. 

The administration of these lands is regulated by the Western Lands Act, 
1901, and is controlled by three Commissioners, constituting "The Western 
Land Board of New South Wales," who, sitting in open Court, exercise all 
the ppwers conferred upon Local Land Boards by the Crown Lands Acts. 

, Subject to existing rights and extension of tenure granted under certain 
conditions, all forms of alienation (other than by auction) and lease prescribed 
by the Crown Lands Acts, ceased to operate within the Western Lands 
Division from 1st January, 1902. 

The registered holder of a homestead selection or grant, pastoral, home
stead, settlement, residential, special, artesian well, improvement, scrub, or 
inferior lands lease or occupation license of land in the Western Division, . 
mayappl)'" to bring his lease or license under the provisions of the Western 
Lands Acts of 1901 and 1905; in cases where application has not been 
made, such lea~e or license is treated as if the Acts had not been passed. • 
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Grown lands within this division are not available for lease uutil so noti
fied in t.he Gazette, but leases for special purposes may be granted upon 
certain conditions, and holders of areas which are considered too small to 
maintain a home or to make a livelihood may obtain an additional area 
under certain conditions as a lease. I~ands are gazetted as open for lease at 
a stated rental under specified conditions with respect to residence, transfer, 
mortgage, and sub-letting. 

All leases issued or brought under the provisions of the Western Landa 
Acts of 1901 and 1905, except special leases, expire on 30th June, 1943. 
Conditional leases, which number 81 and embrace 109,439 acreS, however, 
may be converted into conditional purchase before expiry. In cases where 
a withdrawal is made for the purpose of sale by auction or to" provide small 
holdings, the lease of the reminder may, as compensation, be extended for 
a term not exceeding six years. 

The rent on all leases brought under tlie provisions of the Act is deter
mined by the Commissioners for the unexpired portion. The minimum rent 
or license fee is 28. 6d. per square mile or part thereof; the maximum is 7 d. 
per sheep on the carrying capacity determined by the Commissioners. 

Holdings under the Western Lands Acts as at 30th June, 192~;were 
classified as follow :-

Class Of._H_o_ld_in_
g

_ .... ______ ~-I. t,~~ed. 
New'Leases issued under Western Lands Act:

Special Leases... ... ... ... .." 
Section 32f Western Lands Act Lealles (additional) 
Part VII, " .. ...... 
Preferential Occupation Licenses 
New Leases being Issued 

Leases under Crown Lands Act brought under 
Western Lands Act :

Pastoral Leases .. , 
SubdIvision Leases .. . 
Homesteaa Leases .. . 
Improvement J~eases .. , 
Scrub Leases ... . .. 
Inferior Lanas Leases 
Settlement Leases 
Artesian Well Leases ... 
Special Leases (Conversion) ... 
Occupation Liceuses ... ... ... . .. 
Homestead Selections and Homestead Grants 
Conditional Leases 

TotaL .. 

No. 
344 
292 
652 

15 
}8 

282 1 

67 
1,112 

HZ 
3 
2 
8 

31 I 
~~ I :H 
70 

: 

Area. 

acres. 
768,961 

2,805,058 
18,728,176 

282,788 
845,837 

33,1t30,574 
4,065,139 

10,308,904 
1,898,784 

17,431 
186,450 
40,050 

317,111 
8,891 

1,552,676 
24,765 

108,300 

Anriua.l 
ltental. 

£ 
.. 1,976 

2,598 
17,008 

224 
52;) 

114,424 
5,697 

27,204 
1,148 

31 
40 

130 
501 
177 
560 
155 
533 

In addition there were 2,031,282 acres of land alienated, orin COllI'se of 
a~ie!lation; 522,171 acres under temporary tenures with annual rentals 
amoimting·to £460; 1,528,667 acres of unoccupied land of low grade;~ 921~436 
acres of unalienated town lands, beds of rivers, commonages, etc., and189,259 
acres of land stillllnderthe Crown Lands Act, yielding annual rentals amount
ing to £990, completing a total of 80,318,708 acres of land in the Western 
Lands Division. . 
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PRICKLY PEAR LANDS. 

Public attention was first called in Parliament to the growth of prickly 
pear as a pest in 1882, and in 1885 it was stated that an area of 5,000 acres 
had become infested in the upper Hunter district. In 1886 a Prickly Pear 
DestrnctionAct was passed, and with some modification in 1901 this remained 
the law relating to the pest until 1924. The law, however, was not put 
into operation extensively, and the spread of the pest continued practically 
unchecked. In 1911 it was estimated that 2,000,000 acres of lan<1 were 
infested with pear, and at the end of 1924 the area so infested was stated to 
be 7,600,000 acres, the greater part of which, however, was lightly infested. 

At this juncture the law was completely revised and the Prickly Pear Act, 
1924, was designed to provide means for preventing the further spread of 
the pest and of eradicating it where possible. This Act (as amended in 1925) 
related to all lands infested by prickly pear and provided for the appointment 
of a Commissioner to administer its provisions. It was made an obligation 
for owners and occupiers of all lands within the State to keep uninfested 
land entirely free from prickly pear, and all owners and occupiers of freehold 
or leased lands already infested were required to make an annual return 
to the Commissioner, showing the area of their holdings upon which prickly 
pear is growing, together with information as to the steps being taken to 
deal with it. 

The Commissioner may delimit prickly pear zones and classify the .land 
within such zones into four grades, according to whether it is free from prickly 
pear, lightly infested, heavily infested or very heavily infested, and may 
issue instructions to land holders requiring them to take steps to clear their 
lands. Failure to comply with such a direction may be met by penalty, 
and, in addition, the Commissioner may have the land cleared at the expense 
of the owner. Upon the recommendation of the Commissioner, the Minister 
may give assistance to any owner in clearing his land in the form of an advance 
repayable over a term not exceeding twenty years; and by agreement with 
the holder, the terms and conditions of leases of any infested lands leased 
from the Crown may be varied in any manner approved by the Governor. 
Crown lands already infested may be leased under the Prickly Pear Act, 
under special conditions. . 

"'There allY private land is classified as very heavily infested, i.e:, 'as land 
of less value than the cost of freeing it from pear, the owner may divest 
himself thereof by surrendering it to the Crown, and in such case he is required 
to fence off the surrelldered portion and to maintain free of pear· a strip 
of land 10 feet wide within and around such surrendered portion. Crown 
lands classified as very heavily infested may be granted by the Minister to 
any: person who has freed them from pear. 

The Act establishes a Prickly Pear Destruction Fund by providing for 
five years from 1st January, 1925, an annual appropriation of £30,000 from 
Consolidated Revenue. This fund is under control of the Minister, to be 
applied by him for the administration of the Act. The Minister is empowered 
to make grants from this fund for the purpose of assisting councils, pastures 
protection boards, and the trustees of cemeteries, commons, or reserves to 
meet their obligatiollS under the Act. 

CLOSER SETTLEMENT. 

The circumstances leading to the adoption of what is known as the" Closer 
Settlement Policy" are described on. page 748. Further reference to the
subject may be found in previous Year Books. 

• 
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The Clo.ser Settlement Acts provide that the Minister fo.r Lands- may, with 
the sanctio.n o.f the Governor and the appro.val of Parliament, purchase 
private estates at a price appro.ved by Parliament. But any alienated estate 
whose unimproved value exceeds £20,000 may be compulso.rily resllmed fo.r 
closer settlement. 

Land co.mprised in any impro.vement or scrub lease, or sectio.n 18 lease, 
may also. be resumed Dr purchased under agreement for closer settlement 
upo.n the recommendation o.fthe Closer Settlement Advisory Bo.ard. To. 30th 
June, 1925, an area o.f 564,695 acres comprised in 6410.ng-term leases had 
been re-acquired in this way at a cost o.f £200,799, and had been disposed o.f 
in 605 farms consisting o.f homestead farms and Cro.wn leasesc under the 
Cro.wn Lands Conso.lidation Act. 

Within six mo.nths after the passing of an Act sanctioning the constructio.n 
o.f a line of railway, the governo.r may notify a.list o.f estates within 15 miles 
o.f the railway line; within six months o.f this notification the Governor 
may notify his intentio.n to. consider'the advisableness o.f acquiring fo.r purposes 
o.f clo.ser settlement land so notified, the pro.perty o.f one owner, and exceeding 
£10,000 in value. The area o.f land under no.tification at 3{)th June, 1925, 
was 3,104,197 acres, embrac~d in 195 estates. 

At any time after a pro.clamatio.n of intentio.n to. consider the advisable
ness o.f acquiring an estate, if an agreement be made that the land shall be 
subdivided for closer settlement by the owner, the power o.f resumption may be 
suspended fo.r a term not exceeding two years. Any sale Dr lease made under 
such agreement, and any subsequent sale, lease, Dr transfer made within five 
years o.f the original sale Dr lease, must be submitted to. the Minister, and if 
it be found that the o.wner has failed to fulfil the co.nditio.ns, the suSpensi{)1l of 
the po.wer of resumption shall cease. 

The total arya acquired under the ordinary pro.visions of the Clo.ser Settle
ment Acts, was 1,166,641 acres, at an aggregate purchase price o.f £4,619,709. 
This 'area originally co.nsisting o.f sixty-one estates,. was divided into. 2,492 
farms. Operatio.ns under the o.rdinary provisio.ns o.f the Closer Settlement 
Acts have practically ceased and are now confined mainly to pro.mo.tion 
pro.posals. i.e., cases where o.wners agree to. sell estates under closer 
settlement conditions. Particulars of the provisions o.f the earlier Closer 
Settlement Acts and details o.f the operatio.ns thereunder are given m 
previous Year Bo.oks. 

Closer Settlement Promotion. 

The prOVlSIOns o.f the Closer Settlement Acts of 1918 and 1919, which 
replace the Closer Settlement Promotion Act, 1910 (repealed), enable three 
or mo.re persons, or one o.r more discharged soldiers, each of who.m is qualified 
to ho.ld a settlement purchase, to negotiate with an owner of privarelands, 
and under certain co.nditions to enter into. agreements with him to purchase 
a specified area on.a,·freehold basis,.fo.r a price to. be set out in each. agreement. 
Any o.ne or mo.re discharged soldiers Dr sailo.rs may also enter into. agreements 
to. purchase on a present title basis from the holder a conditional purchase; 
a co.nditional purchase lease; a conditional purchase and conditional lease, 
including an inconvertible conditional lease; a homestead selectio.n; a home
stead farm; a settlement lease; a Crown lease, Dr any part o.f one or mo.re o.f 
such holdings, or an improvement or scrub lease, not substantially more 
than sufficient for the maintenance of a ho.me. 
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Upon approval by the Minister, the vendor, in the case of private land, 
surrenders the area to the Crown, and the purchaser acquires it as a settle
ment purchase. In the case of land acquired on present title basis, the 
vendor transfers it to the purchaser. The vendor is paid by the Crown, 
either in cash or in Closer Settlement Debentures, and the freehold value of 
the land, inclusive of improvements thereon, purchased for anyone person 
must/not exceed £3,OCO, except in special cases where the improvements 
warrant it, when the f!eehold value may be up to £3,500; if the land is 
found suitable for grazing only, the freehold value may be up to £4,000. 

Each farm is worked independently, the co-operation of the applicants 
ceasing with the allotment of an area. Each applicant has to pay a deposit 
of 61 per cent. of the Crown valuation of the farm granted to him, except 
discharged soldiers or sailors, who are not required to pay any deposit. Re
payments of the balance of the purchase money to the Crown are subject 
to the regulations in force at the date of commencement of title. At pre
sent the regulations provide for repayment at the rate of 6! per cent, per 
annum of the capital value of the farm, where the purchase money is paid 
in cash; this includes interest at the rate of 5i per cent. on the outstanding 
balance, the whole indebtness being discharged in thirty-two years, where 
the initial deposit is paid. If the land is paid for by debentures, the deposit 
and annual instalments to be paid by applicants are It per cent. in advance 
of the rate of interest paid by the Crown in conncction with the debentures, 
and the interest to be paid on the unpaid balance of purchase money is ! per 
cent. in advance of the rate of interest paid by the Crown as aforesaid. 

Postponement of the payment of instalments and of interest for a period 
may be sanctioned in special circumstances, and holders of farms may obtain 
advances from the Rural Bank Commissioners on account of improvements 
effected. 

From the commencement of the Closer Settlement Promotion Act in 
September, 1910, till 30th June, 1925, promotion proposals were received 
in rel)pect of 7,524 farms of a total area of 3,906,99" acres, the amount 
involved being £17,947,449, but many of these proposals were either with
drawn or refused. The total number of promotion proposals under the 
Closer Settlement Acts allotted and finally dealt with for which payment had 
been made by the Government Savings Bank and from the Closer Settlement 
Fund as at 30th Jnne, 1925, were 3,731 farms, representing 1,774,920 acres, 
in respect of which a sum of £8,254,009 had been advanced; of this number 
1,149 farms, embracing an area of 471,104 acres at a cost of £2,439,230, were 
paid for by the Government Savings Bank, and payment was .made from the 
Closer Settlement Fund in respect of the balance. 

In aU (exclusive of irrigation projects) 1,844 estates and leases had been 
acquired by the Government for purposes of closer settlement of civilians and 
returned soldiers. These estates embraced 3,8] 9,376 acres, for which the 
purchase price was £]3,795,192, and there were added] 04,326 acres of adjacent 
Crown lands. The total number of farms made available was 7,736. 

Sl/mmary of Closer Settlement Operations. 

The following table provides a summary of the various closer settlement 
opera~il)ns, including lands acquired and administered under. the Closer 
Settlement and Returned Soldiers' Settlement Acts, lands acquired by 
exeCllf,IYt}. authority and by virtue of section 197 of the Crown Lands Act, 

• 
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and administered by the Closer Settlement Board, but omitting 10llg-term 
leases acquired under Closer Settlement Act No. 74 and disposed of under 
the Crown Lands Act. 

I Area. I 
I i Price paid 

}"arms made .,tallilble. 

Mode of 
Acquisition. 

Estates . I 'I for 1 ' 

ACqUiredl ACqUired.] Agl~~~nt I AL~~:t.ed No 'I Area. Ii Value. 
r Land •• I 

---'-'-. -.-.----.---,------';------ --------- ~---_'_---c_.;..~~-. 

Direct Purchase' ... . .. 1 
Crown Lands Act (s. 197) tl 
Closer Settlement Act---

].lroffi'ltion Pr.ovi~ions .. . 
Ordinary Provisions ... ! 

No. 
27 
23 

1,669 
61 

Anres. i 
266,917 : 

(6,203 ! 

1.774,920 ! 
1;166,6U ! 

Acre •. 46~'S871 173 
374 254,268 

... 8,254.009 I 
103,779 

Acres. 
505 .266,015 
40S 45,5Q4 

8,731 1,774,9110 
2,492 1,239,752 

£. 
50~,6~O 
S24,Q42 

8,254,009 
4,677,535 

Total 

4,619;70J I 
1,780 1 3,254,681 I 

; 

104,326 13,594,363 I 
·'---1----
.. I 7,131 13,326,28,1 \13.761,146 

. , 

*Includi!!~ 19,646 acres of improvement lease, and 160,028 of ecrub lease acquired at nominal' value. 
t Including onc estate o~ 21,309 acres, ~urrendered at nominal value for retarned 801dier~. 

The difference between the area acquired (with adjacent Crown lands 
added) and the area of farms made available was 32,726 acres, absorbed in 
reserves, roads, school and village sites. The number of estates acquired 
under the proinotion provisions of the Closer Settlement Act is comparatively 
large, because 952 individual holrlings, besides holdings containing' only a 
few farms, were acquired mainly for soldier settlers. 

So far as can be ascertained, the lands covered by the above table wen 
disposed of as follows at 30th June, 1925 :-

Manner (if Di~posai. 

I Farms Occupied. 

I~I Area. I 
s"t.tlement Purchases-In existence '" 

Alien .. ted (deeds issued)·-Farms 

\ acres. I 
... ' 5,555 2,674,217 

Small portions :::! 
Converted into Homestead Farms... ... ...' 

Soldiers' Group Purchases Confirmed*"'... ... ...' 
Sold by auction and tender ... 1 

. Provisionally Allotted "'1 
under Cultural System"t .. , 

Seven Estates disposed of under Crown Lands andl 
Retumetl Soldiers' Settlement Acts ... .." 

21 8,820 

43 
793 
36 

365 
154 

46 

1,!}34 
23,543 I 

390,396 I 
90tl 

32,200t l 
7,700i 

186,151'1 

Capft .. l 
V"lue. 

£ 
11,667,485 

§ 
§ 
102,929 

1;833,899 
§ 
§ 
§ 

'§ 

Tot,al di~poscd of and in occupation 

Balance 

\----
'''I--~~ 3,324,65~\'J §, 

I U8 31,356 [ 

* Including settlement purchases occupied .by returned soldiers, ~nd innluding a small Area tempor:U-ily 
nnder permis..,i\"e occupancr. t Orcllard blocks in course of development. t Partly estimated. 
§ Not 3Y3ilable. ...* As revisoed to meet legal requirements. 

Of the b,tlance of lands not in oceupation at 30th June, ] 925, an area of 
]9,340 acres of settlement purchases and 1,056 acres of soldier's group settle
ment pureh'lses were available for application, the remainder beiTlg lands 
used for administrative purposes or forfeited lands being prepared: fQr re
aJotment. 
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The number and area of Soldiers' Group Purch3'Ses confirmed is considerab;y 
less .than that shown last year, as the non-compliance with technical legal 
requirements necessitated re-classification. 

In addition to the lands shown in the foregoing tables., 64 improvement, 
scrubJ.and 18th section leases were resumed by the Crown upon the reCOID
m~endation of the Closer Settlement Advisory Board. These embraced an 
area of 564,695 acres, for which a sum of £200,799 was paid as compensation, 
and they were Bubdivided into 605 farms anda;Botted as Crown lease,::; and 
homestead farms under the Cro'Vn Lands Act. 

The balance of purchase money in respect of the above farms. under the 
Closer Settlement Acts, omitting group soldier settlements, as at 30th 
November, 1922, including deferred and postponed instalments and adjusting 
interest, amounted to £10,233,173, and it was estimated that the balance 
of assets over liabilities was £889,705. Arrears .of instalments at the same 
date were £349,043, and at 30th June, ]925, £957;058. 

Other Closer ,sEttlement Operations. 

'fhe Rural Bank in April, 1923, issued particulars of a scheme of advances 
to facilitate subdivision of private estates, and the filst Rural Bank loan of 
£1,000,000 at ,st per cent. was raiRed locally for the purpose. The sch"me is 
that the Bank is prepared, after inspection, to issue certificates .as to the 
amount it is willing to advance to purchasers of land under subdivisional 
plans approved by the Land Settlement Board and the Bank. Interest is 
eharged at the rate of 6! per cent., and the maximum advance is £3,000, or 
two-thirds of the Bank's valuatiOli of the property, whichevt'T is th~ less. In 
the case of properties not fully improved the advance may be as great as 
80 pel' cent. of the Bank's valuation, subject to specified jcnp··:-vements being 
earried out at the purchaser's expense. 

By30th June, 1925, Rural Bank certificates had been iSimed in connection 
with the. proposed subdivision of ninety estates into 455 farms, containing 
in all 352,610 acres, valued at £1,494,27,). The amount of loans covered bv 
the certificatos was £] ,07'5,39). In all 203 estatf's, comprising 899,000 acre~, 
had been submitted under the scbcnile; of these 173, containing 819,590 acres 
had been inspected or recommt'nded for inspection. Altogether 255 farms 
covering 190,236 acres, had been selected nnder the scheme. The average 
area of farms in the proposed subdivisions was 775 acres; the average value 
:£3,284, and the average amount of the loan certificate £2,363. 

R.ecords were also kept of subdivisions undertaken without the assistance 
of the Rural Bank. During 1923~-24 and 1924-25 an area of 916,547 acres, 
contained in 109 estates, had been subdivided into 1,150 farms, of which 
S'90, containing 748,625 acres, had been sold, the approximate purchase 
price being £3,400,700. The average area of these farms was 796 acres, and 
the average price per farm £3,820. 

Besides tnBse, the owners of large estates within 15 miles of the railways 
being constructed in New South Wales by the Victorian Government, were 
approached by the Land Settlement Board, with the result that 394 farms 
were made available by subdivision, and of these 147, covering 314,625 acres, 
had been taken up at 30t.h June, 1925. These includ,~d 110 mixed farms, 
embracing 140,618 acres, the balance being for grazing . 

... In ltddition, thirteen holdings, containing in all 207,798 acres, more than 
H, miles from the proposed railway lines, were subdivided for :grazing 
purpose;;. 
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SETTLEMENT OJi' RETFRl\ED SOT,DIERS. 

To 30th June, 1925, farms had been allotted to 9,098 returned soldiers, 
and there remained 6,963 returned soldier settlers on an area of 8,081,070 acres, 
including 3,936,898 acres in the Western Division. The total expenditure 
was £17,384,539, of which £9,826,203 was advanced on loan to the State 
Government by the Commonwealth, and £7,568,336 was expended from 
State funds. The headings of expenditure were :~ 

Resumption of holdings for settlement 
Advances to settlers 
Development of group settlements 
Railways ... 
Irrigation works 

Total 

£ 
7,886,313 
5,034,394 
1,222,284 
1,654,lO2 
1,587,446 

17,384,539 

Under the Returned Soldiers' Settlement Acts, special provision is madQ 
for the settlement of discharged soldiers on Crown lands, including the 
Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area"" and on lands acquired under the Closer 
Settlement Acts and otherwise. 

Land has been made available principally under the following tenures :-

1. Homestead Farm.-Lease in perpetuity. 
2. Crown Lease.-Lease for 45 years. 
3. Returned Soldiers' Special Holding.--Purchase or lease. 
4. Suburban Holding.-Lease in perpetuity. 
5. Irrigation Farm.-Purchase or lease in perpetuity. 

6. Group purchase. 
7. Settlement purchase. 

Provision also exists in the Closer Settlement Acts under which one or 
more discharged soldiers may purchase privately-owned land upon terms 
approved by the Minister for Lands, the Crown providing the whole of the· 
purchase money. Transactions of this nature tire permitted only in cases 
in which additional settlement is provided. The Minister has discretionary 
power to refuse any such proposal. 

The maximum value of land and improvements which may be so pur
chased by any individual is £3,000; in special cases, however, this may bf) 
increased to £3,500 or £4,000 for purely grazing areas. 

An advance not exceeding £625 may be made available for each soldier 
settler, but it must be used only for the general improvement of the land, 
purchase of implements, stoek, seed, and other necessaries, or in the erection 
of buildings. The total amount advaneed by the Department of Lands 
under the Returned Soldiers' Settlement Act to 30th June, 1925, was 
£2,970,172, and of this sum £697,155 had heen repaid, while interest amounting 
to £230,133 had been paid. 
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Terms of repayment are usually a,; follows ;-

House and other Permanent Improvements.-By payments overtwenty< 
five years, interest only being charged during first five years. 

Stock and Implements.--Six yearR, interest only being charged during 
first year. 

Seeds, Plants, etc.-One year. 

From April, 1923, a scheme of consolidating advances was introduced, and 
the terms upon which loans were granted were liberalised, being usually 
extended to twenty-five years on the security of a mortgage over the holding 

Interest as fixed under the Acts may not exceed 3t per cent. for the first 
year and 4 per cent. for the second year, and it increases progressively by 
not more than t per cent. for each subsequent year, the maximum rate at 
present being 6t per cent. 

If the circumstances so warrant, a returned soldier settler approved by the 
Department of Lands may obtain an allowance for sustenance from the 
Department of Repatriation for a period not exceeding six months, the 
rates being;-

For a Single Man.-£l per we~k inclusive of pension. 
Marrierl Man.-£1 lOs. per week, plus 28. 6d. for each child (up to 4) 

under 16 years of age (inclusive of pell':lion). . 

The amount of such gifts to settlers in New South Wales for sustenance 
and other expenses to 30th .Tune, 192,1, was £136,446. 

Subject to such conditions as to security and terms of repayment as the 
Commission may think fit to impose, soldier settlers on the Murrumbidgee 
and Curlwaa Irrigation Areas may obtain an advance, or have payment of 
·rent and water rates suspended. The expenditure by the Irrigation Com
mission on returned soldiers' settlement during 1924-25 was £242,067, making 
a total of £3,903,778 to 30th .Tune, 1925. Repayments and colh'ctions to 
the same date amounted to £344,802. 

The following table affords a summary of the nnmber, area., and cost of 
private estates acquired for soldiers' settlement to 30th June, 1925 ;-

----------.,-----.......,.----------

I Estates. I I 
Purchase II Fn1aadrm.s 

Area. Money. ,available. 
I 

---------------------!----'----'-------

Class of Acquisition. 

No. 
Promotion Provisions Closer Settlement Acts* ... 1 1,446 

acres. 
1,192,623 

381,505 
46,203 

£ 
5,3(6,178 
1,753,941 

253,918 

No. 
2,379 

756 
403 

Group Settlement-·Closer Settlement Acts ... 1 25 
Section 197, Crown Lands Actt... . .. 1 23 

Direct Purchase under authority ofi 
Executive Councilt "'1 __ 2~_~6,917 466,387 ~~ 

Total ... .. t 1,521 1,887,248 7,820,424 4,043 

, Includes 952 single farms. t. Includes 179.674 acres long term leases at nominal value. 
t Includes one estate surrendered at nominal value. practically as a gift. 

IRRIGATION AREAS. 

The principal irrig'ltion scheme is on the Murrumbidgee River. It covers 
an area of 359,000 acres, of which 301,000 acres were formerly freehold 
and leasehold land. On 30th June, 1925, irrigated farms of a total area of 

i 
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112,480 acres were held in 1,991 farms and, in addition, 135,325 acres were 
leased for long terms as dry areas pending development. In addition there 
were 14,177 acres of irrigable and non-irrigable land held as factory and 
business sites and industrial blocks; 6,717 acres held by settlers under per
missive occupancy, with a view to taking up as perpetual lease, and 208 acres 
held as town land leases. The total area occupied by settlement was thus 
268,907 acres. 

The disposal of Crown lands within irrigation areas is regulated by the 
Crown Lands Consolidation Act, 1913, the Irrigation Act, 1912, and the 
Irrigation Holdings (Freehold) Act, 1924. These areas are administered 
by the Watflr Conservation and Irrigation Commission. A special land board, 
with the powers and duties of a Local Land Board, has been appointed in 
connection with certain provisions of the Crown Land Acts relating to 
lands within an irrigation area; the lands are classified as town, irrigable, 
and dry or non-irrigable lands. A person (except a married woman not 
separated from her husband by judicial decree) Hi years or over, if a 
male, or 18 years or over, if a female, or two or more such persons, may 
apply for an irrigation farm or block. An alien is not debarred; but he must 
become naturalised within three years under penalty of forfeiture. 

In terms of the Act of 1924 the normal title to holdings within irrigation 
areas is perpetual lease, subject to perpetual payment of rent, performance 
of re.sidence and the making of certain improvemE'nts. Conversion into free
hold is permitted in the manner described on the next page. The rent is 
at the rate of 2t per cent. of the capital value-minimum for town blocks, £1 
per annum. At the expiration of five years after the granting of the applica
tion, a grant of the farm or block will be issued to the holder, provided that 
the required conditions have been observed. The holding may be protected 
against sale for debt in certain circumstances. Non-irrigable leases may be 
issued for any term approved by the Minister, and it is also provided that 
lands may be set aside for purchase, or that any existing lease may be con
verted into a purchase by application and the payment of instalments extend
ing over thirty-seven years. 

In respect of town land blocks, the conditions of residence are not imposed, 
but no person may hold more than three adjoining blocks for residence, or 
four adjoining blocks for business purposes. 

Irrigation settlements have been establishfld also at Hay and at Curlwaa, 
near Wentworth. These were, in 1913, placed under the control of the 
Water Conservation and Irrigation Commission. The tenure under which 
farms are held in these two areas is leasehold, ranging from three to thirty 
years' duration, and the policy adopted by the Commissioners has been to 
extend the tenures, subject to such conditions and reappraisement of rent 
as they may decide. 

The Hay Irrigation Area consists of an area of 4,500 acres; and at 30th 
June, 1925, 1,035 acres were held by sixty-five settlers in 1,088 irrigation 
blocks, ranging from 3 up to 34 acres· with ~ leasehold tenure of thirty years, 
while 2,876 acres were leased as fifty-one non-irrigated blocks for short terms 
up to five years. The Curlwaa Area comprises 10,550 acres; and at 30th 
June, 1925, an area of 1,883 acres was under occupation with a leaeehold 
tenure of thirty years. In addition, 7,545 acres were leased for short terms, 
165 acres of irrigated land and 84 acres of dry area WIJre v(1(jant. Roaas, 
channels. and reserves occupied 873 acres. 
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The following table shows t,hc number and area of farms in occupation 
on each of the irrigation areas at 30th June in each of the past five years :-

1
---1fur'~~bidgee. ---- --I--H~--\ Curlwaa. 

Year onder! 30th Junc. Farms. )-:ro:,VllBI()(i1{S:--I ___ J!'arms'--'--_I--Farm-s.--
. ___ -' No. J Acres. : No. ' Acres. r No. I Acres. No. 1 Acrejl.w 

1921 '- '''I-i.:~61175,974-r54.I. 1--136------O!fT ;';,7:37 -----ro6\ 8,393 
Hl22 ... 1,71'1 108,240 I 7:l2 i 175 ,,70 3,737 120 9,531 
1923 ... \ 2,0(14\', 119,610 8:19\ 204 65* 3,733t 123, 9,531t 
1924 ." 2,061 116,000 879 222 71 3,911 124 'I 9,529 
1925 ... 1,991 ~ 112,48·1 835 I 208 71 3,911 I 119 9.428 

* Reduction in nUlllber of lessees is due to group sett.lers transferring to individuals. 
t Balance of area not occupied as farms, comprises roads, channels, and other reserves, including 

permissive occupancy. 

Further information concerning the irrigation schemes of the State will 
be found in chapter "Water Conservation and Irrigation" of this Year 
Book. 

Tenures in Irrigation Areas. 
The Irrigation Holdings (Freehold) Act, which came into force on 23rd 

December, 1924, was applied to all lands within any irrigation area of the 
State. It created three classes of leases, viz., irrigation farm lease, town 
lands lease, and non-irrigable lease. These are perpetual leases, subject to 
the fulfilment of certain conditions, such as residence and the making of 
improvements, but it is also provided that, non-irrigable leases may be granted 
for such term as mav be determined bv the Minister. The term of residence 
must commence within six months of the granting of a lease, and must con-, 
tinue until the Irrigation Commission certifies that improvements have been 
performed as required by the notification which made the lands available. 
The freehold. of any of these leases may be acquired by purchase upon applica
tion accompanied by the. prescribed fees and deposits and the payment o£ 
the balance in seventy-three half-yearly instalments. Such purchases, how
ever, are subject to the covenant that dairying lands and horticultural lands 
will be used for their reRpectiv(l purposes, to the reservation of all minerals 
in the land, and conditions securing upon the land. all rates and charges for 
water, as provided by the Irrigation Act. 

LAND RESUMPTIONS AND ApPROPRIATIONS. 

Alienated land required by the State may be obtained by resumption, 
]Jurehase, exchange, surrender, or gift. Resumptions are made under the 
Public Works, Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition, and I,ocal Govern
ments Acts, and except. when made for purposes of Public. Instruction or 
Railways they arc treated by the Valuer-General. Resumptions for Federal 
purposes are made under the Commonwealt.h Lands Acquisition Act, 
1906-16, Lands Acquisition (Defence) Act, 1918, and War Service Homes 
Act, 1918-20. Any Crown lands may be appropriated for public purposes. 

',rhe following stat.ement shows the area of resumptions and appropriations 
and of the principal purchases which were made during the past five years. 
Purchases of land for hospitals and other semi-public purposes are not 
included. 

Year ended Resumptions Crown Lands Gifts. Total. ~Oth June, and Purchases. Appropriated. 

a. r, p. a. 1'. p. a r. p. a. r. p. 
1921 8,60:' 0 28 I 40 :l 25 8,646 0 13 
1922 4,346 1 9 2,236 0 26 9 :3 17 6,592 1 12 
1923 28.354 1 12 10,641' 2 ]5 13 0 17 39,016 0 4 
1924 1;538 0 23 477 0 31 10 0 11 2,025 I 25 
1925 2,640 :3 20 ~,O()2 " 10 7 2 (l 1),710 3 30 

• Not available. 

J 



LAND LEGISLATION AND . SETTLEMENT. SI5 

The purposes of resumptions, appropriations, and purchases during 1923-24 
were:- Area. Area. 

a. r. p. a. r. p. 
Artesian Bore 10 2 8 Sewerage 629 0 5 
Bridge 6 3 32 Shire Quarry or Gravel 
Defence J5 2 I Reserye 57 1 24 
Harbour Improvements ... 256 1 6 State Forest Plantation I 0 0 
Hospital ... 0 3 24 State Hospitals and 
11 unicipal Streets Depots, Asylums 8 232 

etc. 15 1 13 Storm Water Channels 
Police Stations 3 1 38 and Drainage .. 5 024 
Postal 6 3 17 WaterStorage and River 
Public Parks and Recre~: Dam 1 2 16 

tion Reserves .. 8 o 16 Water Supply ... 345 2 I 
Public School Sites 458 I 23 'Vharf Improvements 5 2 38 
Railways and Tramwa~~ 3,:293 3 4 ------
River Improvements .. , 44 1 33 Total ... 5,710 3 29 
Sanitary Oepots .. , 1;1 o 31 -----_. 
Savings Bank 1 1 25 

Land resumptions, purchases, and gifts 111 quinquennial groups from the 
year 1900 inclusive, were as follow :-

Year. 
Resumptions, 

Appropria1iions, and Gifts. Total. 
Purchases. 

a. r. p. a. r. p. a. r. p. 
1900-04 8,876 1 37 833 3 23 9,710 1 20 
1905-09 105.848 3 8 439 1 27 106,288 o 35 
1910-14 282,008 3 17 117 010 282,125 3 27 
1915-19 64,194 o 35 f'1 0 35 64,275 1 30 
1920-24 84,046 1 6 91 I 32 84,137 2 38 

1925 5,703 1 29 7 2 0 5,710 3 29 

-------

The total area of land dealt. with in this way between 1890 and June, 1924 
was approximately 557,000 acres, including about 279,500 acres for water 
conservation and irrigation projects, 52,000 acres for defence, 48,000 acres 
for railways and tramways, 31,000 acres for town water supplies, and 89,000 
acres for closer ~ettlement. 

Dedication of Land. 

The area and the purposes for which land was dedicated during 1924-25 
wel'e as follows :-

Purpose. 

! 

Agricultural Colleges ... 1 

Ambulance Stations '''1 
Asylum Site ... . .. : 
Electric Ligh t Station ... ! 
Fire Brigade Station Sites ... 1 

General Cemeteries.. ...\ 
Literary Institute Sites .. . 
Mechanics' Institute Site .. . 
Mental Hospitals 
Permanent Common 
Preservation of 

Supply ... 
Public lhc J,; ... 
Public Recreation 

Water 

Area. 

a. r. p. 
58 2 5 
0111 

12 2 12 
012 
o 1 31i 

80 2 3* 
1 0 6 
010 

79 3 35 
222 0 0 

1,499 
1 

44 

0271 
3 7t 
3 361 

Purpose. Area. 

a. r. p. 
Public Recreation and 

Access ... 0 6i 
Public Recreation and Show 

Ground .. 11 2 0 
Public Roads... 304 2 141;-
Public Schools 87 2 24 
School of Arts 0 1 10 
Shire Council Chamber Site\ 0 1 4~ 
Show Grounds ... ... 13 2 9 
Town Halls... ... . .. \ 0 0 371 
War Memorial ... ... 0 0 21 

Total "'1 2,3701-5-
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REVENUE F1WM PUBLIC LA.NDS, 1921-25. 
The following statement shows thtl revenue received from public lands 

during the years ended 30th June, 1921, to 1925, also the revenue per 
capita :-

Head of Revenue. 1920-21. 1921-22. 1922-23. 1923-24. I 1924-23. 

------------7-, ----;-1 ----i---

I £ 1 £ Auction and Special Sale~ ... 1 58,595 43,550 

Couditional Purcha~es ... . .. 1 I, 191, 16611'~99'465 

Pastoral Occupation ... 1 541,419 003,200 

Mining Occupation ... 158,313 I 156,574 
I 

£ 
69,9.96 

965,938 

510,192 

168,290 

£ 
92,341 

909,563 

539,632 

185,567 

£ 
90,714 

952,936 

568,4.04 

210,181 

*Miscellaneous Land Receipts ... 1 249,165 249,649 236,664 243,514 267,184 

Gross Revenue £ ,2,198,658 2,052,43811,950,380 1,970,617-
j 

2,089,:09 

Refunds ... £ __ 47,19~ __ 43,6181 ___ 36,147. _40,911 ! __ 43,25~ 

Net Revenue £ 2,151,465 2,008,82011,914,'233 1,929,706 2,046,168 

Auction and Special Sales 

Conditionall'urchases ... 

REVENUE PER CAPITA. 

£ s. d. I £ s. d.! £ s. d. ° 0 7 G ° 5 I 0.0 8 

o 11 5 o 10 4 o 8 11 

£ s. d. 
o 0 10 

086 

Pastoral Occupation ° 5 2 0 4 9 0 4 8 0 4 II! 0 5 0 

Mining Occupation ... ..1 0 6 0 5 1 0 6 0 1 8 I 0 1 10 

Miscellaneous Land Receipts ... 1 ° 2 4 0 2 41 0 !! '2 0 2 21 0 2 4 
Gross Re\enue £1-I--1-0-0l9-3-101711-0 17 10r-l)l86 

Refunds .. . £ I 0 0 5 0 0 5 i 0 0 4 0 0 4 I 0 0 4 

Net Revenue £r~-7 -o-iSiOl-Ol77 -0l761-0l82 
* Including' half Forestry Re\'cnue paid into Consolidated Reyenue uuder Section 13 

of Forestr~· Act 1916. 



INDEX. 

Aba,~toir~, 55:), 66!) 
Aboriginals, 147,400 
Absentee Incomes, 247 

Taxpayers, 246,~48, 25,1l, 
Accidents, Deaths, 197 

Factory, 716 
Mines, 529 
Railway atl(ll'r!\,m\V~y, H 7 
Traffic, 121 

Admiralty Juris~ction, 4;77 
Adoption of Children, 31\2 
Advances '!Iy ~anks, 201), 2H 

for Homes, 21'Z; 413, 415 
to Settlers,. 21'Z, 'Z72, 'Iili 

Agents, Farm Produce, 641), 6112 
Ages at Death,160 

at Marriage, 153 
of Populatiol\, 145 
of School Childr\ln, 21)5 

Agricultural Bnre(tu, lUll 
College, Hltwl,!;elilbury, 313, 569, 614 
J<~ducation, 312, 1113 
" Gazette" 612 
Research, 614 

Agriculture, 597 
Barley, 641 
DepartD;len~ of, 611 
Employment in, 60,&, \>\)1, 771 
Ensilage, 647 
Fallowing, !)21 
Fruit,643, !l48 
Green Fodder, 642 
Hay,642 . 
Holdings, 6QO. 749 
Land, Area" 598, '762-77,0 
MachiJ,l\lry, 6,07 
Maize, 637 
Oats, 639 
Orchards, 643 
Potatoes, 642 
Prices, 606;630, 671, 674 
Rye, 642 
Sugar-caJ,le, 642 
'l;obacoo, 642 
Value of Production, 604; 732 
Vineyards, 642, 64;3 
Wheat, 616 

Air Defence, 52 
Alcohol, Consum,ptipn, 423 
Alienation of Crown Lands, 778, 780 
Aliens, 147 
Altitude of certain towns, 17, Ill, 20 
Alunite, 527 . 
Ambulances, 400 
Amusements, 417 
Anchorages, 76 
Animals, 531 

Noxious, 560 
Antimony, 523 
Anzac l\Iemorial ~ursaty Fund, 310 
Apiculture, 58;1, " . 
APlleals, Law, 485 

ll06G9-e 

---
Appendicitis, 192 
Apprenticeship, 313, 395, 710 
Arbitration, Industrial, 701, 7(15 
Architects, 412 
Area Australian States, 2 

New South Wales, 2, 777 
Arrivals and Deparh~ref\, 130 
Art Gallery, National, 328 
Artesian 130:rc~; 659 ' 
Assurance, Life, 229,231 
Asylums, State, 3\)9 ' 
Attorney-General, 36, 488 
Auditor-General, 41 
Australian Meat. Council, 5iH 
Aust.ralian Notes, 199, 20~ 
AviatioJ;l, 119 
Awards, lndustria.I, 'Z\:l5 
B.A.W.R.A.,542 
Baby Health Centres, 164;, 39.2 
Baron, 581, 582 

Consumption, 583, 663" ti6" 
Exports, 583 
Pricea, 586, 665, 676 

Bananas, 648 
Bankruptc,Y, 24;0, 4740 
Banl\s, 205, 210 

Advl,tnces, 209, 212 
Assets and LilltbilWIlS, !l9S. 
Capitl\' .and, :f'rofit, 207 
Com.l1lonwea,lth, 1lank, 2()5. 
:QepO,IIi.s, 2l1, 213" 220 
Exchange Rates, 211>, 216. 

Settlemeut, 214 
Interest Rates, 215, 219 
N,ote..'1, 19Q, 2,02, 203 

. ~esjlrvell> 211 . . 
Rural Ban\t. 207,217,7:72, 7!,1.l 
Savings, 216, 414, 415 

Barley, 641 
Barnardo Homes, 135 
Barristers, 492 
Bee-fa.rming, 584 
Beef, 455, 664 

, Oonsum.ption, 6v3, (}64 
Export Trade, 550, 551i 
Prices, 665, 674, 676 

Beer, 458 
Consumption, 423 

Betting Ta,xes, 250, 254, 418 
Bills of Exchange, 215 

of 8ale, 242 
Treasury, 271,273, 276. 2~ 

Birthplaces of Pqpulation, 145 
Prisoners, 505 

Birthe, 154 ' 
Notificat.ion,391 
Rates, 154, 156 

Biscuit Factories, 456 
Bismuth, 523 
Blindness, 300 
Board of Fire Commissioners, 3~ 
Board of Health, 377; 661 -, 
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Board of Trade-Oommonwealth, 53 
State, 484, 703, 710, 722 

Boards and Trusts, 40 
Land Boards 483, 777 
Rural Industries Board, 774 
Tariff Board 53, 

Bookmakers' 'fax, 255 
Boot and Shoe Factorieg, 460 
Bores, Artesian, 659 
Botn.nic Gardens, 416 
Boundaries, 1 
Bounties on .Manufactured Products, 526 
Bounty on 1i'ruit,646 . 
Brandg, Stock, 563 
Bree,d Consumption, 663, 667 

Prices, 667, 676 
Weight of loaf, 662 

.Breadwinners, 246, 691 
BrelYeries, 458 

Licenses, 419, 422 
Brickworks, 451 
Bridges, 371, 375 

Sydney Harbour, a3, 79, 107 
Bright's Disease, 193 
Broken Hi~ll\Iines, 518 
Bronchitis, 190 
Bronze Ourrency, 199 
Building, Cost, of, 677 
Building Societies, 222, 225 

Stone, 528 
Buildings, New. 412, 413 
Bulk Handling of Grain, 627 
Bullion-Imports and Exports, 57 
Burrinjuck Dam, 9, 651 
Bursaries, 307,308, 309 
Bush Nursing Association, 380, 392, 400 
Business Licenses (Mining), 507 
Butter, Consumption, 582, 663, 669 

Exports, 577, 578 
Factories, 45~, 572 
Grading, 567 
Imported by Great Britain, 579 
Prices, 579, 583, 586, 674. 676 . 
Production, 572, 576, 761 

Cable ServiceE1, 123 
Ca,dets, Militarv, 51 
Camels, 548 • 
Cancer, 185 
Candle Factories, 4.50 
Capital Cities, Australian, Population, !42 
Capital invested in Factories, 429, 430, 

436 
Capital Punishment, ,195 
Cattle, 531, 543, 569 

Bre'3ds,545 
lnterstate Movement, 546 
rrices, 549 
Slaughtering, 546, 551, 552, 666 

/jd,ves, Limestone, 5 
Censorship of Films, 418 
Cen.~us Enumerations, 127, 691 

of FruitTrees, 649 
Chambers of Commerce, 69 
Charges, Port, 84 
Charities, 378, 399 
Cheese Consumption, 583, 663, 6G!): 

Prices, 676 
Production, 572, 580 

Childbirth, Deaths, 194 

Children, Ages, 2B5 
Courts, 391, 396,'478 
Deaf. Dumb, Blind, 300, 305 
Deaths, 161, 163, 172 
Defect.ive, 300, 397, 399 
Delinquent, 300, 396 ' 
Deserted, 390, 396 
Employment, 390, 398, 447, 710 
Feeble-minded, 300, 397 
Homes, 394 
Neglected, 391, 396 
Reformatories, 300 
State Wards, 390, 393, 394 
Welfare,390 . 

Chinese Restriction, 24, 131 
Chromite, 522 
Church Adherents, 428 

Schools, 296, 304 
Cigarettes and Cigars, Consumption, 426 

Manufacture, 45(J 
Cirrhosis of the Liver, 193 
Cities, 143, 334 
Citrus Crops, 645 
Climate, 11 
Clinics, Baby, 165,392 

University, 322 
Venereal Diseases, 387 

Closer Settlement, 806 
Cloth Factories, 459 
Clothing, Cost 687 
Coal,523 

Consumpt.ion, 441, 525 
Exports, 525 
Intermittency in Mining, 696 
Miners, 510 

Wages, 726 
Prices, 511, 525, 674 
Production, 525 
State Mine, 524 
Tribunal, 706 

Coastal Division, 17, 762 
Coastline, 3 
Coffee Consumption, 663, 671 

Prices, 676 
Cuina.ge, 200 
Coke, 441, 462, 524 
Cold Storage Works, 663 
Commerce, 53 

Chambers 69 
Commercial Commissioners, 68 

Education, 302, 305, 311 
Commissions a,nd Trusts (Public), 40 
Common Law, 472 
Commons, 416, 784 
1J0mmonwealth Bank, 205 

Government Steamers, 90 
Housing Operations, 415 

Communicable Diseases, 385 
Community Advancement Societies, 409 

Settlement" 223, 773 
Companies, Incorporated, 221 

.Banking, 205 
Genera(Insurance, 237 
Income, 248 
Life Assurance, 229 

Compensation, Accident-
Railways and Tramways, ll8 
'Workers, 91, 716 

Compell8ation, ()]osing of Hotels, 421 



Compulsory DefenlJe Trainin~, 51 
Conciliation, Industrial, 702 

1NDEX, 

Conjugal Condition of Population, 149, 
152 

Conscrvatorium of Music, 326 
Consolidated Revenue Account, 259 
Constitution, Federal, 48 

State, 34 
Consumption of Food, 582, 623, 663 
Continuation Schools, 301-303 
Convulsions of Children, 187 
Cook, Captain James, 22 
Coomealla Irrigation Area, 657 
Co-operative Societies, 222, 773 
Copper, 520 
Copyright, 4fll 
Coroner's Court.~, 480 
Cost of Living, 683, 68D, 722 
Cotton, 643 . 
County Councils, 33(;, 362 
Courts of Law--

Appeals, 485 
Children'S, 390, ,mG, 478 
Coroner's, 480 
Criminal, 478, 481 

Appeal,486 
District, 470 
Fair Iknts, 468, 678, 681 
Federal, 485 
High Court of Australia, 466,185, 486 
Industrial Arhitration, 484, 701, 705 
Land and Valuation, 484, 777 
Vcensing, 419, 467 
Magistrates, 466, 478 
Marine Inquiry, 92, 469 
Mining Wardens, 469, 507 
Petty Sessions; 467,478 
Quarter Ses~iolls, 481, 486 
Small Dehts, 467 
Supreme, 466, 471 
Taxation Review, 469 

Cows, Dairv, 56D, 572 
Creches, 392 
Credit, Rural, 223, 773 
Crime, 481 
Criminal Courts, 478, 4Rl 
Crops, 598, 607 

Times of planting and harvesting, 6! 6 
Crown Lands~.AlienatiOri, 747, 754-;· 7iD 

Holdings, 756 . 
Cultivation-Area, 598, 601, 762-nO 
Cllrlwaa Irrigation Ar~m, 653, 814 
Currency, 199 
Customs Tariff, 53, 65, 250 
Daceyville Garden Suburb, 414 
Dairying, 565 

Cattle, 569 
Employment, 691, 771 
Exports, 583 
Factories, 454, 572 
Farms, 571, 750 
Inst.ruction, 568 
Local Consumption of Prodncts, 5S2 
Machinery, 771 
OrganisationA, 568 
Produce Export. Control Board, 567 
Production, 572, 585, 732 
Supervision, Hl3, 566, 57], 669 

Day ~ur8eries, 392 

Deaf-muHsm, 390 
Deaths, 160-197 

Accidental, 117, 197, 716 
Children, 163, 168, 172, 187 
In Hospitals, 382, 38D 
Index of Mortality, 154, 161 
Rates, 160, 161 • 

Debt, Public, 274-278, 289 
Deceased Persons' Estates, 2'l4 
Defence, 51 
Dental Clinics, School, 399 
Ho~pital, 381, 382 
Dentists, 380 
Deportation, 711 
Diahetes, 18t; 
Diamomts, 52f) 
Diarrhcea nnd ji;nteritis, ID1 
Diatomaceons Earth, 527 
Digestive System, Diseases, 191 
Diphtheria and Croup, lSI 
Discount, Bank, 215 
])iseases, Communicahle, 3S5 
Dise11scs, Deaths from, 175-197 

Seasonal Prevalenee, Hl7 
Dislocations, Industrial, 712 
Divorce, 475 . 
Docks and Sli P8, 88, sn 
Doctors of Medicine, 320, 380 
Domestic Training Schools, 302, 311 
Drainltgc Trust,s, 371 
Dreadnought Fund, 135 
Dred,ging for Minerals, 508;517, 521 
Drink Bill, 4-25 
Drunkenness, 423, 479, 504 
Dumping Foreign Goods; 66 
Dwellings, 410 

Cost of Building, 677 
Rents, 469, 67'

Ea,rly Closing, Hotel~, 419 
Shops, 708 

Education, 291-332 
Agricultural, 312, 613 
Census Records, 292 
Children Receiving, 294-
]';xpcnditure hy State, 329 
Societies, 325 

l~ggs, Production, 584 
Elections, Pnrliamcntary, Federal, 48 

State, 41, 44 
Electric Light nnd Power Works, 11 ii, 461 

Municipal, 359 
Elevators, Grain, 627 
J;;migration, 130 
]~mployer8' Unions, 700 
.Employment, 691 

Agenci('s, 698 
Children, 398, 447, 711) 
Factories,!29, 430, 433, 434, 61!4 
Mines, 510, 6!l4 
Ruml Industries, 608, 691, 771 
Slaughtering Est~blishments, 552 

Ensilage, 647 
Entertainm3nts Tax, 250, 257, 41~ 
Bquity, .Jurisdiction, 473 
.J;Jstates of Deceased Persons, 244 

Taxation, 250, 253, 2,j7 
Eva,poraiion, 16 
Examinations (School), 306, 316 
K'::change Rates, Bank, 215, 216 
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Excise Tariff, 65, 250 
Bxpenditure-Local Government, 346, 

350,352 
State, 260, 262, 263 

Agriculture, 612 
Child Welfare, 393 
:F]ducation, 329 
Hospi.tals and Ohariti('s, 379 
.T ustice, 505 
Loall, 271, 272 
]\Iining, 509 
Water Conservation, 651 

Experiment Farms, 568, 6H 
Bxport Guarantee Act, 54 
Bxports, 55, 60, 63 

Australian Produce, 55, 63 
Bullion and Specie, 57 
Dairy Produee, 63, 583 
Destination, 58 
IuspeC'tion and Grading, 54 
Pastoral Products, 63, 543, 51i4, 558, 

561 . 
Extradition, 494 
]'actories, 429-464 

Inspection, 715 
Fair Rents Court, 468, 678; 681 
Fallowing, Wheat., 621 
Fares, Ferry, 689 

Railwav, ]03, 688 
Tramway, 114, 688 

Farming (see Agriculture), 5()7 
Dairy',565 
Shar~, 610 

Farms, Number, 750 
Farmyard ProdJ;lction, 5S5, 732 . 
Farrer (Wheat) Scholarships, 615 
Fauna, ]0 
Federal Capital Territory, 2, 4(), 777 

Government, 4& 
Feeble-minded Persons, 397 
Fellmongering, 450 
Ferrie~, 371, 375, 68() 
Fertiliser~, .609 
Film Censorship, 418 
Finance-

}'ederal War Expenditure, 287 
Loans, 271 
Local Government, 346, 349, 353 
Pri~-ate, 199 
Public, 249-290 
Puhlic Debts, 274-278, 289 
Relation~ between State and Com. 

monwealth, 283 
Revenue and Expenditure of I'ltatcs 

rtnd.Commonwealth, 287 
Rural, 772 
Taxation CFederal), 250, 255 

(State), 250, 252 
Trust Funds; 270 

Fire Insurance, 237 
Prevention Services, 362 

Fireclays, 527 
First Offenders, 494, 503 
Fisheries, 594 

Oonsumption of Fish, 66.3, 667 
Culture, 5()6 
Employees, 694 
Markets, 662, 667 
Production, 595, 732 

Fisheries-:-continned. 
S~pply,~67 

Flats, 410, 411 
Floods,'13 . 
Flom,10 
Flour Oonsu1TIption, 624, 626, 663, 667, 

668 
Mills, 456 
Wheat used, 624, 626 

Food and Prices, 661 
Food-

Rill, Weeklv, 686 
Oonsumption, 582, 663 
I,aws, 661 
Prices, 665, 668, 670, 676, 684 
Index Numbers, 6S1 
Standards; 661 

Foreign Oompanies, 222 
Forestry, 588 

Employees, 694 
Forty-four hours week, 709 
Franchise·-

Local Government, 333, 334 
Parliamentarv,43 

FreightR, Ocean, 83, 84, 629 
Railway, 104 

Friendly Societies, 227, 406, 6S() 
Fruit, 643, fl71 

Bounty, 646 
Census of TreeR, 649 
Markets, 671 

Fuel-
Coal used, 526 
Oost of, 688. 
Used in b'actories, 441, 462, 526 

Fugitive Offenders, 494 
Gaols, 499'. 
Gas Prices, 688 

Regulation of Quality, 662 
Works, 358, 46,2 

Geological Formation, 4, 10 
Goats, 548 
Gold,516 

Currency, 199 
Imports and Exports, 57, 215 

Government, Constitutional, 3.4,-48 
Cost, 47 
I~arly Forms, 22, 34 
Employees, 69,; 

Arhitratiou, 707 
Pensiol1s, 404 

Factories and Workshops, 430 
Finance, 249 
Health Services, 378 
Housing Schemes, 41~ 
Local,333 
RailwaYR and TmmwaYR, 9:{ 

Governor, State, 24 
Grafton Water Bortrd, 342,368 
Gmpes,642 ' 
Grasses, Sown, 565, 598, 604, 642 
Groen Food, 642 
Groceries, Prices (see also Food}, 672, 674, 

682 
Gun Licenses, 426, 427 
Habitual Criminals, 493 
HrelD.Orrhage 01 the Brain, 1ST 
Halls, P~b]jc, 417 
Harbour and Wharfage Rates, 86 



Harbour Bridge, Sydney, 79, 107, 375 
Harbour Trust, Sydney, 77, 80 
Harbours, 3, 76--82 
Hat and Cap Factories, 461 
Hawkesbury Agricultural College, 312, 

313, 614, 569 
Hay Crops, 642 
Hay Irrigahon Area, 653 
Health, Public, 377 
Heart Diseases, 189 
Herd Testing, 569 
Hides, 558 
High Court of Australia, 485 
History, 22 

Industrial, 735 
Holdings, Land

Agricultural, 600 
Alienated, Live Stock and Improved 

Value, 759 
Purposes for wb,ich Used, 750, 763, 

765, 766, 768 
Rural,749 
Size, 751 
Tennre, 755 
Value, 756 

Holidays, Public, 709 
Homes, Advances for. 217,!l3, 415 

CensuR Records, 410 
(Jost,677 
Rents, 468, 677 

Honey, 584 
Horses, 531, 547, 559 
Hospitals, 377,400 

Mental, 387 
Private, 380 
Public, 381 
State ExpenriitUl'e, 3S;! 

Hotels, 419 
Hours of Work, 708 
Housing, 411 

Census Records, 410 
Cost of Building, 677 
Government Assistance, 217, 41:3, 

415 
Rents, 468, 677 

Hunter District Sewerage, 342, 370 
Water Supply, 3i!2,366 

Illegitimacy, 158 
Deaths of Children, 171 

Immigrants, 137, 138 
Immigration, Assisted, 132, 134 

Restriction, 131 
Imports, 55, 58, 61 

Classification, 61 
Country of Origin, 58 

Imprisonment, 499 
Incomes, 246 

Compa,rues, 248 
Taxation-

Federal, 250, 256 
State, 250, 252 

Index Numbers
Retail Prices, 68 
Wages, 729 
Wholesale Prices, 606, 672, 673 

Index of Mortality, 154, 160 
Industrial Arbitration-

Awards and Agreements, 705 
Boards,701 

20669-<i 

Industrial Arbitration-continued. 
Commission, 484, 703 
Commonwealth System, 705 
Conciliation, 702 
Crown Employees, 707 
State System, 701 

Industrial Assurance, 231 
Diseases, 721 
Dislocations,7II 

Loss of Wages, 713 
Hi~tory, 735 
Hygiene, 715 

82t 

Training Schools, 313 
Undertakings, Government, 266, 

430,451 
Unions, 701 

Inebriates, 423, 479, 504 
Infantile Mortality, 163-174 
Infants, Protection, 390 
Influenza, 182 
Inquests, 481 
Insanity (see also Lunacy and Mental 

Hospitals), 188, 387 
Insurance, 229 -
Interest, Bank Rates, 215, 219 

Public Debt, 277, 279 
Intoxicants, Consumption, 423, 425 
Invalid Pensions, 401 
Iron, 521 

Prices, 61<1 
Production, 453, 522 
"Yorks, 453 

Irrigation, 650, 812 
Areas, 3H5, 651, 653,814 
~chemes, 655, 773 

Islands, SydneyHarbour, 7IJ 
Jam, Consumption, 663, 670 
Jervis Bay, 82 
.Judges,488 
Jury System, 492 
Justice, Cost of A dmiili~tra tioll, 505 

Law Courts, 4611 
Minister, H6, 488 
Police, 496 
Prisons, 499 

Justices of Peace, 490 
Juveniles-

Employment, 390, 398, 447, 710 
Offenders, 391, 396', 478 

Kerosene Shale, 526 
Kindergarten, 305, 310 
Kuring-gai Chase, 417 
Labour (see also Emilloyment)

Agencies, 697 
Factories, 442, 694 
Mines, 510, 691 
Rural, 608, 691, 771 

Lachlan River, Proposed Irrigation, 657 
LaKes, 3, 4, 8 
I,ambs, 536, 552 
Land-

Acquisition; 786 
Administration, 777 
Agricultural, 598, 762-770 
Alienation, 751, 756, 778, 780 
Available for Settlement, 785 
Boards and Courts, 483, 777 
Closer Settlement, 806 
Conditional Purchase, 787 
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I.and~contlnued. 
Excha.nge, 791 
Leases, 508, 783 
Legislation, 777 
.Mining, 507, 800, 802 
Mortgages, 243 
Policy (Government), 748 
Rat.able, 338 
Real Estate Transact.ioni!, NO 
.Reserves, 4Hl, 784 
Hesumptions hy Crown, 8H 
Reyenue, 260, 261, 816 
thles. 787 
Helection, 781) 
Hettlenlfmt, '7 4i ~ 777 
Tax, Federal, 250, 255 

State, 250, 252 
Tenurcs, 755, 781 

Conversion, 803 
Valua,tions, 337. 7 i,() 

Court, 484·; 777 
Value, 3:n, 7ti(i 

L>~l'li, Pwduction, .582 
Lltw, ArlminiBtration, 48tl 

Courts, 3fH, 4(iti 
T.cad,5Ii 
:Leases, J.And, 508, 783 

Alienltble. 791 
lultlienabie, SOl 

L8ather, 558 
Legal Aid, Poor Persons, 401 

Profession, 4B2 
Syste.m,4()5 

Legislatil'p Assembly, 3U 
. Council, :~8 

Lnfritinlation Act.. 1.~8 
Leprosy, 386 . 
Lcttel's, 122 
Librarie~, 327 
Licens()s-

]~mployliHmt Agencies, ()9S 
_Ferry Stea,lTIOl'S, 79 
j"ishing, 426, 094 
Forest;:y, 5():~ 
Liauor, 4l!l, 4fl7 
Mining, 507 
Motor, II () 
Puhlie HallR, 41'l 
RaccconrwR, 418 
Tmffie, IH1 

Liee.llsing Court, 420, 4fi7 
Life Assnl'ancc, 22!l 
Lighthouses, !l2 
[.ji~nc,~t,one Cavf:'s. :J 
T .. lnncenn So('iotv, :l2f, 
Liqnm'-'" . 

COl1snmrJ1,ion, 42:1 
Drink Hill, 425 
J.icenscs, 41!l, 4(;7 

Lithgow Iron and i'ltcel Wo)"k~, 4ti3 
Live StMk, .i:H-533 

Cattl ... , 531, 043. fi(i!) 

HorSCH, ;;:11. 547 
In Commonwealth, 532 
Pl'icp~, 54-P 
She<'p, 531, .332, 53,! 
Shllght.el'ing, 551, 66() 
SlI"ine, 5:H, 581 

J,iving-' 
Cost of, 685, 68!l 
\\Tagc, 722 

Other States, 724 
1.oal18-

Bodies authorised to raise, UO 
Cost of Raising, 280 
Local Government, 355 
Registf'red in London and Sydney, 

. 277, 357 
State, 271, 276-281 

l~xpenditur{', 272, 273 
1.00al Go\-crnment, 333 

Government Grants, il54 
Honsing Schemes, 414 
Loam, 357 
Municipalities, 349 
Shires, 353 
Taxation, 250, 342 
Valua,tions, 337, 484 

Lucal Option, 420 . 
L'Ick Hospitals, 502 
Lord Howe Island, 2 
Lunacy, 188, 387 

.rmisdiction, 47:3 
:\lachinerv, Coal.cutti.n!!, 511 

Man~tfactllring, 435 
Mining, 510 ~ 
l~llral Industl'i('s, 607, 771 

Mftcquarie RiYer, 7, 8 
Proposed Irrigation, G58 

}la,gistmtps, 480 
Magnesite, 027 
Mail Services, 122 
}Iain }toads Board, 372 
Maize, 606, Ilil7 

Consnmption, 63!l 
Price", SO() 

Manganese, ti23 
:\[anlliacturing Industl'Y, 42!l--4G4 

Value of Pwdud.ion, 437, 732,7()l 
Manures, 60'1 
Marble, 527 
}Iarine Inquiry COlll't, 7], 02, 4fl!l 
Markets, l\-[ullicipal, 347, 348, 662 
}Iarkcts and Migration :lkpartment, 53 
i\[arriages, ]4!l·, 151-154 
Masculinity of Populat,ion, 144, 157 
Maternity Allowanc('s, 3!l1 
Mlttrimonial ('a usps ,11ll'i,didion, 47i, 
Mca,lcR, Iin 
Meat. Advisorv HoltI'd, :'51 
"[Cltt Industry Board, ~[etropolitan, 553, 

666 
?lIl'at Coufmmption of, 663·61;5 

Industry, 1i.;0-li57 
Prices, 554" 6{;,;, 672: fl74, fl76 
F:lipply, 550, 66(; 
'VO!'l\:R. 45f,), [)57 

Medical I,;spcet,ion of Hehool Children, 
314,3!l8 

Medical Officer, Goyernment, 378 
MeJical Pmctiiioners, 320, 380 
Meningiti.s, IS7, 385 
Ment,al Diseases, 188, 387 
Mercantile Marine offices, 90 
Mercurv, 52'3 
Metal. Works, 453, 454 
:'Ileteorology, 11 



INDRX. 

Metropolj,-;, 141 
Metropolitan Water Supply, 364 
Migration, 130, 140 
Military Forces, 52 
Milk, 5711, 669 

Consumption, 575, 582, 663, 669 
Prices, 586, 670, 676 
Production, 572 
Supervision of Supply, 566-571, 669 
Yield per Cow, 573-4 

Mineral Springs, 9 
lIlinerals, Prices, 511 

Production, 511, 732, 761 
Mines, Valuation of, 338 

Impection of, 528 
Miners' Rights, 507, 800 
Mining Industry, 507 

Accident" 52n 
Comp3nies (No J,iability), 221 
Diseases, 720, 721 
Industrial Dislocations, 7H, 
.Leases and Licenses, .507, 50S, 802 
Population, 144 
'Varden'!' Courts, 46n, 507 

Ministries, State, 36, 46 
Minting, 200 
Mitchell Library, 327 
Molybdenum, 523 
Money in Circulation, 200 

Orders, 204 
Moneylenders, Registration, 242 
Mortality, Causes, 175-W7 

Gaols, 502 
Index, 154, 160 
Infant:Je, lf13-1 i 4 

Mortgages, 242, 490 
Motor Vehicles, 119 

Insurance, 238 
Taxation of, 250-253 

Mountains, 6 
lVlules, 548 
jylunicipal Library, Sydney, 327 

Markets, 348, 662 
Municipalities, 349-353 

Population of, 143, 336 
. Murl'ay River, 7,.8 

Irrigation, 655 
Murrumbidgee RivC'r, 7, 8 

Irrigation Area, 26f), 6.31, 748, 773, 
812 

Unimproved Capital V'lilw, 33fl 
Museums, 326 
MUflic, Conservatorium, 326 
MuUou, Consumption of, 663,·664 

}1~xport, 555 
Prices, 555, 665, 674, 676 
Production, 552 

Namoi River, Proposed Inigation, 658 
Nationality of Population, 147 
National Park, 417 
Naturalisation, 148 
Naval Defence, 52 
Navigation Department, 71 

Laws, 70 
Navigat.ion of Rivers, 83 
Nephritis, 193 
Newcastle Harbour, 80 

Iron and Steel 'Yorks, 453 
Sewerage Works, 342, 370 

New Bettlers' League, 138 
New Zealand, Trade, 59, 66 
North Shore Bridge, 79, 107, 3i5 
Notes, Bank, 199, 202 

Postal, 204 
Notifiable Diseases, 385 
Noxious Animals, 560 
Nurseries, Forest, 591 
Nurses, 380 
Nursing Association, 400 
Oatmeal, 663, 668, 676 
Oats, 603, 639 
Observatory Hill Resumed Area, 414 
Observatory, Sydney, 20 
Occupations of the Population, 691 

Factorv Workers, 442, 448 
Rural:608, 693, 771 

Offenders Convicted, 483 
Old-age Pemions, 401 
Onions, 60u., 647, 676 
Opal,527 
OrchardH, 643-6i6 
Orphanages, 3!l4 
Ostriches, 548 
Oversea Trade, 5i, 56 
Ovsters, 594, 596 
Packing Houses, Fruit; fl45 
Paper Currency, 199, 202 
Parcels Post, 122 
Parks, 376, 416 
Parliament., 45 

Commonwealth, 48 
State, 37 

Parliamentarv Committees, 40 
Parliamentary Government., Cost of, 47 
Passports, 131 
I'astoral Industrv, 531-564 

Bmployment, 691, 771 
Exports, 63, 543, 554, 558, 561 
Value of Production, 559, 732 

Pastures Protection, 560, 562 
Patents, 491 
Pensions, Commouwealth Public Service, 

406 
Invalid, 390, 401 
Old Age, 401 
Police, 405, 497 
Railwav, 406 
Btate Public Serdei', 40,t 
War, 403-404 
Widows, <102 

Per capita payments to St,ute, 28,t 
Petroleum, 50fl 
Pharmacists, 380 
Picture Shows, 418 
Pigs, 531, 581 

Prices, 549 
Slaughtering, 552, 666 

Pilotage, 92 
Plant Diseases, 648 
Platinum, 522 
Pneumonia, 190 
Police, 496 

Pensions, 405, 497 
Poor Persons' I..egal Expenses, 491 
Population, 127-148 

Aboriginals, 147 
Ages, 145 
Aliens, 147 
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Population-continuC/l. 
Australia~ S.tI!.tes, 128. 
BirthpIaoo!!. 14.5 
Capital Cities of Australia, 142 
Conjugal Condition, 149 
Country Towns, 143 
])istribution, 138 
Intercensal Years, 127 

• Metropolis, 141 
Mining, 144 
Municipalities and Shire~, 140, 336 
Nationality, 147 
Race,141i 
Sexes, 128, 144 
Sources of Increase. 129, 133 
Urban and Rural, 140, 336 

Pork, Consumption of, 663, 664 
Prices, 665, 676 

Port Charges, 84 
Port Kembla Smelting Works, 433 
Ports, 76-82 

Jervis Bay, 3, 10 
Port Jackson, 77 
Port Stephens, 3, 10, 82 
Twofold Bay, 3, 10 

Postage, 689 
Postal Notes, 204 . 
Posts and Telegraphs, 122-126 
Potatoes, Consumption, 663, 671 

Prices, 606, 671, 676 . 
Production, 642 

Poultry Farming, 684 
Preference to Unionists, 710 
Preferential Tariff, 65, 66 
Prices--

Retail,676-690 
Wholesale, 671-675 

Agricultural Produce, 606 
Butter, 679, 086, 674 
Coal, 611, 620 ' 
Dairy Products, 586 
Farm Produce, 606 
Flour, 666 
Live Stock, 549 
Meat, 654, 655, 674 
Metals,511 . 
Milk, 686, 670 
Pastoral Produce, 549, 554, 674 
Potatoes, 606, 650 
Wheat, 606, 630, 674 
Wool, 541, 674 

Prickly Pear Lanqs, 806 
Prisons, 499-605 
Private Finance, 199 

Incomes, 246 
Wealth,243 

Privy Council Appeals, 466, 486 
'Probate, 244, 474 

Duties, 250, 253, 257 
Produce (Farm) Agents, 649 
Produotion, 731-734, 761 

Agricultural, 601-605, 642, 732 
Dairying, 572, 585, 732. 761 
Farmyard, 685, 731, 732 
Fisheries, 595, 732 
Forestry, 59], 732 
Manufacturing, 429, 449-463, 731, 

761 
Mining, 511-528, 731, 732, 761 

Production-continued. 
Pastoral; 731, 732 
Poultry Farming, 584, 585 
Value of, 732 
Volume, 734 
Wheat, 618, 761 
Wool, 539, 761 

Prohibition (Liquor), 419 
Property, Value of Private, 243 

Valuation of, 337, 724 
Proportional Representation (Parliamen-

tary),41 
Prospecting for Minerals, 509 
Prothonotary, 489 
Psychiatry, 387 
Public Debt, 274-289 
Public Finance, 249-290 

Health,377 
Instruction, 291-331 
I,ibrarv, 327 
schpoiSystem, 291 
Service Employees, 404, 695, 707 
Trust Office, 490 
Works Account, 264 

Committee, 40 
Puerperal Diseases, 194 
Pure Food Act, 661, 66!) 
Quarantine, 71 
Quarries, 528 
Rabbits, 560, 666 
Racial Elements of Population, 145 
Racecourses, 418 

Admission Tax, 250, 255 
Railways, 10, 93~1l8 

Accidents, 117 
Capital Expended, 95 
City, 107 
Cost of Construction, 95 
Earni.nge, 96, 99 
Employees, 116 
Fares, 103. 6S8 
Interest on Capital, !)7 
Non-paying Lines, 98 
Private, 108 
Revenue, 96, 100 
SuperannuJl,tion Fund, 406 
Uniform Gauge, no 
Victorian, 108 
Wages, 116 
Working Expenses, 96 
Workshops, 116,430,453 

Rainfall, 12, 761 
Rates (Local Government), 250, 342-~45, 

351 
Real Estate, Transactions, 240 
Reception Houses for Insane, 388 
Recreation Reserves, 376, 416, 784 
Re-exports, 65 
Referenda, Federal, 49 
Reformatories, 300, 397 
Registrar-General, 4!)0 
Registration, Birth~, Deaths, Marria~. 

149 
Land Titles, Mortgages, 242, 490 

Religions of
Population, 428 
Prisoners, 505 
School Children, 296 



Rents, House, 469, 677 
Fixed by Court. 468, 618 
In~ NUUlbers, 682, 683 

Representa,tiv6 GOV\ll'nment" 38 
Representatives, Hous\'! of, 49 
Reserves, Gold, 203 
Reservoirs (Water), 365, 650 
Retail Prices, 675 
Returned Soldiers' Settlement, 811 

EmployUlent, 698 
Pensions, 403 
Homes, 415 

Revenue-
Consolidated, 258, 259, 260 
Customs and Excise, 66 
I,and, 261, 816 
Local Government, 351, 354 
Railways and Tramways, 96, 112 
State, 260 

Rice, Consumption, 663 
Riverina, 767 
Rivers, 7, 176 
River Bars, 3 

lIrigation Schemes, 655, 812 
Traffic, 83 

Roads, 9, 371, 374 
Commonwealth Grant, 373 

Royal Society, 325 
Royal Society for Welfare of Mothers and 

Babies, 165, 391, 392 
Royalties, Mining, 508 
Rural Bank, 207,217, 77:2 775,8lO 
Rural Co-operative Societies, 223, 773 

Credit, 773 
Rural Finance, 772 

Industries, Board, 774 
Industries Capital Im-ested, 758 

~mploYkles, 69t . 
I,abouT, 608, 691-694, 771 
I,ands, 749 .... 

Value, 756, 758 
Machinery used, 771 
Population, 140 
Settlement, 74;7 
Training Schools, 312 

Saleyards, Stock, 549, 553 
Savings Banks, 216-220, 414 

School,3l4, 
Sawmills, 452, 591 
Scarlet Fever, 179, 385 
Schools, 291-317 

Examinations, 306 
Medicallnspection, 314, 398 
Private, 293-296, 303--306 
Pupils, 293-296· 
Savings Banks, 314 
Scholarships, 307 
State, 292-317 

Dental Clinics, 399 
Primary, 298 
Reformatory, .300 
Religious Instr~cHon, ~97 
Secondary, 300 
Technical, 315 

Teachers, 292, ~04, 324 
Scientific Societies, 325 
Sea Carriage of Goods, 72 
Seamen, 90 

Compensation, 91, 717 

Seame~c<m~i1lu~tl, 
Mercantile :Marine pffice&. 9;0 
Wages,9i . 

Seasons, 11 
Secondary Wage, 72l> 
Senate,49 . 
Settlement, Land, 747 

Character of, 760 
Sewerage, 364, 369, 371 
Sex; of Population, 12$, Ho4 
Share Farming, 610 
Sheep, 534-538, 

Prices, 549 
Required for Food, 666 
Slaughtering, 552, 666 

Sheriff, 489 
Ship-building, 88, 89 
Shipping, 70-9:1 

Marine Inquiry Court, 92 .. 4\\9 
Mortgages, 243 

Ships' Stores Exported, 65 
Shires, 341, 353-355 

Rates, 250 
Sicknes~, 177-195, 379 

In Gaols, 5.02 
Silos, Wheat, 627 
Silver, Coinage, ~OO 

Currency, 199 
Mines, 518 
Prices, 201, 511 
Production, 519 

Sinking Funds, State Deht, 282 
Skins and Hides, 1i58 ~ 
Slaughtering, 551, 666 
Smallpox, 178, 385 
Smelting, 454 
Soap Factories, 450 
Social Condition, 377 
Societies, B,uilding, 222, 221i 

Charitable, 400 
Co-operative, 222, 773 
Friendly, 227, 406 
Scientific, 325 

Soldiers' Children Education B,oarri, :HO 
Solicitors, 492 .. 
Specie, Imports and Exports, 57 
Spirits, Consumption of, 423 

Drink Bill, 425 
Stamp Duties, 250, 253 
Starr.Bowkett Societies, 225, 226 
State Advances--

For Homes, 217, 413, 415 
To Settlers, 217, 7'72, 776 

State-
Children, 390, 393-395 
Coal Mine, 524 
Education, 291, 613 
Employees, 695, 707 
:Finances, 249 
Forest. 591 
Government, 34 
Housing Scb,emes, 41~ 
LahourExchanges, 6~7 
Savings Bank, 216, 314,415 
Wards, 393, 395 . 
Workshops and F!l-cto.riell. 4~Q 

SteelProducmon,454 ~ 
St. George County C01ll1Cil, 362 
Stock, Live, 455, 531, $00 
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Stock, Puhlie--Quotations, 2i<2 
Street-trading (Children) 398 
Strikes, 711' 
Sugar, Cane, 642 
Sugar, Consumption of, 663, 670 

Mills, 457 
Prices, 674, 076 
Hefinery, 458 

Suicide, 196 
Superannuation, 404, 497 
Supreme Court, 466, 471, 485 
Sydney, 10, 333, 346 

Corporation Act, 333 
Finances, 346 
Harbour, 3, 10, 77 

Bridge, 33, 79, 107, 375 
Islands, ill 

Meteorology, 18 
Milk Supply, 069 
PopUlation, 139, 140, 141, 348 
Sydney H~,rbour Trust, 7i. 80 

Tallow, 450, 558 
Tanneries, 44!J 
Tariff, Board, 5a 

Customs and .Excise, 53, 65 
Taxation, 250-257 

Court of Review, 46() 
I.oeal Government, 342 

Tea, Consumption, 663, 6il 
Prices, 674, 676 

Teachers, 292, 30,1, 324 
College, 323 

Technical Education, il15 
Telegraphs, 123 

Wireless, 124 
Td"phones, 125 
Temperatures, 17, 18, 19,20 
Theatres, 417 

Employment of Children, 390, 398 
Thrift, 406 
Tick, CatMe, 564 
Tides, 21 
Tile Works, 451 
Timher (,~e also Forestry), 452, 588 ·593 

Imports and Bxports, 592 
Prices, 674 

Time, Standard, 21 
Tin, 521 

Prices, 511 
Tobacco, Bill, 426 

Consumption, 426 
Factories, 458 
IJicenses, 427 
Prices, 074-, 689 
Production, 642 

Totalisa.tors, 250, 255, 418 
'fown Planning, 412 
Trade and Commt'rcc, 53 
Trade Marks, 491 
Trade, Oversea, 54, 56 

Representation Abroad, 68 
Trade Unions, 098 
Traffic----

Licenses, 120 
.Regulation, 119, 4()8 

Tramways, 112--117 
A0cidents, ] 17 
E11lptoyet's, 116 

Tramway8--contin~£d. 
Fares, 114, 688 
.Revenue and Expenditurf', 113 

'rransport and Communication, 9, 70--12:1 
Trawling Industry, 595, 667 
'rreasurv Bills, 271, 273, 276, 282 
Truancv, 397 
TnlRte~, Public, 490 
Tuberculosis, 182, 386 

Hospital, 381, 383, 380 
Tungsten, 52:.1 
'rYl'hoid _Feyer, 177, 3S" 
Unemployment, (;95, 6D7 
Unit"d Charities Fund, 400 
University of Sydney, 317-323 
Valuation, Comt, 484, 777 
Valuer-General, 3:n, 342 
Vegetahles, Supply, 647, 671 
Vehicles, Horse-drawn, 120 

~I{Jtor, 120 
Venereal Diseases, 386, 502 
Veterinary Surgeons, 320, 564-
Victorian Border !tailways, 108 
Vineyards, 642, 643 
Violence, Deaths, 196 
Vital Statistics, 149 
Voters (Parliamentary), 44 
"V ages, 722-730 

J.o~t through Disputes, 713 
Manufa.cturing Industry, 436, 43(), 
. 402, 726 

:'Ifining Industry, 512 
Police, 497 
!tural "Vorkel's, 771 
Seamen, 91 

War, Expenditure, 287 
Pensions, 403, 404 
Returned Soldiers' Settlemt'nt, OIl 
Service Homes, 415 

Warragamba Irrigation Scheme, 658 
Water and Sewerage Rates, 250 
Water ConservaHon, 304, 650 

.Reservoirs, 365 
Supplies, 364-370 

W'aterworks, 658 
WeaJt,h, Distrihution of, 243 
Weat-her, II 
WE'ights and Measmes, 661 
Western Division, 20, 597, 769, 804 

I.and Board, 483, 804 
WharfagE', Sydney, 78 

.Rates, 250 
Wheat, 616-637 

Bullc Handling, 78, 627 
Consumption, 623, 634 
Cost of Growing, 634 
]~xchange Pool, 216 
l~xpol't, 63, 625 
Prices, 439, 630, 674 
Production, 618, 761 
\Vorld's Production, 636 

Whooping-cough, 180 
Widows, Pensions, 402 

State Aid, 395 
Wife Desertion, 396, 503 
Winds, 11 
Wine, 642 

ConsumpHon of, 423 
Ucenscs, 422 



Wir"le~s TclegJ'aphy, 71, lU 
Wire Netting, Advances, 562 
'Vomen--

Employed, 445, 691, 693, 771 
Franchise, 43, 427 
Prisoners, 503 
Status of, 42i 
Wages of, 437, 723, 771 

W oeil, 538-543 
Exclutngo 1'00], ?16 
Exports, 63, M, 543 
Prices, 541, 674 
Producti01J. 53!'!, 761 

INDEX. 

'Vo01- coni'inued. 
Sales, 540 
Scouring, 450 

Woollen lVlills, 459 
Workers. (See Employment.) 
Workers' Compensation, 238, 466, 470, 

716 
Educational Association 323, 325 

Wrecks, 8hip, 92,409 
Y crranderie f:;i1ver Mines, 518 
Youthful Offenders, 3\)6, 503 
Zinc, 517 
Zoological Gardens, 416 

Sydney: Alfred Jam ... Kent, G('vernment PI intrr--192t1 




